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CYCLOPEDIA
OF TIIK

DISEASES OF OHILDREK

PART I.

DISEASES OF THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM.

FUNCTIONAL DISORDERS OF THE STOMACH.

By WILLIAM PEPPER, M.D., LL.D.

DYSPEPSIA.

The group of disorders included under this heading are by some called

the indigestions ; by othens the term infantile atrophy is used to designate

many of them ; while others describe them as acute and chronic gastric or

gastro-intestinal catarrh.

It embraces all those clinical conditions, frequently presenting com-

plicated symptoms, which are dependent upon impaired gastric digestion,

provided that there is no lesion of the stomach more serious than congestion

or subacute catarrhal inflammation.

Mere defects in quantity or quality of the gastric secretions, without

any appreciable change in the gastric tissues, may cause temporary indi-

gestion. Anaemia or impaired innervation will suffice to |)Iain it. But
the more carefully the dyspejjsias of young children are studied, the more
closely will they be found connected with varying degrees of gastric catarrh.

While, therefore, it is convenient to consider under a separate heading acute

catarrh of the stomach, it would involve excessive repetition to discuss the

^hronic form after having described catarrhal dyspepsia. The frequency
^ 1
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of thoHc (li solders is even greater in children than in adnhs : they constitute

by far tlie larger part of i" chronic! ailments in the former. The forms do

not differ materially, but obviously it is less eas) in children than in adults

to classify individual cases of dyspcpsin, as, for instance, atonic, nervous,

or catarrhal. The chief rea ons for this are the wide range of the sympa-

thetic phenomena, the necessity of depending chiefly upon objec^tive symp-

toms, the difficulty of studying critically the gastric secreti' ns by m-^ans of

lavage, and the frequency with which gastric catarrh sooner r later appears

as an element in the case, ("onsecjuently, in this article the only division

made will Ixi into the acute and the chronic or habitual form of dyspepsia

;

and under each of these attention will be called to the peculiarities which

present themselves in infants and in older diildren.

Causes.—Defects of feetling are the most common causes ; but scarcely

less important are errors in hygiene, especially (concerning dress, exercise,

bathing, and ventilation Constitutional disorders, such as aniemia, rickets,

scrofula, and litluemia, ofleu the result of inheritetl peculiarities, frequently

act as predisposing causes. Close attention should be paid to the mode
of action of these causes, as liuccessful treatment invariably involves their

detection an(f removal.

In suckling infants indigestion results chiefly, of course, from an un-

healthy state of the milk of the nurse or from the premature use of arti-

ficial food. If the child has a wet-nui-se the breast may be too old for the

infant, or the health of the mother or nurse may be so poor that the quality

of the milk suffers. It is not usual for the diet of a nursing woman to

affect her milk materially, but it does in some cases ; and if the child has

iudigestion this question should be exainined. Fixed rules cannot be laid

down on this subject. It may even happen that the breast is of the right

age, the nurse's health excellent, and the milk of apparently good quality,

and yet, owing to some peculiarity of the digestive juices of the child, indi-

gestion results.

The supply of milk is often scanty, and then, without evident dyspeptic

symptoms, a process of wasting or atrophy ensues, which may be mistaken

for the result of indigestion. On the other hand, the supply may be exces-

sive, and, if the nipple delivers it freely or the child sucks vigorously, an

undue amount is swallowed. Usually the surplus is promptly rejected

;

and this form of vomiting or regurgitation is beneficial, and may avert the

fermentation and gastric irritation which otherwise ensue.

More commonly the iudigestion cannot be charged to the breast-milk,

but is due to the fact that artificial food in r.ndue proportion or of improper

quality is given to the infant. Indeed, it seems a matter of wonder that

more damage is not dt)ne, in view of the ignorant and reckless experiments

ing we often meet with. If the supply of breast-milk is actually scanty,

the deficiency should be made up with cow's milk properly diluted and

carefully sterilized. If, unfortunately, the mother cannot suckle her child,

a wet-nuree is to be secured at once, if possible. If this is impracticable,
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the artificial diet co be used phoult' be prescribed by the physician iu

accoixlauce with die principles elsewlere formulatctl.

In oluer children also, dietf.'t'c en >rH arc freqiient ca.uses of dysjiepsia.

The mastication of the food no"' becomes of j»reat importance. If this

essential element in normal digestion is neglected, gr.stric disorder must

sooner or later be induced. Irregidarity of meals, undue variety of food,

the premature use of tea, cofl'ee, or spices, the unlimitt'd use of ice-water,

of fruit, or of sweets, the pernicious habit of eating candy, cake, or fruit

hotwwn meals,—siich errors are resjiousible for a vast amount of dyspepsia

in childhocnl, and for an infinity of ill health subsequently.

But neither at this age nor in infants are dietetic errors to be regarded

as the sole causes of the indigestio.is which are of such common occurrence.

A vigorous stomach will tolerate muc'' abuse even at an early age. But

if the mucous membrane has been repeatedly congested, owing to sudden

checking of the cutaneous eircidation from imprudent exposure, from in-

sufticient clothing, or from too rapid cooling of the body when overheate<l

by play, a condition of weakness and irritability is developed which enables

comparatively slight dietetic errors to produce severe symptoms, and which

goes on rapidly to the establishment of subacute catarrh. It is enough to

mention such causes to insure a recognition of their frttjuent ojieration.

It must further be remembered that at all pei-iods of childhood there is

great liability to the predisposing causes of dyspep. ia. The inheritance of

anatomical or physiological delects may show itself in this wiy. A scrofu-

lous or gouty or rheumatic diathesis may dispose to faults of digestion and

of assimilation. The neglect of sanitary precautions as to air, light, ex-

ercise, the depressing influence of dentition, and the exi.austing drain of

rapid growth and development, reduce nervous force and resisting power,

and favor derangement of the complicatetl functions of digestion. The
acute ailments and the specific fevers so common in childhood are apt to

leave behind extreme sensitiveness of the system, and especially of the

alimentary mucous membrane, even if a catarrhal process has not, as is often

the case, been initiated. Such considerations indicate the varied nature of

the causes of dyspepsia in childhood and impress strongly the need of con-

stant vigilance to avoid its occurrence.

Pathology.—As already stated, there must be recognizetl in many eases

of dyspepsia a state of lowered nervous force. This of itself may directly

induce digestive fiiilure, or it may merely serve to predispose thereto ; while

in all cases the nervous debility will be increased by the lack of assimila-

tion and by the drain due to the prolonged reflex irritation. There exist

also defects, quantitative and qualitative, in the gastric secretions, which
are doubtless analogous to those with which we are becoming familiar from
recent chemical studies in the dyspepsias of adults. There are marked and
important variations in the blootl-snpply, and in the tonicity of the gastric

walls and especially of the muscular layer. Lastly, and most serious of

all, there are the lesions of catarrhal inflammation. The mucous mem-
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bruiic becomes eonj^estcd in | Mitel les : it is soinewliat tiiiekened, and in some

cases the ibllieles are enlargetl so as to give an appearance of slight rongh-

iK'ss to the surt'aee when viewed obliijuely. The consistence of the mem-
brane may lKMliininishe(J, Miongh much cure is needed to avoid confounding

this with the resuhs of post-morteui maceration, which exphiins most of

the softening of the stomach. On tiie other hand, iti severe cases of hmg-

standing catarrh the mucous membrane is of a grayish or light slate color

and may be thicker and firmer than normal. The scn-retion of mucus is

increasctl ; the surface is covered with thick and tenacious layers of it. On
the other hand, tiie gastric juice is apt to be lessened in amount, or at least

to be deficient in peptic strength. Til'' impairment of the muscular tone

of the walls, and the fermentation of the mucus and food which the stomach

contains, often induce dilatation even to marked degrees. "

'

Symptoms.—Acute or ac<!idental indigestion in infants causes weakness,

with pallor of the face, and restlessness, with moaning cries or with scream-

ing at the least disturbance. The skin may be hot and dry, or there may
lx> nausea, with a relaxed, cool surface. Sleep is l)roken and restless. The

abdomen' is distended with fiatus and the epigastrium is tender. Vomiting

of sour, curdled milk occurs, and is followed by relief. The attack may
bo cut short when the stomach is thus cmpticnl ; but if the irritaticm of the

mucous membrane is greater, vomiting will continue, and the matter re-

jected, with painful retching, will consist of bile-stained, watery mucns.

Some elevation of temperature (101° or 102° F.) will occur in these cases for

a short time. The bowels are usually constipated, but towards the close of

the attack some diarrhcea may occur, either Ikk-jiusc undigested kI has

passed into the intestines or because the intestinal nuicous membrane also

has been affected by the imjirudent exposure which produced the attack.

The symptoms subside in from twenty-four to sixty hours, but the stomach

remains sensitive for a few davs louder.

In older children these attacks ma;: be more severe, especially i', in

addition to the irritation caused by indigestible and fermenting food, there

are, as so often hap))ens, congestion and catarrh of the stomach pi'oduced

by atmospheric influences. To these more serious attacks a separate section

is devoted, under the heading of Acute Gastric Catarrh (see j)age 33).

There are, however, many mild cases, of short duration and with slight

general disturi)ance. Within a few hours or a day after eating excessively

or imprudently, the child becomes languid and chilly, grows drowsy, and

complains of headache f .id pain in the stomach. If vomiting, fortunately,

occur, the attack may be promptly broken up, just as in infants. But if

the offending matters are retained, fever ensues, with rapid, bounding ])ulse,

hot, dry skin, tender, full epigastrium, coated tongue, and marked thirst.

The bowels are cx)nstipated ; the urine is scanty, high-colored, and turbid.

Such symptoms gradually subside, the stomach regains its tone, and appetite

returns : the child remains weak and pale for a few days, i)Ut regains its usual

health in the course of three to six days. If the child has a predisposition

i^ii
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to rniivulsioiis, Hiicli attacks may indiifc them. I have known a nunilK'r of

cliiklrt'ii wlio for isovcral years had occasi(»iial s|M'11s of aciit*' dyspepsia, and

liad one or more oonvnlsions with each such spell, until hy the adoption

of suitable hygienic rules the disturhano's of digestion were avoided and

the convulsions did not recur. In (icrtain families this asscHiiation has

shown itself in several children su(teessively, in consefiuenee either of undue

nervous nuthility or of a ten<K'ncy to lithiemia with the production of

irritating ptomaines. Thest; severe nervous symptoms may attend gastric

attacks of apparent mildness. They are due more to the pri'disposing

tendency than to the gravity t)f the exciting cause.

Chronic dyspepsia or habitual indigestion occtirs likewir at all ages. It

may exist almost from i)irth, or come on insidiously at a later date; but iu

many cases it is i)rece<liHl by a series of attairks of acute indigestion, occur-

ring at shoilor and shorter intei'vals and induced by milder and milder

causes as the resisting |)ower of the system is rcductnl and the nuicous mem-
brane of the stomach l)ecomes more eonstuntly the seat of catarrhal irrita-

tion, with impairment of its functions.

The effect upon the child varies mucih, a».'coixling to the amount of nour-

ishment which, though with difficulty and distress, is extmctcKl i'rom the

fo(Kl ingest(Hl. Home children despite marked dyspeptic . "niptoms grow

fairly well, though they become pale and Habby. Hut others are unable to

kee]) pace with the demands on their mitrition, and grow thin, with pinched

cheeks, projecting cheek-bones, and small muscUw, though the abdomen may
appear full, owing to flatulent distention. The most extreme degrees of

atrophy or wasting are seen in puny infants who are led on an insuffi-

cient amount of milk with large admixture of inappropriate starchy food.

Still, we may encounter in older children startling degrtxis of emaciation,

such as Gull has described under the name of anorexia nervosa, (lepenaent

solely upon chronic catarrhal dysix'psia.

Young infants with habitiml indigestion sleep badly, are peevish, and

often cry violently : they are especially restless and troublesome at night.

The skin is pale, wrinkled, and not rarely presents eruptions. The extremi-

ties are cool ; the fontanel is level or depressed. The appetite may be im-

l)aire<l, so that the child can be fed only with great difficulty ; or there may
be a craving thirst or appetite which leads him to take ravenously whatever

is otfereil, even though its reception quickly causes increasc<l gastric distress,

with painful colic, nausea, or vomiting. The tongue is not so character-

istically affected as in older children : usually it is moist, flabby, and coatctl

whitish. The bcwels are apt to be consti})ated, as a rule ; and the movements
may be abnormally dry and hard, so as to l)e exi)elletl with effort and pain.

From time to time short spells of diarrhoea occur, and then the stools are of

partly-undigestetl food, bile-stained and with an increased amount of mucus.
Vomiting is an almost constant symptom, but varies greatly in character

and frequency. It may occur but owasionally, when the stomach gets over-

loaded, or when the food disagrees more than commonly ; or it may be the
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most troiiblcHomc aiul (iuiigoroiiH nyni^ in. The acts of vumitin^ arc

very frwiuout : as soon as food is takt'ii, more or less of it is rejecttHl, and

ill the inti'rvals l)il(>-Htaino<l, watery nuu'iis is thrown np. Sncli h|m'11h of

pcrwistrnt vomiting rtMinirc prompt and jiidicioiis treatment. Tliey arc

very di'l)ilitatiiij;, and, nidess checked, the familiar hydro'-ep.iahtid symp-

toms of cerebral anwmia and exhaustion may appear and be followed by

death.

The symptoms of habitual indijicstion in older children are analogous

to thos<' ()l)servcd in tiie adidt. Willi a varyiiif; amount of inidnntrition

and intcrfenMicc with fi;rowth, or of actual cmuciation, the appearance is one

of lanjruor, weakness, and debility. The child is inditfereiit to play, or

else plays violently and spasmodically and sotm grows weary. The temper

is perverted, irritable, and uncertain. The breath is heavy and unpleasant.

The toufiiie is usually large, flabby, tooth-inarkcd, and (overed widi a coat-

ing white and thin ii. front and thicker and more yellowish towards the

base, while the papillic are enlarged, reddened, and pnmiinent. In some

cases the tongue presents denuded areas of limiteil ahv and eireular or irreg-

ularly eurvefl in shape, which may be seated in the centre or on either half

of the organ. The appetite is variable, and often perv. .ted. There is feeble

or absent desire for suitable food at usual hours, while the child craves

sweets or highly-seasonetl articles at odd times. There may even be gen-

uine bouliniia, with insatiate craving for all sorts of fowl, and even when

large amounts have been taken there is no sense of relief or satisfaction.

The irritation is often referred to the nostrils or to the anus, so that the

child is instinctively and uncontrollably picking the nost; or clutching at

his seat. In accordance with tradition, such symjitoms are held to denote

the presence of intestinal worms ; and, in fact, it is by no means rare for

ascarides to appear in such eases.

Nausea is often comi)lain(Kl of, or may be determined to exist by the

expression of face and the attendant debility and relaxation in children too

young to interpret their sensations. Vomiting is much les'* common than in

the habitual indigestion of infants ; but from time to time there is apt to be

an exacerbation of the catarrh, from some atmospheric or dietetic cause, and

then the stomach grows more irritable and vomiting occurs. The matters

rejected are acid, and composed of partially-digesti?d fermenting food, with

tenacious glairy mucus. Tliero is no reason to doubt that the chemical

changes in the gastric contents are similar to those found in adults suffering

with the various forms of dyspepsia, although t.ds question has not yet

been fully studied in children. There seems to Ik?, however, an tsjiecial ten-

dency to loss of pejjtic strength from failure in the secretion of the digestive

principles, and to hyperacidity, probably more from the development of

secondary organic acids than from excess of hydrochloric atiid. When the

obstacles to removal of gastric contents by lavage can be overcome, it is im-

portant to secure careful chemical and microscopical examinations. I must

state, however, that in my own experience, in private practice, it has proved
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very ditticiilt to use luviif^o in youn^ cliildrt>n, for purposes either of diag-

nosis or of treutinent.

The bowels are iiubitimlly constipated, aii<l tlie stools present unhealthy

appearan(^'s. Several days may intervene U'twwn passages, which (HJiisist

of a few hanl halls, clayish or party-colonnl, and smeared with stringy

mucus. In such <'ases the intestinal secretions are scanty, the alxloml-

iiiil and intestiuj I walls are weak, and the cohai and its pouches are di-

lated. Or, on th.! other hand, the stools may l)e of nuishy (H)nsistence, and

present under the microscope many fragments of undigested focnl and many

')il-glol)ules. Indeed, it is impossible to describe all the variations, since

lie <j;iistric disorder is so oflen associated with similar morbid conditions of

the intestines, and sinw- the intercurrent attacks of renewed gastric irritation

are usually attende<l with more or less intestinal catarrh.

Flatulence is a constant symptom. There may be eructations ; the

belly is (listen(le<l, and there are fre(|uent colicky pains. The fulness may

be limited to the epigastrium or be general and so considerable as to make

the lunly contrast sliar5)ly with the thin features and limbs. Dilatation of

till' stomach is a c<»mmon attendant upon this atonic type of dyspepsia if

severe and long contimietl. It may Ix; expected to occur in a moderate and

unimportant degree, l)ut extreme care must be us(hI to avoid mistaking mere

Hutiilent distentiv)!! of the stomach and intestines for true persistent and

organic dilatation. The reader is referral to the account of this latter cou-

tlition (see page 41); but, as there shown, it is by no means rare for sujii

dilatation even of high degree to develop in the course of chronic ga^'^nc

catarrh, esjiecially in rachitic children and in those who have marked ner-

vous adynamia and muscular atony. I am dispose<l to attach a far greater

degree of importance than is usually assigned to this condition in the dys-

pepsias, catarrhal and atonic, of children, both as regards the production of

symptoms and as affecting the results of treatment.

Pain is present in most cases. It may Ix^ only a sense of distress referred

vaguely to the abdomen, and varied by spells of acute flatulent colic occur-

ring a couple of houre after meals. Or the neurotic or neuralgic element

may be much more prominent, and violent paroxysms of abtlominal pain

may occur at irregular intervals, which must be regarded as gastralgia or

enteralgia. It will, of course, be ren.*'mbered that young children are often

unable to locate sufferings, so that it may he necessary to determine the seat

of {)ain by exclusion,—by a study of the physiognomy and movements
;
just

as, on the other hand, I have repeatedly known the pain of pleurisy or of

rheumatic pericarditis to be referred to the abdomen by the little sufferer.

In children, as in adults, there are dyspepsias which deserve the name of

nervous, from a mere clinical stand-point, on account of the predominance of
the symptoms of local or reflex nervous irritation. In addition to the neu-

ralgic paroxysms above mentioned, there occur in different cases reflex dis-

turbances of the heart's action, spells of extraordinarily rapid breathing,

due to a species of palpitation of the diaphragm, attacks of syncope, closely
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simulating /JchY mal, choreic twitching of muscles, or even, as already men-

tioned, general convulsions when, from time to time, the gastric irritation is

increased by fresh catarrhal attacks.

Perversions of temper and of disposition are common , and it is certain

that many youi\g dyspeptics are wholly misunde>"stood and are unwisely and

unjustly puuishetl for faults which are attributable to their disoixlered diges-

tion and nerves. The slwp is rarely quiet and refreshing. The child rolls

and tosses; twitchings of the muscles, sudden startiugs, and grinding t,f the

teeth occur. Nightmare is frecpiently repeated. Less common are such

attacks of tempo!-ary aphasia as are alludcHl to at page 37, or attacks of

hysterical excitement during the day, with alarming visions as of fierce dogs

or of wild animals, such as I. have met with in several cases.

Fever is much more apt to attend dyspeptic troubles in children than in

adults. In simple inanition of infants and in the advanced stages of atonic

dyspepsia the temperature often falls even below normal. On the other

hand, we have seen that acute attacks of indigestion at all ages are apt to be

attended with fever, and also that in the course of chronic dyspepsia febrile

exacerbations of catarrh ai"e of common occurrence. But, moreover, it is not

at all times uncommon to find in the morning or towards evening a slight

eles'ation of the sublingual or rectal temperature in children who are the

subje<!ts of habitual indigestion of irritative type. This is more surely the

case in scrofulous or rachitic subjects ; but careful study will often show,

when not suspa;ted, that an element of slow fever is added to the other

influences which are depressing the nutrition. It is, of course, most marktni

in cases where the subacute catarrh of the mucous membrane is most pro-

nounced, and especially if at the same time the intestinal mucous membrane

is invaded. These aggravated cases of chronic gastric or gastro-intestinai

catarrh, to which the name of the nuicous disease has long been applied, are

the most serious form of habitual indigestion in children.

The tongue indicates the greater degree of the irritation of the mucous

membrane. It is heavily coated, with prominent papillae ; or the fur is

lighter and there are sharply circumscribed bare patches ; or the entire

dorsum is denuded, red and glazed in appearance. The gastric irritability

and the abdominal distress are pronounced ; the matters vomited contain a

great deal of tough mucus, and the stools may habitually show its presence,

although this is much increased with the fresh catarrhal attacks, which are

of frequent recurrence and are attendiMl with both vomiting and purging.

The reflex nervous symi)toms and the disturbances of genera] health are cor-

i-espondingly marked. Debility and emaciation are extreme ; there is apt

to be some elevation of temperature ; and during the exacerbations of catar-

rhal irritation there is for several days at a time quite high fever (101 J° to

103° F.). The pulse is habitually quickened. The urine varies much in

a|)pearance and quantity, and not rarely presents evidences of vesical ca-

tarrh in the form of leucocytes, epithelial cells, and probably a trace of

albumen. Catarrhal irritation of other raucous membranes, as of the nose
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and throat or of the bronchi, is apt to occur from time to time, shoeing

that morbid sensitiveness of the epithelial structures and a lowered resisting

])o\ver of the system are at the root of the tiouble. Such children are pecu-

liarly liable to intercurrent diseases ; and although even the grave foiins of

dyspepsia are not in themselves ofk>n fatal, save in young infants, they cause

such constitutional debili;^ as to invite more dangerous acute disease or pave

the way for tuberculosis in later years. > '

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of the indigestions in children presents no

serious difficulties, save that it is ocjcasionally necessary to wait for some

hours or even a day or two before it is possible to exclude the initial stage

of all specific fevers. Acute attacks in infants are easily recognizable by

the suddenness of the onset, the character and quantity of the matter vom-

itwl, the prompt relief when the stomach is emptied, and the rapid retiovery.

In older children the high fever, rapid pulse, hot Hushed skin, and nervous

symptoms which attend such acute s))ells of indigestion may readily lead

to a suspicion of scarlet fever. The fever and acceleration of pulse are,

however, less marked ; sore throat and enlargement of the tonsils and of

the glands at the angles of the jaw are wanting; and the transient erythema

which may be present lacks tlie chara(!teristic details of the scarlatinous

eruption. At the most, it can only be necessary to delay decision and to

jHU'sue expectant symptomatic treatment for twelve or twenty-four hours.

The onset of acute tonsillitis, of nephritis, or even of pneumonia may bo

overlookctl, and the attack l)e regarded as one of acute gastric catarrh, owing

to the decided gastric symptoms and the inability of the child to direct atten-

tion to the seat of trouble. Such j)alpable l)lunders as these cannot be

avoided unless tiie one safe plan be followed of examining the throat, the

urine, and the chest in every case of acute disease, without regaiil to the

special symptoms, before forming a final diagnosis or adopting a compre-

hensive ])lan of treatment.

The imi)ortant question of diagnosis between the most severe cases of

subacute gastric catarrh and typhoid fever is fully considered in the article

upon the former affection. .:

The habitual indigestion of infants can rarely be mistaken for any other

disease. The chief source of danger is that some inteniurrent disease, as

subacute catarrhal pneumonia, pleurisy, or pulmonary collapse, may be de-

veloped insidiously and escape detection. The careful examination, from
tmie to time, of all the important organs of the body must, therefore, never
be omitted.

Tlie question of hereditary syphilis must, however, be entertained, and
the exclusion of the possibility of this taint may be somewhat difficult.

Infants who are the subjects of inherited s} jjhilis are often puny, weak, and
emaciatcfl, with dry wrinkled skin, just as are the subjects of infantile

atrophy from habitual indigestion. But the signs of nasal catarrh, the
])eculiar parchment-like apjiearance of the skin, with sc^atteretl coppery
spots, the mucous tubercles and rhagjides or fissures at the cornem of the
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month, the enlargemeut of the spleen, and the information elicited from

the parents, will nearly always enable a diagnosis to be made. It is es|)e-

cially i'l.portant to decide this question without having recourse to the thera-

peutic t' st of specific trfptment, since eifcctive doses of iodide of potassium

or of any preparation or mercury are likely to be injurious if the case is

not syphilitic. Still, I have met with cases where, after the most careful

balancing of probabilities, a degree of doubt remained which could be dis-

pelled in no other way than by an experimental course of antisyphilitic

medication. I should advise mercurial inunctions in such cases, in prefei'-

euce to remedies administered internally.

Wiien tuberculosis occurs in the infant, the temperature is elevated, and

the thermometer in the rectum will show a maximum in the evening or

morning (for the febrile movements of young children frequently reach

the highest point in the morning) of 101° or 103° F. ; there are apt to be

signs of pulmonary trouble at least in the form of scattered rales or areas

of altered respiratory murmur ; and diarrhoea commonly ensues, owing to

tuberculosis of the intestinal mucous membrane. These symptoms clearly

distinguish it from ordinary infantile atrophy, which is attended with no

elevation or even with a depression of temperature. Yet it is evident that

such infants are liable to more or less wide-spread catarrh, and that when

this affects the bronchial and intestinal mucous membrane a condition

develops which will closely simulate tuberculosis. The absence of sputa,

and the unsatisfactory result of microscopic search for tul)erculous bacilli

in the stools, further increase the difficulty of positive diagnosis, until the

temporary aggravation of the dyspeptic symptoms has subsided.

In older children chronic dyspepsia is usually recognized with ease.

The commonest error in diagnosis is undoubtedly the failure to detect the

gastric origin of certain reflex symptoms or of the disturbances of general

health. Allusion has already been made to the question which is almost

sure to be raised as to the possibility of explaining tne symptoms by the

presence of intestinal worms. It will not suffice to give assurances that if

worms are present they are to be regarded as the result of defective digestion

rather than as the cause of the symptoms present. Nor must it be for-

gotten that in certain cases intestinal parasites do actually cause decided

and varied symptoms. It may be altogether proper, therefore, to eliminate

this element by the administration of efficient but unirritating vermifuges.

Careful examination must always be made of the heart and of the urine,

since cardiac and renal diseases are as fruitful sources of indigestion in chil-

dren as in adults. Cirrhosis of the liver in children is so rare that it is

enough to refer to it with the remark that during its earlier gcages the more

evident symptoms are those of gastric congestion and catarrh. But hepatic

congestion and catarrh are, on the other hand, of frequent occurrence in

childhood, and have close relations with the dyspepsias. The affection of

the liver may be primary and the gastric disorder secondary and dependent.

But much more frequently the trouble has arisen as a gastro-dnodenal
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catarrh which has invaded the bile-ducts more or less deeply. This is the

usual significance of jaundice when (X!curring in dyspeptic children ; and in

many cases it is necessary to appreciate the coexistence of hepatic irritation

even when no such decidwl symptoms as jaundice have been produced. The

diagnosis of gastric ulcer and of dilatation of tlie stoxnach is considered

under these respective heatlings.

In severe ca.ses, with marked impairment of geneml health, with fre-

quently-recurring spells of fever and increased catarrhal irritation, with

attenuated features and limbs and distended abdomen, and especially with

the addition of bronchial catarrh esisily explicable by the undue sensibility

of the system, the fear of tuberculosis is likely to arise. A correct diag-

nosis may, however, be made by careful attention to the history of the case

and to the sequence in which the symptoms have appeared ; to the facts

tiiat the recuning spells of increased catarrh can be traced to definite at-

mospheric or dietet'" causes, and that the fever is proportionate in intensity

and duration to the gastro-intestinal irritation, and in the intervals between

the spells disappears or is marked only by a trifling rise in the morning or

evening;; to the peculiar changes presented by the tongue, by the matters

vomited, and by the stools ; to the fugitive and shifting character of the

physical signs of chest-trouble ; to the absence of splenic enlargement,

which ofl'Mi occurs in tuberculosis ; and, finally, to the gratifying results of

projier hygienic and medical treatment.

Prognosis.—Dyspepsia in children, when primary and unassociated

with organic disease, yields to treatment, as a rule. There are, however,

infants who have inherited such feeble vitality and digestion that it is well-

nigh impossible to save them ; nor, if their lives are spared, do they ever

attain vigorous health. Trifling intercurrent affections may abruptly cut

short the course of habitual indigestion in such frail subjects. There are

at times unfavorable hygienic conditions, beyond the power of the physician

to rectify, which will defeat the most judicious treatment, so that the case

advances to hopeless atrophy and vital exhaustion.

An excessive mobility of the nervous system may allow convulsions to

result from the gastric irritation, and serious or even fatal consequences may
follow. The protracted disorder of nutrition, especially in the more severe

cases of gastro-intestinal catarrh, may invite the development of a tuber-

culous tendency, and exposes the child to the danger of attacks of jaundicf

,

of nephritis, or of catarrhal pneumonia. The acute infectious diseases are

not necessarily more severe or fatal in children suffering thus than in those

enjoying vigorous health.

While, therefore, the dyspepsias of children are not of themselves often

fatal, they are serious on acxiount of the vulnerability of system they induce

;

they are prone to recur; and they are apt to interfere with normal develop-
ment and to entail subsequent debility of digestion, of nerve, or of the
entire nutrition.

Treatment.—Some of the important questions connected with the
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niana<;(>moiit of indigestion in the infiint and in the older eliild munot be

ade([uately treated here, owing to want of spa(!e. No attem})t will, for

instance, he made here to discusH exhaustively all the delails of the hygienic

and dietetic management which is essential to j)revent disoixlcrs of digestion,

and which constitutes the most important part of the treatment of these

disonlers when they have, unfortunately, betnt allowed to develop. It is not

too much to assert that when strict and intelligent care is used, and when

the environment is reasonably favorable, the task of keej)ing in oixler the

digestion of infants, whether suckled or fed artificially, and of children at

all ages, is a ci)mparatively easy one. But neither the [)revention nor the

cure of the dyspepsias will be possible unless the j)rin(!iple is dearly apj)re-

ciated and persistently apj^litKl that minute attention to every detail of

life—dress, bathing, ventilation, rest, and exercise, as well as diet—is the

price of success in managing children.

The treatment of acute dyspepsia or occasional indigestion in infants is

very simple. Sufticient vomiting hius usually occurred Ix^fore the child is

seen by the physician, and the only indication is to allay gastric irritation

and to prevent exhaustion. The child should be held (piietly upon the lap

or ])laccd in bed, the room darkened, and everything avoidetl which can

arouse the attention. After each act of vomiting there may be such signs

of relief that the nurse is encouragal to try to amuse the child ; but all

such interference is exhausting and helps to induce further spells of vomit-

ing. A small mustard plaster weakened with Hour, a spice pUvster, a warm

mush poultice, or a flannel cloth wrung out of hot water and spirit, should

be applied over the stomach. For some hours there is no desire for food
;

and no attempt should be made to force feeding. Thirst may be allayed

by scraps of ice, or by a few drops of a mixture of ecpial parts of lime-

water and cinnamon-water, or of milk and lime-water, given at short

intervals. This will also serve to settle the stomach, and gradually the

amount may be increased as tlij child can take and retain it.

But if vomiting |)ersist8 it is worse than useless to persist with efforts

to administer food. An enema of one to four teaspoonfuls of tepid water

containing a proper amount of deodorized tincture of oj)iuni (from one-half

drop upward, according to the age) should be given to allay restlessness and

irritability. The infant will, as a rule, promptly return to the breast or to

its usual food as s(X)U as the vomiting is allayed. Should the child continue

restless and fretful, with coated tongue, and full and tender belly, it is due

to the passage of fermenting and indigestible food into the bowels. Under

these circumstances, an evacuation should be encouraged, either by a sup-

pository of gluten or glycerin, or by a simple laxative, if the stomach be

prepared for it, of castor oil in delicate emulsion, or of calcined magnesia

in spiced syrup of rhubarb.

In older children it more frequently happens that the stomach does not

at once reject all of the offending mattei-s : so that if vomil'-ig has not

occurred, or seems to have been inadequate, it is important to secure the
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full evacuation of the stomach by draughts of warm water or by ipecacu-

anha. This preliminary is too often neglectetl ; but, on the other hand,

nothing must be given which can increase the already existing irritati(jn.

The attack is, as we have seen, likely to be attended with fever, and may

he protracted for several days. The child is, therefore, to be at oihh> put

to l)cd and to be strictly confined there until fully convalescent. Counter-

irritation at the epigastrium by mustard or i(Hline is useful. Food is to be

withheld entirely for several hours. If the 8toma<'h remains irritable and

non-rotentive after that, it may be well to give nutritious enemas, especiially

if the chikl is delicate. The chief indications are to allay gastric irritation,

to prevent fever, and to promoU; gentle at^tion of the bowels. If the febrile

reaction seems likely to be markwl, it is well to give, every two hours, small

amounts of freshly-prepared effervescnng draught, each dose containing a

f racition of a drop of tincture of aconite root ; or of litpiid effervescing

citrate of magnesia (f'.^ss to f.?i). If the stomach does not retain these, and

especially if the tongue is heavily coated, it is better to resort to divided

doses of calomel (gr. ^ to gr. -j^j-) mixed witli minute amounts of bicar-

bonate of sodium, subnitrate of bisnuith, or sugar of milk. One such

])owder may be placetl dry on the tongue every second hour ; and at the

intervening hour a dose of aconite (gtt. ^ to gtt. J) may be given in a tea-

spoonful of hot water or of uvd carbouic-acnd-water. The laxative action

of these ntmodies is to be ])romotwl by a suj)pository of gluten or glycerin

or by a laxative enema. Desirable as it is to secure a movement of the

bowels, it must be remembertKl that, in the exquisitely sensitive state of the

stomach, any acitive laxative in ordinary dose would inevitably increase

irritation and prolong the case.

As the stomach grows settled, food is to be given at first in teaspoonful

doses of milk and lime-water or of milk and carbonic-acid-water, repeated

at short intervals. Gradually the amounts can be increased, light broths

added, and thus a return to ordinary diet slowly eflf'ected. Any tendency

to marked nervous symptoms, such as severe headacihe, or excessive restless-

ness, or twitching or jerking of the must^les, should be controlled by an
enema of chloral hydrate (gr. v in f .li of water at three years of age) with

or without bromide of potassium or laudanum associated. If there is high

fever, attended with such symptoms, a warm bath will exert a soothing

influence; and a dose of effervescing granulatetl so<lium salicylate and
antipyrin (5i= aa gr. ii) in a small amount of water will act promptly and
most agreeably. For some days after the attack, unusual care is to be
observed as to diet, exercise, and exposure ; and it is well to administer a
digestive tonic, such as

R Fairi'hild's essence of pepsin,

Fairchild's diastatic pancreatic extract, an, f^^iss.

M. S.—From one-half to one small teaspoonful in a little water after meals.
Or

B Elix. bismuth, pepsin, and strychnine.

S.—From fifteen to thirty drops in water after meals.
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Or
B Quinitiio Hulph., gr. xii

;

Strychninae, y^v. ^ ;

Acidi sulphurici aroinatici, fji

;

Cu •a90H3 vt'l '"Aix.. sini}>lici8, t'giii ;

Aqu e pura.', q. s. ud fJ iii

Ft. sol.

S.—From thirty to sixty drops in water after meals.

These doses, as is the case with all others suggestwl in this article, are

adapted to children of from three to seven years.

In the treatment of the habitual indigestion of infants, the first thing

demanded is a careful study of the diet. If the child is still nursing, the

breast-milk must be examined critically as to quantity and quality. If

decided defects are found, it is desirable to lose no time in securing another

breast of milk, if possible. But it may happen that the infant cannot or

will not suckle, or that the best breast-milk disagrees. The child must then

be weaned, and the problem of artificial feeding is presented. It is best in

all cases to have recourse to cow's milk, carefully selected, and properly

diluted with water, lime-water, or barley-water. For an infant a few

months old the milk should not be more than one-half strength, and if this

disagrees the proportion of milk should be further reduced. Often the

simple fact that the milk is properly diluted and is administered in small

quantities at proper intervals will put a stop to the vomiting and the infant

will begin to improve. But if the food continues to ferment, and vomiting

and distress still occur, a mixture of whey f^i, iresh cream f.^ss, and water

f^i, may be tried, or a mixture of strippings (obtained by re-milking the cow)

with water ; or delicate broths made of chicken, veal, or beef, and mixed

with equal amounts of rice- or barley-water. In cases of this kind, a diet

consisting of gelatin, milk, cream, and arrow-root, as recommended in Meigs

and Pepper on Diseases of Children, may be found to suit better than any-

thing else. The amount to be given at each feeding must be carefully

adapted to the age, and to the digestive power of the stomach. The food

must be prepared with great care, and be kept so as to avoid all risk of

contamination or of fermentation. It cannot be doubted that the process

of sterilizing all milk used in the preparrtion of artificial food for infants

is highly important as excluding micro-organisms and fermentation, while

at the same time it permits a larger amount of the food to be prepared at

once and thus saves much trouble.

It is equally essential to promote healthy action of the skin, and

thoroughly to protect the body by proper clothing from undue atmospheric

influences. Bathing should be replaced by sponging the body daily with

warm water, to which a. very little ammonia or salt or alcohol may be

added. This is to be followed by gentle but thorough inunction with olive

or cod-liver oil. It is doubtful whether the latter has any greater value to

compensate for the offensive odor which it imparts. But there can be no

doubt as to the positive beneficial effect of such inunctions when used
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perseveriugly. A light flannel binder is to be kept around the abdomen.

The infant is to be dressed from neck to toes in woollen garments of

appropriate weight.

Wiicn this is done it is possible to keep tlie temperature of the room

down to 69° or 70° F., and to admit fresh air so as to keep the apartment

pure and healthy. This is fiir safer and better than to have the body-

clothing too light for protection and to depend upon extra wraps and upon

keeping the room very warm. The little child is rendered more tender and

susceptible, and the utmost care is unable to avoid draughts and changes of

tempe.ature which will then cenainly give colds.

The main indications for the administration of medicines are to allay

vomiting, to improve digestion, and to promote nutrition. It is needless to

say that all medication is secondary to dietetics and hygiene, and that the

remedies selected must be given cautiously, in small doses, and in palatable

forms. It is often found, oven when it could scarcely be expecttnl, that

cod-liver oil is well received and digesterl. It then proves of the utmost

value, and remarkable improvement follows its use. It is best given in the

form of a delicate freshly-made emulsion with lacto-phosphate of lime, as

fo^'ows

:

R 01. jec. ast'Ui, fgiss;

Ciileis lac'to-phosphutis, gr. xxxii

;

Pulv. nciu'ia',

Siicchuri lactis, fla, q. s.

;

01. cinuamorai vel Ol. gaultherioB, gtt. iii

;

AqusB purse, q. s. ad t'^ iv.

Ft. mist. sec. art.

S.—A tea.spoonful three times daily for an infant four months old.

It must not 'be imagined that even the most delicately prepared emul-

sions will always be received. On the contrary, there a''e cases where the

most minute amount will disagree. It may be found then that extremely

small doses of arsenic will do better : as, for instance,

—

R Ijiq. arsenici chloridi, gtt. xvi

;

At'idi niuriatici diluti, gtt. xvi

;

AqusB cinnamomi, q. s. ad f^iv.

M. 8.—From twenty to sixty drops in a teaspoonful of water after food, three or four
times daily.

Or if an alkaline preparation be preferred,

—

B Liq. potasssB arsenitis, gr. xvi

;

Sodii bicarbonatis, gi\ xxxii

;

Aqute cinnamomi, q. s. ad fJ iv
;

M. S.—From twenty to sixty drops in a teaspoonful of water after food, three or four
times daily.

Other aromatic watere may be used as the vehicle, or it may answer

[
better to use simple distilled water.

These remedies have the advantage that if tney act favorably on the

I
mucous membrane they will exert a good influence upon the general nutri-
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tion. But it often happens that even these huikII dows of arsenie muHC

irritation, or at least do not allay that which already exists.

There is no reininly which can be given, cvcmi to the yoi'ngest infants,

with more confidence than nitrate of silver in those cases where the gastric

irritnhility is excessive, so that vomiting is a chronic condition. The dose

nuist be very small

:

li Arjjciiti nitriitis, f;r. A
;

Ai^uiu (K'.stillutHj, t'3 V.

Ft. (tol.

S.—From thirty to sixty drojis in u toaspoonful of water to n child six months old,

four tinu's diiily, on iin empty stomticli.

Indeed, in all the catarrhal affections of the gastro-intestinal mucous

nuMubrane in children tliis renu^ly pcwsesses remarkable value, although it

riMjuires great tact to determine the dose and the fre(|ueney and times of

administration lK\st adapted to each ea.se.

From time to time, in spite of strict care, exacerbations of the symp-

toms may occur; and it will then \k\ wi'U to omit the standard remedies and

to use a brief course o'" 'uiniite doses of calomel (gr. -^g to gr. -^ every two

hours), .fallowed for a few days by di't)p doses of wiue of ipecac every four

hours, or b5M)owders containing,

—

. \
'. \t^'-'' \l R Pepsin, (sacrhiiratcd),

^_,,^JL ,y Hismuth. puhnitratis, flA, gr. x ad gr. xx.

M. et div. in chart, xx.

S.—One three or .«ix times daily.

Throughout the course of the nise the degree of weakness may bo such

at any time as to call for stimulant.s. When reipiired, only carefully-selected

wines, such as old port or old dry sherry, or the best whiskey or brandy,

should be used ; and these are to be given in small doses and freely diluted,

and their use is to be suspended as soon as may be deemed prudent. The

prolongtxl use of stimulants in cases of habitual indigestion is rarely bene-

ficial, and is not without danger of increasing the digestive trouble.

As the condition of the stomach and the power of taking food improve,

it may be found that nothing more is neetled than a continuance of the cod-

liver oil or of the areenic ; but commoidy it is better to suKstitute for them

or to add to them small doses of iron, with quinine or strychnine. Indeetl,

it is sometimes found at an earlier stage of the case, when the antemia and

wasting are marked but the stomach is not very irritable, that very small

doses of iron, in the form of the syrup of the iodide or the tincture of the

chloride, or combined with vegetable bitters, as in the ferrated elixirs of

gentian or cinchona, are well borne and digested, and are productive of

distinct benefit.

Much of what has been said is applicable to the management of the

habitual indigestion of older children. The same care is demanded as to

their dress, bathing, rest and exercise^ and diet. I am happy to believe that

it ia not as necessary to insist upon the primary and supreme importance of

i
:,

I
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those tijinf^H, now that tlw clainiH of hy}j;ieiie are widely recoj^nizod, a« it

was twenty year i ago. lint it is inipoKHibl(> t(M) oflen or too stronjjly to call

attention to them. The Ameridin climate, or climates (for there are many),

iiave marked |H'(!nliariticH, which, however, rapiire only comrnon-scnse

precautions to render llicm innocuojis or even invif!;oratiiig. Whenever a

cliild tiirives poorly, has chroni(! dys|)cpsia, and is pale and thin, a careful

study of the clothing nmst be made. The underclothing throughout the

year nuist Iw of wool, or of merino containing a large proportion of wool,

the weight being of coui-se adapted to the season. Slippers and low shoes

must b(> eschewed, for the preservation of the warmth of tin; feet and legs is

especially important.

Nothing is more valuable for children than to l)ecome accnstomwl to a

daily sponge-bath with cool water, followed l)y brisk friction with a stout

towel. This should begin not later than at the age of four years. The

chill may at first !)<• taken off by adding a litth; warm water, but it will

soon become easy and j)l(>asiuit to use it tin; year round of tlu; temjxfrature

of the sleeping-room. Few children will b(!come dyspei)ti(! whose diet is

reasonably wholesome and v 'lo chew their fotxl proj)erly, whose dress is

suitable, and who are accnistomed to the daily sponge-bath, with plenty of

out-of-door exercise.

Bui when we are called to treat digestive disordei-s in children whose

general health has suffered in conse(pience, it is, of course, necessary to use

care in directing the i)roper kind and frapiency of bathing. It may be

necessary to restrict it at first to partial sponging with warm water, followed

by general friction with a dry salted towel ; but as soon as may be safe it is

desirable to secure the tonic effect cf the general cool sponging. In cases

of more serious grad(>, where there is marki-d catarrh with great atony of

the system, it is important to use daily inunction, with occasional sponge-

baths with hot water and alcohol.

It is difficult to determine the proper amoiint of exercise for children,

whether well or ailing. Their uncontrollable restlessness in health prompts

them to as much as or more than is good for them. Not a few cases of dys-

pepsia result from indulgence in such constant activity as leaves too little

nervous energy for vigorous digestion. Especially is this true of exercise

I soon after meals, which all obst»rvations show to retard this process. But in

dyspepsia the child is often languid and indisposetl to play or exercise ; in

I

which case it is essential to secure a proper amount of regular, gentle exercise,

out of doors in fine weather and in-doors if inclement. Walking, riding a

[velocipede, horseback-riding, and light home gymnastics are specially recora-

[jneudal. The amount and kind of such exercise must be determined by the

[age, taste, and opportunities of the patient, and equally so by the influence

I

upon the circulation, appetite, and sleep.

Abundant rest must be insisted upon. The child should retire early,

land should always take a nap or a rest afler the mid-day meal. In all

[cases where there is febrile action, and espetually during the recurring spells
Vol. III.—

2
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of incrfaHinjj; irritation with vomiting and (liarrha>a, the child must be kept

in bed until his usual (x^ndition is fully regained.

It is iiuposaible to discuas fuUy the details of the diet, but some general

observations may be made. The meals must l>e regular, must 1k> eaten

slowly, uiid every mouthful must be thoroughly masticjitefl. In cases of

severe catarrhal type (chronic gastric or gastro-intestinal catarrh) and during

the acute exacerbations of irritation which occur in many atonic cases, it is

necessary to restrict food rigidly, and for the most part to liquids, until the

vomiting and extreme gastric; sensitiveness are allayed ; after which a gradual

return is to be made to the diet proper for the more chronic condition.

It is often necessary to allow considerable variety, as an insistence on

monotony may breeil disgust. But the variety should be only in the range

allowed for successive days or weeks ; at no one meal should strict simplicity

be departed from. Thus it is always necessary to write out a bill of fare,

stating the hours, articles, and amounts of each meal. Otherwise, with the

best intentions on the part of the mother or nurse, the whims or persua-

sion of the child will insure imprudence. As a rule, food sliould be taken

four times daily : occasionally it will be found that more thorough digestion

is secured by limiting the meals to three, and not rarely it is necessary for

longer or shorter periods to give food in smaller amounts and at shorter

intervals.

It is necessary to determine whether the digestion of starchy foods is

specially defective. This is the most common type of indigestion in chil-

dren : so that, as a rule, the dietary should include very few farinaceous

articles. This is, however, only a general rule, and there are many excep-

tions to it. In proportion as there are evidences of fermentation the above

rule is valid. Then there are cases, and they probably constitute a large

majority, which can be rapidly benefited by a diet chiefly composed of soft-

boiled eggs ; finely-minced lean meat ; raw oysters ; light broths ; a little

green vegetable, sucih as spinach, cauliflower, stewed celery, asparagus-tips,

or raw tomato ; and very little starchy food, and only in the form of soda-

crackers, stale bread toasted, and rice ; and for beverages, hot water and hot

milk, separate or mixed
;
peptonized milk ; milk containing Mellin's food

;

milk and lime-water, or rennet whey. Again, there are cases in which

neither eggs nor milk can be taken, where the child wastes when i-estricted

to meat and broths, and where it is found best to give at the morning and

evening meals carefully-cooked (and, if necessary, peptonized) mush, and at

dinner mealy potato either roasted or first boiled and then baked ; together

with stale bread-and-butter, which is most wholesome when the bread is cut

thin and the small amount of butter is gently rubbed into it, instead of

being smeared over it as is usual. The soft part of oystei's, raw or broiled,

fish, boiled or broiled, beef, mutton, chicken, game, are all well received in

most cases. There is, indeed, rarely any difficulty in providing a sufficient

variety of simple mcnl , each consisting of very few articles, if only the

subject receives that sliure of attention which its importance demands.
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Finally, it must be observwl that the (condition of tho bowolfl and of the

urine must always l)e consideretl in orderinj; the diet. Scanty and heavily-

clmr^^ed urine indicates deficient absorption of li(|uid (usually from a scanty

Hii])ply of water) or excess of niti'o^euized food, one or both. It is easy to

aid in overcomiujr c()nsti|>ati(m, whitli is often troublesome, by modifyinj;

tiie diet; and, on the other hand, the iippeanince of loose, fermontinjj;, and

undigestei; stools must be met promptly by restriction and change of fcxnl.

The indications for the administrsition of mwlicine should Ixj carefully

studied so as to grasp the fundamental defe(!t which gives its type to the

individual case. Above all things is it essential to avoid the use of too

nuicli medicine, and to avoid altogether any prescription which disgusts the

jmlate or disagrees with the storaach. Th(! cure of catarrhal inflammation

if present, the arrest of fermentation, the relief of vomiting, of hyperajsthesia,

or of neuralgia, the restoration of tone to the gastric walls, and the improve-

ment of the quantity and cpiality of the gastric secretions,—such are the

prominent indications presented in various combinations and degrees in

different cases. It may happen that the arrest of fermentation by the simple

prescription of proper diet is followed rapidly by the subsidence of the

dependent catarrh and by the disappearance of all symptoms of dyspepsia.

But more often, unfortunately, if catarrhal irritation has been excited, it

rcfiuires special treatment, in addition to all that judicious diet can effect;

and not rarely this element dominates the entire management of the case.

Counter-irritation to the epigastrium, by repeated applications of mus-

tard plaster or of iodine of projxjr strength, is then of decided value.

Nitrate of silver deserves the fii-st place among the remedies for this

condition. Its action is not limited to the gastric surface ; it seems to

act also upon the intestinal mucous membrane. It should be given in

small doses; and in solution or in' pill, according to the age or special in-

dications of the case : usually the solution is to be preferred in cases of

pure gastric trouble, the pill when it is desired to reach the intestine.

Doubt is often expressed as to any ])ossible value attaching to the use of

minute doses of nitrate of silver (gr. -^ to ^ in adults
;
gr. -^ to -^ in chil-

dren) in gastro-intestiual or duodeno- hepatic catarrh. The chemical nature

of the remedy is soon changed ; the amount is too small to act directly

upon the extensive surface affected. But the condition present is one of

such morbid irritability that a minute amount of any indigestible food

—

nay, in some cases, even a teaspoonful of distilled water—will cause dis-

tress, nausea, and vomiting. And it is entirely credible that the repeated

administration of minute doses of this peculiar sedative astringent may, by
means of widely-disseminatetl nervous impressions, induce positive thera-

peutic; effe(!ts far beyond the area of its dirc>ct action. The argument of

clinical experience is, however, conclusive : though it is proper to repeat

the statement that tact and judgment are required to obtain from this

remedy all that it is capable of yielding in these delicate cases.

Creasote is deservedly used miuch in catarrhal types of dyspepsia at all
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agcH ; for it hau a puwcrful antifcmiciitutivc viYivt, in addition to itn valuahlo

KkiiI action. Tluis, it controln vomiting, h>H.scnH tlutnhtnco, and acts favor-

ably on the irritated iniicons nicnibninc. It is, however, somewhat diHicult

to administer to yoiin^ children, on account of its peculiar and unpleasant

odor and taste. The following formida may l>e used :

li Soilii liicitrbonittiH, jji;

Cri'Hsoti (lK!«fh-w(iod), gtt. iv
;

Piilv. iicii(;iii<, (|. H.

;

Glyc'criiim, fg :i

;

Ol. ciiiDiuiiDiiii, ^tt. iv
;

A(|Uiu punc,
<i.

». lid t'Jiii.

Ft. mist.

8.—A small toiwpoonfkil in a littlo vviitor soon after mt'iils. For a child of six years.

Or the following

:

B Cn'ft.toti (bnoch-wood), gtt. v
;

Bismuth. Hulniitratis vt'l Hodii bicarbonatis, ji;

Pepsin, (succharutud), ji.

M. (>t div. in chart no. x.\x. (in small capHules).

8.—One aftor meals. For a child of six or seven years.

Carbolic acid i.s loss iini>leasant in odor and taste, but it is also less

efficient for this purpose.

It is, of course, to Ix; understood that what is now said is to be regarded

as merely supplementary, as regards older children, to the remarks already

made upon the treatment of habitual indigestion in infants.

Sulphnrous acid is occasionally very valuable, even when vomiting is a

prominent symptom ; but it is especially indicatid where there is gastric

atony with flatulence, with discharges of ill-smelling flatus

:

B Acid. Bulphurosi, gtt. xvi

;

Aquie cinnamonii, fg iv.

M. S.—From twenty to sixty drops in a dessertspoonful of water, according to effect,

three or four times daily.

To this mixture it is often desirable to add one-fourth of a grain of

strychnine ; or the following may be substituted :

B Quinime sulph., gr. xxxii

;

Strychninte, gr. } ;

Acidi nitromuriatiei diluti, fji, vel Acidi phosphorici dil., fgii

;

Tinct. cardamomi comp., fgii

;

AquBB purw, q. s. ad fJ iv.

Ft. sol,

8.—Prom thirty to sixty drops in water after meals. For a child of from seven to ten

years.

Pepsin, in some one of the highly-acceptable and reliable preparations

now available, is an important aid in the treatment of many cases where

the gastric secretions are deficient in quantity or quality, or in both.
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Wlion tlio Htonmoh is sottlcd, aiifl rrnwdmhle anioiiiitH of fixnl ciin \ye

taken, tlus dcprnvutioii of gcncnil licaUli may migj^t'st the use of ('(Kl-livcr

oil ; and it in under Hiieh cinMunstances often taken willingly and with

adniimble remdtH, pure, or in jelly, or in the form of an emulHion with

lime (Hee page 15), with liypophoHphiteH, or with wiUl-ehcrry hark :

B Ol. joe. iwelli, fJisHj

Piilv. lUMiciie,

tilicchuri, Afk, (|. H.

;

Ext. pruni Virgin, tluid., f^iii;

Aiiuiu jmrit", f|. H. ml i'J'v.

M. til ft. (iiiiuIh. wic. art.

&.—From one to two teaajwonlXila after meuU.

What was said on inige 16 iu regai-d to the use of arsenic aud iron

might be repeat(!d here.

The use of stimulants in the ehnmie dyspepsias of older children should

he direetetl with caution and hesitation. Very often in severe cuses small

ainoiuits are re(piire<l for short jM-riods, on account of weakness and depres-

sion : their iH'ueticial action is shown hy improvement in appetite, in the

appearance of the tongue, and in the vjfrculation. In some cases of obstinate

vomiting, spoonfid doses of iced e'.iampa^ne, or of earbonic-aind-water con-

taining a few drops of brandy, may succeed when many efforts have failed

to arrest it. lint there is nuich to be said against the prolonged use of

stinuihuits, because of the loss of lifect which follows, antl of the risk of

inerea.sed loml irritation, and, in the case of older children, on account of

the moral ([ucstion involved. No such objection applies to preparations

of malt, of which there are excellent ones in the market, and which often

l)ruve highly useful in these cases, by improving appetite, digestion, and

nutrition.

Allusion must he made to the constipation which attends some cases and

may be very troublesome. In each case the special cause of the constipa-

tion should be determined. If due to rclaxa^^ion of the alxlomiual and

intestinal muscles, owing to atony and fluUilent distention, it may be re-

lieved by friction, mas.sage, and electricity, addal to the cool s})onge-bath.

If owing to scanty intestinal secretions, modifications of diet, increased

supply of water, the omission of all a.^tringent remedies aud the use of

those which, like arsenic, the mineral acids, and uux vomica or strychnine,

.stimulate secretion and peristalsis, may suffice to overcome it. In either

case the use of suppositories of gluten or glycerin or occasional enemas will

give important aid if required. Laxatives, even of the mildest kinds, are

to be avoided as far as possible. Most of them lessen appetite and impair

digestion, and their action is apt to be followed by a reaction of greater

torpidity. Occasionally, however, in spite of such measures, there is such

severe constipation as to demand specnal medication. Small amounts of

Carlsbad salt in hot water may act gently and kindly. Elixir of cascara

I
may be given iu carefully-graduated doses, or the solid extract in pill form
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if the child be old enough to swallow a pill. If iron is indicated in the

same case, some such combination may be used as

—

B Pil. ferri carb., gr. xvi

;

Ext. caseurit', gr. viii

;

Ext. nuei.s vomicw, gr. ii.

M. et ft. inns, et div. in pil. xxxii.

S.—One, two, or three daily after meiils as required. For a child of from seven to ten

years.

Or
B Ferri sulph. exsiccat., gr. x;

Pil. aloes et myrrhas, gr. xvi

;

Ext. taraxaci, gr. xvi.

M. et ft. mivs. et div. in pil. xxxii.

S.—One twice or thrice daily after mcnls.

In all cases it is pro})or to begin cautiously with small doses, as the

object is to produce not ouiy a laxative but also a tonic action, so as to pro-

mote a regular habit of the bowels. Any overaction is to be deprecated

;

anf?, as already stated, laxatives are to be used only when it is impossible

to get along without them.

CYCLICAL, FITFUL, OK KECURRENT VOMITING.

T' "s condition, which is, we believe, by no means so rare as has been

thougdt, has revjeived comparatively little attention from medical writers in

the past, and in consequence a large part of what we have to say comOs from

our own experience. Gee, of London,' has recorded no fewer than nine

cases, all of which are par*^^icularly interesting.

Definition.—The state is one characterized by attacks of ''omiting

which recur after intervals of uncertain length, and between which the per-

son is appareritly in the enjoyment of j)erfect health. Generally the attack

lasts but a few hours, but it may extend over three or four days, in which

case the condition of the patient may approach that of profound exhaustion.

The disorder occurs at all ages, and I have met with it at the various

periods of childhood quite as frequently as in adult.s.

Symptoms.—Very commonly the attack is preceded, and it is nearly

always accompanied, by pain in the upper part of the belly or around *he

navel, which in some cases is so severe as to require, for the time-being,

more of the attention of tiie physician than the vomiting. The bowels are

generally costive, but in a large number of cases they are loose or unaffected,

and it is worthy of note that in every instance the stools are of a lighter

color than normal. This condition may persist for some weeks, or even

months, after the attack ; and it ajvpears that while the stools show such want

of bile the tendency to recurrence of the attacks continues.

The vomiting differs in no way fron that commonly .seen in children,

save in its periodicity of occurrence, the ejccta being made up of the gastric

•oontents, and perhaps bile ; towaixls the last it may be only watery, or

^ St. Bartholomew's Hospital Reports, 1882, vol. xviii. p. 1.
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It may contain traces of mucus. The violence of the gastric disturbance

diifers in different cases. In some the attacks consist in a refusal on the

part of the stomach to receive any liquids or solids ; in others the retch-

ing and straining keep on whether food is taken or not; while in still

others it happens that the gastric irritability shows its presence at certain

periods of the day 'only, food being retained at other times. I.. ?ases where

the attacks are prolonged for several days, and the vomiting is severe, the

amount of depression resulting may seem highly alarming and dangerous.

After the attack has passed away the walls of the abdoiuen are often tender

and ache, from the efforts at vomiting.

In some of the cases fever of an irregular type may accompany the

gastric disturbances, while in others no variation of temperature occurs. In

one of Gee's cases, where the vomiting was replaced by retching without the

expulsion of the contents of the stomach, the attacjks generally lasted but

for a few minutes, were accompanied by no pain, but by marked pallor of

the face, and the temperature of the body at certain times rose as high as

105° F. without any obvious cause.

Etiology.—It has seemed to me that the essential element in the produc-

tion of recurrent vomiting is a state of nervous depression and irritation affect-

ing especially the centres and fibres supplying and controlling the stomach

and liver. I have known this condition to be established almost imme-

diately by a nervous shock, or by excessive fatigue, though more usually it is

brought on by the prolonged action of depressing causes. When once it is

established, it requires comparatively slight influences to excite a spell. The
symptoms indicate the existence of hepatic torpor in most cases, and not

rarely a slight degree of gastric catarrh is associated. Not impi'obably it is

the development of some irritating ptomaine which causes the explosion

;

or else it is a lowering of the already depressed innervation which violently

disturbs the equilibrium of the gastro-hepatic functions. Indigestible food

is not so common a cause as might be expected, unless articles difficult of

assimilation are taken at about the time that an attack i- "kely to come on.

In many cases exposure to cold seems to be the provoking factor, while in

other case^^ the closest observation may fail to discover anything which can

be called a cause. The truth is that the underlying tendency above alluded

to, however acquired, varies greatly in its intensity in different cases, so that

the causes needed to call it into action vary greatly in degree, and vary also

in kind, according to the different susceptibilities of the individuals affected.

The periodicity of the attacks is difficult of explanation. In some in-

stances the sf>ells recur at such irregular intervals as scarcely to merit the

name of cyclical : they show only the existence of a continuous tendency
which is arouff^ from time to time by the recurrence of the exciting causes.

In other eases greater regularity in recurrence is noted, suggesting that the

susceptibility of the nervous system is developed periodically under the o|)er-

ation of some rhythmic influence. It may be that these attacks of a more

J

strictly cyclical character are sometimes the evidence of a gastric petit vial;
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and even when this cannot be established, there are interesting and im-

portant analogies suggested. Rarely malarial poisoning may be at the

bottom of the disease, and under sueh circumstances the attacks are apt

to be peculiarly regular in their recurrence.

0(!casionally the development of the condition may clearly d' end uj^on

a precetling acute disease. Thus, I have seen it follow typhoid fever ; and

in one of Gee's cases no other cause .could be assigned than an attack of

measles occurring twelve months previously. In this case the attacks of

vomiting were very frequent, recurring as often as once a week.

Treatment.—It is evident that one of the first things to be done is to

prevent exposure to the exciting cause in each instance, and so to regulate

the diet and the functions of the digestive canal as to prevent the produc-

tion of catarrhal states, or the development of the poisonous matters which

are formed by the fermentation of foml in the stomach. The vomiting, if

severe, should be treated by doses of calomel and bismuth, oi", if such medi-

cation fails, bromide of potassium, or chloral, or small doses of laudanum,

should be administered in weak solution by the rectum. As the vomiting

goes on, there is frequently a tendency to collapse ; and it is in this stage

that brandy in a concentrated form, and preferably hot, .seems to act with

particularly good results, pro<lucing a stimulation of the flagging nervous

power and allaying the tendency to vomit. Here, again, medication may

be by the bowel if the stomach refu.scs to receive any lifpiid, the brandy or

whiskey being warmed thoroughly, and in this case diluted sufficiently to

avoid rectal irritation and tenesmus. For the abdominal j)ain, which is, as

we have stated, often severe, external applications only should be emj)loyed,

such as very weak mustard plasters containing just enough of the mustard

to bring a blush to the skin over the epiga-strium. The hot brandy often

brings relief in this .state a^ io, and the well-known spice plaster, made uj)

of allspice, cloves, cinnamon, and black pepper, is often a remarkably good

application. Opium should be avoided as far as possible, as, although its

use brings temporary relief, it may be followal by so much systemic de-

pression as to do more harm than good. Not only is this true, but, by the

locking up of the undigestal food in the bowel, fermentation is increasetl

and true gastric and intestinal catarrh may resuli. Not rarely, however,

after the stomach and du(xleuum have been emptietl by repeated acts of

vomiting, and when the bowels have been moved spontaneously or by the

aid of an enema, and when the retching and straining continue frequent and

severe, it is neces.sary to administer small do,ses of opium by the rectum.

I have had some highly interesting results from the use of small doses of

antipyrin administered in cyclical vomiting as soon as the first symptoms

of an attack present themselves. These results encourage a further use of

this remedy in such cases.

If collapse is threatened, hot applications and cardiac stimulants are

strongly indicated, and .should Ive pushed until some reaction sets in.

Where the exhaustion is due to the inability of the child to rctain food
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rather than to excessive retching and abdominal effort, nourishment should

be given by the rectum in the form of predigested milk, such as is now so

readily prepared by means of the pancreatic pre])ai'ations.

GASTRALGIA.

Synonymes.—French, Gastralgie, Gastrodynie, Cardiaigie; German,

Magenschmerz, Magenkrampf; Latin, Erethismus ventriculi, Hypenes-

tliesia ventriculi ; English, Spasm of the stomach, Nervous cardialgia,

Gastrodynia.

This affection is rare in children
;
yet, as it occurs, it merits attention.

Deflnition.—An affection characterized by sudden, shai'p, lancinating

pain in the stomach, coming on without premonition, as a general rule, and

lasting for a few moments or, in rare cases, a number of houi-s. It is dis-

tinctly a neurosis, and, while the sensation experienced by the patient may

be that of gastric spasm, it is probable that no real contraction of muscular

fibre occurs.

There is no organic lesion of the stomach associated with the trouble,

nor is there any maxked'functional disturbance. It is to be clearly separated

from the pain accompanying either one of these states, and is in reality a

violent form of neuralgia affecting nerves so closely associated with vitality

as to cause more distress and fear tiian similar affections elsewhere. It is

true that in some forms of dyspepsia the amount of epigastric distress or

actual pain may be so great as to form the most prominent symptom in the

ease ; but it should be clearly understood that even such cases cannot with

accuracy be styled gastralgia.

History.—In the past there has been much confusion regarding this

disease, and iu coug'^nueuec various terms have been used to indicate it which

have in reality no appropriateness and in many instances are so out of place

as to express affections of other organs than the stomach. Thus, even at

the present time th ; terms cardialgia, gastrodynia, spasm of the stomach,

stoniachi.' colic, and neuralgia of the stomach are all used to signify one

and the same disease. It is evident that the first of these is an absolute

misnomer, while several others are expressive of quite another state than

that which exists. The only terms which may correctly be used as synon-

ymous are gastrodynia and neuralgia of the stomach.

As already stated, gastralgia is comparatively rare in children, seldom

being seen below fifteen years of age, and in this matter it agrees with our

exjjcrieuce in respect to other forms of neuralgia.

Etiology.—The causes which induce gastralgia are various. Sex is a

strong prcdisp sing cause, and, in ('onse(|uence, girls are much more com-
monly atVec'ted than boys. This is particularly noticeable at the approach
of puberty. Temperament is even more potent than sex, since neurotic

children suffer more frequently than those of a phlegmatic type. Again,
that great and potent cause of neuralgia, improper nutrition, with its in-

variable concomitants, antemia and debility, also is found to be here present
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as an exciting cause. Depressed vitality, nervous strain, excessive excite-

ment, privations, exposure to cold, and sudden fright and grief are all

causes. The ingestion of exceedingly cold liquids or solids and the sudden

suppression of old and chronic cutaneous discharges have been long recog-

nized as factors in the production of gastralgia ; while the migration of

parasites from the intestine into the stomach is probably a more common

factor than is generally assumed.

The question as to how frequently the ingestion ul indigestible foods is

a cause is an exceedingly difficult one to answer, owing to the frecjuency

with which pain follows such acts even under oi'dinary circumstances ; but

in the vast majority of cases true gastralgia is not so produced.

It is, howevei*, evident that when the neuralgic tendency exists the irri-

tation caused by the presence of indigestible food may readily excite a

paroxysm. These are tlie ordinary causes in children, but attacks of pain

altogether resembling gastralgia may be caused by organic disease in other

parts. Thus, incipient caries of the dorsal vertebrfB may, by irritating cer-

tain nerve-filaments, cause such spells of pain.

Certain cases are but the manifestiition of malarial poisoning, and Nie-

meyer has pointed out that attacks of gastralgia are sometimes present in

lieu of a chill. Rheumatism may perhaps be a cause, but, unless the

hereditary tendency is most striking, it seldom can be looked upon as such

in children.

The habit, so prevalent in the lower classes, of permitting the use of

coffee and tea by very young children is undoubtedly an occasional cause

of this rai'e disease, as it often is in adults. In boys who begin the use of

tobacco before puberty this drug has a powerful predisposing influence, and

Still6 believes that this is the most common cause of gastralgia in adult

males in the United States.

Pathology.—Numerous views have been brouglit forward to explain

this interesting disorder. It is supposed that the nerves involved are the

sensory fibres of the pneumogastric and the solar plexus, and in all prob-

ability it is the former which are most commonly at fault. The nerve-

supply of the stomach is very closely connected with that of the general

abdominal cavity, for the riglit vagal branches are distributed to the pos-

terior surface of the stomach, after which they join the left side of the

cceliac plexus and the splenic plexus. The left vagal branches are dis-

tributed over the anterior surface of the stomach and to the lesser curvature.

They unite with the branches of the right vagus and with the sympathetic,

and some filaments pass through the lesser omentum to the left hepatic

plexus. For these reasons it is readily seen that very widely separated

causes of irritation may produce the trouble, and also how readily the ab-

dominal contents, as well as those of the thorax, might share in a paroxysm

of pain. It hiis been already pointed out that this disease is to be separated

from the pain accompanying gastric troubles, organic and functional.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of this disease are easily recognized. The
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child, without apparent cause, is of a sudden seized with a pang which in

its severity is to be compared t« that of angina pectoris, the face becomes

pirx'hed and livid, nnd the belly-walls are found to be retracted and knotty,

or relaxed from the depression of excessive pain. At the onset of the par-

oxysm a sharp cry is given, and the hands may be pressed against the epi-

gastrium whilp the body is bent over in agony. The pulse is slow and full,

owing to the involvement of the filaments of the pneumogastric, or in other

cases is equally rapid and running, but is always hard. The sensation on

applying the finger to the pulse in the wrist is one of high arterial tension

in the early stages of the trouble, and remains so through the attack, unless

the parox"sm lasts an unusually long time, when the exhaustion of pro-

longed suflTeriug may relax the spasm of the blood-vessels as it is apt to

relax the entire body.

If the attack is one of a fleeting character, a single dart of excruciating

agony may cause the child to give one loud scream and to fall to the ground

in the acme of its pain. The skin may be covered with sweat at the height

of the paroxysm.

It is of importance to remember that children very frequently find diffi-

culty in referring to the seat of pain, be the pain where it may, so that

heart-pains are often referred to the abdomen, and abdominal pain to the

cliest. In some cases the pain has its onset only when the stomach becomes

empty, or in still others vomiting may occur.

Sometimes the attacks are periodical. In these cases there is a sensation

of fulness in the stomach even amounting to a feeling of bursting, and

epigastric pressure may or may not be accompanied by relief. In the cases

where the sensation of fulness is felt, the application of pressure is often dis-

agreeable or even painful. Pulsation in the epigastrium is sometimes seen,

and in rare instances the pain extends to other parts of the b(xly, so that the

chest and even the arms may suffer in the general nervous storm. If any

hysterical tendencies exist, there are often shortness of breath and irregu-

larity of the heart's action preceding the attack, associated with those gen-

eral symptoms so commonly seen in hysteria. Here, as in all forms of

irregular hysterical manifestations, the differential points as to the cause of

the trouble may be sought af\er without finding a ready explanation.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of gastralgia from other painful affections

of the stomach is of great importance.

Gastric cancer, which in children is of extreme rarity, can scarcely be

mistaken for it. The pain is more apt to follow the ingestion of food,

wliile in gastralgia it rather occurs shortly before the time of meals ; vomits

ing is common
;
palpation detects a sense of induration or a distinct tumor,

and cachexia soon mak<!s its appearance and can be distinguishetl readily

from the anaemia or even the chlorosis which may attend gastralgia.

Again, the acute, sudden, fleeting form of gastralgia may resemble a

fdit mal, somewhat, when it is epigastric. The separation of these two dis-

eases is vitally important; for prognosis and treatment, and is by no means
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readily accomplishal, save as the case progresses. Although petit mal is

not so rare as gastralgia in children, this particular form of pain in the

belly as a symptom of the state of minor epilepsy is (piite as rare, if not

more so ; indeetl, we have known of only one such case, which afterwards

passed into major epilepsy and died. In this instance the child would sud-

denly cease its play, give a scream of pain, and return to its toys.

While the immaliate diagnosis between the two atfections may be diffi-

cult, the past and the subsequent history of the case separate the facts into

lines which point more and more divergingly to epilepsy or gastralgia.

The disease most closely resembled by gastralgia is, atter all, gastric

uli-er, but the latter is so rare in children, and is so generally associated

with other signs when it does occur, that it can be excluded in making

a diagnosis. There are usually also progressive wasting, an habitual rejec-

tion of food, a more frequent onset of pain after food, and more evidence

of functional gastric disturbance in gastric ulcer than in gastralgia. The

pain in ulcer is also more circumscribed, and the matters vomited may con-

tain more or less blood.

From intercostal neuralgia it is to be separated by its location in the

epigastrium ; by the fact that the pain apjiears less superficial ; by the

absence, except in rare and unusually severe cases, of pain in the chest

increased by respiration ; and by the absence of painful nerve-points or

hyptu'sesthesia along the course of a superficial nerve, as may be found in

pleurodynia.

Gastralgia and hepatic colic may occur with symptoms nearly allied,

but the icterus, the prolongation of the ])ain for a certain length of time,

the tenderness over the hypochondrium, and the history of previous attacks

of biliary colic will establish the diagnosis. The fact that one of the vagal

branches is distributed to the hepatic plexus may make the differentiation,

so far as the area of the pain is concerned, impossible.

From the pain of functional gastric disordere gastralgia is divided by

the suddenness of its onset, by the lack of eructations and vomiting, and

by the absence of a coated tongue and of tumidity and tenderness of the

belly.

Cardiac disease may directly or indirectly produce symptoms of gas-

tralgia. Either the pain may be referred by the patient to the abdomen, as

we have said, or it may in reality exist there by reflex action or disordered

circulation.

Treatment.—The treatment of gastralgia may be dividetl into two parts,

—that directed to the relief of the attack when it is present, and that

directed to the prevention of other attacks. During the acute stage hot

applications and drinks, aromatic and locally stimulating warm infusions,

a few drops of chloroform, or brandy, or whiskey, hot and concentrated, or

a few drops of laudanum, may be used. Counter-irritation often does good,

and in some cases, particularly if a suspicion of an hysterical element exists,

a vigorous revulsive may act with surprising power. Emesis and purgation
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are sometimes indicated, since in the early attacks the cause of the pain

may be suspected to be the presence of indigestible food.

The treatment required in the intervals between the attacks must vary

with the cause and with the general condition of health. A careful search

must be made for the real cause of the trouble, and when found it must be

removed or palliated by appropriate measures.

The diet should be carefully regulated, and all the hygienic details of

the child's life be critically studied and directed. The avoidance of im-

proiKir focxl, the abandonment of tea, coifee, or tobacco, the prescription of

proper dress, exercise, or change of residence, may be followed by marked

improvement in general health and by a cessation of the attacks of gas-

tralgia.

In regard to remedies, it may be premised that all depressing drugs

must be avoided, as well as all purgatives which would weaken the diges-

tion. Any marked disturbance of digestion should be corrected ; and this

may require the use of pepsin, or of some tonic remedies such as suggested

in the article on dyspepsia. The chief reliance is, however, to be placed

upon the administration of arsenic and iron immediately after meals, in

proper form and doses. Thus, we may direct

—

B Liq. potassaj arsenitis, f3 i

;

Vini ferri amari, q. s. ud f^iv.

Misce.

S.—From thirty to sixty minims in water after meals three times daily, for a child of

six years.

Or
B Tinct, ferri chloridi, fji

;

Acidi muriatici diluti,

Liq. arsenici chloridi,aA, t^se.

Misce.

S.—From four to eight drops in water after meals three times daily.

Occasionally even bet*^"r results are secured by the use of cod-liver oil

In emulsion with hypophosphites. It is well, in cases where the tendency

to pain is decided, to combine with the above the use of a powder of bis-

muth subnitrate and saccharated pepsin, given about an hour or an hour and

a half after meals. Constipation, shoidd it exist, may be overcome by diet,

massage, enemas, or by suppositories of gluten or glycerin and soap. If

the bismuth favors its continuance too decidedly, small doses of cyanide of

potassium, dilute hydrocyanic acid, or chloroform may be substituted at the

same hours. In cases where a highly neurotic state exists, it may be neces-

sary to alternate with the bromides or preparations of valerian.
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By HOBART AMOHY HARE, M.D.

While it is tnie that during the period of childhoo<l tlie stomach is the

organ most frequently at fault, careful thought will show very clearly that

in nearly every instance the symptoms surround a gastric condition of per-

verted functional activity, and not one of essential morbid change. For

this reason our knowledge of gastric disease occurring before puberty can-

not be aided by post-mortem research in those cases which go on to a fatal

termination. In the adult, on the contrary, trouble with the stomach is

commonly dependent upon actual morbid changes, which in some cases are

characteristic of certain periods of life, and in others may 1)6 regarded as

the results of the prolonged continuation of functional disorder. In the

child functional disturbance is generally so mild that the youthful tissues

repair any injuries, or else is so severe that death ensues before any struc-

tural alterations can occur. Further than this, the natural course of events

prevents, to a large extent, any abuse of the stomach sufficient in severity

to bring about in children gastric ulcer and similar states, and even if the

same causes are at work their manifestations are so positive that their exist-

ence is recognized, or forced upon the parents, by the violence of the sys-

temic symptoms,—symptoms which in the adult are hidden by a greater

degree of vital resistance and stability, or else are purposely and persistently

ignored, until such advanced changes take place that ineradicable structural

alterations are develope<l.

For these reasons, it has been thought well to separate the consideration

of gastric disease into two parts, the first of which, by Dr. Pepper, deals

with those disturbances of function which are more commonly seen in

children and which arise from errors in diet and other similar causes, while

the second part deals with gastric disorders accompanied by distinct organic

change, readily demonstrated by a macroscopic or a microscopic examination,

and equally characteristic in all cases.

The functional disorders are more frequently seen and more readily

cured, while the diseases associated with distinct lesions not only present for

treatment many of the signs seen in the previous class, but also force the phy-

sician to the care of altered tissue. For these reasons the subject of diseasen

of the stomach lacks the importance in children which it possesses in adults.

30
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No better example of this can be found than the subject of gastric ulcer.

Careful search through the literature of medicine shows so few cases of true

ulcer of the stomach in children as to make it evident that this very common
ailment in adults is a curiosity before puberty, and also shows that only one

or two of the cases on record present signs of ulcer distinctly comparable to

the lesion as found in the adult. Without entering into a useless discussion

concerning the etiology of such a state, logical deduction and the reports of

tlie instam^es where the disease has been seen in childhood show that the

causes at this pericxl of life are inevitably different in character and mode

of action. The majority of instances of gastric ulcer in children have been

found complicating and due to general tul)erculosi8, and have l)cen nudtiple

and distributed widely, not only over the gastric walls, but also far into the

du(Klenum and even up into the oesophagus. In other words, the gastric

affection is only a small part of the trouble present, and exists not as a well-

defined, localized lesion as seen in the adult, but as a fractional part of a wide

systemic involvement of almost every part of the body. Gastric ulcer in

the adult is a local malady, while gastric ulcer in the child is in most cases

only a part of a constitutional disease. As a natural consequence, we find

that the treatment of idcer of the stomach in the child is separated from

that ( f the disease in the adult, for, if the trouble be constitutional rather

than local, therajjcutic measures nuist be addressed quite as much to the im-

provement of the general system as to the local lesion resulting therefrom.

By far the most important fact to be x'emembered in the diagnosis and

treatment of gastric disease in childhood is that symptoms pointing to other

regions than the stomach may be present in such force as to cover com-

pletely the true source of the malady. In the following pages I have

pointed out the fact that children commonly refer pain and discomfort to

portions of the body which we know, by their anatomical position, cannot

be involved even sympathetically with the stomach. Not only is this the

case, but, in addition, it is to be remembered that disease of other parts may
he produced by such troubles. A child, after slight fatigue and no known

change of diet, is taken ill with what seems to be a severe coryza : the nasal

mucous membrane streams with mucus, and the eyes are somewhat injected

and tearful. After a few hours a loose cough is developed which is fre-

quently repeated and harassing, and pain in the throat is complained of.

Restlc&sness at night becomes a pressing syni{)tom, and careful examination

by the hand shows epigastric tenderness. The tongue is coated unevenly

and is flabby. Careful questioning develops the fact that the child had

been restless at night for a week before any other signs appeared, that the

appetite has been getting progressively worse, and that the bowels have

been confined. Pain in the stomach from flatus has also been present.

Here are all the signs, at the early stage, of what is commonly called

" a cold," but which are pro<luced reflexly by the condition of the stomach.

In some cases the " cold" may be " caught" owing to exposure when the

system is depressed ; but, be this as it may, measures directed to the air-
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passaj^ps are useless until the gastric condition is set right. Expectorants,

tonics, and all else fail if the stomacih is negletited.

The use of such drugs very commoidy sc^euis to aggravate the symp-

toms. Quinine may he given to relieve a stat(M)f listlessness supposah) '

due to debility, and only serve to irritate the gastric nuicous nicnihrane th*

more. Nearly all tonics in the eaHy stages of gastric inHummation do like-

wise, for at this time the inflammation causes an excessive activity of the

cells. Only in the later stages are tonics to be given to do what their name

implies,—add tone to the part.

In all cases of disease in (children the physician should carefidly ex-

amine into the couditiou of the stomach before the administration of drugs

is begun.

GASTRITIS.

Synonymes.—Inflammati(m of the stomach. Gastric catarrh, Inflamma-

tory dyspepsia; French, Embari*as gastrique ; German, Magenentziindung;

Latin, Inflammatio ventriculi.

Definition.—As gastritis of an idiopathic type rarely, if ever, in chil-

drei inv^olves more than the mucous membrane of the stomach, seldom

dipping down into the submucous and muscular coats, I have preferred to

divide the cousideratiou of this subject into two separate parts, under the

headings of acute gastric catarrh and chronic gastric catarrh, descriptions

of which here follow.

There may be, however, a deep-seated gastritis produced by the inges-

tion of irritant matters of various kinds, and perhaps no better opportunity

for its consideration can be found than at this place.

In all cases where acids and alkalies of a strong and irritant character

are swallowed, intense general inflammation naturally occurs ; and this is

true in very young children if any of the irritant spices, such as pepper,

for example, are taken in excess. Sometimes a similar state is induced by

the accidental swallowing of hot liquids, which, ailer injuring the oesopha-

gus, injure the stomach. In these cases the inflammation is distinctly of a

traumatic origin and can be clearly separated from the idiopathic forms,

which have no such history. Blows upon the epigastrium may cause

gastritis.

The symptoms are intense epigastric pains, vomiting, and sometimes a

raised or lowered bodily temperature. The belly, at first scaphoid, rapidly

becomes tumefied, and if the inflammation is very severe the case goes on

into general involvement of the peritoneum and intestines by extension of

the inflammation. After death the mucous membrane is intensely engorged,

reddened, and angry-looking. The lymph-glands of the submucous coat

are raised above the surface and hardened. Mucus in large amount, per-

haps tinged with blood, is seen spread over the inflamed surface in patches.

All the coats are infiltrated with lymph, so that the walls of the organ are

much thickened. The muscular layers are found to be swollen, and evi-
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(lonoos of thoir paralywis by infliininiation may be recognized by the retention

of food in the viscius.

The trenlment is to l)e dinn-ted entirely to the prevention of tiie spread of

the iiilhuniuation and to the relief of that already developed. If the patient

irt seen S(K)n alter the onset of the trouble, the stomach is to Ik; emptiwl of all

irritant substances l)y means of vomitiuff induc('<l ))y large draughts of warm
water, or by the use of the stomach-pump. Mucilaginous drinks are to be

given freely, and albuminous matt(M"s seem especially useful. Oils and similar

protective li(piids aid in preventing further damage. Opium, to allay pain

and the local and systemic irritation, is invaluable. It should always be

given in licjuid form, and the deodorized tincture is the best in this respect,

owing to its frcctlom from narcotinc. Paregoric contains too little opium,

and is irritating Ixxiaust; of its volatile oil. If the stomach will bear no

drugs, they should be given by the rectum. If evidences of collapse appear,

hot applications, atropine, or belladonna should Ih' exhibited. It is impor-

tant that the heat should be ajvplitnl over the epigastrium and chest, and a

rtaxsci'd poultice is the best method of doing this.

The afler-treatment must be dire<'te<l to the support of the patient, the

avoidance of all exposure for a long period of time, and the us« of foods

whi(^li are entirely devoid of irritant matters and easil}' digested.

DrpnTHElilTlc Gastritis (Teriche ') is a lesion so completely secondary

as to 1)0 worthy of only passing mention. As its name implies, it is caused

simply by an extension of the false membrane down the pharynx and the

oesophagus until the stomach is reached. It is exceedingly rare. Niemeyer'

states that in infants the catarrhal inflammation sometimes goes on into the

croupous.

ACUTE GASTRIC CATARRH.

Ssmonymes.—Status gastricus, Gastricismus, Gastrosis, Disordered

stomach.

Definition.—A disease characterized by vomiting preceded by listless-

ness, anorexia, and nausea. In the older child the refusal of food may be

absolute, but in the infant the breast may at first be taken eagerly, the milk

being almost immediately ejected. It is, particularly in its milder forms, a

very common ailment in children. Pathologically it consists in a hypersemic

condition of the gastric mucous membrane, and, as a consequence of this,

there are increased secretion from the mucous glands and a diminished

flow of gastric juice, according to the belief of many well-known authors,

although, so far as we know, there is no reason for believing this (condition

to be present other than that digestion is impaired. The lesions found, if

death occura, may be so slight as to be out of all proportion to the intensity

of the digestive di!-">turbance during life. Occasionally the hypertemia of

the living stomach is lost in the ansemia of the organ in death. Des-

VoL. III.—

3

' Ziemssen's Cyclopsedia, vol. vii.

' Practical •Medicine, vol. i. p. 503.
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croizillcH' asacrts that tl»c inucoiis glunds are onlargcil so as to form many
iiu><|ualiti(>s over the inciiihruiio, and in this luMVoiild appear to be in aecioixl

witli VVklerlioti'r' and Kinidnit, who believe that there must Ik; some ab-

normal eliange in these IxMlies.

Etiolofiry.—The causes of this affecrtion are exeeedingly varied, but the

chief of them depend upon badly-preparetl or indigestilde food, or, if tlie

HhmI is not really iniligestible, upon some condition of the digestive function

which renders even the ordinary licpiids obnoxious to the i^astric mucous

nuMubrane. Very commonly do we see, iu bottle-fetl infiuits es|KH'ially,

attacks of indigestion and mild or severe gastri(! ca(arrh produced in some

inexplical)le manner, even thougii the focnl has been preparetl with the

greatest care and has agreed with tlie stomach for weeks or months. Eus-

tace Smith asserts that a cold is a very frequent cause of the distase, pro-

ducing a hyj)erffimia of the gastric mucous membrane mther than of the

mucus membrane of the pliaryux. In his experience exposure to cold is a

more fre(iuent lact()r than anything else, and there can be no doubt that re-

peated exposures followed by acute gastric catarrh are powerful predisposing

fhctore in the development of subs(;quent attacks. Improper clotiiing, by

exposing the child's abdomen and epigastrium to draughtsof air or to damp
and cool air, renders the patient jwcndiarly susceptible. Wo are inclined

to think, however, that exposure is in America a nuich less frequent cause

than bad feeding, and that poor or improperly-preparetl food is the chief

factor.

Breast-fed infants rarely suffer from it, and, when they do, change in

the maternal system, or cold, is the common cause. Dentition is undoubtedly

a connnon cx(?iting cause, as is also general vital depression and enfceble-

ment, particularly iu the lower classes, who are surrounded by poor hygienic

conditiims.

There are other causes of a more constitutional character than those

neutioncd, which may act as factors. In rickets there is nearly always

arked susceptibility to catarrh, and, as might be expected, scrofulosis

.o not an iufretpient agency. In some cases there seems to be a strong

predisposition to gastric catarrh which may appear to l)e hereditary.

Irritant substances swallowetl by mistake or given by the physician

may producie this condition, notably the use of ipecac in full dose, or the

empU)yment of the various so-called peripheral emetics jiosscssing local

influence, as tartar emetic and sulphate of copper, or mustard-water.

In children who are old enough to take " table-food," as it is generally

callal, there are several causes of acute gastric catarrh which are frequently

overlooktKl. There can be no doubt that the ingestion of hot coffee and

tea is a common cause, the heat doing as much damage as the drugs them-

selves. Not only is this statement basal on general clinical evidence, but

• Miinuel de Piithologie et Clinique des Enfants, Paris, 1883.

' Gerhardt, Handbuch dor Kinderki'ankheiten, Bd. iv., Tiibingen, 1878.
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it iH supported by experimental fnctH. Thus, DtH'ker,' of WCirzlmrj^, hu»

loiiiul it possible to pnKliico even gastric ulcer in (lojijs by Un'dinj; tlieni by

means of a st(tinacl>-tnl)e on flxnl luatcKl to 120° F. (4i)° ('.); and the well-

known fact that mlultM, partieiilarly females, who drink larj^e amounts of

hot tea are Hubject to a similar disorder (ji^astric! uleer) is a(hlitional evidence.

Al('oholi(! bevcM'ajres are also productive of gastric cjitarrh, and, while the

niajority of ciiildren do not indnljre in such liipiidH, the infantile memborH

(if most Gernuui iiimilira emulate tl I'ir parentis in the c<jusumption of {year

to an astonishing degree.

Seconilarily, acute gastric catarrh may (x-cur in the courw^ of the fevers,

as in pneumonia, typhoid fever, and erysijK'las ; and, lastly, tid)ercul()Hi8,

svpl'ilis, and renal disorders nuiy predispose to, or j)ro(luce, siuih an in-

flani ation. Once set uj), the disease aids itself by the nuicus secrettnl,

whic. 1 udergoes fermentation and consequently ir"itates the stomach still

more.

Antemia is pnMluctive of gastric catarrh in a twofold manner,

—

primarily by lowering the resistive tone of the ga.<tric mucous membrane,

swondarily by the lack of digestive power which is sure to accom|)any it.

We see these facts illustrated almost daily in adidts, and it is fair to assume

tliat in both the full-grown individual and the child the digestive juices are

iiiuler such conditions much ini})aircd as to both quantity and quality. For

tiiis reason small and delicate children are particularly apt to suffer from

this very malady. Aside from these points of clinical evidence, we are

possessed of direct experimental proof of our deductions, for Manassein

'

lias shown that after artificnal antemia is caused in dogs the normal relation

between the acid and the pepsin of the j-as*ric juice is destroyed.

It is disorder of the digestive juices which brings on gastric catarrh,

since by this means food remains too long in the stomach and ferments.

As the digestive juices have been found to be altered in animals and men
suffering from fever, it would appear probable that the gastric catarrhs of

febrile states are thus produced. In those cases where stomatitis exists it is

exceedingly common for the patches to go down into the stomach, producing

gastric catarrh and intestinal disturbances.

Patholoerical Anatomy.— VV^e have already described with sufficient

clearness the state of the stomach after death. The lining membrane of

tlie stomach is often covered completely by a layer of tough tenacious

mucus, and the hypersemia is frequently hidden by this means.

Symptoms.—There are two distinct types of this disease, so far as

disturbances of the bodily temperature are concerned. In one type the

temperature remains about normal, in the other there is oflen pyrexia; but

we tliink that the former is the more common of the two unless the irrita-

tion is extreme or the trouble depends on strumous or tubercular taint.

• British Medical Journfil, 1887.

' Virchow's Archiv, Iv. 461 ; also Centralbl. f. d. Med. Wiss., 1871, p. 853.
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The firat is sliorter in its duration tliau the second, and is, as one would

naturally suppose, far less serious. The extremities are often cold and

perhaps moist.

Early in the disoixler there may be anorexia, and 'jstlessness amouniuig

almost to relaxation. The eye loses its lustre, and drowsine&s, which does

not deepen into slet>p, asserts itself". Nausea now ccmies on, and, if the

child is old enough, headache of a more or less severe type is complained

of. Vomiting soon i'oplaces the nausea, and at first consists of the con-

tents of the stomach, which are sour and ill-smelling. If milk has been

taken, it is always ctu'dlcd. The vomiting docs not cease with the expul-

ion of the food in the stomach, but continues until mucus and perhaps bile

irake their appearance. If the vomiting is a late symptom the mucus may

coat the food in the form in which it was swallowed, acting in such a way

that the digestive fluids cannot attack it. Retching now supervenes, and

may be painful from its severity as well as exhausting, and at the stime time,

or commonly much earlier in the attack, the tongue l)e<!omes coated and

whitened, save at the tip and edges, where it is red aiid glazed. The papillte

of the tongue are prominent and project above the coating, dotting the organ

with red spots.

This condition may persist for a varying length of time, but eventually

ends by slow return to normal digestive and general power, or more i-arely

the rt.urn to health is rapid. Commonly other areas of mucous membrane

suffer, so *hat coryza or mucous purging may be present.

If the attacks are frequent they speedily influence the general health.

There is sometimes epigastric tenderness, but this is rarely marked.

There are other evidences of disorder of the gastric; mucous membrane

than the localized stomach-symptoms and the prostration which have been

spoken of. The surrounding organs become disturbed, ])articularly the

small intestine. As a consequence the case may become one of gastro-

enteritis, or more rarely icterus and constipation ensue. The breath is, from

the first, foul and heavy, while the secretion of saliva may be abnormal in

quantity, sometimes dribbling from the mouth. The urine is often scanty.

If the systemic disturbance is great, herpetic blisters appear about the

mouth, in children who are subject to such symptoms.

In some cases the symptoiiis bt>come far more severe than any we have

yet mentioned, ard, atjording to Seibert,' may closely resemble those of

meningitis, of malarial affections, and of typhus fever.

Sometimes gastric catarrh and dyspepsia j)roduce curious nervous dis-

turbances. Convulsive seizures as the result of gastric and intestinal dis-

ordei's are too well known to require much more than a passing reference.

The convulsion may be tetanic or clonic, or even both states may be present.

Most commonly it is first tonic, then clonic. The child is left much ex-

hausted when the attack has passed by, and often falls into a state of collapse
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and unconsciousness, or else is seen by the physician staring wildly about,

with anxiety strongly depicted on its face.

Thei-e is a much more rare set of nervous disoi-ders, however, set up

frequently by these states. Localized or diffuse clonic movements some-

times api^ear. Dizziness may be present, and high fever or an abnormally

low temperature ma}' mark the aberrant functions of the nervous system.

Aphasia l.as been recoi-ded as present in several cases. Thus, Henoch'

niontions an instance of a girl of two yeare in whom total aphasia came on

in an hour, so that pinching coidd call forth no word from the child but the

soiuid " Au !" The aphasia j)assctl away an hour later, speech returning per-

fectly after the vomiting of some cherries.

Another instance is that of a boy who had overloaded his stomach with

food, and in consequence was seized in the night with severe colic and a

liquid, ill-smelling diarrh(iea. In the morning, after a deep sleep, he also

could only make the sound " Au !" when he was pinchetl. By the following

day he was well, but was at firet bewildered and mentally disturbed. A third

case was virtually identical with that just given. Siegmund vecoixis* a ease

occurring in a nine-year-old girl, in whom vomiting came on spontaneously,

and in whom aphasia passed off as soon as the stomach was relieved.

The organs of respiration also suffer from similar reflex disturbances,

lu children who are prone to spasmodic croup a potent cause of the affec-

tion is indigestion, and both adults and children often have dyspeptic or

gastric asthma.
'

Fraeukel ^ recoi*ds a case of hemiplegia brought on by gastric irritation

in a four-year-old girl who had eaten large amounts of " table-food." Half

an hour after eating she lost the power of movement and sensation ou

the right side. Even the right conjunctiva was anaesthetic. The next

(lay recovery occurred. Sensation returned first, and shortly afterwards

the power of movement was restored.

Diagnosis.—It is comparatively easy in the first or early attacks to

separate this state from many others of disordered alimentary function, and

if the history as to the cause is clear the difficulty is much decreased. In

some instances, however, the vomiting, with its retching, may resemble that

d meningeal tuberculosis, from which it is to be separated by the history,

appearance, and prolongation of the attack, as well as by the mental and

nervous symptoms. Again, typhoid fever of a mild type may be repre-

sented if the attack is prolonged, and the veiy indefiniteness of the acute

paroxysms may cause them to be mistaken for the forerunners of some

acute contagious malady.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of acute gastric catarrh is invariably favor-

able unless the predisposing state endangers life in itself or the attack passes

' Berliner Klinischo Wochcnschrift, 1883, xx. 334.

* Discussion of Henoch's paper in the Medical Society ('oc. cit.).

* Schmidt's Jahrhiicher, 1888, 2, ii. 2(51.
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on to a more serious lesion. It is very common for relapses to occur during

convalescence, and even after recovery seems complete.

Treatment.—By far the most important point in the treatment of acute

gastric catarrh is the regulation of the diet. This may be divided into two

parts,—first, the regulation of the food during convalescence or during the

attack, and second, the character of the food to be used during the interval

following one attack and preceding the next. Total abstinence in the acute

stages of the attack, and absolute bodily and mental quietude, are advisable.

There are several reasons for this. In the first place, the juices of the

stomach are in an abnormal state and unfit to receive more food. Secondly,

the mucous membrane of the stomach is already hypersemic from the in-

flammation, and, as the normal viscus takes on a physiological hypersemia

on the ingestion of food, we should add to the itjection of the blood-

vessels did we allow more nourishment to enter the viscus. Last of all,

the excess of the mucus and lactic and butyric acids present renders any

new food impure before it can be assimilated, and so prolongs the trouble.

As the attack passes off, small amounts of food may be given, readily

digestible and not likely to become easily decomposed or rendered acrid by

the mucus in the stomach. Milk with a large percentage of lime-water is

to be used, since the alkali not only prevents a too firm coagulation, but

also decreases the secretion and action of the mucus. The thirst may be

excessive, although anorexia is complete, and small pieces of ice may be

administered for its relief Commonly it will be found that the patient

rapidly improves up to a certain point, then stops or relapses. This is due

to the accumulation of mucus, which undergoes fermentation, and, if marked

evidences of the presence of this secretion are given, a mild and gently-acting

emetic may be employed to dislodge the fermenting mass. Sodiiun bicar-

bonate Avith compound infusion or compound tincture of gentian may be

used in convalescence, and small sips of eft'ervescnng draughts are useful.

If constipation exists and vomiting forbids the use of the ordinary purga-

tives, a Seidlitz powder divided into fourths or fifths and taken in this way
every fifteen minutes or half-hour will settle the stomach, move the bowels,

and often carry away mucus.

If there is much epigastric distress, a spice poultice is often of service.

Sweets and star(!hes are to be rigidly denied the patient. If anaemia

exists, iron may be used ; but this is rarely needed.

The abdomen should be carefully protected with flannel, and draughts

and unsanitary surroundings avoided.

The ' of pepsin and of hydrochloric acid is to be much more thor-

oughly a., iidcd to than has heretofore been the custom. As a rule, we are

apt to forget tiiat pepsin acts largely by catalysis, and that it is not secreted

as pepsin, but a,s pepsinogen, a substance which is changed into })epsin in the

presence of an acid. For this reason hydrochloric acid should be freely

employed, and i)epsiu given in large or small quantity according as there

is reason to believe this ferment to be in normal or abnormal amount.
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Common salt (sodium chloride) is virtually identical in its ultimate influence

with hydrochloric acid, and should be always used, in moderation, with the

food.

STENOSIS OF THE PYLORUS.

S3monymes.—Hypertrophic pyloric stenosis (Lebert),' Fibroid de-

generation of the pylorus (Habershon).^

Definition.—A condition of the pyloric opening of the stomach char-

acterized by a thickening of one or more of the coats of the viscus at this

point. In some instances in adults it has been thought to be due to cica-

tric^«
" rmed by old ulcers, or to the ingestion of irritants, but in children

it is never due to this cause, in all probability, owing to the extreme rarity

of ulcer and cancer and of the ingestion of an irritant poison.

It must be understood that such factors produce stenosis of another

type than that of which I speak, which is an idiopathic thickening or

hypertrophy, independent of other diseased states, or existing as a con-

genital defect.

Clinical History.—Be the causes of stenosis what they may, it is

impossible to differentiate one variety from another during life by the

direct symptoms produced, although the condition of the patient may, by

reason of other signs, point to the character of the obstruction, as, for

example, the cachexia of cancer or the history of hiemateraesis in gastric

ulcer. If the stricture is complete, so as to prevent the flow of the gastric

contents into the duodenum, death very rapidly ensues, being preceded by

a train of symptoms chamcteristic of obstruction of the alimentary canal,

and consisting in violent vomiting, tympanites of an epigastric type, and

generally a comparatively receding abdomen, owing to the prevention of

the entrance into it of food. If the occlusion is congenital and the opening

is closed from the first, this latter symptom is particulai'ly noticeable,

and under these circumstances the case passes through a more or less rapid

course to death, a result which is reaclKxl quickly or otherwise according

to the constitution of the child. Collapse always comes on as the case

progresses.
'-

.
' ^

Pyloric stenosis in children, even of a congenital type, is exceedingly

rare, and partial narrowing of the pylorus is seldom seen. It has been

a favorite theory that pyloric stenosis as found in the adult is congenital in

origin ; but, while the adult pylorus has been frequently found narrowed,

the instances of this condition reported as having been found in children

have been much fewer in number, proving that the state is not so largely

congenital as had been thought. Very recently, however, Hirschsprung^

has reported two interesting cases of this character. In one of these an

apparently healthy infant, well grown and developed, died on the thirtieth

' Die Krnnkheiten des Magens, Tubingen, 1878.

^ Diseases of the Abdomen, London, 1862.

* Jahrbuch f. Kinderheilkunde, Bd. xxviii. H. 1.
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day of life in collapse, having previously suffered with frequent vomiting

and small and infrequent stools. The vomited matters never contained bile.

The child was entirely breast-fed. The autopsy showed the stomach to be

distended, its walls thickeniKl, and the pyloric portion firm and enlarged to

the extent of an inch. The opening would allow only a small sound to

pass through. The muscular layer was deformed, and the mucous mem-
brane was hypertrophied. In the second case tuberculosis was the cause

of death at six months of age, and the autopsy revealed a somewhat dilated

stomach, both the muscular and the mucous layer being thicker and harder

than normal. This change extended over the entire stomach, but affected

the pylorus particularly, the pyloric opening being very narrow.

There was a previous history of prolongetl vomiting, but it may have

been due to the tuberculosis. As Hii-schsprung points out, the child might,

so iar as the gastric lesion was concerned, have reached adult life.

Neale' records a case of imperforate pylorus in which the stomach

soon after birth rejected all i'ood, and the child died of inanition and ex-

haustion. Afix»r death the pyloric opeuing was found congenitally closed.

Goldenhorn and Kolatschewski ^ record a case of pyloric stenosis pro-

ducing great gastric dilatation and dependent upon a polypoid tumor of

the mucous membrane of the pylorus.

Wiiusehe, Andral, Fcirster, and Bull have also recorded such cases.

Pathological Anatomy.—So few cases of this disease in children are

recorded that our pathological knowledge must be derived largely from the

condition in adults. In such persons it is generally found, as in the cases

of Hirschsprung, that more than one coat is involved in the change,

although sometimes only a single coat is at fault.

Cirrhosis of the stomacdi has been confused with this lesion, and except

for the confinement of the disease to this particular area the changes are

very closely allied to each other. The subnuicous coat frequently has an

increase in its connective-tissue elements, and the muscular coat is truly

hypertrophied, partly, perhaps, as the result of the trophic change, and

partly by the endeavor on the part of this coat to force the gastric contents

through the narrowed orifice of the pylorus.

Diagnosis.—The constant distention of the stomach, the progressive

failure in nutrition, and the repeated and uncontrollable vomiting, along

with the absence of stools or their exceedingly small quantity, are sufficient

to cause grave suspicion of such a state, or of obstruction in the duodenum or

a little lower down. In some cases the enlarged pylorus may be felt

through the walls of the belly, but the distention of the stomach gener-

ally forbids this. Ulcer, and cancer producing stenosis, may be excluded

by reason of their rarity : the disease itself, however, is of very infrequent

occurrence.

' Lancet, London, June 7, 1884.

* Berliner Klinische Wochenschrift, 1888, xxv. 51.
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Prognosis.—Total oculusioii is necessarily fatal. In partial occlusion

the possibility of saving life is very slight.

Treatment.—To allaj' the vomiting, small doses of opium may Ix; used,

and, if the stricture be not complete, food should be given which is I'eady

for assimilation, and in very small amount. Rectal enemata may be em-

ployed, and stimulants may be freely used. The question of operation for

the relief of pyloric stenosis is haidly to be thought of in very young chil-

dren, for, aside from the shock of so radical a measure, the possibility of

any gain by interference is exceedingly slight. If congenital stenosis is

present, as is, of course, most likely to be the case under the circumstances

named, there is no telling what other abnormal states complicate it, and the

prognosis is correspondingly obscure.

If, however, in any case the diagnosis is clearly of obstruction of the

pylorus, operative procedures are to be attempted, with the distinct under-

standing that the procedure is but the chance of a forlorn hope.

DILATATION OF THE STOMACH.

Synonymes.—Gastrecitasia, Gastric ectasy. Gastric dilatation, Dilatatio

ventriculi.

Definition.—A condition of the stomach in which there is marked

laxity or dilatation of its walls, generally uniform in its distribution, but

oilen greatest at the cardijic end. It is to be most carefully separated from

the condition, so commonly seen in children, which depends for its presence

on imperfect digestion both gastric and intestinal, accompanied by enlarge-

ment of the entire belly and with no absolute increase in the capacity of the

abdominal viscera. Very frequently gastric distention due to the accumu-

lation of food or gases is mistaken for the state in which an absolute in-

crease in the diameters and capacity of the stomach is present. Cases of this

eharact«r of gastric distention are often called cases of functional dilatation.'

History.—Gastric dihitation has been recognized as a common and dis-

tinct morbid state for verj many years, in both adults and children, but the

latter class of cases have btsen thought to be rare.' Though the literature of

the subject in respect to children is far more limited than is that devoted

to adults, yet we already liave a large number of cases recorded, and sev-

eral authors by their communications have placed before us a very com-

plete study of the disease. Chief among those may be mentioned Thiebaut,'

Comby,'' and Moncorvo.' Comby alone gives the history, in a very full

manner, of no fewer than ibrty-three cases occurring in children as young
as two and one-half months of age, and upward. In addition to the authors

' Contralblatt fiir Kinderheilkunde, October 1, 1887.

^ Welch, Pepper's System of Practical Atedicine, vol. ii.

» These de Nancy, 1882.

' Do la Dilatation de I'EBtoniac chez les Enfants, Arch. Oen. de Med., 1884, 11., torn.

xiv. p. 148.

' De Dilatacao do Estomago niis Crean<;u8 e bu Tratamento, Rio de Janeiro, 1888.
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already quoted we have Widerhofer/ who records a case occurring in a

twelve-year-old girl, in whom the dilatation was great but the cause thereof

ill defined. Lafage * reports two cases, one at ten years and another at six-

teen years ; while Demme,* of Bern, records an enormous dilatation of the

stomach at six and a half years, as does also Pauli.* In this instance the

supposed cause was congenital stenosis.

Clifford Allbutt,* after stating that gastric dilatation is much more com-

mon in children than is generally thought, details two typical cases, one in

a boy of three or four years, the other in a boy of ten years. In our own

case, represented iu the accompanying photo-plate, the age of the child was

eighteen months.

Etiology.—This disease in the child has for its factors several condi-

tions, both local and systemic. In the first place, stenosis of the pylorus

may, by its partial obstruction to the flow of food, dam back a large amount

of ingesta, which, as it increases in bulk, requires more space and gradually

distends the gastric walls to such an extent as to produce partial palsy of

their muscular coats at the very time when increase in muscular power is

needed to overcome the obstruction. At the same time the delay in the

evacuation of the viscus causes the development of a certain quantity of gas.

As the result of fermentative changes, the chemical reaction of the mass is

no longer normal, while the mucous membrane, becoming irritated, may add

to the abnormality of the contents of the stomach by secreting a mucous

coating which covers it and the semi-digested food.

How frequently stenosis is actually present as a factor is difficult to

determine. As we have already pointed out, in the section on this disease,

it is not a common lesion in childhood, even if it be congenital, and there

are unfortunately not only very few cases of this character reported which

have been confirmed by autopsy, but still fewer which have been found in

conjunction with dilatation on the post-mortem table. There is no doubt

of the ability of pyloric stenosis to produce dilatation of the stomach : the

only question is as to the frequency of its own occurrence.

Another local cause is inherent atony or weakness of the gastric walls, a

condition very common in rachitis of an advanced type. Under these cir-

cumstances there is lacking that force which is necessary for the carrying

out of the two physiological functions of the organ,—nameh, the rolling of

the food backward and forward for its thorough infiltratioi by the gastric

juice, and its ultimate expulsion into the duodenum. Rickets is so closely

associated with bad feeding that there can be no doubt that the muscular

walls of the stomach are influenced not only by the general systemic state

known as rachitis, but also by the direct involvement of the walls themselves.

» Gftrhardt's Ilnndbuch d. Kinderkrankheiten, Bd. iv. Abth. 2.

» These de Piiris, 1881.

» Berliner Klinische Wochenschrift, 1883, No. 1.

* De Vontriculi Dilutatione, Frankfurt, 1839.

* Proceedings of the Medical Society of London, vol. xi., 1887 and 1888.
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If the food be poor iu quality the hunger of the chlhl often leads it to over-

distend the stomach time after time in order to obtain sufficient nourish-

ment, and this over-distention and malnutrition soon increase the capacity

of the organ. Inuved, it is stated that the muscular fibres of the fundus

of (he stomach iu artificially-fed children are very commonly weak, so that

from the earliest period of life there may be a tendency to dilatation.

While the stenotic state of the pylorus produces a purely mechanical

expansion of the gastric walls, atony of the stomach may be considered as

resulting in an imperfectly-carried-out physiological act, the consequences

of which are in the end virtually identical with those of stenosis. Not

only is this true, but the gastric disorders of digestion and fermentation

come on rapidly and with great severity, since the digestive function of the

stomach is quite as atonic a.s that of the muscular layei-s.

Tuberculosis of this organ may Ix; a cause, owing to the weakness thus

produced, and, as gastric tuberculosis is by no means rare, this possibility is

uot to be overlooked. Rilliet and Barthez found the stomach involved

in twenty-one out of forty-six cases of tuberculosis which they examined.

Secondary dilatation from the adynamia of asthenic states and fevers

may be present in children as well as in adults, and marasmus, chlorosis,

cachexia, and ansemia may so result. Hygienic surroundings which pro-

duce all these states are, therefore, a cause. Moncorvo ' even states that

malaria may be a cause.

Ulcers of a tubercular or ordinary nature situated in the stomach may
80 result, but their occurrence is excessively rare in children.

Chronic gastric catarrh may also be a cause of dilatation, by reason of

the delay iu digestion and the consequent closure of the pyloric opening

until the act is completed. Welch asserts that chronic gastric catarrh

may produce a paretic state of the muscular layers, just as is seen iu laryn-

gitis or corresponding lesions. In adults atrophy of the muscles has been

Dotal as a cause, but it has not been recorded as present in childhood, aud

Edinger* states that amyloid changes may occur with such a result.

No evidence exists of atrophy and paresis of the stomach resulting from

peripheral or centric nervous lesions and followed by dilatation, although

Machou ^ and Thiebaut * assert that cei jral diseases may produce it.

Machon also asserts that the child's stomach shows in every instance a rel-

atively defective development of the fundus and a greater diameter than

normal of the oesophageal orifice ; while the muscular coats and peptic

glands are poorly developed, the mucous glands are well formed ; in other

words, all the conditions tending to ectasy are present. Thiebaut also

asserts that cardiac disease aud repeated vomiting may produce gastric

ectasy, aud that adhesions outside of the pylorus may have a similar effect.

' Revue mensuelle des Maladies de I'Enfant, Julj", 1885.

' Deutsches Archiv f. Klin. Med., Bd. xxix.

» Centralblatt f. Kinderheilkunde, October 1, 1887.

These de Nancy, 1881.
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Kundrat and Widerhofer believe that overfeeding is a cause of consid-

erable importance, and they assert that dilatation is not uncommon in chil-

dren as a result of this.

Pathological Anatomy.—We have virtually no details as to the exact

size of diluted stomachs in cliildren. That enormous enlargements do

occur, as in adults, is, of course, true, but further than this all remarks are

basetl on theory alone. There is a certain change, however, which, as it

occurs in adults, should be recorded as a possibility in childhood,—namely,

muscular hypertrophy along with dilatation ; and this formation is particu-

larly apt to occur where stenosis produces dilatation. On the other hand,

the wall may be atropiiied. No degenerative changes are found in the mus-

cular walls, as a rule. As the normal stomach varies so widely in size and

shape, care should be exercised at the autopsy that a false diagnosis be not

made.

Symptoms.—Aside from the general symptoms of disordered digestion,

commonly considered under the title of dyspepsia, there are symptoms

which are particularly marked in gastrectasia. In the early stages there is

great thirst and loss of appetite, with persistent coated tongue and emacia-

tion. Absolute repugnance to food, amounting at last to total refusal,

finally comes on, but if the child be breast-fed or bottle-fed it will often

take milk in order to relieve the thirst. Vomiting is always a prominent

symptom, the matters vomited being often greenish and extremely fetid,

and nearly always profuse in amount. Examination of the ejecta will gen-

erally show food swallowed days before, owing to the imperfect digestive

action of the stomach, and this very inability of the stomach to act on

the food generally gives, for a long period of time, a sense of weight and

fulness often amounting to pain, and complained of bitterly if the child be

old enough to define the sensation. There is tenderness over the epigas-

trium on pressure, and the displacement produced by the palpation often

brings on either acid or yeasty eructations or even the vomiting already

named. Nausea preceding the vomiting is by no means common, there

being simply a gush of foul liquids from the mouth. After such an occur-

rence the vomiting fails to recur for from twenty-four to forty-eight hours,

—i.e., until the viscus becomes overladen once more. The gases which are

given off" on eructation are exceedingly acrid, nauseous, and bitter. Some-

times they are offensive, but more rarely odorless. No analysis of these

gases has, so far as we are aware, been made in children, but in adults

they have been found inflammable. They consist of oxygen, nitrogen,

hydrogen, and carbonic acid. Sometimes sulphuretted hydrogen is present

in large quantity.' The reaction of the vomit is almost always acid, lactic

and butyric being the acids most commonly found. Fibres or masses of

semi-digested and semi-decomposed food can be seen by the naked eye or

' Ewald, in Reichert und Du-Bois Reymond's Archiv for 1874, p. 222, gives an analy-

sis of one of Frerichs's adult cases, in which the amount of carbonic acid was 17.40, hydro-

gen 21.52, marsh gas 2.71, olefiant gas traces.
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under the microscojx', ai.d saniinie and many forms of bacteria swarm in

the mast). Particular swux^h shoukl \w made for tlie yeast-fungus, Torula

cerevisiaB, the presence of which is a certain evidence of active fermentation.

The condition of the bowels is almost invariably that of advanced consti-

pation, and this state is largely dependent upon the small amount of food

which escapes into the dutxlenum, the gcneml debility and hu^k of exercise,

and the pressure upon the transverse and the ascending colon.

The complications of gastric ectasy in children may l)e exceedingly

various, owing to the notorious irritability of the nervoJis system. Convul-

sions of a tetanic or more commonly of an epileptiform character may come

on during the periods of over-distention or immediately after an attack of

vomiting. Sleep is ofleu disturbed and restless, and the wakefulness may
even amount to total insomnia. Emaciation becomes extreme, but the

wasting is gradual rather than rapid, owing to the fact that some parts of

the ingested matters are assimilated during the period of gastric quiescence.

Anajmia is generally far advanced. The limbs are wasted, the legs particu-

larly showing, by comparison with the swollen epigastrium, their lack of

flesh. The skin hangs loosely everywhere save over the affected area, where

it is tightened almost to the point of bursting. The abdominal surface is

often covered by engorged and multitudinous veins, which on pressure show

tlieinsolves to be carrying the blood-stream from below upward. Borbo-

rygnius is sometimes sturtlingly loud and prolonged, and seen to last for

minutes at a time, rarely accompanied by pain. Constipation is always

present, but if laxatives or purges are given they bring on a gush of partially-

digested food and liquid from the rectal opening which is remarkal)le be-

cause of its volume. It is often blackish and always horribly offensive,

flowing from the diaper over the child and its clothing. Commonly, if the

child be young enough to take only a milk diet, large cheesy morsels are

seen in the stools. Peristaltic waves can be seen as they pass along the

wall of the stomach itself, on the epigastric surface, which may be made

more marked by the application externally of heat or cold, or by draughts

of cold water. In respect to adults, however, Francon ' asserts, as does also

Thomson, that this sign is present only when pyloric stenosis exists. The
liver and other abdominal organs are rarely either swollen or decreased in

size, except indirectly by the general malnutrition.

xVs an indirect, reflex symptom of this disorder, Blache* speaks of

night-terrors, and asserts that dyspnoea and cardiac palpitations may be

developed in such cases.

Diagnosis.—Inspection shows a distended and tense belly, highly tym-

panitic in the upper portion on percussion, or, if the ingesta be in large

amount, dulness may be developed. The belly is so distended at the upper

part as to have been called " frog-belly" by the Germans and the French.

' Lyon Medical, 1887.

' Revue mensuelle des Maladies de I'Enfant, February, 188G.
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FlO. 1.

lVii/.()l(lt luw propoHcd tlu' |)()iii-in^ nf hi» nnicli water into tlio Htomach as to

(IJHti'iuI it ('()in|il(>t(>ly,aii(l tli«>ii hy iiicaiLsot'iu'rciiMHioii todcfincitH ixnindurioH

and tiu'ri'hy obtain Homo idea of its dinicnHions ; hut, as I'a<'anowHki ' liaM

pointed out, sucii a priwrdn re would \h> datip-rous if ulct>r Ih> present. This

Hcarcely iiolds as an oi)Je('tion in cliildicn, owin^ to tlie tiirify of" ulcer, l)Ut

it is a means of diagnosis wliieli cliiidren in America and Kn^land can

hardly Ih' sul)ject(Hl to, and is certainly harmi'nl to some deji;ree. I^ente has

pr(»pos(Hl the introduction of a sound which may Ik; twisted aroiuid while

one hand follows it through the alxlominal walls ; hut this methu<l is, tu say

the h'ast, heroic.

Again, it has heen proi)«)sed ()y Frerichs and Moncorvo to make a «liag-

iiosis hy what th(^ latter calls " plcssimetric; gastro-resonanee," which con-

sists in the ingestion of several grains of hicarhonate of sodium an<l four

gmins of tartaric acid followed l)y two tunihlerfuls of water. This is a

method which I helicvc to l)e ahsulutely nnjustiliahle.

Jiy lar the most important point to he derided, after that of the exist-

ence of dilatation, is how far the lower edge of the stomach has heen carried

downward ; for it is worthy of remark that the upp'r surface rarely alters

its position very greatly, although it

may l)e press(xl up ag;iinst the dia-

jjhmgm, rendering any attempt to

percuss its npj>er outline almost im-

possihle, owing to the liver and rihs,

or even the lung, iK'ing in the way.

In some cases the di;i|iliragni is so

displaceil as to hocomc useless as a _
respiratory mu.sele. Oftentimes the

lower border of such a stomach may
pass as low as the navel, or even to -

the puhes. Obrastzow ^ states, as a

differential point between the gastric

outline in adults and in children, that

in the latter under the age of fifteen DlaKmm showing the piwitUmof tho «tomacli

, , I 1 11 *'"' •'^'•-''' '" " <'1''U1 of aliout two iind a half

years the lower border seldom reaches montiis. Dotted iiue shows outline of stomach,

to the navel, while it may do so in
which is partly covered by the liver.

the adult. Tho position of the stomach in the young child is so entirely

different from that of the adult that the same outline of resonance or dul-

ness is not to be looked for as it would be in a grown person. In the child

the stomach is scarcely more than a dilatation in the coui"se of the alimentary

canal, and as such the pyloric end of the stomach is much lower than the

caixliac extremity. Further than this, the fundus is virtually absent in

children. There are other points to be remembered of an anatomioo-physi-

> Dcutsches Archiv f. Klin. Med., 1887.

» Ibid., 1888, xliii., 4 and 6, p. 417.

-T-***-
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olofjicnl clmiiictor which apply to both the luhilt iiimI tlic cliild and ar« fro-

(jiiciitly ovcrlookwl,— poiiitH which niaiic the urea of" resonance' wh«n th<!

stomach contaiim no {'(kkI at variance with the area when it does (;untain

8oli(Is and ^ivcs dnlneHH on perciisHion.

When the stomach is empty the great curvature is directe<l downwanl

and tlie h-sser upwanl ; hut when

tlic organ is full it rotates on an

axis ninning hori/oiitally tiirough

tlic pylorus and caixlia, so that the

great curvature appeal's to l»e di-

rccte<l to the front and the lesser

backward. Although this move-

ment is largely absent in very

yoiuig children, it increases very

rapi<lly as growth goi>s on, and

pnthiihly is always established at

tlic end ot" the second or tliird

ycai'.

Aus<niltat'()n ma\,on shaking,

give a well-developed SUCCUSSIon- DInKruip hhi.w'.iK poHltlonof stomach inaclilld

sound while uuro'lins; is exceed- "^ '"'"' "">"ti'>'- •'"itcJ H"*' sIkiwm outline of the

,
' r* , viscus, which 1b partly covered by the livjr.

iiigly common. As, liowever, sue-

onssion is commonly heard in nearly all umaehs, much importance is not

to be attached to this sign.

Severe dilatation of the stomach in ehildho'>d sepaj-ates itf-olf so clearly

from almost every other st .Le that a differentiation is not needed. Mod-
erate dilatation, which is more common and therefore more imj)ortant of

recognition, is far more difficult of diagnosis, and yet can be separated from

other states if care is exercised. From enlargement of the liver it is to be

s(^I)arated by the difference in the area involved on inspection, and by the all-

important fact that in liver-onlargemcnt the jx'rcussiou-note is dull or flat,

wiiereas in diln'.ation tiie sound elieiitwl on percussion is generally tympanitic,

unless the stomach is filial with f'ooil. The great exceptio'i to this rule is

found when no vomiting has occurred for some days, when, by reason of the

awuiimlation of liquid in the stomach, a flat note may be obtained. While

tlio percussion-note may not be always completely diagnostic, it may be

made more so by changing the position of the body, as in pleurisy. Palpa-

tion is also of great value, the hard, smooth surface of an enlarged liver being

distinctly characteristic, while the more yielding but tense sensation given

to the fingers and hand in dilated stomach can by no possibility Lc taken

for that im})arted by a solid organ. Splenic enlargements may be sepa-

rated from dilated stomach in the same manner. Again, the area of dulness

from enlai-gement of these two org-'ns is constant, while that of dilatation

varies with the quantity of food and liquid, j id can always be increujiod by
the ingestion of large amounts of v/ater. Disease of the pancreas occurs so
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rarely that it canuot be regarded as a probable condition, and there is never

produced under these circumstances the same train of symptoms in both staff i.

Dilatation of the colon is not to be forgotten, since it gives many similar signc

,

Dropsy and ascites may, of course, be mistaken for dilatation of the

stomach, but the presence of greater bulging in the lower third of the

abdomen thxn in the epigastrium, and the fact that dropsical effusions may

be found elsewhere, will aid in the differentiation. Succussion is not marked

in ascites, and there is commonly in this state some evidence of heart-disease,

of renal disease, or of tumor pressing on the large venous trunks.

Catarrhs of the intestinal mucous membrane associated with fermenta-

tive changes and distentioi.s by flatulence produce deformity in the supra-

pubic rather than in the epigastric area, and are accompanied by other

symptoms too well marked to be overlooked, such as mucous diarrhoea,

colic, and perhaps Hcutery. The latter condition, too, is not so chronic, nor

so slow in its onset,

As an aid to diagnosis the question rf the capacity of a child's stomach

at different ages is an interesting one, since it may be possible to gain by

lavage or emesis some idea of the capacity of the individual stomach before

us, and thus discover whether there is any difference from the normal.

Benke' states that the capacity of the new-born child's stomach is from

thirty-five to forty-three cubic centimetres, at fourteen days it is from one

hundred and fifty-three to one hundred and sixty cubic centimetres, and at

two years it reaches seven lumdrod and forty cubic cent.metres. These

results are not in accord with those of Townsend given by Rotch in the

fii-st volume of this Cyclopaedia : he found the stomach of a child of five

days to hold only twenty-five cubic centimetres. Kotch states that the

capacity at twelve months is one liundred and twenty cubic centimetres.

According to the studies of Frolo\t'sky,' the activity of growth in

gastric canacity can be represented by the ratio of one for the first week to

two aud a half for the fourth week and three and one-fifth for the eighth

week. It is only three and one-third for the twelfth week, three and four-

sevenths for the sixteenth week, and three and three-fifths for the twentieth

week. In this connection the diagrams Fig. 1, page 291, Fig. 3, page 296,

and Fig. 4, page 297, in Dr. Rotch's article in the first volume of this

work, art of interest.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is always unfavorable, but it is more favor-

able in children than in adults, as the distention may cease and the child

grow up to its stomach. The great danger in children lies in inanition

and exhaustion.

Treatment.—The treatment of dilatation of the stomach may be

divided into two varieties,—the first consisting of the methods of cure

which are directed against the state of the gastric walls themselves ; the

' Ueber die Capacitiit des Magens Neugeborenen : see Deutsche Med. Woclienschrift,

vi., 32, p. 433, nlso 33, p. 448.

' Inuugural Dissertation, St. Petersburg, 1876.
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Wochenschrift,

second, of those methods in which abnormal changes in the food and the

gastric contents and secretions are combated, thereby allowing r^jmrative

changes to take place. As has already been said, dilatation of the stomach

may be dependent upon either some constitutional or soms local cause. If

tlie cause be rickets, it is evident that the malnutrition of the bony system

aud of the system in general is to be improved, and that reniKlies devoted

to this object are to be given,—cod-liver oil by inunctions, or, if the

digestive apparatus will bear it, by the stomach. Lacto-phosphLie of lime,

phosphate of sodium, or iron, often in the form of the syrup of the iodide,

should be used if any signs of struma are present. Good foods, pos<;essing

large amounts of salts, yet easy of digestion, are, under these circumstances,

particularly desirable, and by far the larger part of the treatment should

be directed to the dietetics of the case. Of this I shall speak farther on.

There are several means to be employed for the relief of gastric dilata-

tion other than those which can be called medical, so far as drugs are

concerned.

These consist, firet, in efforts to evacuate the stomach and to cleanse it

;

secondly, in attempts by these and other means to prevent its distention by

tlie gases which arise or by the accumulation of iugesta which takes place
;

thirdly, in the regulation of the diet so as to avoid causes which have a

tendency to increase the disorder.

Dilatation of the stomach is so difficult to cure that very satisfactory

results are not to be looked forward to, but nevertheless the nutiition aud

the general state of health are to be carefully considered.

Taking up serkdim the non-medicinal means which we have named,

we come at on<;e to the consideration of lavage, a method which has been

resorted to with most thorough trial ou the continent of Europe. Origi-

nally proposed by Epotius in 1863, it has been most widely employed in

eliildron by Epstein,' who in one article alone recoixis its employment iu

two hundred and eighty-six cases of gastric disease iu infancy, the patients

beiug less than one year of ago.

Epstein employs a No. 8 or a No. 10 N6laton catheter for the tube, aud

warm water holding in solution a little benzoate of magnesium, the latter

being resorted to chiefly when fermentation- and decomposition-products

are })resent. If none of these conditions are present, ordinary water will

usually suffice. The liquid employed should always be warmed. Othera

—as, for example, Lorez^—use the oi-dinary English catheter, of the size

known as No. 11 or No. 12. The question as to the variety of tube to be

employed is a vital one, sinct. ., poorly -devised apparatus not on! r gives no

relief, but disgusts both the patient and the physician with the technique of

till lU'thod. The tube should be more like a hollow bougie than like a

eatlieter, in order that its calibre may be great enough to carry off some of

' V^irchow's Jahresbericht, June, 1883 (abstract) ; original article in Arch, fur Kinder-

heilkunde, Bd. iv. S. 325.

' Arch, do Patol. lufuntil, July, 1888.

Vol. 111—4
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utilize<l only in the intestines and which simply break down and decompose

if kept iu the stomach. Oystt^r broth, carefully fre«l from any oily matters

in cooking, and thoroughly pancreatize<l, is to be given. These questions

are, however, more thoroughly discus,sed in the articles on feeding, which

may be foinid in the first volume of this work.

Rectal alimentation to .some degree is always useful, particularly in older

children, and Ewald, of Berlin, suggests the following mil ' nt enema: Beat

up two eggs with a tablespoonful of cold water ; to this add a little starch,

l)oilcd in half a cui)fnl of a twenty-])er-cent. solution of grape-sugar and a

wincglassful of red wine. The solutif)n is to be well mixed at a tempera-

ture not high enough to coagulate th<; albumen, and injected as high up into

the bowel as possible. For a child this mixture should be somewhat less

in quantity than that given above for the adult, particularly as to the wine.

An exceedingly important part of the dietetic treatment of gastric dila-

tation consists in the constant bearing in mind of the fact that the tendency

of food is to accimndate, and the avoidance of the |)ernicious habit of

adding solids or liquids to the quantity of ingesta still remaining from a

previous meal. If the chikl is old enough, all the remains of previous

feedings should bo removed by lavage before anything more is given, since

otherwise the sweet food is at once contaminated by the liquids which it

meets in the stomach.

The medicinal treatment of gastric ectasy is, unfortunately, very limited

so far as the stomach itself is concernal, and, indeed, we doubt whether any

direct medication can ever be of much value unless in the form of disin-

fectant substances such as we have spoken of in studying lavage, and these

only prevent decomposition of the food and do not effect a cure.

GASTRIC ULCER.

Definition.—An exceedingly rare affection in childhood, characterized

hy epiga.stric tenderness and the vomiting of blood, the gastric discomfort

generally being increased by the ingestion of food. The essential lesion is

an ulcer of varying size and depth situated somewhere on the gastric mucous

membrane.

So rare is the affection that very few, in fact only one or two, of the

text-books on the diseases of children refer to it, and, as the literature is so

meagre, we are forced to give far loss information than we should desire.

According to Dc^scroizillcs,' the symptoms are as follows. At an early

Ktjige of the disorder an anorexia develops itself, which is steadily progres-

sive, so that it may become complete. Vomiting may come on, or in some

instances nausea is the only symptom. Eructations and pain are also fre-

<inently present, and the ingestion of fmxl, as in the adult, is generally

followed by an exacerbation of the suffering.

In some cases, however, the symptoms are very aberrant, and the diag-

• Piithologie et Clinique infantile, Paris, 1883.
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nosis is almost impossible in consequence. Indeed, Descroizilles asserts

that under these circumstances there is nothing typical of the condition

present.

Should perforation of a blood-vessel occur, there result great circulatory

disturbance, violent pain, and abundant vomiting and purging of blood,

followed more or less rapidly by collapse.

Etiology.—Most commonly gastric ulcer in childhood comes on as a

comi)lication of some of the moi'e frequent diseases, such as pneumonia,

tuberculosis, and purpura hemorrhagica. Strumous states also predispose

to its formation, and all conditions of asthenia are prime factors in its pro-

duction. Typhoid fever has, for this reason, been stated to be a cause.

Pathology and Morbid Anatomy.—According to Descroizilles, the

ulcer is rarely larger than a beau, but may be as large as a twenty-five-cent

piece. While it is generally of a tuberculous nature, it is not so invariably,

but may be due, as has been already stated, to other causes than systemic

tuberculosis. The edges of the ulcer are irregular, and reddish or even

yellow in color, and the depth of the lesion may be so slight as simply to

invade the superficial mucous membrane, or it may dip down into the sub-

mucous coat, injuring blood-vessels in its course. By far the most volumi-

nous statistics that we have in regard to its occurrence in both the child

and the grown person are those of Welch, given in his masterly article on

simple gastric ulcer in Pepper's " Sys-em of Medicine." '

In six hundred and seven cases of ulcer of the stomach found post

mortem and collected by Rokitansky,^ Starcke,^ Lebert,* Chambers,' Haber-

shon,* and Moore,^ only one occurred between the ages of one and ten years,

and thirty-two from ten to twenty years. Lebert found by diagnosis during

life but one case between the ages of five and ten years in two hundred and

forty-seven cases, and Rokitansky in his enormous experience saw ouly cue

instance of the disease nnder fourteeu years of age.

Rehn* has analyzed all the cases up to 1874, and finds that only six or

seven of the reported cases stand examination as cases of simple ulcer, aud

in these the ages varied from seven days to thirteen years. In the case of

Busc'h ' an ulcer was found on the anterior wall of the stomach of a boy

aged seven days, as large as a one-cent piece, on the greater curvature near

the pylorus ; it extended in depth through the muscular coat to the serous.

The case of Binz '" occurred in a girl of eleven days, the ulcer being

> Vol. ii. p. 483.

' Oesterreich. Mod. Jahrbuch, 1839, Bd. xviii.

» Deutsche Klinik, 1870, Nos. 26-29.

* Krankheiten des Mtvgens, T'ibingen, 1878, p. 180 et seq.

* London Journal of Medicine, ^uly, 1852.

* Diseases of the Stomach, 3d ed.

' Trans. Path. Soc. Lond., 1880.

« Jahrbuch fur Kinderheilkunde, N. F., 1874, Bd. vii. p. 19.

» Hufoland's Journal, July, 1836, p. 123.

'" Berliner Klinische Wochenschrift, 1865, Nos. 15 and 16.
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situated on the smaller curvature between the fundus and the pylorus. That

of Billiard * was in a child of fifteen days, and was placed in the pyloric

third of the stomach on the greater curvature. In Donnes's case^ healing

of the ulcer occurred in a three-year-old girl, although ii was the size of a

ten-sous piece. It was situated on the upper half of the smaller curvature.

Gunz ^ diagnosticated and found a simple ulcer at the })ylorus on the greater

curvature; while the case of Rul)z* was in a thirteen-year-old girl, and

was followed by perforation on tht! smaller curvature.

Since the researches of Rehn \A'ere published, six more cases have been

reported. Of these, Reimer* reports one in a child three and a half years

old, Goodhart" one thirty hours after birth, Eross'^ one in a girl of twelve

years who was suffering from miliary tubercle and in whom the ulcer per-

forated the omental sac, and Malinow ^ one in a girl of ten years.

The fifth case is recorded by Barlow " as occurring in a child of twenty-

one months. On the anterior wall of the stomach at the cardiac end, close

to the greater curvature, there was an oval ulcer one-eighth to one-quarter

of an inch broad. The edges of the space were undermined, and loss of

substance extended almost to the peritoneum. There was no thickening

around the spot, neither was there any evidence of tubercular change near

by. Besides this ulcer there were tvi^o smaller ones on the greater curvature

about in the middle zone of the stomach, and two others near the pylorus,

—in all, no fewer than five distinct ulcers. There was miliary tuberculosis

everywhere else in the body.

The sixth case is recorded by Talamon '" as occurring in a child of four

and a half years, whicli was under the cai'e of Triboulet in the Hopital

Sainte-Eug6nie. After death no fevrer than seven tubercular idcers were

Ibund scattered over the surface of the stomach, which was considerably

dilated. Two ulcers were at the pylorus, two at the cardiac end of the

stomach, and three on the greater curvature.

Curiously opposed to all this evidence is the statement made by several

reliable investigators, notably by Buhl and Hecker," Binz," Spiegelberg,"

and Landau,'* that one of the most frequent causes of gastric hemorrhage in

' Krankheiten der Neugeborenen unci Simglingen, iibere von Meissner, 1829.

'' Killiet ot Burthoz, vol. i. p. 883.

' Jiihrbuch f. Kinderheilkuiide, V. Jahrg;., H. 8, S. 161.

* Gazette Medicale, 1843, p. 673.

'' Jahrbuch fiir Kinderheilkunde, N. F., 1876, Bd. x. S. 289.

« Trans. Path. Soc. Lond., 1881, xxxii. 79.

' Jahrbuch fiir Kinderheilkunde, 18S3, Bd. xix. p. 331.

Hndex Mcdicus, 1883, vol. V. p. 676.

' Tnuis. Path. Soc. Lond., vol. xxxvi.

"* Hulletin de la Societe Anatoniique, 4e ser., 1878, tome iii. p. 374. .»

" Klinik der Geburtskunde, ii. 243.

"'Jahrbuch fur Kinderheilkunde, 1869, ii. 333.

" Terforirendes Magengeschwiirn bei Neugeborenen, Berliner Klinlscho Wochen-
schrift, 1865, Nos. 15 and 16.

" Ueber Melaena, Habilltationsscbrift, Berlin, 1874.
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the new-horn is ulcer of the stomach or duodenum dependent upon emboli

from thrombosis in the umbilical vein. (See section on gastric hemor-

rhage.)

Prognosis.—The prognosis is unfavorable.

Treatment.—The treatment of gastric ulcer in children should l)c very

much the same as that in adults, save in the fact that, as the lesion usually

occurs in strumous and tubercular cases, attention is to be directed to the

general health and to the use of those foods which will conduce to health

and strength and at the same time not interfere too greatly with the stomach.

In the Avay of drugs internally we would recommend the alkalies and

bismuth, or small doses of opium. Nitrate of silver in small amounts, fre-

quently repeated, combined with belladonna or opium, is of great value in all

such cases and should be persistently employed. Counter-irritation should

be apjilied to the belly for the relief of the pain and tenderness and to re-

lieve the local congestion and affect the morbid process favorably. This

counter-irritation, in our opinion, should be of the mild continuous type

rather than of the severe and fleeting character, and for this purpose

the ordinary spice plaster, made of pepper, cinnamon, allspice, and cloves,

may be employed. In the collapse following hemorrhage or perforation

into the abdominal cavity, the cardiac stimulants should be carefully and

guardedly administei-ed, lest by an excessive action they increase the hem-

orrhage, while for the direct resuscitation of the patient external heat and

rubbing of the extremities should be resorted to. Bordeaux wine, prefer-

ably of considerable age, should be employed as a stimulant if the use of

alcohol is to be kept up for any time. In the early stages of the collapse

tlie alcohol should be hot and fairly concentrated. If the patient is con-

scious, small pieces of ice may be swallowed to control the hemorrhage, and

ergot may be given with the same object in view.

The vomiting should be stopped, since it may increase the hemorrhage,

and for this purpose the usual remedies are to be employed, including both

those which act centrically and those which act peripherally. Bromide of

sodium in weak solution may be injected into the rectum for this purpose.

In regard to the diet, it should be light and easily assimilated, and

should be one whose chief digestion and assimilation will be intestinal,

not gastric, since by this means we largely avoid the exposure of the raw

surface of the ulcer to the acid gastric juices. In some cases the patient

should be fed only by the rectum, by means of artificially digested food,

which is very useful also when given by the stomach.

GASTRIC CANCER.

Synonyme.—Carcinoma of the stomach.

Primary gastric cancer is an exceedingly rare disease in childhood, and

in reality exists only as a medical curiosity. Steiner and Neureutter * failed

' Prager Vierteljahrschrift, vol. Ixxxix. p. 77.
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to find a single instance of it in two thousand autopsies made upon cliil-

dren, notwithstanding the fact that the lesion was particularly sought for.

A similar experience has been reported by pathologists all over the world,

the only instances which we have been able to find being those of Calling-

worth,' Kaulich,^ Wilkinson,' and Scheffer.* In the first of these a cyliu-

dricjil-cellod epithelioma was found in the stomach of a child of but five

weeks, and the extreme youth of the subject has led Welch'—with justice,

we think—to the conclusion that the growth must have been congenital.

The case of Kaulich was in a child of one and a half yeara, and, as all

the other organs were involved, it is doubtful whether the disease was pri-

mary in the stomach. Wilkinson's case is still more open to question, as

it is by no means positive that the disease was not a mere hypertrophy.

The case of Scheffer was an encephaloid mass, found by Recklinghausen,

with secondary invol\ raent of the spleen. Another case which should

perhaps be included in the list is that of Jackson,' occurring in a boy of

fifteen years, in whom no symptoms appeared till within ten weeks oT death.

Widerhofer's ^ case, sometimes recoixled as one of cancer, was probably

secondary from retro-peritoneal sarcoma.

Sjnuptoms.—The symptoms of gastric cancer in children are to be

gatliorwl only from the isolated cases which have been reported, and from

the symptoms as they appear in the adult.

Pain is, of course, one of the most marked signs of the disease, and is

lancinating and of a sevei'e character, extending to the hypochondrium or

downwa'-d towards the umbilicus. The rest at night is much broken, and

loss of appetite is a prominent symptom from a very early period in the

couree of the malady. Vomiting of the food, with or without blood, may
be a symptom, and the)*e is always a high grade of wasting and cachexia.

Irregular intermittent attacks of fever are common, and if the growth is

properly situated or large there may be more or less dyspnoea.

The treatment of gastric cancer is, of course, directed solely to the

relief of pain and the comfort of the sufferer. The diet should consist

of easily-digested and softened food.

The prognosis is necessarily fatal, and the main effort should be to

relieve pain by morphine and similar drugs. , v . . . , ,:.

HEMORRHAGE FROM THE STOMACH, AND H^MATEM F':SIS.

Definition of Gastric Hemorrhage.—Gastric hemorrhage is, as its

name implies, a condition in which, by reason of a solution of continuity

' British Medical Journal, August 25, 1877.

' Pragor Med. Wochenschr., 1864, No. 34.

'' London and Edinburgh Monthly Journal of Medicine, 1841, vol. i. p. 23.

Jtthrbuch f. Kinderheilkunde, 1880, Bd. xv. S. 425.

' Pepper's System of Medicine, vol. ii.

6

p. 109.

' Extmcts from Proc. Boston Soc. for Medical Improvement, 1867, vol. v.. Appendix,

' Jahrbuch f. Kiuderueilkunde, Alto Reihe, Bd. xi. H. 4, p. 194.
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aciitp, a dilatation of tlie small veins and passive congestion of the whole

digestive tract. By this means the circulation is disordered, absorption is

stopi)ed, and secretion is altered. Rarely this goes on to hemorrhage from

the dilated blood-vessels.

Malarial fevers are capable of producing gastric hemorrhages as well as

hemorrhages from the kidneys and intestines. Boon ^ has recorded a case

in which gastric hemorrhage was the evidence of tertian ague and was

cured by quinine.

Hemorrhages from the stomach may also occur in scurvy, yellow fever,

and acute yellow atrophy of the liver, under which circumstances the leak-

age of blood dejjends upon the changes in the constitution of the blood

itself. In the adult, females are by far the most commonly affected,

—

according to Handfield Jones,' in seventy-four per cent, of the cases.

Whother this is true in children I do not know.

Symptoms.—Gastric hemorrhage may, if the amount of blood be very

small, go on intermittently for long periods of time without notice, owing

to the escape of the liquid into the bowel. If, however, the amount be

largo, the black, fetid, tarry stools will show its presence at once. If the

hemorrhage be severe, long before its presence is evidenced by the stools,

symptoms of loss of blood will assert themselves. In addition to the

pallor aud collapse always present, there will be oppression and a sense

of weight in the stomach, finally going on into faintness aud perhaps death.

Vomiting sometimes comes on very early, and is typical of the disorder.

If the hemorrhage be profuse and the vomiting be rapid in its onset, the

blood expelled will be red and normal in hue. If the blood remain in

the stomach for any length of time, it will be coffee-colored (coffee-grouud),

from the action on it of the gastric juice.

A very extraordinary accident sometimes occurs after gastric hemor-

rhage, aud, while we know of no recorded ease in the child, there is uo

reason why it should not occui',—namely, double permanent blindness.

This amaurosis does not depend on the anaemia which causes this symptom so

commonly in the parturient state, for it occurs where the hemorrhage is not

severe enough to be noticeable, and does not leave when the system recovers

its normal quantity of blood. Such instances are I'ecorded by Fikeutscher^

aud Von Graefe.*

Diagnosis.—If the amount of blood is very small, so that the vomit is

very slightly tinged, the question at once arises as to whether the discolora-

tion depends on hemorrhage or on some other cause. This can be determined

by a microscopical examination, unless the blood is completely broken down.

If this does not give us all the information we desire, we may resort to the

I'Enfant et en

' Annales de la Soc. de Med. d'Anvers, Dec. Ref. Canstatt's Jahrcsbericht, 1870, ii. 218.

' Ha>matemesis, Mcdico-Chirurgical Transactions, xliii. 353.

' Full von plotzlicher Amaurose, etc., Avch. f. Oplithalmolog., viii. 209.

* Zwei Falle von plotzlicher und incurabler Amaurose, Arch. f. Ophthalmolog., vii,, 2
S., p. 143.
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test for hR5min,' as follows : Dry a Hiiiull (luantity of the blood at a low

tcmiierature, place a few particles of the dried mass on a glass slide, add

two or three drops of glacial acetic acid and a small crystal of common salt,

cover with a cover-glass, and heat gently over the flame of a spirit-lamp

until bubbles of gas are given off. On cooling, crystals of hiemin appear.

After deciding that blood is present, it remains to be ascertained whether

the blood is or is not directly from the stomach. The throat, mouth, and

nose should be carefully examined, to discover any flow of blood from these

places. I regard the posterior surface of the piiaryngeal wall as a spot

which should be carefully examined under these circumstances, because

hemorrhages may very readily occur from this region from over-distended

capillary vessels, and by the constant oozing idtimately cause the uncon-

scious swallowing of a large amount of blood and at the same time make

no show of a local clot or undue redness. Such a case was seen by me but

a short time since.

By far the most common question for differential diagnosis lies between

hajmoptysis and hajmatemesis. Thus, the former may cause the latter, or

so much coughing may accompany the expulsion of the blood as to make it

difficult to decide from which part the blood comes. If the vomit comes

first and the cough secondarily, the hemorrhage is probably from the

stomach. The absence of a history of pulmonary involvement and of

pulmonary signs at the time of the attack, and the dark blood of htema-

iemesis, separate it from htemoj)tysis also. Again, the reaction of the blo(xl

of hsematemesis is generally acid, while that of the blood of hsemoptysis is

alkaline.

Prognosis.—This depends entirely upon the primary causes of the

hemorrhage and upon the severity of the lesion producing it. If tubercu-

losis is the cause, the prognosis is hopeless. If, on the other hand, malaria

or a kindred agency is at work, the case is more hopeful. The immediate

danger of death from hemorrhage is not excessive.

Treatment.—The ti'eatment of gastric hemorrhage is necessarily an

immediate one, and after the active flow is past our attention must be

turned to the prevention of other attacks. The methods to be followed

with such a hemorrhage are almost identical with those applicable to all

internal hemorrhages. Cardiac stimulants are to be avoided until the hem-

orrhage is comjiletely controlled, for the same reasons that they are to be

forbidden in external hemorrhages before the bleeding vessel is ligated.

Perfect rest, flat on the back, is to be insisted upon. If the child is old

enough to be frightened, his feara should be allayed by assurances of recov-

ery, and every effort made to quiet any excitability of the patient and his

friends, whose alarm often leads them to say things lacking in tact and

calculated to disturb the needful rest. Probably the best styptic to be

' Haemoglobin cannot be tested for, as the gastric juice breaks it up into globulin and

hsemin or faiematin.
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employed is Monsel'a solution, in the dose of from one to three drops in a

small amount of water. Tannic acid may also be freely given. It should

not be forgotten, however, that these should not follow each other, as they

are inconii)atil)le. FchkI should lie withheld for several hours, in order that

the clot may be thoroughly formed in the o|x;ning in the blo(xl-vessel and

not readily dissolved by the gastric juices. All coarse or hard fiM)ds, such

as toasts or bread-crusts, are entirely out of place, and only foods which

are emollient in their character are to be given. If great systemic dis-

turbance and lowering of bodily heat have occurred, ice internally is contra-

imlicated, and heat is to be used externally. Thirst is best relieved by

pieces of ice held in the mouth or by rinsing the mouth out with a little

water. If the vomiting is persistent, it is to be treated as woidd be any

ca.se of hyperemesis,—by mustard plasters aj)plied over the belly and to

the feet, and by small doses of aconite and other gastric sedatives; or, if

the vomiting seems to be centric in its origin, bromide of potassium may
be given by the rectum in moderate amounts. Morphine and opium are

not indicated, for the double reason that uu particular benefit will accrue

from their use aud that they are apt to be harmful in children.

If the hemorrhage is severe enough to endanger life, tmnsfusion is to

be resorted to, using preferably a solution of common salt of the strength

of sovou i)er thousand of water, thoroughly clean and free from foreign

bodies or undissolved masses. A much better solution, however, for trans-

fusion is one composed of tribasic phosphate of lime and potassium chloride

iu the proportion of one hundred cubic centimetres of a saturated solution

of the former to five cubic centimetres of a one-per-ceut. solution of the

latter. It should never be forgotten that transfusion is to be used as a \&at

resort, and also that cases are on recoi'd in adults in which death has been

produced by the rise in blood-pressure being followed by a free renewal of

the hemorrhage.

DISPLACEMENTS OP THE STOMACH.

In cliildhood these displacements are, like the deformities, congenital.

In some instances the stomach escapes through an opening in the diaphragm

into the thorax. In other cases the diaphragm is entirely absent. Where
there is entire transposition of the viscera the stomach is of course reversed

also. Epstein * and Kiichenraeister record such cases. While the latter

displacements are very rare, the same thing cannot he said of those cases

where the diaphragm has failed to keep the foreign viscus out of the

thorax.

Thus, Holt* has recorded an instance in a two-year-old child where

the stomach was found in the chest. Boyer^ records an instance occurring

iu a five-year-old child, aud Diraerbrock one iu a child of seven. Schrandt *

' Jahrbuch fiir Kinderheilkunde, Bd. xxiv. Heft 2, p. 215.

» Philosophical Transactions, 1702, No. 275.

' Maladies Chirurgicales, tome iv.

Nederl. Weekbhit, Maart en April, 18-54.
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THE DIARRHEAL DISEASES,

ACUTE AND CHRONIC.

By L. EMMETT HOLT, M.D.

At the present time nmlical opinion is in somewhat of a transition stage

iu rf'j^ard to the pathohigy of diarrhoeal diseases. Many aiuient fallacies

have been ex})osed and dn)j)ped, but the building up of newer views upon

surer foundations than thosi; upon which the old rested is slow, and can

Bciiri'dy be said to be much more than Ix^gun. We know enough to know
that micro-organisms play an im])ortant part in these diseases, but which

ones, and how, are still to a large degree unsolved problems. I have en-

deavoretl to look at diarrha>al diseases iu the light of ])resent knowledge,

but not to go further than the state of knowledge would seem to warrant.

Tlic difficulty in classifying these cases is at present very great, and the

cla.ssilication here offered has many points which arc open to criticism, but

it soems to satisfy present needs better than any other. One who sees

autopsies upon his cases of intestinal disease is continually struck with the

fact that there is a great dis})roportion between the symptoms and the

lesions, and that essentially the same symptoms may exist with quite a

diversity of lesions, A classification, then, which is based entirely upon

the pathological findings becomes complicated and needlessly confusing to

the clinician. I have tried to solve the difficulty by introducing a general

s«<tion upo.i pathological anatomy in which the different lesions are con-

sidertxl serialm, and in the further discussion to make a classification upon

a purely clinical basis. Accurate etiological classification can be reached

only when this. subject has been cleared up by experimental bacteriology.

The propriety of introducing a separate section upon Dysentery has

been carefully considered, but the question has been decided in the negative,

for tlie following reasons. The common view that in diarrhoea we have to

do with lesions in the small intestine, while the lesions of dysentery are

in the colon, is entirely overthrown by the post-mortem findings. The
truth is that in by far the largest number of cases classed clinically as

"diarrhoea" the principal lesions are found in the large intestine, while in

Cl
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the cases of so-called " dysentery" lesions are aiinost invariably found in

the lower ileum as well as in the colon.

Ulceration, high temnerature, blootl and mucus in the stools, and even

infection, are not peculiar to dysentery. Ulceration and even pseudo-

membrane are found in cases which were clinically only diarrhoea ; the

same is true of high temperature. Blood may occur in a great variety

of conditions, and mucus is comnion to almost every case of intestinal dis-

ease in some stage. Furthermore, the evidence is now pretty convincing

in fp ;or of the opinion that several varieties of diarrhoea are infectious.

We iiave left, then, only tenesmus, with or without the appearance of

blood and mucus in the stools, as separating dysentery from diarrhoea.

This group of symjitoms dejK!nds not upon the nature of the pathological

process, but upon its seat j tenesmus, with painful expulsive efforts, occur-

ring with inflonimation involving the rectum and lower colon Avhen it

reaches a certain degree of intensity.

It has seemed to me, then, better to abandon the use of the term " dys-

entery" as signifying a special form of disease ; while perhaps it is desira-

ble to retain the terms " dysenteric symptoms" or " dysenteric stools" to char-

acterize certain forms of colitis or entero-colitis in which the inflammatory

process is principally in the lower fourth of the large intestine. With a

clear understandii^g of just what is meant by the term, its retention in (he

nomenclature of intestinal diseases cannot be objected to.

Those who consult these articles to find formulce will be disappointed.

The day of composite prescriptions containing half a dozen different in-

gredients or more is fast passing away. The administration in diarrhoea

of mixtures containing an opiate, an astringent, an alkali, a stimulant, an

antiseptic, lind a ferment (and many such are constantly employed) is not

only unscientific, but also useless. In many of these time-honored formuhe

their value depends upon a single ingredient, or at most two, the othei-s

being very often positively injurious.

The routine use of certain complicated formuloe because some writer

has lauded them as " good for diarrhoea" cannot be too much condemned.

Simple prescribing 's everywhere desirable, especially so in children, and

most of all in diseases of ihe gastro-intestinal tract, where unnecessary

dru^-giving is almost certain to Jo harm.

I. GENEKAL ETIOLOGY OF DIAERIICEAL
DTSEASES.

Age.—Statistics upon this point will vary somewhat according to the

source frori which they are taken. Those from large foundling asylums

show the greatest frequency among children who are under six months of

I
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age. The following figures are from my own service in the children's class

of the Northwestern Dispensary, and include those applying for treatment

for diarrhoeal diseases during five years, classified according to age.:

First six months 119 cases.

Second six months 237 "

Third six months 149 "

Fourth six months 125 cases.

Over two years 142 "

Total 772 "

The mortality-records of the New York Infant Asylum give almost

identical proportions for the different periods. In this institution the infants

are, as a rule, nursed by the mothers. The children are bom in the asylum,

iiid the majority remain until they are two years old. These figures, then,

may be taken to represent fairly the relative frequency of diarrhoeal dis-

eases at the different ages everywhere except in foundling asylums. They

show a much greater susceptibility between the ages of six and eighteen

months, and confirm the popular impression as to the dangers of the " second

summer." These facts are, however, to be taken in connection with those

regarding diet.

Surroundings.—While diarrhoeal diseases are relatively more frequent

ill the city than in the country, and more frequent among th" poor than

among the well-to-do, still we cannot say that they are essentially diseases

of the city, or of poverty. We meet with plenty of severe and even fatal

cases among the rich aud in the country, both at the sea-side and in the

mountains. Although some experiments of Tompkins,^ in Leicester, Eng-

land, seem to show that bacteria are very much more numerous in the air in

districts where diarrhoeal diseases are prevalent, we have not yet accumu-

lated sufficient evidence to establish the fact that there is a direct connection

between a polluted atmosphere and their prevalence. Nor has any relation

to bad sewerage been proved. They are not essentially filth-diseases, yet

tlieir frequency and severity are both increased by want of cleanliness in

a;)artments, in the pei-sons and clothing of infants, especially the diapers^

chiefly, it appears, as these lead to a contamination of the food. Vacher ^ has

shown that diarrhcea-moi, ,lity in the large English towns had no constant

relation to the density of population.

In regard to dwellings, Meinert,' who investigated five hundred cases in

Dresden, found the highest mortality among those living on ground-floors,

which he suggests is due to greater heat here and atmospheric stagnation.

Bajriiisky,* however, found "n Berlin the highest mox'tality among those

dwelling in basements.

Poverty, want of care, close and ill-ventilated rooms, prt'dis|)ose to

diarrlueal diseases in sunr -r, jUst a; ihey do to pneumonia and bronchitis

in winter, but it is doubtful if they do so to any greater degree. The pre-

disposition in both cases is general and constitutional.

Const?. 'lutfon.—While it canno*^ be said that any special vice of con-

stitution predisposes to these diseases, everything which lowers the general

vitality increases the liability. In every large city there are seen congre-
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gated in its asylums or scattered among its tenement-population a great

number of infants who are " born to die." They are swept off every sum-

mer in immense numbers by intestinal diseases, in winter by pneumonia.

In every epidemic of diphtheria or scarlet fever they make up a large ma-

jority of the fatal cases. Those who treat diarrh(x;al diseases only in the

country or among the better classes can but faintly appreciate the impor-

tance of this constitutional factor. These are the cases which must die, no

matter where treated or how.

Children who suffer from athrepsia, syphilis, rickets, or tuberculosis are

especially prone to be affccited ; likewise those with pneumonia, measles,

diphtheria, and particularly pertussis.

Dentition.—There are a certain number of cases in which diarrhoea and

dentition arc associated, and where a pretty close connection between the two

seems to exist, for the bowels quickly become normal when the teeth have

pierced the gum. Such cases are rare, yet *hey do occur. Too much, how-

ever, cannot be said in contradiction of the wide-spread belief among the

laity, that diarrhoea oa;urring with dentition is normal and even beneiicial.

Such a view costs many lives every year.

The immunity from diarrhoeal diseases during dentition in the cold

season is the best argument against the importance of this as an etiological

factoi'. It is certainly a very minor consideration.

Diet and Feeding.—Of 1000 fatal cases recorded by Hope,* 30 had the

breast exclusively ; of 602 fahd cases recorded by IMeinert, 24 ; and of 341

fatal cases recorded by Ballard,® 7 : making a total of 1943 fatal cases, of

which 61, or about 3 per cent., had the breast exclusively.

These facts speak volumes. They show that the manner of feeding is

one of the most important factors in the production of diarrhoea. These

facts are to be connected with those cited with reference to age. The poor iu

New York nurse their infants, as a rule, for about six months. If nui'sing

is continued longer it is with the addition of other food, wliich is very often

of the most indigestible kind and totally unfitted for infants. We find hero

incidental evidence bearing upon the same point as the figures of Hcjiie

and the others. As long as children are nursed entirely they suffer but

little from diarrhoeal diseases, but, in the same class of chihiren, as soon as

the age is reached when other food is added we find a very marked increase

in this frequency. Children among the poor in tenements enjoy immunity

from intestinal disease just in proportion as they are nursed at the breast,

and just so long as ihey are so, but as soon as artificial feeding is begun

diarrhoeal diseases begin to be prevalent.

Why is it that artificial feeding among all classes, but among the pooler

classes especially, is so dangerous ? One of the oldest reasons assigned whj

the chemical composition of cow's milk, its indigestible casein, cow's milk

being the almost universal substitute for the breast. To this subject much

attention has been given, and, as Baruch^ very well points out, all the re-

finements in the chemical analysis of milk have not brought us one step nearer
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the practical solution of the problem. Children continue to thrive upon it

in winter and to get diarrhoea in the summer, dilute, sweeten, or change it as

we may. Its safety in winter and in the country shows conclusively that

the chemical composition of the milk is not an important factor, if indeed

it plays any i)art.

Again, the maimer in which hand-feeding is done has been blamed, and

justly so. Hand-fed children are almost always overfed. It is a common
practice among the poor for a large bottle supplied with a long nursing-tube

to be filled and put beside the infant in its crib, allowing it to eat or sleep just

us it likes ; sleeping often for hours with the nipple in its mouth, or, more

frequently, waking every few minutes for a few i)ulls at tlie bottle. Fre-

(juent feeding night and day, or rather this almost constant feeding, together

with overfeeding, is in itself productive of great harm, even where the food

iriven is all that it should be.

Articles of food unsuited to the child's age are of\:en given. The prac-

tice of feeding infants only a few months old with " a taste from the table"

is a common one among the poorer classes. Before an infant is a year old,

potatoes, tea and coffee, beer, stews, sausage, and many other things equally

indigestible, are given as a regular thing. Children at eighteen months

oflcn get only the regular diet of the family.

Almost all tiie diarrhoeal attacks after tlie age of two years can be traced

directly to improper food. The excessive use of starchy foods in early infancy

is h('lieve<l by many writei-s to be an important cause of diarrhoea. I think

this point lias been somewhat exaggerated.

Tlie foregoing factors—overfeeding, irregular feeding, too frequent feed-

lufT, and the habitual use of improper articles of food—all unite in pro-

ducing chronic infantile indigestion, and this chronic dyspepsia is more im-

ptirtant than all other factors as a predisposing cause of diarrhceal diseases.

In nursing children diarrhoea is caused rarely by drugs given to the

motlior, or by diet>.'tic errors on her part ; frequently by menstruation or

pivgnancy, or by nervous influences, such as grief, exhaustion, etc. ; some-

times by anaemia.

Impure cow's milk is an important cause. It may be due to disease in

the cow, to the care and food of the cow, to adulteration or pollution of

milk in the process of transportation and delivery, to dirty utensils, pails,

IKins, or cans in which the milk is kept, or to dirty bottles from which it

is fed.

Almost all these changes are Ix'lieved to depend upon the entrance of

bacteria and their growth, and they will be more fully discussed in the next

section.

The readiness with which impure cow's milk causes diarrhoea may l^

seen from the following circumstance. In the New York Infant Asylum
oil one occasion every one of twenty-three healthy children occupying one

ward, all over two years of age, was attacked with diarrhoea in a single

Jay. On investigation the cause was tratwi to the milk.

Vol. III.—
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Contagion.— liopo,* investigating six hundred and thirty-lbnr i'atal

cases, found that in sixty per cent, of the families " other cases of diar-

rhani, more or less severe and gencitdly among children," existed. In very

many of these, of course, a conunon exciting cause is very probable, since

the food, the manner oi' feeding, surrouiiilings, etc., would be the same or

similar in all the young children of a family. Lesage' has recoitltHl the

following experience. In a certain ward there were during the month tif

October no mses of diarrluea. At the end of the month a case of "green

diarrhoKi" was admitted, and within six days eight other cases developcKl,

six of these being in hand-fed children. In most small epidemics we

have many cases developing sinudtaneously i-ather than successively, and

this suggests a common origin for all.

Many such instances nuist be collatc<l and studitnl before we can C!on-

sider the contagion of certain forms of diarrlheal diseases lus an established

fact ; but we know enough about the spread of typhoid tever and cholei'a

from the poison of the discharges to make it our duty to insist upon the

most carefid disinfciition of napkins and stools, particularly in summer.

(See Prophylaxis.)

Foreign Bodies.—Tliese may be ingested as food, such as partially-

cooked rice or other cereals, drieil fruits, raisins or cui'rants, chunks of

meat, raw vegetables, celery, radishes, ett;., and green fruits. As these

are not capable of digestion by the intant's organs, they act as foreign

bodies.

One severe and nearly fatal case is known to me, in which the cause wi^s

the swallowing oi' a quantity of hair which the infant had puUetl from a

rug upon which it was accustomed to sit. The case lasted nearly three

months. Finally a large mass of hair was passed by the bowels. Improve-

ment lx>gan immediateh', and the case went on to a rapid recovery. Such

instances are extremely rare.

Exposure to Cold.—There seems still to be some good ground left for

the belief that certain eases of diarrhoea, particularly in very young chil-

dren, do depend ui)on cold and exposure. Their number is certainly not

large, and they are apparently reflex in character.

Change of Air and Water.—It is extremely doubtful if a simple

change of air or water alone will induce diarrhcea if no otlu'r factors are

present. The cases usually attributed to such causes are more frequently

due to dietetic errors or impure fbtxl.

Weaning.—This is almost certain to be followctl by an attack of diar-

rhoea if it is done suddenly and in summer. There is nothing peculiar in

"diarrhoea ablactatorum." The same causes are oj)orative here as in all

other cases of hand-fet>tling.

Telluric and Atmospheric Conditions.—Certain telluric conditions,

the fluctuations of " ground-water," and the tem|wrature of the soil, have

been studied by Baginsky. The variations in the former had no relation to

diarrha>a, while there was a pretty close relation between the earth-tempeiti-
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tiiro ami diarrha-Ji. This t'ai'tli-t(nii|K'niture depends upon the atmospheric

k'lnponiturc, and it is the latter which hv regards as the essential factor.

Jiallard,'" however, comiludes, from his observations, that summer rise in

(liiUTha>a does not begin until the earth-temperature at the; di'pth of four

iW't reaches 5(5° 1<\, do niattei- what tlie luMglit reached at the depth of on(!

(but or in the atmosphere may be ; and that it continues without abatement

until the temperature at the dejjth of four feet i'alls below the degree indi-

(at«l, whatever the Huetuatious oi* decline in tlie temixu-ature of the atmos-

phere.

Tompkins,' from observations in the same town (Leicester, England),

roaches the opinion that it is the temperature of the earih as recorded by

the one-foot thermometer that is the essential one.

With these conflicting opinions, it does not swm that we are yet justified

in the conclusion that the rise in frecpiency and mortality of diarrhoea in

siunmer is in any special or direct way associatetl with earth-temperatures.

The relation of the ditferent atmospheric (conditions to diarrhcea has been

the subject of very carefid Investigation by Seibert" of New York, Baginsky

of IJerlin, and Meinert of Dresden. The unanimous conclusion reached

iiul('[)endently by the different observers is that neither barometric pressure,

Iminidity, nor rainfall has any influence whatever upon the prevalence of

or the mortality from infantile diarrha>a.

Dr. Scibert found also that in New York neither the direction nor the

velocity of the w^ind had any relation to diarrhoea. Meinert reached a dif-

ferent conclusion upon the second point,—viz., that the highest mortality

was with the least wind.

Temperature, then, is the only atmospheric; condition which has been

found by all observers to be at all closely associated with the prevalence of

and niortality from diarrhoeal diseases in children.

Chart I., from Seibert, shows the number of eases occurring in oue of

tilt! large city disjMJUsaries for ten years by months, as compared with the

mean temperature for those months ; and Chart II., from the same writer,

shows the mortalit}' in the city of N(!w Ycjrk for the sanu; time from diar-

rhoeal diseases in children under five vears. These charts, which are almost

identical, show, as Dr. Seibert very justly says, that with large figures there

is an exact correspondence between the prevalence of these diseases and

their mortality.

Chart III. is taken from Baginsky, and exhibits the relation between

average temperature and the mortality from diarrhoeal diseases among chil-

dren in the city of Berlin. Chart IV. has been constructed from tables of

statistics from the city of Baltimore published by Miller,'^ but covers the

six wa.'m months only.

These charts have a remarkably close resemblance to one another ; and,

taken as they are from widely different points, they may be regarded as

allowing pretty conclusively the facts regarding mean temperature and

mortality from diarrhoeal disease.
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The charts show a slif^ht rise in the mortality-curve in the niontli of

May, a more marktxl one in .lune, and an enormous one in July ; a sharp

decline again in August, and a gradual one in Septeniher and October.

During llu; latter month it reaches the point from which it rose in May.

In comparing these charts it will be seen that the month of May, with

an average t^'mpemture in New York of 54° F. (12.2° C.) and in iJerlin

of 55.4° F. (13° C), has but a little higher nu)rtality than the winter

months. In June, with an average temperature of about Gl° F. (16° C),

we see a very great increase in the mortality ; in New York it is nearly

seven times greater than in May.

Vacher states that in London, whose average summer temperature is

59^° F., every year for the last twenty-five when the death-rate from

summer diarrhoea has exceeded three ])er thousand per amuun the average

siuumer temperature has exceedinl 60° F. Again, during the same period

in five years the ammal mortality from this cause was less than two pi-r

thousand. These years gave an average temperature of 58.2° F.

We conclude, then, that there is required, for diarrlueal disease to be-

come ejiidemic, a certain elevation of temperature, and that this tempera-

ture is but a little below (iO° F. When near this critical jioint a difference

of only one or two degrees has a very marked influence in increasing the

amount of diari-luea.

In every one of the charts the greatest mortality occui's in July, the

month with the highest mean temperature. It is, however, seen that

whereas the mean temperature of July exceeds that of June by only 4° or

5° F., tiie mortality in New York and Baltimore is about three times as

great, and in Bi'rlin twice as great. A similar statement can be made witli

reference to August as compared with July : here the difference in tempera-

ture is even less. The natural inference would seem to be that when a cer-

tain lieight of tcmjierature has been reached a rise of a few degrees more

leads to an enormous increase in the death-rate ; and, further, that the

mortality varies directly as the atmospheric heat.

Dr. Seibert, however, has very well pointed out the fallacy to which

monthly averages may lead. He has studied every summer month for the

ten years separately, as to its maximum and its minimum temperature, and

the relation of these to the prevalence and mortality of diarrhoea. These

observations show that there is no constant and close connection between the

height of the temperature and the amount of diarrhoea : e.g., July, 1879,

and July, 1880, had practically the same temperature, and yet the former

month showed twice as many cases of diarrhcca. "July, 1887, had

eighteen days in which the temperature rcachwl 85° F. and twelve in

which it was over 90° F., and yet the number of cases was less than the

average for July, and ont^third less than July, 1882, which showed only

fifteen hot days." " July, 1878, with fourteen hot days, had ninety-nine

cases, while July, 1884, with only four hot days, had two hundred and sixty-

six." We are, tlien, forcwl to the conclusion that there is no constant relation
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iR'twc'cn tilt' (lojrroo of lioat ami the nnuxiiit of diarrlin'!) ; niid (.H)n8equently

wc cannot look ujtoii limt uh tiie direct agent which jncKlnces diurrhwa.

Tiie same conelusion is sustaiMitl by two other fivets. Meinert has

shown that, in t!ie continental cities of Euroju', as we pass from north to

south wc find the death-rate from infantiU' diarrluea steadUii decreoHinf/.

He attribntcH the dillerenecf to the more general practice of maternal

nurssing in the southern cities, and to their t)p('n houses and out-of-door

life. The second point is that if the dinn-t etfcct of heat on the body

were the chief cause we ought to find tliose most affected who would natu-

rally be most susceptible to heat,—viz., the youngest infants. IJy referring

to the Hgiu'cs cited under " Age" it will be seen that infants of the first

period of six months suifered less than those of the second six, or even

of the third. All the statistics of the relation of manner of feitling to

mortality show that it is not because infants are very young, but because

they are artificially fed, that they get diarrhcea.

How is the great diiferenee between the mortality-records of Jime, July,

and August to be explained?

All observations show that a succession of several warm days is neces-

sary before the effect is seen in an increased amount of diarrha^a. As our

first warm weather in New York rarely comes early in .Tune, it is not until

towards the end of the month that the mortality-rate of midsununer begins

to a])p''ar.

Again, the susceptibility of the children iu June is less, since they have

just enjoyed the pleasant spring season, and are in comparatively gootl con-

dition. It is not surprising, then, to find a much higher death-rate in July

than in June.

In comparing July with August we find two months of nearly the

same average temperature yet with widely different mortality-records.

August gives a much smaller number, in spite of the fact that the children

have jnst come through the hottest month of sunmier. The only reason-

al)lo explanation is that there are every summer in the community certain

(liildron who by their constitutional condition, their surroundings, and the

way ill whicli they are fed are predisposed to diarrhoea. The first hot

month, July, sweeps oflP the largest number of them. I believe this to be

the explanation of the relations of the mortality-figures of June, July, and

August.

After a certain height of temperature is reached, all the conditions are

present for the prevalence of diarrhcca, and increase beyond this point has

no constant relation to the amount of diarrhoea. Diarrhoea begins to be

common as soon as the average temperature reaches 60° F. It becomes

vory prevalent whenever the minimum temperature does not fall below

60° F.

Is the old idea of the direct action of heat or thermic fever as a cause

of diarrhoea to be entirely set aside ? Enough evidence has been brought

forwaixl already, 1 think, to show that this is at least not the most impor-
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f BACTERIA

in milk, in summer in great numbers. Finally, at this season milk is often

allowed to remain for hours at a temperature high enough for very active

bacterial development.

Abundant experience has shown that impure milk will produce diar-

rhceal diseases, and tiiat these prevail among infants pretty much in the

proportion in which such milk constitutes their food.

They are not frequent where infants get a food free from germs, such as

breast-milk, even though the other conditions, hygienic and atmospheric,

may be very unfavorable.

They are not frequent among infants in the country, who get for their

food fresh cow's milk, nor among city children in winter,—which shows

conclusively that it is not the chemical composition of cow's milk that is

the difficulty.

Clinically we are brought face to face with a group of symptoms which

admit of no other satisfactory explanation, in the light of our present knowl-

edge, than that they are of toxic origin from the absorption from the intes-

tines of ptomaines produced by bf.cteria. These symptoms are—high tem-

jjeratures which autopsies show are not inflammatory
;
profound nervous

symptoms, such as great prostration, delirium, coma, or convulsions, without,

in most of the cases, any demonstrable changes in the brain, and often sub-

siding when the intestinal contents have been discharged ; and, finally, the

great evolution of offensive intestinal gases seen in nearly all acute cases.

It has been established that at least two forms of bacteria are capable

of producing lesions in the intestines bearing some resemblance to those

found in certain inflammatory diarrhoeas of infancy,—viz., the bacillus of

typhoid fever and the bacillus tuberculosis. Further, it is established that

epidemic cholera, a disease most closely allied clinically with cholera infan-

tum, is due to the comma bacillus.

Brieger has pointed out the poisonous nature of many of the ptomaines,

which has been confirmed by the subsequent investigations of Bouchard and

others. Vaughan '* has isolated from milk, which had been fed to a child

in whom cholera infantum developed, a ptomaine which produced vomiting

and purging in a cat to which it was administered. He further found a

similar substance in ice-cream which had produced in adults poisonous

symptoms, prominent among which A-ero vomiting and purging.

Other isolated instances are recorded in which poisonous ptomaines pro-

ducing diarrhoea have been d'^monstrated in milk." There is yet wanting

sufficient evidence to establish the fact that any form of bacteria thus far

investigated bears a causative relation to any of the varieties of diarrhoeal

disease in children.

We do not know yet what the bacteria are which produce these diseases

;

but the foregoing points taken together form a chain of evidence establish-

ing;, almost beyond the possibility of doubt, the fact that bacteria play a

very imixrtant part in the production of a very large proportion of them.

We do not know positively by what avenue the bacteria gain access to
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the body, but the very close connection with the use of milk foods leads to

the presumption that in the vast majority of cases it is through the food

;

although it is quite possible that in some eases the germs may be in the air,

or even in the water.

II. THE RELATION OF BACTERIA TO THE OTHER ETIOLOGICAL
FACTORS.

The study of intestinal bacteriology has already advanced far enough to

establish the fact that micro-organisms are always present in the intestinal

canal after the first twenty-four hours of life. Although the number

present is very large, yet the varieties are few,—Escherich '" having found

but two species constantly occurring in the intestines of healthy nursing in-

fants. This small number is exjjlainotl by him by the conditions there

existing,—viz., the exclusive diet, the absence of oxygen, and the fact that

casein and milk-sugar are so rapidly and so completely absorbed. It is

not due to tlie presence of bile, since bile is not an intestinal antiseptic, as

we were formerly taught, Booker and others having found that almost

all intestinal !)acteria grow well in a ten-per-cent. solution of bile. Its in-

fluence in diminishing intestinal putrefaction, then, must be due to its action

in digestion and absorption. When bile is absent both these processes are

imperfect and decomposition takes place in the uuabsorbed residue.

The acidity of the stomach does not protect the intestines against the

entrance of living bacteria. Miller'" found that an acidity of 0.16 per cent,

of hydrochloric acid was required to stop the growth of bacteria, and the

acidity of the infant's stomach has been shown by the best experiments to

be considerably' less than this. Van Puteren "^ found in obsei'vations on

eight infants that it was only 0.08 jier cent. Finally, MacFadyen'* demon-

strated that in dogs, the acidify of whose stomachs is well known to be

great, almost any variety of bacteria could be made to pass the stomach,

provided large draughts of water were given at the same time.

It does not seem likely that the varieties which are constantly present

kill out the others introduced and in this way stand guard to protect the

intestine, although this view has been suggested.

Healthy digestion and perfect absorption are the great obstacles to the

develcpraent of new varieties.

Although other bacteria are being introducjcvl all the time, they fail to

develop, because their number is small or the resistance of the tissues great

or they do not find pi'Oiier food.

This normal balance ms'y be desti'oyed, first, by inci'easing the amount

of unabsorbed residue in the intestines. (1) This may be because too much

food has been taken, all the other conditions being nc.mal. (2) The food

may be proper as to quantity and character, but there is failure of the

digestive powers. This may be habitual, from constitutional debility ; it

may be transient and sudden, as in the invasion of any acute disease ; it

may be tlie result of ..iauy nervous influences, of which the depression
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resulting fiom high atmospheric temperatures is certainly one. (3) Food

is given which is so improper for infantile digestion that it is acted on but

very slightly or not at all by the stomach, and passes almost unchanged into

the intestines.

In all these cases the final resul is the same,

—

i.e., there exist in the

intestine undigested or partially-digested masses, which at the tempera-

ture of the body readily undergo putrefaction, they furnishing a soil in

which many new forms of bacteria may thrive. If the active cause is only

a transient one, as soon as these decomposing ma.sses have been eliminated,

proper feeding and the re-establishment of healthy digestion soon restore

normal conditions.

If the cause continues operative, anatomical changes follow, which will

be detailed hereafter.

The normal balance may be destroyed, in the second place, by the in-

troduction of pathogenic germs. The effect of these germs will depend

(1) upon their nature, (2) upon their number, (3) upon the vulnerability of

the tissues. Regarding the nature of the germs which produce the injurious

effects we know next to nothing : there are probably many varieties.

The toxic dose of bacteria must vary with each individual, and iu the

same individual it must be different under different circumstances. The

number which can be taken into the intestine of a strong infant with

healthy organs without any serious consequences is undoubtedly pretty

large. A very much smaller number in a delicate infant of feeble con-

stitution is sufficient to set up the most active decomposition, with very

serious results.

The most important condition, however, is that of the digestive organs.

While healthy organs are able to withstand the action of bacteria unless

their number is very great, a mild intestinal catarrh, the result of habitual

indigestion, and the presence of undigested materials, furnish the conditions

tile most favorable for their development. At such a time the entrance of

a comparatively small number of bacteria may prove dangerous.

This subject of vulnerability of the tissues and dosage, if we may use

the terra, of bacteria throws a good deal of light upon certain commonly-

observed facts in etiology,—as, for example, the immunity of children who
have passed their second year. We may not explain this by their diet, for

milk, and just as bad milk, is oft^n given in the third year as in the first

two years, yet without producing the same injurious results. We do not

know of any anatomical or physiological differences in the intestinal tract in

later childhood sufficient to explain this immunity, and we must conclude

that, notwithstanding the continued introduction of bacteria in considerable

numbers, comparative immunity exists because the intestinal tract almost

ceases to be a vulnerable point for bacterial attack.

Children in the country and of the better classes suffer less, because

their food contains fewer germs and their resi tance is much greater.

Breast-fed children escape, for the reason that their digestive organs are
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usually healthy, and their food free from germs. Hand-fed children suffer

most : first, because they are almost always over-fed ; secondly, because a

large number of them suffer almost all the time from a mild type of intes-

tinal catarrh ; and, thirdly, because their food in summer contains germs in

large numbers. In the absence of the third condition, the two others are

not usually potent enough to produce serious consequences. But the union

of all three gives us our worst cases.

It is possible for ptomaines to be formed in the food outside the body

and for symptoms to follow the ingestion of such food almost immediately,

apart from any previously abnormal condition of the digestive tract, they

requiring only absorption. Cases are occasionally met which present a clin-

ical history suggesting such an explanation. But in the majority of cases

we cannot tell whether the poisonous ptomaines are elaborated outside or

inside the body or both, and really it makes but little difference.

III. THE KEI.ATION OF BACTERIA TO THE LESIONS.

The continued pre.sence of undigested or indigestible food in the intes-

tines may produce effects mechanically, but more commonly, probably, by

its decomposition by the agency of bacteria. These produce irritating acids

and ptomaines, and gradually there is set up a low grade of intestinal

catarrh. As a result of this catarrh, mucus and serum are added to the

intestinal contents, and possibly also oxygen from the hypereemia, all of

these new conditions tending to increased activity of bacterial growth, which

in turn aggravates the lesions. The lesions diminish or prevent the secre-

tion of proper digestive fluids, and impaired power of digestion adds a new

impulse to the decomposition. This condition may have been weeks or even

months in developing, but when it exists it is easy to understand how path-

ogenic germs may develop with great rapidity which under normal condi-

tions could not find a foothold.

Dr. T. M. Prudden ^' has shown, in his experiments upon rabbits with

the streptococcus of diphtheria, that as much as a teaspoonful of a pure

culture could be injected into the trachea of a healthy rabbit without pro-

ducing pneumonia. The germs were found to have disappeared entirely

when the animal was killed a few days latev. If, however, before the in-

troduction of the streptococci a certain amount of inflammation was excited

by the inhalation of some irritant, as ammonia, the most intense pneumonia

developed, and large colonies of streptococci were found in the exudation

of the air-vesicles.

The law which these experiments illustrate is one of pretty wide appli-

cation in bacteriology, and it has an important bearing upon the prevention

of diarrhceal disease, under which head it will be referred to more fully.

That the symptoms of a mild intestinal disorder precede for some days

the severe forms of diarrhoea is a matter of common clinical observation,

and the experiments above referred to show how this fact is to be explained.

Exactly how the bacteria produce the lesions we cannot say positively.
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At autopsies, wlierc these are made within two or three hours after death,

we find bacteria, as a rule, only upon the surface and in the superficial

layers of the mucous menibraue, even in cases where the lesions are the

most severe ; although they penetrate the tissues pretty rapidly after death,

and at the end of eighteen to twenty-four hours may be found to have

penetrated to the submucosa. In the ^^'orst cases the number of bacteria

in the tissues is, as a rule, surprisingly few. Nor have I ever been able

to demonstrate them in hardened siiecimens either of the mesenteric glands

or of the kidneys : this might, however, possibly be done by cultures from

fresh specimens.

The inference, however, is that it is not the bacteria directly which pro-

duce the lesions, but their ptomaines, and, further, that the action of the

latter is principally upon the blood-vessels. That the lesion produced is in

one case a catarrhal inflammation, in another croupous, in a third follicular

(inflammation of the lymph-nodules), probably dej)ends upon v difference

iu the form of bacteria.

In conclusion, we accept the doctrine that as an exciting cause in the

intestinal disorders of infancy we are concerned most of all with the devel-

opment of abnormal bacteria, but that before this takes place there is in

almost all cases a failure of complete digestion and perfect absorption.

It seems to be possible for bacteria to be introduced in sufficient numbers

to overpower even healthy digestive organs.

The anatomical changes are to be looked upon as secondary, and due to

the continuance of the putrefactive processes.

III. PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY.

In this section I shall confine myself almost entirely to a record of

my personal observations.

I have made microscopical examinations of the intestines in one hundred

and n ne cases of infants and young children. Of this number fesventy

were cases of primary intestinal disease, the patients dying *>ither from these

diseases or from their complications. The remaining thirty-nine cases were

divided as follows

:

Pneumonia 14

Diphtheria 9

Tuberculosis 5

Athrepsia 6

Purpura . 2

Empyema - 1

Malignant pustule 1

Fracture of the skull 1

89
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These have been used priucijjally as control cases, although in several of

them interesting intestinal lesions of the milder types have been very often

seen. In others were observed the results of diseases which had existetl

several months l^jfore. Of the autopsies upon the intestinal cases the

greater part were taken consecutively in the New York Infant Asylum,

where with very few excep*^ions every fatal case comes to the autopsy-table.'

This fact adds some value to the observations frc .1 a statistical point of

view. The cases of miscellaneous diseases were taken chiefly at random.

A few points in the anatomy of the normal intestine must be men-

tioned in order to an understanding of its pathological anatomy.

The intestinal wall is made up of four coats : the serous or peritoneal

;

the muscular, which is arranged iu two layers, an internal circular and an

external longitudinal ; the submucous or cellular ; and the mucous mem-
brane. The submucous coat is made up of connective tissue, and con-

tains the net-work of blood-vessels and lymph-channels. Between this and

the mucosa is a thin laj^er of muscle-fibres, the muscularis mucosa, which

also consists of two laminae, the iuner, circular one giving off uumerouw

processes, which run between the tubular glands of Lieberkiihn towards

the surface of the mucosa. In the small intestine some of these enter the

villi.

The mucosa is made up of tubular glands, or follicles of Lieberkiihn,

which are lined with cylindrical epithelium. Among these epithelial cells,

irregularly placed, are certain large cells whi^'h are usually open towards

the surface, their widest portion. Tlu'se arc the goblet- or beaker-cells, and

it is now generally admittcvl that their function is the ..r>cretion of mucus.

They are very much more numerous in the large than in the small intestine.

Under the microscope they have a cloudy appearance, as their contents do

not stain clearly. The tubular glands are connected with one another at

their orifices by a continuous layer of cylindrical epithelium.

Between these glands the mucosa is made up ah'^'^'it entirely of lympiioid

tissue, consisting of a reticulum, with a pretty abundant sprinkling of

small round cells occupying the spaces. Scattered here and there are seen

aggregations of lymphoid cells, forming the lymph-nodules or solitary fol-

licles. Their internal structure is the same as that of similar nodules else-

where in the body.

They are situated partly in the mucosa {^nd partly in the submucosa.

Those in the small intestine are almost entirely in the mucosa. They have

no investing capsule, although in the submucosa a sort of limiting mem-
brane is made up by the condensed connective tissue. In the mucosa they

are covered at their summits by the epithelium only ; laterally they are

' For valuable assistance in this portion of the work I wish here to express my in-

debtedness to Dr. T. Mitchell Pruddon, Director of the Laboratory of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons, and to Dr. John S. Thacher, Director of the Laboratory of the

New York Polyclinic. I am indebted to Dr. Robert Milbank, my colleague at the Infant

Asylum, for allowing me to make use of the cases in his service in the summer of 1888.
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partly limited by the tubular glands, but the cells infiltrate more or less

tho adenoid tissue overlyiujf the mass of the nodule.

In the small intestine the solitary lyni])h-u(Hlides are scarcely visible to

the naked eye unless they are enlarged. In the colon in a normal state

they are gray, almost flat, and present very often a central dot, which may

lie pigmentation or simply a slight depression. This was once regardcxl as

the opening of an excretory duct.

The great frecjuency with which these lymph-nodules arc enlarged in

infants has led some to believe that these are always round a\id projecting.

The routine examination of the intestines in all autopsies in children will

quickly show that this is not the case. Peyer's patches arc simply aggre-

gations of a number f)f these lymph-nodules.

In addition to the larger nodules easily I'ccognized under the microscope,

there are seen in infants a considerable number of small collections of a few

dozens of round cells, in the up])er part of the submucosa, which might be

mistaken for inflammatory protlucts.

The structure of the villi and the distribution of blood-vessels present

no peculiarities in early life.

The principal points of difference to be kept in mind in relation to

pathology are the abundance of the lymj)h-nodules and smaller lymiihoid

masses and the richness of the lymphatic plexuses.

Ill

ill

EXAMINATION OP THE INTESTINES.

All autopsies upon cases of intestinal disease should be made as early

as possible. For microscopical study this is indispensable, but the gross

changes are not often materially altered by a delay of twenty-four hours.

The common practice of washing the intestines by allowing a stream of

water to flow through them before they are opened is objectionable, since in

this way there is no opportunity to study the contents of the bowel, a

matter sometimes of much interest.

For microscopical work the part of intestine to be examined should be

laid o])en carefully by scissors, and pieces cut off from one to two inches

long ; these should not be washed at all if the part is to be examined for

bacteria, otherwise they may be waved back and forth a few times in a saline

solution. They should be gently stretched enough to obliterate the deep folds

ill the mucosa if any exist, and dropi^d into a flat dish containing ninety-

five-pcr-cent. alcohol. The specimen stiffens in a few minutes : the borders

which have been handled can then be cut away and the specimens put into

jars. For hardening, ninety-five-per-cent. alcohol should be continued if

w wish to cut them in a few days ; if they are to remain long, a weaker

solution—eighty-per-cent.—is better, or they may become too hard and

hrittle. By using the strong alcohol and changing it once, specimens may
l)e cut in four or five days. They are then to be embedded in celloidin

in the usual manner, double-staiued with haematoxylin and eosine, and

mounted in balsam.
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The rough handling vvliich intestines have generally received at autopsy

is responsible lor some of the erroneous notions which exist concerning their

pathology.

Post-Mortem Changres.—These occur pri)l)al)ly more readily in the

i .testines than in any other mucous nienihnine in the hotly. Unless they

have been carefully studied by themselves, tliey lead to continuetl confusion

respecting the interpretation of the microst^opieal api)earances.

The post-mortem changes in the mucous mend)rane dei)end upon the

time that has elapsed after death before the autopsy is made, ui>on the

nature of the intestinal contents, upon their reaction, uj)on the weather,

upon whether the intestine is contracted or distended, upon the region from

which the specimen is taken, and upon the mre with whieii the organs are

handled, as well as upon disease. Wo(Klward '*'
states that any observations

upon the ei)itheliiun must be made within six hourt; to be significant, and

that loss of epithelium after that time is not to be looked upon as evidence

of disease. With this NothnageP' has concurred, and since his time Bagin-

sky.^ My own experience leads me to practically the same concluFi'ju,

taking, however, the other circumstances mentioueJ as modifying influ-

ences. If the intestines are filled with thin fluid matters, the changes take

place very much more rapidly than when they are empty or simply coated

with mucus. The changes are more rapid if the contents are alkaline than

if they are acid ; more rapid in hot weather than in cold, unless all bodies

are put immediately upon ice. Contracted portions of intestine are always

better preserved than those that are distendetl. In fact, one must be very

cautious in drawing any conclusions respecting the appearances of intes-

tine which has been stretched by gaseous distention, since by this all the

structures are much changed.

So far as region is concerned, in over eighty examinations in which the

point was noted, the epithelium was lost in the jejunum in forty per cent,

of the cases, in the ileum in sixty per cent., .n the colon in sixty-four per

cent. The difference seems to depend largely upon the difference in contents.

Careful handling makes a gi'cat difference. Diseased epithelium cer-

tainly loosens very much more readily than healthy epithelium, and even

six hours afler death its absence under circumstances favorable to macera-

tion and decomposition is not always evidence that it was ante-mortem.

On the other hand, I have seen epithelium almost perfect in the ileum of a

case in which the autopsy was made sixty-eight hours afler death.

Loosening and falling out of the tubular glands or follicles of Lieber-

kiihn was seen to a greater or less degree in almost all specimens from autop-

sies over twenty-four hours old. Under favorable circumstances this may

take place even in twelve hours. It is more rarely seen in contracted, but

almost always in dilated, portions of the gut. This appearance, when it is

general, is not inilike that seen in chronic inflammation with atrophy and dis-

appearance of these structures. The sockets or beds from which the gland

has fallen out are usually clearly defined in the former case. (See Fig. 1.)
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Disnppourance of these glamlH may lead to a great apparent iucrease in

the number uf cells in tlie miieosa.

The solitary lymph-ncKlules when (enlarged ollen present, both to the

naked eye and under the mieroseoj)e, ajjpearances entirely due to j)08t-

niurtom change, which are almost identical with those seen in commencing

ulceration. This consists in loss of their epithelial covering, and erosion

of their summits. (See Photos. I. and 11.* and Fig. 1.) This is common

in autopsies which are more than twenty-four houis old.

In the small intestine the villi, when deprived of their epithelium, fre-

quently fall over upon the surfiice of the mucous membrane, giving an

appearance closely resend)ling that of a thick layer of round (rells.

In autopsies made from thirty-six to sixty hours or more after death,

the e])ithelium and other cells have olteu become so altered as to stain

slowly, indistinctly, or not at all.

I have made some exfK»riments upon healthy intestines, studying the

changes of decomposition under different conditions, and have seen pro-

ducal trom this cause ujipearances which were scarcely distinguishable from

those seen in many cases of acute inflammation of the intestine. The

greatest discretic .i, then, must be exercised in drawing conclusions from

these appearances, and all the modifying conditions must be taken into

consideration.

Bacteria.—^Vith refei-ence to this sid)ject we must be still more cau-

tious in drawing any conclusions. Under the racrft favorable circumstances

I liave found experimentally that bacteria would penetrate a considerable

distance into the mucosa in fourteen hours, while in twenty-six hours they

were diffusely scattered through the whole mucosa, and in forty hours they

were found everywhere in great numbers.

PATHOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION.

As intimated in the introduction, it is not advisable in intestinal diseases

to endeavor to make a clinical and a pathological classification exactly co-

incide. Such an attempt would lead rather to confusion and often to need-

less repetition.. The subjoined classification is as ' nple a grouping of the

oases as seems to be possible. There are include 1 here only the seventy

fatal cases of diarrhoeal disease in which the exiu't nature of the changes

was determined mitiroscopically.

I.f Acute desquamative catarrh, embracing the acute cases with no lesions

ixcept loss of the superficial epithelial layer : twenty-two cases.

* These are reproductions from photograplis taken for mo by O. Q. Mason, Photographic

Department of Bellevue Hospital.

t The propriety of separating classes I. and II. may be questioned. We cannot be

sure that the process in I. is not the first stage of II. Still, the fact that in so large a

number of cases we find nothing but a loss of epithelium is a striking one, and, taken with
the clinical history, seems to make it desirable to separate them from the cases where other

lesions are found.
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II. Acute ootnrrhn/ injUtmmatum, othor losionH than the loss of opithe-

liuni l)L'iii}^ prcHcnt : sixtt'cii ciihch.

III. Aeuie injinmiiwiion of the lyv^/h-nodules, with ulceration {follicular

ulceration): twenty cases. •

IV. Acute crotipoiix infammntion : nine cases.

V. eh r(»iic inflduimnfion: thrvi' niHVA.

I, Acute Desquamative Catarrh, or acnte cases in ,wlii<'h the only

essential chango is a loss of the siijM'rficial cpithelinm. Of these twenty-

two cases, thirteen were children previonsly sutfering from athrepjiia; four

were clinically cases of genuine cholera infiiutuni ; two were cases of acute

dyspeptic catarrh occurring during convalescence in children who had suffered

previously from acute catarrhal iullanunation of the intestine ; two were

eases of rather marked gastritis, hut lesions very much lefjs marked in the

intestine; and one was an acute dys{K'ptic diarrlupa in a six-weeks infant.

It is to be regretted that only a small proportion of these autopsies were

made within the six-hour limit previously laid down, so that we cannot

atMrm that the loss of epithelium was not a post-mortem change. It ' ais

found, however, absent, or nearly so, in eases examined as early as throe

hours after death, and the probabilities are in favoi of the change Imiv^

ante-mortem in most of the eases.

In one case in which marked diarrlueal symptoms had existed during

life, complicating pneumonia, I obtaintnl an examination of the intestines

three hours after death. In this ease the epithelium M-as almost perfect.

Desquamation of the snpf I'cial epithelium is not, therefore, a constant

accompaniment of acute diarrhcca, but it probably occurs to a greater or less

extent in most of the cases severe enough to cause death.

A noticeable feature is the large proportion of cases of athrepsia. It is

surprising that these cases succumb so readily. In nearly all the sym})tonis

were only these of an ordinary acute dyspeptic diarrhoea of no great severity.

In these, as well as in the crises of cholera infantum, it is evident that the

lesions found are not sufficient to explain the symptoms during life. The

majority of these cases are of from two to four days' duration.

Gross Appearances.—In the cases which have presented clinically the

symptoms of an acute dyspeptic diarrhoea, the small intestine is apt to be

distended with gas, and to contain at its lower jrortion undigested food and

thin yellow or dirty-green fluid ov semi-fluid materials, often quite offensive

;

the large intestine is frequently empty, but may contain matters similar

to those seen in the small intestine, mixed with mucus. Except for the

contents, the appearance of the intestine in many of the cases does ndt

differ essentially from that seen after death from any other disease. lu

athrepsia cases the effects of the long antecedent chronic dyspeptic catarrh are

often seen in the shape of an enlargement of the solitary lymph-nodules of

the colon, or more rarely pigmentation. There are irregular areas of con-

gestion, but so are there in almost every intestine seen post mortem.

In the cases of cholera infantum the appearances are more characteristic.

t ! :
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The small intestino is apt to Ik> distondcci with jxnn, aa is also the tn.n8ver80

<'olon ; the rest of the large intestine is gi'nerally contracted and nearly

empty.

The intestinal contents consist quite uuifornily of a fluid niat<>rial of a

fjrayish-white color and ahout the consistency of thin gruel. It has a

mawkish (nlor, hut not usually a very otl'ensivc one.

The mucous nvimhrane of both small and large intestines has most com-

monly a pale, " washed-out" appeamnce. Less frecjueutly this is seen in

the small intestine only, while there arc small areas of slight congestion in

the (!olon.

The above apjwarances are those most commonly met with, and the

only ones which are characteristic of the disease.

Since, however, choleriform diarrhoea is occasionally engrafted upon

another pathological process in the intestines, we may find widely-varying

apiK'amnces, depending ui)on the antecedent disorder, such as catarrhal

inflammation of varying degrees, and not very infrequently old ulcerations.

Microscopical Appearances.—These, like the gross appearances, are

usually dieappoiuting. The changes are generally wide-spread, and fre-

quently invoi.'e almost the whole alimentary tract. The small intestine

usual'" suffers as much as the colon, and in a small proportion of the cases

the mujor part of the lesion is in the small intestine.

In the most recent autoj)8ies we find the superficial epithelium for the

most part gone. Here and there a few cells may be seen in situ. The

(•('lis lining the tubular glands at their mouths have likewise largely dis-

app(^ared. In the fundi they are usually present. The nuclei of the cells

\viii(!h remain stain normally, but the ju'otoplasm is frequently cloudy and

finely granular.

I have stained quite a number of these specimens for bacteria. The

rule is, in examinations made early, to find them u^ton the surface only.

As we have previously seen, the position in which they are found afler five

or six hours is of no positive significance. In the single case of cholera

infantum in which I got an early autopsy I found the whole mucosa filled

in places with small diplococci. A single case admits of no deductions.

It. Acute Catarrhal Inflammation, with lesions other than a loss of

epithelium (sixteen cases, or twenty-three per (?ent. of the fatal cases). These

cases are distinguished clinically from the foregoing by their longer course,

the average duration being about a week, and usually by a continuous ele-

vation of temperature,—101° to 104° F. In a few of these cases there was

a slower course, with little or no fever afler the onset. This courae was

more oflen seen in children who had previously suffered from athrepsia.

The relative frequency of these cases is manifestly not represented by the

uumber of autopsies, since the largest proportion of them terminate in

recovery.

Gross Appearances.—As in all other varieties of intestinal inflamma-

tion, the lower ileum and the colon are the most frequently affected, but
Vol. 111.—»j

i!
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not so exclusively here. It is not uncommon to find changes of quite

a marked character through a greater part of the small intestine. This is

more frequently seen in the cases of short duration, where they are some-

times more marked than in the colon. In the cases of longer duration it is

the colon which shows the most extensive changes, with few exceptions.

It is extremely rare to find the small intestine the ey elusive seat of disease.

The intestinal contents are usually green in color and thin. The mucous

membrane is often coated with tena"ious mucus. The small intestine is

commonly distended with gat), the large intestine nearly empty, excepting

the transvei-se colon, which is likewise distended. The mucous membrane

is somewhat swollen, but this is not a marked feature. In the smill intes-

tire there are occasionally seen swelling and oedema of the villi so that they

project abnormally and give a plush-like appearance ; with a lens they look

somewhat club-shaped. Congestion is a constant feature. It may be arbo-

rescent, following the course of the veins, which are seen to be greatly en-

gorged : this occurs usually in the small intestine, and is scarcely pathologi-

cal. It may be simply upon the folds into which the mucous membrane is

thrown. It may be about the solitary lymph-nodules, forming a little red

zone about the follicle ; or it may be so intense that tlie whole intestine for

a considerable space is of a uniform deep-red color. The last appearance is
"'-

usually seen in scattered patches a few inches long, the intervening intestine

often being nearly normal in color. These patches are very frequent in tlic

coecum and sigmoid flexure. Small hemorrhagic spots are often seen here

and th^Tc widely scattered. In most of the eases there is no real thicken-

ing of the intestinal wall, but this is often sinudated by the contraction of

the muscular coats. In the few cases of great severity there is marked

thickening and a general resemblance to the ai)pearances of croupous inflam-

mation : the distinction from the latter can usually be made by the micro-

scope only.

The lymph-nodules (solitary follicles) may be normal in size, but they

are more frequently swollen throughout the colon. They project above

the mucous membrane, and appear about the size of a mustard-seed, some-

times larger. In the small intestine this enlargemeiit is much less frequently

seen, although when enlarged they project much more than in the colon.

Peyer's patches are swollen in but a very small proportion of the cases

;

when this swelling is recent, there is usually associated quite marked con-

gestion of the patch. This is, however, not common. The swelling of the

solitary lymph-nodules and Peyer's patches found at autopsy may depend

not upon the final attack of diarrhaa, but upon antecedent disease. The

existence of pigmentation favors the latter explanation, while acute con-

gestion points to recent disease. In many eases it is impossible to say

positively whether the swelling is recent or old.

Microscopical Appearances.—As has been previously stated, nothing

can be affirmed concerning the condition of the epithelium unless the au-

topsies have been made within six hours (sooner in very hot weather), and

^..i
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There is usually loss of the superficial epithelium and of that lining the

tubular glands at their orifices, similar to what has l)een desiTibed in the

first class of cases. Upon the surface of the mucosa and within the tubular

glands fine granular matter is seen from the broken-down epithelium. The

goblet-cells arc distended with mucus, and do not stain clearly. The lumen

of the tubular glands is narrowed from pressure due to the swelling of the

adenoid tissue which separates them, which is partly from oedema and partly

from cell-infiltration. (See Fig. 5.) Entire tubular glands may loosen and

fall out, particularly where the intestine ha.s been distended. In the small

intestine the villi project normally in most cases, unless the part examined

has been stretched by gaseous distention, when they may lie almost flat and

simulate closely a very thick layer of new round cells. There \?> in most

cases very little epithelium remaining where the other changes are marked.

It sometimes happens that a thic'. layer of mucus and round cells

adheres closely to the surface, resembling very much a layer of pseudo-

membrane. (See Fig. 6.) Beneath this we may find in places nearly

normal epithelium.

In the milder forms of the lesion the amount of infiltration of round

cells is not great, and is usually limited to the mucosa. It is more marked

in tho superficial than in the deeper parts : the extent depends pi'incipally

upon tlie duration of the process. In the very severe cases we find a dense

infiltration of the mucosa and of the submucosa also, in places quite to the

nniscnlar coat. These cases closely resemble those of the croujjous variety,

lacking only the pseudo-membrane.

Occasionally in the severe catarrhal variety, but more frequently in the

croupous, there are seen superficial erosions of tlie mucosa or catarrhal ulcers.

These do not appear at all to the naked eye. There is a complete destruc-

tion of more or less of the thickness of the mucosa, and only the fundi of

the tubular glands may remain. It rarely goes to the muscularis mucosae.

These erosions never have shan>, well-defined borders, but the mucosa

seems to be frayed out at these points. It appears to be a gradual process

of softening, liquefaction, and removal of the superficial parts, adenoid

tissue, and tubidar glands, from the intensity of the inflammation. (See

Fig. ?.;>

Tlie lymph-nodulcj are swollen to a greater or less degree, chiefly from

an increase in the number of round cells in almost all the cases. In a

number of the cases there have been seen at the centre of the nodules,

niingletl with the round lymphoid cells, collections of large epithelial cells

oi a peculiar character. They were seen both in recent cases and in those

of longer standing. Sometimes there are catarnial changes only, and some-
times the swelling of the lyraph-nodules is the predominant feature of the

lesion.

If the inflammatory process is sufficiently intense and prolonged, the

j
lymph-nodules break down and ulcerate. These caaea are considered else-
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where in this article. The appoai'aiiccs in Fever's patches are similar to

those seen in the solitary lymph-nodules, but are nuich less marked, and

frequently are absent altogether.

The blood-vessels take an active part in this process. The small veins

and capillaries of the submucosa and mucosa are gorged with IjIockI. In

the i)atches of intense congestion these dilated vessels occu})y a large part

of the field. Small extravasations are very common, and occasionally larger

ones are seen. There are no essential changes in the muscular coats.

This variety, except in its very severe form, which is not very common,

presents no changes that cannot readily be repaired. New epithelium forms

with very great facility. The infiltmtion of cells quickly disappears by

absorption ; the most persistent change is usually the swelling of the

lymj)h-nodules, which lasts a long time, and this appears to be an impor-

>* factor in the tendency to relapses and recurring attacks. The inflam-

matory process is not likely to go on to a chronic one unless there is a

continuance of the exciting cause or the patient's constitution is a bad one.

The very severe forms are almost certainly fatal.

III. Inflammation of the Lymph-Nodules, Avith Ulceration (Fol-

licular Ulceration).—The cases of acute inflammation of the lymph-nodules

which do not terminate in ulceration are included with those of catarrhal

inflammation. They embrace a very large proportion of the cases which

recover.

Frequency.—Excluding cases of tuberculosis of the intestines, I have

met with follicular ulcers in twenty out of seventy fatal cases, or in nearly

one-third of the autopsies upon infants dying from diarrhoeal diseases.

They were never seen in cases which had lasted less than a Aveek, and not

commonly before the latter part of the second week, the average duration

of the cases being about three weeks. In the fatal cases which had lasted

more than two weeks the proportion of those with follicular ulceration was

very much greater.

Clinically these eases run a slower course than the other varieties ; the

stomach is less frequently involved ; there is not usually any marked con-

tinuous rise in tempoi-ature ; blood in the stools is quite exceptional.

Gross Appearances.—Situation.—Of twenty cases in which follicular

ulcers were found, they were in the small intestine alone in but two cases;

in the small ip.testine and the colon in three cases ; in the remainder they

were situated only in the colon. When in the small intestine they were

never seen except in the lower ileum. Occasionally ulceration is seen in

one or two of the nodules of a Peyer's patch. Of those limited to the

colon, theiv were ulcers in the whole extent in about one-half the cases ; in

the remainder they were in the lower half only. The deejiest ulcers were

seen in the order of frequency in the descending colon, the sigmoid flexure,

the transverse colon, and the rectum. When ulcers were present throughout

the colon, they were almost invariably smaller and more su|K>rficial in the

upper than in the lower half.



PnoTo. I.

Hyperplasia of the Lymph-Nodules (Solitary Follicles) of the Colon,

//i's/oi-i/.—Never miy urate dinrrhcea; until five months old almost nil stools were
preen or !)rown. and contained mucus ; general health was not atVeeted. Died of acute

IiiieumonlR, at ten months, without intestinal symptoms.

.lu/o;),');/.—Twenty-six hours. Very marked swelliuR of solitary lymph-noduIes

tliroughout colon. The picture Rives a very accurate idea of tlic appearance.

For microscopical examination, compare Fig. 1.





Photo. TT.

Eni-akoed Lymph-Nodules (Solitary Follicles) of tue Colon. .

The lymph-iiodiiles are very much enlarged and project. They :ihow a central pit

or depre.sslon iRrge enonRh to admit the point of a small probe. This appearance i.s due
almiist entirely to post-mortem chanties, but resembles closely the beginning of follic-

ular uli'crs.

History.—From same case as Photo. I.
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PnoTo. III.

Superficial Ulcers of the Colon.

/fi'rfon/.—Nine months 1)1(1 ; contiinious intestinal symptoms fifteen days ; tempera-

'iire, ini° to 1(12° F. ; stools (jreon, yellow, inucons, nnd olVensive.

.Ii(^)/)s.//.—Twenty-five hours. Snperticiiil ulcers throunlnuit colon; no deep ulcers.

I'lioto. is from (leseendinK colon. At tlie middle imd lower portion.s of the specimen are

smii' irculnr ulcers, as nt /' and D'. At the centre of each one a snnill pri>jecting nod-

ule is ,-,;en,—the solitary follicle. At /)" two siufjle ulcers have coalesced ; at II five have
cdalcsoed, foniiinu 'i shallow, irreKUlar >ilcer. The upper i>art of the specimen shows a

very large \ilcer, (', (", al)o\it one and a half inches long and the width of the gut, evi-

dently rnmi a coalescence of nniny small ones. At -1 only is n small island of the mucosa
seen. The small, granular bodies seen in the fioor of the large ulcer are solitary lymph-
nodules.

For mieroscoplcal appearances, compare Fig. 4.





PlIOTO. IV.

Superficial Ulcers of the Colon.

//Won/.—Delicate, hand-fed child, two raontlis old; ill two weeks; temperature, 99°

tci l(i:'." ]•'.; no blood in stools.

/I i/(();).«i/.—Twenty-four hours. Catnrrhnl inllmnmiition in low r Ileum, but no ulcers.

Wluik' cciloii involved, and closely resenililcil specimen shown in iiliolograph. It is filled

Willi irrofjulur, worm-eaten \ilcers, none of which ko deeju'r than tlie mucous membrane.
At tlie bottom of the ulcers small, projecting, seed-like bodies are seen,—the solitary

follicles. The formation of these ulcers is similar to that shown in Photo. III.





Photo. V.
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IMiDTi). VIT.

Croupous Inflammation of tiif. Ii.kum.

//i,s/ori/.—DoliciUc cliilil, eluvcii iiniiitlis uld; mild ilinrrliiva two weeks; without

fever: acute, severe symptoms twelve <liiys; leiuperatiue, 10(F to lirj.r)° F. ; stools green,

mueous, no blood.

.Ih/oj)si/.—Twenty-three hours. I'ulnioimry tubereiilosis. Le.sions of intestine in-

volve Ittst foot of ileum and whole colon. The photograph is of a specimen fnmi thd

lower ileum, and sliows tlie abrupt termiiuition of tlie lesion. The upper half of the

specimen shows normal smiill intestine, Peyer's i)atches Ijeing seen at A and iJ. The
lower lialf sliows intense inflammatory elianges. The intestine liere was much thiok-

eneil, intensely congested, ami the surface hnd a rough, granular ap|iearance, which is

very w;ll shown. No pseudo-niemlirane could he seen by the miked eye, but the micro-

scope showed quite an abundant flbriiuiiis layer upon the surface.

The microscopical aiipearances resembled tlio.se of Kig. 9.
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In the early stage these ulcers appear as tiny excavations at the Mimmit

of the prominent, projecting lymph-noclule (solitary follicle). This pit-like

depression admits a fine probe. An exactly similar appearance is seen as a

result of post-mortem changes in late autopsies in intestines where there

has been nothing but hyperplasia of the nodules during life. (See Photos.

I. and II.)

Later the whole nodule may be destroyed by ulceration, leaving a small

deep ulcer about one-twelfth of an inch in diameter reaching into the sub-

mucosa, its orifice being somewhat narrowed. Finally the ulcer extends in

the submucosa, undermining the mucosa, which perishes as its nutrition is

cut off. The usual size of the fully-formed ulcers is from one-twelfth to

one-fourth of an inch. (See Photo. V.) By the coalescence ot several of

these in the manner just indicated, extensive ulcers, an inch or more in

diameter, sometimes form. ^'- -he bottom of th.^se larger ulcers the trans-

verse strise of the circular m^ ar coat are often plainly seen. (See Photo.

VI.) It is exceedingly doubtiui if perforation ever occurs in children from

these ulcers. They have always overhangiug, never bevelled, edges ; the

smaller ones are circular, and when closely set give the intestine a sieve-

like appe- ranee.

There is another variety of ulcers which differs in some marked features

from those just described, but, as the starting-point seems to be the lymph-

aodules (solitary follicles), I have included them with the follicular ulcers.

I have seen but three well-marked cases.

These ulcers are superficial, never involving anything but the mucosa.

They are at first small, and consist in a destruction of the mucosa immedi-

ately overlying the solitary follicle. When a little larger they are circular,

and show in the centre a small, slightly-projecting, seed-like body, which is

the follicle. Deep ulceration of the follicle does not occur, yet the ulcers

readily coalesce and form large ones, sometimes two or three inches wide.

But even these large ulcers do not go deeper than the mucosa. Ulcers

identical with tlie smaller ones I have several times seen in the ascending

colon when the common deep follicular ulcers existed in the lower portion

of the large intestine. This fact and the entire absence of fibrin have led

me to class these broad superficial ulcers with the follicular ones, rather

than as croupous, although they have some features which suggest the latter

origin.

Photo. V. is a typical illustration of the deep ulcers, both as to size

and distribution. Photo. VI. shows large undermining ulcers which have

bad their beginning in deep follicular ulcers. More or less sloughing has

o(viuTed in this case. This is the only instance of extensive sloughing I

liav(! met with.

Both varieties of the superficial ulcers are shown in Photo. III.

In Photo. IV. the same process of superficial ulceration about the soli-

tary lympli-follicles is seen, giving the mucous membrane a peculiar worm-
catoii appearance. Closer examination shows in these specimens at the
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cantrc or at the bottom of the ulcers a small seed-like body, which is the

lymph-nod iile.

Mieroscojcioal Appearancei^.—The lymph-nodules swell, principally

from the accumulation within them of round cells. In some of the cases

epithelioid cells are also seen. This swelling causes an elevation of the

whole mucosa at the point where it overlies the notlule. (Figs, 1 and 2.)

The next change usually is a destruction of the epithelial covering upon

the summit of the nodule. Softening now begins at the apex and extends

downward ; the reticulum of the nodu'e breaking down, the round cells

escape as pus into the intestine. (Fig. 2, F.) Sometimes softening begins

at the centre of the nodule and rupture occurs. The destruction of the

whole nodule leaves behind a tiny cavity, which is the follicular ulcer.

At first the ulcers correspond in size to the nodule, but the adjaanit tiasue

has meanwhile become infiltrated with a dense accumulation of round cells

all about it, aud this tissue becomes necrotic. The ulcer extends chiefly in

the subnuicous coat. The overlying mucosa may slough or fall in upon the

muscular layer. The ulcers have now quite a wide base and a constricted

orifice. (Fig. 3, F.) These may extend to form large sloughs by the

coalescence of small ulcers, but usually do not. The inflammatory process

is never limited to the lymph-nodules ; the amount of other change fouutl

depends upon the severity and very much upon the duration of the process.

In cases dying after a week's or ten days' illness we usually find very

little change in the mucosa, and in the submucosa sometimes none and

sometimes a moderate infiltration of round cells, especially about the small

veins. (Fig. 2, V, V.)

In those which have lasted three or four weeks we commonly find all

the structures of the intestine in the neighborhood of the ulcers invaded.

The mucosa is packed with new round cells, separating the tubular glands

or in some ca.ses destroying them ; and all about the ulcer in the submucosa

are cells in great numbers. Tiiey form the floor of the ulcer, and may

spread along the lymph-spaces between the bundles of muscle-fibres and

even infiltrate the muscular coat. (Fig. 3.) The ulcers stop almost in-

variably at the circular nuiscular coat. In only one case have I seen any

destruction of this
;
perforation I have never seen.

The small follicular ulcers may readily be confounded with the simple

post-mortem changes in the lymph-nodules. (Compare paragraph on post-

mortem changes.)

The nature of the process by which the superficial ulcers (Photo. III.)

are formed is not quite so clear. The inflammation starts evidently from

lymph-nodules. There seems to be first a sloughing of the mucosa over-

lying the nodule, and the process extends not deeply into the nodule but

laterally in the muc;osa ; the large ulcers form by a coalescence of the small

circular ones, by a continuance of the .same necrotic process. The submu-

cosa beneath these xdcers is densely packed with round cells, but never

seems to be involved in the destrucitive process. (See Fig. 4.) These cases



Pio. 1.

CUKONIC llYl'KUl'I.ASIA OF LYMPH-NoI)U1,E.S OK (.'OLON.

Uiflory.—Vi'eW nourislii'd Infant, ten nionllis old ; tlieil of acute iMioumoiiiii without intestinal com-
plications; chronic dyspeptic catarrh from birth till five months old; m-rscd by mother; stools became
normal without treatment, and were so till death.

yt«((>p«!/.—Twenty-six hours. Small intestine normal; whole colon showed marked enlargement

oflymph-nodules; gross appearances shown in I'hoto.s. I. and II.

Three lymph-uodules (solitary fi)llicles), 7'. /•', and /•", are shown. They arc alike in size and situa-

tion; the dill'erence in Hjjpearance depends on the direction of the .section. Tlie nodule at /' is cut

llirouKh the centre ; the others near their nnirgins. The mucosa A has btjn lifl.d by the swollen nod-

ules. The summit of the larnest nodule, /', has been eroded, forming the central jnt-like depression

M'en in many nodules in I'hoto. II. It is a jiost-mortem change, but closely nscnibl' commencing
ulceration. Other postonortem changes shown are the loss of siiperdeial epithelium and ihe falling out

of the tubular glands at 7', T, T. The subnnicosa C'is ni)rnnil. At .If Is an accidental rent, separating

tlie muscular coats 1> and E. V, V, are veins. The irregularity in the tubular glands seen in the right

half of the drawing is duo to a .slight obliquity in the .section.

Pi<;. -2.
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Lymph-Nodi'le of Coix)n in the Eakly Stage of Ulceration (Follicular Ulcer).

TfWorj/.—Delicate child, thirteen months old ; .slight diarrhrea four weeks; acute severe symptoms
five d'lys; temperature 101° to 103° F. ; all stools contained traces of blood ; a few clots.

Jufopsj/.—Intense congestion tnroughout colon and great numbers of circular ulcers one-twelllh Inch
In diameter: one of these is shown in the figure. ..4, mucosa; 7J, muscuhiris mucosae; Csubmucosa;
D, circular; E, longitudinal muscular (section is transvcr.se) ;

/', follienlar ulcer. The nodule is much
enlarged, but is softening, breaking down, and discharging itself into the intestine. The overlying mu-
cosa has been destroyed. The superficial epithelium Is gone. The tubular glands are essentially nor-
mal, but lit their ba.ses and just above the muscularis mucosa; Is seen a moderate'cell-intiltration, which
is more marked just beneath the ni\iscnlaris. There are also nests of new cells about the small blood-
vessels r, r, etc. The vessel to the left of the drawing is cut longitudinally.
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Dkki' Foi.ucl'i.ar L'l.cEit OK Colon.

//(Wo/'j/.—TliirleiMi months old; severe continuous Intestinal symptoms three weeks; no blood In

stools.

ylH(oyj»i/.—Thirty-six himrs. Xumorous ulcers thronghout colon ; the largest nearly one hair inch

in iliaiiiL'ter in Hi)i;moiil flexure. The ilni wing is of one of the snialler ones, similar to smaller ones
shown in I'hot.). V. .1, mucosa; U, nniscularis ; (', hubmucosa; />, circular; E. longitudinal muscular;

¥, deep follicular ulcer; F\ superficial u'^er. All trace of lymph-nodule from which the ulcer P had
its origin has disappeared ; the destructive process has extended laterally In the submucosa, and the

mucosa is falling in to Mil up the space. The base of the ulcer Is filled with roinid cells, h", L". ('elMnfil-

trution has aKso occurred in the lymph-spaces between the bundles of circular muscle fibres at//, L'

;

nests of cells are also seen in the musc\ilar coal at />, f-. P is a superficial ulcer formed by destruction

of the mucosa ovcrlyiiij; the nodule. At II Ihe mucosa has loosened from the submucosa.

The mucosa is extensively infiltrated with round cells. The tulmlar ghuKls in some places have
been compressed ami destroyed ; in others they are dilated and filled with new cells. Ne.sts of cells are

seen in many places about the small veins r. The whole intestinal wall is involved.

0MM^^
Fio. 4.
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Broad Superficial Ulcer of Colon.

His/«rj/.—Infant .seven months old ; continuous severe intestinal symptoms for four weeks.
.'Iii/oywi/.—Thirty-three hours. Ulcers throughout colon ; largest in descending colon and rectum.

The gross appearances of similar ulcers are shown in Photo. III., C, and Photo. IV. One edge of a
broad shallow ulcer is shown in the drawing. Only at the extreme left, A, does the mucosa appear.
Here it is infiltrated with round cells and shows only a fevv remains of tubular glands, T, T. At M
a ragged fragment of the mucosa still remains attached. The submucosa, C, is densely packed with
new cells. They are more numerous in the upper part, which forms the bane of the ulcer. Here and
thei^ towards the right are seen, at T, T, T, small remains of tubular glands. F \s & lymph-nodule
enlarged and beginning to soften. The muscular coats />and A" are normal. The ulcer involves the
mucosa only.
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Aci'TK Catarhiiai, Inflammation of Ilki'm, Mii.d Foiim.

/i/n/orj/.—Nine iiiDiitlis old ;
provioiisly lii'iiltliy ; tlirec days sick, with iiciitc intestiiml symiitoms;

U'liipt-Tiitiire 10;i°t() 10.'>° F.

Aiild/jsj/.—Two liours. Acute cntiirrhal iiifluiiiumtloii tliroiiglioii'. grt'iitiT part of Kmnll tiitostiiie

an<l in colon. Peyer'8 patches acutely congesteil and swollen. .'Section sliowii in drawing Is from

Idwer Ileum,

III llie left of the ilrawinK i» seen the ed^e of a I'eyer's patch ureally swollei.. Anions the other

signs (if disease shown is almost complete loss of the snperllcial epithelial layer, this lieiiig present In

places lit the mouths of the tubular ^daiids. Especial attention is called to the e|>ithelial changes, this

ln'ins a very early autopsy. In several places, as at /•', /'. tiilmlar kIiiiiiIs have also looseneil and fallen

out. There is a modcriitc iiililtriitioii with new ceils of the entire mucosa, more marked near the

IVyor's patch. The siihmucosa and niiisculai coats are iioriiial.

(This drawing has been reduced less in the rep''oUuction than the others, except Fig. 8.)

Fio. 6.

AcvTF. Catarrhal Infi»ammation of Ilf.im.

ffWori/.—Six months old; mild diarrhcea twelve days, severe symptoms six days, with high tem-
pemtiire.

/iw(i)))(ii/,—Eight hours. Whole colon and lower two feet of ileum involved. Intestine congested,
swollen, and much thickened. A grayish exudate on the surface of the lower ileum " resembling

psemlo-membrane." The drawing shows a section from this region yt, i4, is the exudation, which is

cnmpnseil of mucus and cells, but rto fibrin. B is the superficiol epithelln! layer, the arches of which as
it covers the villi are imperfectly preserved beneath the surface-exudation. C is the mucosa ; the tubu-
l»r glands are almost oil seen. It la thickened chiefly from extensive cell-In filtration, which is seen
everywhere, hut here and there, as at L, L, the cells are so numerous as almost to ePh^e the tubular
glands ami elsewhere to compress them.

The changes are almost exclusively In the mucosa. In the submucosa only a few new cells are seen,
chiefly about small blood-vessels, as at V, V. The muscular coats F and // are normal. / Is the sub-
serous connective tissue. G is a .sympathetic ganglion.





Fm. 7.

Acute Catarrhal Colitis, Heverk Form.

Hifilnrii —Toil moiitlis old ; tirenst-feil ; prevlouHly healtliy ; Kuddeii Invftsloii, suvcre symptomg ; tem-

ptniuin,' 111.'" to 1(H1° K. ; (k'lilli in tlirw days.

;lii((/ywi/.— '"I'll hours. Ciitiirrhal iiillaininaliim in lowor )iall' i)f small inli'slini' and whole colon,

must hitiiise ill its lower ]H)rtion. The drawing; isol'a s|ie<'liiieM rnnn tlie reetinii. Theniiieosa, .1, shows

II ){ri'iil iiililtration of new cells, willi destriiclion of Hilmlar Kliinds; in idaces only small remains of

llii'M!, 7', 7', T, are left. At .V is a su|)ertleinl erosion or catarrhal ulcer. Another Is seen near the right

(xtri'inityof tliedrawiiiK. Th-j HU))erllclal upltheliuin is gone, except at //, where It Is prcHHit furaHhort

ilbtniice.

The suhmucosn, (', is densely liillltraleil with cells, especially at Us \ii)per |iart and about the small

Wiiiidvessels I', I'. V, I", are lilood-vcs.sels piercitiK the miiscidar coats. The thickeiiiiiK of the lutes-

line Is chlelly due tu inllltratlun of the submueosa. F, K are solitary lynipli-noduleH niiMlerutcly swollen.

Fid. R

Chronic Catarrhal Inflammation of the Ileitm.

//(rfori/.—Delicate child, thirteen months old; continuous intestinal symptoms for four months;
'luring first two weeks high temperature; progressive wasting; weight just before death, eight pounds.

i4ii/»;(sj/.—Thirty hours, (iross changes slight; the section is from the middle ilevim. A similar
condition existed through a considerable part of the small intestine irregularly distributed, and also in
lliestomaeli. slight changes in the colon. The lesions affect the mucosa, /I, almost exclusively. It is

much tliirliOTK'.I, being considerably thicker than the other coats combined (compare Fig. fi). The tubu-
liir glands lire extensively destrnyed.'.somc remains being seen at T, T, 7", etc. ; the villi scarcely project
at all. Tlu'iv is a very great increase In cells, and some new connective tissue In the mucosa. Large
capillary vessels are seen at (', C. The submuco.sa is thinner than normal, and contains many large
bl(«)il-vessels, r, V. About some of them a small increa.se of cells is seen. G, a, are synipatiietic gan-
glia. The iiiii.scular coats K, F, are a little thinner than normal.

(This drawing has been reduced less in the reproduction than the others, except Fig. 5.)
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Ckoupouh Inflammation of thb Colon.

//Worj/.—Fourteen months old ; ill nine days ; temperature 101° to 105° F. ; all BtoolB containing

blond, some smiiU clotN.

/iH/o/mj/.—Thirty-six hours. Lesions in lower ileum and whole colon ; (treat thiulceniiig of intestine

and |isc\id(>-ineml)rnne in pliici's; most nmrkcd chiinKes In ascending colon, from wlilch tlie specimen
shown In the drawing Is taken. J/, M, Is the pseudo-mcml)rane, composed chiefly of urnniilar fibrin.

Tile mucosa, ,1. shows dense inliltration of cells, so grent thiit tubular glaniis are almost entirely de-

stroyed, small remains only l)eing .seen at T, T. In the right of the drawing the muscularl8 mucosa is

also otiillerated. It is seen In the left at /}. Tlie subniiicosa, H, is greatly tlilckened ; this is partly due
to the greiil arcinnulatlon of roinid cells seen quite to the muscular coat.'but chiefly to fibrin, whicli the

liittli power shows to indltrate this coat everywhere, and also the mucosa. There are accumulations
of cells at U, L, III tlie muscular coats. V, V, are kiuhII vessels with zones of ceil-lnflltratlon aljout tfieni.

FI.S a solitary lymph-nwlule covered by the pseudo-membrane, but brealcing down in its centre. Q, O,

are sympathetic ganglia.
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do not appear to me to be croupous, for the reason that I have never been

able to find any fibrin in the exudation elsewhere, and nothing comparable

in any way to them has been seen in any of the croupous cases examined.

The mode of healing of the follicular ulcers will be considered among

the lesions of chronic inflammation of the intestine. This terminatiou is,

unfortunately, a rare one. I have seen only three cases in which healing or

healed ulcers were found in the intestines in children. Ulcerative inflam-

mation then is almost always fatal.

IV. Acute Croupous Inflammation.—This is the most severe form

of intestinal inflannnation seen in children. The terms " croupous" and
" diphtheritic" are hardly descriptive, for the process differs quite materially

from what is described as occurring among adults.

Frequency.—This lesion was found in nine out of seventy fatal cases.

It is usually primary, being a very rare complication of diphtheria of the

pharynx. The only instance I have seen was a siiecimen presented by

Dr. Sellew ^ to the Ne'./ York Pathological Society.

Clinically', this form usually runs a short, intense coui'se, with a contin-

uous temperature which is moderately high, severe general symptoms, and

death generally in eight or ten days. The shortest case I have seen lasted

six days. If recovery takes place, it is only after a very prolonged illness.

Gross Appearances.—There is visible to the naked eye very little pseudo-

membrane and no deep sloughing. The lesion affects with remarkable uni-

tbrmity the last two or three feet of the ileum and the whole colon. It is

exceedingly rare to meet with any marked lesions high up in the small in-

testine. The most marked changes are usually in the neighborhood of the

ileo-ca;cal valve. They are quite as severe in the ileum as in the colon, but

the process stops very abruptly. (See Plioto. VII.) Often within a few

inches we have a transition from a part the seat of intense inflammation

to a nearly normal intestine. Next to the cjecal region the most severe

lesions are usually found in the sigmoid flexure and the rectum.

The intestinal contents are usually green or greenish-brown mucus and

fffical masses mixed with remains of food ; occasionally they are of a brown

cofl'ec-ground color, almost never bloody. There is but little gas in the

colon, and often it is nearly empty throughout.

The intestinal wall is firm and stiff, and is from two to four times the

normal thickness. It is not thrown into deep folds, as is healthy intestine

when empty. It is very rare to find false membrane that can be stripped

off in patches of any considerable sizt. Where membrane exists, the color

is a tjrayish green, and the surfa'^e is often fissured, giving a lobulated ap-

pearance. In the parts where no pseudo-membrane can be seen, the surface

is usually of an intense red color, and is rougli and granular, in striking con-

trast to the normal glistening appearance. (See Photo. VII.) Here and

there small extravasations of blood can be seen in the mucous membrane,

the largest of which may b^ half an inch long. Peyer's patches and the

solitary lymph-nodules of the intestine are indistinct, and oft«n cannot be
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made out at all ; nor cau the villi be seen in the ileum. There arc rarely

any ulcers visible to the naked eye, unless this process is complicated by

follicular ulceration, which is uncommon.

Although the whole colon is involved, the lesions differ very much in

degree in the different regions, and it is very rare to find pseudo-membrane

covering any considerable area. It is often limited to a few inches. In a

single instance I have found a coating of fibrin on the peritoneal surface for

a short distance. The small intestine above the lower ileum shows no con-

stant or peculiar changes. It may present the changes of a slight catarrhal

inflammation, but is quite as often essentially normal. In a very small

proportion of the cases coexisting infammatiou of the stomach is present.

Microscopical Appearances.—Under the microscope the changes are

strikingly uniform. There is a dense infiltration of the mucosa with round

cells, and usually of the sub..uicosa also ; there is wide-spread and often

entire destruction of the tubular glands ; fibrin coats the surface in a few

places, in many there is none, in a very few eases there is some infiltration

of fibrin into the deeper tissues. The lymph-nodules do not participate

actively in the process.

The cell-infiltration is a marked feature, and occurs in irregular area.s.

In some places it is so dense as to efface all the normal elements of the

mucous membrane. When not so abundant, the cells are more numerous in

the upper part of the mucosa than in the lower : they compress the tubular

glands, often causing them to assume a flask-like contour. In the submu-

cosa the cells are especially abundant in two situations,—just beneath the

muscularis mucosae, and about the small veins. Exceptionally the whole

submucosa is densely packed quite to the muscular coat. Nests of cells

may even be seen in the muscular layer or in the subserous cellular tissue.

These cells are small round lynqihoid cells. (Sec Fig. 9.)

The tulnilai glands in pla«>s are entirely destroyec^, not a vestige re-

maining for some little distance. In other places we see, here and there,

small remains of these structures,—usually the deeper parts, those more

superficial having disappeared. In still other places we see them widely

separated by the accumulation of cells, and variously compressed and

distorted.

Where the tubular glands have disappeared entirely, the mucosa is filled

with granular detritus of broken-down cells, round cells which infiltrate

the adenoid tissue between the glands, and sometimes fibrin,

Fibrin is seen in most cases upon the surface only, and here only in

certain parts of the specimen. The amount is usually small ; in some we

can scarcely find any. Fibrin is often found under the miiioscope in tlic

"granular" parts of the specimen, where no pseudo-membmne could bo

made out by the naked eye. In a few cases coagidatcd fibrin is seen in the

adenoid tissue of the mucosa, in the interstices of the connective tissue of

the submucosa, and even upon the peritoneal surface. The pseudo-mem-

brane upon the surface usually amounts to about o!ie-fourth the thickness
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of the normal mucosa. It is made either of granular fibrin containing but

few cells, or a net-work filled with round cells and often red blood-globules.

Bacteria are i resent, but not usually numerous.

It is to the df;nse cell-infiltration of the submucosa, and the coagulated

fibrin here, with usually some oedema, that the chief increase in thickness

of t J intestii^e is due, rather than to the pseudo-membmne on the surface.

The muscular coats show no changes beyond round-celled infiltration

and, more rarely, coagulated fibrin.

The blood-vessels are everywhere gorged with blood. Sometimes the

submucosa seems literally fillet! with these distended vessels. Even the

small vessels of the mucosa are greatly increased in size. In many cases we

find smaller or larger extravasations of red blo(xl-globules into the mucosa

or the submucosa.

Sloughing, with the formation of deep ulcers, I have never seen in this

process in children. In this resjiect there is a striking contrast with the

adult cases.

There is but little change of the lymph-nodules unless they have been

diseased preceding the croupous inflammation. In these instances we may
have great swelling of the nodules, and even the formation of follicular

ulcers ; but this combination is rare.

Other Lesions present in Cases of Acute Diarrhceal Dis-

eases.—Brain.—Notwithstanding the frequency of cerebral symptoms, it

is very exceptional to find any sufficient explanation for them in the ap-

pearances seen at the autopsy. Overlapping of the bones of the skull to a

slight degree is occasionally seen in the rapidly-fatal cases in very young

infants. A slight increase of the cerebro-spipal fluid is not uncommon, but

seems to me of no special significance. Thrombosis of the sinuses of the

dura I have never seen, although others have av'>sc»-'lied it. It is certainly

not a frequent lesion. Congestion of the brain n not infrequently seen in

cases dying with high temperature and convulsion?, but apart from the latter

symptom it has not se'^med to be more common or more striking than in

the generality of autopsies. lii a single case I have seen a very marked

auiemia of the brain which seemed to be the explanation of the cerebral

symptoms. They were so decided in this patient that the case was regarded

as one of undoubted meningitis. The brain wrs almost bloodless.

Mouth.—The catarrhal and follicular forms of stomatitis are quite

frequent. They are discussed under symptomatology.

Lungs,—Tuberculosis has been met with in several cases where the

patients died of intestinal disease in no way connected with tuberculosis.

By liir the most frequent lesion in the lungs was bronclio-pr.eumonia. It

was ])rcsent in one-sixth of all the cases. In the cases which had lasted

ten days or over it was present in nearly one-half. In six cases it was
the immwliato cause of death. In the others the amount of pneumonia

\iTis small. The most common variety is a subacute form which develops

in the dependent portions of both lungs, being usually most marked in the
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lower lobes. Leas frequently the acnite form was seen resulting in more or

less diffuse areas of consolidation in one or more lobes.

In a single instance complicating tdcerative colitis I have met with a

case of pneumonia in which a large abscess formetl in the upper lobe of the

Itnig. There were no other abscesses in the bc^dy, and no tuberculosis.

There is nothing peculiar in the pneumonia complicating intestinal disease.

It occurs just about as frequently and with precisely similar appearances

in other diseases whose general symptoms and couree are similar. More

or less congestion of the luugs, usually hypostatic, is seen in nearly every

case.

Pleurisy I have never seen apart from pneumonia or tuberculosis.

Bronchitis of the larger tubes is very common.

Heart.—This organ is usually pale and contracted. I have never met

with any lesion of importance in the end(>cardium, pericardium, or heart-

muscle.

Intussusceptions \ ere seen in about ten per cent, of the cases ; they were

most frequently mot with in the short, acute cases. They are multiple, very

often twelve or fifteen in one case. They are undoubtedly produced during

the death-agony, and are of no pathological importance.

Peritoneum.—General peritonitis was never seen, nor was serous transu-

dation into the peritoneal cavity. Localized plastic peritonitis was met

with in a single case of croupous inflammation.

Kidneys.—Ever since the writings of Kjelllwrg^ it has been the custom

to speak of the great frecjuency of nephritis in these cases. My own obser-

vations have not confirmal his results. I have found well-narked nephritis

in but a single case. Cloudy, swelling of the epithelium of the tubules is

veiy common, and is seen in almost all cases where the temperature has

been high. Taking the cases as a group, however, the renal changes are

just what one meets with in pneumonia or in any other acute febrile disease,

but are no more marked.

Liver.—In the acute cases there have been no constant or characteristic

changes. The organ is frequently pale, but in all other respects normal.

Spleen.—In a small number of cases I have found the spleen moder-

ately swollen, but in the majority there is nothing abnormal cither in its

size or in its general appearance.

Stomach.—As microscopical examinations of this organ have not bocn

made in all cases, it is impossible to state the exact frequency with which

the stoma(^h was involved. In the acute desquamative cases, changes in

the stomach were quite constant and closely resembled those seen in the

intestines. In two or three instances they were more pronounced than in

the intestines.

In the acute catarrhal cases the stomach was involved in about one-half

the cases. In the acute croupous cases and in the cases of follicular ulcera-

tion it was quite exceptional to find lesions in the stomach.

Mesento'ic Glands.—These lymph-nodes are involved in almost every
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case. Iii the most recent ones they are red, in those of longer duration

sometimes pale. In no instance were they softened or broken down.

The lesions of the skin are considered among the symptoms.

V. Chronic Inflammations of the Intestine.—I have included

under this head several varieties differing quite widely.

1. Chronic Hyperplasia op the Lymph-Nodules.—This may
occur as a primary or as a secondary condition. It is found in infants who
iiave suffered for weeks or months from the symptoms known as chronic

dyspeptic catarrh, occurring more ofi^n in those who are cachectic. It is

also seen in those who have previously suffered from rejwated mild attacks

of diarrhoea, and sometimes when there is a history of antecedent severe

diarrhoea. The lesion is apparently not of so much importance per se as in

its relation to acute inflammation and ulceration of the lymph-nodules. A
study of the clinical history of these cases seems to show that the existence

of these swollen lymph-nodules predisposes strongly to follicular ulceration.

The gross appearances of these enlarged lymph-nodules have already

been described under acute catarrhal inflammation. In those occurring

slowly they are usually more of a yellowish color. They are found almost

exclusively in the colon, those of the small intestine and Peyer's patches

participating but rarely. (See Photos. I. and II.)

Pigmentation occurs in a few of these cases, but in most it is absent.

There may be some slight congestion of the mucous membrane, but nothing

of any moment.

Microscopically, there is seen chiefly an enormous increase in the num-

ber of cells of which these nodules are largely made up. The swollen

nodules raise the mucosa and crowd the tubular glands aside, infiltrating

the tissues immediately overlying them. (See Fig. 1.) Otherwise there are

no intestinal changes belonging to this condition. Once produced, these

hyperplastic nodulf s are very slow in disappearing : they may last in-

definitely. I have found them in one case five months after the cessation

of all symptoms.

The lymph-nodes lying in the mesentery (mesenteric glands) are invari-

ably,found to be swollen, and frequently reach the size of an inch in length

and half an inch in thickness. They are generally of a pale-gray color.

Microscopically they give the usual appearance of swollen lymph-nodules

elsewhere in the body. They show no tendency to caseation or abscess.

2. Chronic Catarrhal Inflammation following the Acute
Form.—This lesion is not nearly so frequent as might be supposed from

elinical observation. In a great number of the cases where acute attacks

have been followed by more or less persistent intestinal symptoms, we find

little else than the hyperplasia of the lymph-nodules just described. As in

the acute catarrhal variety, this lesion is more likely to involve the small

intestine than are some of the other pathological processes. It is likely to be

wide-spread, although dift'ering very much in intensity in different regions.

Gross Appearances.—These are not characteristic, and differ so little
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from those of normal intestine that they may be easily overlooked. Closer

examination of the small intestine may show to the naked eye, but it is

better seen with a lens, that the villi are much less distinct than normal,

and in places are wanting altogether. The intestine may be distended until

it is as thin as parchment, or it may be thicker and firmer than normal.

There is no recent congestion, the usual color being slate-color or gray.

Sometimes dark streaks of pigmentation are seen in the general mucous

membrane ; at other times this is limited to the Peyer's patches and the

solitary lymph-nodules.

Peyer's patches are not often enlarged, and they may even be less

prominent than normal. The solitary lymph-nodules in the colon usually

show more or less enlargement, but no ulceration. The mesenteric lymph-

nodes are always enlarged, but usually pale.

Microscopical Appearances.—These are striking, and are often a great

surprise when so little change has been seen in the gross specimen. The

lesion is essentially one of the mucosa ; the essential features are a disappear-

ance of very many of the tubular glands, and, in the small intestine, of

the villi also ; a very great proliferation of cells in the adenoid tissue of

the mucosa, and, if the disease has existed long enough, a production of

new connective tissue. (Fig. 8.)

The lesions are found irregularly distributed ; in places there may be

complete obliteration of the normal elements of the mucosa, while in others

they are very little altered. The superficial epithelium is oflen entirely

gone for a considerable extent. If the reparative process has begun, iu

certain parts it may have been perfectly reproduced.

The tubular glands are small, often completely destroyed ; in other

places there are seen here and there remains of these structures displaced,

compressed, and variously distorted by the inflammatory products. In the

regions most affected the villi have ceased to project much alx)ve the rest

of the mucosa, and have the appearance of being matted into the mass

of inflammatory materials, so that all trace of their original contour is lost.

But a little d' ance from these areas we may find others in which the

changes are sliglit.

There is a very marked infiltration of the mucosa with round cells, but

the submucosa is usually free from them. The mucosa is made up of these

cells, the remains of villi and tubular glands, dilated blood-vessels, the

normal reticulum of the adenoid tissue, and, if the lesions are old, new con-

nective tissue has formed. As Wocxlward ^ has observed, it takes a very

long time for connective tissue to form in these cases, contrasting in a striking

way with the rapidity with which it develops in the healing of ulcers.

The submucosa is usually thinner than normal, but may be thickened

from cell-infiltration and the production of new connective tissue. Atrophy

of the muscular coats has been described by some writers, but I have not

seen any that was pronounced. The blood-vessels are found very much

enlarged. Amyloid degeneration of their walls I have not seen.
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The solitary lymph-nodules of the colon may show nothing more than

the changes described in the previous paragraph, or there may be a slight

increase in fibrous trabecule; but I have met with no changes marked

enough to deserve the term of induration or sclerosis, as described by

Baginsky,^ or as seen among adults by Nothnagel.^'

These cases differ very much in the extent and distribution of the

lesions ; the longer they have lasted the more widely spread they are. The
jdly typical example I have had an opportunity to study showed very

laarked changes in the small intestine, similar but less pronounced in the

ytomach, and very slight in the colon.

3. Chronic Inflammation following the Acute Croupous Form
is described as occurring in adults where ulcers have formed from the process

of sloughing. Sloughing is a very rare occurrence in infancy, and an acute

inflammation of such severity would be almost certainly fatal. I have never

seen such ulcers, nor have I met with a clear description of them.

4. Chronic Inflammation following Follicular Uh ^ration.

—This is but infrequently seen at autopsy, since nearly all the cases of

ulceration terminate fatally in the acute stage. They sometimes linger along

for several months with continuous intestinal symptoms, and die of some

intercurrent disease, most frequently of pneumonia. At autopsy we find

those ulcers in various stages of repair, and sometimes associated with the

formation of cysts.

(1) The Mode of Healing of Follicular Ulcers.—The overhanging edges

described in the acute cases (see Fig. 3) fall in upon the submucous or mus-

cular coat, as the case may be. The pit-like cavity left is partly filled up

by granulation-tissue ; new connective tissue develops in the mucosa be-

tween the tubular glands and in the submucosa. New epithelium forms

very readily over the granulation-tissue which fills the cavity, and there

may be left a simple indentation scarcely noticeable, or a broader cup-shaped

depression ; or, if the ulcers have been larger, the cicatricial tissue which

forms is so abundant that its contraction may cause a puckering in the sur-

face, sometimes a stellate cicatrix.

The time required for the process of healing varies, no doubt, much in

the different cases and in different parts of the intestine, so that we may
find at the same time ulcers entirely healed and those in which the process

of repair is scarcely begun. From two to three mouths seem to be required

in tlie case of ulcers of the average size.

It is extremely doubtful if stricture ever results from this form of ulcer-

ation in children.

The rest of the intestine in these cases shows the lesions of a more or

less severe chronic catarrhal inflammation.

(2) The Formation of Cysts in the Colon.—This is one of the rarest

lesions seen in chronic inflammation of the intestine. I have placed this

h'sion among the changes asso(!iated with follicular idceratio i, although some
hold it to belong mther to the catarrhal cases. The fully-developed cysts
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I have seen in but a single case. There was in this case first an ordinary

attack of acute entero-colitis in a child a year and a half old, which grad-

ually paijsed into a chronic condition, the intestinal symptoms lasting four

or five months continuously. The infant never regained his health, and

died about a year latt>r from intercurrent disease.

In the descending colon and rectum about twenty of the larger cysts

were found, and some smaller ones. The larger cysts were about oue-sixtli

of an inch in diameter, and had a very thin, tmnspurent membrane covering

them, through which their colorless contents were distinctly visible. They

projected considerably from the intestine, but were sessile. Upon section

their mucoid contents escaped. It was perfectly transparent, and in gen-

eral appearance and consistency resembled the viti-eous humor of the eye.

The smaller cysts appearcxl only as small warty elevations in the mucous

membrane, which had its normal color. The only other essential lesions

in the intestines were cicatrized follicular ulcers. The raici ' iscopical ex-

amination in this case gave no clue to the origin of these cysts. They

were found to be situated in the subraucosa, covered by a mucosa more or

less attenuated, in some places differing but slightly from the mucosa a

little distant. The capsule showed no trace of epithelial lining.

These cysts have been fully described by Woodward, who has given

the only account of them I have seen in English. He states that they

were first fully described by Kelsch" in 1873.

They are undoubtedly produced by dilatation of the tubiilar glands,

some of which sink or grow into the submucosa in the space occupied by

soflened or ulcerated lymph-nodules. The orifice becomes closed, and

the tubule becomes distended by the accumulated pent-up secretion of the

mucus-cells of the gland. I have myself seen, in one autopsy, upon a

case of follicular ulceration of eight weeks' standing, the early stage of this

process.

Amyloid Degeneration is rarely seen in infancy. It is not so rare

in older children, where it occurs with amyloid degeneration of the liver,

spleen, and kidneys, most frequently as a result of prolonged suppuration

with chronic bone- or joint-diseases. It may occur in syphilis or tuber-

culosis.

The symptomatology of these cases is still unsettled. The process begins

by affecting the walls of the arterioles and capillaries, particularly of the

villi (Woodward), and later the vessels in the submucosa. Afler the blood-

vessels the epithelium may become affected.

The mucous membrane in these cases is pale and rather transperent.

Upon the application of the iodine test to the small intestine many red or

brown points appear where the villi have been affected.

The Intestines in Athrepsia or Infantile Atrophy.—It seems

projjer to introduce here a few remarks upon this subject, since certain

German and French writers have taken the ground that the essential lesion

in a considerable number of these cases is intestinal atrophy,

—

i.e., a con-
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dition similar to what has been described above under the head of chronic

catarriiul iuHunimation.

I have examined microscopically the intestines of twenty cases of athrep-

sia or marasmus. Fourteen of these cases died with intestinal symptoms,

usually of short duration. In all of them the symptoms of marasmus had

existed loug before the intestinal disorder. In the remaining six there were

no special intestinal symptoms.

In no case of either series was there anything bearing tlie least resem-

blance to " intestinal atrophy." The diarrhceal cases usually showed only

the changes described as acute destjuamative catarrh of a mild degree, the

lesions being, as a rule, less pronounc^ than those seen in children who
were previously in fair condition, jjrobably because the former class suc-

cumb readily to disease of no gi'cat severity.

In the six cases without intestinal symptoms there was practically

nothing abnormal in the intestines. Two cases in which autopsies were made

tiiree and four hours resjicctively after death, showed intestines as nearly

normal as I have ever met with in an infant. In view of these facts, we
cannot accept without further evidence the proposition that the cases of

primary infantile marasmus or athrepsia are to be explained by intestinal

atrophy.

Other Lesions t ' Chronic Inflammations.—Those belonging to

the skin, mouth, and eyes are considered in the section upon symptoma-

tology.

The lesions of the brain are for the most part accidental complications.

Hydrocephalus and chronic meningitis have been met with occasionally, but

they are rare.

The pulmonary lesions are essentially those already described in the

acute forms of inflammation of the intestines. They consist of hypostatic

congestion, subacute or chronic broncho-pneumonia, and pulmonary tuber-

culosis.

The liver has been found extremely fatty in one or two cases, but hepatic

abscess as a result of intestinal ulceration has never been met with.

The kidneys nearly always show more or less of cloudy swelling, and in

one case I have seen a pronounced degree of chronic nephritis.

Dropsical effusions into the serous cavities are not frequent, but are

sometimes met with.

General tuberculosis is a very frequent cause of death.
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lY. THE STOOLS 11^ DIAEEHCRAL DISEASES.

A healthy stool of a nursing infant at' one upon an exclusive milk did

varies in color from a pale yellow to a deep orange ; it is smooth, homo-

geneous, and of a butter-like consistency, acid in reaction, of a slightly sour
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hut not diwiprepiihle odor. Tlie reaction dqMMuls upon the prcsonco of laotic

acid (Utt'chuanii ^), the source of which is the milk-sugar. Tlie color is

due to biliruhin.

The only gases jiresent are IT and C(\ (Eseherich) ; HjS and CII^, to

which the (Klor of atlult stools is largely due, are not present. The follow-

ing chemi(!al analysis is from Wegscheider :

'^

Water, average 85.18

:)rpinic, 18.71 \
)rganic, 1.16 i

Sulid.s
f or^H

I inor

There are no peculiar albuminoids ; those existing in mother's milk seem

to have been almost completely absorbed.* Peptone exists only in very

small amount. Sugar is absent.

Fat is the chief organic ingredient : it is found as unaltered fat, free

fatty acids, and saponifitKl. Of biliary elements, there are hydro-bilirubin,

uncihangetl bilirubin, and cholesterin in considerable amount. The presence

of biliary acids is doubtful.

Of ferments, pepsin is absent, but there are traces of the pancreatic

ferments.

Mucus is always present in considerable amount ; also columnar intes-

tinal epithelium. Leucin, tyrosin, and other pnxlucts of albuminous decom-

position, phenol and scatol, are absent ; indol is rarely found. (Uffelmann).

The inorganic salts are chiefly those of lime.

Microscopically, there are seen epithelial cells, chiefly columnar, a few

round cells, mucus-corpuscles, fat-globules and crystals of fatty acids, cho-

lesterin, mucin, protein substance, crystalline inorganic salts, sometimes bili-

rubin in crystals, yeast fungi, and bacteria in immense numbers, chiefly

the bacterium coli commune of Eseherich.

The number of stools during the first two weeks is from three to six

daily. After the first month two stools a day are the average ; many infants

have three, many others but one.

As soon as an infant is put upon a mixed diet the peculiar characters

of the stools cease, and they come to resemble more those of the adult,

though remaining softer and thinner throughout infancy. They become

darker in color, and assume the adult odor, while retaining their acid re-

action. The bacteria, while still in great numbers, are no longer of the

single variety met with almost exclusively in milk stools.

STOOLS IN DISEASE.

As a rule, in all varieties of intestinal catarrh the number of stools is

increased. An exception is in eei*tain forms of chronic catarrh, like that

* TBchernoS (Jahf-b.fur Kinderheilk., Bd. xxviii. H. 1) publishes analyses of the albumi-

nous matter of stools, estimated from the amount of nitrogen, which differ very materially

from those previously made by Wegsciieider, Uffelmann, and others. He makes the amount

of albuminous matter many times greater.
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occurring in rvckets, where the nuiiil)cr may lie less than in health, or where

diarrhoea may alternate with constipation, the same pathological process

existing in both ciwes.

In diarrhtea th(! iuinil)or of stools may reach twenty a day, or even

more. Usual tlie iiuinber is inversely proportional to the size of the

stools,—an {!X« ..)n being the (Use in choleruic diarrluca, where the dis-

charges, althougii large, may be repeated every half-hour.

Consistency.—This depends upon the amount of water, mucus, and

fat present. It is rarely the ciuse that stools in disease are thicker than

normal, but it sometimes happens that loose stools alternate with stools of

an ashy-gray (^olor, thick, dry, and of a very for.l odof. These stools con-

tain large amounts of fat. The amount of water and nuicus usually pre-

dominates so much over the increase in tat that diarrhmal stools are much
thinner than normal. They may be almost pure water, so that the napkins

are soaked witiiout any solid deposit upon them. These watery stools are

never seen at the beginning of an attack, but may supervene in the course

of an illness at any time ; they are always an unfavorable symptom, and a

return to more consistent stools is a sign of improvement.

Reaction.—The great proportion of stools in diarrhoeal disease, as in

health, are acid ; the next most frequent condition is a neutral reaction
;

while distinctly alkaline stools are com|)aratively uncommon. Thin grass-

green stools are usually acid, although this acidity may be less than in

health. Alkaline stools are most frequently those which are large, thin,

yellow, and very foul, or the choleraic stools, odorless, and almost entirely

serous.

It is still a disputed point whether the reaction of the stools is a trust-

worthy guide to the nature of the process of decomposition going on in

the alimentary canal. My own view is that it is of very doubtful value.

It varies in the same case from day to day, and is modified to a large degree

by foo<l, and somewhat by drugs.

Color.

—

Greeti Stools.—These are seen in the early stage of almost every

case of dyspeptic diarrhoea, and form a striking feature. The color varies

all the way from a pale greenish yellow to a bright grass-green. In con-

sistency the stools may be thick or watery ; they may Ix^, but are not com-

monly, of foul odor. They are usually acid, frequently neutral, but rarely

alkaline, in my «xperience. This color may persist through the attack. We
cannot acce])t as conclusive the observations of the French writers Hayem
and Lesage," who assert that a specific germ is the cause of the color of these

stools. Wcgscheider ^* has shown that the green color depends upon pre-

formed biliverdin. The condition in the intestine upon which the trans-

formation of bilirubin into biliverdin dejjcnds has been generally regarded

as one of acid fermentation. Pfeiifer's " experiments seem to show that this

long-received opinion is erroneous. In the first place, he found that none

of the acids formed in such fermentation,—lactic, acetic, butyric, propionic,

etc.,—added to yellow stools outside the body, would turn them green, but
Vol. 111.—

7
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made thoni a dei'por yellow. However, dilute ulkuliiie rfohitioiiH a<lde<l U»

fresh yellow Htools turned tlieiu grwii ufler un e.xpoHUi-e of thirty to sixty

minutes, and strong HolutiouH turned tiiein iirHt brown, and later, afler

exposure to the air, an intense j^reen.

it is well estat)lislied tliut the intestinal tract in a nursing infant is acid

throughout. l'feit!(!r holds that green stools are evidence of alkalinity some-

where in the eaual, any such alkalinity being juitliologieal. The acidity of

green stools is not the cause of tlicfir color, hut (h>|icnd.s Uj>on the acid re-

action (tf th(! (H)lon. It is less, IM'eilfer states, than in norniul yellow stools.

Stools which are juile yellow when discharged and which afterwards

become green are oflen seen in disease; they may be themselves neutral or

alkaline in reaction, or this may de|K'nd on the admixture of urine. Pfeiffer

produced typi(!al gretui stools in a heijilthy infant by giving two grains of

sodiiun bi'.-arhonate hourly for two days. When this wius withheld and

hydrochloric acid giv(ui, the normal yellow color was restored.

This seems to be the best explanation yet offered for the color of green

stools. I have repeated some of Pfeiffer's exjjerimeuts upon stools, with a

confirmation of his results.

In ctu'tain cases the stools are green from an excess of bile.

Broion stoola may be due to changed biliary j)igment, to certain drugs,

—bismuth, vegetable astringents containing tannin, or iron. In some in-

stances the color may l)e almost black. BiikkI, from the stoma(;h or the small

intestine, may give the stools a black, tarry i.olor. The stools of an infant

may be brown from a diet consisting largely of broth or other animal foods.

These stools may be of any consistency or reatition. In severe forms

of dysi^eptic diarrhoea, and sometimes in entero-colitis, we have brown

stools which contain almost no solid matter, and are like muddy water,

often very offensive in odor.

White or light-gray stools are usually of a putty-like consistency, some-

times like dry balls upon the napkin, sometimes resembling ashes. They

are usually exceedingly oflf'ens' • ' are made up very largely of fat, bile

being greatly diminished xT* .itogether.

Bright-red stools ar^ ..nixture with blood. If it comes from the

lower colon or the rec' is not mixed with the stool. Tf from higher

up, it streaks the stool oniy, ot may appear only as brownish-black masses.

Mucus.—Although this is present in all healthy stools, ^t is so intimately

mixed and in such small quantity that it does not appear as mucus to the

naked eye. Any such a|)i)earance may be regarded as abnormal. Mucus

is present in considerable quantity at some stage in the process in almost

every case of intestinal disease. It is much more abundant in inflammations

of the large than in those of the small intestine, and is especially so in the

subacute and chronic forms cf colitis.

When from the rectum or the lower colon, it appears in jelly-like masses

or shreds, and may make up a large part of the stool. If from the upper

colon, it is usually more or less intimately mingled with the rest of the
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8t()oI ; if i'runi the Htimll intc>Htiiu>, this i» uhvavH ho, and, iu addition, it

ia UHUuliy bilt'-stuincd. SlinilH of mucuH in tiio Htools may Bonietiines re-

8einl)le i'alm; nionibranc. VVjwhinjr -vith a Htrfani ot" watt'r ({iiickly sIiowh

tlu! dirt'crcnce ; tiu; nuiriiH is broken down, wiiilo the other is not uH'wtcHl.

Food-Remains.— Fat.—One i>!' tiie first ehangcH notieed in the eoin|K)-

sition of dyajMiptie stools is the inerease of liit. Ofh'ii the stool as a whoK'

is quite green, Init eontains small miisses of a yellowish-white color which

vary in size from a i)in's ln'ad to a large pea, or even larger. These masses

were long regaixled as lumps of undigestetl casein, and wer- first shown

by Wegscheider to consist almost entirely of flit. Jiaginsky points out

that they always contain large colonies of ba(^teria. These masses may be

80 numerous that the stool is in great part made up of them. They are

distinguished fnmi (usein lum; s by their solubility in alcohol and in ether.

The term fat (iiarrlura h betMi usetl by Demme^ to designate this

condition in an aggravatwl form. Since then others have written upon it,

especially IJiwlert.^ In some of the rejwrtcd cases the percentage of fat

rose from thirteen and nine-tenths per cent., the normal (Uffelmami), to

fifty per cent, and even to sixty-foiir jwr cent. Of twenty eases observed

by Dcmme, nine were fatal. These cases are to be regarded as extreme cases

of intestinal dysjK'psia, but whether the liver or the pancreas is at fault we
do not as yet know.

OtKcin is not nearly so common an ingrcxlient of stools as is generally

supposed. As stated al)ove, what was formerly regarded as casein has been

shown to be almost (iitircly masses of fat. Genuine casein lumps are usu-

ally hard, smooth, and of a yellowish-white color outside, but white within
;

they give a cheesy (xlor when broken down. Casein is seen occasionally in

semi-transparent, horny masses, of irregular shape, giving the a,'" arance

of having been long in the intestine. Casein lumps may be seen at any

time in the course of a diarrlueal attack when milk has been givBn as a

food. They bear no relation to the other elements of the stool. In the

chronic cases they are most numerous.

Starchy Foods.—In children fed largely upon these substances they

appear in the stool in considerable quantity, and may make up a large part

of the solid matters of the stool. Certain substances, such as the remains

of oatmeal, barley, or wheat, may be evident to the naked eye. Under

other circumstances a chemica! or microscopical examination of the stool is

iK'ce.ssary to discover them. If the amount of starch is large, the addition

of the iodine solution may cause the whole stool to change to a dark blue

or a black. The microscojje shows starch granules more or less broken

down and irregularly stained.

Othei- elements, such as muscle-fibre, etc., are found in more or less quan-

tity, recognized only by the microscope : they are of no special significance.

Epithelial cells arv, found in large numbers in all diarrhoeal stools, and

are more abundant in proportion to the acuteness of the process. The great

proportion of the (sells are cylindrical epithelium. In addition to isolated
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epithelial cells, mimbei's are often found attached to a basement-membrane,

and even entire tubular glands are sometimes seen, they having loosened

and fallen out. The cells are f<Muid in all stages of degeneration. To draw

any inferenci>s from the state of these cells respecting the condition of the

epithelial lining of the intestine goenis to me hardly justifiable. Pavement

epithelium is rare, and probably comes most frequently from the anus.

Bound cells are found, both large and small, in almost all diarrhoeal

stools. In simple catarrltp thoir number is not large. ^Nothnagel has

pointed out the striking contrast offered by the intes:;;inal mucous membrane

in this respect to that of the respiratory tracit. They are found, according

to this writer, in large numbrrs, almost exclusively in the ulcerative forms

of inflammation, liagiusk iwever, has found round cells in large num-

bers also in the ?"-'ere forms of catarrhal inHanmiation ; but they are not

so constant a feature. The continued presence of large numbers of round

cells in the stools is considered by both these writers to be almost conclusive

proof of th existence of intestinal idceration.

Blood may be in such small quantity as to be recognized only by the

microscope, or in large masses, clots, or clear fluid blood. The last two are

almost never "een except in Inflammation involving the lower portion of

the colon and the rectum. Blood from higher up apjiears in dark tarry

masses, or intimately mixed with the rest of the stool.

The source of tlie blood is aln^ost always the capillary vess( Is of the

mucous membrane ; it is very rarely from the opening of larger vessels

by ulceration. It Ijelongs, therefore, more commonly to the early stage

of congestion, and not to the later one of ulceration. (See symptoms of

ulceration.)

Patches or shrfxls of pseudo-membrane are rarely seen in the stools

in infancy ; they are not quite so rare in later childhood. Stools must be

washed with water before such patches are distinguishable.

Parasites.—In the literature of diarrhoeal diseases of one or two decades

ago, a prominent place was by many writers given to the description of

monads and various other infusoria which were found in diarrhoeal stools.

They were carefully studied first by Ijambl,^ and since him by several

writers, including AVoodward and Nothnagel, and more recently by Von
Jaksch.^' Their relati. n to diarrhoeal diseases has never been established,

and it scar(!ely seems necessary to describe here the forms s! idied. They

can be found in the writings referred to.

The various fcms of intestinal worms are occasionally found in diarrhoeal

stools, but their presence ie accidental only.

Backria.—These are found in immense numbers in all stools, healthy

and diarrhoeal. Morphological descriptions alone of the various fin-ms met

with are not only unnecessary but profitless. It is only by cultures that

the identity of bacteria can be established. For an account of what has

been done with cultures, the reader is referred to the article of Dr. Booker

in this volume.
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V. GENERAL PROPHYLAXIS.

There is no class of diseases in pediatrics in which so much can be done

in the way of prevention as iu those of the gastro-intestiual canal. So long

as dentition and atmospheric heat pn se were regarded as the great causa-

tive factors, the field of prophylaxis was limited. But a better understand-

ing of the etiology brings with it possibilities in prevention which are al-

most without limit. Could proper prophylactic rules be carried out, these

diseases would o ase to be what they are now, the greatest scourge of infancy.

Prophylaxis must have regard

—

1. To the hygienic surroundings of children and to all sanitary con-

ditions in the cities,—cleaner streets, more open parks, aud better sewerage.

Although these are not strictly filth-diseases, yet filth certainly conduces to

their development. In the tenement-homes and all institutions for infants

there should be more air and sunlight, less crowding, greater cleanliness

about the persons of children, frequent bathing, and proper care of diapers.

These in summer should either be washed imme<liately, or thrown into a

disinfectant solution. In case infants are sick with diarrhoea this latter

plan should invariably be followed.*

In regai-d to dress, the tendency is to keep young infants too hot : this

should be avoided ; and, on the other hand, at the sea-shore or in the moun-

tains, the opposite danger of insufficient clothing, especially night and morn-

ing, in summer hotels and boarding-houses where no fires are to be had.

City children should be sent to the country, wherever it is possible, for

the months of July and August. Part of the benefit here is derived from

the change of air, and a larger part from the pure milk, which we might

almost say is possible in the hot season only in the country. Where a long

stay is impossible, excursions for a day do much. Our fresh-air funds and

sea-side homes have done more in New York to diminish the mortality from

diarrhoeal diseases than all our medicinal treatment ; their importance aud

value cannot be over-estimated.

In a general way everything should be done that is possible to build

up the general liealth of the infants.

* The necessity of proper disinfection in stools is illustrated by the following, which

recently came under my notice.

In a country house to which children from the city, sick mainly with intestinal dis-

eases, had been sent, there had been up to a certain date the most marked and uniform im-

provement in all the infants. The woman who washed the napkins was now taken sick,

and before another could be obtained th&se were allowed t<> accumulate to the number of

two oc three hundred, in lartje tin cans which were placed in a small yard in the rear. In
a day or two, with July heat, the stench from this source became verj' marked

; but before

this was appreciated or removed, within thirty-six hours two oases of genuine cholera

infantum developed, proving fatal, a marasmus chi^d died, with intestinal symptoms, and
exacerbations occurred in several other diarrhoeal eases which wore previously improving.

The place was emptied for a few days, and thoroughly disinfected, and no further
trouble occurred.
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2. Poods and Feeding.—Maternal mirsinfjj should be encourageu by

every possible means. No weaning should 1)0 done, if it can be avoided,

during summer. Nothing is better established than the close relation exist-

ing between hand-feeding and diarrhoeal diseases. This is not, however,

because of the hand-feeding in itself, but because this feeding has l)een

so ignorantly done. We have not space here to discuss the whole subject

of hand-feeding; for this the reader is referred to Dr. Rotch's article in

volume i., with almost all the views of which we are in hearty accord.

The main points associated with the jiroduction of diarrhoeal disease may

be grouped under the heads of overfeeding, too frequent feeding, improper

foods, and imjiure foods.

Overfeeding.—While it is certainly true that the majority of infants

among the better classes who are nursed entirely by the mother are under-

fed, it is still more true that almost all hand-fed infants among all classes

are greatly overfevl. The following table is derived from weighing a num-

ber of healtiiy infants before and after nursing, when they were nursed at

proper intervals, to see how much they actually got at a nursing ; and by

measuring the capacity of nearly forty infants* stomachs at the different

ages, these being carefully distended just sufficiently to oblitemte the rugse.

Age. One Feeding. Number of Feedings. Daily Amount.

2 weeks 2 ounces. 8 16 ounces.

1 month 3 " 8 24 "

2 months 4 " 7 28 "

4 " 5 " 6 30 "

6 " 6J-6 " 6 33-30 "

9 " 7 -7.} " 5 35-38 "

12 " 8 -9 " 6 40-45 "

These figures may be taken as the proper amount for an average child.

Very large, robust infants may require a little more, and small, delicate ones

considerably less.

Overfeeding is to be particularly avoided in summer, and it is at this

time that it is most likely to be done, especially during days of excessive

heat, from the thirst occasioned by free perspiration. It is at such times

an excellent rule with infants to diminish each meal by at lea.st one-fourth,

making up the deficiency wi*h water, and to give water in small quantities

between the feedings.* Children, like adults, require less food in very hot

Undei" this last point I wish to call attention to an experience of Dr. David Little,

of Rochester, New York, which he published in " The Transactions of the Medical Society

of the State of New York" in 1884.

In an orphan asj'lum in his city where jry previous summer had witnessed a number

of deaths from diarrhoeal disease, he directt.. lat infants .should be fed at three-hour inter-

vals during the day and should have nothing; at night. Water was allowed freely at all times.

The season pas.sed without a fatal ca.se from diarrha>al disease. At tb' close of the

seas( ii he remarked to the Sister in charge that the new rules of feeding had pn)ved bene-

fleial. She re'^lied, " Ves, but it did seem rather crttel to feed the infants only three times a

day." These were the directions as she had underetood them and as they had been rigor-

ously carried out.
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weather, but more water. Unless this rule is followed, infants cry from

thirst and heat, and even those at the breast are likely to be given too much

food.

Too Frequent Feeding.—This is usually an accompaniment of over-

feeding, but not always. No more pernicious habit exists, and none more

certain to set up gastro-intestinal disorder, than that of filling a large bottle

with food aud putting the nipple into the child's mouth while it lies in its

crib or carriage, allowing it to sleep and eat alternately for the greater part

of the time. The same can be said of the habit of allowing an infant to

sleep at the mother's breast and nurse every time it wakens during the

night,-^ften a dozen times.

If we would prevent gastro-intestinal disease we must attend to the

hygiene and physiology of the stomach and intestines, and with these the

taking of food into the stomach every hour or oftener is absolutely incom-

patible : there can be no such thing as healthy digestion.

Food in ])roper quantities, at proper intervals, with absolute regularity,

and the stopping of night-feeding and nursing as early as possible, are the

first essentials of healthy digestion, and fundamental principles in the pro-

phylaxis of all intestinal diseases. We have emphasized these points, not

because they are of greater importance than the one next to be discussed,

but because they have been so often ignored, even when due care has been

bestowed upon the selection and preparation of the artificial food.

Improper Foods.—The habitual use of improper articles of food is a

very impoitant predisposing cause of diarrhoea! disease. Children thus fed

suffer almost always from a mild intestinal catarrh.

Our experience leads us to the belief that no infant foods can compare

with cow's milk for infants during the first year, and that the extensive use

of all dextrin and starchy foods as substitutes during this period is to be

deprecated. They do harm very often not so much from what they contain

as from the elements they lack. Their direct agency in causing diarrhceal

diseases has, however, we think, been rather overstated. Much more to be

condemned is the miscellaneous feeding of infants with things from the

table,—vegetables, meat, sweets, and other articles totally indigestible.

To be especially avoided during the second year are most vegetables,

particidarly beets, tomatoes, and potatoes, fruits, espeinally in cities aud in

sumn f ,', all dried fruits, all cakes and sweets, coffee, and tea. We have

found no rules to avail much unless mothers are given a written list of

articles allowed and forbidden during the second and third years.

In older children improper foods and feeding are not only the predis-

posing but in most cases the exciting causes also.

In summer stale and unripe fruits and melons should be avoided, also

free indulgence in ice- and soda-water. The constant habit of lunching

at all hours upon cakes, pies, candies, nuts, etc., should on no account be

tolerated, nor the indulgence at meals in pastry, highly-seasoned entries,

soups, and jellies. The children in our American homes too often are
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i

allowed to make the principal part of their meals from such food, to the

exclusion of plainer and simpler articles.

There is only one way to make children desire the proper articles, and

that is to prohibit absolutely all others and give plenty of })lain simple food

at proper intervals.

Impure Foods.—First and pre-eminent under this head is milk, and

most impo; tant are the changes induced in it by bacteria.

More important than all else in the prevention of diarrhoeal diseases is

it that rich and poor in city and in country should be supplied with pure

and wholesome milk, and that they should be taught how to keep it so in

their homes.

Care of cows : The stables must be clean and airy ; the teats, udders,

and milkers' hands must be carefully washed before milking. The cows

must have open air and plenty of plain food. Milk from cows stuifcd with

garbage, brewery slops, etc., should not be used, nor from cows which have

themselves evidence of disease on the udders or elsewhere.

Care and transportation of milk : The milk should be place<l as soon as

possible in tightly-covered vessels, and be disturlxjd as little as possible by

pouring from one v^essel into another. Until transported it should be kept

at a temperature below 50° F. Transportation should be in refrigerator

cars, and the milk should be inspected on its arrival in the city and its tem-

perature taken. No milk should be admitted which registers over 60° F.

The city delivery of milk, also, sliould be in carts in which the cans are

kept upon ice during the summer months. The sale of milk, whether

fi'om wagons or from shops, should be allowed only by dealers licensed by

boards of health, and the dealers should be compelled to keep milk at the

proper temperature, about 50° F. Systematic milk-inspection should be

kept up, and licenses revoked for violation of rules. None of the pre-

cautions now taken to secure against the dilution and adulteration of milk

should be neglected.

The care of milk in the homes : It should not be delivered so early

that it must stand two or three hours in pitchers, etc., before it is put on

ice. For young children there is a great advantage here in the use of milk

delivered in bottles. As soon as possible after it is received, the milk

should be put into the bottles from which it is to be fed, in quantities

proper for a single feeding. This practice should be followed also in the

case of infants who are not fed from a bottle.

The milk is now to be sterilized, according to the directions given else-

where in this work.

In institutions where it is impossible to sterilize all milk in separate

feeding-bottles, the same thing can be accomplished with tolerable certainty

by raising the millt to the boiling-point in a saucepan or a covered vessel,

maintaining this temperature for thirty minutes, and then pouring it into

quart Iwttles which have been the same length of time in boiling water,

corking with cotton, and placing on ice. As an entire bottle can be used up
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for a single feeding of several children, there is not the objection of having

to open the bottle several times before its contents are consumed.

Among the poor and negligent, where proper directions for sterilizing

cannot be carried out, the best substitute seems to be to use the bottled

milk, and keep the closed bottles in boiling water three-quarters of an hour,

then put on ice.

The value of sterilizing milk before feeding it to infants is established

beyond the necessity of discussion here. In cities, where some of the milk

is twenty-four hours old when received, and forty-eight hours old when

consumed, the need is imperative. In the country, where fresh milk can be

obtained twice a day from healthy cows, the same necessity does not exist.

But even there it is best to strain the milk through cotton and put it

when received into the bottles from which it is to be fed, cork with cotton,

and place on ice. If proper care is bestowed upon the cows, nothing more

is required, beyond care of utensils.

The care of bottles, rubber nipples, etc., is second in importance only

to that of the milk itself. The l)est method of cleansing bottles we have

found to be the following. Rinse with cold water, carefully scrub with

brush and hot suds, fill with weak soda solution and let stand till needed

for milk supply, then boil for half an hour, or bake for the same length of

time in a hot oven, and cork with cotton.

The use of long rubber tubes, or tubes of rubber and glass, as attach-

ments for feeding-bottles, should never under any circumstances be allowed.

To keep these clean is almost a matter of impossibility, even for the m^st

careful. They are held in high esteem among the poor, since when they

are used an infant can be placed in its crib, the nipple put in its mouth,

and the child left to sleep or oat as it wills, for hours at a time ; while the

other style of nipple needs the attention of some one until the meal is

finished, to keep the bottle tipped so that the milk will flow.

Only rubber nipples which slip over the mouth of bottles should be

used. These should be turned inside out and scrubbed at least once a day,

and at all times when not in use should be kept in a solution of borax or

salicylate of sodiimi.

What has been said of milk applies with equal force to all milk foods,

gruels, broths, and infant-foods generally. Only water which has been

boiled at least half an hour should be used in their preparation. Every-

thing left over from a single feeding should be thrown away, no ".vTrmed-

ovor messes being given. Under no circumstances should milk or any food

be allowetl to stand in open vessels in a living-room.

The entrance of germs into the canal is to be prevented not only by
destroying by heat all those existing in milk and other foods, but also by

boiling all water given to the child, by attention to the cleanliness of the

child's mouth, as well as of its hands, which so much of the time are in the

mouth, and, in the case of nursing infants, by cleanliness of the mother's

breast and nipples ; these should be washed before and after each nursing.
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Another important point in the prophylaxis of severe forms of disease

is early and prompt attention to all the milder derangements of the

stomach and intestints, particularly during summer. The larger propor-

tion of cases of cholera infantum and (Mitero-colitis are precedetl for some

time by milder symptoms. Prompt attention at the outset is usually efficient.

Too much cannot be said in condemnation of the jiractice of allowing a

slight looseness of the bowels to go on for a week or more, simj)ly because

the child happens to be teething. Yet many mothers believe such a con-

dition of the bowels to be not only not injurious but even positively

beneficial. Such an error has cost many infants' lives.

Every gastro-intestinal derangement, no matter how slight, should re-

ceive prompt attention, with the idea that at any time severe and even

dangerous symptoms may supervene.

To summarize, prophylaxis demands,

—

1. Getting as many infants out of the city in summer as possible.

2. The education of the laity up to the importance of regularity in

feeding, to the dangers of overfeeding, and as to what is a proper diet for

infants just weaned.

3. Proper legal restrictions regarding the transportation and sale of

milk.

4. The exclusion of germs or their destruction in all foods given, but

especially in milk, by carefully sterilizing milk, and scrupulous cleanliness

in bottles, nipples, etc.

5. Prompt attention to all mild derangements, especially in summer.

6. Cutting down the amount of food and increasing the amount of

water during the days of excessive summer heat.

:''l i.

YI. SIMPLE DIAREHCEA.

Under this head it is meant to include those cases of diarrhoea in which

there is a derangement of function without anatomical changes, without

fever, and without involvement of the stomach,

—

i.e., which are not dys-

peptic. With these limitations the number of cases to be included under

this head is very much smaller than most writers upon the subject describe.

Etiology.—Predisposition is the same for this as for all other varieties

of diarrhoea,—age (under two years), bad intestinal hygiene, such as bad

habits of ftHKling and improjier food, insanitary surroundings, and the

warm season.

The most important special causes of this variety are those acting

upon the nervous system. As such may be classed dentition, chilling of

the surface, exhaustion from fatigue or other cause, and the direct effects

of atmospheric heat. The last two mentioned—exhaustion and heat— are
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very much more frequently associated with dyspeptic diarrhoea, yet there

seems to be pretty good ground for the opinion that this is not always the

case. The same may be said of menstruation and various nervous impres-

sions upon the mother of a nursing infant.

Foreign bodies, or articles of fb(Kl which act virtually as foreign bodies,

such as uncooked or partly-cooked grains of rice, hominy, barley, or green

corn, or green fruits,—and nuts and raisins in the case of very young chil-

dren,—all these may be the cause of a simple diarrhoea. These cases are

sometimes classed as instances of mechanical diarrhoea.

Certain fruits, anvh as the peach, pear, grape, etc., may excite diarrhoea,

from the organic acids they contain or from their seeds acting mechanically.

Diarrhoea may be due to any one of the various cathartic drugs, in

which the normal physiological effects have, from the susceptibility of the

patient, been very greatly exaggerated in intensity or prolonged. It is ex-

tremely doubtful if any of the ordinary cathartics given to the mother ever

operates upon the child's bowels through the milk.

A hypersecretion of bile is generally believed to be sometimes a cause

of diarrhoea. Such cases are certainly rare.

The common habit in this country of allowing children to drink freely

of ice-water may result in an attack of diarrhoea, apart from another visible

cause.

Pathologry.—In these cases we have neither intestinal decomposition nor

intestinal inflammation as the cause of the symptoms. There is increased

peristalsis, depending upon local irritation or of reflex origin, increased

secretion, chiefly serous, and in most cases a moderate hypertemia ; this is

sometimes, judging from the symptoms, pretty intense. If the exciting

cause continues operative, the case may go on to intestinal inflammation.

Symptoms.—These may come on suddenly or gradually. If suddenly,

there is usually abdominal pain preceding the diarrhoea; otherwise this is

absent. There are at first one or two soft, fa;cal stools ; then they become

quite thin, and may be watery. There may be as many as eight or ten in

a (lay. There may be restlessness in the case of infants, and at all times

there is a gootl deal of exhaustion, and often a clammy skin from perspira-

tion. But there is no vomiting, and the temperature is not elevatal, these

two negative symptoms quieting at once the apprehension that may have

oon'felt regarding a more serious illness. The stools are not often green

in infants, but are of a pale-yellow or gray color; in older children they

are thin and brown or gray, and in all there is more or less odor. If the

cause has been some material acting as a foreign body, this may be found in

the discharjres.

If left to themselves, these cases usually recover in three or four days,

hut they may also develop into more serious forms of intestinal disease,

particularly if it be summer. If the cause is not removed, there may be

frequently recurring attacks such as have been described, until a chixmic

diarrhoea is finally established.
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Treatment.—These cases in the vast majority of instances are easily and

promptly curable if taken in season. Opium is the sovereign remedy ; but

before this is given a full dose of castor oil should be administered. A
teaspoonful may be given to an infaut of from three to six months, a table-

spoonful to a child over four years. If the cause of the diarrhoea is any

mechanical irritation, this preliminary cathartic is an absolute necessity.

It is a good rule in all ceases. Calomel (gr. i to gr. iii) or syrup of rhubarb

(3i to 3iv) may be substituted for the oil, but they are less certain and less

satisfactory. Five or six hours after the cathartic the opiate should be

given. It is a good rule to prescribe a safe dose and order it to be repeated

after each stool. The form of preparation is not of great importance

:

paregoric and Dover's powder are jjrobably as good as any. For a child

a year old from six to ten drops of the former or a quarter of a grain of

Dover's powder may be ordered in the manner indicated. Opium stops

peristalsis, and after the intestine has been emj)tied that is mainly what is

wanted in these cases.

In cuses not yielding promptly to opium alone, bismuth subnitrate may
be added, but this will not often be reqiiiral. The child must be kept quiet

in its crib or carriage, and on no account be allowed to run about until it

is quite well.

In the matter of diet almost nothing must be given for twelve to twenty-

four hours, and then for two or three days only food which can be almost

entirely absorbed. The point is to keep the intestines as quiet as possible

until the irritation has subsided. Barley-water, thin broth, and whey may
be used, but no milk, unless it be breast-milk. Careful feeding must be

kept up for a week, to prevent a recurrence of the diarrhoea. If it is

summer, this is imperative.

A proper management of these cases of simple diarrhoea is one of the

most important prophylactic measures against the severer forms of intestinal

disease. On no account should these cases be neglected because the child

happens to be teething.

YII. ACUTE MYCOTIC DIARRHCEA, OR DIAR-
RHCEA OF BACTERIAL ORIGIK

Synonymes.—Acute gastro-intestiual catarrh, Cholera infantum, Sum-

mer complaint, Summer diarrhoea. Infectious diarrhoea.

It has seemed to me that our knowledge of this class of cases has ad-

vanced far enough to make a change fi-om the time-honoretl "summer diar-

rhoea" not only justifiable but even necessary. It should be kept before our

minds constantly that the most potent factors in producing this disease—or,

rather, these diseases—are micro-organisms. The grounds upon which this

opinion rests have been already gone over pretty fully in the section on

the relation of bacteria to diarrhoeal disease.
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The lesions have been describetl under the heading of acute desquama-

tive catarrh. It has seemwl to me that the (blearest understanding of these

cases is reached by considering the process as not exactly inflammatory, but

rather an acute decomposition or fermentation in the gastro-intestinal tract

which is preliminary to inflammatory lesions.

Two distinct forms are met with : (1) acute dyspeptic diarrhoea; (2)

cholem infantum.

I. ACUTE DYSPEPTIC DIARRH(EA.

Etiology.—All the causes enumerated in the section on etiology are

important here. This variety includes the greater number of the cases

of summer diarrhoea, or at least forms a stage in these cases. It is most

frequently the initial stage, but it is sometimes the final one. We need not

tlo more here than summarize the causes sunmicr heat, artificial feetling,

had liabits of fee<ling, improper foodf^, impure milk, bad surroundings, and

city residence, as the etiological factors.

Pathology.—Dyspeptic diarrhoea is a diarrhoea set up by undigested food

ill the intestine and by the putrefactive changes in su(!h food. If the resist-

ance of the patient is great, the cause a transient one, and tlie case properly

managed, there is only functional disorder, and in a few days there may be

complete recovery. In a susceptible patient, where the exciting cause con-

tinues operative, or when improperly managed, the process continues, and

anatomical changes are produced,

—

i.e., the case becomes one of gastro-

(Mitero-colitis in which the dyspeptic diarrhoea was the initial stage.

Symptoms.—Two forms are met witli : firet, a mild form, with a

f>'radual onset, with little or no fever, and usually witliout any gastric dis-

turbance; secondly, a severe form, in which the onset is sudden, usually

attended by high temperature and by vomiting.

In the mild form there may be for the first few days no symptoms

except the diarrhooal discharges, or the child may be peevish, fretful, es-

petiially so at night, and may seem generally out of sorts. From the fact

that the general symptoms are so few, cases of this kind are often allowed

to go on for several days by mothers under the common belief that the

children are " only teething."

The stools are green or yellow, thinner than normal, and contain

masses of undigested fat and occasionally curds. Sometimes they are of an

oifensive odor, but frequently not ; there are usually from three to six daily.

After a few days they contain in most cases mucus in smaller or 'arger

quantities. Fruits or starchy foods appear in the stools almost unchanged.

The apixitite may be normal, but is usually impaired, and may be almost

lost after a few days. The tongue shows generally a tliin white coating

;

the mucous membrane of the mouth may be congested, or in very young

infants covered with thrush. Sometimes the general health will not be

noticeably affected for two or three weeks. ' Often after a few days the

infants become pale, lose flesh, their limbs become soft and flabby, they lose
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their spirits, ami tho scales show a loss of one or two poiiiKls in a week.

If propor treatment is institutijtl and the mnse is reniovetl, there is noticed

an improvement in the character and Impiency of tlie st(M)ls, the mucus dis-

appears, the color becomes a pale yellowish green and Hnally yellow, the

appetite returns, the strength and spirits improve, and the children recover

after an illness of from four to fourttien days. Occasionally the condition

may last for a longer time. It is very common to have an occasional bad

stool atler these iiave been generally go(Kl for a day or two, but this is of

no significance. Relapses arc very easily brought on by slight irregularities

in diet, esjx'cially overfeeding. In the cases which do not run this favor-

able course we nmy have at any time the supervention of acute severe

symptoms, and the case may Ixjcome one either of cholera infantum or of

entero-eolitis. This change often takes place with great suddenness, and

is frequently coincident with a few days of very hot weather or follows

some gross dietetic error.

A third termination, but not so common as either of the preceding, is

a continuance of the mild symptoms with exacerbations and remissions

during the entire summer season, until the cool weather of autumn comes.

These cases may be cut off at any time by any intercurrent disease,

particularly by pneumonia.

Infants suffering from athrepsia not uncommonly die from a very slight

exacerbation of the intestinal symptoms, the autopsies revealing no other

cause of death.

In the cases developing suddenly the clinical picture is quite a diflPerent

one. The attack may begin abruptly in a child apparently healthy, or there

may have been for some days symptoms of slight intestinal derangement.

If an infant, it is restless, cries much, sleeps but a few minutes at a time,

and seems in distress. The skin is hot and dry, the temperature runs up

rapidly to 102° or 103° F., often to 105°, the abdomen is distended and

hard, the legs are usually drawn up, and all the symptoms indicate the onset

of some gmve disorder. The nervous symptoms in some cases arc very

severe, and even convulsions may occur. There may be great thirst, so

that everything ottered is taken eagerly, or, on the other hand, everything

may be refused.

Usually in the course of from four to six hours after the onset the gastro-

intestinal symptoms come on. There is first vomiting, which may be of

undigested food taken many hours before. If this was milk it frequently

comes up in hard curds and very sour. After the stomach has been appar-

ently emptied, mucus and serum are ejected in small quantities afler mucli

retching, and sometimes the vomiting is bilious. The vomiting is easily

excited by the giving of focxl or drink.

Diarrhoea soon follows,—first feculent stools, then great bursts of flatus,

with the expulsion of very thin yellowish stools of a terribly offensive odor.

Four or five such discharges* may occur in as many hours. In other cases

the stools are gray, green, or greenish yellow, sometimes brown ; but char-
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acteristic features are the ainuuiit of gas exjKjlled, the colicky paiuti preceding

the (JiHchargert, and the Hiei<ening o<h)r.

lu a considerable niiinher of the <uses this free evacuation of the bowels

is folioweil by u fiill in the temperature and subsideiu^ of tlie nervous

symptoms, and the child liiUs asleep, to be awakeniil for an oc(.>asional stool

after a few hours.

Tiie j)rostration is often great in the beginning, l)ut not of long duration.

Under liivorable circumstances and with proper management, the cast;, aflcr

twi'nty-four or thirty-six houi"s of severe symptoms, may go on to a rapid

convulest;euce. The movements continue abnormally Irecpient for three or

four days, but gmdually assume their normal character, and a prompt

recovery can usually be predicted.

Such are the cuses in which the brilliant results of treatment are ob-

tained, and often reported as cures of "cholera infantum." The chief

features contributing to sucih favorable results are a good constitution on

the part of the child and the ability to regulate the feeding afterwards.

If circumstances are not so fiivorable, if the child is cachectic and badly

oared for, the fall in the temperature is often only a temporary one ; the

vomiting may not re(!ur, but the diarrhoea keeps up, the stools gradually

changing in cliaracter, becoming less offensive perhaps and not so fluid, but

with mucus added and occasionally streaked with blood ; in other words,

l)ecoming more and more of the character seen in entero-colitis.

The genei-al symptoms follow the same course : the first profound im-

pression made upon the nervous system subsides, and the children become

pule, worn, prostrated, and exhibit the symptoms described in the section

on entero-colitis.

In some cases there may be a series of such attacks separated by a week

or ten days, the stools never becoming quite normal between them, but all

other symptoms being absent. It may be not until the third or fourth

attack that the entero-colitis is finally established.

In children over two years old there are some features wh'ch differ

from the eases described above as occurring in infants.

Here the)' usually follow the ingestion of some indigestible article

of footl, such as green apples, unripe berries, etc., or milk which has been

taintc<l from exposure. Vomiting here does not come on so readily as in

infants, pain is a much more prominent feature, and the temperature is, as

a rule, lower.

Such eases, although beginning with severe symptoms, usually make
good recoveries : there is much less likelihood of their running on to

iuflanimatory forms of diarrhoeal disease than in the case of infants.

Dia^osis.—The diagnostic points about the acute attacks are their

sudden onset, their severe symptoms, their brief duration, and usually their

favorable termination. They are violent, often alarming, but brief, con-

valescence frequently being established in two or three days.

Dyspeptic diarrhea is to be differentiated from cholera infantum and
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gastrn-enteritiH or oiitcro-colitis, and in its onHct from the general diBeaflCH

malaria, scurlatiiui, pneumonia, and tonHillitiH.

From choleni infantum it indiHtinj^uirthcd i)y its milder charact<'r,—pros-

tration i)einj^ IcHH, temperature UMUully lo\V(>r, nervous Hymptoms Ichh pro-

nonnwd,—i)Ut paiticulurly by the stools : the larji;e 8(!rous neutral or alkaline;

stools belonjjj oidy to eholera infantimi. Althouj^h nearly every case of

cholera infantum is prnietled by a dys|)epti<! diarrhoea of greater or less

severity, the former is not to be regardcnl as simply a more severe form of

acute dyspeptic diarrluea.

To differentiate these cases from those of iiiHaminutory diarrluea is im-

possible for the first day or so. The onset is often identical, and we cannot

say at once whether they are going on to the development of inflammatory

changes or not. The subsidence of fever and all seveix; symptoms at the

end of twenty-four or thirty-six hours shows tliat we ha"e had only a

putrefactive prcK'ess with functional d<>raugemcnt ; wliile a continuance

of severe symptoms, and especially of the fever beyond the second day, is

usually evidence of inflammatory (ihaiiges.

The sudden development of high fever, ])rostration, vomiting, and even

diarrhoea, is conunou to very many diseases of infancy, especially to malaria,

pneumonia, scarlatina, and tonsillitis. It is always ditticult, and very often

impossible, to say at the outset whether we have anything more than a dys-

peptic attack to deal with. The symptoms of the latter are often so severe

that it is difficult to Ixilicve the sole cause to be thegastro-intestinal disorder.

Tonsillitis is revealed by an inspection of the tiiroat. Before excluding

scarlatina we must wait until the time for the rash. The question of ma-

laria is a difficult one to decide, and may require an observation of the tem-

perature for two or three days. Pneumonia can usually be recognized by

the physical signs, if it is looked for.

In general, marked improvement in the gastro-intestinal symptoms with

a continuance of the general ones—fever, prostration, etc.—drives us to seek

another explanation for them. More than once I have seen pneumonia

overlooked until the third or fourth day because of the early })rominence

of gastro-intestinal symptoms.

It should be remembered that any acute disease in summer is likely to

present gastro-intestinal symptoms, especially at its onset.

Prognosis.—There are very few cases of acute dyspeptic diarrhoea that

prove fatal, except among children already suffering from athrepsia. It is

not uncommon among such children in institutions to have fatal cases of

diarrhoea which have never presented any choleraic symptoms, and wliicli

do not show at autopsy the lesions of entero-colitis. The explanation seems

to be that such feeble constitutions are overcome in the first stages of in-

toxication and prostration. It is a surprise to see with how few symptoms

such children succumb.

In all cases suffisring from athrepsia any diarrhoeal attack may prove

fatal, and a guarded prognosis must be given.
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In other cases our prognosis resolves itself into this question : what arc

the |)n)l)ahilitie8 that the existinj; attack will po on to the development of

iiiflanuimtory ehanp;e8?

—

i.e., will it iKKJonu? a gastro-entero-colitis, or an en-

tero-eolitis ? In answering this there niUHt be considered the child's eonsti-

tiitiitn, the nianiicr in which it luvs been flnl, the previous state of its gastro-

intestinal canal, its surroundings, iiow early the case (hhucs to hand for

treatment, and how well trratnu'ut mn he carried out. If the child has

been rather delicate, has been badly fed, has suHennl from frequent previous

indigestion and mild diarrhoea, if its surroundings are bad, if the attack has

Ihh'u allowcil to run on two or three days befoi-e interference, and if proper

dietetic and hygienic treatment cannot Ix' carried out,—^idl these circum-

stances make it likely that the attack will become an entero-colitis, and the

likeliho(xl is generally just in proportion to the number of the iiictoi's which

are pn^sent.

Manifestly, all these conditions arc worse in very hot summer weather.

Much depends, then, upon early energetic' treatment and one's ability

to remove the exciting causes. The prognosis is worse in patients suffering

from previous disease, such as pertussis or pneumonia.

Complications.—The complications are nuiinly thrush, seen mostly Jn

very yoiuig infants, and erythema of the buttocks and thighs. IJotli of

these are referred to in detail under entcro-culitis.

Treatment of Dyspeptic Diarrhcsa.—The subject of prophylaxis has

been discussed at length in the general chapter upon that subject. Almost

everything there said will apply to the cases under discussion.

lIvGiRNic Treatment.—If the attack occurs in summer and does not

yield at once to the management enq)loye<l, a change of air should be made,

wherever it is possible. Whether the child be sent from the city to the sea-

shore or to the mountains is not so important as It is that it shall go where it

will be likely to have the best food and the best local surroundings. A change

is the main thing. In the country or in small towns a change is not so

necessary, and, in fact, is not generally required unless the condition l)e-

comes somewhat chronic. In such cases more can sometimes be accom-

plishetl by a change of air than by all other means.

Among the tenement-house children of New York much good is done

by the day excureious upon the salt water. Too often, however, only

temporary benefit results, and the cases relapse on their return to their

homes.

Fresh air is of the utmost importance to all diarrha?al cases in summer.

No matter how much fever or prostration there may be, these cases always

do better if they are kept out of doors, except possibly during three or four

liours in the middle of the day on very hot days. Nothing is so depressing

as close, stifling apartments. Children should not l)e allowed to walk, even

if they are old enough and strong enough to do so. They can be kept

out in carriages, in perambulators, or in hammocks. Quiet is also im-

portant.

Vol. III._8
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The clothing in summer should be the lightest flannel to be obtained : a

siDg' loose gai'ment is preferable. A thin layer of linen or muslin can be

put next the skin where there are much perspiration and a sensitive skin.

At the sea-shore and in tlie mountains especial care should be taken to

see that sufficient clothing at night is supplied.

Bathing is of very. great advantage to allay restlessness, as well as

for cleanliness and the reduction of temperature. For the first purpose a

sponge-bath of aloohol-and-water or vinegar-and-water is sufficient. For

the reduction of temperature only the tub-bath is to be relied on. If the

temperature continues above 102° F. or near that point, systematic bathing

must be carried on. The temperature of the bath should be nearly 100°

F. when the child is put into it, and should then be gradually reduced to

80° or 85° by adding ice. The bath should be continued for from ten to

thirty minutes, according to the amount of reduction eifected, and rejieated

from two to eight times daily, according to tho requirements of the case.

The bath thus used has generally a very quieting effect, which would be

entirely lost by the terror and excitement caused by putting an infant sud-

denly into a cold bath.

Scrupulous cleanliness should be secured in the child's person and

clothing. Napkins should be removed from the child and from the room

a.s soon as soiled, and placed in a disinfectant solution. Frequent washing

of the buttocks rnd genitals, together with the irritation from the discharges,

often causes oxcoriations. If these exist, plain water should not be used for

bathing, but bran-water should be substituted.

Dietetic Treatment.—Dietetic and hygienic treatment in this class

of diarrhoeas is of very much more importance than the use of drugs. It

ia of the first importance to remember that during the stage of acute febrile

symptoms digestion is practically arrested. To give food requiring mucli

digestion, manifestly, can do only harm. In the stomach it prcxluces irri-

tation until it is expelletl by vomiting or passes into the intestine and

adds to the fermenting masses there present and aggravates the existing

disorder

In nursing infants the breast mijst be withheld so long as a disposition

to vomit continues, and no food whatever given for from six to twelve

hours. Thirst may be allayed by rice-, barley-, or toast-water or mineral

waters given cold and frequently but in minute quantities. Stimulants may

be addet' to these if required. If these are refused or vomited, absolute rest

to the stomach will do more than anything else to hasten recovery. Atler

the stomach has been quiet for ten or twelve hours it is generally safe to

allow the child to be put to the breast, tentatively. The intervals of nursing

should not be shorter than three hours, and the amount allowed at one feed-

ing should not be more than one-half or onc-thii*d the usual meal. The

remainder may be made up by mutton or chicken broth or by Inin barley

gruel. The amount of breast-milk allowed may be steadily increased, so

that in three or four days the breast may be taken exclusively. If there
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is any reason to suspect the breast-milk as a cause of the attack, such as

menstruation, pregnancy, or some nervous influence—exhaustion, grief, or

fright—on the part of the nurse, we must stop the nursing temporarily or

permanently, according to circumstances, and secure a wet-nurse or begin

hand-feeding.

In infants just weaned the same plan is to be followed and a return to

the breast made if possible.

In young infants who are being hand-fed, if the attaciZ be a severe one

and in summer, a wet-nurse should be secured wherever this is possible.

In case a wet-nurse is out of the question, we are brought face to face with

one of the most difficult problems in the management of diarrhoea : how to

fee<l artificially a young infant suffering from dyspeptic diarrhoea, either

acute or subacute.

When the exact nature of these dyspeptic diarrhoeas is better under-

stood, when the life-history of the various forms of bacteria which set up

putrefactive processes is known, and we are able to say from clinical symp-

toms which process we are dealing with in a particular case, we may ap-

proach to something like scientific accuracy in our dietetic treatment. But

until that time comes we must be guided by experience alone.*

First, as to the use of cow's milk. While nursing infants should gener-

ally be put back upon the breast as soou as vomiting is permanently con-

trolled, it will not do to follow the same rule with respect to cow's milk.

This must generally be withheld in all forms until all acute symptoms are

past. The experience of the profession is nearly unanimous upon this point.

Our reliance at this stage is upon egg-water,t the animal broths,J—chicken,

mutton, and beef,—the expressed juice § of beefsteak, beef peptonoids,||

* Eschprich,''^ from his bacteriological studi*, has \md down the following rules for

fpodini;, the practical -'alue of which has not yet been proved, but which seem worthy of a

careful trial. If albuminous decomposition with very foul, oifensive stools exists, these

articles should be withheld from the diet and carbohydrates given, dextrin foods, sugars,

etc. ; if an acid fermentation is present, with sour but not offensive stools, carbohydrates

are to be withheld, and albuminous foods given, such as animal broths, peptones, etc.

Milk he cla.ssifle3 with the carbohydrates, since in its decomposition it is the sugar of milk

and not the casein that is usually broken up.

Baginsky'' has followed out this plan of feeding, but did not find it satisfactory, the

character of the stools not being a sufficient guide to the nature of the process in the

intestine.

j E(i(i-Wnfc):—The white of a fresh egg, a pint of cold water (previously boiled), a

teaspoonful of brandy, and a small pinch of salt.

t Animal Brot/ia.—One pound of finely-chopped lean meat (
' " "en, mutton, or beef),

me pint of cold water (one and a half pints for young infants) , put in a glass jar, and
let stand four to six hoars on ice, covered. Cook three houi-s in a closed jar over a slow
fire, strain, cool, gkim off fat if any rises, season with salt, and feed warm or cold. It may
be olonred with egg if desired.

5 Beef Juice.—Thick stenk, broiled rare, juice pressed out with meat- or lemon-squeezer,
season.

II
Of the beef peptonoids sold in the market, Carnrick's liquid preparation is usually

easiest given and best borne. Of the various meat extracts, Rudisch's " sarcopeptones.

"
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barley- and rice-water, and the dextrin foods, such as Liebig's, Horlick's,

or Mellin' a, made without milk, or " flour ball" * and water, or wine whey.f

After the first two or three days, when the symptoms of acute fermenta-

tion have subsided and the stools are less frequent, we may add cow's milk

to the diet, tentatively. It is not enough that milk bo sterilized, for this

procedure, although of very great value as a prophylactic measure, has but

little curative value.

There are three methods of administering milk. The first is by free

dilution,—at least four parts of plain water or barley-water to one of milk

;

in many cases milk given in this way will be found to agree perfectly, and

nothing more will be required. As the case progresses, the proportion of

milk can gradually be increased. The second is the well-known method of

partial pe])tonization by the use of Fairchild's tubes, the process being

continuetl from six to fifteen minutes, and not allowed to go on to develop

the bitter taste. Wth this I have been very frequently disappointed. It

has failed much more oft«n than it has succeeded.

The third method is the same process continued for two hours, at the

end of which time all the casein has been digested. Lemon-juice can now

be afldal to cover up the bitter taste, without causing any cui'd ; and with

the addition of a little sugar a very palatable food is produced. It is

readily taken, all tlie more so usually from its sour taste. I have used it

witli the happiest results. It certainly deserves more attention than it has

received.

With milk, as with every other food, its effect upon the character of ihe

stools must be our guide in its use.

Some of the forms of fermented milk, such as koumys, kC'fir, and

matzoon, serve a very useful purpose, and can often be retained ujion au

irritable stomach when almost everything else is vomited. Young infants

will usually take them eagerly at first, but soon tire of them and finally

refuse them altogether.

In the diarrhoeas of older children which have for their most common

cause the too early use of solid food or the use of improper articles of food,

nothing suca^eds so well in most cases as a milk diet. The milk should be

boiled, and one-third lime-water added at first. Everything in the shape

of food is, of course, to be withheld while there exists an inclination to

vomit.

General Rules regarding Feeding.—No food whatever is to be given

upon a very irritable stomach. Articles requiring the least digestion and

leaving the smallest residue should next ho tried. Food prescriptions nuist

* Flour Ball.—Two or three pounds of wheat flour, tied in n bag and boiled continu-

ously for twelve hours ; the outer shell is scraped off, and the inner, yellow portion (mainly

dextrin) grated and used to Miake a thin gruel.

t Wine Whey.—A teaspoonful of wine of pepsin, one pint of milk nt a temperature of

F. ; let stand till firmly coagulated. Break up curd and strain. Add shcrrv'

of one to four or one to six. Feed cold.
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be made with tlie same care and exactness as prescriptions for drugs ; for

in most cases they are more important. Quantity aud frequency must be

defini^^ely stated, as well as the articles ordered. Directions should he given

in writing, or they will be half forgotten before the physician is out of the

house.

A practical acquaintance with the proper apjiearance and taste of every

food ordered is absolutely indispensable.

There are four common mistakes in feeding in diarrhoea which are the

cause of many a failure : feeding too much at a time, feeding too frequently,

trying too many articles at once, and changing before a thing has been

really tested.

For a single feeding the quantity allowed will vary according to the

tolerance of the stomach ; but it should always be much less than is given

in health, usually from one-fourth to one-half that amount until the child

demonstrates his capacity to digest more. It is rarely necessary to nurse

or feed a sick child oftener than every two hoiu*s. Of course, in cases of

great prostration stimulants may be required much more frequently. We
have only to imagine how an adult with a sick stomach would feel to be

offered something in the shape of food every five or ten minutes, in order

to appreciate the disgust for all food which soon ovenakes an infant who

is similarly besieged.

By trying four or five articles at once and changing the diet every day

or oftener, the list is soon exhausted, aud it is impossible to say which of

the articles was at fault.

Still, after all has been said, it is a difficult problem to feed these chil-

dren under three yeai-s of age, capricious as they are by nature and still

more so by education ; and the judgment and tact of the physician are

taxed to their utmost. We must have many resources ; for a diet which

one child takes well, the next disdains utterly. The best method is to

select from a list of articles of accepted value such as circumstances will

jK'rmit, and stich as are most likely to be properly preimred, and try them

patiently, one after another, until one is found which the child under treat-

ment will take and which agrees with him.

Medicinal Treatment.—In these cases it must be borne in mind
that we are not treating an intestinal inflammation, although such may
be the ultimate result of the process beginning as a clyspci)tic diarrhoea.

Essentially here our treatment is to be directed against the process of

fermentation or putrefaction, and towards the restoration of the normal

gastro-intestinal functions which have been deranged.

The indications are (1) to evacuate the fermenting masses from the

stomach and intestine
; (2) to combat the pi'ocess of decomposition by

(hugs and proper food
; (3) to restore healthy action by intestinal hygiene

;

(4) to treat symptoms and complications.

It is not often in acute cases that we arc obliged to resort to therapeutic

measures to empty the stomach, as the vomiting is usually sufficient for that
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t end. lu cases of continued retching, where but little is ejected, it may

be that larger curds than can be easily got rid of are present. Emetics,

although they serve a very useful purpose in older children, are not to bo

advised in young infaut>

In such vjases tlia best and most certain measure is to wash out the

stomach. . -x acute cases I think its use should be limited to those of un-

controllable vomiting. The largest size of flexible rubber catheter is the

best instrument, and plain lukewarm water probably the best fluid. The

water is allowed to flow in and out freely until it comes away quite clear.

Stomach-washing may be practised without danger in the youngest infants.

It is a simple procedure: in fact, it is exceedingly difficult to pass the

catheter anywhere else than into the oesophagus, as any one familiar with

intubation will appreciate. A single washing in most eases is all that is

required. It is never necessary to repeat it more than once daily. In

certain cases this is probably of more value than all else.

After the stomach has been emptied, a small quantity of some medicinal

solution may be left in the organ if desired. In Germany those most em-

ployed are a three-per-cent. solution of benzoate of sodium and a half-

per-cent. solution of resorcin. No food whatever is given for two to four

hours, and then only the blandest articles in small quantities.

Stomach-washing has long been in use in Germany, but has not yet

been so much employed in this country as it deserves to be. It is not in

the class of cases under discussion that its greatest value is sron. From
personal experience I am led to think highly of it. (For a full account

of the literature of the subject see the articles of Ehring ^* and Epstein.''')

As a substitute for stomach-washing, some writere have advocated the

pi'actice of allowing infants to drink freely of fluids, especially ice-water,

which is generally taken readily, although almost immediately vomited.

This seems a veiy uncertain way of doing what can be so much better done

by stomach-washing. It certainly acts in many cases to intensify and aggra-

vate the irritability of the organ.

To empty the intestines is an indication in every instance, no matter

whether or not any indigestible food has been taken. This may be accom-

plisheo by cathartics or by intestinal irrigation.

Of the cathartics, castor oil and calomel are greatly superior to all

otLci-s. Calomel has the advantages of ease of administration, of its favor-

able effect upon vomiting, and of its antifermentative as well as purgative

action. One or two grains of the tablet tt'iturates given dry upon the

tongue are sufficient for a child under two years. Unless the stomach is

upset, I prefer castor oil in most cases, as it sweeps the whole canal, causes

little griping, is very certain, and its after-effects are constipating. A
child over a year old ought to take two teaspoonfuls, which i "xy be given

clear with a few drops of brandy dropped over it, or in an emulsion. It

is not often vomited when given plain. To older children it may be given

8usj)ended in soda-water with some syrup of orange or sarsaparilla. It
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is important that a full dose be given. The initial cathartic dose of oil,

almost complete" abstinence for twenty-four hours, and very careful feeding

after that time, suffice to cure a very considemble proportion of these cases.

Only cathartics can be employed to evacuate the small intestine, while

for the colon we may use, in addition or instead,

—

IiTigation of the Inteatine.—This has been now so long practised, both

in this country and in Germany, that its value is well established. To be

effectual, the water must reach the ileo-caical valve : it cannot be exj)ected

to do more. Attention to detail is necessary for success. The infant is

placed upon the back, with hips elevated, and the water introduced through

the largest size of a flexible rubber catheter or a rubber rectal tube of the

same size, which is passed into the colon,—if possible, beyond the sig-

moid flexure, as in that case the intestine above is readily filled. At least

eight inches should be introducal. The catheter is attached to the nozzle

of a fountain syringe, the bag of which is held three or four feet above the

patient. During the introduction the water should be allowed to flow, as

thus the intestire is distended a little in advance of the catheter, which

greatly facilitates the process. The passage of the vater into the colon

high up is also aided by abdominal manipulation. I'o be certain that the

Avater has reached to the caecum we must have at least a pint in the colon

at once for a child of six months, and a quart for a child two years old.

(This I have found from experiments on the cadaver.)

We can usually see the outline of the colon when distended. Difficulty

is experienced in certain cases in getting any considerable amount of water

into the intestine at once. This is genei^ally because the catheter has not

been cai'ried high enough into the intestine. I'ressing the folds of the but-

tocks together is usually sufficient to secure retention. If not, a bandage

rolled round the catheter until a roller is formed an inch and a half in

diameter makes a good obturator when pressed against the anus.

Irrigations need not be repeated frequently, once in twenty-four hours

—

or twice, at most—being sufficient, provided they have been thoroughly

made. They should be made by the physician, or at least under his peraoual

suixirvisiou.

All sorts of solutions have been used. Carbolic acid should never be

employed in any strength, from the danger of poisoning. I have known
of one death from this cause. Bichloride solutions are of doubtful advan-

tage. Here, as in the case of the stomach, it is the amount of fluid injected,

not the character of it, that is important. The object is to flush the large

intestine (as one washes out an abscess) thoroughly. At least a gallon

should be used for a single irrigation, it being allowed to flow in and out

till it comes away almost clear. It may bo returned through the tube or

alongside of it.

As the intestine is not, like the stomach, a(;custom'3d to plain water, a

normal salt solution of one drachm to a pint of boiled water is less irri-

tating, and should be preferred. If there is an abundant secretion of rather

I
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thick mucus, a solution of borax of the same strength may with advantage

be substituted for the saline solution.

The injection of astringent solutions is not called for in acute dyspeptic

diarrhoea. They will be referred to under entero-colitis.

The temperature of fluids used for injection is still a matter of discussion,

some writers preferring ice-water, others water at 70° or 80° F., still others

preferring lukewarm water. My own preference is for the medium tem-

perature, except in cases where there is very high fever, when the colder

solutions have a decided advantage. They should be allowed to flow out

freely.

Antiseptic D .js.—Since the recognition of the fact that putrefactive

processes are at the bottom of this class of diarrhoeas, the drift of oj)inion

and practice has l)een towards the ust of drugs Avhich check the growth of

bacteria. Almost every drug which is known to j)ossess such power has

been advocated in some quarter. Most of these have been used empiri-

cally, without any careful consideration of the nature of the fermentation

going on in the particular case in which they were given, and ignoring the

fact that any other process than that of fermentation existed in the intestine.

Hence, as we might expect, disappointment in results has followed.

What may reasonably be expected of antiseptics? Those which are

freely soluble are not likely to do more than affect the stomach and the

upper portion of the small intestine. Those which ai*e slightly soluble may
affect the stomach and the greater part of the small intestine. Only insoluble

drugs can be depended upon to reach the large intestine in any considerable

quantity.

It would be of great practical assistance in therapeutics to know not

only the nature of the putrefactive process, but also where it is most

actively going on. The symptoms indicate that it usually begins in the

stomach,

—

i.e., epigastric pain, distention, and vomiting before diarrhoea

and intestinal symptoms. This is what might be expected in case the ex-

citing cause were introduced with the food, which we believe to be usually

the fact. There seems to be a direct extension from above downward, as

bacteria and decomposing masses are carried along by the peristaltic move-

ments of the intestine. I have found in autopsies upon diarrhoeal cases

that comparatively few bacteria are present in or upon the mucous mem-

brane of the jejunum ; and Eschcrich found in health that norma! bacteria

are scanty in the upper part of the small intestine, while very numerous

below. The explanation he believes to be the very rapid peristalsis and

abundant secretion of this part of the intestine. Nothnagel, from care-

ful experiments, estimates that in health only two houi-s are required for a

substance to traverse the small intestine. We know that in disease both

peristalsis and secretion are usually very much increased. These seem to

sweep the contents of the upper intestine, including bacteria, into the lower

part of the canal ; and here it is—in the lower ileum and the colon—that

the most active and continuous decomposition is going on. Further sup-
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port on this point is given by the fact that in entero-colitis the lesions are

usually limited to the lower ileum and the colon.

A considemtion of those points shows why so many antiseptic drugs

advocated at fii-st enthusiastically have been found with a larger experience

to be worthless, because they probably never reached the seat of trouble.

The drugs which can be relied upon to influence decomposition in the

lower ileum and the colon nmst be insoluble, and must be capable of being

administered in large doses. Those which have this reputation are naph-

thalin and bismuth.

Naphthalin may be given in two- to four-grain doses hourly, either in

suspension or rubbed up with sugar dry upon the tongue. While the taste

is not disagreeable, the odor is intensely so. After thorough trial, I have

discarded it. Although it does seem to possess a certain degree of value, it

is greatly inferior to bismuth. lu the propcrtion of one to two hundred,

both Baginsky^ and Vaughan" found it \alueless outside the body in

restraining putrefaction.

Bismuth has the advantages of ease of administration, and of possessing

astringent as well as antiseptic properties. The salicylate has been lately

brought to notice again by Escherich and Ehring, but to my mind it is

greatly inferior to the subnitrate, chiefly because of the very much smaller

doses (gr. i to gr. iv) in which it must be given. The subnitrate is best

given in suspension in mucilage with a little spirit of chloroform or

brandy : e.g.,—
R Bismuth, subnit., gr. x;

Mucil. acacia}, 3 i

;

Spts. vini Gall., gtt. iii to v.

Misce.
Sig.—One dose.

To be efficient it must be given in large doses,

—

i.e., two to three drachms

daily to a child a year old. It always blackens the stools. No remedy in

these cases has held its place during the last ten years, it is safe to say, so

firmly as has bismuth.

Iodoform may be given in powder in doses of from two to four grains

every two hours to a child a year old. It has not been extensively used,

aud testimony as to its value is still conflicting.

Of drugs which may be expected to act upon the greater part of the

small intestine there are two,—calomel and salol. This use of calomel is

quite distinct from that as a cathartic already mentioned. This drug has

the advantage of allaying vomiting us jicrhaps no other drugs of the anti-

septic class do, and it seems to act best in cases where the stomach is specially

involvetl. The most beneficial effects are generally obtained from it when
it can be given during the first day of the illness. It is not of much use

to continue it for more than two days at a time. The tablet triturates are

the best form of administration, and from one-twelftii to one-sixth of a

grain every hour to a child a year old the proper dose and the best interval.
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Gray powder may be used in the same way iu half-grain doses, with

similar effect.

Salol, there is pretty good reason to believe, is decomposed in the intes-

tine into carbolic and salicylic acids. It is of unquestioned value iu those

cases, although its first advocates, Goelet,'" OsboniC," and others, have cer-

tainly overestimated its efficacy. It is best given in suspension iu doses of

two or three grains every two hours to an infant a year old.

Freely soluble antiseptics cannot be expected to do more than act on

the stomach and the first part of the small intestine : their chief effect

must be in the stomach. Whether it is necessary that these substances

be given in quantities sufficient to control bacterial growth altogether, as

shown by their behavior outside the body, or whether the inhibition to

such growth which much smaller amounts produce is sufficient for practical

l)urposes, we cannot yet say positively. Certain it is that there are few if

any drugs which can be tolerated in the stomach iu a quantity sufficient

to disinfect a similar mass outside the body, when the organ is already

disturbed by disease.

It appears probable that what is required practically is to retard the

bacterial growth, and that this can be done by smaller amounts. The

drugs of the class mentioned which experience so far seems to show to pos-

sess real value are benzoate of sodium, resorcin, creasote and carbolic acid,

salicylic acid and its soluble salts (the salicylate of sodium seems to be

decomposed into salicylic acid), and certain acids, especially hydrochloric

and lactic.

Benzoate of sodium is usal largely in Germany, -where it is recom-

mendcni by the best writers, but not to any great extent in this country. It

can be given in doses of from half a grain to two grains. Larger doses

are objectionable, according to Baginsky. The advantage claimed for it is

that it is not likely to disturb the stomach.

Resorcin has been widely used in all parts of the world. While strongly

antiseptic, its toxic properties should be remembered, and it must be used

somewhat cautiously. It may be given in doses of from one-fourth of a

grain to one grain, in solution.

Salicylate of sodium has been in my hands more satisfactory than any

other of the drugs of this group. It is to be given in doses of two or throe

grains every two horn's to a child a year old. It should always be largely

diluted, preferably in the food. The calcium salt is preferred by some

writers. To answer the objection raised in some quarters, that the salicylate

of sodium is not an antiseptic and does not act as an antiseptic in the in-

testines, we quote the experiments of Vaughan," who found that in the

proportion of one to two hundred in milk it prevented the development of

an active poison which had been added. Proper control experiments were

conducted. It seems likely that all these salts act by being decomposed

in the stomacli setting free salicylic acid.

The bichloride of mercury is still used by many, but in my hands it
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has been very unsatisfactory.. Carbolic acid and creasote were much in

vogue ten years ago, and they certainly possess real value.*

There is another point of view from which the use of antiseptics in the

stomach and intestines is to be considered,—viz., the effect of these drugs

upon digestion. Experiments made in artificial digestion outside the

body cannot he taken as representing exactly conditions existing in the

organs, })articularly in disease. Furthermore, results from experiments so

far made are somewhat conflicting, and hence not altogether to be depended

upon. They show, thus far, that almost all the substances here ineJudcd as

antiseptics, with the notable exceptions of calomel and bismuth, have a

fonsiderable effect in retarding peptic digestion. This objection should not

deter us from prescribing any drugs the use of which practical experience

lias shown to be valuable.

A careful review of this whole subject from both a theoretical and a

practical stand-point brings us to the conclusion that asepsis is better than

antisepsis ; asepsis being taken to include thorough cleansing of the canal,

and the administration of foods free from germs and so selected as to be as

eonii)letely absorbed as possible, leaving but a small residue. To this must

be added j)ure air.

Acids.—The use of acids in this class of diarrhoeas has been advocated,

for the following reasons :

(1) Moncorvo^* has found a notable diminution in the amount of hydro-

chloric acid in the stomach.

(2) Lesage ' took the reaction of the intestinal tract in fourteen autop-

sies made within forty minutes after death : the only parts constantly acid

were the transverse colon and the descending colon. The small intestine

was neutral. It is a well-known fact, confirmed by several observers, that

the small intestine in healthy infants upon an exclusive milk diet is acid

throughout.f

(3) Pfeiffer's " experiments apj)ear to prove that the green stools which

form so characteristic a feature of a large number of these cases are

associated with alkalinity of some part of the intestinal tract. (See green

stools, ante, p. 97.)

(4) Acids have been recommended as antiseptics on account of their

well-known power in checking bacterial growth. The acids most widely

used have been hydrochloric and lactic. The latter is advocated by the

French writers to be given in half-teaspoonful doses of a two-per-cent. so-

lution, administered every half-hour to every four hours according to the

severity of the symptoms. It is recommended to be given about twenty

minutes after feeding. I have never been able to give much more than one-

fourth the doses recommencled, and even then vomiting was often excited.

* For other antiseptics and their use in diarrhoea, see " Antiseptic Treatment of

Summer Diarrhoea," by the writer, New York Medical Journal, January 29, 1887.

t Escherich," p. 167.
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My own experience leacla me to prefer hydrochloric acid, of wiiich from

half a minim to five minims of the dihito acid may Ikj given every two

hours, well diluted. Neither of these aeids should be given with milk

unless the latter has been completely jjeptonizeil.

The relative value of acids we are not yet able to state, from the con-

flicting reports regarding them : on theoretical grounds they seem to be

indicated, and jiraetical experience has shown that in certain cases they are

especially valuable. I have found them most useful in the subacute cases

with undigestetl footl in the stools, aud particularly when combined with

pepsin, but in acute cases they have been disappointing.

Alkalies.—Lime-water, magnesia, and chalk mixture serve a very useful

purpose when there is acid fermentation of the stomach, but their effect

upon the intestine is rather doubtful and uncertain.

AdringenUi.—The vegetable astringents containing tannin, such as kino,

catechu, etc., were in former times largely used for this class of diar-

rhoeas. My own experience accords with that of many recent writers in

attributing to them little or no value; while the disturbance of the stomach

they so oflen produce when given in large doses makes them in many cases

positively injurious.

Of the mineral astringents, with the exception of bismuth, which has

been referred to under the head of antiseptics, scarcely more can be said.

They cannot be given in doses sufficient to produce any local effects without

doing harm.

Opium.—While required in some form or quantity in almost every case,

as it is frequently given opium does much more harm than good. In oi-dcr

to use it intelligently, and hence efficiently, it should be remembere<l just

what the action of opium on the intestine is. Nothnagel*' (p. 69) has

shown, as a result of his carefully-conducted experiments, that its principal

action is as a stimulant to the inhibitory nerves of the intestine, thus check-

ing peristalsis ; its action in diminishing secretion is regarded as a doubtful

one ; it seems to diminish the irritability of the sensory nervis.

The one symptom against which we are to use opium, then, is the in-

creased peristalsis which accompanies almost eveiy intestinal disorder and

continues after the cause has been removed. It is possible by large doses

of opium to stop peristalsis almost entirely ; the effect of this in fermenta-

tive diarrhoeas is to be compared to that of stopping the discharge from

a large suppurating cavity while active decomposition is going on.

As a general rule, it may be laid down that opium is contra-indicatod

until the intestinal tract has been thoroughly emptied by cathartics or by

irrigation. If the number of discharges is small, or if these are very

offensive, it is not indicated. It is especially to be avoided when marked

cerebral symptoms and high temperature coexist with scanty discharges. It

is indicated early in the disease as soon as the canal has been thoroughly

emptied of putrefying contents ; also in certain cases, which are quite

common, where the administration of food is immediately followed by a
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niovoment of the bowels ; also where, without an elevation of temperature,

and often with a good appetite, undigested I'ihkI, espivially fat, constantly

appears in the stools, which are fre<pu!nt, because the intestinal contents are

hurried along so rapitlly that there is not sulficient time for complete diges-

tion and absorption.

Nothing re(piires a nicer discrimination than the use of opium in diar-

rluea. In all cases I make it a rule to give it in a separate prescription

and never in composite diarrhceal mixtiu'cs. In this way it can be increasetl,

diminished, or stopped altogether according to the effect desired, while the

otiier remedies used may be continued without interruption.

As to prepamtions, there is no great choice : jjaregoric, the deodorized

tincture, and Dover's powder have been my preferences.

As to dosage, great variations are requiretl in different cases ; enough is

to be given to produce a certain effect,—the dimimition of pain and control

of the excessive peristalsis,—but opium should never be used to the degree

of locking up the bowels entirely, or of causing marked drowsiness or

stupor. For an average child of one year, eight minims of paregoric,

one-fifth of a minim of the deodorized tincture, or one-fiflh of a grain of

Dovei*'s powder may be used as an initial dose, to be repeated every one,

two, or four hours, the frequency being gauged according to tlie effect pro-

duced. Better results are generally obtained by the frequent use of smaller

doses than from large ones at longer intervals.

If following the use of opium and a consequent diminution in the

number of discharges there is no improvement in their character, and a

rise of temperature occurs, too much has Ijcen given, and the amount must

be greatly reduced or the drug stopped altogether.

Other drugs which have a certain amount of reputation in various

quarters are ai-senic and ipecac. From neither of these means have I been

able to obtain any beneficial effects in acute cases.

Digestive Ferments.—Pepsin and pancroatin (extractum pancreatis) are

valuable additions to our therapeutics. Predigcsted foods have already

been spoken of under dietetics. These ferments may also be given in

powder or scale form, the pepsin immediately afler feeding, and pancreatiu

one hour afler, with decided advantage. The preparations which I have

found most satisfactory, because most active, are those of Fairchild Brothers

and ParkQ, Davis & Co. A large number of those sold in the shops are

absolutely inert. In the cases with gradual onset tliese ferments are of very

great value. They are also useful during convalescence.

Stimulants are given with advantage in a very considerable proportion

of the oases. The amount of prosti'ation is ofleu great aud develops rapidly.

It frequently happens that practically no food is assimilated for twenty-

four or even forty-eight hours, while the drain of the diarrhoea continues.

The general condition of the patient is the best guide to the time for stimu-

lation and the amount to be given. Stimulants should be given more fre-

quently aud earlier than they usually are. Brandy is the best jireparation
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for gpnoral ubp, chnmpapjne being perhaps prcforrwl when there m very

much voraitinj;. An infant a year old will toke an ounce of brandy in

twenty-four hours with advantage: sometimes double the_ quantity will be

required.

General considerations in treatment

:

1. All cases must be watched carefully and seen frequently.

2. The character of the discharges is in most cases a better indication

than is their number of the condition of the patient and of the effect of

remedies. Nothing is simpler than to give opium enough to reduce the

number of passages, but unless there is some other sign of improvement

one has probably done little gootl and may have done much harm.

fi. We must treat the patient, and not direct all our thought to acid or

alkaline stools, ptomaines or bacteria. Every therapeutic measure must

contribute to one end,—viz., the improvement in the patient's general con-

dition. The value of everything is to be estimated by its effect upon this.

4. No matter how strongly we may be convincetl of the value of any

drug or combination of drugs, if these continue to disturb the stomach they

are worse than useless.

5. The use of all drugs is of very minor importance as compared with

dietetic and hygienic treatment.

6. In the matter of antiseptics we shall be working in the dark until

the life-history of the important intestinal bacteria is understood.

7. Great care is necessary in every case for two or three weeks afler an

attack, from the strong tendency of the disease to recur.

8. In the management of any single case, the important points are thor-

ough evacuation of the stomach and bowels, then rest to these organs for

from twelve to twenty-four hours. No cases do worse than those whose

mothers cannot appreciate the value of starvation and who insist upon

giving milk in violation of the rules laid down.

I

,1

1
!

i

I

II. CHOLERA INFANTUM.

In comparison with the frequency of the foregoing class of cases those

of cholera infantum are rare. They include in my experience not more

than two or three per cent, of the cases of summer diarrhnea.

The term should be restricted to cases of genuine choleriform diarrhoea.

Much confusioi. has arisen from adopting this term as a generic one for all

cases of summer diarrhoea.

Etiology.—This variety is almost never met with in children who are

entirely breast-fed. It is never seen except in warm weather. It occurs

in very young infants not infrequently, but most of my own cases have

been in those from six to fourteen months : age probably has no special in-

fluence except in relation to feeding. It is most frequently engrafled upon

a mild dyspeptic diarrhoea.

The exciting cause is to be found in almost every case in the food which

has been given.
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Symptoms.—It (xx^asionally hapj>eiis that eliolora infantum occurs Bud-

(lonly in an infant previously healthy, but tliis is the rare exception. It is

tlie rule that there is ant<'c«lent intestinal (lisorih^r : this may be in the

nature of a mild dyHj>eptic diarrhoea of two or three days' or even weeks'

dnnition, or the disease may supervene in the eoursc of a subacute entero-

colitis with srch severity as to carry off the patient in a few hours.

The d(!v« iopment of the eholeriforrn symptoms in all eases is rapid, so

that in the course of five or six hours a child who perhaps has been re-

garded as scarcely ill is aj)parently brouglit to death's door.

There may or m ly not bo antecedent symptoms of a general character

—prostmtion and a steadily rising teniiH«raturt—for some hours k'fore the

vomiting and purging begin, or tlu>se may be the first things to excite atten-

tion and alarm. Tiie vomiting may prece<le the diarrhoea, or both may

begin about the same time. The vomiting is often incessant. First what-

ever fofxl there is in the stomach is rejected, then serum and nnicus, and

filially bilious matters. If it subsides for a time it is almost suro to be

excited anew by the taking of fotxl or drink. The peculiarity of the stools

is that they are frequent, largo, and very watery. It often happens that in

the course of half a day twelve or fifteen passages occur. When less fre-

quent they are proportionally larger. They are of a pale-green, yellow, or

brownish color in the earlier part, bi.fc as the stools become more and more

frequent they often lose all color, and they are almost entirely serous. The

sphincter is sometimes so relaxed that the evaeuatiojis occur every few

minutes in smaller amounts.

The first stools are usually acid, later they are neutral, and the pure

serous stools are usually alkaline.

In the majority of cases the stools are odorless : only in rare instances

are the exceetlingly offensive stools seen ; at times the odor is ovei ,)0wering.

Microscopically the stools show large numbers of epithelial cells, some

round cells, and immense numbers of bacteria.

Loss of weight is more rapid than in any other pathological condition

in childhood. Baglnsky recoi-ds one case which lost three pounds in two

days.

The fontanel Is depressed, and in rare instances an overlapping of the

bones of the skull may occur.

The general prostration is great almost from the outset. The children

lose strength very rapidly. The face indicates better, perhaps, than any

single symptom what a profound impression has been made upon the sys-

tem. The eyes are sunken, the features drawn, the mouth depressed at its

angles, and iv peculiar pallor is spread over the whole countenance, with an

expression of anxiety. In the early stages the nervous symptoms are those

of irritation ; children cry loudly or moan, throw themselves about in their

cribs, are peevish, fretful, and quiet for but a few moments at a time.

Sometimes they become almost wild in their excitement. Later these symp-
toms give place to heaviness, stupor, relaxation, and coma or convulsions.
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The temperature, in my experience, has lieen almost invariably elevated,

and usually in proportion to the severity of the case. The common ele-

vation in recovering cases has been to 102° to 103° F., while in fatal cases

it has risen almost at once to 104° or 105° F., and remained at or above

that point till doiith, or it has risen steadily until shortly before death it

has reached 10G° or even 108° F. These rectal temperatures often occur

with a clammy skin and cold extremities, and are dis<.;overed only by the

thermometer. Nothing seems to modify essentially this high temperature.

Many writers speak of subnormal temperature in the later stages, but such

has not been my experience.

The pulse is always accelerated,—150 to 200 a minute. Very soon it

becomes weak, often irregular, and finally almost imperceptible.

The respiration is irregular and frequent, and may be stertorous.

The tongue is generally sliglitly coated, but soon becomes dry and red,

and is often protruded.

The jibdomen is soft, elastic, mther retracted, and very compressible.

There is almost inextinguishable thirst. Everything in the shape of

fluids, especially ice-water, is drunk with avidity, even although vomited

almost as s-^o:- as it is swallowed.

There is very little urine passed, there may be none at all for twenty-

fr-. to thirty-six hours; yet this need give no groat concern, with such

frequent d' charges from the bowels as exist. '

.

Symptoms such a^. those described rarely continue two days Avithouc a

decided change either for better or worse ; in most cases it occurs in twenty-

four hours. In the fatal cases there are the hyperpyrexia, the cold, clannny

skin, the absence of radiul pulse, stupor, coma and convulsions, and death.

The dia.Thcea and vomiting may continue until death, but more commonly

the vomiting, and very frequently the diarrhoea also, cease altogether for

some hours before death occurs.

In some '-ascs the patients pass into a condition resembling the algid

stage of epif'cmic cholera, witn pinched, sunken features, subnormal tem-

perature, dyspnoeu^ and cool breath, and death occurs in collapse. '

In other casos, after the first stage of very severe symptoms has sul)-

sidcd, the discharges may diminish somewhat and the nervous symptoms

become specially prominent. There arc reslessness and irritability or apathy

and stupor. The fontanel is s- nken ; the oyes a^e half ('^)en and coverotl

with a mucous film ; respiration is irr^-^giilor and e'"p. i'ficial, sometimes evou

Cheyne-St< ..os
;
pulse feeble, irregular^ or intermittent ; extremities cool

;

muscles of neck dmwn back ; abdc en retracted ; no desire for food, rousing

only from thirst. The temperatuT in these cases is not ele^'ited, but normal

or below. j^Vom this condition recovery may take place, with gradual

abatement in the nervous symptoms, improv<jd pulse and peripheral circu-

lation, and desi'^ for food, the stools gradually becoming more consistent

and liaving more color ; or the symptoms may pass into tho^e of entero-

colitis, \vhich may last iudeliuitely. Much more frequent than either of
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the foregoing is the fatal termination, either in convulsions or in coma from

exhaustion or with a recurrence of the severe vomiting and purging.

These symptoms of diarrhoea have l)een grouped by the earlier writers,

first by Marshall Hall, under the head of spurious hydrocephalus, or

hvdrencephaloid. They have been variously explained by different writers

as due to cerebral anremia, cerebral hyperaeniia (venous), oedema of the

meninges, 'hrombosis of the cerebral sinuses, and uremia. Regarding the

cerebral changes, I can only say that in but a single instance have I met

with any which bore any proper relation to the symptoms.* Although I

have examined the brain in almost all my autopsies in diarrhoeal diseases,

I have never seen in such cases- tlirombosis, and but rarely oedema. Cere-

bral hypersemia was often met with in cases dying in convulsions, but

not with any regularity otherwise. Nor have my observations upon the

kidneys confirmed the observations of Kjellberg, whom most of the writers

since his day have quoted, as to the great frequency of nephritis. Small

quantities of albumen in the urine are not uncommon in these cases, but

cai^ts and renal epithelium are very rare, and blood I have never seen. The

ki(hieys at autopsy are found generally paler than normal, with a moderate

cloudy swelling of the cortex, but not more than is seen in many other

febrile disorders of infancy, as, for example, pneunu)nia.

These facts forbid our regarding either the renal or the cerebral changes

as an explanation of the nervous symptoms under consideration. It seems

nuioh more in accordance with our present ideas of pathology to consider

them as chiefly toxic in character, duf to the absorption of poisons developetl

in the intestines by bacteria there present.

In cases going on to recovery, severe symptoms rarely last more than

twenty-four hours before signs of improvement are visible. The vomiting

usually a'ases first ; the stools become less frequent, contain more solid

matter, and have more color. There is coincident improvement in the

pulse, the temperature falls, and nervous symptoms subside. This last is

always to be looked on as a nu)st favorable symptom. Sleep comes, and

the great restlessness and irritation pass otf. '^"'he discharges now partake

more of the character of a catarrhal diarrhoea, which lasts a week or more.

The great drain upon the syctem is slowly 8U})plietl by nutrition. Conva-

leseenoo is never very rapid. Sometimes, after all signs of improvement

have continued for two or three days, the choleraic *lischarges retiu'u with

severity, and the case proves fatal.

Sclerema.—This is an infrequent secjuel of c'- ^lera infantum, and has

beon descrilxni by several German writere, best by VViderhofer.** It is met

with only in the most feeble children and in yo' ig nfanif and is charac-

* In this infant the cerebral symptoms were bO marked and so characteristic that two
oxoellcnt jihysician^ ^ho watched the cose made the diagnosis unhesitatingly of meningitis.

Tlie intestiniil symp'oms were consider^ ' of secondary importunco. The autopsy revealed

fulliiulnr ulcers of the ileum, marked parenchymatous nephritis, and an extreme degree of

cfrebral aneemia.

Vol. III._9
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terized by an induration of the skin and subcutaneous fat, so that these

tissues become everywhere hard and board-like. The body is stiff, cold to

the touch, and resembles a half-frozen cada\er. The condition is found

associated M'ith contractions, subnormal temiierature, and other signs of the

most complete prostration. These cases are almost invariably fatal. I

have never seen sclerema, nor am I aware that it has ever been described

in this country, as a sequel of cholera iufautum.

Pathology.—What has been said already in the general section on bac-

teria ap{)lies with especial emphasis to cholera infantum. There is no form

of diarrhfeal disease met with in which the evidence is so strong of its bac-

terial origin. Its resemblance to Asiatic cholera is very close. The uni-

formity in its symptoms, the absence of pathological findings of an inHani-

matory character, and its close connection with the feeding of cow's milk

are all well cstablishetl.

In the absence of proof to be derived only from ex|)erimental bacte-

riology, positive stjitements are, of course, impossible. Still, we believe

that such study will in the future show the depeudeiu* of the disease upon

one or more forms of bacteria, and that the symptoms depend upon the

absorption from the intestine of the ptomaines formed by such bacteria,

either in tlie food before it is swallowed, or within the body.

The effects are groujied under three heads :

1. Toxic symptoms,—high temperature, prostration, and other nervous

symptoms.

2. Paralysis of the vaso-motor nerves of the intestine, resulting in the

enormous transudation of serum, which makes up the chief bulk of the

stools.

3. Rapid wasting and excessive thii-st from abstraction of fluids.

Diagnosis.—Cholera infantum can scjircely lx> mistaken for any other

form oi" intestinal disease if its chief syuMttoms are kept in mind. The

constant vomiting, the profuse serous stools, the great thirst, dry tongue,

high temperature, and great restlessness, followwl by raj)idly-<level<)piiig

collaps*', sunken fontanel, pinchetl, anxious face, c(m)1 extremities, weak

pulse, dy8pna?a, cyanosis, stujM)r, coma, convulsions, and death, all occurring

in the eoui'se of one or two days, are unmistakable.

The only things with which the disease (am be confused are acute gastro-

enteritis and acute dyspeptic diarrhoea.

From the first it is distinguished by its shorter course, by the more in-

tense nervous symptoms, and by the stools, which in cholera infantum arc

very thin, soon almost entirely watery, and colorless ; in inflanunatory diar-

rhoea they are gret-n or greenish yellow, contain mucus, and are not so large

nor so frefjuert.

In acute d}' jieptic diarrhoea we have, as in chole"a infantum, the sudden

developinent of (juite severe symptoms, with vomiting and diarrhoea, b;.+

both are less in degree ; the temperature is not often so high, and it usually

fall? when the c^nal has l)een freely emptied ; the stools contain undigested
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er nervous

food, much gas, and are very foul, but we never have the pure serous stools

;

the prostration and all the nervous symptoms are very much less, and the

disease very rarely proves fatal.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is worse in a young infant, worse in one

who has been badly fed and poorly cared for, worse when all the surround-

ings are unfavorable, worse when the patient has suft'ered from antecedent

intestinal disease, and worse in midsunnuer. Yet almost every year I see

stout, well-nourished "ifants of ten or twelve months, who have been toler-

ably well cared for, die from this dis<^ase. There are certain cases in which

it is evident, from the first few houi-s of their sickness, that death will be the

issue. In such cases it is simply cruel for the physician to intimate to the

parents that the result might have been diiferent if he had been called in

time. No matter what treatment is employed, and no matter how early it

is begun, the vast majority of the very severe cases terminate fatally.

The prognosis, then, depends, more than on anything else, upon the

severity of the attack.

The symptoms indicating a bad prognosis are hyperpyrexia, 106° to

108° F., profound nen' ;nis depression, and uncontrollable vomiting. Favor-

able symptoms in the course of an attack are cessation of the vomiting, a

I'alling temjwrature (not subnormal), quiet sleep, and improvement in the

pulse and cutaneous circulation. No case, no matter how severe, should

ever lx> despairetl of

Treatment of Cholera Infantum.—The confusion in the use of the

term ciiolera infantum is especially unfortunate when we consider the (pies-

tion of treatment : so many ditlerent things are iududtHl by writers under

the term that it is dilHcult to estimate the ivsults of ^•alioU8 methods of

treatment.

ilestricting the term to the class of cases describetl alM>ve, all who see

nuich of the disease mast be in iimdor compelled to admit that the results

of treatment are extremely unsatislaetory, and that the njost severe cases

piu's-.ie their course but little if at all iuHueiictHl by the treatment employed.

Tills statement is made after personal trial of almost every method of treat-

ment which has been adv<K!j»tetl by writers upon the subje<'t.

In the way of j)rophylaxis nuich can be done. All the general nilca

of prevention laid down in tlie general section on that siibjwt should be

enforewl here. Special emphasis, however, it; to be laid upon the early

treatment of the milder intestiiuil demngements, since it is a rule t« which

the exceptions are few, that stich syniptoms precede for some days the

oecnrrence of the choleriform diarrhoea.

No cases of dysiieptit; diarrheea are to l)e neglectc<l in summer on the

score of an existing dentition ; every case is to be attended to early and
tmit<Hl energetimlly, with the idea that at any time a sudden development
ot tluugerous symptoms might occur.

Tiie same remarks apply to convalescence after entero- colitis. Vigilance

should not be relax'xl for c day until the stools are normal, so oilen does
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one see cases which have been progressing, so far as it is possible to judge,

steadily towards recovery cut ott' in a day by the development of cholera

infantum. Unremitting care, and attention to all food, especially milk,

must be kept up during the entire hot season.

The main indications to be met in cholera infantum are

—

1. To arrest the discharges.

2. To strengthen the heart and sustain the system.

' 3. To reduce the temperature. , .
., , •

4. To allay nervous symptoms.

It is not desirable, were it even possible, to enumerate all the drugs

and therai>eutic measures which have been recommended.

;> The best view of treatment will be had if we keep in mind thrft these

are essentially cases of poisoning, that the toxic materials act by causing

great depression of the heart and the strength generally, by acting on the

nerve-centres, and paralysis of the vaso-motor system of the intestinal

vessels through the splanchnic nerves, and that we are not treating intes-

tinal catarrh, nor intestinal inflammation, although intestinal inflammation

is one of the results of the process which is likely to follow if the patient

survive the flrst overwhelming shotik of the poison. Nothing in my hands

has proved so generally useful as the hypodermic use of morphine in com-

bination with atroi)ine. Although it is capable of doing groat harm, I

believe it is still of more value than any other means of treatment we

possess.

The special ivmptoms indicating opium are very abundant vomiting

and purging, nervous excitement, restlessness, delirium or convulsions, and

feeble pulse. Opium is contra-indicated where the purging has ceased or

is slight, and where there is drow.oiness, stupor, or relaxation. The effects

should always be carefully watched, and a small dose repeated is Ix'tter than

a single large dose. For a child a year old not more than one-hundretlth

of a grain of morphine and one-eight-hundredth of a grain of atropine

should he used as the initial dose. It may be repeated in an hour unless

the desired effects are produced. These are arrest of the vomiting and

purging, or at least a great diminution of them, improved heart's action,

and improvement in the nervous symptoms. Here, as in shock, we find

morphine our most reliable heart-stimulant.

The use of opium by the mouth is not to be relied upon, owing to the

uncertainty of absorption and the liability to produce vomiting.

Henoch *" has reported favorable results from the free use hypoder-

mically of a one-per-cent. saline solution.

In the treatment of the hyperpyrexia all drugs an- useless. Even when-

•they are retained, we get little or no effect from antipyrin, antifebrin, and

drugs of this class, used in any safe doses. The only means to be relied

tipon is cool baths. The child should be put in a tub-bath at the tempera-

ture of 100° F., to avoid shock and fright, and the temperature of the i)atli

gradually lowered by adding ice to 85° or 88° F. This may be kept up

II
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for from ten to thirty minutes, according to the amount of reduction in tem-

perature effected. Baths to be efficient must be used at very short intervals,

as often as every hour if symptoms are threatening. Iced cloths or an ice-

cap should be kept applied to the head. Ice-water injections are a valuable

accessory to the treatment by baths. A. rectal tube should be used, and the

injection carried high up into the color,, the water being allowed to flow in

and out freely.

The only things to be allowed by the mouth are champagne and brandy

and ice. They must be given in minute quantities every few minutes.

Sometimes even these cause vomitin,^ ; then everything must be withheld

and stimulants used hypodermically. Either brandy or ether may be

employed ; they should be used freely. To attempt to give food by the

mouth, astringents, or in fact drugs of any kind, is worse than useless.

After vomiting has stopped aud the purging is in a measure con-

trolled, nourishment in very small quantities may be tried: for a young

infant breast-milk should be obtained if possible. Cow's milk should

not be employed unless completely peptonized. Whey, koum}'s, or k6fir

may also be given, and they will usually be taken eagerly, on account of

the thirst: beef or chicken broth may be tried in older children. The

amount of food and the frequency of feeding must depend on the cane. In

the beginning everything sliould be tried in teaspoonful doses at half-hour

intervals ; later, if well borne, tlie amount may be cautiously increased and

the intervals made longer. It i'i always to be remembered that during the

most acute symptoms there is absolutely no digestion, and that it is some

time after before the organs are able to dispose of much food. If the cases

go on to a favorable result, subsequent feeding is to be carried on according

to the principles laid down under the head of dyspeptic diarrhoea. After

the stage of violent diarrhoea, and vomiting has passed, if the symptoms

dcscribetl as hydrencephaloici arc presented, the case is to be managed

acconling to its symptoms. Opium is to be avoided ; stimulants by the

mouth are to be used freely where they can be retained, and, where not,

hypwlcrmicaliy. If there arc; cold extremities and subnormal temperatures,

hot mustard baths should be used to establish reaction, sinapisms applied

freely all over the body, and hot-water bags or bottles used all about the

patient. Baginsky recommends hot-water rectal iuji-ctions. Camphor is

sometimes useful as a stimulant.

Hygienic treatment during convalescence is all-important. If the

patient survives the first violent stage, he should be removed as soon as

possible : if in the city, to the sea-shore ; if at the sea-side, to the mountains :

a cliange of air is the important thing.

A continuance of the fever and diarrhoea without the extreme nervous

symptoms aud after the vomiting has subsided, means usually that the case

has IxH'ome one of entero-colitis : it is then co be managed like such cases

heginuiug without the choleraic symptoms.
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YIIL ACUTE ENTEPtO-COLITIS.

Synonymes.—Enteritis, Enteritis tbllicularis, Dysentery, Colitis, Ileo-

colitis, InHamniatory diarrhoea.

The term ileo-colitis is perhaps preferable to the terra entero-colitis, a.s

being more exactly descriptive of this disease, or rather these diseases ; but,

as entero-colitis has become pretty generally acceptetl in literature, it is not

advisable to displace it. The term follicular dysentery or follicular enteri-

tis is open to very serious objection, for the reason that although inflamma-

tion of the lymph-nodnles (solitary follicles) is the most common lesion,

f»ses are seen, as yet indistinguishable from them clinically, in which the

lesion is of quite a diiferent character, these being either croupous or severe

catari'hal.

The term acute entero-colitis is used here as a clinical one to embrace

all the forms of acute diarrhceal disease with demonstrable infiannnatory

lesions.

For a description of these lesions the reader is referred to the general

section on pathological anatomy. It need be remembered here only that

the colon and the lower third of the ileum are the parts most affected, and

usually the only parts affectefl.

Etiology.—Reference is again made to the general section on etiology.

The factors of especial importance here are vitiated (,'onstitution and bad

habits of feeding, especially in older children. Entero-colitis may occur at

any time of year, although, of course, very much more common in the

warm season.

Cold has long been regarded as a prominent factor, but with otir present

light upon this subject we cannot help thinking this view open to question.

This form of diarrhcea is occasionally seen as a complication of measles

and scarlatina, but more commonly of diphtheria.

Symptoms.—Clinically three quite distinct forms are met with : first,

the dysenteric form, which is ])rimary ; secondly, the more common acuto

variety, whi<!h usually begins as an acute dyspeptic diarrhoea or follows

cholera infantum ; thirdly, a subacute variety, which nmy follow either of

the foregoing.

, The Dysenteric Form.—These cases constitute but a small propor-

tion of the class. They are more common in older infants than during the

first eight months. The onset is sometimes quite abrupt, and sometimes

gradual. In the abrupt cases we have often severe constitutional symp-

toms, the temperature rising to 104° or 105° F., prostration, not often

vomiting, but severe nervous disturbance, frequently delirium, rarely con-

vulsions. In the cases with gradual onset, which are much more common,

the temperature is scarcely elevated at all, and the 8ymi)toms are almost

entirely those of an intestinal ciiaracter. After one or two fsecal stools, the

discharges consist of almost pure nuicus, or mucus streaked with blood,
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more rarely blood in clots. There is usually but little odor to these stools,

but sometimes it is very marked. They are frequent, often every half-

hour, and proportionally small, sometinios only a tcaspoouful being found

on the napkin after severe straining efforts. There are almost constant tenes-

mus and griping in severe cases. Prolapsus ani is a frequent complication,

and sometimes a very troublesome one. As the case goes on, the pas-

sages contain more or less undigested food, and usually lose their peculiar

character or have it only occasionally.

In severe cases there may be very great prostration, rapid wasting, and

death, from exhaustion or from complications, in a week. More often they

assume after a time the symptoms of an ordinary entero-colitis, and run a

slow, indefinite course, with a tendency to frequent relapses.

These cases are descril)cd by many writers as cases of dysentery, a term

of very uncertain significance, and, hence, objectionable. Usetl as it is by

some to include all the varieties of inflammation of the colon, it is certainly

a misnomer and has led to much confusion. As has been already stated

in the introductory section, in the inflammatory diarrhoeas of infancy and

childhood it is the rule, to which exceptions are few, that the lesion is

chiefly in the colon. Moreover, extensive lesions frequently exist without

the symptoms commonly known as dysenteric. Dysenteric symptoms, such

as have been described above, seem to depend upon the fact that the lesion

is situated in these cases chiefly in the rectum and sometimes possibly in

the sigmoid flexure.

There is no objection to the term when it is used to characterize certain

symptoms only, and not to dcscrilx; a pathological condition. We cannot

now do better than to regard these cases simply as cases of colitis.

The Acute Form.—IMuch more common than the foregoing are the

eases of entero-colitis which follow an acute dyspeptic diarrhoea or cholera

infantum. When the latter, we have a cessation of the vomiting and the

serous discharges, with a fall in the temperature, and many of the profound

nervous symptoms pass off. The stools become more consistent, of a brown,

gray, or greenish color, contain large quantities of mucus and undigested

food, and are more or less offensive. Some appetite returns. The symptoms

of shock which characterize the cholora-infantum stage pass away, and the

pulse improves ; but there are continued loss of flesh, some fever, usually

101° to 102° F., restlessness, peevishness, etc. These symptoms may last

for two or three weeks, with exacerbations and remissions.

The exact relation of acute dyspeptic diarrha'a to entero-colitis is not

quite clear. Clinically we meet with many cases characterized by the ab-

rupt development of severe gastro-intestinal symptoms, vomiting, high tem-

perature, diarrhoea, and nervous symptoms, which are convalescent in two
or three days. . .

__

We see others in which then- is improvement in all the severe general

symptoms: the tempenture falh' nearly to normal, the vomiting ceases, and
there is improvement in the nervc>us symptoms, but those belonging to the
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intestinal tract continue,—the stools being less numerous, less watery, less

offensive usually, with less flatulenee, but more mucus, and occasionally

streaked with blood. Again we see cases in which there are two or three

such initial attatiks before tht> continuous diarrhoea is finally establishetl,

these being separated by a number of days, or even weeks, in which, as a

rule, however, the stools never become quite normal.

There is another class of cast\s, not nearly so numerous as those just

mentional, in which the initial symptoms are indistinguishable from those

described, but the severe inflammatory symptoms continue without any

remission for from four to ten days, until death takes place, or, more

rarely, they gradually subside after a variable time and the cases end finally

in recovery.

It seems likely, then, fliat the majority of the cases of entero-colitis

are preceded by an acute dy^jx-jjtic diarrhoea ; that in some this is not set

up until the second -^r third attack ; and that in a smaller number a contin-

uance of the severe initial symptoms makes it likely that there existed

f'om the beginning an intense intestinal inflammation. In the last variety

the autopsies confirm this opinion. Whatever the mode of beginning,

wheu well developed the cases of entero-colitis present symptoms which

are fairly constant and characteristic.

Temperature.—It may be statetl as a rule to which there are few if any

exceptions, that acute iuflanuuatory lesions of the intestine are accompanied

by fever, n are or less continuous ; and, conversely, that when we find a

continuous temperature with intestinal symptoms we may safely infer inflam-

matory eluuiges, the extent of which depends on the intensity and duration

of the fever. This is an important point, for it often serves to differentiate

entero-colitis from acute dyspeptic attacks. In the latter the temperature

may be high, but is of short duration, since it does not depend on inflam-

mation, but is rather toxic. There are no typical temperature-curves in

acute entero-colitis. The temperature is usually higher in the beginning

and towards the end of the disease. A high temperature towards the close

is much more common than a subnormal temperature, although the latter

is sometimes seen.

Hyperpyrexia in these cases is not common, but when it occurs it

betokens usually an early fatal termination.

A rise in the temperature is often coincident with a great reduction in

the number of the dischai'ges, either from the use of opium or othenviso.

Such temperatures are to b<j looked on as toxic, and demand purgatives,

not antipyretics, for their treatment. It need hardly be said that compli-

cations at any time may cause a rise in temperature. The principal one

to watch for is broncho-pneumonia.

Pulse and Circulation.—The pulse is always increased in frequency,

generally in proportion to the other febrile symptoms. Frequency of pulse

is of little or no diagnostic or prognostic significance. It is of great impor-

tance that the character of the pulse should he noted. In bad cases it is

' ^^
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feeble, irregular, or intermittent. The capillary circulation is poor, and the

extremities are often cold, even when the rectal temperature is elevated.

Nervoim Hijmptoim.—These are marked in this as in almost all other

intestinal disorders. In the early stage they are the symptoms of irritation,

—great restlessness, constant crying from thii-st or ])ain, rolling from side

to side in the crib, biting at the fingers, scratching the face, etc. The later

symptoms are of quite tlie opposite character, there being dulness, apathy,

and general relaxation, so that these infants may lie sometimes for hours

unless they are disturbed. These symptoms arise from a combination of

causes,—partly from exhaustion and innutrition, partly from anremia and

loss of fluids, partly from fever, but chiefly, I think, they are toxic.

Mouih and Tongue.—During the early stage the tongue is usually coated

heavily and moist ; later it is often dry, red, and glazed ; the lips crack and

bleed readily. The buccal mucous membrane may be tlie seat of almost

every variety of stomatitis ; thrush is altogether the most ct)mmou, and is

seen most frequently in young infants. The condition of the tongue is of

no diagnostic importance as a symptom of intestinal ulceration. Severe

stomatitis of any form, and dry tongue and mucous membranes, are always

unfavorable symptoms.

Vomiting is not a symptom depending upon entero-colitis. When pres-

ent throufi;hout the disease, which is exceptional, it depends upon coexist-

ing gastritis. The great proportion of the cases have vomiting as an initial

synptom, and here it depends rather upon the primary acute dyspeptic

attack, in which the whole alimentary tract is more or less demnged.

Persistent vomiting developing in the course of eutero-ct)litis is always

a bad sign, and means often the supervention of cholera infantum and speedy

diasolntion. Single attacks of vomiting depend usually upon dietetic errors.

iStools.—The frequency varies greatly, and is usually inversely propor-

tional to the size of the discharges. The small mucous passages streaked

M'ith blood may be from fifteen to thirty daily. Of the larger ones from

four to ten daily constitute about the average. They are nearly always

more frequent during the day than at night, which seems to show that the

frequent feeding and handling of infants increase their number.

Diminution in the number of discharges is not always a sign of im-

provonK'ut ; if this is accompaniwl l»y a rising temperature and increasing

nervous symptoms, it is a bad sign. The stools sometimes cease entirely

for from twelve to twenty-four hours before death, depending probably

upon paralysis of the muscular coat of the bowel.

The reaction of these stools is usually acid, occasionally neutral, but in

my experience very rarely alkaline.

The pure mucous stools are generally odorless ; those containing much
undigested food are frequently very offensive.

In color and consistency they vary almost without limit. They may he

gray or grayish brown, bronze, yellowish green, grass-green, or yellow.

They may be brown or black from blood, or from drugs, espe<jially bismuth

.^pU.
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or iron. They are rarely watery except during exacerbations ; they are

semi-solid, but not homogeneous.

In composition tlioy are an almost indescribable mixture of fixKl-remains,

intestinal secretions, blood, epithelial and pus cells, and bacteria.

The food-remains depend, of coui-so, on the diet. If this is milk prin-

cipally, white masses of fat are almost constant, with occasional curds.

Various cereals—oatmeal, rice, barley, etc.—can be recognized by the naked

eye, and all starchy fcMjds by the iodine tast or by the microscope. If only

broths, peptones, and other prwligested foods are given, the stool may consist

almost entirely of intestinal secretions, mucus, bile, and epithelial elements.

Mucus is clear and glairy only when it comes from the lower colon.

From the uj)|)er colon and the small intestine it is stained with bile and

mixed with fa;cal nuisses and undigested food. It is the most constant

feature of these stools.

Blood is most frequently in small (piantity, only enough to streak the

stool faintly. Blood in clots or fluid blotKl is not common. It is an early

symptom rather than a late one, and depends upon congestion and not on

ulceration. In twenty of my own cases in which the autopsy showal

intestinal ulceration, bUxxl was entirely absent from the stools in fourteen.

Pus in (piantity sufficient to be recognized by the naked eye I have

never seen in children. In the severe cases pus-cells are found under the

microscojie quite uniformly.

Shreds of fiilse membrane, or sloughs from the intestinal wall, I have rarely

seen in the stools in infancy. They are not so uncommon in older children.

For the nn'croscopical examination the reader is referred to the general

section on diarrheal stools. We cannot say that, as yet, this examination

has shed much light upon diagnosis or therapeutics. For a discussion of

bacteria see Dr. Booker's article in this volume.

The abdomen may be hard and distended during the early stage, while

the dyspeptic symptcms are prominent, or at any time during the course

of the disease when an acute exacerbation takes place. At other times it

is natural, or retracted and sofl. Tenderness on pressure along the line

of the colon can sometimes be made out in older children. Enlargement

of the mesenteric glands sufficient to be made out by palpation I have

never seen in entero-colitis.

The appetite is in most cases impaired : it may be completely lost, and

there may be disgust for almost every article of food. In some cases it is

almost impossible to get the children to take anything in the shape of

nourishment. Such a state of things greatly increases the difficulty of

management and affects the prognosis very unfavorably.

The cases where children take willingly everything given are rare.

They may do so from thirst when the temperature is high, but not at other

times. It is more common for them to be apathetic and never ask for food

or even for drink. A returning appetite and a relish for food are always

very favorable signs.
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The urine is nearly always diiniuisluHl in (|imntity and Iiigh-oolorofl, and

frequently is loaded with umtes. It is not uiutonunon to find a small

amount of albumen, particndarly when the temperature is hif^h. Hut albu-

men in large amount, renal epithelium, and vnatH are exeeedinjijly rare. I

have met at autopsy with but a sinj^le ease in which there was nephritis

marked enough to have seriously diminished the patient's ehanees of re-

eovery or to have formed an important factor in the fatal result.

Nutrition and Weight.—Failure of nutrition and loss of weight are

more rapid in diarrheal diseases than in any oth jr dist^ase of infancy. They

dejiend on failure in digestion and absorption, and on tiie continued drain

caused by the stools. An important luctor is the increased peristalsis,

which hurries the food along the intestines before absorption can take place.

The loss of weight is not so rapid in entoro-eolitis as in cholera infantum,

but it is steady and progressive, and is one of the best guides to the patient's

nutrition. It is particularly important in the subacute eases and in con-

valescence to take the child's weight accurately and often,—at least twice a

week,—as a guide to dietetic and medicinal treatment.

As emaciation goes on, the skin hangs loosely on the thighs and abdo-

men and can be pinched up in large folds. At the same time it becomes

doughy, dry, and sometimes scaly.

Though rapidly lost, the flesh is slowly regained, und it may require

many months to recover what is lost in two ov three weeks.

ProlapHiis ani is not a very frequent symptom, but is a very annoying

one. It may occur only occasionally, or it may come with every stool. In

the milder eases the tumor is the size of a small hen's egg and is flattened.

In the severer ones it may be as large as a lemon. Reduction is in most

cases easy, but retention is sometimes difficult.

Subacute Cases.—After acute symptoms su(!h as have been described

have lasted for a variable time,—from two to four weeks,—the fever nearly

or quite ceases, the stomach is quiet, food is readily taken, and most of the

nervous symptoms have subsided, but the diarrhoea continues, and there

is no improvement in nutrition : there is cachexia, with extreme auajmia.

The stools in these eases are not very frequent,—only four or five daily

;

they continue to contain large amounts of mucus and undigested food, and

are often of a very bad odor. They may improve for a day or two upon

a change of diet or medical treatment, but soon return to the old condition.

After such symptoms have lasted five or six weeks, there is gradual im-

provement in the stools and in weight, and the patient enters upon a slow

convalescence, which is likely to be often interrupted by relapses, or the

symjitoms continue, and the case becomes one of chronic diarrhoea.

The different pathological varieties—catarrhal, croupons, and follicular

—so much resemble one another clinically that it seems scarcely worth while

to give each one a separate section. There are, however, points of differ-

ence which are fairly constant, and shoidd be borne in mind.

The GToupous vanety, relatively rare, is the most intense of the three, and
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is characterized by the highest temperature aud the severest constitutional

symptoms. The temperature runs from 102° to 105° F. ; blood in the stools

is a frequent feature, and it sometimes comes in large amounts. The cases

are frequently among those who were previously in good condition, sometimes

in delicate subjects or those prone to diarrhoRal attaciks. The progress is

steady and rapid, the symptoms lasting, in fatal cases, about a week. Cerebral

sj'mptoms are common, especially restlessness, irritation, aud delirium. The

appearance of shreds oi' membi'ane in the stools is about the only symptom

which can be said to be positively diagnostic. But this is not often to be ex-

pected in infancy : the stools should bo washed with water in looking for it.

Diagnosis being in a measure uncertain, it is impossible to say exactly

what proi)(jrtion of these cases recover, but it is certainly very small.

Acute Catarrhal Variety.—The very severe cases of this class resemble

in all resj)ects those of croupous iurianunation. There are the rapid course,

the intense symptoms, continuous high temperature, prostration, etc. The

shortest case I have seen lasted three days. These cases are almost cer-

tainly fatal.

In the milder variety, much more common, the temperature is lower,

—

101° to 103° F. ; the stomach is more apt to be involved, and the stools are

more thin and watery. They are often streaked with blood in the early stage.

The groat proportion of these cases recover. The acute infammatory

symptoms subsiding after a week or ten days, they are succeeded by mild

intestinal derangement for from two to three weeks more ; but the patients

are often two months in regaining their previous condition of strength and

weight. Relapses are common.

Follicular Ulceration.—The cases in which the lymph-nodules are prin-

cipally involved are characterized generally by lower temperature, by less

disturbance of the stomach, and by their slower and more irregular course.

There is usually progressive emaciation. They last from ten days to eight

weeks.

Desirable as it is, botii for prognosis and for treatment, to know whether

or not the lymph-nodules have broken down and formed ulcers in the intes-

tine, it must be admitted that the diagnosis is still a matter of a good deal

of uncertainty. The following is a rhumS of twenty cases in which autopsy

showed follicular ulcers.

Duration of disease : Seven days or under (one flvo days) 2

From twelve days to thn* weeks 12

Four weeks and over 6

Previous condition : Poor (one syphilitic) 11

Good 6

Doubtful 3

Temperntnre : Hitjli (102°-in4° F.) 3

Medium (100°-102° F.) 10

Almost no rise 7

Blood in sfdoh : Abundant 2

Traces 4

None 14
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Age : Under six months 1

From six to ton months 7

From ton to twenty-one months 12

It will be remembered in this connection that cases of tubercular ulcer-

ation are not included. It has been stated by Baginsky that the constant

presence of pus-cells in great numbers in the stools may be regarded as

pretty positive evidence of idceration. My own expi^rience in the micro-

scopical examination of these stools has not been large, but so far it leads

me to the view that, while the finding of pus as dcscrilxid is of considerable

diagnostic impoitance, we are not to regard the negative symptom as having

a'jy special weight.

The diagnosis of follicular ulcers is rather to be made from the case

taken as a whole. If a delicate infant which from time to time has been

spccltdly prone to diarrheal attacks, especially if it has had symptoms of a

mild catarrh of the colon, has an attack which starts in with green mucous

stools and which continues with v.nabated severity for a week or ten days

with low fever, we think of acute follicular inflammation as certain and of

ulceration as probable. If theKe symptoms continue for three weeks without

intermission, the child all the time failing steadily in strength, the probability

becomes almost a certainty.

If, on the contrary, afler three or four days of acute symptoms there

is improvement in the stools, and one occasionally quite faecal in character,

and if after a few days another such exacerbation occurs, succeeded by

atiother rcmission, and so on, we may be tolerably sure that no ulcers have

yet formed.

If follicular ulcers have formed, the chances of recovery are small.

The fact that these occur at all indicates usually a pretty active inflamma-

tory process and little resistance on the ))art of the tissues.

The majority of tlie cases of " follicular" imlammation undoubtedly

recover. In these cases there is probably only swelling of the lymph-

niKlules without ulceration, coupled with more or less catarrhal inflammation,

the two being usually associated.

Termination.—Entero-colitis may terminate

—

1. 1)1 complete recovery. Even in these civses there is upually a pro-

tracted convalescence of from three w^ecks to three months.

2. In recovery so far as the intestinal disease is concernetl, but with

such impairment of the constitution that the cfiildren fall an easy prey to

l)n('nmonia in the succeetling winter, or to any infectious disease which may

be prevalent.

3. In death from exhaustion, with progressive failnr(> in strength, and

wasting. These cases last from three to six weeks, and include nearly one-

half of the fatal cases.

4. In death after from four to ten days, with a continuance of severe

inflammator}' symptoms from the beginning.

6. In death from an exacerbation of acute symptoros in cases going on
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apparently to a slow recovery. Such relapses and exacerbations are very

easily excited.

6. In death from intercurrent cholera infantum.

7. In death from complications,—chiefly broncho-pneumonia and tuber-

culosis.

Complications.—Skin.—During the co>'ly acute stage an intense ery-

thema frequently develops about the anus, nates, and genitals; in severe

cases the thighs, loins, and legs are also involved. It is the result of irri-

tation partly from the stools and })artly from the frequent washing. The

process may be suiH'rficial and result in a loss of epidermis only, or the

corium may be involved and superficial ulcers form, and even sloughing

may occur in bad cases.

An extensive erythema is a great annoyance and at.l'^n to the gravity of

the case. Sloughing is rarely seen, and then only in patients who would

almost certainly die from other causes.

Furuncles are very frequently seen during convalescence, and are par-

ticularly likely to appear upon the face and scalp.

Ilouth.—Stomatitis is a very frequent complication of entero-colitis.

The most common is the simple catarrhal form, winch occurs both with

and without dentition. In severe cases, ciLpecially when protracted, thrush

is likely to develo[>. Occasionally, also, we mo^et with the small round

follicular or aphthous ulcers. As a rule, the more the stomach is involved

the more connnon are these buccal complications.

Glands.—Ocicasioually enlargement of the glands of the inguinal region

is met with in tlie sui)acute cases, but this is rarely pronounced. I have

never seen any degree of swelling of the mesenteric glands (unless tuber-

cular) sufficient to be made out by ^^bdominal palpation.

The other complications—broncho-pneumonia, tuberculosis, pleurisy,

peritonitis, and nepiiritis—have been already discussed in the section on

pathological anatomy.

Diagnosis.—The differential diagnosis of entero-colitis from cholera

infantum and acute dyspeptic diarrhoea has already been discussed under

these diseases. Entero-colitis is further to be distinguished from typhoid

fever, tub< rculosis, and intussusception. A doubt between typhoid fever

and entero-colitis in infancy can scarcely exist. Notvvithstanding the fact

that from time to time cases of typhoid in infancy are reported, those under

twenty months in which the diagnosis was confirmed by autopsy are ex-

tremely few. At this age it can be jjractically ignored.

In older children the difficulty is oflen a very real one. Typhoid is

usually distinguished by its more constant fever, the enSrgement of the

spleen, the tympanitic distention of the abdomen, and most of all by the

eruption. The fact of an epidemic prevailing is also to be considered.

The dysenteric form of colitis may be confounded with intussusception.

If the possibility of this n? -stake is kept in mind it will not often be made.

Yet the records of the cases of intussusception show that in the beginning
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a very large proportion of them had been ropjarded as cases of dysentery.

In intussusception wc ha^'e a very sudden onset (often the hour can be defi-

nitely stated by the mother) ; there are acute pain and tenesmus, followed

by bloody and mucous passagen. The amount of blood often is quite large,

—as much as a tablespoonful of clear blo(xl. Tiiere is vomiting, often per-

sistent, with very marked ])rostration, but no fev(>r. It is only at the out-

set that the mistake is likely to t)C(;ur. The later symptoms—absolute stop-

page of the bowels, an abdominal tumor, tympanites, rising temperature,

collapse, and stercoraceous vomiting—have nothing in common with dysen-

teric colitis. In the latter there is rarely so abrupt a beginning or early

vomiting ; there is usually fever ; the (piantity of blood is generally smaller

and the prostration is less.

The differential diagnosis from tubei'culosis is considered under the head

of chronic diarrhoea.

Prog-nosis.—In making a prognosis in a given case one must consider

the child's constitution, its surroundings, the ability of the parent to carry

out a proper line of treatment, the duration of symptoms at the time the

case conies under treatment, the part of the sunmier in which the attack

occurs, the existence of complications, and certain particular symptoms.

The prognosis is worse in a feeble or cachectic child, in one suffering

from ri(!kets or with inherited tubercular tendencies. It is worse in cities,

an)ong tlie })oorer classes, and in institutions. The cliances of recovery are

much reduced if it is impossible for fresh air or change of air to be secured,

and under all circumstances where the matter of diet especially cannot be

looked after by an experiencetl nurse. The longer the symptoms have

lasted, jiarticularly febrile symptoms, the greater is the probability of severe

anatomical (;hanges and the worse the prognosis. Cases occurring in June

or early in July have a worse prognosis than those occurring in the latter

part of August or in September, for the reason that the earlier cases have

still the greater part of the summer to get through and are likely to suffer

from relapses during the rest of the warm season.

The prognosis is rendered less favorable by the existence of any com-

plications, such as severe stomatitis, eczema, nephritis, and especially

broncho-pneumonia and tuberculosis.

It is worse in children who have been previously badly fed, in those

who have been recently weaned, and especially in those who have suffered

earlier in the season from diarrhoeal attacks. The particular symptoms

which make the prognosis bad are a continued elevation of the temperature,

fr(>quent vomiting, rapid wasting, and continuous severe nervous symptoms.

It is never safe to give an absolutely good prognosis until the end of the

hot season, on account of the great liability of these cases to relapses and

recurrent attacks.

Treatment.—Prophylaxis involves all Miat has been said in the general

section, with especial emphasis laid ujjon the necessity of early and prompt

treatment of all the milder forms of diarrhoea, before the process shall have
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gone on to the formation of serious anatomieal changes. Especial care

should be taken to prevent over-exertion in children of two or three years

in very hot weather.

Hygienic Treatment.—Almost all that has Iwen said upon this point

under Dyspeptic Diarrhfea is ap])licable here. Change of air from the city

is imperative. If children are to be kept long away, inland is generally

preferable to the sea-shore. The district should l)e high and dry and one

in which the local surroundings are good. Even after they have recoveral

it is not safe to allow children to return to the city until the last of Septem-

ber, since a return during the warm season would be very likely to cause a

second attack. If there has not been complete recovery, relapses follow

almost inevitably.

Fresh air, pure air, and plenty of it, is a necessity for all rases. The

same directions for bathing should be followed as are given under Acute

Dyspeptic Diarrhcica.

It is still a debatable point whether children sent from the cities to sub-

urban or sea-side hospitals do better in tents or in wooden buildings. My
own experience is against the use of tents, as beir g hotter during the day, and

so much cooler at night, especially daring August and at the sea-shore, that

there is greater danger of pulmonary complications. Great care nuist always

be taken to see that children are warmly covered at night. This is often

overlooked, as the days are so hot.

Dietetic Treatment.—In the early stage, if the stomach is affected the case

is to be managed as one of acute dyspeptic diarrho-a. The gastric symp-

toms will usually have subsided at the end of two days, and we have then

only the intestinal ones to deal with.

If an infant is nui'sing, and the breast-milk is above suspicion, there is

no reason for its withdrawal.

If the infant is but a few months old, and hand-fed from the beginning,

or just weaned, its life may depend upon securing a wet-nurse. Whenever

this is possible it should be done, if only for a few weeks. If it is out of

the question, we begin Avith barley-, rice-, or arrowroot-water, or thin mut-

ton or chicken broth, and come back gradually to cow's milk. Milk may

be tried as in dysjwptic diarrhoea, first completely peptonized (two houi-s),

then diluted with four or five times its bulk of gruel made from " flour

ball," barley flour, or rice (see page 116). If curds or fat-masses appear

at once in the stools on the addition of the milk, it must be stoppetl and

the white-of-egg mixture substituted. Or some of the prepared foods

—

Liebig's, Horlick's, or Mellin's—may be tried, made without milk. Con-

densed milk will sometimes agree Avhen milk in other forms fails, but much

oftener it will not.

The greatest care should be taken to see that the milk is the best that

can be obtained, and that it is sterilized, or at least boiled, an ! kept on ice,

never in the room nor out of the window. Milk which turns the blue

litmus paper quickly should not be used ; but this test is not enough, as
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much milk may be unfit for use from other conditions not revealed by

litmus paper. Other useful articles are the meat extracts, which are gener-

ally inferior to freshly-prepared beef juice.

Raw scraped or poundetl beef which has been put through a sieve and

rollctl into little balls with salt or sugar is sometimes a valuable resource.

The danger of tape-worm has, I think, been greatly exaggerated. Two or

three teaspoonfuls of this moat can be given daily.

These cases are apt to be protracted, and children soon tire of every

food given ; of milk least, so that whenever it can be borne we rely on it

as our main-stay : if it appears in the stools undigested we must give it

in greater dilution or stop it altogether.

The dangers of overfeeding and too frequent feeding are great. But the

opposite one, of too little nourishment, should be avoided. These infants

are often so dull and apathetic that they scarcely make a sign for food if it

is withheld almost altogether. An exact recoi-d should always be kept of

just how much the child does take, and the physician may find that a child

of six months, who ought to get in bulk from twenty-four to thirty ounces

in twenty-four hours, gets only eight or ten. Children should be fed regu-

larly, not oftencr than every two liours.

It is always important that foods giving as little residue as possible be

chosen, so as to leave as little as possible to cause irritation and decompo-

sition in the lower intestine.

In older children, the milk diet, or diet of milk and gruel of wheat or

barley flour, alternating with mutton broth, usually succeeds best.

Especial care should be given to the diet during convalescence. Re-

lapses come on very readily from all causes, but from nothing else so readily

as from improper feeding. Especially to be avoided in younger children

are oatmeal, potatoes, tomatoes, and, in fact, all vegetables and also all

fruits. I have seen a single peach excite a dangerous relapse, and a few

raisins a fatal one. The general rules laid down in the feeding of cases of

dyspeptic diarrhoea ^ilght be repeated here with emphasis.

Medicinal Treatment.—In the early stages the case is to be managed as

one of acute dyspeptic diarrhoea, by evacuants, antiseptics, and tho judicious

use VI opium. ' .,-
, .

, ;;

If, however, acute febrile symptoms liave continued beyond the thii-d day,

we may be pretty sure that we have lesions of some consequence to deal

with. It is to these, rather than to tlie putrefactive processes, that ths

subsequent treatment must in the main be directed.

It is of the first importance now that nothing should be done to disturb

the stomach or the powers of digestion, which are always impaired to a

greater or less degree. Hence we should be very cautious about overdosing

our patients or giving any nauseating mixtures.

From time to time, accoixling to indications, we may seek to aid stomach-

digestion by the use of pepsin, hydrochloric acid, pancreatin, and alkalies,

either lime-water or magnesia, added to the food. The progress of the
Vol. Ill —10
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lesions bolow dejiends very much upon how well we can nurse the feeble

powers of digestion and absorption.

We do not hojxi by any of tlie above measures to influence the condition

in the intestines directly, but indirectly.

Antiseptics are now of much less value than in the cases of acute dys-

peptic diarrhoea. Calomel does but little good except in the acute exacer-

bations which come on from time to time, and resorcin feeems in some cases

to do harm. The salts of salicylic acid, both the sodium and calcium salts,

and saloi, given as previously directed, seem to do more good than anything

else except bismuth. Whether the action of bismuth in these cases is

astringent or antiseptic, or whether it acts mechanically by coating the

inflamed surfaces, we do not kno\v
;

probably it partakes of all three

qualities. Bismuth frequently fails becauses the doses given are entirely

inadequate. Doses of five grains of the subnitrate four or five times a

day are almost worthless. At least two drachms a day should be given to

a child a year old, and the amount increased proportionally for older chil-

dren. If a good prcjiarafioD is given, there need be no fears of unpleasaut

symptoms. I have never seen any from that manufactured by Squibb.

Talcum (silicate of magnesium) was long ago used by Trousseau with suc-

cess, and its use has been recently revived by Debove and Sevestre.*^ It is

a bland, inert powder, and is given in suspension in the doses in which we
prescribe bismnth.

The commonly employed vegetable astringents, kino, catechu, krameria,

etc., as well as the mineral astringents, acetate of lead and nitrate of silver,

have been in my hands absolutely worthless, and the sooner they are dropped

from our therapeutics in this cla&s of diseases the better, I think, will be

our results. Tiieir only action is local, and, introduced in any sufficient

dose to produce local effects, they almost inevitably disturb the stomach.

Their local effect can be much better obtained by their use in enemata,

under which head they will be referred to.

Opium is valuable in these cases, but must be used with great discre-

tion. It is particularly indicated when the stools are thin, frequent, of a

not very offensive character, and when they are excited by the ingestion of

food. It is to be used with great caution when the stools are small, infre-

quent, and very foul, and also when there are marked nervous symptoms.

It is always best given in a separate prescription and used occasionally

for a specific effect. For doses and preparations reference is made to the

remarks on tlie use of opium in acute dyspeptic diarrhoea. In the cases

with dysenteric stools I have seen great benefit in many instances from the

use of the old-fashioned emulsion of castor oil. A good formula is the

following

:

B 01"i riciiii,

Spti. vini Gftll., aa n\^viii

;

Mucil. ncaciio,

Aq. dest., uil jss.

Misce.

Sig.—One dose for a child of twelve to eighteen months ; repeat every two to four hours.
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Opium is generally needed in these oases, but it is better to give it

sepanitoly.

In these onses, and in some others where there is much colicky pain and

tenderness of tbe abdomen, with stools streaked with blood, much benefit

may be derived from a thin flaxseetl poultice «"pplied to the abdomen, or

from n\\\(\ courter-irritation by turpentine stupes or by mustard.

Stimulants ire needed in almost all cases. There are no valid obje(!tion8

to their use even in young ii fants. If alcohol is ever justifiable in medi-

cine, it is in these cases of intestinal inflammation, where we have ex-

treme prostration, feeble powere of digestion and assimilation, and often a

great repugnance to food of every kind. There is in these cases no more

danger of acquiring the alcoholic habit than there is of acquiring the opium

habit.

Stimulants are needed in the early stage as soon as the pulse becomes

weak and the capillary circulation poor. At this time old brandy is the

host preparation for most cases. Blackberry brandy is preferred by many.

It should be given well diluted. As much as thirty drops every hour can

be given to an infant of a year; in severe cases and for short j)eriods, a

much larger amount proportionally. It should be given for an eifect, which

is mainly an improvement in the pulse and in the patient's strength. In

cases of sudden collapse it may with advantage be used hypodermically.

Other heart-stimulants are in these cases much inferior to alcohol.

In the subacute cases drugs do not seem of very much value. They

are vastly inferior to hygienic and dietetic measures. Bismuth may be

usctl for a considerable period, and segms to do more good than anything

else. Opium is to be given only occasionally, as symptoms may require.

The prevailing tendency in practice is to overdose tl'.ose cases. Often,

after changing the treatment every fifth or sixth day for as many weeks, I

have stopped everything except food and stimulants, and more than once

have found patients to do better without drugs than with them. In these

subacute and chronic cases it is advisable every week or ten days to stop

all medication for two or three days, and see how the patient is. Over-

dosing very frequently does harm by its effect upon the stomach.

Local treatment is of very great value in these forms of diarrhoea. It

will be seen by reference to the pathological anatomy that the lesion is

chiefly in the colon, very often exclusively here, and that it is usually the

lower half of the colon which is most seriously involved. Manifestly, then,

if we wish to treat the lesions by drugs designed only for local effects, the

proper mode of administration is by the rectum and not by the mouth.

Rectal injections are of two kinds : first, irrigation, which contemplates

flushing the entire colon as far as the ileo-caecal valve, large quantities of

the fliiid being used, it being allowed to flow in and out freely ; secondly,

the use of enemata or clystei's, in which a smaller amount of fluid is in-

jected and retained for some time in the intestine, for its local effect.

The method of irrigating the colon has already been described, (See

seUfei
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Dyspeptic Diarrhfipa.) Its purpose is mainly to empty the intestine cora-

plctely of all masses it may contain. It n(KKl not l)o repeated more than

twice daily, and usually once a day is enough. A < an injecting tluid a

simple saline solution is generally preferred (one drachm of common salt to

a pint of water) : this is less irritating than plain water. If there is much

mucus, a borax solution of tl'e same strength may be employed. The water

should flow in and out until it is quite clear, from one to two gallons being

used at once. If the fluid has been properly introduced, the outline of the

distended colon can usually be seen and felt. For general use a tempera-

ture of about 80° F. is preferred. In cases of collapse hot injections

(110° to 11.5° F.) have been advised, and in cases of high temperature and

active inflammatory symptoms ice-water may be used with advantage.

The use of antiseptic solutions—sublimate, carbolic acid, etc,—is not to

be advised, from the danger of retention and absorption.

Enemata for local effect arc generally used in quantities of from two to

six ounces, according to the age of the patient. The intestine should first

be emptied by an ordinary saline irrigation, except when nitrate of silver is

to be used, when simple water should be employed. The clyster is used

about half an hour afterwards, slowly introduced, the buttocks being

pressed firmly together to prevent escape of the injection. A compress

should be held against the anus by a nurse for from twenty to forty min-

utes, according to the nature of the enema and the effect aimed at. For

use in this manner the following substances are to be preferred :

1. Bismuth suspended in mucilage (3ss to §i), from four to six ounces

being injected, and retained as long;us possible.

2. Tannic acid dissolved in water (gr, xx to §i), used in the same quantity

and in the same way as the bismuth solution.

3. Nitrate of silver (gr. li to Si) : inject four ounces, and in five minutes

follow with a copious saline injection.

To all of these tincture of opium should be added, the amount being

about twice what a fidl dose by the mouth would be for the child's age.

Of these the first two are to be preferred. The silver injections stain

linen so readily that they are not pleasant to give ; and when used in con-

siderable quantity harm may be done unless they are carefully made and

followed by the saline. The bismuth and tannic-acid solutions may some-

times be used with advantage in quantities considerably larger than those

indicated above.

4. Bland mucilaginous mixtures, such as starch, salep, etc., usually

with an opium addition.

In general, intestinal irrigation is more useful than enemata. It is

valuable in all varieties and in all stages. It may be combined with ene-

mata. Small injections of four or six ounces fill the rectum and sigmoid

flexure, but not much more. They are most valuable, then, when thefee

j)ai'ts are the chief seat of disease, as in the so-called dysenteric stools. In

these cases they are of very great value, as are also small injections of ice-
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water. For tenesmus when not relieved by these measures, suppositories

eontaiuinf^ half a grain of cocaine may l)e used, and sometimes act like

magic. In subacute cases where the stools are not of the dysenteric type,

we may safely assume that nearly the whole colon is involved, and our

choice here is between simple irrigations and higli injections of bismuth or

tannic-acid solutions. Their use may be continued for several weeks with

advantage, the character of the injection being changed from time to time.

During convalescence it is better generally to stop all treatment with

reference to the bowels and to direct our efforts in the line of general tonic

measures. The most useful tonics are arsenic, of which one or two drops

of Fowler's solution may be given thrice daily for seveml weeks ; iron, one

of the best preparations for intants being the albuminate;* mix vomica,

which may be combined with either of the above ; wine, either old port or

sherry ; this may be combined with a bitter if there is thought to be danger

of forming a habit ; mineral acids, especially the nitro-hydro(;hloric, two to

five drojjs of the dilute acid being given after meals, largely diluted in water.

Cod-liver oil had best be deferred until the stomach and appetite are quite

in order, but it is well to continue it through the succeeding winter mouths.

IX ounces

IX. CHEONIO DIAERHCEA.

Two forms of intestinal disease having chi'onic diarrhoea as a prominent

symptom are excluded from the present section, because they are treated of

in another part of this work,—viz., diarrhoea depending upon intestinal

tuberculosis, and membranous enteritis or raucous disease. The remaining

cases may be conveniently divided into two classes

:

(1) The pnmary cases, in which there is often only a continued derange-

ment of function, which after a time may induce anatomical changes (these

changes may be absent ; they are usually slight) ; the two principal etiologi-

cal factors being depraved constitution and continued bad feeding. These

cases commonly terminate in recovery when the cause can be removed.

(2) The secondary cases, in which the chronic disease follows an acute

attack of entero-colitis, and in which there are usually very marked ana-

tomical changes upon which the diarrhoea depends. The great proportion

of these cases ultimately prove fatal.

THE PRIMARY CASES.

Etiology.—This form of diarrhoea is exceedingly common in children

who are the subjects of rickets, syphilis, general tuberculosis (even when
not involving the intestines), chronic broncho-pneumonia, and, in fact, any

* Prepared by Fraser & Co., New York. The dose is from ten to thirty drops for an
infant.
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cbroiiio cachexia. It is seen very nuiclj more fre(jucutly in institutions than

in private practice. It may occur at any seoHon.

It ia very much more common in artifi'jiully-fed infants, yet it is not

rare in those who are nourishcHl at the breast exchisively. Among the

latter it is seen sometimes in the early months, where it ma}- he due to the

composition of the milk, to the presence of colostrum, or to the cxeeds of

albuminoids and sidts and deficiciufy in fat and sugar. This is seen among

very young tnothers, and those who, though delicate and ana3mic them-

selves, yet feel it to be their duty to nurse their chililren. They oflen

succeed in keeping up a large flow of milk by drinking largely of all Huids,

and csixK-'ially of malted drinks. It may occur also from ])rolonged lac^n-

tion, where this is kept up until eighteen or twenty months because the

mother fears to feed the child during its " second summer ;" and, finally, it

may depend on the mother's I)ecoming pregnant.

In artiticially-fcd infants it may depend upon the nature of the food, or

upon the manner of feeding, e8|)ecially upon too frequout feeding or upon

overfeeding, (See general section on etiology.)

It sometimes occurs as a sequel of some of the eruptive fevers, as

measles or scarlatina. It may complicate pertussis, especially in summer.

Insufficient clothing, especially of the extremities and the abdomen, is un-

doubtedly sometimes an exciting cause in infants who are constitutionally

pralisposed to chronic diarrluca.

One attack always predisposes to a second. In older children the prin-

cipal ea\ises, as in infancy, relate to constitutional condition and to h ibits

of feeding. It is not uncommon among children of the better classes wlio

are allowed to select their own articles of diet from the table, and who
choose habitually indigestible articles, sweets, highly-seasoned foods, tea and

coffije, salads, patties, nuts, preserves, and cake, instead of plainer and more

wholesome article;. These habits are the more likely to give serious trouble

if the children are uclicate ci*y-bred children, as, indeed, they usually are.

Worms in the intestines, particularly as(^rides, may be the cause of chronic

diarrhoea. >

Symptoms.

—

In Infancy.—In the early part of the disease there are

often the symptoms only of dyspepsia, without any actual diarrhoea. The

passages do not exceed three or four a day ; they are semi-solid, often pale,

putty-like, and have usually an offensi^'e odor. They contain large quanti-

ties of undigested food ; if white or gray this is largely fat, and the foul

odor is due probably to the formation of fatty acids. There ia usually

some flatulence and colic, often tenesmus, and the stools if hard and dry

may be streaked with blood. After a while mucus appears in considerable

quantity and becomes a marked feature of the stools. The color varies from

gray or brown to green or greenish yellow : these green mucous stools have

usually less odor than the gray ones. Such stools may continue for two,

three, or even six weeks before the mother or nurse is sufficiently disturbed

to seek advice. This is often sought only because the child's general coudi-
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tion has l)ogun to suffer, and the puilor, tho nnremin, tho flalu^iness of the

tissues, aud the loss of weight have attracte<l attention. Even now, as

Eustace Smith ^'' very justly remarks, if (luestionwl regarding the bowels

the mother is apt to insist that tliey ai-e regular or that they are " ni(rely

open," and that there is no diarrhoea. The condition may be habitual almost

from bii-th, or tht; ciiange may come on so gradually that the motiier often

rtaches the eonelusion that these stools mean nothing in this particular case,

es|H'cially if the infant happens to be teething. It Ixxiomes a physician's

inH)e.'ative duty to inspect pci-sonally the stools of every infant who is not

thriving, no matter what statements are made regarding the character of

the discharges.

It sometimes happens that the constitutional condition remains good,

the child gaining steadily in weight, in spite of the fact that its movements

are always greenish yellow or green and contain mucus and undigested food.

I have known nf one such case lasting for five months, the stools gradu-

ally becoming normal at the end of that time without treatment. This in-

fant was nui-sal entirely by a remarkably healthy mother, and it is quite

likely that overfeeding was the princijwl causative factor. Such cases are

exception^]. In the vast majority of chiklren—always, I think, in those

j>'-Mficially fe<l—wc have after a few weeks pretty marked evidences that

tne general constitution is being seriously undermiiKHl. The appetite is

frequently unimpaired.

As the case i)rogresses the stools generally become more frequeut and

thinner, and they may vary almost endlessly in appearance, this depending

largely upon the diet. They are oflen of a dirty brown, watery character,

sometimes consistent and resembling choj^ped spinach, usually offensive,

.'Mid always containing undigested food. The progress is never steady in

cases of chronic diarrhoea. Every week or two, depending upon the state

of the weather perhaps, or more commonly upoii the food, there are acute

exacerbations for a day or two, which, if severe, are sometimes accompanied

with vomiting and fever.

The diarrhoea may continue until a state of extreme emaciation and

cachexia is reached such as is seen in the secondary cases, and death may
occur from exhaustion. Very few of them prove fatal 'per se ; it is much
more common for them to die from the supervention of some of the acute

forms of diarrhoea. In summer this is almost the universal termination of

the fatal cases. If a child is exhausted and wasted from a long-continued

chronic diarrhoea it does not take a very severe acute diarrhoea to carry it

off. In winter these cases die from other complications, usually broncho-

pneumonia.

In the cases going on to recovery, there is noticed first a diminution in

the nervous symptoms, fretfulness, irritability, and restlessness at night.

Then we see an improvi.nent in the stools. They become more uniformly

consistent and contain less mucus, although the offensive odor may last a

much longer time ; and finally the infants begin to gain in weight. This
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gain is very slight at first, and may amount to only a few ounces each week.

Convalescence is always protracted, and likely to La interrupted by relapses.

In older children chronic diarrhoea is seldom fatal unless dependent upon

intestinal tuberculosis. But the cases are always obstinate, and peculiarly

trying to the physician because of the great difficulty in removing the cause,

which is generally pernicious habits of feeding.

There is here loss of flesh, not so rapid as that seen in infancy, and not

usually so extreme ; there are irritability of temper, restlessness at night, and

a capricious appetite, especially a craving for sweets or highly-seasoned food.

The children become pale and ansemic, droop perceptibly, and tire readily

on exertion.

The stools are not very numerous, in the beginning only three or four

a day. They are at first pale, sometimes clay-colored, and nearly always

very offensive. They gradually become thinner, and contain mucus as a

constant feature. They are now gray, brown, or green mixed with yellow,

and always contain undigested food, sometimes but little changed. Eustace

Smith points out a peculiarity of these cases,—that the stools are excited

by the taking of food, which is hurrial along the intestine with groat

rapidity befcre there is time for digestion or absorption.

The coui"se of these cujcs is indefinite : they may last for months or

even years, getting now better and now worse, with the diet, the season, and

the surroundings. After they are once well, they relapse from very slight

causes, and thronghout childhood they may never lose their peculiar suscep-

tibility to diarrheal attacks.

The general symptoms—loss of ilesh and strength, and anaemia—are

oflen seemingly out of proportion to the intestinal symptoms, so that some

grave constitutional disorder is suspected, especially tuberculosis.

The foundation for rickets and for general or local tuberculosis is often

laid by these attacks.

THE SECONDARY CASES.

Chronic diarrhoea may be preceded either by an attack of acute dys-

peptic diarrhoea or by acute entero-colitis. If the former, it does not differ

in its symptoms, course, or results from the cases which are primary and

which have been just described. If the latter, it is much more serious.

These cases are usually seen in the fall months, and they comprise those

which have barely managed to get through the summer months alive. No
definite line can be drawn between the acute and the chronic stages. I

shall include under the head of chronic cases all those which have lasted

over six weeks, although some become chronic in a shorter time, and occa-

sionally we see an acute case lasting longer.

In these cases the continuance of the diarrhoeal symptoms depends upon

the existence of intestinal lesions.

The symj^toms of active inflammation have passed away ; the tempera-

ture is usually normal ; there is no nain or tenderness ; and food is 'akeu

readily, often with avidity. But there is no improvement in the general
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condition, and either the weiglit remains stationarj- or the child loses steadily

until it is little more than skin and bones.

General Appearance.—The lace is pinched, the features sharp, the eyes

sunken, and the cheeks hollow. The lips are pale, often fissured, and bleed

readily. The fontanel is depressed. The body is so small that the head

seems much too large. Almost every vestige of fat may disapj)ear from the

subcutaneous cellular tissue of the trunk and extremities. The skin hangs

in loose folds on the thighs. Tiie abdomen is sometimes distended and tym-

panitic, and sometimes retracted and soft. The limbs seem like drumsticks.

Mouth and Tongue.—The mucous membrane of the mouth may be the

seat of thrush, of simple catarrhal stomatitis, or of the follicular form, rarely

of the ulcerative variety. The tongue is sometimes coated hea.vily, but is

more often dry, glazed, and red. In rare instances sordes may cover the

lips and teeth.

The teeth sometimes decay quite rapidly, from the general malnutrition.

Baginsky states that the progress of dentition is arrested ; but I have very

often seen these infants—almost living skeletons—go on cutting tooth after

tooth quite as steadily as under normal conditions, and Eustace Smith has

made the same observation.

Appetite.—These children will, as a rule, take almost anything given

them, and an almost unlimited amount. Yet, although they retain it, the

more they are fed the more rapid sometimes seems the wasting. They rarely

cry for food, however.

Vomiting is an uncommon symptom, and seldom occurs except from

overloading the stomach, or from an acute exacerbation.

The stools are not frequent : five or six a day is about the average.

Often thoy will drop to two or three a day for a week at a time. They

are usually thinner than normal, but are not often watery. They inva-

riably contain mucus, generally mixed with the other constituents and

stained by bile. Blood is rarely present. The stools are sometimes green,

often greenish brown, sometimes a pale gray. Undigested food is always

present in quantity, and upon the diet depends vi-ry much the gross ap-

pearance of the stool. If milk is given, masses of fat and lumps of casein

almost immediately appear in the passages. Vegetables come through often

but little changed ; S'^ do the starches and cereals, and sometimes meat if

this is given.

The odor of the stools is almost always offensive, sometimes extremely

80, Nothnagel and Baginsky have called attention to one form of stools

which they believe to be characteristic of wide-spread inflammation of the

mucous membrane with atrophy of the tubular glands. These stools are

of an almost normal consistence, homogeneous, in color like meconium,

usually offensive, and sometimes alternating with those of a watery charac-

ter. Under the microscope there are nuclei, but nc unchanged epithelial

cells. The food-remains are sometimes unrecognizable, from the extent to

which decomposition has taken place.
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Pus is nearly always to be found under the microscope, but is rarely

visible to the naked eye.

Prolapsics ani is occasionally seen iu these cases, though not so often as

among the acute ones : when it does occur, however, it is genemlly more

difficult to control, from the want of tone existing in all the tissues.

Flatulence and colic are marked syniptoms in some cases, but absent

altogether in many othei-s. As a rule, there is neither abdominal pain nor

tenderneas. When the abdomen is enlarged it is most frequently uniformly

so, but sometimes shows marked epigastric prominence, though from dila-

tation of the transverse colon rather than of the stomach. The skin of

the abdomen often seems very thin ; dilatation of the superficial veins is

rarely mot with. The liver and spleen are generally normal in size, so far

as can be made out by physical exjjloration. Although the mesenteric glands

arc a. 'vs enlarged, yet they cannot be felt through the abdomen. En-

largement of the inguinal and other groups of lymph-glands is mentioned

by most writers as a symptom, but I have rarely seen any noteworthy

swelling.

The skin is loose and wrinkled, dry and scaly, in the worst cases fre-

quently covered with small petechije on the abdomen and lower extremities.

About the anus, and over the sacrum, the thighs, the genitals, and sometimes

the feet, there is very commonly erythema, from the continued irritation,

and not infrequently ulcerations are seen.

The pulse is weak and rapid, the peripheral circulation is poor, and the

extremities are cold much of the time unless artificial heat is applied. The

resj)iration is usually shallow, and often irregular without any apparent

cause. It becomes rapid from the development of broncho-pneumonia,

bronchitis, or marked hypostatic congestion.

The temperature is not elevated, except during exacerbations, or from

the development of inflammatory complications. A subnormal •temperature

is occasionally met with, but is not very common. I have occasionally seen

it 95° F. in the rectum, but rarely lower. A continuous subnormal tem-

perature usually means death in a day or two.

The urine shows no constant changes. It varies in quaiitity according

to the fluidity of the stools and to the amount of liquid taken. Dropsy in

the feet may be present in the late stages without albuminuria.

The nutrition and weight are stationary, or steadily fall to an almost

incredible degree. I have seen one infant weighing at thirteen montlis

eight pounds ; another at two years and four months, thirteen pounds.

There are markal cachexia and extreme auicmia. -

Nei-vous Ht/mptorns are always present, and sometimes are of a very

puzzling character. The children are usually cross and irritable, sleep

l)atlly, and frequently have a low whining cry which is kept up much of

the time. Sometimes they are dull, ajMithetic, and quite indiflerent to their

surroundings. Persistent opisthotonus is occasionally seen ; sometimes there

are contractures of the extremities and even general convulsions.
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Ulcers of the coruea are not uncommou.

These cases last from two months to a year. Comparatively few sur-

vive more than fojr months. Their progress is irregular and marked by

exacerbations and remissions. They die most frequently in some of these

exacerbations or from complications, but sometimes of the disease itself, by

a slow asthenia.

Diagnosis.—The existence of a chronic diarrhoea can be determined

beyond any doubt by an inspection of the stools, but in this way only.

The problem usually })rcsented to the physician is whether the condition of

the bowels is of itself a sufficient explanation of the general symptoms,

wasting, etc., or whether there is some underlying constitutional disorder

of which the diarrhoea is only one of the symptoms.

In the primary cases this can be decided only by carefully weighing the

etiological factors as well as the symptoms. If the disorder is traced to

poor breast-milk, to bad habits of feeding, or to improper food, and if the

general condition has been previously good, it is pretty safe to assume that

the intestinal disease is the one of most importance. If, however, the in-

fant has never thriven, or if nothing wrong can be discovered in either the

food or the feeding, and if the wasting preceded by some time the intestinal

symptoms, we must look for some other cause. Rickets, syphilis, tubercu-

losis, and simple mai-asmu.-! must one after another be excluded, and the

(ihild examined carefully from head to foot for evidences of disease in the

brain, lungs, liver, and spleen. Especially nuist chronic broncho-pneumonia

be looked for. Malaria is a rare cause of chronic diarrhoea. It may be

suspected if there is known exposure, with marked splenic enlargement.

In tlie secondary cases it is very important to distinguish the cases in

whioh the cachexia is quite marked and convalescence slow, although ulti-

mately resulting in complete recovery, from those which, although present-

ing at a certain stage symptoms almost identical with the preceding, yet go

ou from bad to worse, terminating in extreme wasting and in death.

The difference in these cases is really a difference in the character and

extent of tlie lesions. The former are probably the cases of acute follicular

entero-colitis which do not ulcerate, or those of the superficial catarrhal

variety, lesions capable of being entirely or almost entirely recovere<l from.

Tlie latter group are the cases of follicular ulceration or those of the severe

catarrlial form of inflammation, in which there is no such tiling as complete

recovery from the lesions, and the reparative process, if any occurs, is only

partial and cicatricial. •

In distinguishing between these cases the most important guide is the

nature of the symptoms during the antecedent acute attack. The longer

the acute febrile symptoms lasted, and the higher the temperature, the

greater the extent of the lesions and the more severe their character. This

ap})lies particularly to the cases of the catarrhal variety. The diagnosis of

follicular ulcers has been already discussed under the symptoms of acute

entero-colitis.
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In auy case of chronic diarrhoea, the longer the symptoms have lasted

and the more profound the cachexia, the greater is the probability of the

existence of important lesions. As in the primary cases, a disproportion

between the intestinal and the constitutional symptoms leads us to seek for

some other cause for tlie latter.

It remains to consider the diagnosis of chronic diarrhoea with wasting,

from tuberculosis. This may be confounded with either the primary or

the secondary form of diarrhoea, but much more often with the latter.

The difficulty is much increased by the fact that in the secondary cases

tuberculosis is not an infrequent sequel to the intestinal disease, especially

where a constitutional pretlisposition exists.

The points in common are the existence of diarrhoea (which occurs in

almost all the cases of general tuberculosis in summer, apart from the exist-

ence of intestinal tuberculosis), the wasting, the anaemia, the cachexia., the

signs of consolidation in the lungs, which in one case may depend upon

broncho-pneumonia and in the other upon tubercular deposits, and the

nervous symptoms,—those of chronic entero-colitis sometimes simulating

very closely those of tubercular meningitis.

In simple entero-colitis both the previous condition of the child and the

family history are more likely to be good than in tuber* idosis. It is not

to be understood, however, <^hat the failure to obtai' any history of tuber-

culosis in the family is to have any special weight in '"cidiug this question.

Tuberculosis is more likely to be met with in institi.i is and among the

poor of cities than in the country. Yet how frequently this occurs among
children in the country Ave do not kncv, from the fact that almost no

autopsies are made there.

In chronic entero-colitis the 'vastiug and ana;mia follow the intestinal

symptoms and are usually just in proportion to their severity ; in tubercu-

losis we often see improvement in the intestinal symptoms and yet progres-

sive anoemia and wasting.

The abdomen in entero-colitis is more frequently natural or retracted,

while in tuberculosis it is oftener distended.

The spleen is mrely enlarged in entero-colitis ; it is very frequently so

in tuberculosis. The presence of marked enlargement is a strong point

in favor of tuberculosis. A general enkirgeraent of external glands makes

entero-colitis much less probable than tuberculosis.

The cerebral symptoms of entero-colitis are, as a rule, less constant and

less regular than those of tubercular meningitis, and rarely so profound.

Localized paralyses are very common in meningitis ; they are very rare, if

indeed they ever occur, in entero-colitis. The fontanel in meningitis is

tense and bulging ; in entero-colitis it is depressed.

As regards the physical signs in the chest, broncho-pneumonia com-

plicating chronic entero-colitis affects with great uniformity the posterior

borders and lower lobes of both lungs. Pulmonary tuberculosis in infants

has no regular distribution, but affectii the upper lobes mther more frequently
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than the lower. The existence of much dry pleurisy renders tuberculosis

more probable. If a cavity is found, this is almost conclusive, but not

quite so. I have seen a non-tubercular cavity in a broncho-pneumonia

secondaiy to entero-colitis.

Of single symptoms the most important differential one is fever. This

is rarely absent in general tuberculosis, although its course is very irregu-

lar. If there is tubercular ulceration of the intestine, fever is probably

always |jresent. Fever is usually absent in chronic entero-colitis, except

from complications, and from the occasional acute exacerbation.

It is by taking all the points of the case into consideration, rather than

by reliance upon any single symptom, that the differential diagnosis is

made.

Tuberculosis exists as a sequel of the cases of chronic entero- colitis very

much more frequently than any one would imagine who does not have an

opportunity to see the autopsies of the fatal eases.

Prognosis.—In general this depends upon the cause of the diarrhoea

and upon our ability to remove it.

In the primary cases it is much worse among young infants than in

those over two years old. It is worse when the symptoms have lasted some

time and when they are continuous, better where they are intermittent. If

there is some evident cause which can be removed,—su(.'h as improper food

or fealing, or bad surroundings,—the prognosis is much better than when

no cause is discoverable except the child's delicate constitution. It is

woi-se when there is rickets, syphilis, or other constitutional vice. The ex-

istence of chronic diarrhoea increases the danger from any acute disease,

—

bronchitis, pneumonia, and the eruptive fevers,—and greatly adds to the

liability to attacks of acute intestinal disease. It is, consequently, much

more serious in summer than in winter.

In the secondary cases the prognosis depends upon the child's previous

constitution, upon the duration of the intestinal symptoms, upon our ability

to carry out proper treatment, like change of air, etc., upon the presence or

absence of complications, but, most of all, upon the severity and extent of

the intestinal lesions. The recognition of these has already been discussed

under Diagnosis. The possibility of error always exists in estimating the

gravity of the lesions, so that no case should be consideral hopeless. Every

l)hysician who sees much of this form of disease has again and again met
with cases so weak, so wasted, and so ana?mic that recovery seemed out of

the question ; and yet after a few weeks under favorable circumstances ihey

have begun to improve little by little and finally have gone on to complete

recovery.

If, hoAvever, continuous symptoms have existed for eight or ten weeks
without any sign of amelioration, recovery is very doubtful. There may
be some improvement and the case may linger for two or three months
longer, only to be carried off by the first attack of acute illness which occurs.

Treatment.—In the matter of prophylaxis there is only one point
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deserving special emi)hasi8, and that is proper clotliing for the feet and legs

of infants at all times, and es[)ecially in fall and spring : in the winter

they are generally snffieiently protected. The abdomen should be protected

by a flannel band, except in midsummer. The other points in prophylaxis

are sufficiently dwelt upon in the general section.

In the successful treatment of chronic diarrhoea, either in infants or

in older children, almost everything depends upon general management,

hygienic and dietetic, and almost nothing upon drugs. These cases are

generally ', ery much overdosetl, greatly to their detriment.

In the primary cases in infancy we first seek to find and remove the

cause. If it is poor breast-milk, the child must be weaned, unless a good

wet-nurse can be obtained. If prolonged lactation is the cause, or preg-

nancy, nursing must be stopped at once. Proper food in these cases will

often stop a very intractable diarrhoea in a few days without a dose of

medicine, whore all the routine of drug treatment has been gone over with-

out the slightest benefit. In the same way, if tlie cause has been habitual

overfeeding, improper food, or bad habits of feeding, it is useless to attempt

to do anything by drugs unless the cause can first be removed. If there be

associated rickets, syphilis, or malaria, these must receive their appropriate

constitutional treatment.

In all cases in infancy rooms should be kept at an equable temperature

in winter, and not too warm
;
plenty of fresh air must be allowed. There

is no advantage in keeping the child in-doors unless it is extremely delicate

or very young, or unless the weather is very cold or stormy. In going out it

should be well protected, and the feet kept warm by a hot-Avater bag. In

summer the child should certainly have the benefit of a change of air when-

ever this is possible. It should be sent from the city to the country, not

merely for the sake of its chronic diarrhoea, but to escape as far as possible

the dangers of acute attacks. The regions mentionetl as proper for acute

attacks are equally well suited to the chrohic ones.

There should always be sufficient clothing to protect well the feet and

legs.

The dietetic rules to be followed do not differ from those given for acute

dys}X!ptic attacks after the first stage of severe symptoms has passed,—viz.,

breast-milk whenever it is possible; coav's milk used A'cry sparingly, and

never except it is Avell diluted or completely peptonized ; if then the ^.it or

curds appear in the stools as a constant thing, milk must be stopped alto-

gether, and whey, broths, barley gruel, or some of the malted foods tried.

There is always a tendency to overfeeding, as these children's appetites

are usually good and they will take almost any amount of food that is

offerofl. Underfeeding is better than overfeeding. The object should be

to maintain the nutrition of the child Avith the smallest irritation possible

to the intestinal canal. We select our food, so far as we can, with this in

view. Foods which leave the least residue are usually the best.

In older children an exclusive diet of boiled milk sometimes is exceed-
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ingly well borne. This may Ix; thickened with barley flour or with " flour

baU." As a rule, stan-hes must be given rather epaiingly, and combined

with malt. If milk is not well borne, the animal broths, meat jelly, beef

juice, and even raw scraped meat, may be tried. Mouo*:ony of diet is, if

possible, to be avoided.

The use of^lrugs is of secondary importance : the routine use ofopium and

astringents, especially the tannin preparations, does more harm than goo<l.

We must husband our resources, and do nothing which would in any way

disturb stomach-digestion. Antacids and aromatics are usefid where there

is acid fermentation of the stomach. An occasional cathartic dose of cal-

omel or of castor oil, to swa^p out the canal, is of great l)enefit. Pepsin,

hydrochloric acid, and cxtractum pancreatis (Fairchild's) serve a very useful

purpose. Opium is to be used occasionally when demanded by s[)ecial symp-

toms, especially frequent watery movements, and also in cases where passages

from the bowels follow almost immediately upon the ingestion of food.

Bismuth by the mouth is of value in the case of thin watery movements,

hut docs less good when the movements are consistent and infrequent. I

have little faith in the other mineral astringents.

Antiseptics are not of very great value in these chronic cases. If there

is much flatulence, with offensive stools, these symptoms may be allayed

often by salicylate of sodium or by salol.

Stimulants must be used in a very large proportion of the cases.

Irrigation of the bowel is of a certain amount of value, but much less

than in most of the other varieties.

Arsenic and nux vomica are highly spoken of by Eustace Smith in

many of these cases, especially during convalescence. I have rarely seen

from their use the striking benefit of which he sijeaks.

In the secondary cases the treatment is virtually a continuance of the

measures employed in the acute stage of entero-colitis. The children must

be sent inland,—to the mountains if possible. The same dietetic rules apply

as in more slow acute cases. Not much is to be expected from drugs. It

is of no use to give these children week after week the various popular

diarrhoea-mixtures, with the expectation that ultimately the formula which

exactly meets the wants of the j)articular case will be found. The occa-

sional use of opium is required by special symptoms,

—

e.g., frequent thin

movomonts. Bismuth is about the only other drug which can be said to

liave any influence on the lesion ; but it must be given, as in acute cases,

iu large doses,—two to three drachms daily. Even bismuth should be

stopped for a few days every week or two, to see how the stools are with-

out it. An oc(>jisional dose of castor oil or of calomel is beneficial, and in a

few cases the use of the smaller doses of oil (ngv to njx) in emulsion, four or

five times daily, seems to be of advantage. It should not be continued more

than two or three days unless very manifest improvement occurs, from the

danger of disturbing the stomach.

Astringent enemata are of considerable value. We can hope to do very
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much more in the treatmont of these lesions by tliis means than by drugs

given by the mouth. Euemata should be used onoe a day, but should be

diseontiiuied for a few days every week or two, to see what tlr oonditior. of

the stools irt without them In using these ihe method shoidd be piac^tisetl,

already described in the treatment of acute cii-^cs, of fii-st irrigating the

whole colon thoroughly with either plain lukewarm water, ur •. salt sol'i-

tion (a teaspoonful to a pint), or a borax solution of the same strength. In

this way mucus, fax;al matters, etc., can be removed, and the astringent solu-

tion brought in direct contact witii the nmcous membrane.

The astringents to be used are tannic acid, bismuth, and nitrate of silver,

their ratio of value being in the ovlcr named. The same strength of solu-

tion as in the acute eases may be empioyed. They should be lukewarm, or

they will be quickly expelled. Where irrigation and astringent enema are

to be used for a long time, as several weeks, there is a decided advantage in

changing the astringent every week or ten days.

Complications should always be watched for: they are to be treated on

general principles as they arise.

In some of the secondary cases, especially if the symptoms have lastcil

eight or ten weeks with little or no change, we get the best results by direct-

ing our entire efforts towards the general cachexia and stopping all intes-

tinal therapeutics. Alcoholic stimulants must be used in almost all cases,

and they may be kept up for a long time with advantage. Old port or

sherry will sometimes do better than brandy or whiskey. Usually we give

that which the patient will take most readily. The prcfligestcd foods. are

of much value ; so also are the beef preparations, bovinine, beef peptouoids,

and meat extracts ; raw meat may be used with benefit.

Massage is also of real value in some of these cases. luuuctious of

cod-liver oil may be used, or other forms of fat.

Where there is a failure in the absorption of fats, I have seen beneficial

results follow Reed & Carnrick's combination of pancrcatin and bile known

as pancrobiline. It is given in pills coated with keratin to older children

from one and a half to two hours af^er feeding. In infants the liquid prep-

aration may be substituted, half a drachm to a drachm being given one hour

afler feeding, not more than three times a day.

In general, in the treatment of the secondary cases of chronic diar-

rha?a the patient must first be put in the best possible surroundings,—in no

cases does a change of air do more ; minute and careful attention must be

given to diet, and the effects studied by the stools and the weight ; in respect

to diet each case mast be studied by itself; intestinal irrigation offers miuh

better chances of snccess in treating the lesions than drugs by the mouth

;

it is sometimes better to ignore the intestinal lesions and seek to promote

the general nutrition by all possible means. These cases are always trying

ones to the physician. Unless he can control absolutely the matter of diet,

it is hopeless to attempt to do anything. Still, by careful study of the indi-

vidual case, and minute at ention to details, especially in dietetics, success
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may sometimes be achieved even in the cases vhich seemed at ihe outset

the most desperate.

Tlie danger of rehipses and s(H!ond atta(^i\s continues for many months.

Duriiig the sununer tbllowing such an attiuik, the (^hild should be seni where

it will be least likely to suffer from further attacks of diarrhoea.
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MEMBRANOUS ENTERITIS.

By WILLIAM A. EDWARDS, M.D.

Synon:>Tnes.—Pellicular colitis, Intestinal cast. Pseudo-membranous

enteritis. Intestinal dosquaniative catarrh, Mucous disease. Chronic rauco-

colitis, Chronic croup of the intestines, Chronic pellicular inflammation of

the intestinal mucous membrane, Fibrinous diarrhoea. Follicular, Duodenal,

and Colonic d) spepsia, Chronic pseudo-membranous gastro-cnteritis. Tubu-

lar looseness. Tubular exudation-casts of the intestine. Mucous or Gelatinous

diarrhoea, Mucous casts ; Latin, Diarrhoea febrilis. Diarrhoea tubularis,

Hypochondriasis pituitosa ; French, Ent6rite interstitiellc.

The term membranous enteritis has within the last few years become

restricted in its application to a particular form of intestinal disorder,

characterized by irregularly recurring paroxysms of abdominal pain, un-

accompanied by fever and relieved by the passage of membranous shreds

or tubes, which for the most part arc composed of mucin. In this article

it is no'^ our purpose to deal with cases in which the passage of the mem-
brane is accompanied by all the symptoms and concomitants of enteritis or

entero-colitis in their acute or chronic form, but rather with cases in which

the passage of the membrane is about the only symptom presented, or at

least is the most marked feature of the disorder.

It has b.en recognized for many years that a mu'jous substance may be

voided by stool, but it is only recently that these cases have received careful

attention and proper classification. At fii'st these membranous shreds and

tubes were considered to be portions of the intestinal canal, but Fernelius

in 1554, Van Swieten, and Sennertus all recognized their true nature and

80 recorded them. Still later Morgagni further described the disease ; he

considered the membranes to be due to the fact that the pituitous humor
became concrete and adhered to the inner coat of the intestine. Within
the last few years able and careful papers have been written by several

observers, to which I have already called attention.'

Etiology.—The most varied and opposite etiological factors have been

adduced in endeavoring to arrive at a true understanding of the causative

agents in producing the condition sometimes styled tubular diarrhoea, a

» Amer. Jour, of Med. Sci., April, 1888.
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not ipapt (Icflignation. We, however, (lefii''tcly know that (rlimntc, occupa-

tion, and inlieritunce arc not to be considered as predi.sjxwing causes of tb"

(liHcaso.

It is undoubtedly a fa>:t that most cases occtir in youuf; adult females

who arc hysterical, or at least of a nervous disposition ; but recently sufTl-

cient cjises have been nniordcd among (children to merit consideration in a

vork such as this, remembering, however, that the diseases is not a frcHpient

one in children. In one hundred and eleven cases six were under the age

of ten.

Clemens' reports four cases as (Micnrring in children; Chapin ' records

other cases, as does also J. Lewis Smith;"* Whitehead* adds two children

to the list. Laget* has observed an infant onvalescing from diphtheria

who passinl a mucous cast nearly eight in(;hes long, and Harrier' an example

of the disease in a child of five years.

Sex.—Sex does not seem to be the same predisposing element in chil-

dren tiiat it undoubtedly is in adults, when we can say that the majority of

cases are seen in hysterical women ; for example, eighty per cent, of the

recorded adult cases occurred among females.

The disease is apt to be either a concomitant or a se<juel of disease of

the genital or the intestinal tract or of the nervous system : most obs-'-vers

report an antecedcit dyspepsia and constipation alternating with diarrha'a.

Grantham has considered the abuse of mercury to be productive of the con-

dition. In a child it may fljllow typhoid fever, enteralgia, hemorrhoids, or

tuberculosis of the intestine.

We must exclude from consideration the membnmes passed in the so-

called croupous or diphtheritic enteritis, as it has not Iwen allotted to us to

consider all forms of membranes passed, but simply that form which is

purely a mucous cast.

Da Costa attributes the etiology to the nerves presiding over nutri-

tion and secretion, considering the disease to be a manifestation of disor-

dered nervous supply, which may be either general or lo<'al. Wales con-

siders the ganglionic nerves of the intestine to be primarily at fault ; most

cases will certainly presen\ ..'ked evidences of Jemnged nervous action.

Symptoms.—The passage of the casts is usually paroxysmal, accom-

panied by alxlominal pain, tenesmus, and nervous disturbances, and preceded

or followed by digestive troubles. Alxlominal tenderness almost always

exists, and is generally relieved by the passage of the membranes ; blood

may be present in the discharges ; at this time the bladder will usually

' Ueber dem Darrnkrup der Kinder, Jahrb. fur Kinderkrankheiten, 1860, Bd, xxxiv.

S. 80.

' Archives of Pediatrics, 1884, vol. i. pp. 447-49.

8 Diseases of Infancy and Childhood, 4th ed., p. 487.

* Med. and Surg. Kep.- Manchester Hosp., 1870.

» Bull. Soc. Anat., Paris, 1875, p. 843.

• Traite pratique des Maladies de I'Enfance, 2d ed., 1845, t. ii. p. 86.
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present Bomo flymptoms or evldencj's of nynipathi/in^ in the disonler, more

particuhirly Hhould the disease (H-cur in a female at or after pulnu-ty, when

manifestations of uterine disorder will Ix' alniost invariably present.

Patients who are the subjects of membranous enteritis, while they do

not lose the nornuil contour of the Ixxly, still present some evidences of

mr.. nutrition. They are apt to have eniptiotis of furuncles and carbuncles,

sore mouth, or lu^rpes of the genitals, and an irritable nervous system.

Kinaciiation is rarely a marked symi)toni : inlecnl, it is worth notinfj; that

this almost complete lack of emaciation persists throughout the course of

the disease, notwithstandinj' the ainoimt of matter passed.

Tlie innnbcr (,f paroxyj-" . is very variable : patients are sometimes able

to foretell an atta(!k by ceviuiu symptoms, as chilliness, blufness of the nails,

and tingling or pain at the ringer-tips. A person the subject of this disease

may sutler but one attack in a year, or but one a month, or, on the other

hand, the paroxysms may be contimious, as in one of my own cases. The

diiration*of the attacks is also very variable : they have Ia^cxi reported as

short as twenty-four hours and as long as two »voeks. The difficulty of

pn'cisely limiting the attacik »vill be appreciated when it is remembered that

in the more chronic cases there is an almost constant sequence of symptoms.

It must also be borne in mind that the i)atients are usually dyspeptic and

sutfer more or less from constipation and from abdominal distress which

sometimes amounts to severe pain referred to the umbilical region ; indeed,

this train of symptoms usually pre(;e(les for some time the expulsion of the

membranes. Membranes are not found in each stool during a paroxysm,

as a rule, but a single accumulation is generally passed, accompanied by

pain and tenesmus ; indeed, some cases discharge the membranes only about

once a week ; on the other hand, patients may have ten or a dozen mem-
branous stools in twenty-four hours.

Pain, tenderness, and tenesmus are complained of in varying degrees by

different patients. The most usual manifestation is abdominal pain, which

nmy bo simply a sense of uneasiness or may be agonizing pain which is

generally relieved by the passage of the membrane. Tenderness may exist

over tlie entire abdomen, or may be localized and developed only by firm

pressure.

Hemorrhoids, prolapse oi the rectum, diarrhoea, jaundice, extreme thirst,

coated, anajmic, and fissured tongue, aphthous ulcer of the mouth, and ton-

sillar jjhagcdsena have all been noted in the symptomatology of the disease.

The nervous system presents many and varied manifestations. To some
of these neuroses we have already called attention, particularly the hys-

ttjrical derangements, which are the most frequent of all the functional dis-

turbances. The following symptoms have been noted : neuralgia, hyper-

ffisthesid, ansesthesia, irregular muscular tremors, paresis, hysterical tetanus,

and coma; convulsions have also been observed. Transient defects in

vision, tinnitus aurium, and disoi-dered sense of taste are also among the

recorded symptoms.
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everywhere free from fibrillation. Embetlded in it were granules, free

nuclei, cells, crystals, and particles of undigested food. The opaque yellow

lines were seen to be composed of foreign matters, as bile-pigment, earthy

and fatty grantdes, portions of huska of seeds, gritty tissue of pear, a pecu-

liar form of elastic tissue, stellate vegetable hairs, and a mucedinous fungus.

Tlie cells in the matrix were eitlier spherical or cylindrical,—in some

portions lying without obvious order, in other parts arranged in layers.

Generally the membranes consisted of a single layer of matrix with cells,

but in some places several layers of matrix could be noted.

Andrew Clark, in a supplementary note, takes exception to the above

report. After citing several propositions to prove his hypothesis, he con-

cludes that he is justified in stating that the casts or membranes are not

fibrinous, that they are not the product of inflammation in the sense defined

(chronic inflammatory action of the mucous membrane, and subsequent exu-

dation), and that the abnormal cell-products have arisen in some other way
—i.e., metamorphosis—tlian by free development of an exuded blastema.

He also makes the further observation, which is of extreme interest in tlie

present study,—viz. : the product of diseased action in mucous membranes

occurs in three varieties : first, clear, jelly-like, and imjierfectly membra-

nous ; second, yellowish, semi-opaque, flaky, and usually membranous

;

third, yellowish white, dense, opaque, distinctly membranous, tough, and

rather adherent to the subjacent surface.

Action with Reagents.—H. B. Hare states that pharyngeal mucus,

for example, Avill exhibit chemical reactions similar to those of the membra-

nous discharges, and states, further, that the discharges consist essentially

of mucin, Avith possibly a trace of albumen, and no fibrin,—thus confirming

my own views on the subjecit and agreeing for the moat part with all other

observers.

Strong acids and alkaline solutions of moderate strength will dissolve

the casts. Their albumin jus nature is further shown by acting on these

solutions with the usual tests for albumen,—heat and nitric or acetic acid.

Some observei-s (Clark) have noted the absence of albumea in the mem-
branes.

According to Goodhart, after the solution has been precipitated it

cannot be reprecipitated by acetic acid, ferrocyanide of potassium, alcohol,

ethei*, or perchloride of mercury. The casts stain readily but irregularly

with carmine.

Pathology.—The colon seems to be generally the selective site of the

disease ; this, however, is not always the case, as the small intestine may be

invaded, either in conjunction with the colonic deposit or altogether indepen-

dently of it. Upon referring to the literature of the subject, one is at once

struck with the extreme paucity o*' post-mortem records of the disease ; and
if we exclude all cases of croupous or diphtheritic deposit the number
becomes small indeed.

Simpson says that Abercrombie saw a case in which the mucous meai-
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brane of the colon was covered by an immense number of clear white spots,

which were small vesicles that when punctured discharged a small quantity

of clear fluid ; the patient during life had passed a large quantity of mem-
branous casts or tubes. The small intestine was healthy. The girl died

of phihisis.

Da Costa is of the opinion that the injection is not Oi.ginally an inflam-

mation, considering the inflammatory element to be the result rather than the

cause. Clark held that the membranes were not the product of inflam-

matory action, becaueo they contained no fibrin, a view that is not tenable

at the present day, because we know that fibrin is not an essential compo-

nent of an exudate. My own views are in accord with the general opinion

that if inflammation is present at all it is in a very mild form. Siredey,

Wales, and Whitehead all practically agree that the pathogenesis of the

affection is to be looked for in the nervous system ; indeed, as Da Costa

aptly remarks, " the association often with similar discharges from other

outlets points to a deeper, more general cause than enteritis or a morbid

condition of the intestinal mucous follicles." Barrier noted alteration in

the follicular appai-atus of the intestine.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of this condition presents few, if any, dif-

ficulties. If mistakes arise they are, in all probability, due to the care-

lessness of the observer rather than to any obscurity in the manifestations

of the usual clinical phenomena of the disease. The writer has known ob-

servers to consider the membranes to be ascaris lumbricoides : the resem-

blance in some cases is close, indeed, but they are readily distinguished

by even a casual examination. Again, the white, shining, detached pieces

have been mistaken for segments of taenia mediocanellata, taenia solium,

and bothriocephalus latus ; but, as above stated, the failure to recognize the

nature of the disease is not on account of its atypical manifestations. It

has also been mistaken for fatty discharges and for the lienteric discharges

of dysentery. Anal fissure may cause a hypersecretion of mucus.

In cholera a fibrinous or gelatinous matter has been noticed in the small

intestine ; in some cases this has taken the form of a croupous deposit. lu

scarlatina and in tubercular disease a membrane occasionally forms and is

cast oif.

That adult patients may inadvertently be misled, and thus mislead their

medical adviser in relating the history of their complaint, is proved by the

experience of Quekett, quoted by Richard Quain, who records the case of a

patient who at intervals of two or three weeks had severe abdominal pain,

occurring in paroxysms, always relieved by the passage of a mass, some-

times as large as an orange, or larger, made up of membranous matters and

tubes. The mass represented the undigested portion of mutton-chops upon

which the patient had been living. Quekett further states that he has

observed nine cases of a similar character. Schubler ' gives a plate illus-

> Jahrbiicherd. Deut. Med. u. Chir., Nurnberg, 1818, Bd. iii. Heft i. S. 66.
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trating peculiar brcnching tubes passed per rectum, which m re also proba-

bly the arteries and ligaments derived from the meat diet of the patient

;

and similar cases are reported by Elsasser and Uhl. In other cases the

membranes appear to be made up entirely of yellow elastic tissue which,

according to Corrigan,' resembles closely the ligamentum nuchse of sheep.

In conclusion, portions of the gut itself^ or its necrosed mucous mem-

brane may be voided by stool ; but the history of the case, and the constitu-

tional condition of the patient, with the concomitants and the appearance

of the matter j)assed, should quickly elucidate the nature of the disease.

Prognosis.—The prognosis in relation to cure is bad : most cases run a

prolonged and tedious course, in many patients extending over the larger

part of adult life. The disease of itself, uncomplicated, rarely proves fatal

;

the recorded causes of death are totally independent of the membranous

affection.

Treatment.—Wt consider the treatment under two headings,—the

prophylactic and the av- . e, or that which is aj ^,ropriate during an interval

or remibsion, and that which we resort to during an exacerbation. It is

during the intermissions that we can hope to do more for our patient's per-

mr lent good than during an ai tual attack : it is then that diet, regimen, and

hygiene are of greatest importance. There must be a careful supervision

of the patient's daily life. All sources of irritation are to be removed.

Easily-digested or even pre-digcsted food should be supplied, and care

should be taken to ascertain that undigested particles of food are not irri-

tating the intestinal canal. As constipation usually exists, sometimes to a

stubborn degree, mild saline laxatives are generally most efficacious ; ene-

mata or glycerin suppositories may be I'esorted to.

During the acute stage of an attack opi'mi will often be found necessary

to afford relief, and possibly to check excessive secretion or hemorrhage.

Belladonna in the form of extract, Dover's powder, and subnitvate and

subcarbonate of bismuth, with local counter-irritation, all tend to abort

the paroxysm or at least to shorten its duration. The following remedies

have been suggested : arsenic^ copaiba, bromide of potassium, nitromuriatic

acid, henbane, vegetable infusions, prolonged counter-irritation, electricity,

turpentine, iron, cod-liver oil, oxide or nitrate of silver by mouth or by

high injection into the bowel, chloride of ammonium, sulphate of zinc, bi-

chloride of mercury, chlorate of potfissiura, oxide of zinc, blisters, warm-
water enemata, nux vomica, ergot.

Exercise for the growing child wLj is robust enough to bear it is of

paramount importance, and, if possible, should be out of doors : hence a

mild, equable climate should be selected for the little patient, one in which
he may pass the greatest number of days in clear sunshine and surrounded

by a balmy atmosphere.

' Dublin Hospital Gazette, 1854-55, vol. i. p. 88.

* Ziemssen's (Jyclopajdia. Boehin, vol. xvii. p. 382.
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INTESTINAL BACTERIA OF CHILDREN.

Bv WILLIxVM D. BOOKEE, M.D.

Definition.—Bacteria are small, globular, rod-shaped or spiral, unicellu-

lar organisms, which increase by transverse division. Bacteria are divided

into micrococci, bacilli, and spirilla. Micrococci are spherical or slightly

oval, no difference being recognized in length and in breadth. Bacilli are

rod-shaped, the length exceeding the breadth. Bacilli curved on the long

axis are called comma bacilli, and a chain of them constitutes a spirillum.

But there are also spirilla, or long spiral threads, which show no division

into commas. The same species of bacillus may show considerable varia-

tion in the length and size of individual rods, but there is no satisfactory

evidence to prove that a bacillus chauges into a micrococcus, or a micrococcus

into a bacillus.'

History.—Tiie occurrence of bacteria in the fieces has been known for

many years, but no practical advantage was derived from this knowledge

until the recent introduction, by Koch, of methods for isolating bacteria

and studying their biological characters. Application of these methods to

the study of intestinal bacteria in children has within the past five yeare

brought to light information of great interest and value. It must be re-

membered, however, that this study is complex and extensive, but still in

its infancy, and that further investigation may modify many of the views

now held.

Bacteria in the fsecos of children living upon a mixed diet differ greatly

in number and in kind from those in the healthy fa;ces of milk-fed infants.

The biological study of intestinal bacteria in children has been confined

chiefly to the latter, to the bacteria in the meconium, and to those in the

dejecta of infants affected with summer diarrhnea.

Bacteria were first observed in the fa;ces in 1719 by Anthony van Leeu-

wenhoek,* a priv^ate citizen of Holland : they were found by him in the

faeces of various animals and in his own diarrhoeal faeces. Leeuwenhoek

' As bacteriology has become a subject of so great importance to the physician and

surgeon, and especially to those who see much of children's diseases, it has been fully

treated of in vol. i., and thither the reader is referred for an account of methods for culti-

vating and studying the characteristics of bacteria.

' Contemplationes Antonii de Leeuwenhoek, Opera Omnia, torn, i., 1719, Epistola lul

Regite Societatis Collegium Londinense Robertum Hooko.
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attached no importance to these small organisms, but some of his contem-

poraries regarded them as a cause of a number of diseases. This opinion,

unsupported by experimental evidence, was soon abandoned, and no further

attention was given to the subject until about the middle of the present

century.

In an article published in 1845, Gros* states that human excrements,

whether healthy or diseased, swarm with vibrios of various sizes.

Frerichs,* in his celebrated article on digestion published in 1846 in

Wagner's " Handworterbuch," devoted a special section to the micro-organ-

isms found in the alimentary canal, and described the morphology of the

most striking forms seen by him. He regarded them as having little or no

effect upon digestion, being harmless invaders which thrive and grow in

the intestine because it atfbrds a favorable soil.

Greater interest was given to the subject of intestinal bacteria, as of

bacteria in general, by Pasteur's demonstration in 1857 that these organisms

are capable of exciting profound chemical changes in the nature of fermen-

tation and putrefaction, and the discovery by him and otl rs that certain

infectious diseases are caused by bacteria. Proceeding from the latter point

of view, Hausmann,' Klebs,* Billroth,' Woodward,® and others directwl

their attention to a micros(!opical study of the bacteria found in the intestinal

canal and the faeces of healthy adults.

Woodward carefully described the morphology of the bacteria found in

the normal and diarrhoeal fseces. He recognized a difference in the size

and quantity of the bacteria in the normal and the pathological faices, but,

owing to their similarity, he was not al)le to establish a relation between

individual forms of bacteria and definite diseases. He also recognized that

similarity of form was not sufficient to prove an identity.

Hoppe-Seyler, Nencki, Fitz, Brefeld, Senator, and others undertook the

investigation of the fermentative action of the intestinal bacteria, but, as

their experiments were made with the mixed bacteria of the faeces, without

reference to their purity, no definite conclusions could be reached.

Both Pasteur and Dudaux,^ although on insufficient data, expressed the

opinion that great imjjoi'tance is to be attached to the rCde of micro-organ-

isms in the woi'k of digestion. Nothnagel* in 1881 was the first to attempt

' Observations et Indications microscopiques sur quelques Parasites, Extr. du Bulletin

de la Soc. Imp. des Natur. de Moscou, t. xviii. p. 51.

'' Artielo " Vcrdauung" in Wagner's Handworterbuch der Physiologic, Bd. iii. S. 869,

Braunschweig, 1840.

' Inaug. Diss., Berlin, 1870, Ueber parasitiire Vibrionen.

Patholog. Anatomie, 1869, Bd. i. S. 271.

' Untorsuehungen iiber die Vegetationsform von Coccobacteria septica, 1874, S. 94.

• The Medical and Surgical History of the War of the Rebellion, Part II. vol. i. pp.
278ctseq., 1879.

' Duelaux, Becherches sur la Digestion, Comptes-Rendus, 1882.

' Die normal in den monsehlichen Darmentleerungen vorkommenden niedersten (pflanz-

licher) l^rganismen, Zeitschr. f. Klin. Med., 1881, Bd. iii. S. 275.
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to identify the various species of micro-organisms found in the fteces, accord-

ing to their morphological peculiarities. He did not, however, isolate them

by cultivation.

Brieger,' Bienstoclv '1 Stahl ' were the first to take advantage of the

modern methods for i^- bacterid and to attempt to establish the rela-

tion of the individual tjj. lea of bacteria found in the fieces to definite

fermentative processes. Brieger isolated from the normal fteces two species

of bacteria possessing fermentative pi-operties, one fernienting gra[)e- and

cane-sugar into ethyl alcohol, the other forming propionic acid out of

grape-sugar.

Bienstock separated from the fseces a species of bacterium found in

large quantity, which he considered to be capal\le of splitting albuminous

compounds into their ultimate products. Besides this species Bienstock

isolated three other bacilli, and arrived at the conclusion that these four

species of bacilli are the only bacteria existing in the healthy intestinal

canal with the administration of a mixed diet,—a conclusion in direct

contradiction to that of all other observers.

Stahl, who was about the same time engaged in the systematic isolation

of the bacteria of the adult ffeccs, found twenty different species of bacteria.

This valuable work was, unfortunately, left incomplete by the death of its

author, and no mention is made of the relation of these bacteria to

fermentation.

Miller* isolated twenty-five varieties of bacteria from the mouth of

adults, eight of which were again found in the stomach and twelve in the

intestine. He also found that a considerable number of these varieties

produce lactic-acid fermentation in carbohydrate solution, that a peptonizing

action was shown by a majority, and that only a few varieties possess a

diastatic action.

The preceding citations refer only to the investigations made upon

adults.

Loschner and Lambl made the first special reference to the occurrence

of vegetable parasites in the intestinal contents and faeces of children, in

the report of tlie Franz-Joseph's Hospital in 1860. The report refers only

to pathological cases.

Widerhofer* observed bacteria, especially leptothrix-like forms, fre-

quently in the diarrhcieal dejecta, and predicted that future investigation

would bring one or other form into accidental or essential connection with

' Ueber Spaltuniitsproducto der Bacterien, Zeitschrift f. Physiolog. Chemie, Bde. viii.

u. ix.

'' Ueber die Bakterien der Faces, vorliiuflge Mitthcilung, Fortschritte der Medicin,

1883, u. Zeitschrift. f. Klin. Med., 1884, Bd. viii.

' Mikroorganismen in den Darraentleerungen, Verhandl. des III. Congresse f. innero

Med., 1884.

* Ueber Gahningsvorgiinge in Verdauungstractur urA die dabei betheiligten Spaltpilzc,

Deutsche Med. Wochen.'chr., Dec. 3, 1886.

» Semiotik der Unterleiber, Jahrb. f. Kinderheilk., Bd. iv., A. F., 1871.
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special intestinal diseases. Demme' repeatetUy refers, in his reports of the

Basel Children's Hospital, to the remarkable fact that even in the fseces

of healthy children a large quantity of bacteria, especially rod forms, are

found.

In spite of the.se statements, so little was generally known on the sub-

ject that Johnstone, even in 1881, drew the conclusion that the occurrencp

of bacteria in the stools of children affected with summer diarrhoea in the

city of Leicester was due to an infection from the sewers, in which the

bacteria were likewise found in great numbers.

Baginsky attempted, by means of a microscopical study of the diarrhoeal

dejecta and pathologico-anatomical examination, to establish the relation of

bacteria to the etiology of summer diarrhoea in children. In his valuable

work^ he described the morphology of a number of bacteria and fungi

:

one form, a narrow bacillus, he found almost constantly in cholera infantum,

and attached some importance to it. He became convinced, however, that

no reliable information could be obtained by this method of research.

While these and many other investigations had been carried on with

the diarrhoeal faeces, the study of the bacteria in the normal fseces of children

had been neglected to an astonishing degree.

Uffelmann* was the first to recognize this, and to realize that progress

in the diagnosis and therapy of summer diarrhoea in children must be

founded upou a chemical and microscopical study of the stools of healthy

breast-fed children. (In 1842 Franz Simon made a chemical analysis of the

faeces of healthy breast-fed children, and the subject was again taken up

by Wegscheider in 1875, but neither made any reference to bacteria.)

Uffelmann found the great mass of the faeces of healthy sucklings to be

composed of micrococci and rod bacteria, the latter greatly predominating.

We owe to Escherich the fundamental investigation of the bacteria in

the contents of the intestine and stools of healthy sucklings. His researches,

made according to the most approved bacteriological methods, are of great

value, and have laid the foundation for a fruitful study of the bacteria in

the pathologicc.' stools of infants. Our information upon the bacteria in

the meconium and healthy faeces of sucklings has been derived almost

exclusively from his work.*

The Entrance of Bacteria into the Intestine.—The chief mode of

ingress of bacteria to the intestine is through the air, the saliva, and the

food which is swallowed, but, inasmuch as bacteria are sometimes found in

the meconium taken from the rectum three to seven hours after birth, they

may, no doubt, enter also per anum. To what extent the gastric juice pre-

» XVIII. Jahresberieht, S. 20.

' Verdauuiigskrankheiten der Kinder, Tubingen, 1884.

' Untersuchungen iiberder Verhnlten der Faces natiirlich ernahten Sauglings, Deutsches
Archiv f. Klin. Med., 1881, xxviii. S. 442.

Die Darmbalcterien des Sauglings und ihre Beziehungen zur Physiologic der Verdau-
ung, Stuttgart, 1886,
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vents the eutraueo of bacteria into the intestine is no^ definitely known.

According to the invostigations of MiHer,' the gastric jniee is not destruc-

tive to bacteria if the hydro(!hh)ric acid is in less projMjrtion tiiun l.G to

1000. Miller's observations led him to Ix'lieve that the gastric jiiii-e does

not hinder the greater portion of bacteria from entering tlie intestine, and

that all the bacteria examined by him could pass through the stomach if

swallowed at the beginning of the meal, but swallowed at the height of

digestion the gastric juice was then more injurious. Busch observed in a

case of intestinal fistula in a woman portions of the focKl in the intestine in

from fifteen to twenty minutes after beginning the meal, and licpiid and

pulpy foods pi«s into the intestine sooner. Moreover, in pathological con-

ditions of tl e stomach, when the gastric juice is not secreted normally and

thvi hydrochloric acid is abnormally dimiuislied, it may have little or no

effect upon the bacteria. The development of bacteria in the intestine is

dependent in large measure upon the nutritive media found in the intestine.

Method for Collecting Intestinal Bacteria.—Bacteria are collectal

from the healthy fteces by causing an evacuation by the introduction of a

sterilized glass rod or syringe-nozzle into the rectum, after having first

washed the anus with sublimate solution and then with sterilized water.

As soon as the fceces are passed an opening is made on the surface of the

mass with a heated knife, and a sterilized curved j)latiuum needle intro-

duced through the opening into the interior, from which small portions are

taken up and put into sterilized test-tubes containing bouillon. Plate-

cultures or Esmarch tubes are then made from the bouillon-cultures as soon

as possible. From the contents of the intestine bacteria are similarly col-

lected by cutting an o])ening in the wall of the intestine with heated

scissors, through which the platinum needle is introduced. Bacteria are

collected from the liquid diarrlioeal fteces by intrtKlucing a small sterilized

glass tube into the rectum, or, better, a larger sterilized tube first introduced

through the anal ojUMiing and the smaller tube inserted through it into the

rectum. In a short time a discharge from the bowels is producetl, filling

the inner tube, which is first withdrawn and emptied at once into the test-

tube containing bouillon. The small tubes are conveniently kept ready for

use in sterilized test-tubes.

Meconium Bacteria.—Eseherich proved the correctness of the common

belief that the meconium of the new-born infant is entirely free from

micro-organisms. After a variable period bacteria make their appearance

in the meconium, and usually by the second day after birth are present in

large numbers. According to the observations made by Breslau^ in 1866,

the quick infection of the meconium takes place through the air which is

swallowed, even before food is taken. Breslau observed that as soon as

breathing begins the child makes sucking and swallowing movements, and

• Deutsche Med. Wochenschr., 1885, xii. 8.

'' Zeitschr. f. Geburtskunde, 1886.
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by means of percussion and a series of autopsies he found that air reaches

the stomach and upper part of the duodenum in a few hours after birth.

The air is carried through the intestine by peristalsis, and in twelve hours

is perceptible over the greater part of the small intestine, and in twenty-

four hours over the large intestine and the rectum. Es(!herieh found bacteria

in many cases in the meconium taken from the rectum from three to seven

hours after birth, and believes that this can be accounted for only by the

entrance of the bacteria per anum. As the meconium is infected from the

germs in the surrounding air, it is evident that the varieties of bacteria and

quickness of infec^tion will depend upon the varieties and quantity of bac-

teria in the air. This is influenced by hx'ation, season of the year, and

temperature. In the summer and in the city we may expect a richer vege-

tation in the meconium in twenty-four hours than in the winter and in

the country. Tompkins found tliat the air in the diarrluieal districts of

the city of Leicester contained five times more bacteria than the air in dis-

tricts not affected with diarrluea. Not only is there a great difference in

the time of ajipearance, but also in the varieties and quantity of bacteria

in the meconium.

If the meconium is examined from three to seven hours after birth it is

either sterile or contains only micrococci, mostly in the form of large diplo-

coeci. After eighteen hours, in most eases, rod-form batsteria are found.

The micrococci are of relatively large size and great variety. The bacilli

are also of manifold variety. Two spore-bearing species are especially

noticeable, one of which belongs lo the so-called head bacillus, consisting

of a slender filament from four to seven micro-millimetres long, in which

a glisteuic^ spore is set, the other appearing identical with the bacillus

sul)tilis. Besides these forms are to be mentioned large circular or elliptical

budding sjiores. As Escherich found in two such widely separated places as

Munich and Vienna almost the same forms of bacteria in the meconium,

esj)ecially the spore-bearing bacilli and micrococci, he thinks that, besides the

accsidental moment of air infection, a certain relation exists to the nutritive

media in the mecouiiun which affords a favorable condition for only certain

kinds of bacteria. This he thinks is also shown in a negative sense by the

disappearance of the rich and well-developed bacterial vegetation with the

complete discharge of the meconium. Escherich had the opportunity of

examining the last remnants of the meconium and the beginning of the

milk faeces which were passed at the same time. In the first portion, which

was shown by microscopical examination to be composed of the meconium

almost exclusively, the head-form bacilli, a few short rods, and micrococci

were found ; while in the second portion, composed of milk fteces, no head-

form bacteria or other forms belonging to the meconium were seen,—only

the forms belonging to the milk faeces in sparse quantity.

This astonishing and easily-proved fact

—

i.e., the change of bacterial

vegetation with the beginning of milk nourishment—is of great importance

to the knowledge of the conditions prevailing in intestinal putrefaction. It
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seems to be the first direct proof of the ih'|KMMU'ii(!e of the bmiterial vege-

tation of the intestinal canal upon the (rhcniical (tonipositiou of the int(»-

tinal contents. The milk in the intestinal canal not containing all the

ingrtnlicnts necessary for the development of the nu^coniuni bacteria, they

disapju'ar and give place to oth';r spccries. The disap|)eanince of the me-

conium l)iicteria with the entrance of milk diet may be cxplaintxl a«!ording

to the observation of Niigeli, that the fermentation of bacteria is not merely

advantageous to themselves but at the same time injurious to other species,

—

not through withdrawal of nourishment or secretion of injurious com[K)nnd8,

but through the presence; of special fermentation.

Culture exj)criments distinguish two periods in the relation of bacteria

to the meconium. The first meconium, as in the foetal condition, '% still

free from germs, or contains merely a few micro(!o«'i and germinating fungi

which occur frequently in the surrounding air. These represent the micro-

organisms entering per amim. The second p(>ri<xl is when the upper me-

conium coluiiii)^ early infected with germs from the air taken in per os,

appears in the rectum. Here we find a tolerably rich and manifold variety.

The difference between the bacterial vegetation of the meconium and that

of the subsequent milk freces consists in the meconium containing a smaller

number of individual ba(!tt>ria but a greater variety of forms, among which

micrococci and certain spore-bearing bacilli are especially numerous.

Intestinal Bacteria of the Healchy Suckling.—A microscopical

examination of the healthy fteces of sucklings shows it to be composetl

chiefly of bacteria, containing a larger number than the faeces of the adult

and a much larger number than the meconium. This may be explained by

the fact that the fseces of sucklings contain a larger proportion of water.

A further comparison of the microscoj>ical appearance of the healthy fseces

of sucklings with the healthy fseces of adults gives the astonishing simi-

larity of bacteria in the former in place of the manifold variety in the

'*er. While bacteria are present in enormous numbers in the faeces of

liealthy milk-fed infants, it was found that two species of bacteria are con-

stantly present, and that of these one species so greatly predominates that it

is sometimes found almost as a pure culture. The bacteria constantly

present are the bacterium lactis aerogenes and the bacterium coli conunune.

These are designated obligatory milk-fseces bacteria, in distinction from the

inconstant bacteria, which are called facultative or potential milk-fseces bac-

teria. The latter are found in small number and without regularity or

frequency. Among them micrococci are generally but not always found,

and only in smull number. Long spore-bearing threads, free spores, spirals,

and comma forms have not been observed.

In a systematic examination of the contents of the healthy gastro-intes-

tinal canal of sucklings, it has been found that the stomach contains a very

sparse vegetation composed chiefly of rod forms, the upper part of the

duodenum a few round or short rod-like forms, but at the ond of the

upper third of the small intestine the vegetation becomi^s richer and con-
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tains (Hpl(>c()ccl, bacteria lactis acrogenm, and (M)lon bacteria. The latter

iuereoHo in i.iunbt>r and in the lenjrth of the in<livi(hiul bacteria in the lower

part of tiie iinall intestine, but tiie bacteria lactis aeroj^enes undergo no

further increxse. In the eaxnini there is a great increase of <;olon bacteria,

and this conMiuics througliont the (H)lon, vith an inerea.se also in the length

of the JHW^ter a. The inunber of bacitcria found in ditl'erent wH'tioiis of the

intestine ap) cars to dcpcuid upon tiie (pmntity of undigested foinl present and

upon tl»(! le.igtli of time it remains diere. The upfH-'r part of tlie duodenum,

containing cliiefly secretions and little or no foo<l, is found, at least micro-

scopically, to be almost free from bacteria. Here we have a large (pmntity

of secretions free from bacteria, mixwl with a small (juantity of food con-

taining them, which is removtHl by the active jjcristalsis of this part of the

intestine before any consideral)le develo[nnent of bacteria can take |>lace.

In the colon, where the food remains a longer time, the bacterial vegetation

is correspondingly great. The increase in the length of the individual bac-

teria is ascribed to a prejwndcrance of the older, well-grown forms or to the

increasing exhaustion of the nutritive media (Buchner).

Tiie inconstant or potential milk-fte<!es bacteria are found in larger

number in the large intestine, and not at all, or only in small (juantity, in

the small intestine. There is found, then, not only a difference in the num-

ber and size of the bacteria in the ui)per and the lower part of the intestine,

but also a difference in the variety of bacteria.

Our present bacteriological methotls do not enable us to isolate in the

form of pure cultures all of the bacteria existing in the fteces. There is,

therefore, a discrepancy between the results of microscopical and those of

bacteriological examination of the faeces, the latter method showing a smaller

variety of organisms than the former. For this reason, if for no other, it

is plain that the bacteriological cannot displace the microscopical examina-

tion. The two methods must be used in combination with each other.

Efforts to obtain culture-media more suitable than those in conunon use for

the cultivation of a large number of fajcal bacteria have not been successful.

According to the investigations of Buchner' and Kuisl, the vital energy of

some of the bacteria is weakened through injurious influences acting upon

them in the intestinal canal. All of the bacteria, however, are not thus

affected. Buchner believes that the normal intestinal ferments act inju-

riously npon bacteria. But it has been shown that none of the noi-mal secre-

tions of the digestive tract except the acid gastric juice have an injurious

effect upon bacteria. It is more probable that many of the varieties of bacteria

which enter the intestine fail to find suitable conditions for their development.

The antagonistic action which is known to exist between many different

varieties of bacteria when planted together may also assist in clearing up
tlie discrepancy between the number and kind of organisms found micro-

scopically and by the culture methods.

Vol. III.—12

1 Arcbiv f. Hygiene, 1885, S. 399.
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Bioloffioal Characters of the Obligatory Milk-Feeoes Bacteria.

—

Bacterium ImcUh AiJrof/cncs.—Morphology,—Short thick rods witli roiuidcil

ends, ollou joinwl in pairs. Avemj^c; size from one to two inicro-nulliinetivH

loiij; and one-half to ono micro-inilliiiu'trt! wide. The short forms some-

times appear oval or almost round. In cnltnres cijijht days old the l)a(;illi

arc longer than in fresh cultures, and many show when stained with gentian

violet a deep violet centre with purple (>r clear poles. The bacilli show uo

motion of their own, and have not been found to contain spores.

IJacterium laetis aerogcnes grows readily on the ordinary <;ulturo-me<lia.

In gelatin cultures the colonies develop rai)idly, grow more in hcigh*^^, and

do not spread extensively over the surface. They arc generally round, with

even borders, though often irregular in shaiw, white to the nakcxl eye, and

seen under the microscope have a yellow or yellowish-brown apiK'araiiee.

In stab cultures the surfSice growth is white, raised, and extends uniformly

a short distance from the point of inoculaticm. Along the line of inocula-

tion in the depth is a solid stalk, with sometimes a marke<l swelling at the

end. Some stick cultures show the nail-form growth. On potato the cul-

ture 's whitish yellow or cream-color(!<l, thick, of pulpy consistency, and

has riimerous gas-bubbles over the surface. It coagulates milk with acid

reaction and with evolution of gas. JJaeterium laetis aerogeues resembles

the la(!tic-a(!id bacillus of Hiippe and in many respects the pueumococeus,

but is not identical with either.

Palhoycnic Fropcrtien,—Bacterium laetis aerogcnes has no effect when

injcctetl subcutaueously into mice. Injected into the bl )od of guinea-pigs

death resulted in twenty-four hours, with symptoms of collapse, and reveal-

ing in autopsies the phenomena of intestinal catarrh. Similar effect was

produced by the subcutaneous injection of a large quantity, but no effect

from a small quantity. The same results are observed in rabbits, save that

the action is slower and generally aceompauiwl by diarrhoja. The rapidity

of the pathological effects points to a toxic rather than a direct action upon

the walls of the intestine.

Bacterium Coli Commune.—This appears to be one of the most widely

distributed of all known bacteria. It is found in the meconium, in the

fteces of milk, tlesh, mixetl diet, and in diarrhoea, and appears to be seldom,

if ever, entirely absent from the freces. Bacterium coli commune is consid-

ered by Weisuer identical with the Naples bacillus of Emmerich. Stern-

berg^ found it constantly and as the predominating form in the intestine

and oflen in the stomach in yellow-fever cases.

Bacterium coli commune is characterized not only by its wide distribu-

tion, but also by the great variation in the character of its growth and

morphology. The latter varies in different stages of growth and in differ-

ent media. The smaller forms show very little difference in length and

1888.

1 Further Researches in the Etiology of Yellow Fever, Trans. Assoc. Amer. Phys.,
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brondth, which is nljoiit one-hnlf micro-mil li mot re, wliilc in jjclatin cultures

some forms roach five niioro-millimotros or more in lonf^th : all fijnulo.s be-

tween tiu'se arc seen. In the fleccs thoy arc often obscrvwl with iincoloi'cd

places ill the length of the nnl, j^ivinj? a pretty Hpotto<l appearance. The

morpholoji;y, which is so variabh; in the fiecos of diU'orcnt children as to

re(iuire the cidtnre test to nxiognize it as the same bafiillus, is more uni-

form in the fajces of the same child, and especially in the same stool.

This difference is probably due to the slijjht nutritive alterations in the

intestinal contents of different children and in the same child at different

times.

Bacterium coli commune grows readil)' upon the ordinary culture-media.

On fjolatin the ccloni'.'s arc so variable that no characteristic description can

he ^;iven : they generally spread extensively over the surface and have a

hliiisli-white nnpoarance to the naked eye. Slightly magnified, they are at

lirst white, Witu fine markings, but as they grow older are brownish or

straw-colored. Sternberg has recently found that when twenty-per-eeut.

gelatin cultures arc kept at a certain temperature offshoots appear on tho

sides of tho stalk in the depth of the gelatin. Cidtures from the offshoots

and from the main stem lK>tween them gave different r'>«ults, the cultures

Iroiii the offshoots resembling Emmerioh's Naples bacillus, tht,se from the

main stem the bacterium coli commune. Further cultivation from these

low apparently different varieties again gave similar culture-results, which

led Sternberg to regard Emmerich's bacillus as a sport of the bacterium coli

coniinune. If this result is confirmed by thorough tests it will explain

many of the difficulties experienced by all who have attempted to study

the colon bacteria. On potato cultures the bacterium coli commune is more

uniform, having a brownish-yellow color, with sometimes a glistening sur-

face. It coagidates milk more slowly than the bacterium lactis aerogenes,

requiring from six to eight days at from 30° to 35° C. The pathogenic

properties are similar to those of the bacterium laetis aerogenes.

Relation of the Intestinal Bacteria to the Fermentative Processes

in the Intestines of Sucklings.—The growth and development of bac-

teria in the intestinal canal, which contains uo free oxygen, or only a slight

and insufficient quantity, is dependent upon the presence of some fer-

mentative substance which is decomposed by the activity of th? bacteria.

Free oxygen, being necessary to the life of all bacteria, can be supplied in

the presence of active fermentation (Naegeli). Escherich proved experi-

mentally thf. n 'k-sugar supplied the fermentative substance in the healthy

intestine of sucklings, it being the only ingredient of milk decomposed by
tlie bacteria found in the normal intestine of sucklings on the exclusion of

oxygon, casein and fats being riot at all or only slightly acted upon. Of
the bacteria found in the normal intestine of sucklings the bacterium lactis

aerogenes is the only species which causes fermentation in milk without

oxygen, producing a fermentation of milk-sugar with the formation of

lactic acid and the development of carbonic acid and hydrogen. According
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to more recent experiments by Baginsky/ it is an acetic-acid and not a

lactic-acid fermentation. Baginsky found that the bacterium lactis aerogenes

ferments milk-sugar, with the formation of only a minimum quantity of

lactic acid and with simultaneous entrance of aceton ; that the greater quan-

tity of formed acid is acetic acid ; that the fermentation proceeds as well

without as with oxygen and is not hindered by the presence of bile-ingre-

dients. The gases accompanying the acetic-acid fermentation are carbonic

acid, methan, and hydrogen. There is every reason to believe that it is

the bacterium lactis aerogenes which causes this species of fermentation,

proved to occur normally in the infant's intestine, and that the intestinal

gases carbonic acid, methan, and hydrogen are derived from this fermenta-

tion.

Bacterium lactis aerogenes has not been found in the meconium, nor in

the intestine or faeces after a flesh diet, but it is always found in the intestine

after a milk diet. Its vital activity in the intestine ai)pears to depend upon

the presence of milk-sugar, and its extension there corresponds with that

of this substance. Milk-sugar is completely absorbed in the stomach and

small intestine, and is not found liormally in the large intestine. At the

time of milk digestion the bacterium lactis aerogenes is found in great

quantity in the upper part of the small intestine, and in proportion to the

absorption of milk-sugur it becomes scarce, diminishing in number through-

out the colon, and in the fseces compt. .ively few individuals of this species

are found.

On the other hand, the bacterium ooli commune is found but spai-sely

in the upper part of the intestine, becomes more and more numerous to-

wards the end of the intestine, and vastly exceeds in number all other

species of bacteria in the faeces, being also found in the faeces after a flesh

or mixed diet and in the meconium before any food is swallowed. As

sugar and casein are absorbed before reaching the large intestine, and the

fats but slightly broken up into glycerin and fatty acids, the former being

readily absorbed, it seems that no ingredient of milk is of influence in the

development of the colon bacterium in the intestinal canal, but rather thai

some fermentative substance contained in the intestinal secretions Is the

cause. According to Landwehr,' almost the whole of the mucus in the

intestine is decomposed, and it is probable that the bacterium coli commune

causes some species of fermentation or decomposition of the mucus.

There appear, then, to be two fermentative processes taking place in

the intestine after an exclusive milk diet, which are separated both locally

and at the time of occurrence. In the upper part of the intestine is a

decomposition of milk-sugar by the bacterium lactis aerogenes, and in the

lower part a fermentation of the intestinal secretion by the bacterium coli

commune. The saccharine fermentation commences with the entrance of

' Ucber Giihrungsvorgiinge im kindlichen Darmcanal u. die Giihrungstherapie dar

Verdauungskrankheitcn, Deutsche Med. Wochenschr,, 1888.

» Zeitschr. f. Physiolog. Chemie, 1885, Bd. ix.
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the milk ingredients into the duoclennm, and, as the absorption of milk-

sugar is rapid, it continues but a short time after gastric digestion is com-

pleted. The zone of this fermentation is confined to the upper part of the

small intestine, and extends with decreasing intensity, according to the stage

of digestion and the activity of absorption, more or less down the intestine,

without at any time passing the ileo-ea?cal valve. The other fermentation

begins »vith the conclusion of the first, and continues until the faecal mass

is thrown off. This slower fermentation of the bacterium coli commune ia

limited mostly to the large intestine.

Participation of Bacteria in the Norma' Digestion of Sucklings.

—

The question as to the extent to which bacteria affect digestion, and whether

favorably or injuriously, has not yet received the attention that its importance

deserves. Some text-books on physiology ascribe to bacteria an important

rdle, and consider normal digestion without them impossible ; others look

upon them as having no physiological importance. In milk digestion,

casein, the most important ingredient, appears, according lo the experiments

of Tiedman and Gmelin, to be completely dissolved and chiefly absorbed in

the stomach. Frcrichs gives a similar opinion. In puppies and kittens he

did not see in a single case undissolved casein below the pylorus.

Among later authors, Reichmann ' observed a complete change of the

originally coagulated casein into the soluble form in the stomach ; but it is

doubtful if the same occurs in the suckling, where the anatomical nature of

tlie stomach indicates that the food remains but a short time and the gastric

juice is less abundant than in the adult. If we consider the action of bac-

teria upon the ingredients of milk, we find that the albuminous bacillus of

Bicnstock has no action upon casein and alkali albumen. Of the intestinal

bacteria of the healthy suckling, two of the inconstant varieties, bacillus

subtllls and streptococcus coli gmcilis, decompose casein, but only in the

presence of free oxygen. The other varieties have no action upon casein.

An important question has been raised by Uffelmann,

—

i.e., Are the

protclds absorbed or used for the development of bacteria ? The number

of bacteria in the upper part of the intestine is less than in the lower, and

they increase rapidly below the ileo-csecal valve. Casein and sugar, on the

contrary, are continually decreasing through absorption, and do not reach

tlie large intestine, the chief scat of bacterial development. The two con-

stant varieties of bacteria have but slight need of nitrogen, and this is prob-

ably derived from the serum albumen for the bacterium lactis aerogenes,

and from the secretions of the colon for the bacterium coli commune. The
small number of the bacteria in the small intestine indicates but slight need

of nitrogen there. It seems probable, as Wegscheider suggests, that the

casein of human milk is comi)letely absorbed.

The quick absorption of casein, and the want of albuminous decompo-
sition generally in the intestinal canal of sucklings, which does not appear

» Zeitschr. f. Klin. Med., 1885.
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possible in the lack of proteolytic activity of the milk-fseces bacteria, afford

the best explanation for the absence of products of albuminous decomposi-

tion and of the f^cal odor from the faeces of sucklings.

Potential or Inconstant Milk-Feeces Bacteria.—Under this head

are embraced all those bacteria which do not possess a fermentative action

upon any of the materials in the contents of the normal intestine of the

sucklings. They are found only in small number, inconstantly, and with-

out perceptible relation to the chemical composition of the nourishment in

the normal fajccs. They are for the most part aerobic, and, so far as they

develop at all in the intestinal canal, probably grow on the peripheral layer,

which contains a small amount of oxygen. Corresponding to the greater

extension of this layer in the large intestine, they are found there more

frequently and in larger quantity, while in the small intestine they appear

to be almost completely absent. In sucklings who have suffered from

digestive! disturbauce and whose stools have again become normal, they are

found in larger quantity. The inconstant bacteria are, as a rule, somewhat

more numerous in the fseces of infants fed with cow's milk than in the

stools of sucklings.

Escherich isolated twelve varieties of inconstant milk-fseces bacteria,

of which the micrococci were as numerous as the bacilli, and the varieties

that liquefy gelatin as numerous as the non-liquefying varieties.

Two facts of the greatest importance are brought to light by Escherich's

investigations,—viz., the remarkable and unexpected simplicity and uni-

formity of the bacterial vegetation in the healthy fseces of milk-fed infants,

and the variation in this vegetation which occurs with a change in the

quality of the diet.

At first glance it is not easy to understand why, of the manifold varie-

ties of bacteria that gain access to the infant's intestine, only two should

develop there constantly and in large number; but this d'^culty is lessened

when we consider that an organism in order to supply itself with the neces-

sary oxygen and food in the intestine must be capable of causing anaerobic

fermentation in the intestinal contents. In harmony with the simple and

uniform food of milk-fed infants, we find a corresponding uniformity in

their intestinal bacteria.

It is not possible to foresee to what clinical and therapeutic uses the

knowledge of the constant characters of the bacterial vegetation in the

normal milk faeces may be put. It seems a justifiable inference that any

marked variation in the quality of this bacterial vegetation is an expression

of some disturbance in the alimentary canal.

Bacteria found in the Dejecta of Infants aflFected •with Summer
Diarrhoea—As long as the normal fajces were believe<l to contain a chaotic

mass of all sorts of bacteria, it seemed a useless and unpromising task to

make an especial study of the likewise chaotic mass of bacteria in the diar-

rhoeal stools. This point of view, however, is now changed. With definite

information concerning the more important and constant bacterial species in
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the normal stools, it has become a matter of the utmost interest to learn

what new species of bacteria ajipear in diarrhceal stools and what changes

occur in the normal bacterial vegetation.

Such knowledge may prove valuable in many ways. Hitheno the

stuQV of the fajcal bacteria in pathological cases has had especially for its

object the discovery of some specific forms which might be regarded as the

essential cause of disease. This is, of couree, a most important object of

research.

There is also another point of view hardly less important, which is

based upon the fact that the kinds of bacteria found in the fteces vary

with the intestinal contents which serve as food for the bacteria. Thus, we

find a sharply-oefined difference in the bacterial vegetations characterizing

milk faices, meconium, meat faeces, fteces from a mixed diet, etc. In cases

of summer diarrhoea there are abnormal changes in the contents of the

stomach and of the intestine, in consequence of morbid secretions, peristal-

sis, and fermentations, and corresponding to these abnormal intestinal con-

tents we may expect to find abnormal vegetations of bacteria, and it is

reasonable to suppose that some definite relations may be discovered between

certain forms of bacteria and certain definite changes in the intestinal con-

tents. Such a discovery might be of diagnostic and perhaps even of them-

peutic value.

It is evident that great caution must be used in assuming that any

causal relation exists between strange forms of bacteria in the faces and

the existing disease. Various interpretations of such a coincidence are

possible. First, it may be that the new forms of bacteria are to be re-

gaitled simply as the necessary accompaniment of the altered intestinal

contents, not influencing in any way the disease. Even upon this suppo-

sition of their harmless saprophytic nature tin study of these bacteria may
prove of diagnostic and therapeutic value. In the second place, the new
forms of bacteria, while not tlie primary cause of disease, may by their

presence and grv/.vth in the intestine cause a continuance and aggravation

of the disease. For instance, we can readily suppose that a gastric or in-

testinal catarrh, or some abnormality in peristalsis or secretion, induced

primarily by error in diet, or by heat, or by some constitutional cause, or

by unhygienic surroundings, may be kepc up and aggravated by the pres-

ence of micro-organisms, whose continuctl existence in the intestine is first

rendered popsil)le by some abnormality which would be otherwise transi-

tory. In the third place, the bacteria may begin their work outside of the

body, by developing in the milk or other food taken by the infant, and
causing abnormal products of fermentation or decomposition, possibly poi-

sonous ptomaines. In the fourth place, one or more of the species of bac-

teria found in the stools of infants affected with summer diarrhoea, and not

found in tlie normal stools, may he the essential and specific cause of the

disease, in the same sense that the typhoid bacillus causes typhoid fever or

the anthrax bacillus causes anthrax. It must be admitted that without
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further proof of any given case the presumption is against this last suppo-

sition.

In view of the very j>eculiar qualities which bacteria must jwssess in

order to adapt themselves to the conditions of growth in tlie healthy infant's

intestine, and the preoccupation of the field by other bacteria, it is not likely

that bacteria which enter the normal intestine will be able to displace those

normally existing there. That preparation of the soil which we vaguely

call predisposition doubtless plays a most important rdle in the summer

diarrhoea of children. Given a favorable soil, such as that resulting from

gastric or intestinal catarrh, or from abnormalities in peristalsis or secretion,

bacteria which would fail to gain kKlgement in the healthy intestine may
grow and by their presence become the most serious factor in the disease.

The only Avay to attack, with any ho}x> of success, the problem as to

the significance of micro-organisms in the diarrhoeal stools of children, 5s

to isolate, as far as possible, the various species, according to the modern

bacteriological metlunls, which we owe to Koch. The organisms thus iso-

lated must be studied morphologically and biologically, more esiJecially

with reference to tlieir fermentative and pathogenic proix^rties, and, as the

different varieties of bacteria may affect the activity of one another, it will be

necessary to observe their action when different varieties are mixed. Fur-

thermore, such organisms must be comj>ared with those found in the healthy

stools, and the frequency of their presence in diarrhoeal stools, and their

relation to different varieties of the summer diarrhoea of children, must, if

possible, be established.

Our knowledge of the lacteria in the diarrhoeal freces is not so advanced

as that in regard to the healthy milk-fseces bacteria, and in the following

account of what has been accomplished in this direction it is only intended

to give the present state of our information upon the subject, Avhich is by

no means sufficiently matured to admit of positive conclusions.

Hayem and Lesage* attach great importance to a bacillus which they

have separated from the intestinal contents and stools of infants affected

with " green diarrhoea." They distinguish two forms of green diarrhoea,

the bilious and the infectious. In the former the green color is dependent

upon a redundant sccrction of bile and upon the presence of an abnormal

quantity of bile-coloring matter in the stools. This form a[)pears ordinarily

between the fourth and the twenty-fifth day, and is without other phenomena

of disease.

The infectious form is essentially different, the stools containing only a

small quantity of bile-ingredients and having a neutral or an acid reaction.

The green color of the stools in this form is dependent upon the j)resence

of coloring-matter which is produced by the bacillus which is found in the

intestinal canal and stools of children affected with this form of diarrhoea.

• Lesage, De la Dinrrea verde de los Nifios de la primera Infancia, Bulletin M6d.,

1887, xxvi.lO,
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The bacillus is a narrow rotl, with rounded ends, from two to three micro-

millimetres long and one micro-millimetre wide ; in old cultures or under

conditions unfavorable to its develoi>ment it grows in long threads (twenty

micro-millimetres). It grows by division and spore-formation, and does

not liquefy gelatin. This bacillus is especially found in the upper two-

thii-ds of the small intestine, more sparsely and in long threads in the large

intestine and stools.

The most conspicuous property of the bacillus is the power to produce

a green coloring-matter which is soluble in water, and which increases to a

still darker green when exposed to air. The coloring-matter is produced

in cultures on the different nutritive media. In animal experiments with

this bacillus hypodermic injections pave negative results. Injected into the

blood the bacillus appeared in the duodenum in from ten to twehe hours,

and causetl, by its increase in the intestine, the green diarrhoea. Similar

results followed the injection of the bacillus directly into the intestine, or

when it was introduced through the food into the stomach. The experi-

ments were successful only with suckling animals. The bacillus is not

found in water or milk, but spreads through the air from drying diapers.

The epidemics of diarrhoea in St. Anthony's Hospital date, each time, with

the entrance of a patient affected with green diarrhoea, independent of the

time of year, and attacked both breast-fed and artificially-fed children.

Baginsky ' has separatetl from the dejecta of infants affected with " acid

diarrhoea" two varieties of bacteria which liquefy gelatin, one of which

produces a green coloring-matter, and he consider this identical with the

bacillus described by Hayem and Lesage. As the latter does not liquefy

gelatin, it should be regarded as a different variety. The other bacterium

described by Baginsky is non-chromogenic, and was found constantly in the

diarrhooal stools. This variety is quickly fatal to animals, and Baginsky

tiiinks it probably plays an important i-6le in the pathogenesis of diarrhoea.

If this bacillus and the bacterium lactis aerogenes, the constant bacte-

rium of the healthy small intestine of sucklings, are introduced at the same

time into gelatin supplied with milk-sugar, the bacterium lactis aerogenes

shows an active development, with evolution of gas, while the white lique-

fying bacillus ordinarily does not develop and but exceptionally causes a

liquefaction in the gelatin. This led Baginsky to the opinion that the bac-

terium lactis aerogenes placed under favorable conditions may prevent the

growth of pathogenic organisms, and that in the acetic-acid fermentation of

milk-sugar caused by the bacterium lactis aerogenes we have a remedy
which serves in the infant's organism to protect the intestinal wall from

pathogenic bacteria. But when this fermentation exceeds a certain degree,

which may happen in abnormal conditions of the intestine, it destroys the

bacterium lactis aerogenes and thus lays the foundation for pathological

processes of various kinds.

etin M6d.,
• Deutsche Med. Wochenschrift, 1888.
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found by Eschcrich in the healthy milk feces. In the latter varieties of

micn)cocci are as numerous as those of bacilli, and the litjuefying as nu-

merous as the non-liquefying varieties. Chromogenic bacteria also occur

frequently. Of the forty varieties of bacteria isolated from the diarrhoeal

faeces only one was a micrococcus, seven were liquefying, and none were

chromogenic bacteria. Culture test failed to identify any variety with the

inconstant bacteria found by Escherich.

The constant or obligatory bacteria of the healthy milk faeces do not

disappear in the diarrhoeal faices.

The bacterium coH commune, or varieties of the colon group of bacteria,

were found in all cases of diarrhoea, but not in the largely predominating

form as is the case in the healthy milk faeces, and appeared to diminish in

nunibor according to the severity of the disease. They were not found iu

the dysenteric discharges.

The bacterium lactis aerogenes appeal's more frequently and in larger

number in the dian*hoeal than iu the healthy milk faeces, and was found in

most but not in all of the cases.

No variety of bacteria has been found which bears the relation of con-

stant or obligatory bacterium to the diarrhoeal and dysenteric discharges

wliich the colon bacterium beai-s to the healthy milk faeces. Many of the

varieties of bacteria were found only once, while others were discovered in

two or more cases, but no variety was found in a sufficiently large number

of cases to be of importance from that fact alone.

Bacteria belonging to the proteus group were the most frequent, and

were limited to the more serious cases of cholera infantum. Varieties of

this group were found in seven of the eleven cases of cholera infantum,

proteus vulgaris iu three cases, and a variety, M'hich I have designated

bacillus A, in four cases.

Bacillus A produces the swimming colonies in gelatin, but differs from

proteus vulgaris in coagulating milk with alkaline reaction, in the growth

on potato, and in having a nearly uniform morphology. It is a narrow

bacillus, with rounded ends, varj-ing in length, but with an average size in

fresh cultures of three micro-millimetres long and seven-tenths of a micro-

millimetre wide. The bacillus is motile, liquefies gelatin, and renders

slightly-acid milk alkaline, producing a gelatinous coagulation with alka-

liue reaction. It grows readily in agar; in stab cultures the surface is

covered in a few days with a nearly colorless scum, and in the depth is a

delicate and luxuriant stalk corresponding with the line of insertion of the

platinum needle. Agar colonies are round and bluish white and often dif-

fused through" the agar ; slightly magnified, the colonies are light brown,

with indistinct borders.

The presence of members of the proteus group of bacteria in a large

proportion of the most serious cases having symptoms of cholera infantum,

as collapse, stupor, vomiting, and frequent watery and ofFensive stools, is

not without significance.
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Escherich found the protons vulgaris in the meconium, but he did not

find any of this group in tlie healthy milk freces. In the healthy suckling

the albuminous ingredients of milk are probably soon absorbed and remain

but a short time in the intestine.

According to Hauser, the proteus group of bacteria do not grow in the

so-called normal solution, and seem to require highly-organized, especially

albuminous, comi)ounds. They excite putrefaction in animal tissues, with

the development of a serious poison and evolution of stinking gas, and, on

account of their wide distribution and frequent occurrence, belong to the

most important and common putrefaction-exciters.

Pathogenic properties, as manifested in exjieriments upon the lower ani-

mals, appeared very marked in this group of bacteria. Milk cultures of

bacillus A fed to mice and guinea-pigs resultetl fatally in every case, death

occurring in from one to eight days. Autopsies revealwl nothing abnormal

except a certain degree of ema(!iation. The bacillus was found by the cul-

ture-test in the stomach and intestine of all the animals, and, as a nde, in

greater number in the small than in the large intestine. It was also found

in some cases in other organs, especially the kidney. In all the animals to

which the milk cultures were fed more or less stupor was produced.

Bouillon cultures of bacillus A eighteen days old, when sterilizwl by the

interrupted methoti, and injected in small quantity (one-half cubic centi-

metre) into the jugular vein of rats, resulted in death in from two and a

half to five hours. A small quantity of an eight-days' agar culture put

into one cubic centimetre of sterilized water and one-half of this injected

into the jugular vein of rats was without results. From this it appears

that the pathogenic properties of bacillus A reside in its power of pro-

ducing injurious products in albuminous compounds.

Diarrhoea was not a prominent symptom in the animals in which experi-

ments were made, a pronouncetl diarrhoea being observed in only one case.

Bouillon or liquefied gelatin cultures, two weeks old, of a bacillus ap-

parently identical with proteus vulgaris, injected into the ear-vein of rabbits,

resulted in death in from two to twenty hours. Active diarrhoea occurred

a few hours after the injefition in a number of the rabbits, but not in all of

them. Drowsiness and accelerated breathing were prominent symptoms in

all cases, and mi some the drowsiness was precede<l by restlessness. Similar

c iltures injected into the intestine after the abdomen had been opened in a

bath of normal salt solution at 38° C, Sanders-Ezn's method, caused active

rhythmic and peristaltic contractions.

Another bacillus having marked pathogenic properties in lower animals

was found in four very serious cases of cholera infantum. It is a small

bacillus, with rounded ends, from one to two micro-millimetres long and

one-half micro-millimetre wide, and liquefies gelatin rapidly. Stab cul-

tures are liquefied along the line of insertion of the platinum needle,

trumpet shape ; the liquefied colonies are uniformly granular. It grows

luxuriantly on potato with a light-yellow color when fresh and a slight
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injected into the ear-vein of rabbits resulted in death, and injected into

the intestine by Sanders-Ezn's method causetl rhythmic and peristaltic

contractions.

The other varieties of bacteria with whicrh cxjwriments were made on

lower animals did not show any detiided pathogenic properties.

The bacteria isolated from the diarrhneal fieces do not multiply in ordi-

nary hydrant-water, and retain an active developmental condition but a

short time after being j)laced in it. Water inoculated with the different

varieties failed to give cultures in any case after forty-eight hours, and in a

great number of cases afler twenty-four hours.

All the varieties thrive and many produce important changes in milk.

Some cause coagulation with acid reaction, some render it acid without

coagulation, some alkaline without coagulation, and others change slightly-

acid milk into alkaline and then coagulate it with alkaline reaction. Some

cause milk to become a transparent fluid without coagulating it, while

others produce this change after fii-st coagulating the milk. Seven varie-

ties in addition to the bacillus lactis aerogenes produce active fermentation

in milk, but the nature of the fermentation has not yet been ascertained.

Milk undergoes a considerable change in microscopical appearance in a

short time when inoculated with certain varieties of bacteria, while with

others no change is perceptible for weeks.

Fresh milk examined under the microscope shows only oil-globules

floating in a colorless fluid. When sterilized, kept for weeks, and then

examined, no difference is observed beyond a greater tendency of the oil-

globules to run together, and in very old specimens a few crystals or fatty

acids.

Fresh sterilized milk inoculited with bacterium lactis aerogenes and kept

in the thermostat foily-cight hours shows under the microscope a consid-

erable quantity of fine granular matter of yellowish-brown appearance, and

at the same time a diminution in the quantity of oil-globules : four to six

days later little is to be seen but this granular matter and the bacteria, only

a few oil-globules being present. If a small quantity of bile is added to

the milk no difference is observed from the pure milk cultures, but the

addition of a large quantity of bile requires a longer time for the disap-

pearance of oil-globules and the deposit of granular matter. This granu-

lar matter, probably the casein of milk, is dissolved by caustic potash, and
is not colored black with osmic acid. Several other varieties have a similar

effect upon the microscopical appearance of milk, and in one variety the

changes appear to be hastened by the addition of bile. With other varie-

ties little if any difference is obsei-ved even after a considerable time has

elapsed.

Bile is not destructive to the bacteria found in the diarrhceal fosces.

Most of the varieties of bacteria isolated were introduced into pure bile

taken with aseptic precautions from the gall-bladders of freshly-killed
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dops, and from tliis cultures of oacli variety were obtaiucd after the bile

had remained several days in the thermostat.

The yellow color given to milk when bile is added is alfcK'ted differ-

ently by the different varieties of bacteria. Bacterium lactis acrogenea

gives a bright yellow color to the mixture. Some varieties reduce the bile

coloring, giving a whitish-gray or white color to the; mixture. Some give

a brown color, and others show no difference from the control.

As far as the biological characters of the bacteria in the diarrhreal stools

of infants have been studied, it appears that not one specific kind but many
different kinds of bacteria are concerned, and their action is manifested

more in the alteration of the food and intestinal contents, and in the pro-

duction of injurious products, than in a direct irritation upon the intestinal

wall.
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ACufE AND CHRONIC CONSTIPATION.

By CUARLES WAREINGTON EARLE, M.D.

Definition.—A delayed expulsion of ftecal matter, a retention of in-

testinal excrcmcutitioiis substances beyond the normal period, infrequent or

incomplete alviuc discharges, or a scarcity or comj)lete absence of fiecal

evacuations. Constipation is only a relative term, and, according to some

authorities, should not be c!on founded with costiveuess, which is merely

scanty faK!cs. It is frequently a part of the phenomena of disease, and

while in many cases it produces pathological lesions, in other eases it even

does not give rise to any morbid conditions, but is present in those who

enjoy a comfortable degree of health. It has been suggested that those

having a tendency to constipation are more apt to contract, from accidental

or slight causes, a habit which is attendetl with pathological results.

Constipation, then, is not so much a disease in itself as it is a symptom

of various morbid conditions. It is, therefore, exceedingly difficult to

define this condition in children ; for oftentimes it is merely a trivial affair,

while at other times it not only is serious, profoundly affecting the paticiut

at once, and remotely other organs and the general nutrition of the entire

body, but jeojjardizes life itself.

History.—The inconveniences and danger of the constipated habit

were recognized by the early authors. Hijipocrates pointed out many of

the pathological results produced by the difficulty we are considering, and

as means of relief suggested laxatives, injections, and suppositories. Cel-

sus and others also mentioned the subject. Very little, however, has thus

far been written regarding the constipation of children. In some of the most

exhaustive works on pediatrics published ten and twenty years ago, hardly a

paragraph is devoted to the subject. This is true respecting the works of

our eminent countrymen Prof. J. I^ewis Smith and Drs. Meigs and Pe])per,

altliough in Prof. Smith's last edition, 1886, we find probably the most

valuable article on the subject in the Engli;-!h language. It is true also con-

cerning the great work " Maladies dcs Enfai.ts," by the French authorities

Barthez and Rilliet (ed. 1861), and even in German literature on sick chil-

dren the subject is hardly mentioned. In Gerhardt's Handbook we do find

an article of eleven pages by Widerhofer, but in the Archiv fur Kinder-

191
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heilkundc, the piihlicutioii of which wuh c>uiniiu!iK;i'(i in 1880, not a single

complete urticlt' iuiH upju'iircd.

ThtTt' art; ccrtuiii unutoniic-ul, phvHiolojjjicuI, and dietetic reaaons for con-

stipation in chiUh'cn that do not cxiHt in the adnlt.

Anatomy.—The Hinall intestine i.s relatively longer and its calibre

smaller in the ehihl than in the adnlt. The \vall8 are also thinner and

weaker. The a.seondinjr and the transverse colon are shorter compared with

the adidt, and the descending portion is longer. A larger number of enrves

and, possibly, angles an; forme<l, because of pressure from above by the liver,

which is larger in the child, and of the contractcnl condi'ion of the |)elvis,

which is well known to be smaller than in the adult. These anatomical

piH'uliarlties give less space to the intestinal tract, and in some cuses really

represent an etiological factor in causing constipation. The jjcristaltic

movements in babies are slight, because of the imperfectly-developed

musc;nlar structure. As a child develops, lM)th peristaltic and nuiscular

tones are increased. Another anatomical petniliarity in the lower bowel

which induces constipation in children is the deep cul-de-sac which the

sigmoid flexure forms before it enters the rectum. This peculiarity pre-

disposes to fiC("al accunudations. One authority, Gerhardt, says, however,

that the sigmoid flexure does not make the deep and great anterior and back-

ward curves which have been representitl by some authors.

According to Jacobi, the length of the intestinal tract in children, with

its tendency to overlap md elongate, is u cause not only of constipation, but

also of the more serious surgical difficulues, such as intussuscc])tion, etc.

Treves has recently pointed out the anatomical changes in the colon that

almost always attend chronic constipation.

Physiology.—In a healthy child the mother's milk is mostly absorbed

and assimilat(Ml, leaving but a small residue, and the amount of material

evacuated has some relation to the amount taken into the system. The

albumen of milk is nearly all digested in the 8toma(;h and bowels of the

child, and from this very r =" we have a physiological cause of constipa-

tion in children,—fa;cn,j listing in such small amount that intestinal

peristalsis is not cy older children and adults, if constipation has

not become habit ^ rectum is usually empty. When defecation is

regular, the freeal ma.^s desoends into the rectum and produces the uneasy

sensations which prcce<le a healthy evacuation. If this call is not heeded,

a reveree peristalsis is excited in the walls of the rectum, and the ftceal

matter is returned to the sigmoid flexure. If this neglect becomes habitual,

the return to the upper bowel does not take place, and an accumulation

follows, with all its attendant evils to pelvic circulation.

In infants, on account of the pasty condition of the intestinal matter,

it seems normal for the rectum to contain more or less excrementitious ma-

terial, which explains in some degree the number of daily evacuations from

the bowels which must be regaixled as natural in the infant or child.

What, then, constitutes constipation in an infant ? This is a difficult
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lis a difficult

question to answer, and it appears to me that only by observing? the charac-

ter of the passages and noting the growth of tlie cliild can we intelligently

decide. One evacuation each day, in a small nnnd)er of cases, nmy be surti-

cient but fnMinently where this is the habit some of the deleterious results

of constipation will be noticed. On the other hand, we have fre<piently

notetl from thre«! to four movements each day, and have found, by mlual

weight of the child, a nonnal increase from weiik to week, with every other

indication of good development. From one to four passages each day,

then, would be regardetl as normal. Deviations from the normal, such as

an evacuation every time a napkin is {ihanged during the first year of infant

life, to a passage once in seven or eight days, and, in the older literature,

a singl(! passage once in several months or even in a year, have been noted.

A gnidual increase ir weight and a general good condition of nutrition

must be our guide in (! tiding this (piestiou.

Constipation is unuv)ubtedly more frequent in adults than in children,

but the habit, with all its attendant evils, is more frequent in children tlian

one would suppose from the meagre literature on the siibject. Exactly

where, in children, constipation commences to be pathological is a difficult

point to decide.

After considerable study, I have come to the following conclusions in

regard to what should l)e eonsideral normal evacuation of the bowels in

inftmts and children. In infants it is jjerfectly natural for at least three or

four evacuations of the bowels to take place daily ; and, viewed from this

standard, a nursing child having only a single passage each day would be

in an abnormal condition. Between the first and the second year it is normal

for two movements to take place daily. At the beginning of the second

year, usually both movements from the bowels and the bhi.'. ' r become vol-

untary
;
yet occasionally we find children within the first year who regulate

very fairly these functions, and Inter on in a child's life we find them taking

on family peculiarities. In all probability, what we call family peculiari-

ties or hereditary tendencies are due more to neglect of the proper attention

t') the wants or habits of children, or to the perpetuation of a family habit

of continually giving and taking purgatives. In every case it is necessary

not only to inquire as regards this family peculiarity, but also to consider

the character as well as the frequency of the intestinal discharges.

Frequency.—Nearly all children suifer in some degree from constipation.

It is " an unpleasant and not rare occurrence." Some authorities state that

it is one of the commonest disorders of early life. In many cases it is only

a transient difficulty, while in others it is a malady which will follow its

little victim through the entire period of childhood, affecting not only its

present health and comfort, but also its future development.

Interference with normal peristalsis, which may come from many causes,

will produce n:ost remarkable variations in the normal evacuations as well
as in the nutrition of the child.

Quantity of Fseces.—According to Bouchard, a baby passes about two
Vol. III.—13
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and a half ounces of fajcal matter daily. This, in proportion to its weight,

is much more than is evacuated by the adult. In the middle part of child-

hood the in^/CStinal passages become more like those of the adult, although

much depends upon the diet. A larger amount of food relatively is taken

by a child than by an adult. It is not retained in the bowels as long as in

the adult ; consequently less time is given for its absorption. It is a well

known fact that while the food is in the stomach and intestinal tract of a

child absorption is rapid, and the fceces of children suffering from consti-

pation are almost always dried or changed in a vcy remarkable manner.

Etiology.—In the first place we will consider more particularly the

causes of constipation in infants at the breast, then in older children.

Besides the anatoraicn' nd physiological peculiarities which I have

already enumerated, and tuo mechanical obstructions and congenital mal-

formations men, ued elsewhere, there are many causes, more particularly

relating to the diet of children, which produce constipation. First, a con-

stipated habit on the part of the mother frequently has to do with the con-

stipation of the child. The mothei*'s milk sometimes contains too much

casein or starch, or too little sugar, and in other cases is so thoroughly

digested that but little residue remains and constipation ensues.

A sluggish condition of the muscular coat of the intestine, a diminution

in the secretions either from the mucous membrane or from the glandular

apparatus, and improper food are other causes, to which may be added

the imperfect muscular developmt t in feeble and delicate children.

In order that there shall be a free and normal movement of the bowels

there should be considerable fajcal matter in the colon : not only must we

have automatic peristaltic action, but there should be, it appears to me, the

stimulus which comes from an adequate amount of fajcal matter. It is use-

less, thtn, to expect a movement of the bowels within several hours follow-

ing free catharsis.

An inflammatory condition, causing more than the usual amount of

oedema, producing a constriction of the circular fibres, may take place and

cause constipation. This form of constipation simulates stenosis. To dif-

ferentiate, one should remember that if vomiting takes place it will not be

of the storcoraceous variety.

Artificial foods, includi'^g condensed milk, in many instances produce

diarrhoea, but in other cases give rise to constipation ; anc^ p'ly food which

is absorbsfl quickly, leaving little or no resirlue, will produce this condi-

tion. To obviate this, if water has been used as the diluent, oatmeal-water

should be substituted.

In older children a solid food, or vegetables with a large residue, or

fruits, such as bananas, with an insufficient amount of liquids, in connection

with a condition of the bowels favoring retention, are frequent causes of

constipation. Over-stimulation and consequent atony of the bowel, whether

from coarse food, frequent purgations, or large enemata, are causes.

Among other articles of food whicli may produce constipation are rice,
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arrow-root, boiled milk, and tea. Impaetion of the bowel, more particu-

larly in the lower part, maj' take place from a variety of causes, such as

large masses of hardened fsecal matter, fig-pits, and stones from fruits. It is

believed that intestinal worms (generally the lumbricoids) will give rise to

the condition described.

Deficient intestinal secretion, by producing a hard and jiebbly condition

of the ftecal mass by th'* time it reaches the colon and rectum, causes con-

stipation. Where there is a deficiency, particularly in the bile or other

secretions, and articles of food which cause fermentation are taken, an enor-

mous av^oumulation of gas may take place, producing not only constipation

but sometimes convulsions.

Excessive perspiration, either in the course of diseases or produced by

the action of baths or drugs, may also be a cause of constipation.

All kinds of medicines administered to quiet pain or restlessness, whether

prescribal by the physician or given surreptitiously by the nurse, are con-

stipating. The same may 'je said of many of the tonics which contain

astringents, particularly tannin ; and one authority speaks of toys contain-

ing load as a possible etiological factor. In this connection I should add

the too free use of aperient medicines, producing over-stimulation and sub-

sequent enfeeblement of muscular activity.

All loail diseases of the rectum, as fissures and hemorrhoids, producing

painful passages, predispose to constipation. The child delays its normal

movement from dread of stool on account of pain, and soon there results

distention of the lower bowel from accumulatior, which, although secondary,

produces the malady under consideration.

A neglect to inculcate a habit of regularity in going to the closet, the

false modesty which is frequently felt by young girls, the inactivity of in-

door life, and a want of exercise, induce constipation. In young girls sub-

ject to constipation we almost invariably find antemia and neuralgia.

Constipation also arises from hernia, intussusception, intestinal obstruc-

tion from carcinoma, and congenital malformations of the rectum. It may
be caused by chronic peritonitis, by tumors, and, in the female child, by a

retroflexcd uterus.

We may also include the constipation which occurs in meningitis, in

myelitis, in hydrocephalus, and in micro-cephalic children. The bowels a-e

sluggish in diseases of the cerebro-spinal system, due in part to interruptions

in the motor nerve-currents or to a state of tonic contraction in the alxlominal

and intestinal structures.

All kinds of obstructions produce constipation, but, from lack of space,

only a few can be here enumerated. Dr. Cheever relates a case of recurrent

constipation first noticed a few days after birth. The anus and rectum
were found normal, and at this time no abdominal tumor could be detected.
The stools were of usual size, showing that the obstruction was above the
sigmoid flexure. The trouble was overcome for the time by cathartics, but
when the child attained the age of two years he again came under the
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doctor's observatiou. The child's appearance was remarkable: t; 3 head

was small and the lower part of the abdomen large ; he was cone-shaped.

He was fairly nourished, but from time to time he would suifer from in-

testinal obstruction, pain, and vomiting. An opemtion, with restrictions

on the part of the parents, was resorted to, with the result of finding a

dilatation of the intestines, containing about two quarts of fiscal fluid. One
end of the dilated bowel was attached to a piece of contracted and strictured

intestine, quite impervious to solids, twelve or eighteen inches long, ending

at the sigmoid flexure. This case demonstrates that fluid faeces may come

through a constricted portion and assume their normal consistency and shape

either in the sigmoid flexure or in the I'ectum.

Finally, in many of the chronic and wasting diseases, especially those

enfeebling the muscular movements having to do with defecation, and, in

general, producing a low condition of the system, constipation is present.

As a most valuable contribution to our knowledge of the etiology of

constipation, I present a condensed table from L. Martiueau's elaborate

article on the subject as it relates to children.

A. Constipation from Disturbances in the Contractility or
Sensibility of the Intestinal and Abdominal Walls.

/. Constijmtion from Paralysis of the Intestines.—1. Aifections of the

intestines.—Constipation may result from either primary or secondary (by

extension from the mucous membrane) inflammation of the muscular coat.

It is not uncommon to find in children ulcerations of the mucous mem-
brane, which had previously caused diarrhoea, suddenly give rise to con-

siderable abdominal distention and a most obstinate constipation.

2. Affections of the peritoneum.—Paralysis of the intestines fi'om these

causes is much more frequent than from the preceding. According to

Barthez and Rilliet, in acute peritonitis in children, constipation is the

exception and not the rule. Duparcque, on the contrary, asserts tbat

constipation exists in the majority of cases. In chronic tubercular perito-

nitis, constipation never persists throughout the disease : it alternates with

diarrhoea.

3. Affections of the nervous centres.—(a) In diseases of the brain and

its membranes,—as in tubercular meningitis, where constipation is almost

always the rule, and sometimes in acute meningitis ; in serous or hemor-

rhagic meningeal effusions ; in softening of the brain ; in cerebral conges-

tion or hemorrhage ; in tumors of the brain, (b) In affections of the cord

or its membranes, as spinal meningitis, congestion or hemorrhage, acute

and chronic myelitis, and tumors,- rhich are more often the cause of con-

stipation than are cerebral affections. A most obstinate constipation, due

to paralysis of the sphincters of the anus, sometimes marks *:\e onset of

locomotor ataxia.

//. Cb' Hipation from Paralysis of the Diaphragm or of the Abdominal

Mmdes.—Neuralgia of these muscles, by preventing their action,—the least
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motion occasioning pain,—leads to constipation. Hypersesthesia of the

abdominal muscles, so common in the hysterical, would act in like manner

;

80 also would hernia), which, owing to the risk incurred, prevent patients

from exei*ting sufficient force.

///. Constipation from Reflex Intestinal Paralysis.—This may be the

result of (a) affections of organs more or less in the vicinity of the intes-

tines,—as a testicle, retained in the inguinal canal, becoming inflamed
;

(b)

affections of organs connected with the intestines, as hernia of the vermiform

appendix, umbilical hernia, and abscess in the iliac fossa. A proof that

constipation resulting from the above causes is reflex is afforded by the fact

that the phenomena- of paralysis is preceded, as in all reflex paralyses, by

signs of irritation, as pain, vomiting, and abdominal distention. To the

above causes may be added (c) lack of sensibility in the mucous membrane

of the intestines. The result of this is seen in persons who do much brain-

work or lead a sedentary life, and who make an abuse of rectal enemata or

of certain medicines, as opium, purgatives, etc., which eventually act by di-

minishing sensibility or producing atony of the mucous membrane. Opium,

however, would cause paralysis of the muscular coat. To this loss of

sensibility of the mucous membrane must be ascribed the constipation so

frequently met with in hysterical girls.

IV. Constipation from Exaggerated Contractility of the Intestines.—
Spasm of the intestines becomes an impediment to the i)assage of its con-

tents. Under the name " spasm of the intestines" Billard has described an

affection accompanied with constipation, which affection, according to him,

is quite common in new-born babes. Spasm of the sphincters may act in a

similar way, and is usually the result of fissures, sometimes of hemorrhoids.

V. Constipation from an Altered State of the Blood.—This cause pro-

duces constipation either by its effects on the intestinal secretions or by its

direct influence on the nervous system. Thus, in convalescence from acute

diseases we may have paralysis of the muscles of the intestines as we have

of other muscles. Maingault and others have observed this phenomenon

after diphtheria. There occurs in certain cases paralysis of the rectum.

Whether this paralysis is due to an altered state of the blood is yet a

question.

B. Constipation from Disturbances in the Gastro-Intestinal

Secretions.

/. Cames intcrfeiing with Chymification.—(a) Cancer and ulcer of the

stomach
; (6) gastritis, acute or chronic

;
(c) insufficient alimentation and

imjH'oiier food and drink,—frequent causes in children
;
(d) moral causes,

physical suffering, vicissitudes of all sorts,—in a word, all causes of dys-

pepsia.

//. Causes interfering with Chylification.—(a) Ducxlenitis and acute

enteritis; (6) fevers; (c) intestinal dyspepsia; (d) hepatitis and cirrhosis of
the liver; (c) catarrh of the bile-ducts.
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C. Constipation from Mechanical Obstruction.

I. From within.—(a) Foreign bodies introduced
; (6) worms,—both

these causes are particularly present in children
;
(c) gall-stones

;
(rf) polypi

;

(e) large hemorrhoids
; (/) invagination, volvulus, etc.

; (g) abnormal flex-

ures
;

(h) diminished calibre of the intestines from hypertrophy of its coats

or new growths.

II. From without.—(a) Compression of the intestines from enlarged

organs or tumors
;

(b) strangulation by bands or in hernial sacs.

Pathology.—This part of our subject has not been well worked out.

Indeed, until recently but few articles had been written upon the subject

as it relates to children. Many valuable facts have been brought out, but

in only a few instances have they been tabulated or made available to the

profession. While it must be admitted that constipation may exist in

children for years and no alteration of the parts be observed, on the other

hand, not only is its existence frequently accountable for the lack of devel-

opment, but its effects are far-reaching, as is demonstrated by some of the

distressing ailments of advanced childhood.

Constipation affects different children differently. The full-blooded and

bilious child needs more frequent evacuation than the spare and anaemic

one. It seems to be clearly established that the retention of meconium will

occasionally produce convulsions. Schlumberger cites eases which demon-

strate this beyond any reasonable doubt. In this connection should be

mentioned the opinion and clinical observation of Lazarre-Rivifere. He
believes that constipation comes in the list of reflex causes of eclamptic

attacks, and records the case of his grandson, who died of convulsions

caused by an obstinate constipation of only a few days' duration.

Since it is impossible to determine definitely when constipation com-

mences to be pathological, the only correct measure will l)e found in the

evil results of imperfect defecation ; and this will be seen to differ greatly

as M'e examine different cases. Sometimes we find, as remarked above,

absolutely nothing ; while in other cases the intestinal mucous membrane

presents a simple hyperemia, or various stages of catarrh or ulceration.

We have also calietl attention to certain anatomical and physiological

peculiarities as etiological factors : thus, we observe, when they are present,

changes in the position, size, and walls of the intestines. I need not again

refer to the displacement of the colon, particularly the transverse, and to

the dilated condition of the sigmoid flexure. In chronic constipation the

walls of the bowel become thin, and Johnston believes that in long-con-

tinued cases a fatty degeneration takes place, which explains to a consider-

able extent the loss in the contractility and propelling power of the intes-

tines. In infimts we find constipation producing repeated attacks of colic,

which may disappear without alarming symptoms if speedily relieved, but

if long continued bring about a swollen and distended condition of the

bowels. The liver may be pushed upward, and in some cases the dia-
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pbragra interfered with, so as to cause symptoms referable to the respiratory

apparatus.

Prolonged constipation in the young child produces disease in the

cfficum,—chronic inflammation, and in some cases induration and thicken-

in"-. Perforation of the intestine occasionally takes place. Among other

serious consequences that sometimes occui are the different forms of hernia,

varicocele, prolapse, fissure, catarrh of the bladder, spermatorrhoea, and par-

ticularly hemorrhoids.

In addition to the conditions spoken of above and referable particularly

to the digestive tract, we have symptoms of pi'essure on blood-vessels, pro-

ducing at one time a hemorrhoidal tendency and at another a slight oede-

matous condition of the feet and ankles. The nerves in the pelvis may also

be pressed upon by faecal masses, and disturbed sensibility—formication,

Avcariness, pain, or weakness in the lower limbs—be the result.

Chronic constipation with accumulation produces not only dyspnoea,

but also disturbances in the thoracic circulation. Palpitation, irregularity

of the pulse, and vertigo frequently result ; and in anaemic girls we find

rebellious headaches, hypochondria, and morbid thoughts. The same cause,

when present in the lower part of the abdomen, produces in a few cases

difficult and frequent micturition.

The relation of constipation to the nervous system, and the influence of

the latter on digestion and the general nutrition of the body, are set forth

by Martincau as follows. The nervous system and the blootl play a very

important rule in the process of digestion, since they preside ovov the secre-

tion of the juices necessary for the metamorphosis of food, and over the con-

tractions of the intestines so essential to intestinal absorption. Let that secre-

tion diminish or stop through changes in the blood or through lesions of the

nervous system or of the glands themselves, and elaboration of food will

no longer take place, and constipation will be one of the resulting disturb-

ances. Or should peristalsis of the intestines cease, owing to failure of the

sympathetic to act, or to its exaggerated action, to altered state of the

nervous centres, or to paralysis or enfeeblement of the abdominal muscles

that assist peristalsis in expelling the feeces, the act of defecation could not

take place, and constipation, with all its attendant evils, would result.

Habits of constipation due to neglect in school-days will frequently

follow a patient for years, and have much to do with the production of

chlorosis in girlhood. There have been during early i^-rowth and early

development a poor appetite, poor digestion, and constipation, and, as a

consequence, greatly-impaired nutrition, impoverished blood, and a result-

ing anaemia. Again, where a part of the contents of the bowels is habitu-

ally retaincil, a greater or loss fermentative action may be set up and effete

and poisonous matter be absorbed, producing those symptoms of indiffer-

ence and inactivity, want of appetite, etc., which are sometimes noticed in

children.

So far as my observations extend, bacteria play little if any part in the
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production or in the evil effects or constipation. Casein is not (^hanged at

all by bacteria ; and the game may be said in regard to the fats. Sugar of

milk, however, is changed by being split up into the various acids : this

takes place in the upper part of the small intestines. The process of de-

composition going on in the intestinal canal during the course of a milk diet

is to be regarded less as a putrefactive process than as one of fermentation,

and the multiplication of bacteria, which \vc know takes place in the colon,

is not at the exi)ense of ingested food, and consequently is of no impor-

tance in the consideration of the nutrition of nurslings or of the constipated

habit.

Symptoms.—kSymptoms are not numerous in acute constipation. In

the chronic form they are found in greater numbers, and, except in very rare

instances, exercise a much more baneful influence on the immediate health

and development of the child.

Occasionally acute constipation will produce a condition which may
jeopardize the health, if not the life, of the child ; but this is not usual.

In the chronic form, as we have pointed out in the section on pathology,

serious lesions affecting important organs are frequent.

A single evacuation each day, attended with straining, in a nursling is

constipation, which in many cases inclines to become worse until a move-

ment of the bowels can be produced only by medicines or injections. The

usual symptoms found in such a case would be the infrequency of evacua-

tion, the slight hardening of the faeces, and the difficulty of their expulsion.

All other symptoms might be functional, which would vary according as

the case became chronic and the bowels became replete, or as the consti-

pation was caused, as it sometimes is, by complete emptiness of the in-

testine. One writer has described the constipation of a single day, which is

of particular importance in a robust child into whose alimentary canal a

proper amount of food is taken. These symptoms are diminished appetite,

increased volume and resonance of abdomen, colicky pains, fulness, and a

feeling of weight in the lower bowel. If this continues for another day

the face is flushed, the head somewhat hot, and the child nervous. In very

young children we sometimes notice a pallor of the face, and, rarely, a jaun-

diced condition of the skin ; indeed, a true jaundice sometimes supervenes,

from pressure on blood-vessels and consequent obstruction. With symp-

toms as severe as those just mentioned the general nutrition of the child

would suffer, and reflex action, such as convulsions, might ensue. Consti-

pation in children under two years of age sometimes causes symptoms which

simulate very severe disease, more particularly referable to the nervous

system,—such, for instance, as high fever with slight facial convulsions and

grimaces.

In older children the loss of apjietite is more marked, the furred tongue

(of minor importance in the nursling) is more pronounced, the breath is

offensive, and the child has headache and colic and rests badly at night.

The complexion loses its clearness, and the child is listless and morose.
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Usually, however, in nurslings we find constipation pi'oduciug only

slight colic, some distention of the abdomen, and slight straining at stool.

In older children the objective symptoms are more noticeable, and there is

loss of apjietite, with a coated tonr'ie and bud breath, more or less lassitude

and headache, and a feeling of heat in the face and head. The desire to

evacuate the bowel is not so frequent nor so pronounced as usual, and where

efforts are made only small, hard pieces of foecal matter are expelled. In

these cases there is a feeling of fulness and pressure in the rectum, and

sometimes the anal oi)ening is found red and excoriated.

In some forms of constipation there occasionally occurs a peculiar kind

of diarrhoea, produced as follows. The hard faeces acting as foreign bodies

provoke a more or less abundant fluid secretion, which finds a point of exit

cither between the foecal mass and the intestinal wall, or through a lumen

dug out of the fsecal accumulation (Racle). Thus an obstinate constipation,

with retention of immense masses of excrementitious stuff, may be mistaken

for, and treate<l as, a case of diarrhoea.

In still older children,—those approaching youth,—if constipation has

become a habit we find, in addition to the objective symptoms already de-

scribed, others, which produce disturbances by pressure and have also a

depraved influence on nutrition. Along with a distended abdomen, furred

tongue, hot mouth, offensive breath, headache, and sometimes vomiting,

there is sucli a degree of abdominal distention that some of the internal

viscera are displaced, breathing is difficult, and in girls a condition is

present which in after-years may develop a displaced uterus. Pain and

uneasiness referral to the bladder are produced, and, from this and other

causes, blailder- and kidney-troubles have been susjwcted when only con-

stipation existed.

In some cases a general cachexia, persistent and significant, is produced,

and symptoms referable not only to the alimentary canal but also to the

nervous system and general nutrition are most noticeable.

In some children, where constipation has become habitual, there is a

change in habits and character. Those fond of work and study can do
nothing, on account of a persistent headache, and, while no physical signs

of disease can be found, they are morose and melancholy.

The constant bearing down which is present in chronic constipation

may produce hernia, hemorrhoids, fissures, and other symptoms referable to

the rectum. The presence, too, of fcecal masses for a long time in the
rectum may produce follicular disease of the lower bowel, and, in some
cases, diphtheritic patches.

In a few cases the colon has become so enormously distended that, with
the pani and tenderness, peritonitis has been simulated, and, with an ob-
struction formed by oedema or from other causes, the colon has appeared
to fill nearly the entire abdominal cavity. Indeed, to such an extent have
these enlargements attained that a diagnosis of chronic peritonitis and tabes
mesenterica has been made.
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Stubborn constipation may give rise to fansal accumulation and symp-

toms of intussusception. MarmaJuke Shields narrates a case in which

small motions " like pebbles" were passed ; then came incessant vomiting,

discharge of blood and mucus from the bowel, and prolapse. Syncope oc-

curred, with profuse sweating, and death seemed imminent. At this time

a hard, irregular swelling in the left lumbar region was discoveretl, and an

examination per rectum established the diagnosis of accumulation and im-

paction. This leads me to say that in making a diagnosis of fajcal tumors

we must consider their location, their consistency, and one's ability usually to

change their position. We should observe, also, the influence of treatment,

particularly of repeated injections. If the tumor is well down in the bowel,

we should notice the gradual lessening in size as the small, haixl faecal

masses are loosened and brought away by the injections.

Diagnosis.—It should always be remembered that a small amount of

fajcal matter evacuated by a child whose alimentation is insufficient as re-

gards quantity should not be regarded as indicating constipation. The pres-

ence of this condition will usually not be difficult to establish. In the acute

variety there will be infrcquency of normal passages from the bowels, j)ain

upon pressure on the abdomen, accumulation of gas, a coated tongue, and a

hot mouth.

We should not count as constipation the inability to perform the act of

defecation which results from congenital defects or surgical obstructions.

These will be treated elsewhere.

In chronic constipation we may be obliged to base a diagnosis more

upon the effects previously produced than upon the symptoms actually

present. The continued tenesmus or the presence of hemorrhoids or of a

hernia will, in many instances, suggest the trouble.

Prognosis.—As regards life, I have always regarded the prognosis as

good, although Bouchat believes that in one case constipation caused death

;

at least no other cause could possibly be assigned. It is in its consequences,

both immediate and remote, as causing sickness and improper development,

that constipation becomes at times serious and possibly dangerous. This

condition, when existing in only a moderate degree, produces slight sto-

machic disturbances, distention, and tenesmus, and is but a transient or trivial

affair. This same condition, however, coming to be more pronounced causes

fever and restlessness with its possible sequelse. Convulsions take place not

only from a slight constipation when the irritant is active, but frequently

also from the retention of large fa;cal masses. In my judgment, a convul-

sion is always dangerous, by whatever cause produced. A stoppage of the

bowel temporarily by food or fruit will nearly always produce restlessness

and frequently night-terrors. An extreme nervous condition, bordering

on a convulsion, is oflen noticed in a comparatively healthy child with

a nervous temperament, who, suffering from constipation, fears the pain

incident to a movement of the bowels. Many of the so-called sick or

nervous headaches of children arc caused by ftecal absorption, and, while
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the constipation may he constant, the symptoms of poisoning or the con-

vulsion prothicwl may only he i^riodical or occasional.

As the child IxKJomes older, if a constipation is neglected or improperly

treatetl, the probabilities of its producing ill effects are increased. In in-

fancy, if the diet is changed and the attention given which the subject

demands, a constipation will usually be cured, but if it exists without

attempts at its amelioration in older children it is liable tb become chronic,

influencing the general development, and, in female children, giving rise to

uterine displacements.

Prognosis in Chronic Constipation.—As to life, this is also good, but

locally it produces diseases of the rectum, hemorrhoids, fissures, and herniie.

In some cases such a degree of stenosis is producetl that the most serious

results are anticipated, and laparotomies have been performed with the

exi>ectation of finding intussusceptions, etc. To avoid such mistakes, which,

previous to the days of antiseptics, certainly jeopardized the lives of patients,

a very large injection of water or insufHation of air should be made before

the operation is commenced.

Treatment.—The number of drugs administered for the relief of con-

stipation in infants is surprising, if not alarming. Castor oil, gray pow-

der, calomel, senna, scammony, jalap, podophyllin, belladonna, rhubarb,

cascara, besides the favorite powders of the different doctors, are all given

in various combinations. For the nursling, in the majority of cases except

in an emergency, they are useless, and should be discaixled. The indications

are to correct the condition either by attention to the mother or by a slight

change in the food of the child, and to avoid laxatives.

After excluding congenital defects we should look to the mother for the

cause. If an evacuation of the bowels does not occur within twenty -four

or thirty-six hours alter birth, a careful examination of the anal opening

should be made; indeed, in some of the large lying-in hospitals a very

small enema is given as a part of the baby toilet at the first dressing. Thia
demonstrates at once the perviousness of the canal. Next let the mother be

examined for a cause of constipation, and, by changing her diet, seek to

correct her baby's habit. It may be necessary to administer a mild laxative

to the mother ; for, as a rule, simple constipation in the child should be
overcome without giving it medicines or injections.

If a child has been provided with a wet-nurse and is constipated, the

question will arise as to the pro])riety of changing to a wet-nurse with
younger milk, in order to furnish more colostrum and less casein. Of
course everything of a constipating nature, including starchy foods, is to

be excluded from the diet of mothers or wet-nurses whose children are
constipated.

If, notwitlistanding these directions, the habit persists, and the child has
but a single dry passage each day and this is attended with straining, some
exceedingly simple remedy should be administered to the child. As the sim-
plest of laxatives, I strongly recommend a little molasses or simple syrup in
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water, and where the ])asHage8 are very dry and the child is known to jwr-

spire fi'eely, we should 8U8|iect an insufficiency of water in its system, and

to overcome this there is nothing better than pure water internally. I desire

to emphasize this point. It is an affliction to deprive a child of water.

It is not only a cause of constipation, but the deprivation of water some-

times amounts to absolute suffering on the part of the child. A baby is

not always hungry when it cries ; it may be thirsty. To feed a child when

it is only thirsty, and not give it water, will sometimes aggravate a constipa-

tion. Ivct it be remembered, then, that one of the most efficient remedies in

the treatment of children is water given two or three times during the

twenty-four hours. To a child accustomed to a mixed diet, in place of

water, oatmeal-water may be given for a time, in onler that the child may
be nui-sed less frequently.

If the measures already suggested do not give relief, of course other

treatment must be adopted, and we come to consider local stimulants which

may be introduced into the anal opening or into the rectum. Among them

I notice the soap or gluten suppository, molasses boiled and moulded into

little masses and introduced, and the nozzle of a syringe oiled and in-

serted and injections of very small quantities of glycerin or water or both

combined. Bohn recommends, as preferable to any of the foregoing, injec-

tions of cold water three times, if needed, each day, then twice a day, and

finally once daily until the cure is assured. Other authorities advise cold

water as the injection, to which may be added a small amount of common

salt. If enemata are necessary, either warm or cold, use small quantities,

one or two fluidrachms of water, or from ten to twenty drops of glycerin to

which may be added a little water. Large injections of any fluid should

be avoided, because they not only dilate the colon and paralyze the lower

bowel, but sometimes also produce discomfort in infant patients by crowding

against internal organs and jiroducing, among other symptoms, difficult

respiration and interference with circulation.

As the child develops, and particularly as the process of dentition com-

mences, a constipation which has been troublesome is sometimes entirely

overcome. This is true if laxative medicines have been avoided and the

bowel has not been injured by very large injections. In a few infants

growth and nutrition seem to progress in every respect naturally with only

a single passage each day, and with such it is not necessary to interfere. If

drugs must be given to the nursling, nothing will yield better results than

minute doses of calomel, or small doses of castor oil or of magnesium car-

bonate—gr. X to XV to 5i of water and syrup—given in teaspoonful doses

pro re naia ; or a grain or two of the magnesia may be given in a little swoot

milk.

In older children some cause may be apparent which could not be dis-

covered in a nursling. It is needless to say that in all cases this should

be removed.

In older children, too, we should see to it that the endeavor is made to
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inculcate the habit of regularity in attempts to evacMiute the bowels. When
ftecal mutter descends into the ro(;tunj, pnKlucing st)nie sort of irritation

or fulness, as it does in older children when the etfetj stuff' conies to have a

greater consistency, nature should l)e listened to, and the evacuation encour-

aged by a daily regular habit. If thest> promptings are disregardwl for a

long time, they are liable to cease; the sensibility of the part is diminishwl,

and a constipation difficult to cure is the result. A child of two or three

yeai-s, and sometimes even yoiuiger, may be taught to exj)ect an evacua-

tion of the bowels at some regular time ; and with this expectation and a

regular habit it may be taught to exercise its will. Let there be, then, a co-

operation of habit, expectation, and will, l)efore we think of drugs. It is

in children of this age that massage and methodical irrigation of the bowel

arc so highly beneficial. Baginsky prefers this treatment to any other; the

same author deprecates suppositories, particularly the soap, as tending to

produce local inflammations.

Children on a mixetl diet should avoid the starehy foods and eat more

soups. Use water freely, and a varied diet ; let the food be somewhat coarse,

well masticated and swallowed slowly ; and avoid giving the same food re-

peatedly. If the digestion be good, more milk may be added to the food ; a

little oatmeal will increase its coarseness and a few drops of molasses make

it slightly laxative. This may be changed from day to day to mush made

from unbolted wheat-flour or corn-meal, or to bmn in bread and milk

prepared by soaking the bran in the milk, warming, and then adding the

bread. Whey, when it can be obtained, is of great benefit. To children

two or three years of age, stewed fruits or baked apples may be given.

Small amounts of fruit, particularly grapes without skin or seeds, are now
admissible, or figs, the Tamar Indicn, and purgative biscuits made by the

French. At this stage we advise home gymnastics, particularly if the nu-

trition is below grade, swimming, and salt-water bathing if possible. In

any case, however, do not expect too much ; ascertain the amount of food

taken daily, and do not look for a greater quantity to be excreted.

Among the drugs which are useful in children of this age is calomel

in small doses. Children invariably bear this drug well, and habitual consti-

pation is always relieved by its occasional administration. It should not be

given habitually to those afflicted with the strumous or rachitic diathesis.

Castor oil or castor-oil paste,* or small doses of belladonna and of tinc-

ture of nux vomica, may be given ; or the gray powder with a little bicarbo-

nate of sodium, or powdered liquorice (pulv. glycyrrli. comp.) with sulphur,

if there is any evidence of rectal irritation. The small doses of belladonna

and nux vomica mentioned above will be found in combination very ser-

viceable in giving tone to the bowel or for relieving spasm. According to

some authors, these drugs also relieve flatus ; in my judgment, however,

' Made by -ubbing together powdered acacia, castor oil, syrup, and glycerin, and flavor-

ing with anise, vanilla, or other aromatics.
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w
nothing gives better rcHults for this distressing symptum than niugnosia and

asufoctida.

The glycerin treatment which has been suggested for both nurslings

and older children is an old remaly recently revived. According to Dr.

AltliuuH, it was probably discovertKl by Dr. Oidnian, who kept it a secret

until it was purchased by Dr. Anacker, who analyzed ii and brought it to

the notice of the profession. The theory of its ac*ti<.)n is as follows : glycerin

brought in contm^t with the mucous membrane of the lower bowel with-

draws water from it and causes hyjHTiemia and irritation of the sentient

nerves of the rectum : this protluces powerful peristaltic contractions and

defecation.

The family physician should see to it that the older children do not eat

those articles which are known to constipate. Forbid spices, cht(t>se, dried

fruits, and the coarser dry foods. Do not advise medicine for failure to

evacuate the bowel every day, but encourage the attempt, with attention to

the diet
;
practise rubbing and order exercise. If drugs must be taken, find

the one which agrees with the patient, and then the dose which causes an

evacuation ; then gradually reduce the quantity of medicine till the diet,

which has luicn corrected, keeps the bowel in a normal condition. The fluid

extract of cascara sagrada, in doses of one or two drops, will be found an

excellent remiKly. For a child of two years, clear out the bowels with a

powder containing two or three grains of calomel with a little compound

liquorice powder ; follow for a few days with carbonate of magnesium (3ii

to water Si) one to three tcaspoonfuls each day till the bowels are relaxed.

Then give non-astringent iron preparations, nux vomica, and possibly mag-

nesium sulphate or cascara, until the cure i comi)lc't('. Dr. PI. H. Clark,

of Iowa, believes that ipecac in one-grain doses, either alone or with small

doses of calomel, is the remedy par excellence for constipation in children.

The headache and coated tongue, the nervous and feverish symptoms,

and the dizziness, which we find associated with constipation and poseiMy

diagnosticate as biliousness and indigestion, cannot easily be cured by bro-

mides and neurotic remedies. First clear out the bowel of its accumulated

filth, then give a remedy to act on the secretions, and afterwards gi\ j iron,

nux vomica, and magnesia.

In constipation which has persisted for a very long time, with great dis-

tention of the bowels, the abdomen may be b;indaged to aid in restoring

tone. Galvanism or electricity may be used. In e. jessive dutentiou,

with symptoms of collapse and much heart-displacement, we may resort to

puncture of the colon with a hypoder:nic needle.

Sometimes it will be neatssary to nroduce a diarrhoea for some days in

order to unload the colon.

Whenever the colon is blocked it must br cleared by the use of ene-

mata. In chronic constipation aiv ays make an examination of the rectum :

it sometimes reveals much to help in the diagnosis. Congenital defoi'mi-

ties, never suspected, have been thus discovered.
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If electricity is usetl, it should Ih' rcincmhored that Schillbr. -h ((|Uoted by

Jacob!) lm» f'oiuul that the several portions of the bowels respond dillerently

to the application of the fanidic and of the galvanic current : the y;jdvunic

is usually the stronger. Local contmctions residt from the negjitive pole,

jK'ristaltic waves from the positive?. Apply the negative iwle in t\u> rectum,

and the positive over the alxlomen along tlie colon. By massage or gentle

kneading of the abdomen over the colon and in the direction of its jieri-

staltic movements, muscular action is stimulated and tiie desired results arc

frequently brought about. This process should Ini related two or three

times a day.

The treatment of constipation occurring as a complication of other dis-

eases demands more space thau is allotted to rae^ and a few words must

suffice.

Cod-liver oil and syrup of the io<lide of iron are particularly useful in

the rickety and strumous diatheses. The oil is one of the best remedies for

these diseases, and acts well for the constij)ation which is frequently inci-

dent. Indeed, c(xl-liver oil, two parts, and lime-water aiid the syrup of the

lacto-phosphate of calcium, each one part, are regarded by Prof. J. Lewis

Smith as meeting as many indications iu the ordinary constipation of chil-

dren as any other combination.

Children with indigestion associated with constipation should always

have first a corrected diet, then jwpsin in combination with muriatic acid,

and casmra or compound syrup of taraxacum.

In anajniic children the mineral waters oontatning iron are particularly

ref;ominended by the Cormans. The Friedrichshall is claime*! not only to

have Killne aperient qualities, but also to be a tonic: it influences tissue-

changes and promotes the oxeretion of uric acid. A mixture of sulphate

of iron, suiphat',' of magnesium, and tincture of uux vomica will be very

serviceable in these cases.

It is almost needless to say that nccumulations of fsecal matter must be

removed by the more powerful cathartics and by regular irrigation, which

sometimes must be carried into or through the mass by means of a tube.

An impacted rectum must be cleared by the use of the syringe, and occa-

sionally digital assistance will be required.



TABES MESENTERICA.
By A. JACOBI, M.D.

The names by which diseases are known in modern pathology have

come to be derived from their pathological anatomy in the same degree that

local diagnosis has been brought nearer perfection. Symptomatic diagnoses

and symptomatic terms are becoming rare ; though it is true that there has

crept into nomenclature an equally unscieut.fic habit, which consists in apply-

ing to a newly-observed disease or complex of symptoms the nr.me of their

first observer—or inventor. Many formerly accepted as nosological entities

have been given up as such ; when we speak of dropsy, paralysis, convulsion,

neuralgia, epile|)sy, or atrophy we know perfectly well that we have to deal

with a symptom, or a number of symptoms, requiring etiological details for

their exact recognition, and special and varying indications for the treatment

of indi\aduai cases. But until a very late period " tabes mesenterica," or

" tabes mesaraica," has been accepted as a term applicable to a particular set

of symptoms and limited anatomical changes by vhich it could be easily

recognized. The following pages will be dedicated to showing that the

pathological anatomy of mesenteric tabes is by no means the same in all

cases, and that the term itself ought either to disappear entirely from our

indexes or be recognized as merely a convenient expression fov a complex

of more or iess similar symptom.^.

Among those, mostly older, celebrities who were of the oi)iniou that

imj)erviousness of the mesenteric glands was a satisfactory explanation of

tabes mesaraica, that patients die because the lacteals are no longer able to

take up from the food a sufficient supply of nutriment, and that they die

of starvation, are Tiiomas Watson, Cullen, and Bichat. The latter modified

the general opinion in this, that he defined tabes (caireau of the French) as

the engorgement of the glands of the aMomen, mostly occurring between

the second and eighth years, painful or painless, complicated with digestive

disorders, distention, diarrhoea, and vomiting, which, however, did not

result in the non-absorption of chyle except in the later periods of the dis-

ease.^ Cruikshank, as early as 1790, thought this blocking up of the

lymphatic circulation very improbable, and Guersant formulated his hesita-

tion in accepting the exclusive obstruction theory by declaring that the

' W. T. Gairdner and Joseph Coats, Lectures to Practitioners, London, 1888.
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very diagnosis of the condition of the glands was always difficult ; that the

examination of all the viscera often resulted in the discovery of changes

\,iiich led to the results attributed to glandular disorders exclusively ; that

he was not aware of a single case of disease of the mesenteric glands not

attended with complications; tliat, moreover, there were many glandular

disturbances without nutritive disorders ; and, finally, that the mesenteric

glands were not the sole roads for the admission of chyle. Besides, in his

own reports, and in those of his followers, and in the experience of all

th.jse who have compared morbid symptoms duiiug life with the evidences

of post-mortem examinations, there are many cases in which, together with

the glandular changes, or independently of them, the acute, subacute, or

chronic inflammation of the peritoneum, either general or local, and mostly

of a tubercular character, was the only anatomical anomaly underlying the

symptoms of " mesenteric tabes."

Symptoms.—The main symptoms common to every form and case of

"tabes mesenterica" are atrophy and tumid abdomen. Emaciation and

atrophy reach a degree hardly ever met with in any other morbid condition.

The subcutaneous fft disappears rapidly. The skin is thin, flabby, and in-

elastic ; round the limbs it is loose and hangs like a bag ; when taken up be-

tween the fingers it retains the fold raised in the lifting. In the beginning

the muscles can be recognized ; afterwards even they emaciate to such an

extent that their outlines disappear, and those of the bones are distinctly

perceptible. The eyes lie deep in the orbits, and have a peculiarly dry and

himgry look ; the bones of the face, with the thin, flaccid, dry and scaly

skiu over thorn, take on a terribly senile expression. The surface is mostly

cool, the limbs are cold, the cutaneous veins very distinct and blue, much
dilated over the chest and still more so over the abdomen. The voice is thin

and tin-like, the cry mostly tearless, the pulse slow (from exhaustion of

the hoart-musole) or more frequently rapid, thin, and compressible. The
lymph-bodies of the neck and the inguinal region, sometimes also tlie axilla,

arc tumefied.

These symptoms are more or less common to all cases. There are many,

however, which exhibit numerous variations in important particulars.

Apjxitite may be ravenous or entirely lost. Some begin with little or no

diarrhoea, but in all the stools are fetid. The majority, however, com-
mence with a severe form of intestinal catarrh, attended with numerous
oifensive discharges. The peculiar odor, foul, musty, pungent, ammoniacal,

is due in part to acids formed by the fat which has not been absorbed, sul-

phides, and other products of putrefaction. In the further development of

the morbid condition tliere may be consi.^ .Jon, but diarrhoja is more fre-

quent. It may not be very copious nor the evacuations very numerous.
There is tenesi is in some, with l3ut little substance ; others are large, and ex-

pellc<l suddenly, in an instantaneous gush. The temperature is in some cases

normal or even subnormal, in others elevated ; when it is quite high, the

cheeks and scleroticoe may become injectei. The tumid belly is absolutely
Vot, III.—

u
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painless in some, very sensitive in others ; the latter mainly in those who have

an elevation of temperature. The large size of the abdomen, with its nets

of d lated veins, contrast." fearfully with the atrophied condition of the limbs.

It is large enough to press the diaphragm upward and interfere with the

functions of both heart and lungs. The nature of the tumefaction, how-

ever, varies : it is tense or flabby, hard or soft, doughy or firm, uniform or

irregular. Nodules or lumps of different shapes and sizes may be discov-

ered by palpation. They may be spherical ; flat, so that the hand can be

run under the cake ; superficial, near the abdominal wall ; or deep-seated,

in close neighborhood to the vertebral column. Gentle percussion will

reveal tympanites all over, both on the top of the protruding abdomen

while the child is on his back, and in the flanks; or there are one or more

areas of relative dulucss corresponding with a solid mass discovered by

palpation ; or there is dulness in both flanks, varying with changes in posi-

tion, thus indicating the presence of fluid, which, moreover, can be made

out by its fluctuation. Great care, however, has to be taken lest the presence

of solid tumors m a flank give rise to :he diagnosis of fluid, or lest intes-

tines containing gas which have been glued to the abdominal walls disguise

entirely through their lymphatic percussion-sound the presence of ascites.

Other symptoms may be present, such as oedema, through thromboses

in small veins; extensive dulness belonging to fatty liver; albuminuria

and the usual microscopic changes of the urine encountered with nephritis

;

local inflammations of the abdominal surface connected with abscesses which

are occasionally, though rarely, the final stages of certain forms of perito-

nitis ; and cough depending on tubercular disease of the lungs.

The variety of symptoms belonging to " tabes" points distinctly to dif-

ferent morbid processes. The gradual beginning, slow and feverless course,

with but little disturbance of the bowels aud other organs ; the connection

with a severe form of enteritis, continuation of diarrhoeal discharges during

the beginning and growth of tumidity, and moderate or high temperatures

during the course of the morbid process ; and the tumidity of the abdomen,

with emaciation following chronic cough and repeated attacks of catarrh,

aud terminating either in fatal exhaustion or in acute peritonitis, appear to

prove that there are several distinct forms of " tabes," depending on dif-

ferent causes aud attended with varying anatomical alterations.

Pathology.—Former essays in this work, particularly those of Dr.

Ashby on scrofulosis aud my own on tuberculosis and phthisis, have ex-

plained the changes taking place in the lymph-bodies. Therefore only

such brief remarks will be made here as refer directly to the mesenteric

glands. Most of the first changes occurring in them are of an inflamma-

tory nature ; they are secondary in character ; indeed, the primary changes

are mostly neoplasmatic, and particularly sarcomatous. As in other glands,

the inflammation may be a simple one and uncomplicated, or suppurative,

or fibrous, or caseous, or tubercular. Simple aflenitis is occasioned by any

kind of irritation. Like an eczema of the head or a nasal catarrh which
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constantly, are not so often of a tubercular nature as they are the mere

result of the local irritation produced by the presence of copious pulmonaiy

discharges on the intestinal mucous membrane.

Only wh'>n the local irritation has j)crsisted for some time and produced

erosions hi, . a virus an ojiportunity to locate and fasten itself in the injured

f pi>'>elial layer. In that case the tubercular invasion may lead to serious

results though the lesions of the surface have healed.

Thus it becomes evident not only why it is that a primary tuberculosis

of the intestine, and the secondary tuberculosis of the mesenteric glands, by

the introduction of tuberculous food, may take place, but also why they are

relatively rare. Indeed, t'ae cases which appear to be conclusive are by no

means so. For, while we may suspect that infected meat or milk has occa-

sioned a tuberculosis, that very case may have been infected either through

a wound of the lips, mouth, or throat, or by simultaneous inhalation. Thus

the suspicion that a case is one of intestinal contagion is more readily en-

tertained than it can be proved. Schottelius' fed ten families, consisting of

one hundred and thirty pereons, on tuberculous moat, \\hich was taken raw

sometimes, for two years ; in eleven years none of them died of tubercu-

losis. Thus, while there is no doubt as to the occasional occurrence of

tubercular infection by meat or milk, the cases must be well weighed before

they are decided affirmatively.

Besides the simple secondary hyperplasia of the mesenteric glands re-

sulting in obstruction, and the tubercular infiltration terminating in the

same disturbance of function,—besides its infectious character,—there is a

third condition which loads to the symptoms called "tabes mesenterica,"

viz., chronic tubercular peritonitis. It is quite frequent, but its symptoms

may vary in dumtion and severity. While the child is emaciated, some-

times to a fearful extent, the abdomen is tumid, elliptic, its surface shining,

the surface-veins dilated, the umbilicus expanded and flattened. There is

sometimes ascites ; sometimes hard and circumscribed tumors, or the intestinal

convolutions, may be distinctly felt or seen. This tumid condition is even

liable to persist when tubercular meningitis makes its appearance in the

course of time. There may be colic and diarrhoea, or they may be absent.

The tem^^erature may be normal. Slight changes in the afternoon ought

to be ascertained by inserting the instrument into the rectum. This con-

dition may last many months, even a year ; it is capable of vast improve-

ment, and may terminate iu recovery, though with a low standard of vitality.

This capability of recovery, with which the experienced practitioner and

pathologist has long been acquainted, is surprised the surgeons, now and

then, who opened the abdomen under a mistaken diagnosis, found tuber-

cular peritonitis, sewed up again, and concluded that when .the patient

recovered it was because, and not in spite of, their unci' ^od-for operation.

At the present time, however, we are justified in the belief that only those

1 Virchow's Archiv, vol. xci.
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cases of chronic peritoneal tuberculosis will have a chance which are local,

and not the result of general tubercular infection.

Diagnosis.—In estimating the size and tumidity of a child's abdomen,

we must not lose sight of the fact that it is normally larger in proportion

than that of the adolescent or the adult. The child's pelvis and chest are less

developed, its liver large. The shape of tlie abdomen is tun-like, its vertical

length one-third of the length of the body, while in the adult the proportion

is one-fifth. A high degree of tumidity may be due to constipation, mainly

that form which originates in oversize of the sigmoid flexure, or in expansion

of the intestine depending on muscular weakness. The main cause of the

latter is rhachitis, the first principal features of which, when developed at an

early date, are costiveness, meteorism, and flabby muscular texture. Other

causes are flatulence depending on improper food and fermentation-processes

in the bowels, or insufficient peristalsis, or the presence of s(!ybala ; also the

presence of ascites depending either on cirrhosis or perihepatitis or generalized

peritonitis, the first of which is the less frequent cause ; or oversize of abdom-

inal organs, such as the liver or bladder ; also either cystic (urachus or echino-

coccns) or solid tumors. Among the latter fibroma, enchondroma, myxoma,

and lipoma are quite rare and therefore not of clinical importance ; carci-

noma is not unconmion, but sarcoma is more frequent. There were, up

to 1884, forty-three cases of sarcoma of the kidney on record.' Tuber-

cular disease and tubercular tumefaction are very much more common. It is

true that isolated tubercular tumors, mainly those of the mesenteric glands,

are quite rare, but they do occur, uncomplicated or, mostly, complicated with

other lesions of an inflammatory character. This complication of glan-

dular enlargement with peritonitis may lead to very serious results, even

beyond the tubercular infection. A girl of two and a half years, of healthy

family, Avho previously suffered from aural discharges and measles, and after-

wards from anfemia and general malaise, was taken with abdonunal pain

and distention, constipation, and vomiting of mucus and purulent •naterial.

She died after an illness of three days. The autopsy revealed caseous mes-

enteric and retro-peritoneal glands of the size of pigeon's eggs, bending

upon itself and gangrene of the sigmoid flexure, peritonitic adhesions along

the descending colon, the sigmoid flexure, and the rectum, and complete

obstruction, by compression, of the ileimi.^ Similar occurrences are not at

all rare, though mostly not so striking as the one just related. Indeed,

adhesions between the intestines themselves, or the intestines and the pari-

etal peritoneum, or peritonitic exudation with hemorrhages, or infiltrations

of the omentum whicli result in hard nodulated tumors located above the

umbilicus, are quite common, and form large masses together with the

infiltration of the glands themselves. Such peritonitic exudations may be

* A. Jncobi, Sarcoma of tho Fcetnl and Infant Kidney, Transact. Tritemat. Congress,

Copenhagen. 1884.

» Th. Pauli, Jahrb. f. Kinderheilkunde, 1889, xxix. 77.
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either simply inflannnatory or tubercular, small or large, hard or soft, local

or generalized to such an extent as to fill the whole alxlomcu.

The diagnosis of tubercular peritonitis, or peritoneal tul)erculosis, is apt

to be quite difficult. There are many chronic cases which cannot be differ-

entiated from non-infectious jxjritonitis and other inflammatory processes.

Besides, many of the caseous tuberculizations are small, and thereby in-

accessible to an accurate physical examination. They, and the rare cases

of primary tuberculosis of spleen, liver, bile-ducts, peritoneum, and intes-

tine, are to be inferred rather than diagnosticated, liut there are cases of

tumid bel' - with atrophy, of both an acute and a chronic charac^ter, in

which th' ature of the affection can be made out with some degree of cer-

tainty. When the distention of the stomach appears after an intestinal

catarrh, when it continues after the diarrho-a has ceased in frequency, the

stools either improving in character or remaining offensive, when th(! tem-

perature remains high and the symptoms (occasionally) exhibit a " typhoid"

character, with (now and then) delirium and frequently a dry tongue, the

existence of an acute attack of tubercular peritonitis is probable. This

diagnosis is r(uideretl the more probable by the presence of some other

symptoms. Among them are cough, sometimes slight, short, and hacking,

sometimes moist and frequent ; tlie presence of pulmonary symptoms or

duluess over the manubrium sterni or below one or both of the clavicles,

pointing to swelling of the tracheal or bronchial glands ; a concomitant his-

tory of tuberculosis in the family ; and a more intense degree of emaciation

than the brief duration of an intestinal catarrh would justify. Still, mis-

takes are possible even then. The frequent complication of peritoneal

tuberculosis with fatty liver and parenchymatous nephritis may obscure

the clear comprehension of the case. " Scrofulous" glands occurring round

the neck may be, and mostly are, non-tuber(!ular, being the result of non-

infectious irritation of the scalp or nasal cavities ; the tumefaction of the

inguinal glands is too frequent to be of much account.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is always imcertain except in the very woi*st

cases. It is absolutely fatal when the " tabes mesenterica" means peritoneal*

and glandular tuberculosis complicated with, or depending on, generalized

tuberculosis ; when the temperature is permanently high, and exhaustion ex-

treme ; when diarrhoea remains cojiious and offensive, the heart very feeble,

and the intra-abdominal exudation has resulted in very extensive induration.

A case occurring in a healthy family, in a child that does not suffer from

cough or other pulmonary complication, but develops its emaciation and

tumid abdomen after a protracted, though imcomplicated, diarrhoea, fur-

nishes a more favorable prognosis. For in such the diagnosis of a mere

—

non-infectious—hyperplasia of the mesenteric glands can be made with great

probability. In such, even large indurations will be absorbed gradually.

When the diagnosis of chronic peritoneal tuberculosis has been made, the

case is less promising ; still, in it the possibility of recovery, or partial

recovery, is not excluded. Indeetl, the results of laparotomies, such as have
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fur-

been allutled to before, hold out a certain amount of hope even in those

cqses in which the diagnosis could be made with perfect accuracy.

Treatment.—A healthy infant or child cannot fall sick with any of

the symptoms of " tabes mesenterica." Thus prevention consists in taking

all the measures cahnilated to preserve the general health of the baby.

Foremost among them is the selection of proper food : all the rules and

regulations detailed in other parts of this work, which refer to the raising

on breast-milk and appropriate artificial food, must be conscientiously

obeyed ; farinaceous substances allowctl in but motleratc quantities ; casein,

which is a fre(iucnt irritant of the intestinal mucous membranes, limited to

its proper percentage ; and fat administered in no greater quantity than is

contained in the natural nutriment of the nursling. Weaning is to take

place at the legitimato time, which has mostly arrived when a few teeth

have made their appearance, (rood air and attention to the condition of

the skin (cool bathing and frict )n, protection by warm clothing, and avoid-

ance of draughts) aid in enabling the young to resist injurious influences.

The early symptoms of rhachitis indicate a thorough anti-rhachitical

treatment (animal food, phosphorus, and iron), and diarrhoea, no matter

from what cause, must be relieved immediately. Again I insist upon the

danger incurred by allowing the catarrhal or inflammatory irritation of the

mucous membrane to remain unchecked ; for it is because of this that the

neighboring glands begin to swell, or that bacteric invasion takes place. But

not diarrha3a alone is connected with hyperaimia and its dangers ; constipa-

tion also may be both the result and a cause of extensive congestion and

irritation. Sometimes glandular swelling may appear without an apparent

ciuise. In a healthy family the thirteenth baby, after having been subject

to habitual costivcness, was laparotomized because of intussusception. Thus

it happened that the mesenteric glands could be leisurely inspected and

examined ; they were swelled to the size of beans and hazel-nuts.

To prevent the tubercular form, cow's milk and meat must not be ad-

ministered unless exposed to boiling heat. It is true that there are not many
cases of infection by these agents, but the few ought to be avoided. Cream,

buttermilk, and cheese cannot be submitted to the same preventive measure,

and must be used with some caution. The different forms of scrofula

("erethic" and "toqiid") must be treatetl according to the methods dis-

cussed in other essays ; it is in them that animal foods, malt, iron, cod-liver

oil, and cereals without or with milk, are indisjjcnsable. Whenever possible,

a change of climate ought to be adviscfl. Local tuberculosis in glands or

in bones must be extinguished by an operative procedure ; and a chronic

eczema should be made to heal.

In chronic cases, in which changes in the mesenteric glands can be safely

diagnosticated and the existence of tubei'culosis excluded, iodides largely

diluted may be administered for a long time. The potassium, sodium, and
iron salts have their own indications, and may be combined. They are par-

ticularly demanded in patients who have previously suft'ered from the torpid,
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or adipose, form of scrofula. They may be used externally, iu baths regularly

given. It is here that natural springs, such as St. Catherine's and Kreuz-

nach, can be employed to advantage. In the tubercular form arsenic ought

to be administered iu small doses for weeks or even months. Fat (cream,

cod-liver oil) does better here than in tl;e simple hyperplastic form, but iu

every instance we ought to remember that indurated mesenteric glands absorb

but a small quantity. Whenever enteritis remains active, the eroded or ulcer-

atetl mucous membranes require antifermentative treatment. In that chronic

form small doses of calomel are less efficient than bismuth, with or without

resorcin, and small doses of opium. Naphthaliu and salol may be tried,

but generally are not well tolerated. Nitrate of silver, one-fortieth to one-

twentieth of a grain every two or three hours, may be given for a week.

Counter-irritants have a less happy effect than warm applications (moist or

dry) and warm bathing. As may be judged from the remarks I made on

laparotomy iu connection with peritoneal tuberculosis, it cannot be recom-

mended as a remedy until many more unbiassed observations shall have

been gathered. In ascites paracentesis must not be jwrformed unless

urgently recpiired, for many a case has been absorbed without any surgical

interference.

WESirnN INlVERSIl
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PARASITES OF THE INTESTINAL CANAL.

By W. T. COUNCILMAN, M.D.

History.—Any study of the progress of our knowledge of the intesti-

nal pai-asites sliows that here, as in all other departments of medical litera-

ture, the same fluctuations of opinion prevailed as to the importance of the

part which these parasites played and the frequency with which they were

encountered. The development of our knowledge in this branch of medi-

cine, as shown in the literature of the subject in the last one hundred and

fifty years, is closely analogous to the development of our knowledge of

the bacteria in the last twenty years.

There has always existed the desire to find some apparent cause to ac-

count for given phenomena, and, in the absence of any other known cause,

the intestinal parasites, even some of the most harmless of them, wei'e con-

sidered the cause of the most varied diseases. Dysentery, scurvy, hydro-

phobia, and even some of the most dangerous epidemics of the Middle

Ages, were regarded as due to intestinal parasites. When these were not

discovered, their existence was supposed. The discovery of the itch mite

and tlie proof that this was the cause of that wide-spread disease gave

impoi'tance to this belief.

Then, as was most natural, there came a reaction. The presence of

the parasites was acknowledged, and it was believed that they were in-

jurious, and could even endanger the life of their host, but their connec-

tion with any known form of disease was denied. Many, indeed, denied

that they were attended with any danger to the individual, and some went
so far as to argue that they exerted a beneficial effect, in that they assistetl

digestion by increasing the secretion of mucus and stimulating the peristal-

tic action of the intestine. These latter views were held by some of the

most distinguished of the investigators, but many of the physicians held to

the old ideas. To many, when they did not know anything of the real na-

ture or cause of a disease, it served as a cloak for their ignorance to speak
of worm-irritation, worm-fever, and worm-diseases in general. Others,

while they did not deny that certain pathological conditions in the intes-

tine were associated with the presence of worms, asserted that there was no
causal connection between the two, and supposed that there could be certain

pathological conditions which predisposed the intestinal canal to the pro-
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duotion of worms. Bivnisor, one of tlie most ct'lobrated of the helmiuthol-

ogists of the time, designati^d under the name of diathesis verminosa a con-

dition of the alimentary canal accompanied by disorders of nutrition and

digestion in consecincnce of which material awnimulated in the intestine

which was favoniblc to the production of worms. It was even held by

such distinguishal investigators as llilliet and Barthcz that this worm-

diathesis could exist without the presence of worms. It was only after

exact scientific work by patient invcstigatoi's, accompanied by experiments

on animals and man, that the life-history of most of the intestinal parasites,

and the part which they play in the production of disease, were put on a

firm and scientific basis.

The subject of intestinal parasites has a further importance because the

first proof of the connection of a typical infectious disease, trichinosis, with

a living germ, the trichina spiralis, which in its adult life is an intestinal

parasite, was acknowledged at a time when the csiusal connection of bacteria

with disease was denied by very many, although the proof of it was just as

definite and positive as that of the connection between trichinosis and the

trichina.

Pathology and Clinical History.—The pathological conditions pro-

duced by the different intestinal parasites depend on the nature of the para-

site and on the part of the intestinal canal which it inhabits. Thus, it is

natural that the anchylostoma duodenalis should produce a set of symp-

toms diffei'cnt from those produced by the ascaris lumbricoides, and this,

again, symptoms different from those produced by the oxyuris vermicularis.

In regard to the manner in which the parasites exert an influence on

their host, we have principally three matters to consider. In the first place,

they grow and exist at the expense of their host. They exert a local influ-

ence by their bulk, in that they make pressure on the parts around them

and may close canals in which they live. Their presence and their move-

ments may produce pain, and may variously affect the physiological func-

tions of the intestine; they may also, by irritation of ^,he sympathetic ner-

vous system, give rise to symptoms of the most varied character. It is

not known whether, like the bacteria, they produce certain chemical sub-

stances, ptomaines, which have an injurious action, but it is probable that

they do so.

The first of these modes of action, the withdrawal of nutriment from

the host, is generally of little or no importance, but under certain circum-

stances, and when the host is a delicate, badly-nourished child, this may

amount to something. Leuckart estimated the weight of a bothrioeephalus

latus twenty-two feet long to be twenty-seven and a half grammes, and

that in the course of the five or six months that it took to reach this length

it probably consumed six or seven times its weight of food,—a quantity

which is scarcely worth mentioning. When the jmrasites are present in

great numbers, as sometimes happens in the case of lumbricoid worms, five

hundred or more of which have been seen in a single case, estimating, as
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Ijcuckart docs, the yearly coiisumi)ti()ii of one at three fjfrainmes, it will he

seen that so great a number as this must withdraw a considerable amount

from the nutrition of the btnly. Wlien the worms do not live ou the intes-

tinal contents of the host, but, attacliiuf; themselves to the mucous mem-

brane, directly take the more valuable blood, the case is much more serious.

Thus, the anchylostoma duodenalis ijrmluccs the most severe forms of anajmia

not only by the direct withdrawal of blood, but also by the subsequent hemor-

rhage from the bites which it makes.

The effects which the parasites pnxhioe acting by their bulk alone, as iu

closing the Iimien of canals, arc of little importance. The most serious of

these are when the round worms, leaving the intestine, wander into the biliary

or ])ancreatic ducts or into the air-passages. There may also be exceptional

circumstances iu which such masses of hmibricoids arc present that their

bulk may in some place fill the entire lumen of the intestine and produce

strangulation.

The most important effect of the parasites is the irritation which they

produce of the nerves of the intestinal canal. This is shown by various

symptoms, some of which are referable to the intestine, but others appar-

ently have not the slightest connection with it. All these nervous symp-

toms are more pronounced in children than in adults, because the nervous

system in the former is so much more excitable than iu the latter.

Many of the intestinal parasites pass through an embryonic condition

iu which the embryo lives under relations which are very different from

those which suit the adult parasite. In some cases the real danger to the

host is not connected with the presence of the adidt animal, but with the

embryo. Thus, the adult trichina in the intestinal canal produces symp-

toms which, though severe, arc attended with no danger to life, but a dan-

gerous and often fatal set of symptoms begins with the wandering of the

embryos into the muscles. : ,

Modes of Infection.—The results of the scientific study of the intes-

tinal parasites have been particularly shown in the increased knowledge of

the modes of infection, and the most valuable results in prophylaxis have

been the outcome of this. Many of the parasites pass through different

forms "in the course of their development, and these different forms for the

most part require different hosts. Nothing has been more clearly shown
than that we derive many of our parasites from the domestic animals.

Sometimes tlie parasite passes over to us in an embryonic form, some-

times in the form of eggs which find in our bodies suitable conditions either

for complete development or for development up to a certain degree. Thus,

we become infected with one variety of tape-worm from eating the embryos
which appear in the hog in the form of small cystic animals in the muscles,

and with another variety from eating beef in which a similar phase of em-
bryonic development is found. Infection takes place from the use of animal
food containing the embryos of the parasites, and also from introducing the

eggs in various ways into the intestinal canal. Thus, it is not uncommon
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to havo vegetables fertilized by the use of liquid manure which may con-

tain great numljers of the eggs of certain jmvi '.sites which "eaclx the intes-

tines when the vegetables are eaten in the form v^' .salads. There is not so

much danger, or none at all, when the vegetables arc cooked thoroughly.

The drinking-water may also serve as a vehi'-l • for infec^tion. Tlie eggs or

embryos of parasites after being passed out with the fieees fnid their way

into the streams, being washed there by the rains, and 'm this way enter

into the water-supply of cities. This mode of infection may be guarded

against by filtering the water, for none of the eggs will pass through

properly-constructed filters.

Another important mode in which the infection may be ke|)t up is tiiat

by self-infection. The eggs of ceilain of the parasites are continually i)ass-

ing from the intestinal canal, generally in the froces, and in persons of un-

cleanly habits these eggs may get on the fingers and thus again be taken

into the mouth, and develop in the intestinal canal. This is most common

in the ease of the small oxyuris worms. It is almost the rule to find the

eggs beneath the finger-nails of pei-sons afflicted with this parasite. The

cysticercus cysts found in man result from swallowing tape-worm eggs, and

frequently the eggs are derivetl from a tape-worm in the same individual.

It is natural that, so much depending on cleanliness and the proper

preparation of the food, the intestinal parasites should be so much more

common in those lands where the i)eople live more in a state of nature and

do not use so much care in the selection of their food. Thus, the echino-

coccus-cyst, produced by eating the eggs of the trenia echinoc^occus, a com-

mon parasite of the dog, is very common in Iceland, where the people live

on intimate terms with the dogs. In Abyssinia, where the habit of eating

niw beef is very prevalent, the tfenia mediocanellata, the cystic embryo of

which is found in beef, is very conmion. In all cases the eating of raw or

underdone meat, and of vegetables in the form of salads, offers a much

greater chance for infection than when the food is thoroughly cooked, since

cooking destroys both the eggs of the parasite and the embryos. Many of

the parasites are more common in children than in adults. This cannot be

because the intestine of the child offers a better place for the growth of the

parasite than that of the adult, but the chances of infection in the child are

greater. The child has for itself no habits of personal cleanliness, and is

not so careful as to what it puts into its mouth.

Certain lands are the homes of particular parasites. One of the varie-

ties of tape-worm, the bothriocephalus latus, is found only in certain parts

of Europe, and another variety only in Greenland. It can only be that

the conditions for embryonic development are found here alone. Other

parasites, though existing everywhere, are more common in ceitain lands.

This may be due to the habits of the people, or to the eggs finding out-

side of the body more suitable conditions for development. Thus, the

lumbricoid worms are more frequent in warm climates, because their

eggs find in the heat and moisture the suitable conditions for reaching that

i
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poriixl of development which tliey must have before they can exist in the

iutestiiie.

Tape-\V()RM8.—The tteniaj are louj^j flat worms, compoHinl of a number

of sogments whii^h are slightly joined tojjether. The segments arc flat, and

have some resemblance to pumpkin-seeds. The length of the worm may

reacii sixty feet, and the segments niunlxT many hundred. The head is

round, and about the size of the head of a pin. Immwliately behind the

head the nock is at first narrowe<l aiul tlien increases in width. The ueck

has transverse constrictions, but the segments projHjr do not begin until

some ilistance further down. In each st-.nent there are complete male

and female organs. The genital ojwnings are on the side of the segment,

the male being directly over the female. These openings are on the alter-

nate sides of adjoining segments. There are not usually more than three

or four hundred sexually-mature segments in the worm. The constric-

tions in the neck become segments, the sexual i)arts gradually develop-

ing in them. The head of the worm is somewh vt complieatetl, and the

several varieties of tajuia are distinguished from one another by tlie struc-

ture of the head and of the genital organs. The teeuia solium, the pork

tape-worm, has a slight projection at the apex of its head, and around this

a series of chitinous hooks ; below these are four powerful sucking disks.

The tffiuia mediocanellata, the beef tape-worm, has a blunter head than

the tajnia solium and is without the circle of hooks. In both there is a

system of water-canals which extend from the head through all the joints

of the botly. The tajnia solium is nearly always found alone, whence its

name. The French call it ver solitaire. Sevei'al of the tajnise mediocauel-

latffi may be found in one individual.

The tajuia solium is producal by eating pork which contains the em-
bryos in the form of small cysts. These cysts represent the head of the

worm and a single segment which is dilated to lurm a vesicle. The pork
containing the cysts is known as measly pork. When such pork is eaten

uncooked or insufficiently cooked, which often is the case with sausages,

the head attaches itself to the mucous membrane and the worm continues

to grow by the formation of segments. The eggs are not separated from
the segments in the body, but the segments are discharged entire, either

singly or in chains of several. They generally pass away with the feeces,

but they may pass independently. Persons frequently have their attention

called to the presence of the worm by finding these segments in the clothing.

When the eggs are swallowed they undergo a partial development and reach
certain parts of the body, where they become the cystocerci cellulosse. This
development of the eggs may take place in man as well as in hogs. The
embryonic form of the ttenia me-^'iocanellata is found in the beef, and the
worm is produced by eating such flesh in a raw or underdone condition.
Another variety of tape-worm found in man, the bothriocephalus latus,

has a very limited geographical distribution, being found only in Russia,
Sweden, Holland, Switzerland, and some parts of Germany. Little or
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nothing is known about its development, but it is probable that it passes

through an embryonic condition in certain fish and is produced by euting

these. It is the largest of the tape-worms, having a length of from twenty

to sixty feet, and the segments are an inch or more in breadth. The taenia

mediocauelluta is more common in America, England, and France, owing

to the face that in these countries beef is often eaten not sufficiently cooked

to destroy the embryos. In Germany the tcenia solium is more common,

because much ^lork is eaten either raw or im})erfectly cooked in the form of

sausages.

The tape-worm is nev< '* seen in nursing children where milk forms the

exclusive diet. It is oftou met with from the age of five to fifteen years,

and is most common from fifteen to forty. It is very curious that females

are more subject to it than males, for there is nothing in the diet or the

mode of life in the two sexes which can give any explanation of the fact.

Warruch found in t\vo hundred and six cases of tape-worm twenty-two in

children. The relation of the sexes in the whole two hundral and six

cases was seventy-one males to one hundred and thirty-five females.

Symptomatology.—In some cases the tape-worm produces no symp-

toms, and the host is made aware of the presence of his guest only by the

passage of the segments. There are no symptoms which are absolutely

diagnostic of the worm. Those \\'hich are generally enumerated may

appear together or singly. There may be various disturbances of digestion,

irregular appetite, unpleasant sensations in the belly, which in young chil-

dren may iiuirease to colicky pains and gastralgia. Reflex symptoms, con-

vulsions, and even chorea and epilepsy, may appear, and are more frequently

seen and more sevce in children than in adults. Other disturbances refer-

able to the nervous system are giddiness, buzzing in the ears, itching at the

nose and anus, sometimes au increased secretion of saliva, nausea, especially

\\hen the stomach is empty, and even vomiting. Many patients complain

of feeling the movements of the worm in the intestine, or of a sensation as

of a bad being there. V/ith all tliese symptoms the general health of the

patient may i-emain [)erfect, but where there is much disturbance of diges-

tion there may be a slight degree of wasting and pallor. Weak children

suffer much more from the parasite than do those that are strong and well

nourished. There may be various psychical disturbances : children are

often fretful, peevish, and impatient. Often there is pain around the um-

bilicus, which radiates upward to tiie epigf"?t '.c region. Sometimes this

pain rf'^urns at regular intervals and is generally quieted by eating. The

appetite is irregular : in some "nses it is very poor, in othciS it is increased

to regular boulimia. Sometimes the pain in the intestines is accompanied

by a eon-"lderablo degree of meteorism, and the swelling of the belly is very

inipleasant. The reflex symptoms are eiiid to be more common and more

severe in cases of bothriocephalus than in eithor of the other varieties of

tape-worm. In addition to the nervous symptoms mentioned, there may be

uer^'ous trembling, hysterical pl'finoraena, a dry, convulsive cough, dis-
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turbances of vision, hypertesthesia or anaesthesia, disturbed sleep, crying

and calling out in the sleep, etc.

Diagnosis.—There is nothing pathognomcniic about these symptoms.

A combination of neurotic symptoms, a tendency to colicky pains, and

itching around the anus may lead one to sus})ect the presence of a tajie-

worm, but a certain diagnosis can be made only by evidence of the seg-

ments. When large masses of the worm have passed away, all the symp-

toms become much milder, and may even disappear for weeks or months.

The entire worm, with the exception of the head and a small part of the

neck, may be passed, and the symptoms disappear until a new growth of

the worm takes plrrce. A complete spontaneous recovery, with the passage

of the entire worm, is very seldom seen. It is certain that the tape-worm,

like all other living beings, must die after a time, but its duration of life

is unknown, and in any case is a very long one. Cases liave been known

where the worm has existed for twenty years. After one has lived in the

intestines for a very long time, all the symptoms occasioned by it become

very much lighter or may even disappear altogether.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is always good so far as danger to life is

concerned, but sometimes the tape-worm proves to be a guest that cannot be

easily got rid of

Treatment.—Care must be exercised in the use of remedies, especially

in children, from the ea.se with which gastric disturbance may be set up.

All tape-worm remedies, especially the most efficacious, have the disadvan-

tage that they ai-e Table to disturb the stomach. They should never be

given on a venture, on a supposition from the symptoms that there may be

a tape-worm present, but the diagnosis must be made certain by the pres-

ence of tiie segments. All these remedies act by killing the parasites, and

some general rules for giving them may be found to be of advantage. In

general it will be found more difficult to expel the worm in children than

in adults, principally for the reason that the treatment diretited against it in

the former cannot be so heroic. One of the difficulties in the way of treat-

ment is that the medicines are so unpleasant to take. It is better that a
period of fasting should precede any attempt at therapeutics. This is 'sup-

posed to weaken tlie parasite, and then tho medicine will have a greater

effect on the weakened animal. Often medicines seem more effixitive after

large numbers of segments have been passed. A brisk purgation with
castor oil should follow several hours after the anthelmintic has been given.

An old remedy against the wo. .a is the bark of the pomegranate. Care
should be taken to secure the fres; bark, as it soon loses its qualities when
kept. Tlie powdered bark should l)e riiacerattxl with an equal amount of
water and this reduced by boili to half he quantity. Very young chil-

dren should be given half a teaspoouful of this decoction, and those over ten
years old may be given a full tea-:poonful. In order to prevent vomiting, a
little of the syri p ( f orange-peel or ginger may be added.

.

The root of the male fam, JUix mas, is a remedy which is much regardetl.
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It may be given in the form of a powder, the dose being from ten to ninety

gi-ains according to the age of the ])atient, either in a single dose or in

divided doses. In general, better results follow the administration of one

large dose than of several smaller doses.

Koiisso is a remedy that of late years has been used with great success

in the treatment of taix;-worm, having been introduced into Europe from

Abyssinia, where the disease is very common. It is a remedy which has

some disadvantages, particularly with children, as it is very disagreeable to

the taste and is apt to produce nausea and vomiting. An infusion is made

of the flowers of the plant. Two to six drachms of the powdered leaves

should be added to five or six ounces of boiling water, and, after cooling,

the whole should be taken in dividal doses, being careful to shake the

mixture before taking. If no stool follows in three or four hours, a pur-

gative should be given. A useful form of administration has been found

in tablets made of the compressed leaves.

Pnm})kin-seed is a useful remedy and one not disagreeable to take. The

hull should be taken from the seeds, and the pulp rubbed with water to a

thick mass, and of this from oue to two ounces may be given in a single

dose, and in a few hours followed by a dose of castor oil. Should the

worm not be expelled, tlie dose may be repeated several times and a thor-

ough trial given the remedy, foi it is not disagreeable to the taste and

produces no unpleasant symptoms.

Turpentine may prove effective when all other remedies fail ; it is better

to give it in as large a dose as can be borne than in divided doses. It may

be given in emulsion with milk or in capsules.

There are various other remedies which are used, but none will be found

so effective as those mentioned.

Very oflen when the worm is passed the head will not be found. It

may easily escape observation, or the worm may break off shortly behind

the head, leaving this in situ. It seems to make no material difference

whether the head comes away or not, since the worm dies when separation

takes place shortly behind this. Sometimes a large portion of the worm
follows the administmtion of remedies, but a considerable mass is left.

There then results an abatement of all the symptoms for two or three

months, but they will return with a further growth of the parasite. The

worm may be expelled ia toto as a rolled-up mass, or in several sections.

AscARlDES.—The asearis lumbricoides is the most common parasite in

children, and, next to the trichocephalus dispar, the most harmless. It is

a long, cylindrical, yellowish or reddish-yellow worm, pointed at both ex-

tremities. The body is marked by four longitudinal dark bands and is

striated transversely. At the head are three rouudetl elevations, and be-

tween these a number of fine teeth. The male is easily distinguished from

the female ; it is smaller, the posterior extremity much thinner, and always

curved or rolled upon itself, while the female is straight. The length of

the male is from four to seven inches, and of the female from six to eleven.
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The vulva is in the middle line of the body, and nearer the head than the

tail. The eggs are oval in shape, 0.075 mm. long and 0.058 mm. wide;

when first passed they are almost transparent, but soon become yellowish

and opaque. They undergo no development within the intestine, but pass

out with the faeces in great numbers. Much time is apparently required

for their development, which takes place only under suitable conditions of

warmth and moisture. The eggs are very indestructible, and may remain

years undeveloped and then develop as soon as they are placed in favorable

circumstances. The worms are much more frequent in children than in

adults, and more frequent in females than in males. The embryo, still

enclosed in the egg-membrane, is taken into the body in the drinking-

water and in various other ways.

The essential habitat of the worm is in the small intestine, but it may

wander throughout the intestine. It may pass through the rectum either

with or without the faeces, or it may take an upward course and be found

in the stomacfi, oesophagus, or nose. Cases have not infrequently been seen

where it has entered the air-passages, producing death either instantly from

suffocation or later from gangrene of the lung. It may also pass from the

intestine into the biliary or pancreatic ducts.

Symptomatology.—The most varied symptoms are given as due to the

presence of these worms. Here, as in the case of tape-worm, the only re-

liable information is found in the presence of either the worms themselves or

their ova in the stools. It is certainly true that in most children, even when

the worms are present in considerable numbers, no symptoms are produced.

In other cases, generally depending on the number of worms, certain vague

symptoms are caused. There may be vagi.e and unpleasant sensations in

the umbilical region, which may increase to colicky pains. Sometimes there

is more or less dull continuous pain, which at times becomes more severe.

The alxlomcn is often swollen, the appetite is capricious, and there may be

nausea and vomiting. Mucous diarrhoea is' sometimes present. Many of

the symptoms which are much regarded by the laity, such as itching and

picking at the nose, are of no importance. Children who are weakly and

in whom the worms are present in great numbers may lose flesh and become

pale. There are various nervous symptoms, such as grinding of the teeth,

unquiet sleep, disturbance of sensation, widening of the pupils, reflex con-

vulsions, etc., but these are most common in very young children. There

have heow cases reported where obstinate epileptiform hysterical convulsions

similar to chorea, aphonia, disturbances of sensation, etc., have ceased after

the expulsion of a number of the worms.

In the tropics not only are the worms more frequent, but the symptoms
prodnoetl by them are more severe. This is due to the enormous numbers
of thom which are sometimrs present.

It is probable that tl^e presence of the worms may aggravate any intes-

tinal affection, but they seem to produce absolutely no effect on the iiealthy

mucous menibidue. For a long time it was supposed that the worms could
Vol. ni._l5
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penetrate the intestine and enter the peritoneal cavity, or even wander else-

where in the b(Kly. The evidence of this was sought in the presence of

the worms in abscesses about the abdomen, and in the peritoneal cavity,

either with or without peritonitis. It may be rogardei as certain that they

cannot pass through the intact intestinal wall, for their structure precludes

this. The abscesses in which they have been found were in the inguinal

or umbilical region, the most common places for hernia, and it is probable

that these were producwl by the parasite entering an inguinal or umbilical

hernia and by its presence and movement in this confined place causing

perforation with abscess-formation. When they are found in the jieritoneal

cavity, with peritonitis, they may have escaped through some small and

easily-ov^erlookcd opening in the intestine, or in other cases some other

parasite may have been mistaken for the ascaris.

It is always serious when the worm ascends the intestine to the pharynx

and enters the larynx. It produces severe paroxysms of coughing, a feel-

ing of suffocation, pain in the region of the larynx, and frequently a quickly-

fatal asphyxia. If it passes the larynx and enters the trachea the symptoms

become milder. There are still violent cough, hoarseness or even aphonia,

pain in the breast, vomiting, and convulsions. If it is not expelled by the

fits of coughing, death takes place in from one to three days, generally from

gangrene of the lungs. It is a not very uncommon thing at autopsies to

find A worm in the pharynx or the larynx, it having crawled there after

the death of the individual.

Diagnosis.—As we have said, there are no symptoms which are in any

degree positive. We may suspect the presence of the worms from a group

of symptoms, but the diagnosis must always be made from finding the worms

or the eggs in the faeces. The eggs are often present in extraordinary num-

bers, and can be easily recognized. In a piece of fajces no larger than a

grain of wheat Davaine found from three hundred and twenty to three

thousand eggs. In this case twenty-two worms were expelled after the

administration of santonin, and thirteen of the twenty-two were females.

The eggs of the lumbricoid can easily be distinguished from the long-

pointed eggs of the oxyuris vermicularis and from the round eggs of the

tsenia. In looking for the eggs it is best to give a purgative, then filter

the liquid stools and examine the solid residue microscopically.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is favorable. Unless the parasites are in

enormous numbers they do not produce any dangerous conditions ; but there

is always some danger that they may wander into some other part and pro-

duce suffocation by entering the air-passages, or set up a purulent hepatitis

by entering the bile-duct.

Treatment.—The remedy on which the most reliance can be placed is

santonin, and this has the further advantage of being almost devoid of taste

and smell. It may be given mixed with a little sugar in doses of from one-

fourth to one grain. Sometimes it may he given mixed with a little calo-

mel, and should then be followed by a purgative. The worms generally
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begin to come away on tlie second day, and they may continue to pass for

several days longer. As long as the worms continue to pass, the treatment

should be continued ; but the single dose should not exceetl one grain.

Pin-Worms,—The oxyuris vermicularis, commonly known as the seat-

or pin-worm, though not so common as the ascaris lumbricoides, produces

much more unpleasant symptoms. The male is much smaller than the

female, and has the tail rolled into a spiral. The length of the male is

from one-twelfth to one-sixth of an inch, that of the female from one-fourth

to one-half of an inch. In both sexes the body presents a more or less

fusiform shape, the anterior end being rounded to form a somewhat ab-

ruptly truncated head, wliich is rendered very conspicuous by a bulging of

the transparent integument around the mouth, which presents in profile the

appearance of winged appendages. The integument is transversely striated

and of silvery whiteness.

The eggs are smooth, oval, 0.053 mm. in their long diameter and 0.028

mm. in their short ; they undergo segmentation while in the intestine, and

when discharged a tadpole-like body is often found within them. When
they are placed in warm water this tadpole-like embryo soon changes into a

long slender worm and leaves the egg.

Tlie whole course of development takes place in tlie intestine. As soon

as the worm is freed from the egg it wanders into the upper part of the

intestine. Here it grovvs quickly, the sexes become differentiated, and after

this it descends again into the lower portion of the small intestine, where

conception is effected. The females then enter the csecum accompanied by

the males, and here and in the large intestine complete development takes

place. The eggs are dej>osited in the rectum, partly in the mucus and partly

on the mucous membrane. The development of the worm is very rapid.

Leuckart and three of his scholars swallowed the eggs, and found the young

embryos in the stools fifteen days afterwards.

The worms are also propagated by self-infection. They get on the fingers

or beneath the nails, from the efforts which the patient makes to allay the

intolerable itching in the neighborhood of the anus, and are conveyed in

this manner into the mouth. Cobbold mentions the case of a person

afflicted with myriads of these entozoa who in his distress and rage was
accustomed to catch the worms and bite them in two. As he did not select

the male worms for this pleasant njK'ration, he exposed himself to a terrible

revenge, for no surer way could be found to introduce the eggs into the

intestinal canal. It will readily be seen that this method of self-infection

must play a greater rdle in children than in adults, owing to the fact that

their habits are less cleanly.

The worms may exist in large numl^ers, and their capacity for increase

is very great. On this account the disease is otten very obstinate : although
great numbers may be eipelled, their place is quickly supplied if any
worms nnnain.

Symptomatoloery.—They may be present in considerable numbers
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bricoid worms. Various ointments may be riibbwl into and around the anus

to destroy the worms which are in the foldw. Rectal injections, either of

cold water alone or of a weak solution of quinine, may he used with good

effect. Injections of a solution of corrosive sublimate, one to one thousand,

have been recommended. The treatment should be continued at intervals for

several weeks, until both the worms and the eggs have disappeared from

the stools. During the treatment care slutuld be taken that the digestion is

not impaired. The necessity for the utmost care in the treatment will

become apparent when it is borne in mind that the disease in adults and

old people sometimes seems incurable.

Trichocephalus.—Another parasite which is exceedingly common, but

whose presence in the intestine produces few or no symptoms, is the tricho-

cephalus dispar. The peculiarity of this parasite consists in the anterior

part of the body being exceedingly thin while the posterior part is thicker.

The male is shorter than the female. The length of the male worm is from

one and one-fourth to one and a half inches, while that of the female is

two inches. The eggs are oval, and somewhat I'esemble those of the oxy-

uris, but are not so sharp-pointed. The habitat of the pai'asite is in the

ciEcum, and it is seldom found in any other part of the intestinal canal.

When great numbers of them are present they may pro<luce some irritation.

Trichina.—The most dangerous of the worm-parasites are the tri-

chinae, but the real danger with tliem is not connected with the presence of

the adult worm in the intestinal canal, but with the embryonic condition

in whi(!h the parasites invade the voluntary muscles. The embryos are

frequent in the muscles of pigs, and from eating flesh containing them, in an

imperfectly-cooked or a raw condition, infiHstiou takes place in man. They

may also be found in other animals,—in rats, cats, mice, moles, and some

others. The infection of the pig results principally from eating the flesh

of infected rats and mice. The embryo worms are coiled up in the mus-

cular fibre, and are ^ of an inch long and ^^ of an inch broad. When
introduced into the stomach they increase in size and become sexually

mature in two or three days. They produce viviparously an astonishing

numl)er of young, estimated by various authors at from two hundred to

one thousand. These penetrate the mucous membrane, and in a short time

find their way to the different muscles of the body.

Symptomatologry.—The presence of the sexually-mature trichinae in

the intestine producies a more or less intense gastro-intestinal catarrh : even

small ulcers and erosions in the duodenum may be caused by them. Sec-

(jndarily the mesenteric glands are swollen and hyperperaic. When the

embryos first enter the muscles they cause the most exquisite myositis, with

a great deal of small-cell infiltration. They then enter the single muscu-
lar fibres, roll up into a spiml, and become surrounded by a capsule, which
is at first soft, th(ni calcified.

The sympton\s are divided into two groups,—those causetl by the worms
m the intestinal tunal, and those caused by the invasion of the muscles.
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Those in the intestine are due principally to the j)erforations of the wall.

When it is considered that tlie number of tliese pcrfomtions may reach

into the millions, it can easily be seen that notable disturbances may be

prcxluced. These are shown by diarrhoea, abdominal pains, and vomiting.

Tiiere are usually loss of appetite, general malaise, weakness, headache, and

unquiet sleep. The secondary symptoujs relate to the nniscles. The chief

symptoms are intense pain and inability to move. Constitutional symp-

toms accompany both conditions, and often simulate those of ty])hoid fever.

Qiklema of the face or of the lower extremities is often seen. Death takes

place from exhaustion, and is often preceded by coma.

Prognosis.—The prognosis depends almost entirely on the number of

embryos which arc generatcil in the intestinal canal. When a great num-

ber are present, ri-np disease is almost necessarily fatal. If not fatal, the

.symptoms slowly subside, the worms in the muscles become encysted, and

thenceforth they are (juiescent.

Treatment.—The only time when treatment is of any efficacy is when

the mature worms are in the intestinal canal. Then purgatives and anthel-

mintics are indicated. In the very beginning of the attack emetics may do

good. AfVorwards, in spite of the diarrluea, purgatives should be freely

given. Calomel in rather large doses should be given every three or four

days, followed by full doses of castor oil. Injections of corrosive sub-

limate, one to two thousand, may also be given. Benzine, given both by

tne mouth and as a rectal injection, has been recommende<l. After the

worms have left the intestine no malication directctl to their destruction is

of any avail, and the general condition alone can be treate<l.

The prevention of tiie disease is as easy as its cure is difficult. Thor-

ough cooking of the meat, by which all parts of it are raised to the boiling-

point, is all that is recpiired. Other modes of preparation of the meat, such

as prolonged smoking, pickling, etc., have no effiect on the i)arasites.

mm
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HERNIA IN CHILDREN.
By WILLIAM J. TAYLOR, M.l).

Hernia in children may bo either congenital or acquired. Of con-

genital hernia we have i)i(/ui)ia(, the most eonmion ; \i)nbilicul, rarely seen

in later eliiklhoocl ; antl diaphragmatic. Aeqnired liernite are not common :

they may be either /emo/'a/, which is never congenital ; inguinal ; or throngh

the linca alba, not truly umbilical.

A hernia is a protrusion of a portion or the whole of a viscus through

the walls of the cavity in which it is contained. The term is generally

used to designate a protrusion of the abdominal contents throngh one or

more of the natural openings. These protrusions or hernise are named,

according to their position, u)id)ilica/, ingui)i<d, femoral, etc.

The cause of hernia in the umbilical and inguinal varieties, with which

we have most to do, is an arrest of development in the foetus. The in-

guinal variety is due to a delay in the descent of the testicle and to the

incomplete formation of the transversalis, internal oblique, and cremaster

muscles. At the umbilicus the closure of the opening is delayed by the

oniphalo-mesenteric vessels which emerge here.

The crying of the new-born child and distention of the intestine from

food improperly digested may force out a portion of the bowel through one

or other of these imperfectly-dosed openings. A weakenwl condition of

tiio inguinal and umbilical rings may persist for months and even years,

and it is not until some special eifort is made, as in crying, straining, or

vomiting, that the weakened ring dilates and a hernial protrusion occurs.

The femoral variety is extremely rare before puberty, and is never con-

genital, but always ac(piired. In a case reported by Mr! Thomas Bryant^

it showed itself first after violcfnt jumping in a girl agcnl nine years whose

muscles were all much relaxed from poor health.

There are certain general signs connnon to all hernise. More or less

suddenly, near some one or more of the natural openings there will appear

a tumor, which increases in size on muscular effort or straiinng and gives

an impulse to the finger on coughing. It generally disapjiears on lying

down. The tumor, if of intestine, will be elastic, and, when firmly grasped

> Medical Times and Ga/.ette, 1862, vol. i. p. 136.
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and manipulutod or rwlucod, a gurgling, due to the gases in the interior of

the intestine, may he noticed.

Ilerniie in children nearly always consist of intestine, and in extreme

cases tile greater part of the howels may be so displaced. The omentum is

so pijorly developed that it forms little or no part in such ruptures. By
gentle manipulation this tumor can be replacetl within the abdominal cavity.

Of (bourse if there be strangidation this cannot be done.

Hernia) may be single, double, or midtiple.

CONGENITAL UMBILICAL HERNIA.

In early foetal life the alKlominal cavity is o[)en in front, and is closed

by a gradual development of the abdominal })late8. The last point to close

is the umbilicus, where the omphalo-mesenteric and allantoid vessels pass.

Sometimes, as in other parts of the body {e.g., spina bifida, hare-lip, and

similar deformities), the two sides coalesce normally except at the final pc'ut

of closure, where the process is arrested. If this is at the umbilicus it is

left patent, and readily aftbi-ds exit to the abdominal contents.

Dr. James R. Chadwick, of Boston,' suggests a second factor. The

intestines are developed outside of the abdomen. If the volume of the

intestines be too great to he easily enclosed by the undersized abdominal

walls at a time when the latter should be normally closed, intra-abdominal

pressure will prevent the retreat within the abdominal cavity of certain

portions of the intestines which have until that time lain normally in the

umbilical coi-d. When the umbilical vesicle and its duct with their vessels

fail to atrophy in the process of embryonic growth and persist to a later

period than usual, they act as a cord anchoring that portion of the intestine

with which they are connected, outside of the umbilical ring, thus pro-

ducing the hernia. This latter condition may occur without there being

any deficiency in the development of the abdominal plates. He demon-

strates this by some dissections.

A case reported by Dr. T. R. Ronaldson * seems to confirm Chadwick's

view. In this case, at birth, a child was ^ound to have a tube of skin, from

two to three inches long and two inches iu diameter, projecting downward

and forwaixl from the region of the navel. A.t the end of the tube, and

below, sprang the umbilical cord. The end of the tube consisted mainly

of a unilateral bulging in the umbilical coi*d. On the U2)per surface was

a tumor the size of a large apple. The covering of the tumor was com-

posed simply of amnion ; the contents consisted of a portion of the liver

and numerous coils of intestine, which could be plainly seen through the

transparent i>eritoneal and anuiiotic covering. An operation was per-

formed, and the child recovered. ' " "" '

•"

Rare Forms of Umbilical Hernia in the Fojtus, Transactions of the American Gynaeco-

logical Society, 1876, p. 304.

' Edinburgh Obstetrical Society Reports, 1882-3, viii. 1017.
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Dr. J. M. Burton ' ruport-f the case of a femalo child who at birth had an umbilical

tumor two and a half inches high, over throo inchcw in dianii'tcr, and slightly peduncu-

lated. Tt wiiH composed of omentum and intestine, which protruded tliroui,'li an ojM'ninf; in

the aMoMiinal wiill more than two inclien in diameter, and was covered by a thin lawyer of

tho expanded gelatinous matter of the umbilical cord ; this was as transparent as glass.

The intestine and omentum could be distinctly seen through it, and after the return of tho

tumor into tho abdomimil cavity the left lobe of the liver could be easily rt!cognized. The

cord joined the tumor al)out half an inch to the left of its ap(^\, and the vessels of tho cord

could be traced down the left side of the tumor and entering tho al)dominal cavity. Ho

operated when tho child was thirty-threo hours old, as tho pan-nts would not until then

consent. The gelatinous covering readily broke down under the lingers and was very otlen-

sivo- this was dissected away. The bowels were found to be highly intlamed
;
over half an

ounce of opaque serum, with flakes of lymph floating in it, ran out fVom tho abdominal

cavitv. The edges of tho opening, measuring six and a quarter inches in circumference,

wer«! freshened and brought together witli hare-lip pins, leaving an inch of the wound

ununited for drainage, through which passed the umbilical vessels. The child made a good

recovery.

The umbilical aperturo, always oikmi at birlh, but usually closing soon

after the ligation of tlie umbilical cord, may jjcrsist for weeks, and is covered

with skin, superficial fascia, and peritoneum. A coil of intestine may readily

push itself out, and it has even protruded so far as to be included in the

ligatiu'e of the cord.

During the whole of the first year of life the linea alba is weak, and

sudden efforts of violent coughing, straining, or crying may push a coil of

intestine through some jjoint which is weakest. This is not truly an um-

bilical heiiiia, as a rule, and is generally above the umbilicus. Holmes*

calls it a " hernia through the linea alba." He likewise says he has never

known of such a hernial protrusion between the umbilicus and the pubes.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of this condition is unmistakable. The

position and character of the tumt)r, its elastic feel, the ease with which it

can be returned within the abdominal cavity, the increased bulk and tension

on crying or straining,—all these make the diagnosis easy. It is to be dis-

tinguished from dropsy of the funis, malignant tumors of the umbilicus, and

cysts ; but tho differential diagnosis is so clear that it neetl not be elaborated.

Prognosis and Treatment.—The prognosis is always good. Even if

let alone, congenital umbilical hernise nearly always get well of themselves,

for this condition j^ersisting in late childhood is very rare. Much, how-

ever, can be done by properly-directed treatment to hasten and aid nature

in her efforts at cure.

Generally a simple binder, or, better still, a disk of bone or metal from

one to one and a half inches in diameter, covered with soft linen, placed

over the umbilical o})ening and fastened there with adhesive plaster, will

be sufficient. The old practice of putting a ball or a conical pad over the

ring is a great mistake, as, by pressing into and dilating the ring, the very

object for which the binder is applied is defeated.

• Medical News, August 3, 1889, p. 137.

* Surgical Treatment of Children's Diseases, p. 560.
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The instrument-makers now sell a most useful apparatus made of india-

rubber. It consists of a baud with oyelet-hcles at the ends, through which

a string can be run to permit of lacing lightly to the body. In the centre

of this band, which is some two inches wide, is a little bag to which is

attached a bit of rubber tubing. This when inflated makes a cushion about

an inch and three-quarters in diametci", and covers over but docs not press

into the open umbilical ring.

Occasionally all efforts by these simple measures are insufficient, and

then a truss with a flat pad and a light spring must be used. Mr. John

Wood' recommends a pad consisting of a ring over which is stretched a thick

rubber diaphragm, as best for the purpose. Great care on the part of the

child's nurse is needed in keeping the gut retained by the fingers whenever

the binder or truss is removed, as it should be at least twice a day for pur-

poses of cleanliness. For every time the gut comes down the ling is dilated

and its closure retarded. Too great stress cannot be laid upon the impor-

tance of this care on the part of the nurse to prevent the hernia from re-

appearing even once, and also upon extreme cleanliness. The i>arts should

be dusted with some simple i>owder every time the truss is removed, to pre-

serve the skin from irritation.

It is also of great importance that digestitm be properly performed, and

no undue amount of gaseous distention of the intestines permitted, which

by internal pressure might defeat our object.

Sometimes all our eftbrts are of no avail in retaining the gut in place,

and a question of operative interference then presents itself. Nature will

do much in this condition if lett to herself, but still more if intelligent

aid be given,—as is shown by the fact that this condition is almost never

seen in late childhood. Persistent efforts, first with one and then another

binder or truss, should be made before any more radical measure is attempted.

Sometimes it may be necessary to keep the child lying on its back day and

night, gmvity thus aiding the binder or truss.

Mr. Holmes considei-s the best and safest method of radical cure to be

a subcutaneous silver ligature introduced around the umbilical ring and

including in it the pillars of the ring, the ligature cut off and allowed to

remain. Acquired hei-nite should be treated in the same general way as

the congenital.

A case is reported by Dr. Phoenomenon ^ of successful laparotomy for

umbilical hernia in a child but one hour old. The child was born with a

large umbilical hernin, and, within an hour after the ligation of the cord,

was plaeetl under the influence of chloroform and oj)erated upon. The sac,

peritoneum, and wound were sutured, the abdominal cavity was sterilized,

and the child made a rapid and »uicomj)licated recovery.

It would seem, in view of this case, which is remarlmble, and of other

' Jnternationiil Enoycloprodia of Surgery, p. 208, 2d ed.

» Revue Gen. de Clin, et de Ther., July 11, 1889.
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laparotomies for umbilical hernia in children, that we should be justified,

in cases of great persistency, in opening the belly, freshening the edges of

the umbilical ring, and closing it with sutures. Such an operation should

be done under the strictest aseptic precautions.

CONGENITAL INGUINAL HERNIA.

This occurs in both sexes. While very common in girls, it is in them

simply the passage of the gut down a patulous canal of Nuck, and need

cause little uneasiness as to final cure unless there is associated a hernia of

tlu^ ovary, when the matter asstunes a more serious aspect. When an ovary

has made its way down this patulous canal of Nuck, as it sometimes does,

it should be reduced and returned within the abdominal cavity by taxis

;

or if this is not pos'iible, an operation must be done, the canal opened, and

the ovary returned within the abdomen or removed, as may be found best.

The treatment for such hernia in girls when the ovary is not in the hernia

is the same as for hernia in boys.

ilr. Bilton Pollard' reports the ease of a fumale child aged three ironths, who was

admitted into the Northeastern Hospital for Children under his care. One month before

this the child's mother first noticed a lump in its risjjht groin, which would at times vary in

size or disappear. A truss was applied ^lai'ch 19, 1889, and the hernia was supposed to have

been reduced. On the 27th the truss was removed, and an irreducible swelling was noticed

in the right groin. The child was admitted into the hospital on the 30th. There had been

sohie vomiting, hut her bowels had moviMl on the morning of the 30th, and a swelling rather

larger than a pigeon's egg was situated over the right external abdominal ring, and dis-

tended the upper part of the right labium majus. The skin over it was rod and hot; the

swelling felt ela.stic, and distinct fluctuation could be made out ; it was irreducible, gave a

dull note on percussion, and altogether simulated an abscess.

The child was placed under the influence of chloroform. The superficial tissues were

(edematous aad matted together. The sac was opened, giving escape to some turbid blood-

stained fluid It contained an ovary and the fimbriated extremity of the Fallopian tube;

they were both greatly swollen, black or gray in color, and in places coated with lymph.

The pedicle was drawn down, transfl.xed, and tied with silk ligatures, and the ovary and

tube were removed. The child made a complete recovery, and was discharged from the

hospital, cured, on the eighteenth day from the operation.

Inguinal hernia in boys is of serious moment, and, although all con-

genita! lierniiB have a tendency to natural cure, unless care be exercised in

the mauagement much trouble may result.

In the fcfitus in utero the testicles are in the liuiibar region, behind and

partly invested by the ])eritoneum. As the testicle descends, which usually

(K'curs shortly before birth, but may not take place until some time there-

after, it is accompanied by a prolongation of this serous membrane down
into the scrotum. This forms the vaginal or funicular process of the peri-

tonemn. It lies in front of the testicle and spermatic coixl, and extends

from the internal abdominal or inguinal ring to the lowest part of the

testicle, where it forms a cul-de-sac.

Lancet, 1880, ii. 166.
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Fig. 4.

F'NICVLAR HKRNIA, WHERE THE
Process has closed at the Abdom-
inal Riso.— .!, testicle; if, tunica

vaginalis testis.

prolongation of the parietal iieritoneiim with it, which forms a sac ; this is

forced down into the fiuiiciilar process or tunica vagiaalis. This form of

hernia can be recognized only upon operating.

Mr. Edmond Owen ' describes yet another variety, in which, the funicu-

lar process being closed at the abdominal ring but open into the tunica vagi-

nalis testis, a bit of gut in a special sac is driven down into the scrotum

behind the funicular process and tunica vagi-

nalis (Fig. 4). In operating for this condition

three layers of peritoneum must be cut through

l)efore the contents of the hernial sac are ex-

posed.

An inherited predisposition to hernia is very

common, equally so in both sexes, and is mani-

fested in the most marked degree in infants

under twelve mouths of age. Mr. Kingdon,*

in speaking of this hereditary predisposition,

says that fathers who themselves had hernia

in infancy but who have growii out of the aft'ec-

t^ion beget children with congenital hernia,

who also grow out of it. Brothers sometimes

bec'/iur ..iptured about the same age, and be-

fore their father. He states that it is not uncommon for children to be

brought to the City of Loudon Truss Society with hernise in whom no

family tendency can at the time be traced, but at tlieir next visit, a year or

so later, it will be said, in answer to the customary questioas, that the father

became the subject of hernia in the interim.

Race has also much to do in this affection. Lascars seldom have hernia
;

it is not so frajuent among the Irish as among the Gen".ans and English
;

and the Jews are very prone to rupture. An abnormally long mesen-

tery is generally considered to be an important factor in the causation of

hernia. If this is so, it is hard to explain why congenital hernise are so

extremely rare among monkeys. Mr. J. Hutchinson, Jr., in the course of

some remarks made at a meeting of the Pathological Society of London,

November 15, 1887,* stated that he had never met with a hernia in a mon-
key, a long mesentery, however, being very common. Mr. Bland Sutton,

at the same meeting, said that in a dissection of over eight hundred monkeys

he had found only two congenital heruije ; and if a patulous funicular process

predisposes to hernia this should be common, for, with the exception of the

gorilla and some of the chimpanzees, man is the only animal in which the

funicular process becomes normally obliterated above the testes.

Sex.—Mr. Birkett* remarks that, " af\er carefully considering the state-

' Surpieal Discuses of Childron.

' Med.-Chir. Soc. Tnms., 1804, p. 311.

' British Medienl Journal, 1887, ii. 1102.

' Holmes's System of Surgery, Amer. ed,, 1881, p. 666.
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and evening bath, when a fVesh, clean one can be applied. With ordinary

care the skin does not become irritated, and, as the expense of such a truss

is very little, since it may be washed repeatedly, it

is within the reach of even the poorest. No pad

is used, the bulk of the loop with the strands

passed through it being sufficient. I have had a

|)ers(inal experience with this slmjile apparatus,

limited to one case, and it answered admirably.

I am disposed to test still further its efficacy upon

the authority of so good a surgeon.

Trusses are best made of a spring covered

with some water-proof material, such as rubber

or celluloid. Tlie pads also should be made of

hard rubber, celluloid, or hard wood, so as to be

water-proof and haixl. If they are made of soft

material and covered with leather or chamois-

skin, they become very dirty after a few days,

the skin is often made sore, and, worst of all,

they will not produce the pressure necessary

cither to keep the hernia reduced or to set up

sufficient irritation to eft'ect a cure. The spring,

however, must not be too strong.

The pad which covers the inguinal ring should

be slightly convex, but not so convex as is often

seen, as it then presses into the already open ring, and by dilating it prevents

its closing. The object should be to retain the hernia within the abdominal

cavity, and to cure the hernia by exciting a local adhesive inflammation at

the internal ring, thus restoring the integrity of the abdominal wall ; and

only pressure sufficient to accomplish this should be permitted. These being

the objects, the pad should be placed over the internal ring, and not over

the external, as we often see done. Aj:»plied at the latter place, the hernia

can constantly escape into the upper part, of the canal and so prevent a cure.

The pad thus imperfectly applied will also press upon the pubes and cause

great discomfort and local ulceration of the skin.

For children (except for umbilical hernia) the truss should always be

double, as the predisposing causes always exist equally on both sides.

If the rupture be small and p''esent only when violent effisrts are made,

it will merely be necessary for the child to wear the truss during the time

it is out of bed. If, however, the rupture be large and persistent, then, for

a time at least, the truss should be worn both day and night, to give nature

an opportunity of closing the ring. In either case, whenever removed the

truss should be taken off only after the child has lain down, and never while

erect; and it should always be reapplied before the child rises, never after-

wards. Omission of these precautions for a single time may undo the good

of weeks of obedience to them, and even prevent a cure. Such exact care

Truss of Berlin wool.
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is always onerous, and in children often impossible; but it is none the

less needful to insist upon it that the parents or the nurse shall give it, if

we expect surely to cure so serious a disorder, which if it persists constitutes

a life-long disability.

In all instances bathing with alcohol and water, or alum and whiskey,

and dusting the s' .n night and morning with some one of the simple pow-

ders, corn-starch or violet powder, should be practised ; and too much atten-

tion caimot be given to cleanliness and care in adjusting tlie truss.

The physician should not leave too much of the treatment in the hands

of the instrument-makers, as they seldom have the requisite anatomical

knowledge to guide them.

STRANGULATION.

Rernise in children frequently become strangulated ; incarceration is ex-

tremely rare, for seldom has the hernia lasted a sufficient time for the sac

to become adherent to the remains of the vaginal process of the peritoneum.

When strangulation does occur, immediate efforts must be made to relieve

it, as delay is quite as dangerous with children as with adults.

Strangulatiou is a constriction at the neck of the sac sufficient to ob-

struct the circulation and to paralyze the nerves, as well as to arrest the

passage of the contents of the bowel. The constriction may be total, and

if not speedily relieved is followed by gangrene of the gut ; or it may be

only partial, a small portion of the bowel being constricted and a linear

ulceration caused, which, if unrelieved, eventually becomes a perforation,

allowing the contents of the bowel to enter the peritoneal cavity and give

rise to a violent peritonitis.

Occasionally the contents escape externally through the skin, forming

a faecal fistula.

Symptoms - The symptoms of strangulation are characteristic. There

is persistent constipation. If the strangulation be slow there may oe one

or more stools, which unload the bowel below the constriction and are fol-

lowed by constipation ; but if it be sudden the constipation will be ab-

solute.

Theabdonipr becomes distended ; flatulent ei'uctations occur, with colicky

pains, which increase in force and are referred usually to the region around

the umbilicus ; vomiting soon sets in, at first of undigested food, then of

chylous digesta, then of bile, and finally it becomes faecal. The latter is due

to reverse peristalsis.

The abdominal distention and tenderness increase. The temperature,

which at first is normal, rises to a moderate height, but as the obstruction

persists it falls below normal. The pulse at first is rapid—1 20—^and full,

but becomes thready, weak, and then intermittent. The respiration is quick,

shallow, and thoracic. The urine is generally decreased in amount, but

varies according to the amount of sweating, which is almost constant.

There is great restlessness ; the countenance becomes pallid and sallow

;
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the eyes are sunken ; a cadaveric smell is noticed ; and the little patient

dies of exhaustion.

Treatment.—When the diagnosis of ..trangulation is reasonably certain,

no time should be wasted in palliative measures.

An u-'sesthetic should be at once administered and efforts at gentle taxis

begun. The tumor should be grasped between the fingers and gently com-

pressed, in order, if possible, to press out some of the gaseous contents of

the bowel. Then gentle efforts should be made, in the line of the inguinal

ring and canal, to replace the gut, endeavoring always to return first that

part of the bowel which came out last,—that is, the portion of the bowel

in the canal and next to the external ring. Taxis should always be gently

done, especially if the strangulation has pereisted fr>r more than an hour.

If liicoough has set in, Mr. Birkett condemns the employment of taxis, and

advises immediate operation. The general condition of the child must be

considered, and if it be much exhausted operate at once.

The operation ie performed in children as in adults, and must always be

strictly aseptic. Tlie parts should be carefully shaved, washed with alcohol

or ether, and finally thoroughly but gently scrublwd with a one to four-

thousand solution of hithloride of mercury. It is not advisabio to use a

stronger solution than this with children, as their skin is sensitive and

may be blistered by it.

An incision is then made over the tumor in the line of its greatest

diameter, which will be in the line of the inguinal canal, the skin and

superficial fascia gone through, and the hernial sac exposed. It is generally

necessary to open the sac in children, as the constriction is nearly always

at its neck. The sac will be recognized by its glistening surface and by the

distribution of its blood-vessels, and should be caught up with twc pairs

of forceps, and a small incision made between them.

A grooved director is now introduced, and an opening made which will

freely admit the introduction of a finger. The constriction in children is

seldom so great as in adults, and a director can generally be pushed past

the constriction, a knife passed down along it, and the edge of the neck of

the sac nicked upward and inward. The finger can then usually make
sufficient dilatation to enable the bowci to be replaced.

If the bowel is in good condition, and no gangrenous or ulcerated points

are discovered, it may be pushed back into the abdominal cavity. If, how-
ever, there be gangrene or much ulceration, the gut must be drawn out

until healthy bowel appears both above and below ; sponges are then to be

packed around to shut off the peritoneal cavity completely, the bowel opened,

the edges stitched to the skin, and an artificial anus made.

If the gut is in a satisfactory condition, an attempt s^o\ 'Id be made to

effect a radical cure by bringing together the pillars of ti e ring. The
hernial sac being generally the funicular process of the peritoneum, nothing

can be done with that beyond passing a silk suture around it, in the hope
of bringing it together.

Yoi,. TIT.—16
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Gerster, of New York/ rt*-)!!!mends that in children no attempt be

made to close the external wound by means of sutures, but that the wound

be paeketJ with iodoform gauze, in the ho|)e that if the surface be allowed

to granulate, a firmer cicatrix will result than if it be left to heal by

primary union.

There is often great difficulty in keeping such a wound aseptic, as the

child if young passes its urine over and soils the dressing and is generally

very restless.

It is, however, usually better to introduce a rubber tube and horse-hair

for drainage, and suture the wound and dress it with sublimate gauze, rubber

dam, and a bandage, a hole being made in the rubber dam fo* the penis.

Dr. Royal Whitman, of Boston,^ recommends that the leg be flexed upon

the body and securely bandaged to a bent wire frame, known as Cabot's

hip-splint. This apparatus ;n children is of great service in preventing the

child from tearing off the dressing, and the fixation of the leg aids mate-

rially in effecting a rapid cure.

The diet for the first twenty-four houi-s should consist of nothing but a

little milk and lime-water, given at short intervals, and must be liquid in

character until the wound is entirely healed. s ••

It will be necessary for the child to wear a truss afterwards for at Imst

six mouths, and possibly a year.

Dr. Frank Woodbury^ reports an operation for strangulated inguinal

hernia in a child forty-five hours old, performed by Dr. Thomas H. An-
drews. " ''

' '
-V

:..,' I. ,:
' !-:'... .',': '.'.:'.....'. .-i^.',:^'

The child was delivered at 5 p.m., Au<]tust 10, 1874. There was diflSeulty in establish-

ing respiration. He afterwards frettel as though in pain, and the mother detected a swell-

ing in the right groin. The next morning the tumor was the size of an orange. Taxis,

repeated after a warm bath and small doses of opium, was ineffectual in reducing the

rupture. A second and a third attempt at taxis failing, at the end of forty-flve hours, the

tumor being thei the size of the '!hild's head, ether was administered, the sac opened, and

the constriction at the neck of the sac relieved by the knife and fingers. The tumor was

found to contain the greater part of the small intestine. The walls of the canal were

brought together with sutures, and the child made a rapid and complete recovery.

Mr. J. Lionel Stretton, of Kiddermii-ster, reports'* a case of operation

for strangulated inguinal hernia in a boy born July 28, 1886. On August

16a rupture made its appearance on the right side, and was reduced. On
the 25th it reappeared and became strangulated. Herniotomy was done in

Mr. Stretton's office, and the boy completely recovered, without a bad symp-

tom, by September 17.

Dr. L. W. Steinbach* reports a case of double inguinal hernia in a

male child thirty-eight days old, with strangulation on the lefl side.

' New York Medical Journal, January 21, 1888.

' Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, Mtrch 22, 1888.

' Philadelphia Medical Times, December 25, 1875.

* Lancet, 1887, vol. i. p. 1029.

* Medical and Surgical Reporter, January 10, 1885.
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The child was born September 2, 1884, and when Dr. Steinbaeh saw it all the symp-

toms of .strangulation, with I'iccal vomiting, were present. Ta-xis wius useless. On October

14 a free incision was made, the sac opened, a constriction at the neck of the sac relieved

bv the knifo, and the bowel replaced. The ring was brought together for radical euro.

Drainage and full anti.septic precautions were used. A phimosis was relieved at the same

time. The wound healed, witii no .symptoms of peritonitis or iiittammai m anywhere.

Death occurred, however, on the fifth day after the operation, but, Dr. S. thinks, from cp.uses

other than the hernia, as the child was weak, sickly, and jaundiced from birth.

RADICAL CURE.

In cliildren an operation for radical cure is seldom necessary, as with

care in tlie adjustment of the tru.ss much can be accomplished. If the

hernia be not retained by the truss, the child should be put to bed and kept

on its back, a.s a truss which will not retain the hernia while the child is

running about will fre(piently do so very well while it is in bed. If this

is pcrsisttxl in, a cure will generally be eft'ected.

There is so much written in pmise of the radical cure that we may be

oversure of our results. When simple measures are so generally effective,

whv expose the little patient to such additional risks as all radical-cure

operations necessarily involve? If, however, after persistent use of the

measures just mentioned, the hernia cannot be retained, an operation must

be undertaken.

For this purpose the operation of McBurney, of New York, is the

best.'

The sac is carefully separated from the cord and oj>ened, the gut re-

placed within the abdominal cavity, and a ligature of silk thrown around

the sac as liigh up as possible, care being taken to keep the finger well in-

side the sac while the ligature is being tightenetl, to prevent the possibility

of including the gut within the ligature. The sac is then cut away, and

the stump is transfixed with a needle armed with a stout silk ligature and

is stitched into the ring. Deep sutures of relaxation are then introduced to

bring down and partially invest the sides of the wound, but not to clo.se

it. The incision in the scrotum is now sutured, and the wound over the

ring packed with iodoform gauze and allowed to heal by granulation.

As the wound is an open one, drainage is perfectly free and the result-

ing cicatrix is very firm. After six weeks in bed the patient is allowed to

get up and begin to go about without a truss.

FEMORAL HERNIA.

Femoral hernia is extremely rare before the age of pul)erty, and is never

congenital. Swasey {be. ait.) reports the following extraordinary case :

A boy aged sixteen years presented himself at the hospital with unmistakable double
femoral hernia, with the following history, v.'hich was given by his mother in such a dis-

tinct and careful manner that little doubt can be felt as to the truth of it. He had when
one year old a bad bronchial affection, with severe cough, and during this time the tumors

* New York Medical Re.,crd, March 23, 1889.
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appeared. They would dUappoiir on lyiiiK down, and incruiwo in size on standing up, and
uspucially upon cuuf^hini;;. The boy said the lunips hud been ])re8ent uti h>ng aii he could

ron> '.nber.

Dr. Swaacy mentions also another (rase, a girl twelve years of age, whose

mother positively asserted that the swelling had Inieii present for four years.

Mr. Thomas Bryant ' reports two eases, lx)th girls, aged nine and twelve

years respet^tively. In both in8tan(;eH the herniie were the direet result of

violent exertion. A truss completely n I'cvetl them.

The mrity of femoral hernia in children is due to the anatomical rela-

tion of the parts. The ])ointK of attachment of Poupart's ligament, the

spine of the pubes and the anterioi' su[)erior spine of the ilium, are com-

paratively near together duriug childhood, as the pelvis has not attained

its full growth, and the space between the ligament and the border of tJie

bony pelvis is so slight that it is difficult for the gut to push its way
through the femcral opening. The nuisc^lcs, the iliacus and the psous, are

well developed, and, with the vessels, completely fill the space. • :.;

When it does occur, it is generally in children of poor muscular fibre

and debilitated from long illness or great poverty, with its acompanying

loss of tone and muscular wasting.

The diagnosis is not difficult. A tumor appears sii_ lenly in the groin,

below Poupart's ligament and directly over the sai)henous opening. The

tumor is elastic, resonant, can be generally retu;'ued without difficdty into

the aMorainal cavity, and has the gurgling characteristic of all hcrnite.

It increases in size when the patient is standing erect, and gives an impulse

on coughing.

The treatment must be directed to returning and retaining within the

abdominal cavity the protruded gut with its sac. This can best be done by

a properly-fitting truss, of the same material as those already recommended

for the inguinal varieties of hernia, but slightly modified as to form. Fem-

oral hernia in children might become strangulated, and, if so, the admin-

istration of an anassthetic and taxis would be rajuired. If taxis fail,

herniotomy must be performed, and differs in no particular from such au

operation performed upon an adult.

DIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA.

Diaphragmatic hernia is an extremely rare condition, and may be either

congenital, which is by far the most common form, or traumatic.

The symptoms are pain and dyspnoea, and by auscultation the move-

ments of the intestinal gases mfy be heard within the chest-cavity. If

traumatic, there may be acute internal strangulation.

Dr. Henry J. Bowditch, of Boston,* reports several cases of diaphrag-

matic hernia as congenital in children. One was a young man of seventeen,

» Medical Times and Gazette, 1862, vol. 1. p. 136.

» Buffalo Medical Journal, 1858.
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with complete absence of ciiaphmf^m on the left side. The plenra contained

the stomach, the major part of the colon, and seveml loops of small intes-

tine. One cast* was fonr years of age, and one was seven years.

Nothing («n he done in the way of treatment in the cong*. ital variety.

In the traumatic, if there are symptoms of strangulation, la,..vrotoray or

ofiening the chest and suture of the diaphragmatic opening, as in the unique

case of O'Dwyer,' give the only possible chance to aid the little sufferer.

LUMBAR HERNIA.

Mr. Edmnnd Owen ' reports tho case of a girl aged five and a half years, who about a

vear before he saw her had fallen down-staii-s and injured her back. An abscess formed

and opened spontaneously above the left hip-bone, leaving for a long time a sinus, through

which pus was discharged. Somo montiis after tho sinus healed, a painless swelling ap-

nearcd at the seat of tho old sinus. This swelling was about the size of a small orange, and

wa.s just above the left iliac crest, in tho interval between tho anterior border of tho lati.ssi-

mur dorsi and the posterior border of the external oblique muscles,—the triangle of Petit.

This swellin,"^ was resonant, and its contents could bo completely returned within tho ab-

dominal cavity ; it slipped back spontaneously when tho child lay on the right side. A
clearly-defined abnormal aperture, as large as tho end of a man's thumb, could bo demon-

strated. A cough would at onco drive tho bowel again into the sac : it was probably a por-

tion of the coliin, as hardened masses, supposed to be faces, could bo felt within it. He
performed an operation for radical cure, by making an incision down to what he supposed

to be tho transversalis fascia, thrusting back tho sac and its contents within the abdominal

cavity, and approxii.iated tho edges of the latissimus dorsi and external oblique muscles by

deep sutures. Tho child made a complete recovery.

Mr. J. Hutchinson, Jr.,' in a paper on lumbar hernia, mentions four

other cases occurring in children. Two were congenital, and in one of these

the tumor was supposed to be a lipoma ; one followed directly after a fall

;

and another followed the healing of a spinal abscess.

The diagnosis is not difficult ; but the tumor has b*^en mistaken for an

abscess, incited, the gut opened, and a fsecal fistula resultetl. The absence

of true fluctiiation, with the resonance on percussion and the facility with

which the contents of the swelling can be returned within the abdominal

cavity and its increase in bulk on coughing, should prevent such a mis-

take ; and, although the condition is very rare, the possibility of such an

occurrence must be borne in mind.

The treatment should consist in the application of a well-fitting abdomi-

nal belt to retain the hernial protrusion, and generally this is sufficient. Mr.
Owen, in the case just mentioned, was the first to perform an operation for

the radical cure of the condition, and his plan should be tried if the simpler

means fail.

The following curious—and, I believe, raiiqun—case is reported by Dr.

W.T.Wilkins, of Kansas:*

> Now York Medical Record, October 12, 1889.

' British Medical Journal, 1888, i. 957.

•Ibid., 1889, ii. 71.

* St Louis Medical and Surgical Journal, June, 1888, p. 340.
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During a violent wind-storm a young woman in the eighth month of pregnancy was

made insensible by being struck in the abdomen by the corner of a table.

Labor set ir. on the following daj', and s^he was delivered of a male child with a pecu-

liar " hunch on its back." Dr. Wilkins saw the child on the sixth day after delivery, and

found the " hunch" of a purple color and about the size of a goose-egg. He diagnosticated

a hernia at the juncture of the last dorsal with the first lumbar vertebra, and operated on

the following day.

A longitudinal incision about four inches long was made over the hernial sac, when it

•was found that the vertebrre were separated to the extent of half an inch. Through this

separation protruded the hernia. The spinal cord had been pushed to one side. The hernia

was returned without opening the sac, the cord carefully replaced, and the vertebrae brought

into exact apposition. To keep the bones in place, a carbolized silk ligature was passed

through the superior intervertebral notch of the dorsal vertebra, into the superior interver-

tebral notch of the lumbar vertebnv, through the inferior intervertebral notch of the lumbar,

back on the opposite side through the superior intervertebral notch of the dorsal vertebra,

repeating this three times, and making a flgure-of-eight knot binding the bones firmly in

position. The external wound was closed with catgut sutures, t^e whole dusted with iodo-

form, and the dressing finished with a broad rubber bandage. Antiseptic precautions were

observed throughout the operation, which lasted about half an hour. The wound healed

by first intention, and the child was practically well in six days.

Mr. T. Holmes reports ' the case of a female child aged three years, in

whom a tumor protruded behind the labia minora, between the urethra and

the vagina, clearly an extension of the vesico-vaginal pouch of the peri-

toneum.

It contained intestine, which was very easily reduced, leaving a distinct

ring where it had protruded. As the tumor increased in size, he reduced

the hernia into the belly, dissected flaps of mucous membrane off each side

of the vagina, and united the parts around the ring by numerous sutures.

Union took place by granulation and contractetl the ring, and a cure, at

least for the time the child was under observation, was effected.

' Surgical Treatment of the Diseases of Infancy and Childhood, 1868, p. 560.

I



INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION IN CHILDREN.

By W. W. keen, M.D.

Intestinal Obstruction is a mechanical impediment to the passage

of the contents of the intestinal canal. For clinical purposes it is usual to

divide the causes into three classes,

—

acute, subacute, and chronic. An acute

obstruction may become subacute or chronic, and a chronic case may become

acute. It is, therefore, sometimes difficult to determine accurately the con-

dition we have to deal with, for one form may take on a few or many of

the symptoms of the other. Mr. Fred. Treves ' describes yet another class,

which he calls ultra-acute: here the symptoms are so severe that death

occurs within a few hours, and we are powerless to aid.

In acute cases the attack is always sudden, the symptoms are violent,

and the diagnosis is frequently difficult. The prognosis is always grave,

for, unless the cause of the obstruction be removed and immediate relief be

had, death will speetlily ensue.

Subacute obstruction has many of the symptoms of both the acute and

the chronic condition. The attack is not so sudden, neither is it so violent,

while the demand for relief is not so urgent, and the obstruction may assume

a chronic form.

Chronic obstruction, on the other hand, comes on more slowly, the

symptoms are not so urgent, nor is the danger of death so imminent.

Chronic ol)struction may even be spontaneously relieved.

The most common causes of acute obstruction are congenital malforma-
tions, such as imperforate anus, absence of rectum, and atresia of the intes-

tine due to foetal peritonitis. As these conditions are fully discussed in

another place in this volume, they need only be mentioned here.

Of other causes of intestinal obstruction the most common are foreign

bodies, volvulus, intussusception, and constrictions due to bands and other

s'railar mechanical causes. These will now be considered in the order

named.

FOREIGN BODIES.

Either accidentally or intentionally, children freqi-ently swallow foreign

bodies, which by their presence within the intestinal canal cause obstruc-

• Jacksonian Prizo Essay on Intestinal Obstruction, London, 1884.
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tiou. They act either by their bulk, mechanically obstructing the lumen of

the gut, or by the irritation that they produce, which causes inflammatory

swelling of the intestinal wall and finally obstruction. The variety of these

foreign bodies swallowed by children is very gi'eat, and it is wonderful how

many and how large in bulk some of them are,—fruit-seed, cherry-stones,

marbles, bullets, coins of all sizes, needles, cocoa-nut fibre, wool, and, in

fact, almost anything which it is possible for them to get into their mouths.

Sometimes nature is overtaxed and does not permit the foreign substances to

pass per anum, as they generally succeed in doing, and they become lodged

in some portion of the gut, when in a little while inflammation is set up and

occlusion occurs. Thus, Dr. W. R. White ^ has reported the case of a little

girl one year of age, with an obstruction of the intestine caused by woollen

carpet-threads which she had swallowed. Dr. N. S. Bates, of the United

States Navy,^ gives a very interesting account of several eases of obstruc-

tion in children due to banana-sccd. The children were living in Japan,

where this fruit formed a large part of their diet.

Dr. H. G. Taylor ' mentions three cases of intestinal obstruction in

idiots, in whom death was due to masses of potato-parings, slate-pencils,

sticks, wool fibre, and scybala.

Obstruction may also be caused by masses of intestinal worms, as is

shown by a case mentioned in the British Medical Journal, 1888, ii. 86, as

being reported by Stepp in the Centralblatf fur die medicinisch. Wissenschafi,,

No. 27, 1888. A boy four years old had an acute intestinal obstruction,

and died within an hour and a half after medical aid had been summoned.

The post-mortem showetl the intestines completely occluded by a twisted

mass of some forty or fifty round worms, which had lodged just above the

ileo-csecal valve. The ileum higher up contained some thirty-five more,

and a few wei-e found in the stomach and oesophagus. He had been given

by his mother some " worm medicine" two days before he died, and then the

next evening a heavy meal of smoked bacon and sauer-kraut. Dr. Stepp

thinks the worms were weakened by the medicine, and were then dislodged

in great numbers by the violent peristalsis induced by the injudicious meal

the following evening, and so rolled down in a tangled mass too large to

pass the ileo-crecal valve.

Leichtenstern • expresses his doubts alxjut the possibility of intestinal

worms ever being a cause of obstruction, and considers it not proved ; but

the case above cited seems to establish the fact.

If the foreign substance swallowed be small and round, it generally

passes along the gut, is expelled per anum, and rarely gives any serious

trouble. If, however, it be very small, it may drop into the vermiform

appendix or some other diverticulum and cause serious mischief.

> Rhode Island Med. Soc. Reports, 1886, Part IV., p. 886.

' Amer. Jour. Med. Sci., 1887, vol. xeiii. p. 44.

» Lancet, 1887, ii. 265.

* Zie.Tissen's CyclopoediB of Medicine, vol. vii. p. 583.
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Sharp bodies, such as needles, may per.etrate the walls of the stomach

and gradually work their way into some m )re distant organ.

The symptoms of obstruction by fore gn bodies are sometimes very

vague and ill defined, and we must depend in great measure upon the his-

tory of the case. The diagnosis, consequently, may be difficult. These sub-

stances occasionally remain in the stomach for a long time without causing

any dangerous symptoms, and are finally vomited, or they pass downward

into the intestines. Here they move forward and downward little by little

until they reach the ileo-csecal valve, and if they be not too large to pass

this, the narrowest part of the gut, they continue on into the colon and

rectum, whence they are either expelled spontaneously or removed by the

finger of the surgeon. Sometimes the foreign body can be felt by the

hands through the abdominal wall, and its progret^^s followed step by step

along the intestinal canal. When, however, it becomes lodged,—and this is

most frequent just above the ileo-csecal valve,—the bowel quickly becomes

inflamed, the obstruction by the swelling of the mucous membrane becomes

absolute, and a dangerous peritonitis ensues. As the foreign substance

moves slowly onward, the little patient has a feeling of great discomfort in

the abdomen, with colicky j)ains, straining, and frequent desire to go to

stool, especially when the oifending mass is low down. When lodgement

in the gut occurs, the pain increases, abdominal distention becomes marked,

and a violent peritonitis begins.

Treatment.—It has long been a popular notion that as soon as a child

has swallowed a pin, needle, or, in fact, almost any foreign substance, a

purgative must be given, in the hope of causing an immediate expulsion of

the offending body. For this purpose the mother generally doses the child

with castor oil. Nothing could be more injudicious than this plan of treat-

ment, for jjeristalsis is thereby increased and the foreign body with its sharp

points is much more liable to do injury to the intestinal wall. The child

must be given food which will have much solid residuum,—oatmeal, un-

bolted flour, corn-meal, meats, etc. ; for experience has shown that by so

doing the foreign body becomes surrounded by hardened fseces, which

protect the delicate mucous membrane from injury.

Marked success has recently followed the so-called " potato cure" for

foreign hudies. Large quantities of potato being eaten, it is claimed that

by this the whole intestinal canal is proportionately dilated and the foreign

body is prevented from lodging at any point.

When the foreign body becomes lodged in the intestine at a point too

liigli to be reached by the finger in the rectum, laparotomy offers the only

chance for life.

A full description of the steps of the operation will be given later on.

Here it is only necessary to say that, when the oifending body is found,

that portion of the gut surrounding it must be drawn out of the l)elly, the

wound packed carefully with sponges to protect the peritoneal cavity from
contamination, an incision made into the gut parallel with its long axis, and
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Symptoms.—For some time before the acute attack, it may be days

or even weeks, there are evidences of imperfect digestion, flatulent dis-

tention of the abdomen, with constipation accomj^anied by colicky pains.

When the twisting of the gut occurs, the onset is sudden, with violent

pain, which is not, however, so severe is in strangulation by bands, and

is intermittent in chai-acter. There is absolute constipation, and no escai^e

of either flatus, mucus, or fcei-es by the rectum. The abdomen becomes

greatly distended with gas, and is soon very tender. Prostration and col-

lapse are not developed so early as in strangulation by bauds, neither are

they so extreme. Vomiting comes on rather late, and is never very urgent.

At first it consists of undigested foo<l, and may finally become fsecal,

although the latter condition occurs in only a very small number of cases.

The diagnosis is to be mnde from the other forms of acute obstruction

by the sudden onset, tenderness of the abdomen, meteorism, and absolute

constipation. There is no discharge of bloody mucus from the anus, neither

can any tumor be demonstratetl through the belly-walls or by the finger

in the rectum ; there are also the character of the vomiting and its late

appearance.

Treatment.—Of course the treatment is most unsatisfactory, and, if

the volvulus is left unrelieved, death is absolutely certain. Experience has

shown that the volvulus can only occasionally be untwisted, after laparotomy

has been done, and that almost immediately it will recur. It is possible

that puncture or incision of the distended loop of gut, to jx'rmit the escape

of the accumulated gases, will allow the volvulus to untwist itself, but it

has generally been thought better to make an opening into the gut above

the seat of constriction, and form an artificial anus.

I would suggest as an improvement that either the untwisted volvulus

be sewed fast to the belly-wall at two or three points, so as to prevent its

re-twisting, or, perhaps even better, that lateral anastomosis of the intestine

be done above and below the volvulus, by Senn's bone plates, Abbe's catgut

rings, or other similar means, with resection of the twistetl portion of the

gut if its life is endangered. Both of these suggestions seem worthy of

consideration and trial in so desperate a disorder.

intussltsceptign.

A portion of intestine may pass into another adjoiuinf- portion, the

lunien of the bowel is closed by the resulting pressure, and we have the

most frequent form of intestinal obstruction,—namely, invagination or

intussusception.

The direction of an invagination is always downwaixl, in the direction

of the normal peristalsis ; that is, that portion of the intestine which re-

ceives the other is always on the lower or anal side. There may be two

invaginations occurring at the same time in diiferent portions of the gut,

or there may be a second portion of gut forced into an already existing

invagination. These are, however, extremely rare.
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4
Vertical and Transverse Sections of an In-

tussusception.—(a) The sheath or intussusclpiens;

(6) the entering or inner layer ; (c) the returning or

middle layer. (Treves.)

The iutussusception consists of three parts, or layers : a receiving or •

outside portion, called the intussuscipjen, tr sheath, a middle or returning

jmrtion, and an internal or enterinn portion ; these latter two taken together

form the intuhsusoeftum. The middle or returning portion is literally

turned inside out, like the rnger of a glove when it is stripped off the

hand. All intussusceptions arc complete, in that they consist of all tho

coats of the bowel and enter the sheath evenly.

A glance at the accompanying cut, taken from Mr. Fred. Treves's Essay,

the most exhaustive and careful of recent works on the subject, will show the

condition very j.iainly. It will be

seen that mucous membrane lies in

contact with mucous membrane, and

peritoneum with peritoneum, and it

can readily be understood how great

are the daiigei-s from the cutting off

of the blood-supply by pressure and

from the rapid adhesions of the

two adjacent layers of peritoneum.

Treves estimates that three-eighths

of all cases of intestinal obstruction

are due to intussusception, and that

fully fifty per cent, of these occur

under the age of ten years, and twenty-five per cent, in the first twelve

months of life.

Boys suffer more frequently than girls. Jacobi reports the proportion

in his eight cases as six boys to two girls, and Mr. Gay (quoted by Treves)

as one hundred and sixty-three boys to ninety-three girls, all under one

year of age. This relative disproportion gradually diminishes as the age

increases.

Causes.—Many theories have been advanced to account for this con-

dition, and but few have stood the test of time. The one most probable,

from all the evidence and from experimentation upon the lower animals, is

irregular action in the muscular walls of the intestine. The intussusception

occurs at some point in the intestine where there is a limited and severe

muscular contraction, and especially is this so with irregular contraction in

the longitudinal layer, or where some portion is paralyzed and joined to that

which is still active. Hence the div' sion into spasmodic and paralytic in-

vagination ; but for clinical purposes this division is of little value. The

previous history is of slight importance, for in about one-half of all the

cases the children have been reported as perfectly well and strong, when

suddenly and without a moment's warning an invagination formed.

Intussusception is most common in infancy, and is frequently associated

with the disorders of digestion consefjuent upon the change of diet from

the mother's breast to the milk of cows, and at a time, too, when the nervous

processes are most active and peristalsis most vigorous. Diarrhoea (although
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this is denied by Jaoobi), colic, tenesmus, and constipation, all play a con-

siderable part as etiological factors. In one of Jacobi's cases a perfectly

healMiy child wrs being jumped up and down in its nurse's arm,}, Mhen it

suddenly cried out vnth pain : an invagination had formed. Whooping-

cough, with its violent paroxysms, is also mentioned as a cause.

Frequently at post-mortem examinations, when death has occurred from

some other cause, and where theie have been no symptoms especially refer-

able to the intestinal canal, invaginations are found. These are due to a

continuation of peristalsis after death, the intestine dying last. They are

generally found in the small intestine, show no evidences of inflammatory

action, and are reduced with the greatest facility.

A polypoid tumor attached to the wall of the intestine, generally in the

neighborhood of the ileo-csecal valve, or in the transverse colon, may by its

presence, especially if there be diarrhoea, increase the muscular efforts of

the intestine to such an extent that, by dragging at the point of attachment,

an invagination is produced. Mr. Arbuthnot Lane reports' the case of

a child eight years old who, after an attack of diarrhoea following chronic

hip-joint disease, had an invagination produced by such a tumor. It was

sessile, and about the size of a walnut. It projected from the anus, and

was mistaken by the child's nui-se for a prolapse of the bowel, and v is

returnpvi into the rectum, where it was held by a jiad and binder. When
its true nature was discovered, the tumor was removed without difficulty,

and the invagination reduced.

Invagination may occur at almost any portion of the intestinal canal.

Small intestine may slip into small intestine, large intestine into large in-

testine ; but by far tlie most common position, especially in children, is at

the ileo-ciecal valve, which slips into the large intestine. Treves states that

the latter condition is found in seventy per cent, of all cases of babies suf-

fering from intussusception. The anatomical relations are such that the

slightest alteration in the physiological conditions permits the ileo-ctecal

valve to slip into the large intestine, and when once this occurs the pjri-

staltic movements are excited to increased activity by its presence, and the

invagination is pushed farther and farther until the rectum is reached,

where it may even protrude from the anus. Rarely retrograde, double, and

triple intussusceptions are found.

Morbid Anatomy.—When the abdomen is opened after death from

acute intussusception, very little is seen at firct. Death usually occurs

in so short a time afler the onset of the condition that the peritoneum

is only slightly altered, but the small intestine appears more or less dis-

tended and displaced, with its mesentery twi.sted. The caecum and more

or less of the colon are absent from the normal ' ition, and the colon

appears to take its origin from a knob-like mass of i.a' bowel in the course

of the ascending or transverse colon. On examining this mass carefully,

» Lancet, 1887, i. 781.
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it is found to be haixl, iloughy, inelastic, and varying in size from that of

an eg^ to a mass six inclies long. It is livid in color, and ecchyniotic,

showing evidences of great congestion. The (iondition of the bowel varies

very much witii the length of time which has elapsed since the invagination

formed.

If death has t)ccurrt!d vvi*:hin twenty-four hours, as frequently hai)jK'ns

from shock, very little else .vdl be seen. When, however, two or three

days have elapsed, a mass of inflammatory lymph has hco.n thrown out from

the congested peritoneal surfaces, which glues together the invagination and

makes reduction, without tearing the walls of the bowel, in >08sible. Gen-

erally the tumor is curved, owing to the twistiiij^ and dra zing in of the

mesentery with the entering layer of the gut, and is of a deep claret-color

from extrava-sated blood. When the constriction has lasted long enough

and been of such intensity as to cut off the blood-supply completely, the

mucous membrane sloughs, and will be found ash-colored oi even gan-

grenous throughout.

Our attempts at redrction of the invagination by manipulation are gen-

erally only partially successful, for, of course, it is only in the most severe

cases that we have the opportunity of trying to do this, and great force is

required to accomplish the result. The curving of the tumor, with its mes-

enteric attachments, makes it almost impossible to do it by direct traction

without rupturing the bowel, and this frequently occurs when only very

gentle force is exercised. Reduction can often be accomplished, provided

the adhesive lymph be not too old and firm, by the conjoined use of manipu-

lation of the tumor, as described later, aided occasionally by a forced cur-

rent of water introduced well up the rectum.

In an oi-dinary acute case the veinb alone are compressed, the arteries

still supplying blood, and the gut soon becomes enormously thickened. It

is from the venous congestion that the Wood-stained mucus comes, one of

the most important symptoms in our diagnosis. When the case has been

ultra-acute both the veins and the arteries are compressed, the blood-supply

is totally cut off, and within a few hours the gut has sloughed. This con-

dition occui-s generally in the invaginations of the small intestine, where the

pressure will be very severe from the small size of the intussuscipiens.

Symptoms.—The symptoms in an acute case (and this is most frequent

in children) are very sudden in their onset when the invagination is at the

ileo-c8Bcal valve, and rather more gradual when it is situated in the colon

and rectum. The child is apparently perfectly well, when suddenly, while

exercising, or, it may be, during sleep, it is seized with acute colicky pains

and cries out violently; the pains are paroxysmal in character, due to

the irregular peristalsis, and rapidly increase in severity.

The abdomen at first is soft, and not at all tender to the touch, and it

may even give the little patient comfort to apply gentle pressure with tlie

hand. This condition of affaire soon changes as congestion and iieritonitis

set in, and the abdomen becomes distended^ tympanitic, and painful. Signs
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of collapse verj- soon appear ; the face grows pallid and anxious, the eyes

become suuker, the &kiu is ryered with a cold sweat, aud the pulse is rapid

and weak.

Vomiting sets in, but not so early nor so c(,nstantly as in strangula-

tion of the gut in hernia or '>y bands. At first the vomited matter is

undigested foml, and it l)ecouiuH fjcal in only about twenty-five j>er cent, of

the cases. Sometimes when the invagination is iu the bmall intestine blood

is vomited. This is due to the intense c(mgestion at the point of invagina-

tion, and is very rare in the ileo-(!ie«il variety. One case, at least, has

been rcportetl in which vomiting wius excited by the introduction of the

finger into the rectum for purposes of diagnosis : at each rciK'tition the

vomiting recnirred. In the chronic variety vomiting may be absent alto-

gether, or not at all constant. Mr. R. W. Parker ' reports two fatal cases

of intussusception in infants ihrce and four mouths of age respectively, in

which vomiting occurred only during the first twelve houi"s, and then only

after taking the breast. He explains this by the fact that the invagination

was very acute and the gut speedily be(!ame gangrenous.

When the invagination exists in the small intestine, indican will be

found in the urine.

Generally there is diarrhcea at first, an unloading of the intestine, espe-

cially below the constriction, with violent peristalsis and tenesmus. After

the first few hours, or in very acute cases almost immediately, the discharge

becomes the characteristic blood-stained mucus. Mr. Treves mentions one

case of ultra-acute invagination in which the discharge of blood by the

bowel was so great as to cause death from the hemorrhage. Tenesmus is

rarely absent, and increases in severity the nearer the intussusception is

to the rectum ; although Mr. Parker states that in the cases of fatal in-

vagination just mentioned there was no straining or tenesmus whatever.

Generally, after the first few hours, constipation is marked.

The temperature at first is normal or nearly so, but as the urgency of

the symptoms increases, and the shock grows more profound, it becomes

subnormal. Thirst is a constant and distressing symptom, but depends
in a great degree upon the vomiting and sweating, increasing with their

severity. The flow of urine is slightly diminished, and this is most marked
if there is profuse sweating. The higher up the scat of the obstruction,

the more marked is the diminution in the quantity of urine.

In a large proportion of the cases a tumor can be demonstrated by care-

fid palpation of the abdomen, aud is of the utmost importance in diagnosis.

A sausage-shaped, doughy, inelastic mass may be detected in some portion
of the colon, generally on the left side in the descending colon ; it is curved,
owing to the tension of the mesenteric attachments. At <^he very onset this

tumor will exist most frequently just above the caecum, but as more and
more of the bowel becomes invaginated the tumor gradually changes its

> British Medical Journal, June 2, 1888.
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place, following the course of the colon, till it is finally found on the left

side. It varies in size from that of an ejjfg upward, but is rarely longer

than six inches. A careful examination of this mass during a paroxysm

of pain is important, to determine if its size or tenderness is increased, as

well as to Icani wheUiii- it is fixed or movable.

Fre(iuent]y the intussusception can be felt by the finger intnxluced into

the rectum,—a mass smooth and rounded, not unlike the cervix uteri,

though softer, with a rounded slit-like opening in its centre, the lumen of

the gut. This may even protrude from the anus, and in at least one in-

stance it has been excised in mistake for a polypoid growth.

Chronic cases of intussusception ia children are almost always of the

ileo-ca;cal variety, and may last for several months, causing only ill-defined

symptoms. Strangulation, as a rule, does not occur, and the mas'^ of en-

sheathing lymph which so tightly binds together an acute invagination does

not form, Tiiis condition of tilings may remain for weeks or e^'cn mouths,

the little patient suffering more or less pain, with partial obstruction to the

passage of foeces, while the invagination is gradually being forcetl down-

ward by the peristaltic movements, and frequently, as has been said, pro-

trudes from the anus. The pain at first is paroxysmal, and there may be

long intervals during which it is entirely absent. After a time there may

be vomiting, but this is not constant.

The lumen of the bowel is not entirely closed, and ffecal matter from

above the seat of invagination is permitted to pass. The condition grows

gradually woise : the discliargcs from the bowel become mucoid, and finally

bloody,—-an especial characteristic of intussusception,—the pain increases

in severity and is more persistent, the vomiting becomes coustnot, and the

little sufferer finally dies of exhaustion.

At any time these chronic cases may suddenly take on acute symptoms.

A tumor, if carefully searched for, will be found, with its characteristic

doughy feel and sausage-shaped outline, in the ascending, transverse, or

descending colon, and the finger in the rectum will be able to detect the

advancing invagination. A point in the diagnosis between chronic invagi-

nation and fsecal impaction is the fact that the tumor in invagination moves

its position and gradually advances, while the tumor of feecal impaction

remains stationary.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis may be very easy, or most difficult. When
a child seemingly in perfect health is taken with sudden and intense pain,

followed by vomiting, and by the passage of blood-stained mucus from the

anus accompanied w'lh violent straining ; when, after the unloading of the

bowel below the constriction of what faeces it contained, there is (!onstipa-

tion, and after a time collapse ; and when a tumor is found in the abdomen

which follows the line of the colon, and which changes its position and can

possibly be felt by the finger introduced into the rectum,—all doubt must at

once be at an end. If the character of the tumor which is felt through

the abdominal walls is doubtful, and nothing can be found by the finger in
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the rectum ; if it does not «)ntrart or clmngc its jM)8ition under the hand,

—

then, to solve tiie question, an injection of water should be used. If, how-

ever, the above-mentioned signs are present, little if anything can be gained

and everything may be lost by delay in taking active measures for relief.

The constriction of the invagination by the ensheathing layer causes

iiifluniniation and sooner or later a sloughing off of the invaginatt^ portion

of tiie bowel. iSometimes the sloughing protiess does not take place for a

long time, and we may never expect it in children under two years of age

;

for with them tfie intlammation of the bowel is almost certain to terminate

fatally within from thirty-six houi*8 to three or four days. We may some-

times, however, expect this termination in children of six years and upward,

though even with them it is not the conunon result. P^ven after the in-

vagiuated jwrtion has sloughed and come away, the child is still in danger

from ulceration and possibly constriction of the gut by cicatricial bands

or contraction. It seldom entirely recovers, but dies, it may be months

afterwards, of exhaustion.

Mr. Harrison Cripps' reports the ciise of a child seven months old who when brought

to him hnd been ill for a fortnight, with an intussusception which hung outside the nnua

and was in a gangrenous state. The slough came away bit by bit each day for a month,

wlien the child was discharged from the hospital cured. Subsequently the child died

of scarlet fever, and at the autopsy the small intestine was foUhJ attached t:> the anus.

There were no traces of the ascending, transverse, or descendinr, colon : these must have

all sloughed away.

Dr. Obtulowicz reports* the case of a boy thirteen years old who after a fall had violent

pain in the right iliac region, which was shortly followed by bloody mucous stools. He had

pain and a bloody diarrha-a for two weeks, when a tumor was noticed in the region of the

pain. A week later he passca at stool a piece of dead bowel twenty centimetres long,

which consisted of the cKcum, with its appendix vermiformis, and an invaginated portion

of the ileum, together with a fragment of the mesentery. The boy made a good recovery,

but was again injured, and died after a year's illness, it was supposed from tkcal cxtrava*

satiun.

All intestinal obstructions in young children have a tendency to run an

acute course, and, unless active measures for relief be institutetl within a

few hours after the onset of the disease, death quickly ensues. In chronic

obstructions, on the contrary, the prognosis is not necessarily so grave, as

spontaneous recoveries have been known to occur (vide supra) ; but this

happy result must not be expected in the vast majority of cases.

Treatment.—Intussusception in children when unrelieved is so rapidly

fatal, and the statistics of large numbers of ca.ses show conclusively that

the delay of even a few hours is so unwise, that, as soon as a diagnosis

is determined upon, a definite course of action should be instituted, and

attempts made by some means tc replace the invaginated bowel.

Purgatives must not he given under any consideration whatever, as they

' British Medical Journal, June 2, 1888.

' Annals of Surgery, July, 1889, p. 77,—a translation from 'Wiadomosci Lekarskie,

October, 1888.
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can du no goo*!, and will do poHitive harm by iiioroa«ing the peristaltic

movements of the bowel and so proc (; further invagination and jmnsibly

rupture of the gut. Opium in some form (and opium itself is better than

one of its preparations) is absolutely demanded. It diminishes pain and

consequently shm-k, it arrests the exeessive peristalsis, thus preventing fur-

ther invagination, and by its power of allaying irritation It may possibly

permit of spontaneous reduction of the intussusception. Great care in its

administration must be exercised, lest its soothing effects give false confi-

dence, and other measures of relief nuist be used in conjunction with it.

In the early stages, within two to three days, before firm adhesions

have formed, unless the symptoms be ultra-acute, the child should be

placed um'er the influence of an anaisthetic and attempts made to reduce

the invagination by means of enemata of warm water. The child, when

thoroughly under the influence of the amcsthetie, is pltvccd on a soft pillow,

with the hips raised, and, warm water in a fountain syringe being in readi-

ness, the injection-pipe is introtlu(x.>d well into the rectum, and the water

allowed to flow by gravity and qi:ito slowly into the bowel. The ntmost

gentleness must be exercised throughout the manipulations, and no sudden

forcible injection used : the force of the column of water is to be regulated

by raising or lowering the bag ul' the syringe. v, the same time gentle

manipulation of the abdomen is to be made by an assistant. If this be not

successful at first, the child should be inverted,—a manipulation of great

importance, as gravity will materially aid in the reduction. In an excel-

lent paper in the American Journal of Obstetrics (1886, p. 673) Forest gives

the result of both cliin'cal and experimental studies on this subject. He
has shown that such injections are of little if any use in the small intestine,

and that the large bowel bore a pressure in children of eight or nine ponnds

to the square inch before it rnptnrctl. He therefore advises that the child

be taken into the hall (so as to get sufficient height) and that the bag of the

fountain syringe be gradually raised until it is fifteen to twenty feet above

the child's hips. Each two and a half feet of height will repi'cseut one

pound to the square inch. The tube of the syringe will have to be cor-

responding!}^ lengthened. The nozzle recommended is to be large (as the

sphincter is dilated), and he has used a glass vaginal syringe resembling a

test-tub'>. It must have a good shoulder of bandage, to occlude the anus.

I am decidedly inclined, however, to recommend not to use a pressure

above five to six pounds (i.e., twelve to fifteen feet), a^^ T think that Forest

has not given sufficient weight to the softened condition of the bowel when

invaginated,—^a condition that did not exist in the children's cadavera up jn

which he experimented.

Insufflation by means of bellows may be resorted to in the early stages

and in subacute cases, and also hydrogen gas by Senn's method for in-

testinal wounds.* Mr. R. Clement Lucas* considers air much safer than

* Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc, June 28, 1888. » Lancet, 188G, i. 96.
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water, which latter he thinks (?ivos too much latornl pirsfliire and is too

heavy, and is tiu'i-cfore much more liable to cuuHe rupture of the intestiuul

walls. He makes the point, also, that the large (piautity of water thrown

into the bowel is likely to produce suhseipient diarrlioDa. It must Ik; borne

ill mind tiiat the gut is always in a weakened state, and it may be gan-

grenous even at an early i)eri(Kl, if the constriction is great; nuich force,

therefore, may readily cause rupture of its wall, and escai)C of its contents

into the |\'ritoneal cavity, with certain death as a result. Hemic air, like

water, miist be injected gently and gradually.

Mr. Harrison Cripps (foe. cit.) gives an account of the dangers of forci-

ble distention of the gut after it has Ixsen weakened by inflammatory action.

A child eiglitcHMi months old had for four or five days Iktu ill with symj)-

toms of intussusception. Injetitions of water with a Higginson's syringe

were made in an attempt at reduction of the invagination, and considerable

force in the stream of water from the syringe was used. Suddenly the

ohild was seen to become faint, collapsed, and tded in three or four minutes.

The post-mortem examination showtnl that the intussusception was firmly

held together by the inflammatory exudate, and a rent several inches long

had l)een made in the gut by the forcible current of water.

Many nietlKxls have been used, and still more suggested, to reduce the

invag'nation, some of which may only be mentioned to be condemned.

Oil has been used as an injection, and may be of service.

Carbonic acid gas, made by introducing the alkali and the acid of a

Seidlitz powder separately and allowing the evolution of the ga^ to take

place in the bowel, has been suggested. This should be condemr \i for the

danger which such an uncertain force could give rise to. A siphon of soda

or selt/er has been used by Forest and others with good effect.'

Metallic mercury, allowed to run by gravity through a rectal tube, has

been usetl, and it has also been given by the mouth, in the hope of over-

coming the obstruction. The good which has been claimed for this method
of treatment is due to the fact that the mercury when given by the mouth
becomes divided into very fine globules, which might work their way
through the obstruction, rather than to the weight of the mercury itself.

Success in the retluction of acute invaginations by the injection o^ water
or of air can be expected only within the first forty-eight hours, for, althoi.tjh

it has been successful later in the disease, the dangers of rupture of the

intestine increase in exact proportion to the number of hours which have
elapsed since the invagination occurre<l.

If these measures are of no avail, we must recollect that the in^^aginated

bowel is every hour becoming more difficult to deal with and the danger
rapidly increasing. The circulation is becoming more and more impeded,
the congestion greater, and the peritonitis more intense. Lymph is being
tlirown out rapidly, which will glue together the coats of the bowel involved

' Loc. cit.
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in the invagination and soon make reduction by direct manipulation im-

possible. To quote Mr. R. Clement Lucas again,' "To hesitate, dally,

postpone, is to trifle with nature ;" and we must proceed at once to open the

abdominal cavity, search for the invagination, and, if possible, by manual

efforts accomplish its reduction.

In chronic invaginations injections of water, and inflation with air by

the bellows, have a good chance of success. Purgatives do great harm, as

they only tend to hasten peristalsis and strangulation, with its grave con-

sequences. In this (the chronic) form of invagination we have the greatest

chance of success from laparotomy, as strangulation has not occurred, and

the gut is not softened nor firmly bound by the lymph which in acute cases

is always present.

The question of laparotomy in children for acute intussusception is one

upon which much has been written, both p'o and con. The published

statistics are far from encouraging, for children bear very badly the shock

of opening the abdominal cavity. But when we consider the absolutely

hopeless condition if the remedial measures already suggested have been

tried and have failed, and the cases recorded of complete recovery even in

children as young as six months of age/ we ought not to hesitate, but

should at once proceed with the operation.

Laparotomy.—The room in which the operation is to be performed

must be warm—at least 75° F., and better 80° F.—and well lighted.

Eight or ten bottles filled with hot water should be laid around the little

patient, so as to prevent shock as much as possible.

If there be much alxlominal distention, with rapid respiration, due, in

part at least, to pressure against the diaphragm by the distended coils of

intestine, it is best to wash out the stomach with warm water before giving

an anaesthetic. This can be accomplished, if the child is old enough to do

so, by getting it to drink warm water and then vomit, repeating this several

times ; or a small rubber tube can be passed into the stomach and its cav-

ity thoroughly siphoned out. This will greatly relieve the alxlominal dis-

tention and respiratory distress, thus diminishing the risk of the ansesthetic.

Mr. Greig Smith' makes such a point of this that, with adults at least, he

much prefers local auresthesia by cocaine, or no aneesthesia at all, in all

cases of meteorism, and thinks the dangers of increased shock much loss

than the dangers consequent upon the administration of the anajsthotic

itself with the gaseous distention unrelieved. Chloroform carefully admin-

istered and well mixed with air is to be preferred.

The instruments necessary are those required for an ordinary laparot-

omy : a scal{)el, half a dozen haemostatic forceps, a grooved director, scissors,

catgut and fine silk for ligatures and sutures, Hagedorn needles and a

needle-holder, some fine cambric needles and fine sewing-silk for suturing

' Lancet, 1886, i. 98. ' Abdominal Surgery, p. 424.

• Sands, New York Medical Times, June, 1877.

3.
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the gut if it should be opened or have to be otherwise operated upon,

with one or two sponge-holders or long haemostatic forceps to be used as

such. They must all have been boiled for at least ten minutes, and then

placed in a five-per-cent. solution of carbolic acid. All instruments, needles,

and sponges must be counts before the operation, and again immediately

before the abdominal wound is closed. Just before the ojierator begins his

incision they shou' ' be taken out of the solution and placed in hot, boiled,

filtered water. In this way they are rendered thoroughly aseptic, and yet

there will be no danger of irritating the skin of the hands or of introducing

any of the carbolic acid into the abdominal cavity, which is not well borne

by chiklren. It is well to have in readiness, also, some of Prof. Senn's

bone plates, or, what are more convenient. Dr. Robert Abbe's catgut rings

of small size, or Brokaw's rubber rings, to be uschI if necessity arise for

resection of the gut.

Several ordinary surgical sponges and two or three moderately large flat

ones must be in readiness, as well as plenty of hot water which has been

boiled and filtered. A fountain syringe with glass nozzle, for flushing the

abtloniinal cavity, is also needed ; or, if tiiis be not at hand, a small pitcher

with a rather sharply pointed lip Av^ill answer the purpose very well.

Plenty of corrosive-sublimate gauze will be required, not only for the

purpose of dressing tlie wound, but also, if the operation be done suddenly,

to be used in place of the towels wrung out of corrosive-sublimate solu-

tion so generally used at laparotomies to surround the field of oj)ei'ation.

These wet towels materially increase the dangers of the operation, for

young children cannot withstand the shock of the disease and the atldi-

tional shock of the operation unless they are both dry and warm. The
child must therefore be wrapped in warm dry blankets, and l)e surrounded

by the hot-water bottles already mentioned, and there should be as little

exposure of bare skin as possible. If time allows of such preparation,

the field of operation may be covered, as for some years has been my own
custom in all operations, by towels which have been wrung out of a one to

one-thousand corrosive-sublimate solution a few hours before the operation

and rough-<lried in a clean room.

When the child is thoroughly under the influence of the chloroform, it

is placed on a table in a good light, with its head not too high ; with little

children no pillow whatever should be used. Next the skin of the abdo-

men must be thoroughly scrubbed with soap-and-water with a nail-brush,

then with ether to remove all grease, and finally with a one to four-thousand

solution of corrosive sublimate. This for very young children is quite

strong enough as a germicide : stronger would be likely to blister the skin.

Tile liands and forearms of the operator and assistants—of whom he
ought to have three, one to give the chloroform, one to assist him with
the wonnd, and one to attend to the sponges—must have been rendered

thoroughly aseptic with nail-brush, soap, water, alcohol, and a one to one-

thousand solution of corrosive sublimate.
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oHier hand to push the invagination backward and out. This is best ac-

complished by the same sort of movement as one would use in taking a

ripe cherry between the fingers and pinching the stone out. In a recent

case in which I operated, direct traction alone failed, but the combined

manipulation above described released the invaginated portion in a few

moments.

The mesentery is drawn in with the invaginated gut, and by its traction

tlie tumor is curved to almost a semicircle, which makes it impossible by

direct traction to withdraw the entering portion of the invagination.

The special point to be borne in mind in all ileo-ca;cal invaginations

—

and it is with this variety that we have, of course, the most to do—is that

our efforts at reduction must be persisted in, using gentle force, until the

vermiform appendix appears, for until this is freely seen the reduction

is not complete, but will immediately recur.

When tie invagination is so firmly bound with inflammatory lymph

that our efforts »<, reduction are unavailing, or when the inflammation has

been so intense or the interval since the onset of the attack so long as to

be followed by gangrenf, an artificial anus should be made. To do this

we must di'aw out the g it from the abdominal cavity until we find healthy

tissue both above and below, the peritoneal cavity being carefully protected

by hot sponges. The sound gut is then stitched with silk sutures to the

external skin in an angle of the abdominal wound, and the gangrenous

portion excised. The peritoneal cavity must then be thoroughly washed

out with hot boiled water, and the angles of the wound closed.

An attempt at resection of the gut at this time in children is usually

far from wise, as the shock of the operation added to the shock of the

pathological condition is too great for them to withstand. We should,

therefore, leave for a subsequent operation the rc-establishment of the

continuitv of the intestinal canal.

INTERNAL STRANGULATION OR OBSTRUCTION OF THE BOWELS
DUE TO CONSTRICTION.

Strangulation by bands (fibrous bauds due to a previous peritonitis) are

occasionally met with. They are generally due to intra-uterine peritonitis,

for an inflammation of the peritoneum in young children is usually so

violent that death quickly ensues,—too quickly for such bands to form.

There is, however, a form of strangulation due to stricture of the gut fol-

lowing strangulated hernia. When a strangulated hernia has been inflamed

and the Dowels are glue<l together by an outpouring of lymph, this lymph,

which is soft, may stretch by the continual pulling of the peristaltic action

of the intestines, and become a fibrous band.

There are two methods by v.'hich strangulation by these bands may
occur : either a knuckle of gut may pass under and be held down by the

band, or a piece of gut may become twisted around the band ; in both

instances a violent muscular effort or strain might produce this. Adhesions
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inal contents, so fur qs could be seen, were healthy. Objective signs of obstruction were

absent. The child died from collapse six hours after the operation.

The post-mortem examination, made seventeen hours after death, showed no signs of

commencing peritonitis, and all the organs of the chest and abdomen wore apparently

normal. The intestines were removed and filled with water, and it was found that the ileo-

caecal valve was impervious ; no fluid entered the lower bowel. The last few inches of the

ileum were found to be the seat of enteritis ; flakes of inflammatory lymph hud aggluti-

nated the edges of the valve to such an extent that only a pin-hole remained, through

which water could percolate drop by drop. No foreign body existed in the vermiform

appendix, nor was anything found in the intestines to cause inflammation. The obstruc-

tion was centred solely in the interior of the bowel.

Prognosis and Treatment.—The prognosis in acute intestinal ob-

stniction due to bands, Meckel's diverticula, and to internal hernia through

apertures in the mesentery, unless the condition is relieved by surgical means,

is absolutely fatal. Palliative medical measures are worse than useless, as

valuable time is thereby lost, the strength of tlie patient diminished, and

inflammatory changes in the constricted gut needlessly increased.

As soon as a diagnosis is made, the belly must be opened, the con-

stricting band searched for, and the gut released. All the precautions and

details mentioned in describing laparotomy for intussusception must be

observed.

When the constricting band is found, a ligature is to be applied to both

ends of the baud and the intervening portion cut away.

If the constriction be a Meckel's diverticulum, the distal end must be

freed from its attachments, the intestinal end brought outside the belly, the

peritoneum being carefully protected by warm aseptic sponges, and the di-

verticulum cut away. The cut end must then be inverted, and the peri-

toneal surfaces of the stump so formed brought together by a continuous

Lembert suture of fine silk and a cambric needle, completely shutting off

the interior of the tube. It is then to be carefully cleansed by a one to

four-thousand solution of bichloride of mercury, washed again with boiled

water, and returned to the abdominal cavity, which is then to be flushed

with warm boiled water, and the external wound closed. If there be any

uncertainty as to the absolute closure of the cut ends, it will be better to

introduce a drainage-tube and allow it to remain for twenty-four hours.

This tube should be of glass, with fenestriB, and passed througli a hole in a

sheet of disinfected "rubber dam," and the dressing applied around the end

of the tube. The sheet of rubber is then to be gathered up, a mass of

gauze put in its opening, and pinned securely. This mass of gauze must
be examined every two hours, and as soon as it is stained by the discharge

it must be renewed. If the temperature rises above 100° F. the abdominal

cavity must be flushed out with warm boiled water at intervals of four or

five hours.

If the constricting factor is found to be a slit in the mesentery or dia-

phragm, the gut must be released, a stitch of catgut passed through the sides

of the opening, and an attempt made to close it.
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I

No mention has been made in this article of obstruction due to (secal

impaction, as this subject and its treatment are fully considered in another

portion of the work, and need no further mention here.

Diagnoeis.—The differential diagnosis between the various forms of

intestinal obstruction may be exceedingly difficult.

In obstruction by foreign bodies there is often a history of swallow-

ing some substance, o" of some great imprudence in diet, which will aid

us ; and occasionally the outlines of the obstructing mass may be felt by

the hands through the abdominal walls, and followed on its downward

journey.

With volvulus we have a history of digestive disturbance, sudden pain

which is moderate at first and intermittent in character, and rapid and

marked meteorism. There is moderate prostration, with tenderness almost

at once of the abdomen. Vomiting also is not a distressing symptom.

In intussusception, by far the most common form with which we have

to deal, there is the absence of a history of ill health ; there is the sudden

onset of pain ; tenesmus, and vomiting which soon becomes faecal ; the pas-

sage of blood-stained mucus from the bowel ; a tumor in the abdomen,

which is movable, and can frequently be detected by the finger introduced

well into the rectum ; and great prostration, with early collapse.

With obstruction due to constrictions the diagnosis is very difficult, and

to determine the variety is frequently impossible. When the constriction is

by bands, there will generally be a history of pelvic inflammation ; when by

slit or through an aperture, a history of injury. The onset of the attack is

very acute • the pain is intense, continuous, and with exacerbations ; vomit-

ing begins early, is exceedingly urgent, and soon becomes ftecal ; while the

prostration and collapse are very profound. There is no abdominal dis-

tention until later in the disease.

In order that the differential diagnosis may possibly be made clearer,

the tabular statement on the following page is presented. Given a clear

diagnosis, the question of surgical treatment becomes easy. It is in the

diagnosis that the chief difficulty lies, and here is the greatest room for

progress.
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PERITONITIS.
By henry ASHBY, M.D., M.R.C.P.

Peritonitis occurs at all ages, and is due to a variety of causes : it

occurs during intra-uteriue life, in the uevvly-born, and during infancy and

childhood.

During early life peritonitis cannot be said to be a common disease ; the

peritoneum appears to take on acute inflammation less readily than the

serous membranes covering the lungs or the brain ; and in comjiaring the

frequency with which it occurs at different ages we must bear in mind that,

in the adult, lesions of the ovaries, of the Fallopian tubes, and of the

uterus more often give rise to jwritonitis than any other cause. Before

puberty a peritonitis resulting from these causes does not occur.

INTRA-UTEllINE PERITONITIS.

Many years ago the late Dr. Simjwon,' of Edinburgh, called attention

to the fact that in still-born children, or in foetuses dying in the later

months of intra-uterine life, a peritonitis was presen? which was evidently

the cause of death. He further noted the fact that syphilis was frequently

present. These observations have been confirmed since, and syphilitic

lesions of other serous membranes, as meningitis and pleurisy, have also

been found in still-born infants. Evidences of a prenatal peritonitis are

not infrequently found after birth, in the form of adhesions and bands

which connect the small intestines together, and in some cases constrictions

or a narrowing of portions of the intestines have taken place as the result

of cicatrization of bands and adhesions. In such cases death may result

within a few days or a week of bi<'th, with all the symptoms of intestinal

obstruction. Such cases are not uncommon : a typical case is recorded by

E. Owen,* in a newly-born infant, in which the ileum was constricted by

old adhesions a few inches above the ileo-csecal valve. Another case, in

which the jejunum was constricted by old foetal peritonitis, is recorded by

Kirchner.'

' Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, 1838, p. 490.

' Foetal Peritonitis, Constriction of Ileum, etc., British Medical Journal, 1885, vol. i.

p. 1201.

» Berlin. Klin. Wochenschrift, 1886, No. 27.
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No symptoms, so far as is known, are present in ffletal peritonitis ; and

If not fatal Itefore birth, its results—that is, the adhesions which form-

-

are exceedingly likely to lead to an interference with the development or to

constriction of a jwrtion of bowel.

PERITONITIS IN THE NEWLY-BORN.

Acute iwritonitis in the newly-born is practically always septic, the

result of unhealthy inflammation at the navel, or the absorption of septic

material at this spot. It is uncommon in private practice, occurring in the

large majority of instances in lying-in institutions. The infection is prob-

ably conveyed to the infant at the time the cord is tied, either by the fingers

of the nurse or by the use of infected dressings. The early symptoms are

usually those of a local inflammation, with erysi|)elatous re<lness around the

attachment of the cord. There may be vomiting, diarrhoea, jaundice, dis-

tention of the abdomen, fever, and wasting. It nuist be remembered that

peritonitis is only occasionally present in puerperal septicsemia of the newly-

born. Indeed, accoixling to Runge, it is not a common one, for of fifty-five

post-mortems in infants dying of arteritis umbiliealis and septictemia the

i-esult of puerperal infection, in only four was there peritonitis, pleuro-

pneumonia being much more common. In puerperal peritonitis death

mostly occurs within a week. The diagnosis is not difficult if evidence of

inflammation about the navel be present. The treatment is almost entirely

preventive.

PERITONITIS DURING INFANCY AND CHILDHOOD.

The peritoneum neces,sarily shares the fortunes of the organs which it

surrounds, in this respect resembling other serous membmnes, especially

the pleura, taking on an acute inflammation in consequence of its close

contact. It is also liable to acute inflammations which are primary, the

result of some morbid state of the blood, as in Bright's disease or septi-

cemia, or are the result of injury. It is also liable to an acute—though

more often a chronic—inflammation from the presence of tubercle. Acute

peritonitis is sometimes " idiopathic," or at least arises without any cause

being traced cither from contact with or a spreading from some neighboring

inflammation : in such cases the inflammatory lesion has been attributed to

a " chill" or to the " rheumatic" state of the system.

An acute general peritonitis which is secondary may follow as a conse-

quence from perforation of the csecal api>endix or some inflammation around

the caK?um, a perforation of the ileuin in enteric fever, or a perforation of

the diaphragm in a case of empyema. A general peritonitis will some-

times supervene in empyema without any perforation being present, the

lymphatics being apparently the channel through which the inflammation

spreads.

A primary or idiopathic general iwritouitis without any local cause

being discovered is not uncommon : it is needless to say that no ease should
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be refen-ed to this category without a most searching post-mortem exam'na-

tion. Some of these cases are septic, there can Ix; little doiiht, though in

what way the poison entere the system cannot he said. In some cases the 'e

is a history of a blow, perhaps contracted in the football- or cricket-fiolc
,

;

in many cases, however, such blows are insufficient to explain the acute iii-

flaniniation which has followetl. In some cases the attack is in reality on

entero-jK'rito.iitis, an enteritis or an acute intestinal catarrh being the

starting-point. Certainly patches of intense congestion of the mucous

membrane may Ix; found in acute cases of peritonitis : it is not improbable

that some animal poison or microlx? may be taken into the alimentary canal

and give rise to an enteritis which quickly involves the peritoneum.

An acute inflammation may La sero-fibrinons, or the fluid present may
be pus ; the inflammation may be general, oi a circumscribed patch of

lymph or an abswss may be present.

Symptoms.—The early symptoms of peritonitis may be intenvoven

with or sujx}rveue on those of some pre-existing lesion ; or they may be

modified in consequence of being secondary. There may be some diar-

rhoea, with pain and tenderne&s in the ileo-lumbar region, suggestive of a

peri-ca;cal inflammation ; then suddenly collapse and continuetl vomiting

point to a general acute inflammation. The symptoms of peritonitis may
be indefinite for a while, the result, perhaps, of a suppurating mesenteric

gland or local abscess, to be followed by those of an acute general \)en-

touitis. A child may be suffering from scarlatinal nephritis, pass into more

or less of a uroemic condition, then abdominal distention, pain, and tender-

ness may supervene as the result of a commencing peritonitis. In other

cases the symptoms of peritonitis come on in the midst of robust health

;

in such cases the symptoms are apt to be acute, and the attack runs a more

sthenic course than when it occura secondarily, especially in one already

exhausted by disease.

The classical symptoms of acute general jjeritcaitis are vomiting, intense

pain, tenderness and distention of the abdomen ; the legs are drawn up

;

there is moderate feverishness, with a quick wiry pulse ; constipation is

the rule, but diarrhoea sometimes occurs ; the countenance at firet wears

an anxious expression, later the patient becomes hollow-eyed and the face

sunken, the pulse flags, the temperature falls, and death oflen comes sud-

denly at the last.

Vomiting is almost univei*sally present ; it is usually the first symptom,

and continues all through the attack ; it is always aggravated by food taken.

In some cases the vomiting is so persistent—first the food taken being re-

turned, then bile, and the semi-fa'cal contents of the small intestines—as to

suggest some strangulation or at least some mechanical obstruction of the

bowel. The abdomen is rounded and tense, in consequence of the paralytic

intestines being disteudctl with gas ; the diaphragm is raisal and the

breathing intercostal ; the amount of pain and tenderness may be trifling,

especially if the patient is seen for the first time after opium has been
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iriven ; in younp children it is oft/^n cxccwlinffly diffioult to looalize the

tenderncRS, or, iiidoo<l, to satisfy one's solf that there is nny pain pi-esent.

The temperatnrc varies, being jK'rliaps 101°-102° F. during the first

few days, falling to subnormal as collapse oomes on and the heart's action

fails. There may, however, l)e a high t(>mperatHrc (104°-105° F.), or the

temperature may be normal or subnormal from first to last. Purulent

peritonitis may Ik? present with a normal tem|ieratnre.

The state of the bowels varies : constipation is usually present, but gas

is generally passe<l per rectum freely. There may be complete obstruction,

neither flatus nor fjcces being jjasscd, the case closely simulating a mechani-

cal obstruction from strangulation of a piece of bowel. Diarrhwa may be

present in the early stages or through the whole course ; this is especially

so when there is some irritation about the crccum and in suppurative

peritonitis.

The urine is mostly scanty, and often contains albumen.

The fatal event is frequently sudden, the heart appearing to fail. This

may happen when the patient is being moved or attempts to sit up.

The mind is generally clear from first to last, though the patient is, of

course, often drowsy, from the opium given ; in a few cases active delirium

is pmsent, or the patient may sim})ly wander at times.

The following cases may be taken as illustrating the primary form of

peritonitis.

Acute Suppurative Peritonitis.—John C, aged seven years. The family

history was good. He had been a strong boy up to the time of his fatal

illness. No cause could be assigned for his sickness. Four days before

admission to hospital he complainal of pain in the " stomach ;" there was

vomiting and constipation. On admission to hospital on the fifth day of

his illness, the face wore an anxious expression, as if he was in i)ain ; the

abdomen was distended and tense, and tympanitic and tender to the least

touch ; his legs were drawn up ; he constantly vomited dark, sour-smelling,

almost isecal stuff. The urine drawn off by a catheter containetl albumen.

All food and drink by the mouth were stopped, and he was given ten-minim

doses of tinct. opii every second hour till three doses had been given. He
passal a restless night, yet was drowsy from the effects of the opium. He
gradually sank, dying on the evening of the sixth day of his illness. At
the post-mortem, on opening the abdomen a few ounces of offensive pus

escaped ; the surface of the intestines was injected ; the bowels were matted

together with lymph ; there was no strangulation. The ca;cum and vermi-

form appendix were normal ; there wore patches of intense congestion on
the mucous surface of the ileum, and a sharply-cut ulcer (not perforating),

half an inch in diameter, some two feet above the caecum. No certain

cause for the acute peritonitis was found, iinless it be assumed—which is

indeed not improbable—that an enteritis existed in the first instance and
that the peritonitis was secondary.

In the following case the symptoms closely resembled acute obstruction
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Kjcurs lu

iirino piiHstMl wiw only iVom wvoiity t«» one liuiKlrcd t-iilic cent i mot res dnily
;

urine coiitaiiicd tihrinotiH and cpitlit-lial caxts ; oightt'oiitli day, vomiting,

tomiK'niturc! 103° F., only Hovcnty cubic ccntimctrPH of urine ; ninctccntii

day, no urine iwsscd, Hcvcrc alnlominal pain, rcHpirations Hliallow and tho-

racic, alKlomcn diHtcndcd and tciiHc ; twentieth day, temperature DS"-!)'.)"

I"\, patient eolhipHcd; twenty-first (hiy, death. At the ant(;])sy a general

Hpro-purnlcnt peritonitis was found; pleiu-isy of loll lung; acute glomerular

nephritis.

Peritonitis in nssociation with or secondary to pleurisy or empyema

(K'casionallv occurs: tlie relatiim which one hears to the other is not always

certain. JJoth appear at times to owe their origin to a septic state ; in other

cases the nlt'urisy or empyema may be of some standing when the perito-

nitis a])iK'ars, and we are forced to admit that the peritonitis is secondary to

the chest-mischief. In these cases there is no perforation of the diaphragm,

tlie extension doubtless taking place through the lymphatics of the dia-

l)hnigm. Hurney Yeo retx>rds a case ' of acute purulent peritonitis second-

ary to pleuro-pneumonia and whooping-cough in a boy of eleven yeare.

Eustace Smith* and ^^a^dc' also record cases of acjitc jjcritonitis secondary

to piM'ulent collections in the chest in children eighteen months and seven

years old respe<'tively.

Peritonitis coming on ii. the course of other diseases or spreading from

the chest usually runs a ra|)id v;ourse, and is almost univei-sally fatal.

Traumatic peritonitis f-jllowing a penetrating wound mostly runs a

rapid coui-se, and is quickly fatal. Thus, in a case rwoixled by Dr. J. H.

Tiiompson,* a boy, as the result of an accident, ran the handle of a

liamnier into the rectum ; he walke<l a mile to the IManchester Infirmary

the same afternoon, but died suddenly of collapse at eight o'clock the next

morning, sixteen hours after the accident. At the post-mortem it was found

that the handle of the hammer had })assed up the rectum and penetrated

into the peritoneal cavity ; there was injection of the vessels of the perito-

neum, and much lymj)h.

A general peritonitis following tapping of a congenital hydrocele has

been recorded.

Perforative Peiilonim.—The two commonest forms are ulceration and

jierforation of the crecal apjwndix and perforation of the ileum in enteric

fever ; in rare cases perforation takes place during childhood, from a tuber-

cular ulcer of the intestine, ulcer of tire stomach, or perforation through the

diaphragm. To the already existent symptoms are added those of sudden

collapse, fall of temperature, vomiting, and acute al)dominal pain. Death

' A Case of Infective Peritonitis following Pleuro-Pneunionia and Whooping-Cough,
Brit. Mod. Jour., 1878, vol. ii. p. 827.

' Disease in Children, p. 085.

» Einpyenin, Paracentesis, Death from Peritonitis, Med. Times and Gazette, 1885, vol.

ii. p. 3110.

Lancet, December 7, 1887.

Vol. III.—18
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usually follows within forty-eight hours. This was the case with a girl of

nine years,—jierforation accompanied by a sudden fall in temperature on

the evening of the fourteenth day ; the temperature rose again in a few

hours, death taking place forty-eight hours after the perforation. The

autopsy revealed a perforation three inches from the caecum, extravasated

feeces, and general peritonitis.

CLoumscribed Peritonitis, Paitoneal Abscess.—I?istead of a general peri-

tonitis taking place, a local circumscribed abscess may form, usually outside

the peritoneal cavity, the pus eventually finding its way to the surface or

opening into the intestine. The commonest cause of a peritoneal abscess is

an inflammation around or perforation of the csecal apj)endix ; another not

nncommon cause is suppuration of a mesenteric or retroiieritoueal gland

;

abscesses may form* in connection with tubercular peritonitis or ulceration

of the ileum in tubercular disease. Abscesses in connection with the rectum,

kidneys, or periosteum may involve the peritoneum. The symptoms of a

local peritonitis closely resemble those of the acute general form, though

they are mrely so severe or attended by collapse. There is local pain and

tenderness, shivering, fever, mostly of the hectic type ; there may be vomit-

ing, but this is rarely so severe or continued as in the diffuse form. Sooner

or later the local symptoms become accentuated ; there is dulness on percus-

sion over the seat of the abscess, a tumor or definite resistance may be de-

tected on palpation, the skin becomes brawny and perhaps red, the veins

on the abdominal surface are distended and tortuous. In case of a peri-

typhlitio or appendix abscess the pu's makes its way to tlie surface in the

iliac fossa ; in abscesses connected with the mesenteric glands, at the um-

bilicus.

The following may be taken as an example. A girl aged seven and a

half years was seized with pain in the abdomen, feverishness, and vomiting;

these symptoms continued for a fortnight, when she was admitted to hos-

pital. At this time there was much pain and tenderness below the um-

bilicus, the abdomen was distended, temperature from 100° to 102.8° F.

The next day the umbilical region \vf\s prominent, with a zone of redness

;

the skin gave way towards evening, and there was considerable discharge

of pus. It continued to discharge pus (no fsecal matter) till the thirty-third

day, when she vomited, the tenderness and pain in the abdomen increased,

temperature 105° F. ; the child lookwl anxious and pale ; the symptoms

pointed to a general jwritonitis. On the same day, after probing the fistulous

oi)euing, a niiall cheesy mass came away, followed by a free flow of pus and

by relief of the symptoms. The fistulous opening closed on the forty-eighth

day, and she was discharged well an the seventy-third day.

In another case, that of an infant, it was noticed by the medical attend-

ant (Dr. Noble, of Kendal), a week or two after birth, that the abdomen

was more rounded and distended than natural. When five weeks old, the

abdomen was intensely distended, shiny, with enlarged veins on the surface

and with redness and protrusion of the umbilicus; the abdomen was reso-
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uantall over, and nothing could be felt on palpation. A few days later the

skin at the nnibilicus gave way and pus discharged freely. The infant a

few days after died in convulsions. A large abscess-cavity was found at

the autopsy, and caseous mesenteric glands.

Progrnosis.—The prognosis in acute general jwritonitis is always grave,

recovery taking place in rare cases only. The more severe the symptoms

the worse is the outlook, and when the patient has passed into the stage of

collapse the case is well-nigh hopeless. Continuous vomiting, with complete

obstruction of the bowels, is an exceedingly grave symptom. Diarrhcea ia

of evil augury. Peritonitis from perforation of the bowel is nearly always

fatal ; symptoms of peritonitis coming on In the course of enteric fever or

typhlitis ought to give rise to the greatest anxiety as to the result. No case

is, however, hopeless, and occasionally a patient who seems moribund will

rally and finally recover. The duration is rarely more than a week ; it

may be only a few days, or even less than forty-eight hours.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of a general acute i)eritonitis when all the.

classical symptoms are present is not usually a matter of difficulty. The

early diagnosis may be a matter of great uncertaiuty, as well as the diag-

nosis in erratic cases. Unfortunately, when the diagnosis is uncertain our

treatment is often not so decided as it would otherwise be. It is especially

difficult in young children, in whom it may be impossible to localize pain,

and in the presence or absence of any tenderness it may not he possible to

determine whether peritonitis exists or not. Long-continued vomiting from

any cause, whether gastric or cerebral, produces a condition closely resem-

bling peritonitis, though there will usually be less abdominal tenderness and

the abdomen will be less distended. While there is usually much pain and

tenderness in peritonitis, they may be entirely absent, or the pain may be

masked by the free use of opium. While in most cases the temperature

is raised a few degrees in the first three or four days of the illness, it be-

comes subnormal before the end comes. It may, however, be normal from

fii*st to last, even though pus is present. It is the occasional absence of

some of the more prominent symptoms th*' ' makes the diagnosis often so

uncertain.

In the early stages of peritonitis, assuming that the symptoms come on

when the child is in good health, the pain present may be titought to be due

to flatulence or dyspepsia, and the vomiting to the same cause ; the presence

of fever would be of little value, inasmuch as fever is so often present in

children suifering from dyspepsia. The diagnosis must depeid upon the

severity of the symptoms : if there is constant vomiting, fluids or solids

being immediately rejected, paroxysms of sharp pains, great tenderness on
pressure, peritonitis is almost certainly present. The difficulty, however,

frequently arises from the imiiossibility of determining in a young child

how much pain is present. The possible presence of indigestible food, ob-

struction of the bowels, or the passage of a gall-stone or renal calculus must
be borne in mind.
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The diagnosis between peritonitis and obstruction of the bowels from a

strangulation or constricting band may be very difficult, as peritonitis often

produces obstruction from the paralysis of the muscular coat of vhe bowel

and a consequent distention and kinking. In peritonitis the vomiting is

rarely fiscal, and flatus may be i)assed per rectum ; moreover, the tempera-

ture may be raised a degree or two.

Acute pleurisy, especially, if it affect the diaphragm, or pleuro-pueu-

monia, may be mistaken for peritonitis, especially if the pain is referred to

the hypochondriac regions. The presence of cough and quickened respira-

tion and a ^areful examination of the chest would decide the diagnosis.

Hysterical conditions and rheumatic affections of the muscles of the

abdominal wall may occur in older children and simulate peritouitls.

Treatment.—The treatment of peritonitis must largely depend upon

the cause, but, unfortunately, we often have to treat our cases without

knowing the exact anatomical condition which exists. As a result, we are

.often rcducetl to treating symptoms only, and perhaps have to regret, when

too late, our want of courage, and to think that the patient has not had the

chance that an operation would have given him ; or we may perhaps believe

that our meddlesome treatment has taken away from the patient his only

chance. Thus, few would think that the proper treatment of a local peri-

tonitis the I'csult of irflammation or perforation of the ca;cal appendix

should be a purgative, while there can be little doubt that in traumatic or

septic cases moderate purgation is useful, and that to lock up the bowels

with opium from the first is a mistake.

Necessarily, the first step to ti'catment is diagnosis, and the history and

symptoms must be most carefully gone into. In any case the preliminary

steps are the same. The patient is, of course, put to bed ; all food and

drink by the mouth are stopped, the mouth being simply moistened with

iced water. It cawnot be too strongly insisted on that the distressing

vomiting is certainly kept up by giving fluid or food by the mouth.

Nutrient suppositories or small nutrient enemata may be given. Hot

fomentations—as hot as they can be borne—should be applied over the

whole alxlomen, laudanum being freely sprinkled on the flanneb before

being applied. An ice-bag is preferred by some, but, as a rule, children

resist its ajjplication. Shall we give a purgative? is a question we may not

unlikely ask ourselves ; the risks and the advantages alternately presenting

themselves to our minds. The answer is not always easy ; for it has been

claimctl, on the one hand, that purgation relieves the congested vessels aiul

clcai's away irritating matters present in the bowels, while, on the other

hand, if a local peritonitis is present around the caieum or a])pendix, or

there is a perforation of the bowel, a violent peristalsis is certainly risky.

A Seidlitz powder or a dose of calomel is undoubtedly useful when vomit-

ing and colicky pains are present, due to the presence of peccant matters in

the bowels, or where an intestinal catarrh is present ; but purgation is not

to be thought of when there is local tenderness or the classical signs of

I
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neritonitls are present. When there are constant vomiting, tenderness, in-

tense pain, distended and paralyzed bowels, purgatives can do nothing but

harm. Under the=e circumstances opium in sufficient quantity to relieve

pain and render the patient slightly drowsy must be given. Two to five

minims of tinct. opii or one to fonr grains of Dover's powder should be

given and repeated every four hours as may be required. In older cliil-

(h'cn injections of from one-twelfth to oue-si:ith of a grain of morphine

may be substituted.

In peritonitis due to perforation of the appendix or ileum, it is needless

to say, neither purgative nor enema should be allowed, for fear of the re-

sults of peristaltic action.

Free stimulation with alcohol, in the foi'm of champagne, brandy, or

whiskey, must be resorted to j if the vomiting prevents their administra-

tion by the mouth they must be given by the bowel. In the later stages

little else can be done in the way of drugs or general treatment.

As soon as the diagnosis of acute peritonitis is made, the question of

laparotomy

—

i.e., opening and draining the peritoneal cavity—will probably

arise. There are some surgeons who are bold enough to regard laparotomy

as a hopeful method of treating acute peritonitis, and who would advocate

operation at the earliest stage, believing that washing out and draining the

cavity is of the first importance. On the other hand, recovery has taken

place in cases where operation was strongly urged by the surgeon in attend-

ance, but refiised by the friends ; while in other cases operation has been

quickly followed by collapse and death. The safest course to pursue, with

our present experience, is to operate only in those cases where there is good

reason to believe that pus is present, bearing in mind, liowever, the uncer-

tainty of our means of diagnosis. If there is hectic fever, local dulness below

the umbilicus, fluctuation, extreme tenderness and oedema of the abdominal

wall, the.'e can be no doubt that an operation is urgently called for. In

such cases there is a fair prospect of success.' Tliese cases, however, hardly

belong tc the category of acute general peritonitis, whi(!h usually ends fatally

in five or six days, but rather to those which run a more or less subacute

course. The chances of success are greater in the older than in younger

children. A certain number of cases will occur where the diagnosis is un-

certain and we are in doubt whether a purulent peritonitis or only lymph is

present, wliether the inflammation has spread from the ctecum or has been

general from the first : in these an exploratory operation is justifiable and

may at times be the means of saving life.

CHRONIC PERITONITIS.

'^"hronic peritonitis during early life, in the large majority of cases, is

tul)ereular
: it is by no means an uncommon affection. That simple chronic

peritonitis does occur is certain, as a few fatal cases with post-mortems have

' See Keelley, Lancet, November 24, 1888, p. 1021.
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been rcportctl, but, as the disease may often go on to recovery in such cases,

it may be impossible to say whether it lias been tubercular or not.

It is difficult to say where the tubercular process originates ; it may

perhaps Ix; primary in the peritoneum, but more likely may spread from a

tubercular mesenteric gland or tubercular ulcer of the intestine. The pres-

ence of tubercles in the peritoneum gives rise to the eifusion of lymph and

serum ; in some cases the one or the other is in excess. The effused lym])h

is slowly converted into fibroid tissue, whli contracts, and consequently

the great omentum becomes matted and the intestines perhaps adherent to

one another. In the most severe cases the matting together of the abdom-

inal organs is extreme, so that it is hardly possible to separate them without

tearing; caseous masses and small abscesses are common. In advanced

cases caseous mesenteric glands, and extensive tubercular ulcers of the in-

testines, as well as tuberculosis elsewhere, are associated with the chronic

peritonitis.

The peritoneal covering and also the capsule of the liver and spleen

become thickened. Perihepatitis as well as interstitial hepatitis may be

present. In favorable cases the tubercular process comes to an end, the

lymph becomes converted into fibroid tissue and lime salts are deposited

;

in other cases a chronic suppuration takes place and the liver and spleen

become lardaeeous. Occasionally the matting of the intestines gives rise to

a strangulation or constriction of the bowels. The patient may succumb

from a general tuberculosis.

Symptoms.—The early symjitoms are usually ill defined. There is

often a period of ill health, loss of appetite, coated tongue, feverishness at

night, loss of flesh, abdominal pain, and attacks of diarrhoea. In children

two or three years of age the ill health is generally referred to dyspepsia

or intestinal catarrh. Perhaps the most significant symptom is diarrhoea,

which comes in fits and starts, probably not severe, and consisting possibly

of a chronic looseness of the bowels. Feverishness in the afternoon or at

night with the looseness of bowels is especially significant. The abdomen

is generally rounded, the small intestines being constantly distended with

gas, the skin stretched and shiny. In the course of a few weeks, or perhaps

longer, this distende<l state of the abdomen, Avith the fretful condition of

the child, as well as his capricious appetite, excites the alarm of the friends.

An examination at this time will perhaps reveal nothing but distended

intestines, with very probably some enlarged veins on the surface and ofteu

a protrusion at the umbilicus. The abdomen is resonant all over, the dis-

tended bowels masking any fluid or any thickened omentum that may be

present. Sooner or later, by careful palpation with the hand laid flat ou

the abdomen, more or less "lumpiness" will be felt, due to induration or

matting of the omentum, and often more or less dulness may be detected

on percussion, varying from time to time according to the amount of gase-

ous distention of the bowels. The jwrcussion-note is a muffled resonance,

such OS would be expected from a thickened omentum backed up by dis-
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tended viscera behind. The matting together of the intestines, with fluid

held in the interstices between them, would naturally impair the norwal

tympanitic note. Frequently, perhaps usually, there is no pain on handling,

or but little is complaint>d of by the patient.

The further progress of the case is modified according to the rapidity

with which the peritonitis progresses or the extension of the tubercular

process elsewhere. Most of these cases are essentially chronic, lasting

many months or even a year or two, and not infrequently ending in re-

covery. In other cases the patient becomes more and more anaemic, wasved,

and flabby, the hectic fever is more pronounced, the diarrhoea more continu-

ous and obstinate, and the patient gradually sinks, afl;er perhaps having

been reduced to a complete skeleton. On the other hand, it is by no means

uiicommou for tubercular meningitis to supervene and quickly bring the

end.

In other cases chronic peritonitis assumes the form of a chronic ascites.

After a period of more or less indefinite ill health, the abdomen is noticed

by the friends to enlarge, the clothing no longer fits as it used to do, the

child, if old enough to be up and about, has a peculiar gait on account of

the abdominal enlargement, and a physical examination shows the presence

of fluid in the peritoneal cavity. The fluid is perhaps free in the cavity,

the intestines floating up when the child is in the supine position, giving

a tympanitic note around the umbilicus, while there is dulness in the

flanks; but with the patient on his side or on "all-fours" the lowest

part gives a dull note, on account of the fluid gravitating there. In other

cases there are the physical signs of matting of the omentum and intestines

and also of the presence of fluid. The temperature may be normal during

the whole of the twenty-four houre, there may be no wasting, and the child

may appear perfectly well except for the ascites present ; on the other hand,

hectic, wasting, and diarrhoea are not uncommon. The case may end in

recovery after many months, or, on the other hand, a more generalized

tuberculosis may supervene. When recovery has taken place the fluid has

been absorbed, and much of the induration disappears by a cicatrizing

process.

Complications.—Tuberculosis of other abdominal organs is exceedingly

common : probably in every case of tubercular peritonitis, sooner or later,

other abdominal organs ai'e affected,—the commonest being the mesenteric

glands and the lymphoid glands of the intestines. A perihepatitis com-
bined with an interstitial hepatitis sometimes takes place, and a consequent

obstruction to the portal circulation. Tuberculosis of the spleen and testes

is not uncommon. Tubercular meningitis or acute miliary tuberculosis is

apt to suj>ervene. Acute obstruction of the bowels may come on, or an
abscess forms which probably points at the umbilicus.

Diagrnosis.—The early diagnosis of tuberculosis of the ]>eritoneum is

diilficult in most caecs, or it is only a matter of suspicion until the physical

signs of induration of the omentum or matting of the intestines or ascites
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are present. When ascites alone is present, a diagnosis between ascites cine

to chronic peritonitis and ascites due to obstruction of the portal vein has to

be made. Cirrhosis of the liver giving rise to portal obstruction is very rare

during childhood, and so is portal obstruction due to adherent pericardium

and mediastinitis. In any given case the chances are immensely in favor of

chronic peritonitis : it must, however, not be forgotten that a perihepatitis

and interstitial hepatitis secondary to chronic peritonitis may be present.

The abdomen should l)e carcfidly examined by palpation and percussion, to

discover the edge of the liver or any indurations : the temperature is often

more or less of a hectic character in chronic peritonitis, though it may bo

normal. The diagnosis between simple and tubercular peritonitis is oiii^n

impossible. Ascites due to cardiac disease is hardly likely to be mistaken

for chronic peritonitis, as the physical signs of the heart-mischief would be

present and the dropsy would usually begin firet in the legs. It must be

carefully borne in mind that in the early stages of chronic peritonitis the

symptoms are those of a chronic intestinal catarrh, and we must not jump

to the conclusion that a peritonitis exists, nor, on the other hand, put it

definitely out of court.

Prognosis.—In all cases of tubercular peritonitis a cautions opinion as

to the final result must be given. There is always the risk that extensive

caseating mesenteric glands may supervene, or tubercular ulceration of tlie

bowel, or a tubercular meningitis. It is curious, however, how comparatively

rarely extensive tuberculosis of the lungs is present. The tendency of tuber-

cular peritonitis is towards recovery, though the risks of an acute perito-

nitis supervening, or an acute or subacute tuberculosis elsewhere, are by no

means remote. It is certain, however, that a large number of cases com-

pletely recover, adhesions between the various abdominal organs taking

place. It is important to remember this tendency to recovery, when re-

coveries are reported after laparotomy and when it is assumed that the

patient has been snatched from certain death. The more acute the case the

more unfavorable the prognosis ; wasting hectic, diarrhoea, and night-sweats

point to an extended area of tuberculosis.

Treatment.—As the starting-point of a tubercular peritonitis is, in the

large majority of cases, to be found in a catarrh of the bowels, it is in this

direction that treatment must be commenced. The presence of a chronic

catarrh of the bowels in a child disposed to tuberculosis is always a source

of danger, the lymphatic glands and secontlarily the peritoneum becoming

the seat of tubercle. In all cases where the suspicions are aroused, no time

should be lost in getting the child placed under the most favorable condi-

tions as regards hygiene : pure country air and sunlight are above all things

necessary, or the child should be sent to the sea-side. His diet and clothing

of course require attention. He must necessarily be kept at rest, either

in befl or on a conch ; in summer he should be placed as much as |X)ssibIe

in the open air. A flannel binder around the abdomen should always Ikj

worn. The diet must be plain, consisting of moderate quantities of under-
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done chops; fish, fowl, and eggs can be taken; milk and cream, if they

agree, should Ikj given in moderate quantities ; excess of starchy foods

should be avoided, but toast and light ground-rice puddings may be given.

Any tendency to diarrhoea will necessarily lead to a modification of the

diet. Pain in tlie abdomen may be relievetl by opium fomentations or

belladonna applications ; in the more chronic cases mild mercurial prepara-

tions, such as an ointment of the yellow oxide of mercury (twenty grains

to the ounce), are useful. The mwlicines given must be those that assist

digestive jjrocesses, sucii as acids and pepsin i)rcparation8, or those that are

calculatetl to relieve the dyspepsia c()nse(pient on the intestinal catarrh, such

as alkalies, bismuth, or vegetable bitters. Cod-liver oil and iodides are of

value as tonics. If the fluid in the peritoneal cavity is excessive and shows

little tendency to reabsorption, tapping should l)e performed, preference

iK'ing given to a very small trocar and canida, the fluid being allowed to

drain slowly away. If pus is present, incision and drainage should be

resortal to, though in chronic tubercular suppurative peritonitis the prog-

nosis is exceedingly grave. Recently laparotomy and washing out of the

peritoneal cavity have been advocated by some surgeons as a routine treat-

ment, and successful cases have been reported by Treves,' Lawford Knaggs,

and Kehier Clarke; and the experience of these surgeons has gone far to

show that the peritoneum in tubercular jKiritonitis is tolerant of surgical

interference. In any case where hectic fever, local tenderness, and dulness

suggest a collection of pus, an exploratory o{)eration should be performed.

In the more chro lie cases, where the symptoms are not urgent and the child

holds its own, it is wiser not to interfere, and in a fair proportion of cases

recovery may be looked for.

> Lancet, November 5, 1887.
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PERITYPHLITIS, PARATYPHLITIS, PERI-

TYPHLITIC ABSCESS.

By christian FENGEK, M.D.

DEFINITION.

Perityphlitis, derived from nspi, " around," and ru^Xov evrepov, the " blind

intestine," strictly speaking means an inflammation of the serous lining of

the csecum. As, however, the peritoneal surfaces of adjacent organs are

necessarily involved, the term is applied in a wider scn.se to local peritonitis

in the region of the cajcum, that is, in the right iliac fossa. The term peri-

typhlitis was first used by Puchelt in 1832, to designate inflammation in

the right iliac fo.ssa, whicli about that time had been brought prominently

before the profession by the essays of Husson and Dance (1827) and I)u-

puytreu, and which had thitherto been termed tumores phlegmonosi fossse

iliacse dextroe, or abscess of the right iliac fossa.

The marked frequency with which the inflammation originates in the

appendix made With (1879) propose to substitute the term appendicular

peritonitis for perityphlitis. His idea was to emphasize, by the adjective

"appendicular," the fact that the di.sease almost always originates in the

appendix and not in the ciecum, and that the term perityphlitis is incorrect

because it directs attention to the csecum ; he also wished to correct the in-

herited belief that the so-called stercoreal typhlitis, caused by accumulation

of faeces in the csecum, plays a conspicuous part in the etiology of the dis-

ease. Fitz proposes the term appendicitis as more appropriate, since it

designates the primary essential condition that precedes and leads to the

peritonitis. The majority of authors still employ the term perityphlitis,

although appendicular peritonitis and appendicitis are coming more and

more into general use.

The character of the resulting inflammation diifers with the varying

rapidity of the de.struction from within of the -intestinal wall, and with the

virulence and quantity of the microbes invading the peritoneum. A slow

invasion of less virulent microbes, or invasion of the ptomaines alone, may

cause only a local plastic peritonitis, terminating in adhesions between the

opposing serous surfaces of the area involved, or pentonitis appendiculam

282
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phiHtica, correspond! 11}^ to j)lastic perityphlitis. If sufficient pu8-mier()l)cs

enter the {writoneuni to make the local j)eritoniti.s terminate in Huppiiration,

we have the perityphlitic abscess, a localiziil collection of pus, eorrespond-

iiiir to tlie territory of the jKiritonitis, bounded by a line of adhesive! perito-

nitis, whicli forms a barrier of connective tissue Ixitweeu the abscess and

the general peritoneal cavity.

Parati/phliti'i was intHnluced by Oppolzer in 1863 to designate the in-

flammation in the loose connective tissue behind the csecuni, in that por-

tion supposed not to be covered with iwritoneum. The name was forniwl in

analogy with Virchow's distinction in case of organs i)artially covered with

peritoneum, that tiie prefix " peri" should indicate inilammation in the peri-

toneum, and "para," inflammation in the tissue surrounding t'^e portion of

the organ not covered with peritoneum. Paratyphlitis, then, is a retro- and

consequently extra-peritoneal inflammation behind the csecum.

As a localization of general pyremia, or extension of a puerperal para-

metritis, there is no reason why inflammation should oricur oftener in one

iliac fossa than in the other. When Oppolzer states that paratyphlitis often

originates in the cjecum, it becomes doubtful, as will be shown later, whether

the term paratyphlitis can be correctly used in this connection. Modern

anatomical research tends to show that what has been described as para-

typhlitis originating from the appendix or the ca'cum is either a deep-seated

local peritonitis—that is, perityphlitis behind the cajcum^-or has at any

rate commenced as such and has not until later invaded the retro-peritoneal

tissue.

In conclusion, it may be said that the term perityphlitis, subdivided into

an adhesive and a suppurative variety, is sufficient to designate adequately

the local peritonitis originating in the appendix and ctecum.

HISTORY.

Dupuytren, as a result of observations made prior to 1820, first called

attention to the connection between abscesses of the right iliac fossa and

diseases of the csecum, in clinical lectures at the H6tel-Dieu. In 1827

Hiissou and Dance gave a more minute description of the disease. Per-

foration of the ai)pendix as a cause of fatal peritonitis was first described

by Lonyer and Villermay in a contribution to the French Academy of

Medicine in 1824. Within a decade the subject had attracted considerable

attention, and many important contributions to its literature had been made.

The oxcollent articles of John Burne in England, Albers and Puchelt in

Germany, and Posthuma in Holland, and that of Stokes advocating the

(ipiuni treatment, all threw more and more light on the pathology of the

disease ; but still the csecum was believed, on account of the stercoreal

typhlitis, to play the principal part, and the vermiform appendix, although

Burne had already pointed out the frequency with which it was found

diseased, was usually considered responsible for fatal diffiise peritonitis only.

Later on, attention was called to the appendix by Toft and With, who
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showed that ijorityphlitis is nlnu)st oxcliislvoly due to a priiimn' disoaso in

this organ, and that the cuMUini is very rarely tiie primary seat of disease.

Text-lxMjks and hand-books on ehildren's diseases treattnl very sparingly

on this suhjw't, although perityphlitis is usually met with in youth, and al-

though eases in t-hildren had hen on record IVoin tiie earliest p
' d (Hill",

1832). I'epiier and Meigs's hand-'oook of 1870 was the first treax ^eon dis-

eaocs of children in which the subject was exhaustively treatcnl. This was

followed ten years later by the excellent article of MattersttK'k, in which

still more attention was given to the pecidiarities presented by the disease

in early life.

Perityphlitis, although a Dupnytren wrote its history, has naturally, as

an intra-abdominal disease, been almost exclusively in the domain of in-

ternal medicine. Surgical interference in abscesses of the iliac fossa was

limitetl to those pointing under the skin, ready to open spontaneously.

The writer on internal clinical medicine has studied its symj)toms, and

treated it with opium,—that is, lei't the pus to take its course ; the pathol-

ogist has carefully pointed out all the details of the cause, course, and

progress of the inflan)mation ; but it has lK>cn left to the American surgeon

to place suppurating j)erityphlitis where it projxn'ly belongs,— in the domain

of surgery. Hancock in 1848 operated successfully upon an isolated case.

His advocacy of the advantages of early operation, however, met with no

encouragement.

Willard Parker, of New York, first proved, in 1867, that early opera-

tion would save three out of four pat'ents. The surgeons of this country

and abroad have followed Parker with a degree of success which has brought

the disease into another field and raised many questions of detail not hitherto

regaixled, showing conclusively that uji to that time the subject had received

much more attention from the American profession than from the profession

abroad. Dr. R. F. Noycs in 1883 published a masterly article on the oper-

ative treatment of the disease, with a rejwrt of one hundred operations, of

which ninety per cent, were from America. Fitz has contributed an ex-

cellent, exhaustive, and timely article, treating mainly of pathology and

statistics. The anatomical details have received the special attention of

Rausohoff, in his interesting and scholarly paper of 1888. The brilliant

results of early operation by McMurtry and Sands in 1888 have made lapa-

rotomy a justifiable procedure in certain forms of the disease.

ETIOLOGY.

Arrest of frocal matter, with consequent invasion of inflammatory mi-

crobes, being the principal cause of the lesions in the intestinal wall, the first

question that presents itself is, what anatomical peculiarities make this part

of the intestinal canal the seat of the lesion ? Dupuytren has already di-

rected attention to the analogy in frequency between perityphlitic abscess

and perirectal abscess or anal fistula. In fact, if the rectum were an intra-

peritoneal intestine, anal abscess would be as fatal as perityphlitis now is.
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T!ie anatoniiial points in the crecnni and appendix, therefore, deiMjrve no-

tice. The cujcum in rami Ih a rudimentary organ, e(jnunencing in the fiflh

or sixth week of embryonal life as a Mind braneli of the intestine, but later

diirereiitiating into a distal, narrow, longer portion, the appendix, and a

i)roximal hut wider portion, tiie ca'cum. It is constriu*t(Hl on i\w type of

tilt' large intestine, and remains rudimeiitary in the carnivora and man,

while in herbivorous animals it forms a large, finu^tionally important por-

tion of the intestinal tract, and is constructed on the plan of the small in-

testine. Towards the end of fietal life the three ampullas or saecndi of the

cwcum are formed bv development of the three longitudinal bands of mus-

cular fibres, the tajuias coli. By the enlargement of the right anterior sac,

the conical shajjc of the ca;cum is changetl to its later more tetragonal form.

The ap(!X is turned more and more to the left, until at last it is close to the

ileo-csecal junction. The a])pcndix now lies on the posterior medial side of

the cjociun, partially concealed behind it (Ransoholf).

The length and breadtii of the appendix at different ages have been

studietl by Toft. In thirty-five spanmcus of the appendix at the ninth

month of foetal life, equivalent to the time of birth, the average length was

four and one-half centimetres, the circumfcreiu'e at the upper funnel-shai)cd

portion nine millimetres and at the lower cylindrical portion six millimetres.

In children of ten months the aj)pendix was five centimetres long, and ten

millimetres and eight millimetres in circumference at the upper and the lower

portion respectively. In the fourth year it was six centimetres long and

ten millimetres in circumference, and in the seventh year it was seven

centimetres long and ten millimetres in circumference, while in adults it

is ten centimetres long and thirteen millimetres in circumference ; thus

showing that the appendix is comparatively longer and wider in children

than in adidts.

The mucous membrane of the ca;cnm and appendix is analogous to that

of the colon, proving their physiological action to be that of absorption,

favoring inspissation of the frocal matter and the formation of firmer frecal

concretions. The mucous membrane at the entrance of tho appendix forms

the valve described by Gerlach, which is usually developed between the

ages of three and twelve years. Ransohoff" found that this valve prevented

injections into the crecum from entering the appendix, which it seems is

in this way to a great extent protected from the invasion of small foreign

bodies. He describes a peculiar arrangement of the mucous folds of the

crecum surrounding the orifice as in a vortex, towards which there would
be a natural current of the contents of the c«cum. In this way he ex-

plains why long, narrow bodies longer than the diameter of the orifice, as
pius, needles, and nails, are found in the appendix.

The question of the relation of the peritoneum to the appendix and
cfccun: is a most important one. The apjiendix has an entire peritoneal

covering, and a mesentery, the so-called mesenteriolum, the length of which
determines the mobility of the appendix. A fold in this meseuteriolum
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forms the ileo-creeal fossa of LiiHclika. When extensive inflaiiiniutioii

from within outward, or perforation of tlie ajipendix, takes phiw, perito-

nitis must necessarily follow. Until recently the eavum was described as

being covered with peritoneum on its anterior and lateral asjM'(!t8, but

havinj;;, as a rule, a portion of its posterior surface buriwl in the loose

retro-peritoneal tissue. Perforation in this plaw would not dire<'tly involve

th(! peritoneum, but would cause the paratyphlitis of Oppolzer and other

authors. Although anatomist*; like liUschka and Hyrtl insisted that the

cajcum was covered all over with peritoneum, and even that the lower por-

tion of the ascending colon orten had a mesentery, a fact well known to

surgeons in cases of hernia, it wa« left to Treves and Kansohoff to settle

the question decisively. Treves never saw the ctecum without a mesen-

tery, and Ransohoff after the examination of sixty-three bodies found

the posterior surface of the caxumi not eovere<l with peritoneum in only

two cases. lie is consequently right in stating that a retro-ciecal extra-

peritoneal inflammation, a paratyphlitis, is an anatomical impossibility, for

any intlammatiou extending from within outward, either of the ca;cum

or of the appendix, must cause an intra-pcritoneal inflammation,— a peri-

tonitis.

The location of the crecum and a])pendix on the psoas muscle, above the

inner portion of Poupart's ligament, varies according to the length of their

mesenteries ; in eighteen per cent, they may he found in the pelvis minor

(Rar.sohoff). Kraussold points out that he has found the appendix in

other than its usual position,—viz., behind the ctecum and the iler.m, on

the right or lower side of the mesentery. He has often found it along the

right border of the ascending colon, point upward ; sometimes down over

the pelvic border or extending from behind around the ileum at its junction

with the crecum. The various positions of the appendix would tend to

determine the scat of a local appendicular peritonitis, and should be taken

into consideration in making the diagnosis.

The frequency with which the disease occurs in children has been noted

by Demme. In a total of one hundred and twenty-seven patients from

the Children's Hospital and Polyklinik in Bern there were thirty-six cases

of pronounced perityphlitis, in only nine of which coprostasis causal the

disease. It is well known that males are much more subject to the disease

than females. Fitz out of two hundred and forty-seven cases of children

and adults found the disease in eighty per cent, of males and twenty per

cent, of females. Matterstock in seventy-two cases of childr<'n found the

disease in fifty-one males, or seventy and four-fifths per cent., and in

twenty-one females, or twenty-nine and one-fifth jier cent.

The following extensive statistics of Fitz and Matterstock show that

perityphlitis is most common between the ages of ten and thirty. Between

thirty and forty it is a little more frequent than from birth to ten, when it

is about ten per cent.
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fsecal concretions were found, in nine cases foreign bodies ; in eight cases

nothing was found, and in the remainder no cause was reported. In forty-

nine cases of death from pei'ityphlitis in children, perforations were found

thirty-seven times. In twent)-seven cases concretions were found ; in three,

foreign bodies ; in six, nothing at all, in spite of thorough investigation.

Fitz found in one hundred aud fifty *\vo cases, of children and adults, fajcal

masses in forty-seven per cent, and foreign bodies in twelve per cent.

Hagen attaches more importance to foreign bodie.., as he observed in his

cases of pe'foratiou of the appendix sixty-i..ne and one-half per cent, of

faecal concretions and thirty and one-half per cent, of foreign bodic

In the appendix are found single or multiple, soft or hard, mouldal

masses of faical matter, cylindrical, with pointed ends, rarely containing a

nucleus of a foreign bcxly, as a fruit-seed, hair, bristle, etc., causing corre-

sponding single or multiple perforations. The softer masses arc normal

inspissated fajcal matter, which may, however, be easily crushed between

the fingers. The harder masses often have concentric layers of different

colors, containing, as Allx^rs has stated, phosiihate of calcium. The same

.constituent was found by Smith, mixed with a small amount of carbonate

of calcium. Roger, in the case of a child five years old, found diffuse

peritonitis, the appendix enlarged to three times its normal size, and in

its middle two perforations from two enteroliths the size of a cherry-stone,

which upon examination were found to c<jutain organic salts of the bile, and

a little phosphate and car')onate of lime and magnesium, with no foreign

body as a nucleus. Sands, in operating on a boy of three, found three

ffecal concretions : one, nearly s])hcrical, about a quarter of an inch in

diameter, lay free in the jwritoneal cavity, a second had partly escaped

from an opening in the appendix and was picked out with forceps, where-

upon the third one dropped from the opening.

Ca!cal stones (Albers) are exceedingly rare ; they are larger,—of the size

of a walnut or a hen's egg,—aud often have as a nucleus a foreign body,

such as a piece of potato-peel or cabbage (seldom a gall-stone), surrounded

by a shell of calcareous matter or triple phosphates. They generally cause

obstruction of the bowel, with symptoms of ileus. Albers mentions a case

of a boy of ten w'ho, after measles, had pain in the ca;cal region, and died

with the symptoms of obstruction. A calcareous concretion at the ileo-caical

valve was found to I:av'^ caused the stenosis, without perforating the bowel.

Bourdon obscved perforation and fatal peritonitis caused by a similar con-

cretioi^ of hard, clay-like ftecal matter. These caecal stones may become

detached and pass by the rectum, or may after perforation be evacuated

through the abscess. Habershon found in the museum of Guy's Hospital

a large calculus, the size of a hen's egg, which had been removed from a

sinus leading down to the csecnm (Bartholow).

Foreign Bodies.—A great variety of foreign bodies lias been found,

either as such, or often forming the nucleus of a ftecal concretion : fruit-

stones (cherry-stones), in a five-year-old boy ; ascaris, in a three-and-a-half-
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vear-old girl (Matterstock) ; hairs, from the centre of a ftecal concretion

(Hageii) ; orauge-seed, in an eleven-year-old girl (Savior.) Grape-seeds and

a lima bean (Bartholow) were evacuated with pus from abscesses in adults.

A shirt-button (Demme) caused a perityphlitic abscess which opened into

the rectum ; the button was evacuated, and the child recovered. Bossard

fouud it difficult to put cherry-stones into the appendix. How soon after

its intrcxluction into the alimentary canal a foreign body may cause jierfo-

ratioii has been uotal in some cases. Savior states that the orange which

furnishtitl the seed perforating the appendix in the case above mentioned

was eaten eight days before the beginning of the disease. Demme saw a

ifirl seven years old who had swallowed a number of glass beads, the size

of a poa, seventeen to twenty days before the beginning of the perityphlitis.

This apparently subsided in two weeks, but a relapse occurred thi'ce weeks

later, with formation of an abscess in the ileo-ca>cal region. Upon incision,

pus and three glass beads escaped. The girl recovered. At autopsies for-

eign bodies are often accidentally found in the appendix, which have caused

no apparent injury to the intestine. In Gerhardt's clinic in Jena a lead

button was fouud in the appendix of a boy seventeen months old ; Jadelot

found four asearides in the healthy appendix of a boy thirteen years old.

Ulcers.—Tuberculous and typhoid ulcers are rarely the cause of peri-

typhlitis, as compartni with the general frequency of the diseases. Fitz

reports only eight cases of tuberculous and three of typhoid ulcei-s. Dys-

enteric ulcers are still more rarely found (Birch-Hirschfeld).

Traumatism.—Mechanical injuries to the ileo-ciecal region or the abdo-

men are rarely reported as causing perityphlitis. Gushing saw a case ofan

eight-year-old boy, previously healthy, whose playmates threw him down in

a ditch and put stones on his stomach. He was in bed one day, at school again

in three days, and received another injury while playing. Symptoms of

peritonitis were seen fourteen days after the first injury. Median laparotomy

was performed, with evacuation of a pint of fetid pus ; death occurred next

day. The autopsy revealed a perforated ai)|iendix containing a fiecal con-

cretion in an abscess-cavity, surrounded by firm adhesions which, by giving

way at one place, caused communication with the general peritoneal cavity.

Homans observed perforation in a girl of eight after a fall ; Maisch, in a

seven-year-old boy after a kick in the abdomen ; Amyot, in a nine-year-

old boy after a long wagon -ride; Buchner, in an eleven-year-old boy ; and

Patterson, in a fourteen-year-old girl after :. journey.

Overloading' the Stomach.—Indigestible Pood.—Burne relates the

case of !i boy taken sick after eating a gi-eat amount of mince-pie. Fruits

with stones, as cherries and grapes, are mentioned in cases of children, Mat-

terstock citing four cases from the literature. Oatmeal (Pepper) is said

to favor the formation of intestinal concretions ; so is the exclusive use of

moat and fish, as by the Esquimaux in Siberia (Speck) ; also farinaceous

food, such as potatoes (Boys de I^oury).

Emetics, Drastic Purgatives, Olysmata, arc assigned a part in the eti-

VoL. TTT._19
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ology of perityphlitis by Borsard and others. This can only be understood

to be meant in cases where a pre-existent ulcer on the verge of perforation,

or an undiagnosed, localized abscess, is ruptured on account of the abdominal

traumatism caused by these agents. The same holds good for such causes

as dancing, coughing, efforts at defecation, vomiting, sneezing (Taverney).

Constipation and Intestinal Catarrh.—Bossai-d does not think tliat

every little semi-solid accumulation of feces in the appendix is pathological

and can of itself be a cause of perforation, since by its normal contractility

even foreign bodies can be evacuated. Constipation is rarely the cause of

the disease in children, but more frequently in adults (Balzer). A catarrh

causing relaxation of the muscles is considered by Bossard to be a much
more important cause. In thirty autopsies he found in seven cases slate-

colored pigmentation of the mucosa of the apjx'ndix. Intestinal catarrh

was found to have existed for seven weeks before perityphlitis in an eleven-

year-old boy (Eros).

PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY.

Seat of the Primary Lesion.—The primaiy lesion is much more fre-

quently found in the appendix than in the caecum ; in fact, the latter may
be said, in comparison, to play no part at all. The early use of the ex-

pression " perityphlitis," and the so-called stercoreal typhlitis, which was

erroneously considered an important factor in the pathogenesis, tended to

draw attention away from the appendix. Post-mortem examinations very

rarely showed primary changes in the caecum, where ulcers are comparatively

more common than fajcal concretions, while the opposite was found to be the

case in the appendix.

Changes in the mucous surface of the wall of the bowel caused by faecal

concretions are the following : pressure-atrophy and coagulation-necrosis of

the epithelium. These are the result of contact with a foreign body or

• faecal concretion, especially in the case of a mucous membrane which is the

seat of a catarrhal inflammation due to other than mechanical causes. The

invasion of the microbes of the intestinal tract into the improtected sub-

epithelial tissue causes a local phlegmonous septic inflammation. This in-

flammation, extending through the muscular coat into the subperitoneal

tissue and peritoneum, will show the usual signs of acute septic inflamma-

tion, from hyperaemia to gangrene of the tissues involved. The destruction

of the intestinal wall from within may be limited to or stop anywhere on

the way from the epithelium to the peritoneal cavity, according to the laws

governing such septic invasions in general. If limited to the mucous mem-

brane and the muscular coat of the intestine affected, the cicatrix which

repairs the tissue lost changes the shaj)e and structure of the area involved.

Burne noticed, in the case of a girl of twelve, who had suffered for two

years from disease of tne bowels, that the caecum had become transformed

into a narrow, irregular sac traversed by bands of cicatricial tissue which

extended from one side of the rigid wall to the other. The appendix is
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often totally or partially transformed into a connective-tissue mass, the

lumen is obliterated, and eventually the distal patent portion is dilated or

transformed intt) a so-calk»d retention-cyst, suppuration in which may lead

to further local destruction of the wall ai.d to perforation.

A plastic peritonitis binds the surface involved to the peritoneal surfaces

with which the bowel is in apposition, and the appendix or caecum is buried

iu a mass of connective tissue, sometimes thick and dense, sometimes only

a movable web of fine meiibranous adhesions. This, the lightest and

most limited form of appendicitis (Fitz), which includes With's adhesive

appendicular peritonitis, is exceedingly common, and is probably never

recojfnized clinically, on account of the lack of distinct symptoms, but is

an accidental discovery on the post-mortem table. The frequency is illus-

trated by the investigations of Toft. In three hundred autopsies he found

the api)endix pathologically changed, showing signs of previous disease, in

over thirty per cent. ; in five per cent, there was ulceration ; in one per cent.,

perforation. Tiingel, in the autopsies in the Hamburg Allgemeine Kran-

kcnlians for two years, observed thirty cases of total or partial obliteration,

forty-three cases of catarrhal ini!,'^"imation and old feecal concretions, in

twelve cases adhesions, and iu eleven cases tuberculous ulcers. Kraussold,

as a result of three hundred autopsies, regards the frequency of abnormali-

ties as given by Toft as too small ; Ransohoff, on the other hand, after the

examination of more than sixty bodies, found abnormalities of the appendix

in eight only ; he consequently thinks that, in this country at least, the

estimate of the above-named authoi-s is too high.

The more extensive inflammation which penetrates the intestinal wall,

and thus gives symptoms recognizable at the bedside, is the only form of

clinical and practical importance. As shown in the normal anatomy, the

appendix and caecum being provided with a mesentery, peritonitis must

result when the wall of the bowel is penetrated. The intensity and extent

of this peritonitis probably depend upon the extent of the perforation of

the bowel and upon the amount of the intestinal contents which has pene-

trated into the abdominal cavity. In milder forms, where perforation is

small or imperfect, with limited escape of the contents of the bowel, the

circumscribed peritonitis of Oppolzer, or local appendicular peritonitis of

With, is the result. In the graver forms, with sudden rupture of the dis-

eased wall of the intestine and escape of the contents, acute diffuse peri-

tonitis follows.

The localized peritonitis—perityphlitis proper—may be of the sero-

fibrinous variety to a very great extent, and surround only a very small

collection of pus (Aufrecht), sometimes none at all, and may terminate in

recovery by absorption or resolution. Of one hundretl and eighty cases of

typhlitis and perityphlitis collected by Fitz, thirty-two per cent, belonged to

this class. In more severe cases a localized collection of pus—the perity-

phlitic abscess—forms. According to Balzcr, abscess-formation is much
more rare in children than in adults. The seat of the perityphlitic abscess
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into the bowel is not so salutary as was once generally supposed. Out of

six cases of children, reported by Demme, three died. Kraussold has made

the observation that faecal matter, not present in the abscess-cavity at the

time of operation, freijuently is not seen until from four to seven days

after, when defecation lias taken place and renewed peristalsis has facilitated

the entrance of faeces into the appendix. The abscess extends to or finally

through the abdominal wall in the ileo-caecal region, or towards the um-

bilicus, where (Henoch), in children, abscesses from perforated intestines

generally come to the surface.

Opening into the bladder is rare. Bossaixl states that a fatal faecal cys-

titis, or the formation of calculus with faecal nucleus, may result. Exten-

sion of the inflammation to the ovary has been noticed by Eisenschiitz in

tlie case of a girl six years old, where the perforated appendix adhered to

the right ovary, which was in a state of acute suppurative oophoritis. Com-
munication between the perforated appendix or tiie abscess-cavity and the

internal iliac (Powell), or the deep circumflex iliac artery (Bryant), may

be regarded as unique. Extension to branches of the portal vein is one

of the features of sepsis, and a thrombo-phlebitis is ominous, as it is fol-

lowed by extension of the sepsis and secondary embolic abscesses in the

liver, usually with fatal result. Mattei-stock observed this in eleven out

of one hundred and forty-six cases. Extension along the outside of the

ascending colon to the liver and upward behind the latter causes a sub-

diaplu-agmatic abscess which may perfoi'ate into the pleural cavity. Bam-
Ijerger lias reported two cases of the former and three of the latter con-

dition. Tilhnanns, in twenty-two cases of fax-al pleural fistula, found that

six, all of which were in the right pleural cavity, originated from perfo-

rated appendices. Extension through the peritoneum of the posterior ab-

dominal wall into the retro-peritoneal tissue leads the abscess down along

the psoas or iliacus muscle, oi upward into the region around the kidney.

In the latter case a paranephritic abscess results, in the former an abscess

extending to or below Poupart's ligament, on the femur. This latter may
perforate into the hip-joint (Aubry and Moore), or may perforate or extend

into the perirectal tissue and point into the gluteus maximus, in the sacral

or coccygeal region, as observed by Louvier in the case of an adult. Peri-

typhlitie abscesses extending to the lefl side of the abdominal cavity, in the

region of the spleen (Aufrecht), or the left iliac region (Bartholow), have

been observed. A peritypMitic abscess opening into the peritoneal cavity

will cause an acute diffuse peritonitis. This took place in six of thirty

cases reported by With, and in eight of Bull's sixty-seven cases. Secondaiy

perforation into various organs or places is more common in adults than in

cliijilren. Matterstock, after the consideration of two hundred and fitly

cases of adults and seventy-three of children, estimates the proportion as

thirteen to five and a half

Tlie existence of paratyphlitis, pAraty]ihlitic abscess, or inflammation in

the post-csecal or retro-peritoneal tissue in connection with the caecum and
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appendix, is disputed. Oppolzer believes that it often originates from the

CKXuira from a parametritis in puerperiuin, or as a localization during pyoemia,

while it rarely originates from a local peritonitis or a psoas abscess. Of
course this discussion deals only with those paratyphlitic abscesses origi-

nating in the csecum and appendix. Most of the nuKlcrn authors, because

of the lack of peritoneal investment t-^ the caecum and appendix, deny the pos-

sibility of a primary paratyphlitic inflammation in this connection. Sands,

however, asserts that most of these abscesses are extraperitoneal. This

difference in opinion is j)robably unimportant, as a local peri-appendicular

suppuration, originally of necessity intraperitoneal, when located behind the

cfecum will quickly extend into the para- or post-csecal tissue, where there

is no barrier either upward to the kidney or downward to Poupart's liga-

ment (Konig). Consequently the abscess is, anatomically speaking, para-

typhlitic. This is the most common extension of the appendicular perito-

nitis. When Oppolzer attempts to give a distinct differential diagnosis

between paratyphlitis and circumscribed peritonitis, it must be remembered

that such a distinction is pathologically false. It would nevertheless be

clinically justifiable if any important consequences as to prognosis or treat-

ment could be deduced therefrom, but this is not the case.

Acute diffuse peritonitis, the gravest consequence of perforation of the

appendix and csecinn or of the perityphlitic abscess, occurs as a result of the

escape of a sufficient quantity of microbes into the peritoneal cavity, and

divides with general sepsis the percentage of mortality. The exudate varies

as in other forms of peritonitis ; sometimes a fibrinous exudate with no fluid,

at other times accompanicxl by a copious amount of fluid. The fact is char-

acteristic that the exudate is usually more copious in the iko-csecal region,

as the inflammation begins at this point. Even when large openings into the

appendix are present, fsecal matter or air rarely escapes into the peritoneal

cavity, as is the case in perforative peritonitis from other parts of the intes-

tine. This is probably due to the fact that the appendix seldom contains

much air or faeces, to escape through the opening. Perforation of the ap-

pendix is often followed by diffuse peritonitis. Thus, Volz reports this in

thirty-one out of thirty-nine ca.ses, Cless in seven out of eight cases. With

reports thirty cases of appendicular peritonitis, of which sixteen were dif-

fuse ; twelve of these resulted fatally ; in two, difluse peritonitis was caused

by perforation of the abscess into the peritoneal i avity.

sy:\[ptoms.

It is difficult—almost impossible—to give a well-defined symptoma-

tologica,l description of perityphlitis, because there is nothing typical iu

its course. The inflammation may cease at any point, from its origin in

the mucous membrane to its diffusion to the whole peritoneal cavity, or its

set^ondary extension to adjacent or remote jmrts of the body. At the same

time the unity at the starting-point is rather constant, and the pathology,

always in view, furnishes a guide through the great variation in symptoms
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and course. Alters divides the disease into prodroniata followed by two

stages. Cless classifies the symptoms into premonitory symptoms, symp-

toms of the beginning of the disease, and symptoms of the fnrther course.

Bo. nrd distinguishes between the symptoms of three forms of the disease,

—a light, a median, and a severe form. With, keeping the pathology more

in view, makes the classification of symptoms as follows : first, the symp-

toms of an adhesive appendicular peritonitis, corresponding to the premoni-

tory symptoms; second, a local appendicular peritonitis with or without

abscess, corresponding to the light and median forms of Bossard ; and, third,

a universal appendicular peritonitis, corresponding to the fatal cases of

Bossard's severe form. With's division of the symptoms is manifestly the

most exact and scientific.

Prodromal symptoms, according to Matterstock, are more common in

children than in adults. In thirty per cent, of his cases of children he

found that the premonitory symptoms preceded the disease by days, weeks,

or even years. These consisted of mild or severe attacks of colicky pains in

the csecal region, a little tenderness localized here, nausea, and occasional

vomiting, constipation alternating with diarrhoea, followed by flatulence and

painful tenesmus. Such attacks may have kept the patient in bed for a day

or two, or may have passed almost unnoticed. Adults sometimes state that

these slight disturbances were exactly similar to the initial symptoms of the

final, severe, or fatal attack of the disease (With). It is evident tliat in the

case of smaller children it is almost impossible to recognize these premoni-

tory symptoms in their true light.

The symptoms of local appendicular peritonitis or j3erityphlitis are

:

Sudden violent pain in tlie region of the ccecum, or, more rarely, in the epi-

gastric region, the patient having been in apparent good health ; the patient

cannot walk nor stand straight, but bends forwai-d and to the right, and
lies down with the right leg slightly flexed on the hip. The pain may be

general, all over the abdomen, and not be localizetl in the csecal region for

several hours or days. Coughing or deep inspiration increases the pain, as

does the effort to extend the right leg. The pain makes the patient keep
quiet in bed, or may by its severity, notwithstanding the tenderness and
pain, cause him to move restlessly around in bed, in the effort to find a posi-

tion in which there will be relief from the pain. With says that this occurs

usually in the cases in which the inflammation remains localized. A copious

meal may directly precede the pain. There is vomiting, first of the food-

contents of the stomach, later of bile : sometimes there will be only a single

emetic effort, but not uncommonly thei'e will be several, accompanied by
borborygmi and flatulence. Clysmata or injections may induce the vomit-
ing, which is, as a rule, speedily subdued by opiates. Symptoms of ileus,

and especially fjecal vomiting, are rare. The appetite is lost entirely, but
the patient is usually thirsty. An initial chill is more rarely met with in

children than in adults. Fever is generally an early symptom, sometimes pre-

ceding the pain, the temperature ranging from 101° to 103° F., with a remis-
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sion in the morning. The pulse is usually accelerated, ranging from 90 uj)

to 130. Sometimes a high pulse is ol)8erved with low temperature. The

general expression is that of a severe illness. Light icteric discoloration

of the skin and conjunctiva is sometimes seen. In smaller children con-

vulsions, and delirium in the milder forms, are common. The urine may
l)e scanty and saturated, and urination painful, even when no peritonitis

has as yet reached the region of the bladder. The retention of urine,

and pain in the region of the bladder and external genitals, may divert

attention from the actual seat of the disease. Constipation is less common
in children than in adults. Diarrhoea is frequently present, either alone,

or alternating with constipation.

The abdomen is either tense and flat or, later on, slightly tympanitic.

There is general tenderness on pressure, most pronounced in the ileo-canal

region ; or the tenderness may be localizetl in the latter place. The increased

tenseness in the ileo-ceecal region is often accompanied by prominences from

local accumulations of gas in the intestines, or later from peritoneal exu-

dates. A tumor in the ca'cal region may soon appear, smooth or nodu-

lated, elastic or firm, immovable, and increasing to the size of a fist. Con-

traction of the abdominal muscles frequently prevents palpation, so that

the location of the tumor, if deep-seated, cannot be determined except in

narcosis. Later on, when the tenderness has subsided, the tumor may be

easily made out. Tense or inflat(>d ansa? of intestine may be felt in or near

the ileo-ctecal region (With). Pressure on or inflammatory irritation of the

crural uerve or the crural plexus may cause radiating pains, formication,

or numbness in the leg and in the region of the genital organs. Pressure

on the iliac vein may produce oedema of the leg. Percussion is usually dull

tympanitic, from exudates or tense or inflated ansa; of intestine, seldom

completely dull, in the ctecal region. The rest of the abdomen is tympanitic.

Respiration is often accelerated, embarrassed, or superficial, on account of

pain or of pressure on the diaphragm.

Course.—In the milder ca.ses the vomiting and paroxysmal pain cease

after a few days, the temperature gradually goes down, the tension in the

right iliac fossa subsides so that it ceases in two or three weeks, and the

exudate is absorbed. In more severe cases the symptoms persist longer,

but gradually disappear. Alvine evacuations become regular, after free

passage of wind and offensive feeces ; the appetite returns ; metcorism dis-

appears ; the tumor subsides, though for months a gradually decreasing

deep-seated induration, the pericsecal cicatrix, may be felt. Slight attacks

of pain or uneasiness in the csecal region, called forth by overeating or

bodily exertion, may remain for a long time, and act as a warning of re-

lapse. A sudden subsidence of the alarming symptoms is seen when spon-

taneous evacuation of the abscess into the intestine takes place : the ap-

pearance of the patient is entirely changed in a few hours ; the vomiting

stops ; the fever disappeai's ; sleep, accompanied by jjcrspiration, comes on.

Copious passages from the bowels, mixed with pus, sometimes streaked with
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itatiou oftho

formication,

blood, announce the breaking of the al)sce88. The tumor disappears at the

same time, or subsides so as to leave only a deep-seated resistance, with

little or no tenderness on pressure.

In more severe cases of localized perityphlitis the symptoms persist

:

there is no evacuation of the abscess, no sudden subsidence of the symp-

toms ; but, after a more or less pronounced remission, due to the limitation

of the inflanmiation, a further exacerbation sets in, due to pysemic localiza-

tions in remote organs. Pyothorax, j)ericarditl8 with dyspnoea, thoracic

pain, higher temperature and increased prostration, extension of the septic

inflammation to the retro-peritoneal tissue, invasion of the paranephritic

region and pararectal tissue, perforation of the diaphragm, causing a pyo-

pneumothorax, usually if not exclusively on the right side, perforation of

the bladder, with the symptoms of cystitis,—all these complications pro-

tract the disease and make the patient remain in a prolonged state of

danger until, according to the gravity of the lesion, death from sepsis or

exhaustion, or a slow and often imperfect recovcy, ensues.

A sudden onset of the grave symptoms,—intense diffuse alxlorainal

pain, collapse, frequent pulse (from 130 to 160), low or exceedingly high

temperature (from 105° to 106° F.),—brought on by a passage from the

bowels, a fit of coughing or laughing, or without any such cause, while the

patient is in apparently good condition, means perforation of the abscess

into the general jjeritoneal cavity, which, unless immediate operative inter-

ference is resorted to, will terminate fatally in a short time.

Finally, the perityphlitic abscess may be well encapsulated ; no acute

sepsis or perforative peritonitis sets in, but the abscess works its way slowly

to the surface through the abdominal wall,—often at the umbilicus in chil-

dren, or down the femur,—or points in the lumbar region. Fever usually

slight, remittent, with evening exacerbations, loss of appetite, persistent

tenderness and tumor, gradual loss of strength and weight, are indicative

of this condition. Operative interference should at this time avert the

ever-present danger of sudden fatal extension of the disease.

The severest group of cases, the diffuse acute i)erforative peritonitis

from the appendix or caecum, commences with sudden pain, extending

rapidly all over the abdomen. The pain is often extreme, excruciating,

so that the patient cries out loudly, and the slightest touch to the abdomen
is intolerable. He hardly dares to draw his breath, twists together or

draws up the legs, and at last nearly faints or has an attack of convulsions.

There is immediate collapse, with cold clammy perspiration ; the pulse

ranges from 90 to 140, strong at first, later small and compressible; tem-
perature from 100° to 105° F. The vomiting, at first of food, soon be-

comes bilious, but rarely stercoraceous. Opiates have little effect on the pain

and vomiting. The pain occasionally intermits, but quickly returns, and
requires a larger dose of the narcotic. The vomiting, often accompanied by
persistent hiccough, usually increases in frequency, and may last until the

end, or, rarely, may abate. Foul eructations occur, even in cases where the
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vomitinf^ is not ftecal. Constipation or diarrhcwi may he present ; the hitter

often liecomes very cojjioiis towards the end (Pott). Tympanites, which is

not present at first, usually develops rapidly, until the abdomen is distended

like a drum, with tense and shining skin. Coils of distended intestine

may show throuj^h the alKlomiiiul wall. The tumor eannot be felt, even

before the tympanites is developed, as no kx^alization of iuHammation has

yet taken place, or as a presenting abscess has emptied into the abdominal

cavity. There may be no fulness in the ileo-ea'cal region (Pepper). The

urine is scanty, saturated, and shows traces of albumen. The urinary

tenesmus and frecjuent urination or retention are due to pericystic inflam-

mation. Delirium and convulsions are not uncommon in the later stages

of the disease. Death takes place from collapse, rarely in from six to

twelve hours ; usually, however, the disease lasts from one to three days,

seldom longer. Recovery is very infrequent.

When perforative peritonitis occurs in infants during the period of

lactation, they become restless, will not take the breast, vomit repeatedly,

have profuse diarrhoea, meteorism, and tenderness of the abdomen, with

frequent resi)iration, followed by collapse and death. If the disease lasts

more than a few days a rapid and characteristic loss of weight, up to one

hundretl and eighty grammes daily, occurs (Silbermann).

Review of Single Symptoms.

—

Pain.—Sudden intense pain is the

most constant symj)tom of perforation of the appendix aud ceecum, and is

present in eighty-four per cent, of all ca.ses (Fitz). The pain is less acute

and severe in the perityphlitis that remains localized, or where the perfora-

tion of the appendix is imperfect. In children it is almost always present,

and, if localized in the ileo-coecal region, im])ortaut. Fitz gives the follow-

ing table of localization of pain in appendicitis and i)erityphli*^is

:

Locality.

Right iliac fossa . .

Abdomen
Hypoi^astriuni . . .

Umbiliciil region . .

Epigastrium . . . .

Stomach
Hepatic region . . .

Left iliac fossa . . .

Right hip and g -oin

Appendicitis.

48 per cent.

3() "

6 "

4 "

"2 "

1 "

1
"

1 "

0.6 "

Perityphlitis.

60 per cent.

84 "

"

2
4 "

"

"

"

"

Smaller children show uneasiness and rarely cry out loudly : usually

they cry intermittently. As a rule, in children the pain is often an early

symptom, even in attacks preceding the actual inception of the disease

(Matterstock). Pain at first slight, but gradually increasing for a few days

before the patient goes to bed (Homans's case), may signify local jjeri-

typhlitis. Pain more acute at first, increasing, and uncontrollable by

opiates, may mean spreading general peritonitis. Pain diffuse in the be-

ginning, later localized to the ceecal region, indicates local peritonitis. Dis-
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appoaiiiiu'c of iMiiii in the dill'iise |)eritoniti«, whon the other grave Hymp-

toms persist und eollapsc setH in, is an indication of early fatal termination.

Sudden intense pain as a symptom of the iK'f^iiniinf; of a more extensive

peritonitis oeeurred, acx;ording to Fit/,, in appendicitis and iwrityphlitis

respe<!tively, as follows

:

TiMK.

First dtiv •

•Second uiiy

Tliird diiy .

Fimrtli day
Fiah day '

.

Appendicitis.

07 per cent.

8 "
'20 "

« "
•J "

I'RRITyPHLmS.

75 per cent.

18 "

3 "

"

Vomllinff is an almost constant symptom in children. It was present

in all of Pepper's thirteen cases, and was absent in (^nly two of Matter-

stock's seventy-two cases. It is not so constantly present in adults, as it

was observed by Fitz in oidy fifteen cases of appendicitis and in forty-four

out of two hundred and nine cases of typhlitis and perityphlitis. This

difference may be accounted for by the liability of children to vomit on

slijfht provoci.tion, as compared with adidts. Vomiting was stercoraceous

in none of Pepper's cases and in one only of those tabulated by Matter-

stock (Volz's ease). Initial vomiting is more constant and copious in the

cases of localized pericecal jKiritonitis with final recovery than in the severer

cases terminating in rapidly-spreading general peritonitis (Pepper).

Comtijmfion or Diarrhoea.—While in achdts the bowels are usually

constipated, diarrhoea is often observed in children. Matterstock found

diarrlioea in 33.3 per cent., constipation in 46.6 per cent., alternating con-

stipation and diarrhoea in 16.5 per cent., and the normal alvine evacuations

in 4.5 per cent. only. Pott observed that children were raoi-e liable to

diarrhoea than to constipation, and that in the last stage of fatal cases there

were violent liquid evacuations. Silbermann noticed profuse diarrhoea in

(children at the stage of lactation in diffu.se peritonitis. The evacuations

towards the end of fatal cases are often of a jieculiarly fetid odor.

Tumor.—It is important to distinguish between simple tension of the

abdominal muscles over the iliac fossa and a palpable tumor. According

to Gerhardt, it is less common to find a tumor in children, because the in-

flammation is more liable to spread to the greater portion of the peritoneum.

In nineteen cases recorded by Pepper, of children under fifteen years of

age, a distinct tumor could be felt in three cases only. It is possible, how-
ever, that the use of an anse-sthetic woidd enable us to distinguish a tumor
more often. Fitz has attempted to tabulate the day of the disease when a

distinct tumor can be felt, in both children and adults. Out of ninety-two

cases, the tumor was felt on the first day in five, on the second in nine,

on the third in twelve, on the fourth in ten, on the fifth in seven, on the

sixth in eleven, on the seventh in eight, on the eighth in eight, on the ninth
in eleven, and on the tenth in eleven cases.
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Permission.— DnliicHs of porcriisHioii nmv Ik; t'ouiul when tlic cxutluU' ig

8U|K>rii(;iaI ; it may be al)Ht'nt \\\wn the cxudato Ih i-Dverwl by diHtc'iulod

loops of intoHtine, or when intestinul piwH have inva(h'<l the area of inflani-

matioii. The date of its appeuraiiee, as stattnl l)y Fitz from thirty-seven

cases, was on the first day in two, on the se<'ond in two, on the thinl in

eight, on tiu; fourth in nine, on the fillh in thriH', on the sixth in two, on the

seventh in two, on the eigiith in five, on the ninth in one, and on the tenth

in three caises. Acxnnnuhition of jfas<'s in the frt!e jx-ritoneal eavity, eausiii}^

disjippcaranee of (hdness of the liver and sphien, is rarely seen, and is orten

preventitl by adhesive peritonitis in the upper half of tlie peritoneal cavity.

Again, dulness of tlu' liver may be absent on account of intra-intestiniil

aeeunudations of gases,—that is, tymj)anite8. Larger aecunuilations of

liquid exudate in general ju'ritonitis may exist without any perct^ptible

dulness of jK'reussion, the symptom being masked by overlying tym})anitic

loops of intestine.

Temperature usually ranges between 100° and 102° F. ; With has onco

observed a t<'mperature of 10()°. The fever is atypical ; in localized inflam-

mation with final absorption it is often irregularly remittent. Armaiul

Paulus observed a temperature of 104° F. in the case of a child who re-

covered ; usually it does not cxcckI 102°. A gradual fall in temperature is

the rule ; a sudden fall is noticed only in cases where a sudden evacuiation

of exudates by operation or perforation into the intestine has taken place.

Sands saw the temperature fall from 101.(5° to 98.6° F. within an hour

aft^r lajiarotomy and remain l)elow 100° or 99° during convalescence.

Sudden and repeated rise of temjieratnrc during the course of the dis-

ease sigiiiiles the invasion of either a new territory of the peritoneum or

of distant organs by septic material, embolism, or abscesses of the liver. lu

the latter case rigors may be seen repeatedly. Initial rigors are not very

common in children. Sudden fall in temperature, with frequent, weak

pulse and symptoms of collajwe, may mean perforation and diffuse peri-

toneal sepsis. Even in lighter cases in children the temperature may rise

comparatively higher than in adults, on account of the greater variability

of the bodily temperature in early life (Matterstock).

DIAGNOSIS.

Previous attacks of pain or inflanmiation in the csecal region call atten-

tion to the a])pendix and caecum. Relapse was found in eight per cent, of

children's cases by Matterstock, and in five out of thirty cases of adults.

With found that symptoms of his " adhesive peritonitis" had preceded the

disease for from two months to ten years. It is natural that the ligliter

symptoms in children, the slight colicky pains and vomiting lasting only a

day or two, should be overlooked, or regarded as unimportant. Thus, only

the more severe or repeated localized inflammations in the ctecal region in

children can be of any aid in diagnosis.

Stercoreal Typhlitis, coprostasis in the csecum or ascending colon, is
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fiiiid to 1)0 much more common than pcrityplilitiH (Fit/). Thifl statement

applicH to adults, but in childreu couHti|Mitiou is more rare: Demme in

tliirty-six cases of typhlitis and jx'rityphlitis found (toprostasis in only

nine. In stcrcorcal typhlitin there ih u history of eonstipution for some

time preeetling the attack, and this may lead to vomiting, convulwionM, jmin,

and (!ven fever (Matterstock) for a day or two. The tumor, ho\v<>ver, has

a doughy feel, is movable, and less painful ; fieeal masses may be felt in

the descending colon and in the sigmoid flexure; as a ride there is no fever,

as there is no inHainination ; and a laxative causes the spwdy disappear-

ance of the tumor, as well as of all the symptoms.

Invagination—Strangrulation.—The sym|)toms may be similar ((Jau-

tier). In invagination bloody evacuations in childrt -i under one year of age

are common. Tlu? obstinate conutipation, location of the tumor in the loft

side of the abdomen, mobility of tumor, absence of fever, all aid in thediffer-

ciitial diagnosis, Tlie pain is not intense nor localized in the iliac fossa. In In-

ternal strangulation the absence of tumor and lack of tenderness of the abdo-

men are of importance. Ftecal vomiting is common in the later stages of

obstruction : it is never seen in |K>rityphlitis, and rarely in general peritonitis.

Perinephritio Abscess will usually be accompanied or prectxled by some

abnormality in the urine. Passage of a renal calculus (renal colic) is char-

acterized by al)sence of tumor, dimionstrable in narcosis, and is not accom-

panied by fever, but there are sometimes blood or concrements in the urine.

Psoas Abscess, which might be mistaken for chronic perityphlitis or

iliac abscess, is less painful, more diffusely fluctuating, with little or no rise

of temperature. It has no acute onset. There are no symptoms pointing

to the intestinal tract, and there is no peritonitis. A careful examination of

the spinal column or iliac bones, with the symptoms characteristic of diseases

in this locality, will make the differential diagnosis comparatively easy.

Hip-Joint Disease.—Gibney reports four cases of perityphlitis in chil-

dren which were brought into the hospital and diagnosed as hip-disease,

—

one of which was treated by extension with weight and pulley for nearly

two weeks. As the flexion of the thigh in the hip-joint and pain on

movement are due to inflammation in the iliac fossa, the use of an auresthetic

will clear up the diagnosis, by showing that movement in the hip-joint is

unimpaired. In acetabular tuberculosis witu early perforation into the

pelvis, and in intraj^elvic abscess, the tumor is near Poupart's ligament and

lower down than in perityphlitic abscess, which is located near the anterior

superior spine of the iliimi.

Eectal Insufflation of Hydrogen Gas.—A valuable aid in diagnosing

perforation of the appendix or caecum, and its communication with either a

localized abscess-cavity or the gen(!ral peritoneal cavity, may be found in

the rectal inflation by hydrogen gas, as advised by Senn. He employed
the test in a case of perityphlitis in a middle-aged man. No operation was
found necessary, and the patient recovered. In case the gas should enter

the peritoneal cavity, immediate laparotomy would be indicated.
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PROGNOSIS.

The gravity of jwritvplilitis dcjuMids oiitiroly upon the ' xtent of the

septic intlamniatory prowss. If the intlaninuition rcnuiiiis lo -alizod to a

r.mlttxl area of the jx'ritoneal cavity, and does not extend through the vas-

cular system to distant organs, the prognosis is favorable. Acute extensive

perforation of the appendix or cflecuni, with copious invasion of the peri-

toneal cavity or retro-poritoneal tissues, and ra])idly-sproading sejitic inflam-

mation, is almost always i'atal. It is necessary to bear in mind that the dis-

ease is always dangerous, ;is an apparently slight case may at any moment,

and esjieeially under inapi)ropriate treatment, become an extremely grave one.

It is difficult and almost impossible, therefore, to give a reasonably certain

prognosis in any given case. The statement of Bauer, Bamberger, and

others tliat simple perityphlitis, especially if of traumatic origin, has a

good pro^iiosis, and that the prognosis Ix'comes grave in all cases of per-

foration, is of little assistance to the physician at the Ixxlside, as an exact

diagnosis of perforation or itf extent is impossible.

The mortality, as deriv^l from the statistics, varies according to the

selection of the cases or their arbitrary division into certain clinical gioups,

Volz had thirty-nine fatal cases out of forty-uine ; Bamberger, only eighteen

out of seventy-three ; Bull, thirty-three out of sixty-seven ; Macterstock

out of nine hundred and seventy-seven cases had two hundred and ninety-

four deaths, or <^hirty per cent,, and six hundred and eighty-three recoveries,

or seventy per cent. ; With had thirty cases, with twelve deaths. In adults

and children, therefore, the mortality is more than thirty \ter cent. The

jirognosis in children is, accoi-ding to Matterstock, even more grave. Of

seventy cases forty-nine died and twenty-one recovered, a mortality of

seventy j)er cent. When Demme, on the other hand, records thirty-six cases

of typhlitis and perityphlitis ydth twenty-seven recoveries and nine deatlis,

it must be considered that an unknown number of the lighter crses may

have been simple coprostasis in th.e caecum. In children sex makes no

difference as to the mortality, Matterstock remarks that seven out of ton

cases are fatal, whether the patients are boys or girls. Young children have

less power to resist the disease than older ones. Out of twelve patients

below the age of six, eleven died. Between six and ten yeai-s the prognosis

was more favorable,—twenty-four cases with fifteen deaths. Between the

ages of ten and fifteen the mortality seemed to increase, as out of thirty-

four cases twenty-three were fatal.

When a diffuse peritonitis develops immediately after the perforation or

first onset of the severe symptoms, the prognosis is almost uniformly fatal.

With reports fourteen cases of universal appendicular peritonitis, with two

recoveries and twelve deaths. If the perityphlitis becomes localized but

suppuration takes ]>lace,— that is, the abscess forms,—the prognosis depelul^

upon what course the abscess takes. If it ojieiis into the general peritoneal

cavity, a fatal diffuse peritonitis results (With, two cases). Evacuation of
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the abswss into the e«5cuin is more favoi-able : Bull gives teu cases with

nine recoveries. Domme reports leas favorably, however, in <'hildren : out

of iiis six ca.ses three dietl. Evacuation into the rectum justifies a good

prognosis (Hull). Perforation into the pleural cavity, causing empyema, is

usually fatal, and, even if a ftecal fistula forms (Tillnianns), death results

later from chronic sepsis or exhaustion. Perforation into the bladder is

llital in one-half the cases (Bidl). Evacuation through the aklominal wall,

wliich was consider'nl by Dupuytren to give a grave prognosis, is now

lookcnl upon in a ( fferent light, when a direct o .let for the pus is secured

at an early stage of the disease. It may be justly considered t. triumph for

surgical interference when out of one hundred operations recorded by

Xoyes the inortality was only fifteen. The rt.'sult is differeiit when the

abscess is left to burrow its way out through the abdominal .vails, destroy-

ing tissue in its course. Of twenty-eight cases collected by Bull eleven

were liital. Pyasmia caused death in six out of sixty-seven cases (Bull).

The length of time between the onset of the severer symptoms and

death has been noted by Fitz, who, in a series of one hundred and seventy-

six eases, found that thirty-four per cent, died within the first five days, fifty-

six per cent, within the first week, thirty-one per cent, in the second, and

only four per cent, in the third. The prognosis is uniformly favorable in the

adhesive or plastic appenditudar peritonitis ; but it must Ik; rememberetl that

after months or years a relapse may occur in the shape of an acute fatal

form of the disease. In the local appendicular peritonitis the prognosis is

favorable when the acute symptoms subside in a few days, when piin and

tenderness become limited to the iliac region, and when the tumor remains

small and gradually diminishes as the exudate, whether fibrinous or puru-

lent, is removed by absorption. We must bear in mind, however, that

even the smallest induration around the a[)i)cndix or cajcum is a source of

constant danger, and that the greatest care in diet and regimen is necessary

to avoid the possibility of a rekindling of the dormant inflammation, the

renewal and extension of which might prove fatal at any time.

TREATMENT.

Prophylaxis.—As the disea,se usually commences unexpectedly in pre-

viously healthy persons, it is imj)()ssible to do much to prevent an attack

of perityphlitis. Regulation of the diet of children, so as to prevent the

accumulation of indigestible substances in the appendix or caecum, should

1m' taken into consideration. Digestive disturbances, especially when accom-

panial by colicky pains in the iliac region, may give warning of a (loming

attack. The ost care shotdd be taken in r(f;ulating the dki and the

whole regimen of children thus affected. Over-eating, over-exertion, ex-

posure of any kind, should he avoided. A careful ret^tal and abdominal

examination, in narcosis if necessary, should determine whether any in-

duration has formetl around the ap|)endix, that the care and precautions

so essentially necessary may be resorted to.
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Bnemata.—Monti advocates irrigation of the intestines with water or

drastic remedies at the beginning of the disease. Balzer recommends clys-

raata when constipation exists. Pepper uses a tepid non-irritating enema.

Matterstock will use enemata only in the later stages of the favorable cases

when, as is rarely the case, spontaneous passage of the bowels has not taken

place after the discontinuance of the opium.

Local Depletion or Counter-irritants.—In the acute stage an ice-bag'

or hot fomentations are applied over the iliac fossa. Matterstock recom-

mends a small ice-bag suspended from . frame, so as to avoid pressure on

the abdomen. With believes that application of cold,—ice-bag or wet

towels,—although it lessens pain, protracts or prevents the formation of

adhesions around the place of perforation. He therefore prefers hot ap-

plications, which seem rather to favor a plastic peritonitis. Frequent appli-

cations of mustard plasters or turpentine stupes may allay pain. Bull and

Jialzer use leecihes. Blisters are recommended by Balzer. If the tumor

disappears slowly, applications of blisters or tincture of iodine are useful.

Vomiting is relieved by ice or carbonated drinks or by subcutaneous injec-

tions of morphine.

The diet in the acute stage must be liquid, given in small quantities at

short intervals. Later on, when the pain and acute symptoms have sub-

sided, solid food may gradually and cautiously be given.

The convalescence must be watched with the greatest care, as relapse is

always to be looked for, and as intestinal disturbances on slight occasions

are common reminders that the inflammation is only dormant and may be

aroused at any time. On this account, the diet must be watched carefully

for a long time, the bowels kept regular, and no feecal accumulations allowed

to take place. Violent bodily exercise, jumping the rope, gymnastics, chil-

dren's games involving over-exertion, exposure to cold, cold baths, swim-
ming, etc., must all be avoided.

The perityphlitic abscess, or, as it is termed by Morton, the post-puru-

lent stage of perityphlitis, is rapidly passing from the domain of internal

medicine into that of modern surgery. There can be no doubt that spon-
taneous resolution of an abscess may take place ; that in a large number,
probably in the majority, of the thirty-two per cent, of Fitz's cases in

which resolution was the outcome of perforating appendicitis, pus was
present. Consequently, perityphlitic abscess may as yet be claimed to some
extent by internal medicine for conservative treatment ; but modern surgery
seems to have proved that it has it in its power to diminish the mortality
ot the disease. It is therefore timely, in closing the discussion of peri-

typhlitis, to take up the question of its surgical treatment by operation.

OPERATION.

Introductory Remarks.—Abscesses of the right iliac fossa had been
incised before the days of Dupuytren, when fluctuation made the presence
of pus certain, on the same indications as abscesses in general. The open-

VoL. TTT—20 ^
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ing of a perityphlitic abscess after the pus has penetrated the abdominal

wall and become subcutaneous should not be termed an operation for peri-

typhlitis. The increasing knowledge of the pathological details of the

course of the disease, the dangers apt to arise during its course at a period

long before fluctuation could be detected, and the cases where, according to

the anatomical condition, fluctuation would not be present, gave an impulse

in the direction of early operation when eitlier the localized peri-csecal or

peri-appendicular collection of pus had been diagnosed by the presence of

a tumor or swelling or local tenderness and the other symptoms, or where

general peritonitis from perforation or other causes had set in. We thus

distinguish between the opemtion on localized suppurative peritonitis—that

is, perityphlitic abscess—and the operation for diff'use perforative peritonitis.

Operation for Perityphlitic Abscess.—The first object of operative

interference in such cases is to evacuate the pus by incision, or, in addition

to evacuation, to attack the primary cause or seat of the disease, the perfo-

rated apj)endix or csecum, in order to close the perforation in the intestine.

The first of these indications was naturally the first to be acted upon. The

first operation of this kind was made by Prof. Willard Parker in 1843.

As his second case was not published until 1867, it may be said that Dr.

Hancock, of London, who operated in 1848, and advocated the operation

in the same year in the London Medical Gazette, was the originator of

the operation. Huuccck's proposal was not adopted, however, and the old

conservative method was persisted in until 1867, when Willard Parker re-

ported four cases, with three recoveries, treated by incision above and ])ar-

allel with Poupart's ligament to the transversalis fascia, which was then

divided upon a director and the pus evacuated. Prior to Parker's article,

Gurdon Buck advocated operating before fluctuation, by making an extra-

peritoneal outlet for the matter below the outer half of Poupart's ligament,

so as to get behind the iliac fascia and thus avoid the peritoneum,—the oper-

ation being almost subcutaneous. Dr. Parker's article and advocacy had

such an effect upon early incision that Dr. Noyes in 1882 was able to re-

port one hundred and nineteen operations, with a mortality of only about

sixteen per cent. How little the operation had been resorted to outside of

the United States may be seen from the statement of Matterstock in 1880,

who says, " How much aid in the treatment of the earlier stages of pri-

typhlitis operative interference can give cannot yet be told, as the cases on

record are so few."

Aspiration as a Curative Measure.—Noyes mentions seven cases, all of

which recovered ; but in five a subsequent incision was required later. One

was aspirated through the rectum. As a curative measure, aspiration is not

to be recommeuv-'d.

Locating the Abscess by Means of the Aspirator-Needle.—The pain, ten-

derness of the alxlominal muscles, and tympanites may make it impossible

to locate even a tumor without narcosis, for which in children chloroform

should be used. The tumor may be (edema or infiltration for the most part,
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iiicUiding a small amount of pus, in a small focus or a long or flat cavity.

Thus, to locate the pus-cavity, a fine aspirator-needle has l)een used. Opin-

ions differ very widely as to the advisability of tliis procedure. As a valu-

able aid to diagnosis, Noyes leaves the needle in, and cuts down upon it as a

("•aide. This is also recommended by Gurdou Buck, W. T. Bull, and Weir.

Knuissold advises the eventual use of cautious aspiration. Sands gives an

emphatic warning against the use of the exploring-needle at a very early

})eri(xl of the disease, as it might pass through a healthy peritoneal cavity,

or tiu'ough the intestine into the pus-cavity, and, when withdrawn, cause

iufa-tive diffuse peritonitis. Even at a later stage of the disease this might

take place if the puncture were made in front of the tumor. The time-

honored procedure of leaving in the needle when pus has been detected, and

cutting down upon it as a guide, must be carried out cautiously. When the

fra> peritoneal cavity is encountered over the tumor, the needle should l)e

withdrawn and further incision postponed until adhesions have formed.

Tiie wound should be packed with iodoform gauze, and the tear in the peri-

toneum, from the movements of the needle, sutured. Lauge found in an

operation, after the usual incision into the free peritoneal cavity over the

tumor, that it was covercKl with omentum. He closed the peritoneal open-

injr, and opened the abscess more laterally where the peritoneum of the

abdominal wall was adherent to the tumor. The patient made a good re-

covery. Smith states that the use of the exploring-needle is liable to

serious objections and dangei-s, and that it is not a useful addition to our

means of diagnosis. Ransohoff says, " Place not your faith in exploratory

punctures." Morton declares tliat " the aspirator-needle must never be

us(h], lor if it does not find pus we cannot be sure that none is present,

whilst its own dangers are not inconsiderable. In these cases it is a poor

and especially unsafe diagnostic measure." rl

Place of Incision.—1. Above and parallel to Poupart's ligament, usually

its outer half: Hancock, Parker, the great majority of operations (Noyes).

From four to six inches long.

2. Transveree incision above and along the crest of the ilium : Bonte-

cou, Hadden (curvilinear).

3. At the summit of the tumor : Parker, Gibney, Vander Veer (nearer

the median line than 1 and 2).

4. Vertical incision over the coecum is the k'st, because it affords the

easiest access to the presumably diseased parts (Sands, 1888). It is prefer-

able to median laparotomy. The surgeon must know at the outset whether

he will perform laparotomy or incision of the abscess.

Lateral Laparotomij.—In speaking of laparotomy for j>erityphlitis, peri-

typlilitic abscess, or local peri-caxjal purulent peritonitis, it is important to

recognize the fact that the general peritoneal cavity is healthy, guarded aa

yet by limiting adhesions. It is understood also that by the terra lapa-

rotomy is meant the operation by which the abscess is reached through this

liealthy j)erit«ueal cavity. It might be termed intra-peritoneal operation
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easy access to the diseased appendix and its surroundings, and affords a

more direct route for drainage than the median laparotomy, which, how-

ever, is preferable to lateral incision in cases of diiluse peritonitis.

Operation for DiffuHc General Pvriton'd'iM.—Ijaparotomy must be resorted

to and at as early a period as possible, when the peritonitis has no tendency

to limitation, but steadily, quickly or slowly, spreads until finally the en-

tire peritoneal cavity is involved. On this question there is no discussion

among authors. If the peritonitis can be intercepted on its progressive

march from the iliac fossa, while as yet only a portion of the territory is

inflamed, so much the l)etter for the patient. We have the choice between

lateral and median incision, the former giving better access to the appendix

and csecura for operations on them, the latter afiording freer access to the

general peritoneal cavity for disinfection and removal of the fluid exudate.

Lateral Laparotomy.—The first succfS'^ful case on record of lateral lap-

aroomy in a commencing, spreading, and unlimited peritonitis was reported

by Sands in 1888. The patient, a boy, forty-eight hours after the onset

of the disease had pulse 130, temperature 101.6° F., respiration 32. An
incision was made to the parietal peritoneum, which was thickened and

opaque. The introduction of the hypodermic needle revealed pus. A free

incision into the peritoneal cavity was made, and a little air and an ounce

of fetid pus escaped. Both the parietal and the visceral peritoneum on the

ctecum and the small intestine were covered with pus and recent exudate.

There were no adhesions limiting the spread of the peritonitis, and some

coils of small intestine came out through the wound. Through a perfora-

tion in the appendix three fsceal concretions escaped. The edges of the

opening were trinnncd, and the opening wa.s closed by interrupted silk

sutures. The abdominal cavity was irrigated with warm water, and then

syringed out with half a pint of one to one-thousand corrosive-sublimate

solution. The wound was only partially closed, the remainder being packed
with iodoform gauze reaching down between the coils of small intestine.

No drainage-tube was used. Antiseptic dressing was applicni and lefl on
for two days, immediate improvement followed, and an uninterrupted and
complete recovery took place. ...

A most brilliant proof of the success of early laparotomy in perforation

of the cfficum has been given by McMurtry. The patient was a young
physician, in whom the recurrent attacks of pain, and finally the swell-

uig in the right iliac region, presented the usual symptoms of the onset of
perityphlitis. An intestinal hemorrhage of thirty-two ounces marked the
bognmiug of a spreading diffuse peritonitis, which rapidly developed, and
the operation was performed after twenty-four hours, at the beginning of
collapse. A lateral incision, four Inches in length, over the caecum revealed
acute peritonitis on the loops of the surrounding small intestines, which were
pushed aside with sponges, and the caecum lifted out of the wojind. On its

anterior, external surface were two gangrenous perforations, respectively an
inch and five-eighths of an inch in diameter, through the larger of which
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a free escape of fsecal matter lind taken place. The edges of the perforation

were trimmed with stMssors and united with Lemliert sutures of silk ; the

iliac fossa was washed out with one to forty carl)olic-aeid solution, and a

large rubber drainage-tube was inserted deeply into the fossa. Immediate

improvement followed. The drainage-tube was removed in two weeks,

with subsequent perfect recovery.

The removal of the perfomted appendix, with the |)ermanent closure

of its proximal portion, would naturally seem to be an important step in the

modern, radical operation for perityphlitis, inasmuch as it jirevents con-

tinued ftecal extravasation, facilitates the rapid closure of the cavity, and

does away with a permanent fsecal fistula. The diseased appendix has been

removed in a number of instances in later years, by Sands, Brenner, Hoff-

man, and others. Morton advises its excision in any case, especially when

found inflamed or perforated during the operation for perityphlitis, while

we have the opportunity. There is little doubt that its extirpation under

these circumstances is desirable ; but it is not always easy to accomplish. It

is by no means certain that the ajjpendix will present in the wound of in-

cision, or that the csecura will be sufficiently movable to be brought out

through the abdominal wound, so as to permit of easy access and inspec-

tion. In most of these cases the appendix is bound down by adhesions at

the bottom of the deep abscess-cavity, where unnecessary manipulations

should be avoided, for fear of opening into the general peritoneal cavity.

Thus, as a rule, we shall have to content ourselves Avith the evacuation, care-

ful washing out, and drainage of the j)cri-caK'al collection of pus, without even

seeing the diseased appendix. But when the diseased appendix is accessible it

should be removed, and its proximal end closed, not by ligation, which has

been successfully done, but by invagination, and Lembert sutures if possible.

Median laparotomy has been resorted to in a number of cases of diffuse

peritonitis from perforations of the appendix. As a last resort, and the

only hope in this desperate condition, the operation is uniformly considered

justifiable, although the prospect of success is small. In twelve operatious

collected from the literature, the mortality was nearly ninety-two i>er cent.

A boy of eighteen, after swallowing cherry-stones, was operated upon on

the eighth day. Fetid fajcal pus was found in the peritoneal cavity, more

abundantly on the right side. A one to two-thousand sublimate solution

was used for the irrigation of the [peritoneal cavity. No drain was em-

ployed. In cases of this kind operators have usually drained, and prob-

ably this procedure was wise.

It is possible that even in this desperate condition more lives might be

saved by early operation. From Fitz's statistics it appears that thirty-four

per cent, of the patients with perforating appendicitis died during the first

five days. To save some of these, operation might have been necessary as

early as the thii'd or even the second day. The difficulty of positive diag-

nosis, however, and the hope of limitation of the peritonitis may prove a

barrier in the way of early operation.

P
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IV. MEDIAN LAl'AUOTOMY FOR PERITONITIS—(Cbwitmiwsd).
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CONGENITAL ABNORMALITIES OF THE INTESTINE.-

MALFORMATIONS, INJURIES, AND DISEASES

OF THE RECTUM AND ANUS.

Bv IIENUY H. WHARTON, M.D.

iinuury 21, 1888,

Schmidt's Jahr-

'etrequin. Gazette

)enhavn, 1868.

OONGENrrAL ABNORMALITIES OF THE IN-
TESTINE.

ABNORMALITIES OP THE SMALL INTKSTINE.

Congenital malformations of the small intestine occur with much less

froqueiuy than those of the rectum and amis. E. Theremin,' who has care-

fully investigated this 8ubje(!t, states that at the Vienna Foundling Hos-

pital only two cases of congenital oc(!lusion of the small intestine were

recorded among 111,451 patients, and that at the St. Petersburg Found-

ling Hospital only nine examples of this malformation were observed in

1 r)0,000 children ; in the Foundling Hospital of Moscow and Prague no

cases were rccordwl.

Absence of the whole or a large portion of the small intestine is gen-

erally met with in ill-developetl acephalic monsters.

Congenital occhi.ion of the small intestine owupies most frequently the

duodenum near the point at which the bile-duct and the pancreatic duct

open, or at the point where the duodenum becomes jcyunum under the trans-

verse mesocolon ; malformations of the ileum, also, may exist at any por-

tion of its length, but are most con;mon near the ileo-cjecal valve, or a

short distance above it, where the ductus omphal )-mesentericu8 is given off.

The malformation may consist of a stenosis or atresia of the gut ; or the

bowel may terminate in a cul-de-sac at the point of obstruction, beyond this

point again beginning in a cul-de-sac, and the remaining portion of the in-

testine may be well developed ; or the bowel may have a diverticulum given

off which attaches it to the aMominal walls, and this may contain a fistula

opening upon some portion of the body ; the deformity may also consist of

an abnormal shortness of the intestinal canal.

Bodenbamer^ mentions cases in whioh both the rectum and the colon

* Doutsehe Zeitschrift fiir Chirurgie, 1877, Bd. viii.

' Congenital Malformations of the Kectuni and Anus, p. 290.

31f
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were wanting and the small intestine terminated at the umbilicus, in the

iliac fossa, or at some portion of the surface of the abdomen.

Mr. H. Thomas ' reports the case of a child who lived four days, in

whom, »:non post-mortem examination, there was found a congenital ab-

sence of the jejunum, the ileura, and a large portion of the colon. In

this case there was no trace of any portion of the small intestine except

the duodenum, nor of the caecum, nor of the ascending or ransverse colon.

The descending colon commenced by a blind extremity, which lay in front

of the left kidney and was continued as a sigmoid flexure to tei'minate in

the vagina.

Holmes ^ mentions two cases of congenital occlusion of the small intes-

tine in which the diagnosis was satisfactorily established, and Theremin'

also reports a number of cases.

A case illustrating this form of congenital malformation of the small

intestine is reported by Dr. W. Ci-aig,* in which the autopsy in the case of

a child who lived seventy-two hours showed an obstruction of the small in-

testine at the upper fifth of the ileum. The intestine was distended above

the point of obstruction, and upon opening the bowel it was found that it

ended in a cul-de-sac ; further examination of the gut beyond the point of

obstruction showed that the intestine began in a cul-de-sac, and the inter-

vening space between these two pouches was occupied by a band of fibrous

tih3ue. The gut below the obstruction contained meconium, and the colon,

I'ectum, and anus were well developed. Mr. W. Thomas* reports a some-

what similar case, in which the jejunum terminated in a cul-de-sac at a

point thirty-two inches from the pylorus. In these cases it was remarked

that if the continuity of the intestinal canal had ever existed it must have

been very early in foetal life. Dr. J. F. Goodhart ' reports the case of a

child who dial four days after birth, in whom the intestine beyond the

duodenum was contracted to the size of a goose-quill.

Among the congenital malformations of the small intestine may be men-

tioned that condition known a? Meckel's diverticulum, which consists of a

cylindrical or flask-shajied appendage attached to the ileum about a metre

or mu."^ above the ileo-csecal valve : it is a remnant of the omphalo-mesen-

teric duct, and it may occur in a variety of forms.^

Its presenc^^ according to Birch-Hirschfeld,' is to be regarded as due to

an arrect of dev^'iopment of the bowel iu one of its steps, and the frequency

of its c.currence is variously estimated. Osier* mentions the presence of

' Britis'i Medical Jonrnnl, 1834, p. 111.

' Surgical Diseases of Children, p. 180.

* Edinbura;h M iical Jounml, vol. xxvii. p. 146.

" British Medical .lournal, November 13, 1886.

* Transactions of the London Pathological Society, vol. xxxi.

' Ziegle. s Patholop,.> , sect. i. ji. 278.

" Pathoiogischc Anatomic, S. 858. . -

* Intestinal QjA^eTncuTa, yinlBlls^if Anatomy and Surgery, vol. iv. "No.

• Loc. clt.

p. 114.

ber, 1881.
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twelve cases of this malformation in five hundred and eighty post-mortem

examinations; Treves' found no case of it in one hundred autopsies.

In the most marked form of this malformation there exists a fissure in

the abdominal walls above the umbilicus, through which the ileum opens

and through which foeces escape ; the bowel below may be narrower than

normal. In other cases the ileimi may communicate directly with the

umbilical opening by means of a patent omphalo-mesenteric duct, the bowel

below being well developed : two cases of this nature are reported in Guy's

Hospital Report for 1843. In another variety of this malformation the

ventral fissure may be closed, and a blind process of the ileum may be

attachctl to the umbilicus by means of a fibrous cord, the remains of the

obliterated omphalo-mesenteric duct.

Another form of this defect manifests itself by the presence of a reddish

tiunor coveretl by mucous membrane, occupying the position of the umbili-

cus, which has been variously described by different authors. Holmes

speaks of it as a umrty tumor of the umbilicus, Pearce-Gould terms it con-

(jeniial mucous polypus of the uriibilicus, and it has been described by other

writei-s as adenoma of the umbilicus. In structure it is similar to the mucous

niembrane of the intestine.

In this connection should be menilui.od those structures, closely allied

to congenital diverticula of the intestine, known as entero-cystomata, which

are closed sacs filled with liquid and exhibiting the same structure as the

walls of the bowel. Two forms may be distinguishctl : (1) cysts due to

obstruction and sacculation of portions of an otherwise normally developed

intestine ; (2) cysts due to some abnormality of development in the fbetus.

These latter may be portions of the intestine of a rudimentary twin, and

therefore teratoid in character, or may depend on the closure and separation

of an anomalous diverticulum such as Meckel's.^ False diverticula consist-

ing of pouches made up solely of mucous membrane and peritoncnim, and

varying from the size of a pea to that of a walnut, may be found in some

cases throughout the whole course of the small and large intestine. These

pouches are often seen at post-mortem examinations, and appear to be

pioductive of no symptoms during life unless they become ulcerated or

l)erforated or become attac-hed to some of the viscera.

BalP mentions a case, reported by Dr. Piatt, of a girl aged nine years

who dietl of intestinal obstruction, and in whom at post-mortem examina-

tion was found a swelling in the rectum which whs probably of thi? nature.

No. v., Novem-

CUNGENITAL MALFORMATIONS OF THE LARGE INTESTINE.

C ;gei;ital malformations of the large intestine, like those of the small

la stine, are met with much less frequently .han those of the rectum and
anus, and may involve the colon, the sigmoid flexure, or the csecum.

' Anatomy of the Intestinal Canal, 188r).

» Ziegler's Pathology, sect. i. p. 279. » Diseases of the Rectutn und Anus, p. 399.
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Atkin ' reports the case of a child who died two days after birth, in

whom at the autopsy the rectum and colon were found to be rudimentary,

smaller than an ordinary quill. In this case attention was called to the fact

that the |)arts had remained in the condition in which they are in the early

embryo.

It has also been observcnl in some of the cases of congenital occlusion

of the small intestine, that the colon was rudimentary, and this is markedly

the case in those forms of Meckel's diverticulum in which a foecal fistula

exists between the ileum and the fissure above the umbilicus, or where a

faecal fistula exists between the small intestine and some portion of the

abdomen.

The recent investigations of Treves; ' have shown that the mobility of

the csecum and colon, owing to the arrangement of their peritoneal attach-

ments, is nuich greater than was formerly supposed. Lockwood ^ reports a

number of cases in which the c«cum and colon occupied anomalous posi-

tions, and one in which the csecum (x^cupietl the right hypochondriac region

beneath the liver, and in the same case the descending colon was double.

The frequent occurrence of the csecum as part of the contents of a hernial

sac has been observed, and Wright* reports seven cases of herniotomy in

children in whiclt the contents of the sac consisted of this portion of the

intestine. Cases of double cajcum have also occasionully been met with.

These various congenital malformations of the small and large intestine

are probably largely to be attributed to accidents in development, due to

the complicated disposition of the intestinal tract of the embryo, and it is

also possible that i\sta\ i)eritonitis plays an important part in the profluction

of these deformities, although the fact of its existence cannot be demon-

strated in all cases. Theremin is of the opinion that many of the malfor-

mations are due to changes in the peritoneum which have taken place early

VA fietal life.

Symptoms.—The symptoms resulting from congenital malformation

of tlie large or small intestine are simply tho.se of intestinal obstruction in

a more or less marked degree, depending u}>on the completeness of the

obstruction, and all observers are agreed aj to tlie absence of definite symp-

toms which could enable the surgeon to locate accurately the seat of the

lesion. The vomiting of whitish mucus, with obstruction of the br wels,

in the case of a new-born child is a symptom which points to an occlusion

high up in the small intestine, but if the occlusion exists in the jejunum or

the ileum this may be replaced by the vomiting of meconium, and in such a

case the symptoms would in no wise differ from those consequent upon an

occlusion situated at the lower end of the intestinal canal.

If a fjjecal fistula exist, the symptoms of obstruction wiil not usually be so

' London Lancet, January 31, 18S6, p. 203.

' British Medical .Journal, September 23, 1882.

Ibid., Marc-h, 1887. p. 506.

* Loc. cit.
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marked, and its position may be some guide to the surgeon as to the situation

of the intestinal malformation.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of the exact location of the malformation of

the small or the large intestine cannot in many cases be definitely made out,

but in the case of a newly-born child in v/hom obstruction of the bowels

exists, a careful examination should be made of the rectum and anus, to

exclude the presence of malformation in this region. If the anus is

present, a catheter should be passed and water injected, and if there be

no malformation low down in the canal the return stream will bring away

meconium : it can then be inferred that the obstruction exists in a higher

portion of the intestinal canal. The vomiting of whitish mucus, before

mentioned, is also a point in favor of the obstruction being high up in the

intestinal canal. Careful palpation and percussion of the belly may disclose

the presence of a tumor, or elicit duluess above the seat of obstruction,

wliich may give the surgeon some idea as to the situation of the malformation.

If a fiBcal fistula exists at the umbilicus or at another point of the ab-

domen, the diagnosis of the seat of the malformation is not so difficult ; but,

upon the whole, I am of the opinion tliat in most cases an exact diagnosis

as to tlie seat of the malformation is impossible.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of these cases is, unfortunately, a matter of

more certainty. Many cases are necessarily fiital from the start,—for in-

stance, those in which the occlusion exists in the duodenum or high up in

the jejunum ; but, on the other hand, if a ftecal fistula exist not too high

up in tlie intestinal canal, or if the occlusion be not complete, the patient

may live for months or years ; but complete occlusions are generally fatal

within a few days ui less relieved by operative treatment.

Treatment.—As regards the treatment of the various forms of malfor-

mation of the small or the large intestine, unfortunately the result of such

treatment in the cases recorded uj) to the present time does not present a

very encouraging picture ; but with the improved manner of wound-treat-

ment due to the antiseptic method now very generally adopted a larger

share of successful cases may fairly be lookcxl for.

Tile deaths after these operations have generally been due to shock or

peritonitis, and I feel certain tliat the former of these causes of death may
ill many cases be averted by careful attention to the conservation of the

bixlily heat of the patient both at the time of the operation and afterwards,

and that the latter complication may best be guarded against by a rigid

aillioionco to ihe most exact details of the antisept'c method of operation

and wound-treatment.

Ah Iwfore stated, the diagnosis of the exact seat of the lesion is in many
casf's so obscure, and the symptoms calling for relief are so urgent, that I

feel sure that the surgeon, under the circumstances, would consider nimself

hilly justifietl in undertaking an (exploratory operation which should offer

fven a slight chance of affording relief or of bringing about u cure in a case

w uch, left to itself, must necessarily terminate fatally.
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CONGENITAL MALFOEMATIONS OF THE
RECTUM AND ANUS.

:

Congenital malformations of the rectum and anus constitute a most in-

teresting class of deformities, not only as regards their production, but also

as regards their treatment ; and it is essential that all medical men should

he familiar with the different varieties of this malformation, as well as with

their treatment, for in many cases the saving of life depends upon the

promptness with which surgical aid is rendered.

Tlie number of children born with congenital defects of the rectum and

anus is small. Zohrer, of the Vienna Lying-in Hospital, and Collins, of

the Dublin Lying-in Hospital, in a joint collection of 66,654 deliveries,

found only three cases of imperforate rectum ;' other observers give the

proportion of children born with this defect as about one case in every five

thousand births.
PATHOLOGY.

Malformations of the rectum and anus unquestionably result from

arrested development of the parts in early foetal life, and a glance at the

development of the intestinal canal will show the method of pro<luction

of the deformity in some of its various forms.

At its earliest commencement the alimentary canal consists of a simple

sac or bag, developed from the innermost layer of the blastoderm, partly

within and partly without the body, and in process of development this

communication between the two portions of the sac is shut off, and the por-

tion within the abdoinen consists of a simple tube—the mesenteron—which

terminates at the anterior extremity of the embiyo in a blind pouch, while

at the posterior extremity a similar pouch is formed.

The cul-de-sac at the anterior extremity of the embryo comes in contact

and communicates with an invagination of the epiblast which is called the

stomodaeum, while a sin-ilar depression of the epiblast at the posterior ex-

tremity of the embryo, named the proctodseum, forms the anal orifice and

conuuuuicates with the mesenteron.

Tiie greater portion of malformations of the rectum and anus are due
to the latter stages in the process just described being incomplete, or, in

other words, to an arrested or irregular development of the proctodeeuni

or moseutcron.

The termination of the rectum in the genito-urinary tract is due, in

addition to the arrest of development just mentioned, to a similar arrest of
development in the perineal septum which separates the rectum from the

gouito-uriuary tract, both in the early life of the e'mbryo having a common
orifice. The failure of development of the ]M>rineal septum explains the
frequency of cases of imperforate rectum and anus in which there is a com-
' iiuiication between the intestinal tube and the genito-urinary tract.

Vol. 11I.-21

' Ball, DiiieaseB of the Koctuin and Anus.
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CLASSIFICATION.

The best classification of malformations of the rectum and anus is that

adopted by Bodenhamer,' and is as follows :

I. Congenital narrowing of the i-ectum or anus without complete occlusion.

II. Complete o<:clusiou of the anus by a membranous diaphragm or by

well-formed skin.

III. The anus is absent, and the rectum ends in a blind pouch at a

point more or less distant from tlie perineum.

IV. The anus is normal iu appearance, but ends in a cul-de-sac, and the

rectum ends in a blind pouch at a variable distance above this point.

V. The anus is absent, and the I'ectum ends by a fistula at any point of

the perineum or sacral region.

VI. The anus is absent, and the rectum e jds in the vagina, bladder, or

urethra.

VII. The anus and rectum are normal, but the ureters, vagina, or

uterus open into the rectal cavity.

VIII. The rectum is totally absent.

IX. The large intestine is totally absent.

Fio. 1.

I. CONGENITAL NARROWING OF THE RECTUM OR ANUS WITHOUT
COMPLETE OCCLUSION.

Of this variety of malformation few cases are recorded (Fig. 1), but,

according to Bodenhamer, it is more common than is generally supposed,

and escapes notice if the narrowing is not sufficient to produce marked

symptoms of obstruction, and probably

in many cases of this nature in which

the stenosis is not extreme the efforts

of the child in passing the faeces bring

about the necessary amount of dilata-

tion. The condition may not be de-

tected for some time, as the stenosis

may not be sufficient to prevent the

free escape of the semi-fluid faeces of

infant life, and it is only as the child

becomes olcier and the faecc^ become

more consistent that accumulation takes

place iu the rectum and attention is

directed to the deformity.

Dr. T. P. Henry * reports the case

of a child three days old who suffered from a congenital stricture or narrow-

ing of the rectum one and a half inches above the sphincter. In this case

the narrowing was so marked that a small probe could with difficulty be

passed through it.

' Treatise upon Congenital Mnlforrnntions of the Rectum and Anus.

» British Medical Journal, May 12, 1888.

NarrowinR of the rectum or anus without

complete occlusion.
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1 anus is that

NUS WITHOUT

In other cases the calibre of the rectum or anus may be diminished by

the presence of a perforated membranous septum, or by one or more folds of

the mucous membrane, which allow only an imperfect escai>eoi' fsecal matter.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of this form of malformation, if well devel-

opetl, would be tliose arising from the imiierfect escape of fojcal matter,

—

straining, with the passage of little fteces, pain, and swelling of the abdomen.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis is made by a careful examination of the

rectum, which will disclose the nature of the deformity.

Proernosis.—The prognosis in this variety of rectal malformation is

generally favorable.

Treatment.—The treatment of this variety of congenital stenosis is

best conducted by gradual dilatation, and the prosjiect of a permanent cure

by this method of treatment is very encouraging. It maj' be carrial out

by the daily introduction into the bowel of graduated bougies, or by the

introduction of the oiled index fing a* of the mother or thf! nurse, which is

by far the best of all bougies for thi purpose.

If the occlusion be due to a men branous band, as in a case reported by

Cripps,' where a band extended fror ' the tip of the coccyx to the perineum

or to one or more hypertrophied f >lds of the mucous membrane, the ob-

structing band or folds should be div ided, and dilatation, either instrumental

or digital, should be employed for some time afterwards, to bring about full

dilatation of the parts.

II. COMPLETE OCCLUSION OF THE ANUS BY A MEMBRANOUS
DIAPHRAGM OR BY WELL-FORMED SKIN.

The closure of the anus in this form of malformation may be by a

diaphragm of greater or less thickness, composed of mucous membrane or

skin (Fig. 2), and its presence is not

incompatible with the development of

the sphincter and other portions of

the termination of the rectum. It

appears to be due to an adhesion or

skinning over of the surface of the

aims, the rest of the proctodeeum be-

ing normally formed.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of this

nialforniation can be made by observ-

ing that tlio ' Id passes no fseces and
that tV

1 of the anus bulges
^^'''

o takes place, and fluctu-

'
.V! distended rectum may also

bo dcteotwl.

Treatment.—The treatment of this variety of malformation is also
simple and satisfactory. It consists in making a crucial incision at the

Complete occlusion of the anus by a mem-
branous diaphragm or by well-formed skin.

' Diseiises of the Rectum, p. 25.
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three times a day. These exceptional cases are so rarely seeu that they in

no way affect the general j)rogno8is. • '
'

'

In this connection may be mentioned the advisability of operating upon

cases of imperforate rectum and anus unless the imperfection is in the

immediate neighborhood of the amis : if the hitter condition does not obtain,

many surgeons ure opposetl to any interference, which («,n but leave the

child with a contracte<l anus or an opening in the groin or loin, with its

consequent annoyances ; but, on the other hand, as will be seen in speaking

of the results of the o|)eration, many eases live in comfort for many years.

For myself, I feel that it is the duty of tiie surgeon to operate and save the

child from an immediate risk of a most distressing moth of death by intes-

tinal obstruction, even with the chance of leaving the patient with an anus

in an abnormal position ; and I am of the opinion that the surgeon should

urge the performance of the operation in a case of this nature as much as

he should tracJieotomy or intubation of the larynx in a case of croup suffer-

ing from obstructive dyspnoea, or herniotomy in a case of long-standing

strangulated hernia ; in all these cases the surgical interference relieves the

immediate tendency to death and gives the patient a chance for his life.

We are frcfjuently met, on the other hand, by the difficulty of obtaining

the consent of the parents, who often express the opinion that they would

prefer to have the child die rather than have it live with an anus in an

abnormal position. In such cases the surgeon should state fairly and

honestly the possible results of the oi^ration, and, if the parents still refuse

their consent, he has done his duty and has no further responsibility in the

case.

Treatment.—In the treatment of this variety of malformation, and, in

fact, of all the forms of imperforate rectum in which complete occlusion

exists, the duty of the surgeon is very clear : he should as soon as pos-

sible attempt to reach the rectal pouch by perineal incision. I think the

earlier this is attempted the better, for delay in ojierating certainly conduces

largely to a fatal result, and I cannot subscribe to the opinion of those who
advise delay until the rectum is distended with fasces and gas, which may
make the position of the rectal pouch more apparent, but which is not un-

attended with the risk of rupture of the intestine and exhaustion of the

patient. Indeed, it has been shown that by delay the meconium becomes

reduced in bulk through the absorption of the fluids.

That rupture of the intestine is a possible result of delay in operating

is clearly shown in the history of the case depicted by Fig. 7, and therefore

I cannot too strongly urge the importance of early operation in cases of this

nature. It is well to remember that the rectum in children descends in the

hollow of the sacrum and is close to the bone, and except at its upper por-

tion is uncovered by peritoneiuu posteriorly : in front its peritoneal invest-

ment descends to a much lower level, and its close relation in this aspect to

the genito-urinary tiatst is an additional reason for the selection of the pos-

terior region for exploratory operation.
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Puncture with a TVocar and Oanula,—PuiKstnreof the retital poucli with

a trocar and miitila, intnHlucwl thruugh the periiuMim, was formerly advised,

and by ita use I iiave seen the rectum reaciu'd and meconium evacuatwl

;

but it is generally found necessary to enlarge the wound made by the in-

strument to secure the free exit of fiecal matter, so that I do not set; that its

use possesses any advantages over the jHjrineal incision, and I think it has

decided disadvantages, for the rectal pouch may be entirely missed by the

trocar, and important structures may be injured by its blind intnKluction.

A number of cases are referred to by Cripps* in which examination

after death showed that the trocar had failed to enter the ret^tal pouch,

—

as happened in a case; in my own practice, in which the |)arents of a child

with imi)erforate rectum of the fourth variety refuswl the perineal opera-

tion, which I first suggested, but agreed to my attempting to reach the

bowel by a puncture with a trocar. I failed to reach the rectum, and the

child died in a few hours. Upon making a post-mortem examination, I

found that the rectum ended in a blind pouch about two inches from the

perineum, and that my trocar had passe<l between the rectal pouch and the

sacrum. In this case I think it would have been entirely feasible to open

the bowel from the perineum.

At the present time the weight of surgical opinion is decidedly against

the operation of puncture with a trocar in cases of imperforate rectum,

except where all other forms of operation are refused.

ITie Po'ineal Operation.—If the perineal operation be decided upon to

reach the rectal pouch,—and I think it is now generally considered the best

operation, since if successful it has the advantage of leaving the patient with

an anus in the normal position, and often with fair control of the bowels,

for the anal sphincter is often well developed in spite of the malformation

of the rectum,—the child should be placed in the lithotomy position, and

whether an anesthetic be administered or not will depend upon the judg-

ment of the surgeon ; for myself, I prefer not to give an anesthetic to so

young a patient. An incision is now made in the median line of the peri-

neum, and this incision should be carried from behind the root of the

scrotum to the coccyx. The tissues should be divided slowly, and any

bleeding vessels should be secured as they show themselves. The surgeon

should constantly explore the wound with his finger, to find, if possible,

the bulging of the rectal pouch, and should remember to make the deepest

incisions posteriorly. In a female child some information may be elicited

as to the position of the rectum during the oi)eration, by exploring the

vagina with the finger or a probe. If the cord-like mass of fibrous tissue

in which the rectum sometimes terminates is seen or felt, it may form a

valuable guide as to the position of the rectal pouch.

"' Nearness of the tuberosities of the ischium is a sign of absence of the

rectum ; and if it is found that the vagina or the bladder fills up the con-

' Loc. cit., p. 41.

U
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cavity of the sacrum, it is an indication of a high termination of the

rccttd poiicii. '

'

The incision may be carried with safety to a depth of an incli and a

half or two inches. Wheii the rectal pouch is reached, it should be incised,

and, when the meconium has escaped, the wound in the rectum should l)e

sufficiently enlarged, and then, if possible, its edges should be brought

down and suture<l to the skin of the iwrineal wound, care l)eing taken, by

passing the sutures deeply and by intv(Klucing a drainage-tube, to leave no

pocket around the bowel for the accumulation of discharges.

The suturing of the edges of the bowel to the skin may be found im-

possible in certain ciiscs if the rectum terminates high up in the jwlvis,

but if it can be awomplishetl it is a most imiM)rtant procedure, and one

which diminishes largely the amount of contraction in the newly-formed

anus. If it is found impossible to bring down the edges of the rectal

wound to the skin, a large flexible catheter or a metallic tube may he in-

troduced and held in place by tapes ; but it is almost impossible to keep it

in position, as it is apt to be displaced by the straining efforts of the

child.

A very valuable motlification of this operation has been suggested and

practised by Verneuil,' and has been very favorably commented upon by

those who have made use of it,—namely, excision of the coccyx in the early

part of the operation, which greatly facilitates the search for the gut, and,

in mse it is found, enables the surgeon more readily to attach the edges

of the rectal pouch to the skin.

Vincent ^ has suggested the following procedure in eases of this nature,

which consists in making an incision five centimetres in length on the nat-

ural site of the anus, its posterior extremity passing the tip of the coccyx by

one centimetre. The rectal pouch is found and mobilized by the use of the

finger and director, and the anterior face of the coccyx and sacrum is also

exposed. By this plan no organ can be wounded, and the rectal pouch,

which is recognized by its dark color, is more surely reached. When it is

found and its adhesions are ruptured by the finger, it is brought down to

the surface of the skin by gentle traction without being opened. The next

step is to determine the level of insertion of the rectal pouch. If the bottom

of the pouch comes to the skin without any traction, all is well ; but if, on the

contrary, it has to be dragged down to this level, the perineal incision must
be prolonged beyond the coccyx and along the side of the sacrum until the

rectal pouch rests easily on the level of the incision and remains there with-

out traction. Two semilunar flaps of skin are then removed, causing an

ovoid loss of substance with its long axis antero-posterior, with the object

of preventing subsequent retraction of the anal orifice. The internal sphinc-

ter must be relied upon to prevent incontinence of fceces, and in none of

' Medical Times and Gazette, July 25, 1873.
•' Annual of the Medical Sciences, 1883, vol ii.
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its natural terraiuatiou, is the best procedure to adopt when it is found

impoBsiblft to perform the perineal opemtiou. . ,,
. ,>,. .>..'.

If the surgeon decides upon this operation, he should make an incision

from one and a half to two inches in length, half an inch above and pamllel

with Poupart's ligament, beginning at a point opposite the junction of the

middle with the outer third of this structure. Or, as suggested by Ball,

an incision of sufficient length following the line of the linea semilunaris,

stopping just short of Poupart's ligament, may be substituted for the former

incision. The skin and muscular layers being cut through, the fascia trans-

versalis and peritoneum may be pinched up together, and a small opening

made in them, through which a director should be passed, and the two can

be then divided with one incision. At this step of the operation the edges

of the wound may be everted, and the peritoneum secured to the edges of

skin.

It is sometimes difficult for the surgeon to determine whether the bowel

presenting in the wound is small or large intestine ; this can be ascertained

by gently drawing outward the coil : if it be the small intestine it can be

drawn out with ease, and the mesentery will show that it is not the portion

of the bowel which is sought for, whereupon it can be replaced. On the

other hand, the large intestine cannot be so readily dmwn out, and its meso-

colon, if it have one, will be found attached to the left side.

When the surgeon has satisfied himself that the presenting gut is bige

intestine, he should before opening it secure the bowel to the edges of the

wound by several sutures of fine silk or catgut. In making these sutures a

curved needle should be passed through the skin and parietal peritoneum

near the edge of the wound and should then transfix a portion of the bowel,

after which the needle should again be passed through the peritoneum and

skin : several sutures should be applied on each side of the incision. The
gut may now be incised to a sufficient extent, and the meconium allowed

to escape, cai'e being taken to prevent its entrance into the peritoneal

cavity.

Before dressing the wound the surgeon may explore the gut wiih his

finger or with a flexible catheter, to locate the termination of the rectal

pouch with reference to its proximity to the perineum, and if it is found

that it api)roaches the perineunj he can at this time deepen the perineal

incision on a guide introduced through the artificial anus just made, or he

can postiMjne to a later p iriod the attempt to form an anus at its normal

position.

Attempts to establish an anus in the perineal region innnediately after

the i)erformance of colotoray in these cases are attende<l with so much dan-

ger, and have been so unsuccessful, that I think the judicious surgeon will

rest contented with the relief which has been affbixletl by colotomy. Mr.
Owen ' attempted this procedure in two cases three months after colotomy,

, 'ji"

If*'

' Surgical Diseases of Children, p. 809.
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with a fatal result in both. Dr. Byrd ' has reported a successful case

;

and Kronlein,* in a case of imperforate rectum, in which the anus termi-

nated in a narrow pouch two and a half centimetres long, succeeded in estab-

blishing the continuity of tlie gut seven months after the performance of

colotomy. If, however, the patient has attained some age, and an examina-

tion through the artificial anus in the left groin shows that tlie rectal poudi

terminates well down in the pelvis, a director or rubber catheter may be

introduced through the colotomy-wound and made to enter the rectal pouch

and project at the anus if it be present, or at some point of the perineum.

This may then be cut down upon, and the gut may be opened and sutured

to the skin if possible. Or the method of Demarquay may be ; lopted,

which consists in passing a thread carrying a leaden ball through the arti-

ficial anus and out at the anus if it be present, or through the perineum, so

as gradually to draw the gut downward,

McLeod ^ has suggested that after the colon has l)een exposed by lajia-

rotomy the perineal incision should be continued no as to open the peri-

toneal cavity, and that instead of bringing the bowel out at the abdominal

•vound it should be drawn down and openetl and fastened to the edges of

the perineal wound.

The operation should be done with full antiseptic precautions, and the

wound in the groin dusted with iodoform and dressed with a pad of anti-

septic cotton, which should be changed as often as it becomes soiled.

If, for any reason, the surgeon should prefer making the attempt to open

the bowel in the loin, the best guide to the position of the colon is a line

half an inch posterior to a jwint midway between the two superior processes

of the ileum : the disadvantages of Amussat's operation have been alluded

to. If the surgeon fails to ^nd the large intestine, and the distended small

intestine shows itself in the wound, it is better to open this and stitch it to

the wound rather than to abandon the case and allow the child to perish by

intestinal obstruction.

As regards the results obtained by the various operations for the relief

of the symptoms due to imperforate rectum, there is no doubt that, in point

of safety and as a matter of comfort to tho patient, the weight of evidence

is Iru'gely in favor of the perineal operation. -;;,.;

Cripps * has collected one hundred cases of the various operations for

the relief of imperforate rectum : his table, although exhibiting a high rate

of mortality (fifty per cent.), shows that the largest number of recoveries fol-

lowed the perineal o|)eration, and that next in number were those cases in

which the colon was opened in the groin.

I'he number of well-attested cases collected bv Cripps, Holmes, and

other surgeons, in which children with an imperforate rectum have been

' Kelsey, lot-, cit., p. 45.

' Berlin. Klin. Wochenwhr., 1879, Nos. 34 and 35.

' BH'ish Mpdicul .louruul, 1880, vol. ii. p. 657.

Loc. cit., p. 38.
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operated upon successfully aud have lived for years afterwards in comfoit,

shows that the operation for the establishment of an artiiicial anus, either in

the perineum or in the groin, does not relegate the patient, if he survives?,

to a life of misery, and cannot, I think, fail to convince even the most con-

servative surgeon of the humanity and utility of operative interference in

such cases.

IV. THE ANUS IS NORMAL IN APPEARANCE, BUT ENDS IN A CUL-
DE-SAC, AND THE RECTUM ENDS IN A BLIND POUCH AT A
VARIABLE DISTANCE ABOVE THIS POINT.

In this form of malformation the anus and the rectum may be separated

l)y a membranous partition of greater or less thickness (Fig. 4), or a portion

of the bowel may be impervious (Fig. 5), or there

may be multiple obstructions, or the anal portion

may communicate with the vagina in the female

(Fig. 6) and the rectum end in a cul-de-sac, as in the

celebrated case of Amussat, in which the anus was

well formed and communicated with the vagina while

the rectum ended in a cul-de-sac (Fig. 5) : the cases

Fio. 4.

PiQ. 5.

The anus Is normal in appearance, but ends in a
cul-de-sac, and the rectum ends in a blind pouch at a
variable distance above this point. (After MoUifere.)

A portion of the rectum which
terminated in an impervious cord,

the anus being normal, removed
from a child who died two dsys
after birth.

also in which the anus ended in a sinus pa.ssing in front of the prostate

glaud aud the rectum terminated in a closed pouch should be mentioned in

this connection. The case of Amussat's is of interest, as it was the one in

which he first brought down the rectum and stitched it to the skin, intro-

ducing a procedure which is now very generally adopted.

The first variety of this malformation, where the anus is normal but is

separated from the rectum by a membranous partition of greater or less

thickness, is not an uncommon form. I have myself seen a number of
such cases, and through the kindness ,t' Dr. H. F. Formad I had recently
an opportunity to examine a child presenting this malformation who died
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three days after birth, apparently from peritonitis resulting from a rupture

of th i transverse colon (Fig. 7).

Symptoms.—The symj)- l^^'o. 7.

turns presented in cases of

this nrture are in no wise

different from those presented

in any case of complete oc-

clusion.

Diagnosis.—The diagno-

Fio. 6.

Rectum ending In a cul-de-

Bap, nnal portion opening into

the vagina. (After Amussat.)

Dissection of a child In whom the fourth variety of this

malformiition existed, who died of peritonitis resulting from

r\ipture of the transverse colon three days after birth. • roiiit

at which the rupture occurred.

sis of the nature of the occlusion in cases of this variety of malformation

is not often made early, as inspection of the part shows the anus to be

normal, and it is only when the nurse or mother notices that the child

passes no fsecal matter and that it suffers pain, and when the belly becomes

swollen or vomiting begins, that the surgeon's attention is directed to the

case. An examination of the anus with the finger or a probe will then

reveal the nature of the trouble.

Prognosis.—From the fact that the nature of the malformation is not

often, in these cases, diagnosed until grave symptoms have made their

appearance, the prognosis is usually most unfavorable.

Treatment.—In this variety of malformation an attempt should fii-st

be made to reach the rectal pouch by an incision through the anus back

toAvards the coccyx, and if the gut be found it should be brought down and

sutured to the edges of the anal wound. This is a much safer procetlure

than puncture through Wxa anus, which the surgeon might feel tempted to

employ 5f the partition between the two cavities did not seem to be very

thick. If a careful and safe dissection in the perineal region fails to reveal of
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Pia. 8.

The anus is absent, and the rectum termi-

nates in a narrow cauul opening lU the prepuce.

(After Mollifire.)
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tlie presence of the rectal pouch, the surgeon should abandon th's operation

and should attempt to reach the gut by an incision in the left groin.

V. THE ANUS IS ABSENT, AND THE RECTUM ENDS BY A FISTULA
AT ANY POINT OF THE PERINEUM OR SACRAL REGION.

The rectum in this variety of malformation may open, as stated, at

some portion of the perineum or sacral

region, or it may terminate in a narrow

channel under the raph6 of the peri-

neum and open at the prepuce (Fig. 8)

or at the symphysis pubis, or may ter-

minate in several fistulse at different

points.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of this

variety of malformation is generally

not difficult, as the absence of the anus

and the presence of a fistula through

which fffical matter is discharged will

clearly point to the nature of the

trouble, and a probe introducttl into

the fistula will often give the surgeon

some information as to the position of the rectal pouch.

Prognosis.—In these cases the prognosis is more favorable than in

those in which complete occlusion exists, for such cases may have satisfac-

tory evacuations through the fistula for some time, and may even live for

mouths or years without suffering any inconvenience from the deformity.

Treatment.—If the passage of faeces through the fistula is not suffi-

ciently free and the child begins to show evidence of discomfort, the fistula

should first be dilated or carefully increased ia size by incision, and if this

gives relief from the symptoms presented it should be dilated daily, and

no further operation should be attempted as long as the child remains in

comfort, or until it has attained an age when a more radical operation may
be undertaken with a fair prospect of success. If this does not give relief,

or the child has attained a sufficient age, the fistula may l)e explored with

a [n'oho or director, and tlie position of the rectum ascertained if possible.

Having ascertained this, a perineal opening should be made to reach the

rectum, and, if this can be accomplished, the bowel should be opened and
it.s edges brought down and sutured to the skin. An attempt may be made
to close the fistulous tract at this time (or it may be postponed until a later

occasion) by the use of the actual cautery or by laying it open and allowing

it to heal by granulation if it be subcutaneous.

VI. THE ANUS IS ABSENT, AND THE RECTUM ENDS IN THE
VAGINA, BLADDER, OR URETHRA.

These varieties of malformation, according to the point of termination

01 the rectum, are classifie<l as atresia aid •vaginalis, atrma ani vesicalis,
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and atresia ani urethrals. Their iVequency is remarkable, for iu Leichten-

stern's statistics' forty per cent, of all malformations were of this nature,

and Bodenhaaier's statistics also show their great preponderance as com-

pared with other forms. This marked tendency of the rectum to termi-

nate in the genito-urinary tract is remarkable when we consider the vorv

definite separation whi li exists between the rectum and the anterior peri-

neum in the adult : it is attributed by Ball to the method of development

of the proct()deeum, or a tendency to reversion to the tiloacal type of the

birds and lower mammals.

Atresia Am Vaginalis.—In that form of malformation in which

the rectum terminates in the posterior wall of the vagina, which is the most

common form, there may be a small

opening allo\k'ing an insufficient escape

of fa!cal matter, or there may bo ii

large aperture permitting of a free es-

cape of the contents of the bowel (Fig.

9). The opening may be situated im-

mediately within the fourchette at the

W-^ entrance of the vagina, or may be lo-

cated high up in the canal. The syni})-

toms ofthis malformation depend largely

upon the size of the rectal opening.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of the

case can easily be made by noting that

the anus is absent, and that there is an

escape of fsecal matter from the vagina.

Prognosis.—The prognosis in this variety of malformation is favorable,

and, if the opening into the vagina is sufficiently large, the child may ex-

perience no discomfort. Numerous cases are on record iu which patients

suffering from this deformity have grown up, have married, and have borne

children.

Treatment.—If, as often happens, the patient suffers no inconvenience

from this malformation^ any operation looking towards its cure may be

postponed until the patient has attained some age, when the greater devel-

opment of the parts will conduce to a fworable result. With this end in

view, the surgeon may, in cases in which the oj)ening is not sufficiently

free, first attempt to overcome this complication by dilatation or enlarge-

ment: by a careful incision of the fi.stulous opening. '

' '

Should a more radical ojx-'ration be decided upon, the one which I have

seen followed by the best results is performed in the following manner. A
director is first introduced into the vaginal opening, and is pushed back-

ward, its point beirg made to project as much as possible near the uornial

position of the anus ; this is then cut down upon from the perineum, and

The anus is absent, and the rectum tenui-

nates in the posterior wall of the vagina.

' Ziemssen's Cycloptedia, vol. vii. p. 486.
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when the rectum is exposed it is incised. The rectal wound being then

enlarged to a sufficient extent, the gut is dissected loose, and the edges

are brought down and secured to the skin by sutures ; by this dissection of

the rectum and bringing down of its edges the opening into the vagina is

often obliterated if it be a low one. Care should be taken to secure close

approximation of the gut to the skin, and to provide for drainage by the

introduction of a drainage-tube. The aller-trcatraent of the case consists

in keeping the wound dressed with a pad of cotton saturated with some

antiseptic solution, and in seeing that the artificial anus is kept properly

dilato<l so as to prevent contraction.

If the opening into the vagina is situated high up, and has not been

ohlitcratiHl by the operation, at a later peri(xl, when the parts have increased

in size, an operation may be undertaken to close the recto-vaginal fistula,

with a good chance of success.

An operation devised by Rizzoli ' for the relief of this malformation,

which retains the outlet that nature has provided, is performed as follows.

An incision is carried from the lower margin of the vaginal anus backward

through the perineum towards the coccyx, care being taken not to open the

intestine. The termination of the rectum, with its vaginal orifice, is now

carefully dissected out, and the abnormal anus is transplanted to its natural

situation and secured in that position by a few sutures, afler which the

perineal and vaginal wounds are brought together by deep sutures.

It has been suggested that an incision be made backward from the

vaginal opening, including the tissues of the perineum, and opening the

rectum, and tliat a tube be then introduced and held in place by sutures or

tapes, the wound thus made being al-

lowed to heal by granulation ; but I

think either of the operations recom-

mended above will l)e found more

satisfactory.

The operations for the relief of

this variety of rectal malformation are,

I think, the most satisfactory in their

results of all those that have been

devised for the cure of congenital mal-

formations of the rectum.

Atresia Ani Vesicalis.—In that

form of malformation which is known
as atresia ani vesicalis the rectum com-
nuuiicates with the bladder, either by
a narrow orifice near the base of the organ, or by an opening near its fundus

(Fig. 10).

Symptoms.—The most marked symptom of this form of malformation

Fig. 10.

Tlie anus Is absent, and the rectum termi-

nates in the bladder. (After MoUidre.)

* Gross, System of Surgery, vol. ii. p. 605.
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is the passage of ftBcal matter with the urine, accompanied generally, in con-

sequence of the insufficient passage of fsecal matter, with pain and straining,

and swelling of the belly. i

Diaernosis,—This is generally made without much difficulty, as there is

absence of the anus, and symptoms of occlusion of the rectum generally

exist to a greater or less degree, and a snmll quantity of faeces intimately

mixed with the urine escapes during urination and not at other times,

showing that the opening is into the bladder and not into the urethra.

Progrnoeis.—In this variety of malformation the prognosis is not favor-

able, from the fact that the bladder in the infant is situated so high up in

the pelvis that it is really an alxlominal organ, and hence there must be a

high termination of the rectal pouch.

Treatment.—In the treatment of this very serious form of malforma-

tion several difficult operations have been recommended and practised.

Martin ' suggests the introduction of a staft' through the urethra into tiie

bladder, and an incision of the neck of the bladder as in lithotomy, which

should continue into the rectum. This operation relieves the immediate

symptoms of obstruction, but leaves the patient with a urinary and fsecal

fistula, which would have a great tendency to contract and Mould be followed

by a return of the symptoms of obstruction.

I had the opportunity, a few years ago, of assisting Prof. Ashhurst in

performing tliis operation upon a child a few days old who had been brought

to the University Hospital suffering from symptoms of obstruction due to

this malformation. In this case the operation was accomplished without

much difficulty, and the result was most satisfactory as regarded the comfort

of the child while under our observation for a period of two or three weeks

;

but, unfortunately, the case after this time passed out of observation, and I

was unable to ascertain the ultimate result of the procedure.

Ball ^ suggests a laparo-colotomy, and when the colon has been found,

its complete division, with closure of the lower portion and the bringing

out of the upper end of the colon at the wound and securing it in that

position to establish an artificial anus. This latter ojieration, although at-

tended with greater immediate risk than the one before mentioned, has the

advantage of leaving the patient with control over his urinary secretioa.

Atresia Ani Urethralis.—In that form of malformation known as

atresia ani urethralis the rectum communicates with some portion of the

urethra^ allowing the escape of a small amount of faecal matter, which passes

more or less in the intervals between urination (Fig. 11).

Diagrnosis.—This condition may be suspected from the fact that the

faeces escape during the intervals between urination, and, although the urine

may contain faecal matter, it is not intimately mixed with it, as is the case

when the rectum communicates directly with the bladder; also it passes

iUiij;

• Dictionnaire des Sciences medicales, tome xxiv.

'Loc. cit., p. 41.
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The anus is absent, and the rectum termi-

nates In the urethra.
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during the early part of urination, the urine at the latter part of the act

being perfectly clear.

Prognosis.—In cases of this nature the prognosis is, as a rule, unfavor-

able, as the rectal opening into the urethra is usually so small that the fieces

cannot escajKj in sufficient quantity, and

symptoms of intestinal obstruction are

rapidly developed. But that it is pos-

sil)le for a child suffering from this

malformation t) live for some time in

comfort is shovn by a case recently

reported by Mr. Page,' in which a man

tifty-four years of age, with an im-

prforate anus, who passed his fteces

througli a fistulous opening in the ure-

thra ill front of the scrotum, was ad-

mitted to the hospital with symptoms

of obstruction of the bowels, dependent

upon occlusion of this opening by in-

spissated f-^oes. The opening was en-

larged, and, his symptoms being relieved, he left the hospital, refusing to

submit to further operative treatment.

In this case the patient was born with an imperforate anus and a com-

munication between the rectum and the ureth'Ti, and, an attempt to make an

anal opening having proved unsuccessful, he passed his fteces by the urethra

until he was ten years of age, at which time the urethra became occluded

by inspissated faeces, and an opening was then made in front of the scrotum,

through which he continued to have satisfactory evacuations until he was

admitted to the hospital.

Treatment.—The treatment of this form of malformation consists in

finding the rectum by means of a perineal incision ; and, as the gut is low

down, this is generally accomplished without difficulty. The details of

the operation are similar to those before mentioned, and need not be re-

peated. F. J. Sheppard^ reports a case of this nature, in which he reached

the rectum by perineal incision, and brought it down and sutured it to the

edges of the wound, with a satisfactory result. Dr. Cabot ^ reports a simi-

lar case, in a child five weeks of age, in which he operated, with an equally

satisfactory result.

In this connection it is interesting to note a case mentioned by Ball, in

which a diverticulum from the rectum passed forward and was intimately

associated with the urethra but did not communicate with it, which was suc-

cessfully operated upon in after-life.

' British Medicnl Journttl, October 20, 1888, p. 875.

' Edinburgh Medicnl Journal, 1884, p. 118.

' Medical News, November 10, 1688, p. 526.
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VII. THE ANUS AND RECTUM ARE NORMAL, BUT THE URETERS,
VAGINA, OR UTERUS OPEN INTO THE RECTAL CAVITY.

Thi,s Ih a rare form of niaUbriii.icioti, hut it is not one that is iiiconi-

patihlu with hlV. iJtKloiihanicr has (Hjlloctwl a numlK-T of eases in wiiich

the ureters opened into the rectum, the bladder beinj^ absent.

As this is a malformation in which occlusion of the bowels does not

exist, and as life is not endangered by its presence, no immediate operation

is called for.

In that form in which the vagina or uterus opens into the rectum, when

the child has attained some age and the pai"ts are well developed, an opera-

tion to close the fistula and replace the organs in their normal positli^n may

be attempted with a fair prospect of success. In cases in which the ureters

open into the rectum no operative interference could be of any avail.

VIII. THE RECTUM IS TOTALLY ABSENT.

This form of nxital malformation differs from the third variety of mal-

formation only in the amount of the rectum which is wanting, and its exist-

ence may be suspected in those ca.ses in which an exploration of the pelvis

by i)erinoal incision fails to reveal the presence of the rectal pouch.

The treatment of this condition is by laparo-colotomy, preferably in the

lefl groin, and the formation of an artificial anus.

IX. THE LARGE INTESTINE IS TOTALLY ABSENT.

When this condition exists it is oflen associated with a fcecal fistula at

the umbilicus or some other portion of the body, and, aside from the

securing of free exit of fceces from this fisiula, either by dilatation or

by careful incision, is, unfortunately, beyond the reach of surgical aid.

Cases c^ this nature have already been described under the head of

abnormalitiefe of the large intestine.

• I"

DISEASES OF THE ANUS. •'

PRURITUS ANI.

Pruritus ani is an affection which is occasionally seen in childhood, and

is characterized by a j)ainful itching of the anal region, which causes the

child constantly to scratch the part, the skin in the vicinity of the anus be-

coming thickened, eczematous, and moist from exudation as a result of the

irritation thus produced.

Pruritus ani may result from various causes,—for instance, from eczema

of the anus or from the presence of oxyuris vermicularis in the rectum, from

pediculi or scabies, or from the presence of a vegetable parasite, as is the

case when the itching is due to the affection known as eczema marginatum.

I
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Dr. Haro' has rocontly reported a cn'io of that rare att'wtion aRperffiUm of

the amis, oi-curriiig in a boy four yours of aj^o. In certain other cases, in

which its presence is not to he attrjbntetl to any of the above-nametl ejinses,

it can be traced to improper diet or chronic constipation. Tlje latter con-

dition is n(»t nneomnion in infants, and is (hie, as was pointed o':t by

Jncohi, to a number of Hexurcs in the h>\vcr part of tlie colon, in which

fiecoH arc arrested, {giving rise to an obstinate fornj of constipation.

Treatment.—Where the condition can be tracal to the presence of

eczema, the parts .should be frequently bathotl with hot water and washal

curofuUy with green soap, and, if this does not effect a cure, one of the

following lotions may be used :

R Acidi rnrbolici, ny,xxx
;

Liq. culcis, f3 vi. >

Misco.

B Acidi carbolic!, fgi

;

Glycorini, fji

;

Aqiiie, q. 8. ad fJ vi.

Miscu.

Or the following ointment may be employed

:

,,'

K Ungt. picis, 5 i

;

Ungt. zinoi <».\., jiii;

Ungt. aq. rosiu, 3iv.

Misce.

When the itching can be traced to tho presence of parasites, either

auinial or vegetable, the use of some of the antiparasitic lotions or oint-

ment.s appropriate for the individual ctvse will rapidly relieve the condition.

In cases in which the affection is dependent npon errors in diet, a change

of diet will often he followed by a satisfactory result. Where the tronblc

arises from chronic constipation, the diet should be changed, and enemata

or suppositories of glycerin should be employed in prefereuco to purgative

medicines.

SYPHILITIC AFFECTIONS OF THE ANUS.

Mncom Patches, Moist Papules, Condylomata.—Mucous patches and
moist )>apules are affections which 0(!cur with comparative frequency in

tlio region of the anus as the result of congenital syphilis. AlHngham
speaks of numerous tracks or fissures of the mucous membrane of the anus
ui children suffering from hereditary syphilis. Condylomatous growths
may appear upon these syphilitic lesions, which are acuminated and spring

irom previously-existing papules or mucous patches, and are accompanied
by a very fetid discharge of a characteristic odor : these growths are to

be distinguished fror the simple form of vegetations which frequently

' University Medical Magazine, June, 1889, p. 525.
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Fia. 12.

occur in this region in children and which are ir no way dependent upon

the presence of inherited syphilis.

The appearance of these lesions is so characteristic that the diagnosis is

not difficult.

Treatment.—The treatment of these syphilitic lesions of the anus

should be both constitutional and local. The consti'''tional effects of mer-

fury can best be obtained in young children by the use of a binder spread

with mercurial ointment applied ai'ound the abdomen. The local treatment

of the anal lesions should consist in the application to them of the solid

stick of nitrate of silver, or of the acid nitrate of mercury, or in dustinn;

them with a powder composed of equal parts of calomel and cxide of

zinc. Under this treatment they will generally rapidly disappear.

VEGETATIONS OR WARTS OF THE ANUS.

Vegetations of the anus are often seen in children, and the masses

may attain great size (Fig. 12). They

are papillary overgrowths similar in

structure to warts situated in other

parts of the body, and are covered

with a squamous epithelium. From

their situation, they are apt to become

moist, and as a result of this condition

there is often present a cerfaiu amount

of offensive discharge.

Treatment.- —In the treatment of

these growths, if the parts can be kept

perfectly dry a cure may rapidly re-

sult, and, with this end in view, if the

growths are not very large, dusting the

jiarts with lycopodium and powdered

oxide of zinc will often be followed by

thei'" rapid removal.

They may also be touched with the

solid stick of nitrate of silver or with

a saturated solution of chromic aeid.

If the masses are large they may be

destroyed by the application of the

actual cautery, or they may be trimmed

away with scissoi's : the objection to the latter means of removing them is

the profuse hemorrhage which may result, but this can generally be con-

trolled by the application of a firm compress to the bleeding surface.

FISTULA IN ANO.

Fistula in ano is an affection in which there is an abnormal commimi-

cation between the mucous surface of the rectum or anus and the skin in

Vegetations nroiind the anus: from a patient

in the Children's Hospital.
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its immediate neighborhood, and when the above conditions exist it consti-

tutes Avhat is k;iovvn as a complete fistuhi. When the fistulous tract has

only one aperture, either mucous or cutaneous, it is termetl an incomplete

fistula.

This affection is certainly very rare in infants and children, but does

cocur with sufficient frequency in this class of patients to render its diag-

nosis and treatment most important. AUingham mentions the fact of its

oc'furi'cnce in children of a very tender age ; and I have seen a number

of such cases at the Children's Hospital and call to mind a case of complete

fistula in a child a few months old.

The condition may result from wounds involving the anus or rectum,

from perforating ulceration of the mucous membrane of the rectum, and

})rol)ably with greater frequency from icichio-rectal abscess opening into the

rectum or through the skin in the vcinity of the anus. The causes of

ischio-rectal abscess are in many cases difficult to make out, but I think it

may be due to a phlebitis or i)eri phlebitis of the hemorrhoidal veins result-

ing in suppuration.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of this affection is generally rendered suffi-

ciently simple by the introduction of the finger into the rectum and a probe

into the external opening, when by a little careful manipulation the latter

may bo made to enter the bowel if the fistula Iw a complete one. In incom-

l)k'te fistulfe which have an opening upon the skin, or in those cases in which

the opening is only into the vectum, the diagnosis is not so clearly made out.

In the former class of cases, if the finger be introduced irito the rectum and

a probe be passed into the external o^wning, it can be felt at some point

tu come near the wall of the bowel ; and in the latter class, if the sur-

geon palpates the tissues surrounding the anus carefully with the finger,

he will often feel an indurated mass of tissue which indicates the position

of the internal fistula. The finger introduced into the rectum may also

feel the orifice of the internal opening, and the discharge of pus with the

stool points to the existence of iliis affection.

In this connection it should be remembered that in certain cases of dis-

ease of the bones of the spine, of the sacrum, or of the pelvis, the puru-

lent matter may find its way to the surface tlirough the connective tissue

abo»it the rectum and perforate the skin in the neighborhood of the anus,

or it may open into the rectum and escape by the anus. In such cases a

careful examination of the patient will often reveal the origin of the pus,

and will show that the ca.se is not one of ordinary fistula in ano.

Treatment.—The treatment of this affection is similar to that of fistula

ui adults, consisting in the free division of a^! the tissues between the in-

ternal and the external opening of the fi.stula, and is accomplished in the fol-

lowuig manner. A director having been introtlucctl into the external open-
ing of the fistula, the finger is introduced into the rectum, and when the

pomt of 'Jie director is felt it is brought out of the anus. The superim-
posed tissues are then divided with a bistoury. The track of the fistula
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should next be carefully explored, to ascertain if there be any branching

sinuses running off from .it, and if such be found they should be freely

laid open. The track of the fistula should now be touched with a solid

stick of nitrate of silver and packed with iodoform gauze or lint saturated

with carbolized oil, after which it is to be allowed to heal by granula-

tion, the dressing being changed at intervals of a few days and the bowels

being kept quiet for three or four days by the administration of a small

quantity of opium.

In cases of incomplete external fistula the director should be introduced

into the external opening, and, guided by the finger in the rectum, should

be made to perforate the wall of the bowel at the point where it comes

in close contact with it : the subsequent steps of the operation should be

the same as those previously detailed.

In that variety of incomplete fistula in which there is only an internal

oi)ening, where the position of the fistula can be located by the presence of

induration at some point about the anus, an incision having been made
throug'.i the skin at this point, a director is introduced and made to enter

the rectum, and its end is then brought out of the anus, the subse(iucut

treatment of the case differing in no wise from that of complete fistula.

If it is found in any case of fistula that the internal communication is

very high up in the rectum, and its division by the knife is considered

unsafe by reason of the hemorrhage which might result, an elastic ligature

may be introduced by means of an eyed probe and brought out at the

anus, after which the ligature is tied and allowed to cut its way out, and the

wound resulting is treated like that resulting from the divis'ou of the tissues

by the knife.

FISSURE OF THE ANUS.

Fissure of the anus is an affection in which there exists in the mucous

membrane of the anus a small linear ulcer, which is productive of great

pain after the bowels have been moved.

This affection is much less frequent in children than in adults, but I

feel sure that a careful ins{>ection of the anal region of children who com-

plain of pain at or after stool would show that its presence is not so un-

usual as is generally su])posed. I have seen several cases of this affection

in young children, and both Allingham and Curling mention cases wliicii

they have met with in quite young children.

Jacobi ' thinks fissure of the anus a much more common affection in chil-

dren than is generally supposed, and believes that many of the fretful chil-

dren who sleep badly and cry constantly, and often present symptoms

simulating those of vesical calculus, suffer from fissure of the anus. He

quotes Kjellberg, who, at the Dispensary at Stockholm, among nine thousand

and ninety-eight children found one hundred and twenty-eight cases of

fissure of the anus ; of the patients suffering from this affection sixty were

' Intestinal Diseases of Childrfin, p. 296.
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Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of this affection is made from the pain

which is experienced during or after stool, and from a careful insiwctiou

of the anus ; the stool, also, may contain a few drops of blood, which

would direct the surgeon's attention to the possibility of the existence of

this affection ; the rectum should at the same time be examined with the

finger for the presence of polypus, which frequently coexists with fissure

of 'he anus.

Treatment.—In children suffering with fissure of the anus the treat-

ment required to effect its cure is less heroic than that so frequently required

in adults suffering from the same affection,—namely, division or stretching

of the sphincter.

These cases in the former class of patients can generally be successfully

treated by the application of a twenty-grain solution of nitrate of silver to

the ulcer, or by lightly touching its surface with the solid sti(!k of nitrate

of silver, and afterwards keeping the part well smeared with an ointment

composed of thirty grains of iodoform to the ounce of vaseline, the bowels

being kept in a soluble condition.

STRICTURE OF THE ANUS.

Stricture of the anus may be congenital, or may result from the con-

traction following wounds of this region, either aejidental or resulting from

ojierations in the vicinity of the anus.

The treatment of this condition resulting from congenital malformations

has been already discussed. For cases of stricture of the anus arising from

other causes the treatment is very similar, consisting largely in gradual

dilatation of the contracttxl orifice, either instrumental or digital : if this

fails to relieve the condition, a careful incision of the contracted parts should

be practised, aud subsequent dilatation employed for some time.

DIPHTHERIA OF THE ANUS.

This affection is occasionally seen in patients suffering from diphtheria

of the pharynx aud larynx. It usually occurs late in the disease, and
only in cases in which the disease has profoundly impressed the system.

In such cases the deposit of diphtheritic membrane may involve the anus
and extend on to the buttocks, and to the vulva in female children.

The prognosis of this affection is extremely unfavorable. The few
ca.ses which have come under my personal observation have all terminated
fatally, in spite of treatment. The treatment of this affection consists in

the employment of such constitutional remedies as the surgeon considers ap-
propriate. The local manifestation of the disease in the anal region may
be dressed with iodoform or with a solution of the bichloride of mercury,
one in two thousand to one in four thousand.
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DISEASES OF THE RECTUM.
PROCTITIS.

Proctitis, 01' inflammation of the rectum, is not an infrequent affection

in childhood, and may result from injury received from without, or from

injury to the mucous membrane from the fseces or from materials contained

in the fteces. It exists in two forms,—acute catarrhal proctitis and chronic

catarrhal proctitis.

Acute Catarrhal Proctitis.—This is an affection in which the in-

flammatory symptoms are limited to the rectum. It is characterized by

great tenesmus and the frequent passage of bloody mucus, at first mixed

with fscccs. Vesical irritation and oedema of the mucous membmne of the

anus and lower portion of the rectum are generally present, and, as the

result of this condition and of the constant straining, there is often ob-

serve<l a partial prolapse of the rectum.

Diagnosis.—Patients suffering fi'om acute catarrhal proctitis present

many symptoms in common with those of dysentery, but the abdominal

pain and the constitutional symptoms of the latter affection are generally

wanting.

Treatment.—A .hild suffering from this lection should be kept in the

recumbent posture, and the bowels should be > icuated by the administra-

tion of a small dose of castor oil or of one of . saline cathartics, either

the sulphate of sodium or of magnesium or some of the natural mineral

waters. The diet should be restricted to milk, animal broths, or eggs.

If the tenesmus continue after the bowels have moved, a few drops of

tincture of opium with staich-water should be injected into the rectum, or

a rectal suppository containing

B Pulv. opii, gr. J ;

Ext. belladonnoe, e;r. J

;

lodoformi, gr. i

;

01. theobromse, q. s.,

may be employed ; and if the patient shows signs of exhaustion, stimulants

should be carefully administered.

The disease generally runs a short course, and under treatment the symp-

toms generally subside in a few days.

Chronic Catarrhal Proctitis.—This affection usually results from

acute catarrhal proctitis. It is characterized by the discharge of mucus

mixed with faeces, and by the absence of pain and tenesmus : in some ca.ses,

in which ulceration of the mucous membrane of the rectum exists, there

may be in addition the discharge of a small quantity of blood and purulent

matter with the mucus.

Treatment.—In the treatment of this disease the sane precautions as

regards diet should be observed as in cases of acute proctitis, and the bowels
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should bo moved by the administration of a saline catliartic if the evacua-

tions are not sufficiently free. The local treatment should consist in the use

of suppositories of iodoform or the use of an eueraa of nitrate of silver,

gr. I to gr. i to water fji, which can be gradually increased in strength

if it does not cause pain.

PERIPROCTITIS.

Periproctitis is an inflammation of the connective tissue surrounding

the rectum, which may be the result of septic causes or direct injury, or

may arise from the introduction of foreign matter through ulceration or

perforation of the rectum. It may terminate in abscess or gangrene of the

cellular tissue, with subsequent implication of the skin. Erysipelas may

also attack ihis region, giving rise to erysipelatous periproctitis.

Treatment.—In this attection prompt treatment is required, and, as

soon as the swelling and induration can be made out, free incision .should be

matle througli the skin into the cellular tissue in lines radiating from the

anus. The wounds thus producetl should be washed with a solution of

bichloride of mercury, one in two thousand to one in four thousand, or with

a solution of chloride of zinc, fifteen grains to the ounce of water, and

should be dusted with iodoform and covered with a bichloride gauze or

cotton dressing. If the parts have become gangrenous, the incisions slio.dd

be carried into the living tissue and a charcoal poultice applied. The

patient should be given a liberal diet, with alcohol and tonics.

ISCHIO-RECTAL ABSCESS.

Ischio-rectal abscess consists of a purulent collection in the loose cellular

tissue surrounding the rectum, and is a most painful and serious affection :

the part it plays in the causation of fistula in ano has been mentioned

under that heading. This affection may result from injuries of the rectum

either from within or from without, from phlebitis or periphlebitis of the

hemorrhoidal veins, or from the escape of fajcal matter into the surrounding

cellular tissue through perforating ulceration of the rectum.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of ischio-rectal ab.scess are throbbing

pain and a sense of fulness in the lower portion of the rectum, the pain

being measurably increased at the time the bowels are movol.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis is made by a careful examination of the

rectum with the finger, by which means the rectal wall may be found to

bulge at a certain j)art, and there may also be observed swelling and cedema
of the skin near the anus : palpation of this region will often reves^l the

presence of fluctuatiihi.

Treatment.—The treatment of ischio-rectal abscess consists in early and
free incision. It is generally conceded that there is no form of abscess which
demands more prompt and free opening, for by this means the pain is

quickly relieved and the danger of the formation of a fistula in ano ia

almost certainly avoided.
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In opening these abscesses I think the practiw of Allinglmin slioulJ be

followed,—that is, to etherize the patient and pluec him in the lithoionjy

position. The cavity of the abscess sliould then be freely laid open by an

incision through the skin, and the finger introduced into the wound to

break down any secondary cavities or loculi : if it is found that there

has been much burrowing of the pus, incisions should be made at right

angles to the original incision so as to lay all cavities freely open. The

cavity of the abscess is then to be washed out with a solution of bichloride

of mercury, one in two thousand or one in four thousand, or with a solution

of carbolic acid, one in forty. The wound is next to be carefully packed with

lint saturated with carbolized oil, one in thirty, or with iodoform or bichlo-

ride gauze. An external dressing of gauze is finally to be ajiplicd to the

wound and held in place by a T-baudage. The packing need not be dis-

turbed until it becomes loose or soiled, and it then should be renewed in

the same manner, the wound being allowed to heal by granulation. The

bowels should be kept quiet for four or five days, and then should be moved

by a gentle laxative. Under this method of treatment the cavity of the

abscess is rapidly filled up, and a cure results without the formation of a

fistula.

MARGINAL ABSCESS.

Marginal abscess, which consists of a circumscribed suppuration starting

in the mucous follicles or from a fissure of the anal margin, is, I think,

much more common in childho(Kl than ischio-rectal abscess, and is a much

less serious affection. This affection, although painful, is not a serious one,

and it does not result in the formation of a fistula in ano.

Treatment.—The treatment of marginal abscess consists in making a

free opening with a bistoury, in doing which the tip of the finger should be

passed into the rectum to steady the abscess-cavity and make it more prom-

inent before it is incised : the wound should then be dressed with lint saui-

rated with carbolized oil. Prompt healing usually results.

ULCERATION OF THE RECTUM.

Ulcei-ation of the rectum, aside from those cases in which it e!cist.s as a

result of chronic dysentery or of chronic catarrhal proctitis, is not a common

affection in childhood.

The treatment of this affection consists in the restriction of the diet

and the regulation of the bowels, and in the local use of c .ppositories of

iodoform or of injections of a solution of nitrate of silver, gr. J to gr. i to

water fji.

wSTRICTURE OF THE RECTUM.

Stricture of the rectum may result from congenital malformation of tin

rectum such as has been previously described, from the presence of growths,

or from the contraction following wounds of the organ, the result either ot

accident or of ojieration. Bodenhamer mentions inherited syphilis as an

occasional cause of congenital stricture of the rectum.
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Treatment.—The treatment of this affection should consist in the grad-

ual dilatation of the rectum, either instrumental or digital ; if it be due

to the presence of growths, their removal should b«. accomplisiied if possi-

ble ; if it be due to syphilis, the treatment appropriate for this affection is

indicated.

SYPHILIS OF THE PECTUM.

Lesions of the rectum due to inherited syphilis are certainly much less

frequently met with in children than similar affections of the anus.

BalP has described a case of gummatous infiltration of the coats of the

rectum in a child ten years of age who at the same time exhibited well-

marked symptoms of inherited syphilis, and the close resemblance of this

case to the disease of the rectum described by Fournier resulting from the

later stages of the acquired disease is pointed out. Oser, of Cracow,' has

described two cases of gummatous infiltration of the intestines in children

sutfbriug from congenital syphilis.

Treatment.—The treatment of syphilitic lesions of the rectum presents

no peculiar features, consisting in the administration of mercury or the

iodide of potassium in the same manner as in the treatmeut of correspond-

ing lesions in other parts of the body.

PROLAPSUS OF THE RECTUM.

Prolapsus of the rectum is that condition in which there is a protrusion

of a portion of the rectum through the anus. It is recognized as j)resent-

iug itself in three varieties :

1. The mucous membrane of the rectum above protrudes from the anus

(partial j)rolapsus).

2. Tljc entire thickness of the walls of the rectum is included in the

prolapsus (complete prolapsus).

3. There exists an invagination as well as a prolapsus of the rectum.

Prolapsus of the rectum in some one of its varieties is a very common
affection in childhood, and the frequency of its occurrence may be accounted

for both on anatomical and on pathological grounds.

The looseness of the attachment of the submucous connective tissue to

the walls of the rectum is a well-recognized anatomical fact, and probably

plays an important part in the production of prolapsus of the rectum

:

this was clearly demonstrated by the experiment of Molli6re,' in which
mflation of the submucous tissue of the rectum in the dead subject pro-

duced protrusion of the raucous membrane through the anus. The straight-

ness of the coccyx in children is said to favor the production of prolapsus

of the rectum.

The great amount of straining which seems to be necessary to bring

> Loc. cit., p. 184.

' Hereditary Syphilis, Diday and Sturgis, p. 90.

' Maladies du Rectum, p. 199.

i
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aooiit a eatiBfactory evacuation of fa?cc8 in infants and youn^ children is

a factor in the production of this affection : this has been explained by

Jacobi by tht> anatomical fact that in children it is not incomraon to find

two ^r three angular flexures in the lower part of the colon.

The habit, fo common with mothers and nui-ses, of placing the child

upon the chamber irtensil and allowing him to spend a largo portion of time

in that position, with a view to keeping him quiet and out of mischief, is

certainly productive of this affection, and is a custom which cannot be too

severely condemned.

The violent straining due to the presence of a polypus in the rectum, to

•* ^eat-worras, tc vesical calculus, or to a contracted i)repuce, is frequently a

cayse of the production of prolapsus of the bowel. Improper diet or the

custom of allowing children to eat at all times during the day, and as a

result of this overfeetling the occurrence of a large number of passages, are

comrron causes of this affection. That improper diet and overfeeding are

causes of prolapsus of the rectum is very clearly impressed on my mind by

the fact that at the Children's Hospital it is not an unusual occurrence to

have children admitted to the wards for operation, with the history that they

have suffered for some time with prolapsus of the rectum. In these cases,

with rest in bed and with the regulated diet of the house, it often happens

that the rectum fails to comedown during defecation, and after a few weeks'

stay in the hospital a cure is effected : this observation is confirmed by so

high an airthority as Mr. Holmes.

Symptoms.—The most marked symptom of this affection is the pro-

trusion of a reddish-purple mass covered with mucous membrane during

straining at defecation or urination. It is usually unaccompanied by paiu,

and it may undergo spontaneous reduction as soon as the straining efforts

cease.

Fig. 13. Pio. 14.

Partiar prolapsus of the rectum. (After Mol-

llfere.)

Complete prolapsus of the rectum. (After Mol-

li6re.)

If the prolapsus is of the par-tial variety, little inconvenience is expe-

rienced unless the prolapsed portion of the bowel is allowed to remain out

for some time, when it .nay become congested or even ulcerated ; and this is
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Fio. 1ft.

Prolapsus of the rectum. (After Bryant.)

more apt to (xxiur in cases of complete prolapsus. In the third variety of

this atfection obstruction of the l)o\vel8 may exif.i, us the rc8i:l( of the in-

vagination of the proIujJSCHl bowel
;
gangrene of the protrudwl mass has

(XK'urn'tl in some cases, and deoth has resulted from this cump'ication, as

well as iroin peritonitis.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of prolapsus of the rectum is not diificiUti

the affection could be confounded only

with hemorrhoids, an extremely rare dis-

ease in childhocKl, or with polypus. An
o.xaniination of the rectum after the reduc-

ion of the mass will, if it be a case of

prolapsus of the rectum, show the pres-

ence of no tumor, and the api^arance of

prolapsus of the rectum is so character-

Lstic (Fig. 15)—the annular fold of tissue

around the whole anus, with its depressed

central orifice—that it is not difficult to

distinguish it from either of the other

affect ions.

The greatest difficulty in diagnosis is likely to occur in cases of intus-

susception in children in which the intussusceptum may protrude from the

recttnn and closely resemble in appearance a case of prolapsus of the I'ec-

tum : that this is possible is proved by the fact that such cases have been

operated upon under the impression that they were cases of prolapsus of

the rectum, the mistake being discovered only at the time of operation.

The diagnosis of the latter affection from prolapsus of the rectum is not

difficult if the surgeon makes a careful digital examination of the pro-

trudetl mass, and also takes into consideration the previous history of the

case, such as sudden pain and collapse, the occurrence of more or less ob-

struction of the bowels, and the passage of blood and mucus preceding

the appearance of the tumor through the anus.

Treatment.—The treatment of this condition when the prolapsus of

the rectum actually exists consists in returning the mass as soon as pos-

sible : this can generally be accomplished with ease by laying the patient

across the knees and making gentle pressure with the fingera over the whole

mass of the tumor for a few moments, to return the contents of the bowel

and the fluids effused in the tunics, the central portion being pushed up
first with the finger.

In recent cases little difficulty is experienced, but in long-standing ones,

lu which inflammatory effusion has taken place, there may be great trouble

in returning the boAvel, and it may prove necessary to administer an anaes-

thetic before the reduction can be satisfactorily accomplished.

When the reduction has been accomplished, a compress should be placed

over the anus and held in place by a T-bandage, and the patient should be

kept in the recumbent posture for a short time.

~^
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The provoiitive troatment of this affection consists in not allowing;

the child to have the l)o\vel8 moved in the sitting postnre ; and prohjiifjed

straining on the chamber ntensil shonld l)e absohj'ely interdicted. The
child shoidd be allo\ve<l to have the bowels moved only while in the re-

(iumbent postnre, on the bed-pan, or im the side, or in k''e standing postnre,

and at the same time the nnrse or mother shonld snpport the jxrinenm and

a.ins by two fingers place<l one on either side of the anns, or shouhl forcibly

draw the skin of the bnttock to one side while the child is passing the

stool.

AVhen prolapsus of the rectnm depends npon the presence of a vesical

calenlns, or of a conti*acted prepncc, or of a rectal polypns, or of parasites,

indncing great straining ef!brts, tho removal of the canse will generally

promptly effe<!t a cure of this condition, I recently had under my care

at the Children's Hospital a little girl three years of age who suffered

from prolapsus of the rectum due to the straining induced by the pres-

ence of a vesical calculus, and a cure promptly followed the removal of tlie

calculus.

The importance of looking carefully after the child's diet, which, as

before mentioned, may be a factor in the production of this affection, should

not be overlooked by the physician.

Enemata of cold water, or of astringent solutions, such as decoction

of oak bark or solution of alum, or suppositories containing extract of nux

vomica and ergot, may be employed. Of these applications I think the

cold water enemata will be found the most satisfactory.

I am not an'are that submucous or subcutaneous injections of carbolic

acid or of ergotine, as recommended by Kelsey * or Vidal,* for the treatment

of this condition in adults, have ever been tried in the treatment of pro-

lapsus of the rectum in claldren, and I therefore should not recommend

their employment. In cases of persistent prolapsus of the rectum in vhil-

dren, where the various palliative measures have failed to be followed

by relief of the condition, I think the safest and, in my experience, the

surest method of treatment is that recommended by Allingham, which con-

sists in the application of nitric acid to the mucous membrane of the

protruded gut.

This method of treatment is as follows. The child's bowels having

been previously opened by the administration of a small dose of castor oil

or by the use of an enema, the patient is anaesthetized, and the surface of

the prolapsed bowel is carefully dried and cleansed of mucus by wiping it

with absorbent cotton. The whole surface of thj mucous membrane is

then to be painted with nitric acid applied with a swab, care being taken

not to allow the acid to come in contact with the adjacent skin. A pledget

of oiled cotton or lint is now introduced into the central depreasion of the

prolapsed mass, and by pressing it upward with the finger the mass is re-

• Loc. cit., p. 115. •^ Paris Medical, August 28, 1879.
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(luortl. A pad is then placttl over tli(> juihh, aiul tlio hiittocks are brought

tojri'ther by broad strips of aillu'sivc i>laHter. The bowels shoidd l)e kept

(itiict for two or three days by the acbniiiist ration of a small amount of

«»l»ium, and at the end of this time they should Ix; opeiunl by a laxative.

In practice I have found that the intHxluction of the oiled cotton or

lint into the prolapse<I bowel at the tinu^ of openition is not necessary, its

the child is apt to pass it by straining when he recovers from the antes-

tlii'tic : hence I generally omit its use, and mei-ely coat the cauterized sur-

face of the bowel with olive oil or vaseline before reducing it, the omission

in no wav affecting unfav()rai)ly the result of the operation.

Tlie prolapsus may recur with the first few passages, but a permanent

cure is generally effected by one application of the nitric acid ; shoidd this

not 1)6 the case, the cauterization may be repeated in a few weeks. I

have never failctl to see, in prolapsus of the rectum in childhood, a second

or third vpplicatiou bring about a cure.

The use of the actual cautery, the ligature, or the clamp and cautery

liiis hcon recomuended, but is attended with danger in cases of complete

prolapsus of the rectum in which the peritoneum is included in the mass,

and, altliough they have been used with success in the treatment of this

affection in adults, I have never si-en a ease of prolapsus of the rectum in

childhood in which their employment seemed to me to be justified, and in

which the simpler and safer procedure—namely, cauterization with nitric

am\—failed to give a satisfactory result.

In long-standing cases of prolapsus in which invagination has occurred

and the patient is suffering from obstruction of the bowels, if the prolapsus

caiuiot b' reduced under ether, the only operation which holds out any

prospect of success is the establishment of an artificial anus by a laparo-

colotoray, which should preferably be made in the left groin. In such a

case, if the child survive, at a later period attempts may be made to close

the faecal fistula in the groin, as soon as the invaginated portion of the gut

has lx;en remo'etl by sloughing or other means, thus allowing the faeces to

escape through their natural channel.

HEMORRHOIDS.

Hemorrhoids are vascular tumors occupying the lower portion of the

vcctum, arising from a dilatation or proliferation of the blood-vessels.

Tliey may be either internal or external, and accordingly may be covered

1)}' mucous membrane or by skin. This is a very rare affection in child-

hood: when it does exist, the hemorrhoidal tumors generally consist of

dilated veins, and they ai*e apt to occur in children of a weak and delicate

TOiiatitutiou. A few cases have been reported : Allingham ^ ijientions a
case of venous hemorrhoids which came under his observation in a child

three years of age ; Ball has seen several cases occurring in quite young

' Loc. cit, p. 75.
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cliildroii ; F. Ogston ' ropoilH a r:»oe in wliicli tlie discnHO appcarttl to Im'

congenital; and my own cxiwrienct' Iiuh Ijcon limited to one case t Mrrinji;

in a (;iiild five or six years of age.

SymptomB.— Die symptoms of licmorrhoids in children are very sinii-

lar to those of the same affection in adults, consisting in the protrusion of

the hemorrhoids and occasional l)lceding at the time of defecation.

Diagrnosis.—From the symptoms prescntal, the physician woidd poH-

sibly be justified in 8usj)ecting the presence of prolapsus of the rectum, hut

the diagnosis can reii:lily be nuule by a careful local examination.

Treatment.—The treatment of hemorrhoids in children consists in the

administration of iron and c(xl-liver oil, the local use of astringent oint-

ments, and regulation of the action of the bowels : under this treatment

a cure will generally result. If, on the other hand, the tumore continue

to bleed and Ik) protruded at defecation, the surgeon can have rccourst> to

the injection into the hemorrhoids of a twenty-five-per-cent. or fifly-])cr-

ceut. solution of carbolic acid in glycerin, or to the use of the ligature or

of the clamp and cautery.

POLYPUS OF THE RECTUM.

Polypus of the rectum is not an uncommon disease in chilanood. It is

usually characterized by the presence of a follicular tumor springing from

the mucous membrane of the rectum, to which it is attachetl by a narnnv

pedicle at a point an inch or an inch and a half above the anus. The follic-

ular or adenoid polypus is the variety of growth which is most commonly

seen in children, and closely resembles in its structure the normal mucous

membrane from which it has its origin, although its glands are more abun-

dant and are oflen more branched and

convoluted. The fibrous polypus, coni-

]>osed chiefly of fibrous cellular tissue, also

has been met with, and very rarely cystic

polypus; of the latter variety Cripps'

reports a case occurring in a boy nine

years of age. Disseminated polypi of the

adenoid variety have also been observed

in young persons; Mr. Thomas Smith'

has recorded three cases of this affectiou

occurring in members of the same family,

and Cripps * mentions cases of this nature

in which considerable areas of both the

rectum and the colon were studded with these growths.

The tup.ors may be single or multiple (Fig. 16), and are of a bright-

red color when first extruded, but become darker and more venous iu ap-

» London Lancet, May 12, 1886. * Loc. cit, p. 281.

' St. Bartholomew's Hospital Eeports, vol. xxiii. p. 225.

* Loc. cit, pp. 275, 276.

Fio. 16.

Polypi of the rectum. ( \fter Ball.)
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pcarancc after they have Immmi protruded some time and their circulation

liOH Ix'cn interfered with by the constriction of the sphincter: the length of

tlio pe<lich' may vary from half an inch to two or three inches.

Eustace Smith says that polypus of the rectum is rare in children under

ten years of age; Bokai found twenty-five eases of this growth in sixty-

five tliousjuid nine hundred and seventy patients. Jacobi ' says that he

sees from one to three caHci annually among fi\'e hinidre<l children.

Symptoms.—The presence of a rectal po'ypus gives rise to a sense of

fuhicMrt and distress in the lower part of the rectum, and there may Iw ex-

pulsive elTorts with tenes. is. The escape of glairy or blocxly mucus or

of hlocnl is a very coastni.^ -vmptom, and in children this alone is pre-

sumptive evidence of th' presence of this growth.

Diatfnosis.—The diagnosis is not dilHcult, as the polypus is apt to

present at the anus or protrude from it during defecation ; it is likely to

l)e confounded only with hemorrhoids or prolapse of the rectum, and a

careful examination with the finger will disclose the pivsenc^e of the jKtlicle

tc which the growth is attached. It is well to give an enema just l)efore

the examination, and when it pas.-'S the growth is apt to be brought to the

lower part of the rectum, or may present at the amis. It is also advisable

to introtluec the finger well into the rectum, and to make the examination

of its walls as the finger is withdrawn with a sweeping motion, by which

means the pedicle of the polypus may be hooked upon the finger.

It is probable that in many cases polypi undergo a sj)ontaueous cure by

the separation of their attachments from the bowel, and are passed with

the stool, all symptoms dej)endin{^ upon their presence disappearing upon

tlieir expulsion : a number of such cases have been reported.

Treatment.—The treatment of polypus of the rectum is simple and

satisfactory. The tumor may be soizcxl with ihe fingers or forceps and

twisted off, and the stump touched with the solid stick of nitrate of silver,

or with nitric acid : the only disadvantage of this method is the possi-

bility of troublesome hemorrhage.

I tliink the Imst and safest method is to seize the polypus and draw it

out so as to expose its pedicle, and to encircle this with a ligature close to

the mucous membrane, care being taken not to make sufficient traction to

invert the wall of the rectum, which might then be included in the grasp

of the ligature. The ligature should next be firmly tied, and the tumor
removwl by dividing the pedicle in advance of the ligature. If a number
of polypi exist, tlij same procedui'c is repeated for each growth.

ANGEIOMA OR N.EVUS OF THE EECTUM.

Najvus of the rectum is an exttemely rare affection, and very few cases

have been observed. Mr. Arthur E, Barker' has published a case of this

Vol. I1I._23

• Intustinal Diseases of Children, p. 280.

' Med.-Chir. Trans., vol. Ixvi.
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nature, and Mr. Howard Marsli has reported the ease of a girl ten years

of age who suffered from rectal heraorrhage and in whom an examination

revealed a nsevoid growth in the lower part of the rectum.

The principal symptom consequent upon this disease would be hemor-

rhage, and some difficulty might be experienced in diagnosing it from

hemorrhoids.

Treatment.—The treatment of angeioma of the rectum consists in tl.e

use of a ligature to strangulate the growth, or in the application of nitric

acid or of Paquelin's cautery ; the latter means was successfully employed

in the case reported by Mr. Marsh.

MALIGNANT DISEASE OF THE RECTUM.

Malignant disease of the rectum in childhood, in the form either of

cylindrical-cellal carcinoma or of sarcoma, is very rarely met with. Ailing-

ham ^ reports the case of a boy thirteen yeare of age who suffered from

cancer of the rectum, and another case in a lad of seventeen years ; and a

few similar cases have been reporte^l by Quain, Cripps, and other observers.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of this affection is to be made from the nou-

malignant growths of the rectum, and will depend largely upon the presence

of the peculiar cachexia of cancer. The prognosis is extremely unfavorable.

Treatment.—The treatment of malignant disease of the rectum consists

in the excision of the growth if its situation is favorable for such a pro-

cedure ; or linear rectotomy, -^hich consists in freely dividing the growth,

together with the lower portion of the rectum, including the sphincter, may

be practised, with at least temporary benefit; or, if excision is not possible,

owing to the fact that the growth involves a high portion of the roctnni,

and if symptoms of obstruction of the bowels are present, colotomy should

he performal.

WOUNDS OF THE RECTUM.

"Wounds of the rectum may be caused by bodies introduced through the

perineum or the anus or by substances which reach the rectum througli

the alimentary canal. They may be lacemted, incised, or punctured. Se-

vere lacerated or punctured wcnmds may result from patients falling upon

sharp bodies which enter through eithc the perineum or the anus, or from

sharp fragments of broken bones of the pelvis, causing in many cases ex-

tensive laceration of the parts about the rectum as well as of the rectum

itself, and these wounds may be complicated by injuries of the bladder,

vagina, or pritoneum. Many cases of severe punctured or lacerated wounds

of the rectum have resulted from the careless or forcible introduction of

the nozzle of the enema-syringe. The laceration of this organ in children

who have been subjected to unnaturd intercourse should also be men-

tioned. The most common varieties of incised wounds of the rectum are

» Loc. cit., p. 230.
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those resulting from operations upon that organ or from the accidental

incision of the bowel in the operation of lateral lithotomy.

Among the unusual forms of injury to the rectum might be mentioned

a ra-ently reported case in which the injury partook of the nature both

of a burn and of a wound, a blacksmith having thrust a red-hot bar of

iron into the rectum of a boy who was sitting on a grating over his shop,

the bar entering the bowel for several inches and i-.licting a distressing

burn wliich proved fatal in a few days.' Bodies also which have passed

through tlie alimentary canal have been known to produce serious injuries

of the rectum.

Prognosis.—Incised and lacerated woiuids of the rectum which do not

involve the bladder or peritoneal cavity generally heal very promptly, as is

seen in wounds made by the surgeon in operations upon this organ, or in

the accidental wounds occurring in the lateral operation for stone in the

bladder; but in deep lacerated wounds in which the above complications

exist, and in punctured wounds in which there is not adequate drainage,

the prognosis is not so favorable. In lacerated and punctured wounds of

the rectum the greatest danger results from hemorrhage and cellulitis, and

when they are complicated by visceral injury or wound of the peritoneum

the risks of urinary infiltration and peritonitis may be superadded, render-

ing them a most grave class of injuries.

Treatment.—The treatment of the simplest variety of incised or ex-

ternal lacerated wound of the rectum, which involves only its lower por-

tion, consists in controlling the bleeding by the application of ligatures to

the bleeding vessels, in washing the wound thoroughly with a solution of

the bichloride of mercury from one in two thousand to o le in four thou-

sand, in dusting the wound with powdered iodoform, in providing for

free drainage by the introduction of a drainage-tube, and in bringing the

edges of the wound together with catgut SMtures. A gauze dressing should

then be applied, and the bowels kept quiet for a few days : under this treat-

ment repair usually takes place promi)tly.

In punctured or internal lacerated wounds of the organ which do not

extend iiigh enough to involve the bladder or the peritoneum, it is considered

advisable, in order to secure free drainage, to convert the internal punctured

ur laceratetl wound into an open wound l)y the division of all the tissues,

iueluding the external sphincter arid the skin, as would be done in the case

of internal fistula. The wound should then be washed with a bichloride-

of-raercury solution, packed lightly with iodoform gauze, and allowed to

heal by granulation, the dressings being changed only as oflen as they be-

come soiled. In cases complicated by a \vound of the bladder perineal

cystotomy has been recommended, to provide for the free escaj)e of urine

:

lu the case of a boy who suffered fi'om a wound of this nature Mr. Bryaut

'

• British Medical Journal, 1882, p. 25.

* Medical Times and Gazette, May 25, 1878.
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adopted the above procedure, with a favorable result. Free drainage is also

to be secured by division of the anal sphincter, and by the introduction of

drainage-tubes if necessary. If there is evidence of puncture of the peri-

toneum, with injury of the contai^fxl viscera, the surgeon should perform

laparotomy, and wounds of the viscera, if found, as well as the rent in the

peritoneum, should be closed by sutures.

FOREIGN BODIES IN THE RECTUM.

Foreign bodies may enter the rectum from the upper part of the

alimentary canal or may be introduced through the anus : in the former case

they may consist of masses of faecal matter which have become inspissated or

of substances which have been swallowed and have been arrested in their

passage through the rectum. The greatest variety exists in the foreign bodies

which have been introduced, either by accident or by design, through the

anus into the rectum.

Ssnnptoms.—The symptoms of a foreign body impacted in the rectum

are pain, ineffectual attempts at defecation, and the passage of mucus or

blood-stained mucus.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of the condition producing these symptoms

can be made by a careful exploration of the rectum with the finger, which

will enable the surgeon to assure himself of the presence, the character,

and the exact location of the foreign body.

Treatment.—The treatment of foreign bodies impacted in the rectum

consists in their removal with the least possible injury to the walls of the

organ. To do this satisfactorily it is well first to anaesthetize the patient

and then to inject into the rectum a few ounces of olive oil. When the

character and the position of the body are ascertained, it may be dislodged

by the finger and removed by means of forceps. Large masses of inspis-

sated material may require fragmentation before their removal can be satis-

factorily accomplished. Where the body is irregular in shape, or possesses

sharp edges or angles which may cause injury to tlie lower part of the

rectum or anus, the introduction of retractors or of a bivalve speculum

and full dilatation of the anus and of the lower portion of the rectum

will greatly facilitate its removal without injury to the I'ectal walls.

If after removal of the foreign body it is found upon examination of

the rectum that ulceration has resulted from it. presence, a solution of

nitrate of silver, ten grains to the ounce of water, should be applied to the

ulcerated surface, the patient kept in bed, the diet restricted, and supposi-

tories containing iodoform introduced into the rectum. The possibility of

stricture following this condition should not be lost sight of, and if cicatricial

contraction supervenes it should be treated by the use of bougies.

1 /
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By JOHN H. PACKAKD, M.D.
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The operation of colotomy, or the making of an opening in the wall

of tlic large intestine,—an aitificial anus,—is occasionally required in chil-

dren for the relief of genital malformations of tht rectum, in order

to give free exit to t. ontents of the bowel I am not aware of any

recorded instance of its performance in childhood for any other reason.

When the gut terminates in a blind pouch, the conditijn is one which, if

nr' speedily remedied, will destroy life : so that in such cases operative

interference is needed within a very few days of birth, and the earlier it is

resorted to, the better.

The subject of these congenital malformations, and of their varieties, is

elsewhere discussed : we are here concerned only with th < operations to be

contemplated when the bowel cannot be reached and opened through the

periiioum.

AVhon in a newly-born child this condition of things is found to exist,

it becomes the duty of the attendant to inform the parents of its very

grave significance, and to propose to them an operation, as affording the

only possible chance of saving the infant's life. The opinion has been

very strongly expressed by some surgical writers of high authority that it

would be better to let a child die than to prolong its existence in the loath-

some and distressing state which they think must be brought about by the

fornat'on of an artificial anus. Such an idea is not, however, borne out by
ox',)erience ; in many cases, and probably in all by proper care, the child

can be made as comfortable and kept as clean as if the fajces were dis-

charged by the natural channel. And it may be questioned, even if this

were not so, whether the nde of professional conduct should not be to

preserve life under any circumstances. Certainly the responsibility of
declining interference should be placed upon the friends.

Moreover, the performance of this oj>eration of opening the colon and
giving exit to its contents need not be regarded as a finality ; it may be
done, and perhaps always should be done, with a view to further measures
for the establishment of the natural passage, after which the closure of the
nrtificial orifice may be attempted.

Practically, there are tw6 points to be considered is eligiblo for the

367
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opening of the colon in those cases. One is the descending portion of the

gut, reached by an incision in the left loin ; the other is the sigmoid flexure,

accessible from one or the other groin, usually the left. (In the adult the

cascum may be opened in the right groin, or the ascending colon in the

right loin ; but neither of these procedures is proper in cases of imperforate

rectum, since the large portion of bowel below the site of operation would

constitute a cul-de-sac in which fsecal matters would accumulate and give

trouble, while there would be no chance for further efibrt at establisliing

the natural passage by means of the opening thus made.)

The chief peculiarity of these operations in children consists in the

small size of the parts, and the delicacy of the tissues, making the manipu-

lations difficult ; moreover, the rules laid down for their performance in

adults will not apply here.

Colotomy in the left loin, often called Amussat's operation, has for its

object the exposure and opening of the posterior wall of the descending

colon, avoiding, if possible, interference with the peritoneum.

Anffisthesia is not necessary in any of these procedures, and in the case

of a very weakly child might add an element of shock which would Iw

very undesirable. If, however, a strong child should by its cries and

struggles interfere with the making of a careful examination, a few whiffs

of ether may be given to qaiet it.

Antiseptic precautions ought certainly to be observed. It is true that

the escape of meconium will subsequently make it difficult to keep the

wound clean, but the early healing of all but the fistulous orifice will be

favored, and, which is very important, the risk arising from any accidental

interference with the peritoneum will be greatly diminished.

The child should be carefully wrapped up in suitable flannels, only the

part to be operated on being exposed. It should be laid upon a table of

proper height, on a pillow, in such a position as to make the left loin promi-

nent,—viz., on its right side, but turned somewhat on its face. A good liglit

is absolutely essential.

The instruments required are a scalpel, a probe-pointed bistoury, dissect-

ing- and artery-forceps, tenaculum, scissors, grooved director, small retractors

for keeping the edges of the wound apart, fine catgut ligatures, noetlle-

holder and curved needles, and silk and silkworm-gut for sutures. All

these, thoroughly sterilized, and placed in carbolized water, should be Ayithiu

reach either of the operator or of a skilled assistant.

My own rule, which I have always found reliable, is to begin at the

upper and outer corner of the quadratus lumborum muscle,—a point easily

found,—and to cut the skin downward and outward in a line at an angle

of forty-five degrees with a vertical one, nearly to the crista ilii. I divide

the skin obliquely, so that one edge is bevelled at the expense of its outer

surface and the other at the expense of its inner,—this plan making the

subsequent closure of the wound more complete, and favoring healing,

especially as the access of faecal matter to the cut surfaces is rendered well-
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uio-Ii imiJossiblc. The deeper tissues are divided layer by layer, to the

same extent as the iucision through the skin : this is very important, as

otherwise the operator would finally find himself working at the bottom of

a funnel-shaped hole, and at a great disadvantage. A layer of firm fascia

is soon reached, which being dividctl, a mass of fat is seen, beneath which

the colon will be found. Sometimes a few fibres of the transversilis muscle

are cut at the outer edge of this fascia. During this dissection, all vessels

which may spring should be carefully tied with fine catgut.

Bv means of the retractors, the wound is now held open, while the

surgeon works through the fat with the knife-handle and his finger. Occa-

sionally the outer edge of the kidney is in the way, and must be cautiously

pressed inward (towards the median line). If distended with meconium,

the bowel will presently be felt as a smooth, rounded, doughy juass, and

may be exposed to view. It is of a dull grayish-yellow color, with the

dark-green meconium showing through it; often one of the longitudinal

muscular bauds is also seen.

On satisfying himself that it is the bowel which he has before him, the

surgeon takes a snmll curved needle, armed with a silk ligature, and carries

it through the wall of the gut just above the middle of the exposed portion,

bringing it out again at a point an eighth of an inch distant, and on the

same level ; he then repeats the process half an inch lower down, and thus

has two loops of thread by which control of the gut-wall is secured.

Drawing it outward, and giving the ends of one of the loops to an assistant,

the wall may be made tense, and divided with the poiut of the scalpel, upon

wliich meconium will at once escape. The wound may be protected from

contact with this material by means of a flat aseptic sponge or a layer of

sublimated cotton.

The size of the opening to be made must be a matter of judgment with

tlie operator. If too small, it will be apt to contract, and will be insufficient

for the escape of faecal matters. If too large, the mucous membrane will

prolapse through it, and is apt to become very sore ; besides which, there

will be too free and constant discharges, making it almost or quite impossible

to keep the child clean.

The edges of the opening in the gut are now everted, and carefully

fastened to the skin by four or six points of suture with silk thread ; the

remainder of the wound above and below is then accurately closed with

silkworm-gut sutures, carried deeply, so as to effect entire apposition of all

the tissues. Iodoform is next dusted over the surface, and a thick layer of

sublimated or borated cotton applied, kept in place by a flannel binder.

The operation now described does not involve any special danger. In

the only instance in which I have resorted to it in the living child, there

was no difficulty whatever ; but a few hours afterwards, copious oozing of

blood ensued, and was checked only by the application of tannin upon
cotton, several other measures having Iwen tried in vain. The overlapping

of the gut by the kidney may be a source of some embarrassment, but has
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never, so far as my knowledge goes, prevented the surgeon from proceed-

ing. A more formidable liinderance may occur in the difficulty of finding

the bowel, which -• be due to either of two causes,—the existence of a

wide mesocolon, le mesentery, so that the colon floats out in the

abdominal cavity i id of lying embedded in the circum 'cnal fat, or

the absence of faecal contents, the tube being empty and contracted. The
latter condition has been found in several instances to be due to atrophy

aifecting the whole of the large intestine. In the former case, if the mass

of the distended colon were made out by its being crowded back by press-

ure on the belly in front, the opening and securing of its wall might be

effected in the same way as described above, the peritoneum being slit, and

the bowel drawn through the orifice. Should this be done, care should be

taken in the suturing to insure accurate and close coajitation of the two

serous surfaces.

Ordinarily the peritoneum is in no danger in an operation of this kind

;

but if by any awkwardness or mischance it should be nicked or torn, the

edges of the rent should be at once caught up, and a fine catgut ligature

applied around the part, so as to close it like the drawing-string of a bag.

Colotomy in the groin, often called Littre's operation, or inguinal colot-

omy, has for its object the opening of the colon in its sigmoid flexure. The

remarks made as to anajsthesia, antiseptics, and instruments, in refereuce

to the operation in the loin, are applicable here, and need not be repeated.

Any one familiar with the anatomy of the adult only, if asked in which

groin he would expect to find readiest access to the sigmoid flexure, would

unhesitatingly reply, in the left. But in 1858 M. Huguier made to the

Academic ImpCriale de M6decine in Paris the statement that the condition

of the gut in new-born children was such that the sigmoid flexure occupied

the right groin, and hence that the operation should be done on this side

rather than on the left. To test the correctness of this view, careful re-

searches were made by several observers, and the results are given by

Giraldfes.^ He himself found, in one hundred and thirty-four autopsies ou

children, the sigmoid flexure at the left side in one hundred and fourteen;

he collated fifty instances of Littre's operation, in all of which this was tlie

case, as also in thirty autopsies on children operated ou for atresia ani.

Bourcart found it so in one hundred and seventeen out of one hundral and

fifty, and Curling in eighty-five out of one hundred cases. The sigmoid

flexure was thus on the left side in three hundred and ninety-six out of

four hundred and sixty-four cases, or about eighty-five and one-third per

cent. But, strnnge as the assertion may seem, it does not appear that in the

other sixty-eight cases the sigmoid flexure, or an available portion of it,

could not have been reached from the left side as well as from the right.

GoMe ^ advocates Huguier's view, and gives a very elaborate theory as

' Diet, de Med. et de Chir. pratiques, 1865, tome ii., art. " Anus."
' Jour, de M6d. et de Cliir. pratiques, tome xlix., December, 1878.
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to the reasons why such a disposition of the intestine should obtain. It

seems to me, however, that the matter is susceptible of a simple explanation.

The comparatively very small size of the pelvis being reraemberetl, the

thinness of the intestinal wall, and the accumulation of meconium during

intra-nterine life, it will be obvious that the large bowel will he loaded to

distention, and that the sigmoid flexure must be swollen, the arc of its

curvature being increased, and the mass pressing in the direction of least

resistance. In this way it may be that a large part of the sigmoid flexure

may he met with in the right groin, but its lower portion must run back-

wara to its anchorage in front of the sacrum. With antiseptic precautions

the peritoneum, being necessarily opened on whichever side the operation is

done, may be explored with an antiseptic finger, and the bowel found.

My own preference, therefore, would always be for the left groin.

Tlie child is to be laid on the back, the thigh very slightly flexed on

the trunk. An incision about an inch and a half in length is made parallel

with Poupart's ligament, and about half an inch above it, beginning near

the anterior superior spine of the ilium. Layer by layer the tissues are

divided to the same extent, until the transversalis fascia is reached and

opened, when the peritoneum will be exposed. Any vessels which spring

are to be securely tied with fine catgut. The peritoneum being nicked and

divided on a director, the operator passes a clean and aseptic finger into the

abdominal cavity to feel for the gut. If this bulges into the wound, it is

at once caught ; if not, when found it is coaxed down, pushing the other

iutestines out of the way. As soon as it comes into the wound, it is caught

with a liook or with toothed forceps, and two silk sutures passed through

the wall, so as to obtain control of it. By means of the threads it is now
drawn well through the wound, and four silver-wire or silk sutures are

passed, two through all the tissues at each edge of the wound, and then

through the wall of the gut and out on its exposed surface. Between these,

as nearly as possible at the centre of the exposed surface, the gut is now
opened, and the edges of the opening are at once caught with forceps. Ex-
treme care must be taken to prevent the escaping meconium from finding

access to the peritoneal cavity. The silk or silver-wire sutures are now to

be carefully secured by tying or twisting, additional points of suture be-

tween the skin and bowel-edge being placed if necessary. The remainder of

the wound is now accurately closed with sutures of silkworm-gut. I think

It is better to suture the deeper tissues and peritoneum with fine catgut first,

and to let the silkworm- gut sutures secure the supei'ficial tissues merely.

Finally, iodoform and borated or sublimated absorbent cotton are

applied, as in the case of the lumbar operation.

Cololomy in the right groin does not differ in any important particular

'"ora the opemtion just described. In the adult it is sometimes resorted to

With the purpose of opening the cfocum, the peritoneum being left intact

;

wit in the infant such a procedure would be of necessity a mere palliative,

and ofjen to objections already stated.
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The question of the comparative advautagcs of the two methods of

oj)cning the colon, which liave now been dcscril)ed, naturally presents itself.

Should the oi^ration in the loin be preferred, or that in tho groin?

One advantage offered by the lumbar incision, and the chief, is that, as

a rule, the bowel can in this way be reached and opened without interfering

with the peritoneum. This is a matter of less moment at the present day

than it was in pre-antiseptic times. A more practically important point is

that in case of failure to find the bowel at this spot, the wound can be at

once cIosckI, and a fresh attempt made elsewhere. Again, unless there be a

wide m-^socolon, this part of the gut is much more firmly fixed than is the

sigmoic( flexure.

On the other hand, the dissection required to expose the colon in the

loin is deeper, and really more difficult, than in the groin. And the very

fact of the dejith and fixation of the bowel makes it less easy to deal witii.

Should further measures be contemplated, with a view to establishing an

anus at the normal point in the perineum,' the limibar opening affords less

facility for so doing than the inguinal. Finally, in the event of the child's

surviving to the age when it should attend to itself, an artificial anus in the

loin would be much less conveniently placed than one in the iliac region.

In the inguinal operation the peritoneum is of necessity opened, and

this fact, in spite of all antiseptic precautions as to the procedure itself, in-

volves some risk of the entrance of meconium into its cavity. Such a mis-

chance, which must inevitably prove fatal, cannot always be guarded against,

and may have induced the peritonitis which is noted as a frequent cause of

death in these cases.

The inguinal operation, however,—although, from what may be called

a sort of traditional superstition among surgeons, it is looked upon as more

formidable,—is in reality easier of performance than the lumbar. Some

portion of bowel is always to be found here, and generally that which is

wanted. Explorations downward for the purpose of establishing an auus

in the perineum are much more readily made, since the distance to be

traversed is much less than from the loin, and the route to be followed is

less tortuou?.

When the little patients survive, there are two annoyances to be feared,

whichever operation has been chosen. One is the prolapse of the bowel

through the artificial opening, the mucous membrane forming a projecting

villous mass, with an orifice at either side, one leading into the upper por-

tion of the tube, the other into the lower portion. This can be obviated

only by proper pads held in place by bandages or adhesive plastera.

The other, and really the more troublesome, condition is the narrowing

1 A case of this kind, in which, considering the unfavorable circumstances surrounding

it, a really brilliant success was obtained, was reported by Dr. W. H. Haynes, of New York,

in „ .0 American Journal of the Medical Sciences for July, 1884. The child, at eleven months

of age, was in good condition locally, in spite of neglect on the part of its parents :
its death,

which took place some time afterwards, was ascribed to convulsions incident t< teething.
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of the orifice so that the escape of fieces is hindered. Division of the tis-

sues with the knife, under such circumstances, should be very cautiously

done, if done at all. A safer plan is t -> use some means of dilatation,

as a sponge or larainaria tent, or plugs, like sections of rectal bougies,

frradiiallv increasing in size until the opening is made sufficiently free.

Laxiitivori and injections nuist, of course, be used if the fax;al mass is too

firm to be readily expelled. The process of dilatation may need to be

reijcated again and again, as the contraction recurs.

When we look at the publishetl records and statistics of these operations,

it is dear that this is not one of the fields in which surgery has been bril-

liantly successful. Very possibly in many cases the malformation is merely

a local expression of a general deficiency of developmental power, and the

children so affected are in other respects wanting in vigor. Certain it is

that very few of them pass the period even of infancy.

The most available statistics on this subject are not recent. They are

those of Curling' and Giraldcis.*

Curling gives a table of one hundred cases, operated on in various ways

;

those which concern us here are the twenty-three in which colotomy was

performed. Of these, the gut was opened in the loi'" in eight, with two

successes ; in the remaining fifteen the inguinal o])eration was done, with

ton successes. Both of the successful lumbar operations were performed by

Amussat ; the subject of one was known to be living and well at the age

of seven years, but the other was reported to have died at about two months.

GiraldCs gives a table of thirty-four cases, all of them inguinal coloto-

mies. Of the whole number, twenty-three died under one year of age ; and

of these, only three survived a month or more. One is said to have reached

the age of fourteen months, and three that of two years. (One child, oper-

ated on at the age of four years, lived eight months afterwards.)

Among the remaining seven, Ilochard, of Brest, is to be credited with

one, the subject of which lived five years ; Miriel, also of Brest, had one

patient (included above) who lived two years, one who reached fourteen

years, and another nineteen ; two other of his patients attained adult age,

one dying at twenty-two, the other at forty. A child operated on by Duret,

also of Brest, grew up, and lived to the age of forty-three. The longest

period of life secured in this way was in a case of Serrand's,—forty-nine

years.-'

Miriel's successes, referred to above, are unparalleled in the experience

of any other surgeon, so far as any published recoi-ds show ; and it is fair

to conclude that they stand alone. A very large number of reports of
isolated cases may be found scattered over the pages of medical journals,

' Medico-Chirurgical Transactions, vol. xliii., 1860.

^ Diet, de Med. et de Chir. pratiques, Paris, 1865, art. " Anus artiflciel."

These tables cannot be combined, partly because they overlap, some of the same cases
occurrin<; in both, but also because there are as to these some minor discrepancies which,
not having access to the original reports, I have been unable to reconcile.
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but in the great majority of them only a brief extension of life has been

secured. Some of these patients, indeed, are lost sight of by the operators,

and may haw lived to grow up ; but it would be strange if there were many
such who failed to attract the observation of mctlical men in their later

years, in which case the fact would almost certainly l)e made known to the

profession.

When we try to investigate the cause of the very large proportion of

deaths among children operated on for malformations of the recitum (no

matter what the special lesion or the procedure adopted), we find that in

very many of the cases it is stated that the patients did well for a time,

and then began to fall away, dying from exhaustion ; in others we find that

they are said to have succumbed to some of the milder diseases mcident to

childhood. And therefore it seems to me reasonable to suppose that these

malformations may be properly regarded as not only mere local defects of

developnicnt, but also, or perhaps as such, as significant of a constitutional

want of force, so that the subjects of them are prone to pass into an ady-

namic condition, or, when attackal by the diseases of childhood, to lack the

power to make a successful resistance.

The condition of imperforation of the rectum is a certainly fatal one

:

the operation of opening the colon does not in itself involve any serious risk
;

it presents no great difficulty to any one with proper anatomical knowledge

and average surgical dexterity ; and it will at least aiford palliation of the

sufferings of the little patient. An opportunity may perhaps be made in

this way for further measures, looking to the establishment of an anus in

the normal position.

Under these circumstances, it seems clear that the resort to operative

interference is not only justifiable, but also imperatively indicated. The best

chance of success, in the light of past experience, is in the operation in the

left groin ; and it should be done at the earliest practicable moment. Such

procedures can hardly be instituted with sanguine expectations of brilliant

results, but it is well worth while to undertake them merely with the object

of alleviating suffering.



DISEASES OF THE PANCREAS,
AKO

THEIR OPERATIVE TREATMENT.

By N. SENN, M.D.

TOPOGRAPHICAL ANATOMY OF THE PANCREAS.

For a correct interpretation of the signs and symptoms of the different

diseases of the pancreas, and for an accnrate understanding of the relations

of this organ to surrounding parts in their surgical treatment, it l)ecomes

necessary to refer to the topographical anatomy of the pancreas. The

pancreas is a tongue-shaped gland placetl transversely in the alxlomen,

at a point opposite the first lumbar vertebra, behind the stomach, reaching

from the hilus of the spleen to the concavity of the duodenum. Its right

end, termed the head, is embraced by the curvature of the duodenum, whilst

its left or caudal extremity is in contact with the spleen. After opening

the aklominal cavity in cadavers, it can be distinctly felt as a firm botly

through the walls of the stomach. The organ is made accessible and ex-

posed to sight by cutting the ligamentum gastro-colicum transversely, and

by pushing the stomach upward and the transverse colon downward. In

the saocua epiploicus, which has now been opened, the gland is seen in

front of the large vessels. It presents three surfaces for examination. The
anterior surface, somewhat ro- "•", e, is in contact with the stomach through-

out its entire extent, but separated from it by a covering from the omental

bursa which renders the surface smooth and well adapted for the free move-
ments of the stomach. The posterior surface is separated from the spine by
tlie vena cava, the aoi-ta, the superior mesenteric artery and vein, the pillars

of the diaphragm, and, towards the liver, the vena porta, as well as by numer-
ous lymphatic vessels and glands, all of which are firmly connected with
this surface, and the spine, by connective tissue. To the left of the verte-

bral column it is attached in the same manner to the left suprarenal cap-
sule, kidney, and renal vessels. The superior mesenteric artery and vein

are embraced by the substance of the gland, so as sometimes to enclose

these vessels in a complete canal. The inferior surface is narrow and di-

366
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r(M'to«l towiirdrt the triinHvcrHo colun, tlie ri^^lit ciul ri'Htiiifjf on the junction of

the (huHleniini and jejiiiiiini, and the letV on the extremity of the traiiH-

verHe eoh)n. The interveiiinj; middle ])oi'ti(>n of the inferior mtrfaee has ii

HiMH'ial peritoneal eoverin^j; deriv<'d from the lower layer of the mesocolon.

Alon^ the |)<i.steri(»r surface aM<l upper ixtrder of the filaud arc placed tlic

Hplenie art<!ry and vein, hoth pursiiinjf a tortuouM course from right to Iclt.

The cculiae axis is nhove the pancreas. TIk; common hile-duct is in close

relation to the head of the gland, passing down ah)ng its posterior surface,

and is generally rweived into a groove or canal in its substance.

The common pancreatic duct, or canal of Wirsung, is widest near its

entmnce into the duodenum, where it is from onc-twelt\h to one-ninth of an

inch in diameter. Before its termination it unites with the common hile-

duct in the wall of the intestine, at the junction of the second and third

portions of the duodenum, lM>twcen three and four inches below the pyloric

orifice of the stonuu;!!. The lower extremity of the head, where it cuvvcs

behind the mesenteric! artery and vein, is sometimes marked oil' from tlie

rest, and is then calleil the Icnurr j^nncrcns, with a s[)e(ial duct which joins

the common duct in the substance of the head of the pancreas. The pan-

creas receives its blocxl-supply from the superior and inferior pancreatico-

duodenal branches of the hepatic and sujierior mesenteric arteries. Tiio

venous return takes place through the splenic and superior mesenteric veins.

The u jrves are derived from the solar plexus.

ACCESSORY PANCREAS.

The jiancreas, like many other glandular organs, sometimes pre,«onts

rudimentary duplicities, and it is necessary to call attention to this fact for

the purpose of considering the possibility of the origin of a pancreatic cyst

from one of these appendages. Rokitansky mentions, as an cxcealingly

rare oecnrrence, duplicity of the pancreas and excessive development of ac-

cessory ajipendages. A frequent variety is represented by the head of the

gland,—the pancreas mimts,—the duct of which usually terminates in tlie

common duct, but sometimes, as was first ascertained by Winslow, takes

an independent course and empties into the ducKlenum from an inch to an

inch and a half below the opening of the common duct. More recently,

Hyrtl has calletl attention to an accessory pancreas consisting of a few iso-

lated acini of the gland behind the superior mesenteric artery and vein.

Klob has descrilxni an accessory pancreas distinct from the normal orjjan,

which was found between the muscular layers of the stomach, about the

middle of the great curvature. On another occasion he found a similar

organ in the posterior wall of the jejunum, near its upper termination. In

both instances the glandular structure of these bodies was proved by micro-

scopical examinations.

Zenker met with six instances of supernumerary pancreas. The acces-

sory organ was invariably in the walls of the intestine, three times in the

highest convolution of the jejunum, twice near the duodenum, and in the
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last case in the upjKT portion of the intcHtinal tract. In hIw; tlic glunilrt

varic«l from thnt of a lentil to that of n silver dollar. They wore situated

In'tween the intestinal tiini(*s, and presented a pron)inene(> on the serous

mirfiice. Kloh fonnd no excretory dm-t in iiis siweinieiis. Zenker dete(!ted

the terminal eixl upon the inneons Hurlliee of the intestinal eanal in the

shape (»f a slightly-raisiHl papilla which eonld 1h> seen with the naked eye

or l)V means of a niaj?nifyinj^->;lass. The presence of pancreatic juice in

the jrlands was also (h'terniined. In all instances the jrland proper was

fdiiiiil in its normal locution and of natural size. All the patients were

adults.

Like other accessory orfjans, the supennmierary pancreatic glands owe

their origin to emhryonal deposits of gland tissue. Although, as yet, no

instance has hcen ohservetl of cystic formation from an Mccessory pancreas,

there is no reason why such an (X'currence 'should not take place, in the

same manner u , has Imh'u ohservetl in ca.ses of cysts from supernumerary

tli\ Toid glands, and for the same rcjisons.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PANCREAS.

Remak has studied the development of the pancreas in the young chick.

He iuund that the matrix could be seen somewhat later ^han that of the

liver, about sixty-five hours after incubation had commenced. It consista

piiiuarily of a bulging of the hypoblast of the posterior wall of the intesti-

nal tube, coveretl by a thickened prolongation of the

c()nne<'tive-tissue layer of the bowel. (Fig. 1.)

The embryonal pancreas shows in the beginning

a cavity which is in communicsation with the oix'u

lumen of the bowel. The changes Avhich take jjlace

in the embryonal pancreas during the first five days

can be readily observed and are easily luulcrstood.

From the thick wall of the hypoblast numerous

small, solid lobules spring, while the hollow space in

communication with the bowel assumes more and

more the shape of a canal. The connective-tissue

layer does not increase in size in the same degree,

and presents no lobular projections upon its surface.

On this account the new organ has assumwl a pyri-

form shape externally ; on the other hand, the glan-

dular poi 'or 'n the connective-tissue layer takes on creas.

a brancliod structure.

The hypoblastic layer is the basis of the parenchyma. Composed of

eells, the connective-tissue layer serves as the basis for the vascidar con-

stituents of the gland. The embryonal connective tissue disappear during
the development of the gland in proportion as the cellular portion increases,

until, finally, only enough connective tissue is left to serve as a nidus for

the vessels and as a membrana propria of the acini.

Fio. 1.

\—A

'—C

Embryo if Chick, Four

Days old.—/I, stomnch; B,

liver and bile-ducts ; C, pan-
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Fig. 2.

The pancreas is not developed by symmetrical folding of both walls of

the intestinal canal, but each wall grows by proliferation in different degrees

to form the pancreas. The excavation in the rudimentary gland does not

exist at fii-st, but the original and essential struc-

tures are the cellular parenchyma of the gland from

the epithelial lining of the intestine, and the vessel-

and nerve-enveloping layer of connective tissue. As

the pancreas in birds has two ducts, the question

arose how the second duct is formed. The most

plausible explanation was afforded by the assump-

tion that the primary duct divides into two in a

longitudinal direction. Remak, in 1864, found

another explanation by examining two geese, be-

tween three and four weeks old. He found two

ducts at a short distance from each other in cou-

• nection with the wall of the intestine. A closer

examination showed, however, that only one of the

ducts, the upper, was in communication with the

lumen of the intestine ; the other presented a blind

pcueh adherent to the wall of the intestine.

From this it may be concluded that the second

duct s^, . jgs from the first, and that at a later

period a new communication with the bowel is

established at a point corresponding to its > "al

extremity.

Remak has since observed the same condition

in the larvee of frogs. It appears, then, established

that the primary duct of the pancreas is found iu

Fig. 8.

Embryo of Chick, Five

Days old.—^, stomach; B,

bile-duct; G gall-bladder ; D,

pancreas.
Larva of Froo.—A, pancreas ; li, pancreatic duct.

•the rudimentary organ, and is from the beginning in communicat'on with

the bowel, while any additional ducts, whether normal or anomalous, ongi-

lAte in the substance of the gland and only secondarily arc brought into
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communication with the bowel by a process of atrophy and absorption

between the csecal extremity of the duct and the intestinal wall.

The existence of anomalous ducts communicating with one of the prin-

cipal ducts and the intestine can be explained in a similar manner. Thus,

in dogs it is not uncommon to find a small duct in the gastro-splenic half of

tlie gland, connecting the intestine, at a point where the common bile-duct

opens into the intestines, with the common duct, as illustrated by a specimen

in my possession.

It is apparent that in cases of this kind obliteration of the common duct

on the distal side of the anomalous or accessory duct would not interfere

with the normal evacuation of the secretion into the intestinal canal. The

occurrence of an accessory pancreas can be explained only by the assump-

tion that during the growth of the rudimentary pancreas certain portions

of the secreting structure become isolated by constriction and displacement,

and that such portions of the gland are brought into communication with

the intestinal canal by the development of an accessory duct.

PHYSIOLOGY OF THE PANCREAS.

A brief consideration of the most important functions of the pancreas

becomes necc&sary as an introduction to a study of the diseases and injuries

of this organ, as it will serve to furnish an interpretation of some of the

symptoms which are observer! in the course of affections which interfere

with the normal secretion or outflow of the pancreatic juice.

Claude Bernard, in 1848, discovered the most important function of the

pancreatic juice, by observing its emulsifying action upon all kinds of fat.

He found that by mixing fresh pancreatic juice with oil, lard, butter, or

tallow, and keeping the mixture at a temperature of 35° to 40° C, an emul-

sion is formed almost immediately. Saliva, gastric juice, bile, and blood-

serum do not produce this effect. The emulsifying process takes place by
the division of the fat into minute globules by the pancreatic juice without

its conversion into a new chemical compound. The organic principle in

the juice which possesses this pi'operty is very easily decomposed and j)re-

cipitatcd by heat. Bile with pancreatic juice dissolves neutral as well as

acid fats. Bernard ligated both pancreatic ducts in dogs, and the single

duct in rabbits, and fed the animals on fat. The fat was found unchanged
in the intestinal canal, and the lacteals were empty. Fatty diarrhoea has
been observed in a number of cases where the pancreas was the seat of
extensive lesions, and the presence of this symptom should always lead the

phys.tMan to make special s.arch for additional symptoms confirming the

suspicion of the existence of disease of the pancreas.

There is no dispute among physiologists in regard to the action of pan-
creatic juice in transforming starch into sugar. This function was first

observed by Valentin, in 1844, who experimented with an artificial fluid

made by infusing piec s of pancreas in water. Bouchaixlat and Sankras
first observed this propertv in the normal pancreatic secretion. The

Vol. III.—24
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property of converting starch into sugar is possessed also by the saliva and

the intestinal juice ; it therefore becomes an important question to determine

the eifect of a defective pancreatic secretion in cases where there is imper-

fect digestion of starchy food. It seems that cane-sugar is transformed

into glucose almost exclusively by the action of the pancreatic juice. Tliis

fact has received confirmation in the case of intestinal fistula observed by

Busch. The fistula was located in the lower jJortion of the small intestine.

When cane-sugar was introduced in quantity into the stomach, fasting, the

fluid which escaped from the upper end of the intestine contained a small

quantity of glucose, but never any cane-sugar. Cane-sug?r introduced

into the fistula so that it woula pass along only the lower end of the bowel

was not converted into glucose, but a large portion of it was found in the

faeces as cane-sugar. In cases of suspected organic lesions of the pancreas

it would therefore appear advisable to resort to feeding with cane-sugar

and to subsequent examination of the stools for undigested cane-sugar, as a

diagnostic measure. The presence of cane-sugar in the stools would indicate

that little or no pancreatic juice is secreted.

The last function of the pancreas consists in converting, with the aid

of the bile and intestinal juice, the albuminoids, such as gluten, fibrin,

albumen, caseine, and rausculine, into albuminose or peptones. This latter

effect of the pancreas has been doubted by a numbe* of German phys-

iologists, but the fact seems to be demonstrated by experiment as well as

by the circumstance that the pancreas is larger in carnivorous than in

herbivorous animals.

Schiff has found that the physiological function of the pancreas is at its

maximum about nine hours after the ingestion of food, and at its minimum

from four to six hours later. During the greatest activity of the gland

the vessels become more turgid, and can be seen with the aid of a lens be-

tween and upon the lobules, while during a state of rest they are seen only

between the lobules. During digestion the gland presents a pale-red color,

while during rest it appears grayish white.

The influence of the nerve-centres upon the pancreas has been made a

subject of careful study by Schiff. Section of both pneumogastric nerves

has no effect upon the circulation or secretion of the pancreas. Animals

subjected to this experiment readily digested dextrin or peptones introduced

into the stomach ; but if ordinary food was given, no secretion took place,

as stomach-digestion was suspended. Total destruction of the three semi-

lunar ganglia of the sympathetic arrests completely the secretory functions

of the pancreas, even if the most favorable conditions are established by

the introduction of food or injection of the products of digestion into the

stomach. Wounding of these ganglia, short of total destruction, does not

produce the same effect. Injury of the spinal coixJ on a level with the

eighth, ninth, or tenth rib does not interfere in the least with stomach-diges-

tion, but promptly arrests all secretion from the pancreas, which cannot be

excited by food nor by the presence of dextrin in the stomach. Heiden-
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hain has ascertained tliat stimulation of the medulla oblongata increases the

flow of pancreatic juice as well as its active constituents. These experi-

ments sho V that the reflex action of the stomach upon the pancreas is not

transmi'ttod through the sympathetic, but through the spinal cord. That

the essential active principle of the pancreatic juice is necessary for diges-

jn has oeen shown by Corvisart, who found that in dogs the pancreatic

juice contaiaed, nine and a half hours after a meal, no ferment which was

capable of dissolving albuminous substances. If, however, the animal was

made to fast for a longer time than this, the ferment was again produced,

in some unknown manner. Pancreatic digestion becomes apparent six or

seven hours aft^r a meal, the time being somewhat dependent upon the

duration of digestion.

The present views concerning the action of the pancreatic juice in the

process of digestion may be summarized as follows :

1. Starch is converted by a diastatic ferment into dextrin and sugar, a

continuation of the action of the saliva in the intestine.

2. Melted and fluid fats are emulsified by it (a property which has been

assigned in a less degree to bile) ; at the same time, glycerin and fatty acids

are formal during the process. The emulsifying process is aided by the

fatty acids and alkaline salts which effect saponification. (Brucke, Gad,

Quincke.)

3. Albuminous substances and glue-containing tissues when mixed with

an alkaline solution are dissolved and converted into jieptones, indepen-

dently of stomach-digestion (Corvisart). A portion of the jieptones under-

goes still further changes : as, in the case of albuminoid substances, leucin,

tyrosin, xauthin, and sarciu, and in the case of glue, tyrosin, glycin, and

ammonium, may apjwar.

Fresh pancreatic juice obtained from *lie duct of Wirsung is a clear,

viscid, alkaline, highly putrescible fluid, of a specific gravity of 1030,

which solidifies completely on boiling. Pancreatic juice contains (1) albu-

men, (2) a number of ferments, (3) salts, especially of soda, (4) water;

sometimes traces of self-digestion of the juice can be found, especially

leucin. (Hermann.)

The pancreas secretes continually in herbivorous animals ; in carnivo-

rous, only during digestion (Heidenhain). The ferments are always present

HI the gland, trypsin only in a state of preparation, a so-called zymogen,

which on division yields trypsin ; this division takes place on exjwsure of

the gland to air, to the action of oxygen, of very dilute alkalies, acids,

alcohol, etc. During secretion the cells of the lobules are enlarged, while

tlio lubnles become swollen ; at the same time the vessels are considerably

uilatod. The exact quantity of pancrr-'tic juice secreted in man and most
animals is unknown.

From a practical point of view, it is important to refer to the effect

of the pancreatic juice upon the skin, which it macerates, so that when the

skin remains in contact with the fluid for any length of time it becomes
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irritated and presents a raw, eezematons surface. It also appeal's that the

same effect is not produced when the fluid is brought into contact with the

lieritoueum, because iu this locality fresh pancreatic juice is rcmove<l rapidly

by absorption.

A positive diagnosis of disease of the pancreas will become possible

only when more attention shall be bestowed upon the symptoms arising

from defective digestion the result of a defective or faulty function of the

l)ancreas,—a pancreatic indigestion. Long-continued indigestion of fatty

or starchy food should be considered a sufficient indication for instituting a

most careful search for i)ancreatic disease, by ascertaining the effect upon

digestion of particular articles of diet, and by examining with care the

discharges from the bowels.

WOUNDS.

Of all abdominal organs the pancreas is most exempt from injury by

both direct and indirect violence, a circumstance which is entirely due to

its remote lo. ation and to the ample protection furnished by the vertebral

column and the bony walls of the chest. The anatomical relations of the

pancreas to numerous and important organs are such that when this organ

is injured the same violence which produced the injury has also wounded

an adjacent and perhaps more important viscus. The frequency with which

such grave complications accompany wounds of the pancreas and the profuse

hemorrhage usually attending such injury are elements of danger which

impart to wounds of the pancreas more than an ordinary degree of gravity.

Contused wounds ol the pancreas, such as are caused by the passage of the

wheel of a carriage or wagon over the region of the abdomen corresponding

to the location of the pancreas, are attended by such serious injury of one

or more of the adjacent organs that in all the eases so far reported death has

followed within a few hours. A numlier of well-authenticated cases are on

record where in penetrating wounds of the abdomen the pancreas protrudtnl

in part, and the jirolapsed portion sloughed or was removed, and yet the

patients recovered.

Laboi-derie reports the case of a girl, aged ton yoai-s, who had fiillpn, while runiiiiia;,

upon an open pocket-knifo, which inflicted a wound two centimetres below the lower

border of the rib, and three finger-breadths to the right of the median line, extending

outward for one and n half centimetres, almost horizontal, with a little inclination from

above downward. The pancreas was found strangulated in the wound so tightly tlmt

not a drop of blood escaped. The author believed that the prolapse was caused by tlio

screaming of the patient. The duct of Wirsung and vessels escaped injury. The abdomen

was painless on palpation, and there were no signs of internal hemorrhage. The knife hftd

entered the abdomen under the lobus Spigelii of the liver, and in its couree reached tlie

stomach, cut through the gastro-hepatic omentum, and then penetrated between the liver

and pylorus to the pancreas, without injuring any of the many large vessels in the locHlity

through whiih it passed. An attempt to replace the gland was only partially successful.

The mass was transfixed and tied at its base with a double ligature, and the portion outside

of the ligature i-emoved with the knife. After this procedure nausea and vomiting set in,

which, however, soon subsided. The wound was treated by the use of cold-water applica-

tions. On the third day the patient complained of being chilly, and the abdomen became
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somcivhat tympanitic and tender on pressure. These .symptoms soon subsided, and the

ligatures sloughed through, leaving a granulating surface, which healed in fourteen days.

Recovery was complete in three weeks.

Hyrtl and Klebs are incredulous as to the prolapse of the pancreas in

this case : they believe that the mass M'hich was ligated and removed was

not the gland, but a portion of the omentum. Nussbaum, however, in

sjjeaking of visceral injuries of the pancreas, states distinctly that in pene-

trating wounds of the abdomen in the region of the pancreas this organ

manifests a tendency to prolapse, and that this circumstance facilitates the

treatment, as it protects the peritoneal cavity against infection by plugging

the wound, and at the same time affords better access to the bleeding vessels.

In not a single instance of the thirteen cases of injury of the pancreas

which the writer has collected did symptoms during life first point to this

organ as the seat of lesion. In all cases where the result was fatal, death

was not attributable to the visceral lesion of the pancreas, but was always

referable to injury of some adjacent organ. With the exception of cases

of prolapse of this organ through a penetrating wound of the abdomen, the

diagnosis and treatment of injuries of the pancreas will come under the ob-

servation of surgeons only in an incidental manner in the treatment of more

tangible and graver lesions within the abdominal cavity. Contusion and

laceration of the pancreas as independent conditions are not necessarily fatal

injuries, and spontaneous recovery may take place, foUow^ed by absorption

of the crushed portion of the organ and by atrophy of that portion of the

gland which has become physiologically detached from the intestinal tract

hy the injury or its direct consequences. Crushing of the pancreas is usu-

ally not attended by hemorrhage, and in laceration of the organ the danger

from this source is much less than in cases of incised wounds.

As modern surgery dictates not only the justifiability, but also the abso-

lute necessity, of treating penetrating wounds of the abdomen, where vis-

toral injury is suspected, by abdominal section, the surgery of the future

will uudonbtodly deal with contusions and lacerations of the pancreas in

connection with visceral injury of some of its adjacent organs. If in ex-

ploring for injuries in this region the pancreas should be found extensively

(Tushal, it would be good surgery to remove the crushed portion after pre-

liminary ligation of the organ on each side of the comminuted portion.

Ligation of the pancreas can be safely done with a single catgut or silk

ligature, as the friable texture of the organ will permit of burying the

ligature deeply, a circumstance which will guard against the slipping of
the ligature. In not a single instance where this method of ligation was
resorted to in the experiments on animals was secondary hemorrhage ob-

served from inefficiency of the ligature. If the pancreas is lacerated, each
end of the organ should be ligated, for the purpose of arresting or prevent-
ing hemorrhage, as well as to guard against extravasation of pancreatic

juice into the abdominal cavity.

The residts obtained by experiments on animals have demonstrated in
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a satisfactory maimer that normal pancreatic juice Avhen brought in contact

witii the peritoneum does not pnxluce inflammation, but is promptly re-

moved by absorption. In the experimental work we always had the ad-

vantage of dealing with a normal serous surface, the absorption-capacity of

which had not been impaired by antecedent pathological conditions, as

would in all probability be the case in the ojierative treatment of injuries

of the pancreas. At the same time, there can be no doubt that the presence

of crushed pancreatic tissue and pancreatic juice in the peritoneal cavity

after abdominal section would greatly enhance the danger of traumatic

infection. For this reason, if for no other, the former should be removed,

aud the escape of the latter prevented by ligation of the pancreas on the

side, or on each side, of the crushed or lacerated portion.

The cases of protrusion of the pancreas seem to establish the fact that

a portion of this viscus may be separated by violence from the splenic

artery and other important attachments, and may prolapse through an ex-

ternal Avound, and under such circumstances can be removed without

hazardous consequences. In most cases the prolapse followed some time

after the injury from a sudden increase of intra-abdominal pressiu'e, as

coughing or straining at stool. Klebs and Hyrtl's objection to the possi-

bility of a hernia of the pancreas can find a plausible support only by

assuming that the relations of the pancreas have not been disturbed. If

by the violence which producetl the penetrating wound the attachments

of the organ are severed, or in case the attachments have been abnormally

loose, or the duodenum is supplied with a long mesentery, there is no teu-

able reason why the pancreas should not occasionally be found protruding

through the external wound. Cases are on record where the pancreas con-

stituted one of the contents of a diaphragmatic hernia, and an instance is

reported where it formed a part of the intussusceptum in a case of invagi-

nation of the bowel (Bandl).

The ti'catment of prolapse of the pancreas will depend upon the patho-

logical condition of the viscus at the time the patient comes under the care

of the sin-geon. If the prolapse is recent, and the organ presents no indi-

cation 01 inflammatory or other changes, it should be thoroughly disinfected

and replaced. It is of the greatest importance not to resort to violence in

effecting reduction, as irreparable damage may be inflicted by resorting to

more than the gentlest force. When reduction is not readily accomplished,

the wound should be enlarged. If the pancreas is in a condition of inflam-

mation or gangrene, the parts should he thoroughly disinfected and the organ

pulled farther into the wound until healthy tissue is reached, when a liga-

ture is applied and the diseased portion removetl with the knife or scissors.

After another thorough disinfection the stump is dropped into the abdom-

inal cavity and the external wound closed. Tiiorough primary removal

of infected tissue is the only safety against subsequent extension of the in-

fection to the peritoneal cavity, aud the only guarantee for primary union

of the abdominal wound.
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In gunshot wounds of the pancreas we have no guiding symptoms upon

which to base even a probable diagnosis. The wounds of entrance and exit

of tlie ball, and its probable course, are the only facts which may point to

the pancreas as one of the injured organs. In four out of five cases of

gunshot wound of the pancreas the projectile penetrated posteriorly in the

space between the angle of the left scapula and the angles of the ribs, and

passed through the diaphragm and the solar plexus ; in one the ball entered

anteriorly near the tip of the xiphoid cartilage, and was believed to have

passed through the stomach.

It is a somewhat significant fact that in all cases where life was pro-

longed for more than twelve days, the pancreas appeared to have undergone

little or no pathological change in the vicinity of the visceral wound. Al-

tliough the track of the ball did not in all cases remain aseptic, the inflam-

matory changes did not materially affect the parenchyma of the gland.

In a case of gunshot wound of the pancreas reported in the " Medical

and Surgical History of the War of the Rebellion," Pait II. vol. ii., the

patient recovered from the immediate effects of the injury, death occurring

from other causes a few weeks later. The post-mortem showed that the

formation of a capsule around the bullet had already been initiated, and

there is every reason to believe that if the patient had lived the foreign

body would have become encysted in the parenchyma of the pancreas. Gun-

shot injuries of the pancreas, where they come under the observation of

the surgeon as independent lesions, or as complications of other visceral

injuries in cases of penetrating wounds of the abdomen treated by lapa-

rotomy, should be treated iu the same way as a contusion or a laceration of

the gland. The results obtained by the experiments have shown that if

only a comparatively small portion of the pancreas remains in physiological

connection with the duodenum, this portion of the gland retains its normal

structure and its physiological function ; and in all the experimental cases

this was found adequate to supply the quantity of pancreatic juice neces-

sary for the maintenance of normal digestion. While the surgeon may
unhesitatingly remove the tail and a portion of the body of the pancreas

without fear of any ill effects, either immediate or remote, great care must

be exercised in operating in the vicinity of the head of the pancreas, to

preserve the integrity of the common duct and as much of this portion of

the organ as may appear compatible with the condition which necessitated

the operation.

The results of my experiments, made with a view to ascertain how much
of the mesentery of the duodenum can be detached without causing gangrene

of the bowel, have been such as to encourage a conservative plan of treatment

when operating in close proximity to the intestine. The observations made
in this direction have shown that it is comparatively safe to detach a jjor-

tion of the mesentery to the extent even of one to three inches, a procalure

uicomparably easier and much safer than enterectomy combined with partial

excision of the head of the pancreas. I wish again to emphasize the fact
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that complete extirpation of the head of the pancreas with tlie common duct

is never justifiable, and that operations upon this portion of the gland for

injury or disease must be limitetl to partial excision of the head, with preser-

vation of the common duct.

ACUTE PANCREATITIS.

Acute idiopathic pancreatitis is an exceedingly rare aflbction : only a

few well-authenticated cases of this disease have been reported, and none

of the patients were children. The comparative immunity of the pancreas

from disease is attributed by Gross to the singular structure of this organ,

to its concealed situation, and to the absence of everything like a proper

envelope. A brief consideration of this affection is necessary for the pur-

pose of calling attention to a few of the most constant and prominent symp-

toms which characterize the disease, inasmuch as all suppurative lesions of

the pancreas are preceded by acute or subacute inflamnmtion. The disease

either originates primarily in the inter-acinous connective tissue of tlie

organ as a pancreatitis, or occurs as a secondary disease from an extension

of a peri-pancreatitis to the substance of the gland.

Haller and Klob have given an accurate clinical description of a case

observed at the Allgemeine Krankenhaus in Vienna, with a careful account

of the post-mortem appearances. In one of the reported cases the symp-

toms were acute, and the disease terminated in death in the short space of

sixteen days. The suppurative inflammation, beginning in the interstitial

tissue, involved the entire gland, and extended by continuity to the para-

pancreatic and peri-pancreatic tissue, giving rise to a diffuse and acute

abscess. The termination in this case is sufficient evidence that the inflam-

matiou was produced by a specific cause,—infection with pus-microbes.

In another case the primary seat of the inflammation was the same, but

the process assumed a subacute course and terminated in a hyperplasia of

the connective tissue. The most prominent symptoms in all the cases thus

far reported were severe pain in the epigastrium, progressive anasmia, and

obstinate vomiting. The pain was intermittent and neuralgic in character,

and was referred to the region of the celiac plexus, radiating from there

over the abdomen. Neuralgia of the coeliac plexus is one of the most con-

stant syuiptoras of disease of the pancreas : Klebs alludes to it as being

present eleven times in fifteen uncomplicated cases. Atrophy of the coeliac

plexus is mentioned by the same author as the cause of the neuralgia.

All the patients suffering from acute pancreatitis presented an extremely

anajmic appearance, and it is stated that one of them resembled a person

who had suffered from repeated and severe hemorrhages. As the pancreas

is not concerned directly in the function of h83matogene8is, we can explairi

the constancy with which this symptom is present only by assuming that

the anaemia was due to impaired digestion and assimilation, caused by

arrest of the physiological function in the inflamed organ. In the reported

cases no mention is made of the character of the stools. The presence of
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undigested fat in the stools is, however, one of the rare symptoms of other

affections of the pancreas, and consequently it must be present at least in

some of the cases of acute inflanunation of this organ when the secretion

of the pancreatic juice is arrested by the inflanmiatory process. Klebs

states that in tlirec cases where this symptom was present the duct of Wir-

snng was either entirely or partially obliterated, while in a number of cases

wlicre the duet was in the same condition the stools remained normal.

Acute parenchymatous pancreatitis is frequently met with in children

as a complication in cases of typhoid fever, pytemia, sopticoemia, yellow

fever, and other acute infectious diseases. In this form of pancreatitis

the organ appears red, swollen, and cedematous. Microscopically the most

prominent lesion consists in swelling and undue granulation of the pareu-

cliyma-cclls and in hyperemia.

In non-suppurative pancreatitis the treatment should be commenced

by tlie administration of small and frequently-repeated doses of calomel,

followed by a saline cathartic, for the purpose of diminishing the hyper-

ajmia and limiting the inflammatory exudation. Hot fomentations over

the epigastric region will relieve the intensity of the pain, and at the same

time will influence favorably the absorption of the inflammatory product.

The diet must be carefully regulated and only such food allowed as can be

digested and absorbed without the action of pancreatic juice. The employ-

ment of artificial digestive ferments with the food, such as pancreatine

and extractum pancreatis, should be continued until the function of the

gland lias been restored. If the general and local symptoms point to sup-

puration within or around the organ, the same prompt surgical measures

must be adopted as are described under treatment of pancreatic abscess.

CHKONIC INTERSTITIAL PANCREATITIS, OR SCLEROSIS OP THE
PANCREAS.

This lesion consists in an increase of interstitial connective tissue, which

may aifeet the entire organ or remain limited to some particular portion,

more especially the head of the gland. During the early stages of the dis-

ease the organ is enlarged, more vascular, and firm, while later the cicatricial

contraction of the interstitial deposit produces atrophy of the parenchyma,

with a corresponding diminution in the size of the organ. This form of

inflammation of the pancreas is of particular interest to the surgeon, as the

cicatricial contraction may produce secondary changes in the pancreatic

duct or bile-ducts, an occurrence which would indicate a resort to surgical

measures for the relief of immediate symptoms due to retention of the

secretions.

The causes which produce sclerosis are often obscure, but usually are

referable to some antecedent affection in some of the organs adjacent to the

pancreas, as the peritoneum, subperitoneal tissue, duodenum, or common
oile-duct, or to pancreatic lithiasis, in which ease the primary cause is in

the pancreas itself. The connective-tissue proliferation destroys the paren-
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chyraa by compression and constitutes one of the causes of stenosis of the

pancreatic duct.

Todd ob8(!rved this condition in a girl fourteen years of age, in whom
the disease was situated in the head of the pancreas and the neigliborinj;

connective tissue. This case is of unusual interest, as the contraction of

the cicatricial tissue pnxlucwl obstructic^n of the common bile-duct by com-

pression, which (laused a dilatation of the bile-ducts behind the seat of

obstruction, converting thorn into a large sac, which was located behind the

duodcmmi and reached downward as fiir as the sacrum and laterally from

one kidney to the other.

The medical treatment of chronic interstitial pancreatitis must be purely

symptomatic. Indications must be met as they appear, and the diet selected

with a view of taxing pancreatic digestion as little as possible.

The surgical treatment of sclerosis of the pancreas can ajjply only to

secondary lesions which result from stenosis of the pancreatic duct or bile-

ducts and to distention of these passages by accumulation of the secretions.

Such an occurrence is most apt to take place when the disease affects the

head of the pancreas, as the cicatricial contraction in this locality may cause

stenosis of either the duct of Wirsuug or the common bile-duct, or of l)oth.

Any operative interference in these cases will of necessity be limited to an

attempt to secure an artificial outlet to the retained secretion. The restora-

tion of 'he permeability of the natural outlet by any method of treatment

is entirely out of the question.

The tendency of the disease is to aggravate the obstruction as cicatricial

contitiction progresses. The history of all these cases pointed to an impair-

ment of digestion as the principal clinical feature in each instance. It is,

therefore, of considerable importance to examine carefully into every obsti-

nate and obscure case of indigestion, with a view to eliminate the possibility

of organic disease of the pancreas as the cause of the derangement of di-

gestion. In cases of permanent retention of the bile or the pancreatic juioe

caused by cicatricial compression of the bile-duct or the pancreatic duct, the

earlier symptoms will have reference to a history of obstinate indigestion

progressive in its character. If, on the other hand, the obstruction is pro-

ducetl by the impaction of a calculus, the previous history points to attacks

of sudden and severe pain and other symptoms indicative of the passage

of a calculus along the excretory duct.

In a case of biliary retention-cyst like that cited above, the establish-

ment of an external biliary fistula would result in a permanent fistula, as

the impermeability of the bile-duct would preclude the possibility of re-

establishing the normal communication between the dilated bile-passages

and the intestine. Such an operation Avould remove only the urgent syinj)-

toms due to retention and absorption of bile, but would leave unchanged

the primary cause of the retention and would permanently exclude the

bile as a digestive fluid from the alimentary canal. As the obstruction is

permanent and irremediable, the operation which suggests itself as fulfilling
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the urgent indications, as well as provontiiig remote ill consequences, is the

formation of a new outlet for the bile into the intestinal canal, by establish-

ing a iK'rmanent fistula l)etween the duiKlemim und the gall-bladder, or

JH'tween Mie duodeinini and the dilatetl bik-<luet8. DucKleno-cholecystotoniy

liiiH a flit 'm all cases of permanent and incurable obstructive lesions in

the bile-duct, and will become an established operation as soon as it has

l)een jM-rfccteil by an improved technique.

My experiments on animals have demonstrated that physiological de-

tachment of any portion of the pancreas is invariably followed by degen-

eration and atrojjhy, irrespective of the particular method by which this

(Ictachnient is ett'ected ; consequently, it is only reasonable to assume that

jHTmanent obliteration of the pancreatic duct by cicatricial contraction is

always followed by degeneration of the jjarenchyma of the gland on the

distal side of the seat of obstruction.

It is on this account that stenosis of the pancreatic duct is seldom fol-

lowtnl by dilatation of the ducts to any considerable extent on the distal

side of the constriction, and even more seldom by the formation of a cyst.

A retention-cyst can result from obstruction only so long as secretion has

not been entirely susjiended, and when at the same time absorption of the

pancreatic juice does not take place on account of further extensive patho-

logical changes in the structures which perform this function when the

gland is otherwise in a normal condition.

As the' physiological detachment by obstruction of the common pancre-

atic diict caused by cicatricial contraction is invariably followed by complete

destruction of the parenchyma of the contributory portion of the gland, it

is evident that the surgical treatment of a cyst of the pancreas in such

cases can Ix; indicated only when the swelling becomes in itself a source

of serious inconvenience and pain. The proper treatment in all such cases

consists in the formation of an external pancreatic fistula by abdominal

section. There is no danger, in such instances, of the fistula remaining

j)crmancnt, as the glandular tissue which might remain at the time of

ojKjration will, in the course of time, disapi>ear by degeneration and

absorption. As in animals, so in man, the health of the individual aflcr

gradual atrophy of the pancreas will dejieud upon the physiological ca-

pacity of vicarious orga»s, in each particular case, to assume the functions

of the pancreas.

In rtH^pitulation, it may be stated that cirrhosis or chronic interstitial

[pancreatitis sometimes produces stenosis of the bile-duct or of the pancreatic

duct, and tliat when the obstruction is followed by retention of the secre-

tions an operation becomes always necessary in biliary retention, which
should be treated by establishing a Lew outlet for the bile into the duode-
num, while the formation of an extern.il pancreatic fistula in cases of cyst

of the pancreas becomes necessary only when the presence of the swelling

m itself has become a source of sufficient pain and discomfort to warrant
treatment bv abdominal section.
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GANORENi: OF THE PANCREAH.

One of the tormiimtioiiH of acute inflaniniution of the pancreas is gan-

grene. Cases have \hkh\ reportc*! where 8|)(jntaneou8 recovery foHowcd

elimination of the neerosetl orj^an throiigli tlie alimentary canal. If Kpoti-

taneous recovery in this coiulition is possible, it wonld seem jtlausible tiiat

a timely removal of the necrosed organ by surgical interference would add

to the cliamies of recovery ; consecpiently we incjludc? gangrene among the

diseases of the pancreas which shouhl be treated by operative measures.

The pancreas may constitute! one of tlu; component parts of the intUH-

snsceptnni in lu.ies of invagination of the bowels. Such a case has Ihh'u

reported by Jiandl, and the siH'cinien examined by Rokitansky furnishes a

similar illustration. A case reported by Chiari may have been of a similar

nature, the invaginated i)ortion having sloughed with the remaining portion

of the intussusceptum, leaving the continuity of the bowel unimpaired l)y

adhesions at the point of scpamtion. If in this instance the necrosis was

due to inflammation, we can only infer that the para-pancreatic abscess

ruptured into the bowel, that the necrosed portion of the pancreas was

eliminated in this manm r, and that subseepiently the opening in the bowel

was closed. Constipation was a prominent symptom in a mimber of those

eases, and in Rosenbach's ease the symptoms of obstruction were so well

marketl that it was decided to potorm la})arotomy for its relief. This last

case is also of great interest, as during life the existence of a tumor in the

region of the pamreas was diagnosticated.

Modern surgery deals extensively with abdominal section for the relief

and cure of peritonitis and intestinal obstruction. In searching for the

cause of either of tliese conditions during laparotomy, the pancreas should

not be forgotten, and when it is found that the primary disease is located iu

or around this organ, radical measures should be adojited whenever they

are practicable.

Whenever the sr i stit(;hed to the external incision this should be

done, and the sr disinfected, and drained. Search should be made

for the neero xcas, and when found detached it should be removed.

As in most oi ..; eases the retro-peritoneal tissue is extensively infiltrated,

a counter-opening should be made in the lumbar^region above the kidney,

and through drainage established. If an anterior abdominal fistula cannot

be established, the course to be pursued should be the same as iu treating

a pancreatic abscess under similar conditions.

ABSCESS OF THE PANCREAS.

At the present time no one familiar with the recent advances in surgery

would question the propriety of treating a suppurating cavity by incision

and drainage, wherever it might be located. Some of the most valuable

recent contributions to surgical literature describe improved methods in

treating deep-seated abscess. Asepsis and effective drainage are the two
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cardiiml points upon \vhu;h \v«' have learned to depend iit the tn'atment of

ulwcessert in important organs or eavities. If wo can fWH-ure and nniintain

these two essential conditions, sve can attack with innnnnity, and a iair

liope of success;, any al)s<'ess, v. hcrevor it may be hxaxted, and whatever its

inunc<liate surroundings may Im?.

In looking over the litemture on abscesses of the aUlominal organs,

we find that modern surgery has Ixien guided almost exclusively by the

teaching of the old master: Ifbi pm, ibi evacuo. It is somewhat sur-

prising tiiat abscess of the pancreas has never Ik'cu made the subject of

surgical treatment. The two principal reasons for this my be found in the

llicts that abscess of the pancmvs is of rare (xrurrence, and that the re<!og-

nition of the lesion, when it does exist, is surrounded by many difficulties.

There can be no doubt, towcver, that in the near future abscess of the

pancreas will be treated i the same principles as suppuration in any other

locality.

The remote location of the abscess may offer many serious obstacles, to

diagnosis and a rational course of treatment, but these difficidties will be

overcome by improved methods of examination and more perfect methods

of operation. As suppuration is oidy one of the terminations of inflam-

mation, abscess, like infhiinmation, may occur primarily in the gland itself,

or it may commence in the para- or peri-pancreatic tissue. If the abscess

is endo-pancrcatic, it may be bounded and circiunscribed by the proper in-

vestment of the gland ; if, on the other hand, it comments primarily

outside of the gland, it appears as a diffuse abscess, which extends to the

pancreas by contiguity ; in other words, we speak of the abscess as a sup-

purative pancreatitis, or a suppurative peri- or para-pancreatitis.

Pathology of Abscess of the Pancreas.—Recent inv- ' ^tions have

shown the existence of a direct causative relation between the pus-microbes

and suppuration : hence wo must take it for granted that e\ery purulent

pancreatitis, peri-pancreatitis, or para-pancreatitis is caused by the presence

of these germs in the tissues. In case there is no direct invasion by a loss

of continuity of the hollow viscera in the vicinity of the pancreas, or no

direct communication with the external air by a penetrating wound, we
must assume that the germs reach the gland through the circulation and
find a favorable soil prepared by some antecedent pathological change. Suth
conditions may be determined by contusion of the organ, disturbance of

the cai)illary circulation by various causes, or thrombo-phlebitis. Norman
Moore reports the case of a female, twenty-seven years of age, who died

01 pyo-phlebitis, and in whom, on post-mortem examination, besides the

portiil, splenic, and vena azygos minor veins, the pancreatic veins were
blocked by decolorized and adherent thrombi.

In the " Pathological Society's Transactions" the same author gives an
account of two cases of abscess of the pancreas due to plugging of the

pancreatic vessels. On page 210 he remarks, " Pathologically, the case in

wliich thrombosis of the pancreas v/as found is interesting as indicating how
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pancreatic abscess is produced. The much commoner condition of the liver

in the other cases shows that, liad the first patient survived, the thrombosis

would certainly have been followed by abscess. Clinically, the value of the

case is that it may, in rare cases, help to explain the seat of an obscure ab-

dominal swelling, associated with fever, which has followed a thrombosis,

and which physical examination cauuot localize in the liver."

Suppuration always begins in the interstitial tissue, either within tlic

gland or in the connective tissue around it. A suppurative inflaniniatiou

and formation of an abscess are different sta^jes of the same process. Peri-

pancreatic suppuration commences, in most instances, in the adjacent lym-

phatics, tht pus surrounding the lymph-glands or forming a small abscess.

In the vicinity "ae pancreas these peri-lymphatic abscesses are not

unfrequentlv met with as one of the pathological conditions of pyajmia.

Thus, an u->scess in the pancreas with perforation into the peritoneal cavity

was examined by Perlc. Tulpius saw an abscess of the pancreas as a

secondary lesion after an attacic of malarial fever. Schmackpfeffer observed

the same condition after an operation for strangulated hernia, and Portal

after extirpation of a testicle. But suppuration in the pancreas sometimes

takes place as au independent affection, without the presence of an appreci-

able infection-atrium, and in these cases we must assume that the essential

and specific noxte are carried along Avith the circulating blood, and that

localization takes place upon a soil prepared for their reception and growth

by previous alteration in exture or circulation. In some instances the

process begins upon the outer surface of the gland, the pus separating the

gland from its attachments. In the case described by Gendrin the pancreas

appeared to have been completely detached, and was lying loose in the

abscess-cavity.

Many of these para-pancreatic abscesses do not present well-dofined

borders ; the pus manifests a tendency to burrow in the vicinity of the

mesocolon and the retro-peritoneal space, and is apt to perforate into the

bursa omentalis, or into some other portion of the peritoneal cavity, or,

lastly, finds its way into one of the adjacent hollow organs, as the stomaeh

or the intestinal tract.

Van Dcrveren reports the case of a female who had suffered for thirty

years from att? ks ji gastralgia. At the necropsy it was ascertained that

the indurated pancreas had jwrforated the posterior wall of the stomach.

The opening represented a round ulcer two md a half inches in diameter,

with indurated margins. In this aperture eroded vessels could be seen.

The fistulous tract communic^ated w ith the pancreatic duct. The stomach

and intestines contained blood, but r.o other evidences of disease could he

found. In Percival's case the abscess ruptured into the bowel, the stools

containing fetid pus and blood. A similar case was observed by Haggartli.

The suppurative process, however, may extend in au opposite direction,

from the stomach to the pancreas. A communication between the stomach

and the pancreas is sometimes established by perforation of a gastric ulcer
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in this direction. Around the margins of the ulcer, between the stomach

and the i)ancrcas, adhesions are formed, an occurrence which prevents

extravasation of the contents of the stomach into the peritoneal cavity.

A number of the terminal openings of the pancreatic ducts have been

observed upon the cicatrized surface of a gastric ulcer. In place of the

formation of a permanent pancreatico-gastric fistula as described by Roki-

tansky, i)erforation of the stomacih in closer proximity to the pancreas may

give rise to diifuse and rapif'ly -fatal para-pancreatitis or i)eri-i)ancreatitis.

The indirect primary cause of a pancreatic abscess may be the presence

of a calculus in the pancreatic duct. Fournier has recorded a case where,

on post-mortem examination, an enormous abscess was found in the head

of the pancreas, which contained numerous calculi. The tumor was suf-

ficiently large to be readily detected in the epigastric region during life.

An abscess of the pancreas may also originate in a pre-existing cyst of

the organ. Kilgour's case had undoubtedly such an origin. The abscess-

cavity was as large as a teacup, and contained a milky fluid and caseous

particles, which were undoubtedly a mixture of pus and pancreatic juice.

The disease was attended by chills and fever, which indicated that the

retention-cyst had become the scat of an acute suppurative inflammation.

As primary, idiopathic, uncomplicated, purulent inflammation of the

pancreas is an exceedingly rare aft'ection, it is of great practical importance

in the surgical treatment of such cases to determine, if possible, the predis-

posing cause or causes, and to remove them, or render them inert, at the

time of operation.

Symptoms and Diagnosis.—The presence of pus within the pancreas

or ia its immetliate vicinity is not indicated by any characteristic or positive

symptoms. Tlie symptoms always point to the stomach or liver as the seat

of the disease. The most prominent and constant symptoms which have

been observed are nausea, vomiting of a clear greenish or viscid fluid, thirst,

loss of apjietite, constipation, progressive emaciation, and distention of the

epigastrium.

In almost all cases the patients presented a sallow, cachectic ajipearance,

and were exceedingly anremic. Ascites and oedema of the lower extremities

were present a number of times. In several instances the inflammatory

process in the pancrras extended to the bile-duct, or causetl stenosis of the

duct by compression, conditions which are followed by biliary retention, a

symptom which has usually been interjireted as an evidence of primary

disease of the liver or bile-ducts. The progressive anaemia and emaciation,

in the absence of other tangible lesions, are symptoms which always should

direct attention to the pancreas as the seat of the disease.

Fever was seldom a conspicuous and never a constant symptom of sup-

purative pancreatitis. The use of the thermometer in the diagnosis of
suppuration in this locality is important, but it furnishes no positive evi-

dence. If the abscess is large, it will be recognized by palpation and deep
l)ercus8ion as a tumor in the epigastric region. In such cases a probable
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diagnosis may be made by a careful and systematic physical examination

and reasoning by exclusion.

An abscess within the gland is always located in the bursa omentalis

;

a peri-pancreatic abscess, in the bursa omentalis, duodeno-jejunal fossa, or

upper portion of the peritoneal cavity ; and a para-pancreatic abscess, in

the retro-peritoneal space. Inflammation of the stomach will often serve a

useful jnirpose in the differential diagnosis of tumors in the epigastric region.

In obscure cases, manual exploration of the rectum may add important and

sometimes decisive information.

Age is also an important element to be considered in the diagnosis.

Most of the cases of abscess of the pancreas were patients over forty

years of age, and often persons of intemperate habits. Puncture with

an aseptic capillary needle will demonstrate the presence or the absence of

pus, but will not add material information in locating with accuracy tlie

abscess-cavity.

Finally, in all cases where a tumor can be felt in the epigastric region,

and a probable diagnosis can be made regarding its benign character, an

exploratory laparotomy should be resorted to for the purpose of making au

accurate anatomical diagnosis.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of abscess of the ])ancreas is always un-

favorable. Death is produced by progressive emaciation and inanition, by

septic absorption, or by secondary lesions in adjacent organs. In acute

diffuse pancreatic abscess a fatal termination may take place in a few days.

One of the great dangere of abscess in this locality is the close proximity

of numerous important veins, which become implicated by extension of tlio

suppurative inflammation to their walls, producing a suppurative thrombo-

phlebitis, with all its disastrous consequences. Perforation of the abscess

into the stomach or the intestinal tract is the most favorable spontaneous

termination, and has resulted at least in one instance in a cure. Per-

foration of the abscess into the peritoneal cavity would hasten death by

inducing a rapidly-fatal septic peritonitis.

Treatment.—The remarkable success which has attended the treatment

of pelvic and abdominal abscesses by laparotomy justifies the hope that in

the near future the same treatment will be expended to abscess of the pan-

creas. It is true that the difficulties which surround the treatment of ab-

scesses in this region are many, but they are not insurmountable. Multiple

abscesses disseminated through the entire organ, and especially in its head,

are not amenable to successful surgical treatment. Circumscribed cndo-

pancreatic abscess in the peripheral portion of the body or tail of the pan-

creas should be treated ^ partial excision of the pancreas in all cases where

the isolation of that portion of the organ can be accomplished without in-

flicting serious injury upon adjacent important organ"^ "When extirpation

is imjTOSsible, as when the abscess is located in the head of the pancreas, it

n» '.st be treated by incision and drainage. This is accomplished in the same

manner as »n the treatment of a pancreatic cyst. In some instances the
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access to the abscess is rendered difficult by disteution of the stomach, the

dilated organ overlapping the pancreas. In such cases the stomach must

be pushed upward, and subsequent distention guarded against by ordering

an absolute diet until the external fistula has been establishal. The exter-

nal incision must in all cases correspond to the most prominent part of the

swelling, as it is of the greatest importance to incise the abscess at a point

wliere the distance between the surface of the abscess and the abdominal

wall is the shortest. Incision of the great omentum will be required in all

instances.

In making an external fistula in the treatment of a pancreatic abscess it

is essential to protect '^' muscular and connective tissues of the external

incision against contact with pus by lining the margins of the wound with

the parietal peritoneum before the serous covering of the anterior wall of

the abscess is stitched to the margins of the wound. One of the greatest

difficulties that will be encountered in this operation will be the approxi-

mation of the peritoneal surface of the abscess with the margins of the

wound, on account of the distance between the surface of the abscess and

the anterior abdominal wall : tlua difficulty will decrease in proportion to

the prominence of the swelling.

The size of tie external incision will exert an important influence in

this direction. If the incision is large, the margins of the wound can be

turned inward, thus facilitating the suturing of the anterior wall of the

abscess to the margins of the wound. As a rule, it may be relied upon that

the anterior wall of the abscess, covered by peritoneum, is quite thick, so

that there is little danger of penetrating the abscess-cavity with the needle

in suturing. Previous evacuation of the abscess-cavity by aspiration would

diminish the danger of extravasation of pus through the neetlle-punctures,

but would also render approximation difficult by the recession of the abscess-

wall, and should, therefore, not be resorted to unless the swelling is suffi-

ciently prominent to render this circumstance of little importance.

As the suturing of the two peritoneal surfaces is done for the purpose,

in the first place, of preventing extravasation of pus into the peritoneal

cavity, and, secondly, of securing permanent adhesions between the abscess-

wall and the margins of the wound, it is important to apply the sutures

closely together and to grasp the tissues in such a manner that tearing

through of the sutures is impossible. As considerable tension may follow,

it would be advisable, in this particular instance, to use silk sutures. As
m these cases time is an impoilant element, incision and drainage should

follow suturing immediately.

The remaining steps of the operation will depend upon circumstances.

If the abscess is endo-pancreatic or peri-pancreatic, simple incision, drain-

age, and disinfection will answer all indications. H, however, the purulent

cavity is located behind the peritoneum and occupies the coinicctive-tissue

space behind the pancreas, it would appear rational to drain the abscess

posteriorly through one of the lumbar regions above the kidney by push-
VoL. III._25
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and area of dulness corresponding were about the same as in my case. The dul^jess appeared

to be continuous with the hepatic dulness. Echinococcus cyst of the liver was diagnosti-

wited. Laparotomy was performed, and the omentum divided between the stomach and

the transvei-se colon. About two litres of an albuminous fluid were removed by tapping.

The cyst was stitched to the margin of the abdominal wound, incised, and drained. The

patient recovered, with an external pancreatic fistula, which continued to secrete pancreatic

juice for four months.

Etiolog-y.—The causes which result in the formation of small cysts of

the pancreas, or cysts which result from compression by tumors, which in

themselves do not admit of an operation for their removal, and at the same

time constitute a source of danger to life, do not come within the scope of

this paper. In the latter instance the cyst is simply a sequence of the

primary cause, and as such it will seldom, if ever, become the sole or direct

object of surgical treatment. The causes of retention-cysts amenable to

operative treatment are such as do not in themselves imperil the life of the

patient. They may be classified as follows: 1. Obstruction to the out-

flow of the secretion from impaction of calculi in the common duct or its

branches. 2. Partial or complete obliteration of a ix)rtion of the duct from

cicatricial contraction. 3. Sudden or gradual obstruction of the duct,

without diminution of its lumen, from displacements of the pancreas.

1. CakuU.—The impaction of the pancreatic du(!t at its outlet may be

caused by the presence of a biliary calculus in the ductus communis chole-

doclius, at the junction of the former with the latter. A case of this kind

has been reported by Engel. In such cases the obstruction gives rise to

retention of the secretions from the liver and the pancreas, and dilatation

of tlic excretory ducts in both organs. Calculous concretions in the pancre-

atic ducts have been frequently observed to give rise to retention-cysts.

Johnston has collected thirty-five cases in which, upon post-mortem ex-

amination, stony concretions were found in the pancreas. Incrustations are

not so frequent as free concretions. Gendrin has described a paricreatic cyst

where the normal pancreatic secretion was converted into a fatty, chalky

pap. The causes which produce a concretion in the pancreatic duct are

chemical changes in the secretion itself, or an obstruction to its free exit by

inflammatory changes in or around the common duct. The degree of dila-

tation, other things being equal, is in direct proportion to the completeness

of the ohstruction to the outflow of the secretion. It may be well to allude

to the possibility that in some instances a pancreatic calculus may remain

stationary for an indefinite period of time in the duct, giving rise to no

symptoms and causing only partial obstruction, until, by the action of some
determining cause, it is forces! into a position where it eflPects complete me-
chanical obstruction to the outflow of the fluid, and a rapid increase in the

size of the cyst. As an impacted biliary calculus may give rise to pancre-
atic obstmction, so a pancreatic calculus, when it is impacted at a point

where compression of the common bile-duct can take place, will produce
uterus and dilatation of the gall-bladder and bile-ducts. Meckel has re-

ported such a case.
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Among the specimens of pancreatic cysts so far examinetl which were

caused by concretions, none had attained the size of those which have

been submitted to surgical treatment. As in most of these preparations

the calculi did not completely fill the calibre of the duct, they caused

only partial obstruction, which would furnish an explanation of the slow

growth and comparatively small size of the tumor. In the speciir.en de-

scribed by Gould it appears that the common duct was completely closed

by two calculous concretions at its entrance into a chalky deposit four to

eight inches in length and of a yellowish color. The duct of Wirsung was

dilated to such an extent as to form a large cyst, which occupied the whole

length of the pancreas, its walls being inseparable from the substance of

the gland. In this case the interstitial inflammation was more extensive

and the cyst was much larger. In the cases reported by Pep^xir and Hjctt

the obstruction was due to the same cause. In Curnow's case the common

duct had become oblitei-ated at its entrance into the duodenum by catarriial

inflammation. The pancreas was atrophic, and its duct was filled with nu-

merous calculi. The pancreatic juice had become inspissated. The cystic

duct of the gall-bladder was impermeable, while in the common bile-duct

a number of small gall-stones were found.

2. Cicatricial Contraction.—I have failed to find in the literature any

allusion to stricture of the duct, resulting from traumatism. In the case

that came under my own observation the patient was nineteen years of age,

and the cause was clearly traceable to an injury which he had sustained a

few weeks before the cyst became ajjparent in the epigastric region.

The pancreas is an exceedingly slender organ, of loose and somewhat

friable texture, and hence, although remotely located and well protected by

surrounding organs, I am of the ojiinion that it is the seat of injury more

frequently than has been generally supposed. If the stomach is empty and

the abdominal muscles relaxed, a blow over the region of the pancreas may

result in serious contusion or laceration of the organ without rupture of its

envelope. Again, a well-directed blow over either extremity of the gland

may cause a laceration of its tissues by traction, the organ being securely

fixed in its place by firm connective-tissue attachments. The clinical history

of several cases of rapidly-growing cysts tends to prove that obstruction

occurred in this manner. If the duct escapes injury, the cicatricial con-

traction attending and following the reparative process in the lacerated

gland-tissue will gradually compress the duct, or by lateral traction change

its direction and thus impede the outflow of the secretion. If the duct is

ruptured at the time of injury, its lumen may become completely filled by

a thrombus which renders it impermeable, giving rise to retention and ex-

travasation of the secretion primarily, and secondarily to definitive occlusion

of the duct by cicatricial contraction at the point of injury. I am quite

convinced that in the case which I have reported the retention was the

direct result of traumatic stricture of the common duct. Although this

view is not supported by evidence from post-mortem examinations, it is
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confirmed by analogous productiou of cysts in other locations. It is evident

tliat tills t'lass of cases would furnish the most favorable conditions for

successful surgical treatment.

3, Obstmdioyi from DUplaccfine,.' of the Pancreas.—As the pancreas is

rotaiuetl in its normal transvei-se position by the surrounding organs and

connective-tissue attachments, a relative change of position of portions of

tiie gland would result in a bending of the organ and obstruction in the

duct at the point of flexion. This condition was the cause of retention in

a case rclatetl by Engel, who in a woman tsixty years of age found that the

tail of the pancreas formed with the principal duct of the gland a right

angle upward. A dislocation of this kind can occur in one of the following

ways

:

1. Through abnormal relaxation of the connective-tissue attachments

of the gland, permitting a portion of the organ to descend by its own

weight lower in the abdominal cavity.

2. From pressure upon the gland by tumors or exudations.

3. From cicatricial contractions in the substance of the organ or in the

peri-pancreatic space.

That the whole pancreas can become displaced is proved by the case

reported by Dobrzycki. A man fifty years of age fell a distance of some

yards ; after the fall symptoms arose similar to those of a floating kidney.

By palpation the displaced organ could be located. Saline fluid reseml)ling

pancreatic juice was vomited. In the hypogastrium a movable tumor

corresponding in position and shape to the pancreas could be felt.

Diagnosis.—The question of diagnosis can be entertained only in cases

where the cyst has attained very considerable proportions. The most im-

portant points to be taken into consideration are the history of the case, the

anatomical location of the tumor, and its relations to the surrounding organs.

The cases which have been reported have occurred exclusively in adults.

Sex appeal's to exert no determining influence. In a number of cases the

clinical history refers distinctly and forcibly to traumatism as the exciting

canse. In Gussenbauer's case the beginning of the illness was traced to

indiscreet eating and drinking.

In all instances of cystic tumors in the region of the ]>ancreas, close in-

quiry sliould be made to ascertain the existence of antecedent inflammatory

affections of the organ or in its immediate vicinity. A history pointing

towards tlie existence of a biliary or a pancreatic calculus will also prove

valuable in arriving at positive conclusions. Rapid growth of the tumor
speaks in favor of its pancreatic origin. In Gussenbauer's, Kulenkampff's,

and my own cases the tumor attained an enormous size within a few weeks.

Considering the relations of these cysts to important surrounding organs, it

IS remarkable that they give rise to no serious symptoms aside from the

pressure they exert upon adjacent (jrgans. Pain is not a constant symptom,
and when it is present it is due more to the causes which produce the cyst

than to the cyst itself. In this respect cysts of the pancreas form a coun-
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terpart to malignant disease when it affects this or neighboring organs.

Emauiatiou is due either to coexisting affection of the gland, or to the inj-

pairmeut of function of important organs by pressure of the cyst. It is

never so marked in these cases as in malignant disease. The supervention

of fatty stools would point towards the existence of some coexisting serious

lesion of the j)ancrcas rather than towaixls the existence of a simple cyst of

the organ. This symptom was not found jjresent, or was overlooked, in all

cases which have been operated upon. Of twenty-eight cases of stearrlujoa

which were compiled by Ancelet, sixteen were examined post mortem. In

five of these there was occlusion of the ductus choledochus and ductus pan-

creaticus ; in three, occlusion of the pancreatic duct alone ; in one, inflam-

mation of the pancreas and some of the adjacent organs. In the remaining

cases disease of the liver and the bowels, or marasmus only, was found.

In thirteen cases of pancreatic calculi collected by Johnston, in three only

were fatty stools observed ; in six cases, diarrhoea ; in four cases, melajua

;

and in six cases, constipation. The presence of fat in the stools is a symp-

tom of great importance in the recognition of jiancreatic disease, but that

it is not of absolute diagnostic significance is proved by the well-known

fact that the same condition will follow upon the obstruction of the biliary

passages and u])on aflt'ections which impair the functional activity of other

organs of digestion.

Obstruction of the principal duct impairs digestion more than when its

distal extremity or one of the a(!cessory ducts is involved. The actual ill-

ness of the patient is usually preceded for a variable length of time by

more or less marked symptoms of gastro-intestiual derangement, accom-

panied in some instances by j)ain in the region of the pancreas.

A peculiar color of the skin, which by some is believed to be character-

istic of pancreatic disease, must be mentioned, as it was observed in several

cases of calculous affection and cysts of the pancreas. The appearance pre-

sented by these patients is variably described as being unhealthy, pale

yellow, dirty, or earthy. The intimate relations of the cyst to the coeliac

plexus will explain the cause of cceliac neuralgia which is met with in some

of these cases. Atrophy of the coeliac plexus from long-continued pressure

may give rise to mellituria, for the same reason that Klebs has affirmed

that partial extirpation or atrophy of the coeliac plexus will cause the

presence of sugar in the urine. Diverse diseases of the pancreas have also

been known to produce diabetes mellitus. Cases of this kind have bean

reported by Cowley (1788), Bright, ElHotson, Frerichs, Ties, Hartsen,

Silver, Recklinghausen, Munk, Seegen, and Friedreich. Klebs demon-

strated by his experiments that complete extirpation of the pancreas or

ligature of its duct invariably gave negative results, as far as diabetes was

concerned, and this may account for the fact that no sugar was found in the

urine of the cases reported in this paper. The cyst, when examined early,

before it has attained considerable size, is always found in the region nor-

mally occupied by the pancreas. The exact location, however, is not always
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uniform, as it will depend njion the portion of the pancreas from which the

cyst has taken its primary origin. It may be situated bolow the right lobe

of the liver, as in Kuleukampff's case; in the epigastric region, as in

(iussenbauer's case ; or in the left hypo<;hondriuni, as in my case. When
the tumor has attained a large size, or occupies the whole abdominal cavity,

it will be difficult, and in the latter instance impossible, to determine by

any known means its primary origin. In such cases it is of paramount

importance to study its relations to adjacent organs. The tumor is in-

variably situated in the bur. a omentalis, and from this point, as it increases

in size, it encroaches upon the space occupied by adjacent organs. The

stomach is pushed forwaiil in all cases, and later to the right. The trans-

vei-se colon is displaced downward, the spleen to the left, and the diaphragm

and contents of the chest upward. The cyst being in direct contact witli

the (liMj)hragm, it usually ascends and descends with the respiratory move-

ments of the chest.

In doubtful cases it will become necessary to inflate the stomach and

colon, with a view to ascertain their position relative to the cyst. If the

patient is a female, and the tumor occupies the entire abdominal cavity, it

will simulate cystic disease of the ovary so closely that a diffei'eutial diag-

nosis between the two is impossible. The cases reported by Luecke, Boze-

man, and Rokitansky furnish adequate proof of the correctness of this

statement. The proximity of the abdominal aorta is such that the impulse

of the arteiy is imparted to the tumor, which, however, pulsates only in one

direction,—away from the artery,—a fact which will always distinguish it

from an aneurism. Unless the cyst is exceedingly tense, a sense of fluctua-

tion is always imparted by palpation. Palpation is rendered difficult on

account of the deep location of the pancreas and the rigidity of the recti

abdominis muscles. The normal pancreas can be felt only under certain

favorable conditions. Concerning this point Sir "William Jenncr says, " By
deeply depressing the abdominal walls about a hand's breadth below the

umbilicus, and then rolling the subjacent parts under the hand (the stomach

and colon must be empty), it might be possible to ^etect it in an individual

who is thin and whose tissues are lax." In case the examination is ren-

dered difficult on account of great rigidity of the abdominal muscles, this

obstacle can be overcome by examining the patient while under the influence

of an aiia;sthetic. An exploratory puncture with a fine and perfectly aseptic

ueedle of a hypodermic syringe will not only add material diagnostic infor-

mation by revealing the character of the cyst-contents, but will also settle

the question as to the existence or absence of adhesions between the cyst-

walls and the parietal peritoneum. In the differential diagnosis the fol-

lowing affections will come up for consideration :

1. Malignant disease of the pancreas or adjacent organs.

2. Aneurism.

3. Echinococcus of the liver, the spleen, or the peritoneum.

4. Affections of the retro-peritoneal lymphatic glands.
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5. Hydro-nophrosis or pyo-ncphrosis,

6. Cystic diwasc of the supruroiml capKiilc.

7. Circiimscribod peritonitis, with oxiulution.

8. Ascites.

9. Cystic disease of the ovary.

Profirnosis.—Physiologists are agreed in assigning to the pancreas a

most ini])ortant function in the digestion of organic food. We know tliat

by a special ferment it assists in the transformation of starch into dextrin

and sugar and in the digestion of albumen and fat. We should naturally

expect that in diseases of this organ the digestion of these substances would

be impairctl in proportion to the amount of gland-tissue destroyed. ( )ii

the other hand, we have abundant evidence tt) show that even total dlsor-

ganization or destruction of the pancreas is not incomjjatible with normal

digestion and perfect health. It would a])pear that in the absence of the

pancreatic secretion other organs assume a vicarious action and digestion

proceeds unimpaired. It is also important to remember that even a large

cyst of the pancreas docs not necessarily result in extensive destruction of

the gland, and that the remaining gland-tissue continues to secrete and

discharge a sufficient amount of pancreatic juice. • In Rozeman's case the

cyst occupied the entire abdominal cavity, and yet at the operation the

greater portion of the gland was found healthy in structure. The integ-

rity of the structure and function of the gland depends less on the pressiu'e

of the cyst than on the causes concerned in its production.

The dangers arising from the cyst itself consist in (1) its interference with

the functions of other abdominal organs by pressure, and (2) rupture of the

cyst and escape of its contents into adjacent hollow organs or the }x>rito!K'al

cavity. Compression of the stomach and interference with its normal peri-

staltic action constantly occur when the cyst has developed to any con-

siderable size. When such is the case, vomiting soon after meals takes

place, as was noted in a numlx;r of cases which have been reported. When

the cyst is of very large size, nearly all the abdominal organs sufli'er by

compression, and both digestion and absorption are impaired by mechanical

pressure. The diaphragm being at the same time pushed upward, the heart

and lungs are displacal in the same direction, and embarrassment of circu-

lation and resi)iration follows as a necessary consequence. Like any other

benign abdominal tumor, the cyst proves dangerous to life by interfering

mechanically with the functions of more essential and important organs.

The second source of danger is rupture of the cyst and escape of its

contents into adjacent organs, an accident which may be followed by im-

mediate death from hemorrhage, or will place the life of the patient in

jeopardy by suppurative inflammation in the interior of the cyst, or by

peritonitis in case the contents have escaped into the peritoneal cavity. In

Pepper's case the immediate cause of death was hemorrhage consequent

upon rupture of the cyst into the stomach. At the post-mortem examina-

tion a large quantity of blood was found iu the stomach and intestine,
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which Imd (^iiterwl throiijfh an oiKiiiiiig about half an inc^h in diameter,

close to the proximal termination of the ductiia conuniiiiis. A prolx; pa.s.sod

throni^h this oi^'ning directly entorwl a (yat in the head of the pancreas.

A conununication with any portion of the gastro-intestinal tract would

almost of necessity cause infection and suppurative inHanunation in the

interior of the cyst, which, under unfiivorable circumstances, might lead to

a fatal termination from septicaemia or extension of inflammation tu adjacent

organs.

The prognosis may be said to depend

—

1. On the nature and cause of the obstruction.

2. On the size of the cyst.

3. On the absence or presence of complications.

Treatment.—In the treatment of a panervatic cyst the indications are

the same as in the treatment of any otiicr kind of cyst,—viz., (1) extir-

pation of the cyst, (2) evatuiation of the cyst-contents and obliteration of

the cyst.

Extirpation was attempted in Bozemau's and Rokitansky's cases; in the

former instance success was com|)lete, in the latter the operation was not

completed, and the patient died a few days afterwards, of septic peritonitis.

It is proper to state that in both cases the operation was done for the re-

moval of a supposed ovarian cyst, and that a correct diagnosis was made

in the first case during the operation, after the i)edicle was traced to the

pancreas and the intact portions of the gland were identified ; in the second

case the post-mortem examination revealetl the true nature and location

of the cyst. The brilliant i, 3ult obtained by Dr. Bozeman is well cal-

oulatetl to stimulate others to follow his example. Extirpation of the

cyst would guard most effectually against the formation of a permanent

pancreatic fistula, but, on account of the deep location of the pancreas,

tlie shortness or absence of a pedicle, and the many obstacles thrown in

the way of the operator by adjacent organs, the procedure is surroundwl

by innumerable difficulties, and, in the present state of our science, is of

doubtful propriety. Simple evacuation of the cyst-contents by means of

the aspirator presents two principal objections against its adoption in the

treatment of cysts of the pancreas :

1. Escape of cyst-contents into the peritoneal cavity.

2. Reaccumulation of secretion.

Reasoning from analogy, we should naturally expect that when pan-

creatic juice is brought in contact with the peritoneum it would produce a

destructive effect thereupon by its digestive properties, or that such contact

might even be followed by diffuse }>eritonitis. In opposition to this assump-
tion, it is affirmed that in experiments on the pancreas the pancreatic juice

frequently escapes into the abdominal cavity from the canula introduced into

the pancreatic duct, without any bad results on the animals. Concerning
this point Hc'flenhain says, " The animals do not suffer from this circum-
stance, a.s the duct is regenerated in spite of the wounded surface being
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bathed in the Hccretion. Nevertheless, it is dilHeuIt to exphiiii this. Why
do not the womidwl and 8ui)])imiting tissues undergo digestion by the pan-

creatic juiee? The efHmcy of the ulbuinen ferment is destroyed in ^oiiu!

way, I presume, probably by Ix-'ing ciianged into zymogen, the living tissues

having the same efleet on the juice as Pcnlolin ivi observed by treating tho

|)anereatie juiee with pulverized zinc or ymst ferment." Altiiough small

(piantities of pancreatic juice may escaiH! into the peritoneal cavity of an

animal without any serious co^^•<.K|uenees, we have no evidence to show that

the peritoneal cavity in man is possessed of the same immunity against sudi

ac(!ident, and it would not be prudent to expose the patiitnt to such risk

until more light is tlirown on this subject by further observation and ex-

periment. At the same time we must not forget that pure pancreatic juico

is found only in small cysts, as the contents of large cysts have undergone

various transformations, and are mixed with different atridental products,

which miglit pnjve an additional source of danger in produ(!ing peritonitis.

In all the cysts where a pancreatic flstida was established, the artificial

opening continued to discharge the secretion for a variable i)eriod of time,

and in two cases the discharge had not ceased at the time the report was

matle, and heuce reaccumulatioa would have been inevitable in case the

fluid had bwn removcxJ by aspiration. For these reasons, the treatment by

aspiration should be limited to cysts of niudcrate size, and where adhesions

have formed Ixjtween the cyst and the anterior walls of the abdomen. In

cases presenting these favorable conditions, aspiration deserves a trial, and

may be repeated as often as re(iuired, or until symptoms arise whicli call

for more radical measures. The needle should always be thoroughly disin-

fected by passing it through the Hame of a spirit-lamp and by dipping it

in a five-por-cent. solution of carbolic acid. The puncture is made ob-

liquely, so as to prevent the formation of a fistulous opening. The fluid

should be withdrawn slowly and the cyst emptied as completely as possible.

After the operation gentle pressure should be made over the cyst, by

applying a compress and elastic bandage. The safest and at the same time

the most efficient treatment consists in establishing a pancreatic fistula. The

operation which accomplishes this purpose most safely and in the shortest

time consists in exposing the cyst by an incision and stitching its walls to

the margins of the wound. The same aseptic precautions must be observed

before, during, and afler the operation as in any other abdominal operation.

The stomach being generally pushed forward, upward, and towards the

right by the cyst, it is advisable to empty this organ completely, as a pre-

liminary measure, by abstinence from food and by the use of the siphon irri-

gator. Except in my case, the incision has always been made in the liuea

alba. It seems to me that the incision should be made over the most

prominent part of the tumor, and as nearly as possible over the scat of

the obstruction. In following this rule, we select the place where we are

most apt to find adhesions, at the same time that we establish the straight-

est and most direct route to the primary origin of the cyst. An incision
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thn)H}?l» the liiica alha, or parallel with the costal arch, will afford tlio

caniest accost, with a iniiiiiuiiiu risk of injury to iniiHtrtaiit {tartn. Tho

ext<(riial incision shouKl Ix; at Icawt lour inches in length, while the jKjrito-

nt'inn hIiouIiI be oj)en(!d only to the extent of two inches, for thi! purpose

of making an exploratory examination, the opening to be enlarged as occa-

sion may nnjuiit!. If adhesions are found between the cyst and the omentum

and the parietal jKiritoneum, the cyst is puncturtnl with an exploring needle,

luul, if the diagnosis is corroborated, the oijcmtion is finished by incising

and dmining the cyst. If no adhesions arc found l)et\vecn the omentum

and tlie peritoneum, the former is incised so as to expose the cyst-wall, when

either of the following plans may l)e pursued. The parietal peritoneum is

stitciuHl to the skin with catgut. The margins of the omental wound having

been pushed back under the abdominal walls so as to expose the cyst frwly,

tiie woimd is packed from the lK)ttom with iodoform gauze, and an antisep-

tic dressing is applied and retaiiuHl for six or eight days, or until adhe-

sions have formeil between the cyst and the margins of the wound which

eflirtually shut off the peritoneal cavity, when the cyst is incised aud

(Iraiiiwl.

Suturing of the cyst-wall to tho margins of the wound as a preliminary

oijoration should never be resorted to, as on account of the thinness of tho

cyst-walls there is danger of escape of fluiil into the iwritoneai cavity from

the punctures made by the needle, an oc!currence which the procedure was

intonded to obviate. With proper care, however, the operation can l)e coin-

plettxl at once. The cyst-wall is grasped with two many-toothed forceps,

and drawn forwaixl so as to bring it in accurate and close contact with the

margins of the wound, when the fluid is removed with an aspirator or a

trocar with the same care as would l)e employed in emptying an ovarian

cyst. As the cyst becomes empty it is pulled through the wound, wiiich

obviates any further danger of estape of fluid into the peritoneal cavity.

When the cyst is nearly empty it is freely incised and sutured to the peri-

toneal lining of the abdominal wound. The drainage-tube should l)e fully

thrce-(juarters of an inch in diameter, and must reach from the bottom of

the cyst to the surface of the wound. After emptying the cyst completely by

compression, and placing the patient on his side, a large Lister dressing is

applietl, for the purpose of guaixling against infection and to absorb the secre-

tions, Frefjucnt change of dressing may be recpiired on account of copious

escape of pancreatic secretion. Past oxjierience would dictate the advisability

of protecting the skin against the digestive action of the pancreatic juice

by applying freely carbolated oil. The antiseptic dressings should not be

abandoned until the jxjritoneal cavity lias become completely closed by rirm

adhesions and the size of the cyst has been reduced to a fistulous tract.

file drainage-tube is shortened -from time to time, as the depth of the

fistulous ojjcuing is diminished by obliteration of the cyst from the bottom
of the tract. The speedy obliteration of the cyst will depend on the con-

tnutance, abatement, or removal of the obstructing cause, or the condition
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of this organ has upon the digestion of fat. In three out of eight cases he

notit'od fatty diarrhrea, and he was inclined to the belief that this symptom,

wlion present, is almost pathognomonic of the existence of disease of the

pauercus. In all cases the fatty diarrhnea was associated with jaundice.

According to Da Costa, cancer of the pancreas is more frequent iu the male

than in the female, and preferably attacks peojjle over forty years of age.

That even young children are not exempt from cancer of this organ is well

sliown by a case recently reported by Kiihn.

The patient was a child only two yeai-s of age. The most prominent symptoms were

proi;re»sive anaimia and obstinate diarrhoea. Syphilis could be excluded. Towards the

hijt there was general anasarca and the liver was enlarged, but the spleof and the lymphatic

glands appeared normal. Careful auscultation and percussion revealed nothing abnormal in

the ovijans of the chest ; the urine was normal, except that it contained a trace of albumen.

At the post-mortem a slight serous efl'usion was found in the left pleural cavity. The

lower iobc of the left lung was consolidated and brownish red in color. In the solid por-

tion of the lung a white, firm nodule about the size of u hazel-nut was found. The upper

lobe of the right lung contained an infarct nearly the size of the nodule in the left. The
iibdoiiiinal cavity contained some serum. Kidneys normal in size, capsule non-adherent,

parenchyma granular, light-red color, pyramids more dark. Pancreas hardly of normal

size, containef' a firm tumor, the surfaces of a cross-section presenting a grayish-white

appeanmc'o. LTnder the microscope this tumor showed the characteristic structure of a

cyliiKlncal-celled carcinoma. The tumor had evidently started from an embryonal matrix

of epithet.d cells in some portion of the pancreatic duct and had given rise to embolic

dissemination in tl'c terminal branches ,»f the pulmonary artery.

Another case of rapidly-growing primary carcinoma of the pancreas in

a child only six months old has been reported by Bohn.

Carcinoma of the pancreas usually appears as a firm tumor or scirraus,

with a well-developed connective-tissue reticulum. Other varieties of car-

cinoma have been described. Thus, Wagner observetl a cylindroma, and
Liicke and Klebs have each met with the colloid variety. The primary

starting-point is usually in the head of the organ, whence it extends in all

directions. By extension within, it successively invades the body and tail

of the organ, until the whole gland is involved, when it forms a nodulated

spherical tumor. The extension of the growth in an opposite direction

soon reaches the duodenum, where it produces a narrowing or complete

stenosis of that portion of the intestinal canal. A case of this kind is

related by Hoelscher, where the duodenum was constricted to such an
extent that it was entirely impermeable, and the patient suffered for several

days from symptoms of intestinal obstruction. While cancer of the stom-
ach is liable to extend to the pancreas, the converse is not frequently ob-
served. AVhon the carcinoma develops prim.irily in the pancreatic ducts, it

belon';;s to the variety called cylindroma, i ae lymphatic glands in the
vicinity of the pancreas are invariably affected during the later stages of
the disease. ' • > ; , ;

:>

Symptoms and Diagnosis.—Stearrhoea is an important but not an in-

fallible symptom of cancer of the pancreas. It is attributed to an absence
of the i)ancreatie juice in the intestinal canal, caused either by obstniction
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in the duct or by suspension of the physiological function of the organ

by the neoplastic infiltration. Epigastric pain is an early and important

symptom, and is me result of compression of the coeliac plexrs by the

tumor. The pain often assumes a neuralgic character, and is usually not

aggravated after taking food. Vomiting is a frequent symptom, and the

matter ejected is generally a watery fluid, sometimes stainetl with bile.

Constipation is an almost constant symi)tom. Progressive emaciation and

aniemia attend malignant disease in any locality, but are unusually well

marked in cancer of the pancreas. When the disease extends towards the

duodenum, jaundit* occurs from stenosis of the bile-ducts by compression

or direct invasion by the neoplasm. Bruen has called attention to some

forty cases of jaundice due to primary carcinoma of the head of the pan-

creas, lately reported by another observer, from which ii is demonstrated

that jaundice is an invariable symptom of primary scirrhus of the head of

the pancr-^as, while it is uncommon when the disease is secondary or affects

the body or the tail of the organ.

The most reliable evidence is the appearance of a tumor in the epigas-

trium behind the stomach. The diffictdty of examining the pancreas during

health by palpation is ai)preciated when a physical examination is to be

relied upcm in locating tumors in this locality. The normal pancreas can

be felt only under the most favorable conditions through a thin and relaxed

abdominal wall, but ni determining its relative size this method of ex-

amination affords little reliable information. A cancer of the pancreas,

where it can be felt by palpation, appeal's in the epigastrium as a hard,

immovable or only slightly movable tumor, whi(!h is evidently deeply seated

in the abdominal cavity. Under favorable conditions the connections of

such a tumor with the pancreas can sometimes be demonstrated during life,

but a positive diagnosis becomes impossible when, as in most of the eases

hitherto rec^orded, it constitutes merely a part of a general tumefaction of

the alxlomen. As the tumor is in such close proximity to the abdominal

aorta, the pulsations of this vessel are imparted to the tumor, and a bruit

may even be heard over the compressed vessel ; but, in contradistinction to

aneurism, the pulsation is felt in only one direction, and the bruit disap-

pears when the patient is placed in the knee-elbow position, as the tumor is

lifted from the vessel by the force of gravitation.

That the tumor cannot always be felt is evident from the statement

made by Da Costa that he recognized it in only thirteen out of the one

hundred and thirty-seven cases he reported ; and Bigsby, in an analysis of

fifteen cases, alludes ^o its being recognized in only four. -<

From what has been said, it will be seen how uncertain the symptom"

arc in the diagnosis of cancer of the pancreas. A satisfactory conchisioii

can be reached only after a careful consideration of the history of the case

combined with a systematic elucidation of all the symptoms presented, and

more particularly by resorting to the advantages to be derived from a sys-

tematic and careful study by exclusion.
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Treatment.—A positive diagnosis of malignant disease of the pancreas

is possible only after the tumor ha'' attained sufficient size to be recognizable

by palpation, consequently too late for a radical extirpation. When the

disease has advanced to this stage it has already involved the greater por-

tion of the gland, and, as a rule, has invaded important adjacent organs.

Another important element in the surgical treatment of cancer of the pan-

creas consists in the fact that the disease, as a rule, develops primarily in

the head of the organ, a location which in itself precludes the propriety nf

an operation. The most favorable conditions for extirpation are presenteu

if the disease is primarily located in the tail of the pancreas and has not

passed beyond the limits of the capsule of the gland. In such a case ex-

cision of the splenic extremity of the pancreas would offer a fair jirospect

for a permanent result without endangering, as a remote consequence, the

process of digestion, as a sufficient amount of secreting structure would

remain in connection with the intestine to maintain pancreatic digestion.

Billroth in two instances made a partial resection of the pancreas in

removing carcinomatous tumors of adjacent organs. In one case he removed

a portion of the head of the pancreas with a cancer of the pylorus, I'.nd in

another case he removal the tail of the pancreas with a sarcomatous spleen.

Both patients recovered from the immediate effects of the operation. In

the case of partial excision of the head of the pancreas it is to be assumed

that the duct was not injured, that the organ continued to secrete, and that

the pancreatic juice was discharged into the duodenum through the un-

injured duct. In operating upon the head of the pancreas for malignant

disease which has extended to it from an adjacent organ, it is essential to

preserve the continuity of the duct, so as to prevent physiological detach-

ment of the remaining portion of the gland, an accident which would be

followed by degeneration and complete atrophy, and consequently by sus-

pension of pancreatic digestion. If an operation is performed for cancer

of an adjacent organ, and the disease has extcndetl to the splenic extremity

of the gland, the operation should not be completed without removing a

sufficient portion of the pancreas to guard against a local recurrence of the

disease in this organ. As in cases of partial excision of the pancreas for

other lesions, the pancreas should be ligated before it is divided, so as to

prevent troublesome hemorrhage and at the same time guard against

extravasation of pancreatic juice into the peritoneal cavity.

TUBERCULOSIS OF THE PANCREAS.

Primary tuberculosis of the pancreas is an exceedingly mre affection
;

nxlced, some pathologists, among them Louis and Lebert, doubt its primary
origm m this organ. Cniveilhier only mentions tulxTcular degeneration
of the lympliatic glands upon the surface of the pancreas. In diffiise

miliary tulK'rculosis of the abdominal organs Klebs cotdd find no nodules
in the substance of the pancreas on microscopical examination. But in such
a condition the gland is often found in a state of parenchymatous degenera-
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tion, which has been incorrectly interpreted as the first stage of tuberculosis

by Ancelet.

When the lymphatic glands aroinid the pancreas liave undergone cheesy

degen"^tion, we sometimes find similar deposits in the pancreas, whieli,

however, may be cheesy lymphatic glands in the substance of the pancreas

itself. Hartmanu mentions a case where the pancreas had disaiipcarod

completely and its place was occupied by a cheesy mass.

Bamberger found a large abscess of the pancreas in a tubercular patient

in whom during life no symptoms, either objective or subjective, pointed to

the pancreas as the seat of suppuration. Although the pancreas is not dis-

posed to tuberculosis, we have reliable information that in a number of

cases this gland was the primary seat of the process.

While in most of the reported cases of primary tuberculosis of the

pancreas the symptoms during life pointed to disease of this organ, a suf-

ficiently positive diagnosis to warrant a laparotomy could have been made

only afler a palpable tumor appeared, and by tliat time the disease would

have passed beyond the reach of successful surgical treatment through the

appeanuK'c of the miliary deposits iri other organs, an occurrence which

would render any operative interference unjustifiable. Should abdominal

section bo performed in a case of tubercular peritonitis, and should such a

condition in the pancreas be found as in a case described by Aran, it would

be proper to extirpate the terminal end of the pafcreas exclusive of tlie

tubercular abscess.

In a case reported by Wilson, the tubercular deposit in the pancreas

gave rise to a large abdominal tumor due partly to the distended gall-

bladder ; and, as such a condition might present itself to the surgeon in

these days of diagnostic laparotomy, it might be advisable, and to the

advantage of the patient, to establish an external pancreatic fistula instead

of closing the wound. Such a course would enable the surgeon to remove

the cheesy material, and to disinfect the abscess-cavity and to treat its in-

terior with icKloform, all of which, done under antiseptic precautions, would

tend to modify favorably the local process.

The removal of compression of the bile-duct by the same procedure

would also tend to re-establish the interrupted communication between the

bile-ducts and the duodenum by removing the cause of the stenosis.

SYPHILIS.

Syphilitic lesions of the pp ^reas have been found, both as a tertiary

manifestation of syphilis and as a congenital aifection. Sometimes the

entire gland, sometimes ordy portions of it, may be the seat of the disease:

in these latter cases a circumscribed s(derosis, either with or without gura-

mata, may be found. Lancereaux believes that iiiu.iy cases of sclerosis ot

this organ result from syphilis. In newly-born children and in the foetus

unmistakable evidence of degeneration of tlie pancreas in connection with

liereditary syphilis has been frequently demonstrated. In such a ca^e
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Cruveilhier found the pancreas transformed into an amyloid swelling.

Oedmansson found alterations in the pancreas in children suffering from

congenital syphilis, consisting of extensive fatty degeneration of the paren-

chyma-cells and advanced interstitial sclerosis. Klebs described sevcal

gummata in the pancreas along with syphilitic changes in other internal

organs of a six months' foetus.

Birch-Hirschfeld found thirteen times in twenty-five cases interstitial

connective-tissue hyperplasia in the pancreas in the hereditary syphilis of

newly-born children.

Demmo reports the following interesting ciise. At the time of birth the child weighed

two thousand eight hundred and forty grammes, and exhibited a well-marked papular

syphilitic eruption over the lower exti'emities. For ten days the child was immersed daily

for ft short time in warm water in which one and a half gnmimes of corrosive sublimate

had been dissolved, with the result of improving the skin-afiection. The child suffered

constantly from diarrhma, and the stools contained undigested fat. The urine contained a

trace of albumen ;
otherwise it was normal. After the suspension of the baths inunctions

of mercurial ointmcit in daily doses of a quarter of a gramme were used for ten days, and

were followed by marked improvement. Abdominal distention and tenderness as well as

the icterus which had existed were greatly diminished, ana the weight of the child increased

considerably. Diarrhoea less, but character of stools unchanged. After this apparent im-

provement the symptoms again became more aggravated, and, from the effects of an ex-

haustive diarrhoea and progressive marasmus, the child died thirty days after its birth. On
post-mortem the lungs presented a collapsed appearance and the heart-muscle was of a gray-

ish-hrown c(3lor. In the walls of the left ventricle near the apex several gummata were

found. Slight ascites ; liver normal in size and structure, with the exception of a few gum-
mata in the lobus Spigelii. Pancreas firm, small, and grating under the knife. Serous coat

of duodenum hyperremic, with isolated spots of ecchymosis ; spleen and kidneys normal.

In this case the syphilitic lesion in the pancrea> had advanced to the stage of sclerosis.

Demme's treatment, as described above, should be iraitate<l in all cases

of congenital syphilis of the pancreas.
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FUNCTIONAL DISORDERS OF THE LIVER, JAUNDICE,

AND DISEASES OF THE DUCTS AND OF

THE PORTAL VEIN.

By HENKY DWIGHT CHAPIN, M.D.

Wiener Med. Blatter,

-t

In considering the subject of aftections of the liver, the first things to

attract attention are the relatively large size and the apparent functional im-

portance of this organ in early life. For a correct understanding of these

facts wc must go back and consider some of tlie phenomena of fcetal life.

The liver is then a very important factor in the circulatoiy system, while the

luugs are largely inactive. It is somewhat surprising to learn that in the

mature foetus the liver holds a quarter or more of the entire volume of

blood, and that it is greater in size than both lungs. A brief review of

some peculiarities of the foetal circulation will help to a further under-

standing of this subject. (Fig. 1.)

The passage of arterial blood from the placenta to the foetus takes place

througli the umbilical vein in the umbilical cord. At the umbilicus the

umbilical vein enters the abdomen of the foetus and reaches the under

surflice of the liver after passing along the free margin of the suspensory

ligament. Several branches are given to the lefl lobe as well as to the

lobus (piadratus and lobulus Spigelii. The umbilical vein divides into two

branches at the transverse fissure. The larger branch, after being joined

l)y tlie portal vein, enters the right lobe. The smaller branch forms the

ductus venosus, which joins the left hepatic vein as it enters the inferior

vena cava. The blood which leaves the placenta for the nutrition of the

foetus through the medium of the umbilical vein reaches the inferior vena
cava in three different ways. The great bulk of it circulates through the

liver with the portal venous blood and passes into the vena cava through
the licpatic veins. A part enters the liver directly by branches of the

unildlical vein, and, after circulating through this organ, reaches the vena
cava also l)y means of the hepatic veins. Finally, a small quantity passes
(liroctly through the ductus venosus and by its junction with the left hepatic
vein enters the vena cava.

As the lungs of the foetus arc solid and almost impervious, the placenta
of the mother performs the double function of a respiratory and of a

403
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nutritive organ. After the venous blood is received from the fojtus it must

be returned reoxygenated, and nearly the whole of this purified stream is

Fio. 1.

The Fcetal Circulation, showing the Relative Position of the Obq ans, drawn by Dr. McClellan

from dissections and preparations in his cabinet.—1, the trachea, with the carotid arteries on cither

side; 2, the right innominate vein, overlying the innominate artery; 3, the arch of the aorta; 4, tlio

superior vena cava ; 5, the right auricle ; 6. the right pulmonary vessels passing into the uuexpanded

lung; 7, the right lung packed in the Dack of the thorax; 8, the diaphragm; 9, hepatic veins ; 10, the

right lobe of the liver, dissected to show branches of portal and hepatic veins; 11, inferior vena cava;

12, right branch of portal vein; 13, portal vein coming from the intestines, which are removed; H,riKht

kidney; 15, bifurcation of aorta into the two common iliac arteries; 16, right ureter: 17, rectum tied;

18, right external iliac artery and vein; 19. bladder; 20, right hypogastric artery; 21, left recurrent

laryngeal nerve; 22, left pneumogostric nerve; 23, left clavicle; 24, first rib; 25, ductus arteriosus; 26.

second rib; 27, left pulmonary vessels; 28, left auricle; 29. third rib; 30. left ventricle; 31, fourth rib;

82, fifth rib ; 33, crura of diaphragm ; 34, ductus venosus (the left lobe of the liver, stomach, pancreas,

and spleen are removed) ; 35, left supra-renal capsule ; 36, left kidney ; 37, left renal vessels ; 38, inferior

me.seuteric artery; 39, umbilical veiu.* 40, left hypogastric artery; 41, umbilical cord.

carried to the liver by the umbilical vein and circulates through this organ

before reaching the vena cava and the general circulation.

The large size and the importance of the liver in foetal life are thus un-

derstood by considering it a sort of intermediary organ between the placenta

and the general circulation, as far as the reoxygenated blood is concerned.
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At birth the communication botwcou the placenta and the liver and portal

vein, by means of the umbilical vein, is severed by cutting the cord. The

luugs at once inflate and assume the respiratory function. The umbilical

vein begins to shrink, and becomes completely obliterated between the

second and fiflh days after birth. It finally becomes the fibrous cord

known as the round ligament of the liver. The ductus venosus also

usually becomes completely obliterated a few days after birth.

Although the liver has now lost its preponderating im|X)rtauce in the

ecouoiiiy, it still remains relatively larger and heavier than in later life.

The diminution of the organ is due to its altered blood-supply, and is

esiKscially marked in the left lobe. The loss of weight that begins at birth

continues, so that there is a direct ratio from infancy to old age in this

relative diminution. At birth the liver-weight is in proportion to the

whole hotly as 1 to 28 ; in infancy, 1 to 20 ; at puberty, 1 to 30 ; in adult

life, 1 to 35 ; in middle life, 1 to 40 ; in old age, 1 to 45. The following

is taken from a table of Frerichs in reference to the relative and absolute

weight and size of the liver under normal conditions at different ages.'
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Hfemoglobin is thus transferred from the stroma of the corpuscle to the

plasma. As a result of the destruction of red and white corpuscles, there

will Ikj a relatively large quantity of fibrin-ferment in the bloo<l in con-

junction with th<» hffimoglobinicmia. In healthy infants the liver will

convert the liberated htemoglobin into biliary coloring-matter in a few-

days, which will be partially liberated by the faxail dis(rharges and urine.

Silbermann' sums up the condition of the bl(X)d as follows

:

1. The blo(Kl of the newly-born contains corpuscles which vary greatly

in size, and also the so-mlled " shadows."

2. It is richer in fibrin-ferment than is the blood of adults.

3. These peculiarities are due to the liberation of hajmoglobiu and its

transfer to the plasma.

4. The richness in fibrin-ferment of the blood of the newly-born pre-

disposes them to disease.

5. All disease-processes in the neM'ly-born whicli involve great destruc-

tion of the albumen of the circulation are especially dangerous to life.

It is strange that morbid conditions referable to the liver should not be

more frequent in early life, and particularly during the first few days of

life, when we consider the 2)rofound changes in its circulation following the

obliteration of the umbilical vein and ductus venosus, together with the

degenerative changes in the blood going on at the same time.

: I
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e newly-born pre-

litcrature of the subject. In some instances the jann(lice<l infants have been

horn before term, and in others born dead at full term. Ijcjjj; ' quotes two

(•uses from Wrisberg in which autopsies had l)oen made and a dissection

sho\v(Hl the gall-ducts to be plugged with mucus. The prognosis is not

always fatal, as occasionally recovery has taken place.

ICTERUS NEONATORUM.

New-lx)rn babies so frequently become jaundicetl that this especial lia-

bility deserves a separate name and different consideration from the same

aUbction occurring in older children. Many ditferent theories have been

advanced to explain the etiology and fre<piency of icterus at this jK'riod of

life. All the cases may be divided into two general classes,—the mild and

the grave or malignant. The former class will be first considered.

Mild Ictkuus Neonatouum.—Two divergent theories have been

advanced to account for the milder grade of icterus neonatorum. The first

considers the jaundice to be purely of haematic origin. The excessive

amount of hrcmoglobin which is present in the bloo<l at this early period is

decomposed under the influence of some fermentative agent, and an elimi-

nation of this coloring-matter produces the jaundice. The second theory

regards the jaundice as hepatic. Bile is fii-st formwl in the liver and then

carried into the circulation, the reabsorption being due either to congestion

of the blood-vessels or to oedema of the hepatic tissue. It seems highly

probable that both these theories may be true in different instances, and

doul)tless many (uses of icterus neonatorum are to be satisfactorily explained

only by taking into considemtion a morbid condition of both the blootl and

the liver, thus combining the hematic and hepatic theories.

The experiments of Stern are interesting in this connection. He suc-

ceeded in removing the liver from pigeons and producing hfemoglobinoemia,

but failed in inducing icterus. From these experiments the presence of the

liver would seem to be necessary to produce the jaundice, in addition to a

large amount of coloring-matter circulating in the blood. It is generally

considered that the coloring-matter of the bile is a derivative from the col-

oring-matter of the blood, but the transformation takes place by means of

tlie liver. In vigorous, healthy infants the liver will change the lilwratcd

hionioglobiu into biliary coloring-matter in a few days, and this will be elim-

inated by the excreta. If the infant is feeble or diseased this transforma-

tion and elimination will not so readily take place, and jaundice will \k one

of the results. The transference of bile into the blood may be favored by
an anatomical peculiarity at birth. Thus, the theory of Quincke explains

certain cases of icterus on the ground that the ductus venosus may remain

open for some time af^er birth, thereby allowing a part of the portal blootl

containing bile to pass directly into the general circulation. Ashby reports

a case in which an autopsy showed the ductus venosus to be widely open in

' Bile, Jaundice, and Bilious Diseases, 1880.
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a jaundicwl infant who dm\ on tlie eleventh dny. Ho l)elievo8 that this

(htct i.s liable to remain oi)en longer in feeble and immature infants tliun

in more vigorous ones. Jaundice is certainly much more likely to develop

in the former than in the latter class of infants. The resorption theory

of Frerichs considers that the pressure in the portal capillaries is greatly

lessened upon the cutting off of the ])lacental circulation. Following this

deoreascd t(>nsion, the bile-capillaries will Ixi subjected to an increasetl ten-

sion, whi(;h will Ik; aggravatwl by the sin-retion of bile taking place at birth.

An effusion of bile will then ensue, with absorjUion into tlu! lymphatics or

veins of the liver, and the bile will thus reiu;h the blood in large (luantities.

Silbermann,' who has given this 8ubj(H't a good deal of thought and investi-

gation, reaches the following conclusions

:

1. Icterus neonatorum is icterus of resorption, and, therefore, ha:mato-

genous in character.

2. The biliary engorgement is seated in the biliary capillaries and

interlobular bile-duct.s, which are compressed by the dilated branches of

the portal vein and the capillary blood-vessels of the liver.

3. This engorgement of the vessels is effe(!ted by a change in the circu-

lation of the liver, occurring soon after birth, which is one of the indications

of a change in the blootl-plasma.

4. This change, which is induced by the destruction of many blood-

corpuscles soon after birth, consists in a kind of blood-fermentation.

6. The more feeble the infant the more intense will be the icterus, for

in such a child the destruction of corpuscles and the consequent blood-

changes will be much more decided than in a vigorous child.

6. As a consequence of the destruction of so many red corpuscles, there

is abundant material for the formation of biliary coloring-matter, and,

under the influence of the fermentation-process alluded to, this coloring-

matter accumulates for a long time and in considerable quantity in tlie

hepatic vessels.

D'Espine and Picot ^ sum up theii consideration of the pathology of

benign icterus by stating that in all cases the ordinary icterus of the newly-

born, without our being able to affirm that it may be always due to the

same cause, presents clinically the same characteristics as the icterus due to

an active or passive hepatic congestion.

Symptoms.—The intense congestion of the skin observed during the

first few hours or days of life often produces a yellowish coloration that

cannot be considered a jaundice, since it is not dependent ujion the secretion

of bile. It is of the same nature as the discoloration of the skin following

an ordinary cutaneous bruise. The yellow tint is at first seen only on deep

pressure, but as the erythema fades the yellowness increases. The conjunc-

tivse are not colored, and the urine appeal's normal. This yellowness is

» Arch. f. Kinderheilk., Bd. viii. H. 6.

* Maladies de I'Enfauce, 1884.
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ei-efore, htiemato-

UBimllv first noticed on the 8e<K)nd day, uiid inuy coutinue a few days or a

week.

The term " true ieterua" can be applied only to those cases in wh'wh the

vollow diseolorution of the skin is caused by a staining by the bile-pig-

ments. This nn)re often occurs in cases of prolonged or difficult labor, in

infants born asphyxiated or before term, and in genemlly feeble infants.

It is very frecjuently seen in foundling asylums. Kehrer observed jaundice

in four hiualred and seventy-four out of six hundi^'d and ninety newly-born

infants at Vienna. Not infrc(iuently, however, icterus neonatorum will

occur under the best hygienic conditions. It may appear as early as a few

lioni-s al'ter birtli, but usually is not well nuirketl until the second or thiixl

day. The cai'ly invasion of this trouble is shown by the statistics of Kehrer,

y.lio found that out of four hundred and seventy-four jaundiced infants five

and three-tenths per cent, were affected on the first day, sixty-two and nine-

tenths per cent, on the second, and twenty-four and one-tenth per cent, on the

third, while a few began from the fourth to the seventh day. In very mild

cases the yellowness may appear oidy on the face, chest, and back, the con-

junctiva) being only faintly tinted and the urine and faeces normal in ap-

peai-ance. If the case l)e more marked, the urine may be high-colored

enough to stain the linen, and the yellowness may extend to the arms and

alMlonien. Some infants present a yellowish discolomtion of the whole

ixxly, with typical clay-colored stools. In most cases the jaundice has dis-

appeared by the eighth or tenth day. It may, however, persist for several

weeks. In rare cases, after having much diminished, it reappears \vith re-

newed intensity. No matter how well marked or extensive this form of

jaundice may be, it appears to cause very little constitutional inconvenience.

Tiie liver may be slightly enlarged, and occasionally there are symptoms of

intestinal catarrh.

Hoffmeier has shown that the loss of weight during the first few days is

much more considerable in icteric than in non-icteric infants, and that he

increase in weight is slower. The general health is unaffected after the dis-

appearance of the benign form of icterus neonatorum. In the rare cases in

which death has occurred during the existence of the icterus, it hai been

from some other cause.

GiLVVE IcTEUUs NEONATORUM.—The grave form of icterus neona-

torum is, fortunately, very rare, and may be produced by several differ-

ent conditions. Defects in the bile-ducts will first be considered, as among
the commonest causes. In some cases all the large bile-ducts have been

absent
; in others the ductus communis choledochus has been narrowed, ob-

literated, or entirely absent. Sometimes a fibrous c^rd has been found in

place of the gall-duct. The cystic duct has been absent and the gall-

bladder in a rudimentary condition. Accompanying an obliteration of the

gall-ducts, a condition of cirrhosis is usually found in the liver, which will

be more or less marked according to the length of time that the infant sur-

vives. The liver is generally found enlarged.
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As an cxp.nipie of defective duct, Dr. Oxlej' ' reports a cose of congenital atresia of tlie

duodenal opening of the common bile-duct, producing a large abdominal tu. jr. A female

infant flvo weeks old was brought to the Inlirmary in a jaundiced and emaciated condition.

There was a round, globular, tenso swelling of the abdomen, dull on percussion over the

right i.ide and part of the left, except the lef: lumbar region, where it was resonant. A
canula was inserted into the upper line of the right lumbar region, and thirty-six ounces

of bile flowed away in about twenty minutes. In three days the swelling had reapptiired,

although not so large, and sixteen ounces of bile were withdrawn. The urine was bile-

stained, nnd the motions were like white curds. The infant died in a few days, and an

autopsy showed a globular tumor, about the size of a cocoa-nut, below the free margin of

the liver. The duodenum coursed over its surface and was closely adherent to it. Both

the cystic and the hep tic duct were patent and opened into the tumor. The gall-bladder

was of normal size, bu\, contained no bile, and no opening into the intestine could be found.

On examining ti e duodenum, the papilla indicating the usual orifice of the common bile-

duct was seen, but it was quite impervious.

Dr. Danforth has reported a case in which the ductus communis choledochus was on-

tirely absent, although the cystic and hepatic ducts presented a normal appearance. The
child died in profound coma seventy-two hours after birth. The discoloration of the skin

was of a bronzed character. Two cases are reported by Dr. A. D. Campbell in which tliere

was deficiency of the cystic and hepatic ducts. Dr. John B. "White gives the history of a

jaundiced infant dying on the twelfth day. The autopsy showed an enlarged liver, with

hepatic ducts presenting no abnormal appearance, but an evident constriction of the cystic

duct, while the common duct was impervious throughout its length. In place of this duet

there existed a fibrous cord-like band oxtending to the duodenum.
Dr. "White ' has collected reports of eighteen cases in which fatal jaundice was produced

by so.ne malformation or deficiency of the bile -ducts. Dr. Henry Ashby' reports a case of

fatal jaundice in an infant of six wcks. On dissecting out the vessels in the transverse

fissure, the gall-bladder wa:? found u> be undersized, with a small cystic duct which en-

tered the common duct and passed on, being of very diminutive size, but pervious, to the

duodenur... T^o hepatic duct could be found, the biliary duct apparently ending in the

fibrous tissue present in the fissure.

An arrest or failure of proper development of the gall-ducts may occur

several times in the same family. The common duct is originally a solid

structure, being formed from a protrusion of the intestinal mucous mem-

brane growing into the blastemic mass of the liver.'' Any factor tlisit may

interfere with the normal and complete evolution of th's structure will

caii.-e fatal infantile icterus. It has been suggested that Jtiaternal impres-

sions may at times have an influence in producing such a condition. lu

these cases of atresia of the bilo-ducts the liver is usually in a state of in-

cipient cirrhosis. Dr. Leg|; has called attention to the fact that cirrhosis

of the liver will follow a lij.ature of the di, -^ts in animals. Jaundice tiiat

is due to obstruction or obliteraLlon f the biliary passages may appear a

few hours after birth and soon acquire a marked intensity. It often, how-

ever, does not appea for one or two Alecks after birth, and at its iueeptiou

presents a light yellow tint that soon becomes darker. In civses of ohlitera-

tiv/Ji of the cystic duct alone the jauudice miiy not appear until much later,

' London Lancei, vol. ii. 1883.

' Anerican Journal of Obstetrios, January, 1888.

* Archives of Pediatrics, September, 1884.

*Gli)ister, London Ltncet, vol. i., 1879.
: ,.
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possibly not until several months alter birth. The yellowish discoloration

of the skin may vary from day to day, at times being much more in-

tense than at others. The conjunctivte are yellow. The fteoal discharges

lose color and have an offensive odor, while the urine stains the diaper a

yellow or greenish brown. Botii the liver and the spleen are usually en-

larged, which partially accounts for the increase in size of the abdomen.

Sucli enlargement is increased by the flatulent distention of the bowel pro-

duced by decomposition of food. There is nnrlied wasting of the infant,

ahhongh nourishment may be taken in large quantities. Umbilical hemor-

rhaf^o is a grave and not infrequent symptom in this form of jaundice.

The bicetr'ig is not sudden and profuse, but begins as an oozing shortly

after the sloughing of the navel-string. It is apt to commence at night.

Death is always hastened by this accident, as exhaustion from loss of blood

is added to that induced by indigestion and malassimilation. There may also

be a sort of general purpura, blectling taking place from the nose, mouth, or

stomach. It has been suggested that the umbilical hemorrhage is due to the

portal congestion that is secondary to cirrhosis. Since the circulation of the

liver is much obstructed, the blood passes to the ductus venosus from the

left portal vein and thus reaches the umbilicus. The vessels are here not

strongly enough closed to resist this pressure, and hence bleeding results.

Children may live for several months with impervious or defective bile-

ducts, although death usually takes place earlier, from lack of nutrition.

Where umbilical hemorrhage supervenes, however, a fatal ending is not long

to be averted. Death nv y take place in a few hours, or, at most, in a few

days.

Another grave form of icterus in the newly-born is seen in connection

with septic poisoning that is generally accompanied by umbilical phlebitis.

Tlio umbilicus is a very vulnerable spot for the entrance of septic poisons

shortly after birth. Upon ligation of the cord, the blood that remains in

the umbilical veins forms small thrombi, that should gradually liarden

and in time become calcified, forming a fibrous cord in the same manner

as in the ductus arteriosus and dn "tus venosus. In these latter structures

the formation of throm'n is ne^'cr accompanietl by grave consequences,

since their internal situation prevents the access of irritating agents. In-

fected air or pus, however, can readily enter the umbilical vein from the

luubilicus, and thus start up tunbilical phlebitis and general scpticjem'a.

Tiiore is a constant alteration after b'rth in the blood-pressure in the umbil-

ical vein, due to the action of the h^-irt and lungs, by which a sort of flux

and reflux is producetl. This suctiou-actiou favors an infection of the sys-

tem when the contents of this vein liet- me sentic. This grave accident is

liable tt. occur when the mother is i.. a septic condition. The poison may
be introduced by bacteria, A-hich are probably the same agents that pro-

duce puerperal fever. In these cases of sepsis there is a puriform or yellow

softening of the thi^mbi that fill up the umbilical vein. This softened

nntter consistd of pus-corpuscles and finely granular matter contaiaing

t
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as is likewise perihepatitis, which may cause a complete obliteratiou of the

biliary passages. The latter form of inflammation is particularly apt to

involve the connective tissue surrounding the common duet, the portal vein,

and the hepatic artery on the under surface of the liver. These cases, how-

ever, may not always be of syphilitic origin.

D'Espine and Picot report a case in which a jaundiced infant was apparently healthy

until the ninth day. At that time there appeared hemorrhages under the skin, at the um-

bilicus, and in the intestine. The infant became gradually verj' feeble, and succumbed on

the twenty-third day in convulsions. Tlie parents presented no trace of syphilis, and the

infant never showed upon its body any appearance of a specific eruption. The autopsy

showed a profound change in the hepatic tissue, which appeared to have been the point of

departure of all the accidents. The liver was increased in size, and the large biliary canals

were permeable. The hepatic tissue, of a greenish-olive color, showed under the micro-

scope an abundant prolifenvtion of young cells in the capsule of Glisson and in the inter-

lobular spaces. This neoformation was continued under the form of elegant garlands around

the hepatic cells in the interior of the lobules. The cells were in large part preserved, and

contained particles of biliary pigment. The small biliary canals were thickened and filled

with epithelial cells: tlie slight alteration of their lumen permitted the supposition that the

lesions they presented were consecutive to the interstitial hepatitis. No gummy points were

found. The umbilical vein presented no change. The kidneys were slightly enlarged and

very icteric; they presented some disseminated ecchymoses and a cellular proliferation

around the arteries which give rise to the vasa recta. The point of departure of all these

lesions appears to have been a hypertrophic cirrhosis of the liver with inflammation of the

biliary canals.

Diagnosis.—The first point to consider is the diagnosis between true

benign icterus neonatorum and false jaundice. In the latter case, the dis-

coloration being due to the remains of a severe cutaneous congestion, there

is a yellowish-brown tint usually present, while in true jaundice the color

of the skin is more markedly yellow. In true jaundice the conjunctivtB

and urine usually present an icteric tint, which is ab.sent in false jaundice.

Before deciding upon the actual color of the skin, it may be necessary to

employ enough pressure to drive out the blood. The grave form of jaun-

dice may be suspected when the discoloration, instead of disapjwaring grad-

ually, becomes more and more marked. In the case of congenital defects

in the biliary ducts, a slow wasting is conjoined to the jaundice, but without

a rise in temperature. The liver and spleen are nearly always increased in

size, and there may be at any time a supervention of umbilical hemorrhage.

If these latter symptoms are present with atro])hy, a malformation of the

bile-ducts can be diagnosed although the jaundice be slight or variable.

Septic jaundice is recognized by the local symptoms of phlebitis, such as the

oozing of discolored pus or blood from the umbilicus, and the symptoms of

a general septic poisoning, such as elevated temperature, general sickness

and prostration, and possibly a swollen alxlomen, that may be very painful

on pressure. In cases due to interstitial hepatitis or perihepatitis, besides

tlie local signs referable to th? I'ver, there is apt to be present some trace

of congenital syphilis. A careful inquiry into the family history of the

lather and mother will sometimes throw light on an obscure case.
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Prognosis.—Jaundice often causes great alarm in the minds of the

laity, possibly from a knowledge of certain fatal cases. It is only necessaiy

to make the distinction by the symptoms in a given case between benign

and grave icterus neonatorum in order to be able to give in one case an

absolutely good prognosis and in the other an equally bad one. The mere

presence of jaundice without other rational or physical signs in a young

infant need excite little alarm. I have recently seen a case in which an

infant was born jaundiced and remained so continuously for several montlis.

Although the discoloration was deep and well marked, the baby remained

plump and healthy, and suiferW no inconvenience whatever from this symp-

tom. In cases, however, in which jaundice persists and there begins to be

noted an enlargement of the liver, with some wasting, a serious prognosis

had better be given. Life is generally most prolonged in the grave form

where there is malformation of the ducts. An infant suffering from this

lesion may live several months. If imibilical hemorrhage supervenes, death

is not long delayal. In umbilical phlebitis with general septicemia, and in

hepatitis, death is usually unavoidable.

Treatment.—The mild form of benign jaundice will often get well

without any treatment. In some cases a mild laxative seems to hasten the

result. A few tablet triturates of calomel, from a twentieth to a quarter of

a grain, given every few hours, often do well. Several grains of gray pow-

der, repeated once or twice, may likewise do good service. Sometimes an

alkali, such as bicarbonate of sodiiun, seems to hasten the disappearaiia>

of the janndic(\ Two or three grains can be given three times a day. Care-

ful attention must be paid to the digestive organs of the infant. Nursing

babies are often j)ut to the breast much too frequently for the good of their

digestion If the nursing be restricted, a teaspoonful of water can he

allowed in the intervals. In bottle-fed babies great care must be exercised

to dilute and prepare the milk properly, and in many such ways to relieve

all digestive disturbances. If there be syphilitic hepatitis, constitutional

treatment directed to the sjrecific taint will be indicated. Septic jaundice

must be treated by free stimulati')ii and all other measures that can bo em-

ployed in sepsis. In cases of umbilical hemorrhage applications of strong

astringents, such as the percliloride or subsulphate of iron, may be made.

If this does not avail, it may be necessary to aj)ply a ligature around two

hare-lip pins inserted through the skin at the navel.

JAUNDICE AFTER EARLY INFANCY.

The jaundice that attacks infants some time after birth is due to causes

that are similar to those found in children and adults. The bile passes into

the blood, owing to some obstruction to its discharge through the biliary

canals into the intestine. A catarrhal inflammation of the duodenum,

accompanied by swelling of the mucous membrane at the opening of the

ductus communis choledochus, may be responsible for the obstruction. Tlic

inflammation may extend by continuity from the duotl.eu.um to the duetus
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communis and hepatic ducts and thus cause retention of bile in the liver.

Tliere may be causes of obstruction within the ducts that are not due to

inflaramatiou. Among these may be mentioned a plug of inspissated bile

in the common duct, and, more rarely, gall-stones. Cases have been re-

corded where a round worm has penetrated the common duct from the

(liuxlcuum, thus producing complete obstruction. Various inflammatory

changes in the liver may produce sufficient pressure to cause obstruction in

the iutra-hepatic ducts. Thus, the atrophic cirrhosis of the liver sometimes

seen in early life may be one of the causes of jaundice. Malarial and mias-

matic poisons and phosphorus-poisoning may finally be mentioned as causes

of jaundice in children.

Symptoms.—The yellow discoloration of the conjunctivae and skin is the

same as in icterus neonatorum. A symptom often noted is a slow pulse,

perhaps forty or fifty beats to the minute, as bile when present in the blood

has a sedative eft'ect upon the circulation. The biliary salts are the ingredi-

ents of the bile that prcxluce this effect. If there be much slowing of the

circulation, the respirations will likewise diminish somewhat in frequency.

Tlie most marked symptoms that may be present are those that can be

referred to a duodeuitis or a gastro-duodenitis. In the latter case there is

more or less nausea and vomiting, with pain in the epigastrium, especially

upon the ingestion of food, and tenderness upon pressure in this region.

There may be a subacute duodenitis without gastritis being present. If so,

there is pain and distress when the food passes from the stomach into the

duodenum, which usually occurs some houre after the taking of nourish-

ment. Conjoined with this there is tenderness on pressure below the epi-

gastrium at the situation of the duodenum. In these cases a plug of

mucus is often found in the common duct where it opens into the duo-

denum. AVheu jaundice occurs without these inflammatory conditions

being present, the nutrition does not for a time appear to suffer, as the

ap[)etito may remain good and the digestion of certain articles of food be

iairly well accomplished. The fats, however, are digested with difficulty,

and the fbeoal discharges may contain more or loss undigested fat. A care-

ful study of the stools may aid in deciding how complete the obstruction to

the passage of bile into the intestine may be. The stools are clay-colored,

from an excess of undigested fat, when no bile reaches the intestine. On
the otlier hand, they have somewhat the natural brownish-yellow color

when the obstruction to the passage of bile is only partial. One of the

known jdiysiological properties of the bile is to act as a sort of natural dis-

infectant and antiseptic to the contents of the intestinal canal. The complete

ahsenee of bile will hence be shown by a quick decomposition of the intes-

tinal contents, as exhibited in the free formation of gases and the foul odor
ot the ffeocs when voided. The bov^els are genei-ally, but not always, con-

stipated. Itching of the skin may cause great annoyance, es|)ecially at

night wlien the skin is warm. Urticaria, which is an exceedingly common
affection in children, may occur as an obstinate complication, when the
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pnpnlos and wheals will present a decp-yollow tint. Jaundioo may jiereist

for a long time without giving rise to much apparent disturbance, as the

system assumes a tolerance of an excess of bile as of other abnormal sub-

stances. It may act principally upon the mental powers in the way of

protlucing a sort of stupidity that may be closely allied to somnolency.

Diagnosis.—The principal point to determine in a given case is the

pathological cause that has protluced it. Evidence of the existence of

gastro-dumlenitis or duodenitis must first be sought. When there is nausoti

or vomiting, with pain about the region of the epigastriinn, that has pre-

ceded and accompanies the jaundice, these conditions may be recognizcHl as

causative. If the ducts are inflamed from other causes than a duiKlciiitis,

such as a round worm in the common duct, the diagnosis cannot be niado

during life. If careful palpation reveals a distended gall-bladder, there is

positive evidence of obstruction in the common duet.

lu cases in which jaundice is merely a symptom of some structural

affection of the liver, not only diagnosis but also treatment must be adjusted

M'ith reference to the hitter lesion. The jaundice is sim])ly one anioiiir

other symptoms. In many cases, however, a careful examination of the

liver will fail to reveal any anatomical lesion to ex])lain tlic jaundice.

We must then fall back on an empirical diagnosis by the mere discoloration

of the skin. It is necespary to bear in mind, however, the fact that jaun-

dice may be distinguished from other abnormal tints of the skin simulating

it by the yellowish conjunctivte and by the presence of biliary pigment in

the urine. The latter condition is absent in the yellowish-green tint some-

times seen in clilorotic girls, and in any other abnormal discoloration of the

skin.

Progrnosis.—The prognosis in a given case will, of coui-se, be dependent

upon the ascertained cause of the jaundice. Even when the original cause

has ceased to operate, some time usually elapses before the discoloration

completely disappears. The fluid tissues, such as the blood and urine, are

the fii-st to be free of biliary pigmentj wliich remains longer in the solid

tissues. As the epidermis is gradually desquamated, the yellow discolora-

tion fades out of the skin. If the jaundice is due to gastro-duodenitis, the

prognosis is good, as recovery usually takes place in from two to throe

weeks. The first indication of removal of the obstruction to the passage

of the bile is the appearance of stools that are more normal-looking. If

the color becomes darker gradually, it is evidence that the obstruction is

disappearing by degrees. If the common duct is occluded by a i)lug of

mucus which is suddenly detached, the fceces will at once be surcharged

with bile. A jaundice that persists indefinitely, even where no organic dis-

ease can be found, must not be regarded without aj)prehension. If the

general health and strength be good, a jaundice may last for several months

without occasioning any special alarm j but cases are sometimes seen where

the condition persists for one or two years, and then there are apt to he

grave changes in the nutrition of the patient. While the mere accumula-
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tion of bile in the system does not apjwar to produce serious symptoms, the

retention of l)ih> in the liver for a certain length of time may produce

grave changes in this viscus. The smaller and larger biliary ducts Ijccome

distended by the [wnt-up bile, which finally may infiltrate the liver-cells,

thus interfering with their function. Sometimes the gall-bladder is dis-

tended with bile. The liver is at first increased in size, from its IxMug

filled with bile, but finally becomes atrophic. If this process continues,

death will finally take place with symptoms of exhaustion or blood-poisou-

iug. Such (!ases are rare at all ages, and arc not so common in children as

in adults. Sometimes even mild cas^s of jaundice may suddeidy i)re3ent

evidences of blood-poisoning, which may be followed by death. Foitii-

natclv, the 'majority of cnses of jaundice seen in young children disappear

in a few wei>ks without leaving any serious consc<iuences.

Treatment.—The most rational treatment of jaundice is that which is

aimctl at its cause. As a matter of fact, however, the treatmc^nt is otlcn

necessarily empirical. Whatever the cause, certain 8ymj)toms are usually

present that must be alleviated by treatment. Persistent constipation is

one of the commonest of these symptoms. In making a choi(!e of laxa-

tives, tiiose which act upon the lower segment of the bowel often do well.

Small doses of aloes, rhubarb, or castor oil will fulfil this indication.

Drugs which act by irritating the du(Klenum or the upper part of the small

intestine are apt to aggravate the trouble in the common cases of du(Mlenal

oatarrli. The treatment of jaundice that is most effectual is employed in

those cases depending on a subacute inflammation of the stomach and duo-

denum, and resolves itself into treating the lattch conditions. The saline

laxatives or mineral watere are best used to cause a suitable action of the

bowels when there is catarrh of the duodenum. Karlsbad, Vichy, Con-

gress, and Kissingen waters usually act well. Great care must be exercisal

indict, only bland and easily-digested food being allowed. All fatty articles

must be restricted, and the patient kept upon lean meat and plain vegetable

food. Sometimes counter-irritation in the shape of a small blister at the

epigastriiun api)eai's to do gowl.

If there are no marked evidences of gastro-duodcnal inflammation,

more vigorous means to excite the secreting functions of the intestine and

increase peristalsis may be employed. Active peristaltic action in the duo-

denum may be transmitted to the bile-ducts, and thus a beginning obstruc-

tion be overcome. Calomel, rhubarb, aloes, and colotiynth may be mentionwl

in this connection. The action of an emetic, by forcibly compressing the

liver liiul bile-ducts, may free the passages from obstruction. In vigorous

cliikhvn ipecac or a small dose of tartar emetic at the start may prove

bonetieial. Alkaliej, particularly the biearbonates of sotlium and potas-

sium, are supposed to have a liquefying effect upon the bile and thus to free

tiie duets when they are occluded by a thickening of this secretion. In
some cases they appear to have a good effect, whatever may be their mode
of action. Tincture of nux vomica may be combined with advantage when
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one of these salts is prescribed. Nitro-hydrochloric acid is highly rocora-

raended by some authorities. Henoch claims good results for it in obstinate

catarrhal jaundice.

When jaundice persists and resists ordinary treatment, eflbrts must Ix;

directe<l to eliminating some of the bile from the system by means of the

eraunctories. This is to be done by the kidneys and cutaneous glands.

The mild vegetable diuretics, the acetate of potassium, and various minora!

waters, such as selt/cr, have been recommended. Frcrichs advises that

lemon-juice be given, from one to three ounces daily. He finds that it

agrees well with the digestive organs and excites an abundant diuresis.

The skin may bt' kept acting freely by warm baths and by having ])ure

flannels worn t( '_'uard against changes of temperature. At the same time,

in these prolonged cases everything must be done to suj)port and invigorate

the system, so as to obviate as much as possible the depressing effects of

the cholsemia.

The first sign of improvement, in case of a favorable issue, will be

the disappearance of the biliai'y coloring-matter from the urine. The real

affection has then ceased, although the skin may retain its jaundiced hue for

some time longer.

DISEASES OF THE BILIAEY DUCTS, ETC.

The affections of the biliary ducts in children practically resolve them-

selves into an inflammation secondary to a like pathological condition of

the gastro-intestinal mucous membrane, as the lining membrane of the

duodenum is directly continuous with that of the bile-ducts ; also to the

occasional wandering of entozoa from the intestine into these ducts. Dis-

ease of the ducts produces trouble principally by leading to a retention of

the bile, but sometimes the liver-tissue itself may be secondarily involved.

CATARRH OF THE BILIARY DUCTS.

A catarrhal inflammation of the ducts of the liver will present changes

similar to those seen in other mucous membranes. One effect often seen as

a result of irflammation in this part is a collection of mucus, often taking

the form of a firm plug, at the opening of the common duct into the duo-

denum. This is a frequent cause of the complete obstruction scon in these

ca,ses. An ordinary acute catarrh of the biliary ducts usually undcrjiots

complete resolution in a few weeks without any bad results being left k'-

hind. If the inflammation becomes chronic, certain secondary lesions niav

develop. A thickening of the ducts, Avith dilatation in plaws, caused bv

the obstructed secretion, may result. Rarely, ulceration may take ]»laoe m

the walls (

'' the ducts. The mucous membrane of the gall-bladder may bo

the seat of catarrhal inflammation and the ducts not be involved. Thi?
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takes place from thickening and alteration of bile that has remained for a

long time stagnant in the gall-bladder.

Etiolofiry.—Since in the large majority of cases the inflammation

spreads by direct continuity from the duotlenum into the common duct, the

causes producing irritation of the former structure must he considered in

this connection. Acute indigestion protluccd by overloading the stomach

with all kinds of improper food and drink will stand as the commonest

cause. Certain infectious diseases, and acute or chronic malarial attacks,

may cause enough gastro-duodenal irritation to provoke an actual catarrhal

inflammation. These affections may likewise act as causes of catarrh of

the i)iliarv passages by inducing a hypersemic condition of the liver which

is shared in by the ducts.

Symptoms.—The disease is apt to begin with various digestive dis-

turbances, shown by a coattxl tongue, nausea or vomiting, and a disinclina-

tion to take food. There may be a slight fever and other symptoms point-

ing to a mild catarrh of the stomach. In a few days the conjunctivte begin

to 1)0 tinged with yellow and the urine is colored by biliary pigment. Soon

a marked jaundice develops, and the fteces lose color, assuming the well-

known clay-like appearance. There is often a slight enlargement of the

liver, which projects a little below the ribs, and the gall-bladder may like-

wise be felt pi'ojecting below the margin of the liver, assuming a sort of

pear-shape. The jaundice accompanying this affection generally lasts two

or three weeks, although it may not di8ap2)ear for two or three months

when the inflammation of the duodenum and bile-ducts is severe or chronic.

At first there is tenderness on pressure over the epigastrium and the right

hypix'hondrium. When the inflammation of the ducts is secondary to con-

gestive changes in the hepatic tissue, there is less digestive disturbance, and

the jaundice is not only fainter iu degree, but is also not apt to last so long.

Its duration will, of course, depend upon the nature of the original hepatic

disturbance. If the gall-bladder alone is the seat of catarrhal inflamma-

tion, there will be no jaundice, and the symptoms in general will be very

indistinct. The gall-bladder may sometimes be mappetl out as a pyriform

swelling, which may be the seat of a dull pain.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis consists in recognizing the existence of a

gastro-diiodcnal catarrh, or, after eliminating this, in carefully seeking for

some affeetion of the parenchyma of the liver that may induce a catarrhal

inflanimation of the biliary ducts.

Treatment.—The treatment is essentially the same as that recommended
for ordinary jaundice iu children.

; u..V'^.i^

ROUND WORMS IN THE BTLE-DUCTS.

It happens very rarely that round worms find their way into the biliary

ducts and produce grave or fatal symptoms. When we consider the active

movements of this worm and its tendency to invade different cavities, tlie

wonder is that the biliary passages ai'e not oft^ner invaded. Although the
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worm enters by the common duct, it is usually foiuul in the gall-hladdcr or

one of the branches of the hepatic duct. Cases have lx;en recorded wiicrc

a worm has \mm found partly within the common duct and partly in the

duodenum. Several worms may be present in the ducts, and they may

cause inflammation, with oljstruction or dilatation of the passages. Occa-

sionally ulceration may result. Frerichs mentions a ease reported by Lioii-

taud where a boy of fourteen years was attacked with fever and painful dis-

tention of the epigastrium and of the region of the liver, with salivation

and jaundice ; the stools lost tlieir color, the pulse became intermittent, and

death took place in convulsions. At the autopsy the liver was ft)und to he

yellow and eidarged ; the gall-bladder was distended with bile, and the

common duct was blocked up by a go(xl-sizcd round worm, while larji;c

numbers of similar worms were found in the stomach and intestinal caniil.

The sym})toms in these eases are too obscure to warrant a diagnosis. Tlipic

may be acute pain in the epigastrium, with vomiting, and finally convul-

sions, from reflex irritation of the filaments of the hepatic plexus. As the

diagnosis is uncertain, the treatment must be directed to symptoms.

INFLAMMATION OF THE PORTAL VEIN.

Suppurative pylephlebitis only will be considered, as the adhesive

variety occurs very rarely, if evei-, in early life. The former variety

occurs as a secondary lesion, resulting from suppuration in some of the

organs drained by the j)ortal vein or its radicles. Ulcerations of the

gastro-intestinal mucous membrane, resulting from inflammation induced

by various foreign bodies or by hard masses of impacted fsecal matter, may

be recognized as a not unusual cause. Pylephlebitis may be secondary to

inflammation or ulceration of the biliary ducts. Typhlitis or perityphlitis

or chronic jx!ritonitis may likewise give rise to suppuration within tlie

portal vein. Umbilical phlebitis in new-born infants whose mothers are

septic may spi'ead to the portal system and set up inflammation there.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of the primary morbid condition arc

usually to be noted before the signs of inflammation in the vein itself

Pain in that part of the portal vein or its branches which is involved

in the inflammation is the first local sign of disturbance. This is followed

by enlargement of the liver and spleen, which become tender on jiressuro.

The pain in the liver may be due to a general hepatitis or to the forniatimi

of abscesses in this organ. A complete cwclusion of the splenic vein loads tu

considerable swelling of the spleen and to pain in the left side. As pus

forms in the portal vein, there will l)e chills, fever, sweating, and other

hectic symptoms. The patient rapidly emaciates, and exhibits such typlio'i'

symptoms as low delirium and somnolence. Sometimes before tliore are

such evidences of blo()<l-])oisoning there may be vomiting, swelling of tlie

abdomen, which becomes extremely painful, and other signs of a general

peritonitis. In many cases there is diarrhoea, with bilious stools that may

contain a little blood. Jaundice develops during some part of the progress
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of the discnso in a majority of the oases. The skin and urine may 1x5 only

slightly colored, however. There may l)o some remission in the K(!verity

of the symptoms, but the disease generally reaches a latal termiuutiou in a

few weeks.

Diagrnosis.—It is difficult, if not impossible, to make an early diagnosis,

from the obstnirity of the symptoms. Attention may first be directed to

some l(K'al inflammation and suppuration in the course of the portal vein.

If, following this, there is severe jjain somewhere in the course of the vein,

with rigors and sweating, more or less marked jaundice, enlargement of the

liver and spleen, bilious stools, and rapid failure of the vital powers, the

(liiifjiiosis of portal pylephlebitis can ])retty certainly be made. It must

he remembered that the symptoms may finally resolve themselves into

l)liKKl-j)()isoniug and general peritonitis.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is always fatal, unless only a small radicle

of the portal vein is involved in the inflammation.

Treatment.—All that can l)e done in the way of treatment is to make

the patient as comfortable as possible and to treat symptoms as they arise.

Tiie pain and diarrhoea may be relieved by opiates, and the general strength

sustained as long as possible by the use of a nutritious diet and stimulants.

LITHiEMIA.

Children frequently suffer from a functional disturbance of the liver

that gives rise to various digestive and nervous symptoms. These arc

similar to those seen in adults affected with lithaemia, and the principal

objective evidence of faulty nutrition will be found in the urine. The

tongue is coated and the breath offensive. Constipation is usually present,

and the stools are pasty and lacking in bile. There is an unhealthy appetite,

sometimes abnormally large, and the children have a pale, sallow appear-

ance. Complaint is commonly made of hemlache. Young children become

extremely fretful when suffering from this affection. They wish to urinate

frquently, and a reddish-pink sediment of urates is deposited in the cham-
lior. Anaemic girls are very apt to become lithtemic before or at the time

that they begin to menstruate.

Treatment.—The first object of treatment is to get the bowels acting

regularly. A few small doses of calomel may be first given, followed by
fluid extract of cascara sagrada or aloes. Nux vomica combined with an
alkali, such as bicarbonate of potassium, or an acid, such as dilute hydro-
ehloric acid, may then be administered. Good effects will often be had by
ehanging from an acid to an alkali, or vice versa. The child's diet should
he carefully regulated. Too much meat, as well as an excess of starchy

food, must be avoided. Pastry and sweets must all be cut off. Plenty of
oiit-door exercise, well-ventilated rooms, salt baths with friction of the skin,

^D<1 all kinds of beneficial hygienic measures to improve the general health,

Bay be employed Avith advantage.
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siblc by the growth of libraries and the perfect system of cataloguing of

tlio Library of the Surgeon-General's Office at Washington. Without the

udvautuo-es one derives from this institution it would be an herculean task

to perform thorough literary work. To the marvellous growth of liter-

ature and the readiness of access to it, the writer is indebted for any de-

gree of completeness tliat this essay may possess. The works on diseases

of children which have been consulted are given in the foot-note on this

page.' In addition, special articles were consulted, reference to which will

be found after each individual section.

The lack of an exact pathology, and a want of harmony in the nomen-

clature of hepatic diseases, have also been great obstacles to the growth of

any accurate knowledge of hepatic diseases. Hence much confusion has

existed in the past on this account.

The most frequent diseases of the liver that occur in childhood cause

enlargement of that organ. The importance I'clatively of this portion of

the subject, therefore, calls for a rather extended notice of the various dis-

eases of this chp.;a(!ter, as well as for preliminary remarks on the size of the

liver and its anatomical relations in childhood, especially as there are some

diiferences in this period of life from the liver of adult life. After the

introductory remarks, the various affections which may simulate an en-

largement of the liver—or, as Murchison states it, may cause spurious

enlargement of tlie organ—will be treated of. Finally, the affections of

the liver causing enlargement will be detailed in systematic order.

THE LIVER OF CHILDREN.

In another portion of this work the relative proportion of the weight

of the liver to the weight of the entire body dui-ing the various periods

of life, as well as a statement I'egarding its size, is given. This is con-

stantly referred to by writers, and it shows that the liver of a child is

much larger relatively than the liver of an adult. The increased size is

particularly seen in the left lobe, although there is uniform enlargement

of the right lobe. The functions of the liver in fa3tai life call for this
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ninth rib. This rcprescnt& the uppermost limit of the liver-dulness on

strong percussion, while the superficial liue of dulness on light percussion

would begin half an inch to an inch below the position indicated. In the

metlian line of the sternum the upi>er border of the left lobe begins at the

articulation of the xi;ihoid cartilage and extends to within an inch of the

umbilicus. The upper border of the left lobe cannot well be distinguishetl,

because of the continuance of cardiac and hepatic dulness in this region.

As indicatetl when speaking of jmlpation, the lower border of dulness of

the right lobe extends below the margin of the ribs. Very frequently this

is difficult to determine in children, on account of the flatulent abdomen.

It can be determined accurately only by light percussion, while the opposite

degree of force is necessary to develop the upper line of hepatic dulness.

It is to be remembered that the line of dulness of the upper border is

arched, the highest point being in the middle of the axilla.

Au enlarge nieiit of the liver is ascertained by the above-noted methods,

and the nature of the enlargement is inferred by their moans, as well as

hy the use of the aspirating-noodle, by which enlargements due to solid

growths are distinguished from enlargements caused by fluids.

When the right lobe is enlarged, on inspection the lower portion of the

thorax on that side is seen to be much more distended than the correspond-

ing portion of the left side, while if the left lobe is involved the epigas-

trium is full and swollen. The lower border of the liver can often be seen,

bnt its limits may be accurately defined only by j)alpation.

By percussion enlargement of the liver is detected, and by the same

means it is determined whether the enlargement is uniform or is more

marked in one particular direction. Thus, the enlargement may be chiefly

upward, extending as high as the third or even the second ril). A cyst on

the convex surface, or an abscess in this position in the right lobe, or a new

formation, may cause an increase upward. Under such circumstances the

respiration, of course, is much interfered with, and hence there is more

movement of the unaffected side. Increase of dulness downward is found

when there is a uniform enlargement of the organ, as in the fatty or amy-
loid liver, when neoplasms are situated along or near the lower border of

the liver, and when a hydatid cyst develops within the body of the liver.

In these affections the upper border is not usually changed, except in amy-
loid disease.

Irregular enlargement is generally due to a hydatid cyst, and under

snch circumstances the dulness is either directly upward or directly down-
ward. As pointed out by Ward,' it is important to remember that enlarge-

ments of tlio liver, however much they may extend beyond, chiefly occupy

the normal site of the organ, and that the usual outline of the liver may be

traced. Moreover, such enlargements follow the movements of the dia-

phragm in full respiration chiefly.

I

Qaain's Dictionary of Medicine.
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lated by plenral effusions or pneumothorax of the right side, and by peri-

cardial effusions which push the liver downward.

Plenral effusions are more likely to be taken for enlargement of the

liver because they often develop latently and without symptoms referable

to the lungs. The dilficulty in distinguishing a pleural effusion .^rom an

enlargement of the liver is great, because the duluess of each is continuous.

To guide us in the detection of a pleural effusion the following physical

signs may be of service. In«a pleural effusion there is uniform bulging of

the side. The upper border of dulness of an effusion, if not too large, may

be movable. The line of dulness is S-shaped (Garland) if the effusion is

small, and horizontal if it reaches two inches above the nipple (Gee). The

liver docs not ascend and descend synchronously with the respiratory move-

ments, in ca.se3 of pleural effusion. Finally, the upper line of dulness of a

pleural effusion changes with the position of the patient.

Hepatic enlargement causes eversiou of the lower costal cartilages, which

is not seen in pleural effusions. A depression may be seen between the

lower margin of the ribs and the upjier surface of the liver when that

orgai' is pushed down by a large pleural effusion. The use of the aspi-

rator is often necessary to distinguish between the two conditions.

Tlie well-known physical signs of pneumothorax serve to distinguish

that affection. In emphysema of the lungs the liver may be displaced

downward. In childhood the rickety chest, and the transverse groove

which frequently accompanies emphysema, give physical signs which appear

to indicate an enlarged liver.

The rational symptoms of dysi)noea, of cough, and of chest-pain are

distinguishing features of the thoracic diseases just indicated.

The physical signs of pericardial effusion and of dilated heart are suffi-

ciently well known to require reference only. Of course, to distinguish true

enlargement of the liver from the affections just indicated one must weigh

the history of the case and the origin and mode of development of the dis-

ease, as well as consider the rational symptoms and physical signs.

Hydatid disease and abscess of the liver are frequently complicated by
the presence of an effusion in the pl(>ura, either serous in character or con-

taining pus. Frequently the liver-affection had not been thought of, and
hence when an empyema or a pleural effusion is detected the condition

of the liver must be inquired into. The mode of onset of the disease, and
the presence or a))sence of disease of other organs, as heart-disease or renal

disease, which might cause an effusion, must be considered. The tendency
of an empyema to become localized and cause a swelling which may appear
to be connected with the liver must he remembered.

4. A collection of fluid between the upper surface of the liver and the

diap!iragm may simulate enlargement of the liver. The liver is pushed
uov,,;ward, and hence the area of dulness is increased in that direction.

Abscesses and encysted collections of serous fluid between the liver and the
diaphragm have been described by many authorities. Murchison details

» 'i
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ail iuteresting example of this condition in a boy aged ten years, in whom,

aftor an attack of scarlet fever, a tumor was found below the right ribs,

which increased in si/e without causing any pain. The globular tumor

in the right hypochondrium extended three inches below the level of the

umbilicus. It measured six inches over its convexity vertically, and six

and oue-hali inches transversely, and the circumference at its base wad four-

teen inches. The cartilages of the lower right ribs were slightly everted,

and the girth here was one-fourth inch mora than on the left side. The

tumor was painless, and distinctly fluctuating throughout, and there was no

induration at its base. The light of the sun or of a candle was distinctly

transmitted through it. When the patient coughed, an impulse was con-

veyed to the tumor, and when he lay on his back a portion of the tumor

seemed to disappear beneath the ribs. The tumor was also largest when he

sat up. There was clear vesicular breathing at the base of the lungs, which

descended to the normal level both anteriorly and posteriorly. The lower

edge of the liver could not be felt through the tumor, which descended

slightly on the patient's taking a deep inspiration. There was tympauitic

percussion noted between the tumor and the right kidney. The boy's gen-

eral health was good.

The tumor was aspirated four times, and sero-pus withdrawn. After

the fourth puncture the tumor opene<l spontaneously, and from it a dear

viscid fluid continued to discharge for one month. A probe could be passed

through the opening inward and downwaixl and outwaixl beneath the ab-

dominal wall to the extent of an inch and a half, but upward beneath the

ribs and above the liver to fully three inches.

Bright records a case of large abscess between the diaphragm and the

liver, which produced apparent enlargement of the liver. To determine

the actual presence of serum or pus in this region, aspiration, of course,

is necessary, and, indeed, unless i^ •« performed a diagnosis cannot well be

made.

5. Affections of the abdominal viscera may cause spurious enlarge-

ment of the liver. Under these circumstances the liver is pushed upward

and the enlargement is noted in that direction. In cases of ascMtes, either

general or localized in the right hypochondriac region, an apparent enlarge-

ment is often seen. When tae abdominal cavity is filled with fluid, so that

the duluess is continuous with liver dulness, the exact position of the liver

can often be determined by having the patient lie on the left side. The gen-

eral increase of dulness over the abdomen would put one on his guard ; but a

collection of fluid is often confined by adhesions to one portion of the abdo-

men, as the right side, and, its dulness being continuous with the liepatic

dulness, to distinguish it is very difficult. The occurrence of fluctuation

may aid, while the change of the normal outline of the liver and the ab-

sence of movement on inspiration, with a history of peritonitis, especially

the tubercular form, would indicate an encysted collection of fluid.

Tumors of the ovary, the uterus, or the omentum in children rarely, if
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ever, cause an apparent enlargement of the liver by growing upward in

apposition to it. Tumors of the right kidney—sarcoma, encephaloid cancer,

and cystic disease of that organ—may grow upward in contact with the

surface of the liver and cause an increased area of dulness continuous with

that of the liver. Moreover, by pa'Mation the edge of the liver cannot well

be diHtinguisliod. Murchison thinks the fingers csin usually be inserted

between the ribs and the upper part of the renal tumor. Others affirm that

a clear space on percussion over a renal tumor, indicating the presence of the

lai^e intestine, can be found. The renal tumor, moreover, dws not ascend

and descend with the respiratory movements ; it partakes somewhat of

the sIiajK' of the kidney, and is rounded on every side (J(!nner).

Accumulation of fseces in the transverse colon in adults is a condition

difficult to distinguish from enlargement of the liver. In children such

accumulation occufb very rarel) , and can possibly be detectetl—or, rather,

suspected—by its association with constipation and with spasmodic colicky

pains, if the bowels are obstructed. Of course the well-known rule, that

the nature or character of a tumor within the abdomen should not be pro-

nounced upon until a purgative has been administered, holds good with

tumors in childhood.

G. Some inflammations of the abdominal walls may cause a tumor

which can be told with difficulty from one due to an inflammatory enlarge-

ment of tlie liver. Frequently in childhood an abscess in the walls of the

akloraen, in the epigastric or the right hypochondriac region, develops

slowly and exhibits signs not unlike those of an abscess of the liver. Per-

cussion cannot well define the area, on account of the tenderness and pain
;

the inflamctl area is more tense and fixed than a similar area connected

with the liver. In these latent abscesses the constitutional symptoms are

less marked tlmn in abscess of the liver.

The writer saw a ease of a child two years old with an acute cellulitis,

witli suppuration, in the hepatic region, which prevented the usual exami-

nation of the liver from being made, and hence permitted of the surmise

that the abscess originated in the liver. The immediate superficial in-

flammation, without antecedent local or general symptoms of hepatic origin,

characterized the abscess in the alxlominal walls.

Murchison calls attention to the rare occurrence of phantom tumors of

the abdomen in childhood which may simulate an enlarged liver and most

frequently a hydatid of the liver. A girl eleven years of age, of healthy

appearance, presented, two years prior to consulting him, a tumor in the

epigastrium, which increased for a year and since then had been stationary.

S'le had some dyspepsia, but no pain. A prominent rounded swelling ex-

tending from the lower end of the sternum to below the umbilicus was
found, and appearetl to be due to contraction of the recti muscles. It was
for the most part dull on percussion. Its surface was smooth and elastic,

hut not fluctuating. Over the ensiform cartilage the slightest pressure

caused pain. The size of the bulging varied slightly according as the
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lowed by fever whieh rises to 104° F., with gastric disturbance, lieadaclie,

milil delirium, and occasionally convulsions, may occur, aj)art from hepatic

symptoms. Lo("ally, in addition to increase in the size of tiie liver, the

licnatii! region is the seat of pain, and of tenderness on pressure. The child

lies on the affected side, with the limbs drawn up. Vomiting is a quite

conunon symptom, and is often most obstinate. It is not nc<'essarily

bilious. The fever abates at the end of forty-eight hours, but the pain

and tenderness continue. The general symptoms are relieved and the

local ones amelioratwl by free action of the bowels and by free perspira-

tion. W;! are not familiar with the state of the urine during an attack of

active congestion of the liver.

The symptoms just indicated are so marked and are so indicative of

liK'al inflammation that I fear moat cases of active congestion of the liver

are really cases of perihepatitis. This is all the more likely if the attacks

occur in a syphilitic or in a tubercular subject.

The symptoms of passive hy])crremia of tlie liver arc twofold, and arc

due, first, to the cause of the passive hyi)cra'mia (aff'ections of the heart or

Inngs), and, second, to the enlarged liver and the mechanical effects of such

eulargemont. The first class of symptoms netnl not be described.

Of the second class, uniform increase in the area of dubiess of the liver

is found. On palpation, the edges of the liver can be felt, smooth and

rounded, as far down as the und)ilicus in the mcxlian line, and almost to

tiic ilium in the nipple-line. The enlarged liver may cause marked enlarge-

ment of the lower part of the thorax and the upper half of the abdomen.

With the enlargement of the liver, the sjdeen is likewise increased ia size;

the upper half (jf the abdomen is distended and its surface regular. Ab-

dominal distention becomes very great wdien ascites takes place. It is im-

possible to tell whether the ascites is due to the primary lesion or to the

secondary change in the liver. Aflcr the development of ascites, and pos-

sibly from the same cause,—that is, contraction of the liver,—the external

abdominal veins may become much enlargal.

In the course of pulmonary disease, and in cardiac disease when failure

of compensation occurs, the liver becomes the seat of passive congestion.

In addition to the indications shown by the heart and lungs and the phys-

ical signs of enlargement of the liver, gastro-intestinal symptoms arise.

These symptoms are due to secondary congestion of the mucous membrane
of the alimentary tract. The tongue becomes furred, the appetite is lost,

vomiting may or may not occur, flatulent dys})epsia is nmrked, and the

well-known symptoms of intestinal dyspepsia arise. The bowels are ir-

regular, and in the later stages the stools are light in color and show the

absence of bile.

With the onset of the enlargement the face is said to become more sallow,

and frequently the conjunctivae are tinged yellow, while a general jaundice

may supervene. Of course, if the duration is sufficiently prolonged, as is

usually the case, the symptoms of gastro-intestiual catarrh raay arise and

mil

i
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honiorrhaf^oa from tlic stomach or bowels take j)lac<'. Jaeobi refore to the

frtHiuent absoiice of .syniptoniH of chronic hypeiwniia except short and trou-

blesome breathinjr alter meals or exertion. A dirty-greetush, pale hue of

the skiu, and the almost aHlematous putfiiiess around the eyes, are sclijuiu

wanting. He refei-s to the observations of liattersby, who calls attention to

the condition of the mucous membi-anc of the stomach by which a niorijid

over-secretion leads to a voracious appi^titc known as " pica." The latter

writer, quoted extensively by Churchill and many others, observed Hixtccii

cases ; and five out of eleven di«l. The age varietl from under one year to

seven years. The symptoms do not indicate chronic hei)atic congestion, as

it is understood at the; present day. All the authors who (piote Batt('r.sl)y

refer to the depraved appetite, obscrval in seven case* Ciieyne mentions

a family in which eleven children died of jaundice associated with en-

larged and congested liver. On account of the more accurate i)athol(>gieal

knowledge of the pi-esent day, clinicians do not lay as much stress on

hy})crfvmia of the liver as they did formerly.

Diagrnosis.—Active congestion of the liver is of short duration, and is

not likely to be confounded with any other hepatic affection. It nuist not

be confounded with acute gastritis or with perihepatitis. Passive congestion

of the liver can be recognized by the association of enlargement of that

organ with the evidence of cardiac dilatation commonly secondary to diseas'

at the mitral valve, the usual heart-lesion of cthildhood.

It may, of course, be confounded with amyloid disease of the liver, the

characters of which will be pointed out when treating of that division of

our subject. Hypertrophic cirrhosis of the liver presents the same uniform

enlargement as passive hyperemia ; but the usual presence of jaundioo and

of ascites early in the history of the case, with the absence of disease of tiie

central organs of circulation, indicates the existen e of the former disease.

Moreover, the mode of development of passive congestion, the physieal

characters of the liver, and the occurrence of venous engorgement of other

organs, render easy its distinction from hypertrophic cirrhosis.

The enlarged liver of passive hyperemia is of the same character as the

liver of leuktemia. an affection which may possibly arise in the coui-se of

cardiac diseases. The symptoms of cirrhosis of the liver due to syphilis

and enlargement of the organ from tliat disease simulate those of passive

congestion of the bVcr. But the perihepatitis of the syphilitic liver causes

pain, which is absent in passive congestion.

It is to be remembered that the liver of passive congestion may diminish

in size, and, if compensation is secured in the heart, the gradual return ot

cardiac tone may be such as to relieve the venous engorgements. Patho-

logical changes in the liver may arise and a form of cirrhosis develop. The

liver becomes reduced in size, and has all the characteristics of cirriiosis.

Under such circumstances it is difficult to distinguish this form of cirrhosis

from the other forms, or from the syphilitic liver.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of active congestion of the liver is good.
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Rppoatod attivokH may lead to chronic cii}i;orgenu>nt, with th(f cHtabliHhmcnt

of I'.rrhosiH, in the varieties due to intemperance iii fb(Kl and drink; or

to j^mve organic; disease. Sncih attacks in warm climates may indnee an

absci « of the liver.

T/io prognosis of passive hypereemia of the liver de^xnids upon the

abilitj of the heart to regain its lost strength and njjon the dnration of the

ciis(us(, as well as npon the presence or absence of an individnal tendency

—which, no doid)t, is seen in some cases more than in others, bnt cannot be

wtimattxi—to an overgrowth of connective tissne. The enlarged liver of

pasHivc hypersenjia may, after being nnder observation for months, return

to the normal size and not be followed by cirrhosis. The following ease is

one of passive congestion of the liver without any cause that may account

for it. For this peculiarity the case is worthy of record.

• i<.

Tumor of the Liver, Lesions analogous to those of the Cardiac Liver without Disease

c* *he Heart}—A girl six and iv hnlf jours old presented hei-sclf, April 6, with an enor-

mous devplo])inont of the belly. Palpation, in spite of the ascites, which seemed consid-

enililc, disclosed the fact that the liver was very largo and descended to more than a hand's

breadth below the false ribs and >.o some centimetres above the right iliac spine. The sub-

cutiiiicuiis veins of the chest and of the abdomen were utrongly distended, and marked the

obstruction of the portal circulation. There was no oedema of the lower limbs. The gen-

eral condition was excellent. The patient had a good appearance,—rosy color, no trace of

jiiundice ; she ate well, did not vomit, and had no pain.

No antecedent syphilis was found in the i)arents, who said that the child had never been

fici«, und that the rapid development of its belly had begun only two or three months

before ; however, for a long time it had had a slightly prominent abdomen.

The patient was received in the service of M. Archambault. Examination showed as-

cites
; sharp borderof liver felt below umbilicus ; on anterior surface, the consistency of which

seemed a little Arm, no bosses could be found. Dillicult to tell whether fluctuation existed

or not, for the liver was movable in the ascitic liquid and was displaced by the least pressure.

Urine dark, but containing no more urates than in normal condition. Heart apparently

normal
;
patient never had hemorrhage.

April 8. Puncture of abdomen, to relieve tension and permit a more complete exami-

nfttion of liver. Good-sized trocar used, but only two or three drops of liquid obtained.

A second pun-ture, by M. Ilathery, with no more satisfactory result. Fluid obtained had

all the characteristics of ascitic fluid. The perfeot health of the child led to the opinion

thiit there was a hydatid cyst with ascites by compression.

April 9. Liquid steadily flowed from puncture and infiltrated cellular tissue of ab-

iloniiniil walls. PrLdsure at the ribs a little painful, but no redness and no heat of the skin.

Kelly much less distended, no inequalities in the liver, tissue loose, but no fluctuation.

Exploratory puncture of the liver at about four (iontimetres below the ribs, in the middle
of the right hypochondrium. No result, and no cccident following it.

April 12. Ascitic liquid escapes by the flstulous passages. Skin around them red and
hot; infiltrated parts begin to be inflamed. Tongue a little dry, slight fever appears. M.
Sabric thinks there is a hyatid cyst, and recommen'ls a new puncture.

April 15. Two exploratory punctures some centimetres below the first ; not a drop of

liquid escapes. No accident during the day.

April 17. Inflammation around flstuloB still very acute, belly more tense, violent fever,

and vomiting during the day.

April 19. The acute symptoms W3re due to a phlegmonous erysipelas about the flstulie,

tor, as rega:\ the liver, the belly is not painful, there is no tympanites and no peritonitis.

Vol. III.—28

> Savard, Bull, de la Soc. Anat,, 1880, Iv. 291.
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April 20. Erysipelas extends t<> the middle of the back, ecchyraoses appear near the

groin on the same side ; vomiting ceases, rephiced by hiccough. Patient sinks into collapse

;

no longer recognizes its parents, To'vards three o'clock the extremities became cold, and

death occurred at four.

Autopsy,—About three pints of transparent liquid in the abdominal cavity. No ad-

hesions of intestines and no trace of peritonitis. Trace of punctures distinctly seen on peri-

toneum ; Savurd cannot explain why liquid was not freely evacuated ; trocar penetrated per-

fectly into serous cavity. No hydatid cyst.

Liver at least double its normal size, of a sombre red color. On section, consistency n

little linn, in spots a little jaundiced in color. Subhepatic veins much dilated and contain

soifie large clots, pre'ty h.». I, which on section and superficial examination seem to have

small lardaccous nuclei. No clots in portal vein, outside the liver, nor in the vena cava.

Microscopic examination shows that the lesions resemble those of cardiac liver. Hepatic

cells deformed, flattened, and nearly completely atrophied by the enormous developuRnt

and distention of the venous channels and capillaries ; they are s'ightly pigmented. Those

vascular dilatations form the largest part of the mass of the liver; they are filled by blood-

globules of exact contour.

Treatment.—Theoretically, active congestion of the liver should 'e

treated by means of local depletion. Of cour.se the cause must be removed

if possible, and the diet carefully selected to prevent a recurrence. Alco-

holic liquors, spices, fat, and rich articles of food must be interdict«l.

Local depletion by means of cups or leeches over the surface of the liver

yields prompt relief; in milder cases mustard plasters may be used; and

after such local depletion light flax.seed poultices or a hot-water bag mu.st be

applied. Purgatives .should be administered,—preferably the salines, which

deplete the portal circulation. Phosphate of sodium in small and repeated

doses, effervescing draughts of citrate of magnesium, or Rochelle salt may

be prescribed.

Of remedial agents the chloride of ammonium is the best. It may be

given in doses of from three to five grains every two hours until relief is

obtained. Ipecacuanha in small doses is believed to increase the secretions

of the liver, as well as to produce an action of the skin, and it may be

used in this disease. Anodynes are not to be nsed, but relief is to l»

secured, if possible, by the use of the local means and a general warm bath

or hot bath.

The treatment of passive congestion of the liver is divided into, firet,

the treatment of the heart, and, second, the relief of temporary local syni])-

toms. Thus, weight and tension are relievetl by means of purgatives,

The tendency to sclerosis, which is possible in all cases in which the cardiac

force has been renewed, may be counteracted by hygienic and dietetic means,

The bowels must be regulated by salines. All forms of food liable to stim-

ulate the portal circulation should be prohibited, and for a long period a

diet which scarcely disturbs hepatio Tanctions must be used.

Bibliography.— Birch-flirschfeld, loc. cit. ; Coats, op. cit., p. 581; Jacobi, A., Nei?

York Journal of Medicine, January, 1860 ; Fabre, Bibliothoque du Medecin-praticii'n,

etc., 1847, vol, vi. ; Battersby, Dublin Quarterly Journal, May, 1849; Cheyne, John,

Essays on the Diseases of Children, Edinburgh, 1801, p. 10, on " Weaning Brash."
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FATTY LIVER.

Btioloery.—The fatty liver includes fatty infiltration and fatty degener-

ation of the organ, first described by the older writere. By infiltration is

meant the deposition of fat in the tissues. When applied to the liver, the

condition may not be truly pathological. In children with active digestion

who exercise but little and whose respiration is not vigorous, the carbo-

hydrates are not u^ed up in the economy, and hence infiltration irto con-

nective-tissue corpuscles in the organs of the body takes place and the state

known as obesity ensues. The causes of fatty infiltration are, therefore, first,

an excess of non-nitrogenous oxidizable matter in the portal blood ; second,

the deoxidized condition of the portal blood ; and, third, the low pressure

and slov'uess of circulation in the portal vessels,^-condition8 unfavorable

to oxidation (Bence Jones) and most favorable to the deposition of particles

of fat. Fatty infiltration jf the liver is met with as a part of general

obesity, as indicated above, and in conditions of diminished oxidation, such

as occur in tuberculosis. Rich food, deficient exercise or aeration, and the

use of alcohol are the prominent causes of fatty infiltration.

The terra " fatty degeneration" is properly applied to the process which

talcos place in the liver, for instance, when the components of the hepatic

cells break up and degenerate into fat-particles ; this occurs in acute yellow

atrophy of the liver and in phosphorus-poisoning. In fatty degenera-

tion dne to high temperature the frequency of fatty infiltration compared

with that of fatly degeneration is shown by the statistics of Steiner and

Neureutter. They are based on a study of two hundred and seventy-

two cases. In two hundred and twenty-two of these cases the liver was

fatty (one hundred and one boys, one hundred and twenty-one girls). It

was amyloid in fifty cases (thirty-two boys, eighteen girls). Of the two

Imndred and twenty-two cases of fatty liver, fatty infiltration was seen

one hundrctl and eighty-eight times (ninety boys and ninety-eight girls)

and fatt) degeneration thirty-four times (eleven boys and twenty-three

girls).

The conclusions that Steiner and Neureutter arrive at regarding the age

and sex of this series of cases, all of which were in children under fifteen

years, arc similar to the conclusions of other writers. The youngest of the

two hundred and twenty-two cases was eleven weeks old, the oldest fifteen

years. From the age of one to four it was the most frequent,—one hundred
and thirty-one cases ; under one year fatty liver appeared in eleven ch.ildren.

The statement of Rilliet and Barthez, that the youngest children were dis-

posed to tliis far more frequently than the older, was confirmed. This rela-

tion is more decided if tuberculoi.3 "hildren arc separated from the uou-

tuborculous
: one hundred and seven M'ere non-tuberculous ; of these a large

number (seventy-six) were aged from one to four years. Sex does not have
any influence on the development of this condition : one hundred and one
boys and one hundre<l and twenty-one girls were included in the list of cases.

'ti'^^
t-m'M^: ,
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The following table ' shows the diseases with which fatty liver may be

associated

:

Times. Boys. Girls.

Tuberculosis 70 2!t 41

Enteritis . 22 [24?] 9 [6?] 18
'

Scarltttina 23 12 11

Measles 22 10 12

Variola 17 12 6

Rachitis, with tubercular glands 17 12 5
IJone-affections 16 7 8

Bronchitis and pneumonia 11 6' 6

Rachitis 8 4 4

Heart-lesions 3 1 2

Bright's disease 3 . . 8

Chronic pleuro-pneumonla with patulous fora-

men ovale 2 1 1

Syphilis 2 . . 2

Cirrhosis of liver 2 1 , 1

Typhoid fever 1 1

Burns 1 1

Erosions of stomach 1 1

222 [220] 101 [103?] m [119?]

In many of the cases put down to other diseases there was also tubercu-

losis of the bronchial glands, which explains the discrepancy between the

first statement as to the number of diseases in which tubercuJosis existed

(one hundred and fifteen) and the figures given in the table.

The above table confirms the statement of all authors that fatty infiltra-

tion of the liver is more frequently secondary to tuberculosis than to anv

other disease, and Legendre, Steiner, Birch-Hirschfeld, and Rilliet and Bar-

thez refer to different series of cases in proof of this opinion. Enteritis

is frequently mentioned; and yet it is more than possible that the fatty

infiltration and the intestinal inflammation are associated not as effect and

cause, but as coincidence.

Morbid Anatomy,—The liver is enlarged, flattened, and has rounded

edges ; its surface is smooth, shining, translucent, and feels doughy, so that

it pits on pressure. The color is reddish yellow or pale yellow, and a dry

and warm knife-blade becomes covered with oil-drops if it is drawn through

the liver-structure. Frerichs found in one case 78.07 per cent, of fat in a

liver after it had been freed from its water, nearly four times the amount

of the remaining portions of the tissue. In a fresh condition the same

liver contained 43,84 per cent, of fat, and 43.84 per cent, of water, the

remainder of the tissue consisting of cells, vessels, etc. The fat consists

of olein, margarin, and traces of cholesterin.

The color of the liver depends very much on the amount of blood in

the vessels : if it is abundant the color is much darker. On the other liand,

it is difficult to distinguish microscopically a fatty liver from one that is

• There are evidently typographical errors in tlie figures of this table.
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aufemic. The latter is of the same hue, which, however, is not general, but

is distributed in yellow spots which are seen on the surface of th : liver,

due to pressure of neighboring parts, as the ribs.

Microscopical e::araination of the liver shows the following changes in

fattv infiltration: (1) absence of fat in the intercellular spaces; nnd (2)

deposition of fat in the hepatic cells, which are for the most part rounded

and lose their sharp contour. The appearances of the liver-structure in

fatty degeneration are similar to those presented in acute yellow atrophy

of that organ.

Sijmptoms.—Symptoms of fatty liver are not special. Either the

disease which is associated with the degenerated liver presents its own

symptoms, or only the symptoms and conditions which arise in children of

sedentary life, who take rich food,—such as the symptoms of indigestion

and the general state of obesity,—are found.

Betz includes in the symptomatology of fatty liver the following series

of phenomena, which he admits may occur in fatt}' nutmeg-liver, and the last

of which, it is seen, may be due to, or actually are the causal factors in the

production of, the fatty liver. They are (a) emaciatioi.
;

(b) hectic fever

;

(c) a withered, fine velvety, pale yellow, anaemic skin
;
(d) the above with

or without one of the following forms of disease : tuberculosis; carious and

carcinomatous processes, connected with imperfect oxidation of the blood
;

chronic intestinal catarrh ; rachitis ; alcoholism. The latter is rarely found

in children.

The urine has been studied by Horaczeck,' who believes that a variegated

rainbow-colored pellicle is found on the urine in fatty liver. Betz says that

in true fatty liver the formation of urea, uric acid, and urine-pigment must

l)e lessened more than in a fatty nutmeg-liver. He thinks that the appear-

ance of a pellicle on the urine may support the diagnosis, but that of itself

it lias no value.

The recognition of fatty liver depends chiefly upon the physical signs

determined by inspection, palpation, and percussion. Not generally is the

liver seen to be enlarged, nor are the lower ribs usually prominent, but an

abnormal fulness of the epigastrium is common. On palpation the sur-

face of tlie enlarged liver is smooth and free from pain. The border of

the liver is thick and even. The surface presents the same degree of resist-

ance as in health, and hence the boi-ders cannot be so well palpated. On
percussion the liver is found to be enlarged uniformly in all directions.

The increase in dulness is more marked in the epigastric region. It is

important to remember that the splenic dulness is not increased, but even
may be diminished, while the absence of jaundice and ascites may be notetl.

If jaundice should occur, it must be due to an accidental cause, and in

children most likely to a gastro-duodenal catarrh.

Horaczeck considers hereditary predisposition most significant for pur-

> Schmidt's Jahrbiieher, Bd. xlvi. S. 808.
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poses of diagnosis. Of course this implies a knowledge of the tendency

to the special tissue-changes of the family to which the patient belongs.

It is to be remembered that fatty liver may exist without any noteworthy

attending disease, and even without any disturbance save that caused by its

size, such as pressure upon the right side when lying on the left. The ab-

sence of symptoms should not, therefore, exclude the diagnosis of fatty liver.

The origin and occurrence of the fatty liver, as well as the ultimate

changes it may undergo, are of interest. Its occurrence in the first years

of life has been referred to. There are observations sufficieut to show an

intra-uterine origin. Senlen describes the case of a dead-born child, nine

mouths old, the father of wMch suffered with jaundice and dropsy. The

liver of this child weighed one pound and nine ounces, and was fatty.'

Frerichs found fatty liver in new-born children and in children a few

weeks old.

Betz well shows that we know practically nothiii^' concerning the begin-

ning of and conceruing certain changes in this disease. He thinks varia-

tions in volume should be observed in fatty liver, and he warns us how

easily we can be deceived in determining its changes. That they do take

place there is no doubt. They are not temporary retrogressions or a'ss;i-

tions in the fatty metamorphosis. Whether or not the fatty liver of child-

hood can remain latent or stationary up to adult life and then develop

rapidly, .ve do not know. He i links a recovery is inconceivable if the

degeneration of the liver-cells seen i fatty hypertrophy is present. Appar-

ently in some cases the liver take \ retrograde changes and gradually

becomes cirrhotic. The writer recently had under observation a patient

who had a very large iatty liver. It diminished under observation. Death

took place from acute disease, and the liver was found to be cirrhotic.

Steiner and Neureutter relate the case of an eleven-months-old child, of

healthy parentage, which had tuberculosis accoinjianied with enlargement

of the liver. At the autopsy the changes of rachitis, anaemia, iind double

pneumonia were found, and the tissues were intensely jaundiced. The liver

was enlarged. Shallow depressions on its upper surface were seen. On

section the structure wa.s stained with bile, and was fatty and doughy. The

bile-ducts were pervious, and the gall-bladder contained clear, water)', viscid

fluid. From the description one would not think this a case of cirrhosis.

A second case appears to prove more fully their belief that the decompo-

sition of fatty infiltrated cells and resorption of the fat may result in a

kind of granulated liver. A little girl, five and a quarter years old, in poor

circumstances, was admitted to the hospital, with cough and diarrhoea ; she

was emaciated, had enlarged glands, tuberculosis of the lungs, and enlarged

liver. Dropsy and sweats developed, and death followed. Tuberculosis

was found at the autopsy. The liver was much enlarged, its border

roundud, the upper and lower surfaces deepened in places and scarred. The

' Schmidt's Jahrbucher, Bd. vi. S. 96.
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color of its surface was clear yellow, spotted with bile, and red in places.

On section the surface was of an intense grayish yellow, firm, the acini were

recognized only in discrete red spots of indented form, and the capsule was

the seat of inflammation.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of fatty liver is usually made by exclusion.

If in tiie course of tuberculosis or the associate diseases already mentioned

oue finds an enlarged liver, with all the chai-acteristics indicated in the

symptomatology, and without hepatic symptoms or enlargement ot the

spleen, the affection is in all probability fatty infiltration of the livor. The

absence of albuminuria and polyuria, the absence of enlargement of the

spleen, and the differences in the physical characters of the respective forms

of liver-eula"gement, exclude amyloid disease of that organ. Much impor-

tance has boen attached by writers to the concurrence in fatty liver of sim-

ilar degeneration in the heai't and the kidneys when this affection is found in

adult life. The conditions which favor these changes in the heart and kid-

neys of adult life do not obtain in early childhood, and hence we do not

expect to find them. Indeed, frequently they are simply the changes which

come with the normal changes of the aging process.

Fatty degeneration of the liver, as indicated in sj)eaking of the etiology,

is secondary to grave general or local procjesses, does not cause enlargement

of tiie liver, and hence does not call for discussion in this section.

Prognosis.—The prognosis depends upon the associated phenomena, as

tuberculosis or other general disease. In the fatty liver which results

from errors in diet or from lack of exercise, if the conditions are control-

lable, the prognosis is favorable.

Treatment.—The treatment of fatty liver implies a treatment of its

cause, the metluxls of which are obvious from a knowledge of the etiology,

—namely, alteration of the habits of the child, and, if necessary, change

to a climate which will admit of constant exercise in the open air. Farina-

ceous, fatty, and saccharine articles of diet are to be excluded, as well as

alcoholic liquors. It is said that cod-liver oil must not be used when fatty

hver is present, even if the drug is indicated for the primary disease. The
medicinal treatment must be directed mainly to correction of the digestion

and regulation of the bowels. The use of alkalies and alkaline watera has

lx>en reconmiended, and, if practicable, a course at Carlsbad or Vichy, or at

springs of like nature in this country, may be advised.

Bibliography.—Betz, Friedrich, Memorabilien, 1876, xxi. 885 ; Steiner and Neureutter,

Jahrbuch fiir Kinderh., Bd. vii., Wien, 1865 ; Vogel, Lehrbuch der Kinderh., 179 ; Green,

Pathology, 6th (Amer.) ed., p. 61 ; Starr, L., Therapeutic Gazette, 1887, 3d s., iii. 73.
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AMYLOID LIVER.

Amyloid, albuminoid, or lardaceous degeneration of the liver is one of

the most frequent forms of painless enlargement that occur in childhood.

It is not a disease that is confined to the liver alone, thu spleen, the kid-

neys, and the intestines being likewise affected.
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Etiology.—This degcuerat'iou, like fatty degeueration, is also second-

ary to tuberculosis, as well as to chronio bono- or join' isease (usually

tubercular), syphilis, and most frequently to prolonged su])puratiou or any

purulent discharge. Empyema is one of the most frequent of the last of

the four general causes indicated which give origin to this atfcction.

Steiuer and Neureutter have detailed forty-seveu cases of amyloid disease

of the liver, divided a.s to cause as follows :

Boys. Girls. Total.

Caries, with or without tuberculosis of lymph-glunds ... 3 I'J

Lymph-glnnd tuberculosis 4 "J C

Hereditary syphilis 2 1 3

Tuberculosis of lyniph-jjlnnds and other organs 4 1 5

Rachitis and lynijjli-gland tuberculosis 1 1 '2

Chronic eczema 2 . . 2

Chronic pneumonia 1 1 2

Psoas abscess 1 . . 1

Croupous larj'ngitis 1 . . 1

Noma after measles 1 1

Variola 1 ]

Pleurisy 1 . . 1

Kaehitis 1 1

Amyloid liver and spleen, with or without Bright's disease .6 4 9

81 16 47

Frerichs found, iu fifty-three eases, three under ten years, and nineteen

between ien and twenty years of age ; and in Wagner's forty-eight cases, five

were under ten and five between ten and twenty. Descroizilles sjiys that

it is met with especially between the ages of ten and twelve, and in boys

oftener tliau in girls. Birch-Hirschfeld considers it to be most frequent in

children from four to fifteen years of age. All agree that the affection is

of frequent occurrence, and yet the literature of the disease does not contain

the reports of many cases.

Morbid Anatomy.—The amyloid liver is the seat of general enlarge-

ment. Its structure is lieavy and dense, the capsule is clear, and on section

the cut surface is dry and homogeneous, of a gray color and a glistening

appearance. The alge of the liver is rounded. It is almost bloc'iess

on section. The seat of the disease is usually seen to be in the peripheiy

of the acini, the edge of which is light or white. The change usually

begins in the walls of the capillaries and arterioles of the hepatic artery,

rarely, it is said, in the capsule of the portal vein ; thence the deposit

spreads to the intra-acinous connective tissue roiuid the afiectod vessels,

ultimately reaching the tissue between the lobules and leading to confusion

of their outlines. The connective tissue swells into homogeneous columns,

which split readily into flakes like hepatic cells, and which on section look

like a mass of degenerate cells or often like whole lobules; careful ex-

amination will, however, reveal between the lardaceous masses the liver-

cells more or less atrophied and pigmented, the external cells of the zone

especially being infiltrated with fat.
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The division of the hibule into zones, and the fact that the external

zone is the seat of amyloid dtgencation, are well known. The inter-

nal zcne of fatty degeneration and the middle zone of congestion serve

to distinguish these forms of he])atic disease anatomically. The iodine

test, which causes the j)arts aft'cctcd to become a reddish brown whun it is

applied to a small portion, r.iid the sulphucic-acid test, which changes the

afiected tissue to a violet and ailurwards to a blue color, distinguish this

affection.

Of the nature of amyloid degeneration we are not quite certain. It

seems that there is primarily an alteration in the blood
;
probably there is a

diminution of the normal mass jf albumen. Some think, however, that

the tissues are reducal in vitality by the altered condition of the blood, and

that the albumen received enters into combination with the protoplasm in

siK'li a way as to protluce the peculiar substance. Coates, to whom we are

inikl)tod for this statement, says the process may be compared to the coagu-

lation of the tissues which sometimes occurs when they undergo necrosis.

The tissues apparently enter into chemical union with the fibrinogen in the

fluid exuded from the blood-vessels, so as to form fibrin or some substance

allied to it. It is essentially a degeneration, but with the addition of tissue

from without. Green says that in children especially—though very rarely,

it is true—the degeneration may seem to be primary.

Amyloid substance, or lardacein, is an amorphous, white, friable sub-

stance that appears to be a fibrin derivative. It occurs only as a path-

ological product, and in the liver as an infiltration. It is insoluble in

water, alcohol, ether, dilute acids, and the alkaline carbonates.^

It may not be out of place to indicate the course of amyloid disease in

childhood by reference to one of the best reported cases on record, before

discussing the symptoms. Pilz details the history of a girl thirteen years

old Avho is said to have been well until her fifth year, when a suppuration

of the dorsum of the left hand developed. It continued, and in the coui-se

of time a fistula of the rectum appearetl. From the eighth year a hardness

was noticed in the right hypochondrium. Qixlema of the ankle and foot

had occurred at intervals two years before. During this time the special

symptoms were repugnance to meat food and frequent attacks of diarrhoea,

the stools having the odor of carrion.

When admitted to the hospital, the patient assumed a dorsal position

;

she had a pale, waxy-hued skin, and a marked net-work of veins on the

abdomen
; the extremities were oedematous, the skin dry, the belly much

swollen, with marked undulation ; the circumference at the navel measured

seventy-eight centimetres, and between the xiphoid and the navel seventy-

unie centimetres ; while the distance between the xiphoid and the navel

was twenty-nine centimetres. The liver in the middle line measured four-

teen centimetres, and reached beyond this line to the left eighteen centi-

' Charles, Physiological and Pathological Chemistry, p. 120.
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metre8. In the mammary line it measured nineteen and a half centimetres,

and in the axillary linj twenty-three and a half centimetres. There was

decided ascites. The urine amounted to six hu'.idred cubic centimetres, had

a specific gravity of 101(5, was acid, and coi ainetl much ull)uincii.

During the time she .vas under observation, there were bloody vomiting,

blocxly stools, increase in dropsv, and prcjfuse discharge o*' pus from the

fistula, which resulted in exhaustion and dealh six weeks after adnn'ssion.

Pilz states that while under observation the pulse was steadily accelerated:

on May 23 it was 90, on August 1, 80 to 80, on August 2, a.m., 68 ; and at

other times it was above 100,—on the average between 110 and 120 Ix'ats

to the minute. It was also small. The respirations were accelerated and

shallow, between 36 and 46, rarely 66. The temperature in the axilla

varied between 98.6° F. and 100.4° F., and therefore was never lowered, as

Taylor has suggested is the cas»> in amyloid disease of the kidneys.

The body-weight of the child on July 13 was fifty-three pounds and

five ounces, and on July 27 fifty-seven pounds and seven and a half ounces.

This increase in weight was due mainly to the increased transudation.

Autopsy.—Liver adherent in great extent to the diaphragm, weight

six pounds and eleven ounces, appearance that usual in amyloid disease

of the liver. Pilz remarks ;ipon the relative weight of the liver and that

of the body,—six pounds and eleven ounces to fifty-seven pounds and soveu

and a half ounces, or as one to eight and a half. He says that in cases

known to him this weight has been surpassed in absolute weight only by

one of Steiner and Ncureutter's cases, in which, in a thirteen-year-old boy

with suppuration of the right psoas muscle, the liver weighed seven pounds

and ten and a half ounces, and in proportional weight only by a case ob-

served by Murchison, in which a boy with suppuration of bones had a liver

weighing sixty-nine ounces, which was one-seventh of the body-weight.

The disproportion in weight is still more striking when the normal relation

is given, which, according to Freriehs, is for the eleventh year 1 to 25.56,

while with a botly-weight of twenty-five thousand and eighty grammes tiie

liver weighs nine hundred and seventy grammes. Pilz compares the size

of some enlarged livers with that in the amyloid cases just given, and shows

the great preponderance of the latter. It is worthy of note that tJiere was

also some fatty change, especially in the periphery of the lobules, besides

a great development of connective tissue between the lobules,—associated

pathological changes which are frequently found with this affection.

Symptoms.—The rather full abstract of the case just quoted was given

in order to indicate the usual course and symptoms of this disease. In

general it may lie said that the symptoms are of three Icinds,—(1) the gen-

eral symptoms or cachexia due to the amyloid change
; (2) symptoms of

amyloid disease in other organs
; (3) symptoms due to enlargement of the

liver,—in other words, mechanical.

Of course the symptoms depend upon the primary disease very largely,

and this i notably true with regard to the cachexia. If the causal disease
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has a cachexia of its own, the amyloid cjichexia is not so pronounced,

although the general symptoms—that li, emaciation, prostration, and gen-

eral pallor or aniemia—are more gr)> ve and more rapid when amyloid de-

geucratiun begins. W the underlying disoase has no cichexia, wo see v.ith

tiie commencement and development of amyloid cMsei-se increas<.>d pallor.

The skin Ixjcomes of a pale white or waxy hue. Amemia is markeu, and

local and general oedema, followed by general anasarca; s(ton arises.

The most important symptoms of local origin are due to ci.largement

of tlic liver. On inspection, the markwl bowing of the lower part of the

right thorax and great fulntss in the upper alKlomen can be readily seen.

By palpation, if emaciation exists or if great meteorism or ascites does not

interfere, the lower border of the liver can be felt. The edges are rounded

and firm. The surface of the organ is smooth, and the normal fissures are

deepened. Pressure does not cause pain, unless a perihepatitis exists simul-

taneously, as may occur in syphilis. On account of the enlargement, the

respiration is usually quickened, but is regular. The heart's action is in-

creased in frequency, while as the disease progresses it becomes enfeebled.

The veins over the abdomen are sometimes dilated, though rarely, and

never to the same extent as in cirrhosis.

Associated with this disease in the liver, similar disease almost always

develops in the spleen and the kidneys, and probably in the gastro-intestinal

tract. The spleen becomes enlarged, and thereby increases the size of the

aWomen, and hence interferes with respiration and circulation. With the

involvement of the kidneys albuminuria is found, polyuria is marked, and

the urine is of the low specific gravity of this disease. Casts are found on

microscopical examination. With the development of the disease in the

kidneys, dropsies, which may occur without it, are likely to be found.

Ascites, notably absent in uncomplicated amyloid disease of the liver, is

present, while oedema of the face, the feet, and the hands also arises. The
failing circulation favors the occurrence of these dropsies.

The gastro-intestinal symptoms are usually marked. It is particularly

noted by some that the patient has a special aversion to meat but otherwise

has a very good appetite. In other cases a desire for food is much dimin-

ished, nausea is marked, and vomiting is a common symptom. The intes-

tinal functions are also disturbed : more or less meteorism occurs, while

diarrhoea is most usual. The stools are brownish yellov/ and foul-smelling.

The carrion-like odor of the stools has been frequently remarked by writers.

Freriohs found in twenty-three cases of amyloid liver simultaneous

enlargement of the spleen fourteen times, in some instances with amyloid

degeneration of that organ. The diarrhoea in the later stages becomes most

obstinate, and is dysenteric in character. While so prominent a symptom,
and apparently indicative of extreme organic change in the intestines, yet

a post-mortem examination always reveals no evidence of inflammation of
the bowel.

The duration of amyloid disease of the liver cannot be determined,

1.1
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Careful feeding, the use of preparations of ppsin, of alkalies, of bismuth,

and of hydrocyanic acid, and external counter-irritation, are to he trijid.

The dropsy, too, is very difficult to treat. The diuretic preparations

and ('(itnbi nations of the Halts of iron arc of the most service, though

they are difficult to use if the 8tonia(!h is irritable; when this is the case,

the salts of potassium that act on the kidneys may be given, preferably

in effervescence. Purgatives must be given with caution, on account of

the natural tendency to diarrhoea. Drugs which stimulate the circulation

are to be used. Digitalis, if borne, is a most valuable diuretic and tonic.

Cocaine in small doses meets two indications : it is often excellent to

relieve vomiting, and at the same time is a good diuretic. The salts of

caffeine may be used for a similar purpose. As remarked above, the asso-

Mation of such pronounced complications causes a group of symptoms which

it is almost unpossible to overcome.

Bihliographij.—Murchison, Disoosos of the Livor, p. 89; Moigs, A. V., Archives of

Pediatrics, 1887, iv. 222; Pilz, C, Juhrbucli fiir Kiiulerh., 1870, iii. 20-4o ; Charles,

Phyiiological and Patliological Chemistry ; Coats, Manual of Pathol<ifi;y, j). 134; Descroi-

zilles, op. dt., p. 259 ; Trans. Path. Soc. Lond., vol. xiii. paaaim; Frerichs, op. cit, vol. ii.

p. 190, rt". ; Uogbie, 'ioynolds's System of Medicine.

HYDATID DISEASE OF THE LIVER.»

Hydatid disease of the liver is produccxl by the development within the

liver of the tsenia echinococcus in its larval condition. The life-history or

this tape-worm has been very carefully studied, and whoever is interested

in the sabjc.t will find full descriptions of the parasite in the writings of

Leuckart, Cobbold, and Davaine : it will be sufficient for our purposes,

however, to state that the adult ta}x;-worm is found in the small intestine

especially of the dog, and that the minute eggs, passing out with the dog's

faeces, are swallowed with the food and drink by humau beings, as well as by

a numlwr of other animals. When the eggs are thus swallowed, their shells

f.re dissolved, the embryos thus become liberated, penetrate the mucous

membrane of the bowel, and may travel to any part of the body ; but from

the greater frequency of hydatid disease in the liver it has been inferred

that the embryos preferably enter the portal vein or its branches, and so

are carried in the blood-current to the liver. Wherever the embryo be-

comes fixed in position it becomes the point of origin of a hydatid tumor.

Frequency.—It is self-evident that the longer a person is exposed

to the danger of swallowing eggs of the teenia echinococcus, the greater

will be the probability of his contracting hydatid disease. For this reason

the frequency of the disease increases, as Thomas has admirably demon-
strated, with every decade up to fitly, when it falls, because there are fewer

alive to become infected. But while children, for the reason just given,

' For this division of the general subject of enlargements of the liver, the author
acknowledges his indebtedness to his friend and former student. Dr. Herman B. Allyn.
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are much 1ch» likely to li'vo tiie diacase timu utlults, they are by no meaiw

exempt from it.

Hydatid dirtmrte is found in ulmoHt every country alx.iit whioh wo have

aceurut(t nuKli(!ul knowledge. It in not influeii(M>d by climate, for it iH

C8pe(;ially prevalent in luelaiid and in Austndia, and it is not nneomiiKni

throughout the northern |H)rtion8 of Europe. Intimate aH.s(K!iatioii with

dogs, couphHl with lack of care to see that the water and ft-(xl are not (ion-

taminatcnl with the (!ggs of the painisite, no doubt accounts for the ^"^va-

lence of the disease in Iceland and Australia. It has been estimated that

in the former country one-seventh of the population has the disease. Dr.

John Davies Thomas has shown tiiat the disease plays a very important

part in the mortality of At'stralia, and he gives some; surprising and in-

teresting information concerning the wide area of distribution of hydatid

disease throughout the world.

Hydatid disease; is almost unknown among native-born Americans. Dr.

Osier has been able to collect records of only 8ixt}-one cases in Anu'rica, a

third of which probably occurred in foreign-born jjcrsons, leaving only forty

native cases. Only one of the sixty-one cases was in a (;l»ild. It woidd

appear that our immunity from the disease is to be explainwl by more care-

ful habits of living, since Osier has demonstrated t''at tiie adult echliKNK'-

Mia is found in dogs and other animals in this country more frequently

than is commonly supposwl, and it is a matter of common knowledge that

there are large cattle- and siiecp-ranches in the western and southwestern

sections of the United States.

There is reason to believe, also, that it is not so rare in children as

many writers have asserted. Birch-Hirschfeld found twenty-seven eases

of hydatid disease of tiie liver in a review of the literature, which he states

was by no means complete ; and he says that Finsen has found forty-one

cases in Iceland in persons under fifteen years of age, and Thorstensen has

recorded twenty-six cases in children under ten. Thomas, in his table of

five hundred deaths from hydatid disease occurring in Victoria between the

years 18^'' and 1881, records thirty-six cases in children under ten years

of age, . JL fifty-seven between the ages of ten and twenty ; in New South

Wales the number of deaths in persons under twenty years of age between

1875 and 1881, was thirteen ; in Queensland there were tw j deaths Iwtween

1878 and 1881, and in South Australia tiiere were seven between 1866 and

1882. This gives a grand total of one hundred and fifteen fatal cases in

persons under twenty years of age. Of course in the majority of these

cases the liver was the seat of the disease. No record is given of cases in

which i-ecovery occurred. The writer has been able to collect, from French,

Oerman, and English sources, records of thirty-three cases of h}'datid dis-

ease of the liver ni children of fifteen years or under, exclusive of Tliomass

cases. It is evident, therefore, that the disease is not one of extreme rarity

in children.

Moreover, the slowness with which the disease develops makes it prob-
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no meaiw ablo tlint many of tlu; cohch first rwojrnl/xHl in adiiUs ho^an in the period

of cliildliotMl. Hiidd mentions a remiirkuhle (Use in which u woman who

(liwl lit seventy-tijreo was t'oinid to liave two hychitid timiors, whicjh there

was riusiHi to l)elieve liad ((xist^ul .sinc(! she was eij^ht years old. Barri((r

'

lui'iitioiis ti cnst! in whi(rh tlie dunitioii was from fifleen to thirty years, and

a iiiimlK'r of cases are on reeortl iu wliich the duration has been from two

to Hix years.

Anatomical Oharaotera.—When the hydati<l einhryo IxHiomes fiy;ed in

p(witioii, it loses its iiooks, grows .arger, and from a solid body lKKH)me8

jirnuluully transformed into a vesicle,

—

tlie hydatid cyst. The capsule of

this cyst IS a o lUvitive-tisaue membrane formed from the human tissues,

apparently as *'•' result of the irritation inducred by the pR'sence of the

parasite. Jt is, tijvjrefore, no part of the cyst Mroi)er. The thickness of the

capsule is variable, and probably increases tlu; longer tlie parasite remains

in the Ixtdy of its host. It is richly supplied with blood-vessels, which

iiourisii i«)tl» it and the contained parasite ; fatal hemorrhage has rc'dted

from rupture of the vessels upon the intt'rnal surftK^e. The capsular walls

arc siil)j(K!t to the same degenerative changes that affect other tissues, but

esjHK'iaily to cal-ai-eous <lcgeneration.

Witliiu this capsule is found the ])arasite, transformed into a cyst. The

outer wall of the cyst is translucent, lam(.'llar, and very elastic ; the inner wall

is loniposed of granular matter, cells, muscle-fibres, and vessels. The fluid

(•outaiiiwl iu the cyst is translucent, and faintly opalescent in transmitted

light. It is almost entirely free from albumen, but contains salt in large

quantity, ahundanw of leucin and tyrosin, some grape-sugar, and succinic

acid. The latter, Leuckart states, is found in hardly any other living organ-

ism. The fluid also contains crystals of cholesterin, and sometimes hsema-

toidin,—the latter when hemorrhage into the sac has occurred. The specific

gravity of the fluid is |)laced as low as 1000 by Frerichs, but it probably

varies between 1009 and 1015.

Three varieties of hydatid cyst have been described,—first, Echinococcua

(/mnuhttm; second, E. hydatidoHm ; and, thiixl, E. multilocuhria. In the

first variety there is a simple cyst the internal layer of which contains

bro(xl-ea))sules, devclope<l by a budding process from it. These brood-

capsules contain the heads, or scolices. of the parasite. The capsules may
rupture and allow the heads to float free in the cystic fluid ; but in the

normal fresh condition they are attached to the cyst-wall. This variety is

most frequent in domestic animals, though it also occurs in men.

Tlic second variety, Eehlnococcus hydatidosns, is charjicterized by the

formation of daughter-cysts in the interior of the mother-cyst. The daugh-

ter-cysts may be developed in large numbers, even to the number of

thousands, and may in turn give rise to grand-daughter-cysts. The con-

tmuod proliferation of these cysts accounts for the large size of the tumor.

• Quoted by Birch-Hirachfeld.
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Naunyn and Leuckart assert that the daughter-cysts are produced by a

retrograde metamorphosis of the heads and brood-capsules. In the case of

echinococci whicii are destitute of heads, it is supposed that the daughter-

cysts are produced by a sacculation of the echinococcus wall.

The third variety of echinococcus, E. multiloculans, is believed to result

from an abnormality of development. It is made up of a large number of

very small cysts, closely set, and containing transparent, jelly-like material.

The alveolar arrangement visible on section, and the gelatinous character

of the contents, led to the belief at one time that they were tumors whicli

had undergone colloid change. To the touch this variety of cyst is firm and

resistant ; it grows to the size of the fist or to that of a child's head, is com-

par£.tively rare, is found almost exclusively in man, and in him almost

invariably in the liver.

The three varieties described are simply forms of the same species. The

E. hydatidosus attains the largest size, is the one most frequently mk with,

and is consequently the most important from a clinical point of view. Of

course more than one form may be met with in the same jxirson.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of hydatid disease of the liver up to a

certain point are neither many nor characteristic. The growth of the tumor

is slow and imperceptible. Sometimes it is detected only by accidcut, or

when the patient is under examination for some other ailment. The latter

was the case in the instance related by Thieberge, A boy six years old,

suffering with croup, was found to have two hydatid cysts of the liver.

The existence of o;ie of these had been noted by the parents, but neither

appears to have given rise to any symptoms. The boy died from extension

of false membrane into the bronchi, and the clinical diagnosis was estab-

lished by the post-mortem examination.

In other cases the existence of a hydatid tumor has been unsuspected

until the child has sustained some injury, as in the case rejjorted by Edge,

A boy four and a half years old w-as forcibly grasped around the waist iiiid

lifted from the ground by a playmate. He ran home complaining of pain,

and his mother found a swelling in the abdomen. Two days later a hydatid

tumor the size of an orange was discovered.

The local symptoms of hydatid tumor of the liver depend upon the seat

of the tumor and upon its size. A small tumor situated so as to compress

the bile-ducts or the blood-vessels will give rise to jaundice and to vascular

symptoms. In a ease cital by Ponton, from the service of Triboulet, a girl

twelve years old had an enormous liver, filling the right hypoohoudriiim

and extending to the iliac fossa and all the sub-umbilical region. The

tumor had the physical characteristics of an hypertrophied liver. To in-

crease the difficulty in diagnosis, pressure over the liver was painful, jaun-

dice was present in a marked degree, and there were repeated copious hem-

orrhages from the nose, and, later, dropsy. At the autopsy there was found

an enormous cyst situated behind the liver, and replacing the whole riglit

lobe, except a wall of hepatic substance. In front of this tumor, iu the
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rnosis was

lis tumor, lu

fissure of the vena cava, was another cyst. It was the latter which caused

the jaundice and dropsy. But neither jaundice nor ascites is a common

symptom.

The most common seat of hydatid disease of tlie liver is in the right

lobe, near its anterior surface. Ponton says that in the eases accurately

reported tlie parasite occupied the right lobe seven times and the left lobe

three times, while in four cases it was on the anterior surface and twice on

the posterior. It will be readily understood that a tumor of moderate size

situat«l upon the anterior or convex surface of the liver would be detected,

whereas if situated on the posterior surface of the liver, or between the

liver and the diaphragm, or between the liver and the stomach, it might not

even be suspected, especially as subjective symptoms are frequently absent.

Ill Unterhart's case, in a girl nine years old, the cyst developed on the pos-

terior surface of the liver at its upper edge, and pushed the diaphragm up

and the liver down. In the first attempt at puncture the trocar struck the

liver, but subsequently the cyst was pierced at a point in the nipple line,

where there was no prominence.

Sometimes the cyst projects from the inferior edge of the liver as low

as the umbilicus, or into the right iliac fossa. At times? it develops in the

body of the liver, and the dimensions of the latter become enormously in-

creased", the belly is conspicuously swollen, and the edge of the ribs is ex-

panded like the rim of a bell. The subjective symptoms in such a case

may be a sense of tension and discomfort in the liver region, with perhaps

pain and tenderness if the capsule of the liver is much stretched or if

jwri-hepatitis coexists. There may also be digestive disturbances, such as

constipation, vomiting, lessened appetite, and some loss of flesh. On the

otlier hand, there may be no symptoms except the local ones, and the

general health may remain good.

Such a case as the latter statement suggests is recorded by Petcl. A
boy three and a half years old was brought to Archambault's clinic for an

enlargement of the abdomen which had been noticed for a year and had

developed gradually. The child had had neither diarrhoea, vomiting, nor

jaundice; it had never complained of its belly, and its general health re-

mained good. The belly Ix^low the false ribs projected, and palpation dis-

closed tiie presence of a tumor situated in the liver. The tumor was round,

smof)th, and painless, and in volume about the size of a foetal head. It

apix-ared to be embedded in the right lobe of the liver, and was hard and

resisting, presenting neither fluctuation nor vibration. At its most promi-

nent part, however, it exhibited a sort of elasticity which gave the impres-

sion tliat the tumor contained liquid. The child presented no digestive

troubles, no oedema of the limbs, and no ascites. The tumor was aspi-

rated and hydatid fluid withdrawn.

It will be seen that in 8U(;h a case the symptoms^ while entirely local,

are still sufficient to make a diagnosis.

When the tumor is developed near the surface of the liver and is of
Vol. III.—29
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considerable size, or when it projects below the liver in such a way that it

can be examined through the abdominal walls, it is usually possible to

obtain fluctuation, and in a numl)er of cases the so-called " hydatid fremi-

tus" can be developed. This fremitus is nothing but the vibration trans-

mitted to the exaniincr'i hand by sharply tapping a tense thin-walled cyst

filled with fluid. To dr /elop this sign Murchisou advises that the three

fingers of the left hand be laid flat upon the tumor, and the back of the

left middle finger then struck abruptly with the point of the middle finger

of the right hand. It was at one time taught, esi)ecially by the French

writoi*s, that this fremitus was caused by daughter-cysts striking and re-

bounding from the wall of the mother-cyst ; but it may be felt in simple

cysts and is entirely independent of the existence of daughter-cysts. Kiis-

ter relates a case, in a girl nine years old, in which hydatid vibration was

very decided. During a radical operation for the removal of the cyst, it

was found that only two mother-cysts, bordering on each other, existed, and

no daughter-cysts. Kiister regards the discovery that two or more adjacent

mother-cysts may give rise to hydatid vibration as noteworthy for oi)erativc

reasons ; as, in cases in which the sign has existed and upon operation no

daughter-cysts are found, contiguous mother-cysts should be sought for and

evacuated.

Up to a certain time, therefore, a hydntid cyst, of moderate and even

of large size, may persist without any subjective symptoms and with few

if any local physical signs. Sooner or later, however, symptoms appear,

from the pressure exerted by the enlarging tumor, and from the resulting

interference with the function of the liver and with surrounding viscera.

Birch-Hirschfeld states that after the favorable general f.ondition—which is

all the more striking in contrast with the demonstrable tumor—has lasted

for a long time (generally a year), emaciati(?n usually begins, the skin

simultaneously becomes increasingly pale, and digestive disturbances appear.

Sometimes at this stage hydroimic symptoms begin. Gerhardt maintains

that emaciation is wont to occur more quickly in children than in adults.

While pain over the liver and fever are usually absent, they occur in

some instances as the case progresses. In the case related by Stromszky, a

boy eight and a half years old applied for treatment on account of frequent

stabbing pains in the right hypochondrium, in which region a swelling Imd

been noted for six months. The liver was enlarged and project«l two

finger-breadths below the edge of th„ ribs. During the succeeding few

months the symptoms consisted of gastric disturbance, obstinate constipa-

tion, pains in the abdomen, and fever. As the liver slowly enlarged, the

symptoms became more marked, and there were added to those already men-

tioned headache, loss of appetite, troublesome swelling of the abdomen,

and so bad a general aspect that typhoid fever was suspected. The suh-

sequt.it symptoms in this interesting case may be briefly mentioned, for

they illustrate the effects of the gradually-incrensing pressure of a tumor

of the liver upon the circulation, respiration, and general nutrition of the
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child. The child lost flesh, and became increasingly pale ; with the progres-

sive enlargement of the liver, the belly steadily incioased in size until it

measured eighty-four centimetres in circumference and the distance from

the xiphoid cartilage to the symphysis pubis was thirty- nine centimetres.

Thick bluish veins appeared about the navel and extendc<l upward to the

middle of the thorax and beyond on the right side. Qildcma occurred, and

some dyspnoea ; subsequently the oedema increased, ascites developed, gan-

grene of the scrotum set in, and respiration became increasingly embarrassed.

Fever was continuous during the later stages, and death resulted from ex-

haustion about fifteen months after the swelling over the liver was first

noticed. An autopsy confirmed the diagnosis—arrived at late—of hydatid

disease of the liver.

But, apart from the pressure-symptoms arising from the gradual de-

velopment of a hydatid tumor, which arc so well portrayed in the case

just cited, spccin' symptoms occur from rupture and from inflammation and

suppuration e sac. Rupture took place in one-third of the four hun-

dred and fift) - .3 cases of hydatid dip se of the liver collected by Neisser.

It occurred as follows : into the alimentary canal in forty-five cases, into

the brjnchi after perforation of the diaphragm in thirty-one cases, into

the jwitoneal cavity, into .he pleura, and externally, in sixteen cases each.

Rupture occasionally occurs also into the veins, ureters, and bile-ducts.

The symptoms following rupture of a hydatid cyst into the peritoneal or

pleural cavity are those of acute suppurative peritonitis and empyema, and

need not be dwelt upon in detail. Death is the usual result. When rap-

ture into the intestine occurs, the fluid and daughter-cysts may be dis-

charged by the bowel ; though if the fistulous communication with the in-

testine is higli up, they may be vomitetl. As a rule, however, the cysts are

raptured before being discharged, and only shreds of membrane, which

require the microscope for their proper recognition, appear in the stools.

If rupture occurs into the veins, the symptoms are those of phlebitis, or

thrombosis, or local gangrene. When rupture occurs externally, a fistulous

communication with the sac is established, through which the contents of

the cyst are gradually drained. Of course, as the result of this fistula,

sujjpui'ation of the sac may occur, and peritonitis develop later. When
rupture occurs into the bronchi, the fluid and cysts or shreds of membrane
are expectorat?d, and recovery is the rule.

Suppuration of the cyst occurs in some cases, and may be discovered

before tapping or not until afterwards. In a case reported in the thesis of

Pontou, from the service of Ciraldes, suppuration of the sac was discovered

when the cyst was incised, and after death there were found metastatic

abscesses of the liver. While the pus is confined to the sac, there may be

no symptoms in addition to those already mentioned, since the c}'st is prac-

tically outside the body so far as connection with the circulation is con-

wrmxl. But if adjacent structures are inflamed, or pus leaks from the cyst,

there may be pytemic symptoms.

I
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To sum up : after a variable period (luring which there are few subjec-

tive symptoms or absolutely none, the child is noticed to be ailing, to have

a swelling in the right hypochondriura, or a "big belly," and to be affected

with digestive disturbances, accompanied perhaps by loss of flesh. Occa-

sional symptoms at this stage are pain, fever, jaundice, and oedema. The

liver is generally enlarged. Subsequent symptoms are produced by the

pressure upon adjacent organs of the enlarging tumor, by the rupture of

the tumor, or by inflammation and suppuration of the sac.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of hydatid tumor of the liver is in some

respects easier in children than in adults, with the important exception that

its relative rarity may lead the medical attendant to overlook the possibility

of its occurrence. Diagnosis is easier in children because distended gall-

bladder, phantom tumor, and aneurism, with which diseases hydatid disease

of the liver in adults is liable to be confounded, are so rare in children that

they may be left out of the count in diagnosis.

Hydatid tumor of the liver may be mistaken for an enlargement of the

liver due to hypertrophy, to fatty and amyloid degenerations, or to malig-

nant disease,—sarcoma or carcinoma.

When the hydatid tumor develops within the body of the liver, or

behind it, in such a way that as the liver becomes steadily larger a shell of

hepatic tissue is left between the cyst and the chest-wall and abdomen (as

in Stromszky's case), it may be impossible to make a correct diagnosis;

especially if, as in his case, puncture fails to strike fluid. But hypertrophy

of the liver to such an extent as to produce serious pressure-symptoms must

occur extraordinarily rarely.

In fatty liver the antecedent history is different from that obtained in

hydatid disease, the constitutional symptoms are much more marked, and

ordinarily the local conditions are very different. In fatty liver there is a

general, uniform, smooth enlargement of the liver in a tubercular child, or

in one overfed on fat-producing foods ; while in hydatid tumor we have a

round, smooth, painless tumor, usually unaccompanied with fever, miicli

disturbance of the general health, or local tenderness. If in addition flnc-

tuation of the tumor and hydatid fremitus can be detected, there would

seem to be little probability of a mistake in diagnosis. Whether fluctuation

and hydatid fremitus are present or not, a tumor suspected to be a hydatid

cyst should be punctured. If an apparently colorless and non-albuminous

fluid, containing abundance of chloride of sodium, is obtained, the proba-

bility that one has to do with a hydatid cyst is much strengthened. The

diagnosis may be considered settled if booklets are found in the fluid. In

very obscure cases it would be well to examine a suspected fluid for sugar,

leucin and tyrosin, crystals of cholesterin, and succinic acid.

If the patient with enlargement of the liver is pale, anaemic, sickly, and

somewhat emaciated, the possibility of amyloid degeneration must be re-

membered. But in the latter disease both the local and the constitutional

symptoms are usually very different, as there can generally be obtained a
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ver is in some

history of syphilis or prolonged suppuration : an examination of the spleen

for enlargement, and of the urine for the characteristic evidences of amy-

loid disease of the kidneys, will shed light upon any obscurity. Further-

more, if hydatid disease of the liver has lasted long enough to produce

constitutional symptoms simulating those of amyloid disease, it will almost

always be possible, by repeated attempts at puncture, to obtain hydatid fluid

and thus establish the diagnosis.

With regard to malignant disease of the liver, consisting of sarcoma and

carcinoma, it should be borne in mind that in countries in which hydatid

disease is most likely to be found the latter will be much more common
than the former. Not much difficulty is likely to be encountered in differ-

entiating the two, however ; for in malignant disease the duration is much

shorter, and it is characterized by pain, tenderness, progressive failure in

nutrition, and emaciation, and by greater digestive derangements than occur

in hydatid disease. Jaundice, ascites, and fever are also more common in

the former than in the latter. Moreover, the enlargement of the liver is

usually irregular and nodular. In very soft cancer a deceptive sense of

fluctuation might lead to error, but the result of puncture with a hypo-

dermic needle will be sufficient to prevent any ml ;ike in diagnosis.

Abscess of the liver is distinguished from hydatid disease by the more

acute character of its symptoms and by their more rapid development.

While in most cases abscess is probably secondary, nevertheless the onset

of the hepatitis is marked by chill, fever, pain, tenderness, and a profound

disturbance of the general health. Tumor occurs in both ; but the tumor

in abscess is seldom well defined, is rarely as large as a hydatid tumor, and

presents physical characteristics very different from those of the typical

globular, painless, fluctuating and vibrating cyst. It should not be for-

gotten, however, that suppuration may occur in the cyst, or in the liver

surrounding it. The diagnosis may then be extremely difficult, but prac-

tically is not of great importance. In a case reported by Poutou, which

has been referred to already, it will be remembered that metastatic abscesses

of the liver occurred secondarily to suppuration in the cyst.

Cystic enlargements of the kidney can usually be distinguished from a

hydatid cyst of the liver by their location, by the direction of their growth,

and by the fact that they do not move with the liver upon deep inspiration.

It may be possible, also, by careful palpation, to discover that they are un-

connected with the liver, but lie along the vertebral column, from which,

according to Birch-Hirschfeld, they cannot be separated. An examination

of tlie urine may assist greatly in the diagnosis.

Effusion into the right pleural cavity presents some points of similarity

with hydatid tumor of the liver. But the fluid in the former is free to

move, and hence occupies a different level with the changed position of the

I'atient. The history of the two affections is different, and so, of course,

IS the character of the fluid. Moreover, in the former there is no enlarge-

ment of the liver, though it may appear enlarged from the fact that it is

if;1
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pressed down so as to project below the edge of the ribs. In plcuml eifu-

81011 there are generally cough, fever, and greater dyspnoea than is likely to

exist iu hydatid tumor. In estimating the probabilities it is well to bear

iu I 'd tliat the two affections may coexist, and that, according to Murchi-

801 .icysted pleurisy may simulate a hydatid tumor by producing a

ob'cu: .ibed bulging of the lower ribs.

Duration.—The duration of hydatid tumor of the liver is extremely

variable. It may last a few months or nine or ten years. In a single ease

Barrier established a duration of from fifteen to thirty years. The case

mentioned by Budd, in which a woman seventy-three years old was believed

to have had a hydatid tumor since her eiglith year, has been referred to

already. The duration in most cases is probably from two to four years.

It apjiears to depend upon the location of the cyst, upon the vitality of the

echinococcus, and upon the power of resistance of the fibrous capsule

formed from its host's tissues. Where great resistance is offered to the

expansion of the cyst, and where the vitality of the echinococcus is low,

growth will be slower. It would appear, also, that when the vitality

of the parasite has been lowered by excessive production of daughter-

cysts, and especially when calcareous degeneration has affectetl the fibrous

caj)sule and the animal is thus deprived of nourishment, its death may

follow.

On the other hand, an accident or an injury may lead to rapid de-

velopment of a cyst before apparently latent, or at least enlarging very

slowly.

Prognosis.—Judging by the statistics at hand, hydatid disease of the

liver is more fatal in children than in adults. The cases tabulated by

Thomas, and already mentioned, were all obtained from mortuary records,

so that only a very general inference can be drawn from their number. Iu

the thirty-three cases collected by the writer, there were tweuty-two re-

coveries and nine deaths ; in two cases the result was not stated. It will

be I'eadily understood that a hydatid cyst so situated as to press uj)ou the

vessels of the liver will be a source of greater danger than one which is

free to grow into the abdominal cavity. In the latter situation, also, the

prognosis would be more favorable, because the cyst could be recognized

and aspirated more readily. While in some instances the parasite dies, the

contents of the cyst become transformed into a putty-like or plaster-like

mass, and its walls undergo calcareous degeneration, this spontaneous cure

is the exception, and there is no known way of producing it artificially.

If the parasite continues to live and the cyst to grow, the result will be the

death of its host, unless the contents of the cyst are evacuated, either spon-

taneously or artificially. The prognosis is, therefore, more favorable when

the disease is recognized early and admits of operative treatment.

The gravity of the prognosis is greater when there are a number of

cysts than when there is only one, and when secondary tumors form, and is

gravest in the multilocular variety. In the latter death almost always
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results. It is a curious fact that most of the cases hitherto I'cported (niue-

toiii out of thirty-five, according to Neisser ') have occurred iu Switzerland,

aud in Germany it is found almost exclusively iu the south.

I{uj)ture externally, into the intestine, and into the bronchi, is, in general,

a favorable issue ; but when rupture takes place into the peritoneal or the

pleural cavity, or into the veins, death is the usual result. It is probable,

however, that the increased success which surgeons have achieved, in dealing

with affections of the abdominal and pleural cavities will in future lessen

the mortality from rupture of hydatid cysts into these cavities. Rupture

into the bile-ducts is an unfavorable issue.

Other complications, such as suppuration tf the sac, with or without

subsequent rupture, pleurisy, pneumonia, peritonitis, and the development

of severe pressure-symptoms, all add iu varying degrees to the gravity of

the prognosis.

In the average case, when there is but one cyst, and that is susceptible

of operative treatment, the prognosis is good.

Treatment.—Hydatid disease is pre-eminently a preventable disease.

So far as man is concerned, it may be stated as an axiom that wliere there

are no dogs there will be no infection with the echinococcus. The custom

of having a dog as a household pet, which is allowed to lick the hands aud

faces of the children, is not free from danger in any country, but it is

highly objectionable in those countries in which hydatid disease is preva-

lent, and is especially so with dogs engaged about sheep, hogs, and cattle.

Dogs should be prevented from feeding ui>ou the offal of the animals just

namal, and the water-supply for drinking purposes should be guarded

against contamination. One of the best safeguards against infection is

undoubtedly an intelligent appreciation of the danger to be incurred. This

of itself will lead to greater cleanliness in habits of living, to a wholesome

nicety in the choice of food, and to its projier purification and cooking.

The food of the dogs should also be cooked.

Internal remedies, to destroy the parasite or to modify its course, are

useless. Iodide of potassium and common salt were thought at one time

to have this power ; but how little can be expected from any medicine will

be best illustrated by recounting the experience of Dr. Leidy. He says

that lie once received for dissection the body of an English sailor which

liad been injected with zinc chloride for preservation. In the abdominal

wall in the right iliac region there was a hydatid tumor the size of a fist.

On examination of the tumor it was found full of daughter-cysts, and

these contained living seolices, though the mau had been dead several days

and the tissues were bleached by the zinc solution.

It will be evident from what has been said under prognosis that effective

treatment is surgical. In many cases aspiration is all that is necessary.

In others incision appears to be required.

: i
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TUMORS OP THE LIVER.

Under the above general term all forms of tumors of the liver will be

included. The writer has been able to collect nineteen oases of priiiiarv

malignant disease of the liver, divided as follows: adenoma, two cases;

lymphadenoma, two cases ; carcinoma, ten cases ; sarcoma, five aises.

The clinical account in these pages will be based on an analysis of the

cases above noted. In addition some tumors of the liver have been re-

ported which were not malignant in character, but which were no doubt

the primary cause of death. They are rare, and will be found in the

abstracts of ca.ses which the writer has added to this section. (Cases XIX.,

XX., and XXI.)
Of these, the case of Luschka presented some features of interest. At

the birth of the child, which was premature, the abdomen and veins were

enlarged and the skin was pale yellow. Twelve days after birth, hemor-

rhages from the cord, the stomach, and the bowels took ]tlace, with ccdema

of the lower limbs. Four weeks after birth the child dictl. At the autopsy

a round fleshy tumor was found which had its origin in a hemorrhage i
>

the parenchyma of the liver. Except the enlarged veins and prominent

abdomen, the symptoms were like those of malignant jaundice. The ca.sc of

Hueter presented symptoms which, in the occurrence of pain, enlargement

of the abdomen, and presence of a tumor, resembled those of malignant

disease of the liver. It was considered to be malignant disease of tlie

kidney associated with ascites. An operation determined the presence of

an enormous cyst of the liver which filled the entire abdomen, and in tiie

sac of which a firm mass of clots or necrotic tissue was found which had

been detected on palpation and mistaken for tumor of the kidney. Tlie

patient recovered.

In addition to the tumors the origin of which is primarily in the

liver, secondary tumors are found which cause the same symptoms and are

the cause of similar enlargement of that organ. In cancer of various

organs of the body the liver is secondarily involved. The primary seat

of the growth is oflen very obscure, and hence practically the liver-affection

alone is held to be the process in progress. In other words, the symptoms

of the secondary disease in the liver are frequently the syrajitoms of the

disease, and the case is considered one of hepatic disef^e. It may be taken
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for granted, therefore, that the symptoms of secondary cancer of tlie liver

are the same as those of the primary form. It will not be referre<l to again.

We likewise find tumors of the liver associated with or part of a similar

process in other organs or structures of the body. Thus, lymphoma, lym-

phadcnoraa, or lympho-sarcoma of the liver (Case XXII.) does not usually

exist alone, but in conjunction with the same disease in other organs. The
cyatogenic tumor which Wagner describes and which Birch-Hirschfeld in-

cludes in his article on malignant tumora of the liver belongs to the same

class. In this case similar growths were found in the small intestine, the

peritoneum, and the kidney, but the enlarged liver was in the foreground,

and hence the distinguished author quoted thinks it should be treated of

as a case of tumor of the liver. So with the other varieties : the hepatic

symptoms are the most prominent, and hence the cases are classified under

liver-disoase. Cases of this class are not included in the following discus-

sion, and are simply alluded to in this instance as examples of enlarge-

ment of the liver. An abstract of a case is also appended to illustrate

enlargement of the liver from tuberculosis of that organ.

Carcinoma and Sarcoma of the Liver.—Cancer of the liver is

rare. Birch-Hirschfeld has noted twice in four hundred sections of new-

born children general diffusal cancer in the .orm of roundish nodes whose

cireumfercuce for the most part did not surpass the size of a pea, which pre-

sented no symptoms during life. The rarity of cancer of the liver simply

corresponds to the rarity of carcinoma in general in early life. In 1851

Lebeit cited fifteen instances of cancer in early life, and in 18G7 Duzan

mentioned nearly two lumdred. This includes cancer of al! the organs and

tissues. The latter author affirms that cancer in children is almost always

cncephaloid. Wilkinson and Rokitansky have noted the existence of scir-

rhus in very young subjects. Descroizilles, from whom the above is drawn,

states that cancer occurs exceptionally in the liver, and quotes Charon and

Ledcgank and also Germain-S6e in support of the statement. He refers

to a case which Bouchut met with, and quotes the case of Lewis, of which

we give an abstract. Of Bouchut's case we could not find a record.

Of the seventeen cases collected by the writer, six were sarcoma, ten

were carcinoma, and one was adenoma of the liver. They are studied

together in the following resume.

Etiology.—No cases are included over fifteen years of age. The
youngest case was three weeks old ; it was a ditlused sarcoma. Under one

year six cases, or one-third of the entire number, are reported; in the

second and the third year, two cases each ; in the twelfth year, three cases
;

and one each at the age of nine, eleven, thirteen, and fourteen years. The sex

was not always given. Of the eleven cases in which the sex was recorded,

five were females and six were males. In the larger number of cases there

was no hereditary history of disease, and in three instances only was there

mention of an injury which might have been referred to as the cause of

malignant disease.
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Symptoms.—Tlio Hymptoins devolopod rapidly, and the disease ran a

rapid course. Pain in the region of the liver was first cotnplained of usiiailv,

without other symptoms. Gencnd enlargement of the abdomen was soon

observed, and the veins in the alxlominal walls were seen to l)e proinincnt.

With this the liver \va« found to be enlarged, its surface and e<lgos irregular,

and wliile under observation it grew rapidly and was the seat of pain ; or a

defined tumor connected with the liver was detecited. Gastro-intestinil

symptoms accompanied the local symptoms, and emaciation, progressive in

character, with increascnl prostration, soon took place. Fever was observed

in a few cases. Jaundice was very rare, and enlargement of the spleen and

ascites were notably absent. Enlargement of the veins is more peculiar to

children than to adults, in this affection.

In two of the cases no clinical history was detailed. The following

account of the symptoms, their character and frequency, is taken, therefore,

from an analysis of the fifteen cases in which they were given.

1. Pain in the hepatic region was complained of six times, and iu the

region of the stomach once. In one instance it was seated in the rigiU

hypocliondrlum and extended to the left shoulder. It usually occurrwl in

the beginning of the disease, but in one of the six cases the pain did not

occur until the last week of the patient's illness. Tenderness without pain

was noted in one instance. In some cases the pain was due to the growth

itself, but in most of them to the complication of localized peritonitis.

2. Enlargement of the Abdomen.—Enlargement of the alxlomen with-

out cause was spoken of particularly in three instances. It is, however, a

common attendant of hepatic carcinoma. In one it was said to be firm

and livid, in another its surface was said to be irregular, and in the tliiixl

its character was not described.

3. E)\largemcnt of the Veins,—Enlargement of the veins of the abdomen

was noted in six cases.

4. Tumor, described either as one mass or as a number of projections

over the surface of the liver, was found in eight cases. Thus, in one it was

said to extend from the sixth rib to the iliac fossa and from the vertebra to

the liuea alba on the right side. Over its surface elevations, soft iu character,

the size of a child's fi.st, were seen and felt. In another it was said that the

tumor extended from the chest to the pelvis and that it was firm and im-

movable. In a third dulness extended from the xiphoid to the liypogas-

triura and in the lumbar and iliac region.s, on account of a smooth resisting

mass which filled up the entire abdominal cavity excejit a small space in

the hypogastric region. Practically, the above-described tumors were really

due to enlargement of the liver, not independent of or adjacent to it, and

hence were not tumors of that organ. Thoy should be studied in connection

with the subsequent remarks on enlargement of the liver. Specifically, a

tumor was described in the following localities : first, in the epigastrium, to

the right of the median line, between the umbilicus and the base of the

chest ; second, at the umbilicus, like a fluctuating prominence ; third, at
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first at the last ribs o» the right side, before death in the ri^ht hypochon-

(Iriiiiu and epigastrium as uu elastic fluctuating mass. In anuther case the

tumor was the size of" a hen's egg aud was seated in the epigastrium. In

the case of West tiie position of the tumor was not define<l. The tumor

was the seat of pain twice, and was painless in three instances. The skin

of the surface of the tumor was red in one ease in which there was fluctua-

tiou. While liaitl aud firm in a few instances, it is important to note that

it was elastic aud fluctuating in three cases. This fluctuation was so marked

as to lead to the diagnosis of hydatid cyst or abscess.

The large size and rapid growth and the softening and fluctuation appear

to characterize the malignant tumors of the liver in childhood.

5. Eidargernent of the Liver.—This in five cases was positively said to

exist during life, and in five other instances it, presumably, was determined

before death, for in each a tumor of the abdomen was descrilxid which

the autopsy showed to be due to carcinoma of the liver. (See above, under

Tumor.) The enlargement was very great, aud mucjj greater in i)roportion

to similar diseases of the liver in adults. Thus, in one instance the liver

was found by percussion and palj)atiun to extend from the third rib to four

inches below the margin of the ribs, or from the chest to the pelvis, aud in

another to fill the entire aklominal cavity except a small space in the hypo-

gastric region. The surface of the liver was usually irregular, aud the ele-

vations or prominences over it have been defined as sofl, or elastic and

fluctuating, or as bossy swellings which were unibilieated. The fluctuating

projections in several instances yielded, on palpation, signs similar to those

yielded by a cyst, aud were punctured with a view of securing cystic fluid.

In all the instances in which aspiration was performtnl nothing but blood

was withdrawn. In one case the liver, it is said, extended from the clavicle

to the pelvis.

The same remark as to the size, growth, and character of the tumor of

malignaut hepatic disease in childhood applies to the organ itself.

6. Ascites and (Edema.—This was usimlly absent. In two cases its

presence was deteriuiued before death. Q^deuia of the legs occurred, no

doubt from pressure, in three instances.

7. The spleen was not enlarged.

8. Jaundice was observed in three cases. In one only was the jaundice

very deep. No special secondary symptoms were caused by it, and the

course of the disease was not influenced by its presence.

9. Gastro-Intestinal Symptoms.—Nausea aud vomiting occurred in four

cases. Diarrluea was foiuid in three cases, and constipation was noted in one.

A striking fact is the great frequency of cases in which the gastro-intestinal

were the firet symptoms. The illness was ushered in with vomiting aud
diarrhoea.

10. Fever was most marked in one case (Pye-Smith), but was noted also

ui three other cases. It was associated with a tumor which was soft and
fluctuating and which gave rise to the belief that abscess of the liver was
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present. The rapidly-growing mnccr ofttui causoH so-cullwl hepatic fever.

It in rather remarkal)le that tliiH Hyinptom wa^ not mure cuninion. It may

not hav(! been looked for.

Finally, the character, m(Kle of onwt, and proj^rcss of the symptoms did

Uot indicate the form of malignant disease present.

Duration.—Usnally the cases were of short dnration ; the longest was

under observation seventeen months. The shortest appeared 'to Ik; a growth

of ten days only (Pep[)cr). The sarcomas grew more rapidly and caused

death sooner, on the whole, than the carcinomas,—one month, ten weeks,

•and three, four, and live months, resiK'ctively, being the duration in live

cases.

No relation between the size of the growth and the duration of the di.s-

Msc could be made out that was of any importance. It may be said, how-

ever, that the larger new growths were produced more rapidly. One of the

largest of the cncephaloid carcinomas was of forty-five days' duration only.

The duration of the ailment had no influence on the cimracter of tiie

fcarcinoma, if we aa-cpt the data of these cases. The example of scirrhiis

ocicurretl in a child nine months old. This is not contrary to the rule gen-

erally regarding the duration of various malignant growths.

Practicsilly, it may be possible to sjiy that if the new formation iu the

liver grows rapidly it may be a sarcoma.

DingnomH.—The diagnosis iu individual cases was not difficult : indeed,

it ai)pears easier to distinguish carcinoma in children than in adults.

Hydatid disease and abscess of the liver were discussed by several of

the authorities (juotcd iu the appendix, in connection with their particular

cases. The results of aspiration usually led them to exclude ihese affections.

One can appreciate difficulties, however, in a case where, from carcinoma,

hepatic symptoms—pain, enlargement of the liver, a tumor, and slight

fever—arise af^er direct trauma. The suffering docs not seem to be so groat,

however, as in abscess, the fever is not so high, and the sweats are not so

marked. The liver is generally larger iu cancer, and can be percussed and

palpated with less suffering. The abdominal veins are more likely to be

enlarged. Emaciation characterizes both, but iu carcinoma is coupled with

cachexia and is very marked. A full discussion of the distinctions will l)e

found in the article on abscess of the liver. Hydatid disciise is painlc,*?,

almost symptomless, and chronic. The tumor is larger and has charac-

teristics described iu that sect'on.

We have purposely omitted a description of the anatomical characters

of tumors of the liver. In the appended abstracts of cases will be found

good individual descriptions. Moreover, they do not differ much from the

same structural changes in adults, the characters of which one can readily

learn in the vast number of text-books on pathology. That the malignant

growths of childhood are more diffuse and more luxuriant than those of

adult life, is well known.

Concerning the prognosis and treatment nothing need be added.
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ABSTRACTS OF CASES OF CANCER AND OTUEU TUMORS OF THE
LIVEU.

Jaae /., Eneephaloid Cancer.—Girl thi'teon months old. For some time she complained

of c Miuul sutt'ering. When first seen, in April, 1834, a painless tumor in tho liver-

n'i^iiin, at tho level of tho la.st ribs on tho right side, of considemhlo volume, was found.

TIk! skin wiis stretched over it and brilliant as in phlegmonous erysipelas, but presented

only slight redness and no pain on prtwsure. Appetite good
; no fever; no general trouble.

After threo months tho tumor occupied the right hypoehondrium and epigastrium ; it was

pn'nloss, clastic, fluctuating to tho touch
; no bosses. Some fever; emaciation. Death oc-

tiirrod September 10, prior to which fever was for some time very pronounced. At tho

autopsy an oblong tumor twice as largo as tho child's head was *'')und. Eneephaloid cancer.

The child had a fall a short time before. (Ollivier.)

C(m II., Cancer.—Female aged nine. Was ill about a year, suffering pain in the re-

gion of tho stomach towards tho last. There was vomiting tho latter half of the year, with

symptoms of marasmus and general anasarca ; no jaundice, no albuminuria. Post-mortem

:

poorly-developed child, very thin
;
general oedema

;
primary cancer of liver. (Kottmann.)

Cane III., Cancer.—Girl aged fourteen. On December 18, 1881, shci was attacked with

pleurisy of the right side. The liver was somewhat enlarged. By February, 1882, the

pleurisy was etired ; two months afterwards the girl became cachectic, with fever. There

WHS marked enlargement of tho liver, in which wore spots of fluctuation. Puncture evacu-

ated a bloody fluid containing a few lymphoid cells, fibrin threads, and fatty degenerated

niij^uliir (liver) cells. At the autopsy a widely diffused tolangoiectatic cystic cancer of the

liver and thrombosis of tho inferior vena cava wore found. (Henschen.)

Ca.He IV., Eneephaloid Cancer.— Boy eleven years old, admitted February 24, 1881. Ho
had enjoyed good health prior to Fcbruarj' 12, when ho felt pain in upper part of abdomen,

especially in hypoehondrium, radiating into the back of the left shoulder, with irregular

exacerbations; .slow digestion, flatulence, and constipation. No injury in hepatic region.

For four or live days nose bled seven or eight times a day. When he entered the hospital,

he was very thin, cheeks a little colored, eyes brilHant, conjunctiva slightly icteric. Responds
eloarly to questions put to him, and seems intelligent. He lost muoh flesh within fifteen days.

Slcin warm
;
pulse a little more frequent than normal, 100. Respiiations 34. No appetite;

no vomiting; no constipation. Abdomen much swollen, noticed by mother five or six days
be' <> admission to hospital, and at that time said to have been very hard. Subcutaneous
aWominal veins dilated. In tho epiga.«trium below xiphoid, abdominal wall elevated by a
tumor extending into right and left hypoehondrium and much more prominent at epigas-

trium and a little to the right of median line between umbilicus and the l)ase of the chest.

It seems convex. Distance from xiphoid to umbilicus fourteen centimetres, from left an-
terior iliac spine twenty-three and from right twenty-one centimetres ; circumference of tho
Wy at tho umbilicus sixty-six centimetres. Palpation meets with resistance at the most
prominent part between this point and the costal border, then a small and separate tumor is

felt of the size of a little walnut. Liver increased in volume considerably, and its border
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felt distinctly two or three flngcr-breudths above umbilicus ; uo hydiitid vibration. February

26, profuse epistaxis. On puncture about fifty gnimmes of a red liquid withdrawn, only

pure blood. March 1, more acute abdominal pain and local peritonitis; pain increased in

severity to the 4tli. March 6, small hard nipple-shaped tumors felt above four or five flngcr-

breadths above pubis, not movable. They seem to be adherent to the liver, and also constitute

the border of it. March 12, liver increasing in volume, pain more and more acute. Epi.«.

taxis more and more frequent. Temperature remains about 38° C, but pulse is between 120

and 130, and respirations are 35 to 40 per minute. Cachectic and thin. No vomiting;

tendency to constipation. Urine remains scanty ; the greatest quantity of urea in twontv-

four hours is three and a half grammes. Usually it varied between one and a half and

two grammes, and often fell as low lus twelve decigramnr-.es. Peritoneal friction di-sappenrou

little by little, and abdomen increased in volume. Ascites appeared and became consider-

able in the last days of the disease. Some signs of bronchitis and a little congestion in the

base of the lung were demonstrated. Pain ver_v acute during whole duration of disease.

Patient died exhausted March 29. Duration of disease forty-flve days.

Autopm/.—Liver very large, extending four or five ftnger-breadths beyond pubis ; large

cancerous tumor occupies greater part of right lobe, the edge of which with its bosses hiid

during life been felt above the pubis. Cancer, encephaloid, primary. Liver weighs three

kilometres and two hundred and seventy grammes. (Deschamps.)

Case v., Cancer.—Female three years old; no clinical history. Left lobe of liver

transformed into a large tumor-mass, extending to upper suiface of the right lobe. Surface

of the left lobe lumpy ; tumor in most places soft. (Wolff, from Birch-Hirschfeld.)

Case VI., Cancer.—Boy of twelve; history unsatisfactory. Tumor situated in right

lobe of liver ; corresponded with the nodular form of adenoma of the liver, and in some

places there is already pronounced change into carcinoma. (Birch-IIirschfcld.)

Case VIT., Sarcoma.—Girl twelve years old, sick for four months with pain in liver-

region. For one month swelling of abdomen and thoracic region from the right collar-bone

to the navel, and at last v' '^e a fluctuating prominence. Hydatid diagnosed. On puncture,

evacuated bloody serum. our weeVs later death, prior to which pronounced cachexia and

cedema of limbs. 0»i section, tumor right lobe of liver occupying whole place on the ri5,'ht

side from clavicle to pelvis. Medullary spongy sarcoma. (Roberts, Lattrr-f^ 18C7, i. 3, quoted

by Birch-Hirschfeld.)

Case VIII.1 So'-omn.—Child aged two and a half years. Presented for treatment in

February, 1878. Healthy until Christmas, 1877, when the abdomen became enlarged. The

liver was found to be much enlarged. Bapid increase during the next few weeks. Flet,

soft, almost fluctuating projections can be distinctly felt upon the liver. Dilatation of

veins of abdomen and lower part of thorax, increased emaciation, slight jaundice. Denth

March 23.

Autopsy.—Liver enhuged threefold, yellow. Contains at the periphery and internally

numerous yellowish-white, soft tumors from the size of a hazel-nut to that of a walnut.

Gall-bladder dilated ; cystic duct compressed oy a tumor. All other abdominal oi^ana

normal. Other viscera not examined. Medullary sarcoma. (Henoch.)

Case IX., Sarco7na.—Male aged eight months was taken sick with diarrhoea, lost appe-

tite, and became emaciated. When nine months old a solid tumor was noted by mother

in abdomen. Profuse diarrhcea continued and child rapidly emaciated. Disease lasted four

months. In first six weeks of life the circumference of the abdomen increased from twenty-

one to twenty-five inches, while the tumor, with uneven surface, was best felt on the loft

side. At autopsy left lobe of liver healthy and enlarged ; right lobe pressed under ribs,

and in it a medullary sarcoma. Separate nodes found in right lung. Other organs healthy.

(West.)

Case X., Adennmn.—Boy aged twelve years. -'Nothing in history to throw light on

case." No evidence of congenital syphilis. Boy stated that three months before admis-

sion he fell on his side, after which ho noticed a swelling, which sometimes gave him

pain.

Symptoms.—General health and general condition good. Occasionally pain over liver

and some sickness of stomach. No ascites. He gradually became thinner, and two weeks
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before death became deeply jaundiced and some oedema arose. Temperature 102''-10'1° F.

;

pulse 144 ; respiration 42. Duration about seventeen months.

Physical Signs.—Liver extended three or four inches below ribs; firm, smooth, and

elastic ; on puncture, a little blood was drawn, but no pus ; no signs of echinococcus. After

puncture the swelling decreased and health remained good for several months ; then liver

yradually increased in size. Suporflcial veins enlarged. No enlargement of lymphatics.

No evidence of organic disease in other organs.

Auhpxy.—Extreme jaundice ; oedema of legs and scrotum. Abdomen contained some

fluid; no peritonitis. Liver enlarged two hundred ounces, llight lobe much enlarged and

lillwl with circumscribed yellow nnisscs, some micro.scopic, some the size of an orange ; nodes

on surface. Portal trunk and common bile-duct completely blocked. No parent growth

appeared ; all appeared coeval. No primary prowth in pancreas, duodenum, or bile-ducts

;

nil Ivinph-glands in Assure of liver or elsewhere enlarged. Spleen enlarged. Other organs

nonnal. Tumor was epithelial in structure. Lungs normal, except in right base, where

there was a nodule like a shrunken infarct ; this was made up of microscopic malignant

iiddules, each of which consisted of a fibrous sheath enclosing epithelial cells like those in

the liver. The author believes the tumor to be a malignant adenoma. (P. H. Pye-Smith.)

Case XI.—Carcinoma in an infant four months old. Healthy up to a month previous.

Parents healthy. Child became fretful, developed diarrhoea, and lost flesh.

Physical Examination.—A swelling in epigastrium the size of a hen's egg. Tumor
firm, tender increasing in size. Belly distended ; superficial veins enlarged. Duration

one month.

Autopsy.—Liver occupied whole of abdominal cavity above umbilicus. Very little fluid

in peritoneal sac. Mesenteric glands not enlarged, and all other viscera normal. Liver

weighed forty and one-half ounces
;
glands in hilum not involved. Both lobes sludded

with tdugh, whitish foreign growths. Microscopic examination revealed connecti\«i tissue

enclosing numerous round cells. (S. J. Gee.)

G'se XII.—Diffuse sarcoma in liver of an infant three weeks old. No evidence or

history of syphilis in parent. Child was found to have a very large liver, almost filling

abcUuiieu ; surface of abdomen irregular. Veins distinct. Slight oedema of legs and belly-

wall. No ascites. Very little intestinal res(mance. Child died when three weeks old.

Autopsy confined to abdomen. Liver weighed thirty-three ounces ; dark plum-color,

quickly changing to red on exposure. Gall-bladder rudimentary. On section, growths from

the si-3 of a millet-seed to that of a walnut were found. Similar growths were found be-

tween spleen and left kidney, but net involving either. Other organs healthy. Spleen not

enlarged.

Treatment had been mercurial inunctions, which produced no effect.

(Dr. Pye-Smith thought it diffuse intestinal hepatitis ; others thought it syphilis.) (R
W. Parker.)

Case XIII.—Cancer of liver in a child eight weeks old. Parents healthy, father forty,

mother thirty-six; two healthy children, fourth child an epileptic. Patient w^ell at Li;'*'''>.

and health good up to ten days before death, when enlr..gemcnt of abdomen was noted.

This vas firm and hard ; no sanse of fluctuation. Enlargement rapidly increased ; veins

prominent; no jaundice, no emaciation, no cachexia. Oniy marked symptt)m was pain,

wl\ich caused child to cry out, and which seemed to be increased when child was laid on
leftside. Urine normal. Stools natural, though green at first.

Atitops;/.—No peritonitis. About eight ounces of clot and fluid blood in abdominal
cavity. One elot over larg j mass springing from liver at a point of rupture. Other organs
healthy. Liver weighed eleven ounces three hundred and seven gniins ; measured six inches

tmnsverse diameter. No inflammation of capsule, which was smooth. Organ yellow in

color. Gall-bladder healthy and passage free. Left lobe was seat of a large round growth
whieh occupied its entire extent. Tissues and mtvss dark, in places almost black. Com-
mittee reports cancer. ( Pepper.

)

Case XIV.—Encephaloid cancer in a boy aged thirteen years, born in Sjveden. No
history of cancer in family. Four months previous was kic.ted on right side below ribs,

which caused him to remain in house ona month. About two weeks after injury he was

•i ih
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seized with vomiting and diarrhoea, which continued throujjhout. Four months after injury

abdomen began to swell. He had measles one year previous, from which he made good

recovery.

Symptoms.—Tongue red at tip and edges, brown fur in centre. Eight or ten stools

daily, sometimes darit, .sometimes light. Temperature normal
;
pulse 105, small. Rapid

loss of flesh and strength, and during last weeks intense pain. Duration about Ave montlis.

Physical Examination.—On face, arms, and chest, fine papular eruption, copper-colored

and with scaly desquamation. Tumor occupying and filling abdomen, extending into chest

and down to pelvis, firm, immovable, not tender, thought to be syphilitic.

Autopsy.—All organs normal except liver. Liver nodulated and doughy to feel.

Attached to anterior surface was a large yellowish-white granular mass filling nearly the

entire abdomen. Weight six pounds ton ounces (avoirdupois). On section, liver looked

liite fresh suet. Under microscope a'' endless variety of cells of all sizes and shapes, to-

gether with fatty granules and degenerated hepatic tissue. It was pronounced encoplmloid

cancer. (J. Lewis.)

Cane XV.—Myxo-sarfoma in infant four months old. Mother aged between thirtv-

<ive and forty, average health
;
father died of phthisis. Nothing unusual at birth. Some

weeks after bi^^h noticed a swelling in abdomen, and navel protruded, teat-like. No his-

tory of specific disease.

Symptoms.—Restlessness, short cough, vomited milk ; nursed pretty well, but did not

thrive. Lost flesh and strength. Temperature normal. Lungs normal.

Physical E.vamination.—Abdomen excessively and symmetrically enlarged. Veins

prominent. Percussion-dulness extending from xiphoid cartilage to hypogastric region and

laterally and posteriorly into lumbar and iliac regions. On palpation, firm, smooth, resisting

n^ass filling entire abdominal cavity, with exception of small space in hypogastric region,

where on deep pressure margin could be felt.

Treatment.—Iodide of potassium and calomel to child, under which treatment liver-

tumor seemed to diminish slightly in size. Duration about nine or ten weeks.

Autopsy.—Small quantity of fluid in abdomen. Liver filled abdominal cavity ; smooth

and symmetrical ; color mottled, like red Castile soap. Spleen and kidney normal, but mot-

tled. Other organs normal, except lungs, which presented caseous deposit, no amyloid

change. Microscope showed it to be myxo-sarcoma. (Meisenbach.)

Ca-te XVI.—Scirrhus in a colored boy aged three months. Three weeks before, he had

suffered from vomiting, cough, and dyspepsia. Abdomen swollen. Appetite unimpaired.

ilM/opsy.—Peritoneum contained a small quantity of fluid. Some evidence of recent

inflammation of lesser omentum
; mesenteric glands somewhat enlarged. With exception

of liver, all organs normal. Liver of natural size, firm, and of good color. On anterior mass

of left lobe were three scirrhous masses projecting fro.n surface, which look"d like tibro-onr-

tilage. Six other patches were found, varying in size from that of shot to that of a threo-

cent piece. On under surface there was a conical mass the size of a walnut. Anterior border

of right lobe involved to some extent. Microscope shpwed remarkably distinct scirrhous

structure. (S. W. Gross.)

Caw A"F//.—Adenoma of the liver in a female infant twenty months old,' who is said

to have suftered for three months with loss f)f appetite and much swelling of the belly, and

since that time to have markedly emaciated.

State on Admission.—i{c\^\\t normal ; emaciated ; skin pale yellow, relaxed ; tonsruc

dry, somewhat coated. Belly much swollen. Right side completely filled with a tumor

extending in the mammary line from the sixth rib to the iliac fo.ssa, and in the trans-

verse direction at the level of the navel from the vertebrro to the linea alba. This tumor

presents on palpation several elevations from the size of a nut to that of a cliild's fist, prcv

jecting from the level of the liver, which feel soft against the very resisting liver. Pal-

pation of the tumor causes no pain. Circumference of the belly flfty-one centimetres, the

skin being traversed by large veins. Percussion-note in the whole extent of the tumor

empty. Inguinal glands moderately swollen. In the lungs, except moderately large and

' Jahrosber. des St. Joseph Kinderhospitals fur 1883, i. 42.
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fine bloving rales, there are no essential changes. Splenic dulness is increased. Stools dark

vellow, nnishy. Traces of albumen in the urine. Skin-temperature 99.1° F.
;
pulse 88.

Increasing weakness; complete exhaustion ; death on the thirteenth day after admission.

Autopsy.—Apart from pleuro-pneumonia of the right middle lobe of the lung and from

certain unessential changes in the other organs, the livf r was found enlarged, weighing six-

teen hundred grains. Its surface seemed very knob-like, from the projection of the numer-

ous variously-sized tumors. On cutting into the liver it was discovered that, with the ex-

ception of the peripheral parts, it was completely substituted by a very soft yellow tumor

aass, sprinkled with red as the result of numerous hemorrhages, this mass being separated

I'rom tbe still resisting livor-tissue by a thin capsule. It was divided again by numerous con-

nective-tissue septa into segments of dift'erent sizes, showing that it arose from the conuiicr.ee

uf numerous individual tumors. In addition, in the peripheral parts of the organ were

numerous pea-sized to more than walnut^sized tumors, which were likewise sharply separated

from the liver-substance, and exhibited the same properties as the large tumor. Some of

them were so soft that they almost fluctuated. The swollen tumors seemed simple, the

larger already travereed by fibrous septa. The scanty remainder of the liver-tissue was

very soft, and spotted pale brown and yellow.

Careful microscopic examination of the tumors, conducted by Dr. Weichselbaum, re-

vealed the fact that the new formation described is to be regarded as an atypical liver-cell

adenoma, a very rare occurrence, especially in so young a child.

C».w XVIII.—Lyniphadenoma of liver in a boy of fourteen, who for a month before

coming under notice sufiered with pain in right hypochondrium and wasting. He noticed

a swelling in same region about two weeks before admission. When first admitted he was

pale and sallow, but not jaundiced. The liver was enlarged, edge reaching nearly to the

umbilicus ; there was a large bossy swelling situated between the right costal arch and the

umbilicus. The superficial abdominal veins were enlarged and tortuous. By aspiraticui

blood WHS withdrawn. Wasting ; hectic ; temperature 98°-102° F. Peritoneum and pleura

distended with fluid. Death seven weeks after admission, symptoms having existed for

three months.

Autopsy.—Abdominal cavity contained much fluid. Right lobe of liver was much en-

lai^ed and contained a hemispherical mass which on section had the appearance and con-

sistence of brain-ti.ssue ; some hemorrhage into its substance, and fibrous bands passed

thrdugh it. It was surrounded by a broad zone of compressed liver-tissue ; mass of en-

larged glands at fissure. Kiglit pleura full of fluid. On microscopical examination of new
•growth it was found to resemble structure of lymph-glands. Reporter thinks it started in

lymph-glands of fissure and grew into aju compressed the liver-tissue. (Ashby and Wright.)

Case XIX., Immcrme Connective-Tias'ie 'Pumw of Liver.—Boy, born prematurely by a

few weeks, weighing six pounds nine oun 'cs, and came into the world with a strikingly pale

yellow skin and with a swollen belly thiough which subcutaneous veins showed. Twelve
days after birth, when the remains of the umbilical C(U'd had fallen ofiT, some bleeding oc-

curred from the umbilical voin, and subsequently the bleeding recurred repeatedly. The
stools during the entire duration of the child's life were blacki.sh 1 rown. In n ^dition there

was frequent vomiting of a dark, partly fluid, partly coagulated blood. (Edema of the

Scrotum, of the penis, and of the lower limbs occurred constantly in a pronounced degree.

Autopsi/.—Four weeks after birth. Liver dirty greenish yellow, surprisingly large.

Immediately behind the transverse fissure of the liver, corresponding with the Spigelian
lobe, was a round fleshy tumor, two and three-sixteenths indhes long, one and twelve-six-

teenths inches broad, which in part sank into the depths of the parenchyma, and in part

projected free of it.

After a full description of the naked-eye and microscopic appearances of the tumor,
the author remarks, regarding the origin of it, that most probably it arose from a hemor-
rhage into the parenchyma of the liver, which occurred without doubt during foetal life.

Careful questioning could not obta..i the least foundation for the opinion that it was due to

tongenitnl syphilis. (Luschka.)
Case XX., 0,/st of fJie Liver.—G\t\ eleven years old, admitted May 28, 1886. Well

until previous Christmas ; then passed ten thread-worms, and belly was noted as large.
For three weeks has complained of pain. Tumor increased. Stools always thin and white.
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Appetite diminished. Belly much swollen, fluctuutin;^, dull, decided undulation. Palpa-

tion shows on left side a firm tumor, which may belong; to kidney or to spleen. Liver-

dulness over fourth rib; mammary line, therefore, pressed up. Urine normal.

Diagnosis.—Ascites, and p.'obably malignant tumor of kidney.

Operation.—Enormous cyst e.vteuding from under surface of liver and lilling entire

abdomen. No ascites. Cyst removed. In large sac a firm ma.ss of clots or necrotic tis.sue

which was detected on palpation on left side and mistaken for tumor of kidney or spleen.

Patient recovered. There were several small flat cy.sts in neighboring parts of liver, with

milky contents.

The cyst was regarded as a new formation. (C. F. C. Iluetcr.)

Case XXL, Lympluidenoma.—Female aged Ave. New fornnition of cystogfiiic tissue.

Was not limited to the liver, but affected the small intestines, peritoneum, and cue kidnev,

so that it is doubtful where it was primary, but clinically the liver-tumor was alwaj's in the

foreground and it was anatomically the most developed. (Wagner.)

Case XXII., Diffused Lympho-Sarcoma of Liver.—Child five years old. Family his-

tory good, no hereditary taint. Child's health always good until present illness.

Symptoms.—For six months previous to examination child suffered with aniemia and

enlargement of glands in neck. No mention of jaundice or ascites. Lost flesh. Prom

time to time had attacks of diarrhoea and slight hemorrhage from bowels, and just before

death repeated epistaxis.

Physical Examination.—Liver extending within one inch of pubis (character of en-

largement not noted). She died extremely emaciated. Urine normal.

Autopsy.—Glands of neck and axilla) enlarged. Caseous tubercular masses in both

lungs. Spleen and kidneys normal. Abdominal lymphatics slightly enlarged. Liver

uniformly enlarged, weight forty-eight ounces
;
pale and Arm; showed no isolated growths;

surface smooth, edge not everted. Microscopical examination showed infiltration with

small round cells resembling leucocytes and some increase of connective tissue.

Tooth does not think it leukiemia, because the liver was within an inch of pubis two

months after anaemia first appeared, and because spleen was not involved. (H. H. Tooth.)

Case XXIII., Tuberculosis of the Liver.—Henry Victor, eighteen months old, entered

Tenon Hospital, service of M. Gerin-Koze, August 11, 1882. The child had been under

the care if Luc in May for a bronclio-pneumonia following measles, and was dismissed

uncured. In August there were undoubted signs of softening at the apices, followed by

excavation. In September the child was seized with diarrhroa, rapidly emaciated, and died

September 15.

At the autopsy the lungs were found infiltrated with tubercles ; ascites and tuberculosis

of peritoneum ; tuberculous ulcerations of the mucous membrane of the ileum. Tlie liver

(serous surface) presented an eruption of discrete tuberculous granulations. Section (cross)

showed a great number of roundish cavities of the size of a lentil, filled with bile. Micro-

scopic examination showed that the cavities were tubercular. The lesions of the liver were

not indicated during life by any special symptom. (Henry Luc.

)

ABSCESS OF THE LIVER.

Abscess of the liver in children is a comparatively rare affection. The

scope of this article will include supj)urative inflammation of the liver, and

not the general inflammation of the hepatic structure which has bocii called

by various writers hepatitis. Much confusion exists, however, in literature

from the use of this term indiscriminately. Descroizilles includes in the

article on hepatitis among other varieties a diffused inflammation of the

liver, a suppurative inflammation, secondary to enteritis, and another the

anatomical appearance of which is the same as that of the liver in new-born

infants who die of jaundice. Many writers follow him in this cla.ssification,

and s}x;ak of abscess in the new-born aft'ected with jaundice as most common.
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old. Family liis-

Baumes particularly 'refers to this, and Jiouchut speaks of malignant hepa-

titis of the new-born, several cases of which he had seen with abscess.

Burton quotes Baumes, but confirms the statement of Denis. The latter

says that in numerous autopsies he has not confirmed the real existence of

this k'sion. Boucnut says that one-third of new-born children have hepatitis

which until the time of his writing (18(57) had been described under the

name ofjaundice. The title of his article is Hepatitis, which he divides into

the simple, malignant, chronic, and traumatic forms. The simple form is

the common icterus of the new-born. The malignant form, or icterus

gravis, is the variety which Baumes and Martin of Lyons refer to, in which

small abscesses were found in the liver. By the chronic form he ajjparently

means hypertrophic or syphilitic cirrhosis. The traumatic variety includes

abscess of the liver as we are about to consider it. He quotes the case of

Renaud, which we have included in our table, as an example of this variety

of hepatitis. Fabre declares that one of the above-mentioned writers,

Baumes, made the diagnosis of abscess during life, but did not confirm it

by ail autopsy. He doubts the existence of abscess of the liver.

The following remarks on abscess of the liver are based upon an ana-

lytical study of thirty-four cases of this affection collected from the litera-

ture of this disease. The writer is indebted to the article of Bernhard

on abscess of the liver in children for much valuable information. It is the

most exhaustive paper that has been presented on this subject. It includes

an account of three cases, and a critical study of thirteen more reported

by different observers. The systematic article of Birch-Hirschfeld in Ger-

hardt's Hand-Book contains also much valuable information.

Bertrand first speaks of the rarity of abscess of the liver in children,

describes abscess of the liver in the new-born, and then studies the collected

cases of suppurative inflammation of the liver. He thinks, first, that the

child's organism of itself is less disposed to suppurative inflammation of

the I'ver than that of adults; second, that nearly all the etiological factors

whicli lead to this disease in adults may also be effective in children, except

those arising from diseases of the bile-ducts. His conclusions regarding the

symptoms will be given under that heading in this article, as well as his

remarks on the diagnosis. Birch-Hirschfeld considers abscess of the liver

to be due to four general causes : first, contusions ; second, metastasis or

pyemia ; third, tropical causes ; fourth, irritation of worms.

After a consideration of the frequency of abscess of the liver in children

"s fii"st discussed by various authorities, we will consider the subject in a

systematic manner.

Frequency.—As intimated above, it lias been considered rare in chil-

dren. Kouis speaks of its prevalence in Algiers : of two hundred and
nfty-two persons with abscess of the liver, he found only one less than

twelve years old : the next in age was a French soldier eighteen years

fid. Unfortunately, the histories of these cases are not given. Annesley,
m his work on the diseases of India, states that the drummer-boys in the

lit;?

mi
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English array rarely, if* ever, develop abscess of the liver. Beruhard refers

to the association of abscess of the liver in adults with typhlitis and peri-

typhlitis as the most common form seen in Germany, but no such case lias

hitherto been reported as occurring in a child, and, in general, cases are

extremely I'are in which the abscess follows pylephlebitis. Cheevers, in his

" Commentary on the Diseases of India," writes exhaustively of abscess

of the liver, and states that he has never seen he[)atiti8 or liver-abscess in

childhood, and that in the four years ending 1883 there occurred among

the soldiers' children throughout India a total of thirteen cases of lie])atitis

with only one death. He further observes that hepatic abscess, presumabh'

idiopathic, when it occurs in very early life is probably of tubercular origin.

Morehead showed that the ratio of hepatitis in children was, when he

wrote (1860), iu "Bengal 0.06 and in Madras 0.3 of Si"eugth." He citt-d

the returns of the Byculla schools as proving the rarity of the disoast'.

In Bombay, at the same time of life, the admissions in seventeen years wore

nine, with one death, out of from two hundred and fifty to three hiuidrt'd

children. Surgeon-General Macpherson for the four years ending 1853

shows that one-twentieth of one per cent, of the soluiers' children had acute

inflammation of the liver, with no death. Cheevers could only find ac-

counts of three cases of hepatic abscess in children : first, a child of seventeen

months ; second, a Eurojjcan child of three years and four months ; third,

a Parsee child of ten years. Blaney in the statistics of diseases treated

at the Bombay European General Hospital, published by Morehead and

Stovell, was unable to find a single case of hepatitis in a child. Warinfr,

in a table of two hundred and twenty-seven cases, noted the occurrouee of

liver-abscess only after the sixteenth year, never having seen a case under

that period. Murchison, Frerichs, and others corroborate this observation.

We have been able to collect thirty-four cases under fifteen years.

Abscess ix the Neav-Born,—This has been previously referred to

and the opinions of .st)me authoi-s quoted. While by some it is thought

to be very prevalent, others doubt its existence. Mildner in two hundred

sections found inflammation of the umbilical vein forty-six times, thir-

teen times with phlebitis alone and fourteen times with phlebitis and arteri-

tis of the umbilical vessels. Beruhard thinks that the latter is more fre-

quent than the former when it arises from infection of the navel. Hennig

believes that the danger of thrombosis and embolism of the umbilical vein

is greatly over-estimated, because the vein of all the foetal passages is the

first to dry up and not rarely is narrowed at birth. He thinks tliat soft-

ened thrombi are only rarely introduced through the ductus venosus into

the vena cava. He believes the j^resence of thrombi at the point of issue

in the umbilical vein into the portal vein occurring so frequently and singly

is proof of the, for the most part, autochthonous origin of liver-abscess,

Hecker and Buhl do not share this opinion (Mildner). Bouchut mentions

the previously noted observations of Baumes and others, who observed sev-

eral cases of multiple suppuration in the liver, partly with and partly with-
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out abscess-formation. Birch-Hirschfeld found miliary abscess in tlie liver

four times in four hundred and ten autopsies upon new-born children.

Ritchie describes a case of liver-abscess holding about one and a half ounces

of pus. The abscess was on the lower surface of the liver, principally on

the right lobe ; the umbilicjil vein was involved. Kraschutzky reports

thirteen cases of inflammation of the umbilical vessels without changes

in the liver. Runge reports forty cases with nineteen autopsies without

changes in the liver, and in all of the nineteen cases the umbilical artery

was diseased.

It appeal's, therefore, that from infection of the navel the new-born

child may have inflammation of the umbilical vein and of the umbilical

artery, separately or combined, and that only in a very small proportion

of these cases abscess of the liver may occur. The writer saw a ca.se of

umbilical arteritis in an infant who died on the tenth day after its birth.

The cord bled several times, requiring frequent ligatures, which were done

by an unclean midwife. The child was ill, but no systemic symptoms

save fever were observed until the fourth day :ift«r birth, when a light

jaundice supervened. On the sixth day the metatiirso-phalangeal joint of

the index finger became inflamed. The elbow-joint of the same side, the

riglit, was also seen to be inflamed within twenty-four hours. The child

(lied on the tenth day, of convulsions, apparently due to high temperature.

At the autopsy suppurative inflammation of the joints, and inflammation

and supjjuration of the umbilical artery, were found. The heart, liver, and

lungs were normal.

Etiology.—Of the thirty-four cases of abscess of the liver under fif-

twu years which we have analyzed, the youngest child was one year old.

The average age was a little over nine years. Of the thirty-three cases in

wliieh the sex was given, fifteen were girls and eighteen boys. Age and

sex have no etiological value. The most frequent cause assigned is injury,

which was observed in eight cases. In some the causative influence of

iujury is doubtful, and in others it may have been assumed in the absence

of a cause that could be definitely demonstrated. In Starr's case two causes

may have been operative,—either injury or round-worms. The next most

frequent cause of the tabulated cases appears to be round-worms which have

wandered from the small intestine into the bile-ducts and thence set up

iuflammation of the liver. In seven cases thev were undoubtedlv the cause,

and iu one (Starr's) they were a possible cause. In the remaining eighteen

cases the abscess appears to have arisen secondarily to a pylephlebitis in

four cases, to an umbilical phlebitis once, while twice it was pysemic, and
once each it was secondary to pelvic peritonitis, dysentery, perityphlitis,

malarial fever, and tuberculosis of the lungs. In six of the cases the cause

IS not stated. It is thus seen in this series of cases, collec^ted from the liter-

ature of the German, French, English, and American writers on this sub-

ject, and hence from cases in many countries, that the general conditions

which appear to be so influential in certain countries in the development

i!
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of abscess of the liver in atlults do not obtain in oliildren. Atmospheric

influence, terajierature, climate, and habits of life need not therefore be

considered as etiological factors in abscess of this time of life.

Of the traumatic cases we find a fiill striking on the rigiit side, a blow

with the fist, or a fall upon a sharp corner of a chair as the direct cause

of the inflammation. In one case (31) a boy was lying upon his abdo-

men on a sled, when another boy fell on him. Suppurative inflammation of

the liver developed shortly afterwards. The occurrence of ascarides e.n a

cause is of interest, and its frequency is particularly n()ti(;cable. In two

cases indicated their association was doubtful. They liad been found in the

intestinal canal ailer death or were passed by the rectum during the illness

and, as no other cause existed, the attending physician thought their presence

sufficient explanation of the cause of the inflammation. In the instances in

which they have been noted as positive factors (12, 13, 14, 15, 25) tliev

were found in the abscess or the livei'-structure after death. They had

given rise during life to no symptoms which would have caused their

presence to be suspecsted.

The cases following pylephlebitis were due to portal emboli, and in their

origin and mode of development were similar to such cases in adults. In

one the pylephlebitis was secondary to perityphlitis ; in one it a])parcntly

followed typhoid fever. In the pysemic cases, so called, pelvic peritonitis

preceded the vein-inflammation in one, rupture of the vermiform appendix

in another, and an abscess on the lefl hip in the third. Dysentery preceded

the abscess in one case only (2). A history of exposure to malaria in Africa,

without other obvious reason, makes it probable that the same influences that

operate in adults to produce tropical abscess were the cause of the sup])iira-

tion in this rare case. Diarrhoea continued during the two weeks prior to

the development of the local symptoms in the case of Dulles, but it cannot

be said whether it bore any causal isolation. The primary abscess could not

be ascertained in Legg's case, but numerous abscesses were seen at the au-

topsy throughout the abdominal cavity, and the scar of a healed abscess

was observed on the upper surface of the right lobe of the liver. Tlie

case of umbilical ])hlebitis is obscure, although the possible primary abscess

was in the thymus gland. The case which presented during life the symp-

toms of phthisis only (33) is also of obscure origin. It had been referred

to by Berton as one of tubercle of the liver, a condition scarcely possible.

The case that followed typhoid fever (27) is worthy of further notice,

on account of the rarity of such a sequel either in childhood or in adult life.

The intestinal ulceration had healed, but the glands, which are frequently

affected in typhoid, had suppurated and primarily infected the portal veiu.

Symptomatology.—The symptoms of abscess of the liver are almost

always, and particularly in the pysemie, or metastatic, form, associated with

the symptoms of the primary disease, and hence are often masked by them.

Indeed, the mode of onset, the progress, and the duration depend largely

upon the cause of the inflammation. If, in cases the symptoms of which
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indicate local puruloiit inflammation in the portal area, pain arises in the

liver region, increast^l by pressure, and especially if this is associated with

the development of a painful tumor, which |)resents the physical characters

of an abscess, in all probability the Liver has become secondarily infected.

In the traumatic; forms, of which six examples arc given, either the

symptoms develo{x>d within a few days after the receipt of the injury, or

any inflammatory process was quiescent and without local symptoms lor

several days or weeks. In one case (16), after a fall, in which the right side

was struck, there were uo symptoms until a tumor was detected six weeks

subsequently. In another, afler a blow, pain and other inflammatory symp-

toms developed immediately, and on the fourth day jaundice. In another

(18), the fall took place four weeks before the symptoms arose. In one

(30), the injury took place in August, and in October the patient began to

complain of hectic symptoms, indicating the presence of pus. So, too, in

another (1), the fall occurred months previous to development of the symp-

toms. The long interval between the injury and the local symjitoms is not

incompatible with our knowledge of the occurrence of inflammation and

suppuration in other portions of the body after injury.

The symptoms associated with the presence of ascarides as cause possi-

bly more distinctly simulate the mode of development of a tropical abscess

of the liver, particularly if single, than when the abscess arises from other

causes. Under these circumstances it is less related to diseases in other

portions of the body, is less complicatetl, and hence its evolution can be

studied more readily. In the case of Lebert (13), the patient was taken

sick with chill and fever, followal by pain in the right portion of the belly,

and attended by diarrhoea. The liver increased in size and became painful,

and later pulmonary symptoms, from extension of the abscess, developed.

In another (14), after the occurrence of diarrhoea and vomiting in January,

the abdomen increased in size, and by March was very tense and sensitive

to the slightest pressure, especially over the liver. In another seemingly

typical case of single abscess (12), slight fever, abdominal pain, more or less

constant, with cramps in the bowels, continued for six weeks. One week
later pleurisy of the left side, and five weeks later pleurisy of the right side,

with effusion, took place. In still another (11), an attack of pleurisy took

place, followed by eifusion and attended by remittent fever. No hepatic

symptoms were observed, but, on aspiration, serum was drawn from the

chest, and pus from what appeared to be a liver-abscess. Prior to death

oedema of the right face, eyelid, thoi-ax, and arm occurred.

The case of Bluif (15), in which the abscess was Ixiiieval to be due to

ascarides, continued over a long period of time, and presented symptoms
characteristic of these cases of long duration,—intermittent fever, which
continued for three months, followed by pain in the epigastrium, gradual en-

largement of the abdomen, and subsequently the formation of a fluctuating

abscess at the navel which contained " liver-pus."

The case secondary to pelvic peritonitis (32) indicates strikingly the

urn
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mode of onset of a suppumtion iu the upper half of the alKlotnen, pre-

sumably of hepatic origin, and the formation of an abscess not from pyKv

phlebitis, but from contiguity of structure. The chill and high tovcr

the rapid pulse, the painful and hIuiIIovv respiration, the (hivelopmciit of u

bulging over the liver, which previously had been tender, without the cm'-

currenee of jaundice, indicattnl clearly the presence of hepatic abscess, and

showed the mode of onset of a possible idiopathic or solitary hepatic abscess.

The case of Mall (10) is a rare one. Characteristic chills followtnl by vio-

lent pain over the liver, the occiu-rence of febrile symptoms and of vomit-

ing, together with light jaundice, enlargetl and prominent liver, and u tunuir

in the right hypochondrium, clearly indicated hepatic abscess, although uo

cause for it could Ikj ascertained.

A similar ca.se of rapid course is that of Easmon, the origin of which anM
not be ascertainetl, although it was probably similar to the tropical abscess.

The study of the individual symptoms of abscess in children reveals

some points of considerable interest. In the cases which we have analyzed,

pain, enlargement of the liver, the presence of a tumor, fever, with or with-

out chills, gastro-intestinal and pulmonary symptoms, are those of most

frequent occurrence. These symptoms are both local and general.

Fain.—In the tabulated cases, pain or tenderness over the liver was

mentioned twenty times, although it is probably present in greatx;r or less

degree in every case. It was usually seated in the right hy})ochondrium or

liver region (fifteen cases). In five cases the pain was abdominal, being de-

scribed as occurring in the csecal region, in the belly, in the bowels, at the

epigastrium, and about the umbilicus. In the traumatic ci^ses, of course, it

was the most constant symptom, was more or less violent, and was always

increased by pressure. In two instances it extended to, or was only noticed

in, the right shoulder.

Enlargemerd of the Liver.—The liver was enlarged in twelve cases, and

in all instances the enlargement was downward. With the enlargement

there was also sensitiveness on pressure and generally the occurrence of a

distinct tumor.

Tumor.—The presence of a tumor was distinctly mentioned in nine cases,

the character not being noteworthy ; and swelling in the right hypoclion-

drium or belly iu ten cases. In most instances the tumor was located

as just indicated. In one (Renaud's) it appeared as a round, fluctuating,

and pulsating tumor, over which the abdominal wall was gangrenous. In

another (27), an elastic tumor at the lower edge of the ribs of the right side,

non-fluctuating, was described. In another, a small painfid elevation coulil

be detected on the anterior surface of the liver, which was double the normal

size. In another it was simply noted as being found in the riglit side ot

the abdomen. In Dulles's case (12) the tumor developed at the «lge of the

ribs eleven days after the symptoms began, and was fluctuating. In another,

a few days after the liver was found to be enlarged, two tumors tlie size

of goose-eggs were detected on its surface. In Legg's case (23) the abscess
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was located between the umbilicuM and the epigastrium. In Weiidroth's

disc there was u tumor the size of a hen's egg in the right hypochoiulriuni.

Tiie eases due to asearides, curiously, were not attended with the develnp-

mont of loealizetl tumor. Jn all of th(M>i the notes state simply that the

liver was enlarged or the alxlomen swollen. Nejirly all the tniumatie cases

,ere attendinl by tumor-formation. In Case 1, there was a tumor in the

right hypochondrium, with bulging of tlie ribs, but no fluctuation. In

Shcets's ease the tumor appeared in the right side in the lower })art of the

chest, and in DretJisler's ease a haixl swelling the size of a hen's egg was

detected in the hepatic region.

The pyajmic cases were usually attended by the presence of a tumor,

while in some instances two or three tumors were detected. In each of the

three mses of pylephlebitis a tumor existed. In character the tumors were

not unlike those of abscess-formation in other regions. In a (considerable

iiumbor of instances fluctuation could not be elicited, but the reason for this

is obvious. The development of the tumor was usually gradual, and took

pla(« at variable intervals after the occurrence of pain and other local

phenomena, and sometimes a long time after the probable cause of the

disease.

Fever.—Just as pain was mentioned only twenty times in the series of

tabulated eases, although it is probably present in greater or less degree in all

cases, so fever was noted or its existence implied in twenty-four cases oidy.

Ill nearly all the fever was of the hectic, pyasmic, or intermitting tyjie, and

was usually accompanied with chills. Sometimes the initial chill alone

occuiTcd in the course of the diaease ; again, and indeed frequently, irregu-

lar daily chills took place. The cause of the suppuration did not influence

the character of the fever. It was as markedly intermitting in the trau-

matic as in the metastatic variety.

Often the temperature at night would be as high a^ 104°-105° F., but

ill a few instances slight fever only was said to be present. IMost (ihamc-

teristic was the occurrence of sweats, usually with the chills and febrile

paroxysms : they were extremely profuse and exhausting.

Gastro-Intestinal Symptorns.—The coated tongue and loss of appetite

of the inflammatory process were usually present, as would be expected.

Vomiting, however, was a more frequent gastric complication than is com-

monly supposed. It did not occur at any special stage of the disease. It

is noteworthy that it did not occur in the pysemic forms nor in the varieties

associated with pylephlebitis, nor did it assume any particular characters.

Diarrhoea was also of frequent occurrence, and it, too, did not arise in the

pysemic varieties of suppuration. In eight of the thirty-four cases it was a

marked symptom. An enteritis or entero-colitis was associated with the

hepatic abscess in some case^-, as the discharges were mucous, muco-purulent,
or bloody. Five of the eight cases in which diarrhoea was a marked symp-
tom were associated with asearides, which were believed to be the cause of
the hepatic suppuration.

(
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Constipation wns said to have ccourrttl in a number of cases, but it is

without signiHcanoe.

In tlie cases duo to ascarides these parasites were in several instances

found in the stooln and in the vomited matter.

Jiiundm:—.Jaundice is not lookwl upon as a conmion symptom in he-

patic abscerfs. It was mentioned in six cases. In two («8t« of traiunatie

and two of pyaMiiic orij?in, and in two the causes of which were unoertuiii,

it occurre<l in a slight form (9), or was gencml ('29), or was without H|H'cial

description. The occnirrence of Jaundice depends upon compression or

catarrhal inflammation of the gall-ducts.

Puhnonary SymptomH.—In eight ca.ses symptoms due to extension of

inflammation to the adjacent respiratory organs were recorded. IMcurisv

was most freqnent. Pneumonia ocicurred in one case, and pneumothorax in

another.

Naturally, short and interrupted breathing, on acicount of pain on respi-

ratory movement, occure, while a short hacking cough often is most per-

sistent. In five of the cases of hejiatic abscess caused by round-worms,

pulmonary symptoms were most marked, while in all the other cases com-

bined this comj)lication occurred only three times. In one case pleurisy

developed b'jcause of rupture of the abscess into the pleura ; but in tiie

other cases the pulmonary symptoms arose from extension of inflammation

by contimiity of structure.

Mhcellaneoiis Hympioms,—It is almost needless to say that loss of flesh

and strength took place in a number of cases. Cerebral symptoms—convul-

sions, delirium, and stupor—also occurred during the course of tlie disease

in a few instances. The high temperature was believed to be the (ause

of these phenomena. Hiccough, due to inflammation of the diai)lii'agni,

may occur, although it is not recorded in any cases of hepatic abscess in

children. The position which the patient assumes is spoken of in actiounts

of the disease in adults. No partitadar note has been made of the decubitus

in childre' The same may be said of the appearance of the countenance,

said to ' characteristic in tropical abscess of adults (Cheever).

.tions.—The complications are due to the nature of the pri-

ll ase, when the abscess is metastatic; or to inflammation of the

or^. A adjacent to the liver, either by contiguity or because of the direction

in which the abscess tends to discharge. Acute endocarditis was associated

with a case of pyeemic origin (25). Pleurisy and peritonitis are occasional

attendants. In three cases of the thirty-four tabulated the former occurred,

and in four the latter. It is quite certain that the bursting of the abscess

into cavities or into other viscera does not occur in children so frequently as

in adults. The accident occurred once (13) in the tabulated cases.

Duration and Issue.—Only an ai^proximation of the duration of the

disease can be arrived at. In the series we have analyzed the average dura-

tion is about six weeks. In nine cases it appeared to range from seven to

forty days, and in four, from three to eleven months.
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In all forms tlio diirntion was variable. This is osp(H'ially tnie of the

pyroniic varietioH. Hirch-Ilirwlifcld rcinarkH that idioputiiic; al)is<'(>HH iiMually

results Ml death at the end of a few weeks, but at times is subacute, and not

nircly runs a clironie (ourse, even lasting; a year. We eannot eonfirm the

latter jjortion of the Mt'itenieut from the colletited tuets.

Tlie duration of the traumatic cases variwl also. iJisehner's second ease

(17) (lied thirteen days after the injury, Keiiaud's ' little patient died seven-

teen (lays alter, and Constant's died in the seventh wcH'k.

In cises in which recioverj' occurs, all sym])tonis disappear in at least

eight weeks (Mall's case).

The issue was fiivorable in twelve of the tljirty-four eases. Operative

treatment contribute<l largely to the favorable termination, for of thirteen

cases that were submitted to some form of operation, eleven recovered, im-

aiiUnl nature ah c being credited with t\u\ recovery of one out of the twelve.

The eases tl c terminated in recovery were of traumatic origin, or arose

from th(! irritation of worms. The abs(!eas, in other words, vas single, or

at least not more than two abscesses were prestmt.

PrognoBis.—The prognosis is not more favorable than in adults. The

recent developments in operative measiu'cs for the relief of abdominal disease,

and the success which Tait, Mayo Robinson, Thornton, and others have met

with in dealing with the surgery of the liver, encourage the belief that death

from single abscess of the liver will be the exception in the future.

Notwithstanding the observation of Birch-ITirschfeld, that the traumatic

cas(>s (throe) which he analyzed endetl fatally, we believe success wdl uni-

formly attend operations for these cases. Thierfelder collected, from the

literature of the last thirty years, twelve cases of traumatic hepatitis, with

seven recoveries.

Hepatic abscess secondary to pylei)hlebiti8 is -^ n fatal, and when of

pytemic origin it is always so.

Morbid Anatomy.—Space need not he taken up with a discussion of

the anatomical appearances of hepatic abscess in children. They do not

differ from the appearances in adults. It may be of interest to note only

the relative frequency and association of the multiple and the solitary abscess

as seen in children. Briefly, it may Ix; said that a single abscess was found

in iill the traumatic cases (eight) of the tabulated list, one—or at most two

—in the cases due to ascarides (eight), and one in the cases of pylephlebitis.

Multiple abscesses (three or more in number) were found in thirteea cases.

The morbid anatomy of the antecedent and associatetl pathological changes

is well known.

Diagnosis.—We are concerned in the early detection of hepatic abscess,

m the recognition, for the purpose of treatment, of the special variety of in-

flammation, and in the estimation of the presence of the grave associated

' Birch-Hirschfeld erroneously states that in Kenaud's case the course of the disease

was from March 27, 1850, to January 17, 1851.

11^
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inflammations of surrounding structures. Suppuration of the liver must

not be confounded with other affections of that organ, notably cancer aud

hydatid disease, or with abscess of the surrounding viscera, and particularly

with abscess between the liver and the diaphragm.

In the recognition of abscess of the liver in childhood, we can frequently

associate some definite cause with the suspected inflammation. The progress

of subsequent events, with a study of the symptoms coU'^ctively rather tliau

individually, aids us in our judgment.

Thus, if in the presence of trauma, or of inflammation anr! suppuration

in other parts of the body, thee occurs pain in the region of th , liver, Mith

a sensation of weight and fulness, with tenderness on pressure, with a cliill

or ehil's followed by fever, with loss of appetite, vomiting, and possibly

diari'l' we have strong reasons for suspecting the formation of au he-

patic abscess. If later the fever assumes a pyaemic or hectic ty})c, with

chills, sv/eats, exhaustion, emaciation, and the local signs of suppuration,

our suspicions are confirmetl. The occurrence of jaundice, if the cause is

l)robably pysemic, is a strong affirmative rational symptom. The short

daration of the disease is of diagnostic value.

Of the physical signs, enlargement of the liver uniformly, or upwaitl

ani . riorly ; bulging of the ribs ; the formation of a tumor in the epi-

gastriiun or right hypochondrium connectetl with the liver ; fluctuation of

the tumor; and oedema of the skin, or even inflammation of its surface,

are to be lookpd for. It is to be remembe'x'd that a large abscess may be

present and yt^ not be demonstrable by phys'cal means.

The use of the exploring needle or aspirator has been referred to in the

account of the symptoms. In a suspected case it can be employed. Ofteu

by it alone can pus be located. Fenwick relies much for diagnosis on the

microscopical characters of the fluid withdrawn, and believes that nearly

always hepatic tissue can be recognized in the purulent fluid. His sanguine

expectations, however, do not apjjcar to have been confirmed.

By means of exploratory puncture a hydatid tumor can be recognized

or the presence of carcinoma determined. Its value in pleural effusions

has been dwelt upon already.

Hydatid disease of the liver can be distinguished from abscess by atten-

tion to the following phenomena of the former : the long duration of the

di' ^asc, the absence of pain and of constitutional symptoms, and tlie i)ceu-

liar circumstances of its occurrence. A local projection from the general

contour of the liver occui.^ in jolh ; the aspirator reveals the difference in

the contents of a tumor, The tumor of abscess has indurated tissue around

if^ and locxil inflammation is more likely to be evident on the surface. The

characters of a suppurating hydatid cyst and multiple echinococcus have beeu

discussed (p. 445 d seq.).

Cancer and abscess of the liver in childhood have symptoms and signs

in common. Both are of short duration, both cause enlargement of the

liver, and in both fluctuating tumors are observed. In cancer the livens
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of larger size, and irore nodules, possibly fluctuating, are detected, but none

of them are as painful as the fluctuating projections of an abscess. The

abdomen is more increased in size, and the alxloniinal veins more distinct, in

cancer than in abscess. Cachexia attends the former ; active constitutional

symptoms (hectic) more frequently attend the latter.

The association of pleural effusion or empyema with abscess of the liver

frequently makes it difficult to recognize the presence of the latter. The

results of percussion, as indicated in a previous section, are important aids to

the distinction of hepatic abscess. Bernhard says that in liver-abscess com-

plicated with pleural effusion the limits of dulness can rise higher anteriorly

t' ".u posteriorly, and, in general, are irregular.

Puncture, with antiseptic precautions, may lead to a diagnosis. Thus,

in the upper intercostal spaces, which are dull on percussion, a serous fluid

may be withdrawn, and in the lower, pus. Or, if the trocar is plunged

da'ply, at first it may give exit to pus, but, as it is withdrawn from the

abscess to the level of the pleural exudate, serum may be discharged. It is

more difficult to differentiate the two conditions when pus is both above and

below the diaphragm. The history of the case may be the only method of

distinction. •

The distinction between pleuritic and pulmonary inflammation and

bepatic suppuration has been referretl to in discussing the pulmonary symp-

toms of abscess of the liver, as well as in the preliminary remarks on en-

largement of the liver in general. It must not be forgotten that pus from an

empyema, if it communicates with a bronchus, is most fetid when evacuated

by trocar, and that during such evacuation air may pass through the canula.

Can we distinguish the various forms of hepatic abscess ? Multiple ab-

scesses are not amenable to surgical treatment, while many other forms are.

The importance of an attempt at the formation of a distinction is apparent.

Traumatic abscess has well-defined symptoms. Local pain, local physical

signs of suppuration, enlargement of the liver, and constitutional symptoms

clearly show its presence afler an injury.

If suppuration is known to be present in the porttd area, and the symp-

toms enumerated above—especially chills and intermittent fever—arise,

pylephlebitis and hepatic abscess are likely to be present. In the tabulated

cases gastro-intestinal symptoms were absent in the cases due to pylephlebitis.

Davaiiie * writes of six cases in which ascarides causetl abscess of the

liver, two of which were in children. The most important symptoms of

this affection of the liver, he says, are fever, more or less acute pain in the

right hypochondrium, icterus, convulsions, vomiting, and diarrhoea. In the

cases we have tabulated the detection of the worms by vomiting or purging

was noted several times. The occurrence of such vomiting in the course of

suspected hepatic abscess would warrant the belief that an abscess from
the irritation due to the worms was in progress.

• Traits des Entozoaires, pp. 156-175.

a;
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bsent in ii. Its

Treatment.—The occurrence of twelve recoveries in the thirty-four

cases tabuhited, in eleven of which operative measures of some sort were re-

sorted to, establishes beyond further discussion the method of treatment to

bu pursued in cases of abscess of the liver. It is not necessary to reiterate

the dangers of non-interference nor to answer the objections against an

operation. The table shows that without an operation the patient almost

invariably will die. Aspiration or incision, or both, were the means em-

pl(jy«l to evacuate the abscess.

The cases that Murchison, revised by Brunton, indicates should be

operated on are, (1) those in which there is a visible fluctuating tumor; (2),

eases with symptoms of hepatic abscess with a distinct tumor
; (3), cases

with symptc '^ ^f abscess with enlargement of the liver and local oedema,

or obliteration of an intercostal space, or local pain on pressure or on full

inspiration ; explore with a line trocar, and operate if pus is obtained
; (4)

even without local signs, severe constitutional symptoms warrant explora-

tion with the aspirator
; (5) in multiple abscess of the liver, life may be

prolonged and suffering relieved by puncture.

Kegarding the surgical treatment of hepatic abscesses it may be of

interest to note the conclusions reached by Mr. Rickman J. Godlee.'

Having decided to relieve the patient,—such decision being based on

the exclusion of multiple hepatic abscess, for the relief of which opera-

tive measures are scarcely advisable,—the question arises as to the time at

\\ hich tlie operation should be performed, and the method of operating. The

o])eration should be performed as soon as pus is known to be present. It

may be done by free incision, or by aspiration with a large canula.^ Free

incision, with antiseptic precautions and the introduction of a drainage-tube,

appears to be the best and speediest method of treatment. It is not neces-

sary to cause, artificially, adhesions between the liver and the thoracic or

abdominal wall. The peritoneum and liver-substance may be stitched

together. Tiffany, of Baltimore, successfully evacuated an abscess in this

manner.

Before pus has been detected or the exact location of the abscess decided

upon, the patient must be treated by local applications, as hot fomentations

or ponltices, nourishing—preferably liquid—food given, and tonics and

stimulants resorted to. Pain nuist be relievo! by opiates, and other symp-

toms treated as they arise. In general, proper diet, tonics and stimulants,

and opiates pro re nata meet all the indications, outside of the relief the

surgeon can affoi-d.
*

Bihliography.—The following references are in nddition to those in the table : Bouehut,

E., Tniito pratique des Maladies des Nouvoaux-nes, Paris, 1867 ; Ashby and Wright, Dis-

oasps of Children, London, 1889; Deseroizilles, op. cit. ; Fahre, op. cif. ; Hubei-shon, Med.-
Cliir. Trims., 18()0, xliii. 12; Baginsky, Lehrbuch der Kinderkrankheiten, 1887.

-'i.

IM

' British Medical .Journal, .January 25, 1890.

' SeeTait, Hepatic Surgery, Edinburgh Medical Journal, 1889.
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CONTRACTIONS OF THE LIVER:

CIRRHOSIS (ATROPHIC AND HYPERTROPHIC), ACUTE
YELLOW ATROPHY, AND ASCITES.

By MARCUS P. HATFIELD, M.D.

CIRRHOSIS OF THE LIVER.

Synonymes.—Cirrhosis hepatis, Chronic interstitial hepatitis, Hob-

nailed liver, Drunkard's liver, Gin liver; French, Cirrhose du f'oie;

German, Granulirte Leber.

Definition.—Sclerous inflammation of the liver, located either in its

fibrous tissue, capillaries, lymphatics, or bile-ducts, separately or combined.

Varieties.—The simplest division of hepatic cirrhosis is that proposal

by George Monroe Smith,—viz. : (1) Obsttnidive, which may be subdivided

into (a) biliary, or that arising from imjjcded bile-flow
; (6) static, or that

originating in some interference with the flow of blood from the liver;

(c) cyanotic. (2) Imtative, or that due to the presence of some toxic sub-

stance in the blood carried to the liver by the portal vein or the hepatic

art«^ry. Under this head may be grouped the cirrhoses which follow

alcoholic excess, malaria, syphilis, rickets, scarlatina, etc.

Hepatic cirrhosis is, however, more frequently divided into atrophic

and hypertrophic. The former is so named from the contraction of eon-

nective tissue which follows as a secondary result of a previous iuflamum-

tion and proliferation of the capsule of Glisson or other connective tissue

of tlie liver. Hypertrophic cirrhosis is the biliary cirrhosis of G. M.

Smith's subdivision, and is so named on account of an initial stage of

increased size of the liver.

According to Hayem, there is a third variety of cirrhosis, originating

in the lymphatics, also hypertrophic in form.

Salomon describes a fourth form of cirrhosis, which begins in the arterial

system, producing a general arterio-sclerosis, of which interstitial nephritis

is one of the more common complications. This form is not common with

children.

Carpentier asserts that there is another form of hepatic cirrhosis, char-

acterized by fatty degeneration of the liver parenchyma ; but his views seem

as faulty as the earlier views of Laennec, who first described cirrhosis as a

488
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special disease of the liver, deriviug the name from cirhua, " red," on ao(;oui)t

of the predominance of thin tint in the graimlateil liver, aa it waa fretjuently

callcHl at that time. Thest; granulations were by many considered analogous

to tuherciles, and were known as cirrhoses. Next Andral taught that there

were two siihstanoea in the liver, a rcnl (vascular) and a yellow (glandular),

and that in cirrhosis the red substanw atrophies, while the yellow substance

hypertrophies. Jiecquerel (1840), Gubler, Kiernan, liallmann, Charcot,

Diijurdin-Heaunietz, and others have attentively studied the subject, until

it is now clearly undcrstowl that cirrhotic iuHanmiation of the liver may

originate either in its blood-vessels, in its lymphatics, or in the bile-ducts,

and may remain confined to any one of these tissues, or involve them all

loujoiutly ; but it will be found always that obstructive cirrhosis is at first

nionolobular,—that is, the connective tissue grows irregularly, its hyper-

trophy being confined to certain lobules only. Finally, it may become

impossible to differentiate monolobular from multilobular cirrhosis, and

in the later stages iiypertrophfc may closely resemble atrophic cirrhosis.

Frequency.—It waa formerly taught that hepatic cirrhosis was one of

the rarest of the diseases of childhood. Dr. West says that of seventy

thousand cases of children's disea,ses known to him, but four were cirrhosis

of the liver. Birch-Hirschfeld says it is extraordinarii)* rare, Thierfelder

calls it " absolutely rare," and Henoch asserts that it is i.ev^r fully developed

in children. Neureutter puts its frequency at one-tenth of one per cent.

of the children brought to him, and Steiner's figures are about the same.

Nevertheless, Dr. Palmer Howard has succeeded in collecting more or less

complete accounts of sixty-three cases, to which the writer can add ninety-

three reported during the past fifty years, making a total of one hundred

and fifty-six cases, so that he fully agrees with Eustace Smith in the state-

ment that there is every reason to believe that hepatic cirrhosis is less

uncommon with children than is generally thought.

Age,—The largest proportion of recorded cases occurred in children

between eight and fifteen years old, the majority of cases of alcoholic cir-

rhosis, naturally, being found in the elder children. Gibbons reports a case

of biliary cirrhosis in a child of eleven months, and the writer * found it in

a child dying on the twelfth day.

Varkties,—Their relative frequency is probably about that given by
Lancereaux,—viz., of fifty non-syphilitic cases the cirrhosis was atrophic

in nineteen, hypertrophic in thirteen, and the liver was of normal size in

SIX
; of the remaining cases (twelve) no data are given. Congenital cirrho-

sis is invariably syphilitic (Birch-Hirschfeld).

Fifteen per cent, of Dr. Palmer Howard's cases were in children known
to be addicted to the use of spirits, in eleven per cent, there was a clear

history of syphilis, eight per cent, were tuberculous, and the remainder
were of unknown etiology.

American Pediatric Society, 1889.
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Sex,—Dr. Howai-d's cases seem to show that it is twice as frequent witl.

umle as with female children ; Birch-Hirschfeld's, exactly the contrary.

Etiologry.—According to Dr. Lancereaux (Hopital de Piti6, I'aris),

there are but three well-established causes of primary cirrhosis of the liver

—viz., (a) alcoholic, (b) malarial, (c) syphilitic. " All other forms of cir-

rhosis are secondary, arising from other and primary disorders, such as

hepatic hyperemia, due to heart-disease, obstructions to the bile-flow, and

cancerous or other infiltrations, all of which show elsewhere their character-

istic pathological changes."

In regard to aleoholiG cirrhosis, its existence in children has been

doubted, but there seems to be the best of evidence as to its occurrence,

although, from the nature of the case, alcoholic cirrhosis is not oft^en sus-

ceptible of direct proof in youag children. Frerichs reports that of the

thirty-six cases of cirrhosis in children observed by him twelve were

known to have been brandy-drinkers. Out of Bamberger's thirty-four

cases ten followed bran ly-drin!:ing, and ten of Howard's sixty-one eases

were traceable to alcohol. In short, about one case i*^ four (thirty-two out

of one hundred and thirty-one) of all those reported by the above authors

was directly due to alcohol. Nothing, says Strauss, is more natural than

the localization of alcoholic cirrhosis, for the alcohol comes directly to the

liver by the finer branches of the portal vein and exerts first of all its

baneful influence on the points where its contact is most intimate.

Ptomaine O'urhosis.—Peter and Roger, of Paris, liave found that tlie

ptomaines and other alkaloid products of retrograde metamorphosis are de-

stroyed in their passage through the liver, since the portal blood contains

about twice as much of these substances as the blood coming away from the

liver. Moreover, these products when administered subcutaueously are

much more virulent than when injected into the portal vein. All these

facts seem to prove that the liver acts as a crematory for the destruction

of the leucoraaines and ptomaines formed within or introduced into the

body. Failure to accomplish this constitutes one form of hepatic incompe-

tence, and, in all probability, at last a variety of hepatic cirrhosis, especially

in cases predisposed thereto. Howard's cases seem to suggest that such pre-

disposition is often inherited, occurring in several members of the same

family, with whom a rich, stimulating diet acts as injuriously as alcohol on

a liver predisposed to interstitial changes.

Dietetic and Zymotic.—Overfeeding acts primarily as a stimulant to

hepatic tissue, and theoretically brings as an after-residt cirrhotic changes

analogous to those of interstitial nephritis, which is frequently excited by a

diet too largely nitrogenous. As a rule, these changes are not as frequently

met with in the child as in the adult, but the modus operandi is identical,

except that in the child the overtaxed liver is apt for a while to relieve itself

by critical fluxes, or so-called bilious attacks, but finally chronic hepatic in-

competence is established, and true cirrhotic changes begin. Closely allied

to these are the cirrhotic changes produced in the liver by the decompoei-
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tion-products of phthisis. Tubercles frequently are deposited in the liver,

impairing its function, but aside from these we meet in phthisis with cix*-

rhotio changes determined, as the writer believes, by the toxic action of the

ptomaines generated by the decomposition of disorganized tissues. This is

well known to follow scarlatina occasionally,

—

e.g., Klein reports eight cases

of interstitial hepatitis following scarlet fever ; and similar lesions are not

infrequent in other infectious diseases which have long been known to origi-

nate chronic inflammatory changes in the various excretory organs (B&tkin).

The action of these zymotic jwisons upon the liver is in all pre ^ability

analogous to that of alcohol, or to that of tea, which if taken to excess,

as by tea-tasters and Siberian exiles, not infrequently determines a true

cirrhosis of the liver.

Rickets.—It seems fair to conclude that any cause which persistently

obstructs the normal action of the liver may lead eventually to cirrhotic

changes in that organ, which may be induced, some think, even by chronic

gastro-intestinal catarrh. This is Dr. Hogben's ' explanation of that form

of hepatic cirrhosis which he believes to be due to rickets. It is certainly

not infrequent in rachitic children, and in its general appearance and micro-

scopically resembles ordinary hypertrophic cirrhosis. The changes observed

in the bile-ducts and caualiculi led Hogben to believe that their lesions

originate in a chronic obstruction to the flow of the bile, due in all prob-

ability to the chronic gastro-intestinal catarrh so frequently associated with

rickets.

Similarly, either from the action of a specific poison or from a general

hepatic congestion, we find produced the typical forms of cirrhosis asso-

ciated with syphilis and malaria which are discussed later under their proper

headings.

Pathology and Pathological Anatomy.—Engorgement of the hepatic

veins from any cause leads eventually, says Eustace Smith, to atrophy of

the hepatic cells. These atrophied cells are stained deeply with bile, and

at the circumference of the lobule the cells are oflen filled with oil. Finally

a fibroid tissue supplies their place and by its contractions a condition akin

to cirrhosis is produced.* This is ]-)erhap8 Carpentier's cirrhosis, rather than

Charcot's, which Ijegins as a periphlebitis, whose initial lesions are those of

chronic inflammations of the branches of the portal vein, resulting in a pro-

liferation of embryonic cells which subsequently are transformed into an
excessive amount of fibrous tissue. A more careful study of these changes

seems to show good reason for the following convenient divisions.

(rt) Alcoholic Cin-hosis.—Strauss's exiwriments in regard to the artificial

production of cirrhosis (Socic
_^

f Biology) prove that alcoholic cirrhosis

may he induced in rabbits (dogs were too sensitive) by pouring down the

oe*' hagus one-half ounce of absolute alcohol and methyl alcohol diluted

' Birmingham Medical Reporter, August, 1888.

* Eustace Smith, p. 722.
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with three parts of water. The first effect of this injection in the majority

of these animals was to cause them to fall as if paralyzed, and to lie for

several hours in coma. If alcohol was given for several months and the

rabbits were then killed, the usual lesions of chronic alcoholism were found,

—viz., thickening of the gastric mucous membrane, ecchymotic petechiip,

etc. The liver did not present any marked alteration to the naked eye, but

the microscope clearly revealed, in the livers of those animals which had

been kept intoxicated for three or four months, that the acini were sur-

rounded by a reddish-gray line, and the ultimate perilobular portal spaces

were found iufilti'ated with embryonic cells.

Hares that were subjected to alcoholic intoxication for seven or eight

months showed the hepatic lobules completely surrounded by a crown of

connective-tissue cells presenting typical forms of annular, perilobular, and

monolobular cirrhosis.

(b) Raehitic Cirrhosis.—Hogben's observations made on the livers of

rachitic children, after taking pains to exclude all cases in which there was

a suspicion of tuberculosis, syphilis, or alcoholism, revealed, as a rule, the

liver tough, solid, and heavier than would be usually estimated from its

appearance. The surface was smooth and of a color varying from that of

deep congestion to the red mottling of fatty infiltration. There was in all

cases an increase of the fibrous connective tissue, occasionally associated

with fatty infiltration of the hepatic cells. The fibrous growth was most

marked as interlobular connective tissue, surrounding and isolating the

individual lobules. In the immediate neighborhood of the interstitial

growth and at the periphery of the lobules there was at times a small cell-

infiltration, derived apparently from the interlobular connective tissue,

which encroached upon the hepatic cells at the margin of the lobules.

Occasionally there was also a very marked thickening of the coats of the

bile-ducts, and there seemed also to be a multiplication of the biliary

canal iculi.

(c) Atrophic Cirrhosis.—A cross-section shows a yellowish-red liver-

substance traversed by a fibrous net-work, which net-work holds within it

the bmnches of the portal vein and extends into the interlobular spaces,

where it forms meshes of various sizes, enclosing several lobules within

them. The later contraction of this fibrous net-work flattens and at last

atrophies the liver-cells embraced within its meshes. For the same reason

there is diminishal circulation in the hepatic portal system, since the lumen

of these vessels is diminished by their lessened size. The hepatic venous

system proper—intralobular, sublobular, and the hepatic trunks—does not

participate in this form of cirrhosis. In other words, in atrophic cirrhosis

the hyj>erj)lasia of the connective-tissue framework compresses the hepatic

cells and presses upon their venous capillaries. This morbid process begins

in the finer ramifications of the portal vein, the interstitial inflammation

being locatetl chiefly in the cellular tissue surrounding these veins,

—

i.e., in

Kiernan's interlobular spaces. The smaller bile-ducts are but little affected
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by these changes, since the blood-snpply by which the liver is nourished

and the bile is formed is preserved by vessels developed in the neoplasm

(Starr). Subsequent contraction of this hyperplastic tissue is the cause of

the dense structure and nodulated surface of the liver found in hobnailed

liver in the post-mortem examination of these cases. The edges of the liver

are thin, while the capsule is thickened.

(d) HypertrophiG Cirrhom.—In the hypertrophic form of cirrhosis the

liver is enlarged, sometimes to twice its normal size. Its surface is smooth,

its edge thin, and the cross-section is orange or greenish vellow. The

fibrous proliferation in these cases begins around the intralob. vr branches

01 a bile-duct, enveloping and isolating separate lobules. The fibrous

growth therefrom follows each ramification of the bile-duct, is more dif-

fused than that met with in the atrophic form of cirrhosis, and is of varying

thickness and density. The portal circulation is therefore not necessarily

obstructed, while the bile-ducts are not only obstructed but also dilated and

show an increase in the thickness of their epitlielial lining. Such persons

become rapidly and progressively jaundiced and usually die of profound or

malignant icterus. This is Charcot's biliary cirrhosis, the name originally

indicating that cirrhosis arises from a blocking up of the bile-ducts. Lat-

terly the name has lost in a measure its first meaning, and it is now used to

denote increased formation of small bile-ducts from any cause whatever.

Pathological Complications.—The most frequent of these is splenio

enlargement, which may be found in both atropic and hypertrophic cirrhosis,

due, as Dujardiu-Beaumetz suggests, to an effort made to relieve the stasis

iu the congested portal mesenteric veins.

The kidneys may also participate in the general parenchymatous de-

generation, and in the profound icterus of the later stages of hypertrophic

cirrhosis they contain bilirubin infarcts. The urine in such cases contains

not only biliary coloring-matters but the bile-acids as well, since there is

frequently an excess of uric acid present in this secretion, due, as Granville

thinks, to the primary failure of the liver to furnish the proper amount of

bile to co-operate with the pancreatic juice. This produces duodenal indi-

gestion, accoixling to the previously mentioned writer, because the food-

ek^inents are only emulsified, and not saponified as they ought to lie, and
the result is Uthsemia, which may be associated with hsemoglobinuria or

choltemia.

During the past year considerable attention has been given to the study
of the urobilin which appears in the urine in cirrhosis. Some suppose that

urobilin is formed from biliary coloring-matters, and that under certain cir-

cuinstaucos it is deposited in the tissues and reappears in the urine ; others,

tliat it is only an exaggeration of the pigment that gives urine its red tint

aud varying according to the quantity of urobilin present, which may or
may not Ik? associated with biliary pigments. Urobilinuria also occurs in

t'ancer, in lead-poisoning, in alcoholic poisoning, and in rheumatism, gout,

pneumonia, angina, and intermittent fever. Hena; Hayem considers uro-
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i.
r. :

bilinuria a proof of hepatic incompetency, due to a languid liver manufac-

turing urobilin instead of normal bile-pigments. Urobilin is then taken

up by the urine, and its pereistent appearance therein is a matter of con-

siderable importance in prognosis. It should also be remembered that

albuminuria is necessarily associate'd with continued venous stasis of the

liver (Hayera).

Symptomatologry.—(a) Alcoholic.—The symptoms arising from the use

of alcoholic liquors in the child differ but little from those characterizing

their abuse in the adult. Hence we find, as might be expected, disturbances

of digestion, gastric catarrh, ete., alternating with periods of comparative

health, attended in some cases with an excessive appetite. Murchison re-

ports a case in which the child suffered from the morning vomiting of a

confirmed toper and within a month developed ascites.

The quantity of spirits used daily by some of these children is remark-

able, as, for instance, the case reported by Wilkes of an eight-year-old girl

who drank daily one-half pint of brandy. The literature of the subject is

very imperfect, and there is a remarkable absence of the nervous symptoms

which are observed in the adult in similar cases, and which might natu-

rally have been looked for in the child, who dies, as a rule, apparently

from ascites and choltemia, rather than from the delirium tremens of the

adult.

(6) Atrophic cirrhosis, in all its varieties, is characterized in its earlier

stages by the usual symptoms of hepatic incompetence,—viz., a metallic

or coppery taste in the mouth, an unnatural craving for food, often ap-

pearing immediately after eating and varying from slight discomfort to

actual gnawing distress allayed only by more food. Or the dysjwptic

symptoms may take the form of anorexia and distaste for food, thirst, and

marked irritability. There may also be weariness and weakness of the

lower limbs, which are unable to }>erform their usual duties except under

protest and subsequent aching, as if they had been forced to do some diffi-

cult task. Another and a more unusual symptom is that of a distressing

morning sickness, not unlike that of pregnancy, except that the vomited

matter is sour or bitter, according to the relative proportion of gastric juice

and bile it may happen to contain, together with a copious supply of mucus.

Sharp attacks of temporary diarrhoea are apt to supervene, and general im-

pairment of nutrition is apparent, for in atrophic cirrhosis circulation is

chiefly interfered with. Hence in this form of cirrhosis the earlier syinj)-

toms are those of flatulent indigestion, with its accompanying diseoniforts,

The child is restless at night, and peevish and irritable during the day.

Dark circles appear eneath the eyes ; the muscles are flabby ; the urine

may be loaded with urates and give the usual brick-dust deposit, and is

often very acid. In other words, we have unc-acid litheemia, or failure ot

the liver to transform albuminoids into urea. It does not particularly con-

cern us at what stage in the digestive process this failure takes place. It is

sufiScient for clinical purposes to know that such failure is very frequent
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with children, and produces the symptoms given above and long ago de-

scribed by Murchison under the name of lithsemia.

Other, and no less important, symptoms of hepatic incompetence are

those of headache, fever, and chill, often wrongly ascribed to malaria.

Malaria, if it exists in these cases, is a malaria generated within the child's

organism, and is in all probability due to leucomaine or kii/dred intoxica-

tion. The leucomaines are in geneml virulent poisons, producing death

when hypodermically injected into the lower animals. Gauthier's experi-

ments prove that auto-infection with these leucomaines is not only possible

but inevitable whenever they accumulate in the system to such an extent

that their destruction is not accomplished by the usual emunctories. Chief

among these agents his experiments place the liver. The failure of this to

perform its duty, either in whole or in part, produces much of the continued

malaise met with in children, wrongly named and falsely treated as " dumb

ague."

These prodromal symptoms are usually overlooked, or misinterpreted,

until ascites attracts the attention of the parent, or of the physician, to whom
such children are not brought, as a rule, until the enlarged abdominal veins

or dropsical effusions clearly point to the source of the child's continued ill

health.

In atrophic cirrhosis there is often no real jaundice, though the skin feels

rough and dry and assumes an earthen tint. The ascites (for which see

page 511) is variable in amount. The feet and limbs may also become

cedomatous from the pressure of the fluid contained in the abdomen.

The later stages of fatal cases of hepatic cirrhosis are marked by symp-

toms due either to ascites or to progressive incompetence of the liver, such

as increasing weakness, emaciation, and leucomaine-poisoning. The tongue

is rough and furred, and fever, at first and for a long time absent in these

cases, at length appears, and is of a clearly-marked remittent type and often

mistaken for fatal intermittent. More frequently death results from pro-

gressive starvation, the dyspeptic symptoms becoming more aggravated as

the disease advances. Vomiting is now troublesome, and there is a constant

sense of weight in the stomach. Abdominal pains are frequent. The tongue

is constantly furred and the appetite completely lost. Thirst is abnormal.

The child wastes, and its complexion grows dingier than ever. Hemor-
rhoids and consequent pruritus are not infrequent. The child grows weaker,

until at last it dies, either from general dropsy (simnsemia) and diarrhoea, or

from exhaustion without the appearance of any new symptoms. In other

cases death may result from internal hemorrhage, pleurisy, or pneumonia.

The initial symptoms of the hypertrophic variety of cirrhom are about

the same as those met with in the atrophic form,—viz., gastric dyspepsia,

pallor, and wasting. Later other symptoms develop, due to interference

with the proper circulation of the bile ; hence, while we find jaundice rarely

present in atrophic cirrhosis, it is a well-marked and early symptom in the

hypertrophic form. The skin, conjunctivae, and urine are those character-

ful

w.
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istic of obstructive icterus, and tlie passages from the bowels present the

usual clayey aptx>arance of catarrhal jaundice. Pain over the liver is tol-

erably constant. The bowels are exceedingly variable, now constipated and

again relaxed. With the progress of the disease the icterus deepens, and

the liver may for a period rapidly enlarge, with increase of pain in the side

fever, and fretfulness. Again, there may be temporary amelioration, but

the course of the disease is steadily towards death, although at times the

general condition of the child is perplexing,—on some days apparently

nearly well, lively and playful, and on others too cross and irritable to be

endured, but easily tiring in either condition.

The later stages of hypertrophic cirrhosis are frequently attended with

hemorrhage from the gastro-intestinal mucous membrane, the blood being

vomited, or passed with the stools, which in consequence are usually black

and tariy, though occasionally bright red if the hemorrhage is profuse.

The latter condition could hardly escape the attention of the physician, but

small quantities of changed blood in the stools might not be noticed unless

they are placed in water, which becomes red if blood is present, but only

greenish or brown from altered bile-pigments, affording an easy method of

diagnosis in doubtful cases.

Bleeding may also take place from the gums and nose, or petechise may

show here and there upon the body. The case may even terminate fatally

from exhaustion consequent upon hemorriiage. According to Cyr, this is

frequent in the later stages of both forms of cirrhosis (one in thirty-eight

of ati'ophic and one in forty of hypertrophic cases), but, as a rule, a case

of hypertrophic cirrhosis dies with the symptoms of malignant jaundice,

or cholaemia. This is characterized by curious alternations in the fre-

quency of the pulse, which is that of septic poisoning, as proved by the dry

brown tongue, sordes on the teeth, etc. The child is heavy and drowsy,

refuses food, and wishes only to be left undisturbed. Ecchymotic spots,

or bleeding from the gums, may complicate the case, or with these there

may be hsematemesis. Drowsiness passes into stupor, the child lying insen-

sible, grinding its teeth constantly, until death occurs, either by convulsions

or by deepening unconsciousness, all without fever, as a rule.

Physical examination in the earlier stages of atrophic cirrhosis shows

slight enlargement of the liver and spleen. Later the liver shrinks and

cannot be easily felt, but the spleen continues to increase in size. In hyper-

trophic cirrhosis the enlargement of the liver can be more easily detected.

According to Eustace Smith, both forms of cirrhosis may be conjoined

in the same child, for their lesions affect different structures in the liver.

Such cases would present a combination of symptoms very puzzling to the

diagnostician unacquainted with this fact, for in such children we might

expect to find enlargement of the liver, jaundice, and hemorrhage, associated

with ascites, dilatation of the abdominal veins, and splenic enlargement.

Splenic enlargement is generally found in both the atrophic and the

hypertrophic forms of cirrhosis, in the former of which it may be difficult
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of detection if complicated with any considerable amount of ascites. Even

then it can usually be detected by resorting to the manoeuvre of putting the

child upon its hands and knees, which brings the enlarged organ well for-

ward by its own weight and places it easily within reach of the physician's

fingers.

Iidereurrent D'utenneH.—The more frequent of these are pleurisy, pneu-

monia, peritonitis, and ascites, elsewhere described.

Iutei"stitial changes in the lungs and kidneys similar to those in the liver

are sometimes jiresent, but, as a rule, the kidneys maintain their functions

well to the last.

Differentiation.—The differential diagnosis of the earlier stages of any

form of cirrhosis is a task no easier in the child than in the adult. We
may, liowevcr, fear its onset whenever there is an inexplicable persistence

of hepatic incompetence. This does not necessitate clay-colored stools, for

hepatic incompetence ma\- exist with normal-colored fteces, and, i^ev contra,

the liver niivy be efficiently performing its work, and yet intestinal catarrh,

or a milk diet, may produce the light stools which are thought to require

a mercurial powder. Again, hepatic incompetence does not require that

the liver should be enlarged, though a chronically congested liver becomes

thereby eventually more or less incompetent. On the other hand, it is

well to remember Eustace Smith's hint, that " the liver is apt to vary in

size from natural causes in young children, some having exceptionally

short chests and causing the liver without eidargement to be displaced a

finger's breadth or so below the ribs. Again, empyema, emphysema, or

pericardial effusion may do the same ; hence in rickety children both liver

and spleen may be felt below their normal position, or, mce versa, an en-

larged liver may be pushed upward by fluid in the abdomen, or drawn

npward by the contraction of the lung."

The same author well oays that " many symptoms attributed to a torpid

liver and treated with gray powder are really due to a disordered state of

the stomach arising from an improper dietaiy." Nevertheless, while gas-

tric catarrh may be mistaken for he2)atic incompetence, the error is more

frequent in the other direction, for sick headache, anorexia, and gastric

catarrh and diarrhoea more often originate from leucomaine-poisoning than

vice versa. In its later stages the diagnosis of atrophic cirrhosis ought to

l)e no more difficult in the child than in the adult, for ascites, an enlarged

spleen, and dry, earthy skin, without fever, render a diagnosis of atrophic

eirrhosis reasonably certain, especially if this condition has been preceded

hy failing health for some time previous. If to these is added hemor-
rliage from the stomach or bowels, with a normal temperature, it will

strongly confirm om* diagnosis. Febrile complications may obscure the

uiagnosis, but it should be remembered that such febrile exacerbations are

eommon to all chronic diseases of children, and in doubtful cases the diag-

nosis should be reserved until the febrile attack subsides.

Hypertrophic cirrhosis may be recognized by its progressive jaundice,

Vol. III._32
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enlarged and painfnl liver, wasting, and persistent dyspepsia. Asintes

enlarged abdominal veins, and hemorrhoids are generally abstint. Such

cases are apt to terminate with the symptoms of malignant janndice, whidi

in many eases may be readily mistaken for those of acute yellow atronliv

espetMally if the liver is but slightly enlargtHl.

Amyloid degeneration may be excluded if its usual causes—phthisis

chronic suppuration, etc.—have been absent from the history of the case.

Urobilinuriu (see page 493) may l)e of value as indicating fatty dcgcn-

eration of the liver-cells. Urobilin is easily demonstrated, as its detection

re(piircs oidy the addition of the suspected urine to colorless nitric acid.

The urine is added as in the nitric-acid test for albumen, and becomes (loop

brown, growing lighter as it rectKles from the acid, if urobilin is present.

Prognosis.—In general the prognosis is bad. Marked wasting and an

earthy tint of the skin are of unfavorable import, but even a considerable

degree of ascites is not ueces.sarily fatal if otherwise the general health is

not seriously impaired.

In alcoholic cirrhosis, if detected early, the prognosis is greatly im-

proved by the early and complete abandonment of all forms of alcohol.

A gloomy prognosis must be given in all cases where there is progressive

jaundice, especially if accompanied with febrile symptoms, drowsiness, or

nervous manifestations. Urobilinuria is not a favorable symptom.

Recent discussions of cirrhosis in the French medical journals give

better hope of recovery than was formerly believed possible. Troisier

repoi'ts apparent cures, and believes that there is a stage in cirrhosis—

especially alcoholic—in w'hich the lesions have not yet proceeded to actual

destruction of the liver-cells, and hence are curable. His results and those

attained by others in the treatment of malarial cirrhosis seem to render this

view probable, although Birch-IIirschfeld declares that the prognosis of

hepatic cirrhosis is "entirely unfavorable, such cases proceetling more

rapidly to a fatal termination with children than with the adult." Cyr

regards it as the most dangerous form of hejiatic disease.

Hemorrhage in either variety of cirrhosis is, as a rule, good proof of

an early fatal termination. The same holds true in regard to the appear-

ance of pernicious icterus. Delirium and coma are most discoiu'aging

complications and portend an early demise.

In the main, it may therefore be said that treatment is discouraging but

not hopeless, and is the more favorable the earlier it can be commenced.

Treatment.

—

Prophyladic.—First and foremost, wherever cirrhosis is

even suspected, must be placet! the immediate abandonment of alcoliol, if it

has Ixicn used in any form, with prompt attention to the child's digestion.

This may be aidal by alkalies or tonics and by keeping the bowels open

with a mild aperient. Many cases need also quinine and iron unless the

tongue is furred and the child feverish.

Hepatic incompetence is an ailment never to be disregarded in children.

It may never proceed to actual cirrhosis, but the possibility of such ternii-
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nation should always be borne in mind ; the more so since the diaj^nosis of

cirrhosis in its earlier stages, except in the alcoholic and malarial varieties,

is a very difficult task. Attention to the matter of diet is of prime im-

portance in these doubtful cases, for it should be remembered that excess

of albuminous and stinudating foods produces engorgement of the hepatic

veins, which in turn leads to engorgement of the liver-cells in their imme-

diate neighborhood. This engorgement, accottling to Eustace Smith, leads

eventually to a replacement of tlie liver-cells by fibroid tissue, which by its

contraction produces a condition of affairs analogous to cirrhosis, if not

true interstitial hepatitis. Hence the very great importance of such diet as

shall not overtax the liver in the beginning of such cases. Starchy foods,

breatl-and-milk, fruits, broths, and broiled fish are articles which require

the least assistance from the liver for their digestion, and arc clearly indi-

cated in the early stages of incompetence, which may oflen be thus relieved

withont the use of drugs. When, as fmpiently happens in these cases, there

is a copious deposit of urates or uric acid in the urine, compound spirit of

lavender or small doses of salicylic acid will be found helpful. The latter,

coml)iii«l with pepsin (one to two), will often be found especially useful

where there is deficient secretion of bile and consequent intestinal fermenta-

tion ; although pepsin, as a rule, does not give as good results in this class of

cases as iu other forms of dyspepsia, possibly btn-ause in intestinal dyspepsia

we have decomposition-products formed from the malassimilation of pep-

tones and parapeptones, and the use of pepsin simply increases these and

their resulting toxic compounds.

Si<'k headache and migraine may be relieved by the use of a pill of ox-

gall and oil of wintergreen (gr. i to gtt. i), aided by antipyrin during the

intervals of pain. The latter remedy is also valuable in many of the so-

ealled malarial (toxteraic) fevers of childhood, where we have regular inter-

missions and exacerbations, the fever in these cases oflen running for a

few ho\irs as high as in the initial stages of pneumonia or scarlet fever.

These eases may be treated almost indefinitely by quinine and the other

autiperiodics without relief, but are promptly cut shoi't by a brisk mercurial

purge and antipyrin in sufficient doses to keep the temperature down to

normal, the drug in these and similar cases acting probably, in some way
not yet explainetl, by jissisting in the elimination of the leucomaines.

VV'here increased secretion of bile is clearly indicated, podophyllin, cor-

rosive sublimate, or benzoate of ammonium or sodium will act most satis-

factorily,—calomel assisting in the expulsion of the bile already formed,

rather than increasing its amount. Complicating gastric catarrh and in-

testmal fermentation are relievetl by the free exhibition of alkalies and
laxatives, such as phosphate of sodium, senna, or calomel, preference being

given to calomel, on account of its antifermentative properties.

Spedjic medication.—Troisier* reports cures of hypertrophic cirrhosis

' Annual of the Universal Medical Sciences, 1888, p. 339.
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Oahtric Tonic'

Hoilii bicarb., gii

;

Tinct. nuc. voni., tT\,xvl

;

Inf. calutiibiL', ^ii.

Toaflp<>()nt\il bofort) meals.

Iron Mixturk.'

Tinct. fcrri ehlor., n\^x
;

Acid, iicnt., n\,x
;

Liq. iiinnuin. acet., 588;

A(|iiain ad ^^ss.

Pro do8. t. i. d.

Eimtace Smith also advises the use of the exsicctital .sulphate of iron in full

tlo.s('.s (gr. vii in glycerin). Of mineml waters the most highly esteemed

are the Carlsbad, Harrogate, and Vichy.

The action of the skin should be assisted by the use of warm baths

daily, and the child properly prote(!ted from chilling by woollen underwear.

The treatment of lithic symptoms is, on the whole, satisfactory, for we

agree with A. Haig that uric-acid excretion is largely under the control of

tlio pliysician by means of drugs and foods, and that when uric acid is

dimiuished relatively to urea such diminution is due to the retention of tlie

uric acid in the liver and spleen and possibly in other organs. Increased

excretion means the washing out of this retained acid ; hence uric-acid

niifiraino can be produced by increasing the acidity of the urine. Animal

t'uod iiK-reascs the absolute amount of uric acid. Where there is retention,

potassium iodide (gr. v) lias little or no effect; in large doses it acts as an

alkali. Phosphate of sotlium is a gootl solvent of uric acid, and greatly

iucreasos excretion, because of its union with uric acid in more soluble

forms. Salicylates excrete uric acid independently of acidity ; colchicum

lowci-s acidity and thus assists excretion.

Kellogg, of Battle Creek, Micdiigan, highly recommends rectal insuffla-

tioH of oxygen in these cases. Theoretically it ought to be of great value.

Enipii'ically the writer has found the compound spirit of lavender a valu-

able adjuvant to other drugs for the removal of uric-acid sediments.

Hemorrhage, when alarming, may usually be checked by gallic acid,

dilute sulphuric acid, or other astringents.

MALARIAL CIRRHOSIS.

Definition.—According to Lancereaux, malarial cirrhosis is a character-

istic form of hepatic disease produced by malarial intoxication.

History.—The affection was first described by I./ancereaux in lectures

recently delivered in Paris, although the effects of malarial poison upon the

liver had frequently been referred to by other authors, especially by West,
who iu his earlier writings calls attention to the fact that children under
the influence of malaria often develop ascites with dryness of the skin and

%
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Eustace Smith. Ibid.
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general (liHtiirl)iiiH'o of nutrition. Similar caaos liavo lonpj In'cn known in

the rice-fields of I'uviu and among the poor whites of the South and otiiciH

residing; in mahirion.s districtH.

Etiology.
—

'rh(! exact etiology of malarial cirrhosis can as yet oiilv h,.

siinnise<l. If the existence of Laveran's bacillus malariie be proved, and

its actiou upon the blood-corpuscles is that descrllKKl by Sternberg, it is

more than probable that the pnKlucts of such destruction arc chcinicjil

compounds analogous to the leucomaine poisons in their action upon the

liver.

PatLoloery.—The chief morbid (changes noted by Lancereaux are great

enlargement of the liver and increase in its weight, which is sonutinics

doubled without causing the organ to lose its normal shape. Its surfiiee is

smooth and witlio\it prominences, but the liver-tissue is incrcasetl in density

to a degree a little less than that of cirrhosis produced by alcohol, (hilikc

this, it does not grate beneath the knife, nor has it the elasticity of ulcoholic

cirrhosis. A cross-section shows variable pigmentation, but the granulations

do not project above the cut surface, like the larger pajjillu} of ordinary

cirrhosis. A proliferation of connective tissue does not accompanv the

venous radicles of the portal system, nor does the perihepatic net-work (if

vessels show any evidence of endophlebitis, which, according to Ijaneercaux,

explains the absence of dropsy due to portal obstruction, for many capilla-

ries travei*se the new connective tissue, and thus circulation is everywhere

preserved.

The consistence of the connective tissue, however, rather tiian its

arrangement, is especially distinctive of this form of cirrhosis, in which

we find this tissue in its embryonic state, unlike the firm, hard, unyielding

connective tissue of ordinary cirrhosis. " In malarial cirrhosis the prolifer-

ation presses only on the boixlers of the lobules, which thereby become fringed

and irregular, but the lobule is not invaded, nor is its central vein impli-

cated. The biliary canaliculi are extensively distended by the new growtii,

which leads to their greater prominence and to the chronic jaundice which

is a very marked symptom. The larger bile-ducts and the common duct

always remain free. The liver-cells on the surface of the lobule are com-

presseti and elongated, and their protoplasm is diminished. In the centre

of the lobules the liver-cells preserve their normal form and are iillwl with

bile-pigments and fat-granules merely" (W. H. Welch).

Symptomatology.—The symptoms of malarial cirrhosis differ little,

if any, from those oi" atrophic cirrhosis, beginning, like it, with dyspeptic

symptoms, vomiting, and transient diarrhoea. There is often troublesome

pruritus, and the skin is rough and dry. Epistaxis is prone to occur,

although bleeding from the gums is more frequent. Occasionally heart-

murmurs are present at thr^ right border of the sternum, due to tricuspid

regurgitation (Potain), but the respiratory sounds are unaffected. One of

the rarer symptoms is hemeralopia, intermittent or variable, attributable

to pigmentary deposits in the retina, first observed by Scarpa among the

f'{ ili'i
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iKUsuiitrt working in tJie rioo-fioldH of I'uviu. TlnH Hymptoni (KXiurs only

in dhronic cuseB. Delirium and fever attend the close of fatal eases of

luulariiii cirriioHiH, the patient UHimlly dying in eoina.

Differentiation.— riancereuiix clinically ditferentiales tluH form of (sir-

rliosis by (I) its history of ciironi(! malarial intoxication
; (2) the hyi)crtrophy

of liotii the liver and the spleen
;

(.'i) the iK'i-sistencc of jaundice, lasting at

times for years; (4) the color of the skin, being of a dark-brown tint rather

timn of thv* greenish-yellow hue characteristic of jaundice due to impaction.

It call furthermore' be distinguishetl from alcoholic cirrhosis (atrophic) by

tilt! great enlargement of the liver, the implication of the spleen, and the

abHi'iice of dropsy in malarial cirrhosis. It may be dillerentiatwl from

alcoholic fatty hypertrophy by the edges of the liver being fonn(' shari)ly

dclinwl in malarial cirrhosis, while fatty hypertrophy cjuises them to lxH;ome

riiiiiulcd and roughened. Carcinoma with jaundice is not easily diagnosiil

lioiu malarial cirrhosis except by the previous history of the case, and by

the development of nodosities sooner or later in the cancerous cuses.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is generally favorable to life, and hopeful for

entire recoveiy, if the patient can be early removed from the malarious

districts. Tiic results obtained by Ijancereaux in children were very en-

eouraiiting, and the same is true of West's avses, which under treatment with

eiiieliona recoveral so rapidly that Birch-Hirschfeld is inclined to doubt

their having been cases of ti'uc cirrhosis.

Treatment.—The treatment of malarial cirrhosis in its earlier stages is

about the same as that of tlu; usual hepatic congestion of intermittent fever,

—viz., with (piinine, wet or acid packs, ammonium chloride, etc. In the

later stiiges hydropathy may be useful, and potassium iotlide should be sub-

stituted for (piinine and continued for weeks and months, with a rigid milk

diet(Lancereaux). The author has in some of these cases obtained excellent

results from syrup of iodide of iron and I'owler's solution, conjoined with

the free use of buttermilk or skim milk.

SYPHILITIC CIRRnOSIS.

Synonymes.—Congenital cirrhosis ; Hejmtitis interstitialis syphilitica,

Peripylepblebitis syphilitica. Diffuse and circumscribed syphilomata of the

liver; German, Gummata des Lebers.

Definition.—An interstitial hepatitis due to syphilitic poisoning, acquired

or congenital.

History and Occurrence.—Syphilitic hepatitis is one of the more fre-

<iuent lesions of the liver in early infancy, though more rarely observed in

older children ; but it should also be remembered that, with the exception

01 catarrhal icterus, diseases of the liver are comparatively rare in chil-

dren. Of the forty thousand sick children examined by Steiner, there were
only four hundred and twenty-five cases of diseases of the liver, syphilitic

hepatitis standing sixth in his list, and being noted as uncommon.
Etiology.—Hepatic syphilis belongs peculiarly to early infancy. The

MLM
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largest juimber of cases reported were found in the very earliest period

of life, frequently prenatal, but at any time during the life of the child

syphilis of the liver may appear.

It is a frequent cause of infant moi-tality, for of four hundred and ten

autopsies made by Birch-Hirschfcld upon infants one hundrol and twenty-

four gave proof of syphilization of the internal organs, especially the liver.

Spet^ific infection, of course, lies at its foundation, and in by far the larger

number of cases this is inheriitd from the parents. More mrely it origi-

nates from the nurse, and later in childhowl there are beyond d()ul)t well-

marked '"ases of acquirtnl syphilis, like those of the adult, although it is

still a qi 3stion in dispute whether these liver-manifestations occurring Into

in childhood may not be due to syphilis inherited from the i)arents. Dit-

trici gives cases of hepatitis syphilitica in children of eleven, fifteen, and

eighteen yeara, which apparently confirm the possibility of the appearance,

even at those ages, of these late syphilitic manifestations.

Pathology.—^V tyjiical syphilitic liver is dense, elastic, irregular in

outline, nodulated, with increased size and density, and giving an impres-

sion of resistance above normal when cut. The color, according to CJubler,

is like that of flint, while Trousseau compares it to that of sole-leathor.

Birch-Hirschfcld says it has all possible tints from yellowish wliite to dark

brown.

The structure of the ac'ni is com])letely obliterated, but it should be

remembered that in ^he new-born these are normally indistinct. A closer

examination \vith a glass often shows in the cut surface innumerable fine

gray or grayish-white points and lines which bespeak a proliferatit)n of the

interlobular connective tissue. It is also to be noted that the connective

tissue in the immctliatc neighborhood of the branches of the portal vein is

thickened. The capsule of the liver shows at times, to a more or less

marked degree, thickening, and may be adherent to the peritoneiini or the

abdominal walls, while the peritoneum itself shows proof of well-marked

thickening. The gall-bladder often contains only slimy yellow niasnes, or,

in other instances, a small quantity of brownish-green bile. If the syphi-

litic hepatitis be localized instead of diffuse, there will be found isolated

spots of sclerosis scattered here and there through the liver ; or true syi)lii-

litic guiumata may be discovered as sharply-defined nodules from the size

of a pea to that o" a walnut, wiiich differ in no essential particular from

those r~et with in the other orga.s of syphilitic children, in whom they

apjiear eith'^r sus an acut' .s .veiling without well-marked gross alteration,

except a diffuse growth of the connective tissue, or there may be diffused

miliary gui nata, or peripylophlebitis syphilitica,

—

i.e., a syphilitic iniiam-

mation o^ the 'lepatic septa. Ac >rding to Starr, syphilitic proliferation

diff(>rs from true cirrhosis of the liver in that the former " in\adcs the

connective tiasue between the hepat''^ islands and that in their interior as

weU," wh>l',> cirrhosis proper affects only the connective tissue between the

lobules. The bile-ductw may also be thickened and o{x;luded with e])ithelial
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colls, especially if the case be complicated with jaundice. In these cases

the volume of tho liver is little if at all increased, and an incision fails to

give the sense of resistance met with in general syphilitic hepatitis.

The miliary gunmiata previously alluded to consist of a dissemination

through the liver of a large number of millet-seed dots, or gummata, which

not infrequently coalesce to form knots. This is apparently a characteristic

syphilitic lesion of the earliest years of childliood, and may appear either

in a liver which is in the main normal or as a generally diifuscd miliary

giimnm (Birch-Hirschfeld).

Contraction of the syphilitic liver follows as a result of the retraction

of these syphilitic maases of hypertrophied connective tissue. At the be-

linning the formation of gummata in the liver is attended with an increase

in its fiize ; this is well marked in young children ; later the tissue shrinks

gradually, until at last it becomes less than its original bulk.

Complications.—Perihepatitis and increase of the connective tissue of

Glissun's capsule, according to Steiner, are the most frequent complications

in syphilitic hepatitis. The usual dermal and visceral lesions of hereditary

syphilis may, of course, be met with in these cases. Splenic enlargement

is almost ins'ariable.

Symptomatology.—There are, says Birc^h-Hirsehfeld, no strictly char-

acteristic symptoms of syphilitic hepatitis which are diagnostic of this com-

plication, for, as in the adult, the morbid process may develop without any

well-marked symptoms, unless a jK'rihcpatitis complicates and protluces pain

and tendeniess. Icterus is not usually a prominent symptom, especially in

the new-born •' ild, in whom syphilitic symptoms are few and ill defined.

TIic liver itself is irregularly enlargiil and hai-der than normal, and may,

if this enlargement is great, give rise to jaundice, as hap})ens in all forms

of hyjwrtrophic cirrhosis from mechanical couipr(»ssion of the bile-ducts.

Ascites occurs later, associatixl with mar.isinus and a subnormal temper-

atnre. Ecchymoses and ordinary skin-lesioijs of hereditary syphilis may,

of course, appear. Such children, aside from these lesions, may often be

sus}x>eted from their fretfulncss, uneasiness, anil whining without shedding

of tears. They rub their 'egs against the abdomen until it becomes swollen

and chafetl. A^omiting and diarrhoea or consti])ation are frequent, and the

pulse, as a rule, is small and weak. In fatal cases the eyes become sunken

and surrounded with dark circles, the extremities grow cold, and the child

dies of exhaustion.

Differential Diagnosie —The diagnosis is differentiated mainly by the

presence of syphilitic lesions other than hepatic. These l)eing established,

and hepatic incompetence or ascites existing at the same time, a diagnosis

ot sypliilitio hepatitis can fa':^y ^e made. A mild degree of syphilitic

iK'patitis is, however, not e-.. ;ily diagiiosed (Steiner), as it presents no well-

marked proof of iLs existence either by physical examination or from the

study of the child's symptoms, which are inconspicuous and not diagnostic,

"er noiUm, I'.cpatic disturbance at a very tender age, esjiecially if accompa-
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nied by enlargemeut of the liver and by ascites or jaundice, should always

be considered a sufficiently suspicious circumstance to direct the mind of

the attending physician towards the possibility of syphilitic disease, evou

in the best of families.

If a perihepatitis develops, as is frequent with older children, there will

be tenderness on pressuiv in the region of the liver, and if adhesion has

taken jjlace between the capsule of the liver and the abdominal walls the

respiratory movement of the thorax will be hinderal thereby ; but of all

the symptoms here detailed the only one which is absolutely constant is the

irregular enlargement of the liver. This is often great, and is recognizable

as a perceptible swelling of the right hypochondrium. The lower l)ordcr

of the liver may extend to the navel or beyond, and may ajjpear irregularly

nodulated or more rarely symmetrically increased in size, yet it is not so

much the changes apparent in the liver as their location which enables us to

make a reasonable diagnosis of syphilitic hepatitis, whose lesions occur

chiefly as neoi^lasms about the larger bile-ducts and the roots of the larger

vessels of the liver (Birch-Hirschfeld).

Prognosis.—Steiuer and the majority of foreign writers in general,

except Goodhart, incline to a gloomy prognosis as regards the cure of syj)hi-

litic hepatitis ; and yet permanent cures are by no means infrequent. The

writer's experience is that of Gooilhart, who states that the majority of

such cases, except in the very youngest children, are remarkably amenable

to mercurial treatment. Profound cachexia, pernicious jaundice, ascites,

and hemorrhage arc unfavorable symptoms, and are almost invariably

precursors of death.

Icterus depending upon congenital syphilis is usually grave, but not

invariably so, for Jacobi reports several such cases which recovered.

Treatment.—Mercurials are of the greatest value in these cases, com-

bined with the internal use of tonics, cod-liver oil, etc., unless contra-

indicate<l by diarrhoea. Nutrition must be especially looked after, as early

syphilis produces general depression of the vital forces : hence the im-

perative necessity for tonics and a full supply of good and easily-digested

food. Of mercurials, preference is usually given to the mild chloride, one-

twentieth to one-eighth of a grain of which may be administered in sugar

of milk to nurslings twice or three times a day, until contra-indieated by

looseness of the bowels ; then mercurial inunctions (gr. x-xx well rubbed

into the skin daily, or applied upon a flannel binder) will be found efficient,

though uncleanly. Later the syrup of the iodide of iron (gr. v-xx) is ex-

cellent. Starr recommends iodide of potassium with ammonium chloride

in J. Lewis Smith's mixture : .

.

R Potass, iodidi, gr. xxiv
;

Ammon. ohloridi, gr. xxxvi

;

Syr. siirsap. comp., ^ss;

Aquae, ^iii.

S.—Teuspoonful three times a day.
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sease, even

or the following

:

;
,1 1 U Hydrarg. bichlor., cfr. ss

;

"
' .*'.

. ,
, ,

Potuss. iodidi, ,
,

,

Ferri ct amnion, citrat., afi gi

;

Syrupi, §vi.

S.—To a child from three to five years old.

Splenic enlargement yields more slowly to treatment than do hepatic

complications in syphilis of children. External applications, as ammoninm-

ciiloridc lotions or dilnte compound tincture of iodine ointment (one to

seven, Starr), will hasten a cure.

J. Lewis Smith prefers minute doses of the bichloride with iodide in the

prescription previously given. Otis prefers blue mass long continued. R.

W. Taylor prefers the bichloride in compound syrup of sarsaparilla, as do

also G. H. Fox and W. H. Drajier. Jacobi advises that the mercury should

lx> given for a long time, by the administration of a twentieth or a twelfth

of a grain of calomel three times a day ; or by careful inunction of a scruple

of blue ointment daily ; or by the subcutaneous injection of one-thirtieth

of a grain of corrosive sublimate in a one-fifth of one per cent, solution

of distilled water daily. In the beginning of the treatment two of these

medications may be combined, or one of them may be accompanied by the

internal administration of from three to five grains of iodide of potassium.

The internal administration of the bichloride of mercury is also well toler-

ated ; one-hundredth of a grain may be given in a teaspoonful of water, or

food, every two or four hours, and continued many weeks, for a thorough

and energetic antisyphilitic treatment is the only safeguard in this disease.

And yet treatment often fails, because the syphilitic lesions are not confined

to the liver, but extend to the connective tissue of other organs as well.

ACUTE YELLOW ATROPHY OF THE LIVER.

Synonymes.—Typhoid icterus, Hemorrhagic icterus. Malignant jaun-

dice, General parenchymatous hepatitis (Bartholow) ; French, Atrophie

aigue du foie, Ict^re grave, Hepatite maligne.

Definition.—An acute, degenerative inflammation of the liver, resulting

iu arrest of its functions and in death from toxa;mia. Steiner would still

further limit it to those cases in which an abundance of both leucin and
tyrosin may be found in the urine.

History and Cause.—So far as the writer is informed, the first account
of the occurrence of this rare disease in children is that given by Dr.
Loeschner in 1859 in the AUfjememe Medmnuche Central Zeitung, No. 68.

Iwuchut speaks of cases which had come under his observation, in some of
which recovery took place, but there is no mention of acute yellow atrophy
in children by many of the leading writers on ixxliatrics.

Among adults this disease is more frequently met with in females than
in males, but yellow atrophy is so rarely observed iu children that it may
practically be excluded from their usual diseases.
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Dr. H. Greeve, however, reports a recent case, iu the Medical Press

and Circular, April SO, 1888, of a boy aged twenty months who Imd

suffered from jaundice when fifteen months old. Two months later he had

another attack, and died the nineteenth day thereafter, with a temperature

of 108° F.

Etioloery.—Twenty yeara ago the investigations of Oscar Wyss (1868)

proved that catarrhal jaundice might be due to a catarrh of the bile-duets,

chiefly in their proximal extremities, the obstruction occurring near their

origin. This is fully in accord with Chaufard's theory that jaundice is often

due to an accumulation of irritant substances in the liver, which beget an

irritation of the iiepatic ducts, beginning at their origin. These irritant sub-

stances may be and oflen are the leucomaines and ptomaines, whose effects

upon the liver have been carefully studied by Gauthier, Schiff, and I^auter-

bach. The accumulation of these substances in the blood, together with its

disintegration, is, to the mind of the writer, a more probable cause than

the large number of others which have been offered as the efficient ones in

the production of acute yellow atrophy, among Avhich may be mentionc<l

excess of bile, stasis of bile, cholestertemia, with anger and violent passions,

etc., as predisposing factors. As yet the exact etiology of this disease is

not fully understood, but it seems to the writer that Budd and Bartholow

are not far from the truth in their suggestion that its cause lies iu a blood-

poison, of as yet unknown nature, whit^h acts specifically upon the liver-

cells and destroys their further action. This hypothesis is well borne out

by the fact that phosphorus, antimony, or arsenic when introduced into the

system in toxic doses may produce symptoms clinically so nearly like those

of acute yellow atrojihy that they cannot be differentiated from it without

the previous history of the case. According to Rendu, even subacute alco-

holism under certain circumstances may do the same. In these eases we

know that a specific poison circulating in the blood produces these changes

in the liver and resulting toxaemia. By analogy it is fair to conclude that

some other poisonous substance ])roduces the closely resembling symptoms

and i)athological changes of idiopathic yellow atrophy. The writer strongly

suspects that this poison, or these poisons, will be found closely related to

the leucomaines more fully discussed under the head of atrophic cirrhosis,

the jaundice in all probability being directly derived from the decomposition

of the red corpuscles,

—

i.e., luoniatogenous.

Pathology and Pathological Anatomy.—Bartholow gives the pathol-

ogy of this disease as that of an acute, diffuse, parenchymatous hepatitis.

The liver is considerably atrophicnl, and flattens by its own weight, has a

uniform yellow color, and is readily friable. Its peritoneal surface is rough-

eninl and wrinkled. Microscopically it shows a primary stage of hyiui'-

ajmia, congested loci persisting even after the rest of the organ become;^

aniemic. A grayish-yellow substance is deposited between the lobules aim

increases the interlobular spaces. Albuminous and fatty matter mixed witli

pigments io deposited iu the cells, and where these have become disinte-
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grated there is found fatty brown granular matter. The finer branches

of the hepatic artery and jjortal vein in this way become obstruct*^. The

blood contains considerable leucin and urea. The spleen is usually, though

not invariably, increased in size. The endothelium of the lobules of the

kidneys is deeply stained with bile and infiltrated with granular matter

undergoing fatty degeneration, and the muscular tissue of the heart under-

goes similar changes. The urine at first is normal in quantity and of the

usual specific gravity, later the urea and the phosphate of lime are dimin-

ished and replaced by leucin and tyrosin. Ecchymoses and petechite are

often found upon the skin.

Symptomatology.—In the adult acute atrophy begins insidiously,

often like a simple gasti'o-duodenal catarrh, with epigastric tenderness and

slight jaundice. The pulse and temperature at first vary but little from

normal, but in from a few hours to a fortnight the temperature rises, in-

somnia and headache appear, and toxremia begins, with cerebral symp-

toms. The pulse is now very rapid (140), but with great variations, often

falling to 70 or below, and thus fluctuating several times in a day. There

is an evening exacerbation (104° F.) and a well-marked morning remission

(102°). Jaundice increases. Sometimes there are brownish patches and

the breath is fetid, the tongue dry and brown, and the teeth covered with

sordes. Nausea and vomiting are troublesome, and pain is sharp upon

pressure over the liver, which is distinctly smaller. Tarry passages take

plaee from the bowels, and a coffee-ground vomit may occur, due to internal

hemorrhage.

In other cases the children have been attacked with high fever at the

beginning, with hepatic pain, enlargement of the liver, well-marked icterus,

considerable prostration, some epistaxis, purpura, or hsemaiemesis, and

raelsena (Boiushut).

With young children (from two to four years old), says Loeschner, the

disease may easily be mistaken for meningitis, from the close resemblance of

their symptoms ; with children from seven * j twelve its course is more like

that of typhoid fever (see Differentiation), especially in its final stage of

great nervous irritability and restlessness, followed by noisy delirium soon

passing into a low muttering form and terminating in death from coma, or

convulsions.

Differentiation.—The differentiation of acute atrophy is not easy, both

because of its complications antl b«!ause as yet there is no definite agree-

ment among writers as to exactly what constitutes acute atrophy. The
physical signs of a shrunken liver, fever, headache, and insomnia, with the

occurrence of leucin and tyrosin in the urine,—if these be considered diag-

nostic,—ought to be sufficient to establish a diagnosis ; but the disease is a
rare one, and undoubtedly is frequently overlooked in adults, and perhaps

also in children. In all suspicious eases examinations should he made for

leucin and tyrosin. These, when present in urine, may be easily recognized

by evaporating it to a small bulk and allowing the salts to crystallize spon-

«3a» f.
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taneously, when leucin may be recognized under the microscope in brown

oily layera and tyrosin by its sheaf-like bunches of needles. Frerichs's

method is more tedious, and consists in precipitating the urine with acetate

of lead, filtering, removing the lead from the filtrate with sulphuretted

hydrogen, rofiltering, and evaporating the filtrate to a small bulk on a

water-bath. From this concentrated filtrate tyrosin and Icuciu separate

spontaneously as above.

Meningitis, according to Bouchut, often coexists ay. a complication

caused by the original malady of tiie liver. In such rases the result ob-

tained from the physical examination of the liver, conjoined with other

salient symptoms, ought to enable one to recognize the hepatic disease as

the fundamental one.

Acute yellow atrophy may be differentiated from typhoid by the slow-

ness of the pulse (GO to 70) in the initial stage of acute yellow atro[)hy and

by the more or less intense yellow coloration of the skin observetl therein.

Moreover, pains are complained of, at first in the right hypochondriac

region, thence spreading at times into the shoulder or just below the

shoulder-blade.

The liver in fatty degeneration is not appreciably softened, and is some-

what diminished in size, but in simple fatty degeneration there is no Icncin

nor tyrosin found in the urine or in the liver, but only in numerous fat-eells

instead. But in extreme cases of fatty degeneration differentiation is almost

impossible.

In severe cases of fatty degeneration the urine is loaded with bilo-])ig-

ments and acids, and the cases end fatally with mania, convulsions, and

tetanic spasms. In such cases extravasation of blood under the skin or

mucous membranes is liable to occur, and differentiation is almost impos-

sible (Steiner).

Progrnosis.—The most favorable report found is that of Bonchut, who

says, " Death is the usual result in this disease, which may, however, ter-

minate favorably." The general rule, however, is that a fatal result is

arrived at within a week : there are exceptional cases in which the prodromal

stages last a couple of weeks, though, as a rule, death ensues within five

days after the development of high temperature and insomnia. It is

doubtful if thei'e is any well-authenticated case of recovery from acute

yellow atrophy in children, unless it may have occurred in some of the

milder forms of phosphorus-poisoning, and in these, in all probability, the

supposed yellow atrophy had not proceeded further than simple re-absorp-

tion jaundice, for it is dif!inult to perceive how liver-cells after they have

become disintegrated may be restored (Bartholow). The progress of the

disease is irregular, and the duration of the preliminary 8tag(' of icterus is

uncertain, but the closing toxaemic stage almost uniformly terminates fatally

within five days.

Treatment.—Bouchut's treatment consists of " the free use of emollient

or diuretic drinks containing bicarbonate of sodium or acetate of potassium;
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this, with the application of several leeches over the liver at the beginning

of the disease, is the only thing of value in the way of medication." The

child should be fwl with sonps or milk (diluted), and if there is sharp pain

the application of poultices containing laudanum may be useful.

Except Bouchut's, the writer as yet has been unable to find an account

of a case of yellow atrophy successfully treated in a child. Frerichs claims

to have cured one in the adult with purgatives and mineral acids, the use of

which in children would b>j of course justified by such undoubted authority.

On theoretical grounds, the early internal use of the salicylates might be

of value.

Bartholow recommends the use of morphine before the liver-cells begin

to disintegiYite, afler which alcoholic stimulants should be pushed to their

fullest extent. The use of minute doses of phosphorus has not been fol-

lowed by any beneficial results, although advised by high authority.

ASCITES.

Synonymes.—Abdominal dropsy. Dropsy of the peritoneum.

Deflnition.—Abdominal transudation of fluid into the peritoneal cavity,

due to interference with the hepatic circulation caused by cirrhosis of the

liver or other agencies which produce pressure upon the jiortal circulation.

Varieties.—Passive, peritoneal, obstructive, etc. ; but it should be

nMuombcrcd tliat an accumulation of serum in the peritoneal cavity is never

a primary disease, but only a symptom of general dropsy or of some local

aftection of the abdominal cavity.

Etiologically, Steiner divides ascites into (a) hydrsemic, (b) mechanical,

or that arising from obstruction of the venous circulation by cardiac, pul-

monary, or peritoneal lesions, and (c) neoplastic, or that due to abdominal

tumors, cancerous or otherwise, especially lymphatic tumors, more com-

monly located in the hepatic notch.

Etiology.—Dropsy is not per se a disease, but is a symptom common
not only to syphilitic or other disease of the liver in childhood, but also

to other disorders of the circulation, and to hydrsemic disease of the peri-

toneum. In the adult, general dropsy is perhaps most frequently due to

renal disorder ; in the child, to cardiac lesion, especially of the tricuspid

valve (Kormaun). Such pulmonary diseases as atelectasis or emphysema
are not infrequent causes of ascites, but syphilitic gnmmata and j^ylephlebitis

<if the liver are its mopt fre(pient causes in children, so much so that the

apiK-araiK-e of ascites in the child without other known cause always justi-

fies resort to antisyphilitic remedies as an aid to diagnosis. Again, it may
arise from splenic enlargement caused by malarial poison, or, as in the adult.

It may be a symptom of Bright's disease or of the nephritis following scarlet

lever. Furthermore, the pressure of infiltrated or waxy lymphatic glands
upon the vena cava inferior or the {wrtal vein may cause ascites. Again,
ascites is found accompanying hydrothorax and the general oedema due to

hydremia. Lastly, ascites—though more rarely than that from previously

Ah\
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mentioned canses—may be due to tuberculosia of the jxiritoneuni, which

causes a chronic peritonitis and consequent obstruction of the peritoneal

circulation.

Grancher asserts that if the fluid is localized in one part of the alKlomon

immovable, and not excessive in quantity, it is probably due to tulHTciilar

peritonitis, especially if there is evidence of tubercular trouble elsewhere-

though, as a rule, ascites and tubercular peritonitis do not coexist. Ex-

cluding caixliac and renal lesions, which are comparatively infrequent in

childhood, by far the most frequent cause of ascites in children is cirrhosis

of the liver, which may always be suspected when the fluid is large in

amount and movable (Terillon).

Pulmonary troubles rarely give rise to ascites in young subjects, and the

same is true of interstitial nephritis, which is more prone to result in general

anuHiirca. Profound anaemia may cause ascites, but this is infrecjuent

except as a complication iu profound malarial poisoning. (See Malarial

Cirrhosis.)

Patholoery and Pathological Anatomy.—The pathology of ascites

can be better undei'stood if it is remembered that its primary lesions exist

either in the peritoneum or in some obstruction to normal circiihitioii

through the portal veins, due to gummata, cancerous growths, hydatids,

or cirrhotic change in the liver or kidneys, etc.

According to Terillon, serous effusions in the abdominal cavity may be

due to one of two distinct conditions of the peritoneum,—viz., («) the

jKiritoneum is I'etldened and velvety in appearance, or (6) the peritoneum

is pale and shows no trace of inflammatory action. Quinn thinks such

ascites is due to a peculiar condition of the peritoneum, which is found

covered with inflammatory granulations and looks as if saud had been

strewn over it.

The presence of ascites with tumor suggests the malignant character of

the latter ; but ascites may also coexist with benign tumors, though sucli

cases are exceptional.

Complications.—Collapse of the base of the lungs is by no means an

infrequent complication. Next in frequency ought perhaps to be mentioned

oedema of the feet and ankles, caused by the presence of the fluid in the

abdomen. Peritonitis, if present, gives its usual post-mortem a])pearances,

previously described. Splenic enlargement may be expected when the ascites

originates in cirrhosis of the liver.

General anasarca occurs as a complication in ascites according as the

results of vascular congestion are confined to the peritoneum or not (Caill^).

As a result of large effusions, the liver, spleen, and kidneys may become

anremic, the secretion of urine diminished, and the diaphragm crowded up

to the second or third rib. CEklema of the ankles, limbs, and genitals may

ensue.

Symptoms.—There are no characteristic prodromal symptoms of

ascites, though an effusion of fluid into the peritoneal cavity may be pre-

\ .^»«*;
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a-detl by chilliness, headache, vomiting, ulxluminal pain, emaciation, and

spasmodic attacks of diarrhoea lasting for a day or so (Eustace Smith).

Ascites, as a rule, is not painful, unless it proceeds from peritonitis.

In(lif?estiou and irregularity of the bowels, as might be expected from the

alHltiininal tension, are generally present in such cases. The skin is dry

and of an earthy tint. The physical signs are those of a mobile fluid in

the alxlominal mvity, whose examination ought to be painless. Ascitic

Hiiid changes its position with gravity : hence the abdomen will be noticed

to l)c largest below while standing. When the child lies on its side, the

alKloiuen si)roads out laterally and gives a characteristic sense of fluctu-

ation or undulation. Small ctFusions are more easily detected in the sitting

or iu the lateral position, but often are found with difficulty even then.

Large effusions render the skin of the alxlomen tense and shining, and

sometimes produce the striae of hyperdistcntion seen upon the abdomen of

a proffnant woman. The navel is often protuberant, and may be surrounded

by a net-work of dilated veins, known as the caput Medusee. The tem-

perature remains normal unless some inflammatory complication is present.

The urine is variable in amount, often scanty, high-coloral, and containing

albumen and fibrinous casts.

Increasing abdominal pressure at last renders the passage of faces diffi-

cult and produces dysuria, or incontinence of urine. Continued upward

pressure of the diaphragm, which may be found as high as the second or

thiixl rib, causes dyspnoea, often aggravated by hydrothorax, until death

results, either from exhaustion or from asphyxia, the child at last being

unal)lo to lie down at all.

Differentiation.—A case of ascites to which the tests of palpation and

percussion can be successfully applied could hardly be mistaken for any-

thing else, but it should be remembered that a protuberant abdomen from

other causes than ascites is often met with in children. On the other hand,

a moderately large effusion is necessary to distend the cavity sufficiently to

give clearly the physical signs of fluctuation. Fluctuation—or, rather, un-

dulation—may best be recognized by placing one hand open against the

abdomen and tapping sharply with the fingers on the opposite side of the

abdomen. An abdomen filled with serum ought to convey a wave-like

impression to the outspread hand. Percussion over the most prominent

part where the iixtestines float highest gives a clear percussion-note which
alters its position with that of the patient. If the child lies on its back

the lower and lateral regions of the abdomen give a dull percussion-note.

This, and the j)eculiar mobility of the percussion-note already mentioned,

usually sei-ve to clear up tlie diagnosis.

Prognosia.—Differentiation as to the etiology of the ascites is often

valuable in tJie way of prognosis. That form of cirrhosis which produces

ascites is mainly the atrophic variety, which, consequently, gives us a liver

dimmishod in size. Disseminated nodules characterize tubercular perito-

nitis, m which there are usually tenderness upon pressure, fever, and pain.

Vol. III.—33
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The prognosis is not necessarily hopeless, though in general discouraging.

If the primary ciiuse of the ascites is removable, as malaria or alcoholJBni

and only a limitetl portion of the liver is affected, it is not unreasonable to

hope that the entire removal of the (lause, with intelligent hygiene sisHistcd

by proper medication, may ett'wit a cure if the (piantity of the thud oozinjr

from the peritoneal surfaces is soiall aud the collateral circulation is luirly

j)reserved.

Goodhart believes that in tubercular peritonitis the prognosis is bettiT

for the child than for the adult, as provetl by the post-mortem table.

Medical Treatment.—If the ascites is slight, administer such diuretics

as acetate of potassium, juniper-berries, or infusion of digitalis. If tlicro is

no heart-lesion, try fluid extract of apo(5ynum cannabinum. When anasiu'ra

complicates, try the sweating cure as recommended for scai'latinal dropsy,

with a strict milk diet conjoined. Tonics, iron, and good air are indicated

where there is concomitant hydrajmia.

In the ascites of atrophic cirrhosis Hurd highly recommends a pill

composed of etpial portions of Sfpiill, digitalis, and calomel.

Ordinary diuretics have little effect upon this form of ascites, in which

E. Smith highly I'ecommcuds the use of Basham's iron mixture. (See Cir-

rhosis.) If this fails and the fluid continues to accumulate, recourse must

be had to the surgical treatment of ascites. W. H. Thompson and others

advise that this should be adopted early, believing, with Dujardin-Beaunietz,

that in the majority of cases diuretics, aud especially purgatives, have no

effect in removing the abdominal efl'usion, and that, for obvious reasons,

when these medicines are too long continued the general condition of the

patient is injured rather than improved : nevertheless, Dujardin-Bcaumetz

delays tapping as long as possible, resorting to it only for relief of threat-

ened asphyxia.

Surgical Treatment.—Interference with the action of the diaphragm

ought to be a sufficient reason for mechanical relief from dropsy by tappiug,

It carries with it slight, if any, danger to the child, and may be accom-

plished by the aid of the aspirator or a fine trocar, and repeated as often as

required. Dujardiu-Beaumetz's rule in regard to tapping is that if the

subject is young, vigorous, and possesses good digestion it is wise to tap

early, but even in such cases if refilling takes place rapidly—say, in three

or four days—retapping should be delayed as long as possible; while if it

takes two or three weeks for the peritoneal cavity to become full again, pam-

centesis may api^ropriately be repeated at the end of that time. The opera-

tion is simple and safe, provided two precautions are taken,—viz., first of

all, be careful as to the place where you make your trocar-puncture, in

oi-der to avoid wounding any enlarged or distended veins, which in the

cirrhotic ramify abundantly upon the abdominal wall ; secondly, afler the

tapping is terminated see to it that the patient lies on the side opposite to

that where the puncture was made, and that he keeps that position for some

time, in order to enable the wound to cicatrize. You will thus avoid those
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fistula) which often remain Iwhind, and which arc exceedingly disagreeable,

forthoy soil the patient's linen and pnKluce cntaneous inflammation.

A. Caill6 highly recommends permanent drainage by means of a rubber

ttilK! and proiwr antiseptic precautions wiienevcr in ascites the fluid rapidly

acciuuiiliites aft;er one or two tappings. The number of successful eases on

wliicli lie bases this advice is a.s yet too small to do more than encourage,

but they are sufficient to justify recourse to this method when all other

measures are apparently ho{)eless. Very remarkable results are reported by

the German physicians of a similar operation in tubercular peritonitis in

the adult.
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PART II.

DISEASES OF THE GENITO-URINARY
ORGANS.

: i >

ANOMALIES OF THE KIDNEY:

NUMBER, FORM, AND POSITION.

By GEOEGE B. FOWLER, M.D.

.. «l. Like many other organs, the kidneysj are subject to variations as regards

number, fofrm, size, position, and mobility.

Such anomalies are not necessarily conducive to disease of these organs,

and have, therefoi'e, until quite recently been matters largely of anatomical

curiosity. Now, however, since abdominal surgery has made such suc-

cessful strides and since some of these conditions are known to produce

certain hitherto uninterpreted symptoms, the subject at once assumes great

importance.

NUMBER AND FORM.

Anomalies of number and form are generally associated. In very rare

instances one or two supernumerary kidneys have been discovered, eacli

being provided witli a separate ureter. Rayer, quoted by Roberts, has seen

in still-born infants entire absence of both kidneys, ureters, and Ijladder.

This observer thinks that acephalous monsters most frequently present this

peculiarity.

The existence of only one kidney has quite often been observed. This

state of things is due in some instances, it is thought, to the great mobility

of the embryonic element of the organs, and to their tendency to fuse when

in contact ; and complete or extensive fusion gives the appearance of a

single organ. If the fusion is extensive, and has occurred at an early peri'^

of foetal life, the resulting organ may bear more or less resemblance to the

normal one ; but is lobulated, globular, and generally displaced, lying lu

616
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the median line, on the spinal column below the bifurcation of the aorta, on

the promontory of the sac.vnm, or even lower down in the pelvis. Such a

kidney generally has two jreters (Fig. 1), and its blood-vessels present

anomalous arrangements.

The real single kidney exists as the result of

congenital atrophy of its fellow. The remaining

organ then takes on an overgrowth, and is often

displaced downward, perhaps on account of its

increased weight. Such kidneys, the " unsyramet-

rical/' may He in the pelvis or iliac fossa of the

same side. The ureter of the missing kidney may

lie entirely absent, or may be present in the shape

of a rudimentary canal with its upper extremity

blind and buried in the connective tissue of the

surrounding parts. Some instances have been cited

where there was imperfect development of the gen-

erative organs on the same side as the absent kidney,

—the vas defei'ens, testicles, and seminal vesicles or

the uterine appendages. Roberts cites a case of epi-

lepsy observed by Dr. Leech, where solitary kid-

upy was associated with double uterus and vagina.

From the above description it is apparent that the

fused Icldney, although appearing so, is not really

a single organ, and a solitary kidney, strictly speak-

ing, exists only in those instances where its partner

has suffered congenital atrophy.

This latter is a rare occurrence. Beumer' in

1878 collected forty-eight cases, and it is estimated

that not more than seventy or eighty have been

reported up to the present time. Out of eleven

thousand nine hundred and seventy-eight autopsies

made at the four lai'gest I^ondon hospitals, only

three instances of mark-Hl atrophy of one kidney

were observed.^ This is a proportion of about one

in four thousand. Of Beumer's forty-eight cases twenty-six were healthy.

They were all enlarged. Four of tho individuals were between forty and
fifty years old. Thus it is seen that a single kidney may properly perform

tlie function of two for many years without giving rise to any symptoms
referable to the anomaly. But all statistics show that disease is very apt

to exist in about one-half of the cases of single kidney, whether fused or

real. Especially is calculous impaction common. These facts complicate

the question of surgical interference. Added to this liability to disease of

Fused kidney taken from a
child tliree years old, dead of

piieumohia, at the New York
Infant Asylum.

• Virchow's Archiv, Bd, Ixxii. S. 344.

' Kansohoff, Hand-Book of Medical Science, Wood, vol. iv. p. 800.
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the kidney is its tendency to be displaced, and, not being recognized in its

abnormal position, it may be removed. Polk ' published such a case, the

patient surviving eleven days, with no kidney at all, and with complete

anuria. Roberts ^ collected twenty-nine cases of solitary, or unsymiu- trical

kidney, of which the following is an analysis :
" Twenty-two were males

six females, and in one the sex is not stated. One was a male infant seven

days old ; another, a boy of seven years ; two of the cases were fifteen years

old ; four were between twenty and thirty, three between thirty and foit;,

four between forty and fifty, two were sixty, and one was sixty-five ; the

remainder were adults whose age is not specified. T;ie left kidney was

absent in sixteen cases, aud the right in twelve; in one the side is not

mentioned. In nineteen the defect was congenital ; in three it had been

acquired later in life, through destruction of the opposite organ ; while in

seven it is left uncertain whether the defect was congenital or acquired.

The renal vessels and the ureters \/ere always absent in the congenital

cases." In twenty-four ca^es in which the cause of death is given, ten were

due to impaction of calculus.

Fusion of the two kidneys, as has been intimated, may exist in various

degrees. The union may take place at the two lower extremities, in the

middle, or at the upper borders. When united at either of the extremities

the " horseshoe" kidney is the result. This, indeed, is the most cominon

of the anomalous varieties as regards form. The uniting bond may consist

of connective tissue, or, what is more generally the case, of true glandular

substance.

The prevailing rule is that the kidneys thus joined are united at their

lower extremities, aud have two ureters which usually pass over in front of

the connecting isthmus. The two organs lie

close up to the spinal column, and are dis-

placed downward.

Fig. 2 represents a horseshoe kidney

taken from an infant four months old, by

Dr. F. M. Warner, at the New York Infant

Asyluiu. The child had pertussis and died

in convulsions. No urinary disturbance was

evident. " Horseshoe" kidneys were found

nine times in fourteen thousand three hun-

dred and eighteen autopsies made at St. Bar-

tholomew's, Guy's, Middlesex, aud Great

Ormond Street Hospitals, and only one completely fused kidney, other

than horseshoe-shaped, in eight thousand one hundred and seventy-e;ght

inspections.'

Fig. 2.

Horseshoe kidney from an infant.

' New York Medical Journal, 1888, vol. xxxvii. p. 171.

* Urinary and Renil Diseases, 1872, Amer. ed., p. 612.

' Ransohoff, loc. cit.
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SIZE.

Marked variation in the size of the two kidneys (otherwise normal) is

sometimes observed, and is due, no doubt, to a difference in the size or

number of the renal arteries supplying each organ.

URETERS,

The number and arrangement of the ureters are subject also to departure

from the normal type. Fig. 3 represents a double ureter of the left kidney,

found in an infant at the New York Infant Asylum, the two ducts reuniting

about half an inch above their entrance into the bladder. Three such in-

stances of anomalous ureters were detected by the house physician, Dr.

FiQ. 3. ,

Double ureter of left kidney, from a child two years old, dead of bronchitis.

Dairis, in about twenty successive autopsies. Analogous cases have been

published by Sir Henry Thompson,* Dr. Kelly,'' and Mr. Wood,* and are

cited by Roberts.* Occasiona,l^y one or both ureters may be partially or

completely impervious, either from coalescence of their walls, when they

• Pathological Transactions, vol. vi. p. 2G7.

'Ibid., vol. VI. p. 261.

' Ibid., vol. xix. p. 274.

* Reynolds's System of Medicine, vol. iii. p. 741.
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resemble fibrous cords, or from the formation of constricting rings of

fibrous tissue.

POSITION.

We have already seen that abnormalities of number, shape, and size

of the kidney are usually associated with displacement of the organ. We
shall now speak more especially of malpositions of otherwise essentially

normal kidneys. They are of two kinds : fixed and movable.

Fixed Malpositions.—This condition may be acquired or congenital.

Pressure of new growths in the abdominal cavity or enlargement ol' the

liver or other contiguous organs is sufficient to push one or both kidneys

out of place in various directions and hold them thus. Under such cir-

cumstances they are very apt to confuse the diagnosis, and in adult females

to complicate labor.

Congenital fixed vialposition of the kidney has been not infrequently

observed, and such an organ is generally more or less malformed. Dis-

placement of the large intestine and peritoneum is also usually coexistent.

It has been noted that the suprarenal capsules never follow the kidney in

congenital displacement, but remain in their normal places.

Examples of this kind of malposition have been described by a number

of writers, and Roberts ' has collected from these sources twenty-one cases

showing that only one kidney was ever displaced, and that in the majority

it was the left,—fifteen to six.

David Newman ^ has contributed a very complete study of malpositions

of the kidney, and Dr. W. P. Northrup ^ has described two cases of con-

genital fixed malpositions which were discovered by him in five hundred

and fifty autopsies at the New York Foundling Asylum. As these very

fully represent the anomalies of position, shape, vessels, and ureters char-

acteristic of this class, we re])roduce their histories

:

" One history will serve for both : both were females ; both throe months

old ; both inmates of the New York Foundling Asylum ; both died of

chronic gastro-intestinal catarrh in a wretched condition of emaciation;

both were without symptoms referable to the urinary tract. In one the

malposition was of the left kidney. Both were found in the same month.

" Malpositions and abnormalities were as follows :

" Case I. (Fig. 4).—Suprarenal glands both in normal position, without

reference to kidneys.

" Right kidney in normal position, its vessels of normal distribution.

" Left kidney. Its superior margin on a level with inferior margin

of right, lying mostly in hollow of sacrum, perhaps one-eighth extending

above the prominence. Kidney firmly attached by vessels and connective

tissue.

1 Reynolds's System of Medicine, vol. iii. p. 736.

' Glasgow Medical Journal, August, 1883.

' American Journal of Obstetrics, February, 1884.
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Fia. 4.

^^ Arterial Supply.—(1) Small artery given off from angle of bifurcation

of aorta entering kidney posterior

to and to the right of upper end.

(2) Small artery arising on ante-

rior aspect of aorta and just above

the bifurcation, which reaches the

liiluin after passing through a

groove on anterior surface of kid-

uov. (3) Much larger artery

given off from internal iliac just

below its origin (not seen in cut),

which passes by a short course

into the hilura.

"VehiH.—One leaves the hi-

hiin in the same groove by which

artery (2) reaches it, passes under

the bifurcation of the aorta, and

joins the vena cava.

" Ureter.—Ahout half the

length of the right, its arrange-

ment normal.

"Qwe //. (Fig. 5).—Right

kidney in normal position, sur-

mounted by its suprarenal gland.

"In each kidney there is a double hilum, or two distinct, each supplied

^ , with its own arteries, veins, and
Fig. 5.

' '

ureter.

"Arteries.—One given offfrom

aorta just above its bifurcation, it-

self bifurcates ; one branch going to

each hilum. This passes in front

instead of behind the great vein.

"Veins.—(1) One from the

upper hilum going directly to the

inferior vena cava. (2) An anom-

alous vein which sweeps up from

the iliac fossr over the kidney,

receiving a branch from each

hilum and one from surface of

kidney.

"Left kidney. Position of

suprarenal gland not noted. Kid-

ney is situated one-half above,

one-half belov/ the prominence of

sacrum in the median line.

cs
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" Artericn.^^l) Small, arises from angle of bifurcation of aorta, passes

to lower hiliini through a deep groove on inner side of kidney (not .shown

in cut). (2) Moderate-sized, arising from anterior asj)eet of aorta just

alxjve its bifurcation, its<>lf bifurcates, one branch going to upper iiiiinn

one to extrcne upper end of the organ. (;}) Two small arteries given off

from internal iliac, reaching the lower hilum by way of two deep grooves.

"Veinti.—(1) Small vein, companion of arterj' (2) above destiribwl, arises

from two sources, upper hilum and extreme end of the kidney, passes he-

hind the aorta, and joins the great vein just above the junction of the two

iliacs. (2) A vein from lower hilum, winding around in a deep groove

finds its way to the vein of the common iliae."

MOVABLE KIDNEYS.

Mobility of the kidney, like the anomaly just described, may be either

congenital or acquiretl.

The former are extremely rare, and are usually '.aused by some abnor-

mality of the peritoneum iu its relations to the organ, and irregularity of

the vascular connections.

Floating Kidney.—The ordinary movable, or floating, kidney is

much more conunon than is generally I'ecognized. But whether it is accjnired

or congenital, it seems to me, is not ulwn_v cOisy to determine. For its ex-

istence may not give rise to any jymptoms, and may be discoveretl only iit

the autopsy. The old writers were evidently aware of this condition, but

gave no comprehensive accounts of it. Within the last thirty years, how-

ever, there have been many contributions to the subject, and the latest

authore all prove that floating kidney is not a very rare anomaly.*

From seventy cases collected by Roberts, a number of which were liis

own, he makes the following analysis, which, we may say, i,j in ac(X)rd with

that of all authorities. Of these seventy cases sixty-one were women and

nine were men. As regards the kidney affected, sixty-five cases only are

available : in forty-two it was the right, in nine the left, and in fourteen

both. The ages were from sixteen to sixty-five, and the greatest number

between twenty-five and forty.

Etiology. —In endeavoring to explain the cause of floating kidney

several plausible views have become classical. Cruveilhier cousideral

tight^lacing to be a frequent cause of displacement of the right kidney, on

account of the displacement of the ribs and liver thus induced. But, tliougli

this pernicious practice may be held accountable for some instances, a.id

though the great majority of cases occur among women, this is not au all-

sufficient reason. For it is among females of the middle and lower, or

laboring, classes where the displacement is most frequently encountered,—

in those who bear the most children and do not wear stays. Most writers

• A comprehensive account of the literature of this subject is given by Roberts m

Beynolds'g System of Medicine, vol. iii. p. 737.
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lay great stress upon tlie influence of pregnancy, and jwint to the fact that

the majority of cases occur, in the first place, in women, ami, secondly, in

thcni at the child-l)earing peri<Kls. Aandents of various kinds, too, are

tliouglit sufficient to account for a (iei'iin number of cases, such as heavy

iiills, blows upon the abdomen, etc. Among other causes are emaciation,

with absorption of the fat about the kidney, and consequent weakening of

its attachments
;
general relaxed condition of the walls of the abdomen, as

a result either of frequent pregnancies or of constitutional vice ; and, finally,

BtH'qiiet' Ixdieves that the associated congestion of the kidneys recurring at

each menstrual [x'riod frequently determines their mobility in women. It

is not known that such congestion does take place, although Dr. Roberts ^

found increase of sensitiveness and apparent increase of size during men-

struation in a patient whose movable kidney he was easily able to gmsp.

Bearing upon this point of etiology, the deductions of Dr. David Drum-

niond,' which are containetl in a very rccertt and timely article, are of decided

value. Tiiis author narrates thirty-one cases, all of which came under his

own observation, and in which he was unmistakably able to diagnose

movable kidney. (But he is careful to say that he does not regard every

kidney which presents a certain degree of mobility as a "floating kidney,"

omploying the term to denote a condition of true mesonephron,—which he

l)elieves to be very rai'e.) Of these • thirty-one cases twenty-five were

women, four men, and two children, both girls. The ages of the females

ranged from sixty-six to ten, of the men from fifty-six to twenty-three.

Sixteen of the women had borne children, nine had not. Of the sixteen

mothers nine had three or less than that number of children, and only five

had large families. In eleven of the thirty-one cases there was decided

emaciation. But the author very aptly remarUs that the emaciation may
have succeeded (and probably did) the nervous and digestive disorders so

commonly associated with the displacement. Of this series the right kid-

ney was affected in fourteen instances, the left in two, and both in fifteen.

Finally, Dr. Drummond thinks that movable kidney is usually associated,

without doubt, with a congenitally relaxed condition of the peritoneal at-

tachments, and that the final displacement is determined by any of the

various causes generally enumerated, together with another which ne would

emphasize,—viz., violent descent of the diaphragm, as in vomiting, sudden

physical exertions, and asthmatic attacks.

Symptoms.—The symptoms are pain, dragging, burning, and lanci-

nating, generally referable to the region of the displaced kidney, and
radiat'ng from the back through the abdomen, the groin, and down the

thigh and leg. There are frequent attacks of headache, and marked hypo-
chondria is common. Disorders of digestion are very prominent symptoms,

' Quoted by Fagge, Practice of Medicine, vol. ii. p. 521.

' Reynolds's System of Medicine, loc. cit.

' Clinical Aspects of Movable Kidney, Lancet, January 11, 1890, p. 66 et aeq.

!^»'
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and the patient, if a woman, usually considers heruelf to be suifering oither

from "dyspepsia" or from " woni'i-complaint." In this the doctor too

frefpiently ac(piiescc3. There may be intermittent attacks of lueniaturiii

and albuminuria, from congestion of the kidney induced by twisting of tlie

renal vessel j. Or there may be partial suppression of urine, from twisting

of the ureter, inducing perhaps hydronephrosis.

All the painful symptoms are brought on and aggravated by exertion

and n)any patients are uuable to walk or ride with any degree of comfort.

Constipation alternates with diarrhoea, and the bowels are frequently dJH-

tended with gas. The stools contain mucus, and there is, indeed, every

evidence of gastric and iutestinal catarrh. Movable kidney, I am sure, is

very intimately associated with vascular disorders relating to the tone of the

arteries. In these patients there is always marked abdominal pulsa! ion, and

one should be on the alert not to confound the condition with aneurism.

Diagnosis,—The symptoms and features just enumerated should prompt

us always to bear this deformity in mind. Other evidences are discovfred

by careful physical examination of the patient. Absence of the kidnev

from its normal site causes a sliglit hollowing of the lumbar region, and

percussion may elicit a slightly tympanitic note where naturally it shoidd iw

dull. When the patient stands, the kidney, according to the degree of

mobility and the thinness of the abdominal walls, may be felt as a reni-

form tumor somewhere in the abdominal cavity, generally just below the

ribs. But my exper'cnce coincides with that of Drummond, that the sim-

plest and surest way in which to detect a movable kidney is for the patient

to lie down with the abdomen uncovered and relaxed. The piiysician then,

standing upon the right side, places his left hand beneath the twelfth rib,ou

the patient's back, while the right opposes it by pressing down upon the

side and front of the abdomen, beneath the arch of the ribs. Then ask the

patient to take a full breath, ana as she does so, gently relax your pressure

so as to allow a possible kidney to slip downward between your two bands,

and, as expiration takes place, you will almost certainly detect the movable

organ riding up and down with the movements of respiration. The other

side can be similarly examined.

Treatment.—The treatment of movable kidney is either palliative or

radical. The first consists principally in attention to the dyspeptic symp-

toms and general health. Many patients are relieved by bandages and

pads by which they succeed in replacing, in a measure at least, the displaced

organ. When violent pain or bloody urine makes its ap{x;arance, the

recumbent posture must be assumed and maintained until these symptwms

pass oflp. The radical treatment consists in surgical interference with a

view to establishing permanent replacement by means of sutures or ad-

hesive inflammation.



ALBUMINURIA IN CHILDREN.

By JAMES TYSON, M.D.

Albuminuria in children may be produced by the following causes

:

I. Briglit's disease. II. Admixture of pus due to suppuration in any part

of the genito-urinary tract. III. Hteniaturia and lia>moglobinuria. IV.

Cliyluria. V. In very rare cases albuminuria may be caused by pressure

on the renal veins by tumors or perinephritic inflammation and abscess.

VL Albuminuria may be without apparent cause, when it is called func-

tional albuminuria, or, in children, in consequence of the fact that it is most

frequeut between the ages of nine and eighteen, the albuminuria of adoles-

cence. .
'

I. BRIGHT'S mSEASE.

This common cause of albuminuria is considered under its appropriate

heading in the article by Dr. Goodhart.

II. SUPPURATION. ,^

Pus from the urethra is a very rare source of albuminuria in children.

With adolescence in boys comes the possibility of g'^norrhaa, while puru-

lent inflamr.ation from mechanical and chemical causes may also occur.

In girls at an early age rape is a possible cause of gonorrhoea, as well as

inoculation from a parent. Caill6 has seen a case of such inoculation in an

infant five months old.

Ijeucorrhcea independent of specific cause is sometimes found in quite

young girls, even infants, and comparatively frequently in children three

to seven years old and older. Th<' cause in these cases is not always
easily ascertained, but the condition is generally observed in young girls

who are anaemic and have pale, sofl skins,—who are, in a word, scrofu-

lous. The indications of treatment in such cases are to build up the gen-

eral health of the little patient by the use of nutritive food, hygiene,

esi)ecially bathing, cod-liver oil, and chalybeatcs and arsenic. These may
i)e aided by the use of astringent washes, which, as a rule, shoukl be of the

simplest character.

After the urethra in the male and the vulvo-vagina in the female, the
next source of albumin from this cause is the bladder. Inflammation of the
bladder from othiir causes than stone is net very infrequent in youug chil-
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(Ireii, and especially in young girls ; but the most freciueut eauHe of hucIi

inflaniiimtion is stone in the bladder. Inflaniniation of tlu! bladd(>r by tliost-

cauHcs is roeognizetl by -^ luptoins detailed in their apjjropriute place. i{iit

no case of this kind should be decided without the sounding of the bladder

and in the ease of the leniale the urethra should be; dilated by Simon's

dilators and the bladder explored by the finger. This exploration should

be practisal much more fre(piently than it is at the present day.

Ascending the urinary tract, the kidney and its pdvis become the next

seat of the scnirce of pus. When they are associated in the intlannnatory

process, the term pyonephritis is applied. This association commonly exists

and, indeed, it is not often easy to differentiate the two pirtcesses when tlicv

occur sepamtely, and to be able to say that the inflammation is confined

to one or the other. The causes of such inflanmiation are obstruction any-

where in the urinary tract from its begiiuiing at the end of the urethra up

to the pelvis itself, ytone in the kidney, tuberculosis of the kidiicv, and

perinephritic abscess ;uvading the kidney from without. Frecpieutly the

inflamraa*-iou is an ascending one, starting from the bladder. Malignant

diseases of the kidney, including sarcoma and carcinoma, are also mre causes

of pus in the urine. Pyonephrosis is the term applied to a collection of

pus in the kidney the result of pyonephritis, by whatever cause produced.

Calculous pyonephrosis is d'le to impacted stone, probably its most frequent

cause in children. Tuberculous or scrofulous pyonephrosis is due to tuber-

cular infiltration commencing in the renal papillae and extending thence in

both directions, into the kidney and downward into the pelvis and ureter.

The new formation rapidly undergoes fatty metamorphosis and caseation

accompanied by suppuration. These will all be described under their ap-

propriate headings, as well as the various forms of turaoi' which affect th

'v'dney, although these latter are rarely attended with suppuration. TLey

raa^ also cause small albuminuria by pressure upon the renal veiny.

It is scarcely in ray province to consider the means of determining the

exact source of the pus in a given specimen of purulent urine, but I will

merely ment.on, in passing, the case of an adult male extending over four

yeare, during the last three of which he was under my own care, where

from the beginning frequent micturition was a most annoying symptom

and regarded as evidence of bladder-involvement, and where the autopsy

revealed a tuberculous kidney, but a bladder perfectly smooth and free from

tubercular disease or inflammation from any cause; also a second case

treated for months as a bladder-case by a distinguished surgeon because

of an irritable bladder, where subsequently a successful neplu'o-lithotomy

relieved all the symptoms.

III. HEMATURIA AND HiEMOGLOBINURIA.

Haematuria as a cause of albuminuria may be recognized by the nakai

eye when the blood is sufficiently abundant, or by the microscopic recogni-

tion of the red blood-disks in doubtful cases. Haematuria occurs in acute
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iicpliritirt, where the amount of bhxKl is uHually Hinah, giving rise only to

tlu' well-known smoky hue in aeid urine or a brighter tint in alkaline

urine. In either event it is best to decide the (juestion by the use of the

niitioseope. In chronie nephritis there is sometimes very trifling htema-

tiiria. lliematuria is frcHjuently the residt of injury to the kidney,—trau-

iiiatio lliematuria. It oecuirs also as a result of gravel or stone in the kid-

ney. It is one of the commonest symptoms in tubercular disease of the

kidiiPy, espwiially when the organ begins to break down, although it is not

contiiK'd to this stage and small amounts of blood may occur in various stages

of tulKTcudosis. Carcinoma and sarcoma are sometimes associated with

luenmtiiria. Stone impaded anywhere in the ureter between the pelvis and

the l)liKl(ler or contained in the bladder itstdf may be a cause of luematuria.

liijui'ies to the bladder may, of course, cause hromaturia. Moibid growths

in the bladders of children are exceedingly rare, and are therefore very

uiilih 'y causes of luematuria, but when albuminuria is thus caused it is a

true hiomuturia. Cystitis from any cause may be so severe as to be attended

liy lioniorrhage. Among the causes of hajmaturia in children producing

albiiiniiiuria must not be forgotten the malarial poison, although this form

is nuu'h more rare in children than in adults. A very interesting case of

this form of huematuria, closely simulating stone in the bladder, in a boy

of seven, is reported by Dr. Mollof, of Sophia, Bulgaria.'

Purpura and that singular constitutional tendency to bleed known as

hicinophilia must be included among the causes of hseniaturia. The latter

is often hereditary.

The question of the source of blood in urine is a very important one

preliminary to treatment. The only infallible sign that blood in the urine

comes from the kidney is the presence of blood-easts,—casta of the urinifer-

ous tubules composed of coagulated blood or of fibrin to which blood-disks

are adherent ; or the long worm-like moulds of the ureter which are occa-

sionally discharged where the hemorrhage is free, sometimes with extreme

colicky pain. With the latter exception, the blood from the kidney is more
apt to be intimately admixed with the urine and is less commonly passal in

clots, while clots are comparatively common when the hemorrhage is from
the bladder. Here also, however, quantity has much to do with the state

of the blood : if the quantity be small there are not likely to be clots, even
witli hemorrhage into the bladder. The possible admixture with urine of

menstrual blood has only to be mentioned in passing.

Hfemoglobinuria diflPers from hfematuria in the absence of corpuscles,

while the coloring-matter resulting from their disintegration contributes the

usual red color of blood to the urine. Where there is any doubt as to

whether this coloring-matter is haemoglobin, chemical tests must, of course,

be used, as the*"" is no corpuscle present to recognize with the microscope.

' Bulgarian Hi weekly Meditzinski-Preglei, Nos. 1 and 2, 1889 j also Provincial Med-
ical Journal, June 1, 1889.
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The simplest test is Heller's, performed by heating the arine in a test-tube

with sodic or potassic hydrate. The hiematin is precipitated with the phos-

phates, giving to the latter a very characteristic blood-red color. Or the

spectroscope may be used, or Teichmann's hsemin ciystals may be made.'

The term hsemoglobinuria should be restricted to those cases of luemo-

globinuria iu which the hajmoglobin comes directly from the blood, for

it is to be remembered that in certain cases of apparent htemoglobinuria

the red blood-corpuscles undergo destruction very soon after the urine has

been passed, and, if rcicvoscopic examination were made at the moment of

passing, blood-disks would be found present. Ammoniacal alkaline urine

quickly dissolves red blood-disks. The most common cause of hajnioglo-

binuria is malaria. It must be admitted, however, that both hsematuria

and hsemoglobinuria sometimes occur without discoverable cause, when they

are called " idiopathic." Hteraoglobinuria has been experimentally pro-

duced by the introduction of poisonous substances into the blood, and it is

presumable that whatever agent causes the condition enters the blood aud

dissolves the corpuscles, either in the vessels or at the moment the blood is

discharged from them.

Treatment.—The treatment of hsematuria and of hsemoglobinuria is

identical. In this connection will be considered only the treatment of mala-

rial hsematuria and hsemoglobinuria and so-called idiopathic hsematuria and

hsemoglobinuria. The remedy pa7' excellence for malarial hsematuria and

hsemoglobinuria is quinine, which is given in appropriate anti-malarial

doses, although, in consequence of the comparative harmlessness of the

drug, and, especially in southern climates, the dangerous character of the

disease, full doses should be given at once. It is to be remembered, too,

that children bear large doses of quinine with imm,unity. If the litenia-

turia and the hsemoglobinuria are paroxysmal, the full quantity should be

given, so as to anticipate sufficiently the expected onset. As deterniiued bv

the age, ten, fifteen, or twenty grains may be thus given, appropriately

divided. Where, however, the haematuria is continuous, as it often is, even

when malaria is its cause, the quinine may be administered in doses of from

one to three grains every three hours, according to the age of the ehiid,

until the hsematuria ceases or there is reason to believe that the remedy is

ineffectual. If quinine alone is insuffit 'ent, it should be combined with other

treatment of malaria, especially arsenic and iron, the latter co-operatinp; ns

an astringeut. Turpentine has been strongly recommended by some of the

writers in the southern part of the United States. Cases which do not yield

' Filter out the earthy phosphates as above precipitated, place a small portion on a cla&s

elide, dry carefully, and thorouf^hly mix with the dried phosphate a minute granule of com-

mon salt. The excess of salt is then removed, the mixture covered witli a thin f^lass cover,

a hair interposed, and a drop or two of glacial acetic acid allowed to pass under. The slide

is then carefully wanned until bubbles begin to mai<e their appearance. After cooling,

if blood-coloring matter is present, prismatic hoBmiu crystals are easily recognizable with a

power of three hundred diameters.
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to the above treatment may be regarded as suffering from idiopatic haerna-

turia "nd litemoglobinuria. By far the best remedies for these are the

natural mineral waters, as those of Roekbridge Alum Springs, the Bath

Alum Springs, or the Wallawhatoola Alum Springs,—all in Virginia,

U.S.A. I have seen almost magical results from the use of these waters in

oases otherwise intractable. Other astringents may also be used, as rcallic

acid in five- to t«n-grain doses four times a day, or persulphate of iron iu

oac-ciglith- to half-grain doses. Ergot may also be used for its action on

the muscular coat of the arteries. By far the best preparation is the fluid

extract, in doses of from five minims to half a fluidrachm, according to age.

TV. CHYLURIA.

This term is applied to that condition of the urine in which the constit-

uents of chyle are present. It can only occur as a result of leakage of chyle

from a ruptured lymph-vessel into the urinary tmct, most likely iutc che

bladder or pelvis of the kidney. Such rupture is the result of obstruction

in cue or more of the branches of the thoracic duct. One of the best recog-

niz«l causes of such obstruction is tlie filaria Bancroft! or its embryo ;
* but

all cases of chyluria are not by any means due to the filaria. The term

parasitic is applied to such chyluria, while the term non-parasitic is applied

to those cases where the obstruction is due to some other cause. The larval

filaria is frequently found iu the blood. In chyluria there is found, in

addition to albumin, the molecular base of the chyle, which gives the most

striking physical fcatui'e to the urine, its milkiness. According to the quan-

tity of this present the urine exhibits every degree of diminished tmns-

parency from a slight turbidity to a total opacity. If the fat is abundant

it rises on the surface of the urine like cream, and it may be dissolved out

by ether. Considerable blood is often present, imparting a reddish tinge

to the chylous urine. The effects of chyluria may be either none at all, or

a gradual loss of strength of the patient, proportionate to the amount of

chyle lost.

Treatment.—The evident indication for treatment for chyluria is rest

in bed. It frequently happens that chyluria disappears the moment the

patient is placed in bed. Beyond this no effective treatment is known.

The condition is of itself often intermittent. Various devices have been

at different times suggested for producing pressure upon the chyle-vessels,

and thus closing the leaking orifices, but it is exceedingly doubtful whether

this treatment is of any avail. Scheube suggests the use of picronitrate of

The adult filaria, or filaria Bancrqfti, is a thread-worm three or four inches long,

rarely found in man. The writer has seen a beautiful living specinaen floating in the ante-
rior char.iborof the eye of the horse. It will be noted that it is of considerable size and
oan easily obstruct the vessels. The embryo, on the otlior hand, often, but not always, found
in ;;reat numbers in the blood, especially at night, and occasionally in the urine, is « micro-
HMipic creature from one-hundredth to one-eightieth of an inch long, and about one-three-
thousandth of an inch in diameter.

Vol. III.—34
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potassium in doses of from three to ten grains, in pills or capsules, three or

four times a day,—uu what principle I am unable to say.

i:i!^

", *{.

I i

V. MORBID GROWTHS.

Albuminuria as the result of pressure by morbid growths requires uo

further mention. In addition to sarcoma, carcinoma, rhabdomyoma antl

fibroma, as forms of morbid growth thus acting, should be mentioned

hydatid cysts.

VI. FUNCTIONAL ALBUMINURIA, OR ALBUMINURIA OF ADO-
LESCENCE.

By far the most interesting form of albuminuria, next to that of Bright',s

disease, is the so-called albuminuria of adolescence. By this is meaut an

albuminuria renal in origin, further characterized by the absence of casts

and of all other signs of Bright's disease, or indeed of any disease, as its

subject is in apparently perfect health. It is much more common in boys

than in girls. The amount of albumin in these cases varies greatly. Some-

times it is quite large, amounting to half the bulk of urine tested, but more

frequently it is moderate in amount or very small. It is also greatly influ-

enced by circumstanc>es. Thus, it is apt to be increased by the ingestion

of food, and e-specially by fatigue, and it is almost always entirely absent

on rising in the morning, returning with the resumption of nmscular activ-

ity, whether food is taken or not. The most important injunction in the

recognition of this form of albuminuria is a careful and exhaustive exam-

ination of the urine for cast.", for should one fail to find them when they

are actually present a most serious error in diagnosis results. All attempts

to explain this form of albuminuria must be based on .speculation. Careful

thought, however, leads to the suggestion that it may not be so much the

result of derangement of the circulation of the kidney as a defect in the

composition of the albumin in the blood due to raal-assimilation, in eouse-

queuce of which defect it transudes through the vessel-walls. lu structural

change, on the other hand, there is a hinderance to the movement of the

blood through the kidney, and from this cause a transudation of the albu-

min takes place. Up to the present time, however, no chemical researches

have been able to discover a difference in the composition of the albumin

excreted under these circumstances. Functional albuminuria is by no

means confined to childhood.

Treatment.—Having once recognized this form of albuminuria in a

child, what shall be its management? First and foremost is the diet, ami

a very nice question it is to settle. A growing child should not be too

much restricted in the quantity of food, but care should be taken that itb<>

of the simplest character and most easily digested. Milk is conspicuously

appropriate : it is easily digested, and should be freely allowed. Nor should

nitrogenous foods be excluded from the diet of such a child. At the same

time care should be exercised not to permit the too free use of meat and
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of other albuminous foods, such an eggs. Too free eating should al ^o be

avoided at the evening meal, whJch should be of a simple character.

For a child " bread and milk" is a typically suitable evening meal. Of
qiial importance is the regulation of the amount of muscular ex&'cise.

Over-exertion and extreme fatigue should Ix; avoided, and competing in

athletic sports should be prohibited, because here not only is the exertion

exees.sivc but there is also no power to regulate it. Young girls during the

establishment of menstruation should be pui to bed. On the other hand,

out-door life is important for both sexes. It is to be remembered that

boys and girls with true functional albuminuria are not ill, but are in a

state which may easily be converted into illness, and, while they require to

be watched, they are not to be treated as invalids. Medicines are, therefore,

scarcely needed except to meet symptoms. Anaemia requires to be treated

with iron in small doses,—only such as can be assimilated : all over this is

harmful, as it is not absorbed, but, remaining in the alimentary canal, acts

as an astringent, constipates, and otherwise deranges dig>^stion. It is im-

])ossible to direct definite doses, because they must vary wit!i the age of the

child, but even with girls and boys of eighteen a fluidmr hm of the well-

known Basham's n^ixture of acetate of iron is quite enough. It should

further be freely diluted, as its absorption is thus favored and the astringent

effect diminished. As a rule, too, the vegetable salts of iron are by far the

best, because they are more easily assimilated. Such arc the citrate, tartrate,

and malate of iron, in doses of from half a grain or less to two grains. In

girls at all disposed to chlorosis, ai-senic is a valuable addition, in the shape

of Fowler's solution or arsenious acid. The well-known Bland's pills of

carbonate of iron are useful, but I doubt whether they are any more efficient

than the freshly-made pills of the same substance.
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ACUTE AND CHRONIC BRIGHT'S DISEASE.

By jambs F. GOODHART, M.D., P.Ii.C.P.

'
I

The term Bright's disease has now for so loner a i)eriod occupied a

recognized position that, although it is an interesting subject of study to

trace out from a utilitarian point of view the development of this as of

every other progressive advance in medicine, there is little need to occupy

time here either in a history or in a definition of the malady.

Nevertheless, as regards the latter I will say thus much, that, excepting

abscess, which will not concern us, any inflannnatiou that attacks the se-

creting structure of the kidney, whcthci that inflammation be catarrhal or

interstitial, partial or general, is e^ cntially Bright's disease more or loss,

and any less comprehensive definiti' leads not to perspicuity but to per-

plexity, for it is some such wide emb. , 'o as this alone that admits of any

attempt to explain the many varieties of symptoms and groups of such

which severally present themselves. Upon this point, therefore, I would

venture to insist : it is of cardinal importance to the subject as preseutcd iu

this article.

F!an.—In any article on Bright's disease there are many interestina;

questions that are of the essence of the subject which invite attention auJ

discussion. Such, for instance, are the cause of the anasarca and of its

presence or absence iu particular cases, the problems that centre round

arterial tension, and so on. But I have throughout kept rigidly before rae

that childhood only is my sphere on the present occasion, and, in conse-

quence, only such points in the general pathology of nephritis are touched

as are within the limits of this restriction, or as seem to be in any measure

elucidated by their occurrence under the particular conditions. For the

same reason I have avoided any general description of nephritis.

There are many methods of handling the subject. Some treat of it

clinically, and describe an acute, a subacute, and a chronic form,—all more

or less associated with dropsy; and the granular kidney where dropsy is

absent. Others subdivide the subject pathologically according to the sup-

posed change in the kidney, when we have a tubal, a glomerular, and an

interatitial nephritis. No one of these commends itself entirely to ni/

judgment, because, as I shall venture to raaiutaiii, the several sul divisions

632
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frequently overlap one another, and, after much consideration, I have de-

cided to make a very general division and to treat of only two grojips

:

1, acute Bright's disease ; 2, chronic Bright's disease.

Under the firat heading will be included not only the cases of definite

and stormy onset and moderate duration, but also all those chronic processes

that are known to come about in some cases by such means, although i* is

possible that they sometimes start in more leisurely manu-jr, and certainly

by their prolonged course deserve the name of chronic. This group will

therefore, include the acute, subacute, and chronic des(piamative, tubal, or

pareneliyniatous nephritis of the several authorities, and the obvious justifi-

cation for classing them all together thus is that it is impossible to give

any specific differences that will suffice to distinguish them. There is no

lividing line, the disease is the same for all, whether acute or chronic, and

the symptoms of any one are more or less those of the others.

Chronic Bright's disease will be practically conterminous with the con-

tracted or granular kidney. There is indeed another condition which is

chronic from the commencement,—viz., the chronic parenchymatous ne-

phritis that is set going by lardaceous disease ; but its symptoms are those

of the late stage of pareneliyniatous nephritis, and to treat of it separately

would only be to repeat myself.

If at first sight the arrangement here adopted seems to be wanting in

prmsion, I think it will be found to work out satisfactorily, and as nearly

in accord with practical usage as can be hoped for.

ACUTE BRIGHT^S DISEASE.

Synonymes.—Tubal nephritis. Parenchymatous nephritis.

Pltiology.—In adults the great proportion of cases can be traced to

exposure to wet or cold or both. Almost all other causes are obscure in

origin, but in some it arises after scarlatina or other blood-poison, be it

diphtheria, typhoid fever, erysipelas, or acute rheumatism ; in others the

patient has been for long markedly anajmic. Sometimes it is associated

with drinking habits. Sometimes, started by lai-daceous disease, it soon

assumes a dominant position and the original mischief is completely masked.

But in children it has often been the subject of remark that it is but seldom

that any exposure can be traced, and for the most part scarlatina is held to

be its coinmtKi cause. Ralfe states that two-thirds of all the cases of acute

uephritis under sixteen years are due to this exanthem ; Henoch, that one
can boldly assert that, with the exception of an extremely small number of
cases, dituise uephritis in infants is of scarlatinal nature ;' and Dr. Dickin-
son, that of fifty-four fatal cases the disease was traced to wet or cold in

m I

' Vorlesungen uber Kindcrkrnnkheitcu, 1881, p. 510.
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only four. At the same time lot it be remarked that a cuill la not an

easy thing to trace in childhocxl, and, now that we aro becoming familiar

witli the fact that nephritis is more common in very young children than

used to be supposed, it is yet possible that o.x})osure may play a nioif

prominent part as a factor in its production than these statements would

lead one to suppose. Of other causes fertile in adult life in initlatino die

more chronic form of the disease, and which ought not to Ixj omitted froni

some share of responsibility even in childhood, are phthisis and lardacooiis

disease. Neither is of any great numerical import ; nevertheless, it niav he

as well to insist that lardaceous disease, even in slight degree, is a provoca-

tive of chronic parenchymatous nephritis, and even of more insidious

changes such as may ultimately bring about a gmnular kidney.

Pathological Anatomy.—If we refer to the many authorities who

liave written on this part of our subject, it must still be held that there is

weighty opinion in favor of two contentions : there are those who still hold

that the disease is of epithelial origin ; othei's, that it is essentially an acute

interstitial change with consecutive epithelial disturbance and proliferation.

Barthez and Sann6, after citing these two views, continue, " Othei-s, in the

desire to reconcile these opposite opinions, have conceived the existence of

a mixed or diffuse nephritis." But, in my opinion, the assertion that the

disease is a complex state of tubal and interstitial change rests upon solid

ground ; for it is based, first of all, upon a number of recorded facts, and,

secondly, upon tlie a priori argument that it is exceedingly unlikely that in

any solid and closely-packed organ like the kidney, and which wants the

excuse of separate functions such as the liver may supply an example of, or

the openness of texture and thus the greater or less independence of the ele-

ments of its structure, as is seen in the lung,—I say it seems to me highly

improbable that there should be two specifically distinct forms of inflam-

mation or structural change. Physiology and anatomy alike make it more

than probable that unity runs through all forms of nephritis ; that it is, in

fact, impossible for any disease of the tubes to exist any length of time

except more or less interstitial disease accompanies it; and that it is

equally impossible for any interstitial disease to exist independently and not

to entail a tubal disturbance or desquamation. To this it will be at once

objected that a dogmatic statement of this kind flies in the face of obvious

every-day fact. Take a typical case of the lai'ge white kidney—and what

more common?—and contrast it with the granular kidney, also too familiar

to us all, and the two are so unlike that any a priori argument such as I

have ventured to employ is of no value, and particularly so when the dis-

similarities are in accord with the minute investigations of many most reli-

able observers. And I admit the cogency of the objection unless it can be

satisfactorily disposed of Let us see whether this is so. It is no mere

truism to say that inflammation wherever we study the process is hardly in

any two cases alike, because it is this very feature of inconstancy—whether

this be due to the disease or to the personality of the individual, who shall
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say''—vli«t is forever dpinaiuling attont'on, puzzlitig our diagnosis, aiul too

often eliiding our forc<'ast. And to no other feature than this is it necessary

to look for an explanation, and I think a satisfactory one, of the various

morbid appearances met with in nej)hritis. From reasoning based upon the

prcn\ises thus supplied, it is not difficult to construct a synthetic scheme of

the morbid changes of renal inflammation, as follows

:

The most acute form of inflammation, from what is known of the process

in all tissues, must necessarily be mainly an intense arterial flux. It is im-

|)ossible to get fire without fuel, and no epithelial proliferation can take place

without preceding hypera;mia of some kind, and it is possible to conceive

of a vascular condition of this kind so intense as will practically i)ut a stop

to further changes by the extreme disturbance of the circulation thereby

induced. In the case of the kidney extreme congestion of the Malpighian

tufts—a common occurrence—is the initial disturbance, and this would be

followed in a smaller number of cases by exudation and damage to the

structure of the tufts themselves. In this description any one can see the

picture of the essentials of the so-called glomerular nephritis.*

In the same way suppose the circulatory stasis to be less severe but its

stress sufticiently maintained, and it would be strange if there did not follow

an outwandering of corpuscles and other disturbances of the walls of the

vessels and of the surrounding parts such as would readily correspond to

the description of an acute interstitial nephritis. Far and away behind

these in the matter of intensity would come such a flux as would allow of

epithelial desquamation, and in cases where this morbid change was exces-

sive one might even hazard the surmise that the attack was chronic. One
might even go further, and say that in all such cases as have been really

acute one would expect to find such a blending of circulatory—that is, inter-

stitial—changes with the epithelial—or tubal—that the latter should be,

after all, not so very prominent.

Most chronic of all would necessarily and obviously be those contracting

forms of disease that have received the name of " granular kidney."

This description—subject to the qualification already insisted upon, that

absolutely pure cases are the exception—will account for a considerable

amount of variation in the appearance of the kidneys, as also for interme-

diate cases as regards the symptoms exhibited.

This scheme, be it observed, is altogether beside the knowledge ob-

tainctl from the clinical and post-mortem study of the disease itself; it is

purely hypothetical, and we must now inquire how it works out in practice.

Now, the one feature of the morbid anatomy of Bright's disease as seen

ui childhood that has impressed itself upon my mental vision is this r that

tlie naked-eye appearances of the kidney are not at all in proportion to the

severity of the symptoms ; and in my own experience a typical large white

Ividney is but seldom found. Many a time, with all the symptoms of that

' For a very similar view see H. Ashhy, Med. Chronicle, vol. iii. pp. 187-189.
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disease— the pallor, the Jropsy, tlu* scanty, smoky urine, with niiuh allxi-

min in it—the kidney by a casual observer might have been passed as

healthy. To careful scrutiny there is no dou j about the disease. Tli to is

the patchy dilatation of tlie surface capillaries, and a generally-distril)iitcd

but aubdued fiiwn-colorod speckling. Still, the general aspect is by uo

means striking : the kidneys, perhaps, are no., unduly large, their color

might easily pass for that of a pale or what is often called a fatty kidney

(a familiar term in the post-mortem room, and carrying no suggestion of

parenchymatous nephritis), and their section shows none of that extreme

contrast between the lividity of the medullary and the pallor of the K)rtical

paits. Passing en to the minute examination of such organs, I have Iwn

further struck with the want of uniformity that is to be found in the his-

tological changes : kidneys of ver}' similar external aj^pearance will show

in one case much glomerular change, in another much tubal, in another

more diapedesis, in another verj- little of anything except intense conges-

tion of the vessels behind the tufts. The most recent histological inves-

tigations are much in accord with this. Barthez and Sann6, as the result

of their most recent summary, state that in all cases of parenchymatous

nephritis, whether consequent on scarlatina or on some other malady, the

initial departure is a glomerular and vascular one.' So much is this want

of uniformity a feature of nephritis in childhood—it is by no moans want-

ing in adult life also^—that when asked—as, necessarily, often happens

—

what kind of kidney is to be predicted in a particular case, although it is

easy to say in the rough that such and such minute changes will be found,

I hesitate always to say what the coarse appearances will be.

I take it that this statement of the case is equivalent to saying that the

average of disease in childhood is acute, whereas in adults the average is

chronic. There can be no doubt of this : that the prognosis for parenchym-

atous nephritis as regards complete recovery is largely a question of age.

In childhood it is mostly good ; in young adults, also, often good ; but as

years go on it certainly becomes less and less so, and in a large proportion

of hospital cases (mostly of middle age) admitted for albuminuria and

dropsy, although the immediate risk may not be great, and many are much

relieved by treatment, the albuminuria j^ersists, and the ultimate issue, even

if long delayed, is unfavorable.

But in this I am anticipating. It is, however, necessary to say so much,

because the different behavior of the disease at the two epochs forms part

of the argument upon which I base the contention that there are other

phases of acute nephritis more acute or intense than the so-called acute

tubal nephritis, and that this last is not par excellence the disease of child-

hood, but that, on the contrary, there are strong grounds for supposing that

in many cases it is the result of insidious chronic disease.

• Makd fl des Enfants, 8d ed., vol. ii. p. 683.

' See t paper by the author, Guy's Hosp. Rep., Series III., vol. xxvii. p. 135.
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This view will, I think, receive still further support from the clinical

history of the tlisoaac.

Symptoms.—These will be best brought home tj the mind of tho

reader if they are presented not separately, but as the/ are moulded into

form by the disease. We are all familiar with the symptoms of acute

Bright's disease as a mere matter of enumeration,—the ^)yrcxia (I think,

(Krasioiial only, and usually of moderate intensity), the pallor, the vomit-

ing, the convulsions sometimes ; then the dropsy, the cough, the oppressed

breatiiing, the pulse that intermits now and again, the scanty urine, its

l)loocl, its pmokiness, and its large percentage of albumin. But what

we want to know more especially is, how do the individual elements adjust

themselves, with what body do they come?

The common history is this : the child becomes dropsical and j)ale : in

consequence of these two symptoms, perhaps only of the swelling that has

been noticed in the face, the doctor is summoned ; and he finds that the

urine is scanty, jierhaps even this not remarkable, but the color is dingy, or,

as it is called, smoky, it contains a large proportion of albumin, and under

the microscope red blood-corpuscles are found, a number of Icucot^yte-like

bodies (probably the nuclei of the renal e])ithelium), other cells in less pro-

portion, and abundant hyaline casts, of a size denoting that they come from

the cortical part of the gland. If inquiry be made, a history of some

slight preceding malaise may be elicited, of any length from four or five

days to a month, perhaps of some moderate pyrexia. This is about all that

can he said of the onset of the average run of cases, but there is a good

deal of latitude in all directions. Thus, as regards cerebral symptoms, the

disease is sometimes ushered in by convulsionc, or there may be early

obstinate vomiting, but these are less common, and headache is not a fea-

tin-e of the nephritis of childhood,—or jxjrhaps, to speak more guardedly,

it is seldom complained of as such.

If the case does well, after more or less time has elapsed the albumin

perhaps begins to vary and on the whole to lessen gradually in quantity, the

dropsy decreases and then goes, the urine becomes more copious, its specific

gravity improves, perhaps lithates appear, and ultimately the child improves

in flesli and color. If, on the other hand, the case progresses downward,
the albumin remains in quantity for a long time and the amount of urine

13 scanty
; after a time the diuresis becomes more free, and often much of

the dropsy goes, but the child remains pale and emaciated ; the albumin

l^rsists, and death ensues by one of several complications aft«r perhaps

many months. With this history of the common case the separate symp-
toms may be considered more in detail.

Convulsions at the onset, or indeed at any time, are usually associated

with and preceded by a markedly scanty urine or even by temporary sup-

pression. They are likely to cease in the course of a few hours under the

influence of treatment and of the establishment of a more free secretion of
urine.

MMBi
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Vomitinf;, if sevrro, is more likely to l)e associated with iiniisiial pallor

a hollow-eyed eoUapse, restlessness, eoiigh, a ditriist? bronchitis of'tlie larger

tubes, so that the ehcst is pervadetl, sometimes quite rapidly, with rales of

all kinds, the so-called onlema of the lung. This is not always tiic; cjiso:

vomiting is sometimes severe when the child is still in a fairly gocxl con-

dition, and it does not then appear to add to the gravity of the case

(Henoch). The ejeeta are sometimes bilious or greenish, sometimes watery,

sometimes mere mucus.

Pyrexia is sometimes high (103-104° F.), but it is seldom more than

101°, often Ix'low this and altogether overlooked, and in any case it is

seldom of any diu'ation. The temperature is often subnormal. liarr statos

that post-scarlatinal nephritis always sets in with more or less fel)rile dis-

turbance.' I have occasionally noticed the accession of a sharp febrile attack

of perhaps two or three days or less, in the course of an acute nephritis.

It has s[)eedily subsided, nor has it been associated with any relapse in

other ways, but when it has occurrod, and i!'is in intensity, t!»e pulse lias

become for the time a characteristically dicrotic one. In the primary

nephritis of infancy, too, a pyrexia of some degree and duration is })er-

haps not uncommon : Emmett Holt has given charts of several sucli.'^

The wine almost always contains a large quantity of albumin at the

onset, unless we hav regard to a special and rare group of eases, to be mon-

tionetl presently, in which the anasarca is extreme and the allxmiin absent.

The quantity passed in the twenty-four hours varies considerably. Ralfe

states that the general average is in his experience from 6 grammes to 13.5

grammes in the twenty-four hours, but Dickinson, according to the same

authority, has recorded cascb where the amount has l>een a-s much as 21.9

and 32.5 gnnimes.^ It may vary in quantity, and .sometimes nuieh so,

from day to day. I could give several charts where in the course of a long

attack the estimated quantity jumpal about from day to day, and some-

times temporarily disappeared altogether. In other respects than the allHi-

miu the urine n"ay also vary much. It is usually scanty at the onset, and

it may long ren nin so, or it may quickly become copious; it may be fully

charged with blood, when it is of the color of claret,—a state of things that

is in my experience decidedly uncommon. More commonly it is of a defi-

nite blood-tint (like raw-beef juice) or only smoky. If the case is of any

duration I have often noticed blood to appear and reappear in the course of

the illness without any other change in the symptoms, and without, so far

as I know, adding anything to alter the prognosis.

Of polyuria and thirst I shall speak presently. They are not common,

but may occur in very chronic cases.

The dropsy is usiially a persistent symptom, but not necessarily .so : it may

be that witu rest and treatment it quickly disappears, its disappearance corre-

.1 i

» Archives of Pediatrics, 1887, p. 525.

3 Rnlfe, Diseases of the Kidney, 1885, p. 175.

Ibid., 1887.
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MMiiidinp with considomhlo diuresis niul {ijcnomlly with a diniiniition of the

amount of" albumin in tlio urine. It \h important that this assoeiation of

sifins he attended to, for there w a disai)j)('aranee of dropsy unassooiatcd

with IcHseiiin}; of the albumin, which is prone to indicate a very chroniq

malady and one that is little likely to end in recovery. Moreover, dropsy is

not i)v any means always j)resent : eases sometimes run their course from first

to last without any, and this may be so in such as end fatally as well as in

those that do well. It sometimes happens, too, that after it has disaj)peared

and the albumin also, a slight relapse in this resjiect will take place and the

cliild ajfain become puffy about the face or the ankles. This is, of course,

(|iiito a common thing in the chronic eases and with the albumin persistent.

Heart awl Arteries.—Another very common departure from health is

more or less disturbance of the heart's action and of the pulse. I have

already described the latter as intermittent, but jx-rhaps it less seldom

misses a pulsation at the wrist than that an occasional l)eat falls short of its

prope" volume and i)ower; while, if listening to the heart-sounds, perhaps

oiiee in eight or ten beats there is a one-beat stagger or shuffle. This

symptom is, I think, more conspicuous in adults than in children, and is

generally associated with more or less of the well-known pulmonary dis-

tress or asthma,—air-hunger, as it has been called,—a symptom of renal

disease almost absent in childhood, perhaps because it belongs more to

chronic than to acute disease, and chiefly, of course, to the granular form of

kidney. The heart is often laboring in its action, its sounds thick, and its

impulse displaced outward.

In childhood the pulse of renal disea.'?e is usually an accelerated one ; it

seldom to the finger conveys the idea of hardness or tension so character-

istic in adults, and only occasionally have I seen anything of the kind in

the sphygmographic tracing.

These points are all of importance, because Friedliinder, Silbermann, the

writer, and others have found the l?fl ventricle dilated in certain cases of

death from acute nephritis, and I have conten'led for this condition coming

on somewhat rapidly and causing death suddenly, and somewhat unex-

pectedly if we are not prepared for such an occurrence. It has been

argued with much probability that the dilatation of the ventricle is the

n>sult of increase of tension in the systemic system, tlie heart, becoming

fatigued by the stress of work, acting irregularly, and then dilating. But

Henocli has combated this suggestion, and reverts to the theory of ursemia

or of some cause at present unknown. His objections are three

:

1st. That evidence of arterial tension of\:en fails. This I at once admit,

but it would be strange if it did not do so, for, inasmuch as increase of

tension must be due in part to the requisite vigor oi' the cardiac muscle,

when this fails and the ventricle dilates rapidly so will the evidence of ten-

sion disappear. It is to this very fact that I attribute the common failure

of this evidence in children, and I say that rapid dilatation of the heart is

a special risk in early life.
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2d. The liciirt is siiic! to 1)(> found soinotimos dilatcnl at the autopny when

the pulse hart Ix'cii <|uito reguhir all through. This, aga .i, must, I think

be adniit:ed, and may even Iw regarded as a diffieulty ; but, at the siuuc

time, we know an a t'aet that this is not unconimon in adult life, in elmtnic

disease, and in condijons of obviously inereas«>d tension ; and otie can tliciv-

fore only suppose—what is not, indeinl, indikely—that t.ie heart may

slowly dilate under the iniluenee of the teusiuii while the musele sti!' \n

enabled to fulfil its functions adeipuitely.

3d. It is said that, inastnueh as most eases recover, it is necessary to

suppose a fre<iuent recovery I'roin dilatation of the ventricle, and that this

appears but little likely. On the eontmry, 1 am convinced of tlie reaiity

of the frecpieney of recovery from dilatations of this sort. There is iimiiv

a case of renal disease in which under the influence of disease the iiiipiilsc

goes outward and the heart-sounds are laboring and unnatural, in wliidi

the natural conditions are restored as the malady subsides. Tlu^ eases (»f'

anaemia could be nund)ered by the score in which the sjvme physical sijrns,

coupled witii subjective symptoms of disturbed cardiac action, all coinhinc

to indicate dilatation of the ventricle, and all completely sid)sid(> luidor tlit!

influence of rest and the administration of iron ; and T take it that orn of

the most vital points in medicine to insist upon is this jwwer of the heart

to recover from temporary dilatation.

Skin.—In adults, as is well known, the skin is usually dry and perspi-

ration is difficult to provoke, but in children this is certainly nothing like

so regular, and in many cases even of general anasarca it is either naturally

active or at atiy rate is readily excited to sweating.

Retina.—I have only once or twice seen albumimu'ic retinitis in child-

hood, and this in somewhat chronic and fatal cases.

J?ut there are tableaux of symptoms other than this. Thus, a child is

taken suddenly, afler scarlatina in the particular case that now presents

itself to me, with bsematuria. It is not at any time extreme, and disjippenis

within thiee -v four days, but the urine becomes more and more scanty and

ends with .i.plete suppression. Except for this history there is notliini;

to indicate the malady with which we are dealing. The child lies 'n bed

without a trace of dropsy, and at the end of seven or eight days dies of

sheer asthenia. I recall a very similar case in a youth of sixtecMi or seven-

teen who could give no cause for his illness. The picture is notowortliy

because of the complete absence of the so-called urtemic symj)toms, in (iiis

corresponding to a class of cases in adults, now well known, chiefly from the

writings of Sir William Roberts, due to mechanical arrest of the outflow

of urine, in which death also comes by asthenia. I should say that in lx)th

the cases above all'ided to, the microscopical examination of the kidrioy

revealed an unusual degree of glomerular nephritis and very little el'sc.

And yet another scene floats before me, perhaps more common, in wliich

there is the same absence of dropsy but albuminuria and anreniia are

coupled together, yet so little are any other symptoms of renal disease
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prcwnt that one is tempttnl to ask which is the primary disease. Of the

miniite changes in tlie kidney in snch cases as these I am h'ss snre. The

nak«l-eye ap|)('uniiices I have already dihited ujHJn as those of |)aUor, or

till' futty ki(hicy. Hut the niiniile changes have sometimes been so little

proiKiinicwl as to give color to the suggestion that sonv; forms of alhii-

iniiiuriu are of hwmatogenous origin. Here is a (ase that illustrates some of

the didiculties of this class. A (rhild of eight years was under treaiiUent for

licadiwiu!, drowsiness, and obstinate vomiting. The illness had commenced

by convulsions, without pyiexia. The urine, sjiid to have been iiorinul at

one cxiuniniwion u* the onset, had for several days contained a larg(> (piantity

()l'all)iniiin ai'd wj ,>ale and watery-looking. Latterly there had been some

l)l('c<ling fron> the gii as and the face had become pufly, but this was hardly

appreciable to a stranger, and there was no tract? of dropsy elsewhere.

There was excessive aiuemia, and the urine was full of albumin. These

aiul the vomiting were the only symptoms, and it seenKnl possible tjiat the

alhuminuria might have some obscure cause in the anosmia, or even some

other l)lo<)d-condition, such as diphtheria may supply us with an example of.

The chihl diwl at the end of six weeks, the vomiting having continued, and

intiTinittciit suppression closing the s(;ene. The kidneys v,ev<' the only organs

diseased : they were of natural size. The capsules were adherent ; the sur-

faec plightly dimpled ; in color pale fawn, and mottled. They had all the

appearance of extensive parenithymatous nephritis of some weeks' if not

months' standing, and by the microsco})e the excess of fibre between the

tiihes, the thickening of the vessels, and the wasted tubes, all combined to

show tile existence of a rather atlvaucetl interstitial change.

Then, too, although the overage of disease in childhood is more or less

acute, occasionally it is the very opposite. And parenchymatous nephritis

is sometimes a disease of onset so insidious that it cannot be said to own
any perceptible or characteristic beginning. In that case an insatiable thirst

may herald the disease when it would otherwise be overlooked or pass for

something else,
—"diabetes insipidus," for example. The two following

cas(>s illustrate both these points,—that the disease may be very insidious,

and that for the diagnosis of such cases thirst may be the guiding light.

This symptom is also mentioned later on as existing in a ease of granular

kidney.

A boy of six years was brought to me with the following perplex-

ing history. He was brought up by hand on milk and oatmeal ; when
the bottle was given up he developed an intense thirst, which had never

subsided, und for which he would drink as much as a quart of water during

the night, and in times past even more than this. In early life he would
have an occasional attack of sickness after excitement, but was considered

healthy until the age of three years, when he had a sudden and severe

attack of fever and vomiting, thought by one medical man to be a cerebral

mnammation, by another to be of gastric origin. After his recovery he

suifered from bad night-terrors, and ever since has been subject to severe

I
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She is a wizened-looking child, with a dry skin and a patch of distended

capillaries on each cheek. Her weight is only twenty-seven and a half

pounds. Her tongue is clean, but red. There is no trace of anasarca, nor

has there ever been. Her urine is very pale, has a specific gravity of 1004,

and contains one-sixth of albumin. There was absolutely no deposit in the

urine alter long standing, and no aists could be found. The heart and blood-

vessels were natural, and the retina was free from changes of any kind.

To these must be added the group of ises of nephritis in infancy in

which, apart from the results of examination of the urine,—when, in all

probability, casts as well as albumin will be found,—there are no recog-

nizable symptoms. Holt writes,' " The symptoms, as a rule, are mislead-

ing, and tend to attract our attention to the brain or digestive system rather

than to the kidneys." In many of the cases collected by this writer, twenty-

throe in all, fever is mentioned, the pulse was rapid, the respiration jDcculiar,

and the nervous symptoms prominent. As a good illustration of how diffi-

cult the diagnosis of nephritis iu childhood may sometimes be, the following

case may be quoted.

A little girl of eight years was admitted into the Evelina Hospital under

my care on one day, and died the next. Her previous bistory was that she

had always been easily upset by fo(xl, and would then be sick and feverish,

with abdominal pain, for a few days. One of these attacks, apparently,

commenced seven days before her death, when she was quite well. She felt

sick, had stomach-ache, and v/as feverish. She afterwards vomited re-

peatedly, and when admitted on the sixth day she was in a very alarming

condition. She was pale, drowsy, ashy in appearance, with subnormal tem-

perature, cold extremities, and imperceptible pulse. The heart-sounds were

rapid and irregular. She passed an ounce of urine soon after admission,

of 1030 specific gravity and containing casts and one-tenth albumin. She

passed no urine for many hours, and just before her death became con-

vulsed. The heart was large and the left ventricle dilated. The kidneys

had the apj)earance of chronic congestion and felt hard, the capsules per-

haps a little adherent. The microscopical changes were not pronounced

;

the vessels of the cortex were full of blood and in many of the tubes were

fibrinous easts.

Course and Duration.—This will depend upon several circumstances.

Given an average case of scarlatinal nephritis, the attack usually supervenes

in the second or third week. The urine improves in color and in quantity

after a few days, and in a fortnight or so the amount of albumin will have

wnsiderably decreased. The albumin may continue to diminish, and may
disapjwar in from three to five weeks, or it may linger on, with mild re-

lapses and ultimate cessation, for many weeks, and sometimes for months.

But I am disposed to think that the age of the child entei-s into the

question. I have alrrady said that the nephritis of childhood is more likely

'\t

1 Primary Nephritis of Infancy, Archives of Pediatrics, 1887, p. 114.
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to do well than that of adults, and this applies probably without limitation

from the one extreme of life to the other. Then, from what I have seen

the nephritis of infancy is likely to run a rapid course, the dropsy to dis-

appear, and the urine to regain a natural state almost in a few weeks. The

ground for such an opinion is admittedly not a very extensive one. It niav

be that the nephritis of if lancy is largely -iirecognized, and that in this part

of its history come the fatal cases to swell the list. Dr. Emineti Holt ' lias

published a paper on the primary nephritis of infancy, whicdi rather con-

firms this view of the case ; for, in the first place, the facts therein recorded

agree with others of S6e and Ashby, in showing that nephritis may be wholly

latent and pass unrecognized unless the urine be examined in all cases of

illness ; and, secondly, the deaths amounted to eleven out of nineteen. Dr.

Holt adds, however, that this mortality must not be supposed to represeut

the real death-rate from these forms of nephritis, the truth, no doubt, being

that the great proportion of the milder cases escape notice altogether. The

few cases I have seen in infancy associated with dropsy have done well. I

have published one such case.'

Another occasional peculiarity of nephritis in childhood is a somewhat

tedious course for many weeks of albuminuria and anasarca, and then a

mpid, not to say sudden, disappearance of both, and recovery, when one liad

almost begun to be despondent. I give a short note of two such cases.

A boy of three and one-half years was admitted to the Evelina PIos-

pital on October 4, 1886. Some four months before his admission he had

an attack of fever : he was hot and thirsty, but had no rash out, and about

this time it was also noticed that his urine was scanty and dark ale-colored.

It had occasionally been of the same color since. Swellii'g of the legs, etc.,

had come on gradually since then, and for five weeks before his admission

he had been in bed.

He was in a condition of extensive anasarca, no part of the body being

free. The impulse of the heart was in the fifth space, just internal to the

nipple-line, and the action was rather irregular, there being a half-panse

every third or fourth beat. The sounds were flappy and the second re-

duplicated over the pulmonary area. The urine had a specific gravity of

1010, and contained one-third albumin, with granular and hyaline casts.

From October 4 to June 10 he remained much the same, and on the latter

date the albumin still measured as much as a sixth after settlement. It had

averaged throughout from a third to a sixth, but there had been several

temporary drops. To this it must be addetl that the child was hardly to be

called ill for the greater part of the time, although in this matter, too, he

varied, being sometimes very poorly for a day or two and then causing some

anxiety. Towards the end of February the dropsy began to diminish, aud

soon all but disappeared. In April the specific gravity of the urine rose

• Archives of Pediatrics, 1887, vol. iv.

» Student's Guide to the Diseases of Children, 3d ed. 1888, p. 425.
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from 1010 or 1015 to 1025-1030; it was habitually scanty in quantity,

lianlly ever being more than seven or eight ounces. On June 10 the albu-

min was at one-sixth, next day it had gone to uue-twenty-fourth, and

within four or five days there was none. A trace reappeared afterwards,

and this remained on his discharge six weeks later. He was treated al-

most throughout by the wet pack twice a day. It answered well, and he

sweated profusely. A subcutaneous injection of one-twelflh of a grain oi

pilocarpine was given occasionally ; citrate of potassium and digitalis for a

time ; and after some few weeks iron continuously.

Tlie second case was also a boy, aged four and a half years. He had

been ill with dropsy only a week, and for the same time the urine had been

only a few ounces in the twenty-four hours. He was very short-breathed,

with extensive general anasarca; the urine 1026, full of albumin, and con-

taining large numbers of hyaline and finely-granular easts. The heart-

sounds were thick and long, and the second accentuated. He was treated

by the wet and by citrate of potassium in seven-grain doses given

every four L. , his diet being restriv <^ed to milk and water, jelly, biscuit,

and bread and butter. The albumin decreased somewhat under these

measures, but it remained in fair quantity for four months, the specific

gravity being from 1012 to 1015, and the dropsy disappeared, but the

health of the child remained at a very low ebb. At the end of this time

the sijecific gravity of the urine rose suddenly to 1020, and the albumin dis-

appearetl altogether within a few days, and he has since then remained well.

It is impossible to reflect upon such a history as is here given, without

being struck with the fact that it does not square with any idea of inflam-

mation present to the morbid anatomist, and that it much better accoixis

with the supposition of some circulatory stasis that has been suddenly un-

locked, or of some haematogenous manner of production of albumin in the

urine of which as yet we know nothing. Of course there are many con-

ditions under which albumin, even in quantity, comes and goes. But that

it should be present for some weeks and even mouths, and then suddenly

disappear, is not common, although diphtheria may supply some approxi-

mation to this requirement. I remember, also, to have once seen something

like it in a severe case of typhoid fever, in which the albumin remained in

quantity for many days after convalescence, giving rise to some anxiety,

and tlien vanished like a dream. For the rest, one can occasionally trace an

acute nephritis, sometimes with dropsy, when it will all disappear, sometimes

without it, in which case the albumin, although for a time it diminishes,

never disappears, in which, some years after, a granular kidney is found. I

have seen one or two such cases. This event appears, however, to be more
likely, as I shall presently relate, when there has been no dropsy, or when
the dropsy has been but slight and transient. It is certainly not common
ni childhood to find, as in adults, the anasarca remaining for some time and
then disjqipearing while the albumin remains, a mixed or, as some would
say, a contracted white kidney being found after death.

Vol. III.—35
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In children, as in ."wlults, the dropsy may be very persistent and the

patient die of a large white kidney after many weeks or months. Cases

of chis sort must be present to the minds of all my readers. Several

of the kind are given by Dickinson,' and others may be found in the ad-

mirable abstract of medical and surgical cases emanating from the General

Hospital for Sick Children at Pendlebury. As I have already said, they

have not been the common oases in my experience.

Diagnosis.—When all the symptoms are present by which the disease

is known in adult life, no difficulty can present itself that requires men-

tion. The points to bear in mind are that most of them may be absent,

and that the younger the child the more likely is this to be the case. Not

only so, but other symptoms may exist that seem to point in quite other

directions. One child may suffer from sharp fever ; another may be

drowsy or convulsed, or may vomit ; another may be purged and collapsed.

Over and above the examination of the urine as a uever-to-be-noglected

part of a first examination in every case, it is probable that scantiness of

the urine is the most constant symptom pointing to defective renal activity

in these cases.

But it must not be forgotten that sometimes in albuminuria the domi-

nant feature, as already told, may be that of anaemia ; that in no small

number there is no dropsy or at most only an indefinite puffiness ; and that

it happens occasionally that a child is said to have died suddenly without

any pronounced symptoms of any sort, and the left ventricle of the heart

is found after death to be dilated.

Two other important considerations require notice here. In tlie first

place, dropsy may be present, and acute nephritis, it may be presumed, also,

without the existence of albumin in the urine. Secondly, and far more

commonly, an albuminuria exists from which it would be a mistake to

postulate the existence of a nephritis.

I take this first. I am of opinion that, while the presence of albumin

in the urine in small quantity at one or two examinations may mean any-

thing or nothing, the persistence of this symptom for any length of time with-

out definite cause—such, for instance, as some passive pulmonary congestion

or local scrofulous disease—is generally due to nephritis. I am faniih'ar

with the long existence of albuminuria without signs of ill health, but I

am indisposed to admit that the (ixistence of nephritis is thereby negatived.

In five years past I have been on the watch for cases of the so-called func-

tional albuminuria now so often spoken of, and, as the result of a very

large number of examinations, the only conclusion I can come to is that it

must be of great rarity. I do not doubt that it may exist occasionally;

nevertheless, in my experience any albuminuria that is present again and

again in the urine of any child or adult is as conformable to the hypothesis

of the existence of nephritis as it is to that of functional disease. The

' On Renal and Urinary Affections, vol. ii,. Albuminuria, 2d ed., 1877.
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symptoms of reual disease vary as the individual almost, and average

health, if not common, is by no means unknown, and thus it is not at

all safe to assume from the mere absence of symptoms that disease is

absent. For example take the following ease.

A youth of sixteen years had scarlatina when a child of seven. It was

a mild attack and no dropsy followed, but within tvo or three months

albumin was found in his urine, and has never since been absent whenever

it has been examined, and that has been frequently, and always by observers

of the first reputation. At one time he was kept for six weeks on a milk

diet without any influence on the albuminuria, and it still remains in

quantity. He has never had any symptoms that could be attributed to

renal disease, and seldom any of ill health. His urine has a specific gravity

of 1022, containing albumin in quantity, with hyaline casts. His heart

and arteries are quite natural.

Here, then, is a boy who has had albuminuria for nine years, remaining

still in ^lerfect health
;
yet can it be doubted, with the history before us,

that he is the subject of a chronic nephritis, or that in the end he will suc-

cumb to a granular kidney ? Nor is the existence of health amid stealthy

disease unusual : its parallel may be seen in many another pathological

process. There is pulmonary phthisis, which often progresses with in-

tervals of recovered health. There is mitral stenosis, which exists for

yeare before it becomes evident by loss of health. There is the kidney

itself in adult life, which may oft;en be known to be on the way to a granu-

lar state years before the organ becomes so inadequate as to pull up the

patient. This principle of " compensation," as it is called, may be traced

in all diseases, more or less, and in all is sometimes so complete for the

time as to obliterate the evidences of disease. But the disease is there all

the same. I will only add that, important as are these reflections as regards

diagnosis, they are haixlly less so with respect to prognosis and treatment.

Dropsy without albuminuria in any extreme degree is rare, but in

slight degree it is probably not uncommon. Dickinson alludes to it, Henoch
has notes of half a dozen such cases, and Hillier, S6e, Bartel, Duckworth,

and the author all make mention of it as a condition with which they are

well acquainted, or publish cases. Thomas ^ and Philipp (quoted by Henoch)

have seen epidemics of this character. It is an open question whether this

condition is or is not due to nephritis, but the more general opinion seems

to be that it is so, because in some cases casts have been found in the urine

;

and in most, a very interesting observation in relation to the pathology of

the dropsy, the urine has been remarkably scanty, in some amounting to

t€mi)orary suppression. In Dr. Duckworth's case* the diminution of the

urine was quite remarkable, and so also in one that occurred to me.' Such
cases as I have seen have done well, but it is not always so. Henoch al-

' Ziemssen's Cyclopaedia, vol. ii. p. 259.

' St. Bartholomew's Hosp. Rep., vol. xix., 1888.

» Guy's Hosp. Rep., Series III., vol xxvii., 1888-84, p. 198.

aJ«a *:
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ludt's to others in which the albumin, absent during the greater part of the

illness, apjKjara to some extent before death, and he quotes the statement of

Litten ' that there is a very grave form of hemorrhagic nephritis which is

only 1 i' <1 during life by some oedema of the face and hyaline casts iu

the u In mentioning authorities 1 must not omit the recent edition

of Rillk , .md Barthez, iu which is given (tome it. p. 694) a summary of

these varied relations of the dropsy and albuminuria of Bright's disease

which is altogether admirable and quite accords with my own experieuce.

It is indeed so much to the point that, at the risk of repetition, I give it in

abstract. 1. Albuminuria may appear only after the onset of the anasarca.

2. Albuminuria may precede the dropsy. 3. Anasarca may return, in cer-

tain cases of relapse, without the reappearance of albumin. 4. Persistence

of albuminuria is no impediment to variations in the intensity of the

anasarca. 5. The albumin may disappear and the dropsy persist. 6. The

anasarca may be wanting throughout the entire course of the malady.

Complications.—Most of these have already been described iu dealino'

with the symptoms. They come about in various ways. At one time it is

the nervous system that seems particularly obnoxious to the defective elimi-

nation, when we may have to deal with sudden, violent, and repeated

eclampsia, or obstinate vomiting. Convulsions are usually preceded by a

diminution of the quantity of urine passed. They vary much iu intensity,

from a slight muscular twitching of some part of the face or extremities

to a general epileptiform discharge affecting the whole body. There may

be only one attack, or one may be rapidly succeeded by othei's again and

again, when the condition is one of much danger.

At another time it is the tendency to oedema of the tissues and cavities

that threatens. The anasarca may be so extreme that the skin will even

give way, and large bladders form covered only by a delicate pellicle of

cuticle. The skin is then very liable to a low form of iuflaranuitiou or a

wandering erythema, and this forms a dangerous addition to tlie already

existing disease. One of the commonest and, on the whole, least ominous

complications iu this direction is ascites of moderate degree ; but common,

also, are hydrothorax and oedema of the lung, and both are dangerous,

though probably more because they are indications of the severity of the

disease than as an immediate cause of death in themselves. Hydrothorax

is usually a slow formation, a part of the gradual water-logging. CEdema

of the lung is oflen developed rapidly, and assumes the part of an acute

bronchitis, as regards its physical signs, but the face is pallid, the respira-

tion is much distressed, and the aspect of the patient betokens impending

dissolution. Besides this, broncho-pneumonia is not uncommon : Drs. Ashby

and Hutton, of Manchester, give notes of several such cases, in the annual

abstracts of the Pendlebury Hospital for Sick Children.

Of others it may be said that they have no special peculiarity in cbil-

1 Charite-Annalen, VII. Jahrg., p. 162.
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dren, and are, I think, indeed, less often seen. Yet at any age there is a

tendency to inflammation of the serous surfaces, and, as regards tlie perito-

neum, to a latent but rapidly-developing and lethal suppurative peritonitis.

Happily, it cannot be said to be at all common. Barthez and Sannfi lay

stress upon diarrhoea as pn occasional cause of rapid death, whic!i may come

on either spontaneously or be provoked by the purgatives oftentimes essen-

tial to the treatment of the disease.

One other complication, hemiplegia, may be mentioned. It is rare, and

for the reason that it is probably dependent on conditicius other than those

that lead to it in adult life. It is sometimes part of the i>heuomena of an

attack of convulsions, and may persist afterwarcs, when it is possibly due

to some cortical hemorrhage, thrombosis in the sinuses, or what not ; in

others, and more commonly, it is probably due to an embolus, and is de-

pendent on cardiac changes secondary to the renal, and in all likeliliood to a

scarlatina that has preceded it. In this case the embolus may be washed

from some inflamed valve or detached from some pouch of the ventricle,

the clot having formed there during the time of failure of cardiac energy

either from the fever or from the fatigue produced by the renal disease.

Prognosis.—It is very difficult to say anything that is really useful,

the composite of symptoms varies so much for the individual. Barthez and

Sann6 give a loss all round of one in three. But it is very difficult to get

at a reliable conclusion
;
probably some large and carefully-drawn statistics

from general practice would best meet the difficulty, and it may be doubted

whether from such a source the death-rate would be as high as this.

The elements for a prognosis in any particular case have already been

indicated. In a case that is to do well the symptoms of the disease

should show progressive amelioration, the scanty urine should become

copious, the albumin should diminish steadily, and complications should be

absent. The disappearance of the dropsy unaccompanied by lessening of

the albumin at the time or shortly after is a bad sign rather than a good

one. The occasional reappearance of a little blood in the urine, provided

that the case is in other respects improving, is not of itself of any moment.

The reappearance of lithates in an acute case is a good sign ; and so also is

the absence of disturbance of the general health. Bad signs, as a rule, are

the persistence of dropsy and of albumin in quantity, persistent scantiness

of urine, much pallor, albumin in quantity and dropsy little or none, the

existence of albuminuric retinitis, the occurrence of erythematous eruptions

on the skin. In adults we are accustomed to look to the pulse for certain

indications of renal disease,—^the hard persistent pulse, so characteristic

and so well known,—and Dr. Broadbent has pointed out, with his usual

acumen, that when these are wanting tlie prognosis is a grave one. I am
sure that this is so : I have seen several such. Yet in children, as I have
already said, the pulse-symptoms are not obtrusive, and are difficult to

gauge, and more information will be gained by attending carefully to the

sounds of the heart and to the position of the impulse at the aurrace of the
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chest. If the impulse goes outward and Ihc heart-sounds become weak-

ened, slow, and laboring, it is quite [wssible that there may be some

sudden termination of the case ; so that the friends might l)e prepared.

Treatment.—There are certain well-established rules for the manage-

ment of nephritis that are common to all ages of life. These are iliat the

surface of the body be kept in an equable temperature, that the bowels he

kept freely open, and that the diet be mostly a fluid and weakly nitrogenous

one. The object of these various measures is not far to seek. The skin

should be kept in a warm atmosphere,—tliat is, in bed,—to keep it aotive

and thus to prevent, as far as possible, the correlation between skin and

kidney so important to a healthy organism, but likely to be harmful to a

damaged viscus by goading it to spasmodic activity.

The patient is therefore kept in bed, between blankets. The skin is

made to act freely by .the free administration of liquid foods and water, and

diaphoresis is aided by medicines such as acetate of anunonium and the

pulvis ipecacuanhfe comp. Additional and powerful means of promoting

perspiration are pilocarpine and the wet pack. All observers seem to agree

that the former is a dangerous remedy in children, as it is often productive

of vomiting and sometimes of alarming collapse. I have given it as a

hypodermic injection in doses varying from one-fifteenth to one-tweiftii of

a grain to children of from four to eight or ten years, and it seldom fails

to induce sweating, but I cannot say that I have seen much certain l)enefit

from its use. Demme' has given five milligrammes to children under two

years of age, from seven to ten milligrammes to those from two to six years,

and as much as twenty-five to those above six years, but I would not

recommend the larger dose. One injection a day is usually sufficient. It

can also be given by the mouth, and perhaps better so to children, in doses

of from one-eighth to one-fourth of a grain, either in tablet or in syrup

and water ; but in any case it is best to use it with caution and to foel one's

way.^

I much prefer the wet pack. A thin blanket is wrung out of hot water,

and the child, divested of all its clothing, is wrapped in it from chin to feet;

then a dry blanket is wrapped round it and loosely covered with a mackintosh.

After an hour or so the wet pack is removed, and the child swathed in a

dry blanket. This is a powerful means of producing a free action of the

skin, and with care I do not know that it is ever harmful^ but the body-tem-

perature must be watched meanwhile, and the pack should not be continued

for any excessive length of time. At the Evelina Hospital for Children

we at one time applied a continuous pack in several cases, but it was pro-

ductive more than once of a sudden rise of temperature to a rather alarm-

ing height, and in another case, although the nephritis was cured, an acute

general dermatitis exfoliativa was caused which was many weeks before it

' Jahrbuch fiir Kinderheilkunde, xvi. 369.

' See also Henoch, op. cit, for a still more doubtful advocacy of this drug.
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got woll. Dr. CarjK'ntor, the resident medical officer at the Evelina Hos-

pital, has published these cases in the Practilioner (1888).

In addition to these measures there are warm baths and vapor baths,

wiiicli, ])rovi(led that chills are avoidixl on getting in and out of the bath, are

some of the least harmful means of relieving the kidney; yet even measures

so simple as these are not without drawbacks if used indiscriminately.

Henoch has oemsionally seen a warm bath followed by a fresh accession of

hsematuria after each bath. Dr. Dickinson also speaks in words of warn-

ing, lie says that much mischief has probably been done by ])urging and

swk^tin;^, although in their proper sphere they are invaluable. Barthez and

Sanu6 consider baths most suitable for chronic conditions and when the re-

spiratory tract is healthy. If the disease is a(;ute and the lungs are impli-

cated ever so little, they are dangerous. They have seen sudden oedema

of the lungs and death follow their employment several times ; and, although

I cannot say that such has been my own experience, I think the statement

is well worth attentive consideration in conjunction with what has been said

regarding the continuous pack.

Alkalinity of urine is thought by many to favor the return of the kidney

to its natural state, and citrate of potassium in requisite doses may be given

with that object.

The (piestion of diuretics has been much discussed, and if by diuretics be

meant all such remedies as are supposed to act directly upon the kidney, such as

squill and broom, I can only say that after many trials I have long discarded

them as quite inefficacious under the circumstances in which they are re-

quired to act. The only diuretics of any value are digitalis (and possibly

otiier remedies of that class, such, for example, as strophanthusj, salts such

as citrate of potassium and beuzoate of sodium, and water. These are all

of value,—the cardiac tonics probably by their action on the circulatory

system, the water by diluting the blood and making it less obnoxious to the

tissues, and the salts by favoring the conversion of the urates into other and

less irritating products. Caffeine, too, may receive favorable mention for

occasional cases. Its value is probably due to its action on the circulatory

and nervous systems rather than to any local action on the renal cells,

although in combination with beuzoate of sodium and ammonium it is

unquestionably at times a useful and potent diuretic.

There are no drugs that will directly lessen the quantity of albumin that

is passed, but I doubt whether the drain of albumin is often sufficient to do
any serious harm : the importance of the quantity is chiefly in its being an
index of the state of the kidney. If, however, after three or four weeks
the albumin remain in large quantity, and blood continues to reappear from
tmie to time, or the pallor is considerable, iron sometimes does much good.

I give it sometimes as the tincture of the perchloride, sometimes as the

acetate,—a preparation that is usually well borne. Henoch speaks well of
tannic acid and of ergotine. The former I have often made use of, the

latter sometimes, but I cannot say that I have seen any benefit from either.
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Failing with iron in the lator fitago, T think that maltine and ooj-livcr

oil are sometimes of use. Tiiere must be something very jK'culiar in the

change in nutrition indicated by the fatty changes of chronic parendu iiiu-

tous nephritis, and when it goes, as is oflen the case, with extreme pallor it

has often octMirred to me to treat the aniemia rather than the renal inflmn-

mation. But it is, I think, certain that a strong moat diet makes mat-

ters worse, and where iron tonics fail to mend matters much it Ix'comos

a nece&sity to a|)j)ly to those foods which will aid us without overtaxing

the damaged viscera. I have seen cases where it seemed that the adminis-

tration of cod-liver oil and maltine, once or twice even of brandy, was the

starting-point of recovery, and for exceptional cases I am not prepared to

prohibit any article of diet, even meat or alcoholic siimulants.

To sum up, then, in a simple case the child is at once put to betl between

blankets ; its diet is reduced to milk fcxxl, varied as much as possible by

the introduction of vegetables, ripe fruits, cream, etc., with the free admin-

istration of soft; water; a daily warm .^^ath is given,—if necessary, u wci

])ack or vapor bath ; the bowels arc kept freely open by an occasional purge

and the acetate of ammonium and perhaps a little pulvis ipecacuanhse comp.

are administered internally.

If the urine becomes scanty or convulsions threaten, the wet jiack is re-

peated at intervals of four or six hours, a large poultice is applial to the

loins, and dry or even wet cupping may sometimes be resorted to with

advantage.

The various complications may be taken senatim.

Convulsions.—The child should at once be divested of all clothes and

placetl in a wet pack, or, as some may prefer, the loins may be dry-cupped

freely, and a large poultice applied over them and changed every three

hours. The wet pack is to be used concurrently with these measures.

The bowels are to be freely opened by two or three grains of calomel,

and, after the action, twenty grains of bromide of potassium may be given

as enema, or eight or ten grains by the mouth if the child can swallow.

In the majority of cases these measures will prove sufficient : the patient

slowly comes round from the drowsy state following the fit, the urine is

secreted more copiously, and then the measures already described may be

resumed. But in the more severe cases, where one fit follows another,

or other of the lesser convulsive movements seem to threaten, the vexed

question of venesection must be considered, I cannot speak from expe-

rience, for I have never, that I remember, bled in such a case ; but it is

for such cases that most writers on diseases of children advise that either

cupping to the loins or leeches to the mastoid process should be applied.

For ray own part, I should still prefer an ice-bag to the head, and the admin-

istration of chloroform and bromide of potassium and hydrate of chloral,

either by the mouth or by the rectum. Dr. Barr speaks strongly in favor

of benzoate of ammonium in full doses for preventing a recurrence of the

fit, and, although I do not remember ' have ever made use of it in precisely
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these oases, T am so impressed witli the vniiie of the InMizoate of smlnim for

aiding elimination by the kidneys in renal disease, as I have alj'eatly saitl,

tiiat I certainly think it might prove useful here.

Vomitittff may he present at the onset of the disease, when it proliably

will not call for sixjcial tret ment, or it may indicate a grave amount of

niiricliief, and will he l)est combated by measures already detail(>d which aim

at procuring depuration of the juices by viscera other than those diseased.

Should local remedies seem advisable, half-hourly drop-doses of tinciture

of iotline in a teaspoouful of water may be tried, or the old-fashioned but

effective bismuth with hydrocyanic acud and bicarbonate of sodium. Nitro-

glycerin is sometimes useful in adults and might possibly be so also in

children. Much, too, may be done with diet. Skimmed milk or whey,

iml, will often be retained when other things ere vomited. A little iced

champagne, too, is a seductive to the stommJi well worth a trial.

Diarrhoea must be treated by ordinary measures.

DrojmcH of the serous cavities may require paracentesis for the relief of

imnicxliate symptoms, but it is not often so, particularly as regards hydro-

thorax. It is far more common to have to tap the alxlomen, sometimes

because of the amount of fluid in the alxlominal cavity, and sometimes with

the object of iuducing, by the removal of pressure, a better excretion of

water from the kidney. I always make use of a very fine canula, such as

tliat callwl a Southey's tube, but made longer to allow of penetration of any

additional thickness of the aMominal wall. A tube of this kiud may be

left in the iK?ritoneum for ten or twelve hours without any risk and with

little discomfort. It will usually become blocked with a little lymph by

the end of this time or probably before, but ten or fifteen pints may be

withdrawn in this way, to the great relief of the jiatient. The chest must

be asjiirated if any ojieration is necessary ; withdrawal of the fluid by other

means is a remedy of the last resort.

Anasarca must for the most part be treated also by occasional free

purgation and by the vapor bath or other sudorific. In extreme cases I

prefer simple acupuncture to the use of Southey's tubes, as less worrying

to the child.

But I have no doubt of the utility of digitalis and strophanthus, and

I have certainly seen good results also from caffeine or its combination with

houzoate of sodium. Some advise that the fluids imbibed should be limited

in these cases, arguing, with great apj>earance of probability, that the more
fluid taken in, the more is the anasarca likely to be increased. But, so far

as I have been able to judge from actual cases, I do not think this objection

to free imbibition well founded. On the contrary, I have occasionally car-

liod out tliis suggestion, and I have invariably found that the albumin has

increased in amount and the patient has been worse. The treatment of the

anasarca is indeed in some cases a very anxious question : do all we can,

—

*h'ugs, baths, puncturing the legs,—nothing seems to dissipate or even to

arrest it, and this is particularly so in adults—I cannot say it is in children

I*'
!•-
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—where tho chruiiic lU'phritiH cxistii withuut the uhuoI coucuniitaut of higli

urtorial tciuioii.

Supprattiion of urine must be trcafod in much tho samcAvay as mi nttnck

of eniiviilHioiiH, omitting, of course, Huch remKlies as are aiincHl dircctlv at

the arreat of the convulsive nioveineiits. A brisk ajMjrieiit is j^ivcii, the

h)iiiH are freely dry-cupjK'd ami then poulticed, and tlu? Innly is either wet-

paciietl or treatetl to a vapor bath. Acetatt; of aninioiiiiini and citrate of

potassium are given freely by the mouth, and plenty of watery drinks, such

an barley-water, whey, scKla-water, and lemonade.

PulmotKinj (vdcma is a very dangerous symptom, and it is to bi pro-

venttnl rather than treated. When it has set in, a dose of com[)oniid jalap

powder or of acammony powder should be given at once, and small doses

of digitalis mixture, digitalin, or strophanthus given at frequent intervals.

Brandy or cham])agne will also, in all probability, be r(Hpiire<l.

llsematuria seldom calls for treatment. Even when it is profuse it

usually ceases within a short time; and when it appears and reapix-ai-s

merely to the extent of tingeing the urine it is of no moment as a lieiuor-

rhage. IJut, if necessary, hamamelis, ergotine, or tannic acnd may be given.

The dilated Jtcaii of renal disease is usually a concern of the left ven-

tricle, but I may say, in passing, that I liave occasionally met with it on

the right side, and even on the right side alone, when I have been obliged

to assume that the arterial spasm in some cases is more pulmonary than

systemic. But it is mostly the left ventricle that suffers, and it is to the

clinical evidence of this that our attention should be directed with the view

of preventive or other treatment. The evidences are twofold. In the fii-st

place, some indications may be gathered from tho character of the heart-

sounds and the features of the muscular action. These have already been

describetl. The irregular or halting action, and the impression of lalwr

conveyed by the length, want of sharpness, or shuffling quality of the

systole, indicate unmistakably to the attentive ear that the ventricle Imh a

difficulty in overcoming its work, and that it requires such aid as can be

afforded it. In the next place, in many cases other evidence can l)e ob-

tained by a cxireful scrutiny of the position of the impulse on the chest-wall.

It is therefore imperative in all cases of acute renal disease that the lieari

should be examined daily if possible, or at any rate at frequent intervals,

and if there be any evidence of heart-failure it may be obviated or lessened

by appropriate measures. These are little different from those that have

already been mentioned, but they will vary somewhat with the case, one

measure proving more useful in one case and another in another. Thus, a

free hydragogue cathartic is one of the most useful methods of relieving a

jaded heart. With it, it may be advisable to give a little alcohol. The wet

pack or vapor bath may do something; alkaline diuretics also. But, as a

general rule, digitalin, digitalis, strophanthus, and caffeine are the reme-

dies most useful. It is my belief that by carefully watching the heart, and

giving digitalis or one of the other remedies when the first symptoms ot
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hcart-fuiliire appear, a daui^c^rouH criHis iiiny in iminy (U'<cs be paA8cd over.

I usiiuMy give tlie tincture of digitalis in four- or five-niinini doses every

three or four liours, continue it for a day or two, antl then leave it off for a

doy or two and take to it again if necessary. But small doses of digitalin,

the onc-liuudrcd-and-twcutietli of a grain, may he given fretpicntly instead
;

Htroplianthus also in two- to flve-minini (h)ses, or {'atfeine in doses of one or

two grains. The latter I usually combine with iK'uzoate of sodium ; this

t'orniH a solution in water which can be sweetened or flavored as necressary.

There are many other remedies that might prove of service? ot^casionally.

ThuH, sparteine snl|)liate is recommended by some as a good hcart-timio.

It may be given, one-fourth grain for a dose, three or four times daily,

either as a gmnuh or in solution, i'araldchyde, of nnqucstionable service

ill the laboring heart of old renal disease in adults, might be of service

here. Five or ten minims may Ih) given in almond mixture or with a

little 1 *ifi(Hl spirits, tincture of orange, and water, cither occasionally, or

icfliiiaily two or three times a day ; and, if time serve, stryciinine, by

siilKiitancoj'.s injection, in drop doses of one-hundredth of a grain, is one of

the most valuable caixliac tonics that we possess.

Of the dropsy that is unaccompanied by albuminuria it is hardly neces-

sary to speak, but this much may be said, that the few such eases which I

have Koen have all been readily amenable to rest in bed, the wet pack or

vapor baths, and alkaline diuretics and diaphoretics. These measures, with

]K'rliaps the addition of a little digitalis, are the proper ones to adopt in

sucli cases. For those who have once had a pronounced attack of renal

inflammation it is advisable that they should in the future be more carefully

preservnl from chills and undue exposure than heretofore. I have seen

several cases in which a history has been given of recurrent attacks of slight

puffmoss of feet or face in the course of several years, with Intervening

periods of what have been described by the i)atient or the jmrents as times

of health. Hen(x;h also states that he has several times known a chill,

as from a bath in the sea, produce a fresh attack, and he considers the

kidney a vuluei-able organ after an attack of scarlatinal nephritis.

CHEOI^riO BRIGHT'S DISEASE.

S'-Donyme.—The granular kidney.

I tuive in the early part of this article given reasons for confining the

meaning of the term "chronic Bright's disease" in children to the granular

kidney, and it will be unnecessary to say more now. Of two hundred and
thirty cases of granular kidney examined in the post-mortem room of Guy's

Hospital in the ten years from 1873 to 1882, there is no case under ten

years, and only one, a female, under twenty. But this is, as I have said

elsewhere, a matter of interpretation. Some would call all kidneys granular
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which are small and irregular on their surface, but even with this liboml

interpretation granular kidney is not and could not be a common disease in

children. Any one who has ever given the smallest consideration to the

physiology of child life and to the pathology of the granular kidney will

admit this at once. The questions of most interest are, docs it occur? and

if it does, what are its causes? and the interest of these lies chiefly in their

throwing light upon the natural history of the disease in later life.

That it does occur can at once he proved by cases. Records of manj

such are to be found scattered through the medical periodicals of recent

date, and I give short notes of two, one not hitherto published, that have

been kindly furnished to me by Dr. Henry Ashby, of Manchester,

Margaret B., aged ten, was admitted into a surgical ward of the

Pendlebury Hospital for Sick Children for rickets and deformity of the

legs. She had never been a strong child, and her legs had been crookwl

ever since she began to walk. Nothing peculiar had been noticed about

her, except that during the last two years she had suffered a good deal from

thiret, getting up usually once in the night to pass water. Recently she

had hatl headaches, and labored breathing and coma on the last two or three

days. She was a small girl, with deformed tibite, and when in bed it was

noticid that she had urgent dyspnoea. Respiration 26, pulse 110, tempera-

ture subnormal. She was mucli distressed and somewhat cyanoscd. The

examination of the ' 'st revealed nothing abnormal : the caixiiac beat was

in the fifth space, haii an inch inside the lefl nipple. T,n.ter in the evening

the dyspnoea became more urgent and she more cyanoscd, but without

apparent cause. Respiration 56, pulse 120. The urine wi i passed under

her, and none ^ jukl 1^ obtained for examination. During the night shaq)

diarrhoea came on, she became unconscious, moist rales ajjpeared in the

chest, and she died in a convulsion the day afler her admission.

Autopsy.—Lungs gorged, but otherwise normal. Heart : Icfl ventricle

wall somewhat thickened. The kidneys were very small,—botli almost

exactly the same size,—one and eight-ninths inches in length, one and one-

quarter inches broad. They were firm and pale ; the capsule strijjped witii

difficulty, tearing away pieces of the cortex ; surface of the cjrtex granular;

its section so wasted that hardly any remained, f-'tty-looking and mottled.

The kidney, of which a slice is now before me, is a striking specimen of

the active interstitial form of the disease. By this I mean that the diseaa'

is one of copious nuclear growth, and not one of mere fibrosis with atrophy.

Thick irregular bands of highly-nucleated material spread from the cortex

downward to the medulla, and within them are thickened and shrivelKxl

capsules and wastwl tubes. They have ?. basis of fibroid material, aiul

show well-marked puckering or cicatrization. Outside them are tracts of

comparatively healthy tubes.

The following case is from the published abstract.' It was that of a

1 Abstract of some of the Medical and Surgical Cases treated at the General Hospital

for Sick Chilf'.ren, Pendlebury, Manchester, 1883.
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girl, aged eleven and three-foiii*tli9 years. The history is imperfect, but

the child had never had scarlatina, and h.er ailment dated back only two or

three weeks. Three days before her admission her face began to swell and

her breath became short. She was in much distress, with dilating alse

nasi. Pulse 120, weak ; respiration 44 ; temperature 99.4° F. The reso-

nance at the left base was imjjaired, and coarse rales were heard throughout

both lungs. The ii''st souud of the heart was weak, the secouv. accentu-

ated; no bruit; apex-beat in the fifth space outside the left nipple-line.

The urine was j^ale, clear; no deposit; specific gravity 1015; one-half

albumin. She was treated with jaborandi and packs, and passed gradu-

ally-increasing quantities of urine ; but the quantity of albumin remained

about the same (no casts were ever found), and the cetlcraa also, and she

gradually sank.

At the autopsy these points Avere noted. Much aKlema of the subcu-

taneous tissues. Right lung : twenty ounces of fluid in the pleura, the lung

semi-collapsed and oedematous. The left lung was gorged and oedematous.

The heart weighed eight and three-fourths ounces. Right auricle wall very

thin; right ventricle also, and cavity dilated. The left ventricle very

thick; cavity slightly dilated. Peritoneum contained much fluid. Kid-

neys: right, two and one-fourth ounces in weight; left, three-fi)U''ths of

an ounce. Right, small granular on the surface ; capsule thickened and

adherent; cortex very narrow, hardly existing in places; pale, infiltrated

with urates ; ureter and calyces dilated. Left, very small, merely a ves-

tige; ureter and calyces dilated; very little kidney-substance; capsules

adherent ; surface granular ; cortex and pyramid infiltrated with urates

;

both ureters dilated ; no obstruction detected. Microscopically there was

great iuci-ease of fibroid tissue between the tubules, in many places in-

filtrated with leucocytes ; the RIalpighian corpuscles surrounded by fibroid

tissue, some of the glomeruli having undergone a hyaline degeneration,

many of the tubules being dilated and filled with urates.

One other case may be mentioned, although beyond the period with

whicli this article deals ; but the disease probably commenced at the asje of

twelve years. A girl of eighteen years was a-^^nitted into Guy's HoL^/ital

under Dr. Wilks. She had had scarlatina six yeai-s l^efore, followed by

swelling of the feet. From this time there is a gap in her history until six

or seven months before her admission. Since then she had had sickness

and shortness of breath. Her legs and face had been swollen for a month
only. She was very ill. There was some oedema of the legs, and, to a less

extent, of the abdominal wall also. The urine had a specific gravity of 1010,

and was very albuminous. Death occurred within a day or two, and upon

making tlie autopsy the kidneys were so much contracted as to weigh three

and a half ounces only. Their surfaces were red and sandy or minutely

granular in some parts, bossy and fatty-looking in others. On the whole

they were fawn-colored. The wasting was more extreme in one : it weighed

only one-haL' to thi'ee-quarters of an ounce. The heart weighed ten and
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a half ounces, the left ventricle Ijeiug remarkably tough, although not

thick.

With respect to the causes of this state of things, it occurs oftenest

after scarlatina, and is probably the result of an insidious subacute iuflara-

matiou insufficient to give rise to dropsy of more than a slight and tran-

sient character. I have seen cases where the anasarca was thus temporary,

but where headache and sickness had frequently recurred since, so as to

lead one to suppose that the process had been a long-existing and continu-

ous one. But it cannot be doubted that other causes exist, and of these I

suspect that gravel and calculus are far more common than has been hitherto

taught. At any rate, I have been struck, both in the cases I have seen

myself and in those recorded by others,—one of the cases just detailed is

an example,—with the frequency with which a shrunken kidney is found

associated with a dilated pelvis. A previous obstruction is not absolutely

proved by this condition, because all muscular structures falling into disuse

become deteriorated in structure and toneless in function, and the dilatation

might conceivably come about in that way, and it must be confessed that

one can seldom demonstrate the presence of a stone. Nevertheless I liold

to the opinion, for calculi are seldom large in childhood, small calculi pass-

ing or impactal in the ureters are by no means uncommon, and pathological

investigation of recent years has shown that an ascending nephritis, as it

has been called, supplies an adequate hypothesis for the setting in progress

of a creeping disease such as this.

Again, there is no reason why, as an occasional occurrence,—since we

have found that it must be admitted that a primary nephritis other than

scarlatinal is not uncommon and is very equivocal in its symptoms,—the

overlooked nephritis from an ordinary chill should not lead to such a result,—

and, I may also add, the occasional action of various blood-poisons, of which

I remember to have seen several years ar-o a striking example. A marlved

specimen of a granular kidney was seat to me by Dr. Wilkin, of Becken-

ham, with this statement, that the girl (about eighteen years old) had been

admitted to the hospital and died Avithin a short time from chronic Bright's

disease, and the only cause that coidd be assigned was that she was known

to have suffered once from lead colic several (I think eight or ten) yeare

before.

This is, I think, all that can be said of the causes of the granular kidney

met with in childhood. As regards symptoms, in the absence of thick-

ening of the vessels and other characteristics, it would appear to be a malady

not unlikely to be overlooked until death is somewhat suddenly ushered in,

either by convulsions and coma, or by dyspnoea, vomiting, perhaps diarrhoea,

and collapse. But I woidd again insist upon the occasional existence of

severe thirst and polyuria in any form of chronic mphritis.

Once the diagnosis is made, the prognosis can only be a hopeless one,

even if the issue be some time delayed, and the treatment must follow the

lines that have been indicated in the previous sections.
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PERINEPHRITIS AND PERINEPHRIC ABSCESS.

Definition and Patholoery.—Perinephritis is inflammation of the cel-

lular and adipose tissue surrounding the kidney. When the inflammation

has run on to suppuration, perinephric abscess is said to exist. In some

cases the siij)puration is wide-spread and diffused ; in otliere, only a single,

circumscribod, and more or less extensive alxseess is present; in others,

ap.m, the whole of the perinephric tissue is thickened and indurated by

inflammation, and broken down in places into circumscribed collections of

pus. If the pus is not evacuated by incision it may burst through the dia-

phragm into the colon, ureter, stomach, or small intestine, or it may present

at the sacro-sciatic notch, or burrow inwaixi across the middle line to the

opposite loin. In acute cases the fibrous capsule of the kidney may be very

vascular and red, and the cellular tissue surrounding it may be infiltrated

with serous fluid. Blood is sometimes effused beneatii and around the

fihrous capsule. The pathological changes observed in the kidney it.self are

frefjueutly those to which the perineplu'itis was due; in other cases the renal

oliaugcs are secondary to the inflammation in the perinephric structures.

There may be general softening cf the kidney, but without any purulent

depots ii! the secreting substance, or suppuration in the j)elvls or calyces of

the organ, or the whole or a part of the kidney may be quite liquefied by
tlie solvent action of the surrounding pus and the softening influence of the

inflauunation.

In some cases pus is found beneath the fibrous capsule of the kidney.

The fibrous capsule is sometimes so intimately adherent to the surrounding
tissue that they cannot be separated.

History.—Since the time of Rayer three clas.scs of perinephric abscess

liave been recognized,—namely, (a) primary extra-renal abscess, or that

which is independent of disease within the kidney
;

(b) secondary abscess

rauscd by extension of inflam .lation from the kidney, but without urinary

'•"iltration
; and (o) secondary abscess due to a fistulous opening from the

Kiuney into the surrounding cellular adipo.se ti.ssue. Abrasions of the last

kind are commoidy, but not invariably, due to renal calculus. Previous to
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Rayer's time, oi^ly tlie first of those classes had becu systematically recow-

ni/ed or described.

Etiology.—Perinephricis aud perinephric abscess have been met with

at all ages from five weeks old u])ward. They have been oftenest euocuu-

tered in males, but are very frequent in females. As the result of injury

they may occur in either sex and at any age. In some instances, but few

by comparison, they are idiopathic and quite simple in their coui-se and

termination. When secondary to disease in the kidney or spine they ofteu

run a complicated couree and terminate fatally. Blows, strains, p .tured

and incised wounds in the loins; severe bruising of the loin by the rollino-

and tossing of a vessel at sea, or by the jolting of a carriage during a loug

ride over a rough road ; over-fatigue in walking ; unaccustomed muscular

exercise, as digging; falls ui)on the loin ; and simple debility, have all Iwen

assigned as causes of primary abscess. A sudden chill, esi)ocially al'ter

sweating or exjjosure to great heat, is an exciting cause ; so also are various

depraved states of the blood, such as occur after an attack of continued or

ex iithematous fever or any other severe illness. Operations on the testicle,

bladder, and vagina, and the formation of pus in the broad ligament of the

uterus, have been followed by jjerinephric suppuration. The most frequent

causes of secondary abscess are supj)urative pyelitis, nephritis, or pyelo-

nephritis, whether due to calculus, tubercle, cancer, hydatid, or cystic dis-

ease, or to suppuration spreading along the ureters from the bladder. In

children some of the conditions which in adults commonly bring about renal

suppuration are not oi)erative, such, for instance, as prostatic enlargement and

organic stricture; but vesical calculus, neglected phimosis, and congenital

contractions of the urethra are followed by precisely the same kind of results.

The evidences of chronic perinephritis are ofteu seen after death from

these diseases of the lower urinary tract ; and in acute cases of the kind

the renal capsule is highly vascular and numerous small abscesses may be

found in the inflamed surrounding tissue. If time is allowed, these ab-

scesses coalesce aud may burrow far and wide, if they do not burst inter-

nally into the colon or through the diaphragm or peritoneum. In some

cases, without there being any perforation of the renal capsule, inflammation

of the perinei)hric tissue is caused by the presence of miliary abscesses in

the cortex of the kidney; in others, by the irritation of repeated attacks of

renal colic. Perinephric abscess may arise from inflammation and atrophy

but without suppuration of the kidney, and also from tumoi"sof the kidney.

Renal fistula due to calculous pyelitis is a very common cause of perinephric

suppuration ; so also is disease of the spinal column. Inflammation and

supptiration may spread along the veins or retroperitoneal tissue from dis-

ease of or operation upon distant parts, such as the rectum, urethra, urinary

bladder, testicle, tunica vaginalis, or spermatic coixl. A pin perforating the

colon, an empyema ulcerating through the diaphragm, a typhoid or scrofu-

lous ulcer of the ileum, typhlitis, aud perityphlitis, have occasionally excited

abscess about the kiducy.
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Symptoms.—The symptoms of perinephritis vary with the cause and

the acuteness of the disease, and are by no means always well pronounced.

When secondary to disease of some other organ, perinephritis is often

masked by the primary affection. When primary, it is often obscure or in-

sidious in character. On the other hand, the symi)toms may be evident

from the first, and a large fluctuating tumor \)c developed in the flank in

from ten to fourteen days, attended with severe constitutional disturbance.

Perinephritis may often be detected before sui)puration has commenced,

l)y attention to the Ibllowing signs :

Tiic spinal column is preternaturally stiif, and curved in the antero-

posterior direction, or possibly it will deviate a little from the aftected side.

There is stiffness in walking, and the body is inclined over to the affected

side; so much so, in some c-ases, that the crest of the ilium is in contact

with tiie lower ribs. Whilst standing, the body will be flexed upon the

thigh of the affected side, and the hand of the same side will rest support-

ing the trunk on that thigh. The continued flexion of the thigh causes

some lordosis in walking. If an eff'ort is made to stand, without support,

on the affected side, the body is thrown far over towards that side, and

the opposite thigh and leg are strongly flexed. Stooping will be difficult.

Whilst lying on his back the patient will not extend the thigh beyond one

luuulred and sixty degrees, and in more severe cases not beyond one hun-

dred and thirty. There is pain in every movement of the trunk in severe

cases, so that the patient may not be able to turn over in bed. Flexion of

the thigh will not give pain, but complete extension will not be possible, and

its attempt will cause discomfort, if not pain. Abduction and adduction

will probably be uuinterfered with, but there may be some difficulty in

adduction. The patient will be able to stand on the aff*ected limb alone,

in the manner described above. In mild cases the limb may look straight

whilst standing, but when lying or sitting on a hard mattress the ham can-

not oe made to touch the surface. Occasionally it has been noticed that

the thigh is rotated outward ; when this is so the heel of the affected side

during the standing rests upon the dorsum of the other foot. In this state

the second stage of hip-joint disease is simulated.

Wlieu knee-joint pain is complained of we must beware of mistaking

perinephritis for morbus coxae. With pain in the knee, lameness, and mus-
cular rigidity about the hip-joint, it is too often concluded that we have
sumcieutly strong evidence of morbus coxse ; but a cautious examination is

requisite before we commit ourselves to this diagnosis.

In perinephritis there is no atrophy of the muscles of the thigh, no
shortening of the limb, no fulness or tenderness on pressure about the head
or trochanter of the femur, no tenderness or pain on succussion or passive
motion of the hip-joint, no tenderness over the sacro-iliac joint, and none
on i>ercussing the spinous processes or on succussion of the spinal column.
The teuderneas in the loin will be above the crest of the ilium, and one
or two inches at least to the side of the spines of the lumbar vertebrie. The

Vol. III.—30
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tongue will be coated, the temperature raised eommonly to 103° F. and

often to 104° or higher, and the urine will be acid and without blocxi or pus

though there will be abundance of lithates and there may be some albumen.

Thus, with feverishness, without tenderness over the spinal column and

with symptoms pointing to an inflammatory affection on one side of the

column, there is an absence of the characteristic signs of disease of the hip

and sacro-iliac joints, though a very similar alteration in the attitude, aud

much the same limitation of muscular mobility of the affected side.

In perinephritis there is no tumefaction to be felt in the loin or around

the kidney, as in perinephric abscess.

As recovery by resolution occurs, the tenderness in the loin subsides

the temperature declines gradually to 100° F. and then to normal, sitting is

less uncomfortable and walking more easy, flexion of the tnigh is no longer

maintaine<l, and extension in dorsal decubitus can be fully and easily aoeoni-

plished. The tongue gradually cleans, and the bowels act with regularity

as usual. At length all inclination of the trunk to the affected side is dis-

continued.

When perinephric abscess is forming there are usually the ordinary

signs of deep suppuration : rigors, high temperature, sweating, furred

tongue, thirst, loss of appetite, perhaps vomiting, and delirium, in the acute

cases ; constipation, foul tongue, loss of appetite, slight elevation of tem-

perature, in the chronic. In other words, the symptoms will be more or

less severe according to the acuteness of the inflammation. In old and

weakly persons, and when the inflammation is chronic, the symptoms may

be altogether masked, until the abscess, by its size and pressure upon sur-

rounding structures, forces itself upon the attention. In some subacute

cases the only symptom for several weeks before pus was discovered, or

even suspected, has been lameness, attributed to morbus coxse or to rheu-

matism.

The febrile temperature does not always take the same course : in some

cases it is like the course of typhoid, running continuously high ; in otliei-s

it is intermittent, and suggestive of malaria or pyaemia. Obstinate consti-

pation is a very frequent symptom, and is doubtless due to the loss of

muscular effort or to the patient's dread of employing it.

Of the local symptoms, those due to pressure are more marked in peri-

nephric abscess than in perinephritis. Pain is one of the earliest aud most

prominent indications. Its common seat is the loin and side of the abdo-

men, but sometimes it shoots down the thigh or into the hypogastrium,

scrotum, penis, testes, or groin. This wide diffusion of pain is explained

by the anatomical distribution of the nerves of the lumbar plexus, which

traverse the renal region. It is in one case of a dull aching character, m

another darting or pricking. Occasionally it may be felt in the knee, as m

coxalgia. In most cases it continues and increases until the pus is evacu-

ated ; but in other cases the severity of the pain diminishes temporarily, or

disappear entirely for weeks or even months, encouraging a delusive nope
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that recovery has taken place. If the loin be compressed between the two

hands the suffering caused is in some instances very acute.

The affected side will oflen give to the surgeon the sense of increased

resistance and weight long before pus has formed. This condition will be

best detected by lilling, as it were, each loin by the flat hand placed behind

each ilio-costal interspace. A feeling of weight in the side is sometimes

experienced by the patient. Later on there will be dulness and swelling

in the ilio-costal interspace. The skin in the loin may be either waxen

and (edematous or congested. After a time deep-seated fluctuation may be

detected in place of the hard resistance previously felt ; but this will depend

much upon the thickness of the abdominal parietes.

Retraction of the testis has been noticed in some cases : it is most likely

to occur v.'hen perinephric abscess is caused by calculous pyelitis, but is not

restricted to such cases.

(Edema of the foot and ankle may precede for many weeks every other

sign of perinephric abscess.

A peculiar lameness is often an early symptom, and is due to the flexed

position in which the thigh of the affected side is retained. Sometimes the

patient walks with the body bent forward and inclined to the affected side,

with the hand of the same side resting on the middle of the thigh ; and he

sits on one tuber ischii, so as to relax the psoas muscle of the other side.

The psoas muscle may serve to guide the pus either downward to the groin

or upward beneath the arcuate ligament of the diaphragm into the pleural

sac or the lung.

An inability to extend the thigh of the affected side is sometimes an

early symptom ; the limb is kept flexed on the abdomen, and any attempt

at extension causes pain. Other movements, such as adduction, may be

painful ; or there may be anaesthesia or motor paralysis of the thigh of the

diseased side.

The pus contained in some cases is quite odorless, in others fetid ; in a

few it has a faecal odor, even though no fistulous communication with the

bowel exists.

The urine may contain albumen, from pressure on the renal vein, or pus

and blood, due to primary renal disease ; or it may be quite unaffected in

quality and quantity. Vesical irritation is an occasional symptom. Some-
times there is pleurisy or pneumonia on the affected side masking the peri-

nephritis, and the patient appears to be suffering exclusively from disease

within the chest.

As soon as the pus is evacuated the temperature falls, the pain vanishes,

the appetite returns, and the flatulence and constipation disappear. The
patient rapidly recovers, provided the incision of the abscess has been made
before the pus has burrowed too widely or the inflammation has set up
some dangerous complication.

Diagnosis.—The affections which may be mistaken for perinephritis or
pennephric abscess are lumbago, nephralgia, various organic diseases of the
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kidney, spinal caries, perityphlitis and perityphlitic abscess, splenic and

hepatic tumors, ficcal accumulations in the colon, empyema, pneumonia and

abscess of the lung, typhoid fever, morbus coxse, and psoas abscess.

In luml)ago the pain is felt on both sides of the spinal column, is un-

accompanied by fever or swelling, and does not shoot to the front of the

abdomen or the groin. In nephralgia the pain is paroxysmal, and the local

signs of perinephritis and the Hexion of the thigh are wanting.

The diagnostic signs of organic renal diseases are described under their

respective headings. In disease of the spinal column there is pain around

the trunk along the course of the spinal nerves, the body is held stiff, and

there is no rotation or inclination of the trunk towards one thigh. In

perityphlitis the jiain, swelling, and tenderness are in the iliac fossa, not in

the ilio-costal interspace. Foecal accumulations and the pain they cause are

removable by aperients. Empyema and pneumonia have their own special

signs, and never give rise to thigh-flexion. In typhoid there are no evi-

dences of local inflammation in the loin, and there are the characteristic

temperature and tongue and rash, the tumid abdomen and the big spleen.

From morbus coxa; perinephritis is to be distinguished by the high seat

of pain and the painlessness of passive flexion, abduction, and outward

rotation of the thigh without any attendant movement of the hip. Neitlier

is there fulness of the hip-joint nor tenderness on pressure on the trochanter.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is always grave. The duration of tiie dis-

ease varies from two or three weeks to many months. In a few cases peri-

nephritis ends in resolution before the suppurating stage has been readied.

When suppuration occurs the prognosis depends chiefly on two things,—tlie

early and free evacuation of the pus, and the cause of the disease.

If the abscess bursts into the lung, colon, or ureter, recovery may ensue

if the cause of the disease is removable ; or death may occur from pyemia,

hectic, or gangrene of lung. If the abscess bursts into the peritoneum,

death quickly follows from peritonitis ; if into the pleural cavity, empyema

may terminate fatally. Syncope and apnoea may be caused by pressure of

the abscess.

Treatment.—Primary perinephritis may be sometimes checked in its

early stages by local blood-letting by means of leeches or the cupping-glass,

and by hot baths and hot emollient poultices or stupes. When the acute-

ness of the symptoms has passed, or the inflammation is of the subacute

or chronic character, absorption of the inflammatory products may follow

blistering, or hot fomentations applied over some absorbent ointment, sucii

as iodide of potassium or iodide of lead. The bowels should be Avell opened

at the onset by a brisk purgative, and kept acting moderately by enemata

or mild laxatives. Pain must be relieved by opium. The diet should be

milk, beef tea, or something equally simple and as readily digestal. As

soon as the presence of pus is suspected it should be at once searclied for

with the aspirator, or by an exploratory incision in the loin. When matter

is detected it should be let out through a free opening in the loin. Tliere
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should be no waiting for fluctuation ; the increasing fulness, hardness, and

tenderness, and perhaps the commencing redness and (Etlema of the skin,

are ample signs to demand an inciision. The incision may be either verti-

cal, oblique, or transverse, and after dividing the integument and muscles

with a knife the suppurating area should be entered by the finger. The

kidney should be explored with the finger, if possible, in the abscess-tsavity,

any loose sloughs of cellular tissue removed, and the abscess washed out

witli an antiseptic lotion. A drain-tube should be inserted, and the loin

enveloped in a carbolic and lead lotion, or ct)vered with a layer of anti-

septic cotton-wool or gauze.

The wound must not be allowed to close too early, but the drain-tubes

should be retiiined until they are forced out by granulations.' Even when

no pus is found at the time of incision, much relief follows by the removal

of tension, and pus often escapes some time after the operation. A fistula

will occasionally peraist for a long while after the discharge of the abscess.

HYDRO-NEPHROSIS.

Definition.—Hydro-nephrosis is the term given to the overdistention

of the kidney with urine. It is a mechanical result of obstruction to the

outflow of urine from the kidney, no matter whether the cause of the ob-

struction be situated in the urethra, bladder, or ureter, nor whether a renal

tumor appreciable during life be formed by the dilated kidney or not.

Etiology.—The causes of hydro-nephrosis are (1) congenital and (2)

acquired. Probably one-third of the cases in which a palpable tumor is

formed have a congenital cause.

The congenital causes do not always give rise to hydro-nephrosis in

infancy or very early life. There are several cases on record which show
that a congenital cause has acted very slowly and incompletely, if at all, for

a long time, but that aft^r some, even many years, a hydro-nephrotic tumor

has been formed and terminated fatally. Hydro-nephrosis due to a congen-

ital cause is not, therefore, the same thing as " congenital hydro-nephrosis."

Among the congenital causes are twists of the ureter upon its own axis,

undue obliquity, reduplications, folds, contractions, and other anomalies of

the ureter. Sometimes the ureter has been found in part, or throughout, a

fibrous cord ; but in such cases the hydro-nephrosis exists at birth, though
it iucreases afterwards.

In other cases the vesical orifice of the ureter is thick, rigid, and of
merely pin-hole size ; iu others, again, minute cysts arc developed within
Its mucous membrane ; in others it joins the kidney at such an angle that

urme can only with great difficulty flow through it. An abnormal renal

artery may compress the ureter and so produce obstruction; so may an
abnormal flap of membrane iu th(> pelvis of the kidney or in the urethra.

The acquired causes of hydro-nephrosis are numerous, and, like the

Nutritious food, tonics, and possibly a limited amount of stimulants will be requisite.
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congenital, may Imj situated in, hchinil, or in front of the hliwlder. Inipuc-

tion of calculuH in the ureter, veHical cahniUis, fibromata and other j^rowtlis

within the bhidder, tlje pressure of tumors, or of bunds of organizcni in-

flaniniatory lympii, traumatic stricture of the urethra, conti-aetions of the

ureter from injury, such as kicks or blows, or the etlects of the passajro of a

renal calculus, and undue frequency of micturition (wntinued for a luug

period, are all well-authenticated causes of renal diHtention.

Hydro-nephrosis may affect one or both kidneys, or may be limited to

part of one kiduey. The latter condition has bwu sometimes found in

children having kidneys provided witli tlouble ureters : in some of tliese

cases the cause has been congenital narrowing, in others tubercular diseujii!

of one of the ureters.

The pro{)ortion of cases in which hydro-nephrosis produces a jjalpable

abdominal tumor is very small, compared with the frequency with which

the condition is met with in the post-mortem room.

Pathology.—The pelvis of the kiduey first becomes converted into a

spheroidal sac, then the calyces are widened and stretched in every direc-

tion, and at length the capsule of the kidney is expande<l, and what re-

mains of the cortical and medullary substance of the organ becomes still

further compressed and absorbed, until finally nothing remains but a nioro

or less completely loculated bladder or cyst. Thus the tension exerted by

the urine, which accumulates behind the obstruction, stretches the calyces

and flattens and wastes the pyramids to such an extent that the calyces are

converted into huge spaces or pouches jutting off from the dilated {jclvis

and separated from one another by slender septa formed by the wasted

" columns of Bertini." On laying open the cavity of such a hydro-uephrotic

cyst, nothing but a comj)lete fibrous skeleton of the kidney will be seen.

Sometimes nothing but a j)ellucid sac, with at most one or two, if any, septa,

is pi'eseut
;
generally, however, areas or a cortex of the secretory substaui'C

remain. In rare cases some of the dilated calyces are shut off from the

others either by a layered calculus or by fibrous septa.

The walls of the sac are in some instances thin and translucent, in others

thick, tough, strong, and even cartilaginous. The size of a hydro-nephrotic

kidney may not exceed the normal size of a kidney ; it may be even smaller.

On the other hand, it may hold many gallons of fluid. The contents of

the sac are rarely like natural urine. Often the fluid is odorless, gives no

reaction with heat or nitric acid or with cupric tests, has a low spailic

gravity, leaves scarcely any residue on evaporation, and aftbrds no cvidenee

of urea or uric aeid ; in fact, it is only water holding a larger quantity of

chloride of sodium in solution and containing a few epithelium-cells. This

has been the character of the fluid in congenital as well as in acquired cases

of advanced hydro-nephrosis.

Uric acid, urates, and oxalate of lime may be found in the fluid. At

other times the contents of the cyst are turbid and mixed with muco-pus,

or with blood-clot of old or recent date which gives a brown or red color
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to the fluid. At others, again, urea atul chlorides may bo found in it as in

natural urine; and this, too, even in congenital hydro-nephrosis. Epithelial

aud granular cells, phosphates, and albuaien an; fretjuent constituents.

Sometimes the contents are colloidal in chai-acter. Cholesterine has a]^o

been found in the fluid.

Adhesions may exist l)etween the sac and the surrounding parts, such

as the |)eritoneum, omentum, mesentery, pancreas, liver, spleen, or intestines.

Symptoms.—Hydro-nephrotic distention afl'eets each kidney about

e<iiially. It occurs at any peri(Ml from birth to extreme old age, and is met

with also in the iietus. It is nearly twice as frequent in females as in

nialci^. When the dilatation is insufficient U.) give rise to a tumor, there are

generally no symptoms characteristic of hydro-nephrosis. It must, how-

ever, be borne in mind that the whole round of morbid changes described

above may be inflicted upon the kidneys without there being any sign of

an abdominal swelling.

In some advanced cases in which there is no tumor, symptoms are

excited simply by the obstruction : these are thirst, pain in the back, fre-

quent micturition, total or partial or intermittent anuria, aud obscure or

pronounced pains in the abdomen.

When the disease is bilateral, uraemia may be looked for. Vomiting,

convulsions, and febrile manifestations are occasional symptoms.

When a tumor is formed, hydro-uephrosis may destroy life by bursting

into tlio peritoneum or in some other dangerous direction.

The tumor is dull on percussion, sometimes irregular or lobulated in

outline, and frequently fluctuates. By its size it may cause much pain,

displaccraeut of viscera, disturbance of the action of the diaphragm, and

thus of the lungs and heart, and it is especially prone to interfere consider-

ably with the action of the colon, thus inducing constipation. In ex-

ceptional eases the tumor distends the whole abdomen, bulges out the lower

ribs, and looks like an immense ovarian cyst.

If it arises from some painless cause, its development is unattended by

any constitutional or local disturbance ; but if from some painful cause, such

as impacted calculus, the symptoms incidental to the particular cause will

occur before the tumor makes its appearance, and will probably mask the

development of the swelling.

The tumor has all the characters of a renal tumor, being situated in the

flank, pressing backward and outward the parietes in the ilio-costal area,

having the colon in front of it, and the small intestine either in front or

thrust over to the opposite side of the abdomen, according to the bulk of

the swelling.

The tumor extends beyond the median line of the body in about one-

fourth of the cases, and in one-third of these it at length occupies the

greater part of the belly.

There are instances of the tumor intermitting, being prominent at one
tune and not distinguishable at another. In many the tumor diminishes
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from time to time without actually vanishiug, tin- HuhHidoncc of the Hwcllincr

l)eing followed by the discharge |K?r urctlmuii of an incrcastd qunutity of

urine. In such cases the urine during the iucreastnl flow will sometiinos

yield an admixture of l)l<)o<l, pus, or mucus, hut will always 1k^ of a lower

specific gnivity than normal urine. At other times, and in cases which do

not 8id)side or intermit, the urine gives no information whatever.

A hydro-nephrotic tumor may be quite painless when small ; but when

large the pain may 1m) of the mctst agonizing eharactt r.

Diaernosis.—Ilydro-ncphrosis has to be diagnose*! from renal abw^Bs,

perinephric abscess or extmvasation, pyo-nephrosis, hydatid or serous cysts

of the kidney, liver, or spleen, and, when of very great size, from an

ovarian cyst or general ascites. Subsidence of the swelling follttwinl by an

increased excretion of lU'ine is almost conclusive of hydro-nephrosis ; hut

this rarely (uxnirs, so that we have to rely on other points of diagnosis.

The absence of rigors and fever, of cedema and redness of the loin ex-

cept when the hydro-nephrosis is of large size, the slow formation of the

swelling, the existence of some obstruction to the passage of urine, and,

lastly, the circumscribed outline of the tumor, will generally suffice to estal)-

lish a correct diagnosis. The history of the case will often serve to exclude

hydatid and serous cysts ; if a hydatid vesicle has escaped with the urine

all doubt is at once (;\earetl up. Hydatid tumors of liver and spleen bulge

more commonly towards the front than into the loin, and, moving with tiie

organ ii. which they grow, are disphmed more markedly during respiration.

When of great size the hydro-nephrotio tumor is most likely to Ik" mistaken

for ovarian disease ; but the direction of growth, its relation to the colon,

and the evidence afforded by vaginal and rectal examination will geuerally

prevent error.

Prognosis.—This depends on the cause of the obstruction, and on

whether one or both kidneys are involved. If only one kidney is atfeeted,

life may be indefinitely prolonged, provided the size of the tumor is not

great, or, V mior is large, provided relief from distention is afforded

in good '
. the distention increases, death will result from the effects

of *"
-1 neighboring organs, from rupture into the peritoneum, from

8Uf >ii of urine, or from ursemia. Traumatic rupture of the cyst has

been tne termination of more than one patient. In most cases where the

distention affects both kidneys, the cause of the hydro-ne})hrosis kills the

patient, though even then one of .the chief factoi's in producing the fatal

result is the destruction of the glaudular substance of the kidney, and the

gradual cessation of the renal function.

In some cases the tumor has sjjontaneously subsided and never returned:

this was the termination in six cases out of a total of forty-seven. There

is always the fear lest a calculus or some atfcction of the opposite kidney

may cause death by suppression of urine or by uraemia.

Treatment.—The treatment of hydro-nephrotic tumors is purely sur-

gical ; nothing can be done for theui by medicinal remedies. When of
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Bmall Hi/A', jminloHH, and not on the iiiorpasc, tlicy may lx> loft aluno. Wlion

tln'v (aiii8t» trouble, cither by their weij^ht, i»reHHure, or Hize, the anpirating-

nccdle Hhould l>e eniploywl when there \h any reawoiiable ground for be-

lieving^ that the causo of obstruction in temporary and that reaeeumulation

[^ not likely to occur.

An attempt might Ix.' made to overcome the obstacle to the passage of

urine by friction. In children this treatment has met with some success;

but it must Ik* employed with caution, for fear of rupturing the cyst.

The use of the aspirator, sometimes repejitcKlly upon the; same tumor,

has been fairly successful. The best point to puncture is half-way l)etwcen

the last rib and th(! iliac crest, about two and one-half inches or more be-

iiiiid tiie anterior superior iliac spine, or else just anterior to the last inter-

costal space. I the tumor points at any spot, this should be selected for

introducing the ipiniting-needle. Aspiration may cffwt a complete cure,

citlicr by relieving i)rcssure or releasing some curve or twist o*' the ureter.

iSonietimes a single tapping has sufficed ; more often repeated ttippings have

i)cen requirwl before fluid ceased to reaccumulate in the renal cavity. When
aspiration fails, nephrotomy through the lumbar incision oug'it to be era-

ployed. Care is requirwl in aspirating not to puncture too far forward and

thpr('l)y woimd the peritoneum or provide for the escape of urine into the

perit()n(>al cavity. It is not advisable to inject into the renal pelvis after

withdrawing the contents any stimulating fluid, such as tincture of iodine,

with a view to excite adhesions and contractions of the cyst-walls.

Nephrotomy is jx-rformed by cutting obliquely in the ilio-costal space

through skin and muscles down to the distended kidney. As soon as the

cyst is exi)()sed through the wound in the loin it should be tapped and the

fluid withdrawn ; then the puncture-hole should be ^n'arged with a bistouiy,

ami the edges of the cyst stitched to the edges of the wound in the abdom-

inal parietes. If the lumbar incision is made high and carried far enough

fiirward, plenty of room is obtained, so that the cyst-wall can be readily

drawn up into the loin-wound.

Drainage and antiseptic irrigation are effected by means of a large

rubber tube, which should be fixed in the cyst, and Condy's fluid, or

thymol or weak carbolic acid in solution, should be passed through it da-'y.

This practice has been very successful, and ought certainly to be adopted

when aspiration fails and before nephrectomy is dreamt of.

After nephrotomy has been |)ei'formed, search should be made with a

sound or long probe for a calculus or other foreign body obstructing the

renal pelvis or the upper end of the ureter.

Lumbar nephrotomy may be recoramcnde*^ when a fistula in the loin is

permanent and there is little or no secreting structure lefl.

PYO-NEPHROSIS.

Definition.—By pyo-nephrosis is uuderstood dilatation of the pelvis

aud calyces of the kidney with pus, or pus and urine. It is a mechanical

Si

I
IS.
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result of obstruction, aud soraething more. It is hydro-nephrosis with

pyelitis superadded. Sometimes the amount of pus is so small, the pyelitis

so slight, and the amount of jient-up urine so large, that the tumor is called

hydro-nejjhrosis rather than pyo-nephrosis, in spite of the prcs<3uce of pus.

But in all cases where there is suppuration as well as dilatation of the

pelvis aud calyces of the kidney, the condition is, strictly speaking, pyo-

nephrosis.

In advanced cases the dilatation aud suppuration extend beyond the

calyces and go on to the compression, atrophy, and breaking djwn of iae

medullary and cortical substance, until at length the whole kidney is con-

verted into a large and loculated sac. This sac contains pus or purulent

urine, or urine mixed with muco-pus in larger or smaller quantity, or pus

and urii .ixed with blood or with a white phosphatic deposit or mortaiy

paste of phosphate of lime, or debris of renal calculi, according to the cause

jf obstruction.

Etiology.—Hydro-nephrosis becomes pyo-nephrosis when pyelitis is

superadded. The causes which produce hydro-nephrosis produce also pyo-

nephrosis. But when an obstruction at once excites pyo-nephrosis it is

more complete and irritative in its effects upon the kidney tiian those which

give . ise to hydro-nephrosis.

In some cases the pyo-nephrosis has been preceded by pyelitis, the dis-

tention being excited by the same cause, but at a later date. Pyelitis

followed by pyo-nephrosis sometimes results from wounds and contusions

in the renal regii n.

Pathologrical Anatomy.—The mucous membrane of the renal pelvis

by degrees assumes a dull-white color, very different from the bluish-white

semi-transparent color of health, is markedly thickened, and secretes a

quantity of pus. The pent-up urine soon becomes alkaline from admixture

with the pus, the urea is converted into carbonate of ammonium, and calcu-

lous material is often deposited upon the lining membrane of the organ.

The thickening of the mucous membrane is sometimes so marked, aud the

dilatation and distention of the calyces aud pelvis so considerable, that

the orifices whereby the pouch-like dilatations of the calyces conununicate

with the pelvis become excessively narrow, occasionally altogether closed hy

fibrous dissepiments or partitions. As the distention of the cnvity of the

kidn-^y proceeds, the pyramids aud then the cortex of the kidney become

more and more atrophied, until at length >ill the glandular tissue is com-

pletely removed and the or^,u is ransfoi med into a many-chambered cyst,

the departments of which open into the dilated pelvis.

Ulceration of the cyst- wall or suppurating tracks formed through what

remains of the renal sub.stance sometimes end in fistulous oj)enings into the

parts around,—it may be into the cellular ti.ssue of the loiu, or into the

stomach, duodenum, colon, or j)eritoneura. Sometimes only one, sometimes

several fistulous openings occur in the same case. As soon as a fistula

forms, the purulent ui'iue escapes, and gives rise, accoixling to circumstances,
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to perinephritiH, pcitonitis, or the discharge of pus and urine by the mouth

or rectum or through the loin.

Symptoms,—In the early stages the symptoms of pyo-nephrosis will

be those excited by the cause of the obstruction, whatever that may be, and,

in addition, those of pyelitis. If tho obstruction is not complete there will

be pus in the urine ; if complete, but intermittent, there will be intervals

when no pus is discharged ; whilst if the obstruction is both complete and

permanent there will be an entire absence of pus in the urine. The urine

should, therefore, be carefully and fi'e(|uently examined, as to both quantity

and quality, in each of which it ma}-^ vary from time to time a good d^al.

The urine may decompose m the I'enal pelvis and become alkaline and

glairy, as it does in cystitis, but Avhen mixed with the urine from the op-

posite kidney these characters are so moderated that the urine is usually

faintly acid when voided.

There will be constitutional symptoms of suppuration ; sometimes shiver-

ing, sometimes a high temperature at night without rigors ; emaciation, great

prostration of strength, loss of appetite, perhaps sickness and diarrhoea, and

often a dusky pallor or sallow tinge of skin. When pyo-nephrosis becomes

chronic, hectic may supervene. The tumor caused by pyo-nephrosis varies

in different cases as to size and other characters, just as it does in hydro-

nephrosis.

The pain experienced depends greatly on the size of the tumor : there

are in some cases paroxysms of great severity. Pressure over the front of

the tumor nearly always aggravates pain, or provokes it if it was not present

before. Pressure over the flank, in some cases, is not only well borne, but

actually gives relief.

If the opposite kidney is useless, death from anuria may occur. Anuria

has been knowr. to result from obstruction of one kidney alone.

Diagnosis.—The tumor caused by pyo-nephrosis will be diagnosed in

the same way as that of hydro-nephrosis ; and, as pyo-nephrosis is nearly

always preceded and accompanied by febrile symptoms, by rigors, and by the

presence of pus in the urine in varying amount, we are enabled thereby to

distinguish pyo-nephrosis from hydro-nephrosis.

1 roni perinephric abscess the tumor will be made out in the same way
as in hydro-nephrosis ; but the feverishness and other constitutional signs

of suppuration make pyo-nephrosis more likely than hydro-nephrosis to be

mistaken for perinephric abscess.

Prognosis.—When due to a removable cause and confined to one kid-
ney the prognosis as regards life is not unfavorable, if early relief to pent-
up urine and pus is obtained, either by the restoration of the passage along
the ureter or by lumbar incision. When the tumor continues to increase,

death will be caused by pressure-effects or by its bursting into some impor-
tant cavity or organ. When it opens on the surface of the body or into
the bowel, rc<:overy may take place, but death from blootl-poisoning, hectic.

01" exhaustion is probable. The most favorable result is when the ob-
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struction ceases and the contents of the tumor discharge along the ureter.

Sometimes after the tumor subsides pus is passed iu the urine for very long

periods or even for the rest of life.

Treatment.—In the early stages the treatment is directed to the re-

moval of the obstruction and the improvement of the pyelitis. Even when

a tumor is formed, palliative treatment is permissible when there is not com-

plete obstruction and the pus and urine can escape by the ureter ; when there

is neither fever, hectic, diarrhoea, emaciation, nor pain, and the tumor is not

of such a size as to threaten rupture ; when the tumor, from having been

of large size, has diminished by the emptying of the cyst along the ureter

into the bladder ; when the surrounding organs and tissues are not excited

to inflammation ; and when the age of the patient, or some serious compli-

cation of bladder or other organ, renders any operation a danger in itself.

Under these circumstances we shall help to diminish the suppuration,

and prevent the occurrence of acute inflammatory action in the cyst, by rest

in bed or on the couch, frequent hot baths, anodyne and emollient applica-

tions to the loin and abdominal walls, gentle compression by belladonna

plasters, the avoidance of constipation and of the accumulation of facal

matter in the colon and caecum, and by a light digestible diet, properly

regulated according to the constitution of the patient.

If a calculus be impacted in the ureter, an attempt in a very serious case

should be made to extract it, either through the bladder or by abdominal

section. Or friction over or manipulation of the tumor and adjacent parts

might be tried. If the parts arc very painful, friction must be tried only

under chloroform ; and it is not free from danger through increasing inflam-

mation or rupturing the cyst.

In many instances, however, the only proper treatment is nephrotomy,

palliatives being useless, and delay in operating dangerous. The circum-

stances which ijdicate nephrotomy are constant pain, increasing size of the

tumor, continued fever and evening elevations of temperature, serious inter-

ference with the functions of the stomach and intestine by reflex irritation

or direct pressure of the tumor ; when the surrounding structures are in-

flamed or becoming adherent to the tumor, and when the tumor threatens

to rupture or ulcerate into them.

As the several calyces may be slut off^ from one another, each suppu-

rating cavity should be opened, either by the knife or by the finger, and

search should at the same time be made for renal calculus in the pelvis or

impacted in the upper end of tiie ureter.

Lumbar nephrectomy will have to l)e considered if, after opening and

draining the cyst, free suppuration continues, or fresh abscesses witliin or

around the ki*^ / occur and do not permit of thorough drainage through

the loin.

RENAL CALCULI'S.

Definition.—There is but a step between the formation of gravel and

of stone in the kidney. If the solid substances which are usually in a state
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of solution in the urine become excessive, so as to be deposited as crystals,

and if these crystals are carried out of the system with the urine, we have

the condition of gravel. If these crystalline forms are cemented together

by a little mucus or blood-clot, and are afterwards added to by fresh depo-

sitions from the urine, we have a small calculus, which may either be passed

off with the urine, causiug more or less renal colic in its transit aloug the

ureter, or may remain behind in one of the calyces or in the pelvis of the

kidney, there to grow by fresh accretion until it attains a size altogether in

excess of anything which can pass along the ureter.

Etiolog'y.—Renal calculus may originate in the deposit of some of the

uriue-salts ar(>"nd a blood-clot in the renal jjelvis, the result of an injuiy.

More frequeniiy it results from a precipitation of some of the solids of the

uriue which are in excess of the normal amount, this excess, as a rule, being

dependent on an error of diet, imjjerfect digestion, or defective nutrition.

Sometimes it is excited by the presence of a sarcomatous or papillomatous

growth in the kidney. Renal calculi are formed at all periods of life from

the latter weeks of intra-uterine life onward. They are very common iu

the children of the p^-or up to the age of fifteen years. The majority of

the sufferers from stone in the kidney among the poorer cLsses are children.

It is a rare disease among the children of the well-to-do. The absence of

milk and the use of indigestible articles of food in the diet of the children

of the poor is probably the cause of the prevaleuce of renal calculus among

them.

Calculus may form in the uriniferous tubes or calyces of the kidney, but

it generally grows into importance after it has reached the calyces or pelvis.

The most common form of renal calculus is the uric acid, the next most

common is the oxalate of lime. These substances, being but sparingly sol-

uble, are the most likely to be precipitated from the urine ; but carbonate

of lime, phosphate of lime, a mixture of phosphate and the ammonio-

magnesian phosphate (that is, the fusible calculus), cystine, xanthine, and

fiually urate of ammonium, or the mixed urates, are found occasionally,

though rarely, either as the nucleus or chief constituent of renal stones.

Alternating calculi of ui'ic acid, oxalate of lime, and phosphates in distinct

layers are not uncommon. Blood calculi have been described, and a drop

of dried blocxl is occasionally found as the nucleus of a mixed calculus.

The nucleus of calculi formed in iufaucy is generally urate of ammo-
nium

; at puberty and in young adults it is uric acid ; but uric acid, oxalate

of lime, and triple phosphate of lime occasioually form the substance of

calculi in children.

Pathological Anatomy.—One single calculus or many hundreds may
be formed in the same kidney. When there are many, they are scattered

throughout the organ, sometimes as grit studding the tissue, and sometimes

m nests or excavated spaces iu the tubular substance. When single, the size

and shape of the stone vary from a small smooth body facetted or rounded,

to a large, branched, rough mass filling all the pelvis and calyces.

'ft«k
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A stone as large as a marble, rough and sharply manimi Hated upon its

surface, may remain confined to one of the calyces for years without giving

rise to more change than induration of the whole organ, due to slight

chronic interstitial inflammation. On the other hand, quite a minute stone

not much, if any, larger than a mustard-seed or grape-seed, whilst in the

tubular structure of the kidney will excite congestion and even acute iu-

flammation and abscess.

When a stone is of such large size that it fills the renal pelvis, or when

being much smaller, it falls like a ball-valve into the upper end of the

ureter, it leads to chronic inflammation, to dilatation, and to those atrophic

changes which accompany hydro-nephrosis and pyo-nephrosis ; or ne])hritis

pyelo-nephritis, abscess in the j)erinephric tissues, or profuse suppuration

within the kidney may be the result.

Symptoms.—Renal stones of small size may pass out of the body in

considerable numbers M-ithout giving rise to more than slight lumbar \mas.

A moderate-sized and even a large stone may exist for years without re-

vealing its presence at all, or, after having for a time caused symptoms,

may for the rest of a long life remain dormant.

As a rule, there is, at some time, blood or albumen mixed with the

urine, lumbar pain or aching, aggravated by exercise or by auy jolting

movement, vesical irritability, or perhaps pain in the testicle of the same

side. If the stone has existed a long while, pus, mucus, or albumen will

be found daily in minute or moderate or marked quantity in the urine; or

if blood is not always present (and in many cases it is not) it may recur

from time to time in large amount, making the water bright red or porter-

like in color for several days together. If with these symptoms the patient

occasionally passes gravel or minute calculi or fragments of calculous matter,

the diagnosis becomes conclusive.

Movements such as those caused by carriage-exercise, running, or walk-

ing, are not in all cases needed to excite exacerbation of the lumbar pain

;

on merely turning in bed, or even when lying asleej, the patient may be

aroused by a sudden agonizing seizure.

It would thiis seem that the varying ])ressure of the abdominal viscera,

th.e ])assage of faeces along the colon, the variations in the degree of intra-

reual blood-pressure, are all capable of exciting })ain by making the renal

tissue pi'css against the often acicular surface of the calculus. As soon as a

stone enters the ureter, or is being propelled along it, stretching it as it goes,

renal colic sets in. The attacks of renal colic come on suddenly, last for

two or three hours or as many days, and almost as suddenly subside, to

recur at some future period, if the stoue, instead of escaping at the lower

end of the ureter, is simply displat-ed from the upi)er orifice into some less

important point in the renal |)elvis. Recurring attacks of colic arise from

fresh formation of renal calculus.

Periodic attacks of renal colic occur in some cases without being fol-

lowed by the discharge of a calculus or a fragment of a calculus. They are
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then due to the irritation of a movable calculus in the pelvis of the kidney,

or to the passage of a lump of mucus or blood along the ureter. They are

more prone to occur or to be most severe when the patient is in low health

or over-fatigued.

During these attacks the pain shoots along the branches of the lumbar

plexus, and is felt in the bladder, in the groin, along the thigh, or in the

tostielo. The pain is paroxysmal, and intensified by the spasmodic con-

tractions of the ureter. The testicle may be retracted at the time, and

afterwanls become enlarged and remain for a long while tender, if not pain-

ful. I have seen the testis of the affected side small and wasted as well as

retracted. Children may be thrown into (ionvulsions during the fearful

agony of renal colic. The attack is often ushered in with a rigor, and is

generally accompanied by vomiting, retching, and profuse perspiration.

Faiutness and collapse are by no means rare. The bladder is irritable, and

the urine, which is diminished in quantity during the attack, is blood-

stained and loaded with urates, and is sometimes passed with a good deal

of scalding in- the urethra. It sometimes happens that the other kidney

becomes excited to increased secretion during the attack, and then the urine

will not be diminished in quantity, and will not be thick.

Aj)art from the attacks of renal colic, constant or paroxysmal lumbar

and renal pain is a very common symptom of a stone in the kidney.

Owing to the wide nerve-connections of the kidney, the pain of renal

calculus is often transferred to a distance,

—

e.g., to the testes along the sper-

matic plexus and the genito-crural, to the upper part of the thigh by the

genito-crural, to the leg and inside of the foot through tlio anterior crural.

A stone in one kidney sometimes excites pain and irritation in the other.

This transferred or sympathetic pain is of an aching character, not often of

a colicky nature.

Another symptom which results from transference of nerve-influence

has reference to the stomach : nausea, vomiting, and dyspepsia are very

common, not only at the times of actual colic, but also during the periods of

less acute suffering, being due to the connection of the pneumogastric with

the renal plexus. The retraction of the testicle, irritability of the bladder,

pain referred to the thorax and sometimes thought to be due to pleurisy, are

all explained in the same manner as the gastric disturbance and the pains

iu the lower limb,—nkmely, by transference of nerve-influence.

When the patient is very thin, and the stone large, it can sometimes be

detected on palpation of the loin, especially whe.-i the patient is under the

influence of chloroform.

Otiier common symptoms of renal caknilus are hsematuria and pus in

the urine. These vary much in frequency and amount. As a rule, oxalate-

of-lime calculi cause most bleeding, phosphatic calculi most suppuration.

Lateral inclination of the body and flexion of the thigh are not unusual.

Diagnosis.—Undue acidity of urine and strumous disease of the kidney
are the two conditions iu children which are most likely to be mistaken for
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renal calculus. Renal tiimoi's, intestinal colic, and perityphlitis have also

occasionally given rise to errore in diagnosis.

Acidity of urine and excess of uric acid in the urine will be removed
by alkaline treatment and precautions in diet ; there may Ix; frequency of

micturition, ttuiderness of the testicles, and even hseraaturia, but renal colic

does not occur, and the lumbar pain or aching is equally on both sides.

Strumous kidney must be suspected when frequency of micturition and
slightly purulent urine occur in children of strumous habit or parentage.

The absence of hematuria makes this diagnosis more, rather tlian less

certain. Frequency of micturition, with pus and htematuria and sharp

lumbar or testicular pain, in a healthy child, is almost certainly due to cal-

culus. Struma and calculus sometimes affect the same organ.

From intestinal colic and perityphlitis renal calculus can be distin-

guished by the localizetl pain in the loin, tlie luematuria and pus in tlie

urine, the absence of fever, the frequency of micturition, and the testicular

pain.

From carcinoma or sarcoma of the kidney calculus may gcnoi-ajly be

diagnosed by the absence of tumor and the longer duration of the syrai)-

toms before the general health of the patient becomes deteriorated. The

irregular shape of the tumors and the frequency with which they extend

down into the false pelvis serve to distinguish these new growths from

calculous hydro-nephrosis and pyo-ne])hrosis.

Treatment.—The treatment of renal calculus may be considered under

three heads : (1) prophylactic
; (2) palliative ; and (3) surgical.

Prophylaxis consists in employing a moclemte amount of well-selected

food, so as to preserve the digestive and assimilative functions in good

order. Animal diet is not harmful if taken in moderation, nor is abstinence

from animal diet any security against calculus, as is })roved by the preva-

lence of this disorder among the very poor, who scarcely taste meat.

Palliative treatment consists in the free use of alkaline drinks or distilled

water ; i?; the administration of acetate of potassium, carbonate of litliiuni,

citrate of potassium, or carbonate of lime, and of saline aperients, such as

sulphate of sodium, sulphate of magnesium, and tartrate of potassiiun and

sodium. The natural mineral waters of Vichy, Ems, Carlsbad, Piillua,

and Friedrichshall are advantageous ; and with an undue disposition to

the formation of uric acid the alkali mineral water of Fachingen is the

best. During an attack of pain, confinement to bed, hot baths and : odyne

fomentations, and anodynes internally, are the treatment.

Surgical Treatment.—The treatment by oi)eration of the worst patho-

logical consequences of renal calculus have been considered under ])yo>

nephrosis and perinephric abscess. Nephrectomy will very rarely he jus-

tified for calculus uncomplicated by abscess and disoi'gauization of kidney.

Nephrolithotomy should be performed when symptoms of stone are severe

and are not removed or rendered bearable by several months of medicinal

treatment and rest, when the patient is compelled to pass his days as well as
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nights in bed, or when anuria supervenes upon symptoms of c-alculus in

oue or both kidneys. In the latter case (i.e., when both kidneys are affected)

the kidney which has hist baiome affected should be first explored.

Tlie symptoms which are sufficiently (iharactcristic of stone in the kid-

ney to justify an exploraf'on of the kidney in search for the stone are a

history of haimaturia, the presence of a little pus or of crystals in the

urine, together with fixed or more or less constant pain in one loin, groin,

or testicle, the pain being either of a dull aching or sharp pricking kind,

paroxysmal, and occasionally associated with the other symptoms.

When a fistula leading down to a calculus opens on the surface, all that

may be requisite to extract the stone is simply to enlarge the opening and

seize it with a proper pair of forceps. When a retroiKjritoneal abscess is

present the stone will probably be detected at once on opening the abscess

from the loin. In either of these ca-ses the calculus very probably will be

found lying outside the kidney, from which it has escaped by ulceration.

TUBERCULAR AND SCROFULOUS KIDNEY.

Of twenty-eight children under twelve yeare of age, nineteen had both

kidnevs affected, five the right only, and four the left only.

Two forms of tubercle (so called) of the kidney are met with : (1) dis-

seminated tuberculosis, and (2) strumous pyelitis, or scrofulous pyelo-

nepliritis.

These diseases are more common in children and below the age of

puberty than in adult life ; but they may occur, and more especially the

scrofulous form of the affection, at any age. Males are said to be more

frequently affected than females. Both kidneys are rarely involved in au

equal degree, and the " scrofulous" form oflen affects one kidney only.

History and Pathology.—Miliary tuberculosis affects children under

ten years of age in a much larger proportion of cases than the scrofulous

caseous variety. Miliary tuberculosis generally affects both kidneys. The
kidney is affected as part of a general constitutional disease. The miliary

nodules begin as gray granulations around the terminal branches of the

arterioles which lie between the pyramids of Ferrein. They infiltrate the

vascular and connective tissues, and flatten the uriniferous tubes between

wliich they occur. They are seen on the surface as small white dots, and
extend along the pyramids of the medulla, having a great tendency to

spread downward along the submucous connective tissue to the ureter and

bladder, and to involve also the vesiculse seminales, prostate, and testes.

Scrofulous kidney is known also as strumous pyelitis, scrofulous pyelo-

uephritis, and the inflammatory form of tubercular disease of the kidney.

Masses of cheesy infiltration commence in the substance of the I'enal papillae,

and extend deeply into the kidney as well as downward to the submucous
tissue in the renal pelvis. The body of the kidney is enlarged, lobulated

hy the extension of cheesy infiltration into the cortical parts of tlie organ,

and on section conical masses of this cheesy material in different stages of
Vol. IIL—37
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softening are fonnd to correspond to the prominences of the lobnles. The
mucous membrane of the renal pelvis and ux-eter is thickened and at a later

period ulcerated and choked up by the putty-like material which exudes.

The whole organ may be converted into a huge abscess-cavity or a scries of

large irregular abscesses. Scrofulous disease sometimes spreads by contact

and involves the liver or the spleen.

Bytnptoms.

—

Disseminated tuberculosis of the kidney produces no char-

acteristic symptoms referable to that organ. In the early stages of stmmouit

pyelitis the constitutional symptoms are not marked, and the local symntoms

are absent. As the disease advances there is jiain in the loin, with tender-

ness on pressure in the lumbar region. The urine may not be altered in

quantity or character; or it may be excessive in quantity, in the early stage;

and albuminous, alkaline, or acid, sometimes bloody, or containing pii.s,

minute cheesy masses, and ddbris of renal tissue, in the later stages. Wlieii

it contains albumen the urine is always thick, cloudy, or opaque, and not

clear, as in Bright's disease ; moreover, it never contains casts of the renal

tubes. Occasionally there is suppression of urine, more or less complete,

and then ureemic symptoms usher in the fatal termination. Often a tumor

can be felt, or there is a greatly-increased area of renal dulness ; and if the

disease be on the left side, the spleen may be so much pushed forward as at

first sight to give the impression that the tumor is an enlargement of that

organ. I have seen this mistake committed more than once.

Vesical irritation and frequent and painful micturition are common

and often the most prominent symptoms. In the advanced stages rigors,

exhausting sweats, and finally hectic occur.

Diagnosis.—Unless a tumor exists, or the characteristic cheesy di^bris

is detected in the urine, it is difficult, if not impossible, by the symptoms

alone to distinguish scrofulous disease from pyelitis or pyelo-nephritis from

any other cause. In the early stage of the disease the diagnosis from roual

calculus must depend (ihiefly on the physical and constitutional signs of

tubercle or scrofula. Often a deposit in the epididymis coexists and deter-

mines the diagnosis. In stone there is more hsematuria and less pyuria; in

scrofula there is more pyuria and less htematuria. The tubercle-baeilliis

has been discovered in the urine, and should be looked for.

Prognosis.—This is most unfavorable, and the tubercular affection ter-

minates rapidly. The scrofulous form lasts from a few mouths to a year

or more.

Treatment.—This consists in alleviating pain and anodynes locally and

internally, tonics, cod-liver oil, maltine, and bland nutritious food. When

pus is pent up either in the kidney or behind it, it should be drained away

through an opening in the loin. Nephrectomy would be useless in tuber-

cular disease, but promises much as a means of prolonging life in scrofulous

affection of one kidney alone. In most instances it should be made a sub-

sequent operation to nephrotomy and drainage ; but if the strength of the

patient would bear the greater ojjeration, and if from the enlarged size and
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bossctl or nodulatcfl surface of the kidney there was reason to think that

tiie caseous nodules were numerous and large, it would l)e best to perform

nephrectomy at once. To cut into one of several abscess-spaces and to drain

it leaving others unable to discharge their contents, is unsatisfactory in

theory and unsuccessful in pi-actice.

The surgeon must, however, bear in mind that it is iu scrofulous dis-

eases especially that the probability of the second kidney being likewise

diseased is so great ; and he must be on his guard against the catastrophe

of removing a kidney and losing his patient within a few hours from

anemia due to the destruction of the opposite organ. The chances of such

a calamity are much greater when operating on children than on adults,

Itccause of the much greater frequency with which both organs are involved

in the scrofulous disease in the young than in those past puberty.

SOLID TUMORS OF THE KIDNEY.

Tiie solid growths which occur and present themselves as abdominal

tumors in the kidney are carcinoma, sarcoma, fibro-fatty (a variety of small-

celled) sarcoma, fibro-sarcoma, myo-sarcoma, and lipoma. Other forms of

new growth are met with, but have a general rather than a local importance,

ami, not giving rise to tumoi's, will not be here considered.

Definition.—Malignant renal growths—cancer and sarcoma—may be

primary or secondaiy ; but, as the latter growths pass undetected during

life and are quite insignificant as compared with the disease to which they

aie secondary, no further reference to them is required here.

The primary growths usually affect one kidney only, attain consider-

al)le—often immense—size, grow rapidly, and destroy life by their own
local progress. They are far more oflen sarcomatous than cancerous.

They occui' at two periods of life,—namely, in early childhood and in

advanced age. The frequency of sarcomatous tumors in early life is con-

sistent with what is known of tumors of connective-tissue origin in other

])arts of the body, whereas cancerous growths, being of epithelial type,

affect most commonly persons of adult and advanced age.

Pathology.—These primary renal tumors of childhood, whether sarco-

matous or cancerous, are exceedingly soft in structure and luxuriant in

fjrowth. They have been known to reach sixteen or seventeen pounds in

weight iu six months iu children under five years of age ; and in a boy
m the Middlesex Hospital the tumor weighed thirty-one pounds, the total

weight of the child and tumor together being one hundred and thirty-one

pounds. Eight or nine pounds is a very common v.eight for such tumors.

Their soft consistence has sometimes led to a renal sarcoma being mistaken
(luring life for ascites.

Primary malignant gro^vths, except the myo-sarcoma, are never bilateral

;

in the rare instances in which both kidneys have been involved the one is

secondarily so to the other. They originate in two situations,—the fibrous

stroma of the cortex and the submucous cellular tissue. Sometimes the
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reual tissue is invaded hy a growth whi(;Ii has had its primary scat in tlic

lyni])hati(; glauds or other stnicture about the hihun, or lias begiui in tiic

renal tissue of the hihun and spread between gland and pelvis, and uftcr

penetrating and expanding the mpside has taken on the form of tli(! kidney.

Possibly tliis latter is the eonunonest mode of origin in priniary renal

tumors, and explains why the renal j)elvi8 and proper renal tissui" icnmiu

long intact and why there is such fre(|uent absence of diseased prodncts in

the urine. This mode of origin explains, too, how in many cas(!8 an enor-

mous tumor involves and effaces only a part of the kidney, leaving tlio rest

of the organ of natural size and appearance and either situated on the

outer surface of the growth or more or less surrounded by it. Wiun the

disease commences within the renal capsule it infiltrates the organ very

rapidly, and cysts with bloody or purulent collections form within it as the

disease advances.

These tumors give rise to secondary growths in other organs by in-

vading the venous and lymphatic channels. The lumbar glands are earh'

involved, then the thoracic duct and venous canals, and by extension tiie

lungs, and later on the liver, bones, periosteum, etc. The opposite kidnev,

as well as the spinal column and cord, is invaded by contiguity.

All forms of cancer of the kidney are met with, but encephaloid is the

most usual and attains the largest size. In some instances the growtli is

encapsuled.

The sarcomas are usually small and large round-celled varieties, some-

times encapsulated, but more frequently not ; they are very vascular, and

extravasations, often so extensive as to make the whole look like a mass of

blood-clot, frequently take place into them. Spindle-celled sarcoma is less

common. The so-called fibrous and fibro-fatty tumors are varieties ol'

sarcoma, the latter having undergone extensive fatty degeneration.

Rhabdo-myoma and myosarcoma, composed of striped muscle and sar-

coma tissue, are of congenital origin, and lead to the death of tlic infant in

from six to eight mouths. In some instances there has been a tumor of

each kidney ; in some no vestige of normal kidney-structure has remained

;

in others the tumor has been placed beneath the capsule, but upon the

surface of the renal tissue.

Etiology.—Renal calculus and injury and the irritation of i)yelitis or

retention of urine are the most frequent exciting causes. In many casts

in children no cause can be attributed. Sometimes a malignaut growth is

engrafted upon a serous renal cyst.

Symptoms.—No distinction can be made between the symptoms of

cancerous and those of sarcomatous growths. These symptoms are tumor,

pain, hsematuria, emaciation, loss of strength, irritability of bladder, saliow-

ness of skin, and the effects of pi'essure upon surrounding organs, such as

oedema, constipation, vomiting, jaundice, dyspnoea, and interference with the

action of the heart. Uraemia is rarely, if ever, a symptom. The existence

of a tumor is the most constant sign, and in children this may fill the whole
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iiUloiiu'ii, hut in other cascH deop nmnipulntion of the ah(h)mon, aflHistod hy

cliloroform to ri'lax the parietal muscles, is needed to make out the swelling.

Small tumors in children are felt sometimes hy the himanual method.

Rciial tumors cause fulness, and when of large size hulg(! laterally; and,

tlioufih they do not protrude in the loin, they give rise to fulness, resistance,

and roundness in the ilio-costal interval whi(!h are ohvious to eye and

touch. In slighter eases they merely efface the hollow of the loin without

producing fidness.

They have howel in front of them with only the rarest exceptions. The

colon is almost never absent from the front of a renal tumor, the asccaiding

colon \mi\g in front and towards the inner side of a right renal growth, the

descending colon in front of a left. Coils of small bowel also are apt to

overlie the front of a tumor of either kidney ; but when of very great size,

so that they are widely in contact with the abdominal walls, the small intes-

tine may be altogether displa(!e<l from oif the front of the swelling. The

(luodeuum is usually to the upper and left side of a right renal tumor. An
exception to the rule that kidney-tumors have bowel in front of them is

when the right colon (which is more loosely connected with the right kidney

than the left colon is with the left I'idney) is pushed down by the tumor,

which then advances between the liver and the ascending colon. Another

exception is when the renal tumor carries the colon inward towards or

Ix^yond the median line.

Renal as well as hepatic and splenic tumors descend with inspiration.

Malignant growths often spring from or attach themselves to .^ome

single part of the kidney, and thus the tumor does not retain the original

shape of the organ.

Next to swelling, pain is the most constant symptom of malignant

disease of the kidney. The harder the growth the more severe the pain :

hence children with very soft growths often seem to be entirely free from it.

The pain diffei-s from that due to stone in not being intensified by move-
ments, and in less frequently taking the course of the ureter and testicle.

It often extends, when the growth is spreading towards the spinal column,

to the lower dorsal and lumbar regions and thence down the thighs.

Paralysis of the bladder, sphincter ani, and lower limbs, and bed-sores, are

later sequela} of this direction of growth.

Hematuria occurs in a considerable minority of cases ; but in some of
these it has been, no doubt, due to the stone which has excited the new
growth. AVhen it is caused by ulceration of the tumor into the renal pelvis

the bleeding is continuous and constant, not intermittent. It may be pro-

fuse enough to cause anoemia and even death. The urine is of a tawny-
brown color, with a bloody, powdery sediment ; the blood is uniformly
mixed with it, and the urine is not more loaded with blood at the end of
each micturition. The hsematuria differs from that of renal calculus in not
being diminished by rest in bed for days together. When not admixed
\ th blood the urine is, as a very general rule, quite natural, containing no
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casts, no pus, and no canccr-rcllB. The growth may soften uiul ln-cak down
afttir ulauTitinf^ into the colon, dncMlcnnni, or ureter, or thron^li the i)ori-

toneum or alnlominal wrll. When either of tliese events liappens, death very

quickly follows.

Profirnosis.—The disease is alwnvs fatal, and mr)re rapidly so in chil-

dren than in adults. The larj;e majority terminate within six moiiths; tiie

rest usually within the first year. Death has been known to ociciir within

six weeks. The softer the growth the quicker the rate of growth and the

earlier the end.

Diaernosis.—The diagnosis has to Ix; made first as to the seat of the

tumor ; secondly, as to its malignant natuiv. Attention to the symptoms

raentiontHl above will serve to establish both these points. The initial

situation of the swelling, the direction of increase, and the area of diilness

on percussion will help to fix the renal origin as distinct from the liver,

spleen, or ovary. Errors in this respect are, however, sometimes (juitc tin-

avoidable. The rapidity of growth and the unequal resistance (jf the tumor,

its nodular outline, and the progressively cachectic condition of the patient,

e8j)ecially if under five or six years of age, indicate with sufficient clearness

the malignant nature of the disease.

Treatment.—This is either operative or palliative. Palliative treat-

ment must \vi thought of oidy in the middle and later stages of the disiuso.

In the very early stage, when the tumor is small and the lymphatic glands

and surrounding parts uninvolvetl, nephrectomy seems to offer a jjrospect

of prolonging life, and in exceptional eases of securing a ])erniauent cure.

The palliative treatment aims only at relieving pain and (shettking hemor-

rhage. Morphine or opium, ;i|iplial locally and injected subcutaneou.sly or

taken by the mouth, Avill often be required to be used systematically. An

ice-bag applied over the tumor gives relief from the burning sensation and

the feeling of stretching and bursting often complained of, especially wlion

the increase in growth is rapid. Belladonna plasters and conium poultices

afford some degree of relief. Plemorrhage may be sometimes eoniplotely

arrested by the internal use of gallic acid and ergot combined, by the tan-

nate of aluminium, or by a mixture containing one or two grains or more,

according to the age of the patient, of iron alum. The latter drug is

specially useful in checking the hemorrhage and the anaemia wliicli poes

with it. It is much more effective in bleeding from the kidneys tliaii alum,

which is given to children for this purpose in two-grain doses, either as a

mixture or with honey or molasses.

CYSTS OF THE KIDNEY.

Definition.—Cysts within the kidney-tissue and those involving the

kidney from without are to be distinguished from hydro-nephrosis, which is

a cystiform dilatation of the natural cavity of the organ.

There are only three forms of cysts connected with the kidneys of chil-

dren,—namely, («) congenital cystic metamorphosis of the kidneys; (6) {)ara-
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nppliric cvHtfl ; and (r) hydatid cvHts. Tho larj^o rtol!.nrv cvHts uhifli oconr

in the otherwise healthy kidneys, and wliieh Inrin Miich strikiiij; and ofteu

immense tumors in adults, arc not met with in tlic organs of ehildren.

Pathology.—(«) Congenital cystic metamorphosis of the kidneys is a

llrtiil condition, the result of ohstruetion. It is of mor(> interest to the

patliologist tiian to th(! surgeon. It is similar to the c-ystic transformation

of adult and adsanccfl extr.i-uterine life, whi<'h gives rise to a tumor ou

oncli side and to hiumaturia, urtemia, and the eharaetei-s of urine like those

iH'longing to gramdar kidney. Like the extra-uterine disease, the intra-

uterine is composed of cysts consisting of dilated and interseet(Hl tubes cou-

taiiiiiig urinary mattei-s. The f<etal transformation is associated generally

with absence of ureters or pelves, or cH'elusit>n of other parts of the excre-

tory passages, such as closure of tho straight tubes from impaction of uric

acid and from intra-uterine nephritis. There arc, too, very ollen aasociatctl

malformations of other jiarts of the botly, such as club-foot, hernia cerebri,

cleft palate, hare-lip, eetropi )n vesica?, supernumerary and webbed fingere

and toes, etc. The usual eousequenee of this transformation is th(> death

and expulsion of the frctns ; or the abdominal swelling due to the kidneys

may be so extreme as to prevent the expulsion until atter embryotomy has

been ])erfi)rm(Hl. If premature birth before the death of tho fcetus should

take place, the child dies soon afterwards, from pulmonary ond)arrassmcnt

or inarasnuis. When oidy one organ has been involved, the infant has

lived as long as nineteen months, a wretchetl existence, with symptoms of

extreme rickets, exhausted by diarrhooa, and dying at length of uraemia or

convulsion. In such cases tho kidney is not always large enough to present

an abdominal swelling, and the condition has not always boon suspected

(luring life, but has been discovered unexpectedly at the post-mortem exam-

ination.

(/>) Paranephric cysts are develoiwd in tho perirenal cellulo-fatty tissue,

generally posterior to the kidney, with the pelvis or ureter (or both) of

which it may communicate. Some of those cysts are congenital, others are

due to injury, others, again, are of quite uncertain origin. The attacked

kidney is healthy in structure, and tho ureter is pervious throughout.

In one recorded case, in a boy aged six years, the cyst held five pints

of transparent fluid free from urinary constituents, and there projected

into its cavity, from the cyst-wall, at a point five inches from tho kidney to

which it was attached, a small mass the size of a walnut, which proved to

be a perfect single lobule of a third kidney, but without an excretory duct.

A j)r()longation of the cyst passed beneath Poupart's ligament and through

the femoral ring.

Diagnosis.—Clinically such cases are indistinguishable from hydro-

nephrosis and from such paranephric cystic formations as occur afVer in-

juries to the kidney. They may be mistaken for hydatid of the kidney
and for some of the solid fenal tumors. They are to be diagnosed from
tumors arising in other parts or organs by the same general characters as

jCb.
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enable us to di .gnose other renal tumors as such. The symptoms excitod

are merely the same local features and pressure-eifects caused by other renal

tumors.

Treatment.—Paranephric cysts require to l>e treated like hydatid o\st.s

and hydro-nephrogis. They should be tapped and emptied witii a tr(«'ar

and canula, and if they refill again and again they should be opened and

drained, through either the coni or the side of the abdomen, according to

their position, and the etlges of the cyst should be stitched to the edges of

the wound in the alxlominal parietes.

,
HYDATID OF THE KIDNEY.

Etiology.—Hydatid is the cystic stage of the taenia echinococcuo, an

intestinal tape-worm common \n the dog and the wolf. This tape-worm

consists of four segments, and is about the size of a millet-seed. The last

segment is the only fertile one, but this contains four or five thousand ova.

The ova taken in water or food into the body of man and many other

animals there develop into large cystic tumors, whicL form the largest

parasitic growths to which man is subject.

Pathology.—Hydatid cysts grow either in the glandular sub.stance

or in the subcapsular cellular tissue of the kidney. The renal substance

atrophies in varying degrees, from the pi'essure exerted by the tumor. Some-

times the whole kidney is destroyed, and the cystic swelling may till the

greater part of the abdominal cavity. Frequently the cyst bursts into the

pelvis of the kidney, the ureter, the intestine, or the lung ; rarely if ever,

externally. Inflammation and suppuration occasionally attack the cysts;

or the tumor may contract and dry up, leaving a putty-like or osseous or

cretified mass. Many cysts of different sizes sometimes exist in the sams

kidney. The left organ is most frequently affected.

Symptoms.—Hydatid is the only parasite which forms a renal tumor.

The usual period of the disease is after the twenty-fiflli year ; but it lias

been found in the foetus, and also as an occasional occurrence in infancy

and childhood. Some of the adult patients whose histories have been re-

corded are known to have been atfeetcil—indeed, to have voided hydatids

from the kidney—since the first, second, thinl, or fourth year of life.

About one-half the cases of hydatid disease of the kidney form tumors

appreciable during life. The tumor is usually globular, more or less fills

the coni, varies in size from that of an orange to a mass filling the wiiole

abdomen, is elastic to the feel, and sometimes fluctuating. The relation to

intestines and oth"r surrounding parts accords with that of renal tunioi's

generally. In the majority of cases of this disease renal hydatids escape

with the urine, and in some eases by the bronchi, stomach, or rectum at

the same time as by the urinary passages.

A sense of something giving way and pain in the coni and along the

ureter usually precede the escape of the vesicles. Rigors, vomiting, spas-

Udodic colicky pain, and sometimes suppression of urine and retraction of
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tlie testicle accompany their transit along the ureter, which occupies from

a few hours to a few days. Then comes a period of relief during their

sojourn in the bladder, followed by painful efforts at micturition and by

retention of urine until they have completed their journey through the

urethra. Whether they burst, or do not, the hydatid cyst may suppurate.

Unlike renal calculus, however, suppuration in connection with hydatids

never opens externally nor into the peritoneum. The duration of the dis-

ease is quite uncertain, recovery being sometimes perfect after one oi two

discharges of vesicles, whereas in otL -r cases recurrences of the di^Jiarge

of vesicles have taken place during twenty, thirty, or more years.

Diagnosis.—There is no difficulty in the diagnosis when with a timior

in the renal region vesicles, booklets, or pieces of laminated membrane have

boon voided with the urine,—except that in some few cases these structures

have oscapctl into the renal pelvis or ureter from a tumor not of the kidney

itself, but in its immediate neighborhood. When nothing characteristic

passes with the urine the diagnosis from cystic or hydro-nephrotic kidney

can scara>ly bo made. Malignant disease will be told by its very rapid

growtli and the pain and cachexia it causes. When suppuration occurs in

the hydatid cyst the fever and other associated constitutional symptoms

may suggest pyonephrosis. The colic of renal calculus is simulatwl when

vesicles travel along the ureter, but the diagnosis is determined by the urine.

A^iiration and the examination of the fluid removed clinch the diagnosis

when hydatid elements are found in it.

Prognosis.—This is generally favorable : in many instances the disease

has terniinatotl in cure by the spontaneous evaciuition of the cyst-contents;

in others, by the withering and drying up of the tumor. When death re-

sults it is from suppuration, from suppression of urine, from bronchitis set

up by the bursting of the cyst into the bronchi, or from pleurisy or pneu-

monia duo to pressure.

Treatment.—Turpentine, iodide of potassium, and the oil of male fern

have each been creditetl with doing gotxl in particular cases, but probably

with doubtful reason. Certainly medicines, if not actually useless, are

quite unreliable ; though when a communication exists between the hydatid

cyst and renal pelvis, beverages containing nitre, alkalies, and some of the

vermicide drugs have seemed to stimulate the escape of the vesicles.

When the tumor is of large size without a communication with the

ureter or renal pelvis, the proper treatment is to cut down upon the cyst,

and, having tapped it and emptied it of its contents, to incise its Malls and
stretch the cut edges to the margins of the skin-wound. The tumor should

1)0 opened from the coni if p' \e; if not, then at its most pinmiuent

pouit. Aspiration may he tried before incision, but is a far less certain

measure.

0>\ lug to the frequency with wdiicli these cysts empty themselves through
the duet of the kidney, and also to the known improbability of their ever

bursting into the peritoneum, there is nothing like the same necessity to
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evacuate a tumor of the kidney as tliere is in hydatid of the liver. When
the cyst is suppurating and causing much constitutional or local trouble, it

should b incised and drained, even though a communication with the renal

pelvis has been previously established.

INJURIES OP THE KIDNEY.

Injuries which involve the kidneys are of various kinds. They may

be conveniently clai?.sed under four heads :

1. Subparietal injuries of the kidney.

2. Those in which an open wound communicates with the injiuxxi

kidney.

3. Prolapse of the injured kid:iey through an external Avouud.

4. Prolapse of the uninjured kidney through an external wound.

The relative frequency of these several forms of injury is shown by

the fact that out of two thousand six hundred and ten inspections of per-

sons dying of all kinds of injuries and diseases, there were thirteen cases

of injured kidney ; of these, twelve were subparietal injuries and one was

a penetrating wound.

Subparietal Injuries.—These, being by far the most common, will

engage the chief part of the space allotted to the subject of injuries.

Causes.—The causes of subparietal injuries are falls and blows upon

the loin, the abdomen, or the lower part of the thorax ; the forcible bonding

of the trunk in falling from a height ; and crushes, as in the passage of a

carriage-wheel over the belly.

Pathology.—The nature of the injury varies much. Most commonly

there is more or less laceration of the renal substance ; much less frequently

there is complete ru})ture through the whole organ ; rai'ely the whole kid-

ney is crushed into a pulp ; and sometimes, on the other hand, the dtimage

is limited to the outer or inner surface of the organ, so that blood is effused

beneath the fibrous capsule or into the pelvis without any distinct rupture

of the substance, and the source of the bleeding cannot be made ont. In

the majority of cases blood is extravasated, sometimes in large quantities,

into the circumrenal tissue. Occasionally no ha>maturia and no local swell-

ing follow an injury of the kidney for days or a few weeks, and then, as

the result perhaps of walking or moving about, severe hajmaturia or sudden

and extensive swelling takes place in the loin and abdomen. The later

results of injured kidney are pyo-nephrosis, renal abscess, perinephric

abscess, hydro-nephrosis, or maybe some extra-renal cystic formation lilieu

with urine mixed, or perhaps not mixed, with blocnl-clot or pus. In these

subjiarictal wounds very frequently some other viscus besides the kidney is

injured at the same time ; but often the kidney is the only organ damaged.

Occasionally fractured ribs complicate or cause directly the damage to the

kidney.

Symptoms.—Hematuria following an injury to the loin or the front

of the ilio-costal area of the abdomeu is not necessarily symptomatic of
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ruptured or lacerated kiducy ; and, on the other hand, hsematuria is not

always a symptom when the kidney is severely lacerated or completely rnp-

tuixxi. If the ureter becomes plugged by clot, so that neither blood nor

urine can get down to the bladder from the injured organ, hematuria can-

not orrui-, and the kidney may be ultimately lost as an excreting organ. If

the cortical substance of the kidney is only superficially lacerated, there need

not be even the smallest drop of blocxl passed with the urine.

1. Htematuria may denote simply contusion of the kidney.

2. Hsxjmaturia may arise by simj)le transudation of bloou 'om a tempo-

rarily congested kidney, and without any appreciable breach of surface.

3. When hajmaturia does not occur immediately but only at an interval

of some days after an injury, it may be due («) to the displacement of a

clot which was formed during the syncope or colla})se inducetl by the injury,

or (6) to tlie escape of a clot along the ureter which for a time completely

ol)striict«l the passjige of urine or blood from the injured organ.

After contusion or laceration of the kidney the quantity of blood passed

with the urine during the first few hours sometimes amounts to many

ounces. In other cases it is very small in amount at firpt. In some cases

hajmaturia may not appear at all for several days, or, having ap^x-ared,

may (liwn)pear fir several days, and then recur on going to stool, or on

taking a short ride or drive, or on making some, it may be even slight, mus-

cular effort. Hajmaturia has been absent in cases where the kidney has been

completely ruptured in two.

The earliest symptom after the collapse in many cases is }>ain in the loin

or renal area of the abd(mien, shooting down perhaps to the testicle, groin,

or thigh. Ecchymosis of the loin may or may not be present. The urine

may be either partially or entirely suppressed, or simply retained in the

bladder. In other cases it is passed naturally. If there are blood-clots

in the urine they should be carefully fioatetl out in water and their shape

examined : some hint as to the situation of the injury may l)e acquired

thus. There may be severe renal colic from passage of clot along the ureter,

or frequent and painful micturition from its presence at the neck of the

bladder or in the urethra. - ^
'

A tumor in the region of the injured kidney is a sign of much impor-
tance. In some cases this is formed and rapidly increased in size during
the first day or two after the injury ; it is then attendetl with fever, abdom-
inal distention, oedema of the skin of the loin, extreme tenderness, and
agonizing pain. In other eases there may be no tumor for many days or

weeks, but subsequently a large cystic swelling may develop and not give
rise to pr.in or tenderness until it has attained considerable size.

Prognosis.—Contusions and superficial lacerations of the kidneys are
very capable of recovery ; but complete rupture is pretty nearly sure to
cause death from hemorrhage or peritonitis unless the loin is incised, the
hemorrhage checked, and perhaps the kidney removed by oiwration. If
tiie peritoneum is untoru and the renal artery and vein escape laceration,
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content with free lumbar incision and di-ainagc, reserving nephrectomy for

a future time should the subsequent symptoms indicate it.

If at a later period after the injury hydro-nephrosis, pyo-nephrosis, or

a reual or perinephric abscess should result, the treatment should be guided

ou the same principles an those laid down under these different headings.

In certain cases where the continued passing of blood-clots into the

bladder leads to cystitis and the gradual wearing out of the patient by pain

and painful micturition and fever, cystotomy should be employed and the

clots thus removed ; but what is far better is, by early lumbar incision, and,

if needful, nephrectomy, to i)ut a stop to the hemorrhage and the painful

aud frequent micturition which is caused by it, and thus also to prevent the

onset of cystitis.

Penetrating Wounds of the Kidney communicating with an
External Wound.—They may be inflicted either from the loin or through

the peritoneum. They cause pain extending to the groin and testicle, diffi-

cult micturition, and hematuria or the discharge of pure blood along the

urethra. Possibly, but by no means necessarily, urine may escape through

the external wound. These symptoms, together with the situation, depth,

aud direction of the wound, leave no doubt, in most cases, as to the nature

of the injury. Foreign substances, such as pieces of clothing or bone, may
be carried into the kidney, aud give rise to great suftering while passing

along the ureter to the bladder and thence along the urethra. Penetrating

wounds are attended and followed by the same general and local symptoms
and pathological changes which have been described under subparietal in-

juries. Obstinate or permanent urinary fistula is not a common sequel of

these wounds.

The prognosis of these wounds is not more grave than that of the con-

tusions and lacerations above described. Wounds which communicate with

the peritoneum are more serious than those which do not, on account both

of the insidious and dangerous hemorrhage, and of the extent and severity

of tlie inflammation which is apt to be set up either by the injury itself or

by the extravasation of urine and blood.

The treatment must be directed on the same lines as that for contusions

and lacerations when there is no external wound. In no case should a

wound in the loin communicating with the kidney be closed, but left open
for free drainage. When the wound traverses the peritoneum it will in all

probability involve the bowel or some other viscus. Whether it does so or

not, a penetrating wound of the peritoneum, unless the patient is too pro-

louudly collapsed, should be treated by laparotomy, any wound in the in-

testine should be stitched uj), and the peritoneal cavity thoroughly cleansed
by u-rigating Avith warm water previously boiled. Whether nephrectomy
will he advisable or not will depend on the nature of the injury done to the
Kiuuey. If either reual artery or vein is wounded, or the kidney is greatly
uijurod, or a large communication exists between the pelvis of the kidney
and the peritoneum, it will be necessary to excise the kidney at once.
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Where only the siirfuee of the kidney is wounded and the renal jjelvis is

not opened, there is little, if any, proluibility of urinary extravasation, and

nephrectomy is not indicated. Where the ])eritoneum communicates with

the renal pelvis, or the ureter, through a small i)uncture, the openiufj^ in the

viscus should he closed with sutures.

PUOLAI'SE OF TJIE KiDNEY THUOIKJH AN ?]XTJ:UNAL WoiJNI).—Tile

kidney may be prolapsinl through a wound either in the back, or on the

front of the alxlomen. When through a posterior wound, the i)critoneuni

need not be injunHl.

The ])r()la})scd kidney may be either injured or uninjured. The yiro-

lapse may take plaw })rimarily,—that is, at the time of the inlliction of the

parietal wound; or secondarily,—that is, some tinu; after the infliction of the

wound, as the consequence of coughing, sneezing, or some other consider-

able muscular effort.

The prolapse may be only partial,— that is, only one end of the kidney

may proje<'t through the wound, as in the case of a boy, aged fourteen,

where the lower end of the right kidney, from which a large piece had been

chipped off so a.s to lay open the cavity of the renal pelvis, projected through

a wound just above the crest of the ilium.

The wt)und through which the prolapsetl organ appears may be inflicted

by some penetmting or cxitting weapon, by a fall, or by gunshot.

When not muvh injured, the kidney should be replaced if the case is

seen before strangulation of the organ has occurred. When the renal artery

or vein requires ligaturing, or the organ is considembly pulped or lacerated,

the kidney must be removed after ligaturing its pedicle.

If a portion of the prolapsed kidney has been broken off, but the bulk

of the organ is not much bruised and the blood-vessels and ureter are intact,

the large remnant of kidney should be replaced, with the fair expectation

that the wound will close and the damaged organ continue to excrete urine.

Such was the case in the boy above referred to, who completely recovered at

the end of eight weeks.

i'i:\^)^'-^y.y.
;'[
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ENURESIS-INCONTINENCE OF URINE.

By a. JACOBI, M.D.

The pro-

on ol' the

ion of the

c'on.siiler-

TllE incomplete development of the sphincters, in the infant, resnlts in

the involuntary omission of urine and diseiiarj^e of fajces. This condition

prevails a year or two, and is not attendcnl with any subjective sensation, or

sensitiveness. The sphiii 'ter ani is tiic first to gain sufficient strenj^th to

rctiiin the contents of the rcctiiin ; debilitating diseases occurring in later

yeiu's may restore it to its original incompetency. The sphincter of the

bladder attains a satisfiictory power towards the end of the second year.

When, however, its infantile condition persists beyond that period, both the

urine and the genito-urinary organs being liiirly normal, the involuntary

emission of urine continues, particularly during sleep (cnurcjiis nodurna),

not infrequently through the day (enuresis diurna), or both in the night and

during the day (enuresis continna). Many of such cases get well sponta-

neously about the period of ])uberty, when the whole genito-urinary appa-

ratus undergoes a rapid development. In some the functional weakness,

however, persists long beyond that time. Not long ago I had to relieve

the case of a young lady of eighteen who was getting ready to marry.

Most cases arc observed between the third and the tenth year in both boys

and girls, but the majority of the patients between the eleventh and the

thirteenth year, also of those who suffer in more advanced years, are males.

The muscular debility of the neck of the bladder and the internal

sphincter (in fact, identical organs) is sometimes but a part of a universal

muscular incompetency, which is foimd among different classes of children.

Some are slow, dull, and stupid, and lacking in general innervation ; others

arc simply anaemic, ill dcvelopetl, and generally feeble ; there are some

whose whole vitality appears to be ex])ended upon their intellectual sphere :

they are smart, quick, spirited, excitable, mentally vigorous thougii easily

exhausted ; but their muscles are thin, sensitive, and incontinence of urine

is fre(i[uent. In many such cases the sexual and urinary organs are quite

small. There are others, however, who exhibit no parallelism of debility

"1 the urinary muscular apparatus and the muscle-supply of the whole
hody. In them there may be great muscular general development, and the

neck of the bladder alone seems neglected. On the other hand, there

may be great muscular power about the sphincter in an otherwise feeble and
ansemic body. Thus, no certain rule can be established, and the diagnosis

591
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of the exact condition of things may l)ecome quite difficult. Still tliorc

is a class of patients in whom the comj)Iication of enuresis with goiieml

muscular insufficiency is very apparent. Indeed, young men who after

moderate venereal excesses sutler much from nocturnal or diurnal soniinal

emissions (with or without incontinence of urine) are frcnjuently those; who

have a positive history of incontinence during their childhood. In them

the whole muscular apparatus was defetitive ; and the ])osterior part of the

urethra, when narcotized, as it were, during sleep, gives way before the

gentlest pressure on the part of the expelling muscle of the bladder.

Insufficient innervation has been alluded to as a cause of incontinence.

Children who pass urine while engaged in eager play may suflcr cither

from <lebility of the sphincter or from want of mental control. I'articu-

larly in diseases of the nerve-centres, with sopor and slow mental action,

and where the development of the reflex apparatus is slow and defective,

the sphincter, which contracts normally while the bladder is tilling up,

loses its control. Profound sleep is said to promote incontinence ; still all

children have that profound sleep, and but a small percentage are atflicted

with incontinence. Such general constitutional disorders as scrofiilosis

and rhachitis have been charged with producing incontinence, but the vast

majority of scrofulous and rhachitical children do not suffer from it. Slow

carbonic-acid poisoning is also credited with resulting in incontinence;

thus it is that G. W. Major and Ziem explain the incontinence of mouth-

breathing children, and E. Bloch the nervous disposition, restless s1(h']), and

vivid dreams in which the peripherous ii'ritation of the expanded bladder is

more readily perceived, thus overcoming the resistance of the sphincter.

Diseases of the spinal cord which lead to incontinence are rare in child-

hood. Tabes with incontinence accompanicn^l by retention is of the very

rarest occurrence ; nor is spasm of the urethra, with consecutive dribbling

while the spasm is passing, at all frequent.

Nor are local causes leading to partial patency of the oritice of the

bladder occurrences which have to be taken into frequent account. Only

adult age suffers from asynmietric hypertrophy or atrophy of the prostate

gland, from foreign bodies, tubercles, ulcerations, and gangrene in the orifice,

from fistula after parturition, from want of contractility after dilatation, and

from injury after perineal section. It is true that exceptional cases of the

latter kind may occur in the young ; but, when they do, their histories are

known and their results are easily accounted for. In a few instances I have

met with polypoid excrescences at the neck of the bladder of very young

girls. The removal of these granulations relieved the incontinence of urine.

While a large number of cases of enuresis are merely the results of the

persistence of the infantile weakness of the neck, another series of cases

depend on the increasetl reflex irritability of the bladder, complicated or un-

complicated with the above-described incompetency of the sphincter. Tliat

increased reflex irritability may depend on the bladder itself, or may have

its source outside.
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Expansion of the bladder with urine is a frecjuent cause of nocturnal

incontinence. Hence the drinking of large (juantities of water or other

beverage in the evening must l)e prohibited. The etJ'ect of the urine con-

tained in the bhulder becomes the more injurious the more it is loaded with

solid constituents. Urates and phosphates in superabundance are the results

of large meals, mainly of nitrogenous material, and inadequate assimilation.

The copious use of table-salt, and of salines in general, also of chlorate of

potassium or chlorate of sodium, increases diuresis. Polyuria from a cause

located in a nerve-centre has the same effect on the bladdc, and diabetes

mellitiis operates by both the large amount of urine and the alterations in

its ehemiml composition. Cystitis in all its forms adds to the irritability

of the detrusor : it is a frequent cause of incontinence when this makes its

appearance in children whose micturition was normal before. Stone in the

l)ladder has the same eifect. Phimosis and tight adhesion of the prepuce

may produce incontinence, particularly in those boys who are subject to

fi'wiucnt erections. The rest of the urinary organs exhibit the same in-

fluence. Thus in every case of enuresis with uncertain diagnosis nej)hritis,

pyelitis, renal calculus, and vaginal catarrh nuist be searched for. As a

result of incontinence of urine the bladder is apt to be very much con-

tracted : it holds but little, and thus what was originally the result of in-

continence becomes an additional cause.

Masturbation is not an uncommon cause of incontinence of urine. I

believe that my paper on the subject of masturbation and hysteria in

infancy and childhood * has directed the attention of the profession to the

frequency of the habit of masturbation, with all its consequences. Now,
in the young the caput gallinaginis is qrite large, and Cowper's glands and

the vesiculsB prostaticse are sufficiently developed to result in erections.

The constant irritation of the part by self-abuse leads to a chronic inflam-

mation of the whole prostatic portion and the neck of the bladder, which is

very sensitive. Infants addicted to the habit are very apt to escape for

years its consequences as exhibited in somewhat advanced children ; these

suffer from general malaise, dull headaches, alteration of temper, and som-

nolence. The genital organs are mostly changed. The external parts—the

vulva, the scrotum, and particularly the glans penis—are rather enlarged,

and the urine is sometimes alkaline, and often slightly opaque with mucus,

leucocytes, and spherical and oval epithelia, sometimes even spermatozoa.

The condition of the rectum must be carefully examined in every case.

The plexus pudendus controls both it and the neighboring organs; the

pudendal, perineal, and middle and inferior hemorrhoidal nerves are dis-

tributed over the lower portion of the bladder and the vagina. Thus a

rectal irritation produced by the retention of fseces, the presence of a fissure,

which is much more frequent in infancy and childhood than is generally sup-

' American Journal of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, February and
June, 1876.

Vol. Ill 88
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posecl, aud the efl'cct of worms (mostly oxyuris) in the lower end of the

intestinal tract, am among the more common causes of incontinence.

Serious disordci-s of the nervous system, such as epilepsy or night-

terrors, are also among the causes or complications of incontincuice. Tiiev,

however, and jmrticularly the latter, netnl not be taken as causes only ; in

many cases the night-terror is but a rcsult, co-ordinate with iucontiucncc,

of some distant, frequently digestive, disorder.

Treatment.—The great variety of the causes of incontinence of urine

requires la(!t and discrimination in the selection of remedies. General an-

remia and muscular debility indicate a diet carcftilly selecited for its nutri-

tiousneas and digestibility. Gentle massage of the whole body, sponginjij

with alcohol and water (1 : 6) or with water, and efficient friction witli thick

towels, sea-bathing, and the use of medicinal roborants, such as iron or

arsenious acid, will always prove beneficial. The elixir peps. bism. et

strychn. of the National Formulary is a good preparation for use in in-

sufficient gastric digestion, with atony of the stomach ; a child of three

years may take a teaspoonful three times a day.

Attention must be paid to the capacity of the bladder. In every case,

particularly in the evening, the quantity of fluid must be restricted. .The

sigmoid flexure and the rectum must be empty in the night, and patients

should be encouraged to evacuate both bladder and rectum before retiring.

After a few hours' sleep the children ought to be taken up and roused suffi-

ciently for both purposes.

Muscular debility of the neck of the bladder (sphincter) requires gen-

eral and local stimulation. Strychnine or other preparations of nux vomica

prove effective to a certain extent by improving both the general innerva-

tion and the appetite ; in desperate cases an occasional subcutaneous injec-

tion into the perineum (gr. -^--^) has rendered good service; an ointment

of one part of extract of nux vomica in from ten to sixteen parts of fat,

introduced into the rectum (size of a coffee or Lima bean) several times

daily will also act well and can be continued for some time. The same

indication is fulfilled by ergot, the fluid or the solid extract of which may

be employed internally. The interrupted electrical current is perhaps the

most powerful local stimulant ; one of the electrodes must be applied to

the perineum, the other to the hypogastrium or the lumbar region. The

advice to apply the negative pole to the interior of the urethra or bladder

and the positive somewhere externally is bad, because of the danger of

urethritis and cystitis.

Whenever there is oxalic acid or sugar or an excess of urates aud phos-

phates in the urine, the source of the disturbance must be attended to. The

digestive disorders forming the source of the anomalous condition require a

corresponding change in the diet (diminution of nitrogenous food) or cor-

rection of the functional disorders of the stomach and liver. Until that

object can be accomplished the prognosis is very uncertain. Vesical catarrii,

nephritis, aud the presence of a calculus in either the kidney or the
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)re retiring;.

bladder have their own iiulimtiutiH ; the oonsideration of whicli, ns they are

treated in other part^ of this vohmie, is here omitted. The hypertesthesia

of the body of the bladder, eoniplicatal or not with catarrh,—it is often

found without it,—recjuinM belladonna or its alkaloid, lioth U'lladonna

and atix)pine are toleratcnl in much larger doses by children, in proj)ortion to

their si/x* or age, than by adults. In many cases a single evening dose of

extract of k'lladonna (gr. i-f-1) or sulphate of atropine (gr. tJ^tj—tV)

answers well, sometimes to an uucxjx'cted degree. Bromide of potassium

(gr. vi-xxv), camphor (gr. ii-v), extract, humuli fluidum (inj iv-x), or

the elixir humuli of the National Formulary in teaspoonful doses, given at

bedtime, answer a similar purpose.

Causes of reflex contraction located in the vagina, penis, or rectum

require load correction. Vaginal catarrh is as obstinate becanse of its in-

accessibility as it is frequent. Polypoid excrescences about the vagina or

in the urethra (of the female) mnst be removed ; if there be phimosis, cir-

cumcision is required. But a great many cases which are presented for

that purpose could easily be remedied by gentle dilatation of the prepuce.

Firm adhesion of the prepuce requires careful detsching. Intestinal worms

must be removed, and the fact remembered that oxyuris has its original seat

in the upper part of the colon and the lower part of the ileum, so that rectal

injections have but a temporary eifect in most cases. Fissure of the rectum,

mostly of small size and located j osteriorly, requires forcible dilatation, a

procedure which demands no time and no antesthetic, but is very efficient.

Irritability of the neck of the bladder and the prostatic part of the

urethra has been treated by Henry Thompson with cauterization by means

of a two-per-cent. solution of nitrate of silver. A solution of one part in

a thousand of distilled water will be found sufficient, or a solution of one

or two parts of tannin or alum in a hundred. Still, it is a better plan to

introduce either an elastic catheter or a metal sound into the bladder, every

few days, for two or four minutes. A few drops of a solution of cocaine

instilled into and distributed in the urethra a few minutes before the inser-

tion of the instrument will in many cases render amesthesia superfluous.

The latter, however, cannot always be dispensed with. In the case of

a girl of three years, with chronic catarrh of the bladder and incontinence,

anaesthesia was required a dozen times, for two purposes,—first, to inject

a solution of nitrate of silver (1 : 1000) into the bladder, and, secondly, to

dilate forcibly, with increasing amounts of water, the organ, which had

habituated itself not to bold more than a few drachms of fluid at a time.

Masturbation, which is so frequently the cause of irritation of the pros-

tatic portion, has its own indications. Its cure is by no means easy. Infants

can be watched and forcible prevention of self-abuse (mostly by the thighs

or hands) exercised ; but children of more advanced years require an un-
usual amount of firmness and supervision. Bodily punishment will avail

but little ; in the treatment of incontinence from whatsoever cause, nothing.
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Fifty to sixty per cent, of cases of stone in the bladder occur in chil-

dren under sixteen years of age. Many statistical tables from different

authorities attest this fact. Elaborate discussions are gone into by some

writers as to the relative liability to stone at different ages,—that is, as to

the number of cases that exist compared to the number of persons living at

a given age. Thus it appears to be developed that stone is relatively more

common afler sixty than before twenty ; but the absolute and practical fact

remains, that as many children come under the hands of the surgeon for

relief from this distressing and most painful malady as the combined num-

ber of adults suffering from the same cause at all ages of their lives.

From this it might be plausibly maintained that the anatomy of the

juvenile genito-uriuary organs, the pelvis, and the perineum should hold a

larger place in the studies of the lithotomist than that of the fully-devel-

oped adult, which is universally taken as the standard. The writer does

not remember to have seen the perineum of a boy demonstrated to students.

It will be seen, as we go on, that iudependent of facts as to relative size

there are real differences as to position and development which it is necessary

for the operator to know and to appreciate.

These statements would also seem strongly to support the opinion that

heredity enters largely as a factor in the production of stone. That stone

is frequently congenital there is no doubt. Langenbeck found calculus in

the bladder of a male foetus of six months, thus proving its existence in

intra-uterine life. Brendel quotes three cases of stone in the bladder found

within two days after birth. Jacobi quotes six cases in forty autopsies of

very young children, and he plausibly suggests that the obstinate colics of

some infante may be renal in character. There is no doubt that this is

sometimes the case; and when relief from colic pains is not obtained by

ordinary treatment, special investigation should be directed to the kidneys

and bladder. Dr. Arthur V. Meigs has in his possession a calculus re-

moved post mortem from the kidney of a child of six months, a foundling

who died of marasmus. The kidney was otherwise, both to the naked eye

596
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and histologically, lualthy. The weight of the stone is one and one-fifth

grains; size, stiven-thirty-seconds by six-thirty-soeonds of an inch. There

was another stone nearly if not qnito as larg(>, which was lost. From what

wc know of tlu^ growth of stone it is lair to assume that these sjiecimens

began during Uetal life.

Dr. E. L. Keyes, of New York (from whose complete monograph on

stone in Ashhurst's " Encyclopcwlia" I now quote), removal from a boy of

nine years, by a successful lithotonjy, thrw stones, weighing collectively

np.irly two ounces, which the mother said had been diagnosticated at the

time of birth of the child. Troiski extracted from the urethra of a male

infant one month old a uric-atMd stone weighing twenty- fi^ e centigrammes

and measuring eight millimetres long and five millimetres broad. Dr. T.

G. Morton had a case of quite large stone in a cliim of sixteen months.

These ojuses are sufficient to prove how early calculus may appear, and from

literature and experience they could be nndtiplied to an indefinite extent.

Heredity in general may be explaiuetl by the fact that many families

for generations live under the same conditions of salubrity or insalubrity, as

to plat^e, clothing, food and drink, occupation and habits, and these all exer-

cise potent and similar influences on parents and offspring. Keyes suggests

that the apparent regional distribution of stone may have something to do

with the above influences, and that as means of travel and locomotion

lxx;ome more ommon, and are more freely used, centres of its formation

may be finally broken up, by reason of more mixed marriages disturbing

hereditary tendencies.

Many cases of hereditary stone are reported. Cadge gives in the Lancet '

the ease of a woman who had calculus, whose father died after an operation,

and whose brother was then suffering from stone. A classical case is that

of Clubbe, who thus reports it to the Lancet of February 10, 1872 (p. 204) :

" There is a man residing in this town, by occupation a fisherman. During the last

four or five years I have cut throe of his sons for stone, at the respective ages of two, three,

and eight. Two of the stones were lithic acid, one apparently lithate of ammonia. The
father and mother of these lads always have lithic-acid sediment, often gravel, deposited

from their urine. The grandfather passed one stone and the grandmother seven. A great-

uncle was cut for stone. There are six uncles and four aunts. They all suflTer either from

fits of the gravel or from gravelly or sedimentary lithic-acid deposits ; and, to finish up with,

there is a cousin, an uncle's child, who gets rid of urinary calculi.

" W. H. Clubbe,
" Surgeon of the Lowestoft Infirmary.

" Lowestoft, January 9, 1872."

It is admitted that the urine of infants is richer in uric acid than that of

adults. The uric-acid infarctions of Virchow, the urates of sodium and
ammonium constituting the grit found in the kidney-tubules of infants, the

brown dust on their napkins which is known by the microscope to be mostly

formed of uric acid, all point to a congenital or inherited tendency to pro-

1 January 6, 1884, p. 6.
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duce this oubstance in excess. This excess may be positive or relative,

positive in propoi'tion to all other ingredients, and relative in that other in-

gredients may be deficient. Thus we can understand tlie infantile tendency

to acid stone, for, while almost any variety of stone may originate in tlie

kidneys, the uric-acid variety, ^'ther wholly or as u nucleus, pretlominatos

to such an extent as to constitute, according to the host authorities, from

two-thirds to five-sixths of all calculi, these authorities taking the nucleus

as the most scientific basis of classification. In this view other deposits, ex-

cept perhaps that of the oxalate of lime, however large in bulk, may l>e re-

garded as ipcondary, the accretions mostly being deposited after the nucleus

has desceu <Mi into the bladder. Thus, uric acid, the urates of sodium and

an mr niunj, and the oxalates constitute most of the beginnings of stone iu

children as well as in adidts. Their bulk may be largely increased by other

deposits, notably of the phosphates. Pure or almost pure phospliatic vesi-

cal and prostatic stones, there is reason to believe, have their origin in the

places where tliey are found, and they are mostly peculiar to adults.

A certain amount of cementing matter is necessary to the formation of

calculus. The distinction betv/een it and gravel is that the latter preserves

its mineral character, while the former is modified both in shape and con-

sistency by the admixture of organic material. These colloids, as they are

called, are derived from the albumins and mucus, and exercise most im-

ponant physiological functions, but, following the law of irritation, they

form in excess at the irritating point and make abnormal combinations.

The irritant, in the shape of microscopic cr}'stals, or sand, appeal's in the

kidney-tubules, colloidal cement is poured out, and the formation of calcu-

lus begins.

Eut this process is not a mere chance mixture, either as to quantity or

as *e form. Dr. William jSI. Ord, in his work " On the Influence of Col-

loids upon Crystalline Form and Cohesion," proves that it goes on under

fixed laws ; and he further says that " the pebbles of the concrete would

not hold together without the cement to bind them, and act on their sur-

faces. To make calculi of uric acid without colloids would be as hopeless a

task as making ropes of sea-sand." *

Calculus is most common at the two ends of life : young people and old

people are most subject to it. There is a similarity iu the pathological and

anatomical conditions of both to fnvor its production.

It occ.irs much oftener in boys th' n in girls, and in men than iu women.

There is no reas./ii wliatever tha*^^ the original elements of stone-formation

should not be the sa iie in both sexes, but females get rid of these by natural,

short, and fret drainage from the bladder.

On the other hand, boy infants "^en have abnormally long and ad-

herent prepuces with very fine openings, and there also may be a urethra

of small calibre especially at i^^ meat . . Any physician who has noticed

» Ed. 1879, p. 01, London.
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children thus afflicted must also have noticed their strainings when trying

to pass water. I remember seeing one case where the pressure was so great

and the oi^ning so fine that a minute stream was projected twenty feet. The

suffering is sometimes great, and there is this very natural action on the part

of the baby. So soon as he feels relief he stops. He does not empty his

bladder, and thus he has more or less residual urine always in it. And so,

the other conditions being present, the formation of stone is favored, just as

it is in the old man whose residual urine results from the mechanical ob-

struction of a large prostate and an atonic bladder. Once a man, twice a

child, is illustrated in more ways than one.

If this view is true, Jewish children, who are circumcised on the eighth

(lay after birth, should not be nearly so liable to stone in the bladder as the

children of the uncircumcised. I have made some inquiries on this point.

The answers from different quarters have been only partly received. So

far, they seem to sustain the view that the Jewish child is remarkably ex-

empt from stone, but sufficient replies have not yet been obtained to warrant

a conclusion in time for this article. When received, they will be made the

subject of a special note.

It is not the purpose of this paper to enter into a description, both

chemical and microscopical, of the different kinds of urinary calculi. This

has been so thoroughly done by chemical exjxjrts, of whom iLo writer is

not one, that it is not necessary to reproduce an account of their work here.

We have given a brief abstract of the present knowledge of the origin of

stone, have shown that it may be and often is congenital and hereditary, that

sex influences i' to a very great ext«it, the proportion of females to males

who iiave it in the bladder being as five to one hundred, and the cause for

this diff'erenne we have indicated to be anatomical rather than constitutional.

Occupation can scarcely enter into the consideration of stone in children.

Social conditions and habits may have something to do with it. It is known
that the poor, and especially the children of the poor, furnish by far the

greater number of stone cases. Sir Henry Thompson says, " So common
is stone in the children of the poor, compai-ativcly speaking, that at Guy's

Hospital, surrounded as it is by a very large neighborhood densely popu-

lated by some if the worst classes of the conmiunity, quite one-half of the

oases admitted are children."

Mastin, speaking of age, and of the abundant supply of uric acid in in-

fiints, says that " this condition is doubtless the result of the ranid changes

to whicih they are exposed r nly a few hours after birth, cold, light, and de-

ficient cr improper nonrishinent tending to disarrange the proper perform-

ance of the functions of thi ir various organs. Taking into consideration

their defective digestion, err rs 'n their diet, the irritations of dentition,

with the consequent ext.; ment of Jie brain and nerve-centres, \;e find

them in the pathv^logical condition most favorable to the formation of a

diathesis which, when act«d upon by hereditary influences, will produce
thcs<( depo::to."
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Poverty, then, with its surroundings favoring mal-assimilation, does its

part in the production of stone, but gout is acknowledged to be allied to

those conditions which produce calculi. Sir Henry Thompson says, speak-

ing of stone, that " either gout or calculi will be traced in the family of

nearly every patient who presents himself for treatment." Gout is said to

be a disease of the rich and well-to-do. If this is so and the conditions

are akin, it is curious that they should manifest themselves early in life iu

the form of calculous disease among the poor and later in life among the

rich as gout. Are the healthful surroundings of the gouty man's child suffi-

cient to eliminate his infantile tendencies to calculus? I am strongly of

the opinion that, if the child has the elements of calculus deposited within

him at birth, he will go on and become a victim of stone, in spite of his

surroundings.

The poor vastly outnumber the rich. They are forced to public chari-

ties for relief, whilst the relative number of cases of almost any disease

among the rich is a matter of conjecture.

The geographical distribution of stone and its race-affinities are most

interesting studies. We must refer the reader to the various works and

papers upon these themes. Thompson, Gross, Keyes, Mastin, and many

others have written about them. We here repeat our opening remark

more at large, and say, in passing, that wherever calculous disease exists,

whether in China or India, in Europe or America, there infancy, child-

hood, and adolescence are bearing more than one-half of the sufferings and

disabilities that it inflicts upon the human race.

THE ANATOMY.

The regional anatomy of the floor or outlet of the male adult pelvis is

usually taken as the standard for beginning the study of those parts which

are concerned in the various operations for stone in the bladder.

As the surgeoi^ necessarily begins his work from without, this is as

good a tet^hnical method as any other. It seems lo the writer, however,

that a much more philosophical and comprehensive understanding of the

matter is to be had by studying the paits from within outward, not only

with reference to their relations to other parts, but also as to their develop-

ment.

The reader is referred to the short but admirable description, by Dr.

George McClellan, iu the first volume of this work, on the Anatomy of

Children.

The urinary bladder, developed from a jjortion of the allantois which

remains in the al)domen in early foetal life, is really an abdominal orjran,

absolutely at first, and more or less so during the whole period of chihl-

hood. The bladder therefore may be said to grow and to change its place

from above downward until finally, at a time a]>proaching puberty, it i?

fairly, though loo.sely, fixed, and hidden when empty, la the pelvis.

In the foetus it may be said that there is no pelvis capable of holding
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it ; in the infant the obliquity of the pelvis is so great as to form no part

of its environment. The relative alterations of the pelvis to the rest of

the trunk which sitting, standing, and walking effect bring it partially up

to the bladder, which also may be said to descend and gradually to become

attached behind the symphysis. The firmness of this attachment increases

with age, and has an important bearing upon operative proceedings. (See

Figs. 13, 22, and 30, pp. 20, 27, and 38, vol. i., for illustrations of these

remarks.)

In contrast with these illustrations, the practical anatomist knows that

tlie empty bladder is not seen on opening the abdomen of an adult in the

ordinary way, either in performing a laparotomy on a living subject or in

dissecting a dead one. It has to be looked for where its anterior and pos-

terior walls are in contact behind the symphysis. I have frequently seen

fresh students in the dissecting-room looking in vain for the bladder. The
bladder in anatomical and surgical drawings is always represented as more

or le?s distended, and this is correct, for its natural physiological conditions

as to size are constantly varying. The same is true as to preparations,

whether natural or artificial : so that it is incumbent upon the student of

the surgical anatomy of this regK)n to make due allowance for these con-

stant changes of relation of the parts. The bladder itself may be so dis-

tended as to reach high in the abdomen, and it may be almost completely

displaced l)y diseased or artificial distention of the rectum or by enlarge-

ments of the uterus of whatever kind. (See Fig. 3.)

Fig. 1. Fio. 2.

f^OSTRAST BETWEEN PeH'IC CONTENTS OF AN ADTII.T MALK AND THOfE OF A MALE CHILD OK
ABoiT Seven Years.—c, anterior folds of ptiritoiieum ; d, prostate; e, posterior folds of peritoneum.

Figs. 1 and 2 Jeprcsent the contrast in position between (lie pelvic ct)n-

tems of the adult male and those of the male child of about seven years.
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the anterior margins of the bony rami and symphysis in such a way as to

cover the accelerator urinse muscles in the middle of the space and the

erectors of the penis at the sides.

The triangular ligament is perforated for the passage of the urethra,

which here is called the membranous portion, and is so called until it is

hidden in the bulb of the spongy body of the penis. It is this portion of

the urethra in which the operator should feel the staff' in the perineal

operations for stone.

The anterior portion of the levator ani muscle passes downward and

forward to the side of the prostate and is attached to the perineal centre.

Mostly some of its fibres are divided in the performance of the lateral oper-

ation.

The superficial layer of the superficial fascia, mingled with varying

proportions of fat, and the skin, bring us to the external surface of the

porineuni. While the muscles to the front of the perineal centre are cov-

ered with the fascias above described, the sphincter ani is subcutaneous.

The junction of the deep and superficial fascias in front of the anus pre-

vents urinary infiltrations, or abscess, from passing backward, and directs

them forward and upward. The skin of the perineum is thin and pliable,

especially so in children.

The arteries concerned in perineal lithotomy are the internal pudic artery,

which is very rarely divided, and the bulbar artery, which is derived from

it and which supplies the bulb and spongy portion of the urethra. This

may be a source of troublesome hemorrhage. The transverse perineal

artery, also oming from the pudic, is nearly always divided, and is easily

controlled. The bulbar artery lies between the layers of the triangular liga-

ment, as also do plexuses of veins, which may bleed so as to require special

attention.

In the female, both adult and child, so far as operations for stone are

concerned, tlie anatomy of the perineum does not come into consideration,

as access to the bladder is had through tlie s!.ort urethra, or by the vagina,

or by the high operation.

Tiie anatomy of the high operation is the same in both sexes, and com-

prises a knowledge of the relations of the alxlominal walls to the bladder

in the hypogastric region, which will be detailed in the description of the

oi)eration. It is to be especially remembered that as to space the above

account of the normal anatomy of the outlet of the yAvis is simply to be

taken as a guide. Whilst in the adult measurements are fairly regular, in

the child they are not only varying quantities according to age, but they

also diifer exceedingly in cliildren of the sinie age. Thus, among forty

measurements by Velpeaii in young subjects, he found the tuber ischii in

one case one and three-fourths inches apart, and in another fi)ur inches

apart. There were many variations Ix'tween these extremes. Some mvas-
urements which I made gave the sanio irregular results. It is not only the

bones that vary, but all the growing tissues. For example, the muscles
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in an infant oc a young child may scarcely be recognized. The Icsaon

learned is that questions of space, both sis to breadth and depth, must be

determined by the skill and tact of tlie operator in the individual case.

This topographical account, the writer thinks, is all that is required

here. For the descriptive or special anatomy of the parts the reader is

referred to the works of Leidy, Gray, etc.

SYMPTOMS.

If the child has had from birth manifestations of the lithic-acid diathe-

sis, as shown in stained diapers and obstinate colics, these will greatly aid in

a true interpretation of what is apt to follow as he grows older.

Unfortunately, as most of the children with stone belong to the poorer

and ignorant classes, it is rarely that one gets an intelligent early history.

They are put through routine domestic treatment for colics, worms, bowel-

complaints, and whatever else the wisdom of ignorance suggests. Even the

medical attendant, where there is one, may not have his suspicions aroused

for some time.

Facial expression is important. A child with stone is not a jolly, laugh-

ing child. Even in the intervals of suffering, however playful he may be,

there are marks of distress in his face that do not belong to his fellows.

He looks old. Mostly there is mal-assimilation and he is thinner than ho

should be ; but sometimes, and especially early in the case, nutrition does

not seem to be much interfered with. The local symptoms become more

and more marked. There is growing frequent desire to pass water, and this

is done with much straining and pain. The pain seems to be greatest as the

last few drops of urine are passed out, and is thought to be due to the stone

being compressed at the neck of the bladder. If there are mucus, pus,

and blood in the urine at this early stage of life, they are almost pathogno-

monic. Pain is also felt at the end of the penis, and, whether from nervous

transfer or from irritating urine, it makes the patient press the glans and

pull at the prepuce. Unnatural handling of the privates, particularly in

these parts, is a very constant symptom.

The reflexes from these irritations are also marked, and exhibit them-

selves locally, especially in the scrotum, but sometimes they may extend to

all parts of the body. Dr. John H. Packard has recently had in the Penn-

sylvania Hospital a boy aged eight years who every fifteen minutes had

general convulsions without loss of consciousness. He was brought iu

without any suspicion on the part of his relatives of the existence of a stone,

Sounding revealed its presence, and upon its removal the reflex phenomeua

entirely disappeared.

A child with stone often takes peculiar positions to empty his bladder.

He learns by experience the easiest way. Sometimes he will lie on his back,

sometimes on one side or the other, sometimes he will support himself on

•the hands and feet. Again, he will raise his pelvis in some v/ay, and cases

are spoken of where the patient has nearly if not quite stood on his head.
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The explanation of these j^sitions is reasonable : they are supposed to

cause the stone to fall away from the neck of the bladder.

Another common symptom is prolapsus of the rectum, with or without

coincident evacuation of fseces. There is not jften a case without this

occurring with more or less frequency.

Urination almost always brings it on, and it may be so prominent as for

a time to mask the real difficulty, the " putting up of the body," as it is

called, being the frequent occupation of the mother or nurse, and often with

the infliction of much pain. Whenever prolapse of the rectum occurs often

in a child, stone in the bladder should be suspected as a possible cause, and

the bladder should be searched.

Teuosmus is a common symptom, and there may be obstinate inconti-

nence of urine.

What has been so far related pertains not only to very young children,

but also to youth and in a great measure to the adult. The difference is

that, as advance in years goes on and intelligence increases, the patient

himself becomes more accurate in localizing and describing his sufferings.

Although sometimes ignomnce to a most remarkable degree exists as to

the true cause of them, there is mostly some suspicion of the truth.

Moreover, every one of the above-related symptoms may be present

and yet there may be no stone in the bladder. There may be stone, but it

may be in the kidney or in the prepuce. Cystitis, not so common in the

child as in the adult, may give rise to the symptoms detailed. Rectal

troubles, prolapse from various irritations, as from ulceration and ascarides,

may by reflex affect the functions of the bladder, apparently as seriously as

though it were the principal organ involved. Disease of the kidneys and

obstructions of various kinds are possibilities which may bring on excessive

irritations resembling those of stone. Phimosis with adherent prepuce and

irritating smegma may produce analogous symptoms.

DIAGNOSIS.

The diagnosis is to be made by the sound. It would be strange indeed

to meet with a child having all of the above symptoms and find no stone

upon sounding, yet this has happened. It is this ])08sibility that makes

sounding the crucial test of the presence of stone, and the conditions of this

test are that the stone must be both fdt and heard. The last condition is

what gives name to the ])roceeiing.

The projecting sacrum and the tuberosities of the ischia may be felt, but

they will transfer no sound-vibrations through the instrument used, or at

least no characteristic ones. The sensation is that of a dull thud and a

fixity of the object impinged upon. A nigous bladder, or one with phos-

phatic deposit on its walls, is more likely to deceive, but the clear ring of
most stones would also be wanting here.

Foreign bodies, which require the same process to ascertain their pres-

ence, differ as to the sound emitted by them according to their material.
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Very young childreu may be excluded from consideration as to these objeots

but boys and girls are known to have done strange things, or to have had

strange things done to them, by the introduction of foreign bodies into the

bladder. Glass tubes, pieces of wood, bodkins, crochet-needles, hair-pins

etc., have boon passed into the urethra and have slipped into the bladder

after escaping from the hands that held them. Pieces of broken catheter, not

uncommon in adults, would scarcely be looked for in a young person. These

different objects would, of course, influence sound. If long enough in the

bladder, they form nuclei for stone, and then impart the sensations of stone.

If a foreign body is the cause of the trouble, children suffering in this way

are olil enough to tell about it, but tliey mostly will not do so if they can

help it. I know of a boy who bore untold pain for four years before he

would tell that he had a piece of glass tube in his bladder. Sounding at

once revealed its presence, and he wa.s successfully cut as for stone. The

writer has seen or had under care all of the above kinds of strange cases.

The i)rocess, then, is called sounding, and the name of the steel instru-

ment is the sound.

Much judgment is required in selecting the proper size and shape of

sounds, especially for children. By referring to the anatomical plates it will

be seen that the child should be examined with one of shorter curve than

that used for the adult. A great and dangerous fault of many sounds of

the shojjs is that they are not blunt enough at the points. In fact, it is

a good plan to have sounds narrower in the shaft than at the point, for

if made in this way the shaft is not gra.sj)ed by the walls of the urethra

so tightly as to interfere with the delicacy of the movements, or of the

sensations expected from the part which is in the bladder. Sir Henrj'

Thompson's " searchei*" is one of the best forms of sound.

Unless there are valid objections in the special case, sounding should

always be done with the patient under anaesthesia.

The argument that if anything untoward should happen tho child will

express it by pain if he is not ansesthetized, has no weight in comparison

with the real danger of damage that he may inflict on himself by his strug-

gles. Violent spasm of his muscles and his cries may render the examina-

tion futile both as to feeling and as to hearing, and sudden and unlooked-

for movements may cause great damage while the instrument is on its

passage to the bladder, even although it bo in the hands of the most ex-

perienced operator. Our fathers got on without ether, but they must have

had a hard time.

The patient should lie on a bed or table, and pillows should he at hand

to use in changing the position of the pelvis. A very young child may be

held in the nurse's lap, but this is not advisable, as there are few nurses

who could hold with the requisite steadiness. Sometimes a trustworthy

and intelligent one may, by holding the child, move it into various posi-

tions if there is any difficulty in finding the stone.

The. sound, being well oiled and warm, is held lightly but securely by
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the handle, and the surgeon should allow it to glide along the upper sur-

face of the urethra, using little or no pushing force. Obstacles, so common

in the adult, are not oflen present in the child, and, if one is mindful of

the anatomy of the parts, there is rarely any difficulty in introducing the

iustriunent,

Sh(juld a moderate-sized or largo stone be present, it is mostly struck

and heard at once, and its looseness in the bladder is recognized. It is not

only hoard and felt, but it is also felt to move, and may be made to rattle

against the sound. So positive are these sensations to an experienced ex-

aminer, and, I may say, oflen to one of no sjiecial experience, that the

nature of the case is determined, and it is unnecessary to do any, more in

this direction.

Size, influencing the choice of operation, may be estimated by tact, or

bv measurement, but the fact remains that the stone is there and that a sur-

gical operation is necessary for its removal.

But tlie diagnosis is not always accomplished with this ease. The stone

may be very small and escape detection, until, the symptoms continuing,

frequent examinations are requisite for absolute certainty of its presence.

It may be struck at one time and not at another. It is extremely rare to

find an encysted stone in a child or youth. One might he sacculated in a

bladder of abnormal formation. In the young there is practically no pros-

tate for it to rest behind in the base of the bladder. Again, the stone may
be so covered with organic products as to prevent it from giving the usual

sensation, and the sound may glide over it and even push it about without

recognition by the examiner.

Under any or all of these circumstances, careful search is to be made in

all directions with the point of the sound, and aid may be obtained by

passing the finger into the rectum and ])ushing up the bladder, although

this is not in children so often as good a help as it is in the adult.

Various positions may be tried, and a youngster may easily be held in

them by a good nurse. The bladder may be injected with tejjid water, in

view of the fact that the stone may be held in its relaxed folds.

It is the history of stone, both in adult and in child, that one surgeon

may detect it and another of equal experience miss it. The certain cases

are so easy and the doubtful ones so hard : to say that a thing is, is a much
lighter task than to say that it is not.

The practical bearing of these remarks is illustrated by the following

(luotation from Mr. T. Holmes. " It must be admitted, however, that the

diagnosis of stone by the sound is not so easy but that experienced surgeons
are often misled. I have seen the bladder opened in a child by one of the

best and most experienced surgeons in London, where no stone was detected.

Mr. Paget, of Leicester, has had the candor to publish a case of the kind in

his own practice. I myself once opened the bladder, and the stone certainly

escaped our view ; but, as in that case I did not rely on my own judgment
exclusively, and as those who assisted me heard as well as felt the stone
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immediately lx.'fbrc the operation, I think I am justified in saying that there

must have been a small stone \vhich gushed out with the urine and was lost.

In another tase a child was put under my care by a surgeon of nuidj ex-

perience in stone, and who had sounded the child as a case for imnnHJiate

operation, in whom I could detect no stone ; who died of another disease,

and who was then proved to have no stone in tlie bladder."

The writer can confirm the above statements, for he knows of aud has

seen like cases in the hands of the best operators.

Wiiat has been said pertains to sounding when there is no question

about the instrument l)eing in the bladder. What must be the difiiculti.'is

when one of the possible accidents occurs in the introduction of the sound i

The loosely-attached bladder of a child may be pushed before it. In

this case the stone may be folt through the intervening tissues, but it will

not be heard. It may be diagnosed as one covered with organic deposit.

If the staff follows in the same course and the operatic: is proceeded with,

it will be a fiiilure unless the true state of affairs is recognized before tiie

final steps are taken. There is nothing iraaginaiy in this description.

Experiences of the kind are on record.

Another accident is that of breaking through the delicate uretlim of the

child immediately anterior to its undeveloped prostate. There is naturally

here but slight resistance to the push of an instrument in the wrong direc-

tion. Hence the injunction to press along the upper wall of the urethra if

there is any necessity of pressing at all. No words can give an appreciation

of the effects of this accident so well as a close examination of the cut on

page 601. It will be seen that the sound at once enters the ischio-rectal

space, where in the extremely loose and unresisting tissues of a child it

may be moved about almost as freely as if it were in the bladder. There

is nothing imaginary in this, either : it is something that has occurred aud

may readily occur.

These observations in reference to the sound apply to all other instru-

ments that are used for entrance into the bladder through the urethra,—

e.g., ordinary catheters, injecting, washing, and evacuating catheters, staffs,

lithotritcs, and tubes or probes of any kind. We shall therefore not waste

space in detailing them again when describing the various operations for

the relief of stone.

OPERATIONS.

It having been determined that there is a stone in the bladder, a surgical

operation of some kind is essential for its removal.

We may dismiss at once all thoughts of treating children by different

waters and nostrums in the hope of dissolving the stone. To do this would

be to prolong suffering without any gain, for the object would not be

attained.

The operations are divided into cutting operations, and crushing or non-

cutting ones. The cutting ones are the lithotomies, aud are divided into

the perineal or low and the supra-pubic or high operations.
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The crushing ones are lithotrity, which cotisiHts in crushing the atone

with an instrument caHcd a lithotrite, the patient afterwards passing the

fragments through the urethra ah)ng with his urine, and litholapaxy, which

consists in not only crushing the stone but also ininiediately removing the

fmginents in a current of water set up by the use of a suction a])paratu8,

the patient being under prolongetl unwsthcsia. It was an essential of

original litholapaxy to finish tiie business at one sitting; but this rule is

not so strongly in force as it used to be, for experience has taught that there

is such a thing as keeping the patient too long inider the operation.

Ci'TTiNO Operations.—Two of the perineal operations are })erformed

ujwn children,—the lateral and the median. To do any other than one of

these is so exceptional as scarcely to recpiire notice : so that our attention

will be given to describing them. All that is possible in a bilateral opera-

tion upon children may be accomplished, if found necessary, during the

progress of the median in(;ision8.

The recto-vesical oi)eration may be dismissetl from consideration, for the

writer can conceive of no case of very large stone in which the {)resent

methods of performing the high operation do not entitle it to the first

choice.

Of lateral and median lithotomy the former has the preference of most

surgeons in by far the greater number of cases. Up to the present time it

would be difficult, without special cause, to induce them to depart from it,

particularly in children. It may be fairly challenged whether there is any

other capital operation in surgery that gives such a measure of success in

young subjects.

It may be as well to state here, once for all, that all the operations

are to be performed antiseptically. While, on account of the functions of

the parts concerned, absolute antisepsis can scarcely be attained, it can be so

in a great measure. The preparation of the skin, the use of solutions, or

of hot water, at the choice of the operator, strict cleanliness, and non-inter-

ferenw of any one but those immediately concerned in the manipulations,

are to be as carefully observed as in any other operation. The writer thinks,

in reference to operations in general, that the time has arrived to regard this

matter as axiomatic, and that its constant repetition in the reports of every

l)rocpeding in surgery is excessively tiresome and unnecessary. Antisepsis

lias come to stay, whatever alterations (and already there have been many)
may be made in the details. At the same time he must protest against the

tone of much of the teaching of the day, which set!ms at least to despise the

idea of danger in any operation provided strict antisepsis is observed. \Ve
shall find, up to date, that lithotomy, like most other operations, still has its

record of mortality.

Lateral Lithotomy.—When the lateral operation for stone goes on
from beginning to end without mishap, the novice must be impressed with
Its extraordinary simplicity, and he must wonder at the necessity of dissect-

mg so much, hearing so much, and reading so much about it.

Vol. HI._^9
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He will soon learn that this is the only way, together with practice, by

which the skill comes. In illustration, a case maj- be quoted which was in

the hands of that great oiieratoi". Dr. Joseph Pancoast, at the Jefferson

M(!di(!al College. I had a seat on the students' benches ; the operator had

taken up his knife,—when at that momeiit a student on the raised bench

behind me rubbed his shoe on my shoulder. I turned for a few seconds to

remonstrate, and when I looked again at the operator the stone was in his

hand, I had seen nothing of the opert.tion.

But the operation as to time and incident varies by wide extremes.

Sometimes the patient may be an hour or more on the table before the stone

is extracted, and sometimes there is no stone at all, or it cannot be found.

I have been present on such occasions. They are well known in the history

of lithotomy, and may happen to the skilled as well as to the unskilled.

For a straightforward, uneventful operation very few instruments are

required. The sound having been already used, a staff, a knife, and a for-

ceps are all that are absolutely necessary. The operator may get through

without using anything else.

But this is not likely, so other things should be at hand : a syringe or

a washing-bottle and a catheter if it should be deemed advisable to inject

the bladder before or to wash it out after the operation ; a scoop, small for

a child, if it should be required to move fragments of stone and debris

should the stone break ; of course a tenaculum, haemostatic forceps, and

ligatures to control hemorrhage ; various-shaped forceps if the simple one at

first selected should not suit. The writer ha.s extrs^cted a stone from a small

child with a polypus forceps or an ordinary dressing forceps. For special

use there should be a probe-pointed knife and a blunt gorget, although I

have never had occasion to use the latter or to see it used by others.

\ Care should be taken that the child's bowels are well n;oved on the

morning of the operation. For lateral lithotomy the patient lies on his

back, with his buttocks well brought down to the end of the table. This

should be firm and not too high. A n ordinary kit«hen-table is as good as

any other, probably better and firmer than many operating-tables with much

movable rigging about them. It is well to have the perineum shaved be-

forehand if there is any hair, and always well cleaned. The child should

also be etherized before being brought into the room, as the shock of fright

is thus spared him.

It is unnecessary to use anklets or bandages to tie the hands and feet

together. A good assistant on each side can easily keep the limbs in the

proper position. They are to be held widely apart, with the legs in oxtivme

flexion, the thigh flexed and away from the body and the leg upon the

thigh. If the patient is large enough, the knee may be held in the axilla of

the holder, whose hands at the same time grasp the ankle. The hands ot

the patient may require attention, but this is not likely if the anresthesia is

as profound as it should be.

The necessary assistants are the staff-holder, the two holders of the
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limbs, and the etherizer. These should absolutely have nothing else to

attend to but their specific duties. A nurse, for general duties as required,

should be present. The instruments are to be placed within easy roach of

the operator. The bare perineum of the patient should be exposed to a

good light.

If at the discretion of the surgeon f,ny water or solution is to be thrown

into the bladder-, it is to be done now.

All the preliminaries as to diagnosis having been previously gone

through, it is unnecessary to introduce the sounds again. But the staff itself

must be used as a sound. The staflP-holder or the surgeon may introduce it,

but the latter should at once use it to satisfy himself and his colleagues that

the stone is present. If he cannot do so, the rule is to stop proceedings for

that time. The stone may have been small enough to have escaped from

tlie bladder since the last examination, or the conclusions from that exami-

uation may not have been right. A small stone could readily pass through

the dilated aud yielding urethra of a child after a good sounding, and be

lost or unnoticed by his nurse. If once engaged in the grasp of the urethra

at the neck of the bladder, he has an immense pushing power to drive it

through. Instances of this kind are on record.

The surgeon should examine the rectum, to be sure it is empty, and,

having satisfied himself of the presence of the stone, he fixes the staff in the

position in which he v/ishes it to be held, generally, in a child, hooked well

up against the pubic arch ; and he abandons it <o the staff-holder, who
stands mostly upon the lefl side of the patient, and who can thus more

easily use his lefl hand to hold the scrotum out of the way, should this be

required.

T!ie surgeon, as he chooses, may stand, sit, or kneel on one knee. The
sitting posture is usually preferred. The first incision is made through the

loft side of the perineum, beginning at the raph6, half-way between the

scrotum and the anus. Exact measurements cannot be laid down as to the

point of beginning or as to the length of the incision. In a very young
child the latter may not be longer than from three-fourths of an inch to an

inoh
; in a boy of eight or ten it may be from one and a half to two inches

in length. We may judge of the variations when in a fully-developed

adult a;; incision of four and a half inches may be obtained. The incision

IS oblique, and the low point given for its termination is half-way between

the tuberosity of the ischium and the anus. However, many operator.^ have
no fear of free external incisions, rather thinking that they are more bene-

ficial than not ; and so the matter must be lefl to individual judgment.

The skin, the superficial layer of fascia, and the fat having bt ^n divided,

the ojwrator proceeds steadily on, but with more cai-e. He deepens the

middle part of the wound, cutting inward and rather upward ; at the same
tune he follows the knife with his lefl index finger, for two purposes,—one
to feci for the staff in the membranous portion of the urethra, and the other
to press the rectum away from the knife. The parts divided at this stage
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are the transverse muscle, possibly some fibres of the levator ani, the deep

layer of superficial fascia, connective tissue, and fat. The staff, covered by

the membranous urethra, should now be felt without much search. It is

well from the beginning for the operator to have his mind fixed upon a

point just under the pubic arch against which the staff is held.

The d: tance of the staff from the surface varies according to ap;e and

the amount of fat, so that a young child may have a much deeper porineum

than an older one. A depth of about a quarter of an inch from the sur-

face is given by some authorities as the average in a boy of seven years.

From *^he writer's experience he thinks that this is not enough.

But, he it shallow or deep, the staff i.iist be found. Wien the operator

feels .'t, he presses the pulp and nail of the left index finger against the

groove for a guide and opens the urethra with the point of his knife. He
knows that he has done so by the contact of the knife with the metal of

the staff, and he should further test by moving the knife from side to side,

so as to be sure that he is in the groove.

He now lateralizes his knife, the cutting edge directed downward and

outward, and carries it along the groove of the staff into the bladder. In

this movement he cuts through the membranous urethra, the triangular lijr-

ament, and the neck of the bladder, and doubtless in a child he has divided

the whole of the small prostate and has incised the peritoneum. A sliglit

flow of urine will indicate that the bladder ha.s been entered.

The staff is still in place, and the wound is so small that there is not

oflen a gush of water at this time. This is in children the most critical

part of the operation, for now the surgeon, guided by the staff, must j)a,ss

his left index finger into the bladder ; and on no account should the staff Ik;

r-^moved until this is done. The pliable tissues of a child may easily be

pushed before the finger. But there is one unmistakable sensation, to be

learned only by experience, when the finger enters the bladder. It is exactly

like that of passing it through a button-hole. In a very young child tlie

pulp of the finger only may pass. In larger children it will pass in by the

side of the staff and often feel the stone.

The holder in now directed to withdraw the staff, and then comes a gush

of urine, and the stone is generally felt, although, if small, it may have

been forced out along with the water. But, being felt, the operator takes

up the forceps with his right hand, and, guided by the finger of the left, lie

passes them into the bladder and seizes the stone, a movement which is

sometimes aided by another gush of water, afler withdrawing the liuger.

driving the stone between the blades of the forceps.

If the stone is small, it may be removed at once ; if large, it nnist he

extracted deliberately, for the possibility of the succ&Asful removal of large

stones by the perineal route is founded upon the dilatability of the parts

through which they and the instruments holding them must pass. To pull

rashh' at this stage may tear, and will stimulate contraction, but gradual

traction and dilatation generally accomplish the object in a short time.
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When the operator puts his finger into the bladder after extracting the

gtono, whieh he must always do in order to find out wlx'ther there are more

stones, or whether the bladder is free from d6bris, he is always surprised at

the small opening that has been made,

Anj immediate hemorrhage must now be eheeked. The bladder should

be washed out through the wound. The ])atient then is to Y)0 dried and

prepared for bed. He should lie on a rather hard mattress, well protected

by rubber cloth under the sheet. No particular dressing to the wound is

required, but a thick layer of absorbent cotton should be placed beneath the

buttocks, to receive the urine which at first flows altogether from the wound.

This should be frequently changed by the nurse.

It is useless to try to force a child to lie in a fixed position. Let him

seek his own comfort as nuxch as he can. If he is too restless, bandage his

legs lightly together from below the knees and up the thighs. There is,

however, one imperative rule,—keep him in bed until the wound is healed.

Great trouble may come from not doing this, especially incontinence of

Children do strange things sometimes without harm, but the riskunne.

from disobedience or carelessness in these cases is serious.

Tlie time for recovery varies from two to six weeks. Children, es-

pecially those frora the poorer classes, from which most of them come,

should take nourishing but easily-digested food, as milk, eggs, etc., from the

bogiuuing.

This is the history of a smooth case of lateral lithotomy. Before con-

sidering the untoward events that may occur, we will give a short account

of the median operation, a.s some of the unfortunate incidents are also

common to it.

Median Lithotomy.—By the median operation access to the bladder is

obtained through a central incis""on along the ra})h6of the perineum in front

of the anus. A staff with a central groove is passed into ti'C bladder and

held in the same way as in lateral lithotomy.

There are now two ways of proceeding,—one which is oftx>n called bril-

liant, the other safer for most operators. In the first the index finger of the

left hand is passed into the rectum as a guide against wounding it. The
knife is then entered on the line of the raph6 at a safe distance in front of

the arns, with its cutting edge upward. It is pushed right on until it is felt

in the groove of the staff. The surgeon must now be certain that he divides

the urethra, of which he judges by the contact of the two metallic surfaces,

just as in lateral lithotomy. He then withdraws the knife, and in doing so

he enlarges the perineal incision from within outwaixl and upward, accord-

ing to the extent of the perineum before him, or according to the room
which he thinks he may require. The staff is still held in place, and a
long director or blunt probe is passevl along its groove into the bladder.

The staif is now withdrawn, and the surgeon follows the dirsctor with his

finger. H< feels the stone and removes it with the forceps.

The safer method, as we have called it, is to cut deliberately from with-
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out inward and from above downward until the staff is reached, the otlier

steps of the operation being strictly observed.

The claims made in favor of the median operation are that it avoids

wounding the prostate and the important blood-vessels of the perineum

and that it is simpler than lateral lithotomy. Against it, it is said tliat it

gives less room, the structures are not so dilatable and are more apt to he

torn, and there is a question as to its simplicity. It is therefore appropriate

in children for the removal of small calculi and foreign bodies, for if

these have entered by way of the urethra they may be also in most cases

taken from it. Special considerations for its performance pertain to the

adult.

In the operations described it will be noticed that the operator uses but

one knife. This is a matter of choice, for many prefer after reaching the

staff to change the first knife for a probe-pointed one. The old-fashioned

cutting gorget is practically discarded. There is force in the objection to

a probe-pointed knife, especially in children, that the parts may be easily

pushed before it, so that they are not cut through at all, whereas the sharp

knife cleanly and surely divides what is necessary. Of course the latter

requires to be kept with greater care in the groove of the staff.

Complications.—Keyes, in his article in Ashhurst's " Encyclopedia,"

already quoted, enumerates seventeen possible complications during perineal

lithotomy, fifteen after it, and four possible after-effects. These arc surely

enough to show that the path to recovery is not always smooth. Some of

these are peculiar to the adult. Those which are common to both adult and

child arc the following.

Failure to Enter the Bladder.—This may occur from the staff, tln-ongh

some movement of the staff-holder, having slipped from its place, or from

the incision being too small to admit the finger, or from the knife, particu-

larly a blunt one, pushing the delicate membranous urethra before !(,, and

possibly separating it from its connections. If the faulty conditions sliould

not be detected and the operation is proceeded with, the operator will find

himself working in the ischio-rectal space. If detected, the first fault is

to be remedied by replacing the staff. If the incision is too small and

the operator does* not get with his finger the lumiistakable tpi^sation of

having entered the bladder, he should not, in the child at least, ])ersist in

his efforts to do so, and thus risk pushing the bladder before him, but

he may carefully enlarge the incision, or, what probably is better, he may

introduce a director through the wound and by the side of the staff into

the bladder. The staff may then be withdrawn, and there should be no

difficulty in passing the finger along the director, as in median lithotomy.

Wounding the Rectum.—It is said by some that this is a common event

in children, and that in them the wound mostly heals along with the legiti-

mate incisions. There may be some cases where the accident is unavoidable.

but the writer thinks that with care it should not occur. A small wound

requires no treatment at first. If obstinate, its alges may require cauter-
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iziug before it will close. Larger wounds may be otitched, but to have to

do this is rare.

Ilemorrhagc.—We will speak of this both as a complication of the

oj)eration and also as secondary. There is not often in children much

trouble on this score. The bleeding points are more readily got at than in

an adult. The oi-dinary instruments liefore mentioned, together with hot

water or hot alum-water, will mostly be all-sufficient. If no:, the shirted

canula or the small rubber air-bag may be used. The writer never saw a

case in a child where they were required. There is sometimes troublesome

aft"r bleeding. The bladder fills, and it is hard to UA] whore the blood

comes from. It may be from the kidneys. If from the deep parts of the

wound, the pressure of clot may be advantageous. Washing out should

be done with hot alum-water, and in these cases, if the source of bleed-

ing is made out to be from venous plexuses about the wound, plugging may

be resorted to.

Dr, Brinton recently had a case in a boy who had several such hemor-

rhages, exactly from where was not found out, but, notwithstanding, the

patient made a good I'ecovery.

The child sometimes dies of exhaustion without any loss of blood, and

in spite of all efforts, by appropriate nourishment and other treatment, to

counteract it.

Failure to Find the Stone.—We have seen this happen in children from

causes already mentioned. A small stone may come with the first gush of

water and be unperceived. Of course it cannot be found in the ischio-

rectal space should the searcher be working there. In children we can

hardly claim that the stone is encysted, but it may be held by muscular

contraction or by a band of lymph. The writer was witness of a case in a

cliild in whose bladder after a long search the stone was found attached

above the pubis in same mysterious way. The child recovered

Sometimes there is no stone at all, and never has been one. How this

may occur, even with men of experience, has already been explained in the

section on sounding.

Retention of urine from swelling or clot happens in children. When
from swelling immediately after the operation, the child soon learns to pass

water by the urethra. As the swelling subsides, the urine again flows

through the wound. This is an important thing for ignorant attendants to

be instructed about, for they naturally think that the child is much worse

A\hcn the flow through the wound comes the second time. When retention

is owing to clot, it may easily be remc ved, or a female catheter may be

mode to penetrate it. Suppression of urine rarely, if ever, occurs in chil-

dren. If it does, it is due to some general cause and is to be treated

accordingly.

Pcritonitifi is agreed to be the most frequent cause of death among the

few fatal cases of operation for stone in children. The pi'oximity of the

peritoneum to the wound and its almost necessary involvement in the lateral
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operation may explain this. But the mortality of the nKtlian operation is

e(j[ually great. In these days of vast experience as to the safety of peri-

toneal wounds under proper precautions, the explanation is not satisfactory.

It would be interesting to know whether in the fatal cascsi of jjcritouitis

following lithotomy in children the patients have not Ix'en subjected to

undue handling, from causes or mishaps heretofore mentioned. A eloan

cut into the peritoneum, which is almost necessarily made in the lateral

operation in children, could not fairly be charged with tlie fatal result with-

out something more to induce it.

Peritonitis is to be treatal as in other cases of the malady. Salines

should be given, and opium, if usal at all, very sparingly. Advantage may

be taken of the wound to keep up free drainage and washings and to make

local applications.

Among the ajfer-cffeds of lithotomy in young subjects there may be

incontinence of urine. This generally ceases in time. Probal .y it comes

more from too early getting about after the operation than from any other

cause, and is therefore a matter of prevention rather than of cure. When

it is obstinate, cauterization of the neck of the bladder has in some cases

proved effective.

Sterility is said to be one of the permanent consequences of the perineal

operations, and a few post-mortem examinations showing obliteration of the

seminal ducts and vas deferens would seem to sustain the view.

Anatomical considerations should make division of the ducts exceedingly

rare, and, besides, in the operation most often done (the lateral) but one side

h involved. In the cases quoted by writers there is no proof of what the

condition was before the operation. Surely nothing could be imagined more

likely to bring about obstructive lymph-deposits and inflammatory thicken-

ings than the long-continued irritations of stone in the bladder.

In this connection the writer has a curious experience to relate, wliich

shows how that which is quoted as positive authority may have very little

or no foundation.

Of late the enthusiastic advocates of supra-pubic cystotomy have dwelt

much on sterility following the perineal operations. Thus, Dennis ' quotes

Halberstadt, of Pottsville :
" Ilalbcrstadt reports eighteen lateral lithoto-

mies in which the patients, having grown up, married, and only one out of

these eighteen cases^ had issue;" and Dr. Tremaine^ is reported thus: "He

then reviewed the dangers which accompany the cutting operations for stone

which reach the bladder through the perineum. One of the most important,

and one which is too often entirely disregarded, he said, was that of im-

potence. As evidence of this he referred to eighteen cases of stone, all in

young boys, which had been operated upon by a surgeon in Pottsville,

' Transactions of the American Surgical Association, 1887, vol. v.

' American Medical Association, Newport Meeting, 1889 ; Medical News, Philadel-

phia, July 13. 1889, p. 50.
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Pennsylvania. The subjects of the operation have all since grown up, have

married, and but one of them has becjorae a father. While there were many

other ways of explaining sterility, he thought that under the circumstances

so large a number of successive cases argued strongly for its being due to the

op'ration." The obse. 'ation about the eighteen has become famous and is

quot(!d repeatedly.
'

Dr. T. S. K. Morton was at the Newport meeting and heard the debate,

and in telling rae of it afterwards (never doubting the statements) he said

there was a tone of mutual satisfaction prevailing at having such definite

and strong support in favor of the high oix'ration.

But I wrote to Dr. Halberstadt. He answers, July 7, 1889, "Two of

my siib)t!cts, cut between the ages of seven and ten, grew up, married, their

wives had children, in one case twins. I have every reason to l)eUeve the

childn u were legitimate, as the paternal resemblance was marked."

Tlie eighteen turnetl up somewhere else in my reading, and I wrote

again. This is from the answer of September 29, 1889 : "I did not follow

eighteen who married, but lost sight of them afler recovery from operation
;

I do not know how many of the eighteen married." He then refers to

the two cases above mentioned. Dr. Halberstadt is now anxious to find

the origin of the statement, for he says, October 30, 1889, " It cannot be

possible that any such information ever came from nie." While he does

not deny that perineal operations may be a cause of sterility, he has had no

such experience about the eighteen with which he is credited.

Stone in Female Children.—This is rare, the propoi'tion being about

or.e case in the female to twenty cases in the male. Anatomical I'casons

forbid any operations like the perineal ones done on the boy. Besides pain,

prolapse of the rectum and incontinence of urine are the prominent local

symptoms. The child also handles the parts, but not to the same extent as

the boy does. A straight or slightly-curved sound should be used for

diagnosis.

The patient must be etherized, and it is a good plan to have instruments

ready to cirush or to remove the stone should it be small, for nothing like

the formidable preparations for operation are necessary that are required in

the boy. '
- •

While there are no trje j^erineal operations, ti.e stone is often removed
through a perineal route,—that is, by way of the female urethra. Girls are

more apt to have foreign bodies, as hair-pins, etc., in the bladder than boys,

and the o})erator should be mindful of this.

The dilatability of the female urethra even in young children is really

astonishing. It is this fact that allows them to get rid of small stones witli-

"ut artificial assistance, and, on the other hand, it is the same fact that ^nay

niake the surgeon presume too much, so that his operation is apt to h? fol-

lowed by obstinate and sometimes incurable incontinence of urine.

The surgeon really begins his perineal operation in the female at the

corresponding point which he is anxiously striving to reach with his sttiff
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and knife in tlu; male. If there is uny structural resemblance between the

male and female uretliius at these points, there is no difficulty in believing

in Dr. Otis's utmost d.lating possibility.

Moderate dilatation alone serves for the removal of small stones, and the

forceps may be used both as a dilator and as a remover. But sometimes

greater dilatation is required, and this may be done by either the rapid or

the slow process.

The slow method consists in introducing a screw-forceps and opening

it by increasing widths every day, and also catgut bougies may Ikj worn in

the invthra in the interim, or they may be exclusively usetl. That this

gradual and careful dilatation does not tear is doubtless the case, but, when

the final work comes of getting out the stone, it is questionable whether

any advantage as to after-incontinence is gained over the rapid method, and

so the latter is most in vogue.

In rapid dilatation the screw-dilator is used more quickly, or bougies

of increasing size are inserted one after the other. The finger as soon as

it can be introduced is Ix'st of all, for it not only dilates, but the bladder

at the same time is examined, the stone felt, and a conclusion arrived at as

to whether further pursuit of this method of removal is to be continued

The dilatation having been acconq)lished, the stone is seized by a forceps

and extracted.

Cutting operations in order to dilate more easily and to gain more room

consist in incising the urethra in various directions. The names of high

authorities, and their peculiar methods, are given in works on surgery.

Some cut upward, some downward, and some laterally ; some only a

fraction of an inch, and some an inch.

The writer thinks that, while in some cases a small incision might do

no harm, still in these days of litholapaxy there is no necessity of making

them, as great barm might follow. Permanent incontinence in the female

is much more to be dreaded than impotence in the male. When diseiias-

ing lithotrity and litholapaxy, operations on female children will again be

noticed.

The High Operation. Supra-Pubic Cystotomy.—The metluxl of

extracting calculi through an incision above the pubis is ancient, and luis a

history most remarkable as to origin, progress, decadence, and revival.

As an illustration of its once complete disappearance from surgical favor,

Carpue quotes an "eminent practitioner" as saying, when he was discussing

some point in practice, " Gentlemen, it is as absurd to talk of this as of the

high operation for stone." Of late the operation has been revived, and, as

a contrast to the above condemnation of it, we will quote one of the en-

thusiasts in its favor in this decade :
" Within ten years the supra-ptibic

operation will be the operation adopted for all cases of stone that are not

treated by Bigelow's operation."

We can merely allude to the historical phase of the subject here. Much

has been written, in many languages, about it. The writings of Carjiue,
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C. W. Dulles, Sir Henry Thompson, l^ackaitl, Dennis, and many others are

of great vahie and interest.

This article is concerned in the applicability of the operation to cases

of stone in children. A large nnmber of the supra-pubic lithotomies that

have been performed both in former and in recent times have been upon

young piii-sons. What is peculiar in the anatomy of the bladder and its re-

lations to the \¥i\v\s and peritoneum has already been described (page G02).

A knowledge of the anatomy of the abdominal walls common to so many

operations is the other topographical requisite.

Tiio high operation has undergone many modifications. As late as 1880

the mnde d dard was consideriHl an essential instrument, or it was sub-

stituted by a solid catheter or an ordiujiry sound. These instruments are

passed through the urethra; the blunt ones are pressed against the bladder-

wall from the inside, and, being felt by the surgeon through the abdominal

incision, they become his guides for ent<'ring the bladder. The nonde cb

dard, an old contrivance, contains a sharp steel grooved stylet which is

made to pierce the bladder-wall and appears in the external wound, thus

making a most excellent guide.

Now those operations are mostly discarded, and the mtMiod in vogue is

based upon the power of a distended rectum to push the oladder upward

and forward against the abdominal walls. S^k; Fig. 3 in illufe'^ration of this.

It is reducefl from the figure in Sir

Henry Thompson's small volume

on the supra-pubic operation. It

is taken from one of the frozen

sections of Garson. One would

be apt to think it is an exaggera-

tion ; but I saw in the summer of

1889 one of these preparations in

Edinburgh, and I can confirm the

truthfulness of the cut in every

particular.

The operation is simple. First

a coljx'urynter or india-rubber bag

is ffroased and introduced into the

rectum, and thron h a tube with a

stopcock attached it is injected with

water or, preferably, a boracic-acid

solution. If there is no stopcock,

the rubber tubing or mouth of the bag may be tied. Then, through a flexi-

ble catheter introduced into the bladder, this viscus is injected with the same
solution and the base of the penis is tied with a piece of rubber tubing.

Botii injections should be made slowly, and a nice point is to judge cor-

rectly as to quantity. An average for an adult is from twelve to fourteen

ounces for the rectum, and from eight to ten ounces for the bladder. It is

liijiiiifa''
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Tlie essential ojwration is now completed, for the question of suturing

the l)liulder is still an oi)en one. If don-- at all, it must he done thorou;rlily,

and oven after this the sutures are apt to give way.

In many cases it is a process of great difficulty, and the necessary or

injiulicious extm handling may do great harm, not only in itself, but als(

by prolonging the oixiration. liesides, experience ha,:, taught that the cases

do equally well, if not better, without it. The old operatore never did it.

Sir Henry Thompson did not do it in eight cases which he reports. One

of these only, an old man, died. Dennis (tondemns the practice in stone

opemtions, but thiidts it best to follow it for other causes, as in rupture.

He (piotes twenty-five stone cases, colhicted by S<!hmitz, in which suturing

was done. Six of these died, and in only four did primary union occur.

Tl>e practice, then, of not suturing being followed, the patient lies at

first on his back and then shifts from side to side. The water may be

ditiwn by the urethra through a soft catheter three or four times daily, and

what does not come this way drains from a tube in the wound for the first

few days and then without it. The tendency to contract and close is great,

and sliortly all the water passes by the natural out'et. Young children,

of course, cannot be made to understand the importance of co-oi)eration as

to position in the aft«r-treatmeut, but much may be done to aid them by a

judicious nurse.

The dangers of the high operation are said to be—1st, from opening the

peritoneum ; 2d, from extravasation of urine. Careful operating should

render the fii^st almost impossible, and, even if it were to happen, with the

present methods of treatment the danger is not great.

The second incident is no more dangerous than extravasations after the

jxjrinoid oj^erations, and may be as readily combated. It mostly comes from

faults in the operation, such as too much working low down and so dis-

turbing the vesico-pubic sj)ace.

I. Greig Smith, I»i.A., F.R.S.E., in his work on Abdominal Surgery,

1889, says, in the article on supra-pubic cystotomy, " Taking the case of

young children first, we ofl;en hear it 3aid that for removal of stone in the blad-

der we do not want a better operation than lateral lithotomy. Recent work in

crushing would seem to show that here we have already got an operation at

least a'j good as, probably better than, lateral lithotomy, while as regards

remote results there can be no comparison." He then mentions some of the

alraosL incurable evils, as perineal fistula, traumatic stricture, etc., that he

knows to have followed perineal operations. He mentions sterility, and

quotes Halberstadt's immortal eighteen, and then continues, "Stricture,

fistula, sexual incompetence,—separately or combined,—must be admitted to

be rare sequences of perineal lithotomy. But that they are possible se-

quences cannot be denied. Now, if the supra-pubic operation can show im-

mediate results as good as the perineal, and a complete absence of remote

drawbacks, then the supra-pubic operation should be selected. Even if the

percentage against the perineal were as small as one, this one case for fixing
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litholapaxy possible, for by them it was proved that tvacuating catheters of

large calibre could be safely passed into the bladder.

The historical details of the rise of litiiolapaxy will not be treated of here.

Keycs, in Ashhurst' " Encyclopsedia," and others have written of them in

full. As in most other matters of the kind, there is a history of slow

growth and unsatisfactory efforts to accomplish a desirable end, until at last

the one entitled to be called inventor appears, and in this case that honor is

due to Bigclow.

Sir Henry Thompson accepted the operation and has done much to per-

fect its methods ; and Otis, as we shall see, has worked in the same line and

produced an original apparatus, besides having the glory of discovering the

most essential fact on which the operation is founded.

We will in this article confine ourselves to an account of the use of the

Bigelow and the Otis ap|)aratus, as either of them may be readily used in cases

of children. The same bulb or washing-bottle may be uf.ed in any case, but

particular attention must be given to the size of the e>'acuating catheter and

the lithotrite, according to the age.

Bigelow's latest evacuator (Fig. 4) consists of an elastic rubber bulb, to

the lower end of which is attached a glass receiver. Opposite this at the

upper end a metal stopcock is inserted. By this the bottle is filltKl. To
one side of and above the glass receiver there is another metal stopcock

fixed in the bulb, and to the short tube projecting from this stopcock the

evacHiating catheter fits when the instrument is in use. There also projects

from this opening into the bulb a fiuely-fenestrated tube open at the end.

This last is to prevent fragments of stone returning to the bladder, and to

catch mucus, coagula, etc., for it will be noticed that the obliquity of the

fixtures here directs the current away from the receiver, so that fragments

of stone by gravity fall directly into it after leaving the tube. There are

no valves, and no tubing. The piece of tubing in many pictures is not es-

sential, but is only a convenience for filling the bulb by suction, for which

also a funnel is used, but the bulb may be easily filled by immersing the

whole of it after opening the stopcocks. An essential point, especially

for (>hildren, is the workmanship of the eye of the catheter. There should

be nothing cutting or projecting about its edges, but these should be blunt

and turned a little inward. A stylet accompanies it, to be used if it gets

choked. Great harm could come to the delicate structures of a child from

any defect in the instruments wdiich are to be introduced into the bladder.

Much is said about the jjreparation of the patient for the operation of

litholapaxy. This may be advisable in some adult cases, but the writer

would suggest whether in children at least it is not time lost to spend days
in gixnng medicines, washing out the bladder, etc. Cases of all kinds in

surgery, and particuiu-dy chronic ones, among which stone cases rank, im-
prove so rapidly when the cause of their trouble is removed and so stub-

bornly resist any treatment when it is not removed, that one is forced to

behove that the sooner positive action is taken the better it is for all
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concerned. The great incentive to recuperation is the removal of the irri-

tating cause. If the child is not sick in any other way, and if his bowela

are clear, he is ready for the operation.

Fia. 4.

The assistants required are the etherizer, one to attend to the bottle and

to refill it during the different crushings, another for general purposes, aud

the nurse.

The patient is to be laid on a narrow table which has been covered

with a blanket, a rubber cloth, and a sheet ; his hips should be elevated

with a pillow. The evacuating catheter should be first passed, to empty the

bladder of urine, so that a clear comprehension may be had of the amount

of fluid which is to be thrown into it.

In the mean time the bottle <jr bulb has been nearly filled, say, with a
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borax or boracic-acid solution (than which there is ro better). To clear

the catheter from air, withdraw it iuto the urethra, the i with the bulb com-

pressed attach it to the catheter and remove the pressure. The air will pass

through the water and remain at the top of the bulb.

The catheter is passed back into the bladdfer and tw o or three ounces of

the solution are thrown in, and the whole apparatus is withdrawn, for now

all is ready for the lithotrite.

This the ojjerator uses to his satisfaction by crushing the stone as thor-

oughly as he can. In most cases suitable for the opei'ation in a child, one

introduction of the lithotrite and a thorough use of it should be sufficient.

To go through this step of the operation more than twice at one sitting is

scarcely advisable, but, as in adults, the condition of the patient must be the

guide.

The crushing being done to the satisfaction of the operator, the lithotrite

is withdrawn. The evacuating catheter is introduced, and ;-ome of the

crushed stone will flow out through it. It is then fixe<l to the bulb, which

is filled with the solution, after withdrawing any air as before, and the bulb

is worked by alternate pressure and relaxation of the hand of the operator.

Thus a current is set up into the bladder by pressure and out of it into the

bulb by relaxation. This latter current brings with it the fragments of

stone, which fall into the receiver entirely out of the way of the current,

so that they are not stirred up again, sometimes to return to the bladder, as

was the case in some of the former contrivances.

A considerable amount of blood and mucus often comes with the frag-

ments, but unless excessive this should not give alarm. At times the view

of the fragments in the receiver is obscured. Glycerin in the bottom of it

is recommended to prevent this. When all the fragments that can be ob-

tained have come away, the catheter is withdrawn, and the crushing and

washing are repeated, at the judgment of the operator.

From the above it will be seen that at no time, if properly managed,

is there much, if any, increase in the quantity of fluid in the bladder, so

that danger from extra pressure is not great. The bladder, the catheter,

the bulb, and the receiver are really parts of a continuous chamber, and it

is the current set up in it that does the cleansing work. After carefully

searching and listening for final fragments and finding none, the operation

is completed, and the patient must be put to bed.

Otis Evamator.—We will now give a description of the Otis perfected

evacuator in the inventor's own words :

" The Otis * perfected evacuator' consists of a strong glass globe, two

inches in diameter (the reservoir), into one side of whiiih a hard-rubber

tube (3) is inserted, curving down to iti^ lowest part. The superior end of

this tube connects directly with the proximal end of the evacuating catheter.

To the floor of the reservoir a strong glass bottle (the receiver) is connected

by screw-threads moulded on the necks of the receiver and the reservoir

respectively, and fitting a hard-rubber collar, into which the corresponding

Vol, 111,-40
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a quick relaxation will be followed by a shower of dC'bris into the receive**,

and this is to be repeated as long as any fragments appear falling Into the

receiver, when another crushing should be made. Should any bleeding be

present, it will, by rendering the fluid opaque, make it difficult to tell

whether fragments are falling or not : this may be avoided by filling the

receiver with glycerin, which, owing to its specific gravity, will remain

clear and unmixed, the fragments falling readily through it. This experi-

ment also offers conclusive proof that the receiver is entirely out of the

current.

" This instrument, on account of its lightness and small size, is particu-

larly adapted for operations on children. It is not at all necessary to use a

smaller instrument for them, as is the case with lithotrites and tubes, but

with evacuators it is the current set up which removes the d6bris, so that,

contrary to a very common supposition, a large volume of water is not

forced into the bladder, but only one or at most two ounces. It must be

remembered that no force is necessary, and especially with the delicate

bladders of children should the greatest gentleness be used.

" In regard to the size of instruments to be used in the urethroe of chil-

dren, this may be determined with sufficient exactness in all cases by

measurement of the flaccid penis. The proportionate relation between the

circumference of the urethra and that of the penis I have already demon-

strated.^ According to this, the average adult penis, measuring three and

a quarter inches in circumference, is found to indicate a urethral calibre

of thirty-two millimetres' circumference, this increasing or diminishing by

about two millimetres of circumference for every quarter-inch added to or

subtracted from the circumference of the penis as above cited. This pro-

portionate relation holds good equally in children. Thus, with a circum-

ference of penis of one and a half inches, as in a child from two to three

years of age, the size of the urethra would not be less than sixteen milli-

metres' circumference, one and three-fourths iuches eighteen millimetres, two

inches twenty millimetres, and so on. I have never known this estimate

to prove excessive ; on the contrary, it usually falls short of the true normal

calibre by one or two millimetres. It must be borne in mind, however,

that this has no reference to the size of the urethral orifice, which is subject

to very great variations, having no fixed relation to the calibre of the urethra

behind it. If not of normal size,

—

i.e, of the calibre behind it,—and not

readily dilated up to that size, the orifice should be carefully divided, always

inferiorly, to the required dimensions. There is a considerable advrntage

in attending to this not unimportant detail, and allowing the parts to heal,

before the operation of litholapaxy is performed."

In connection with the above, the fact should not be overlooked that

* See Otis on Stricture of the Urethra, preface to second edition, p. vi., also p. 242;
Diseases of the Male Urethra, pp. 6 and 40 et seq. ; Genito-Urinary Diseases and Syphilis,

Students' Edition, p. 441 et seq., Putnam's Sons, New York.
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localized contractious are sometimes met with in the urethra; of chiklron.

They are probably never congeuital, but the rt it ofau antecedent litliiasia.

The failure to pass an instrument of ^he size indicated by the proportioiuto

I'elation exisiing between the size of the penis and that of the urethra

calls for an examination with t'.\e bulbous sound, which will readily irJi-

cate the extent and locality of the contractions. Such strictures, as in tiie

case of contracted meatus, should be divided previous to the operation of

litholapaxy.

Very few litholapaxies on young children have been done in this

country. Dr. P. Allen reports four successful cases, but ' he subjects were

all in their teens.

Abroad, however, great success has attended the operation, as will be

seen in the statistics below. A child three and a half years old will take a

No. 8 English catheter with safety. Owing to the dilatability of the young

female urethra, well-conducted litholapaxy is admirably adapted to cases iu

that sex.

Stamstics.—A goo<lly portion of this volume might be occupied with

statistical tables of operations for calculi, with their results, both in tiie old

times and in the new. What interests us here are the results of the opera-

tions upon children. From early times all the cutting operations have

been practised upon them, that of lateral lithotomy much oftener than any

of the others.

Deductions from figures have only a general application, as so many

circumstances enter into the individual case that we are not justified iu

determining on a certain operation merely because the tables give the best

record for that operation. We shall therefore give only the latest figures

from operations upon children, advising any one more deeply interested to

consult the innumerable tables in various surgical works.

The following letter* very well represents tl e success generally obtained

in the perineal operations •,

" Statistics of Perineal Lateral and Median Lithotomy.—A few

months ago my friend Mr. Reginald Harrison wrote to me with a request

that I should supply Prof. S. W. Gross, of Philadelpb'a, with a tabulated

statement of all the cases of lateral and median litliotomy performed ou

infants and boys up to fifteen years of age in the Wolverhampton and Staf-

fordshire General Hospital. Mr. Gough, house surgeon, at some trouble,

grouped together all these particular cases of operation from the hospital

books, and the list was forwarded to Prof. Gross ; but, his lamented death

soon afterwards having doubtless prevented iJs publication, I feel that, as

the record is one of practical interest and value, I ought no longer to refrain

from making it known.''

' T. Vincent Jaclcson, F.R.C.S. Eng., London Lancet, August 24, 1889, p. 367.

' Wlien the plan for this worlc was under consideration, Prof. Samuel "VV. Gross, of

Philadelphia, engaged to write the article on " Stone." He manifested great interest in the
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litholapaxies on children were performed, withoit a death. The youugcst

child was three and a half years old.

Dr. P. Allen's four cases, all successful, aged respectively thirtocii thir-

teen and a half, fifleen, and ineteen, have already been noticed. Dr.

Keyes says these aie apparently the first of the kind in this country

H. H. Cluttou operatctl successfully on a male infant of tlm« years in

St. Thomas's Hospital, London. He used a No. 5 English lithotrite and a

No. 9 English canula.

E. Hurry Fenwick, of London, records a successful case in a male child

aged nine. He collected and tabulated the results in one huudred and six

cases of the operation on children, thus

:

Between 1 and 2 j
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It i 1^ often t*ot'rne<l curious to the writer that the recent improve-

ments in stone operations shoukl have originated in pla(H!S when; stone

itself is by no means o coiiimon disease. Comparatively ftw eases are

operated upon in the northeastern cities of the United States, and most of

these eorae from a distance. Lithotomy upon a New Euglunder used to be

spoken of as quite an event in surgery.

CoNCLUBioNS AS TO OPEUATiONb.—l^Vom the foregoing the writer is

of the opinion :

1st. That lateral lithotomy and median perineal lithotomy still hold and

are likely to hold the first place in the minds of most surgeons of this day

for the relief of male children from stone in the bladder.

2d. That the high operulion is advisable in boys in selected eases of

very large stones, or for some other particular reason in the esjieeial case.

In girls where even a moderately large stone is too hard for the lithotrite,

this operation should be performed.

3d. Litholapaxy, admirably adapted for girls, is still on trial for boys.

There is not yet enough evidence in its favor to justify one in saying that

it will largely replace perineal lithotomy and so take the first place in the

list, but, from what has just been quoted of Freyer's experience, it looks

very like it indeed.

PREVENTION OF STONE IN CHILDREN.

As we have seen, most of the patients are from the poorer classes, and

are the subjects of ignorance and unfavorable surroundings. If the eases

were recognized in the early formative stage, much might be done by the

use of proper diet and diluents to work a cure. It seems to the writer that

in this stage the deleterious material might actually be washed from the

kidneys. The mother's milk, the most fitting, and a properly-diluted cow's-

milk diet, are often wanting. Instead of these, all sorts of artificial and

often inappropriate substitutes are given. Not only among the ignorant,

but even among those who ought to know better, the last thing that occurs

to them is to give a child a drink of water. Expensive mineral waters are

not required, for the most noted waters in the treatment of stone seem to

have purity as their chief recommendation. Plenty of milk and plenty of

water, therefore, should be given to an infant having any tendency to stone.

Circumcision will help in cases where the condition of the prepuce inter-

feres with free outlet. Beyond attention to clothing and to other general

hygienic requirements, the writer has nothing further to suggest.

PROSTATIC, URETHRAL, AND PREPUTIAL CALCULI.

Prostatic stone is very uncommon in children. A case is related by
Ebel which occurred in a boy of three years. As the prostate gland at

that age is rudimentary, it was probably a case of local infarction at that

point, just as infarctions occur in the kidneys, and the stone, which was not

removed until aftxjr six years, kept its place and grew, as development of
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the gland was going on. Median perineal lithotomy would bo the ri^ht

operation to perform for the extraction of a Htone in this powition, HJiouid

ordinary means to dislcKlge it into the bladder fail. If dislodged, the (use

would be a proi)er one for litholupaxy or lithotomy. A very extraordinary

case as to size and attachments might recjuire the high operation.

. Urethral calculi proper sometimes form in the dilatal follicles, the fossa

navicularis, etc. More oflen they are due to the escaj)e of small stones

from the bladder, and not infretpiently fragments after lithotrity lodge in

the passage. Sometimes several stones are found in pouches formed liv

pressure and dilatation or even existing naturally; but such cases as tiiese

are scarcely to be looked for in children.

If after diagnosis, which is made by the sound or a blunt probe, the

stone or fragment is not easily moved towards the meatus by gentle manip-

ulation, or is not readily seized by the forceps or a wire loop, it is the Ix'st

practice to push it back into the bladder and then crush it. If it is very

iiist in the urethni, this will have to be incised, but, if possible to avo.d it,

do not incise between the fossa navicularis and the scrotum, as most obsti-

nate fistula may result. Wounds behind the scrotum near the membranous

portion heal kindly.

True preputial calculi in children or in adults are not common in this

country. They are said to be so in China. Small stones may pass from

the bladder through the meatus and be held, owing to the preputial opening

being too small.

What we often see in children is calcified smegma which collects about

the corona and even becomes buried beneath the membrane in cases ot 2)hi-

mosis. These cases give rise to symptoms precisely like those of stone.

But it docs not answer always to rely upon the operation of circunK* ion

for a complete cure, although circumcision is the thing to do. Always

sound the bladder after the operation, for just the state of things exists

that is spoken of on page 598 to favor the formation of stone in the

bladder. I had this experience. A lad was circumcised, as all his synip-

ton^s were attributed to his very bad phimosis and hard smegma. Hr

wa ' not sounded before leaving the table. He was only partially relieved.

He was brought to me, and on sounding I found there wcf a large stone

in the bladder. I cut him, and he recovered perfectly.

For the preputial conditions mentioned, circumcision and the thorough

removal of the offending objects constitute the radical treatment.



MALFORMATIONS OF THE PENIS, URETHRA,

AND BLADDER.

By De forest WILLARD, M.D.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

Few cases of deformity more earnestly demand the thorough and con-

scientious consideration of the surgeon than do those affecting the genito-

urinary organs. Even disfigurements of the face, though more apparent to

the j)ublic, arc not more potent in their effect upon the posseasor.

The reason is obvious. The mental influences controlling and govern-

ing the genital function are of the most subtle and peculiar character, and

:ire couse(iuentIy more prone to aberration. A degree of deformity which

wonkl be simply an annoyance if situated on some other ^^ortion of the

body becomes when associattnl with the genitalia so mind-absorbing that

the individual is rendered morbidly sensitive and at times becomes almost

a sexual monomaniac.

Ki'licf, therefore, from wliat may be but a blemish becomes at times

ini|X!rative for its psychical effect.' This psychical clement will have much
to do with the question of

Time for Operation.—Unless there is some interference with the necer-

siiry functions of life, or some resultant retardation of development, it is not

advisable to adopt operative measures of relief until the child has paased

the dangers of the first three yf are of life. By six, however, his companions

will iK'giu to annoy him by unkind remarks, and by the age of puberty he

may become morbidly unhappy. From three to six, moreover, the child's

healing powers are active, and the necessary time required for certain

operations is unimportant. This age, therefore, is the one to be selected, as

a rule.

At the marriageable age many who have hitherto shrunk from exposure

will apply to the surgeon for relief, and in many instances I have found

tliat it has been by the injudicious advice of their physician that they have

waited " until they were older."

' I have seen a man voluntarily debar himself from marriage and almopt from society

on account of a simple hydrocele ; and there are many instances where lives have been
rendered lonely and miserable by an exaggerated estimate of disability or defect.

638
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Marriayi.—When the ohstaole to marriajjo iw inHunuoiiiitahli', bh in the

abseiux! of the uterus or the peuis or other eHseiitiul or^un, t\\v phyHiciuii

should jrive direful iuHtruetiou to the parei ^ in order thut an eurlv uimrd
Ixj niaiutained. I have H(;eu most diHtressing resullH wliere it luis Ih-cd

imperative to ehcnik an alliance after all arrangements had been eoninlcted.'

This q lestion will be still further considered under the head of spiu-inus

hcrmaphrodism.

Dcf/rddnlion.—Another morbid direction in which tl>" aberration of a

genitally-deformed individual may tend will Ix; that of degradation, pri)-

vided the malformation be disgusting to himself and to his neiglilM)r.s us

in exstrophy or extreme hypospadia. Feeling that he is shunnwl and re-

viled, the downward steps become easy, or the mind receives a sexual In-nt

and self-pollution or unnaturnl relations bwome the habit of life.

This cause alone is sufficient to deter a wise physician from diilayinf^

beyond five years of age any form of operation that i)ronn"ses a reuM<jnul)le

hope of improvement. Too often the sad results have been pnKhieed by

an ignorant or procrastinating physician who has been lacking in the

patience or in the skill that is so often r»'<|uir{Kl.

The laity are excusable to a certain degree in their neglect of conditions

that are not pain-producing, but it is incumbent on the nrofession toedncate

the people not only in this class of cases but dso in all other deformities of

the body, since success in life is dependent in a large degree upon the re-

moval of every hinderance to j)hysical and mental development.

Every orthopaedic surgeon is compellixl to spend months in tiie corrw-

tion of bony deformities in large children and in adults, which at birth

were but slight malformations. Frequently these exaggerated conditions

are due to the " let-alone" policy of the physician, who should have known

that tlie early weeks of life, while the parts were soft and pliable, were of

the most vital importance for corrective purposes.

In genital deformations there is sometimes an excuse for waiting one or

two years, but there can be none for delay beyond five, if progressive sur-

gery offers any hope whatsoever for imj^rovement of the condition.

When the absolutely essential organs of child-bearing are absent, or

the malformation is so great as to preclude the possibility of the proiluction

of children, it is good surgery to unsex the patient, be it either a male or a

female, before it reaches the age of ten.

Laparotomists remove the ovaries for far less potential reasons, and,

judging both from animals and from the history of tli'^ eiMUichs of the

past, the individual thus produced would be a more useful member of

• Only a few years since, I saw a young lady upon the very verge of marriage, in whom

there was no truce of a uterus, and the vagina was but a slight cul-de-sac. Unfortunately,

she l.ad been placed in this unhappy position by an ignorant physician, who, unaware

of the absence of the uterus, had professed to form a vagina for her, but had really laid

open her urethra to the base of the bladder, leaving her with the urine constantly dribbling

into a rudimentary vagina.
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society, and would also be Muved the dcfrrndution that so often is asritK'iuted

with th(! niul formation. It' this o)>eration in done at an varly age, great

iKMicfit will he ()i)tuiiuKl in this direction, and under the eirennistnnees the

IfKW of sexual desire will prove a blessing, as the psychical result of the

defot^t will be less depressing, and may prevent actual insanity.

Occasionally reports are seen in both medieval and popular journals

citing the connection between ill-dcveloiK-d genital organs and congenitally

dcficiont or removed tonsils. While such coincidences are not infrequent,

yet, when we take into account the far larger number of |)er8on8 wliose

tonsils have beim excised and yet the individuals have remained abundantly

*'°rtile, we can hardly consider that the relation has been established.

Tn Zanzibar all boys have their tonsils excised before puberty, but

tttid »hy of the testicleo is quite unknown, and procreative power is certainly

not deficient.'

ABSENT OR DIMINUTIVE PENIS.

The penis is rarely entirely missing, except when other serious deformi-

ties are present. Some years since, I saw a still-born ciiild in which there

were neither genitalia, arms,

nor legH ; and similar cases ^^Q- 1-

are o(!cu.sionally reported,^

the infants oixlinarily dying

in a kw dnys.

An apparently absent

penis is often found to be

only a greatly diminished

organ, as in spurious hcr-

maphrtKlitos (Fig. 1), or it

is concealed beneath the in-

tegumentary folds of a cleft;

scrotum, or the scrotum is

present and the penis buried

in the fat of the mous, where

it (an be distinguished as a

smaM firm cylinder. A few years since, I saw a pnis thus buried that

required two or three operations before it was properly liberated and
fashioned.

Sometimes urine is found issuing from an orifice at the lower portion of
the abdomen, in which case diligent search will disclose a concealed penis.

Occasionally the pen-s is absent and the scrotum present.' In such

• Trans. Clin. Soo. London, 1887, xx. 10; Brit. Med. Jour., 1881, p. 198.
'Brit. Med. Jour., 1879, ii., Pithio; Anier. Jour. Med. Sci., liii. 418; Amer. Jour.

Obstet., xiv. 94; Edin. Med. Jour., xviii. 415; ib., xvi., Duncan; Lancet, 1879, i. 374;
Tidy'a Legal Medicine, Absence of Genitalia; St. Louis Med. and Surg. Jour., 1886, xlviil.

603.
fa >

' Brit. Med. Jour., February 28, 1889, 409.
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cases the defect may have been occasioned by an imperfect lusion of the

septum between the anterior or uro-genital portion and the posterior or anal

portion, thus producing a broken or bridged condition of this cloacal wall.

Such an imperfect closure would not only give rise to absence of the ponis

from non-appearance of the genital emi-

nence, but might also misguide the urethra

so that its orifice would be in the rectum

or in some fold of skin.

In one case both penis and anus were

absent, the freces returning by the mouth

for forty years.'

Sometimes the body of the penis is

excessively short and only the glans ap-

peal's. (Fig. 2.) In very fat children

Avhere a diminutive penis is hidden bv a

firm and contracted prepuce, the surgeon

will often be consulted in regard to this

condition.

The early release of the glans, as described under Phimosis, p. 641,

will usually result in the development of the organ. When the penis is

buried in the scrotum or mons, it should be liberated by an ineiuion, and au

integumentary covering provided by flaps taken from the most available

neighboring skin.

ABSENCE OF THE SCROTUM.

The scrotum is frequently altered in shape from cleavage and other

causes, but it is seldom entirely absent except when multiple deformities

exist. I have seen one case in a still-born child where neither scrotum,

penis, vulva, nor anus existed ; and a case is reported in which the loft half

of the scrotum containing one testicle was present, but there was no pouch

upon the right side, the right testicle being concealed in the canal, without

any coexistent hernia.

The concealment of the testicle in a fold of skin and its non-descont

(monorchidism or cryptorchidism) are, of course, frequent conditions, and

will be elsewhere discussed. In hypospadic conditions the scrotum is

sometimes scarcely distinguishable. (See Fig. 14.)

WEBBED PENIS.

In hypospadic or other deformities of the genital organs the i)onis is

sometimes bound down by a band of integument to the scrotum below ^ or

is attached to the pubcs above, in which condition it is said to be wchbed.

The organ in such cases is usually diminutive, and unless care is used in

1 Agnew's Surgery, ii. 613.

« Brit. Med. Jour, September 0, 1879, p. 727, Pick.
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diagnosis an error in sex may be made.* Sometimes the penis and testicles

seem to be enclosed in a common pouch.*

Treatment.—The restraining band should be divided by an incision

upon each side, so as to yield sufficient flap for an integumentary covering

for the penis. The movable skin of the region will permit easy closure of

the gap in the scrotum. The operation should be performed thoroughly

aseptically.

CONGENITAL OCCLUSION OR STRICTURE OF THE URETHRA, OR
IMPERFORATE URETHRA.

The meatus of the urethra is not unfrequently closed by a simple mem-

brane,—atresia urethra. Partial or complete obstruction of the canal by a

congenital or an acquired band of tissue may also occur at any portion of its

extent.^ Again, the closure may be occasioned by collapse of the tube from

a hypospadic opening posteriorly, as in Ashhurst's case.* Sometimes the

walls seem agglutinated through the entire length " at birth, or the corpus

spongiosum is absent," even when the penis is of considerable size.

If the stricture is witliin a few lines of the meatus, the stream of urine

is preatly scattered and broken.^

Treatment.—If the obstruction is at the meatus, a simple incision, with

subsequent dilatation, will suffice. Deeper in the tube, forced but careful

catheterization or internal urethrotomy will best succeed.

In a case of considerable absence of the female urethra, pressure may be

made beneath the pubes by a dumb-bell-shaped instrument,* in order to

retain the urine.

CONGENITAL CYSTS OF THE PENIS.

This vice of development is rare. The pouch may connect with the

urethra, as in Anger's case,* or it may be separate.'" In the former case

it should be excised, and the opening closed by quilled sutures. In the

latter case incision and packing, to promote healing by granulation, would
be advisable-

Congenital cyst of the prepuce is also occasionally met with in infants.

Excision with scissors or knife is usually easy.

' Camida Lancet, Toronto, 1883-84, xvi. 134.

^ Brit. Med. Jour., 1882, i. 398, 696.

« Ibid., 1887, 513.

* Amer. Jour. Obstet., ix. 604.

^ Brit. Med. Jour., 1885, i. 17
; Cincinnati Obstet. Gazette, 1880, p. 57.

« Mod. and Surg. Reporter, Phila., 1883, xlix. 585 ; Journal of Cutaneous and Venereal
Diseases, New York, 1885, iii. 8.

' Daniels, Texas Journal, 1886, p. 856 : College and Clinical Record, Philadelphia,
1880, vii. 10.

'
f

>
& . F

.

" Amer. Jour. Obstet., v. 147.

' International Encyclopnedia of Surgerj', Ashhurst, vol. vi. p. 486, 1886.

'"London Lancet, 1884, ii. 773; Trans. Clin. Soc. London, 1886, xix. 825; TraitS
pratique des Maladies des Nouveaux-nes, 1867, 641.

)!
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ADHERENT PREPUCE, AND ELONGATED, CONTRACTED PREPUCE, OR
PHIMOSIS.

Adhesion of the prepuce and contraction of the prepuce are two distinct

conditions, although they frequently coexist.

Adhesir I is almost constantly present at birth, as a continuation of the

normal intra-uterine agglutination, occasioned simply by a failure of the

cells of the rete Malpighii sufficiently to condense or harden. During the

first weeks of life this union is so slight that it can be separated with

the greatest ease. In time it may become quite firm, as a result of slight

inilammation.

A contracted prepuce, phimosis {f1116m,
" I bind"), rarely exists at birth,

but is the result of an inflammatory condensation of preputial tissues.

Elongation is ordinarily a later result. (Fig. 3.) When an

attempt is made to retract an adherent foreskin the orifice will

seem to be at first almost pin-hole in size, but after a moment's

manipulation slight rigidity of the penis will occur, and soon

the reddened meatus will a])pear.

In a circle just behind this or at some point in the circum-

'{{ ference of the glans will be found the line of adhesion. lu

contracted cases it may be impossible to expose tk^ glans, but

Fig. 8.

exposure is feasible in a far larger proportion of cases than

is ordinarily apparent at first sight. I ha\ e shown in other

writings how easily this is secured by patient manipulation.'

Atresia prseputii tends by pressure upon the glans to dwarf

its growth, and adhesion necessitates the accumulation of

smegma, which may harden and act as a foreign body.

Reflex Nervous Disturbances from Qenital Irritation.

—To Sayre* is due the credit of prominently bringing before the profes-

sion the reflex nervous disturbances due to the irritation of retained smegma

and to the presence of a contracted foreskin upon the balanitic structure.

Pursuing the subject with his usual vigor, circumcision became the cure

for every nervous condition with rash and unthinking practitioners, uutil

he himself was compelle<l to " call a halt." ^

Even to summarize what has been written upon this subject would fill

a volume,* but it is now very generally conceded (1) that genital irritation

is frequently the cause of various reflex nervous, choreic, or paretic condi-

tions, and (2) that the removal of this condition by the various means here-

after mentioned is frequently curative, and is almost always beneficial.

» Archives of Pediatrics, 1886, iii. 885 ; Phila. Med. and Surg. Reporter, July 25

and August 1, 1886 ; Phila. Med. Times, June 80, 1883 ; Trans. Ninth Intemat. Med.

Congress, Washington, 1887, vol. iii. p. 473.

» Trans. Amer. Mtd. Assoc, 1870.

' Trans. Ninth Intemat. Med. Congress, Washington, 1887, vol. iii. p. 462.

Phila. Med. Times, June 80, 1883 ; New York Med. Times, September, 1884.
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Neuroses dependent upon reflected irritation from stomach, eye, nose,

uterus, etc., are frequent. The genital nerves are confessedly the most sen-

sitive of any in the body, and both the anatomical ' and the physiological

explanations of reflected results are simple.

The most common of these results are incoordinate and choreic move-

ments of the limbs, paresis, feeble muscular action, malnutrition, convul-

sions, epilepsy, dysuria, nocturnal incontinence, prolapse of .he rectum, and

hernia. Symptoms resembling those of stone in the bladder are not un-

common, and hip-disease,^ spinal caries, and bow-legs have been attributed

to this cause. In the latter cases the result can be thus referable only

through the influence upon general nutrition.''

In young infants many cases of restlessness at night, of defective nutri-

tion, and of malassimilation have been greatly benefited by attention to

the genital organs, and the puny, irritable, wakeful boy has been rendered

T)lump and happy by simply giving him a clean, exposable glans penis.

Even when thj amount cf retained smegma is not large the unclean-

iness of the parts wil^ often set up severe vesical irritation, and is also

conducive to priapism and masturbation.

Occasionally the loss of n uscular power does not involve all the mus-

cles cf the lower extremities, but only one group, thus simulating club-foot

or other deformit3%*

Another reflex symptom recently noted is epistaxis,* jirobably due to

the relation 3xisting between the genital organs and the varicose venous

plexuses of the nasal mucous uerabraue, which closely resemble erectile

tissue, as demonstrated by Isohwell, Elsberg, and others. In lower animals

this association may be even more intimate. Reflex cough and convulsions

are common.*

No physician is justified in overlooking this causal element of disease,

and in every obscure case a careful investigation of the state of the genital

organs should be instituted : in fact, it would be the i)art of wisdom to

ascertain in every male child the fact that the prepuce and the glans art,

separable. If family practitioners would gently separate the delicate adhe-
sions in all young male babies, a vast amount of good would result.

Acquired phimosis is found in large boys, from balanitis or other

inflammatory troubles, especially gonorrhoeal.

Diagnosis and Prognosis.—A diagnosis of the actual condition is

usually easily made, but upon its degree will depend the question of trcat-

mont. The method of testing the exposure of the glans has been already
described.

' Trans. Ninth Internat. Med. Congress, Washington, 1887, vol. iii. p. 471.
' Barwcll, Diseases of Joints, 2d ed., 1881, 289.
•New York Medical Abstract, July, 1888; Rev. MM. de la Suisse Romande, 1888.
* Agnew's Surgery, 1st ed., vol. ii. p. 427.
» Archives of Pediatrics, November, 1888 ; Rev. Mens, des Mai. de I'Enf., June, 1888.
» Lancet, April 27. 1889, p. 835.
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The Oiaguosis of the relation of the genital irritation to the reflex

symptoms when they are present will, however, require careful study. In

general terms, if the contraction is great, the adhesion firm, the accinnula-

tions of smegma large and hard, and the orifice of the urethra very sensi-

tive, it is quite probable that these conditions bear a causal relation to the

reflex symptoms.

Even when these conditions are present, however, it must be remem-

bered that they may be but one factor in the case, and that other causes

must be earnestly sought. Too frequently a serious brain or spinal lesion

has been overlooked simply because the boy had an adherent projiuce, the

practitioner apparently forgetting that nearly all boys have this condition.

To promise an immediate gain in muscular power when feeble a(!tion is

due to deficient central nerve-cells is but to lose the confidence of the patient

and bring discredit upon the operation. While such feeble or idiotic chil-

dren should be given the benefit of the doubt, that genital irritation niifrlit

be an element in the production of their condition, yet the prognosis shonld

be guarded and central causes should be thoroughly investigated and treated.

While, therefore, a freely-moving prepuce or an uncovered glans shonld

be secured in every case where reflex symptoms arise, yet the prognosis shonld

be varietl according to the other existing conditions.

In girls with irritation or hyperjEsthesia of clitoris or nympha;, incoor-

dinate movements are sometimes seen, but the prognosis of recovery after

separation of adhesions is not so favorable.

Selection of Operation.—In deciding upon the method of relief in

any case, the surgeon must clearly differentiate the two classes of cases,

—

i.e., those of adhesion and those of contraction. He must also settle clearly

in his own mind the desirability of a covered or of an uncovered glans.

To attain to the normal standard is to secure a prepuce moving freely over a

healthy glans. The foreskin is intended to protect the head of the organ

during the years when the penis is but a portion of the urinary apparatns,

and later by its friction ov3r the sensitive corona to enhance the ejaculatury

orgasm.

If removed earlier than intended, a progressive sclerosis or hardening of

the glans occurs, and the evils of contracted meatus, balanitis, etc., follow,

as pointed out by Otis, Mastin, and othei-s.^

I have failed to find any statistics proving that the circumcised mas-

turbate less frequently or are more virtuous than othere, and the exposure

of the tender skin to friction of clothing, etc., tends to keep uj) a state of

abnormal excitement during the early years of life.

The sulcus after circumcision is no more cleanly than the one that is

daily washed, and such washings should be always insisted upon in the case

of children. When cai'efully done by the mother, and not by the nurse, it

occasions no excitement, and is the best of preventives against masturbation

> Archives of Pediatrics, 1886, iii. 388.
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and priapism. It is as important to be continued through life as is the

washing of face or hands, and after a few days' practice no more excitement

is aroused even in adults than by the handling of the organ in urination.

If commenced in youth it is looked upon as an ordinary act of cleanli-

ness and will prove most hygienic. Even if it were the duty of the sur-

geon, as some operators allege, to prepare boys for future vile intercourse,

such an individual is no more free froiu danger of contagion than the one

who has thoroughly cleansed his exposable glaus, since cicatricial tissue is

always the tissue that is the least resistant to infection. It is for this

reason that the prepuce should be retained whenever it can be made freely

movable, since when cleanly it is of great advantage to the individual.

Its removal is a mutilation. It is idle to argue that because imposed in

the Mosaic law it is therefore hygienic. Circumcision was instituted solely

as a religious rite long before the time of Moses, and was intended to mark

distinctively " the peculiar people." Its adoption by other nations may very

probably have been in the hope of securing the blessings that were poured

so bountifully upon this people by Jehovah. Such mutilations were not

uncommon among barbarous tribes, and, as this mark was the only visible

sign of difference, superstition ntw' ! have easily induced thousands to sub-

mit to its practice. In this manner the practice may have extended to

widely remote people.

Whenever possible to " strip" the glans and secure a freely movable

prepuce, it should be the operation chosen, since of two operations equally

efficient the simpler one should be selected. In new-born children this

method is nearly always feasible, and in a large pioportion of all young

children it will be found an easy one. As a rule, this separation is accom-

plished by the boy's own manipulations before he is eight years old ; but it

is better that it should be done by the physician in infancy.

When contraction is slight, single or multiple incision of the mucous face

is preferable to dilatation, although the latter may be prac^tised if there is

great fear of the knife. The inflammatory thickening following both in-

cision, and dilatation to the point of rupture of mucous membrane, is un-

desirable if it can be avoided.

Finally, in all cases where reflex symptoms arise and where other plans

fail to give the easily-sliding prepuce, circumcision should be performed.

This operation as later described, and when practised discnminatively, is a

most valuable agent.

The dangers of this plan are greater than those by the other methods,

and deaths have resulted. Kohn alone saw six. In large boys and adults,

when contraction has become established any operation short of circum-

cision is rarely useful, and these cases almost invariably require the removal
of the entire mucous face of the prepuce.

Treatment.—1. Stripping the Glans.—The relief of simple adherent

prepuce in a young infant requires no instrument. All that is necessary,

after slight rigidity has taken place from manipulation, is to draw the fore-

VoL. III.—41
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skin slowly backward until the point of adhesion is reached. This exposure

may sometimes require a full minute, or even more. Then the penis is to

be grasped between the thumbs of the operator, while his fingers support

the sides of the organ, when gentle backward rubbing or traction upon tlio

margin of the rim will strij) the

FiQ. 4. prepuce from the glaus as easily

as the rind is peeled from the

pulp of an orange. (Fig. 4.)

The same procedure (or, if

preferred, two fiugei-s may be

placed upon each side of the or-

gan) is applicable in the major-

ity of cases of adhesion in older

children, save tliat a probe or

a grooved director is sometimes

necessary to break up the union when it has become more decided. Only

in older inflammatory cases will a dissection become necessary. The s('|)a-

ration should be carried back until the sulcus behind the corona is fully

exposed, when all smegma should be thoroughly wijied and scrai)od away

and a small ring of borated or salicylated cotton di2)ped in cosmoline is

made to encircle loosely the neck.

The removal of smegma is sometimes very difficult, as some of the par-

ticles of almost chalky or sandy hardness adhere with great tenacity. The

flat end of a probe or an ear-scoop will best dislodge them.

The dressing should be at hand, since if the prepuce is allowed to re-

main long behind the corona, paraphimosis may result and great difficulty

be experienced in reduction. A couple of probes or hair-pins will in such

case assist greatly in compressing the glans and in bringing the foreskin

forward. Of course it must never be allowed to remain retracted, lest

sloughing result.

The foreskin should be slid back and forth several times, to see that it

moves easily.

The cotton is allowed to remain in situ for several days, when it is re-

moved, the parts thoroughly .vashed with one to ten-thousand sublimate

solution, and the dressing applied as before.

Afl;er the tenth day the prepuce should be retracted daily by the mother

of the child, and the parts washed clean, for reasons that have been ex-

plained on p. 640. This washing should be continued daily for the re-

mainder of life.

After a surgeon has practised this method a few times its simplicity and

efiiciency will so recommend it to his practice that he will circumcise only

about half as many cases as formerly. Cases which at first seem to him

intractable soon yield, and the glans is exposed.

Ether is rarely required, but cocaine is useful.

The rule should be always to secure a freely movable p'epuce ; and if the
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narrowing be such as to render retractiou impossible, other means must be

employed.

2. DUatation.—This may be accomplished by an ordinary pair of dis-

secting- or of dressing-forcei^s, or by a uterine dilator, or, better, by one of

the two-bladed or three-bladed dilating forceps ' that have been designed

especially for this purpose.

Fio. 5.

Levis's pattern, as shown in Fig. 5, depends upon screw-power for open-

ing the jaws, and is very effective. Slow dilatation by tents or by forceps

aj)plied for twenty minutes twice daily will accomplish the purpose where

time is not an element in the treatment* and where the knife is refused.

The disadvantage of forcible dilatation lies in the subsequent thickening

and induration of the mucous membrane. This plan is largely practised,

and is a valuable assistant to " stripping" in the more difficult grade of

cases.

3. Slit'inff.—When the foreskin refuses to glide backward after adhesions

are separated, slight incisions may be made to relieve the contraction that

exists in the inner face of the prepuce. A probe-pointed straight bistoury is

carried along a grooved director into the firmly-rclracted opening, and with

its back towards the glans several superficial nicks are made in the mucous

surface of the prepuce. The guide for cutting will be to divide the most

rigid parts until the hood slides freely over the glans.

Preliminary packing of the pouch with cotton saturated wnth cocaine

solution will often obviate the necessity for ether, especially if the knife be

concealed from the view of the child.

The dressing and subsequent treatment should be the same as in strip-

ping.

Oircumcmon.—The method of performing circumcision will depend upon
the amount of redundant skin. If long, it was formerly removed as in

the Rabbinical manner,

—

i.e., by drawing forward the prepuce, and severing

it with one stroke of the knife, either with or without protection of the

glans by a slit ivory or silver guard. The mucous face is then torn back and
all the tissues pushed fully back of the corona. Hemorrhage, sloughing,

and sometimes death have been the results of this practice. The arrest of

hemorrhage by placing the penis in the wine-filled mouth of the Rabbi has

' Phila. Med. and Surg. Reporter, February 2, 1884, p. 137.
" Brit. Med. Jour., 1870; ii. 8(3 ; Trans. Ninth Internat. Med. Congress, 1887, vol.

'"• pp. 469, 475.
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been discontinued, as syphilia was thus easily coninuuiicated to the IVosli

surface. This dangerous practice lias lx;eu abolished by the Paris Isi-aelitos

and, by the recent decree of the Commission of Surgeons acting in connec-

tion with the Grand Rabbi, many essential rules enforcing the strictest

cleanliness of the Rabbis, inftints, and instruments, have been adopted.' In

hemorrhagic cases it has long been the custom after two deaths in a iiimih

to omit the operation. The repugnance to the mutilation is increasinir to

such an extent that certain Rabbis have ceased to insist upon it a.-) a religious

rite.

Circumcision is performed by the surgeon in a variety of way«, and there

have been devised many special forceps (Velpeau's, Skilling's, etc.),—some

with fenestrated blades, some with peculiar clamps, others designed to per-

mit the easy introduction of sutures, etc.,—but all of them are entirely

unnecessary. Any forceps provided with parallel-closing blades so as to

hold evenly the entire width of the foreskin is all that is needed. Figs, 6

and 7 are convenient forms.

FiQ. 6.

Fig. 7.

Ether is advisable, but, if there is any special objection to its use, par-

tial local anaesthesia can be secured by ice, by ether spra;, or by packnig

the foreskin both inside and out with cotton soaked in a four-per-oent.

solution of cocaine for ten minutes and then inserting five or six hypo-

dermic injections into the prepuce with the same solution, the effect being

enhanced by the encircling of the penis at its base with a rubber baud.

Not more than one-half to three-fourths of a grain of cocaine slioiild

be introduced beneath the skin, even in adults, lest poisoning ibllow.

Deaths have resulted from a neglect of this rule. Cocaine is badly borue

by the genito-urinary tract.^

Absolute cleanliness is imperative.

The prepuce is retracted so that its mucous surface can be seizcfl, prefer-

ably with roughened forceps like Levis's (see Fig. 5), and drawn well for-

ward. If tension is made upon the skin instead of on the mucous face as

described, it may readily be drawn so far forward that even the intcgumeut

over the corpora may be removed. The best plan is to sacrifice as little as

' Annales d'Hygidne, October, 1888 ; Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc, October 20, 1888,

p. 676.

* University Medical Magazine, August, 1889. p. 688.
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possible of the iutegumeutary surface, as it is all needed as a covering for

the fjlans.

While the mucous surface is made tense and the skiti refracted, the whole

is firndy grasped by forceps sfanting forward from the dorsum towards the

frtenura, so aa to remove a smaller portion in the latter region (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8.

Prepuce embraced with the forceps preparatory to cutting off. (Agnew.)

The section should be made in front of the forceps with a very sharp

knife. The galvano-cautery has also been used.

Upon releasing the part, a portion of the mucous surface will still enclose

the glans like a cap. This must be slit up and trimmed away nearly to the

corona, so that the sulcus will be fully expo.sed.

After cleansing with one to five-thousand sublimate solution, and ligating

with fine catgut any freely-bleeding points, lest the hemorrhage dissect up
the loose tissue and interfere with union, the skin and mucous surfaces are

united at five or six points by catgut or iron-dyed silk sutures (i'ig. 9).

The gut stitches are preferable, as even so

painless an operation as the removal of the

threads is a terror to children and will make
them unhappy for days. Silver wire or serres-

fines should never be used. The wound is

again thoroughly disinfected and the part

wrapped in gauze wet in one to ten-thousand

sublimate solution. About the penis is then

fashioned a nest of borated or salicylatcd

cotton or wool, and a diaper applied as a re-

taining bandage, even in large children, so as to keep the penis upright.

After each urination, if the dressings are soiled the parts should be

thoroughly disinfected and the dressing applied as before. Union will be

speedy and non-suppurative.

Fig. 9.

Mucous membrane slit up and one

side reflected and stitched to the

akin of the prepuce. (Agnew.)
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Without the intervention of j^anze the wool or cotton adheres too closely

to the part. Close attention to niinutiw will save nuich pain ami I'riffht.

Another niodification of circunieiHion in atrophic; mses, where tiierc is

no great redundancy, is by dornal iiicmoa of the prepuce. A proljc or

grooved director is first introducxxJ, to sever adliesious and prevent the

possibility of incising the urethra.

The section can be nuuh; by carrying a sharp bistoury along the direc-

tor, puncturing the firndy-rctractcd skin at the corona, and dividing from

before backward ; or it can be made with scissoi-s with one blunt ]K)int, like

Taylor's.' The mucous surface is then thoroughly freed, the corners roinidcd

off, and stitches applied as before (Fig. 10). The angles sliould never be left

to form disfiguring flaps on each side of tlie

penis. Llston made; the section near the

frajnum, so as to retain the skin upon the

glans, which is of advantage, and .Jobort,

Taylor, and others have ojierated similarly.

Hue's plan of the elaatk' Ugatme and that of

the dcraseur are too tedious an(i ])ainfiil, and

should never be used except in hcniorihagic

cases, and even then gradual dilatation is

better.

In girls it is mrely found that any serious

operation is necessary. The nymplue are sel-

dom so firmly adherent either to each other or to the labia majora that they

cannot be separated by the exercise of a small amount of force. The hood

of the clitoris can also be dmwn back in the same manner by the fingers of

the operator, and a dissection is rarely required. Temporary separation

of the surfaces by boratcd cotton, and subsequent cleanliness afler ca;li

urination, will be all the dressing that is required, but the surgeon should

examine the case for several weeks, lest readhesion occur.

Operation by incision. Sltin and
mucous raemt)rnnoslit up and united

by the interrupted sutures. (Agiiew.)

PARAPHIMOSIS.

Paraphimosis (ra/)a, " amiss," and (fiiJ-ow, " I bind") is a condition in

which an abnormally narrowed prepuce becomes retracted behind the

corona and remains there irreducible. It may also be produced by great

swelling of the glans after injury, even when the foreskin is normal.

The condition is usually found in children as the result of their own or

other lewd boys' action in forcing back the i)repuce before it is thoroughly

freed from the glans, or from placing strings, bands, etc., around it. In

larger boys it frequently follows attempts at coitus. It has not unfie-

quently hapjjened in the hands of physicians who have retracted the skiu

in balanitis to obtain a view of the glans.

The constriction at the neck of the penis speedily interferes with circu-

' Bumstead, Venereal Diseases, 6th ed.
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atatiun is

lation, and both glaim and propiic^ Income enornioimly swollen. The rcsult-

iiijj inflaniiuation may proj>,ivs,s even to j^anj^reiie.

Treatment.—A. Manual Methodn.—The indirations to l)e fulfilled in

reduction arc

—

{a) to retluce the size of" the gluns, {b) to dmw forward the

coutractctl prepuee, and (c) to i-eduoe the eonsecpient inflaniinution.

1. Tlie lateral folds of skin nuiy be grasjRtl on eaeh side by the surgeon

with thujnl) and finger, the two thumbs thus acting as compressors of the

jflaiis while forward traction is made by thumb and finger on the contracted

ring.

2. The engorged glans may be reduced by a spirally-applied band of

ruhbor, which band, being continued up upon the boily of the penis, may

then be simultaneously unwound and withdrawn so as to slide the prepuce

forward.

.'}. The glans is compressed by the thumb and fingers of one hand while

the other hand draws forward the prepuce (Fig. 11), or the glans is com-

pressed by the dorsums of both thumbs while

four or more fingers are employed as trac-

tors.

4. The glans is compressed by the firm

Fig. 12.

Fig. 11.

Phillips's method of reducing paraphi-

mosis.

Agnew's method of reducing paraphimosis.

Fig. 18.

grasp of the surgeon's hand for several minutes, after which the same hand

is used to draw forward the foreskin (Fig. 12).

B. Operative Measures.—Should the surgeon fail to reduce the condi-

tion, or should the constriction

have become indurated, it should

be divided on the dorsum by slip-

ping beneath it a blunt-pointed

bistoury and relieving it freely

(Fig. 13). The small hemorrhage

will unload the vessels, and re-

duction will be easy.

The best subsequent dressing in all cases will be laudanum and ice-

water, to which may be added any mild disinfectant, as boracic acid. Ice

^

BB
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and (>(H'aiiu> fr(H>Iy applied will render all tho inunipulatioiiH tmich lesH

painful, providtnl ether 1h! not uh<k1. The juiin is ho ^reat, however, that

unleHrt it i» desired to make an iniprension upon the ntind of a lewd Ik)v

ana'Sthertia sliouid he einployiil.

After the reduetion of the intlainination, if the foreskin does not slide

with perfect ease, cireumeision hIiouKI be performed.

HYPOSPADTA.

ITypospadia (''>7r6, "under," and trndZc, "to open"),.as namtnl by Oalcn

and Hub.secpiently minutely dencribed by Dupuytren, is a dcticiency (tf the

urethm in which the outlet of the tube is present at some abnoimal point

between the extremity of the j^lans p«'nis and the jwrineum.

Etiology and Pathogenesis.—This condition may be occasioiicd (l)by

the absence of a jKntion of the lower wall of the urethra, (2) by a failure in

coalescence of the lateral halves of the tnlx;, or (IV) by the rupture of tho.

thin pouch which is usually known as a congenital dilatation of the urethra,

thus creating what is really a conj;enital fistule. The arrest of develop-

ment may be so slight as to show only the loss of the portion of the tube

beneath the glans, constituting the balanic variety, or the opening may be

Fio. 14.

corporeal, scrotal, or perineal (Fig. 14), names that are indicative of the

point of exit.

The extent of deficiency will depend upon the degree of arrest in the

development of the superior or inferior genital buds of Coste.

As the fusion of the lips of the genital groove arising from the uro-

genital sinus takes place from the perineum forward, it follows that the

i\
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ftiitcrior jM)rti<>u is the point inoHt fmjuontly wanting. TIuh fact of origin

cxpluinrt the persirttent vulvar confornuitiou in hypo podic nm'cs, Hin(!e it

indicatcH an arrest of (lev('h)pnient of the inferior genital buds at the tinie

when ditferentiation takes place.'

Rarely will the mal-eontrol of formation ct»aHO at the ahwnee of the

lower wall of the urethra aloiu', but defornuties of jienis, bladder, serotuni,

and pubie bones will often coexist.

This vicf of conformation is oflen hereditaiy. Woodman saw it in four

geiieinitions, but only on the male side of the family, the. male children of

daughters being well fornuid.

IJouisson puts the friHiuency of hyjM)spadia as once in every three hun-

dred children born ; but in my exjKU'ieucic his estimate is too high.

Th(! balanic variety, in wlii(!h the opening exists beneath or just Iwhind

the glans, is the form most commonly found,^ the imj)erfe<!t tnick of the

urethra being marketl by a shallow sulcus along the under surface of the

glans, in whicih groove I have once noted a small false pocket.

An opening at this point is rendered more serious, as regards copulation

and ft'ciindation, by the friKpient occurrence of a

coexistent short corpus spongiosum, and by dense

hands near the abnormal oiKining that bend the

head of the organ sharply downwaitl over the

orifice during erection (Fig. 15).

A rcibindant preputial hood, partially adherent

to the glans, often conceals the head of the jieuis.

Sometimes there is a double meatus,* or the open-

ing may exist at one side of the corona.*

In the corporeal variety the opening is usually

larger, and the tube may exist in front of the ori-

fice, the fistule possibly being due to a ruptured

urethral pouch.

When the opening is scrotal or ])erineal, it is

usually a(;companied by cleft scrotum, and fre-

quently by non-descent of the testes. The penis

is often dwarfed, twisted, bifid, flattened, webbed, or even concealed in

integumentary folds resembling labia.

When it is remembered that during the development from the genital

buds there ''s at first no apparent difference in the two sexes, it will not
seem strange that in the malformation of these parts great confusion may

Fi(». 16.

Gl.ANS INCURVED BY SlIORT

Corpus Spongiosum.—^, me-
atus shuwn expanded.

' International Encyclopnedia of Surgery, Ashhurst, 1886, vi. 489 ; Pcikai, Jnhrbuch
f. KiaderlR'ilk., Leipiic, 1888, xxviii. 138; Voituriez, Bull. Soc. Anat.-Chir. de Lille,
1887, ii. 101.

'' Cristiani, Rev. Med. de la Suisse Rom., Geneve, 1889, ix. 313.
' Phila. Med. Times, 1877, 310 ; Virginia Med. Monthly, February, 1877 ; North Caro-

lina Med. Monthly, 1887, ix. G2 ; New England Med. Monthly, 1882, iv. 196.
* London Lancet, 1884, ii. 773.
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FiQ. 16.

putial hood, if present, should be stripped from the glans very early in

life, but the tissue of the redundant hood (Fig. 16) should not be sacrificed

until the completion of operative measures, since it may be necessary to

utilize it for plastic flaps.'

All surgeons who have had practical exjierience have learned that

success is best attained by dividing the operative procedures into several

stages.

1. Straightening the Penis.—This is accomplished

bv multiple open and subcutaneous incision of all

restraining bands, whether they exist in the corpus

spongiosum, in the cavernosa, or in the septum.

An encircling cylinder of adhesive plaster will

aasist in preventing retraction. When soiled, this

should be washed with one to ten-thousand sublimate

solution, or with boracic acid.

2. Deepening the Groove.—If the groove in the

glaus is too shallow to permit of the formation of a

new urethra, or if the glans remains flexed, the

furrow should be deepened by incising so freely into

the sul)stance of the glans that the resultant meatus

will be on a straight line with the normal urethra.

This incision may be median and single (Fig. 17), or

multiple and branching (Fig. 18), the mucous mem-
brane being undercut in order to prevent contraction during healing. This

contraction is so exceedingly difficult to prevent that I now delay it until

I am ready to proceed to the third stage of the operation.

Redundant prepuce par-

tially eoucealiiig the glaus.

Fia. 17. Fig. 18. FiQ. 19.®
The old plan of tunnelling through the tissues with a hot Avire has been

uearly abandoned, although it is still occasionally attempted.^

It would be easier to produce such a pathway with the tliermo-cautery,

or with an instrument like a harness-maker's punch.

The bleeding from an incision, even when a considerable portiou (.f

glans-substance has been cut away, while free after the removal of the

"^bber tourniquet, is not dangerous, and can be controlled by j)ressure made
upon an inserted catheter. If the groove is not deepened in this manner,
lailure will often occur in the formation of a new urethra by too great ten-

• Hardin, Manchester Medical Chronicle, 1889, x. 384

* Australian Medical Journal, 1886, viii. 890.

I
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sion on the flaps. The sulcus is usually so shallow that many failures have

occurred from the timidity of the operator.

Union is secured by fastening the lips over a section of a catheter by

shotted wire sutures or by a pin (Fig. 19).

3. Foi-mation of a New Canal from the Extremity of the Glans to the

False Opening.—There are several methods of forming flaps for this pur-

pose. An excellent one is the fashioning of one long and one short h^n.

The former is made by carrying an incision parallel to the course of the

urethra as far outside the margin of the defective groove as the size of the

I>eni8 will jwrmit (Fig. 20, A). This flap is dis-

sected inwai-d towards the median line. A secoud

incision, B, is now made just outside the line of the

gutter on the opposite side, and a short flap is raised

by dissection outwai'd away from the median line.

The long flap is then reverted over a catheter as a

mould, the raw surface being left outward, and is

tucked beneath the short flap, where it is secured

by aseptic black silk or by catgut sutures.

Another plan, that of Duplay, is an exceedingly

good one. With a catheter for a mould, two lungi-

tudiual incisions are made along the proposed line

of the tube, at equal distances from the median

line and about three millimetres from it, extending

from the extremity of the glans to the anterior

curve of the hypospadic opening. From these incisions short flaps are

dissected inwardly, so that even after retraction they will still cover one-

third or one-half of the catheter. OutAvardly from these incisions the dis-

section is freely carried far enough to give an

easy covering of skin for the catheter from

the sides of the penis. W nen these parts are

brought together, there will be four flaps, two

short ones (Fig. 21 ~ A and B), with bases

looking towards the median line and with

their epithelium-covered faces lying upon the

catheter to form the bottom of the urethra.

The two longer ones (Cand D, Fig. 21), with

bases attached near the inferior lateral por-

tions of the penis and with raw surfaces in-

wai-d, are superimposed and united to com-

plete the new tube. A quilled suture is made

by passing single wires through the edges of the long flaps and tlien shot-

ting them over a perforated lead stri]). Any further needed skin-approxi-

mation is made by shallow interrupted sutures.

The catheter or a section of soft drainage-tube is allowed to nmaui

in the anterior urethra for a few days, and the urine is passed as ueces-

Fia. 21.

Schematic plan of four flaps.
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sjiry through the false opening. The sutures should be removed on the

fiftli or sixth day, unless they occasion earlier irritation. When the sulcus

in the glans has been deepened, this tube is a necessity to prevent con-

traction.

Another plan is to cut two wide longitudinal flaps with bases cor-

responding to the edges of the urethral gutter. Turning these with skin

surfaces towards the urethra, their edges are united with fine, interrupted,

thoroughly aseptic catgut sutures, the ends of which are left uncut.

To cover these raw surfaces flaps are taken from a redundant prepuce or

scrotum, or the penis may be pushed through a slit made in the prepuce and

the skin utilized as a flap. These superimposed flaps are to be sutured with

their raw faces against the denuded surfaces of the first flaps by means of

the free ends of the previous catgut stitches which have been left uncut for

this purpose.

For cosmetic effect subsequent trimming will probably be necessary.

Preferably several months later, when all tendency to contraction of the

urethra has certainly passed, the fourth step is to be made.

4. Closure of the Hypospadic Opening.—This will be accomplished by

thoroughly paring the entire circurafei'ence of the gap and then drawing

across it two flaps made as in any of the previous methods, and uniting

them in the same way,—urethrorrhaphy or urethroplasty. At the option of

the operator a catheter may be retained in the bladder and left open for

three days, provided it does not produce irritation. After that time the

urine may be passed naturally, care being taken to support the wound
gently and to cleanse the line of incision thoroughly after each urination

by a one to ten-thousand solution of corrosive sublimate.

Erections must be controlled by opium, bromides, camphor, or lupulin.

Subsequent contraction of the urethra must be overcome by progressive

dilatation.

The chief cause of failure in union, aside from the necessary presence

of urine, is found in the fact that young operators are timid about cutting

long flaps, and thus too much tension is brought to bear upon the tissues.

The question as to the retention of a catheter in a plastic operation on the

urethra is one that has puzzled all surgeons. The instrument is painful and

annoying to the child, and not infrequently it produces cystitis. It does not

accomplish the purpose for which it is designed, as the urine not only issues

alongside of it but also follows back along its outer surface, and the wound
is frequently drenched. It also becomes speedily encrusted or blocked.

Until the final step of closing the abnormal opening is reached, I have,

therefore, discarded it entirely. A section of catheter—or, better, a piece

of soft drainage-tube, since it gives less pain in the movements of the child

—IS left in t e anterior urethra for a few days, while urination is performed

through the hypospadic opening, light pressure preventing ^Jie urine from

passing forward. The sole use of the tube is to retain the patency of the

canal. The parts are to be cleansed and rendered aseptic after each uriua-
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tion. Even when the final closure of the hypospadia orifice is undertakou

I have found that the catheter is often worse than useless in children and
that careful oupport of the wound during urination answers far better.

Catheterization of a frightened diild with a sore urethra is neither safe nor

possible, even with cocaine, and it must always be remembered that this

drug seems to have peculiarly serious effects when used in this region.

In severe cases with jierineal opening and cleft scrotum, rtsembling her-

maphrodism, a careful study of each case must be made, as pla.stic surgerv'

may be able in a limited number of cases to secure h improvement of

condition that 8ubse(iuent marriage will be permissible.

When the penis is present, even though diminutive, it may be quite

feasible to construct a urethra along its under surface. Mechanical art may

sometimes provide a tube which can be inserted into the short urethra and

act as a conductor f)f the semen to the os uteri in those cases where a hypo-

spadic individual has been rash enough to contract marriage. In such a t-ase

also the plan of collecting the semen and injecting it into the cavity of the

uterus by a syringe would be justifiable.'

If the child is careful to support the newly-constinicted portion of the

urethra by a judicious application of his fingers, he can do much, during

the week following the removal of the stitches, to prevent a rupture of the

delicate union.

CONGENITAL URETHRAL FISTULE.

In connection with hypospadia should be mentioned congenital urethral

fistule, since it is a deformity occasioned by the same cause,—that is, a want

of union at some portion of the lips of the urethral groove of the uro-

genital sinus. It may also be caused by a temporary or permanent closure

of the anterior portion of the canal and the consequent rupture of an

obstructive cyst.

Occasionally a congenital fistule permits the passage of both urine and

faeces.^

A persistent MuUerian duct opening near the floor of the female urethra

may resemble a fistule.* In these cases the retrograded Wolffian body is

represented by cysts, the hydatid of Morgagni and the organ of Giraldes

both being present.

Imperfect fusion of these Wolffian bodies produces many anomalies

besides fistule, since errors of development or of union may occur at any

point in their course as they extend downward from the rudimentar}-

diaphragm in the foetus to the exit from the pelvis.*

» Med. Press, July 18, 1888 ; Phila. Med. News, September 8, 1888, 279 ; Le<jons de

Gyn^cologie operative, 1889.

» New York Med. Record, 1880, xviii. 202 ;
London Lancet, 1883, ii. 986; Edinburgh

Med. Jour., 1884, xxx. 118-120.

» Royal Mef.-Chir. Soc. Lond., 1880, viii. 482; Brit. Med. Jour., September, 1879,

684; ibid., September 6, 1880; Lancet, 1879, iii. 654, 697, 727.

* Amer. Jour. Obstet., March, 1889, Nilsen ; ibid., xiv. 94.
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The Wolffian duct and Miiller's ducts, lying in their respective order

along the external border of the Wolffian bodies, are also liable to deforma-

tion, especially the Miiller's ducts, as from their proper fusion are formed

the uterus and the vagina.

Treatment.—When the fistule is small, it is sometimes sufficient to

cauterize its edges and then to stimulate healing by applications of tincture

of iodine, while the urine is constantly drawn by a catheter. At other

times tlie freshening of the edges of the opening and sealing with collodion

and gauze are sufficient to eifect a closure. The thermo-cautery may also

be used as a freshening agent, but the knife is usually, as in all other fis-

FiG. 22. Fig. 23. Fig. 24.

Fistule In the penile part of

the urethra closed by quilled

suture. (Agnew.)

Urethroplasty.

(Aguew.)
NCIaton's operation for closing

urethral fistule. (Agnew.)

tules, the best of " caustics." Should these means fail, a plastic operation

should be performed as in hypospadia by urethrorrhaphy or urethroplasty.

(Figs. 22, 23, 24.)

SHORT FR^NUM OR SHORT CORPUS SPONGIOSUM OR INCURVED
PENIS.

This deformity rarely, if ever, exists without hypospadia, and it has

already been considered on pp. 649. For its relief every retaining band

should be divided, either by open incision or subcutaneously.

EPISPADIA.

Epispadia (int, " upon" or " above," and ffizd^m, " I open") is the absence

of the upper urethral wall throughout some portion of its extent, accom-
panied by a greater or less degree of separation of the corpora cavernosa.

Etiologry and Pathology.—This vice of conformation is possible from
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intra-uterine traumatism of governing cells, or from hereditarv taiut.'

There follows an arrest of development, or a failure of union, or an uneven

advancement in the evolution of the external and internal genital ncxlules.

The existence of the urethra upon the dorsal portion of the penis is due to

non-union and falling apart of the corpora cavernosa, which permit tlio

advancement of the urethra during the tardy development of the iutenial

genital nodules.

In the fifth or sixth week of intra-uterine life the cloaca or common

cavity divides into the uro-genital jwrtion in front and the anal in the rear.

By the end of the second month the genital tubercle from which njirings

the penis, scrotum, etc., is formed. Should this genital tul)crclo bo mis-

directed or misguided by the abnormal closing or bridging of tlio septum,

the penis may be placed behind instead of in front of the uro-genital canal.

In other cases there may be an arrest of development, so that tlio two

fasciculi destined to form the spongy portion of the urethra fail to unite,

thus leaving the urethra open above. Should the superior external genital

buds of Coste unite below instead of above in the corpora cavernosa, the

groove will be supcrposal instead of subjacent. Should this 'anite as far

forward as the glans, there will exist a dorsal tube ; but if union fails to

occur, then epispadia results. Unequal advancement of the internal and

external nodules will give a similar result. The studies of Freund, Kol-

liker, and Kobalt are valuable in this subject.^

Complications,—Fissure of the pubes, exstrophy of the bladder,

clubbed, distoi'tcd, and twisted penis, cryptorchidism, hernia, and other

malformations frequently coexist.^ Billroth saw two cases of doubk^ clitoris

in which, with the epispadia, prolapsus vesicae existed.* This pr()la])sc of

bladder is common in males, and more or less incontinence of urine is always

present.

The meatus is rarely found well forward upon the dorsum of the penis,

but Anderson,' in twenty epispadic cases, male and female, found the urethral

opening to be two and a half inches below the upper border of the sym-

physis. The prepuce is often irregular and redundant. The broad flat-

tened penis applit3d against the abdominal wall sometimes acts as a valve

and assists in retaining the urine® in the exstrophic bladder. (Fig. 25.)

In urination much annoyance is exjicrieuced by the scattering of the

stream. In the female, fissure of the pubic bones is common, with a large

opening directly into the bladder.^

* International Encyclopsedia of Surgery, Ashliurst, 1887, vi. 497.

« Leutaigne, Trans. Royal Acad. Med. of Ireluiul, Dublin, 1888, vi. 300.

» London Medical Record, 1876, 502, Kuster.

Medical News and Gazette, March 12, 1870, 278.

» Jour. Anat. and Physiol., London, 1880-1, xv. 378, 381.

• Amer. Jour. Obstet., ix. 288; Ber. ii. d. Betrieb d. Lud wigs-Spit. Charlottenhilfe in

Stuttgart, 1885-88, Chir. Abth., 86.

' St. Louis Courier of Medicine, 1886, 615.
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Dharlottenhilfo in

Exstrophy with Epispadia.—^4, malfurmed penis; B,

posterior vesical wall.

When the deformity is multiple and the scrotum cleft, with a vesical

hiatus and a reddened infundibulum, it is not strange that errors are made

in the distinguiahment of sex.

Sexual desire may be pres- Fig. 25.

ent, but cohabitation is diffi-

cult, and I know of no record

of fertility in a complete epi-

spadic male.

Diagnosis.—The question

of sex may sometimes prove

most embarrassing (see Ex-

strophy, Hermaphrodism. and

Hypospadia), but must be de-

termined by a most careful con-

sideration ofthe predominating

external and internal organs

which are present.

Prognosis.— Thanks to

advances in plastic surgery,

not only may cases of uncom-

plicated epispadias hope to be to a certain extent relieved of their inconti-

nence of urine, but, if a penis of moderate size be present, a channel may
be constructed so as possibly to make the man a marriageable being. Even
when a sphincter is not secured, the subsequent contraction following an

operation and its resultant reflex action on the tube will assist in retaining

the urine.

Treatment.—The treatment should not be delayed after the child

reaches the age of four years, for reasons given on p. 633.

Plastic flaps must be secured from the most available site.^ N6laton,

after the failures of Dieffenbach and Blandin, successfully united the sides

of the fissure by freshening the edges of the depression and then reverting

across it a long flap with integument inward, which flap was in turn covered

by another, taken from the opposite side and placed with its denuded sur-

face against the raw side of the first. When penile tissues are scanty, the

scrotum or prepuce may be utilized for flaps, by passing the penis through

a slit in the fold.

Thiersch very properly divided the operation into three stages, which

division Duplay also adopts.*

1. Straightening the Fenis.—^This should be performed early in life, by
multiple incision of all restraining bands, in order to facilitate development

;

but a redundant prepuce should not be sacrificed, as it may be needed for

flaps. If a glans penis is present, however, the prepuce should be stripped

from it at an early age.

> Trans. Royal Acad. Med. of Ireland, Dublin, 1888, vi. 306.

' Ashhurst's International Encyclopaedia of Surgery, 1886, vi. 406.

Vol. III.—42
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Fia. 26.

2. FoiTnation of New Canal.—This may be aocomplished by NC-latou's

plan already mentioued, or by making on each side a wide free denudation

of a strip (A and B) external to the urethral

gutter (C, Fig. 26), which two raw surfaces are

brought together over a catlieter, as in hypospadia

(Fig. 21), and secured by single shotted wire

quilled sutures passing through the tissues, as

shown at the black dots (Fig. 26). These sutures

should remain in situ for five or six days. The
new urethra is really formed by approximation

of the separated corpora. A catheter inserted

through the abnormal opening will assist in

keeping the wound clean, but frequent disin-

fection will be required, as in the operation for

hy]i()spadia.

3. Closure of the Orifice.—This is accomplished several weeks or months

later, as described under Hypospadia.

If there is cleft of the pubes or exstrophy, the cure of the two condi-

tions must be simultaneously considered. A number of operations may be

necessary before success is attained.

It is well to defer until the end of treatment any purely cosmetic opera-

tion looking only to the improvement in form of the penis, as no tissue

should be sacrificed until it is positive that it will not be needed for repair.

EXSTKOPHY OR EXTROVERSION OF THE BLADDER, ECTOPION
VESICA, OR HIATUS OF THE ABDOMINAL WALL.

Exstrophy of the bladder {i$, " out," and ffrpoipTj, " a turning") is a condi-

tion characterized not only by an absence of the anterior wall of the viscus,

but also by a deficiency of the abdominal parietes that permits a prolapse

of the posterior vesical wall in the form of a reddened mass above the

pubes.* Non-union of pubic bones, a dwarfed epispiidic penis (Fig. 2o),

cleft scrotum, absence or non-descent of the testes, double inguinal hernia,

and various other malformations, usually coexist.

In the female, in whom the deformity is found in the proportion of once

in about seven or eight times as compared witli the male,* a common cloaca

may represent bladder, vagina, and rectum.

As uterus and ovaries may be present, however, parturition may take

place, as instanced by Huxham and Thiebault.

In another instance the os uteri presented upon the surface beneath the

ectopion, and impregnation would have been easy.*

When the dwarfed penis is lifted from its bed, the orifices of the ureters

1 Journal of Anatomy and Physiology, 1881, xv. 226.

' Lancet, 1875, ii. 265.

» St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal, 1879, xxxv. 286.
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can Ix^ plainly seen, and in bad epispadic cases the prostatic sinuses, the

ejaoulatory ducts, and the veru montanum are disclosed.

The opening in the abdominal walls varies from half an inch to several

inches in diameter, and the protruding vesical wall {B, Fig. 25) always

becomes congested from the friction of clothing and apparatus.

The fissure in the pubic bones is sometimes so great that the diminutive

penis (A) lies almost concealed in the sulcus. The alteration iu the anatomy

of the parts is well described by Doran.'

The lateral portions of the allantois, being diverted froin their normal

union or arrestal in their anterior development, give rise to these strange

varieties of malformation, and there is often produced an individual whose

sex even is uncertain. As a rule, however, a short search will disclose the

presence of distinctive sexual parts, as concealed testicles, sjiermatic cords,

prostate gland, or uterus, etc.

In the male the deformity is usually so great that intromission becomes

au impossibility, although sexual desire is often strong.

Practically shut out from respectable society on account of the horrid

odor engendered by the decomposing urine that constantly dribbles from

the opening, the child becomes morose and morbid, and drifts lower both

physically and morally, until by the time that manhood is reached he be-

oonu's au object of loathing and disgust to himself and to others, both in

his thoughts and in his actions.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of the exstrophy is easy, but the determina-

tion of the sex may at times be puzzling, except by a careful study of each

individual organ present. (See p. 669.)

Prognosis.—A complete cure cannot be expected, but, if a good anterior

protection to the bladder is secural, and the urine is directed into a pouch

with a small orifice of exit, so that a proper urinal can be adapted, much
will be gained both physically and mentally.

Wlien skin-flaps are reverted in childhood, experience has proved that

there will be no serious future difficulty from growth of hair within the

bladder.

It should be remembered that nearly twenty per cent, of the cases operated

upon die from peritonitis, pyaemia, or exhaustion from sloughing of the

flaps,''—Coulson says twelve per cent.,^—but the benefits to be gained from

a successful operation are sufficient to warrant the procedure.

Treatment.

—

Mechanical.—In infancy the softest of napkins should be

employed, with pads of borated or salicylated cotton or gauze. The great-

est care should be exercised to prevent excoriation, by the use of sofla or

borax Avater, cosmoline, powders, etc. During the activity of childhood it

18 almost impossible to apply any urinal with satisfaction, and the simple

dressings should be continued until the ot>eration is performed.

» Jour. Anat. and Physiol., 1881, xv. 226.

' International Encyclopaedia of Surgery, Ashhurst, Ist ed., vi. 839.

' Coukon on the Bladder, Wood's Library, 1881.

>^ t
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In older life and subsequently to the operation, some uuKlification of
Earle's urinal made of rubber ' or of metal,* so that the cup shall enclose die
abnormal opening and conduct the urine into a tube leading to a receptacle
Btrapped to the thigh, will best answer the purpose of cleanliness (FiLrs

27,28,29,30.)
^'

Flu. 29.

Pio. 27. Fig. 28.
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Fio. 81.

forceps through the vesiml triangle. Sonnenberg ' diverted the urine into

the uretiirul groove upon the dorsum of the penis, and then extirpated the

i)la(hler ; and Levis ' e8tal)lishal a perineal fistule wliile he closed the anterior

alHlominai fissiuv. His patient died on the twelfth day.

As all attempts to divert the ((ourse of the ureters or to introduce tul)e9

into their calibres are not only attended with risk, but are also followed by

kidney-disease, and as the rectum, even in congenital opening of the ureters

into it,' or in fistule, resents the presence of urine, the use of the bowel as a

urinary receptacle seems to be decidtdly contra-indicated.

Siiould the experiments of Fizzoni and Poggi, a.s practisetl upon dogs,

for the condniction of a bladder after removal of the viscus, prove suffi-

ciently encourtiging to permit its trial upon men, another chance of relief

will l)c offered.*

II. Plastic Closure of the Abdom-

md Openinf/.—If the deficiency is

small and the skin movable, as in

young children, the edges may be

freshened and covered with the raw

face of flaps dissected back and drawn

directly in from the lateral regions

adjoining the opening. Longitudi-

nal incisions made an inch exter-

nally, A B, will relieve the tension

and facilitate union. The gaping

cuts, C, will heal by granulation.

(Fig. 31.)

Closure of the hiatus has been

successfully done on the third day of life ; but infants so young as this bear

the loss of blood badly.

Head ' operated at six weeks on a female child in whom the protrusion of

the bladder was through the umbilicus. He reduced the tumor through

the hardened encircling ring, dissected up the skin about the opening, as I

have myself done in patent uraehus, and closed with fine horse-hair sutures,

which were removed on the fourth day. Good union was secured, save at

one point, where a drop of urine occasionally escaped.

Pancoast's operation, devised in 1858, secures flaps from the inguinal

region, which are united in the median line with their epithelial faces in-

ward, the raw surface being left to cicatrize. In Ayres's operation the

exposed surface is covered with additional flaps.

Wood's reverting flap, F, is in the shape of an inverted IT (see Fig. 32),

> Amer. Jour. Med. Sci., April, 1882, clxvi. 580; Centralbl. f. d. Med. Wissensch.,
January, 1882

' Agnew's bystem of Surgery, 1st ed., ii. 613. » Ibid., ii. 609.

* Lancet, April 27, 1889, p. 854 ; also Proc. Sixth Italian Surgical Congress.
' Annals of Anatomy and Surgery, Brooklyn, 1882, vol. v.
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and is taken i'roni the unibilieul region ai)<)ve the oiiening. Wlten turned

down and folded upon itself at tho line A Ji and HUtureil at the line

C D, its niw surfuee is eovertil

by two lutend Hiijw. This ojMir-

ation combines the udvantages of

Paneoast's and Ayres's. \\'\wn

possible, it is better to have the

side-flaps large enough to cover

in the raw surfiic(> and to en-

close the base and dorsum of the

penis, and also to construct a ure-

thra, if possible, along the doi-Hiun

of the ])eni8, as in epispadia.

Sometimes the rudinicniary jiciiis

can have a flap setiured for it by

thrusting it through an opening

matle in the scrotal integument.

Roux and Maury secured a large convex flap of integument from the

^roin, perineum, and scrotum (Fig. 33, D), which, when turnetl up upon

itself and foldetl at the line A B, was secured by tongue-and-groove sutures,

after vivification of its

cutaneous border, in a

groove cut in the ab-

dominal integument

above and around the

hiatus. The jx-'nis was

extended through a

small slit cut in the

flap. This leaves a

large raw surface, (7,

•'' in its cicatrization

. orifice of escape is

.larrowed, and the her-

nise are sometimes benefited. The hernite, however, can be more surely

cured by returning them to the abdominal cavity and suturing the rings,

as in Macewen's or McBurney's operation.

Bigelow denudes the posterior wall of the bladder as low as the ureters,

in order to reduce the amount of mucous surface, which he accomplishes by

applying upon this raw surface two inguinal flaps with raw tissue inward.

Hare-lip pins, twisted, tongue-and-groove, relaxation,^ and interruptod-

edge sutures ^ are the forms usually employed. Either catgut, silk, wire.

Fid. 33.

» Lancet, 1869, i. 255, and 1874, i. 198; Med.-Chir. Trans., Hi. 85, and liii. 187.

» Liverpool Med.-Chir. Jour., January, 1882, and Brit. Med. Jour., February 7 and

28, 1880; Gaz. de Sanidad Med., Madrid, i879, 365.
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or horee-lmir may he emj)l()y(Hl. Pc'rincul cyHtotomy nsHiHts !n Bccuring

union.

Oi'ly when it \h iinpoHHihlc to ohtuiiis fliij)8 from any neighburing region

is it ju itifiable to |M!rf'orm the Trondi'lcnlK'rg operation of dividing the sacro-

iliac 8yn.!\ondrosi8 ' and approximating the anterior snjKirior iliac spines in

order to relieve tension and give a larger mucous lining to the new blad-

der. When pubi(! fissure is pres«'ut, it would Ik; wiser to fresheu the bouea,

fonnbly bring them in apposition, and retain them by wiring.

The selection of tissue for the flap will dejwnd upon the mobility of the

surrounding skin.'^ In the female, an a rule, the abdominal integument will

ofl'or the best district, while in Mie male the redundant sc^rotal tissue may be

utilized.

The epispadia can be still further closed by a later operation, and a more

IKrf(H(t valve be obtiiined for retention of the urine, even though the securing

i)f a sphincter is impossible.

It is not to be ex|)eeted that a cure will Ix; efTected without several

attempts, and much care and patience will Im; necessary.

If the operation is performetl with thorough antisepsis and weak sub-

limate dressings are applied, primary union will be best secured. A sec-

ondary removable dressing should be applied below, separated from the

upper portion by sheet rubber. This can l)e renewe<l every few hours and

the parts thoroughly cleansed after each urination by a sublimate solution,

one to ten thousand. Rushton Parker kept the hips of his patient immersed

in a warm boracic-acid bath during the process of healing.'

HERMAPHRODISM.

An hermaphrodite ('£/>/z^c, " Mercury," and 'A^podinj, " Venus") is an

individual the deformation of whose genital organs either occasions an

uncertainty in regard to sex, or ^-vos the impression that certain of the

organs of both sexes are present.

True hermaphrodism

—

vera lateralis—with one half possessing the male

germinal gland, or testicle, and the other half possessing the female ovary,

is a condition which is rarely if ever present, and its existence must still

be regarded as doubtful, in spite of the many apparent cases that have been

reported.

Spurious hermaphrodism in its various forms is not uncommon, and the

general sexual conformation may be very puzzling at birth, when the pres-

ence of certain organs apparently belonging to opposite sexes is observed.

A male with cleft scrotum, undescended testicles, and a diminutive

penis certainly bears a closer resemblance to a female than does a case of

' Med.-Chir. Trans., 1888, Ixxi. 191.

' Brit. Med. Jour.. 1880, pp. 202, 278, and 1885, p. 222 ; Phila. Med. Times, xii. 377;
Amor. Jour. Med. Sci., July, 1871, cxxiii. 70; Glasgow Med. Jour., 1879, xi. 230.

" Liverpool Med.-Chir. Jour., January, 1882 ; St. Louis Med. and Surg. Jour., Jan-
uary, 1881 ; Ashhurst, International Encyclopaedia of Surgery, Ist ed., vi. 388.
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h'> married. His beard appeared at forty, and at present writing, though

insane, his figure and all his attributes are decidedly masculine.

'

Pathoerenesis and Etiology.—The study of the embryology of the

two sexes shows the great similarity of the component parts and the ease

with which errors of deformation may occur during the fix-st two months

of iutra-uterine existence. Median union of the halves of the uro-genital

sinus may be more or less interfered with, or the tubular prolongation

anteriorly may be arrested by an altered condition of the external organs

L'.iemselves, or, again, the primary female perineal fissure may unite and the

clitoris undergo abnormal enlargement. (See Hypospadia and Epispadia.)

Heredity is a not infrequent cause.'' Emmet-* reports a brother and

sister thus deformed. Phillips * and Pozze " record as high as four cases of

spurious hcrmaphrodism in one family.

In the Museum of the Royal College of Surgery are specimens showing

infant twins, each of whom possessed an exceedingly small canal leading up

to a uterus and ovaries.* A sister was similarly deformed.

Peculiarities of Formation.—Tulpius,^ De Gniaf,* Par6,® and many

other of the older writers describe cases reportal to possess the two sets of

organs, but they may easily have been deceived, as many of these individuals

become for pecuniary reasons very adept in misrepresentation.

Errors in diagnosis are common even in this day, and the most astute

diagnosticians have been arrayed upon opposite sides.'"

The well-known case of Catharine or Carl Hohmann was examined by

such able men as Recklinghausen, Friedreich, Vii'chow, Schultze, Mund6,

aud Rokitansky, and is probably as nearly a case of true lateral herraaphro-

disra as any on record." As a child she pn,S!?ed as an undoubted female.

Developing at twelve years of age, at seventeen she showed strong sexual

affinities for males, which she gratified for twenty years in a cleft, although

she possessed no vagina. All her characteristics were feminine, and several

physicians report that they actually saw menstrual blood exuding from the

urethra. Menstruation is said to have occurred regularly for twenty years.

Upon the right side was a well-formed testicle in a scrotum ; in the left in-

guinal region was a body, and to the left of and behind the small penis was

» For further description see Amer. Jour. Obstet., Willnrd, 1876, ix. 501.

» Brit. Med. Jour., February 23, 1889, 409 ; Med. Beobacht., Bd. ii. S. 234 ; De Fissuris

Ureth. viril. congen., 34.

' Amer. Jour. Obstet., viii. 882, also 1886, .\ix. 1108.

Trims. Obstet. Soc. Lond., 1886, x.wiii. 168.

» Qaz. Med. de Paris, 1885, ii. 109 ; Amer. .Tour. Obstet., 1880, xiii. 174.

« Med. Times and Ga/,., January 24, 1832, 84.

' Observat. Medicse, cap. 66, 241, 1650.
' Do Re Anatoni., lib. xv.

» (Euvres d'Ambroi.se Par6, lib. xxv., cap. vi., Lyons ed., 1141.
'" Dissert, sur les Hermaphrodites, 298, Arnaud, and Gerichtl. Med. Abhandlungen,

Bd. i. S. 177.

" Amer Jour. Obstet., viii. 615, Munde; also Lancet, August 22, 1874, and Von
Franque, Scanzoni's Boitrage, v., 1807.
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I

another mass, whioh two bodies were inferred by some physicians to be

ovaries, but the question cannot be uetermined except by post-mortem in

the future. In his female capacity tlie sexual orgasm gave a tiirill upon

the leil side, according to Im statement, which must be taken witli " many
large grains of salt." At forty, male characteristics appeared, and he sub-

sequently married a woman, with whom, as his penis developed, he was able

to produce the emission of a Huid containing spermatozoids.

Parsons' describes an individual with a prolapsed ovary in the right

labium and a similar undescended organ in the left groin
;
yet these were

more probably testicles, or they may have been similar to the masses found

post mortem by O'Neill * to be a hardenal congenital omental hernia on one

side and a mass without glandular structure on the other.

Palmer^ alludes to an autopsy by Meyei-s, where a withered testicle

existed on the right side with penis and prostate gland, while on the loft

side was an ovary with Fallopian tube and uterus.

Even post-mortem examinations, when analyzed, are not as convincing

of the dual nature as would seem from first glance. Stoneham,* for instance,

reports the examination of a child who dietl from strangulated hernia. The

external organs are said to have been of the male type, but, as tliere were

no testicles, the supposed penis may have been simply a clitoris. A pros-

tate gland enclosed the neck of the bladder, and behind this were a vagina

and a uterus with cervix but without external os. On either side of the

uterus lay organs that are denominated testes, but, as the physician fails

to account for any ovaries, it seems much more probable that they wore

malplaced ovaries, especially as the Fallopian tubes were present. An

epididymis is said to have existed.

The case certainlj does not prove the existence of the two essential

organs, testes and ovaries, and I have discovered no instance on record

where dual procreative power has existetl.

Heredity is well instanced in the facts that two brothers of this case had

penis and scrotum without testes, and that a sister possessed bifid nipjiios.

Burnet* also reports a post-mortem in which testicle, ovary, prostate

gland, and uterus were present; but Woodward thinks that the ovary vas

only a mass of adipose tissue, and that the so-called uterus and vagina

represented the united vesiculse scminales, the conformation of whicli was

irregular in consequence of the arrest of development due to non-descent

of the testes. HufFner* also reports a child dying at ten mouths in whom

both testicles and ovaries were present.

1 Mechanical and Critical Inquiry into Hermaphrodism, p. 144.

" Amer. Jour. Med. Sci., 1861, xxii. 558.

» Amer. Jour. Obstet., 1880, xiii. 174 ; Med. Gazette, xix, 189 ;
Cincinnati Lancet nnd

Clinic, 1879, iii. 435.

* Lancet, 1888, i. 371.

» Atner. .lour. Med. Sci., xxvi. 307.

• Centralbl. f. d. Med. Wissensch., January 3, 1871.
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Willcocks ' gives the results of a post-mortem upon a supposed female

child, in whom testicles and vaa deferens were present but no female organs

exist€d.

The constantly-found condition of a prostate gland in males is not a

positive diagnostic sign, since, in a case where a mass of dense fibrous ti&sue

existed at the neck of the bladder, a committee of the Pathological Society

of London decided that it was not a prostate, since neither sinus p(X!ularis

nor veru montanum nor ducts were prestuit.

Barnes records a post-mortem upon the body of a child who died at

three weeks, in whom a hyposjiadic opening had existed at the frteuum of

what appeared to be a penis but was really a clitoris. There were neither

uterus nor ovaries present.

In Tidy's " Legal Medicine," Mann's " American System of Gynce-

cology," the New England Medical 3Ionthly, 1883-84, p, 342, and 1884-85,

p, 1, Simpson's "Anaesthesia, Hermaphrodism," etc,, 1871, Edinburgh, and

the " Dictionnairc des Sciences Mfidicales" (article Hermaphrodism), will be

found the records of cases that have puzzled the most astute anatomists.

Fowler ^ exhibited to the New York Obstetrical Society, for Drs, Avery

and Sayre, the cast of the pelvic organs of a supposed male who was re-

ported to have menstruated through his penis. Fig, 36 is from this cast,

and shows the organs undoubtedly of a female with probably a large

clitoris. It is also definitely stated that the person possessed feminine char-

acteristics. Being interested in arriving at the possibility of the exist-

> Trans. Path. Soc. Lond., 1884, xxxvi. 809.

' Amer. Jour. Obstet., 1887, 428.
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r i"

euce of the two masses labelled " testicles" and " ovaries," I wrote to Dr.

Fowler to learn whether these had been proved to be such organs.

His reply was as ibllows :

I found a wax model of the alleged hermaphroditic organs among some old rubbish

traced the am; to Dr. Suyrc (to whom it hud been sent by Dr. Avin-y), nnd learned nil tliat

has been stated in the Amerieaii, Journal of Obstetrics. Sayre hud the model made from the

specimen sent him in alcohol, and declared that the organs which I have labelled ovaries

and testes are such. Of course I aslted whether a microscopic examination was made, and

the reply was thut it wus not, because very few hud such an instrument in tho.se remote

days. So you see this case, as remarkable as it appears to be, falls in with the rest of its

kind. Yet, were you to see the cast, I am sure you would be " almost persuaded."

Very truly yours,

Geo. B. Fowler.

There is, therefore, no positive proof that the masses labelled " testes"

are other than adventitious ovaries, or simple non-glandular masses, or

malformed portions of a Wolffian body. The duality of sex is in this

case, as in nearly all others, certainly not proved, and is more apparent than

real.

In Taylor's " Medical Jurisprudence" is also quoted a case with testicle,

epididymis, and spermatic cord in the left labium, and a supposed ovary,

together with rudiments of a uterus, in the right.

Many of the foregoing cases are instances of hermaphrodism by excess

of either male or female organs, or are examples of imperfect bisexual or-

ganizations. A few are instances of superposed or crossed hermaphrodism.

While these hermaphrodites have frequently become mothers or fathei-s,

there is no instance on record where they have occupied both relations,

—

i.e., father and mother. Should such a result ever be claimed, it would cer-

tainly be open to the widest suspicion of exaggeration and fraud, to which

so many of these " professionals" are addicted. It would be very easy for

a hermaphroditic mother with enlarged clitoris, who had married a woman

subsequently to the birth of her own child, to invite outside male assistance

in the impregnation of her wife, and then claim that she was a father ; or,

even if honest, such " assistance" might be rendered without her knowledge.

Simpson ^ reports the case of a jiseudo-feraale who applied for permis-

sion to mfrry a real woman pregnant by him. Although a husband is

reported by Bankin to have borne a child,'^ yet she was undoubtedly a

female, and acknowledged to having cohabited with a male.

A hypospadia male with a penis an inch in length, but with an infun-

dibulum two inches in depth between the testes-l)earing halves of a cleft

scrotum, was found in blissful wifely contentment after twenty years of

wedded life with a husband.^

> Todd's CyclopsBdia of Anatomy and Physiology, art. Hermaphrodism ;
Lend. Med.

Rev., iii. 625; Diet, des Sci. Med., 96.

» Lit. de Hermaphrod., cap. 23, 1609.

' Canivda Lancet, Toronto, 1883-84, xvi. 134.
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The Greeks called these uufortuuate beings Tribades, aud statues repre-

sentiug various forms of hermaphrodites have beeu uuearthed at Pompeii

aud Herculaueum.'

A spurious hermaphrodite is reported who was cousidcred to have had

(wo bladders, a peuis conuectiug with one, while the other was reached by

a urethm ; but one of them may have been only u cul-de-sac*

For further literature upon the subject the reader is referred to Fisher's

" Temtology," to the American journal of Obatdrics, xiv. 94, to the Journal

of the Ame^ncayi Medical Association, October 20, 1888, to the Journal of

Anaiomy and Physiology, London, 1883, xvii. 86, etc.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of sex in early childhood is important for

reasons already expressed. A careful examination should be instituted.,

and the sex declared in conformity with the preponderance of existing

sexual organs. We are now too far advanced in our means of diagnosis to

be guided by Aristotle's rule that " it is to be considered in which member

it is fittest for the act of copulation ;" but both external and internal organs

should be most conscientiously investigated.*

An enlarged clitoris * is not uufrequently present at bii'th, and should it

coutiuue to grow it may reach even to twelve inches in length.

Cases of superposed or semi-lateral or crossed hermaphrodism are often

very puzzling, but care will assist in the formation of a correct opinion.

The absent testicles and the diminutive penis certainly tend to mislead,

but I have found the majority of these cases to be varieties of males, which

experience, however, differs from that of Parmley,' who considers the

majority to be females with elongated clitoris. In olden times all these

latter oases were classed with hermaphrodites, although they were undoubt<;d

females. In the same category also have been classed women who simply

had prolapsus uteri " or vulvar tumors. The perverted sexualism of these

females may induce them to become lovers of women, aud to practise

Saj)phi3m at an early age. By reason of the jmin and inconvenience ex-

perienced during coition with men, they may also assume the position of a

man, and thus receive and give a certain amount of pleasurable feeling with

a woman.

Thus it will be seen that even in later life the direction of sexual desire,

while it is of assistance in forming a correct diagnosis, yet is not infallible.

Sexual impulse is mainly dependent upon the presence of testicles or

' Amer. Jour. Obstet., 1886, xix. 9P1 ; Lancet, March 9, 1889, p. 481.

' Amer. Jour. Obstet., ix. 171 ; Cinoit nnti Lancet and Observer.

•St. Thomas's Hospital Reports, ix. 29, 35; Boston Med. and Surg. Jour., 1883, cxviii.

196.

*Haller,Elem. Physiol., 1671, vii. 81; Hermaphrodism, Cyclop. Anat. and Physiol.,

1839; Trans. Obstet. Soc. Lond., 1882, xxiv. 188, 239, 240, and 1886, xxxviii. 158; Trans.
Path. Soc. Lond., xxiii. 169, and xi. 168.

' Amer. Jour. Obstet., 1886, xix. 931 ; Riolanus, Encheiridium Anatomicum et

Pathologicum, 1658.

' Detroit Clinic, i.. No. 18, 141.

t
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ovaries, but the feeling may be entirely absent, and in this neutral state

circumstances may alter affinities. Again, it may be abnormally increased

and may develop as early as four years,' and at pubeity may lead to ex-

cessive dcgmdation.

The absence of proper genital functions may alter the voice and form

the growth of hair, and the characteristics of the individual,* but, as those

conditions are to be taken in connection oiny with the study of both external

and internal genitalia, they will seldom mislead.

The cases of large clitoris associated with absent vagina or absent uterus

or with uterus emptying into the bladder,^ are, of course, females minus

certain organs
;
yet in early childhood absolute certainty is impossible.

Cameron* mentions a supposed girl who menstruated at thirteen and

occasionally for several years later. She married at seventeen, but soon

developed mas<niline tendencies and sought for females. She possessed no

uterus, the vagina was but a cul-de-sac, and there were two testicles in the

supposed labia.

On the other hand, an apparent male may possess a uterus.'

Menstruation, if regular and unfeigned, is, of course, presumptive evi-

dence of the existence of an ovary ; but such flow may be absent even in

an undoubted female, or it may escape through the bladder.^

Even where both vagina and uterus were absent, the mons has been

found covered with hair at four, the mammae well developed at ten, and at

sixteen the features still girlish.''

When cryptorchidism ^ is present with cleft scrotum, as is so common at

birth, a careful search must be instituted for the missing testicles. Pro-

lapse of ovaries, even into the inguinal canal, is very rare.

The exceedingly diminutive character of the organs in the new-born

rendei-s examination difficult, but with probe and sound distinctive portions

even of internal organs can usually be discovered.

If ether is used, great care mi5st be exercised, as the delicate tissues of

infancy and childhood are but slightly resistant to the efforts of a strong

man. This fact cannot be too strongly fixed in the minds of all surgeons,

as many accidents hove occurred.

The prostate gland is rarely absent in males, but must not be mistaken

for a uterus.

' Brit. Med. Qaz., April 13, 1872; Med.-Chir. Trans., i. 2: , 285; Amer. Jour. Med.

Sci., October, 1852, 561 ; Brit. Med. Jour., April 27, 1872, 461.

« New York Med. Jour., 1882, and Obstet. Rev., 1882, xxxv. 23.

' Phila. Med. and Sursf. Reporter, 1884, li. 516.

* Glacijow Med. Jour., 1886, xxiii. 213 ; Meil. Press and Circular, 1888, xlv. 459.

6 Phila. Med. and Surg. Reporter, 1883, 47 ; New York Med. Jour., July 10, 1886.

« Med. Times and Gazette, Februar,' 18, 1860, 170, and June 22, 1872: Amer. Jour.

Med. Sci., 1872, 512, also July, 1847, also vol. xxvi. p. 65; Virchow's Archiv f. Gyn.,

March, 1869.

1 Med. Times and Gazette, February 21, 1852, 187, also 1873, 691.

» Edin. Med. Jour., xliii. 123, 318.

'
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When the sex is uncertain, it would be wise to pronounce the infant a

probable male and await devtlopmeuts, since less inconvenience would arise

from an error in this direction.

Treatment.—Plastic surgery will sometimes be of service by relieving

hvpospad' » or epispadia or exstrophy, or by unloosing a webbed pews or

liberating the organ when concealed, or by removing an elongated clitoris.

No rules ciin be laid down, save that every possible attempt should be made

in childhood to instruct these individuals as to their proper sex and to restore

the parts as nearly as possible to their normal condition, thus saving them

great mental distress and degradation.

The proper time for operation will be between three and six years of

age, for reasons given in the discussion on p. 633.

Before removal of an apparently enlarged clitoris the diagnosis of sex

should be positive, lest the organ be a male penis.

When the absence of essential organs or the malformation is so great as

to preclude the possibility of child-bearing, it is good surgery to unsex the

patient at an early age, as discussed on p. 634. The effect, both physically

aud j)sychically, will be beneficial. Gross ' removed the testicles from the

cleft scrotal pouches in one case. The child is reported to have had girlish

proclivities.

DOUBLE OR SUrERNUMERARY BLADDER.

The condition of double bladder is a very rare one, some even of the

reported cases bearing evidence that the second canal leading up to a viscus

may have been but an opening into a cul-de-sac.'' Occasionally, however,

the urethrse from two separate male organs * enter separate compartments,

and in one instance lithotrity was successfully performed in one bladder

while the other was healthy.

It is not probable that any treatment will be necessary for such a condi-

tion. The only formation likely to give trouble would be in a two-cavity

bladder, where the septum existed oidy throughout a portion of the viscus.

In such a case supm-pubic incision would permit examination and possibly

partial removal.

ABSENCE OP BLADDER.

In rare instances the bladder may be entirely absent, in which case the
ureters will be found emptying into the rectum or vagina, into the urethra
directly, or at the umbilicus. A certain amount of contractility is usually
present at the outlet, and the ureters sometimes become so pouched and
dilated that they are capable of retaining nearly an hour's excretion.

Usually, however, the dribbling of urine is constant, as in Winter's case,*

' Amer. Jour. Med. Soi., October, 1852.

' Amer. Jour. Obstet., ix. 171 ; Cincinnati Lancet and Observer, 1871.

' Smith, Trans. Med. and Chir. Faculty of the State of Maryland.
Amer. Jour. Obstet., April, 1889, 374.

f
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where the ureters had their exit just inside the innierfect labia of a female

child. In Oliver's case the patient reached adult life.'

Treatment.—As in exstrophy, partial comfort may be secured by the

use of a urinal attached to the body. (See Fig. 27.)

Operative measures have thus far failed to give relief, as the rectum has

resented all attempts to convert it into a receptacle for urine.

Should, however, the experiments of Fizzoni and Poggi,* as now prac-

tised upon dogs, result in the possibility of securing in human beings a like

construction of a bladder, there may yet be some hope for these unfortu-

nates.

The application of a truss-pad at the orifice, when feasible, might dilate

the ureter into a receptacle, but such a course would probably result in

kidney-disease.

OPEN OR PATENT URACHUS.

Open urachus is a condition that is rarely present : individually I have

observed but two cases.

The explanation of the fistule is easy. The extra-abdominal and intra-

abdominal portions of the allantois in early foetal life communicate through

the umbilicus. When the shrinkage and disappearance of the former occur,

and the lower portion of the latter resolves itself into the urinary bladder,

there still remains the upper portion of the latter, wliich in the normal

progress of development shrinks and becomes converted during the eiglith

month into the fibrous cord extending fx-om the top of the bladder to ilie

umbilicus. Failure of closure occasionally occurs, and there then results a

small canal that will permit a greater or less escape of urine through its

outlet at the umbilicus.

In one of the cases alluded to, this had existed for three years from

birth, and the surrounding parts had been kept in a moist, irritated, and

eczematous condition from the continuous escape of a few drops of urine.

A careful search will usually disclose the fact that there has been some

interference with the free escape of urine, thus giving backward pressure

upon the urachal canal and tending to keep it patent.

In one of my cases the labia minora were firmly adherent. A tightly-

contracted prepuce might produce the same result, as would also an im-

pacted calculus.

Treatment.—In the case upon which I operated, thorough cauterization

of the edges of the fistule had been unsuccessfully tried. I pared the

edges extensively and brought the deep parts together with catgut sutures.

The wound healed promptly under antiseptic dressings, but in a few weeks

reopened, though the flow of urine was greatly lessened. Finding a deep

pouch inside of the umbilical ring, I scraped it out thoroughly, cauterized

'lU whole surface with chloride of zinc, pared the edges of the ring, and

' Lancet, December 6, 1879.

2 Lancet, April 27, 1889, p. 854 ; also Proc. Sixth Italian Surgical Congress.
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inaerted a drainage-tube to the bottom. This was slowlv wifi i

the gran,,ati„g process went on, and a perfJ.IL I^:^^^^^
which has now been tested for two or three v«.r« A i

^*^,'^^"'^'

Should there be any impediment to the free escape of urine it should .fcu^e be removed before attempting to close the iist^le I d^^'l 't',;,^t eter m my case, but nstructed the child to urinate everhou for t efirst week, so as to permit no accumulation
^ ""

Bramaun reports two cases that had gone on to adult life.^
^ysts ot the urachus are not uncnmmnn tu , «

seen by laparotomists.^-
""common. They are most frequently

;
Archiv f. Clin. Chirurg., Berlin, 1887. xxxvi
Lancet, October 6, 1888, 674.
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DISEASES OF THE BLADDER.

By A. VANDER VEER, M.D.

•: f..fe

RETENTION OP URINE.

Retention of urine in children is by no means a common affection.

Obviously the chief causes, obstructive lesions, are rarely incident to child-

hood.

Causes.—Retention of urine can hardly be dignifietl by the term dis-

ease, but is rather a symptom arising from a great variety of causes, among

which the chief are nervous, traumatic, congenital, obstructive.

The nervous causes, which cover the greater portion of ca.se3, are either

reflex or cerebro-spinal. The cause is reflex in fissure of the anus, re(!tal

polypus, ascarideS; hemorrhoids (rarely), phimosis, the action of cantharides,

turpentine, and similar remedies, and the free use of anodynes. It is

cerebro-spinal in meningitis, hysteria, cerebral tumor, dentition, and Fried-

reich's ataxia.

Traumatic causes usually arise from blows to the perineum or hypogas-

trium, fracture of the pelvis, or concussion of the spine.

Congenital defects, such as phimosis, stricture, agglutination of the labia

minora, membranous occlusion of the urethra, have been reported in isolated

cases as causes.

Obstructive causes are due to stone or tumor acting mechanically.

Pathology.—The paiholog'cal conditions lying back of retention from

nervous causes are most interesting. In consequence of the intimate con-

nection between the nervous mechanism of the rectum and the bladder,

irritetion of the sensory nerve-ending of the rectum gives rise through the

automatic centre of the cord to irritable bladder or retention of urine. The

peripheral 'rritation from phimosis acts similarly. The administration of

cantharides, turpentine, and similar remedies, by an irritation of the sen-

sory nerves reflexly, keeps the sphincter vesicte tetanically contracted. In

certain diseases irritation of the iniiibitory conducting paths or of tlie cor-

tical centres is capable of producing at one time irritability and at another

time retention. Such, doubtles,^, is the case in hysteria, meningitis, and

rarely in Friedreich's ataxia.

Symptoms.—The historj- of tiio case, the presence of a globular tumor

674
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above the symphysis pubis, and the increased tension of the rceti muselcs,

together with duluess iijKJn percussion and possible fluctuation, all go to

nuvke a clinical picture not likely to be mistaken.

Diagrnosis.—It is barely possible to mistake suppression for rc^tention

of urine ; the absence) of the globular tiunor, of the increased tension, dul-

ness, and fluctuation, together with the fever and dry skin, will usually

displ any doubt. However, catheterization makes the diagnosis absolute.

ProernosiB.—The prognosis of retention of urine in children is gcxKl.

Most neurotic affections are but temporary. In organic nervous diseases

the prognosis will depend upon the cause. Congenital defects will call for

the InttTvention of surgery. Traumatism is seldom permanent.

Treatment.—A careful study of the case should be made to determine

the cause, which in some cases will call for all our diagnostic resources.

Treatment is immediate and curative. The first indication is to evacuate

the bladder. It is not always wise to resort to the catheter at once. It is

difficult to secure the necessary co-operation of children in the use of instru-

ments. Catheterization is not unattended with danger. Rupture of the

blailder has occurred from the struggling of the patient, and cystitis may
be lighted up even by the most careful. Again, the operation is not re-

garded as particularly humane by the fond mothers. However, catheteriza-

tion should be resorted to before damage may be done,—chloroform being

administered when necessary.

In purely reflex cases a hot bath followed by full doses of bromide of

potash or moderate doses of Dover's powder will usually be effective. In

hysteria catheterization should Ije avoided as long as possible. Faradization

of the bladder or the introduction into the rectum of nicely-moylded sup-

positories of ice every two hours will rarely fail.

Curative treatment will demand the treatment of rectal disorders, the

removal of redundant and adherent prepuces, the separation of adherent

labia, the division of occluding urethral membranes, and the relief of

stricture.

Rupture of the urethra followed by retention and extravasation from

perineal injuries should be treated by an immediate external urethrotomy.

Systemic diseases will always call for treatment proper for each disease.

Stone and tumors always call for operation.

IKRITABILITY OP THE BLADDER.

Causes.—Irritability of the bladder may be dependent upon—1, dis-

eases of the genito-urinary system ; 2, diseases of neighboring organs

;

3, disorders of the general system.

Many of the genito-urinary diseases, such as vesical tumor, stone, cys-

titis, renal calculus, neuralgia, and hypersesthesia of the neck, are invariably

accompanied by vesical irritability. Disorders of the urinary excretion—
that is, very acid or very alkaline urine—are causes in rare cases.

Diseases of the rectum and anus, fissure of the anus, polypus, hemor-

-- * f
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rhoidfl, an overloaded roctuni, aHcarides, arc fVcquontly (»iiho8 in children.

Adherent prepuoo reflcxly in a canse of irritability of tiie bladder.

Dentition, gastric disorderH, diH(>aHeH of the nervona syateni, and, above

all, the uric-acid diathesis, are (tuises. Pn)»'. K. L. Keycs ha« j^iven inter-

esting histories of cases of chorea where the bladder was severely affected.

The jmthology in some cjum^s is very similar to that of cases of nervous

retention, and in others it will depend U]H)n the cause.

The symptoms are frequent urination, tenesmus, and puin, the pain

l»eing referred to the perineum, the hypogastrium, or the glaus jjcnis,—one

or all of these regions.

Diagrnoais.—Irritability of the bladder cannot be mistaken for any-

thing else. The only necessary point is to inquire carefully into the caiLse.

In any case where the symptom jKsrsists, the bladder shoultl be carefully

examined for stone or tumor, and the rectum explored.

Progrnosis.—In most cases the prognosis is go(xl, the causes being very

amenable to treatment. Cases of neuralgia often run a protract(Kl coursi'.

The irritable bladder of Friedreich's ataxia, a rare disease in children, in

not greatly benefited by treatment. In hysteria the condition may be

refractory, yet it seldom jxirsists.

Treatment.—All treatment should be directed to the cause. Stone,

tumor, and phimosis rc(|uire surgical interference. Cystitis calls for apj)ro-

priate treatment . Neuralgia will require the use of tonics, electricity, and

anodynes, although treatment is likely to be tedious. Hypercesthesia of the

neck will be best treated by counter-irritation by small blisters to the peri-

neum, making the urine bland by the administration of diluents. A small

glass of Vichy nii^ht and morning and a bland diet are useful adjuvants.

The use of hyoscyanius, or of belladonna or its alkaloid atropia, either l)y

the mouth or by the rectum, is sometimes successful. In obstinate cases

the instillation of three to five minims of a solution of nitrate of silver (gr.

X to 3i) into the deep urethra succeeds admirably. It should be repcatixl

every week. Cocaine may be used for local anaesthesia. Disorders of the

urinary secretion should be corrected. Alkalinity should be combated with

the mineral acids and bitter tonics. Benzoate of sodium is valuable in these

cases.

In children who have inherited the uric-acid diathesis there is at times

irritability of the bladder from a very acid urine. This condition is best

combated by the use of colchicum, either the wine or the acetous extract, by

the preparations of lithia, or by the alkaline mineral waters.

CYSTITIS.

None of the coats of the bladder are free from the danger of inflamma-

tory changes. The mucous, muscular, and peritoneal coats may be sepa-

rately or jointly affected. Vesical catarrh or inflammation of the raucous

coat is most common in childhood. The disease may be either acute or

chronic.
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Causes.—KeycH ImH nuule a very iiwful classifk-atioii of the causea of

cystitis,—viz., 1, traunmtiHin, inet'lianical or clii'mictil ; 2, extonsioa of in-

Harunmtion ; 3, exm^'rlmtion of pro-oxiHtin^ iiiflaiiitnatloii ; 4, npecific action

of (lnifj;s ; /), ncurosin ; to whicili I atUI—(i, j^oiicml or Hystrmic infwtion.

1. Fracture of the pelvis, blows upon ti»e liyjmgiiHtriuin, retention of

urine, unskilful use of the catheter, the irritation of stone or tumor, all

mcclianically cause cystitis. An altered urine, very acid and scanty, or de-

composinj^ from bacterial infection, may cause cystitis. The use of irritant

injo(!tion8 niay be a cause.

2. At autopsies on children HetuKjh has found stone imjmcted in the

|)olvi8 of the kidney, attended with considerable pyelitis. By extension of

tiie inflanuTuitory process the bladder may become attk-ted.

3. In connection with stone, tumor, and abnormal urinary excretion,

there is very fretjuently a variable amount of chronic cystitis. Exposure to

cold or errors of diet may in such cases give rise to an active inflanunation.

4. The free use of cantharides, of terebinthines, of cubeb, or of the

balsams \.i capable of producing cystitis by direct irritation.

5. Paralysis from spinal curvature, chorea, or reflex irritation from the

kidney, rwitum, or prepuce may cause cystitis.

G. Cystitis occurs in the course of certain infec^tious and contagious dis-

eases, typhoid fever, typhus fever, sairlatina, and diphtheria. I feel sure

that I have seen it arise from malarini infection.

Pathologry.—At the onset of an acute cystitis the mucous membrane

of the bladder is hyperajmic, swollen, ivnd secreting a serous fluid. The

liyperffimia is likely to be most marked about the neck ; ccchymotic spots

will be observetl, and in the severer cases purplish patches may be found.

The mucous glands located iij greatest numbers about the trigone are dis-

tended with a pearly secretion and surrounded by a dark-red areola. Tlie

superficial epithelium exfoliates, leaving erosions. The secretion becomes

muco-purulent. The raucous membrane may become gangrenous. Abscess

of the muscular coat takes place occasionally in severe cases. There is

always more or less ulceration about the neck of the bladder.

There is a class of cases in which the exudation is diphtheritic ; coats

of the bladder have been exjxjlled by the female. The urine is at first acid,

and contains but few pus- or blood-corpuscles, but shows a slight increase

of mucus. Later the reaction becomes alkaline, and a greater amount of

muco-purulent sediment is found, mixed with blood and epithelial cells.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of acute and those of chronic cystitis

differ only in degree. In an acute case the patient's attention is first called

to the disease by an uneasy feeling in the pelvis and by frequent micturi-

tion. These two symptoms rapidly grow worse : uneasiness gives place to

severe pain in the perineum, hypogastrium, back, or thigh : the pain may
be located in the glans penis. Micturition becomes more frequent. The
presence of urine in the bladder is intolerable, dnd the secretion is expelled

in drops, which may be filled with blood. In children rigors and convul-

i
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sions are common. From loss of sleep aud pain the face has au expression

of anxiety ; the features are drawn ; the depression is very great. If the

case does not improve under treatment, rigors recur with greater frequency

;

the temperature is exacerbated ; the skin is covered with clammy pf^rspira-

tion of a uriniferous odor, and jactitations, delirium, and coma sup^rveue,

soon to be followed by death.

Happily, few cases are so severe in their symptoms. Cystitis may be

of any degree of severity. Chronic cystitis may give very little discom-

fort; micturition not frequent; pain altogether bearable, except during

j>eriods of exacerbations due to cold, excessive exercise, or dietetic indis-

cretions. Examination of the urine will always give indications of the

condition of the bladder.

Diagnosis.—A careful study of the symptoms and an examination of the

urine will not allow of a mistake in the diagnosis of acute cystitis. Pyeli-

tis may be mistaken for chronic cystitis, and in many cases the differential

diagnosis will be impossible. In pyelitis or pyo-nephrosis the urine is acid

and contains :>us and epithelium. Es}>ecial stress is placed upon the pres-

ence of " tailed" epithelium in the urine. Although the bladder may be

irritable in pyelitis, the irritability is not likely to be commensurate with

the amount of pus in the urine. The pain of pyelitis is likely to be more

confined to the lumbar region : there may be localized tenderness aud

swelling. Bimanual palpation of the bladder will fail to determine undiio

tenderness. When cystitis is complicated with pyelitis, the diagnosis will

be only probable. In childhood chronic cystitis is an indication for ex-

ploration of the bladde!' with a searcher unless anothe' evident cause exists.

In this manner diagnosis of stone and often of tumor will be easily made.

Prognosis.—The prognosis in cystitis wiU be that of the cause. Miiny

of the causes are very amenable to treatment. The greater proportion of

cases get well in from ten days to two weeks. In cases where there is a

diphtheritic exudation the prognosis is bad. Chronic cystitis arising from

spinal caries can be only palliated. The treatment of cases of chronic cysti-

tis is, at the best, tedious, and there is liability to relapse.

Treatment.—The primary indications in the treatment of acute cystitis

ar^ rest in bed, relief of pain, and administration of diluents. A hot bath

should be given at the onset, aud repeated daily if possible. The bowels

should be kept open by the administration of mild aperients (avoiding aloes)

or warm-water enemas. Careful attention should be paid to the diet, only

plain food, preferably fluid, being allowed. Acids, stimulants, and fruits

should be prohibited ; meats must be given very sparingly ; melons may be

allowod ad libitum. Quinine and iron should be administered in tonic doses.

The tincture of chloride of iron in ten-minim doses is the most eligible

preparation. Quinine may be given in pill form, two grains every _our

hours. Hot anodyne poultices should be applied to the hypogastrium.

The patient should be kept in 'jed, with the hips elevated by means of an

air cushion or a hard pillow. Opium in combination with bclladouiia
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should be given, preferably by suppository, in sufficient quantity to relieve

pain and procure sleep. The citrate of potassium should be given dissolved

in a glass of Vichy water every four hours. The old prescription of liquor

potassiB and hyoscyamus may be substituted. FlaxsfXKl or slippery-elm tea

or an infusion of triticura repens may be given for a drink.

In chronic cystitis all the means already recommended will be useful

as adjuvants in the treatment. Fluid extract of corn-silk in combination

with benzoate of sodium enjoys considerable reputation as a remedy. The

fluid extract of pichi in my hands has been worthless. Counter-irritation

by means of blisters or by the point of the Paquel.u cautery applied to the

hypogastrium should not be lost sight of: it oflen does good.

Finally, the bladder may be washed out with warm boKix-water, a

solution of benzoate of sodium (3i to Oi), or an infusion of golden-seal.

In cases where there is a great amount of purulent secretion '•. solution of

acetate of lead or chlorate of potassium may be employed in the irrigation

with good results.

TUMORS OF THE BLADDER.

Primary new growth of the bladder is especially rare before puberty.

After a somewhat extended examination of the literature of vesical new

growths, I have been able to collect the histories of twenty-two cases occur-

ring in childhood.

The etiological factora in tumors of the bladder are not more clearly

defined than those of tumors situated iu other parts of the body. Cohn-

hcim's hypothesis of embryonic remains is worthy of some credence.

Pathology and Morbid Anatomy.—Tumors of the bladder as they

occur in children may be thus classified : 1, villous growths ; 2, mucous

growths ; 3, fibrous growths ; 4, malignant growths ; 5, mixed growths.

Of the twenty-two cases the histories of which form the l)asis of this

article, eleven were mucous, five were malignant, four were villous, and two

were mixed growths.

The mucous growths are similar in every respect to soft; nasal polypi,

and are especially incident to childhood. AVinchel found two in the blad-

der of a child that died a few hours after birth. They may be single or

multiple, and are usually pedunculated.

Sir Henry Thompson once said, " Pure fibrous growth in the bladder is

a very rare occurrence, known to me only in museums." There is no case

known of pure fibroma in children.

There are on record four cases of villous growths in children, including

the case when Mr. Bryant removed a small impiiloma by its being caught

in the eye of theter. They do not differ str "turally from papilloma

found elsewhere. They are not malignant.

Of the malignant tumors of the bladder the case of medullary cancer

occurring in a child four years old, reported by Smythe, stands alone aa

the only instance of primary malignant growth in childhood confimied by
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microscopic examination. Secondary sarcoma from the vagina has been

reported three times.

Billroth's justly celebrated case of myxo-sarcoma and carcinoma, and

another case of fibro-sarcoma, are the only instances of mix 2d growth that

have Wn reported.

Symptoms.—The classical symptoms of tumor of the bladder are

hffimaturia, irritable bladder, and pain. In ten of the twenty-two cases

whose histories I have collected, htematuria was a symptom. Aside from

villous growths, tumors of the bladder in children are not attended with

hemorrhage, as a rule. Htematuria, when it occurs, is an important symp-

tom. In villous growths it appears early and varies greatly in amount.

It may be but a few drops at the end of the act of urination, or may bo

sufficient to endanger life. The hemorrhage is not dependent upon the size

of the tumor. Exercise does nut increase the amount or frequency of the

bleeding. Hsematuria is nearly always a late symptom of malignant tumor

if it appears at all after breaking down has commenced.

Irritable bladder is always present. It may vary with the situation and

size of the growth, tumors situated at the neck causing much more irritation

than those at the fundus. Pain is usually present, and is similar to that

arising from stone. Combined with the irritability, it keeps the patient in

a most deplorable condition. A mild degree of cystitis occurs from the

irritation of a foreign body. Retention of urine may occur from mechani-

cal obstruction. In the female the body of the polypus muy be projected

from the urethra by some straining. An examination of the urine will

often determine detached villi or fragiueuts of the growth.

Diagnosis.—When the tumor is projected from the urethra, or villi are

demonstrated in the urine, the diagnosis is easy. Not so with the greater

proportion of cases. The symptoms are very often obscure, and are those

common to other genito-urinary affections. When the tumor is encrusted

with salts the differential diagnosis between it and stone will be impossible.

The searcher must be employed with great circumspection. It may provoke

in the tumor a very free hemorrhage. On the other hand, it will often clear

up an obscure case very readily. A careful and repeated examination of the

urine will often be rewarded by the discovery of fragments of the growth.

As there is no specific cancer-cell, isolated epithelial cells have no diagnostic

value. In Billroth's case the tumor could be easily felt above the symphy-

sis pubis. Where symptoms persist although a positive diagnosis cannot

be made, an exploration is desirable.

Prognosis.—At present no data can be found upon which to baso a

prognosis. Until recently few operations were undertaken for the relief

of vesical tumor. Surgeons were content to palliate and temporize. Under

the old method of treatment the prognosis was batl. Of the twenty-two

cases reported, seventeen died and five recovered. Operations were under-

taken in ten cases. Billroth's case, a boy twelve years old, recovered. Two

others recovered through the accidental removal of the growth in the eye of
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a catheter. In the other two cases of recovery, occurring in females, the

urethra was dilated and the tumor removed. Cases are likely to be com-

plicated by cystitis, ureteritis, pyelitis, and pyo-nephrosis. In malignant

tumor the cachexia develops.

The revival of supra-pubic cystotomy and the growing tendency of

surgeons to interfere actively in cases of vesical tumor will improve very

greatly the prognosis of this hitherto fatal disease. Aside from malignant

growths, the mortality ought not to be above thirty per cent.

Treatment.—Operative treatment in cases of simple tumor of the blad-

der gives the only hope of cure, and in h.. cases it affords temporary relief.

Sir William MacCormac, in the discussion of the relative merits of supra-

pubic and of perineal cystotomy, said, " I believe that in children the great-

est future development of supra-pubic operation will occur." In childhood

the bladder is nearly an abdominal viscus. From reasoning it would seem

that supra-pubic cystotomy is the better operation in children. The use of

the colpeuryntcr raises the bladder well out of the pelvis.

When an operation has been decided upon, the utmost care must be

taken to place the patient in the best possible condition. The bowels

should be freely opened by laxatives or enemas. Attention should be paid

to the state of the urine, and every effort made to render it aseptic and

acid. The site of the operation should be shaved and made thoroughly

aseptic. The following instruments are necessary : a continuous-flow syr-

inge, a small rectal colpeuryntcr, a scalpel, half a dozen pressure-forceps,

a grooved director, two large full-curved Emmet needles, long polypus-

forceps, a wire 6craseur, a Volkmann's spoon, curved scissors, a good cau-

tery, a sponge-holder, a retractor, drainage appliances, catgut, chromic acid,

solution of subsulphate of iron, etc. A good apparatus for illuminating the

bladder will be useful.

The auffisthetic having been given, the colpeuryntcr is introduced into

the rectum and distended with not over five ounces of water. The bladder

may be moderately distended with warm boro-salicylate solution. A hard

pillow being placed under the pelvis, the abdominal viscera will gravitate

away from the bladder. The first incision, from two to three inches long,

should clearly divide the skin, fascia, cellular tissue, and linea alba from

above downward to the border of the symphysis pubis. The recti muscles

sliould be separated with the handle of the scalpel, when the transversalis

fascia may be picked up with a fonicps and divided upon a grooved director^

The perivesical fat, behind which lies the peritoneum, should now be gently

lifted uj)ward with the finger, exposing the bladder. The site of the in-

cision having been selected, two loops of strong silk should be passed

through the bladder-walls by means of the p]mmet needles, for the support

of the bladder. These loops should be intrusted to an assistant. The in-

cision into the bladder large enough to admit freely the index finger should

be made with a knife, and quickly followed by the exploring finger, so that

a knowledge may be gained of the character of the tumor and its attach-
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ments before the fluid escapes. The method of removal—by the forceps

spoon, or ficraseur—will depend largely upon the attachments of the tumor.

Each case will require more or less operative ingenuity. Hemorrhage may
be very erabaritissing : a firm sponge-probang dipped in a solution of sub-

sulphate of iron and applied to the base of the tumor for a moment will

in most cases control it. When the hemorrhage is controlled, a small elec-

tric light can be used with advantage in the exploration of the bladder,

especially if the pelvis is raised high. In every case where possible, the

base of the tumor should be thoroughly destroyed, for which purpose there

is nothing more satisfactory than the galvano-cautery. Chromic acid may
be used, but it is difficult to localize its action.

The question of the closure of the wound must be decided for each

case separately. Where the mucous membmne of the bladder presents no

gross evidence of inflammation and the traumatism is not very great, the

bladder should be closed. In the severer cases the method pursued by

Prof Hunter McGuire—namely, the establishment of a urinary fistula

above the pubes—seems most feasible. A small male catheter may be left

in the fistulous tract for a few hours, until the borders of the wound glaze.

In the after-treatment the patient may be allowed to assume any posi-

tions he chooses. The diet should be bland, chiefly milk. Careful atten-

tion should be paid to the urine, keeping it acid, if necessary, by the use of

acid drinks. Acid urine is aseptic urine. The wound will require frequent

changes of dressing to keep it clean.

In the female, small pedunculated polypi situated near the neck may be

safely removed by dilatation of the urethra and the use of the forceps or

the snare.



DISEASES OF THE UMBILICUS.
By WILLIAM LEE, M.D.

As upon the proper management and treatment of the umbilical cord

largely depends our ability to avoid many accidents which are incident to

its separation, no apology is needed for opening this article with a short

treatise on the subject. Indeed, it would seem that too much cannot be

said in order to induce the careless physician to attend personally to the

management and treatment of the cord, and not—as is too often the case

—

be eager to throw on the monthly nurse the whole responsibility of di'essing,

etc., of the cord.

In the first place, as a rule, great hurry should not be made to complete

the interruption of foetal circulation ; the better practice being to delay a

few moments, until the cord collapses and the baby cries.

In applying the ligature, it should be remembered that a thin ligature

it liable to cut through the walls of the blood-vessels, and, again, that a

thick one will not produce sufficient compression. Not less than three

inches sliould be the distance from the abdominal walls for applying the

first ligature, in order to avoid the possible evil effects of the immense mus-

cular power exei*ted by the umbilical arteries on the inside of the abdominal

cavity. The second ligature should be applied one inch from the first, to

prevent the oozing of blood on the bedclothes, and the cord cut between

them.

Accoixling to Dr. A. Jacobi, it is a good rule to apply an additional

ligature between the first and the abdominal wall, to avoid hemorrhage,

which may take place aft^r the cord has commenced to shrink, from the

insufficiently compressed arteries. When tying, avoid pulling on the cord,

and keep it as dry as possible.

In cases where the cord is very thick and vascular, my rule is, to sever

before the ligature is applied, and, if possible, empty the cord of blood and
serum, as by this means the amount to be sloughed off can be decreased.

I then tie, and twist it three or four times, for the purpose of so closing the

umbilical vessels as to insure against hemorrhage if the ligature should

prove insufficient.

When the cord is severed, its abdominal end should be encircled with a
soft piece of linen, covered with a pad of disinfected cotton, and secured on

683
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the left side of the abdomen by a flannel bandage wide enough to go over

the large part of the chest and alxlomen, so as to prevent slipping.

In dressing the coixl, all oily or greasy substances must be proliibit^nl

and it must not be allowed to remain wet from urine or otherwise, as in

either case, instead of desiccation, there will be decomposition of the cord

and inflammation may extend to the navel.

The habit which most nurses have of constantly examining tlie cord

after it is dresscKl must be forbidden, as it is in this way, I am satisfitid, tluit

septicsemic troubles often have their origin : it should be examined only in

the presence of the attending physician. The usual time at which the con!

shrivels is from two to four days, and this, if nothing prevents, is followed

by its rapid desiccation, and falling off' between the fourth and tlie eiglith

day. No infallible rule can, however, be laid down, on account of the nature

of the cord and the particular constitution of the children. A soft, large,

and fat cord shrivels slowly, even suppurating at its base before separation

;

while, on the other hand, a thin, small cord will often dry up early and

become transparent, show the dried vessels, and separate without suj)pu-

ration.

Various theories have been advanced in regard to the detachment of the

cord: according to Haller and Munro, it is due to a kind of gangrene;

Gardin considers it the result of constriction of the epidermis ; Chaussier

ascribes it to an inflammatory process ; and Billard, to traction of the

abdominal muscles which separate the navel from the dried portion of the

cord.

When final separation of the cord is completed, tlie child's abdomen

presents an infundibuliform depression, with a more or less decided ridge,

formed by the skin, which is still a little reddened or inflamed, and there

remains a slight oozing which soils the linen : the cicatrix is not perfect and

entire until the tenth or the twelfth day. Should the cicatrization be very

slow, a small quantity of some stimulating powder can be dusted on the

part, as bismuth subnitrate, salicylic acid, iodoform, etc. Carbolic acid, as

first stated by Dr. A. Jacobi, must not be used in treating abrasions, etc.,

of infants, as they are very susceptible to its poisonous properties. Neither

should we use perchloride of iron, as'the hardened coagulated mass formed

by its application favors accumulation of secretions, which becoming ab-

sorbed give rise to sepsis.

If no unforeseen accident occurs, the navel, after the twelfth day, be-

comes more and more formed, and the umbilical vessels contract, drawing

the cicatrix inward, so as to depre&s it, while externally the plumpness of

the child causes it to appear still furtlier depressed.

The cicatrix should be bandaged not only upon general principles, but

also because in this way umbilical hernia can be obviated by protecting the

abdomen and avoiding a strain when the child cries, coughs, or is handled

roughly.
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THROMBOSIS, PHLEBITIS, SEPTICEMIA.

After the cord is ligatured, the greater portion of f-he blood in the

umbilical vein flows into the circulation, and that remaining forms into

small clots or thrombi, which, upon contracting, harden and remain inert,

or soften and dissolve. Should, however, the formation of these clots or

thrombi terminate in thrombosis of the umbilical vein, putrefactive changes

may take place, and particles of the disintegrated fibrin enter the circulation

and produce phlebitis, embolism, or septicaemia in its worst form.

The best exposition of the history of thrombosis and the action of

thrombi is that given by Prof. Ernst Ziegler,' who writes as follows on the

issues of thrombosis.

"The fully-developed thrombus is a somewhat firm and diy mass

adhering to the lining membrane of a vessel or of the heart, its color and

strnctuic varying as we have described. Tli<' comparatively small quantity

of liqui 1 it encloses is explaine<l by the fact that the fibrin after its separa-

tion always shrinks, and so squeezes out the licpiid from its meshes. This

shrinking, when it occurs in an obliterating thrombus, may leave the channel

of the vessel open once more. In many instances the contraction due to

shrinking is very considerable. The fibrin is transformed into a dense

mass, which may jiersist unchanged for a long time and ultimately becomes

cak;ified. It is thus that the chalky concretions called phleboliths are

formed in the veins. In the same way thrombi which are seated on

roughened surfaces in the aorta or valves of the heart may become calcified,

and may become sheltered from secondary deposits by the growth of an

endothelial covering over th<;m.

" Contraction with calcification is what we may call a favorable issue of

thrombosis. The very common issue of thrombosis in softening is much

less favorable. Softening is distinguished as simple or red softening and

puriform or yellow softening. In simple or red softening the central parts

of the thrombus are first of all changed into a grayish or reddish pulp, con-

sisting of broken-down and shrunken red corpuscles, pigment-granules, and

colorless granular detritus. If the softening then extends to the surface-

layers, and if the blood-current is still flowing over the thrombus, the

pro<lucts of disintegration may be carried into the general c;irculation.

This occurs both in the case of cardiac polypi and in venous thrombosis,

especially when the tip of a thrombiis projects from the orifice of a small

vein into the channel of a larger, in which the Mood is still flowing.

" The most unfavorable issue of all is the puriform or yellow softening

of the thrombus. In this ease the thrombus is transformed into a dirty-

or reddish-yellow, fetid, pus-like cream or pulp. This contains a multi-

tude of pus-corpuscles and a large proportion of a finely-granular matter,

' Text-Book of Pathological Anatomy and Pathogenesis, Wood's Libmry, Part II.

p. 10.

•^mA
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which consists In part of fatty and albuminous detritus, and in part of

micrococci. The latter frequently form groups or colonics, and are prob-

ably to be regarded as the exciting cause of the softening process. Such

puriform thrombi act destructively on the surrounding tissues and set up

inflammation. The intima ot the vessel becomes turbid or opaque, and

suppurative inflammation begins in the tunica media and tunica adventitia

extending to the tissue enclosing the vessel. Soon the entire tiiicknoss

of the vessel-wall is infiltrated -nd takes on a dirty-yellowish or gniyish

appearance. Ultimately the tissues undergo putrid disintegration. If the

puriform matters are carried by the blood-current to distant 8pot>, they

there produce neciotic and putrefactive changes in the tissues and set up

suppurative inflammation. The chtire process, in which puriform softening

of a venous thrombus is associated with suppurative inflammation of the

vessel-wall, 13 described as purulent thrombo-phlebitis. It is due in the

first instance to the causes which lead to the thrombosis, and in the second

to the access of micrococci to the thrombus. In the other cases the inflam-

mation of the vessel-wall is primary, and the thrombosis a secondary effect.

The purulent form is most commonly met with in the neighborhood of

septic wounds anJ ulcers. The most favorable issue of thrombosis is in

organization of the thrombus. By this is meant the replacement of the

fibrin and corjniscles by vascularized fibrous tissue."

Phlebitis is usually caused by the entrance of air into the umbilical

vein from the umbilical fossa, which, becoming impregnated with germs

from the atmosphere, gives rise to the products of inflammation of the vein

and of the tunic of which it is composed. Again, direct infection may

take place through the vein, in consequence of an ulcerative process cfMia-

mencing about an inch above the navel. At times it is the result of con-

gestion occurring in connection with icterus neonatorum, in which condition

we often find the vein filled with pus, giving rise to septicaemia, pyajmia,

erysipelas, peritonitis, or cutaneous abscesses. Both phlebitis and septice-

mia may arise from soiled fingers, cloths, applications of vr.rious kinds, and

septic infection from mother or infant, as decomposed lochial discharges, or

blennorrhoea oculi neonatorum.

Symptoms.—Besides local inflammation of the vein, the moment tlie

diseasa is contracted and the infection commences, the child has a chill, high

fever, the temperature often running as high as 105° F., loses its appetite,

and is constipated. The abdomen becomes hard and painful, particularly

in the region of the affected portion of the vein, and, should the iufl.imma-

tion be superficial, a red, livid discoloration is easily seen in the integument

over it, and pus is found at the base of the umbilicus. Should the inflam-

mation increase, peritonitis is developed, particularly if it occurs in con-

nection with icterus.

Prognosis.—In cases where the amount of poison absorbed has not

been great, and the eliminative process not very seriously interfered with,

recovery is possible.
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rs in cou-

Treatment.—Antiseptic measun .:. must be rir';orou8ly enforced from the

first, and such special treatment adopted as may be indicated. Ii" pus has

foriiiod in the vein, it should be squeezed out and the vessel injuted with

a mild antiseptic ; umbilical wounds should be dressed with disinfecting

and stimulating remodics, such as resorcin, bismutii, boracic acid, salicylated

cotton, or der^lorized icxloform,—resorcin being the best, from the fact that

it i^ossesses a special power of pre enting putrefaction. I called attention

to the antiseptic power of this drug at a meeting of the Amurican Medical

Association held at St. Paul in 1883.

Should tlie mother be suffering from septic poison, th;^ infant nuist je

attended to first, and, if possible, be kept out of the room, c least for two

weeks after her cuufiuement. All cioths, sponges, and instrument- to be

used for the new-born must be carefully disinfected. Iiiternally small doses

of calomel are indicated to relieve the constipation, and, tL;it failing, warm-

water injections, (xcnerous feerling must be enforced (by a wet-nurse if

possible), and alcoholic stimulants insisted upon. (Children take larger

proportional doses of stimulants than adults, and with less injurious efl!ects.)

FUNGOUS GROWTHS AND GRANULATIONS OF THE UMBILICLS.

During the first two weeks, and even bter, we sometimes find granu-

lating growths cropping out from within the depression of the umbilicus.

They appear eithei' as a small polypoid body or as a solid hard tumor, and

are usually of the size of a pea.

If not removed promptly, these gro\vths increape in size, and emit a

bloody serum, which causes inflammation and makes complete cicatrization

of the umbilical stump impossible.

Treatment.—When the growth is pediculatcd, a small ligature should

be carefully passed around its base, and allowed to remain from four to six

hours, after which the growth is to be removed "n mass with a pair of scissors

having blunt points in order to avoid accidents. I use a pair similar to

those employed in the operation for tongue-tie.

After removing the growth, touch the siump with a mild styptic and

apply over it tightly a pad of disinfected absorbent cotton.

On the other hand, if the tumor is solid and hard, it must be removed

by means of cauterization, using for that purpose Paquelin s thermo-cautery

or some judiciously selected caustic preparation.

UMBILICAL HEMORRHAGE.

Should the umbilical cord shrink and dry up promptly, we have as a

result a cicatrix,—which is the umbilicus. Unfortunately, however, this is

not always the case ; nature's work is interfered with, and we have, iuatead,

hemorrhage, from either the cord or the navel.

Causes.—These hemorrhages originate from violent traction on the cord

in the process of labor, particularly if the cord is short or wrapped around

the child's neck. These accidents are comparatively rare, however, hemor-
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rhage occurring, as a rule, eitlicr during the laat days of the separation of

the cord or at a still later period. It may, too, be the result of batl ligu-

turing, or of disease of the funis, such an an ossified or varicose state of the

vessels ; again, it may Ite due to an incomplete closure of the vessels. Mal-

formation or occlusion of the gall-ducts is a fruitful cause of these hemor-

rhages ; so also is the accumulation of bile in the blood, whether from

absence of the ducts or from some abnormal condition of the liver which

causes suspension of its functions. Ass(x;iated with bleetling from the navel

or conl we may find the hemorrhagic diathesis, as evinced by cpistaxis,

hajmatemesis, melsena, and jjurpura htemorrhaj'im, the latter being most

probably the cause if ecchymoses or petechite are found on the lower limbs,

the abdomen, and the arms at the time of the umbilical hemorrhage. The

following cases will serve to illustrate the manifestation of this hemorrliagic

diathesis, also the fatality of umbilical hemorrhages.

Case I.—Mrs. McC. was dolivcrcd of her eleventh child—male—Jimuary, 1886. The

infant was apparently healthy and well nourished, but supposed to have been born three

weeks before term. When one week old a hemorrhage from the umbilicus occurred, which

proved fatal in about six hours. The blood flrst came in jets and from the right side of the

cord.

Cose //.—On May 20, 1888, Mrs. McC. gave birth to her twelfth child—also a nialo

—at f\all term. The infant was well nourished and healthy. On the morning of the six-

teenth day umbilical hemorrhage occurred, the child dying on the second day of the attack,

during which iime it had four or tlvo hemorrhages. In this case the blood came from all

around the navel, was bright in color, and coagulated slowly.

History.—The mother, who had always had naturol labors, showed no evidence of tuber-

cular, syphilitic, or other hereditary disea.se, nor had there, to her knowledge, been any in

her family. She, however, complained of being ann(»yed with frequent attacks of cpistaxis,

from which, beyond a slight weakness immediately after the bleeding, she suftered no bad

effects. The father was healthy, never having been seriously ill. The family were in com-

fortable circumstances, and out of the twelve children there an -even living, four males

and three females. All of the seven are subject to free and frequent epistaxis, the attacks

being more frequent with the daughters.

Case HI.—In January, 1885, Mrs. S., a chlorotic woman and a victim of uterine dis-

ease in its chronic form, was delivered of a quite healthy-looking child. It passed naturally

meconium and made water, but shortly after vomited slimy fluid, and was unable to retain

food in its stomach long. The infant had from the time of passing the meconium no further

action of its bowels, even after injection; its skin gradually assumed a saffron color. The

cord came off at the end of the eighth day, and cicatrization of the stump took place with-

out any trouble. On the tenth day the nurse found stains of blood on the right side of the

navel, to which I at once applied borate of starch, and no further bleeding took place until

the next day, when it became profuse. The umbilical depression was now packed with

cotton which had alum previously dusted into it, and the pad secured by a well-arranged

bandage, the hemorrhage, however, being controlled but a short time. I next, after gather-

ing up the integument around the umbilicus, transfixed the parts with two needles, and

applied strong ligatures, tying them beneath ; still the blood oozed, but there was no more

decided bleeding. From this time, which was the fourth day, the infant still had spells of

vomiting, ejected matter light green in color, became very jaundiced, and died on the

fourteenth day.

Autopsy.—Two hours after death the veins and arteries were found to be full of clots.

The bladder was very much inflamed. Peritoneum congested, also portion of the small

intestines ; ca3eum packed with fuecal matter, thick, and of dark-green color. Stomach filled

with greenish liquid. Gall-bladder distended with bile ; biliary duct pervious. Liver very

E"
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large, particularly tho rij^ht lobe, and, when cut upen, its Hecretiona were very yellow and
udbored to tho flngors like paitte.

Occasionally camm of umbilical hemorrhage are found to be «.au8ed by

fatty degeneration of the liver, heart, or kidneys, there being a complete

breaking down of the blood-vessels. Both jaundice and inherited syphilis

are fmjuent causes of this form of hemorrhage, if not the most fretpient cause.

Juniidice is a prominent cause, not only because of the imp<werislied con-

dition of the blood (its globules and fibrin Iwing nuich below the standard),

hut jx)8sibly also on account of the great accumulation of bile in the system

resulting from obstruction of the hepatic or of the conmion duct. With

rcgiu'd to inherited syphilis, we have, besides the morbid state of the bloo<l

a(!tiug as a favorable agent to excite umbilical hemorrhage, the various

local manifestations of the disease or cachexia from which the new-born

suffers.

Sex.—Males are more liable to these hemorrhages than females, the

projwrtion being sixty-six males to thirty-five females.

Age.—In one hundred eases the ages at which hemorrhage occurred

were as follows

:

First day 4 cases.

Second day 8 "

Third day 7 "

Fourth day 6 "

Fifth to sixth day 28 "

Sixth to twelfth day 20 "

Twelfth to sixteenth day 21 "

Sixteenth to twenty-fourth day 4 "

Twenty-fourth to sixtieth day 2 "

100 "

Symptoms.—As has been mentioned before, there is more or less

oozing of blood during the separation of the cord, according as it is thin

or large in size ; should, however, the oozing be considerable, we have, as a

complication, hemorrhage. Ordinarily the bleeding occurs suddenly with-

out premonition, unless brought about by jaundice, inherited syphilis, or a

hemorrhagic tendency.

When hemorrhage ensues, the blood at first flows in an intermittent,

dribbling manner, the first evidence being the detection of spots of blood

on the child's linen by the mother or nurse, and on further examination

a bleeding surface is revealed around the seat of the navel. This bleeding,

although appearing superficial, comes from the bottom of the umbilicus,

which soon is filled with a putrescent substance mixed with blood. This rap-

idly increases to hemorrhage pure and simple, and before we are aware the

child is exsanguinated despite our best efforts. When umbilical hemorrhage

has associated with it jaundice, besides the icteric hue constipation is always

present, the stools are white and clay-colored, and the urine is deeply stained

with bile. This form of hemorrhage begins at the root of the cord at the

time of its separation.

Vol. III.—44
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DISEASES OF THE TESTES AND PENIS:

HYDROCELE; RETAINED TESTIS; TUMORS OF THE TES-

TICLE; BALANITIS; URETHRITIS; MASTURBATION.

By F. R. STURGIS, M.D.

HYDROCELE.

The testis is coveredi by two tunics, which are known respectively as

the tunica vaginalis and the tunica albuginca. Tlie tunica vaginalis is a

c1()s(k1 serous sac which is derived from the processus vaginalis peritonei,

and is divided into two layers,—the visceral and the parietal. The first of

tlicsi! lines the scrotum, and the second envelops the testis and is in close

relation to the tunica albuginea. At the birth of the child the connection

with the peritoneal cavity which formerly existed is usually closed, but

sometimes this is not the case. This portion of the tunica vaginalis en-

velops the head and body of the epididymis, and in the normal condition

contains a few drops of serum between the two layers.

Hydrocele op the Testis.—Hydrocele is defined as an effusion of

serum between the two layers of the tunica vaginalis, and in infants and

childrou may be dividil into the congenital and acquired varieties. Con-

genital hydrocele is due to a more or less incomplete closure of the pro-

cessus vaginalis peritonei, which allows serous fluid from the peritoneal

cavity to settle in the vaginal sac. The acquired variety is due to the accu-

mulation of serum from inflammatory or other causes between the parietal

and the visceral layer of the sac.

Congenital Hydrocele is due, as stated above, to non-closure of

the canal leading from the abdominal cavity into the scrotum. This canal is

sometimes wide and at other times narrow, and admits of fluid being passed

from tlie scrotum into the abdominal cavity, and vice versa. It may he

mistaken occasionally for hernia, but the only point of resemblance is the

fact of its reducibility, and it is easily distinguishe<l by its translucence,

the feeling of tension and elasticity, and the absence of the gurgling which
IS nearly always present if intestine has passed into the scrotal cavity ; it is

furthermore to be distinguished from an omental hernia by the difference in

the feeling of the two, by the absence of the firmness and hardness which
691
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characterize an omental hernia, and by its capacity for transmitting light.

Sometimes the testicle bulges out the posterior portion of the scrotum, from

pressure of the hydrocele above, and sometimes the testicle is retained in

the belly or the inguinal canal, from the pressure of the enclosed fluid in

the serous sac beneath.

Acquired Hydrocele.—In acquired hydrocele the accumulation of

serum between the layers is due sometimes to injury or inflammation and

sometimes to closure of the communicating canal between the unica vagi-

nalis and the abdominal cavity, thus converting the congenital into the

acquired form.

This variety may be either acute or chronic, the latter being usually the

sequence of the former During the acute stage there is comparatively little

change in the condition of the sac, and the fluid is clear and serous. But

when it becomes chronic the walls of th: sac are thickened and lined with

false membrane, and the fluid becomes turbid and albuminous. If during

the chronic stage acute inflammation supervenes, cure may result from the

absorption of the fluid and cohesion of the walls of the sac ; but in some

instances this cohesion is only partial, and the hydrocele then becomes what

is known as the sacculated variety. Sometimes blood is effused into the

cavity of the sac from an injury, such as a blow or fall, and then there is

produced what is known as hajmatocele.

Hydrocele of the Cord is caused by a collection of fluid in the

middle portion of the processus vaginalis. If the processus vaginalis is

closed above and below, the hydrocele is of the encysted variety ; but if tiie

opening with the abdominal cavity still exists, it is called a communicating

hydrocele. An encysted hydrocele of the cord may reach from the internal

ring into the scrotum, and is then known as a complete encysted hydrocele

;

but if the hydrocele is only partial, it is intra- or extra-inguinal, according

as it is within or without the inguinal canal. This kind of hydrocele

assumes various forms, being oblong, spindle-shaped, or round.

Hydrocele heimiosa is simply a hydrocele of the coi*d which is compli-

cated with an inguinal hernia.

Causes.—Tiie congenital variety of hydrocele is common during the

first year of extra-uterine life, and forms a large proportion of the hydroceles

seen in young children. It is probably due to intra-uterine changes which

are not as yet completely understood. The acquired form is rarer in chil-

dren than the conge lital, and is due to prcdsure or injury or is a sequence

of some disv^ase of the testicle. Hydrocele of the cord is caused by a patent

co'idition of the processus vaginalis peritonei, and is sometimes the result

of perispermatitis, of local injury to the cord, or of retained testis. It is

present in ten per ( at. of all cases of hydrocele, and is found usually iu

the first year of ex^ra-uterine life, sometimes in the second, and very rarely

later on.

Symptoms.—The princiiml symptom of hydrocele is the presence of a

swelling in the scrotum which is elastic and transparent if the contents of

.Z*"*-^-
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the sac be serous, and gives a decided sense of fluctuation. If the hydrocele

is congenital, the fluid can be compressed into the abdominal cavity and the

scrotum emptied, sometimes giving rise to a question of hernia. If, on the

other hand, the hydrocele is of the acquired type, the sac is closed, does not

communicate with the abdomen, and cannot be emptied ; upon examination

with the fingers, the abdominal rings can be distinctly felt ; the testicle in

these cases, lying at the posterior portion of the sac and a little high up

near the ring, can be readily detected, provided the sac is not excessively

distended, but even then a careful examination will never fail to discover

it unless the testis be absent or retained (as is sometimes the case) in the in-

guinal canal or abdominal cavity. The scrotum is seldom, if ever, inflamed.

Hydrocele of the cord gives rise to an elastic, painless swelling, of vary-

ing shape, from circular to spindle-shaped, and fluctuates on palpation. It

is irreducible unless there be a communication witli tlie abdominal cavity.

Ill this case the fluid can be pressed out of the sac, but returns immediately

on the patient's coughing, making forced expiration, or assuming the erect

position. This form of hydrocele may also be complicated with hernia or

with a tumor, from the former of which it is distinguished by its trans-

lucency, its greater sensation of fluctuation, and the absence of gurgling

;

from the latter, by the absence of the firmness and opacity which are

usually present with tumors. Of course in these cases due attention will

be paid to the possibility of the tumor being a retained testis, and, should

the testis be in the scrotum, if any question as to the character of the swell-

ing still exist, an exploratory puncture may be made. Multilocular cysts of

the cord are of very rare occurrence in infants and young children.

Prognosis and Treatment.—The prognosis in hydrocele of both testis

and cord is usually good, especially in the congenital variety, which tends

to self-cure more frequently than the acquired. A good rule to observe

in these cases, whether congenital or acquired, is to delay operation as

long as possible. Sometimes a communicating hydrocele may be hastened

towards recovery by the wearing of a light truss, \\.hich excites inflammation

and closes the canal. If operative procedures are deemed necessary (and

this is more particularly the case in the acquired type), various methods may
bt employed,—to wit

:

Painting the scrotum with a weak solution of iodine in collodion, or

with a dilute solution of nitrate of silver in collodion, or with Goulard's

lotion, or with alcohol and collodion, or with the iodide-of-lead ointment,

in order to excite absorption of the fluid. These local applications are

seld^xu of mucli use, except when the exudation is very slight.

LGupuncturc.—This may be done by puncturing the sac with the needle,

evacupting the fluid, and painting the scrotum with collodion to exc-cise

I :e compn ision (this latter is not alvvayr necessary) ; or the sac may
be punctured with a trocar, and a weak solution of iodine, tincture of

u'o:i, chloroform, or alcohol injected into it. A seton passed through the

sac is sometimes of service. Finally, a free incision into the scrotum, if
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carefully made, with due antiseptic precautions and strict attention to clean-

liness, is usually successful, even after all the preceding measures have

failed. Electro-cautery or opening into the sac by caustics is of little

advantage, and is much more severe than the other metliods advised.

HiEMATocKLE IS simply an infusion of blood into the sac from an injury

or from rupture of a vessel, and is exceedingly rare in infants and children.

Its causes are nearly always due to some local hurt, such as a blow or severe

compression.

Treatment.—The treatment is at first expectant, in the shape of cold

applications and painting the scrotum with collodion. If, however, the

hemorrhage has been very abundant, it is better to open the sac at once,

clean out the clot, tie up any vessels wliich may have caused the hemor-

rhage, and allow the parts to heal, which they will usually do with great

rapidity.

KETAINED TESTIS.

It sometimes happens that the testicles do not descend from the abdomi-

nal cavity, which condition is called cryptorchism where both testes are re-

tained, and monorchism where only one is absent from tiie scrotum. These

organs leave the abdominal cavity, but, instead of dropping into the scro-

tum where they belong, one may lodge in the anterior wall of the abdomen,

in the femoral canal, or in the perineum. This displacement is known

as ectopia testis, and is divided into the abdominal, crural, and perineal

varieties. Sometimes the testes are congenitally absent, and again it may

happen that these organs are not only retained in the abdomen but also

united in the malian line with the kidneys and suprarenal capsules, while

the siiermatic vessels, vasa deferentia, and vesicidse seminales are normally

situated, as occurral in a case mentioned by Geoffroy St.-Hilaire,^ where

the patient was considered to be a girl and lived for eighteen months.

Reti^ntion of the testes, whether partial or complete, is not uncommon in

children, especially during early infantile life, but the testes usually descend

by themselves if not too much interfered with. Ectopia is of quite rare

occurrence.

Symptoms.—Examination of the scrotum usually reveals the absence

of one or both testes, but on passing the finger ujj the inguinal canal these

organs can generally be detected. Coughing, forced expiration, and the erect

posture cause the testis to descend on the point of the finger placal in tiie

inguinal canal. Usually examination excites no pain unless pressure be

made on the testis.

If the ^sticle is caught in the inguinal canal, the child complains of

pain when sitting, standing, or crossing its legs ; and, on examination, the

scrotum is found partially or completely empty, and the testes are felt in

the inguinal canal. The absence of these organs from the scro.um should

always prevent the surgeon from mistaking a retained testicle for a hernia.

* Histoire deg Anomalies de I'Organisme, tome i.
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In ectopia testis the organ is usually felt in the abdominal wall, in the groin,

or in the perineum, according to its position, and the diagnosis, of course,

is comparatively easy.

Course.—The course of the disease is generally favorable, as the testicle

usually descends of itself, but sometimes it happens that it does not, when

if it is lodged in the inguinal canal it may become atrophied. In cases

where the descent does not occur within the first year of infantile life, it is

usually associated, when it does come down, with a congenital hernia. Ad-

hesions may also occur between the testis and circumjacent parts, particu-

larly when it is lodged in the inguinal canal, and in such cases the result

is a fibrous or fatty degeneration of the organ. Sometimes it is attacked

with inflammation ending in suppuration, when the testis, of course, is lost.

Causes.—Tlie causes which induce retention of the testis are due some-

times to an arrest of development, and sometimes to mechanical hinderance

to its descent. Small and narrow abdominal rings, premature closure of the

canal, non-communication between the scrotum and the abdominal cavity,

shortness of the vas deferens, marked hypospadias or epispadias, with ectopia

vesicae and various forms of hermaphrodism, may be enumerated among the

causes. In one case mentioned by Birch-Hirschfeld the retention was caused

by the right kidney blocking up the inner opening of the inguinal canal,

and Hunter speaks of hypertrophy of the testis as being an obstacle in

anotlier case. An nbnormally enlarged epididymis and an abnormal for-

mation of tlie raesorchium are also enumerated as causes. Kocher mentions

a congenital displacement forward of the large intestine as an obstacle to

the descent of the testicle. Retention can also be caused by a lack of

proper apposition of the testis in its relation to tiie inguinal canal, and by

a defective development of the creraaster muscle during foetal life.

The causes of ectopia testis are somewhat obscure. It is said to be con-

genital, especially the perineal variety, and to be due sometimes to an in-

sertion of the gubernaculum testis in the wrong place, sometimes to an

arrest of development in the aifected half of the scrotum, ana occasionally

to traumatism.

Treatment.—In the majority of cases, and particularly in early life,

expectancy should be the rule and surgical interfei'cnce the exception. If

tlie testis is lodged in the inguinal canal close to and protruding from the

external ring, gentle traction may be adoptwl in order to facilitate the de-

scent of the organ, which with a little assistance is sometimes rapidly com-

pleted. If the retention is due to a disproportion in size between the

inguinal oi)ening and the testis, gentle traction from behind the latter may
sometimes assist it through the ring, and sometimes it may bo necessary to

enlarge the inguinal opening by a subcutaneous incision. Of course, in

cases where non-descent is due to a short cord nothing can be done, and,

provided it gives rise to no disturbance, the case may be left v itself. If

due to adhesions within the abdomen, operative procedure is havdly ad-

missible; but if due to adhesions in the inguinal canal, an incision may be
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made through the upper part of the scrotum to the inguinal canal, the ad-

hesions broken up, and the descent of the testis facilitated. Where fibrous

purulent, or fatty degeneration has occurred, the testis had better be left in

situ, unless inconvenience or pain is expei'ienced, in which case the testis

had better be removed.

In cases of ectopia testis an operation will very often remedy the diffi-

culty and the organ may be restored to its normal position in the scrotum.

A curious affection of the testes, to which attention was called by St.-

Germain in the Journal de 3fSdecine et de Ckirurgie 'jiratique for 1879, is

said sometimes to occur in childi'cu in consequence of a severe fright or a

blow. He has called it " Reascension du Testicule," and gives two cases in

children where, after a blow attended with severe fright, both testicles sud-

denly disappeared iu the abdominal cavity and remained there for a con-

siderable time, in one instance during two months and a half. In both

cases he practised gentle traction upon the cord, which was followed by a

cure, the testicles reappearing in their proper places.

TUMORS OF THE TESTICLE.

Periorchitis.—Periorchitis, or inflammation of the tunica vaginalis,

is not a common affection iu children, but is occasionally seen as the com-

mencement of a hydrocele. The serous kind is generally divided into the

acute and the chronic variety, but the dividing line between the two is not

clear, as the former rapidly merges into the latter. The division which has

been made into periorchitis plastica and suppurativa of the acute variety,

and periorchitis adhesiva, prolifera, and hajmorrhagica of the chronic variety,

is, to my mind, rather fantastic, inasmuch as they are really different stages

of the acute or the chronic kind. Periorchitis is sometimes also associated

with orchitis or epididymitis.

Symptoms.—Acute periorchitis often begins with a smart fever, ac-

companied by severe pain in the affected part, which extends over the

spermatic cord. The scrotum is red, oedematous, and tender to the touch.

The tumor is tense, fluctuating, and non-translucent, and of oval form or

flattened sideways. If, as is not infrequently the case, it goes on to suppu-

ration, the fever increases, accompanied by chills, the skin of the affected

part becomes red, oedematous, and exquisitely tender, and the swelling

either opens spontaneously or is artificially incised.

Course.—Serous periorchitis may end in resolution, leaving behind some

thickening of the cord from plastic exudation. The sujipurative kind nearly

always requires to be opened and treated like an ordinary abscess. Some-

times, however, the inflammation runs a very acute course, extends along

the cord, and may induce jwritonitis with a fatal termination ; but, as a

general rule, the prognosis is favorable.

Treatment.—During the acute stage absolute rest should be enjoined,

the cord on the affected side supported, and coUl evaporating lotions

used. On the subsidence of the pain mild compression may be exercised
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by painting the part over with collodion, but I decidedly deprecate the use

of strapping with adhesive plaster, as it not infrequently leads to atrophy

of the testis and even ulceration and gangrene of the scrotum. Resolution

may be further hastenal by local applications of belladonna and mercurial

ointment, either alone or in combination,—better the latter. The suppura-

tive variety will need to be opened, when it can be treated like an ordinary

abscess by the use of injections into the cavity and the employment of

stimulating dressings.

Okchitis and Epididymitis.—These affections of the testicle may

be divided into acute and chronic, and are due to inflammation of the

testis proper or of the epididymis, or both ; and these may still further

be divided into the inflammatory, the symptomatic, and the constitutional

Symptoms.—Orchitis and epididymitis usually begin with high fever,

chills, and swelling, which may attain to a large size. The fever, if very

acute, may be complicated with vomiting, abdominal tenderness, and some-

times even a mild attack of peritonitis, particularly if the disease be also

complicated with inflammation of the tunica vaginalis. The organ be-

comes enormously enlarged and is very tender to the touch ; the scrotum

is red and inflamed, not infrequently there is more or less hydrocele, and

the testis is usually drawn up close to the abdominal ring. Under proper

treatment this acute condition subsides, leaving behind the chronic variety,

which is distinguished by enlargement of the testis or epididymis and

thickening of the tunica vaginalis, without much tenderness. If there

have been much plastic exudation, adhesions sometimes take place between

the tunica vaginalis and the tunica albuginea.

The severity of the symptoms varies very much with the cause of the

disease. Thus, if the orchitis or epididymitis be due to syphilis, there is

not much pain, but the testis is enlarged, of stony hardness, and under

these circumstances is not usually associated with hydrocele.

Causes.—The causes of this affection of the testis are injuries to the

organ, urethritis, mumps, possibly an antecedent periorciiitis, syphilis,

typhus fever, small-pox, scarlet fever, and harsh attempts at catheterism.

Course.—If the orchitis be due to an injury, it usually runs a favor-

able course, provided suppuration does not occur. The swelling subsides,

and the effusion, if serous, is absorbed. If, however, it be complicated

with hajniatocele, thickening of the sac generally remains. Cases have

been known wher^ a fatal termination ensued in the suppurative kind, from

peritonitis and septicaemia.

If it be due to a clap, the swelling and various symptoms subside, but

an indumtion results, esi)ecially if the epididymis be attacked. Sometimes,

though rarely, atrophy results.

If it be due to syphilis, it ends unfavorably, as atrophy of the organ is

nearly certain to occur. If it results from mumps or from the other causes

mentioned above, the termination is usually favorable ; but it is well to re-
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member that atrophy may be the end of all these afftxftions, although it is

not neeessarily so. In cases where it is due to injury from the use of a
catheter, an abscess, with or without suppuration, may ensue, and in all

cases where pus forms, the termination is usually in one of four ways
to wit, resolution, fungus of the testicle, evacuation of the contents of the

tunica albuginea, leaving the shell of the testis behind, or a more or less

complete atrophy.

Treatment.—The treatment consists in rest, support of the testis, the

application of heat or cold, as may be most agreeable,—the former is, to my
mind, preferable,—leeches to the ring and to the inner sides of the tliio-hs

puncture of the inflamed and swollen covering with an ordinary siu'gical

needle, and the subsequent application locally of mercurial and l)ellad()niia

plasters. In syphilitic orchitis the applications, leeches, and punctures may
be omittctl, aud the patient should be treated by the internal and local ad-

ministration of mercury and the administmtion of iodide of potassium by

the mouth. In case of abscess of the testis the parts should be incised as

soon as fluctuation is detected.

New Formations in the Testis.—Neoplasms of the testicle may
be divided into those of tubercular, syphilitic, cancerous, sarcomatous, and

choudromatous origin, fungus of the testicle, and cysts.

Tubercle.—Tubercle of the testicle apjiears as hard irregular- or oval-

shaped nodules, which either undergo caseous degeneration or break down

and suppurate. They may sometimes be mistaken for circumscribed gura-

mata or carcinoma of the testis ; but they differ from both of these by

being attended with })ain, inflannnation, and fever, by the recurrence of the

attacks, and by the absence of other symptoms, whether of syphilis or car-

cinoma. If the nodules suppurate, the abscesses may be either single or

multiple, and, whether of one or the other variety, should be opened only

after all methods looking towards absorption have failed. It is not a very

common aifection in children.

Syphilis.—This may be of the diffused or the circumscribed variety, but

usually is of the former. It is of slow growth, and accompanied by other

symptoms of syphilis which will assist oftentimes materially in the diag-

nosis. It may be either of the hereditary or the acquired type. If of the

former, the child nearly always dies, not from the affection of the testicle,

but from the depression consequent upon syphilis. The acquired variety

nearly always terminates favorably (except so far as atrophy is concerned)

under a proper treatment with mercury, either alone or in combination with

iodide of potassium.

Cancer.—Cancer of the testicle may occur under three forms,—the

medullary, which is the most common in f'arly infancy and before i)uberty,

the sarcomatous, the next most common kind before pub>erty, and the carci-

nomatous, the most usual after puberty. The encephaloid variety has also

been seen in children aged one, three, and five years.

This affection of the testis is usuoUy not attended with much pain or
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inflammation, hut the organ is enormously enlarged, hosselated, and its

growth is generally slow.

The circumscribed variety of syphilitic testis may sometimes simulate

a carcinoma of the testis, hut the absence or presence of other symptoms of

syphilis is usually sufficient to enable a differential diagnosis to be easily

made. The cancerous testicle is usually t)val in shape, but it may be irreg-

ular, and is frequently associatt>d with infiltration of the glands in the groin

and j)r()bably also of those in the abdominal cavity. The cancerous cachexia

is frequently present in these cases, and the patient usually dies either from

exhaustion incident to the breaking down and suppuration of the diseasetl

testicle, or from cancerous deposits elsewhere. Kemoval of the testicle is

sometimes done, in the hope of checking the disease, but the termination in

these cases is generally fatal.

Sarcoma.—Sarcoma occurs during early infant life, and is divided into

the two varieties of simple and medullary. It usually develops under the

same conditions as ciircinoma, runs a rapid course, and in some cases is

attended from the commencement with severe pain in the organ, while in

other cases the course is painless. It sometimes attains to quite a large size

;

it is not so fatal as the former variety, inasmuch as castration will some-

times arrest the course of the disease.

Chondroma.—Chondroma of the testis in infants and children is exceed-

ingly rare. I believe that only one case has been reported,—the one of O.

Weber's mentioned by Bitkai in Gerhardt's Handbuch der Kindcrkrank-

heiten, where it occurred as a congenital tumor and was at birth as large as

a pigeon's egg, increasing in fifteen months to the size of a goose's egg.

Tliis neoplasm was made up principally of cartilage, and was generally

hard and nodulated, with here and there points of softening. This enchou-

dronia probably had its starting-point in the rete testis. In this infant there

was found within the albuginea a broken-down spot which was filled with

a matter resembling thick pus and which consisted of cartilage-cells under-

going fatty degeneration. Enchoudroma of the testis is classed among the

malignant diseases.

Benign Fmigm.—Benign fungus usually commences as the result of in-

flammatory action, ending in suppuration either of the acute or the chronic

variety, or of a tubercular nodule, and frequently implicates the scrotum.

After the evacuation of the contents of the abscess, exuberant granulations

spring up above the surface of the skin. If the fungus be of the simple

variety, the granulations may be destroyed by the knife, by applications

of the mineral acids and treatment of the resulting cavity with stimulant

applications, and by the administration internally of tonics. If due to

tubercle of the testis, removal of that organ is the simplest and best method
after all other means have failed.

Cysti.—The curious neoplasms known under the name of dermoid cysts

are nearly ahvays of foetal origin and are considered to be congenital. They
may bo single or multiple, and, in either case, contain hair, teeth, bones,
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muscular fibres, iierve-tissue, aud sometimes even the greater jjortion of a

foetal skeleton. An intereating paj^er upon this subject is given by W.
Macewen in the GUutgow Medical and Surgical Journal for 1878.

BALANITIS.

Balanitis in infants and young children is a common affection, and may
ho divided into balanitis of the foreskin and balanitis of the glans penis.

Where the latter only is attacked it is, properly speaking, a balanitis, and

where it is associated with inflammation of the inner lamella of the foreskin

it is known a.s balano-posthitis. Balano-posthitis, for I shall consider the

two affections together, may be divided into the catarrhal, phlegmonous,

croupous, diphtheritic, gangrenous, aud exanthematous varieties, the most

frequent of these being the first, or catarrhal variety. This occurs in the

form of superficial inflammation of the mucous membrane lining the glans

penis and the inner layer of the foreskin, and may be either general or cir-

cumscribed. If the inflammation be of a subacute character, the symptoms

extend no farther than the mucous membrane ; but if acute symptoms Ik;

prominent, then the skin of the genitals participates in the general inHam-

matiou, and the disease becomes a dermatitis as well as a balano-posthitis.

Symptoms.—Simple balano-j)ostliitis usually commences with swell-

ing and redness of the foreskin, with everaion of its mucous lining if

phimosis Ix; ])resent, and is attended with much difficulty and pain to the

child if retraction be attempted. In the earlier stages of the disease there

is no discharge, however. If retraction can be made, the mucous mem-

brane is found to be injected, of a deep red or purple color, and if there be

any secretion, suj^erficial erosions of the mucous lining of both foreskin and

glans penis are found. Afler a short time, a purulent discharge can 1k>

jiressed from l)eueath the foreskin, and this discharge is usually acrid and

capable of producing much irritation, not only of the external covering of

the genitals, but also of the skin of the inner portion of the thigh and of the

groins. The sexual parts then become enormously swollen, and not in-

frequently the deep purple hue seems to threaten approaching gangrene.

The secretion thus expressed commences as a thin, sticky, slightly yellow

discharge, which upon exposure to the air raj)idly dries and glues together

the meatus and the free border of the foreskin. In older children this dis-

charge becomes abundant and may readily be mistaken for a urethritis,

especially as from the swollen condition of the foreskin it is impossible to

examine the meatus and the anterior portion of the urethra. Of course

such cases, both in infants and in grown children, may be associated witii

a urethritis ; aud where the urethritis is the leal cause, a balano-jHwlhitis

may be induced from want of cleanliness or from lack of proper attention

and treatment. ;- -,._^_, _ _

Causes.—This variety of balanitis is in the large proportion of eases

ilue to a want of cleanliness. The retention of the smegma or of the last

few drops of urine in such children as have an elongated foreskin—^aud
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this is the case in the vast majority of children—induces decomjjosition of

the secretion and inflammation of the mucous membrane, with denudation

of its epithelial coat. Other causes are improiwr hundling of tlie genitals by

the child's attendant, attrition of the penis against the clothing, and local-

ized irritation of the parts such as exists in eczema of the genitals and of the

foreskin, concealed chancroids, and the initial lesion or other manifestations

of syphilis. Among older children masturbation perhaps plays some part,

i)ut it is not by any means clear to my mind whether the masturbation,

wliich both infants and children affecte<l with a superficial balauo-posthitis

often practise, may not have been inducetl by irritation from the disease rather

than that the balano-posthitis was producetl by the masturbation. Besides

these causes, rectal irritation fmm the presence of ascarides is supposed to in-

duce irritation of the foreskin and external genitals, es|^>ecially in grown-up

children, and in some instances cretaceous dej)osits beneath the foreskin.

Course.—The course of a simple balano-posthitis is usually of short

duration, provided the parts be kept clean and dry. The surgeon should

seek as early as possible to find out the cause of the balano-posthitis,

whether it is due to local or more distant and remote irritation, such as the

presence of intestinal worms or self-abuse. In all of these cases the removal

of the cause produces a rapid cure.

Treatment.—The treatment of this affection is in the majority of cases

simple, and consists in keeping the parts scrupulously clean and dry. In

children, where the foreskin is much swollen, red, and cedematoiis, frequent

douching of the genitals with hot water and painting the external surface

of the prepuce with a weak solution of nitrate of silver (from five to ten

grains to the ounce), together with subpreputial injections of warm astrin-

gent solutions, will be found most effwtive. As soon as the foreskin can be

retractetl, concealed ulcerations siiould be looked for, and if they be of sim-

ple character, these also should be touched with a mild solution of nitrate

of silver. If these ulcerations, however, are found to be chancroidal, or

due to the presence of an initial lesion, the treatment w:H be different from

that which would be instituted in cases of balanitis from >:imple causes.

Tlie chancroid should be thoroughly destroyed as rajiidly as possible with

some caustic, such as nitric, carbolic, or sulphuric acid, and the parts dressed

with iodoform in combination with some inert powder, such as lycopodium,

bismuth, or finely-powdered starch. The initial lesion should never be cau-

terized, provided it be unattended with inflammation, but had best be treated

with powdered calomel, either alone or in combination with some of the

above-mentioned powders.

The subsequent treatment in cases of simple balano-posthitis is to my
mind li«>tter dry than wet,—that is to say, by the use of absorbent powders
rather than by liquid applications. Wet dressings tend to macerate the

parts, to cause a water-soaked condition of the mucous membrane, and to

retard recovery. For that reason I seldom use the astringent solutions so

often advised for that purpose, but dust the parts freely with iodoform mixed
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in varying proportions with bismuth, tannin, ailamine, powdcnnl starch, mid
even cuhuncl. Objection may be nuule to the otlor of iiHlofbrm, but if the

ioiloforni 1m' mixed with finely-powdenil coffee, either with or without cliar-

coal, tiiis objretion will be obviated. The bla<;keiiiug effect of the ciiarcoal

may be diminished by the admixture of not more than ten per cent, of ciiar-

coal to the other ingrwlients.' Before making the dry applimtioiis, or even

during their use, if the mucous membrane be still much irritatc<l and in-

flametl, ocicasional aj)plicati(ms of a five- to ten-grain solution of nitrate of

silver will be found of much service. If the parts be well dustctl, lint or

absorbent cotton between the folds of the mucous membrane may l)e dis-

pensed with, and in my opinion with advantage, as they tend to lieat and

oftentimes irritate the parts. As soon as the acute inflammation sulisides,

cinnimcision should be performed, unless contra-indicated by the presence

of chancroids.

Phlegmonous Balano-Posthitis is not a eonniion affection, but it

sometimes occurs as th'j result of a high dvgree of inflammation, and is not

infre(iucntly ass(x.'iatetl v/ith the variety I have just described.

Symptoms.—The first symptoms are similar to those of the catarrhal

variety, except that the redness, swelling, and pain are much intcii,si(ic<l.

Later in the coui'se of the disease, one, very rarely two or more, sinall,

hard points of thickening are felt in the foreskin, and the skin surrounding

them becomes almost erysipelatous in hue. As the inflammation extends,

the pain oftentimes Ixvonics .'<evcre, the phimosis complete, and micturition

painful. This condition of affairs may go on until the abscess is opened

or until gangrene is induced from interference with the natural nutrition

of the part. All movements of the body and pressure of the elotiii's,

both of the botly and of the bed, induce exquisite pain.

Causes.—The causes of this variety of balano-posthitis are partly im^al

and partly general. The catarrhal variety may become phlegmonous, if

iriitattxl by masturbation, by injuries, by too severe cauterization in the

proTOss of treatment, or by improper and violent attempts to retract the

swollen foreskin. A concomitant acute urethritis will oftentimes induce

phlegmonous balano-posthitis, and in those cases the phlegmonous intlani-

mation of the part may not only extend to the foreskin but may also invade

the sheath of the jienis, and even attack the scrotum. The same is true of

concealed chancroids beneath the foreskin ; but the initial lesion, on the other

hand, seldom gives rise to any acute inflammatory disturbance of this nature.

The course of this variety is longer than that of the simple inflammatory

type, usually histing for several weeks, until the abscess either breaks or is

opened artificially.

Treatment.—The treatment varies according to the cause. If due to

' A now chemical, called aristol, said to be a di-thymol di-indide, and to contain a

large percentage of iodine, promises to supplant if)doform in the trentmont of diseases where

this drug has been used, being, it is claimed, free from the pungent smell so characteristic

of iodoform.
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siniplf abscess, tlio attempt shuiild Ik- made to abort it by hx'al fomentations

in hot water, subpreputial injections, as advised for the simple type, and

inunction to the swolk'n jjurts of beUudonna and mercurial ointments.

If such meusures tail to produce the desired eflwit in a few days, and it is

evident that the disease is goinj^ on to the formation of pus, a>i soon as the

slijifhtest Hu(!tiiatiou can be dete<'te<l the abscess siioidd b<! openwl, cleansc<l,

and weak solutions of nitrate of silver u|)plic(l to the wound. The subse-

quent dressinfTS should consist of the powders already nu^ntioned, when the

parts usually will heal nipidly and the concomitant intlainnmtion will sub-

side. If, however, these abscesses are due to the presence of concealed chan-

croids, the abortive metlnxl very seldom snececjtls, the discuse goes on to

suppuration, aiul tlie resulting wound becomes chancroidal, either from

absorption of or direct contamination by tiie chancroidal matter. In these

instances, ininsions should be made as soon as fhu^tuation is deteded, the

cavity of tlie abscess cauterized, and the wound treated as though it were

a chancroid, which in reality it is. If the absciess threatens to produce

a complete j)Iiimosis, and if micturition be seriously interfered with, the

prepuce should be laid open by the bilateral methotl of incision, which

will permit of free retraction of the foreskin, and the parts dressed as above

advised. As soon as possible the resulting dog's-ears should be removed

hy the opemtion for circumcision.

Croupou.s Balano-Postiiitis in children is a very rare affection. It

is cliaracterized by tlie i)resence of a wliitish, membranous exudation which

spreads over the glans penis from the fossa glandis, and sometimes over the

inner layer of the prepuce. It is quite superficial, and is attended with but

a slight amount of inflammation, and very little, if any, discharge. There

is no constitutional disturbanw, and the disease seems to be purely locjilized,

yielding readily to treatment, es|x;cially to the application of lime-water,

eitiier in the form of subpreputial injections or as local dressings. This is

one of the few instances in which wet applications answer better than the

dry dressings which I have advocated for the more acute inflammatory

types. The membrane becomes shrivelled, peels off, and leaves but a

slight amount of redness and irritation behind it, and is not attended by

lot-al ulcerations or constitutional disturbance.

Dii'HTHKuiTic Balano-Posthitis is less commonly seen than the

preaniing variety.

Symptoma.—The symptoms of this variety consist of a swelling of

the prci)uce, upon which circular or irregular patches of a dirty-gray mem-
brane are seated. These usually occur on the inner lamella of the foreskin,

sometimes upon the fossa glandis, and rarely on the glans penis. These

patches which extend upon the surface frequently coalesce and are irregular

ni shape. They cannot be detached, Iwing closely adherent to the mucous
membrane, and their outlines are lost in the adjacent necrosing tissues.

Sometimes the diphtheritic layer is seated on a wound of the foreskin, and
when the bottom of the wound is covered with this membrane the neigh-
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boring parts are inflamed and the penis thickened and swollen. Handling

excites bleeding of the parts covered with this exudation.

If the course of the disease be towards an unfavorable issue, the swell-

ing of the foreskin increases and the exudation extends over both the inner

and the outer layer of the foreskin.

In these diphtheritic cases the concomitant symptoms are much more
severe than in the catarrhal or the croupous variety. Thus, erysipelatous

swelling of the penis or scrotum, enlargement of the inguinal glands, diffi-

culty in micturition which may go on to retention of urine, and fever, not

infrequently occur.

Causes.—The causes of this variety of balano-posthitis are both local

and constitutional, but the latter are much more frequently the source of the

disease. One of the most frequent of the local causes arises from decom-

posed smegma or the operation of circumcision, but even then it is ex-

tremely doubtful if diphtheria would supervene unless it was dependent

upon a constitutional origin, and the so-called scrofulous diathesis is the

most usual. It may also follow an attack of scarlet fever, small-pox^ or

measles. Some low forms of disease in the mother, especially those of an

infectious puerperal nature, are said to be a cause of this disease in the child.

Course.—The course of this disease depends upon whether it be due to

a local or a constitutional origin. If the former, it is usually rapidly cured,

for the diphtheritic patches are, as a rule, small, circumscribed, and are ex-

foliated, leaving a very superficial ulceration beh'ud, which heals quickly.

If due to constitutional causes, the course of the disease is usually a grave

one. When the membrane is cast off the resulting ulceration is generally

deep, and is again oftentimes covered with a new membrane, causing the

necrosis of tissues to extend and even threatening gangrene in its course.

Severe deformities may result.

Treatment.—The treatment is twofold,—local and constitutional. The

former is most efficacious when the disease is light, the latter when it is

severe, although in neither case can constitutional treatment be entirel}' over-

looked. The Ijest local applications in mild cases of the disease are of lime-

water, weak solutions of the bichloride of mercury, and dilute carbolized

lotions; for the severe cases, washes of the mineral acids, nitric or nitro-

muriatic or sulphuric acid in the proportion of from a half to a full drachm

to the pint of water. I do not think well of the application of nitrate of

silver, except in mild cases, and then only as a stimulant after the mem-

brane has been shed. Of course, in all cases the most scrupulous cleanli-

ness must he observed. If phimosis be present, subpreputial injections of

the mikl solutions above mentioned should be used, but in cases where the

disease threatens to extend, or where serious destruction is imminent, the

foreskin should be split bilaterally, even though the edges of the wound are

certain to become covered with the diphtheritic membrane. After the opera-

tion the wound and the diphthefitic portions of the genitals should be dressed

with the acid solutions above described. When the ulcer cleans and the
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diphtheritic layer has been cast off, powders of tannin, iodoform, or sulphate

of zinc, mixetl with some inert preparation, such as bismuth, charcoal, or

starch, should be used. If the ulcerations become indolent or are covered

with flabby, exuberant granulations, they may best be stimulated by weak

applications of nitrate of silver, five to twenty gmins to the ounce. The

constitutional treatment must be of a supporting and tonic character, and

should include the various preparations of bark, wine, iron, the mineral

acids, and cod-liver oil, either iodized or ferrated.

Gangrenous Balano-Posthitis is, strictly speaking, a variety of the

other kinds, more commonly of the phlegmonous or the diphtheritic, and is

due principally to an interference with the nutrition of the part.

Symptoms.—In the course of a phlegmonous balanitis where the in-

flammation is very acute, one or more points of a purple hue appear. This

discoloration gradually extends until the limit of the interference of circu-

lation is reached. This necrosis of the tissues, iu cases where phimosis is

a complication, is attended with a discharge of ichorous and fetid pus,

mixed with shreds of sloughing tissue; the skin covering the glans penis

becomes thin, ulcerates, and the glans penis protrudes through the slough.

In this variety the glans penis seldom participates in the gangrene. The

sphacelus generally tends to self-limitation, unless it is consequent or attend-

ant upon a diphtheritic balanitis, when it usually extends with the diph-

theritic exudation.

Gangrene may also follow in the course of a paraphimosis, when the

glans cannot be returned, or from neglect to cut the constricting ring of

raucous membrane. In these cases serious deformity from sloughing of the

glans penis rhay ensue. In other cases, as a rule, no deformity results.

Causes.—The causes, as I have already stated, are due generally to

some impediment to the circulation, but they are sometimes consequent upon

constitutional disturbances, such as scrofulosis, scarlet fever, small-pox, or as

the result of an injnry. It has been stated that gangrenous balanitis may
occur idiopathically.

Oourse.—The course of the disease depends upon its cause. If from

disturbance of nutiition, as soon as this is relieved the gangrene may some-

times be checked. In phlegmonous inflammation it is sometimes extensive,

but even in these cases its tendency is towards self-limitation. In diph-

theritic cases It is much more serious, because the sphacelus spreads with the

extension of the exudation and the gangrene often is deep and severe.

Treatment.—When paraphimosis is the cause of the disease an attempt

at reduction should be made, either manually or by incision. As far as is

possible the extent of the gangrene should be limited by tlie employment

of all means which tend to restore the proper circulation of the parts, such

as hot fomentations, warm local baths, poultices with charcoal, and painting

the inflamed tissues with nitrate of silver or tincture of iodine. If the dis-

ease be associated with phimosis, it is well to split the prepuce, and this may
be done with impuiiity, as there is no danger of the inoculation of the

Vol. III.—46
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wound. Subsequent circumcision should be practised after the disease has
disappeared. Other local naeans, such as the subpreputial injections and
local applications of lime-water, astringent solutions, carbolized washes

iodoform, or charcoal powders, may be used, together with the internal

administration of tonic and roborant medicines.

ExANTHEMATOus BALANITIS is duc to injuries, either accidental or

self-inflicted, which induce erysipelatous swelling and inflammation of the

parts.

Course.—Its course is usually rapid : the erysipelas spreads, and, if ex-

tensive, may become dangerous by inducing constitutional disturbances.

As a rule, there is very little discharge with this form of balanitis.

Treatment.—The local treatment in such cases is to check as speedily

as possible the spread of the erysipelas with iodine or nitrate of silver

applications. Subsequently hot fomentations or lead and opium lotions

may be used. The internal treatment should be by the administration of

iron in large doses, quinine, the mineral acids, cod-liver oil, and wine, or

other stimulants.
URETHKITIS.

Urethritis may occur in children and infants of all ages, and is divisi-

ble into two groups,—viz., those which are due to infection from impure

contact and those which are due to non-venereal causes. In young infants

the fii'st variety is not common, but it is not at all rare among boys at

or about the age of puberty. It may be divided into the three varieties

of catarrhal urethritis, croupous urethritis, and lu'ethritis of the external

orifice or at the meatus.

Catarrhal Urethritis commences with a sensation of tickling and

pain during micturition, which speedily becomes quite severe and leads to a

desire to pass water frequently. In the earlier stages it is associated with

a thin mucous or muco-serous discharge, which rapidly becomes purulent

and abundant. In cases where phimosis is present, the discharge produces

irritation and inflammation of the mucous membrane of the foreskin and

of the glans penis, and may lead to an attack of balanitis, which tends to

obscure the true nature of the disease. The disease, at first situated in the

anterior portion of the caiial, rapidly invades the deeper parts and extends

to the prostate gland and the neck of the bladder, producing prostatitis

and cystic inflammation, precisely as it may in the case of adults. Epi-

didymitis is also one of the complications which occur with this variety of

disease. The uret^ "al mucous membrane is red and swollen and evinces

all the symptoms of an acute inflammation. In other words, it is a clap.

The variety of catarrhal urethritis which occurs in infants if due to

improper attempts upon the child, runs the same course as it does in cases

where impure coitus has been practised. But it must be remembered that

all cases of urethral discharge in infants, even when catarrhal, do not

necessarily mean impure or improper attempts upon the child's chastity.

Intestinal worms, stone in the bladder, a tight and adherent foreskin, and,
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it is said, masturbation, may induce urethral discharges which closely simu-

late a clap.

Course.—The course of this variety of urethritis is usually a favorable

one, geuemlly disappearing iu two or three weeks' time, although it may, in

rare instances, last longer. In infants it is not generally attended with any

complications of the gciiito-urinary apparatus, although iu boys it may hv^

followed during the later stages by epididymitis or cystitis. Very rarely

indeed is siricture the result of a urethritis in children.

Causes.—The causes which induce this disease have already been stated

as due either to venereal contact or to masturbation. In addition to these it

has been stated in the case of infants to occur idiopathically alter vaccina-

tion, as well as from local irritation caused by the attrition of the clothing,

by the use of catheters, and by the passage in the urine of gravel or small

concretions of urinary salts. It has been believed that balanitis may in-

duce a urethritis, but upon this point I am by no means convinced. It

has also been asserted that exanthematous affections of the genitals, in

which there is much itching and scratching of the parts, may give rise to

urethritis. -

Treatment.—The treatment of urethritis during the acute stage, when
micturition is difficult and painful, when the mucous membrane is highly

irritated and inflamed, and before the discharge has fairly commenced, is

both local and internal. The local treatment consists of warm fomenta-

tions to the part, frequently repeated, to relieve the inflammation, bat not

poultices, and the application of cold compresses. Internally the adminis-

tration of a few drops of the balsam of copaiba, the yellow oil of sandal-

wood administered iu milk, or some mucilaginous or syrupy compound will

be found, I think, of more service than the use of alkaline mixtures or

the various remedies which are employed with the idea of neutralizing the

acidity of the urine. .

When the acute symptoms have passed away, mild astringent injections

may be used, such as zinc, either the sulphate or acetate, alum, tannin, or

red wine. With regard to the treatment of the complications, the only one

which comes within the province of this paper is the affection of the testis,

Avhich has already been considered under the proper head.

The Croupous Variety of Urethritis is an exceedingly rare affec-

tion, and one which I have never seen. It is described by Stiebel iu " Das
Lehrbuch der pathologischen Anatomic," III. Auflage, III. Band, 1861,

and Pitha," Ueber Krankheiten der miinnllchen Genitalien und der Blase."

It begins with urinary disturbances, retention, and pain in the region

of the bladder which extends up as far as the kidneys. The urine, when
passed, comes away in drops. The disease is attended in some cases with

fever, a small, frequent, hard pulso, dry tongue, constipation, and with pain

about the meatus. Aft/ r the application of leeches, warm baths, and other

antiphlogistic remedies, long cylindrical-shaped raucous casts are passed

irom the urethra, followed by a copious flow of urine, aft,er which recovery
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takes place rapidly. This usually happens aboiic the third or fourth day
of the attack. What the causes of this variety art 1 do not myself know
nor have I seen it stated in any work to whi^h I have access.

Urethritis op the External Oripice is confined generally to

the meatus and the first half-inch of the urethra, and is characterized by
swelling of the glaus 2)enis near the urethral orifice, eversion of the mucous
membrane at the meatus, and the appearance of grayish or yellowish-gmy

exudations scattered about the mucous membrane of the anterior half-inch

of the urethra. These patches bleed readily upon being handled. The ap-

pearance of some of these patches is exceedingly suggestive of superficial

chancroids or of mucous patches, tor which tiiey may readily be mistaken,

but they are not inclined to extend nor to produce ulceration. After these

patches of exudation have been cast otf, the mucous membrane beneath

is found to be intact, and the only result of this variety of urethritis is a

contraction of the meatus.

Ssnaptoms.—The symptoms coiiiplaincd (fare severe smarting in mic-

turition, which is sometimes so sharp as to prevont the child from emptying

its bladder during one micturition. Sometimes the disturbance is severe

enough to cause the child to cry out during micturition, which is only done

as a last resort and when the bladder has become too full to hold any more

urine. Sometimes the micturition induces a slight bleeding from the sur-

faces of the inflamed mucous membrane. There is usually no purulent dis-

charge with this variety of disease, but the slight secretion from the surface

of the patches of exudation sometimes dries and produces temporary closure

of the meatus, which is forcibly and painfully separated during the first flow

of the urine. As the disease goes on to recovery, micturiiiou becmies im-

peded by the narrowing of the meat\iS, which is very readily overcome by a

slight incision of the part. During the entire attack there is very seldom

any fever or febrile disturbance, and the only other symptom besides the

difficulty in micturition is a slight pain over the region of i,he bladder, from

distention of the viscus.

Course.—The course of this disease is nearly always slow and chronic,

often lasting for months. Sometimes, but very rarely, it may get well in a

few weeks. The inflammation remains stationary and is not attended by

any complications. In the majority of cases, as already statetl, it ends with

the contraction of the meatus, and this orifice loses its usual fissured ahape,

becomes round and narrow, and imparts to the finger the sensation as though

there were a piece of stiff" parchment beneath the surface uf the mucous

membrane. The meatus is sometimes so small that the urine comes out in

a thin stream and obliges the child to take a long time to empty its bladder.

Causes.—The causes which induce this peculiar condition of affaii's

do not seem to be clearly understood. It occurs particularly in boys with a

short prepuce or in those in whom the prepuce is naturally retracted. The

cases which have been observed have all occurred in Jews, and it is believed

that circumcision plays a part in its production, or, at any rate, that this
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operation acts as a predisposing cause towards the disease. It usually

wcurs within the first seven years of extra-uterine life, and is very prob-

ably fostered by lack of cleanliness, dirt, mechanical irritation of the an-

terior portion of the canal, and inflammation from chemical causes due to

changes of the urine in renal and vesical disease, as well as scrofulosis,

rachitis, anaemia, and defective nutrition.

Treatment.—In cases where constitutional disturbances exist, attention

should, of course, be paid to tonic methods of treatment, and, in addition to

this, local means should be employed in the shape of fretjuent ablutions of

warm water, strict cleanliness, touching the exudations with a weak solution

uf nitrate of silver, five grains to the ounce, and placing between the in-

flamed and swollen lips absorbent cotton soaked in astringent solutions,

alum, sulphate of zinc, etc. Injections in these cases are of no use, and

indeed can very seldom be employed, on account of the SM'oUen and con-

tracted condition of the part. For the resulting stenosis of the meatus an

incision should be made, which can be kept open afterwards by dilatation

with the small sounds used for dilating the meatus.

3IASTUKBATI0N.

Infants as well as children are unfortunately addicted to the practice of

self-abuse, and in some instances to a marked degree. The symptoms in

infants for which the surgeon is consulted are usually those of a nervous

type, consisting either in convulsions during sleep, or else, if the child be

more fully grown, of constitutional disturbances in the shape of loss of

appetite, debility, and mental hebetude. In infants this habit is often prac-

tised during sleep by the little patient crossing his legs over his genitals so

as to include them between the thighs and by long-continued friction to

induce a species of orgasm, which is followed by clonic spasms, sometimes

amounting to opisthotonus, a purple congestion of the face, stertorous respi-

ration, upturning of the eyes so that the whites only are visible, and some-

times foaming at the mouth. The surgeon is often put upon the right

track by finding, during his examination, that the penis of the boy is in a

state of violent erection. Of course the cause of t!ie convulsions and the

other symptoms are at once apparent.

In grown-up children the habit is induced either by the example of

their companions or by the teaching of their body attendants, and the

symptoms in these cases are somewhat obscure. The child is brought to

the surgeon for debility and nervous symptoms, which may range from

epileptiform convulsions to chorea, dysphagia, loss of flesh and strength, and

mental hebetude, in some cases amounting to idiocy. This, of course, is

only in cases where the habit has been frequently repeated and for a long

time. The surgeon upon examination in these cases usually finds the penis

inflamed and disproportioned in size to the boy's years and stature, and
sometimes associated with an (edematous condition of the free border of the

prepuce.
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Causes.—One of the most eonimon of all causes is a loiifr and dirty

foreskin, particularly if it be adherent to the glans penis. Besides this,

stone in the bladder, con8tij)ation of the bowels, the presence of intestinal

worms, and balanitis of a mild form arc strong prcflisposing causes for the

habit. In grown-up children the example of their playniatcs, the teachings

of older companions, and the reading of indecent literature also oi)orate

as causes.

Treatment.—Where masturbation is due to phimosis the first step

towards cure is circumcision, and this simple procedure not infre(|ucMtlv

brings about complete recovery. If caused by stone in the bladder, ;m

operation for its removal is the only thing that can be done in the way

of treatment. Where due to constipation, the presence of worms, or a

balanitis, the removal of these causes is sufficient to effect a cure ; but it

sometimes happens that in spite of all treatment the boy persists in his

habit. The most effective way perhaps of breaking it up is to blister a

small portion of the penis, taking care that the skin of the scrotum is not

invaded, by painting a narrow ring around this organ with vesicating col-

lodion, so that if any attempt at friction he made the pain obliges the intiuit

or child to desist, and by repeating this vesication the habit may frequently

be broken up. If the child is old enough to appreciate the difference l)o-

tween right and wrong, he should be advised as to the dangers which result

to his health from a continuance of the habit, and by appeals to his sense

of decency and good behavior. This in the majority of cases will, with

care and attention on the part of his [)arents or those in authority, grad-

ually cause him to discontinue the habit. In some cases, however, no

means, physical or moral, seem to be of the slightest use, and it is usually

in cases associated with some organic defect of the nervous system, either

in the shape of epilepsy or in that of gr^^'^nal paresis inducing idiocy, that

all attempts at cure seem to be hopeless. Fortunately, such cases are rare,

and it may be said perhaps in consolation that, unless associated with some

congenital nervous disorder, patients outgrow the habit and suffer no evil

consequences from their foolish indulgence in self-abuse. The reported

cases of urethritis and urethral stricture induced by masturbation I regard

with profound scej^ticism. ...



DISEASES OF THE UTERUS, VAGINA, AND
VULVA.

By JOHN M. KEATING, M.D.

The external genitals of the female child differ in appearance from

those of the adnlt female principally in the prominence of the labia and

the absence of pubi(! hnir. "The large and the minute glands are less

active functionally than in mature life, and the entrance to the vagina is

less conspicuous and is more or less obscured by the hymen. As Leishman

remarks, the conformation suggests the greater importance of the urinary

as compared with the genital organs during the developmental period of the

body. But it also means that the external genitals, with increased suscepti-

bility to infectii,n during childhood, are more exposed should opportunity

for infection arise.'"

'

A brief description of the anatomy of the female genital tmct and ex-

ternal genitals is necessary before considering the affections of these j)arts.

Such knowledge, besides insuring greater accuracy in diagnosis and more

thoroughness in treatment, is especially important in view of the fact that

disease occurring during the developmental period is frequently the cause

of structural alterations and functional disorders found at maturity.

From a medico-legal stand-point the subj«!t of which this article treats

is of the greatest importance. It is undoubtedly a fact that the diseases of

the genitals of young {rirls are not io carefully investigated by the physician

as they should be ; the result is that the diagnosis is frequently based upon

the statement of the mother instead of upon a careful inspection, and to

her is intrusted the treatment. A thorough examination should be made
of every ease, and the mother or care-taker instructed practically in the

methods of local treatment.

ANATOMY.

Uterus.—I quote from the article on Anatomy, in the first volume of

this work :
" Until the approach of puberty this organ exists as an un-

developed rudimentary body placed between the bladder and the rectum

in the upper part of the pelvis (see Fig. 29). In the child it is wholly

A. F. Currier, Medical News, July 6, 1889.
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unlike what it becomes in the adult, not only in size, but also in its ex-

ternal and internal eonfiguration. Thi' cervix is longer, thicker, and

firmer than that of the body. In truth, here can hardly be said to be any

body to the organ in early life, for the arbor vita; reaches to the top of the

uterus, and there is no internal os. The upj)er portion is generally thinner

and more flexible, and may be considered as representing the body. About

the time of puberty the uterus undergoes rapid changes and aciquircs its

adult character, the body growing faster than the cervix, togelher with

the development of its appendages. The histology and physiology of this

organ have been laboriously studied by numerous investigators, and the

result of their views inclines to the belief that the uterus is normally

anteflexed."

In adolescence, the mucous membrane of the body of the uterus is

thin, composed of ciliated columnar epithelium on a delicate basement-

membrane, and presents a punctated appearance, owing to the numerous

openings of the glandular follicles which are .scattered over its surface;

these follicles are lined with non-ciliated, cuboid epithelium. The mucous

membrane of the neck is much thicker, and is covered with squamous epi-

thelium, the lower portion of which is furnished with villi ; the glands at

this part resemble those of the body, secreting a clear, tenacious substance.

The Nabothian follicles are probably over-distended glands, having a cyst-

like appearance, within the mucous membrane.

The arteries of the uterus are derived from the uterine artery, a small

branch of the epigastric. The veins empty into the uterine plexus, a por-

tion of the blood going to the ovarian veins. The nerves are derivetl from

the inferior hypogastric and spermatic plexuses, ^nd from the third and

fourth saci-al nerves. The lymphatics run to the pelvic and lumbar glands.

Continuity and contiguity of structure play an important part in the

progress of the diseases which have hnicorrhoea as a symptom.

The Fallopian tubes or oviducts, rueasuring about four iucii'is in length,

are lined internally with ciliated columnar epithelium, which extends even

to the outer or peritoneal surface ; in the interstitial portion, or that within

the cornu of the uterus, the mucous membrane is entirely smooth, the opening

of the tube at this point being very narrow.

Vagina.—The vagina is a tube composed of muscular tissue and

mucous membrane, slightly curved from before backward, narrowed below

where it joins the vulva, and receiving the cervix uteri at its upper part.

Its usual length is two and a half inches in the adult, but it can readily

be stretched to twice that length ; the walls, as a rule, are in apposition.

What are understood as the vaginal columns are two elevations of the

mucous membrane, seen anteriorly and posteriorly. Folds or rugse may be

noted running transversely to the longitudinal ridges. (Fig. 1.) These are

especially prominent on the anterior surface towards the external outlet.

The anterior wall of the vagina is in the vesico-vagiual septum, the poste-

rior in the recto-vaginal septum. By far the most important structure for
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US to study is the mucous membrane. It lias squamous epithelium, which

covers large papilks ; the glauds of Luschka, racemose glauds, are situated

^.uterus; B, ostium tiibse uterinoe; C, osUum tubse abdomlnalls; D, ovarium; E, cavum
uteri; j; canalls cervlcls; O, orificlum vaglnale; H, vagina; 7, columna pllcatus posterior; K,

vestibulum; L, labia minora; Jtf, labia majora; N, oviductus; 0, flmbriee; P, fimbria ovarii;

Q, arbor vitre ; R, fornix ; S, portio vaginalis uteri; T, columna pUcatus anterior; U, hymen;
V, pneputium clltorldis. (From C. Heltzmann.) •

;
<

at both extremities; throughout the rest of thetu^ *'tp glands are of little

importance.^ ;

Vulva.—In this term are included the mons veneris, the labia majora

and labia minoi'a, the clitoris, and the glands of Bartholini or vulvo-vaginal

glands. These glands are two in number, rounded or reniforra in outline,

racemose in character, and yellowish red in coloi*. They lie between the

cellular tissue of the vaginal wall and the constrictor muscle of the vagina,

behind the lower part of the spongy body. The duct passes forward to

open between the nymphse and the hymen or its remains, its orifit^s being

situated in the fossa naviculari.^, the space between the commissure and

the fourchette. These glands, being for lubrication, are less developed in

early childhood. (Fig. 2.)

The mucous membrane of the vulva is covered with squamous epithe-

lium, and is pink in color. Around the nymphse and urethral orifice are

numerous simple mcemose gland-follicles. The sensitivencJ^'S of the mucous

membrane is increased by well-developed papillae, which are extremely abun-

dant in this position. Sebaceous glands are found at the junction of the

' Keatini;, Reference Hand-Book of the Medical Sciences, art. " L* "corrhoea."
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A, vagina; B, pra'pntium cUtorldls;

C, clitoris; 7>, frenulum cliUiridls; E, orl-

flclum urethrce; F, orlficium glanclic Bar-

tholini; <?, ostium vnglnie; if, hymen dm-
brlatUH; /, fossa navlcularls, (Frotn C,

Heltzmann.)

skiu and mucous membrane, at the free end of the clitoris, and on the labia

majora. The lymphatics of the vulva are contimious with the internal ilim;

and tlie inguinal glands. This close rela-

tionship is well illustrated in the siniiil-

tancous pathological involvement of tiie

lym|)l>atics of the extremities or of the

pelvic organs and those of the vagina.

Tlic blood-supply is derived from the

internal pudic artery, the more superficial

parts being sui)i)lied by branches from

the external pudic. The venous circula-

tion is maintained throiigli the vaginal

plexus, which empties into the obturator

veins. The superficial veins empty into

the external pudic aiid into the femo-

ral. The nerves are branches of the ilio-

inguinal and genito-crural of the hunljur

plexus.

Hymen.—The description of the hy-

nen given by Dr Henry C. Coe ' is as

clear as any I khow of, and the follow-

ing is taken from it

:

" The hymen is a circular or crescentic fold of connective tissue, covered

by mucous membrane, which immediately surrounds tne orifice of the

vagina and forms the lower extremity of thai tube. The hyien is almost

invariably spoken of as a ' fold of mucous membrane' which partially

closes the orifice. Budin proved conclusively that it is anatomically a fold-

ing in the entire vaginal wall." ^

Pozzi' believes that it is an outgrowth from the fa3tal sinus urogcnitalis,

and hence that it is really a part of the vulva. He regards the hymen as tiie

analogue of the bulb of the urethra in the male. To quote further fioin

Dr. Coe, " The hymen ordinarily appears as a crescentic fold situated at the

posterior part of the introitus. It lies loosely against the posterior vaginal

wall * like a jib bellied by the wind,' * and does not assume the appearance

of a tense membrane stretched across the orifice unless the thighs ai-e widely

abducted so as to separate the sides of the canal. So little obstruction doos

this variety of hymen offer to the introduction of a foreign body into the

vagina that it frequently persists after repeated acts of coitus." This author,

' American System of Gynaecology, vol. i. p. 117.

' ProgrSs Medical, Aug., 1879, p. 677 ;
also Ledru, These do Paris, 1855. Dr. Mnthows

Duncan has seen the hymen present when vagina and utei-us were both absent. On these

grounds he regarded the view of M. Budin (that the hymen is nothing but the anterior

extremity of the vagina) as incorrect.

—

Lancet, Oct. 28, 1882.

» Gazette Medicalo de Paris, Tebruary 23, 1886, p. 86.

* American Journal of Obstetrics, January, 1880, vol. xiii.

i.*«M« .«..
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after again quoting Budi'i' as stating that in a single year he had found the

hyrnon intact in no less than seventy-five priniipurtc who were examined

during labor, says, " It is unne(H>s8ary to refer to the medieo-legul impor-

tance of this ptructure, ahwe it is an accepttxl fact that neither is its prestmce

an absolute proof of ciiastity in its i)08.sessor, nor, on the jther hand, does

its rupture imply that sexual intercourse has taken place."

The hymen is not a thin fold of mucous membrane, as it was formerly

believed to he, but it is the lower end of the vagina, and conseipiently has

a variety of shapes. This is readily shown by

a section of the vagina in which the external

outlet (ain be seen from within, (Fig. 3.)

I quote from Garrigue,^ as follows :

Tardieu, who has examined more than six

iiundriKl cases with spctiial reference to the

I men, admits five normal conformations,

which ne places in the following order of

decreasing frequency

:

1. The hymen consists of a strip of tissue

bent at the lower end so as to form two lateral

lips, touching one another in a vertical lino

;

which shape is almost constantly found in

childhood and sometimes afler pul)erty.'

2. The hymen forms an irregularly circular

diaphragm, with a more or less large opening

in the anterior third (hi/men ammhirls).

3. The diaphragm is exactly circular, with a central circular opening

[hijiiien circulwis).

4. The diaphragm is crescent-shaped, with a concave border turned for-

ward, and two horns ending on *he inside of the labia minora (hymen

mnilunaiis),

5. The hymen is only represented by a low circular or semilunar edge.

This is often overlooked and mistaken for total absence of the hymen, a

condition whic^i probably does not exist.

The first successful coitus does not destroy the hymen :
* it is simply

torn, and tlie flaps can be at once readily approximated and the integrity of

the hymen apparently restored. Over-distention (Schroeder) of the vagina

by parturition and subsequent involution actually destroy the hymen.

According to Dr. Mund6, physiological lacerations of the hymen are

on each side of the posterior commissure, the rent on one side being usually

deeper than that on the other. Next in frequency are two rents on one side,

one above and one below, and possibly one rent on each side near the upper

Dos Lesions trnumatiques ohoz la Fomme, etc., 1878.

' Amprican System of Gynaecology, vol. i. p. 2fi2.

' Oourty, Disetises of the Uterus, Ovaries, and Fallopian Tubes.

* Mund6, American Journal of Obstetrics, October, 1889, p. 1022.

i4,urotlira; 7i, corpora cavernoga

clitoriiUs; C, coliiniiia plicatu.s an-

terior; D, membrana mucosa; E,

ostium vagina!; F, hymen scmilnna-

ri.s; O, columna plicatus posterior.

(From 0. Heltzmann.)
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border of the membrane. The character of these rents after forcible stretch-

ing is such that they are apt to unite upon coaptation of the parts.

Atresia of the lower end of the vagina is a well-known cause of hseraa-

tocolpus, hsematometra, and ha;matosalpinx. Dr. Field ' has tabulated

sixty-five cases of atresia with hsematosalpinx. In opening the vaginal

canal in such cases simple incision will not ^.e satisfactory ; according to

Dr. Field, a circular piece of the vaginal wall should be removed. Of the

sixty-five cases first alluded to, forty-eight died ; thirty-nine of these fatal

cases had been operated upon. I mention this subject here simply to

show the great importance of careful investigation of all cases of delayed

menstruation, and also to call attention to the fact that obstruction to a

menstrual flow will finally induce uterine hypertrophy and distention of

the tubes.

The hymen may exhibit various peculiarities which should be known.

The hyvien denticularls has a serrated instead of a smooth edge ; the hymen

fimbricdus shows a fringed apjwarance. Then, again, the o2)ening into the

vagina may have certain abnormalities. There may be two openings, with

an intervening septum. If these openings are round oi lengthy and largo,

:t is called a hymen bifork or bifenestnitits ; if the septum is large ^,nd the

openings are small, it is called a hymen seplxis. When its partition does

not unite in the middle but grows from the anterior and posterior portions,

it is called a hymen subseptus. When perforated, it is a hymen i^ibrifoi'mis,

I have dwelt at length upon the anatomy of these parts because I am

convinced by my reading and exj)erience that sufficient attention has not

been paid to the consideration of the affections of the mucous membrane of

the genital tract in young females. The catarrhs of infancy—which, as we

shall see, may result from cold, pent-up secretions, want of cleanliness, etc.

—act upon the mucous lining of the uterus and tubes as they do upon that

of the nasal chamber, producing congestion, infiltration, and finally stenosis

of the passages. The effect this has upon the uterus is to congest it, to

obstruct its canal, and to increase its weight ; and undoubtedly the uterine

flexions and versions, with their many symptoms, incbiding dysmenori-hoea,

that attend puberty or follow it, owe their origin to this cause. " Either vul-

vitis or vaginitis may exist alone, but more frequently the infectious disease

which begins with the vulva does not end there. In adults this disease net

infrequently extends to the uterus, the Fallopian tubes, the ovaries, and the

peritoneum, and may end fatally. ... It seems extremely probable that

many of the deformed and undeveloped uteri with which are associated so

much dysmenorrhoea and anguish, sterility and domestic unhappiness, are

the legitimate consequence of vulvo-vaginitis in early life." ^ If it wore

generally known by mothers l,hat vulvo-vaginal catarrh is a serious matter

and needs careful and early attention, many times would the family physi-

' Archiv fur Gyniikologie.

» Currior, Medical News, July 6, 1889.
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*ii *

clan's attention be called to the subject and treatment instituted ; as it is,

ordinary cases are passed unnoticed, or only a superficial washing is given to

insure cleanliness. Every mother should be taught that no child should

have protracted leucorrhcea,—that it is always a pathological condition and

needs the immediate attention of the physician.

As almost all the affections of the female genital organs are accompanied

by a discharge, we will take this symptom into consideration.

LEUCORRH(EA.

Synonymes.—Fluor albus, the Whites, White discharge; French,

Leucorrhfie ; German, Weisser Fluss.

Definition.—A discharge or excessive secretion, non-hemorihagic in

character, coming from any portion of the raucous surface of the female

organs of generation.

Etiology.—Leucorrhcea is usually the result of an inflammation of the

mucous membrane of the female sexual organs. The conditions which give

rise to inflammation may be classified as follows : (1) the simple catarrhal,

(2) the infectious, (3) the phlegmonous, and (4) the diphtheritic.

A classificption may be made based upon the part of the mucous mem-
brane affected : (1) vulvar or infantile, (2) vaginal, (3) cervical (also common

in childhood), (4) Intra-uterine, (5) tubal. This division is an arbitrary one,

as extension of the inflammation may take place.'

The inflammation may be general, and be the r^^ult of the strumous

diathesis, cold, filth, ascarides (?) ; it may be local, and limited to the

vestibule, the navicular fossa (Figs. 1 and 2), the muciparous follicles and

glands, or the glands of Barthollni (common cause of labial abscess),

—

and be the result of the same causes. The inflammation may be specific,

and be due to gonorrhoea, syphilis, erysipelas, noma, or one of the eruptive

fevers ; or it may be the result of eruptions, as eczema, erythema, herpes,

prurigo, or acne. Tumors may be present, such as hypertrophies, hernia,

cysts, and new growths. The new growths may be fibromata, sarcomata,

carcinomata, or cystomata. Of course all injuries to which these parts may
be subjected should also receive careful consideration.

DISEASES OF THE UTERUS.

Tumors.—An interesting case of malignant adenoma in a giri of seven-

teen is reported,* which was cut away several times, but recurred, and

finally formed a large tumor, which caused the patient's death. Rosenstein

described a case of cancer of the fundus uteri in a child aged two. In

thlf case a solid tumor reached high above the symphysis, causing dysuria.

The inguinal glands were swollen. After death a mass was found project-

' Quain'B Dictionary of Medicine.

* British Medical Journal, January 5, 1889.
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or excessive local irritation, the discharge dries upon the surface, is muco-

purulent, the parts become ulcerated, or crusts form which leave sores when

disturbed.

The physician should make a very thorough examination, espe3ially of

the vulva, of these cases when brought to him. The introduction of foreign

bodies will cause a vulvo-vaginitis, and attempts at rape, even when gonor-

rhoea cau be eliminated, will produce a catarrh tlirough traumatism.

Treatment.—In adolescence leucorrhoea prevails as an accompaniment

of the rheumatic and gouty diatheses, during convalescence from various

fevers, in pulmonary phthisis, and in local tuberculosis. The treatment,

therefore, in all cases has to be either constitutional or local, and in most

cases both. In the child as well as in the adult, if the leucorrhoea is indica-

tive of a cervicitis,—that is, if it is c(jmposed of a glairy mucus with de-

stroyed endothelial cells (the whites), accompanied by more or less irrita-

tion of tlie parts,—constitutional treatment is most important. Fresh

air, generous diet, bathing, massage, iron, arsenic, quinine, cod-liver oil,

bichloride of mercury (in minute doses), and red wine are indicated.

Constipation is extremely common in all cases that have leucorrhoea as

a symptom. Careful inquiry will frequently })rove this though the state-

ment be made that the child has a movement every day : an accumulation

of scybala will usually be revealed by a large enema. Attention to this

matter should be the initial procedure in every case. Every evening the

child should have, if needed, an enema of tepid water with a pinch of salt

and a small quantity of olive oil ; and each morning, liefore breakfast, a

glass of pure spring water, or a half-teaspoonful of compound liquorice

powder, or Tarrant's aperient, or elixir of cascara sagrada, or bitartrate of

potassium. A glycerin suppository occasionally is useful. The child

should have a morning bath and rapid sponging with salt water (a half-

ounce to a gallon) and friction. The genitals should then be anointed with

some substance that will not become rancid. My preference is for carbo-

lated white vaseline, or white vaseline and lanoline and oxide of zinc oint-

ment. After this the parts should be dusted with fine boric acid such as

is used by aurists. This can be done with a powder-insufflator. If the

mother cannot use this, vaginal suppositories can be inserted of iodoform,

boric acid, subnitrate of bismuth, acetate of lead, or tannin. If the dis-

charge is annoying, causing much pruritus and quitii abundant, a small

quantity of glycerole of tannin should be introduced into the vagina in

suppository form with oleum theobroma;, and retained by a cotton pad.

The cases that I'equire the treatment just indicated are those ordinarily

known as " whites," the simplest form of mild catarrh. In very mild cases,

and in older children, washes may be of service, provided they are made to

enter the vagina. The simple washing of the external genitals with infu-

sion of white-oak bark or alum-water is seldom of any service in any form
of infantile leucorrhoea.

Of course in all these cases constitutional treatment should be instituted

:

"
1

I
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cod-liver oil, with syrup of hydriodic acid or syrup of iodide of iron, is

especially indicated.

2. The Infectious Variety of Vulvo-Vaginitis.—Although I

believe that most if not all of the cases of vulvo-vaginitis that present

the characteristics which accompany this form are gonorrhoeal or specific in

their origin, I have adopted the title of wfectious, so as to include the

doubtful cases.

The presence of the gonococcus certainly is sufficient at the present day

to carry with it a strong supposition of the gonorrhoeal. origin of the case.

Spaeth ' examined the discharges from twenty-one cases of vulvo-vaginitis

in girls between three and eleven years of age, and found Neisser's coccus

in fourteen. In none of these cases did the inflammatory process extend

lo the urethral mucous membrane, whereas in adult females the urethral

discharge alwiys contains cocci. The gonococcus may be detected after the

method of Neisser. A drop of the secretion is pressed between cover-

glasses, dried over a spirit-lamp, stained with methyl-blue, passed through

oil of cloves, and mounted in Canada balsam. The gonococci are then

readily recognized, even with a one-fourth-inch dry objective and a D eye-

piece ; for diiferential study a higher magnifying power is necessary.

The form of vulvo-vaginitis under consideration has its analogue in the

ophthalmo-blennorrhoea neonatorum : its highly infectious character is de-

monstrated by the rapidity with whic it attacks children in hospitals and

asylums where the little inmates are ^lected, where they ai'e washed in

the same tub, possibly with the same wuur, and where the soaj) and towel

are common property. I. is often found in children of filthy habits.

Diegnosis.—Possibly attention is not called to the case until it has

progressed for some time. The labia are red and swollen, the mucous

membrane resembling "wet hemlock sole-leather," the secretion being

purulent, muco-purulent, or sanguino-purulent. The discharge has prob-

ably excoriated the parts in the vicinity, and has dried in crusts or in the

creases. Undoubtedly most, if not all, of these cases are of gonorrhoeal

origin, and the mucous surfaces most affected are those external to the

hymen, including the urethra. Severe urethritis is almost pathognomonic of

gonorrhoea, though this is most common in the adult. Should the case have

lasted for some time, or if it has been caused by sexual intercourse more or

less complete, the inflammation will not b? limited to the mucous membrane

of the outlet, but will involve the vagina and the cervix and eventually

produce a salpingitis. The representation of the mucous membrane in Fig.

2 shows how easily the infectious material can become located in the vaginal

folds. In asylum cases, or in children of the poor and dirty, an infectious

vulvo-vaginitis is liable to take the same course, and tubal or ovarian disease

and even peritonitis may result.'*

' Miinchen. Med. Wochenschrift, May 28, 1889 ; also an interesting editorial in tha

New York Medical Journal for July 13, 1889.

' Francis Huber, Archives of Pediatrics, December, 1889, p. 887.
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irial in the

Treatment.—lu cases of loug-standing leucorrhoea the treatment should

consist in first etherizing the patient and making a thorough examination.

Tlio surface should be cleansed by irrigutiou throughout the vaginal tract,

and in all cases where applications are required to the mucous membrane

of the vagina and uterus they should be made above the line where the

mucous membrane seems affected.

Having thoroughly washed out the cavity, the large blade of a Skene's

urethral speculum should be used in the Sims position, (tare l^eing taken

not to tear the hymen, and whatever application is necessary should be made

at once. The mucoua membrane may be wiped over with absorbent cotton,

and the vaginal surface then thoroughly coated with a strong solution of

nitrate of silver, twenty to thirty grains to the ounce ; or we may employ

a solution of sulphate of copper, boric acid, carbolic acid, and glycerin,

the parts being well greased with a stiff ointment, in order to keep the sur-

faces thoroughly lubricated and apart.

In cases of the infectious variety the mucous membrane should be thor-

oughly cauterized with the solid silver stick, or with a strong solution of

nitrate of silver, or some of the other materials already mentioned, great

care being taken that all diseased portions of the mucous membrane have

been reached. If the disease has lasted some time, it will be found that

the cervix is also affected, and before a cure can be brought about it will be

necessary to make a similar application to this surface ; neglect of this is

probably the cause of so many cases of leucorrhoea or gonorrhoea existing

after the treatment has been supposed to be most thorough. The mucous

surfaces should then be kept apart by means of lint or cotton covered with

oleaginous material, carboHzed oil, or benzoated zinc ointment, and thor-

oughly irrigated—not merely syringed—with either a hot solution of cor-

rosive chloride of mercury, in the proportion of one to five thousand,

or calomel 3i, listerine ^i, aquse calcis 5v; or the following may be used,

diluted to suit the case :

K Benzoic acid, gr. xxx

;

Oil of wintergreen, gr. Ix

;

;
Oil of eucalyptus, gr. Ix

;

Thymol, gr. c

;

Salicin, gr. xl

;

Glycerin, fgii;

Water, f,^ xxii

;

Alcohol, f^^xl.

To make O iv.

Injections of red wine are also efficacious, and, if much pain exists,

belladonna and opium may be added to the injection.

Should it be found that the disease involves the uterine canal, applica-
tions should be made to the entire endometrium, even as far up as the
fundus if the internal os is patulous.

The character of the application should depend entirely upon the extent

of the inflammation of the mucous membrane. Ordinary simple catarrh,
Vol. III.—46
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which is sujxirficial, jmssibly may need only the mildest form ^^ alterative

and astringent applications, such as chlorate of potassiimi, lerric alum

tannin, and the abundant use of hot water to dimip.ish local congestion.

The hygroscopic property of glycerin renders it most valuable in relieving

congestions of the mucosa. Tampons of cotton or wool impregnated with

glycerin should be inserted into the vagina to support the uterus; and
astringents, such as tannin, may be incorporated with the glyceiiu.

Thorough cleanliness should be insisted upon, and, after this has been

attended to, the physician may select for himself the wash or ajiplication

which he prefers. I will offer simply a few suggestions as to treatment,

referring to the articles quotetl for a more elaborate exposition.

J. B. Johnson,' after dwelling upon the highly irritating character of

the dischpTge in vulvo-vagiuitis and also the danger of infection, recom-

mends the following

:

R Acid, carbol., gr. x;
* '.'' ••'

' ' ; \ Sodii bibor., zii;

Glycenni, gi;

AquflB, fjv. •

"'
' Misce. ';..-..,.

Shake well, and use four times daily, after the parts have been well washed.

In severe vaginitis he recommends balsam of copaiba, three or four drops,

placed in the ostium vaginse and allowed to remain there. If pure copaiba

irritates, mix with equal quantities of cacao butter or carbolized vaseline

and apply with a camel's-hair brush.

T. G. Thomas ^ advises that the vagina should be thoroughly cleansed

and then a wash used of one ounce of " black wash" to a pint of water.

Ellis' advises a thorough washing with warm water, and then a weak

astringent lotion of sulphate of zinc, alum, acetate of lead, boric acid, or

nitrate of silver, according to the severity of the case. He advises cold

salt-w^ater baths with friction with a coarse towel, and change of air to the

sea-shore, also ferruginous and bitter tonics.

It is well not to begin treatment with materials that will stain the

clothing, but of course, should the discharge persist despite milder applica-

tions, nitrate of silver, tannin, etc., will have to be used. In severe cases

of vulvo-vaginal catarrh in infants, as well as in older children, it is far better

to make a thorough application at once to the mucous surfaces. For this

purpose the child should be etherized, the parts well irrigated with warm

water and bichloride (one to four thousand) or with creoline, the vagina

opened carefully by means of a speculum of the Sims pattern (a bent pewter

teaspoon handle serves well), and the whole canal packed with strips of

iodoform lint. The orifice of the urethra should be painted with a solution

pf the nitra i of silver (ten or fifteen grains to the ounce). Iodoform

' Medical and Siirciical Reporter, May 12, 1888,

'Ibid., March 31, 1883.

' Diseases of Children.
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should be sprinkled well on the mucous membrane of the external opening,

and the whole vulva covered with a mass of borattxi absorbent cotton. This

outer dressing should be remove^l when the child urinates, and a fresh one

applied. In twenty-four hours the lint cen be removed, and the parts well

irrigated with Dobcll's solution or a lotion of black wash and listerine.

Dobell's solution has the following formula

:

R Borate of sodium, grs. 120;

Bicnrbonato of sodium, grs. 120;

Carbolic acid, crysttillizcd, grs. 24
;

'•> Glycerin, f^ J ;

Water, enough to make f^ 16.

Dissolve the salts in about eight fluidounces of water, and add the glycerin and carbolic

acid, previously liquefied by warming. Then add the water to make sixteen fluidounces,

and lastly filter.

An application of a five-per-cent. sointion of cocaine to the parts Avith

a curael's-hair brush will allay pain and smarting and allow the child to

permit of the thorough washing necessary.

Should there be the least suspicion of gonorrhoea, no time is to be

lost. The vagina must be thoroughly dilated, and a solution of nitrate of

silver applied to the whole surface, followed by a dressing consisting of

thorough packing with cotton or lint smearetl with the oleate of bismuth

or the subnitrate of bismuth with glycerin (Currier).

3. Phlegmonous Vulvo-Vaginitis is usually either due to trauma-

tism or may accompany or follow the eruptive fevers. Possibly in children

who are otherwise diseased, the irritation of a simple catarrhal vulvo-

vaginitis may be productive of ulceration and gangrene. The infectious

and phlegmonous types may be associated.

Treatment.—Thorough cleanliness should be enforcetl, and modern

antiseptic measures instituted, preceded, if necessary, by surgical treatment.

Frequently, should ulceration and gangrene set in, cauterization will be

required. Tonics, stimulants, nourishment, and fresh air are imperatively

indicated.

4. Diphtheritic Vulvo-Vaginitis.—This is not confined to cases

of diphtheria, but may accompany all septic diseases, including scarlet fever

and measles. It is, of course, of very serious import to the life of the

l)atient, and there is great danger of infecting others. It leads to gangrene

and septiesemia.

Treatment.—Vulvar and vaginal diphtheria should be treated with the

same thoroughness as diphtheria of the air-passages. A solution of salicylic

acid has been recommended as a specific by some. A frequent application

of peroxide of hydrogen has been advocatetl by many. The parts should h

treated antiseptically, washed, and packed, so that the whole surface shall

receive treatment. In diphtheria the complication is apt to be very fatal,

as it shows the dyscrasia to be well marked, and the treatment, as far as

supporting the system is concerned, must be heroic.

I
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Cysts of the vagina constitute a form of tumor which occui-j oflener

than is usually supposed, though oomi)aratively rare in the very youni;.

Johnston' cites fifty-two cases in which the age of the patients had heen

noted, and among these five were between th( ages of ten and twenty
years, and one was under ten years. Neither heredity nor constitutional

tendency is considered a predisposing cause, but ryther disease cr injuries

which directly alter the tissue of the vaginal waL. Among the theories

which have been advanced are the following :^

1. That they are the result of an accumulation of the secreted fluid in

a depression formed by the union of the crests of two contiguous folds of

mufjous membrane.

2. That they are the result of simple dilatation of the lymph-channels

which traverse the connective tissue of the vaginal wall.

3. That they owe their origin to the ducts of Gartner.

4. That they owe their origin to the glands in the vaginal mucous

membrane.

They occur as simple, compound, single, and in masses. Usually they

apjwar singly. Their size varies from that of a jxja up to that of a pear,

though a size about midway between these extremes is ofteuest met with.

According to Winckel, their location is on the anterior or the posterior wall

of the vagina, as a rule, and usually in the lower or the middle third,

though Johnston states that they occur more often in the upper part.

They are frequently accompanied by a leucorrhceal discharge and a me-

chanical interference with function. Pain and tenderness occur chiefly

where inflammation and irritation exist. Occasionally marked nervous

symptoms are present.

Several modes of treatment have been advised in the removal of these

growths. Johnston, in the article referred to, inclines to Schroeder's oper-

ation if the cyst cannot be cured by puncture or incision. This consists

in the removal by scissors of all that part of the growth that projects above

the vaginal surface, and the union by sutures of the mucous membrane of

the vagina to that which lines the tumor. Enucleation, though safe and

advisable in small cysts, becomes dangerous in cysts of larger size.

Fibroma.—This is a rare condition, yet its occurrence in early child-

hood has been reported.^ The upper third is usually the region of the

vagina which is affected. Its cause is obscure. It may be a congenital

growth or it may be developed later, appearing generally about the age

of puberty. The symptoms produced are very similar to those of a like

condition of the uterus, including the bleeding and discharge. As a rule,

removal of the gro^vth, either by ligature or by the knife, is advised, unless

contra-indicated by its position, vascularity, or some form of complication.

* American Journal of Obstetrics, November, 1887.

* Dr. .T. M. Baldy, Philadelphia Medical and Surgical Keporter, February 15, 1890.

* Mann, Gross.
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Generally a small lumor should not he disturbed oy radical measureg.

VVinckel advisea recourse to surgical interf(M'enoc when the tumor hao

reached the size of a walnut, for then its distnrbaice of function and its

tendency to cause displacement become matters of s' rious import.

Sarcoma is even more rare than fibroma, yet ViM-Jous cases of its occur-

rence in early youth are on record.' Dr. R. W. Taylor reports- cases of

melano-sarcoma in adults, and refers to Kobner.* iS 'huclmrdt, in a paper

read before the second congress of the German GynaK!ological Societ}-, held

at Halle in May, 1888, cites two cases. According to Schubert, of seven

cases reported only one vas noticed at birth, the ages of the other children

ranging from two to five. The etiology of these growths is obscure. Any
congenital lesion or any irritation of the parts may be a primary cause.

Dr. Schuchardt believes that in the cases coming under his observation the

tumors originated from certain papillary structures which normally exist in

the region of the vagina. The treatment is removal as soon as possible.

In the article referred to above. Dr. Taylor speaks favorably of the action

of arsenic injected into the mass. According to statistics, this growth has

proved very malignant, metastasis occurring through the vascular system,

and afler removal the formation being reproduced. The prognosis is then

of necessity fatal, and relief of the sufi'ering is all that can be looked for.

Carcinoma, like sarcoma, is exceedingly rare. Mann cites two cases

between fifteen and twenty years, and one case in early childhood. The

cause of this formation is the same as that of sarcoma, heredity, however,

having a strong influence. Metastasis occure along the course of the

lymph-vessels, and tendency to renewed growth afler excision is the inevi-

table consequence, should the patient survive. Palliative treatment neces-

sarily is to be adopted, and, if feasible, the growth removed as quickly as

possible, and, as in all cases of growths or disease of these organs, the

patient should be given nourishing food, plenty of fresh air, and tonics,

so as to build up the general system.

Foreign bodies introduced into the vagina from without are not of

infrequent occurrence, comparatively. They give rise to irritation, and if

left long enough produce great pain and discomfort, even going on to

ulceration. Removal of the cause and treatment of the parts involved

constitute the method of procedure under such circumstances.

'i

V

II

DISEASES OF THE VULVA.

Pruritus Vulv^.—This is an annoying and very frequent condition,

depending in children upon various causes, which may be either local or

constitutional, but usually are both. Almost all forms of leucorrhoea will

• British Medical Journal, September 6, 1888, and January 19, 1889.

' New York Medical Journal, July 6, 1889.

» Berlin. Klin. Wochenschr., No. 1, 1881.
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produce irritation of the genitals. The causea may bo clasBifiod as follows

:

(1) animal and vegetable parasites (ascaridea being most conmion in young

girls)
; (2) diseases of the vulva

; (3) diseases of the urinary system (dia-

betes, etc.)
; (4) vaginitis

; (5) diseases of the uterus
; (6) ovarian and other

tumors
; (7) skin-affections

; (8) diseases of the nervous system.'

Where the history of pruritus vulvas is presented, of course it is neces-

sary to understand thoroughly the cause, in order to treat it intelligently.

It is necessary to inquire into the history of the ease and the constitutional

tendency of the individual, and the family record should be investigated as

to the question of tuberculosis. Careful search should be made for the exist-

ence of any parasitic affection, and inquiry instituted as to the presence of

vesical and urethral disorders, diabetes, etc. The genital organs should

be carefully examined for evidence of leucorrhoea, psoriasis, eczema, or any

other local skin-affection.

. The absence of pubic hair will preclude the possibility of pediculi, but

scolices may find an entrance into the tender tissue of the groin and the

neighboring parts.

Treatment.—In regard to treatment, it should be both constitutional

and local, the constitutional treatment consisting of projier hygienic meas-

ures, assimilable nutriment, tonics, if necessary, and plenty of fresh air.

The nervous system requires careful attention ; in fact, it may be neces-

sary to emi^loy sedatives for a time, but the use of opium should be avoidal.

A careful study of local causes should be made, that proper treatment

may be instituted. The use of local applications which are setlative to

uerve-tei'mini is indicated in all cases of neuropathic origin. Of these,

painting with menthol, peppermint, and cocaine is of the greatest value

;

but when these applications are made, it should be remembered that their

favorable action docs not last long, and that constant rcapplieation to the

sensory nerve-filaments in the papillary layer of the eucis is necessary.

Routh'* mentions urethral caruncle as a possible cause. This should

be borne in mind, and proper treatment instituted, if necesisary. In the

pruritus from leucorrhoea of vaginitis he advises constant bathing of the

part with a solution of

—

R Borax, teaspoonful

;

Oil of peppermint, gtt. v
;

Water, hot, Oi.

Shake well, and bathe the parts freely with a soft sponge.

Julien's formula is an excellent local application :'

R Zinci oxidi, gr. xxv

;

Acidi salicylici, gr. i

;

Glycerin! amyli, gr. xxv.

Apply locally.

' Wiltshire, British Medical Journal, March 5, 1881.

» British Medical Journal, April 14, 188' .

* Journal of Venereal and Cutaneous Diseases, April, 1886.
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Ascarides can usiiully be detortctl, and thorouf^li wuHhiiif^, with an appli-

cation afterwards ofearholized oil or vaaeliue or the use of enenmta o^" olive

oil and liaie-water, will destroy them. Should the irritation remain, a

lotion of black wash and vinuin opii will Ihj ot" servic^e. When the itching

is associated with much iuHammation ot'the vulva, it is advisable to employ

a demulcent wash, such as infusion of niarshmallow, or to ap))ly a poultice

of linsectl-meal or potato-starch with viiuim opii or infusion of po})py-

heads, until the inflammation shall have subsided.

For pruritus aui the following will Ih3 found beneficial :*

H Hyilrarg. chlor. niit., gi;

Balaam. Peruv., giss;

Acidi carbolioi, gr. xx
;

Lanolini, ^i.

Once or twice duily.

Condylomata.—It is not necessary to go into a detailed account of

this affection, as it is treated of in all works on venereal diseases. It may
be stated, however, that it is a very common form of cutaneous growth,

which, as a rule, is located in the neighborhood of the anus and the genital

organs, and is due to irritation produced by acrid vaginal or rectal dis-

charges. According to Winckel, " sharp or acuminate condylomata arise

from a multiplication of papilke, but occur upon parts devoid of papilla;."

They are of frequent occurrence on the labia, and in the vestibule, ^ ^en

extending over the thighs and upon the abdomen. They are usually quite

small, but the size varies from that of a millet-seed to that of a walnut

and even larger. " They are always pedunculated, generally flat, at first

fringed or shaped like a cock's conib, and are much softer than papillo-

mata." They are vascular, and liable to become painful and inflamed

if subjected to friction, infecting healthy skin with which they come in

contact.

There is some difference of opinion as to the definite cause of these

structures,—wliether it be gonorrhceal or syphilitic, or whether they may not

be spontaneous growths. Fritsch report? cases of children under one year

on whom were pointed condylomata where gonorrhceal infection was out of

the question. Other instances'* are reported where children under twelve

years of age were so affected, with entire absence of any venereal or con-

stitutional infection.

Acuminated condylomata originating in the papillary layer of the

skin of the labia may appear, independently of venereal or constitutional

infection, but their presence should undoubtedly be looked upon with

suspicion.

The treatment of these growths is chiefly local. Solutions of corrosive

sublimate in alcohol and corrosive sublimate and collodion have been

i

• Progress, Dr. J. M. Mathews.
' Dublin Journal of Medical Science, February 2, 1880.
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highly rt'oomnK'»i(l(Hl ; hut th'^ siMHMlicHt and most cffbctivo nu>th(Ml is the

use of the kiiifo or of t«UHtic, jKjrflt!t antiw^pHis iH'injr ohwcrv '

Ei-KPIIANTIAHIH OP THK liAHlA iu wirtaiuly a mro diHoaso in this

country. I liavo soon ono nmrkod niso, whicli (wcnpicil tho hihia and which

corroHpondcd to the UHiml deseription, tiiough the iiistory \va« indcdnite.

The patient did not improve under various forniH of treatment, and finally

was lost from ohservation. This girl was ahout fourteen years ol age. Her
genend health ii'niained go(Kl notwithstanding the annoying eharaeter of

the aU'eetion. Virehow regards tlie disease as originating in tin; lymphatic

glands. The as|)ect of the growth is that of an hyj)ortrophie<l condition of

the lahia, oi' irregular, papillary, or cauliflower-like appearance, conipostKl

of innumeral)l(! cysts, from which there is constant oozing, causing intense

irritation. The elepliantoid appeamnce is well markwl.

The (piestion in tho ease mentioned was in regard to tho feasihility of

an amputation of the labia. Enunet, in the two eases with which he had

to deal, adopted this metho<l of treatment.

Gangrene op the Labia.—This seems to l)e generally a condition

resulting from some previous lesion, either traumatic or some constititutional

disturban':o, as fevers, measles, and diphtheria, es|)ecially measles. Jt has

sometimes been ft)und in conne<;tion with embolism an*' lucmaturia. hj

acme it is held that it is identical with hospital gangrene and noma.

Ranke' says that diiferent forms of gangrene resulting from noma can un-

questionably occur in children who have a tendency to diseases of this kind,

and he ascribes its infectious character to the presence of micro-organisms.

The disease is iuoculable and contagious. Afler an epidemic of measles in

the New York Foundling Asylum in 1874, gangrenous vulvitis occurred

in some of those who had been affected (Smith). Occurring ou the mucous

surface at one or more points, it spreads with great rapidity. The labia

are of a dark, livid red, as is also the adjacent mucous mead)rane. Gan-

grenous spots apjxjar, enlarging until the part affected is covered with a

fetid slough.

Treatiner+ Antisepsis as far as possible is one of the first require-

ments. If thv. gangrene be of the dry kind, dry, hot applications should

be used,—bags of sand or bran. Cold must be avoided. Hot fomenta-

tions of boric lint or poultices may be required to stimulate the separation

of slough. Chlorate of potassium has been highly praised as a local agent.

E. St. George Queely' checked ulceration by the free use of solid silver

nitrate, and used as an additional application zinc ointment made with

vaseline and carbolic acid. Early and thorough cauterization by nitric

acid or bromine is often urgently indicated. When the labia are hard and

swollen, a deep incision has proved beneficial. Sometimes the actual cautery

is of UoO, and its rapid effect favors the idea of a local cause. Tonics, stim-

' Jahrbuch fur Kinderheilkunde, xxvii. 8.

« Lancet, January 12, 1889.
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iilmitH, niul mitritloUH HmkI nn> iifH-i'SHiiry for constitutional troatnient. Some

odvitH; tlio use of <iu!niiie in larjijc (low's.

Prompt and active moiLsni-cH sliould always be employed as soon an the

affection presents itself; otherwise the proj^nosis becomes very serious.

In all cases of j^an^renc or ulcemtion of these mueotis surfaces the pjreat-

est care should Ix; e.\ercisc<l to prevent the closure or narrowing of the

pass}ij:;('s by union. Tlie parts shoidd always l)e separated, and the surfaces

not allowed to come in contact with one another.

Noma Pudendi.—This condition has l)een by some considered to be

identi"al with gauf^rene, and by others to lx> a direct forerunner of it. Its

fr('(|Ment oc* -vence in institutions where there are numy inmates points to-

wanls its ^...^ . ious character, and investigations re<^ently nuule suggest, if

they do n'^t actually prove, the prestnice of micro-organisms, though the

specific c(H!ci have not been isolatinl. The primary cause in children is

usually some pr(!-existiug lesion inducetl by irritation or itiflanuuation. A
resulting gangrene siiould be carefully guardtKl against. Autis(>ptics and

local s(tothing applications are indicatcxl, and constitutional treatment for

building up the whole system. Iodoform has been recommeudal as a

specific. (Mann.)

Lupus is comparatively rare in the very young, and btit few cases have

been recorded. As to the exact cause there seems to Ix^ a difference of

opinion. Dr. Taylor ' thinks that too much prominence has been given to

syphilis as a causative factor of this lesion, although it certainly has much

to do with it. In children, uuless it be a congenital defect, the growth

may be caused by iuHammatiou, irritation, traumatism, or some constitu-

tional affection, as tuberculosis. The size varies, in some cases the labia

breoming greatly hypertrophied and very vascular. Whether it is identical

with lupus of the face is still a question, though the majority of writers

still agree with Huguier, who first advanced the theory. Dr. Grace Peck-

ham^ has suggested that the term lupus or esthiomfine be set aside and

that of hyjiertrophic ulcer of the vulva substituted, prefixing as an adjective

the cause of the lesion, if that be discoverable.

The treatment should be, where possible, radical. Cauterization of the

ulcers and of the bleeding surfaces is recommendctl by Dr. Peckham. Anti-

syphilitic measures are always indicated where a suspicion of a venereal or

constitutional cause exists.

TuACHOMA Pudendorum IS a condition which Prof. Tarnovsky, of

St. Petersburg,' has found. On the labia are yellowish or grayish nodules

ab'dit the size of a pin-head, " surrounded by a hypersemic halo." The feel

of the affected part is gritty, like sand, and crepitation is obtained by

scratching with any hard substance. The growth contains innumerable

' Wew York Medical Journal, Jpnuary 4, 1890.

' American Journal of Obstetrics, August, 1887.

• Jour. Akusherstva.

Ill
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micrococci, which are believed to be the cause. Sometimes there is pruritus,

which is relieved by cold. Prof. Taruovsky advises sujierficial scarificu-

tiou ; applications of silver nitrate, five to ten grains to the ounce of water

;

carbolic acid, five per cent. ; or corrosive sublimate solution, in the pro-

portion of one to two-thousand. The condition is infectious.

Foreign Bodies have sometimes been found to give rise to irrita-

tions of the vulva, resulting, unless discovered promptly, in serious lesions.

Bokai ' relates a case of strangulation of the clitoris in a young girl, pro-

duced by her having tied a piece of string around its base. In this instance

a knife was resorted to. Local treatment, to relieve irritation, and the

removal of the cause, are, as a rule, all that will be required, provided tlie

lesion has not been of too long duration. -

* Medical Press and Circular, August 29, 1889.



DISEASES OF THE OVARIES AND TUBES.

By HOWARD A. KELLY, M.D.

While within the past decade familiarity with diseases of the uterine

appendages—the Fallopian tubes and the ovaries—has become somewhat

widely diffused, so that the general practitioner, meeting a case of long-

standing severa pelvic pain, or persistent profuse menstrual flow, or other

severe distrese of pelvic origin, may now Rt least suspect the existence of

something more than mere functional disorder and seek special advice, the

existence of such diseases in children is not only noi: as yet systematically

treated, but is not even ranged within the limits of the extraordinarily

rare in the various text-books on pelvic pathology.

One of the most admirable scientific treatises upon the diseases of the

female sexual organs in children, by Prof. Heunig, of Leipsic,^ seems as

yet to have attracted but little attention in the English-speaking world, and

this important branch of diagnosis, pathology, and therapy still rests in the

mists of the unknown. Nevertheless, the writer is convinced, from per-

sonal observation, from numerous scattered notices in the journals, and from

communications from specialists, that both for the gynajcoiogist and for the

specialist in children's diseases there lies in this direction a rich uncultivated

field, which will in the future yield abundant reward to the patient collector

and analyst.

Tlie importance of a careful consideration of all the diagnostic signs

associate<l with the pelvic diseases of girls is both absolute and relative.

Tile subject derives its absolute importance from the fact that a number of

localized diseases strictly limited to the pelvis, such as ovarian and dermoid

cysts, and inflammation of the tubes and ovaries, have been recognized and

successfully treated within the period of childhood ; it derives its relative

importance from the bearing of the proi:)er healthy development of these

organs, which is continued through childhood, upon the whole life-history

of the adult. Here within the limits of childhood often creeji in those

localized disturbances, or diseases arising from a dyscrasia, which render

the regular cyclical functional activity of these organs after puberty,

1878.

Gerhardt's Handbuch der Kinderkrankheiten, 4ter Bund, 8tte Abthuilung, Tubingen,

781
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whether it be in the act of menstruation or in that of childbeariug, a matter

of serious difficulty or even of impossibility.

GENETIAL CLASSIFICATION.

Congenital malformatJons, such as ovpries and tubes displaced into

the canal of Nuck, or absent or rudimentary ovary or tube, scarcely come

within the category of diseases, owing their existence to conditions which it

is at present beyond our power to trace.

Imi^erfect development of the ovaries and tubes, by which, with the

uterus and the rest of the genitals, and the body at large, these organs pro-

gressively change from the infantile type to that characteristic of puberty,

is either associated with the same mystex'ious causes producing congenital

defects, or else is connected with a retardation in the general bodily devel-

opment, due to rickets, syphilis, or malnutrition, in which latter case they

are more properly considered under the topics hygiene of childhood or

dyscrasite.

Tumors and Inflammations of the Ovaries and Tubes.—Although

in a quiescent developmental state, the ovaries and tubes in childhood are

in a lesser degree liable to the same diseases as in adult life. Thus,

numerous cases of ovarian tumors have been recorded, dermoid tumoi-s,

sarcomata, and inflammation of the tubes during exanthemata. They are

also liable to tuberculosis and to syphilitic inflammation.

Diseases due to Sexual Activity.—If we were to take into consider-

ation all the injuries arising in cases of rape, as well as in the early mar-

riages in India and other tropical countries, with especial reference to phe-

nomenal cases of chlldbearlng in childhood, we might easily reproduce the

whole domain of gynaecology as pertinent to our present Inquiry. However,

we will not trench upon this ground further than to substantiate the fact

that gonorrhcea and pus-diseases of the ovaries and tubes may be found In

children.

DIAGNOSIS IN GENERAL.

The avenues of approach for examination, and the means of making a

diagnosis of diseases of the pelvic organs in children, present very important

differences from the means of approaching the same structures in the adult

woman. The history, in cases associated with much pain, rests more upon

very general indications as to the region of the body affected, to be deter-

mined in the case of very young children more by the habit of the body of

the sufferer, in the absence of the possibility of succinct statement, and by

such facts as the very unsatisfactory observation of attendant adults may

have developed.

The 'ihysioal examination has two avenues,—the rectum and the

abdomen.

iTie vagina, the chief avenue of approach for the palpation of peri-

uterine structure in the adult, cannot be used at all in small children ; and
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in those who are older, and in whom a small index finger conld possibly be

introduced, the tightness with which the finger is 'xrasped and the shortness

of the canal very seriously limit its excursus in the attempt to palpate,

demonstrating the futility of seeking information per viam vaginae.

Rectal Palpation.—The rectum, however, offers an approach as satisfac-

tory as the vagina is unsatisfactory, for by means of a carefully-applied

rectal touch much more can be discovered than by both rectum and vagina

in the adult. The lower bowel should be well emptied beforehand by a

soap-and-water injection, and the index finger, with a short nail and well

oiled, gently introduced, avoiding with the utmost care any roughness or

haste in the procedure, thus obviating any lacerations of the delicate integ-

ument at the anal orifice, or the more serious iujury, not only possible, but

probable under a rough examination, of rupture of the coats of the bowel.

The difficulty sometimes experienced in the adult in finding the lumen

of the bo" -' above the large* lax ampullar disttmtion (the rectal pouch)

does not here, and the smaller and straighter canal is readily followed

by the inrttA finger gently pushiiif^ '.'as way upward into the pelvis.

While in the adult the finger can with difficulty reach the deeper por-

tions of the pelvis, and oflen reaches the ovaries and tubes only by firm

upward pressure, with considerable invagination of the skin-surface, in the

smaller pelvis of the child the finger at once easily touches all parts.

Upon pressing forward with the pulp of the examining finger, the first

object distinctly recognized is the relatively bulky cervix ; above this can

be traced, like a broad cord, the uterine body. The ovaries and tubes, if en-

larged in any way or involved in inflammatory masses, can be distinctly

recognized, but in the normal condition cannot be separatal from numerous

similar structures felt gliding over the pulp of the finger.

Combined Rectal and Abdominal Palpation.—While the rectal touch is

the most certain way of appi'oaching tubes and ovaries to be questioned as

to their condition of health or disease, the same examination combined with

palpation by the other hand per abdomen is greatly enhanced in its value.

(Fig. 1.) Thus, while sofl, yielding, and small struc-

tures escape the detection of one hand by gliding at

once to one side or the other as soon as pressure is

made upon them, when counter-pressure is made by

moans of the outside hand pushing down thoroughly

the superior strait from above, all the structures in

question are readily caught and detained, and their

relations and consistence determined without difficulty.

In this way the uterus is most clearly felt, the ureters,

on account of their peculiar course, are readily pal-

pated, the ovaries are oflen recognized, and the tubes, in common with the

other broad-ligament structures, slip with a characteristic jumping sensation

between the fingers.

Ansesthesia in the Pelvic Examination of Children.—In well-

Fia. 1.

Rectal and bimanual
palpation in the child.
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couditioncd children, where the belly-walls are often very fat and distended

or where resistance is [)robable or much pain is liable to be produced in the

course of an examination Avhich it is important should be thorough, it is best

to ancesthetize at once. Indeed, aneesthesia is advisable in almost all cases

8*^ rapid is it in taking effect, so short is the duration, and so slight are the

after-effects. The entire relaxation, and the absence of all resistance, thus

produced afford every facility for the most complete examination.

Exploratory Incision.—In all cases of doubtful diagnosis where the

health or life of the child seems seriously threatened by an abdominal

growth, the exploratory incision offers a safe and satisfactory solution of

the difficulty. If the growth is of such a nature that it can be removed,

the operator should be ready to complete the operation at once ; if, however,

owing to its attachments, it is impossible to remove it, the incision can be

closed within five or ten minutes, and the patient left in no worse condition

than she was in immediately before this simple operation. The incision

should be carefully made in the median line, beginning about an inch above

the symphysis pubis, and extending an inch and a half upward. After in-

cising the skin, the subcutaneous fat, the white tendinous structures com-

posing the linea alba, and the subperitoneal fat, the peritoneum appears as

a delicate membrane, which should be picketl up between two forccpj^,

raising it in a distinct fold ; a slight nick with the knife opens the sac,

and at once the air enters the small opening and the intestines drop away

out of the reach of danger. Removing the forceps and introducing both

index fingers into this opening, it should then be torn to the full extent

of the external incision, after which one finger can be carried into the pelvis

to conduct the exploration.

It is best to explore in an orderly manner, according to rule, seeking

out the uterus first, as a landmark most easily recognized, then palpating to

the right and to the left from this as a fixed point, over the broad ligaments,

tubes, and ovaries.

It frequently happens that a considerable accumulation of ascitic fluid

is found at the same time. A great deal of relief will often be experienced

if nothing more is accomplished than its complete evacuation.

In thin walls six and in thick walls four silk sutures will close the in-

cision. A powder of iodoform and boracic acid (R lodoformi, 3ss ; Pulv.

acidi borici, 3iv. M.) having been dusted freely on the line of incision,

absorbent cotton placed over this, and an abdominal bandage applied, the

patient is ready to be lifted from the table and returned to bed.

The dressing need not be disturbed for a week, when all the sutures are

removed at once, and the sides of the incision supported for a week longer

by narrow adhesive strips.

It rests with the general practitioner to conduct these cases to a special-

ist and to afford them the benefit of this procedure. There is no possible

reason why the rule so universally recognized in the treatment of doubtful

conditions in the adult should not equally apply to the child. Simple as the
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exploratory incision is, its safety lies in the most rigid application of the

antiseptic principle throughout. Carelessly undertaken, in forgetfulness of

this principle, it will surely entail a certain percentage of deaths.

OVARIAN TUMORS.

In Sir Spencer Wells's list of one thousand ovfriotomies, three opera-

tions upon children are recorded, giving an average which probably exhibits

with some degree of accuracy the relative frequency of this affection in

juvenile and in adult life, some allowance being made for the fact that chil-

dren are not so readily brought to operation as adidts.

The largest tumor ever removed from a child was operated upon by

Dr. H. Marion Sims (personal communication) in 188.3. The patient, aged

eleven and a half years, came to Dr. Sims from Tarrytown, New York,

where she had not escaped the comment of the village gossips, who de-

clared her to be in a family way. Her abdomen was enormously dis-

tended, and she had been unable to lie down for several months. Dr. Sims

diagnosed a multilocular ovarian cyst, and operated, removing a cyst made

of loculi containing solid and fluid material. The whole tumor weighed

sixty-one pounds, the patient weighing seventy -six pounds. The recovery

was excellent, and the patient is still living and well.

Such an operation, trying the mettle of the operator and the endurance

of his frail patient, teaches us in no undecided manner what skilful aid

may do even in the most extreme cases.

The smallest tumor of which I find a record of operation in childhood

is a case recorded by T. Sj^encer Wells.* The tumor weighed but two

pounds. The little girl, eight years of age, was a patient of Dr. Lane,

of San Francisco : she made a good recovery, and was living and well

seven years later.

Dr. Boldt, of New York, has operated upon a patient four years old.

Dr. Joseph Taber Johnson, of Washington, has had two cases of ovarian

tumors in children. The first patient, twelve years old, was referred to

Dr. Tiiomas, of New York, who removed a sixteen-pound ovarian cyst

;

within a year a tumor equally large developed in the other ovaiy, and before

she could be operated upon this burst, and she died suddenly.

Dr. Johnson has himself operated upon a girl of thirteen, removing

successfully a tumor weighing eight pounds ; she was fifteen at date of

writing, and had not yet menstruated.

Prof. Koeberl6, whose genius has anticipated most of the steps of modern

advanced gyntecology, reports a case ^ in the Gazette Mklieale de Strasshourg,

1876, in which he successfully operated upon a girl aged thirteen, removing
a large multilocular ovarian cyst through an incision sixteen centimetres in

length.

n'

I'!

' Ovarian and Uterine Tumors, London, 1882, p. 374, Case 604.

' Hennig, loc. cit., p. 48.
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Diaernosis of Ovarian Tumors.—The diagnosis of an ovarian tumor

will be niudo by the discovery of a large multilocular encysted mass of

slow gfowtli springing from a pelvic attachment, yielding everywhere over

its moss ii

Fia. '^.

Area of tympany
arouiul on oviirlau

tumor, called the

"corona ovorlana."

pi-rcussion-note.

The ovarian tumor, having a pedicle at the broad liga-

ment of greater or less length, and being free to nn)ve, as

soon as it escapes from the pelvis is floated up and pushcnl

to the front by the lighter intestines ; in this way a dull

area corresponding to the prominence of the tumor is pro-

duced, while above the tumor, and presswl down into the

flanks, lie the intestines, giving a crescentie area of tympany,

appropriately called the corona ovariana. (Fig. 2.)

Differential Diagnosis.—The importance of being

able to make a correct diagnosis before operation has greatly

diminished since the safety of the exploratory incision has

been established, but for scientific accuracy every simple

means at our command will naturally be first employed.

The exploratory jnmdure, so nuidi employed a few years ago, in the

days when " humoral" pathology held sway in the study of abdominal

tumors, will now, in view of its uncertainty as a means of diagnosis, and

its dangei's, and of the equal if not greater safety, with the added certainty,

of the exploratory incision, be scarcely admitted under any circumstances.

The diagnosis will be determined upon the facts afforded by the history, in-

spection, percussion, and palpation. The differential diagnosis of any single

disease in the realm of medical science derives its importance not from the

lengthy list of all the various pathological conditions which can be enumer-

atal as bearing any of its important characteristics and hence liable to be

mistaken for it, but from a certain class or classes of conditions which are

constantly cropping up and in one way or another demandiug separation

from the disease in question. The disease thus acquires, apart from the

characteristics which it has when viewed alone, a certain definite physiog-

nomy derived from its more or less constant relation or association with

other diseases. Some of tliese characteristics ai'e equally appreciated by all

operatoi-s, while to a certain extent the difficulties and experiences of each

particular operator give a certain amount of individualization to the dis-

ease in question. Thus, " cystic ovarian tumor" in the adult at once calls

up a well-defined picture of fibroid and fibro-cystic tumor, of dermoid and

parovarian cysts, with a background of renal, splenic, intestinal, mesenteric,

and malignant ovarian tumors. In children, on the other hand, the picture

of the conditions which are liable to cause an error in the diagnosis thus

summoned is very different. They are dermoid cysts and sarcomata of

the ovaries, and malignant and cystic renal diseases, together with vari-

ous atypical retro-peritoneal renal affections. The prognosis in children,

therefore, in advance of accurate investigation, is far more serious than in

adults.
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It is not thv j)iirj)()HC of the writer to cuter (!lul)onitely into the intri-

caeies of differential diagnosis. Suffice it to say that deniwid c\i/nt» an;

f'miiiently found double, and are of much slower growth than ordinary

ovarian cysts, and consequently (as Hennig observes) are nuich more liabU;

to Ih! carried over into tiie years of puberty than the ovarian cysts,

Mdliynant diaedHCH in generul are t« be distinguish(Hl by their more

rapid growth and by the marked affection of tlu; general heaUh of the

patient, as well as by the fre(juent association of large ascitic attcumulutions.

If this accumulation be tapp(id under the impression that it is an siscites

proceeding from hepatic; or renal disease, the fluid will ofYcn be of a deep-

red color, from the abundant red blood-cells present, or will contain in the

thick sediment vatniolated or routid and spindle cells. At other times the

examination of the fluid is perfixjtly negative.

In retro-peritoneal disease of a malignant nature, when the tumor springs

from the pelvis its base is broad, and hence it is more or less immobile, and

the function of one pelvic organ or another is often seriously interfered with.

Thus, in the case of a child three years old in the hands of the writer, a soft

sarcoma eight centimetres in diameter, springing from the anterior face of

the sacrum, in position, shape, and consistency closely simulated an ovarian

cyst, but its retro-peritoneal origin was to be inferred from the marked de-

viation of the rectum and from the frcvpient agonizing efforts at micturition

rauHod by a large hydro-ureter of the right side.

Malignant or congenital cystic disease of the kidneys requires careful

coiisiderati(Mi and separation from ovarian tumors. In a certain percentage

of cases' of malignant disease hoematuria will give the clue to tin difficulty
;

ill the majority of cases the urine is in no respects abnormal.

Before the tumor has reached a size sufficient to fill more than one-

fourth of the abdomen, its renal origin may be detected by the reniform

shape, by its position more in one or other (chiefly the right) flank, by the

greater facility with which it can be displaced into either lumbar region,

and, above all, by the clear percussion-note over the tumor. When larger

in size, the more elongate barrel-shajjcd abdomen contrasts markedly with

the prominent spheroid of the ovarian cyst. In some cases the exploratory

incision alone will solve the difficulty.

An enlarged spleen is to be recognized by its notched border, its regu-

larity of outline, and its peculiar resistance, together with the mobility and

the readiness with which the tumor can be displaced into the left hypochon-

drium and its evident want of pelvic attachment.

Technique of Ovariotomy in Children.—The conduct of the opera-

tion for the removal of an ovarian tumor in a child is, in general, similar

to the same operation in the adult, and may be briefly summed up in the

stages enumerated below.

Daily baths should be given beforehand, to cleanse and soflen the skin.

' Three times iu twelve cases, according to Dr. Victor Faludi.

Vol. I11.-47
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Twenty-four hours before the operation, the iMJVvels should be well opened •

and half an hour before, a Hmall dose of morphine with thirty gmins ol"

subnitrate of bismuth should be administered, to insure contraction of the

intestines.

1. Perfect antisepsis (whether attained by a thorough preliminary use

of soap-and-water or by chemicals).

2. An incision in the lineu all)a large enough to allow rapid work.

3. Exposure of the cyst, and puncture and evacuation of its contents.

4. Turning the cyst inside out, like an inverted sac, through the

incision.

5. Ligation of the pedicle in two or more parts.

6. Cleansing of the peritoneum, including the removal of all water

escaped cystic contents, and blood, usually gravitating into Douglas's pouch

and the iliac fossoe.

7. Drainage by means of a straight glass tube, if there is any ixTsist-

ent oozing, or complete closure of the incision by means of silk sutures,

about four to the inch.

Adhesions to abdominal walls, pelvic viscera, omentum, and intestines

must be separated with extreme {^are, so as to leave no bleeding points, and

to avoid sacrificing any of the coats of the viscera. This can be awom-
plished where the tumor is attatihed to the omentum, or where the adhe-

sions are in the form of bands, by double tying and cutting between. Flat

adhesions can be separated by carefully peeling apart the annexed surfaces

with thumbs and forefingers, always remembering that, if the adhesion is

inclined to tear, the coats of the tumor which is being extirpated must be

sacrificed.

In one important respect this operation when performed in the child

differe from the same operation in the adult,—that is, in the far greater lia-

bility to serious shock. It is necessary to bear in mind continually that

the size of the tumor in proportion to that of the subject is far greater in

children, that the relative exposure to evaporation and loss of heat is much

greater, and that the same loss of blood which in the one case would

at the most produce a shock to be recovered from in two or three days

would in the other prove inevitably fatal.

The same rule applies also to the time consumed in the operation. The

diminished powers of resistance of the more delicate child's organism must

be constantly borne in mind.

DERMOID CYSTS.

Dermoid cysts are frequently met with in childhood. In the closed

abdomen they present all the characteristics of simple ovarian cysts. They

contain abundant fat, either liquid or of a tallowy consistence, skin, hair,

sebaceous and sweat glands, bones, and teeth. They are much slower in

growth than ovarian tumors, and hence are liable to be carried much longer,

even into the years of puberty.
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CANCER.

Cancer of the ovary has been obsorvctl in chilclliood. Hennig (loc. eil.)

was able to collect Ibiir cascs in 1878, in addition to which he has since

added the references (uted at the end of this article.

The writer ojjcrated npon a remarkable (aise of this kind several years

ago. The patient, twelve years old, was an unuHually bright child, of veiy

slight frame. The abdomen began to swell very suddeidy. She was tupped

a number of times, discharging dark bloody fluid containing round cells.

The fluid reac(nnnulated very rapidly, and she was evidently last becoming

exhaustcHl by the drain. At the operation the writer removed a large sar-

coma of the ovary, flat, and large enough to fill a hat, attached by a broad

membranous pedicle, about an inch and a half in length, lo the lefl broad

ligament. The patient made a perfect recovery, but succumbed two years

later to an attack of dysentery.

TUBERCULOSIS.

Tuberculosis of the ovaries or tubo^ will with difficulty be recognized

during life, or will at the utmost be detected upon making an exploratory

incision.

Hennig cites a case of a child from Amboyna, twelve years old, who had

tubercular disease of both ovaries, one tube, and the uterus. Gusserow

(see literature by Hennig) reports cases of tuberculosis of the ovaries and

uterus without participation of the tubes, and Klwisch and Neureutter cite

cases of tuberculosis of the tubes and uterus.

PUS DISEASES.

Inflammatory diseases involving the tubes and extending to the ovaries,

sealing the tubes, or extending to the pelvic peritoneum, undoubtedly occur,

although rarely reported.

Dr. M. Sanger, of Leipsic, related to the writer a case in which a man
with gonorrhoea infected his whole family, iucluding a little daughter, who
developed all the symptoms of an acute pelvic peritonitis, in common with

a well-marked gonorrhoea, from which she recovered only after a protracted

illness.

Dr. Edis' reported a case of a child twelve years of age, dying after a

wasting illness of four months, in which he found a pelvis full of pus

surrounding a ruptured ovary and a cheesy tube.

EXANTHEMATOUS INFLAMMATION.

As early as 1851 Hennig observed hyperaemia and infiltration of ovaries

and tubes in scarlet fever.

The efiects of the severer forms of the exanthemata upon the female

» Lond. Obstet. Soc. Trans., 1872.
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genitals urgently (loniaiid more mrefiil ohHorvation and the reiM)rt of a

number of cases, to assist in determiiiing the relation of these diseases to

dysmenorrha»a, sterility, and imperfect development in later life.
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ABNORMALITIES OF THE FEMALE GENITAL
ORGANS AND MAMMARY GLANDS.

By CLARA AIAJtSIIALL, M.D.

lild two anil ii

Abnormalitiks of the female sexual organs when studied in eonnee-

tion with the development of the human embryo no longer assume the

character of natural curiosities, but become explainable, in the large major-

ity of instances, under the head of arred of dcvelopmci't. To the scientific

student they are of perhaps greater interest than are the normal ty|>es, Ix;-

canse in them is affordwl an opportunity to study in a pt'rmanent form

certain transitory embryonic states. These malformations have been aptly

spoken of as " development caught in the act and fixed permanently for

after-investigation."

The space allotted to this paper will permit only a cursory glance into

this illimitable aud fascinating field of investigation.

Since most of the malformations of the genitalia do not receive atten-

tion and are not even suspected until some defect in function demands relief,

it happens that most of the recorded cases are those which were seen first

in adult life. This being the case, it necessarily follows that most of the

illustrations made use of by the writer have been taken from reports of

cases which were noted at or after the period of puberty.

Some account has already been given of the normal anatomy of the

female sexual organs at birth, and allusion has been made to their mode of

development (vol. i. pp. 41, 42). It may be well, however, to refer to the

fact that the Fallopian tubes, the uterus, and the vagina are developed from

the ducts of Miiller, which appear first as solid filaments, and then as tul)es

whose walls approach each other and afterwards (at the lowest part) coalesce,

with a final absorption of the septum so that the two tubes unite in one,

forming the uterus and vagina. Above they remain separated as the right

and the left Fallopian tube. The illustration on the following page (Figs.

1, 2, 3, 4), from Skene, is suggestive of these changes.

OVARIES.

The rarest of all the abnormalities of the sexual system is the absence

of both ovaries, and it is also the abnormality which is most frequently

741
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aj4H(H-iiit(<<l witli {lt'f('ctiv« dovclopiiu'nt of the n'tiiaiiiin^ hoxuuI orf^tuiH.

According; to County, " iu two-thirds of the cjist'H in which abHcnci! of the

ovuricH hiiH Imk'ii olwcrvcd, the vagina, iitcniH, and Fallopian t:d)('s were also

abuont; in (he r<<iiminin^ third thu iiteru.s cxistcil, hot was inipt'i-fcctlv

Fid. 1. Kid.

Mttllur'8 (luvbi.

Fio. 8.

CoAluDcciico of (liirtn.

Kid. 4.

DiHappearance of septum. Appuaraiive of fiinUus and cervix.

developed, presenting after puberty the characit^ristics of fcetal or infiuitilo

life." A diagnosis of this condition during (..luicyand childhood is not

likely to be made except upon the post-mortem table ; it may be suspcc kd

at puberty if there is no evidence of ovulation, and especially if there is

evidence of the non-existence of the uterus and vagina.

liudirnentary ovav'ws in the living subject are diagnosticated or suspected

for the same reasons as those just given. While rudimentary ovaries may

exist with a fully-developed uterus and external genitalia, they are far more

frequently found in connection with a rudimentary uterus. It is also im-

portant to remember that occasionally fully-develo|)ed ovaries may be found

associated with non-development of the uterus.

The ovaries may be more or less deeply notched, or the fissure may be

80 extensive as to divide the ovary into two segments, not a very rare ab-

normality ; or there may be an accmHot'y ovary : in a most interesting ease

of the latter condition reported by Wiuckel there were three ovaries and

three ovarian ligaments.'

The presence of a third ovary becomes of especial significance during

the child-bearing jwriod, as a probable explanation of those rare cases of

pregnancy following a double ovariotomy.

A single ovary is not unfrequently associated with a one-horned uterus

aud upoD the same side with the undeveloped horn.

The ovaries are developed in the abdomen, gradually descending during

Pathologie der weiblichen Sexualorgane, p. 28, table xxxiv., Fig. 7.

4^^^
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intm-iitcrine life, ii'iu-liiii^ tho brim of the true |)clviH at birth, and after

birtii gnuliuilly aHHiiiuiii^ their final position at the sideH uf the iH>lviri.

There niuy l)e exccHHive denceiit, in which cuhc the ovary may be found in

the iiif»iiinal eniial or even in tiic; labium majus, and it may dnig with it

the Fallopian tube and the uterus.

FALLOPIAN TUBES.

AmoHfj; the abnormalities of the Fallopian tubes their eompletc nhsence

(usually as,s(K'iat('d with absence of the uterus) is first in the order of rarity.

RememlxTing th(^ orij^in of tiie Fallo))ian tulws from Midler's duets, it

is very easy to understand that there may be any degree of departure from

the normal type, corresponding to the stage of development at which the

arrest has takcMi place. Absence of one tulw is usually associated with a

uterus unicornis.

The tubes may be rndhnenianj, or they may be supplied with siipenm-

raeranj fimbnoe together with mpemumeranj ostia ; or they may fiiil to de-

8c(,'nd from the lumbar region, or there may be excess of descent (hernia)

:

the Fallopian tul)es may descend alone (this is very rare) into the inguinal

canal, or, as is more frequent, they may aticorapany descent of the ovaries.

UTERUS.

The uterus in the child is higher above the pelvic brim than in the

adult, and, if so movable an organ

can be said to have a normal posi- ^'^'- ^•

tion, its most fre(pient position is

that of slight forward inclination,

with flexion of the body upon the

cervix. The position of the uterus,

together with its relations at birth

to other organs and to the pelvic

cavity, is illustrated by Fig. 5, from

Courty.

Fig. 6, also from Courty, illus-

trates the following characteristics

of the uterus at birth : its size, the

distribution of the arbor vita;, which

extends to the fundus, the absence

of an internal os, the two cavities

">f the body and the neck being con-

tinuous with each other, tho larger

Bi^e of the neck and its relatively

thicker walls as compared with the

body, the shortness of the vaginal

portion of the cervix and its cylindrical shape. The body is more flattened

than in the adult, and its upper boi-der is f iraight or even slightly concave.

TJtebus op a Fcetus at Birth, side vlow,

seen In Its relations, Bhowing the normil ante-

flexii-. naturiii during foetal an<i Infuntile life.

(From Courty, after BuUurf! imu BourKory.)—a,
body of utenik flex(i<'. I'orwaid; h, fuiiliis uteri

looking forward: c, cervix; d, vagina; c, hymen;

/, !• .ilopian ti'bf, behind whieh the ovary is seen;

g, bladder, h, rectum ; i, sympliysiii pubis.
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If the growth of tlie organ stops at this point, the characteristics which

have just been descrihod as normal in the child constitute in the adult an

abnormality correctly styled tine " infantile uterus."

d a
A. Uterus at Biutii, natural size. B. CAViTira.—6, cavity of the body, showing the arbor vita':

the fumlus, a, anil the walls are rc'atively thin ; e. nock, the walls of wliich are very Uiick ; rf, vHKiiial

portion of the cervix; c, vagina. C. Section op Utekis at .Seventh Yeah, open, of nat\iral size.—

n, fundus; b. Ijody, the cavity of whidi still sliows a trace of the internal longitudinal fold resulting

from the union of the two i^rimitive uteri and forming a continuation of the arbor vita' of the neck;

c, neck, still longer than the body and with thicker walls; d, vaginal portion of the neck ; e, vagina.

The uterus may be abi^ent, in which case there is usually absence of or

defect in other portions of the genital sy.jtein or elsewhere in the body.

RHdimcnfari/ I'firu. -The uterus may consist of a band of connective

tissue interspersed with muscular fibres ; it may be a solid nodule of Hbroiis

Fio. 7.

Utervs BiPARTlTi's.—0, vftgina; 6, a band of cellnlar tissue mixed with muscular fibres, having the

form of a uterus; r, c, muscular cords representinj, the uterine coriuia and termiiniting in iiilnrge-

ments, d, d, of the size of a bean, hollowed out into a cavity mpnble of holding a lentil and liiicd

with mucous membrane; e, e, rudimentary ovaries; /,/,• oviducts ; 17, 9, round ligaments; A, A, broad

ligaments. (KUssmaul, after Mayer.)

tissue; it may be that rudimentary form described by Mayer, in which the

position usually occupied by the normal uterus is filled by a botly composed

of muscular fibres and connective tissue, and sending off from each side of
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its superior boixler a cortl, endin}^ in a swelling, which may or may not be

solid, and which is found at the insertion of the round ligament. Fig. 7

represents such a uterus, which was named by Mayer utenia bipartUus.

Fiu. 8.

Fia. 9.

UTERrs tTNicoRNls OF A CHILD, secti from liehind. (After Pole.)—«, right unicorn

uterus; b, Tight Fallopian tube; e, left Fallopian t^be; d, d, ovaries; t, bladder; /,

vagina, iu which is seen tlie uterine orifice.

This form of non-development is not necessarily associated with non-

development of the ovaries. The breasts and external organs oi generation

may also be well developed.

Uterus Unicornis.—In this va-

riety of arrest of development one

Miillerian duct has been developed

while the other is either entirely

absent or exists in a rudimentary

state. The fundus (if we may be

allowed so to call the fully-devel-

oped single horn) is curved to one

side, and is continuous with the

Fallopian tube and ovary. There

may or may not bo a Fallopian

tube and ovary connected with the

undevelopetl horn o^ the uterus.

There may be an absence or a

rudimentary condition of the kid-

ney on the same side with the

undeveloped horn. (Fig. 8.)

Uterm Didelphys.—This de-

formity originates in an entire

want of contact of those portions

of the Miillerian ducts which should by their coalescence form the utenis.

Consequently there are two separate uteri, or rather the two halves of the

uterus are separate. (Fig. 9.)

This variety is also known as uterus duplex separatus.

Uterus Didelphys.—a, riRht cavity; 6, left carlty

;

c, right ovary ; d, right round llsanienl ; e, left round
ligament : /, loft tube

; g, left vaginal poi uon ; h. right

vaginal portion; i, right vagina; J, left vagina; k.

partition between the two vfiginre. (De Sin6ty, after

OUivier.)

SHMM mk
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FlQ. 10.

Utebus Bicoenis Duplex.—a, left horn ; b, cavity of right horn ; c, right cervical canal ; d, d, ex-

ternal orifices, e, e, the two vaginal canals;/, the partition between the vaginal canals; g, g, tubes; ft, A,

ovaries; i, i, cysts of the ovaries; k, k, round ligaments ; I, suspensory ligament of uterus. (Kiissmaul,

after Cassan.)

Fig. 1L

Uterus Bicornts Unicollis.—a, vagina; 6, single neck; e, e, horns; d, d, tubes; e, e, ovaries;/,/,

round ligaments. (From Kiissmaul.)
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Uterm Bicornis.—li those portions of the ducts of Miillcr which
coalesce to form the upper part of the uterus fail to unite, the result is a

Fig. 12.

Uterus Arcuatu8.-«. Indented fundus ; 6, 6, tubes; c, c, round ligaments ; rf, central longitudinal
ridKC on the posterior wall of the cavity of the body; e.e, lateral ridges of the same ;/, internal os-
ff, ff, cervix uteri. (From Kussmaul.)

two-horned uterus. If the cavities remain separate throughout, it is known
as a uterus bicornis duplex. (Fig. 10.)

There may be a two-horned uterus with a single cervix,—wfen^s hicomk
unicollis (Fig. 11).

A very slight tendency >o soparation may exist, shown by a depression
m the fundus, and, from its resemblance to a heart, such a uterus is known
aa uterus cordiformis {uterus xrcuatus) (Fig. 12).

Fig. 13.

Uterus Incudifgrmis.

Or there may be the anvil-shaped uterus, in which the upper border does
not present the normal degree of convexity (uterus incudi/oi'mis) (Fig. 13).
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Uterus septus is one which to outward appearance is normal, but in

which the cavity is divided by a longitudinal septum into two halves. A
complete division constitutes a uterus septus duplex (Fig. 14).

Fig. 14.

UTERI'S Septus Duplex.—n, a, tubes; 6, b, fundus of double uterus; c, c, c, partition of uterus; d, a,

cavities of uterine bodies; e, c, intornal orifices; /,/, external walls of the two necks; g, g, external ori-

fices ; h, h, vaginal canals ; i, partition dividing tlie upper part of the vagina into two halves. (From
KUssmaul.)

If the septum is incomplete, the deformity is known as u. subsepfus;

and again the u. subseptus has various subdivisions according to the extent

of the septum. If the partition extends from above downward to the ex-

ternal OS (leaving one os), it is a u. subseptus uniforis : a still shorter par-

tition, just reaching the internal os, is a u. subseptus unicollis. The vagina

and neck may be divided without division of the body of the uterus.

Uterus parvicoUis is one in which the neck is undeveloped. Uterus

acollis is one in which the neck is absent.

Hernia of the Uterus.—Congenital inguinal hernia may be complicated

with hernia of the uterus, or much more frequently with hernia of the

uterus and its appendages, in which latter case the appendages descend first

and the uterus is dragged down afterwards. Courty states that in tlie

*' Atlas of Bovin and Dujes, PI. XI. Fig. 3, there is a drawing after Cloqiiet

of a right crural hernia of the uterus, ovaries, and Fallopian tubes in a

newly-born child, in which the fundus of the uterus seems to have been

first displaced."
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VAGINA.

The vagina may be abnent, being represented only by a cord, in which

case the uterus may be absent, rudimentary, or well developed. It may be

narrow (stenositi), frequently associated with a bicorn uterus. It may be

double, a continuation or not of a so-called double uterus. It may be

entirely closed (atresia vaginse) by one or more transvei-se septa or by an

imperforate hymen {atresia hyvienal'iH). In the " London Obstetrical Trans-

actions" for 1887 (vol. xix.) a case is reported in which atresia of the vagina

was found in a newly-born child combined with a large cyst formed by the

distended upjier part of the canal and occupying most of the abdomen : the

uterus comnumicated with the cyst.

HYMEN.

The hymen, according to recent observations, especially those of Tar-

dieu, may vary greatly in appearance, even within normal limits. The

most marked abnormalities are imperforate hymen (absolutely no opening),

biperforate hymen (two openings), which may or may not be continuous

with a double vagina, and cribriform hymen (perforated like the rose of a

watering-pot). The hymen may be the site of congenital cystic growths.'

Reported cases of congenital absence of the hymen rest upon a somewhat

doubtful basis.

VULVA. .: - ..:
:

',.
,, ;

There may be ab.sence of the vulva (in monstrosities), or its elements

may be slightly developed, or there may be excess of development of the

labia or nympha;, which may be doable or triple in number, or they may be

quite beyond the usual proportions, or there may be a bifid clitoris (due to

arrest of development), or the clitoris may be undeveloped, or there may be

union of the greater or lesser labia. This last condition is one of the few

abnormalities of the sexual organs which may be detected, and, where the

union is superficial, may be easily operated ujjon during infancy or early

childhood : failure to separate the labia by early surgical interference may
result seriously in adult life (difficult coitus and parturition). A com-

bination of some of the above features—viz., large bifid clitoris, with union

of the labia up to a point which will just allow of exposure of the clitoris

(thus simulating a scrotum), with hernia of ovaries into the labia—gives

an appearance of female hermaphrodism. There may be a cleft in the an-

terior wall of the urethra (epispadias) or in the anterior wall of the bladder

(extroversio vesieee), or a deficiency in the posterior wall of the urethra

(hypospadias). These abnormalities, together with the subject of hermaph-

rodism, are considered elsewhere in this volume.

ANOMALIES OF COMMUNICATION.

If at that period of embryonic life at which the hollow organs of

the genito-ui'inary system together with the rectum communicate with a

1 Archiv f. Gyniikol., 1884, vol. xxiii. p. 427.
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common cloaca there is a partial or complete arrest of development, the re-

sult is seen afler birth in anomalies of communication, to which belong the

congenital retito-vagiual, uro-vaginal, and uro-rccto-vaginal fistula). Any
of these abnormal passages may be asswiated with an imjKirfomte rectum

or anus. Impcrforation of the vagina may exist with an opening between

the vagina and the rectum allowing in aftcr-yeai's of the cscai)e of the men-

strual Huid through the anus. In a case w hich came under the observation

of the writer the septum whicii separates the rectum from the sinus uro-geni-

talis, and which is completed in the tenth week of embryonic life, had

never been dcvelopetl, and as a consequence the rectum opened into the

vagina and the anus was marked by a simple pitting of the skin. In

another case of imperforate anus the rectum opened just within the four-

chette. These and other abnormalities are much more clearly made out in

the adult, because of the larger size of all the parts which enter into the

deformity.

EXCESS OF DEVELOPMENT.

Under the above head may be classed the rare cases of very early sexual

development : this excess in growth usually corresponds with precocious

menstruation, this function having been established in some instances at

a very early periotl of the child's history, and even, it is stated, in the

new-born. One of the most interesting cases of early sexual development

18 that reported by Dodd,' of a girl who began to menstruate at twelve

months of age and who became pregnant during her ninth year, being de-

livered of a child weighing seven pounds, and this, too, after a labor which

was not difficult. There was a profuse growth of hair in the axillae and

on the pubes, and the breasts were well developed and secreted a good

supply of milk. Another reported case of pregnancy, with abortion at the

end of four weeks, in a child aged eight years, seems to be authentic.^ Dr.

A. Vander Veer * reports the case of a girl who began to have a regular

menstrual flow at the age of four months. Dr. Cortejarena calls attention

to the fact, as illustrated by a case reported by himself, that the mental

and moral development does not necessarily correspond with the physical

evolution.*

ABI^ORMALITIES OF THE MAMMARY GLANDS.

The most frequent abnormalities of the mammary glands are included

under the two heads of supernumerary mammae (polymastia) and super-

numerary nipples (polythelia).

> Lancet, April 9, 1881, p. 601.

* Journal des Sciences MMicales, No. 5.

' American Journal of Obstetrics, September, 1883.

El Siglo Medico ; Le R^veil Medical, 1880, p. 202.
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Rudimentary mamma; and nipples were at one time considered to be of

extremely rare occurrence and to be confined in the majority of cases to

females, but, thanks to Leichtenstern ' and others, both of these opinions

have been greatly modified. Leicliteusteru estimates (this is only an esti-

mate, and not an accurate calculation) the occurrence of supernumerary

nipples and mammaj, taking the two sexes indiscriminately, to be one to

five hundred. Dr. J. Mitchell Bruce * found in a series of cases including

both sexes, examined by himself, that the abnormality occurred in more than

seven out of one hundred cases. The mistaken belief in the greater fre-

quency of the anomaly in the female than in the male, together with ita

explanation, has received consideration by Leichtenstern and subsequently by

others. The mammary gland being rudimentary in boys, and hence not

assuming functional activity, it is not strange that many cases are over-

looked ; even in girls the ancmialy may not be noticed or even suspected

until, the function of lactation being established, the presence of a secreting

gland in an abnormal situation for the first time attracts attention. It is

not always noticed even in the firet pregnancy, cases being recorded in which

it is asserted that the anomaly was not observal until the sixth or seventh

pregnancy.^

A systematic observation of a series of persons of both sexes, such as

that undertaken and reported by Dr. J. Mitchell Bruce, establishes the fact

that supernumerary mammte and nipples are of even more frequent occur-

rence in boys tlian in girls. He makes the following record. In one hun-

dred and four females there were five cases, or four and four-fifths per cent.,

of the abnormality, and in two hundred and seven males there were nine-

teen cases, or nine and one-tenth per cent. Leichtenstern collected from

literature ninety-two cases : of these there were twenty-two males and

seventy females Of the thirteen cases observed by himself there were

nine males and four females.

The usual situation of supernumerary nipples is below the level of the

normal nipple and nearer the median line. When the abnormality is single,

it is in the majority of instances found on the left side : the explanation of

this is not well made out, but it is interesting in this connection to note the

fact that it is the lefl breast which is, as a rule, more developed than the

right. Hyrtl accounts for this latter condition on the ground that the left

breast is commonly more used during lactation than the right, because of

the greater facility with which the child is held upon the left arm, allowing

* Ueber das Vorkommen und die Beduatung supernumeriirer (accessorischer) Briiste und
Brustwarzen, von Prof. Leichtenstern in Tiibingon, Virchow's Arehiv, 1878, Part II.,

vol. Ixxiii. p. 222.

' On Supernumerary Nipples and Mammaa, with an Account of Sixty-Five Instances

observed, by J. Mitchell Bruce, A.M., M.D., etc.. Journal of Anatomy and Physiology,

1879, vol. xiii.

' On a Case of Secretion of Milk from the Right Axilla, by Charles J. Hare, M.D.,
etc., Lancet, 1860, vol. ii.

:!
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the right to remain tree : this is an illustration of what Darwin would style

the " iuherited etTeet of use." On the other hand, when there is unilateral

amazia, or when with the normal number of breasts one is less fully devel-

oped than the other, the anomaly in either ease, according to Leichteusteru,

is on the right side. When supernumerary glands or nipples appear above

the normal, they are outward as well as upwaixl ; but their presence in this

situation is extremely rare (four cases, according to Dr. J. Mitchell Bruce).

Four is the abnormal number of glands or nipples most common ; there

may be three, still more rarely five, and Alexander ' records a case of six

nipples.

The axilla is one of the rarer sites of this anomaly, Leichtenstern re-

cording five such cases and Bruce none. Such a gland may have a nipple,^

or there may be a minute orifice not larger than one of the sweat-ducts (as

in the case already noted as reported by Dr. Hare), or, as witnessed of

course only in adult life, the milk may exude from several minute orifices,^

in which respect th^se glands resemble the a.xillary glands of the mouo-

tremata. Usually the supernumemry glands are entirely separate from the

gland proper, but exceptionally they appear to be prolongations of the

mammary gland, being connected with it by a cord. Such a case was

observed by M. Notta.* In fifteen post-mortem examinations M. Notta

found only one case in which there was an axillary prolongation of the

breast in the shape of a cord.

Leichtenstern denies the possibility of the presence of supernumerary

breasts and nipples upon the abdomen, but Bruo claims that in more tbau

one instance observed by himself the abdominal wall was the seat of the

abnormality. Other locations, according to Leichtenstern, are the back

(two instances), the acromion (one instance), and the outer side of the thigh

(one case).

J. Bland Sutton " quotes from Ahfeld's " Missbildung des Menschen" a

case of supernumerary mammae upon the labium majus. Barth,® of Berlin,

tells of a girl who while under treatment for another trouble asked to have

a wart removed from her face. This growth, of which a detailed account

is given, was situated just below the origin of the lobe of the right ear,

and was congenital. It was surrounded by an areola of pigment, and it

increased in size during menstruation. Afl;er removal it was exhibited

1 Human Retrogression, by E. W. Alexander, etc., Medical Times and Gazette, July

21, 1885, p. 71.

' As in a case reported by S. A. Brown, M.D., of Sioux Falls, Dakota, in Northwestern

Lancet, St. Paul, April 1, 1888. See also Lancet, 1846, vol. ii. p. 227.

' Nashville Journal of Medicine and Surgery, 1883, vol. xxxi. p. 196, Lacteal Cyst in

Axilla, by H. L. Turney, M.D.
* Medical Times and Gazette, 1882, vol. i. p. 311.

* Supernumerary Mammae and Nipples in Man, Monkeys, etc., by J. Bland Sutton,

F.R.C.S., etc., American Journal of the Medical Sciences, N. S., vol. xcvii. (January to

June, 1889) p. 247.

* Virchow's Archiv, Bd. cxii. S. 669.
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before dissection to many physicians, who declared it to be a nipple, and

microscopic study confirmed this opinion.

Bruce gives a critical analysis of the several cases seen by himself with

reference to the degree of development of the gland, the areola, the number

of hair-follicles, etc., but it is only nwossary to say that the su{K'rnumerary

gland is usually much snmllcr than that in the normal situation, and that

in the cnses reported all grades of development of the nipple have bwn
noted, from those doubtful cases the real nature of which it is difficult to

detemiine unless lactation supervenes, up to the fully-developed and destined-

to-be-functionally-active papilla with its well-marked areola.

There is a deformity which in adult life interferes with the performance

of its function by the breast, and which may be traced to embryonic de-

velopment and may show itself even when there are the normal number

of breasts. Accoi-ding to Leichtenstern, when the human embryo is seven

and a half centimetres in length a single furrow ap^wars in the sujierficial

layer of the skin, and at this early stage in the life of the embryo there

exists neither areola nor nipple, nor arc milk-ducts present. The milk-

ducts (according to the same authority) when first observed in the embryo

arc ten centimetres long, appearing later in communication with the pre-

formed papillfe which out of the original furrow in the skin have gradually

been elevated. If the development is arrested, so that the embryonal skin-

furrow does not rise into a complete papilla, then in the adult the nipple

retains its original embryonic form, appearing as a "quite low prominence,

superficially flattened, with a linear clefl in the middle like an os uteri."

There are very few (^ses in which heredity can be traced. Leichtenstern

could trace inheritance in none of the cases observed by himself and in only

seven of those recorded in literature. Among the latter is the case in which

a woman who had three mammary glands, one on the left and two on the

right side of the chest, bore a daughter who also had three mammse, two in

the normal situation, and one, well formed, upon the outer side of the lefl

thigh, a few inches below the great trochanter ; this third mamma during

childhood was thought to be a mother's mark, but in adult life it, in

common with the other two glands, furnished an abundant supply of

milk. This is the famous case so oflen misquoted as a case of inguinal

mammary gland.

Alexander (already referred to) tells of a mother and several children

all of whom, except one brother, possessed supernumerary pectoral nipples.

Amastia is exceedingly rare. An interesting case of absence of one

breast is reported by Paull.^ In this case the mother became acquainted

with the absence of the left breast in the person of her child about three

weeks afler its birth, the nurse bein.Q: loath to inform her before. The cir-

cumstance was then told to her surgeon, who gave it as his opinion that the

' Total Absence of Left Mammary Gland from Non-Development, by Frederic Paull,

M.K.C.S., in a letter to the Lancet, 1862, vol. i.

Vol. II1.-48
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breast might be di!Volo|XKl at tlu; a^?<! of pulnirty. Tlie mother attributed

the defect to her having Ix'eu fVightoned during the third mouth of preg-

nancy by a woman who called at the door and exposed marks letl by the

removal of the left breast for cjincer. Siu(!e it has Ik'cu statcnl that cases

of partial or complete; absencjc of one or both brciists are usually associated

with some other developmental defect, it is interesting to follow the sub-

sequent history of this infant. She was attendcHl in her first confinement

(showing activity of the sexual organs) at the age of twenty-two. The
writer states, " On examining tiic case 1 could not find the slightest trace

of the [left] gland, the ribs being in fact less covered than usual, in con-

8e<pience of the imperfwit development of the pectoml nutscle. A small

j)imj)le representcxl the nip})le. During her pregnancy this rudimentary

nipple had increased in size and had become very painful. With the

exception of a slight narrowness of the chest, she was v/ell formed."

Marandel ' observed a case of absence of one breast, and Lousier

'

mentions the same deformity in a woman and her daughter. A most in-

teresting case of the entire absence of both breasts, with its accompanying

congenital defecsts, in a boy three and a half years old, is rej)orte<l by

Hutchinson.' He had no nipples, and their sites were (K!cupied by little

patches of scar. Nothing like a mammary gland could be traced.

Leichtensteru believes that human polymastia and polythelia may be

explained as an exami)le of retrogression, and ascribes to every man the

latent tendency to produce more than two breasts. While Darwin * admits

that this theory is greatly weakened by the a|)pearance of supernumemry

breasts in unusual situations (such as the back), Leichteustern says that

such exceptions " probably show retrogression to still more j)rimitive an-

cestors." If we accept the view, which according to Handyside ° was first

brought forward by Laycock, that a mamma is simi)ly an aggregation of

highly-specialized sebaceous glands, it is less difficult to understand their

appearance in various parts of the body where nutrition is especially active,

such as the axilla.

Dr. J. Bland Sutton, in the interesting article already referred to, after

a careful analysis of the facts, seems to be justified in his conclusion, which

is as follows : accessory mamraee may arise in three different ways,—viz.,

(1) by atavism, (2) as " sports," and (3), very rarely, by dichotomy.

The writer wishes to express her thanks to Dr. Mary Fisher for valua-

ble assistance in looking up the literature of this subject.

j-'i'

'

f

' Dictionriaire des Sciences Medicates, xxx. 378.

' Dissertation sur Lactation.

» Congenital Absence of Hair and Mammary Glands, with Atrophic Condition of the

Skin and its Appendages, in a Boy whose Mother had been almost wholly bald from

Alopecia Areata from the Age of Six, by Jonathan Hutchinson, F.R.S., etc., Medico-

Chirurgical Transactions, London, vol. Ixix. p. 474.

Descent of Man, 1871, vol. i. p. 120.

* Journal of Anatomy and Physiology, November, 1872.



DISEASES OF THE BLOOD AND BLOOD-

MAKING apparatus;

Br J. P. CllOZEll GKIFFITII, M.D.

I

Diseases of the blood and blocKl-nuikiug apparatus constitute a subject

80 extendcxl and of such scientific importance that the limits of the present

article necessitate a discussion of those matters chiefly which possess practical

value, and with special reforenc^e to features peculiar to the age of (childhood.

The characteristics of the blood in children difl'er but little from those

of the blood in adults. In the latter, as in the former, the blood consists

of a nearly colorless, alkaline fluid—the plasma—and of corpuscular ele-

ments of various forms.

It is usually estimated as equalling ^ of the total body-weight. In

children its relative weight is probably somewhat less (^, Welcker),' though

in the newly-born it is temporarily rather greater. The total weight of the

corpuscular elements in adults is estimated by Robin * to be about 45 per

cent, and that of the plasma 55 per cent, of the whole weight of the blood.

The specific gravity is generally stated to be somewhat lower in children

tiuui in adults (1045-49 : 1055, Denis),' owing to a smaller proportion of

solid constituents. This does not, however, apply to the newly-born, in

whom there is a specific gravity of 1066, according to Keating and Ed-

Avards,' and to Jones,* who has made careful studies on this subject, finding

also at the end of the second week a sudden fall in the specific gravity. The
high specific gravity is due to a decided excess in the amount of hjemoglobin.

This is the opinion most widely held. The recent researches of Scheren-

ziss,* however, lead to a different conclusion,—namely, that the blood of the

newly-born is of a lower specific gravity than that of the adult, being defi-

* It has been impossible to place this article in vol. ii., where it belongs, as Dr. GriflSth

was asked to undertake its preparation at a late date.

—

Editor.

* Vierordt, in Gerhardt's Handb. d Kinderkr., 1877, i.

' Dalton, Human Physiology, 1875, p. 243.

* Archives of Pediatrics, 18S7.

* Journal of Physiology, 1887.

» Currier, Ann. Univ. Med. Sci., 1890, ii. L.
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dent in hicnio^lohin, thoii^^li rich in Htroinu, Kriij^ir,' too, iK-liuvcH that

there \» less Iiaomoglobin in the Ijhxxl at birth than a short time later. Ac-

cording to the invcHtipitionH of lici^'htonstcrn,' the amount of hii>mo}rh)l)iM

is greatest at or soon after birtli, and iri least from the middle of the first

year to the age of five years, when it again begins to increas(>. The dimi-

nution in htumoglobin takes place even within the first two winiks of life.

The statements regarding the fibrin in the blocnl of children are conflict-

ing. Of recent writers, Kruger' says that the quantity at birth is decidiKlly

diminished, while Silbermann' concludes that the fibrin- 'orment is incrcasetl.

The |)laHma consists of 90 per cent, water, and contains, besides the

corpuscles, albumen ; fibrin-forming substance ; salts, especially sodium

chloride ; traces of fat ; nitrogenous bodies in small amoiuit, such as urea,

uric acid, hypoxanthin, and cR'atin ; traces of certain extractives, as «'holcs-

terin, lecithin, sugar, and lacitic acid ; and gases. The amount of albumen

and of salts is generally considered to be diminished in the blocnl of children,

though Scherenziss* claims that in the new-born there is an increase of sidts.

The corpuscular elements are of four forms: 1. The blood-placpies of

Bizzozero, or luematobla-^ts of Hayem. 2. The nucleated red blootl-cor-

puscles. 3. The ordinary red blood-corpuscles, or erythrocytes. 4. The

white blood-cellis, or lenc(X!ytes.

1. The first consist of colorless, minute, homogeneous or finely-granular,

disk-like bodies, measuring from ] .5 to 3.5 micro-millimetres,' occurring

isolated, or frequently agglon^erated into the so-called Schultze's granule-

masses, xheir origin and function are still subjects of much discussion,

but they are supposed to bear some part in the production of fibrin and

the formation of clots.* They are by most observers considered to be inde-

pendent bodies ; but in an elaborate paper recently published by Lowit ^

it is claimed that they are only the products of retrograde metamorphosis,

the result of a destruction of the white blood-cells or of a precipitation

from the plasma. There are probably 250,000 to 300,000 of them in the

cubic millimet"c of adult blood, but in infants and young children their

number may be doubled." Cadet,' however, found that the number

was dec-" ae new-born, as twenty-one children whom he examined

exhib' ei-age of only 171,000 jier cubic millimetre.

2. jucleated red blood-cells are found normally in the red marrow,

and are probably intermediate forms between the marrow-cells and the red

> Jahrb. f. Kinderheilk., 1888, Bd. xxvii. H. 4.

» Vierordt, in Gerhardt's Handb. d. Kinderkr., 1877, I.

'Jahrb. f. Kinderheilk., 1887.

* Ann. Univ. Med. Sci., 1890, II. L.

» Osier, Medical News, April 3, 10, 17, 1886.

» For a f\ill discussion, with references, see Osier, loc. cit. ; also Hayem, Du Sang,

1889.

1889.

'Henry, Ann. Univ. Med. Sci., 1890, ii. E; from Virchow's Archiv, September,

9.

* Hayem, loo. cit.
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bl(HKl-c()rpu8( !(«, aiul, tliuu^h they are not founcl in the 1)1(kk1 of healthy

luUiIts, they are present, ajTonling to Ehrlich,' in all varieties of anieniia.

They occur in that of the fcetiis a ul the yoiin^ child up to two or three years

of age. They c nmnt of distinctly coIookI discoid IxmUcs, somewhat larger

than the onlinury r< I 1)1o(k1-cc11s, and containing one or more nuclei,

3. The red bloo*i- .«!lls form by far the largest portion of the corpuscular

elements of the blood, and oifcr much the greatest interest fn.m a practiail

stand-point. They are pale-yellow, circular, bi-concave disks, without

nu(di'i, and consist of a stroma colored by luemoglobin. They constitute

the means by which oxygen is carried to the tissues. In the adult they vary

but little in their size, which is about ^-jVir inch, or, according to Hayem,*

7.5 micro-millimetres. The numl)or found in a cubic millimetre of bloml

varies considerably even in health, but averages 5,000,000 in men and

4,500,000 'n women. Flexible and elastic and easily changing their shape

under pr( uire, they at ouce resume this under normal conditions when

the pressure is removed.

The number of rod blood-cells in the newly-born is relatively in-

creased,' but as the child grows older it gradually fills below normal.

Silbermann* calls attention to the varying size of the red corpuscles in

the newly-born, and to the occurrence of " shadows" (schatten), or pale cor-

puscles deprived of their hajmoglobin.

4. The white blood-cells, (colorless corpuscles, or leucocytes are masses

of finely-granular protoplasm, exhibiting amoeboid movements, containing

one or more nuclei, and vneasuring about t^Vjt '"'''* •" diameter. They

bear an important part in inflammatory processc t, and have also been

claimed by Metschnikoff to have a destructive action upon bacteria, pre-

venting their spread in the tissues. The average number presen* in a cubic

millimetre is from 8000 to 15,000. Their relative number comp?\red with

that of the red blood-cells in adults varies, a.j a rule, from 1 : 350 to 1 :

600-700 (1 : 750, Reinecke),' though a decided increase of the number of

the white blood-cells over this may exist without constituting any indication

of illness.

The blood of children contains normally a larger proportion of leuco-

cytes than does that of adults; the ratio being 1 : 135 up to 1 : 210 from

the age of twelve horn's up to that of one hundred and fifty days,' or,

accoi-ding to Moleschott, an average of 1 : 256 from the age of two and a

half up to that of twelve years. Children at the breast possess a greater

percentage of leucocytes than do those fed on cow's milk (Demme).

The origin of the red and white blood-cells is not even yet definitely

' Berlin. Klin.Wochenschr., 1880, 405. » Du Sang, 1889.

' Lepine, Comptes-Rend. d. 1. Soc. d. Biol., 1876 ; Demme, Jahrb. f. Kiaderheilk., 1882,

367
; Hayem, loc. cit. ; Henry, Arcbivop of Medicine, 1883, x. 97.

.Jahrb. f. Kinderh'iilk., 1887.

" Portschr. d. Med., 1889, vii. 408.

* Demme, loc. cit.
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understood. Briefly stated, it would seem almost certain that the white

cells are formed in the lymphatic glands and other similar adenoid tissue,

while the red cells are developed from the leucocytes, from the nucleated

red blood-corpu(!les in the lx)ne-marrow. or from the hoematoblasts.

In the study of the diseases of the blood and bloo<l-makin<>; apparatus,

it bcHiomes all-important to Muderstand the most practically useful scientific

methods for its examination. Much may be Icarncnl from bi'uply viewing

with the microscope a drop of blood upon a glass slip. A rough determi-

nation can be made of the presence of an increase in the uumbe:- of the

white blood-cells; and the color, sh .pe, and arrangement of the rtM cor-

puscles can be noticed, iis well as the number of ha;matoblasts and the oc-

cui "ence of nucleated red blood-cells or of parasites. But for the thorough

study of the '' dition of the blood in disease more exact methods must also

be used.

^or practical clinical purposes the two important mattei-s to be deter-

mined by the employment of special apparatus are the percentage of lucnio-

globin and the absolute and relative number of the white and red blood-colls.

For the first we may employ the hajmoglobinometer of Gowers or the in-

strument of Fleischl.

The nnparatus of Gowers, shown in Fig. 1, consists sim])ly of a small

guaixled lancet, a tweuty-cubic-millimetre capillary glass pipette, a small

Fig. 1.

bottle with pipette-stopper, and i wo arrow glass tubes of the same size,

one filled with a transparent colored matter which is regarded as the stand-

ard, the other graduated with an ascending scale of percentages from 10 to

120. In using this apparatus a few drops of water are first put into the

graduated tube, to prevent coagulation of the blood ; the finger is then

pricked with the lancet, and twenty cubic millimetres of blood are drawn

into the pipette and blown into the tube. Water is now carefully luldcd

from the bottle, with frequent shakings of the tube, until the color of the
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diluted blood, both by transmitted light and when held against a white

background, is the same as that of the standard. Tin; percentage of htemo-

globin is now read off and recorded. It is evident that the richer the

blood is in hiemoglobin the more water will be r(H|uired to produce a dilu-

tion of a color corresponding to that of the standard, and the higher the

indicated percentage will be.

Gowers's apparatus is to be ret^omniendod for its simplicity as well as on

account of accuracy quite sufficient for clinical purposes, A great dissid-

vantage somoiimes attending its use lies in the tsict that a rather large drop

of blotxl is requiral to fill the pipette, and that it is sometimes difficult to

ob.'aiu *his iu cases of extreme anaemia. Fleischl's luemometer (Fig. 2) is

Fig. 2.

"^^

as accurate and quite as convenient as the instrument of Gowri-s, and, more-

over, requires but a very small amount of blood. The apparatus consists

cf a small metal table with an opening in the centre, and under this a

reflector made of plaster of Paris. The opening is oanipicd by a small

well having a glass bottom and divided into two e<]ual compartments.

The most impoilajit part of the ajiparatus consists of a wedge-shaped piece

of ruby glass, the more intense color of whose thicker end shades off grad-

ually into the nearly colorless thinner end. The glass is mounted in a car-

riage moving under the table by a rack and pinion, and on a portion of the

carriage, as seen in the illustration, a percentage scale is engravetl, the " 0"

of which is at the same end with the thinner portion of the gla.ss wedge.

One-half of the well rweives simply the white light from the plaster-of-

Paris reflector, while tl:e other rests over the ruby glass and obtains light

through it. A small pipette and several capillary glass tubes about three-
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eijjhths of an inch in length and mounted on slender metal handles accom-

pany the instrument. The tubes p,re carefully made of such a caj)acity that

the blood contained in one of them, when of the normal richness in ha;mo-

globin, and when diluted with the proper amount of water in the well, will

indicate a percentage of 100 on the scale. To use the instrument, one end

of a capillary tube is lowered carefully upon a drop of blood drawn from

the finger, whereupon the whole of it immediately becomes filled. Tlie

blood is now washetl from the tube into one of the compartments of the

well, by blowing water through the tube from the pipette. The compart-

ments, which previously contained some water, are now completed and

equally filled with it, and the well so placed that the side containing blood

receives white light, while the other receives light through the ruby glass.

The glass is now moved by the rack and pinion until the intensity of the

color in the two compartments is the same, and the percentage is then read

off through the small opening behind the well.

I have made comparative tests with these two instruments, and find the

readings to be practically the same. Sioling ^ has made careful compara-

tive estimates of the instruments of Gowere, Hayem, Malassez, Bizzozero,

and Fleischl, and finds that the latter combines the greatest accuracy with

simplicity of method. It should be noted that Fleischl's hsemometer can

be used only with artificial light and Gowers's instrument only with day-

light. A special tube has been devised to permit the use of the latter at

night-time.

For the estimation of the number of red and of white bkxxl-cells several

haemacytometers have been devised, that of Thoma-Zeiss (Fig. 3) being one

Fio. 3.

of the most satisfactory. One portion of this instrument is the " Potain's

mMangeur" a gla''" capillary tube with the lower portion graduated to hold

J and 1 cubic . limetre, and the upper portion widened into a bulbous

enlargement of a capacity of 100 cubic millimetres, and coniaining within

» Ann. Univ. Med. 8ci., 1888, i. 407.
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'hi-

Mi

ir^f

Number of times the volume of fluid over one square is con-

tained in a cubic millimetre X Dilution X Total number
corpuscles counted

Number of squares counted

Total number of corpus-

cles in a cubic milli-

metre of blood.

The capacity of the space over each square is, as already stated, -^^^
cubic millimetre. Supposing, then, that 25 squares be counted, and that,

say, 150 corpuscles be fouud, the equation would be expressed in figures as

follows

:

4000X200X150= 4,800,000
26

As the first three figures of the equation always reduce themselves by

cancellation to 32,000, it is an easy process simply to multiply the number

of corpuscles in 25 squares by this facitor in order to obtain the desired

result. Some slips are ruled in squares containing only 16 smaller squares.

In this case the factor becomes 50,000. In eases where still greater accu-

racy is desired, it is better to count many more than 25 squares ; and in

patients with extreme anaemia one cubic millimetre of blood should be

employed instead of half a cubic millimetre.

Although special forms of apparatus have been devised for the deter-

mination of the number of leucocytes in a cubic millimetre, the method just

described for the enumeration of the red corpuscles may be satisfactorily

employed. It is necessary, however, to count a large number of squares iu

order to attain any degree of accuracy in the result. The fluid used for

diluting the blood should be a ^ per cent, solution of acetic acid, as recom-

mended by Thoma,' or some solution similar to that suggested by Toison.^

This consists of distilled water, 160 grammes
;
glycerin, 30 cubic centimetres

;

sulphate of soda, 8 grammes ; chloride of soda, 1 gramme ; methyl violet,

0.025 gramme. The solution should be diluted with an equal volume of

water before using. The former dissolves the red cells, allowing only the

white to appear ; the latter differentiates the leucocytes by staining them.

Various other instruments are sometimes employed in studying the

blood, but for purely clinical purposes are not needed or require too great a

degree of skill. Among these are the spectroscope, the hsemato-spectroscope

of Henoch, and the chromo-cytometer of Bizzozero.

Before taking up the consideration of the more generally recognized

diseases of the blood and blood-making apparatus, some attention must be

directed to certain of the altered blood-conditions, perhaps more properly

viewed as symptoms.

I. Changres in the Morphotic Elements.—A. Leucocytosis.—By this

title may be designated an increase, usually temporary, in the number of

' Virchow's Archiv, Ixxxvii. 201.

* Jour, des Sci. Med. de Lille, February, 1885.
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white blood-cells. The ratio of the white to the red cells in this condition

may equal 1 : 100 or even 1 : 50, Henry ' giving the latter figure as its

limits. V. Jaksch * even claims that the ratio may in children roach 1 : 20

or 1 : 12 without constituting a true leukajmia. In children, as in adults,

leucocytosis may be physiological or pathological. The first is witnessed

from one to two hours afler a full meal, but does not reach tl;e degree seen

in the second form. Demme' has made careful observations on physio-

logical leucocytosis in infants, and has found a marked increase in the

number of leucocyt<;s even within twenty-five or thirty minutes after

nursing. Pathological leucocytosis occurs in acute inflammatory diseases,

suppurative processes, clu'onic cachectic conditions, as tuberculosis and can-

cer, and in many forms of anaemia. Limbeck * claims that inflammatoiy

leucocytosis is witnessed only in those diseases in which there exists an

exudation somewhere in the body ; while in infectious diseases, in which

there is none, as intermittent and typhoid fevers, there is no increase in the

number of white blood-cells, and in the latter disease even a diminution.

Virchow says that all conditions in which the lymjihatic glands are involved

produce leucocytosis.

Leucocytosis is most apt to be confounded with leukaemia, especially if

amyloid spleen or carcinoma in the splenic region be present.

B. Poikilocytosis.—This term was first employed by Quincke' to indicate

a tendency of the red blood-cells to assume variously-distorted shajies, such,

for example, as seen in Plate I., Fig. 1. Amoeboid processes have also been

described.® The condition has been supposed to be characteristic of per-

nicious antemia, but is not always present in this disease, and may be wit-

nessed in any disorder which is accompanied by marked changes in the

blood. Jaksch^ reports its occurrence in chlorosis, severe anaimias of all

kinds, cancer, amyloid degeneration, and leukajmia ; and I have rarely seen

it to greater advantage than upon one occasion in a severe case of post-

hemorrhagic anaemia.

C. Mieroeythsemia.—In microcythaemia, as described by Vanlair and

Masius,^ the blood contains a small or a large number of minute red,

globular or discoid bodies containing haemoglobin and measuring from \\

to 5 micro-millimetres in diameter. With them are often found red blood-

cells of usually large size (macrocytes, niegalocytes) but of normal appear-

ance in other respects. These measure from 8J up to even 15 micro-milli-

metres in diameter. The diagnostic signification and mode of origin of the

' Ansamia, 1887, p. 97.

' Wien. Klin. Wochenschr., May 30, 1880; in Ann. Univ. Med. Sci., 1890, vol. ii. J.

» Jahrb. f. Kind<i-heilk., 1882.

Miinch. Med. Wochcnschr., January 14, 1890.

» Deutsohes Archiv f. Klin. Med., 1877, xx. 1, and 1880, xxv. 577.

• Pilz, Eichhorst, Spec. Path. u. Therap., 1885, iv. 37.

' Klin. Diag., 1887, p. 19.

' Bull, de I'Acad. Roy. M6d. de Belgique, ser. iii. torn. v.
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microcytes are not definitely ascei-tained. They are probably either young
corpuscles in process of growth, or the remains of corpuscles which have
disintegrated. Griiber ' maintains that neither microcytes nor poikilocytes

are present in the circulation, but are the result of changes occurring after

the blood is drawn from the body.

It would appear that they are most commonly increased in anaemia, of

whatever variety. Osier * believes that they are most constantly and abun-

dantly present in the so-called primary ansemias, but especially in pernicious

aneemia. They are also found in infectious and toxic diseases.

In the newly-born microcytes are normally found.^ Demme * has found

them so numerous in sucklings that the enumeration of the red blood-cells

was rendered difficult. He estimates that there are 350,000 to 420,000 in

the cubic millimetre at the age of from two to eight days.

D. Melansemia.—This condition, which Pilliet'* considers more common
than is generally supposed, was first described by Meckel* in 1847. It is

to be regarded as a symptom of melanosis of the organs rather than as a

primary affection of the blood, and consists in the occurrence in the blood

of gi'auular pigment, generally black, but sometimes brown or yellow.

(See Plate I., Fig. 2.) It is either free in the plasma or, more usually,

enclosed in the white blood-cells or in other more s])indle-shapcd or iri'egu-

larly round cells derived probably from the endothelium of the liver or

spleen. The free pigment-granules may be molecidar or may exceed the

size of the blood-cells. They are sometimes combined with an albuminous

matrix into aggregations of various sizes and forms.

The cause of melansemia is almost invariably malarial poisoning, gener-

ally of a severe type ; and the pigment is produced by the transformation

of hsemoglobin into melanin, through an excessive destruction of the red

blood-cells. This destruction takes place either within the blood itself or,

more probably, within the spleen, the red bone-marrow, the liver, and the

lymphatic glands.

Pigment-granules have also been found in the blood of relapsing fever,

and rarely in Addison's disease and in melanotic sarcoma. Soyka ^ has re-

ported melansemia in a case of extreme anthracosis, in which dark granules

of carbon circulated in the blood, and were deposited in the spleen, kid-

neys, and liver.

II. Chemical Changes in the Blood.—To these, other than as already

described, only passing reference lies within the province of this art le.

Ursemia, which is probably the most important of them, is the term

> Fortschr. d. Med., 1887.

^ Medical News, April 8, 10, 17, 1886.

' Osier, loc. cit.

* Jahrb. f. Kinderh., 1882, 357.

s La Trib. Mdd., July 4, 1889, in Ann. Univ. Med. Sci., vol. ii. E, 1890.

• Neuman, Virchow's Archiv, May, 1889.

' Virchow's Archiv, Ixxxiv.
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employed to indicate the presence in the circulation of various substances

peculiar to the urine. Which of these is the exciting cause of the symp-

toms cannot as yet be determined.

Ammoneemia is a condition but little understood. It is supposed to be

a state of the blood caused by the absorption of ammonia, and probably of

alkaloidal substances or other products of decomposition, from the diseased

mucous lining of the bladder.

Acetonaemia describes that condition in which the blood is laden with

acetone. It has been carefully studiotl by Von Jaksch ' and others.

Though most frequently present in diabetic patients, I have seen two in-

stances occurring in other affections,^ in whicth the symptoms seemed to be

due to acetonemia. Tuczek^ reports the o<!currence of acetone in the urine,

and of symptoms pi'obably due to acetonsemia, in a child of four years, in

whom antipyrin had been used for pertussis.

Oholsemia denotes the presence in the blood of the constituents of the

bile, especially of the biliary acids. These acids appear to be the active

toxic agents, retarding the pulse, and even destroying the red blooa-cells.

By delicate chemical processes small amounts of the biliary acids can be

found in tlie blood in cholseniia.* The biliary coloring-matters can he

detected more easily.'

Lipsemia is the term used to indicate the presence of a considerable

amount of fat in the blood. The minute fat-globules occur free in the

plasma, and frequently are contained

witliin the white blood-cells also. The

condition develops physiologically to

a slight degree during digestion. It

has also been witnessed * in chronic

nephritis, diabetes, injuries of the

bone-marrow, and chronic alcoholism.

I have myself seen in a case of ulcer-

ative endocarditis in a male adult an

exquisite example of a form of lipse-

mia in which fat in large quantities

was present within the greatly enlarged

Avhite blood-cells, although there was

uoue free in the plasma. The some-

what diagrammatic illustration of

these is taken from a photograph of the blood of this patient, made for

me by Dr. George A. Piersol. (See Fig. 6.)

Hsemoglobinmtiia is that condition of the blood in which haemoglobin is

* Ueber Acetonurie u. Diaceturie, Berlin, 1886.

' Medical News, October 8, 1885.

' Berlin. Klin. Wochenschr., April 25), 1889.

* Hoppe-Seyler, Handbuch der phys. u. path.-chem. Analyse, 1885.

' Von Jaksch, Klin. Diagnostik, 1887, 46.

Fio. 5.
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circulating free in the phusnia. If a certain amount of 1)1o(k1 Iw removed

from tiie luKly—as by wet-cupping—and allowcKl tt) stand for some hours

tlie fluid above the clot which forms will Ix; transparent but of a red color

if it contain free hicnioglobin. In normal blood the serum is trans))ar('Mt

and of a yellow color. The presence of Inemoglobintemia is not by any

means always evince<l by the occurrence of the ho^miglobimiria. As I'on-

fi(!k has shown,' tlu; liver is able to dispose of a certain amount of tlui

hiemoglobin, converting it into bile-pigment, and producing an unusually

rich bile, and Itecra of a dark-brown color. When the amount of hemo-
globin exceetls this, it passes through the liver and appears in the mine.

Silbermann^ says that there is physiologically a luemoglobina>mia in the

new-born, as shown by the presence! of bile in the urine, and by the occur-

rence of "shadows" (schatten) in the blood. The cause of hajmoglobiufemia

is any agent operating to produce a destruction of the red bloofl-cells within

the general circulation, such as the intravenous injection of certain sub-

stances, as glycierin, water, blood from other animals, or the occurrence of

severe attacks of some of the infectious diseases, etc. Infectious ha'mo-

globina;mia of the newly-born, the so-called Winckel's disease, is more

conveniently discussed as a distinct affection under Diseases of the B1o(k1.

Among other alterations in the chemical constitution of the blood are the

presence in it of a large amount of peptone, as indicated in some cases by

peptonuria ; meUitiemla, or the presence of increased quantities of sugar, as

seen chiefly in diabetes ; the development of methsemoglobin, resulting from

the poisonous action on the blood of such substances as acetanilid, ))licn-

acetin, chlorate of potassium, pyrogallic acid, permanganate of potassium,

nitrite of amyl, nitrite of potassium, etc. In addition may be mentioned

the occurrence of considerable quantities of uric acid in the blood of gouty

patients, and lipacidsemia, signifying blood containing small amounts of

fatty acids.

III. Parasites in the Blood.—Some of the vegetable parasites present

at times in the blood are found much more frequently in other parts of the

body. The Bacillus tuberculosis has been occasionally seen in it in cases of

general miliary tuberculosis, though in very small numbers. Weichsel-

baum' was the first to observe it in this situation. The Bacillus anthra-

cis is not infrequently present in the blood, and that of (/landers and of

typhoid fever has also been discovered there.

One of the most interesting of the micro-organisms in this connection is

the Spirillum Obermeien or Spirochsete Obermeieri of relapsing fever, first

discovered by Obermeyer.* (See Plate I., Fig. 3.) It is generally described

as a distinct species, though classified by Sacheroif " as only one stage in the

> Verhandlung d. Congr. f. innere Med., 1883, ii. 205.

* Centralbl. f. Klin. Med., 1887.

8 Wien. Med. Wochensehr., 1884, xxxiv. 833.

* Centralbl. f. d. Med. Wissensch.. 1873, xi. 145.

» Rev. Scientif., July 6, 1889, quoted by Henry in Ann. Univ. Med. Sci., 1890, vol. ii. E.
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development of a large hojinatozoon. The spirillum consists of u very

slender spiral filament, from IG to 40 micro-millimetres in length, which

exhibits very active snake-like movements in the direction of its long axis.

It can be found in the blood only during the febrile stage of the disease.

Even with a lens of low power a certain disturbance may be noticed among

the red l)lood-(^>lls, due to the movements of the paniHitc. Its structure

scorns to be entirely homogeneous. It is cxccwlingly sensitive to and easily

killed by different reagents, but may be kept alive for days in bhxxl, or

in a one-half per cent, salt solution. A cover-glass preparation of blood

containing it may be best stained with fuchsin. For a discussion of re-

lapsing fever, see the article by Curtin in this Encyclopicdia.'

The peculiar Plnmnodium malante, which has awakenetl so great interest,

is fully described, with illustrations, in the article on malaria contributed

to this Encyclopffidia by Forchhcimer.* I have repeattHlly witnessed its

various forms in the blood of malarial patients, and even based a diagnosis

upon its presence.

Of animal parasites, the Filaria sanffuhm hominis, as seen in the blood,

is the embryonal form of a nematoid worm. The larva was first discovered

by Wucherer^ in the urine, and

afterwards by Lewis* in the

blood. (Fig. 6.) It is ^ inch

iu length and ^-gVff i'lch in thick-

ness, and is i)rovided with a

blunt head and a long pointed

tail. Mackenzie * calculated tliat

from ,36,000,000 to 40,000,000

were present in the circulation

ill his patient at night. They

can be found, in fact, only about

the time of day during which

tlie ])atieut is at rest in bed.

The parent worm [Filaria Bancrofti) is from three to four inches long, and

about as thick as a hair. It has been found in the larger lymphatic vessels

in a few cases. The embryos may remain a long time in the human body

without doing damage, but may finally, by bursting through the blood-ves-

sels, give rise to hsematuria or chyluria. Though indigenous to the tropics,

the parasite has been discovered by Guit^ras ' in the blood of a patient who
had never left the United States. It is probable that mosquitoes draw into

themselves the larval filaria with the human blood. This then develops

within its host, reaches the perfect form, is deposited in water by the insect,

A few red blood-corpuscles are Introduced to show rela-

tive size of parasites. (After Lewis.)

), vol. ii. E.

> Vol. i. p. 604. « Ibid., p. 825.

* Gazeta Medica da Bahia, December 6, 18C8.

* "On a Hasmatazoon inhabiting Human Blood," Calcutta, 1872.

* Trans. Path. Soc. Lnnd., 1882.

« Medical News, April 10, 1886.
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und Ih iiigeHtwl by innii, to iif^ain pnKliiot? larvto within him. Tiic parnHito

exiHts in (thildnMi an well an in aduItH; in iiu-t, the Hocond uutujMy made by

Lt'wis wa« in the cast? of a young girl of sixtiH'n yoarw.

The BUharzia htematobUi, or DiMltnnuin hvematobium, a treniattxh! worm
was discovered by Bilharz.' (Fig. 7.) It ia of very freijueut o(x;urreiice

Fio. 7.

After Louckart.

in Egypt, and is particidarly liable to develop in males, and especially in

boys. The male is a thread-like worm about half an inch in length, soiru;-

what flattened, and provided with a channel into which the female is received.

The female is thinner, and about three-quarters of an inch long. The jmra-

site is present in the veins of the portal system, especially the small ones of

the rectum, bladder, ureter, and pelvis of the kidney. It is not found in

the general circulation. The eggs are very numerous in the ves-sels of the

bladder aud pelvis of the kidneys, and may usually be observed in the

bloody urine.

CLASSIFICATION.

The classification of the diseases of the blood and the blood-making

organs presents many difficulties. Apart from the constitutional diseases,

as already described in vol. i. of this work, and from malignant and

surgical affections of the haematopoietic system, treated of in vol. ii., the

following provisional classification may be made: 1, Plethora; 2, Ana;inia

of various forms ; 3, Addison's disease, which by some writers is included

among disoixlers of the blood-making system ; 4, Infectious hsemoglobinie-

mia of the newly-born {Hsemoglohiniemia neonatoi-um infectiosa),—oi\\c\'

forms of hajmoglobinsemia either scartfely meriting the title of distinct

diseases or receiving consideration in the department of this Eucyclopa?dia

treating of hsemoglobinuria.

' Zeitschr. f. Wissensch. Zool., 1863, iv. 69, 72, 454.
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PLETHORA.
Plctliora or polyit'inia is a condition in which the total amount of l)lood

in the bmly is pcr.sistcntly in cxcvss of normal ; or in whi(!h some of its

constituents, c.s|)ccially the nnl WIcmkI-ccHh, are jijreatly increased in amount,

without any diniinutiou in the vohune of the hhxKl.

It is the geneinl opinion at tiic present time that the first of these con-

ditions does not exist ex(!ept Jis a transitory aflwition. Tlie full-hhxMkHl

uppcuraiice usually doscrilx'd as plethoric may he due in some east's to an

abnormally large number of red blood-cells in the circulation, but in other

instances it probably depends simply on an irregular distribution of the

blood. It is certain, in any case, that even this plethoric^ appearance is of

the rarest oc(nirrenco in childhood, in which ago a tendency to antemia

physiologically ol)tains. In the newly-born, however, there may probably

be iinnuHliately aller bir:h a state of absolute plcthom, due to the passage

of some of the blood fnmi the placenta into the body of the child. Inde-

pendently of this, the blood at tiiis age exhibits a relative plethora, a poly-

cythtcmia ; being unusually rich in red blootl-cells. In one of a series

of newly-born infants examined by Henry ' the nund)er of corpuscles

equalled 0,410,000, and in another 0,925,000, per cubic millimetre. Cadet*

found the mean of his estimates of the rinl corpuscles of the newly-born to

be 5,G96,000, the highest figure being 6,920,000 ; whik; the average of the

results obtained by Demme' gave 5,650,000 to 5,860,000 in one cubic mil-

limetre. Haycra * has shown that thp number dej)end3 on the time at which

the umbilical cord is tied. Thus, iu six children in whom the ligation was

made immediately after birth, the average equalled 5,087,000 ; while in

eigiit others in whose ctises it was delayed until all pulsation had ceased, the

average was 5,576,000 per cubic millimetre.

This condition of plethora, however, disaijpcars very rapidly, as was

shown by the observations of Henry. In the first case quoted above, the

number of corpuscles was reduced in twenty-four hours to 5,810,000, and

iu two days more to 5,680,000.

The term " hydraemic plethora" is sometimes employe^I, instead of the

Ixittcr title " hydraimia," to express that condition in which i>Iie loss of

red blood-cells or of albuminous matter has been supplied by water. It

does not indicate any actual increase in the total amount of blood in the

body.

A relative increase in the number of red blood-cells does not of itself

constitute plethora. The amount of fluid in the blood must not be dimin-

VoL. III.—49

> Archives of Medicine, 1883, x. 97.

* Hayem, Du Sang, 1889, p. 179.

» Jahrb. f. Kinderhciik., 1882, S. 357.

* Du Sang, 1889, p. 179.
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ishcd. If this has occurred and is accompanied by the relative increase in

the number of erythrocytes, we have to do rather with an ** anhydrteraia,"

—

an inspissation of the blood. Such a condition may be observed whenever

the body has suffered a great and sudden loss of fluid, as in cholera.

AN^^MIA.

Anaemia may be briefly described as a diminution of the amount of

blood in toto, or of its albuminous material, red blood-cells, or haemoglobin.

The diminution simply of the amount of water in the blood, as seen in

cholera, does not constitute anaemia.

Various titles have been employed to define it; as, oligaeraia, oligo-

cythaemia, spanaemia, oligochiomaemia, etc.

There is perhaps no pathological condition more frequently observed in

children. Children, indeed, after the first few days of Lfe become physio-

logically anaemic ; the blood being hydraemic, w'th hypalbuminosis and oli-

gocythaemia, and a consequent diminution in the amount of haemoglobin.

Then, too, owing to the ease with which the blood, as well as the other

tassues of the growing child, is affected by outside causes, there is scarcely

any disease to which children are subject which, if long continued, will not

produce anaemia; and often this condition is one of the earliest symptoms.

It is, therefore, of paramount importance that every case of anacr ia in the

early jears of life be investigated with particular care as to its cause.

I have found the following classification of the anaemias useful for the

purposes of study, though our limited knowledge of the physio-pat liology

of the subject renders any classification only provisional.

Antemia .

Non-cytogenic

Pernicious auremia.

Other toxic anaomias.

Parasitic antcniias (some forms).
]

Parasitic anajmias (some forms).}

Post-lieniorrhagic ana>mia.

Anicniia from loss of albumen.

Amemia of malnutrition.

. Chlorosis (?). ^

. Chlorosis. J

{Splenic.

Lymphatic.

Medullary.

C
Simple constitutional amemia.

I

Splenic ansamia.

j Lymphatic an»?mia (Hodgiuii's

disease).

[ Pernicious nnamia (?).

The term cytogenic is used here to indicate those forms of aniomia

apparently due to an organic or functional affection of the blood-making

Cytogenic . .

Hsemolytic . .

Oligocj-thajmic

.

Oligoehromsemic

Oligochromsemic

Leucocytic . .

Non-leucocytic
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apparatus, non-cytogenic applying to those in which some other cause seeras

to be the operative one. The terms primary and secondary should either be

avoided altogether, or strictly limited in their application. " Primary" ap-

plies to the cytogenic anaemias and indicates a primary disoixler of the

blood-making apparatus, while " secondary" and " symptomatic" appertain,

for the most part, to the non-cytogenic anaemias. In one sense, of course,

every ansemia is secondary, being itself a symptom ; for, as Hayem forcibly

insists,' the blood is not to be considered apart from the different parts of

the body which exert an influe..:!e upon its anatomical constit .Jon. From

auotlu r point of view every ansemia is cytogenic, in that the blood-makino

organs do not produce sufficient blood to meet the extra demands made upoi.

them by wasting diseases, hemorrhage, excessive destruction of bIo(xl, etc.

With our advancing knowledge it seems to become more probable th^.t

there arc no sharply-defined distinctions between some, at least, of the dif-

ferent varieties of ansemia. Chlorosis is usually viewed as a distinct variety

of anajmia, yet cases have been reported by Henry * and by Trechsel ' in

whicli a transition from chlorosis to i)ernicious ansemia appeared to have

taken place; and Henry ^ asserts that the reverse often occurs. It is ex-

tremely doubtful, however, whether these are not instances of chlorosis

complicated by pernicious ansemia.

Leuksemia, which is generally considered to be a distinct disease, was

claimetl by H. C Wood * to be nearly related to or perhai)s 'dentieal with

Hodgkin's disease ; while Fleischer and Penzoldt," and quite recently INIos-

Icr,* have reported cases in which there occurred a transition from the latter

to the leuksemic affection. The position of pernicious ansemia pathologically

is not even yet exactly determined, while clinically it is certainly nearly

allied to some other forms of severe ansemia, and sometimes cannot be dis-

tinguishal from them during life. Musser,^ for example, reports a case of

pernicious ansemia which would at one period have been more pro^ierly

designated leuksemia, and cases showing the reverse of this have been

published by Litten* and Leube and Fleischer.' Other authors have

shown that many cases which once would have been designated essential or

idiopathic pernicious ansemia were really instances of secondary forms due to

intestinal parasites, atrophy of the gastric tubules, or some other cause.

> Du Sang, 1889, p. Cla.

» Medic.i: News, July 3, 1886.

* Rev. i> -. Je la Suisse Romanci.?, June 20, 1888.

* American Journal of the Medir«l Sciences, October, 1871.

» Deutsche* Awhiv f. Klin. Med., lodO, xxvi. 868.

" Virchow's Ar 1888, cxiv. 461.

' Proceedinj;s of fho Philadelphia County Medical Society, 1885.

8 Berlin. Klin. Wochenschr., 1877.

* Virchow's Archiv, Ixxxiii.
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NOI^-OYTOGENIO ANEMIAS.

By far the most common forms of antemia iu childhood are those con-

stituting the uou-cytogeuic group. They may be subdivided into several

classes, some of the members of which shade into one another.

The class of hsemolytic auajmias include those forms which are due to a

destruction of the blood within the circulation. " Oligocythajmic" expresses

the prominent characteristic of all the members of the second class, though

it applies equally well to the first. It is used, however, to designate the

characteristivJ diflPerence between these and the single member of the oligo-

chroma;mic class, chlorosis.

Pernicious Anaemia might well be described as the first of the haemo-

lytic antemias, in which division I believe that it belongs. It has, however,

usually been regarded as an anaemia due to defective hcemogenesis, and its

true nature is even yet determined with so little certainty that I have

reserved it for the separate consideration which its importance demands.

Other Toxic Anemias constitute a somewhat heterologous group of

cases, some of which could better be described under other non-cytogcuic

forms. The poison circulating iu the blood and exerting its deleterious

action may be either («) produced within the body or (6) introduced into

it from without.

(a) It is probable that the anaemia seen in all prolongsd febrile conditions

belongs to this class, and that it is due to the direct destroying action ou the

corpuscles of a chemical poison generated by the pyrexia itself. That this

is the only cause of the anaemia of fever is, however, by no means certain,

as it is possible that the function of the blood-making organs may be

directly interfered with, or that the imperfect absorption of food during

fever may produce an anaemia of malnutrition. Gerhardt' calls attention

to the anaemia sometimes developing ia children who are recovering from

diphtheria. It is of extreme degree, very rapid in its course, and fatal in

a few days ; and must be regarded as a peculiar toxic form, as it is too

severe to be attributed to fever simply or to inanition.

(6) Among the inorganic toxic agents introduced into the body from

without may be mentioned mercury, arsenic, lead, phosphorus, etc., the first

of which is especially apt to be met with as a cause of anaemia in children.

Certain of these substances probably produce anaemia in other ways than by

a haemolytic action, while others are directly destructive to the blood-cells.

It is an important fact that a prolonged course of mercury carried out in

the treatment of constitutional syphilis may itself be productive of profound

anaemia. Chlorate of potassium is a well-recognized cause of destruction

of the red blood-cells within the body, and other substances, among thorn

' Lehrbuch d. Kinderkrankheiten, 1881, 161.
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during

fatal in

the antipyretics, and esj^ecially pyrodin/ have been shown to have a dele-

terious action on the blood.

Parasitic Anaemia likewise includes a variety of forms, some of them

hcemolytic, others not.

(a) Chief among them is the anaemia accompanying malaria, which

would appear to be due to the immediate hsemolytic action of the Plasmo-

dium malarise upon the red blood-cells, though our knowledge is not yet

sufficiently extended to entertain a positive conviction of this. Malarial

anfemia may, on the other hand, be classified as an ai nia of malnutrition,

due to the constitutional effect of the disease. Or it may be that the

greatly-enlarged spleen often seen in chronic malaria is not without etiologi-

cal influence ; though these cases are more properly relegated to " splenic

anaemia." The anaemia of syphilis possibly belongs to the group of anae-

mias due to the haemolytic action of a microbic parasite.

(6) Certain intestinal worms have been found to be the cause of, or at

least to be associated with, an anaemia so profound that the patients ex-

hibited all the symptoms of pernicious anaemia, and were, in fact, considered

to be examples of this disease. An instance in \vhich the Bothriocephalus

latus appeared to produce the characteristic symptoms in a child of thir-

teen years is reported by Schapiro,^ and other examples are published by

Reyher^ and Runeberg.* It is possible that the anaemia here is of a haemo-

lytic type, being the result of the absorption into the blood of poisonous

chemical matters pro<luced by the worm under certain conditions.

It does not, however, seem definitely established that there exists any

etiological connection between the bothriocephalus and the anaemia, since

the parasite is frequently present in large numbers without producing the

slightest evidence of a disorder of the blood.

The Anchylostomum duodenale, or Dochmius duodenalis, is the cause of

the disorder variously denominated Egyptian or African chlorosis, brick-

burner's anaemia, Gotthard-tunnel disease, tropical anaemia, etc. This pro-

found anaemia occurs in both young and old subjects, closely resembles

pernicious anaemia in its symptoms, and is attributable to the direct loss

of blood protluced by the suction of the worms. This form of parasitic

ana?mia, therefore, belongs rather to the post-hemorrhagic type.

A small thread-worm, Anguillula inlcstinalis, and its Rhabditiform

embryos have been found in the intestine in vast numbers, producing the

"Cochin-China diarrhoea," and the marasmatic and anaemic condition

depending on this.

((') The Bilharzia hsematobia and the Filaria sanrjxdnis hominis are other

worms not situated in the intestinal tract, which may produce anaemia ; the

latter probably by obstructing the circulation in the lymphatic vessels or by

' Renvers, Berlin. Klin. WochenscKr., 1889, 986.

» Zcitschrift f. Klin. Med., xiii. 416.

' Deiitsches Archiv f. Klin. Med., xxxix. 31.

* Ibid., xli. 304.
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the actual loss of chyle ; the former only in severe oases, and probably by

the direct loss of blood in the urine. Both of these parasites occur in chil-

dren as well as in adults. (See Parasites in the Blood.)

P(. T-HEMORliHAGic An^emia is the iirst well-defined variety of the

second class of cases, apart from certain of the parasitic forms just referred

to. It is less frequently seen in childhood than in adult life. Among its

causes in children * are melsena, h8Dmo])hilia, purpura, umbilical hemorrhage,

internal hemorrhages occurring soon after birth, epistaxis, cephalohajmato-

mata, traumata, etc.

Anemia from Abstraction of Albumen from the blood is another

form allied in some respects to the preceding. It is well seen in all dis-

eases where this loss has occurred through long-continued suppuration, as

in Pott's disease, hip-joint disease, advanced pulmonary tuberculosis, and

chronic suppurative processes of other forms. It may also be observed in

chronic Bright's disease with persistent loss of albumen in the urine, in cir-

rhosis of the liver and in heart-disease with effusion of fluid into the serous

cavities, in dysentery with profuse highly-albuminous passages, in excessive

onanism, in rapidly-growing neoplasms, etc.

Anemia of Malnutrition, or inanition-anaimia, includes by far the

largest and most varied number of cases under the non-cytogenic, oligo-

cythfemic forms.

(a) Here may be mentioned first of all that seen in simple inanition, the

result of insufficient nourishment of a proper sort,—an anaemia of starva-

tion. Many of the so common instances of anaemia and emaciation seen in

young children belong to this category.

(b) A similar condition results from the imperfect absorption of nourish-

ment, the result of organic or functional diseases of the digestive tract.

Among these are probably to be classified those cases described as pernicious

auaemia in which a well-marked atrophy of the gastric mucous membrane

has been found. Instances of this have been reported by various observers.

A feature of anaemia from this cause, too, is that there is frequently an ab-

sence of emaciation, as in pernicious ausemia. This absence is, however, by

no means seen in all cases. It is very probable that the atrophy may be

secondary to the blood-changes in some instances.

Another form of anaemia to be included here is that which develops in

severe and long-continued diarrhea. This is due not so much to the removal

of albumen from the blood as to a lack of absorption of the undigested food

and the peptones, which are hurried through and out of the intestine by the

increased peristalsis.

(c) Improper hygienic surroundings, of whatever sort, are common causes

of anaemia. A proper amount of oxygen is equally essential with proper

food for the perfect condition of the blood, .nd the anaemias resulting so

frequently in children from too close confinement to poorly-ventilated rooms

* Jacobi, Archives of Medicine, February, 1881.
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is consequently to be classified here. The pallor so prevalent among the

inmates of many homes for children is a good example of the influence of

this factor.

(d) Perhaps best classified among the anaemias of malnutrition is that

seen in congenital syphilis, tuberculosis, rachitis, scrofula, rheumatism, pos-

sibly malaria, scurvy, and other constitutional discuses. The pallor may

even make its appearance before any of the local manifestations of the gen-

eral disorder become manifest. In various, and usually unknown, ways the

general nutrition of patients with these diseases becomes profoundly altered,

and the blood necessarily suffers also. The exact etiological relation of the

constitutional affections to the ansemia cannot be positively determined in

the present state of our knowledge. It is possible that the diseases influence

directly the functions of the blood-making organs, relegating these ausemiaa

rather to the cytogenic type ; or that rickets and the extreme ansemia which

is often its first symptom are both the effect of a common cause.

Symptoms.—The condition of the blood after a hemorrhage of consid-

erable amount is that of simple oligsemia. which, however, almost imme-

diately changes by the absorption of water into an oligocythseraia, combined

with leucocytosis and hypalbuminosis. The fibrin net-work, too, is less

marked than in health.^ In the other forms of uon-cytogenic anajmia de-

scribed its state is very similar, but the amount of fibrin is often increased,

and the number of leucocytes but slightly so.* The size and shape of the

red blood-cells are generally not much altered, except in extreme post-hem-

orrliagic anaemia, in which poikilocytosis is sometimes quite marked. The

diminution in the number of red blood-cells is often very great, though

probably never so extreme as is sometimes seen in pernicious anemia.

The other symptoms of the anaemias which have been discussed must

necessarily vary to some extent in different cases, depending on the nature

of the cause. In general may be mentioned pallor of the skin and mucous

membranes, eventually more or less emaciation, smallness and flabbiness of

the muscles if the disease has lasted for any length of time, clubbing of the

fingers, irritability of the nervous system, impairment or perversion of ap-

petite, irregularity of the bowels, and imperfect digestion. Indisposition to

exercise is often, but not always, seen in anaemia in children. Jacobi* calls

attention to the fact that babies who cry most of the night are often suffer-

ing from aufemia, and that the crying may frequently be prevented by food

or stimulant given before they are put to bed. The urine is generally light-

colored and of low specific gravity, and there is often incontinence of it even

when the child is advanced in years. Some degree of oedema may appear,

especially in the feet and ankles. Epistaxis is very frequent. Leucorrhoea

attends anaemia in not a few cases in girls even of only two or three years

The pulse is small ; the heart's action is accelerated
;
palpitation isof age

' Osier, System of Medicine by American Authors, 1885, iii. 888.

' Archives of Medicine, 1881, p. 10.
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frequent. A venous hum can occasionally be heard in the jugulars in chil-

dren of but two or three years of age, but Bednar ' never detected it in the

newly-born. Anremic murmurs may often be heai-d over the prajcordium

and not infrequently over the fontanels and in the carotids. Brcathlessncss

and palpitation are sometimes present, but are not common in children.^

Catarrh of the respiratory passages is liable to develop. In young children

anaemia of the brain, perhaps consecutive to a profuse diarrhooa, produces

general coldness, semi-stupor, and finally death.

Pathology and Pathological Anatomy.—The bodies of those who
have died in a very anaemic condition exhibit a more than ordinary pallor,

while the post-mortem rigor and the cadaveric lividity are generally but

little marked. The adipose tissue everywhere is usually much diminished,

and osdema and serous effusions may be present. The internal organs are

pale, and often decidedly smaller than normal. One of the most character-

istic changes in advanced anaemia is the tendency to wide-spread fatty de-

genemtion of the organs, best seen in the heart-muscle and the lining of the

large blood-vessels.

It is a noteworthy fact that, contrary to the statement frc<juently made,

the bone-marrow in severe cases of the symptomatic anaemias may exhibit

the lymphoid appearance often described as characteristic of pernicious

anaemia. Instances of this have been reported by Neumann ^ and others,

and the condition has been experimentally produced in dogs by repeatedly

bleeding them.

Immermann * attributes the atrophy and fatty degeneration to a condi-

tion of hypalbuminosis rather than to oligocythaemia, since it is the amount

of albumen supplied them upon which the nourishment of the cells of the

organs depends. The oligocythajmia is, indeed, a conservative feature, since,

on account of it, less oxygen is supplied to the tissues, and the rapidity of

their consumption is thereby diminished.

Diagnosis and Prognosis.—The diagnosis of secondary anaemia is the

recognition of its cause ; and this is a matter of the greatest importance,

on which the formation of the prognosis depends.

Treatment.—The treatment consists primarily in that directed against

the source of the pathological alteration of the blood. In addition to this,

and when not contra-indicated, attention must be directed to the treatment

of the anaemia itself For this purpose iron will be found to be the drug

on which the greatest reliance can he placed. Owing to the irritability of

the stomach which often exists, it should be given in some unirritating form,

as the malate, lactate, citrate, or albuminate.

The administration of a proper amount and sort of nourishment is also

all-important, while sufficient fresh air and exercise and the establishment

' Die Kmnkheiten der Neugebornen und Siiuglinge, 1853.

* Eustace Smith, Diseases in Children, 1884, p. 242.

»Zeitschr. f. Klin. Med., 1881, iii. 414.

« Ziemsaen's Handb. d. Spec. Path. u. Ther., 1875, xiii. 374.
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of proper hygienic surroundings are indispensable. Arsenic is a useful

remedy, especially in chronic and obstinate cases, and may be given in

proportionately much larger doses than adults will bear. Great reliance,

too, can be placetl on cod-liver oil, either alone or in combination with

iron. Strychnine proves useful in some instances, as docs phosphorus in

others.

CHLOEOSIS.

Synonymes.—Chloranajmia, Chloroanjemia, Morbus virgineus. Green-

sickness, etc.

Definition.—This form of anaemia, which has been known since the

time of Hippocrates, may be classified either as an oligochromseniia of non-

cytogenic origin, or, as seems to me more probably correct, as a cytogenic

anajmia of peculiar type. It is a variety of anajmia occurring almost ex-

clusively in girls and young women, and characterized by a peculiar green-

ish-yellow and exceedingly anaemic hue, but without emaciation, by a well-

defined oligochromsemia without a proportionate oligocythaemia, by extreme

languor, dyspnoea, and palpitation on exertion, and often hy cardialgic

attacks. . ::

Etiology.—The cause of the disease has been a subject of great dispute.

Tiie influence of heredity as a predisposing factor is seen in many cases ; the

female members of the same family for several generations often becoming

chlorotic at the same period of life. There may exist, further, a predisposi-

tion resulting from a congenital imperfect development of certain organs.

Particularly have claims been made for the influence of an undeveloped

state of the uterus and ovaries, but such a defect is by no means constantly

present. Virchow' in 1872 advanced the theory that chlorosis was due to

a congenital smallness of the heart and narrowness of the vessels, as a result

of which an insufficient supply of blood was furnished to the digestive and

hajmatopoietic organs at the time when the rapidly-advancing growth of

puberty demandal the most perfect nutrition. According to this view,

the disease is present from infancy, though latent. This explanation has

been accepted as conclusive by Baginsky '^ and favorably regarded by many
others.

But, though it may apply to many cases, it does not, I tliink, account

for the numerous instances of rapidly-developing chlorosis, nor for the

speedy cure usually, and often permanently, produced by the institution of

appropriate treatment. Fagge* believes that the narrowness is not con-

genital, but the result of an endocarditis occurring in childhood. More-
over, this peculiar condition is seen in males as well as in females, and has

' Ueber die Chlorose und Anomalien in Gefassnpparnte, 1872.

'^ Lehrb. d. Kinderltranidi., 1887, 290.

« Practice of Medicine, 1880, ii. 008,
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are not infrequent in children.' Disordei-s of menstniation are very com-

monly present. The heart's impulse may be widened, with evidences of

dilatation of the right ventricle. Systolic murmurs may sometimes 1)6

heard over the prcecordium and in the carotids, and there is usually a well-

marked venous hum in the jugular or other veins, which may even be per-

ceived by the patient as a continuous humming sound in the head. The

pulse is small and the arterial tension low. The urine is of low specific

gravity and light color, and contains a diminishe<l amount of urea and uric

acid, and sometimes a trace of albumen, but casts arc never found in it.*

A peculiar pigmentation of the dorsal surfaces of the fingers has been

described.'

AttacIvS of gastralgia are usually considered characteristic of chlorosis

as distinguishing it from other forms of anajmia, a.d are probably of a

purely neurotic nature and dependent on the alteration of the blood.

Fiirster * lays particular stress on the importance of this symptom ; and,

having shown that in the statistics of a large number of anaemic children it

was much more common after the age of six yeai-s in girls than in boys, he

concludes that this is an indication that the anaemia was really a chlorosis in

the case of the former. Other neuralgias, particularly of the trigeminal,

are present with greater frequency in older than in younger children.

Fever is certainly of the rarest occurrence in chlorosis, though it has

been reported by a few writers.* I cannot but believe that it is doubtful

whether it ever occurs as an actual symptom of imcomplicated chlorosis.

Hayem * ''eports its presence in only two out of seven cases of the disease,

iu which records of the temperature were taken ; and in both of these there

was also extreme diminution in the number of red blood-cells,

—

i.e., an

oligocytluemia, if at all a chlorosis.

The state of the blood is of the greatest interest. The most striking

characteristic is a marked diminution in the percentage of htemoglobin.

This oligochromaemia, first pointed out by Duncan,^ is out of all proportion

to the reduction in the number of red blood-cells. Olitjocvthajmia cannot,

in fact, be regarded as at all a characteristic of pure chlorosis, and when

l)ri.scnt—as it, indeed, frequently is—it must be considered a complication.

The majority of recent investigations establish that this is one of the most

marked features of the disease, and that the disproportion between the reduc-

tion of the haemoglobin and that of the red blood-cells must be present in

> FOrster, Gerhardt's Handbuch, etc., 1877, iii. 211.

' Einhhorst, Spec. Path. u. Therap., 1885, iv. 26.

' Bouchard, Pouzet, Ann. Univ. Med. Sci., 1889, iv. J.

.
•• Gerbavdt'8 Hundb. d. Kinderkr., 1877, iii. 1, 210.

^ Jaccoud, La Semaine Med., August 8, 1888; Trazit, Jour, de MM. et de Chir.,

Nnvomber, 1888; Wunderlich, Handb. d. Path. u. d. Therap., 18.56, iv. ; Schulze, Ueber
Chlnrose, Berlin, 1868; MoUidre, Lyon Med., December 10, 1882, and February 8, 1885;

Leclorc, These de Lyon, 1885.

«DuSang, 1880, p. .673.

' Sitzungsbericht d. Kais. Akad. d. Wissenschaften zu "Wien, 1867.
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order to allow of the diagnosis of chlorosis in any case. Griiber ' found that

the number of red blo(xl-cells was not diminished in twenty-eight cases of

pure chlorosis, the average being 4,482,000 per cubic millimetre. In all

of them, however, the average amount of hjemoglobin was but one-half or

one-third of the normal amount. Henry in probably right' in refusing to

recognize as chlorosis the cases in which liaache^ found all the clinical

symptoms of ansemia but without the blood-changes. Of 13 cases which I

have quite recently examined, the results were as follows, the percentages

of red cells being based on a normal of 5,000,000

:

I. II. in. IV. V. VI. VII. viii. IX. X. XI. XII. xiii.

Percentage of red blood-cells . fi'J 66.5 81 57 5 80 94 83 65.5 86.4 80 87.6 76.5 80

Percentage of hiemoglobin . . 36 37 85 32 58 51 31 81 39 35 41 '29 68

It will be seen that in two cases only was there a decided reduction in

the number of corpuscles, while in all the amount of hromoglobiu was much
below normal. In the 10th case, which was a typical examjJe of chlorosis

inibra, the corpuscles had increased to 5,248,000, or 105 per cent., after a

month's treatment, but the hsemoglobin had reachal only 57 per cent.

The red blood-cells vary greatly in size and form, and numerous micro-

cytes and some macrocytes are often to be seen. Several observers have found

the average diameter of the red blood-corpuscles somewhat diminished.*

The normal relations of the white blood-cells are not essentially affected.

Immermann * says that the amount of the plasma and the contained albu-

men is not diminished in chlorosis, and that this is a distinguishing charac-

teristic of the disease as compared with anaimia ; while Bccquerel and Rodier °

assert that the amount of albumen is even sometimes increased.

Pathological Anatomy.—No characteristic changes arc to be found

post mortem. The adij^ose tissue is usually well preserved. A rudinu iitary

state of the uterus and ovaries has been noticed in some cases, and a narrow-

ness of the arterial system with smallness of the heart and excessive thinness

of the v&ssel-walls in others. No change has been detected in the blood-

making organs which could explain tl e cause or the nature of the disca.se.

Patholoery.—We are still greatly at sea regarding the jiathology of

chlorosis. If, as Zander ^ and Bunge ^ claim, the condition of the blood \s

due to a defective absorption of iron from the intestine, the nature of the

affection would be clear, and we would class it as a non-cytogenic anajmia.

Bunge's theory is, that a large excess of the products of decomposition in the

> Deutsche Med. Wochenschr., 1887.

» Antcmia, 1887, p. 92.

' Die Ananiie, Christiania, 1883.

* Haycm, Du Sang, 1889, 621 ; Laache, Die Anamie, 1883 ; "Willcocks, Practitioner,

1883; Griiber, Deutsche Med. Wochcn.schr., 1887.

6 Ziemssen's Handb. d. Spec. Path., 1875, xiii. 560.
;

-^-

« Gaz. de Paris, 1844, Nos. 47-51.

* Virchow's Arch., Ixxxiv.

* Practitioner, August, 1881. :-, ,^' - !/ ,
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intestine, and es])ecially of siilpluir, hrcaks up the asnimilable iron and unites

with it, thus preventing its absorption. Large dcwes of the drug are con-

sequently required in order that these sul^stances may be neutnilizetl, after

which absorption of iron can begin. Zander is of the opinion that there is

a deficiency in the hydroclihtric acid of tlie gastric secretion, as a result of

which the iron ingested in the f(KKl is not dissolved and rendered assimilable.

These explanations are not satisfactory, for they by no means apply to

all cases, notably those in which large amounts of iron are administered

without effect, those which recover without treatment or under minute doses

of iron, and those which are cured by other plans of treatment than iron or

hydrochloric acid, or which prove intractable to all. As there is nothing

in the other possible causes mentioned adequately to account for the origin

of the disease, we are forced to consider chlorosis a cytogenic ancemia of

peculiar form, due to an inability on the part of the blood-making appa-

ratus to produce a proper quality of the blood,

—

i.e., a primary, defective

hsemogenesis. This inability is undoubtedly occasioned to some extent by

predisposing causes, but must also in many cases depend largely on some

sort of functional lack of energy of the 1 lood-making organs themselves.

The classification of chlorosis as a " primary" anaimia is adopted by Fagge,'

Striimpell,* and others.

Various other views regarding the pathogenesis of the disease have been

expressed. "Griiber^ believes it to be due to an excessive alkalinity of the

blood, and Clark * and Duclos ' are of the opinion that it is a toxaemia

resulting from the retention and absorption of decomposing frecal matter.

Henry * considers it to be the expression of a general cachexia rather than

an affection of the blood merely. He is disposed, too,^ to deny to chlorosis

the characteristic blood-change described ; and says that the condition of

the blood depends in each case upon the stage of the disease. He agrees in

this respect with Hayem,^ who recognizes three forms or stages of the affec-

tion, determined respectively by the number of red blood-corpuscles present.

I have already expressed my inclination towards the view that the oligocy-

thsemia, when present, should be regarded as a complicating element, and

not as a symi)tora of chlorosis.

Complications and Sequelae.—Gastric ulcer is one of the principal

complications, though less frequent in children than in adults, and Bagin-

sky ' believes that it is not uncommonly the cause of the gastralgic attacks.

Chorea is often seen in chlorotic children, and its development is perhaps

favored by the disease of the blood.^" Pulmonary tuberculosis appeal's

s, Practitioner,

» Practice of Medicine, 1886, ii. 606.

» Spec. Path. u. Therap., 1886, ii. 177

» Therap. Monatshefte, 1887.

' Revue Generale, 1887.

' Ibid., 1889, iv. J.

» Lehrb. d. Kinderkrnnlt., 1887, 291.

" Forster, Gerhardt's Handbuch, etc., 1877, iii. 211

* Lancet, 1887.

• Ann. Univ. Med. Sci., 1890, ii. E.

8 Du Sang, 669.
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espwially liable to (Icvelop in chlorotic paticntfl. Without tlouht chlonjsis

can Ikj complicatfcl by aiKcmia, and even by pernicious antcniia; and in

this way are to lx> explained fhe different grades of the disease as given by

Hi'yem and TJsac.' Virchow says that there exists a strong prcilisposltion

to en»V)carditis in chlorotic patients. Hascdow's disease has been stated by

Friedreich' to be prone to develop in chlorotic girls and women. Vergely'

has been able to collect a few cases of thrombosis of the veins or arteries,

and Huels * reports another instance of very widely spread thrombosis.

Diaernoais.—Tlie diagnosis rests mainly on the ciuiracteristic condition

of the blood, the occurrence of the disease chiefly in girls at puberty, the

persistence of the adipose tissue, aud the association with disordered men-

struation.

From secondary anasmia chlorosis is to bo distinguished by the abponcc

of a definite, discernible cause, and usually of decided emaciation, and by

the presence of the characteristic hmmic alteration and the hue of the skin.

From i)ernieious anaemia it differs in that the relation of the percentage

of hsemoglobin to that of the ral blood-cells is exactly reversed in the two

diseases. There is, further, neither retinal hemorrhage nor fever : in fact,

the occurrence of fever in a case reported as chlorosis would render the (!or-

rectness of the diagnosis extremely doubtful, or would indicate that some

complication had arisen.

The oedema aud albuminuria sometimes met with in chlorosis are dis-

tinguished from those of Bright's disease by the absence of easts.

Progrnosis.—Fatal cases the result of chlorosis itself are almost never

witnessed. Death is due to some intercurrent disease. Though the dura-

tion of the malady is very variable and often much prolonged, most eases

yield to approjiriate treatment. Relapses are liable to occur in many in-

stances
;
probably in those in which the vascular anomaly described by

Virchow exists. There are certain cases, too, which prove most intractable.

Treatment.—Prophylaxis is of the greatest importance, and must be

practised from early childhootl. A proper amount of exercise, cold bathing,

fresh air, and sunlight, and proper nourishment, especially of an animal

nature, must be insisted upon, as well as the avoidance of the summer

heat, nervous excitement, and of over-exertion either of the body or mind,

and especially of close confinement and ovenvork in factories or schools.

All suitable measures must be employed to remove indications of debility,

and to preserve perfect health. The child must, in fact, be made ready to

meet the demands of puberty. To combat the disease when present, iron

is almost a specific, but must be given persistently. Full doses are recom-

mended by most writers. Blaud's pill is a favorite form in which to ad-

' De la ChloTOse chez THomme, 1853.

^ Immermann, Ziemssen's Handbuch, 1876, xiii. 590.

» Ann. Univ. Med. Sci., 1890, ii. E. ; from Jour, de MM. de Bordeaux, August 18,

1889.

* Ibid. ; from Berlin. Klin. Wochensehr., October 14, 1889.
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minister it. This consiMts of half an ounc* (wh of carlxinatc of potasHiiim

and of sulphate of iron, dividotl into ninety-six j)ills. Three of those may
Im? taken three times a day. Other prefMirations of iron may l)e selected,

and when there is any dij^estive disturl)an(;e, and partienlurly where the

existence of j^astric ulwr is snspecte<l, some entirely unirritatin^ form of

it must be employed. Other tonics, such as cotl-liver oil or strychnine, will

also be found useful as adjuvants. The digestion will freipiently need to

be carefully rojijulatetl, and may recpiire the administration of dilute hydro-

ciiloric acid. Ilygienic conditions must be carefully looked uflcr, and mas-

sage, cold sponging, and sea-bathing arc of value. In cases in which there

is no catarrhal or inllammatory condition of the digestive tract, and in

which iron has proved useless, Schultz and Striibing ' have obtaiual go(xl

results from the administration of sulphur. S6e* gives an almost exclu-

sively albuminous diet, and rarely administers iron. Inhalations of oxygen

have also been advised.* Antiq * obtained the best results with encmata of

deiibriuated blood.

LEUKEMIA.
Synonyme.—Lcucocytha;mia (Bennett).

Definition.—A disease of luematopoiesis, characterized by a great and

progressive increase in the number of white blood-cells, and a diminution

in the number of red blood-cells, with hyperplasia of the spleen and boue-

raarrow, and often of the lymphatic tissue in other parts of the body.

History.—The peculiar appearance of the blood in leuka;mia was ob-

sorvotl and described by Craigie and Bennett in 1845,' and, indeed, by

Velpeau, Piorry, Biehat, Morgagni, I' )kitansky, Andral, I)onn6, and others

previously. Virchow," writing a month after Bennett, recognized that the

condition was really an increase in the number of white blood-cells, and

not due to the admixture of pus with blood, as Bennett had supposed.

There seems to be no doubt that he, too, was the first to appreciate the

))robable connection between this increase and the change in the spleen and

lymphatic glands. Fuller and Walshe in 1846^ demonstrated the change

in the blood of living patients, and Vogel* in 1849 diagnosed a case

• Deutsche Mod. Wochenschrift, 1887, No. 2.

' L'Union Med., 1888, No. 97.

' Jaccoud, La Semaine M6d., 1888.

• Ann. Univ. Med. Sci., 1890, ii. E, from Lyon Med., October 20, 1889.
~^ "

' Edinburgh MedicalJournal, OctoLer, 1845.

* Various contributions in Froriep's Notizen, 1845, Med. Zeit. des Vereins f. Hoil-
kunde, 1846, August and September, and 1847, January ; Virchow's Archiv, 1847, i.

;

ibid., V. ; Gesammte Abhandlungen, 190; Geschwiilste, ii. 665.

' Fagge, Practice of Medicine, 1886, ii. 343.

* Virchow's Archiv, iii. '

.
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during life. Virchow, again, in 1853 divided the disease into a splenic

and a lymphatic variety ; and later, in 1870, Neumann described a mye-

logenous form. These three forms are still recognized ; and unquestion-

able instances of pure forms have been reported, though they are rarely

found unmixed. The spleen and probably the marrow also are nearly

always involved. The lymphatic glands are in most cases but slightly, if

at all, affected. Among the eaflic-t reports of the occurrence of cases in

children are those of Loschner,^ Blumenthal,^ Golitzinsky,* and Biernier,®

and cases have since been reported by various observers.

Etiology —Of the causes of the disease little is known. Heredity, or

rather the existence of a family pretlisposition, has been noticed in a few

cases. Casati^ relates an instance of the disease in a girl ten years of

age, whose father and grandmother were said to have suffered from it like-

Avise; Biermer'^ reports the existence of it in two sisters of three and four

and a half years respectively, in whose parents no predisposing cause could

be detected ; Senator ^ saw it in twins of one and a half years, and Eichhorst'

observed a child of twelve years, as well as her cousin, with the disease.

In some instances the existence of syphilis or tuberculosis in the parents

appears to have predisposed the children to leukaemia.

Age is an important predisposing factor, since the disease develops iu

most instances in middle life. It may, however, occur at any period of

life, even in infants a few weeks or months old (Hayem,' ten months

;

Fagge,® twenty months ; Seitz,^" one year ; Hosier," sixteen months ; Golit-

zinsky,* two cases, eleven months, and one week ; Jaksch,''^ fourteen months

;

Mayer," sixteen months). Sanger" even repoits a case of leukaemia in a

foetus still-born at term. According to Eaginsky,^'' from 15 to 20 per cent.

of the cases are seen in children up to ten years of age ; and Gerhardt '^

beliov^es that it is as frequent in childhood as at a later period of life. The

predisposing influence of age upon the tendency to the development of any

particular form ot leukaemia has not yet been definitely determined. I do

1

' Arch, der Hcilkunde, xi.

" Jnhrb. f. Kinderheilk., 1859, 3, H. i.

* Jnhresber. u. d. Findclunst. in Moskau, 1858.

Jnhrb. f. Kindorlieilk., 1861, 90.

» Gerhnrat, Lnhrbuch f. Kinderkr., 1881; 276.

• Rivista '^linica, 2a ser., ii., 187'^.

' Virchow's Archiv, \xv. 142.

8 Eichhorst, Spec. Tath. u. Therap., U35,iv. 3; Munch. Med. 'Wochenschr., January,

1890, 49.

» Du Sang, 18t
, p. 864.

lo Deutsche Klinik, 1866, No,-,. 15, 16.

» Berl. Klin. Wochenschr., 1864, Nos. 12, 15.

" Wien. Klin. Wochenschr., May 30, 1889 ; in Ann. Univ. Med. Sci., 1890, ii. E.

" Centralbl. f. Klin. Med., 1^00, Nv 1.

" Arehiv f. G.ynakol., Bd. xxxiii. H. 2.

« Lehrb. d. Kinderkr., 1887, 292.

"Ibid., 1881,276. .
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not know of an instaiice of the myelogenous variety occurring in a child,

unless the case of the girl of seventeen years described by Immermaim

'

be included here. Golitzinsky^ slates that the lymphatic form is oftenest

seen in children of a few months, and the splenic form more frequently in

those of a year or more. Further investigations are needed upon this subject.

Sex, also, appears to be a decidedly predisposing factor, since of 201

cases collected by Birch-HirschfeUH 135 (67.5 per cent.) were in males.

Social and hygienic relations may be not without influence, as the majority

of the cases occur in the lower and middle classes of society. It is possible,

too, that there is a certain tendency to a geographical distribution of the

affection.^

Of more immediate possible causes, malaria has often been said to exert

a powerful influence in the production of leukajmia, and probably does so;

but the opinions regarding this matter are very conflicting. The prepondei'-

auce of medical evidence is in favor of the lx;lief that syphilis, scrofula,

and rickets, previously existing in the child, may be etiologically related to

leukaemia. The acute infectious diseases cannot be said to be factors of any

importance. Leukaemia has in adults sometimes developtxl shortly after

a trauma in the splenic region,* and a possible instance of this occurring

ill a cliild has been reported by Mosler.*

Symptoms.—The disease begins insidiously, and there is no definite

order in the appearance of the symptoms. Often the first indication is a

progressive failure of health and strength, frequently with more or less

irregular f;ver, while an enlargement of the abdomen becomes perceptible.

In some cases Wealing from the nose or the bowels, or diarrhoea and vomit-

ing, may be very early symptoms. Occasicmally, too, as in two cases seen

i)y Howard,^ severe and even fatal htematemesis may be among the earliest

indications.

Early in the affection enlargement of the spleen may be detectetl, and is

often very considerable and accom))anied by dilatation of the superficial ai)-

cloniinal veins. Anaemia, too, usually Ixigins to develop early ; and exami-

nation of the blood reveals the characteristic change to a greater or less extent,

bnt the spleen or ch«. lymj)hatic glands may be swollen a long time before

this appeal's. Peculiar and unusual initial symptoms have been reported in

tliildreu,* such as hysterical conditions, pain in the joints, attacks of excite-

ment with loud crying, or dermal hemorrhages suggesting a purpuric state.

After the disease is well advanced and the leukaunic caclioxia well estab-

> Ziemssen's Handb. d. Spec. Piitli. u. Thorap., 1875, xiii. 061.

' Jahrb. f. Kinderheilk., "IfU, j.. 90.

Hicihardt's Handb. Kinderkr., 878, iii. I., 309.

' Eichborst, Spec. Path. u. Therap., 1885, iv. 2.

' Dfi Chapelle, Do la Iii'vikoiuie dan.s ses Kapports avec la Traumatisme, Paris, 1881.

• Berlin. Klin. Wochenschr., 186'*, 152.

' O.lr., in Systeni of Modicine by American Authors, 1886, iii. 910.

* Gerhardt, Lehrb. d. Kinderkr.," 1881, 278.

Vol. III.—60
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lished, many of the symptoms are simply those of marked aiiferaia. The
chiUl becomes feeble and irritable and indisposed to exertion. The pallor

is marked and })erhai>s slightly icteric, and may rarely be even as intense as

in pernicious anaemia. On the other hand, it is not unusual to see a cir-

cumscribed flush on the chocks, even late in the disease. The appetite

is generally lost ; and, though it be preserved during a long period, as it

sometimes is, progressive emaciation is the rule. Pustular eruptions and

furumdes may occur, and intense itching has been reported. More or less

subcutaneous ojdema and effusion into the serous cavities take place in

severe cases.

Palpitation, headache, vertigo, ringing in the ears, and attacks of syncope

are indications of the presence of ansemia, but dyspnoea is oflcn greater than

can be accounted for in this way.* Sleep may be poor, or there may be

decided drowsiness and in some instances delirium or coma.

Symptoms of gastric dyspepsia are rarely absent ; flatulence is annoying

;

diarrhoea is a frequent and often fatal symptom, and is particularly liable to

occur in children in whom rachitis has preceded the development of leu-

kaemia. There is usually an increased thiret, even when there is no fever.

The liver is generally decidedly enlarged, but well-marked icterus is infre-

quent. There may be evidences of slight bronchitis, or in advanced stages

a cough due to pulmonary oedema. Dyspnoea may be further increased by

the pressure of enlarged bronchial glands or of the hypertrophied spleen.

The heart is sometimes displaced by the pressure of the spleen ; a systolic

murmur over the apex may be heard. The pulse is rapid and compressible.

The temperature in the advanced stages usually exhibits a well-marked ele-

vation, being either intermittent, remittent, or in the worst cases continu-

ously high ; and severe chills and profuse sweats sometimes accompany the

pyrexia. Deafness has been observed, and has been made the subject of a

special study by Gradenigo.*

Leukajmic retinitis, first described by Liebreich, is a characteristic of

many cases, and may produce decided disturbance of vision. The eye-

ground is pale, and the veins are tortuous, broad, pale, and of indistinct con-

tour. The arteries are narrow and jiale. Scattered retinal hemorrhages are

of common occurrence. They are of a bright color, and aggregations of

leucocytes are often seen as pale foci in the centre of them.

The urine is usually but little affected, though it occasionally contains

albumen and a few hyaline casts. The amount of uric acid is nearly al-

ways increased. Hypoxanthin, lactic, acetic, formic, and hippuric acids,

and certain other substances, are present in some cases but absent in oinors,

and do not appear to possess any significance. The amount of urea lias

also been reported increased.' Obstinate priapism is a feature not rarely

* Bamberger, Wien. Med. Zeitung, 1887.

• Arch. f. Ohrunheilkundo, 1886, xxiii. 242.

» Sticker, Zeitschr. f. Klin. Med., 1888, xiv. 80.
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by Edes.'

One of the most constant symptoms of leukaemia is the development of

the hemorrhagic diathesis, as indicated by the frequent occurrence of retinal

hemorrhages already referred to, epistaxis, heomateraesis, petechia} or large

subdermal hemorrhages, bleeding from the gums, hemorrhage from the

bowels, and, rarely, hematuria and htemoptysis. Cerebi-al hemorrhage

may also take place, but less oflen in children tlian in adults.

The condition of the blood in leukaemia is a symptom of the greatest

importance. When drawn from the finger it coagulates slowly, has a pale

and watery appearance, and is sometimes described as of a reddish-brown

or even of a chocolate color. The number of retl blood-corpuscles is usu-

ally reduced, though not excessiv^ely, and their proportion of haemoglobin

somewhat diminished. The smallest number of red corpuscles reported

equalled 470,000, and occurred in a patient of Sorcnsen's.^ They show no

great alteration in size and shape, though poikilocytes and microcytes are

occasionally seen. Nucleated red blood-cells are sometimes observed in

small numbers. Osier-' describes the number of haimatoblasts as very

variable, and refei's also to the readiness with which crystals of haemo-

globin form.

The density of the fibrin net-work is increased, as is also the amount of

water, according to the usual view, while the specific gravity is diminished.

Sticker,^ noticing the general fulness and increased tension of the blood-

vessels, concluded that in leukaemia a hydraemic plethora existed. On the

other hand, the investigations of Bamberger' in a case under his care

showed that the solids of the blood were increased in amount, and that on

tliio account the plethora could not be hydraemic. The lessened specific

gravity of the blood was due to the large number of leucocytes present,

the specific gravity of these being relatively low. He, too, has frequently

noticed the abnormal fulness of the vessels, but would prefer to designate

it by the title " leukaemic plethora." The alkalinity of the blood is

diminished.*

Lactic and formic acids, hypoxanthin, xanthin, acetic and uric acids,

nren, and certain other substances, are found abnormally present or in in-

creased amount in leukaemic blood. Long octahedral crystals, similar to

those seen in the sputum of asthmatic patients, were found by Charcot in

leukaemic blood. They occur some within and some without the leucocytes,

and have been described by White ^ under the name of " leukosin." Damon

'

• Boston Medical and Surnicul Journal, 1871.

» Virchow-Hirsch, Jaliresbcriclit, 1874, ix. 2, 314.

' System of Medicine liy American Authore, 1885, iii. 913.

Zeitsehr. f. Klin. Med., 1888, xiv. 80.

» Wien. Klin. Wochonschr., 1888.

' -Taksch, Klin. Diagnostik, 1887, 14.

' Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, 1869.

* Henry, Anaemia, 1887, 84.
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has described other crystals which were found by him iu the blood of a

leuksemic boy, and which he named " leucocrystallin."

But by far the most striking of the characteristics of the blood in leu-

kfemia is the increase in the number of the white cells. (Plate I., Fig. 4.)

The ratio of these to the red cells increases as the disease progresses, and iu

advanced cases very commonly equals 1 : 10 or 1 : 5, or may even reach 1 :

3

or 1 :2, and iu a patient seen by Sticker' equalled 1 :0.5. The degree of

increase of the white blood-cells which constitutes leuksemia in contradis-

tinction to leucocytosis is variously stated by authors. Gerhardt^ asserts

that the ratio must at least equal 1 : 12, Fleischer and Penzoldt' give a

necessary ratio of 1 : 20, while Henry* places 1 : 60 as the limits of leuco-

cytosis. Osier* says that in the same case of leuktemia the ratio may vary

greatly at diiferent times, one week being 1:8 or 1:10, and perhaps the

next week equalling 1 : 60 or even 1 : 150. Of course such a ratio as the

latter, if constant, would almost exclude the existence of leukaemia.

The leucocytes of leuksemic blood possess certain characteristics distin-

guishing them from normal blood-corpuscles. Presenting great variations

in size, three varieties may be distinguished : 1st. Those about one-half the

size of a red blood-corpuscle, with single nucleus surrounded by a thin ring

of protoplasm. 2d. A form of the size and appearance of the usual white

blood-cell, having two or three nuclei, and with finely granular protoplasm.

3d. A large variety, even twice the size of a red blood-cell, containing throe

or four nuclei and fiiiely or coarsely granular protoplasm. The first ibrm

is, according to Virchow, particularly frequent in leuksemia of the lymphatic

type, while the larger cells are most common when the affection of the spleen

predominates. The cells of the third class sometimes contain fine fat-glob-

ules in tlieir interior, and probably arise in tlie medulla, and are character-

istic of the myelogenous form of the disease.® The leucocytes in leukamia

show only sluggish and imperfect amoeboid movements, or none at all.''

A further characteristic of leukemic blood, as claimed by Ehrlich,* is its

color reaction with eosin. Ehrlich describes in normal blood five varieties

of leucocytes, depending upon the reaction which their protoplasmic granules

exhibit with different reagents. In leukaemia there is, he states, a very

marked increase of that variety of leucocyte whose granules possess the

property of becoming deeply stained with eosin (Eosinoplii(en Zelleii) when

treated according to a certain method. Tn leucocytosis, on the other hand,

these cells are diminished iu number. Jaksch ' concludes, as the result of

> Zeitschr. f. Klin. Med., 1888, xiv. 80.

•i Lehrbiich der Kinderkrankh., 1881, 278.

- 3 jijita^.h, Klin. Diagnostik, 1887, 16. . ,^„^-.,- v., 1-
* Anfemia, 1887, p. 97.

' System of Medicine by American Authors, 1885, iii. 919.

• :?iosler, Berlin. Klin. Wochenschr., 1876, No. 49, 704.

' Cufavy, Lancet, 1880, ii 769; Laking, ibid. ; Neumann, ibid.

8 Zeitschr. f. Klin. Med , i. 553.

» Klin. Diagnostik, 2e Aufl., 25.
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his examination of blood in many diseases, that the presence of an increased

number of these cells is generally characteristic of leuUtemia, though it may
very rarely be seen in other conditions.

The method consists in preparing a very thin layer of blood on a cover-

glass and drying this at a temperature of about 120° C for half a day or

longer. It is then stained in a concentrate*! solution of eosin in glycerin,

washed in water, dried in the air, and examined in oil of cloves. Huber'

employs a triple stain consisting of a mixture of indulin, aurantia, and eosin,

two grammes of each, in thirty granmies of glycerin. The preparation is

stained with this for a half-hour or several days, and washed as before.

The red blood-cells by this method should l)e colored a re<ldish yellow, and

the leucocytes blue ; while large leucocytes will also be found which are

partly or completely filled with brilliantly stained bright-red granules,

—

the eosinophilous granules.

Huber's method has not proved at all satisfactory in my hands, and

after much experimentation I have adoptetl the following proctHlure, with

very satisfactory results. The cover-glass preparation of blood is prepared

and drietl in the way already described. It is then covered for fifteen

minutes or longer with a concentrated solution of eosin in glycerin. After

being washetl in water it is immersed for a second or so in a dilute watery

solution of methyl blue, at once again washed in water, drietl in the air, and

examinnl in turpentine balsam or xylol balsam. Care must l)e employed

not to overstain with the blue. By this method the red blowl-cells assume

a color similar to that seen in fresh blood, or a little redder, the leucocytea

become blue, and the eosin granules a brilliant retl. Plate II., Fig. 8.

As a result of the great increase in the number of leucocytes, the blood

coagulates outside of the Ixxly into three characteristic layers. The lower

re<l layer, consisting of red blood-cells, is decidedly diminished in thick-

ness as compared with that usually seen, while the middle one, of a milky

color and consisting of leucocytes, is of unusual thickness.

Witii i-egjird to the symptoms of leukoemia pertaining to the hsemato-

poietic apparatus, the spleen is in most cases decidedly enlarged, and may
extend beyond the median line downward even to the pelvis, and upward

into the axilla. Its edge is hard and one or more notches can l)e felt, and

it is generally somewhat painful on pressure. The enlargement produces

an evident distention of the alnlomen and lower portion of the thorax, par-

ticularly on the left side. A rough fremitus can often be detectetl, and a

friction-sound hearil over the organ, due to the presence of adhesions ; while

a bruit synchronous with the pulse is sometimes present. The position

wliich the organ (KHJupies varies in different cases. It moves with ivspira-

tion, unless held in place by adhesions, and may vary in size at different

limes in the same t-ase ; being sometimes larger af^er a meal, and Incoming

much smaller after a profuse diarrhoea or hemorrhage. A diminution in

• Dio Path. Hist. u. Bncteriol. Untersuchungsmeth.. 1880, 49.
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the size of the organ is not always followed by an improvement in the

symptoms,'

The lymphatic glands are in njost cases not much involved, tht)iigh it

is stattKl that the lymphatic form of leukaemia is comnjouer in children

than in adults,' ^ome swelling of the glands, esjiecially in the neck, may
exist for years in lymphatic Icukicmia iK'fore other symptoms of the disease

make their appearaace. Then, as in lymphatic anosmia, a more general

glandular involvement either slowly or rapidly comes on, and the cachectic

state develops. The enlarged glands are usually isolated, not tender on

pressure, and not attached to the overlying skin. They vary in size, but

most observers agree that it is exceptional to see them as large as in lym-

phatic aruemia. Leukiemic glands rarely sup2)urate.

The '-xistencx; of malullary leuktemia can oidy be determined with any

degree of certainty when swelling, softening, and tenderness of the bones are

present, though changes in the marrow may exist without these symptoms.

Even the tenderness is by no means an infallible test of medullary leu-

kaemia. This is shown in the cases recently reported by Mayer,^ in six of

which the tenderness existed, though in only two cases was any actual lesion

of the marrow found on post-mortem examination.

Pathological Anatomy.—The spleen, which naturally attracts the

chief attention, is shown by post-mortem examination to be much enlarged,

and may even fill the aMomen to a great extent. An adult spleen weighing

eighteen and a half pounds has been reiK)rtetl by Brown.'* In the early stages

it is swollen and soft, tlie hy^x^rplasia having been confined principally to the

pidp, which is of a dark-red color, while the Malpighian bodies are grayish

white and not much enlarged. It is at this period that rupture has been

known to occur. A more advanced stage, however, is that in which the

organ is usually seen. It is then hard, and the capsule much tliiekenod

and often adherent to neighboring peritoneal surfaces. It resists the knife,

and t)U cutting it there is seen a great overgrowth of the fibrous tissue of

the organ, the reticulum Ixiing very abundant and the cells scanty. The

section d(«'s not look the same in every ease. In many it is of a l)rown-red

color and homogeneous apjiearance, much like that of liver, but sometimes

fresh infarcts may l)e observwl, or shining, yellowish or rust-colored jtatches

indicate where previous hemorrhagic extravasations have been. Tlie Mal-

pighian bodies are, as a nde, indistinct or invisible, but more rarely they

are h) jjcrtrophied and apjiear as yellowish ncnlules. The rarity of lymphoid

new growths in the spleen is in sharp coutiust \.it . their frequency in

this situation in lymphatic ansemia.

Enlargement of the lymphatic glands, when present, is probably nearly

always secondary to the splenic affection, or at least accompanies it. The

> Henry, Antemia, 1887, 87.

' Oslor, System of Medicine by American Authors, 1885, iii. 915.

» Centrulbl. f. Klin. Med., 1890, No. 1.

* Lancet, 1877, ii.

.IF^
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glandd seldom attain the dimensions seen in Hulgkin's disease, and there

appeal's t<> be no invariable order in which they become involved, though

the internal glands are rarely affected, and those in the necK are of'tenest

first attackwl, especially in children. They may be; of either the hard or

the soft variety. In tlie latter they are usually isolated and movable under

tiie skin ; although tlie lymphatic tissue sometimes vnptures the capsule,

uniting the individual glands into large masses, or even extending into the

surrounding connective tissue. The soft gland exhibits on section a gnvy

or grayish-red color, and contains luimerous cells but scanty reticulum,

while patches of hemorrhagic extravasation are sometimes seen. Tiie hard

gland is often a second stage of the soil variety, l)ut may be hard from the

outset. It exhibits an overgrowth of coniiective tissue, with a thickening

of the caj)sule, and its section is of a gray color.

The changes in the bone-marrow may be of two sorts, forming the

lymphoid and the pyoid marrow, which, however, are probably but different

stages in tlie same process. In the pyoid variety, the one most frecpiently

seen, the normal marrow of all the bones, or of the short and flat ones, is

replaced by a yellowish-gray or yellowish-green substance, often much

resembling thick pus. This was the condition in the firet case studial by

Netunann.' In the lymphoid variety the marrow becomes grayish I'ed or

even deep red in color, and somewhat of a jelly-like consistency. Foci

of hemorrhagic extravasation may be discovered in the marrow in some

instances.* The difference in the two forms seems to depend purely on the

degree of increase in the number of the leuccxiytes, this Ixjing enormous in

the pyoid form, while but few red blood-corpuscles are to be found. Three

forms of cells may be recognizal,—large granular ones with distinct nuclei

;

those resembling ordinary white blood-corpuscles ; and small ones like

lymph-cells, with large nuclei and a narrow ring of protoplasm. Nucleated

red blood-cells are also very constantly found, and Charcot's crystals are

very abundant. Cells containing red blood-corpuscles are not so common
as in normal red marrow.' The bone-substance itself may be either norinal,

or expanded and spongy.

Of other organs containing lymphatic tissue the thymus gland may
rarely exhibit great hypertrophy, as in the case of a boy five years of age

reported by Cnyrim.* The tonsils may be early much enlarged and ulcer-

ated, and the lymph-follicles of the mouth, pharynx, and base of the tongue

affected to such a degree that Mosler' has described a leukseraic stomatitis

and pharyngitis. A prominent seat of leuktemic change is the intestine, in

which the solitary glands and Peyer's patches may present very marked

hypertrophy. The cell-growth does not confine itself here to the adenoid

' Archiv d. Hoilkunde, xi.

* Ponfick, Virchow's Archiv, Ixvii. 367.

' Osier, System of Medicine by American Authors, 1886, iii. 917.

* Verhandl. d. arztl. Vei-ein in Frankfurt, April 24, 1871.

» Die Path. u. Therap. d. Leukaemie, 1872, 182.
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tisMiic |)r(»|M'r, hut may in Uilvaiiccil cjwoh Hpiviul hcycmd it, fdniiiiiM; laij;i>

project iuj; and hntiully-cxtciuliii^ iuiissch, which may ulccnifc. The allcc-

tioMot'thc iiitistiiic is ()ih>ii so pntiioiiiiccd that an " intestinal h'nl\u>niia"

lias sometimes U'cn dcscrilu-d as oncxd'the primary forms of the (hsease.

Uircli-IIirschteld ' d(K>H not consiih'r tliis ehissilication \varmntai)Ie, in spite

of the (iu^t tliut, osp(>eially in chihlinxHi, h>uka>miu HomctimcH deveh)pH after

intestinal catarrh.

A heteroplastic development of lym|)ha<Ienoid lissne is not infrecpientlv

scH'u. These lymphomata are lymphoid ni'w growths of local orij^in, con-

sist injj; of a delicat(> rcticnhim containin<r letieocyti'H. They may (M-cnr, for

example, in the larynx, trachea, bronchi, Iniifj-tissne, pleura, thyroid gland,

sjdivary gland, skin, suprarenal hodies, peritoneum, Htonuieh, ])aiicreas,

hniin, meninges, and heart. The lymphoid deposits in the retina liav(!

already heen descrilxnl. In the mucous memhrane of the respiratory appa-

ratus they often strongly resemhle miliary tid)ercles, as was pointed out hv

Virchow. It is possible for thes(? iiodulcH to reach a eonsiderahlesi/e, break

down, and fornt cavities, thus presenting an appearance very like to that of

phthisis.- HecidtHl enlargement of both lachrymal glands in a Icnkn'mie

boy of four and one-half years has Ihh'ii reported.'' The kidneys at times

give evidence of leukaMuie <lisease in the Ibnn of a pale-gray, spotted ap-

|H'anuice in theeortex and line gmy lines betwtH'ii the rays in the pyramidal

j>ortion, while under the microsco|H' are found fatty degeneration of the

renal (epithelium, a tlitVuse cellular infiltration, especially about the glomer-

uli, and a crowding of the capillaries with leucocytes. More rarely distinct

hmphatic ttuuors can Ih' observed.

IJy far the mo.st couunon seat of heterologous lymphoid development,

however, is the liver. In abnost all advanctnl cases it is decidedly eidargcd

and is firm on sivtion. The lymphoid new growth is in the form of a

lymphatic infiltration, jMM'eeptible as a whitish line around the lobules, hut

penetrating also inward betwwn the liver-wlls, displacing and compressing

them, and finally priMlucing their flitty degeneration. The lymphoid cells

lie ]>artly within and partly around the eapillaiies. Less frc(piently largo

aggreg:\tions of these cells are seen, constituting definite, sinall, grayish-

white, lymphoid tumors, the size of a miliary tubercle or larger.

Excepting the hemorrhages often to be found in different [)arts of the

botly, the only remaining eharact(>rlstic post-mortem appearances to be noted

are those dejKMiding on the condition of the blottd within the heart and ves-

sels. The heart usually aintaius a large amount of clotted blood, especially

in the right side ; and these clots have a gre<'uish or yellowish color. The

blood in the heart may so resemble pus that the impression may be given,

as in a case of Viivhow's, that an abst*ess has been oiKuicd. Similar clots

> Gerhnrdt's Hnndb. d. Kinderkr., 1878, iii. 1, 318.

' Bottcher, Virehow's Archiv, xxxvii. 03.

' Gallasch, Jubrb. f. Kiudtnheilk., 1874, vi.
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occupy tli(f larger and Hinnllcr veins, and tluM'apillai'U'H tliroii^lioiit. the Ixnly

may \w (liHtoiidcd with hMicttcytcH. Solh-ninf; of tlic hrain may n-Hidt from

tlic throml)()sirt of (lie Hmall (M'lTltral vchhcIh with white l)h)<Kl-<;«>r|iiiwh'H.

Patholosry.—ThediseuHi' eoiisisfrt in a clian^e in lUc (tomposition of I lie

hloixl, drp('n*lin<r o:i a hyperpiaMia of th(t i)lood-makin;^ tissue, ilow this

(hang(M>f (MtnipositicMi is pr<Mln(!ed is still an unsettled (piestion. On the

theory that Uk; red blood-cells are formiMl from the white, or intMliately

tiiron^h i\\(^ niiclealed red Itlood-eells, t\u\ diseasi' would appear possihiy to

h(! a liiihire on th(- part ol' tlie leu(!o(Ttes to reaeli the perfect development

of red hlood-eorpiiseles ; so that vast uumhers of tlu; latter are put forth

into th<> (MrcMdation in an inip(!rf(<et condition,

—

i.e., as white l)lo(Ml-(;ells.

liiMdoemia, then, woidd ix! primarily a distnrhaneo of th<t normal pnMlnc-

tion of red (corpuscles. This vi(fW is rendered nion; prohahle hy tlu; fad

tlmt not only are the leue<M'ytes increased, hut the colore<l ceils arc usually

(liminishe<l in nutnl)er. As tlie spleen, the lymphatic ^lau<ls, and especially

tli(( r((d hone-marrow are usually rcjfarded as the place of the production of

the red hlood-crells, the cause of the defective corpus<tular formation in to Imj

Hoiij^ht for in patholof^ical chaiij^es (KWMirrinjf there. Directly (!onneet<id with

tliis suSject is the custom olMividiii}^ the disease iut<» t>pl('ni(r, lymphatic, and

nii'duliary leiikjemia, acc^ordiuj^ as the spleen, jrhiuds, or hone-marrow is th(!

primary seat of tlu! disease in c((rtain cases. The (piestion arises whether

there actually exist any 8U(!li dilfencnt forms, and, if not, which of the

three tissues is in reality tlu; one priniarily to he a(re(!t(Ml. Moxon ' held

i\\o view that thi! splci'U is the only startinf^-j)oiut of Icukiemia, and that

the jijreat munher of htucocytes ftuud in th(! Iym|>hati(! glands and the

marrow are oidy secondary deposits from the blood. TIk; vi(,'W is p(!rhaps

favored too hy the readiness with which the hone-marrow appears to iKicxjnie

affected in various auiomias, oven of the non-cjytogenic type. It appears to

i)e very prohahic, however, tliat th(! medulla is often th(> primary s<jat of

Icukiemia, Neumami^ even suggesting that this is the cas(! in all instances.

Tlie suhjctet is still very ohsriure, and iicfids further iiive8tigati(jn.

Pure medidlary hddviomia has l)e(;n report(,'d, but is ran;. The combina-

tion of nK'dullary and spl(!ni(! disease constitutes the variety oftenest ob-

served. Next in fre(pion(!y is lieno-lym|)hatic leidcjemia, consisting usually

of a primary disease of t\w. spleen with secondary involvement of the

lymphatic glands. The pure splenic form is uncommon, and the pure

lymphatic variety certainly rare. The theory has at various times been

advanced that leukaemia is a primary disease of the blood ItHolf, and tliat

the lymphatic organs are secondarily affected.' Sprouck * claims that the

' Henry, Anaemia, 1887, 92.

" Archiv d. IleilkuncJe, 1870, xi. 12.

* Kdttmann, Dii> Syinp. d. Lfiukaemie, Bern, 1871 ; Lambl, II Tempo, 1858; Variot,

These de Paris, 1882; Rpiiant, Archives do Physiolngie, 1881; Griesinf^er, Virchow's
Archiv, v. ; Biesiudecki, Wien. Med. Wochenschr., 1876.

* Centralbl. f. Klin. Med., 188^, August 31 ; also in Ann. Univ. Med. Sci., 1890, ii. E.
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The views of Ehrlich and of Jaksoh regarding the eosinophiloiis cells

afford a valuable diagnostic symptom in distinguishing the two conditions,

if further investigations establish tiie jiathognomonic importance of the cells.

Apart from the condition of the blood, leukteinia may be susjwcted from

the existence of irregular pyrexia, progressing emaciation, and enlarged

spleen or enlarged lymphatic glands, combined with a tendency to hemor-

rhage. In young children a rapidly-advancing splenic leukteinia migiit be

confounded with typhoid fever, and the occurrence of intestinal hemorrhage

would tend to confirm the mistake.'

Leuksemia is further to be distinguished from splenic anannia, lymijliutic

auffiraia, and sometimes from pernicious anasmia. In the early staj^cs of

many cases of leukaemia the diagnosis is of the greatest difficulty, and often

becomes certain only when the number of leucocytes rca*3hp« 9 ^.gure which

places the nature of the case beyond d'.^ubt. Splenic ana;mia often pre-

sents symptoms exactly similar to those of splenic lenkjemia, apart from

tiie difference in the composition of the blood. Hodgkin's disease, too, uften

closely resembles lieno-lymphatic or lymphatic leukaemia. In the non-

leucocytic affection, however, the enlargement is generally much greater and

the spleen is not much enlarged. That intermediate or transitional forms

probably exist has already been stated. (See Classification of the ausemias.)

In the case of the twins reported by Senator,^ lymphatic anaMuia existed

for two months before the leuka;mic condition of the blood developed.

Finally, it might not be possible to distinguish pernicious anicmia from

the myelogenous form of leukaiuia it the blood-affection of the latter wei'e

absent, and cases have already been referred to in which a transition seemed

to take place from the former to the latter affection.

Prognosis; Course.—The prognosis of leuksemia is very unfavorable.

Though there may bo temporary arrest in its progress, or even improve-

ment in the symptoms, the general course of the disease is onward to a fatal

termination. In children the possibility of recovery is perhaps greater than

in adults
;
yet out of thirty-nine cases occurring before adidt life there

are reported, according to Birch-Hirs(!hfeld,^ only four recoveries, and even

these are not without question as to either the correctness of the diagnosis

or the permanency of the cure. It seems at least certain that recovery is

possible only in the early stages of the disorder. The progress of leukajmia

is usually slow, and the affec!tion lasts several years. In children the course

is generally much shorter, and in proportion to the youth of the patient

;

and in some cases it has terminated within a few months. Golitzinsky *

claims to have seen death occur in an infant after the disease had lasted but

three weeks, and Eichhorst* reports the death of a boy at\er twenty-four

1889.

» Moslor, Berlin. Klin. Wochcnschr., 1864, No. 12.

' Miinch. Mod. Wochenschr., Jftnuary 21, 1890, 4'J.

« Gerhardt's Hiindbuch d. Kinderkrnnk., 1878, iii. 1, 833.

.lahrb. d. Kimlw-heilk., 1801, iv. 90.

»Spec. Pnth. u. Therap., 1885, iv. 10.
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days of illness. Epstein* even describes a distinct form—acute loukfemia

—which lasts never more than nine weeks. It may begin quite suddenly

after a short prodromal stage of variable nature, consisting of intense head-

ache, or slight fever, or respiratory symptoms, etc. In other cases it is

preceded by severe ana?mia.

The prognosis as to the duration in each individual case depends further

on the rate with which the hyperplasia of th.; lymphadenomatons ti&sno

advances, and on the percentage of leucocytes! in the blood ; though Fagge^
attributes more imj)ortance to the degree of diminution of the number of

red blood-cells, and to the intensity of the dyspnoea. Death gonciiilly

takes place as the result of iiuM-easing exhaustion, and with hydrieniic

symptoms due to great anaemia. Hemorrhage fiora the nose, mouth, lungs,

kidneys, bowels, or other parts, or into the brain, is often the immediate

cause of death. Diarrhoea, too, may bring on the fiital termination, and

pneumonia is a not infrapient cause of it in childhood, while other compli-

cations may in sonic cases be at fault.

Treatment.—The treatment of leukfemia is most unsatisfactory. Qui-

nine and iron should be tried, given in large doses and for a long period, as

good results have been claime<i for them when administered in the early

stages. Hosier' reports recovery iu a boy of ten years under the use of

this treatment ; and this case is probably one of the most certain of the

reported instances of recovery in children. He further'' recommends piperin

and oil of eucalyptus, on the ground that they produce contraction of the

spleen. Arsenic in large doses should also be tried, as it has been claimed

that success has been obtained with it. Injections of arsenic into the body

of the spleen have also been recommended. Goodhart* reports improve-

ment in six cases of possible leukaemia in children under the employment

of cod-liver oil, phosphorus, or iodide of iron. Ergot internally or by

injection, and the local employment of mercury, cold, and electricity, may

be used, but little is to be expected from them. If there be any suspicion

that congenital syphilis is the cause of the disease in a given case, a course

of mercurial treatment should be institutal ; though it is often valueless,

and may even do harm. Transfusion of blood has been emjiloyed without

much benefit. The ill results of extirpation of the spleen are seen in the

twenty cases collected by S. W. Gross,* only one of which recovered, and in

this the dioor.se was in the incipient stages. The inhalation of large quan-

tities of oxygen is a means of treatment whic^h has recently come into

prominence. Kirnberger^ reports a case in a boy often and one-half years

cured in this way. Iu other cases ^ marked temporary impi'ovement hae;

' Doutpclios Archiv ". Klin. Med., xliv.

» Prnotico of Modieino, ISSC, ii. 349. -^ --^ -

' Berlin. Klin. VVochen.sohr., 1864, No. 15. i
. -

<> Fasije, rnictine of Medicine, 1886, ii. 349.

» Deiits<'he ]\Ied. Wochenschr., 1883, No. 41.

8 Sticker, Zeitsohr. f. Klin. Med., 1888, xiv. 80 ; Pletzer, Berlin. Klin. "Wochenschr., 1F87.

* Ibid., 1876, No. 52.

• Medical News, 1887.
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been obtained with it. Da Costa and Hershey ' report two cases greatly

improved by it ; one of them being in a boy of thirteen years. Others,

however,'' have not succeeded in benefiting patients with oxygen. The

diet and hygiene must, of course, be carefully attended to. Diarrhcea,

vomiting, hemorrhage, and other disturbances call for treatment appropriate

to them. The chief point to he borne in mind in this connection is the

necessity of strict watch over, and perhaps of energetic; treatment of, any

case of chronic enlargement of the spleen or lymphatic glands in a child,

lest it prove to be the prodromul stage of a leukaemia or other serious

cytogenic disorder.

'
'J

SIMPLE 00]N"STTTUTIOE"AL ANEMIA.
Definition.—This condition may be defined as a cytogenic, non-leu-

coeytic autemia of moderate degree, due to some primary derangement of

the blood-making organs without discoveraLde anatomical basis.

Pathology.—It has been questioned whether such an affection exists

;

and it is certain that many cases which might at first sight be assigned to

this category will on more careful study be found to be symj)tomatic of

some other disorder. Yet children after the first few davs of life beijin to

be physiologically anajniic ; and it is probable that i.iany cases of antemia

in them merely exhibit a pathological exaggemtion of this physiological dis-

position. An anaemia of this variety may even be congenital, occurring

most frequently in the case of children who are born undersizetl and poorly

developed, yet without the existence of any actual constitutional malady.

Such are the children born often prematurely, Oi- of delicate jiarents who
yet have no discoverable disease. Henry ^ reports an interesting instance

of congenital ana;mia of this sort ; the parents l>eing immature, and the child

weighing but six and three-fourths pounds and having only 3,625,000 red

blood-cells to the cubic millimetre. The ratio of red to white cells equalled

1 : 145. In cases of constitutional anaemia there would seem to be "a con-

genital deficiency in the composition of the blood ;" ^ " a congenital dispro-

portion between the functionally active elements of the blood and the tissues

of the body to be supplied by them." '' There perhaps exists in these cases

an inborn inactivity of the haematopoietic system, producing a blood char-

acteristic of anaemia. Treatment may remove the anaemic condition, or it

may persist throughout the whole or a great part of the life of the in-

dividual. Again, though the child may not be anaemic at birth, there may
')e an inborn tendency to become so as growth advances, this being due iu

1887.

• American Journal of the Medical Sciences, 1889, xcviii. 482.

' Sehultze, Curschmann, Stintzing, Mosler; Miinch. Med. Wochenschr. , 1890, No. 2.

• Archives of Medicine, 1885, x. 102.

* Henry, Anaemia, 1887, p. 20.

* Immermann, Zicmssen's Ilandbuch d. Spec. Path. u. Tlierap., 1876, xiii. 1, 280.
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some instanoos to an inability on the part of the blood-making organs to

keep pace with tiio increase in the size of the body. A markwl analogy is

thus evident between tiie pathology of this affection and that of chlorosis.

Striini])ell ^ believes that Virchow's ex])lanation of the cause of chlorosis

possibly aj)plies to many eases of congenital anajpiia, and Jacobi - savs that

he has seen a number of such cases in which the supply of l)l()od to the

body was diminished by the anomalous smallness of the heart and vessels.

Strictly speaking, these cases cannot be included in this category, since thev

are really secondary to the anatomical ct)ndition, and have nothing to do

with a functional inefficiency of the blood-making apparatus.

The Bymptoms of this type of anjcmia do not diifcr from those usuallv

found in the secondary forms already dcscribeil.

The diagrnosis rests on the early development of the anajmia secondary

to no discoverable disease.

The prognosis tends to be unfavorable, since the cause is often a firmlv-

scatcd, constitutional one.

Treatment is similar to that recommended for the non-eytogenic varie-

tie::

SPLENIC AILEMIA.

Synonymes.—Splenic anjemia, Anajmia splenica, Splenic cachexia.

Splenic pseudo-leukremia.

Definition.—Splenic anaemia is a cytogenic anaemia of pronounced

degree depending on a decided enlargement of the spleen, and characterized

by a marked diminution in the number of the red bio d-cells without note-

worthy increase in the number of leucocytes.

Although isolated cases of this nature have frequently been described,

the disease has received little or no attention at the hands of most writers.

It has, however, been discussed by StriimpcU,' Henry/ and Banti,' among

others.

Etiology.—The enlargement of the spleen appears to be the principal

factor in producing the anremia, but the cause of this enlargement cannot

be discoveretl in all cases. Hypertrophy of the spleen is a constant atiend-

aut on profound malarial cachexia, and is also a prominent feature in

hereditary syphilis. Barlowe and Bury^ say that it is usually absent m
rickets even when severe, and that, when present, it and the accompanying

anaemia are not characteristic of rickets, but belong to a separate cachexia.

' Spec. Path. u. Thcrnp., 1880, ii. 177.

' Archives of Medicine, 1881, v. 12. —-" - -- - - -

' Archiv d. Heilkunde, 1877, xviii.

Aniemin, 1887, 103.

» Ann. Univ. di Med. e Chir., Parte Rivista, 1883, cclxvi. 446.

• This Encyclopaedia, ii. 231.

i»r f..
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Althotigli the cnsemia attending tb?se forms of S2)lenic enlargement is often

classified as symptomatic of the primary affections, yet it is too profound

to l)e considered merely tlic result of the general et!ects of these upon the

constitution. The blood-disorder owes its existence ratlier to the splenic

affixation itself,

—

i.e., it is a splenic anajmia, and belongs to the cytogcnic

forms. Tiiis is shown by the fact that the antemio does not d'.'vehjp to an

intense degree in these diseases unless, and urtil, the spleen hypertrophies.

Splenic aiuemia may occur in children of all ages as well as in adults.

Eustace Smith ^ reports two interesting cases occurring in boys of twelve

and nineteen months respectively, and, as early as 1856, Fricdridi^ pub-

lislied a carefully-studied case in a boy of five and three-fou'lhs years.

Smith considers the condition not infrequent in infancy and early child-

hood, and expresses the view that most instances of extreme anaemia in

youhg children are of this nature.

Symptoms.—Tlie symptoms begin insidiously with a progressive en-

largement of the spleen, which oflen attains a great size. Ana?mia develops

sinuiltaneously, and increases, j^roducing at first symptoms similar to those

of the non-cytogenic forms, which, however, later become extreme unless

the disease is arrested. The tint of the face is characteristic, being in

severe cases that of ivory or of yellow wax, with a faint olive color and a

decided transparency.^ CEdema and serous effusions are conunon in ad-

vanced ciuses, petechioe and ecchymoses are also witnessed, and epistaxis is

froqu'-nt. Emaciation may or may not be present, and is rarely extreme,

^fuscular prostration is intense. The bowels are easily affected, and the

appetite in older children is diminished or perverted. Mental hebetude

nuiy be witnessed. There is often slight irregular pyrexia. Tiie urine

does not contain albumen.^ The rod blood-c(>lls are greatly diminished

in number, and resemble in api)earance those seen in pernicious ansemia.

St'-iimpell describes nucleatetl red blood-cells in bloofl from the pulmonary,

hepatic, and splenic veins, though Banti says that they have never been

seen in this affection. The white bloiKl-eells are increasetl in number to

some extent in certain cases, and not affectcni in others.

Pathological Anatomy—Post-mortem lesions appear to be most

marked in the spleen. This organ is much enlargini siiid hard, and is

usually described * as of a deep-red. color on section. Under the micro-

scope the normal adenoid tissue is found to have largely disa^^peared, while

the fibrous tissue has greatly increased in amount. There exi-'^ atrophy

and sclerosis of the Malpighian bodies." Fatty changes are vit in the

heart and voluntary m isc^les. The marrow of the long bones may present

> Eustace Smith, Diseases in Children, 1884, p. 239.

' Deutsche Klinik, 1856, No. 22.
" '

» Striinipell, Archiv d. Heilkunde, 1877, xviii.

* Wood, American Journal of the Medical Sciences, October, 1871 ; Ashby ond Wright,

Diseases of Children, 1889, p. 309.

* Banti, loc. cit.
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ill some cases the same dark-retl lymphoid ajipoarancc frequently seen in

pernicious antemia.'

Patholoery.—Splenic anosmia is sometimes described as the 8pleui(! Ibrnj

of Hodgkin's disease, and this is the opinion adopted by Bauti. Others

believe, with good reason, that it is entirely distinct from it. The dis-

tinction is based largely on the anatomical differences in the ajipcanuice

of the spleen in the two affections. In si)lenic aniemia the appeanuice is as

here describcx:!, while in Hodgkin's disease the characteristic change, and

the one usually seen, is an hypertrophy of the Malj)ighian bodies, giving a

variegated aspect to the section of the organ. Clinically, too, the affections

are to be distinguished. I can recall two well-marked cases of sjileuic

aneemia, seen within the last three years, occurring in a woman and a girl

respectively, which seemed to bear but little resemblance to lymphatic

aneemia either in symjjtoms or in course.

In the present state of our knowledge it is proba>»ly best to designate as

splenic anaemia all those cases in which the anajmia appears to depend on

enlargement of the spleen, whatever the cause of the hypertrophy may be,

and in which there is no involvement of the lymphatic glands or leukajmic

alteration of the blood.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis rests upon the .combination of extreme non-

leucocytic anaemia with marked and uniform splenic enlargement witliout

involvement of the lymphatic glands. Tumors of the spleen do not pro-

duce the symmetrical enlargement characteristic of the ansemic affection.

Leukaemia is to be distinguished by the different character of the blood,

Hodgkin's disease by the predominating involvement of the lymphatic

glands, and j>ernicious anaemia by the absence of marked splenic enlarge-

ment.

Prognosis.—Ashby and Wright^ say that most of the cases in chil-

dren recovu and fjustaw Smith,^ though more guarded, does not give

an unfavorable j^rognosis in all cases. It is probable, however, that per-

manent cures of splenic anaemia are of the rarest occurrence,* unless the

splenic enlargement be due to syphilid or malaria. The disease is very apt

to intermit, with periods of health lasting several months, during which

time the splenic enlargement diminishes. The total duration of the disorder

is from five or six months to three yeare.* Death in children is usually

due to .1 severe attack of diarrhoea, or to the development of bronchitis or

pneumonia.

Treatment.—The same internal constitutional treatment should he

employed as has been recommended for the severe forms of non-cytogenic

anaemia, and, besides this, especially unfavorable symptoms must be treated

' Henry, Ana?mia, 1887, p. 105.

« Diseases of Children, 1889, 309.

- ^^L^.-i.;^ 8 Diseases in Children, p. 240.

* Striimpell, Archiv d. Heilkunde, 1877, xviii. 112.

' Henry, op. cit., p. 111.
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as tlicy arise. Particular oare should be given in the case of childi-en to

the removal of gastro-intestinal Irritation. All chilling of the body should

also be guartletl against by warm clothing. Fresh air is of great im[)or-

tance. In older children injections of arsenic into the spleen and faradiza-

tion over the splenic region may be employed. Mercurial inunctions in

this locality may do more harm than good, unless there is positive evidence

of the existence of syphilis.

LYMPHATIC ANEMIA.
Synonymes.—Hodgkin's disease, Pseudo-leukaemia, Ana>mia lym-

phatica, Ad6nic, Malignant lymphoma, Lymphadenoma, Lympho-sarcoma,

Adenoid disease. Lymphatic cachexia, Desmoid carcinoma, Diathfise lympho-

gSne, etc.

Definition.—A progressive non-leucocytic anremia, depending on a

wide-spread overgrowth of the lymphatic glands and sometimes of the

spleen and other lymphatic tissues, together with the seconda»y development

of heteroplastic lymjihatic growths in various tissues of the body.

History.—The atfccticm was first clearly described by H(Klgkin in

1832,' though fatal cases of enlargement of the lymphatic glands had been

previously reported by Morgagni and others. Cases occurring in children

were among the first reported by Hoflgkin, though, as no examination of

the blood was made in any of them, it is possible that some may have

been instances of leukaemia. Wilks in IS-")^'' directed renewed attention to

the disease, and since this time the instances of the affection both in adults

and in children have been numerous.

Etiology.—The causes of lymphatic anaemia are unknown. In cer-

tain instances some such constitutional disorder as syphilis or phthisis has

existed in the parents ; in others the disease has followed rickets or intes-

tinal catarrh or some acute disease, and has possibly been induced by it.

Trousseau^ believed that local irritations, such as otorrhoea, carious teeth,

eczema, chronic pharyngitis or rhinitis, and the like, may at times exert an

influence in starting the aflPectior in the cervical glands.

Age is an important predisposing cause ; a large proportion of those

affected being children or young adults. Of the 100 cases tabulated by

Gowers,'' 30 were under twenty years of age, and 16 of these under ten

years. Eustace Smith" reports an undoubted case in an infant of eight

months, who had fii-st exhibited the disease at three and one-half months

' Transactions of the Medioo-Chirurgical Society of london, 1832, xvii.

' Guy's Hospital Reports, 1856, 3d ser., ii.

* Clinique Medicalo, iii. 555.

Reynolds's System of Medicine, 1879, v. 306.

' Diseases in Children, 1884, 220.

Vol. III.—51
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of ago; and states that the usual ago at whicli children are attacked is from

four to five years niul upward.

Sex !i:-)0 appeal's t<j be an important factor, more boys than girls being

affected : 75 of Gowei-s's 100 eases, and 40 of Hutchinson's* 58, were males.

Symptoms.—The symptoms may be divided into tho regular or con-

stitutional, and tiie accidental or secondary, these latter restdting from tho

presstu-e of the enlargal glands in different parts of tiie b(«ly. Tiie disease

further exhibits two periods or 'stages. Thougli it may in rare instances

begin with a lympiiomatous degeneration of tho tonsils, yet tho earliest

symptom usually observed is a painless enlargement of tho lymphatic

glands, seen first, as a rule, in the neck. Tho swelling generally appears

on one side first, and then spreads under the chin to the other side. This

condition may remain unaltered for months or even for years, and dnrin<'

thi(j first pericxl of tho disease there may be no constitutional symptoms

of any moment, and the tumors remain isolated, jiaiidess on pressure, and

movable under the skin. Sooner or later, however, the second period of

the disease develops. The glands of the neck now rapidly increjise in size

and coalesce into largo masses, and in most eases those of the axilla are

also attacked, and less frequently those of the groin. The advancement

of tho disease to other parts of tlu; body is attended or closely followed by

a high grade of anjemia, emaciation, and prostration of strength. Some

enlargement of the spleen may be detected at this stage, but great over-

growth is rather an unusual feature; though I have seen the organ in one

instance, in a male adult, present a percussion-dulness extending downward

from the nipple to tho crest of tho ilium, and horizontally from within an

inch of the umbilicus to the normal dulness of the spinal region. An
hypertrophy such as this is, however, very uncommon. Less frequently

the more deei>ly situated glands of the body are involved, and may form

hug? masses in the abdomen and mediastinum. Sometimes, indeed, these

glau(!s may bo the first to be attacked. The greater the degree of glandular

involvement, tho greater does the cachexia become.

Variations from the usual coui*se of the disease may be witnesscfl. For

example, the enlargement of the spleen may occasionally bo discovered be-

foi'e that of tho lymphatic glands,* though this is probably very exceptional.

In other instances the deeper groups of glands may bo first attacked, and

the various pressure-symptoms may at first involve the true nature of the

case in great obscurity. Sometimes, too, the anaemia and other constitu-

tional symptoms develop before any local evidence of the affection can be

found. In other cases, even when the glandular involvement is advanced,

there may never bo decided anaemia.

Fever is one of tho most frequent symptoms. In the early stages it is

slight ; but when the disease is well under way it may be of an irregular,

' Transactions of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia, 1875, viii.

2 Eichhorst, Spec. Path. u. Therap., 1885, iv. 17.

'im'
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intermittent, hectic type, or continuous au'l high. Sometimes attacks of

high fever are witnessed, lasting several days and aceonipauied by increased

swelling of the glands.

Various other symptoms may be noted, some due to the ana;mia, many

to the enlargement of the glands or to the deposition of lyp" >hati(! tissue in

various parts of the body. Among tiiom are shortness oi breatii on ex-

ertion
; i)ali)itation of the heart ; hoarseness from })ressure on the jmeumo-

gastric or recurrent laryngeal nei-ve ; more or less cough from pulmonary

involvement, or from tracheal or broiushial stenosis
;
pleural or abdrjuiiual

effusion from pressure on the veins, or from irritation of the serous mcm-
hnuies by lymphatic growths; diarrlujea or obstinate constipatiun ; indiges-

tion and vomiting ; difficulty in swallowing ; localized ojdema from profound

anremia or from pressure ; icterus from the growth of lymphatic tissue in

the liver. Headache and dizziness may result from the aufeniia, and neural-

gias of various parts of the body may api)ear. There may be gi-eat apathy,

dulness of mind, and indisposition on the part of the child to talk. l*aral-

ysis from pressure may be witnessed, as in the child of six years rojiorted

by Goodhart' and in a ease of Hutchiuson's.'^ Epistaxis is not as common

as in leukaemia. Itching of the skin is frecjuent in advanced cases, and ulcer-

ation and hemorrhagic spots of various sizes may be present. Bronzing of

the skin has been noted,'' papular rashes may exist, and Wagner^ has re-

ported three eases of prurigo in lymphatic anajmia. It is a notable fact

that the size of the enlarged glands may vary greatly from time to time in

some patients.

The urine is usually not altered, but may occasionally contain albumen.

In a child tou months old reported by Goodhart* the urine towards the end

of the disease was red witli blood.

The condition of the blood varies considerably in different patients.

In the early stagc^ it is usually entirely unaltered, and even after the glands

in various parts of the body are affected the normal condition may jjersist.

I have quite recently had under my care a patient in whom the submaxillary

and parotid lymphatic glands on both sides were decidedly enlarged and

were adherent to each other to some extent, while some of the superficial

cervical and axillary glands were also involved. The blood, however, gave

a hsemoglobin percentage of 90, and tlic red blood-cells numberwl 5,920,000

to the cubic millimetre. Still, in general, as the disease advances the blood

exhibits the characteristic lesions of an anaemia more or less severe. It is

thin, pale, and watery, and coagulates slowly. The number of red blood-

cells is often much reduced, but never as greatly as in many cases of per-

nicious anaemia. In a very severe case of lymphatic anaemia, with excessive

» Eustace Smith, Dispases in Children, 1884, 226.

" Transactions of the College of Physicians of Philadplphia, 1875.

' Osier, System of Medicine by American Authors, 1885, iii. 925.

* Deutsches Arch. f. Klin. Med., Bd. xxxviii.

» Eustace Smith, Disea.«e3 in Children, 1884, 224.
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hyperplasia of tlio lympliatic tissue, I still found 2,944,000 eorjmscles to

the (:iil)ic inillimctre. Itarely there may be no reJuetiou, even in ailvancod

cases.

The white l)Io(Kl-cells arc usuallj' little if at all increased in number.

Sometimes, however, they are greatly in excess, so that the disease actu-

ally approH"hes Icukannia and may even be apparently transformed into

it. I'oikilocytosis may be present to some degree. Microcytes are often

abundant. Osier' has never found nucleatetl red blood-cells, and says that

the number of blood-plaqi'cs is variable.

Pathologrical Anatomy.—In the early stages of the disease the lym-

phatic tumoi-s are isolated and free from the skin, and exhibit simpiv an

overgrowth of the glandular tib^uc, the natural appearance of the gland ami

the continuity of the capsule being preserved. In the later stages the

glands may coalesce and form very large, irregidarly-shaped masses, the

lymphoid growth rupturing the capsule, and som(!time8 even spreading by

continuity into the adjacent tissues, and perhaps, if superficia' ulcerating

through the skin. There n>ay also be true heteroplastic growths of adenoid

tissue in ditt'erent organs of the body.

The lymphomata, including the metastatic growths, are identical in

nature with those seen in leukaemia. They may be of either the hard or

the soft variety, according as tjjo hyperplasia of ''
<? reticulum or that of

the cells predominates. In the soft variety, which is much the more coiu-

mon, the glands may be even in an almost fluctuating condition. There is

no sharp line of demarcation between the two forms, and a gland at one

time soft may become hard, or the reverse may sometimes occur. On sec-

tion the hard lymphomata are of a grayish-white, fibroid appearance, while

the soft glands are of a grayish-red, marrow-like quality, and give a creamy

juice when scraped. Under the microscope the joft form exhibits numer-

ous cells like lymph-corpuscles, together with some giant-cells, but the

reticulum can scarcely be seen. In the hard form the development of the

reticulum varies proportionately to the hardness of the gland. The tinnors

may sometimes undergo an amyloid degeneration ; more often they take on

a fibroid induration, very seldom suppurate, and become caseous extremely

rarely. ,:" " '';^'-
' .:;: -'•'- '•''

The superficial glands are those most generally involved, the cervical

being oftenest attacked, and those of the axilla next. Of the internal glands

those of the thorax are oftenest diseased. The retro-peritoneal glands are

those in the abdomen most frequently hypertrophietl.

Evidences of encroachment on different organs and of pressure in the

most diverse localities may be found on post-mortem examination.

According to Gowers,^ the spleen is hypertrophied or exhibits new

growths of lymphatic tissue in about 75 per cent, of all cases, but the en-

* System of Medicine by American Authors, 1886, iii. 924.

' Reynolds's System of Medicine, 1879, v.
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Inrgomcnt is goncmlly not great. It is due oither to a simple liyperplasia

of the pulp, or more commonly to an extreme developnu'iit of lyniplmtic

ttiniors in the organ. Th(»se tumors are merely one or several united,

greatly-hypertrophied Malpighian l)odies. They vary in size from that of

a pin's head to that of a walnut, and are of a white or ^ Uowish color, in

strong and (ihuracteristic eonlrast ti> the dark-red color of i splenic tissue.

They are round or irregularly sha]>ed, and may be one or two or very

many in numl)er. Histologically they are of the same structure as the

hypertropiucHl lymph-glands. Keseh;bling somewhat tuhercnlar nuwses,

they may be readily distinguished by tha absence of any caseation, as well

as, according to Langhans,' by the relative position of the reticulum and

tlie cells in the two diseases ; the cells occupying the centre of the nodule iu

the lymphoma, the connective tissue tho centre in the tuberculous mass.

The marrow of the long bones has in a very few instamtes in adults

been found red and lymphoid, as in the «vse reported by Ponfick.^ Such

a change has, I believe, not yet been found in children. In quite young

children the marrow of all the bones is, of course, normally t)f this nature.

The thymus and thyroid glands, the suprarenal bodies, and the parotid

glands have been reported involved. The tonsils and pharyngeal tonsil,

and the follicles at the base of the tongue, arc in some cases enormously

hypertroi)hied. Lymphoid growths are sometimes seen in the stomach, and

the small intestine may be similarly and very extensively affected and its

walls much thickened. Ulceration of Foyer's glands may be the cause of

diarrhoea. The large intestine also may be much involved. The liver is

often enlarged and contains scattered small white lymphoid growths beneath

the capsule or in the interlobular connective tissue; or there may be an

interaciuous lymphoid infiltration of the nature of an incipient cirrhosis.

The pancreas at times contains lymphoid growths. The kidneys are en-

larged in many cases, and exhibit a diffuse interstitial lymphatic growth,

or a ^)rmation of distinct nodular masses. The testicles and ovaries, brain

and Sjtinal cord, are occasionally attacked. Lymphatic nodules frequently

occur in the lungs, and resemble tubercular masses in appearance. They
are found in greatest number about the bronchi. The heart may occa-

sionally contain secondary lymphoid growths. It very often exhib'*^«« fatty

change if the ana;mia has been severe.

Pathologry.—The pathological basis of the disease is a tendency to an

overgrowth of lymphatic tissue throughout the b(xly. This is almost

invariably primary in the lymphatic glands, while the spleen is affected

secondarily and to a much less degree, and the medulla of the bones but

rarely. The tendency to generalization in many glands, together with the

disposition to metastatic growths, renders it possible that the disease is of an

infectious nature, and this view has been adopted to some extent. According

* Virchow's Archiv, liv. 525.

« Ibid., Ivi. 650.
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to Wimd ^rlich ' and others, the spleen may be primarily diseased, with

secondary involvement of the glands. A classification has bc"! made by

some writers in which splenic, lymphatic, and mednllary forms of the af-

fection have been described, as in leukromia ; bnt the idea of pnre splenic

and mednllary forms conflicts with the definition and the essential charae-

teristic of tl- ; disease,—namely, an hypertrophy of the lymphatic glands.

The first may be with much greater propriety referred to " splenic ana'miu."

As to the second, it seems very possible that such a change in the Ixiiic-

marrow is to be regjirded as secondary to the anaemia, rather than ns a cause

of it ; and in any case the nature and symptoms of this form of the disease

could scarcely be distinguished from, if they be not, indeed, identical with,

those of pernicious ana;mia. (See Pernicious Anromia.)

The relation of lymphatic an.'emia to leukajmia is a very close one, and

the lymplioid overgrowth does not essentially diflTer in the two aflfectious.

In leukajmia, however, the spleen and medulla of the bones are much more

liable to be affected than are the lymphatic glands, and it is exceptional that

the internal glands are much enlarged. The gross and microscoi)ic appear-

ances of the spleen in the two diseases are usually not alike j lymphonuita

in the organ being unusual in leukaemia, but very common in lymphatic

aniemia. The difference in the character of the blood constitutes, neverthe-

less, the principal anatomical distinction Ixitwceu the two, and even this is

not constant, since cases of transition from one to the other disease have

been reportetl more than once. (See introductory remarks o'i Classification

of ana;mias.) The question has been raised whether any actual pathological

difference exists.* It has been suggested ^ that the rapid growth of the lym-

phatic tissue in lymphatic ansemia did not allow time for the devclopniont

of the leukemic change in the blood ; but this would not exi)lain those

cases in wliich the hyperplasia had always gone on slowly, yet no increase in

the number of white blood-cells {ippeared. Fagge^ takes the ground that

the lenka^mic condition of the blood is only an accidental circumstance

complicating the overgrowth of lymphatic tissue. The remark of IJiroh-

Hirschfeld* expresses accurately the state of the case,—viz., "that as long

as we know as little of the etiology of malignant lymphoma as we do of

that of leukajmia, the question as to the identity of or the difference between

the two c.rnnot be definitely determiuetl."

Complications and Sequelse.—A scorbutic stomatitis has leen wit-

nessed as a complication of lymphatic anaemia. Diphtheria and dysentery

have also occurred. Pleuritic effusion and oedema of the lungs are not un-

common, tuberculosis may develop, and catarrhal pneumonia is one of the

> Arch. f. Physiol. Heilkundo, 1866, 538.

' Langhiins, Virchow's Archiv, liv. 612 ; Wood, Amer. Jour. Med. Sci., October, 1871

;

Pepper, ibid., October, 1875.

' Cohnheim, Virc'how's Archiv, xxxiii. 451.

* Practice of Medicine, 1886, ii. 852.

» Pathological Anatomy, 1883, ii. 131.
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most frequent and fatal complicaiious in cliildroii. Various affections of

the skin, including bc<l-sores and furuncles, may arise, and erysipelas has

been observed. Convulsions or oonia may appear in the later stages.

Diagrnosis.—The diagnosis, though usually eas)', may at times present

great difficulties, especially in the early stages of the disesise. Lymphatic

anajmia is to be distinguished in the fii-st place from leukiomia, and this ia

to be accomplishetl mainly by the study of the blood, while, apart from this,

leuktemia is much more apt to be attended by greatly-eiilargiil .;pleen,

hemorrhages, and diarrhani, and scMom exliibits the enormous glandular

liypertrophy of the other affection. Lymphatic anremia is further to be

distinguislied from local benign lymphomata and from lymplio-sarcomata.

Tlie first of these is a simple but persistent hypertrophy of certain glands,

and is of an entiix'ly benign nature, without disposition to extend to other

parts. The second is not uncommon in children, and may present difficul-

ties iu recognition. It is a localized, small-celled sarcoma of the lympli-

glands, spreading by contiguity to the surroimding tissues, and undergoing

metastases. Tiie structures involved in the spread of tlie disease are organs

ratlier than glands. There is not, in fact, tlic general involvemen*. of one

group of glands after the otlaer, and of the lyraphadenoid tissue throughout

the body, as is the case in lymphatic anoimia. The attected gland is, more-

over, sarcoma, and is usually adlierent to the skin.

Scrofulous eidargement of the cervical glands is the condition most liable

in cliildren to be confounded with H'xlgkin's disease, and in ijome cases can-

not be distinguishal from the early stages of the latter. Even later in the

disease the diagnosis may be difHeidt, as scrofulous glands sometimes form

masses as large as in advfaieed lymphatic anjemia. Yet otlier evidences of

the scrofulous affection can usually be discoveretl, or there is a distinct family

taint. The glands iu scrofula are haixler and less elastic, seldom so numer-

ous, more often sul)maxillary tlian in the anterior uiid posterior triangles as

in Hulgkin's disease, often early become adherent to each other and to the

skin, and exhibit a decided disposition to suppurate.

Prognosis ; Course ; Duration.—Tlie prognosis of lymphatic anajmia

is almost uniformly unflivorable. Th(!re occurs a more or less rapid con-

secutive involvement of different groups of glands, with an advancing

cachexia which sooner or lat«r terminates in death from asthenia, unless

the patient is carried off by some complication, as by catarrhal ])neumonia,

or by conditions arising through the pressure of the enlarged glands.

The duration of the disease varies from a few months to four or five

years, depending largely on the ixipidity with which the lymphoid hyper-

trophy advances and upon the position of the enlarged masses. Guit6ras*

reports ihe case of a. child of five years, in whom the disease lasted but one

mu.ith from the first enlargement of the cervical glands until death super-

vened. There may be perlotls during which the disease ceases to advance

1 Ann. Univ. Med. Sci., 1888, i. 416.
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and the tumors to increase in size. A few cases of recovery have been

reported ; as, for example, by Seitz ^ in an eight-year old boy. Henry ' does

not consider the prognosis so unfavorable as is usually supposed, particu-

larly if the disease be recognized sufficiently early to permit of operative

interference.

Treatment.—The most favorable hygienic conditions should be sought

for the child as early as possible in the case. Cotl-liver oil, iron, and qui-

nine may be employed as general tonic measures, but are without sjx'cific

action in arresting the growth of the glands. Iodine has been a])plied ex-

ternally and injected into the tumors, and has also been given internally

;

and mercurial inunctions have been employed. Seitz's cjise recovered

under the administration of iodide of potassium, digitalis, and finally of

iron. Phosphorus has been advocated, and frictions and electricity locally

applied have been claimed to be useful. Generally, however, all treatment is

without avail, though there would appear to be more testimony to the value

of araenic than to that of any other drug. Its administration should be

commenced early, and it should be given persistently and in as large doses

as the child will bear. If the tumors be of small size and confined to one

region, and have not been benefited by appropriate treatment, and if the

general condition of the patient be good, the removal of the glands by oper-

ation is to be strongly recommended as offering the best chance for perma-

nent cure. The earlier this o])eration is performed the b(!tter. Gowers'

recommends that it be not performed on patients in whom the numlx^r of

red blood-cells is below 60 per cent, of the normal. In case treatment

directed against the disease is of no avail, a purely symptomatic method of

procedure must be adopted. Tracheotomy or other surgical interference will

sometimes be demanded for the relief of pressure-symptoms.

PEENIOIOUS Al^^MIA. ,

Synonsnnes.— Progressive pernicious anaemia, Idiopathic anremia.

Essential pernicious anaemia, Ansematosis, Essential malignant anaemia,

Essential febrile anoemia.

Definition.—An extreme and increasing anaemia without loss of flesh,

not secondary to any discoverable adequate cause, and nearly always termi-

nating in death.

History.—Though isolated instances were previously reported by Au-

dral,* Coombo,* Hall," Piorry,^ and others, the first to describe a series of

> Deutsche Klinik, 1866, 145. » Anaemia, 1887, 73.

» Reynolds's System of Medicine, 1879, v. 349.

* Clinique Medicale, 1823, iii. 535.

» Trans. Med.-Chir. Soc. Edin., 1823.

• Principles of Medicine, 1837, p. 207.

^ Traite dcs Alterations du Sang, 1840.
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cases was Channing iu 1842.' In 1855, Addisuii ' gave a clear account of

the affection, under the title of *' Idiopathic Ansemiu." Renewed interest

^vas awakened in the subject by tl: i writings of Gusserow ' and of Biermer*

in 1871 and 1872. Taylor* collK;te<l 23 cases which had been reported

by various observers u\y to 1878. Since this time the number of pub-

lished instances of the disease has greatly increased, and important contri-

butions regarding it have ap]K!ared from the pens of Eichhorst," Quincke,^

Immermaun,* Miiller,' Lepiue,'" Osier," Pye-Smith,'* Pepper," Mackenzie,"

Musser,'* and many others; including the valuable contributions to the

pathology of the affection recently made by Hunter.'® As the firat instance

iu which the disease was seen in childhood may be designated one of the

cases reported by Addison,"^ in a boy of sixteen years ; or the still younger

patient, a girl of eleven years, whose case is recorded by Leared.'*

Etiology.—Locality has possibly some influence iu the production of

pernicious anaimia ; the disease seeming to be more common in Switzerland

and Northern Germany than in Southern Germany, Austria, England,

France, and America ; while in Italy, Russia, and the Spanish Peninsula

it is rare.*' Though not common in adults, it is still less oflen seen iu chil-

dren. Most cases appear between twenty and fitly years of age. The

youngest case on record is said to have occurred in a girl of sixteen months.'*

Elben^' reports it in a girl of three years, and Kjellberg"^ in a boy of live

yeai-s. Other instances of its occurrence in }x»rsons under twenty years of

age have been recorded by Quincke ** (girl of eleven), Habershon" (girf>

* New England Quarterly Journal of Medicine, 1842.

* "Constitutional and Local Effects of Diseases of the Suprarenal Cansules."

' Arch. f. GyniikoL, 1871, ii. 2, 218.

* Correspondenzbl. f. Schweiz. Aerzte, 1872, ii. No. 1.

'Guy's Hospital Keports, 1878. ' • -'

* Die Progressive Pernicioso Aniimie, 1878.

' Volkmann's Samnil. Klin. Vortriige, No. 100; Deutsches Arch. f. Klin. Med., xx.,

XXV., xxvii., xxxiii.

* Deutsches Archiv f Klin. Med., xiii. ; Ziemssen's Handb. d. Spec. Path. u. Therap.,

1875, xiii. I.

' Die Progressive Pernicioso Aniimio.

" Rev. Mens, do Med. et de Chir., 1876, 129.

" System of Medicine by American Authors, 1885, iii. 898.

" Guy's Hospital Reports, 1883, 219.

" American Journal of the Medical Sciences, October, 1875.

" Lancet, 1878, ii. 797, 833. » Proc. Phila. County Med. Soc, 1885.

'« Lancet, 1888, ii. 555, 608, 654 ; Practitioner, August, 1888, September, November,
and December, 1889.

" Guy's Hospital Reports, 1857, iii. 207. .-,:,:

" Path. Trans., 1858, ix. 438.

'9 Eichhorst, Spec. Path. u. Therap., 1885, iv. 82.

'^ Stinzing, quoted by Ashby and Wright, " Diseases of Children," 1889, p. 310.

" Ashby and Wright, op. cit.

" Nordisk Mediclnsk Archiv, xvi., No. 13, 1.

" Volkmann's Samml. Klin.Vortrage, 1876, No. 100, 814.

» Taylor, in Guy's Hospital Keports, 1878.

I
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fifteen), Kahler' (l)oy, twelve), Cayley ^ (l^oy> seven), Mackenzie' (boy,

ten), Hugueniu* (girl, eight). Gull* (boy, age not given), Bieriner' (girl,

eighteen). Haven* (girl, ten), and Bradford^ fe'i'lj eleven).

Of 102 cases collected by Pye-Smith only 6 were less than fifteen years

of age, and 4 were between fifteen and twenty.

Statistics indicate that females are more predisposed to the disease than

males. In this estimation are included the cases developing after parturi-

tion. If these be omitted, as parturition is itself a predisposing cause, the

influence of sex appears to be immaterial. The number of cases which

have occurred in children is too small to allow of conclusions being drawn
j

though rather more female than male chilJren have suffered from tlic disease.

A lack of proper hygienic conditions and insufficient nourishment may
possibly have a slight predisposing influence, yet this appears by no means

certain. Pregnancy and parturition, common predisposing causes in adults,

of course need not be consideretl in this connection. Bodily v)ver-exertioa

or exposure, the previous occurrence of some acute disease, autBmias of other

forms, gastric and intestinal disturbances, mental or nervous shock, etc.,

have in different cases immediately preceded and perhaps predisposed to the

affection ; in the ease of Gull referred to, the boy had been greatly fright-

ened by being attacked by sheep in a field. Where there has been profuse

hemorrhai' u diarrhoea preceding the anicraia, it is questionable whether

this can 1 classed as pernicious anaemia, but is not rather to be considered

a secondar ''orm. Yet if the condition of the blood grows steadily worse

after the ap^ rent cause has been removed, the preealing an.'emia can be

looked upon as a predisposing cause of pernicious aufemia. It is always to

be bt)rne in mind in considering the etiology of pernicious anaemia that the

essential feature of this affection is its origin without adequate discoverable

cause apart from some as yet unknown alteration of the blood-making

apparatus or direct destruction of the blood itself.

Klebs* reported the occurrence of species of Cercomoncis in the blood,

and Frankenhiiuser ** that of micrococci, but it is uncertain whether these

possess any etiological relation to the affection. Kjellberg'" believes that

the disease is probably an infectious one, and the possibility of this being

the case is strengthened by the fact that it appears epidemically to a certain

degree in Switzerland. Very many cases do not offer even a predisposing

factor in explanation of their development.

» Pye-Smith, in Guy's Hospital Reports, 1883.

" Coupland, iii British Medical Journal, 1881, i. 550.

' Lancet, 1878, i. 13.

* Miiller, Die Progressive Perniciose Antimie.

* Mackenzie, Lancet, 1878, ii. 833.

* Archives of Pediatrics, December, 1884.

' Boston Medical and Surgical .Journal, July, 1876.

8 Real Encyklopiidie, article " Flagellata."

» Cen^ralbl. f. d. Med. V/issensch., 1883, No. 4.

«• Noraisk Medicinsk Archiv, xvi., No. 13, 1.
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Bymptoms.—Pernicious antcmia usually comes on so insidiously that

the dwte of onset can scarcely be determined. At first there simply appear

increasing pallor, weakness, shortness of breath, and other evidences of

anosmia. When the disease is well established, the color of the skin is

often a striking one, being not ashen, but of a pale-lemon tint, simulating

jaundice. The conjunctivse may have a similar hue. This peculiar shade

of the skin has been repeatetUy referrfxl t > hy authoi-s, and is very charac-

teristic wb n well marked. The subcutaneous tiit is very rarely diminished,

and is not uncommonly increased in amount. Slight oedema of the extremi-

ties and face may occur, and petechipe may develop. The mucous membranes

are very pale, the tongue is swollen and dry, and the bones are sometimes

tender on pre,-suro.

The pulse is often peculiarly full, but very compressible. Palpitation

of the heart c >raes on with the slightest exertion. Ansemic murmurs of

various sorts are often heard over the heart,—sometimes so loud that they

simulate organic murmurs, especially as they may be accompanied by a dis-

tinct thrill. The cardiac dulness, however, indicates a heart of normal size

or but slightly dilated, unless hydro-perioardium has developed. A systolic

murmur may be heard iu the arteries, and a loud venous hum in the

jugulars.

Dyspnoea is often very great on the slightest exertion, and is sometimes

persistent. Hydrothorax may come on near the end of life. Ringing in

the ears and dizziness are evidences of the ancemia, and debility may be so

great that the patient is confined to bed, and cannot sit upright on account

of the symptoms of cerebral anseraia which this movement produces. The

development of the hemorrhagic diathesis is a frequent symptom of the

disease. Epistaxis is very common, and is sometimes among the earliest

symptoms ; and hemorrhages from the bowels or the gums may exceptionally

occur. Retinal hemorrhages are present in the majority of casts, and may
impair vision.

The appetite is usually lost, and an atonic state of the digestion, with

diarrhoea, nausea, and vomiting, is very frequent. In most cases there is

fdver of an irregular type, usually with an evening rise of from 2° to 4° F.

or even more. Sudden falls of temperature during the twenty-four hours

are sometimes seen. A peculiarity of the temperature consists in the occur-

rence of periods of apyroxia lasting several days or weeks. Towards the

close of life there is a tendency to fatal collapse, with great depression of

tfimperature.

The urine is of low specific gravity, and generally contains more uric

acid than normal. Statements regarding the excretion of urea vary. Albu-

minuria is rarely seen. In a case recently reported by Hunter' the urine

was of a deep sherry-color, and contained a large amount of pathological

urobilin. He considers that this substance, renal epithelium, and perhaps

* Practitioner, September, November, December, 1889.

m
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a few casts containing blocxl-pigmont, together with an increased excretion

of iron, are features of the urine \ ijh, when present, are characteristic of

pernicious antemia. This same dark color of the urine was remarked re-

peatedly in a patient under the care of Pyc-Smith ; ' and Henry,'' Mott,' and

Others have also noticed it. Mott • has recently reporte<l a second msc, in

which the «ime dark color was observed, and an excess of urobilin deter-

mined with the spectroscope.

There may be no symptoms pointing to the brain, except that answers

to questions are often given only after a long pause, as though thinking

were done slowly. Either sleeplessness or an Munatural tendency to sleep

may be present. Delirium is occasionally witnessed.

Lichtheim* has reported throe cases in which the symptoms of tabes

accompanied those of ijcrnicious anromia, and believes that the combination

is of common occurrence. Lepine, too,' has seen wide-spread atrophic

paralysis develop in pernicious antemia. I have recently seen a case of the

disease in the practice of Dr. W. H. H. Githens, of Philadclpliia, in which

evident nervous symptoms were present, consisting in tingling and a sub-

jective sense of coldness in the extremities, especially the legs and feet, and

diminution of the power of walking, apparently not due to loss of strength.

The ratio of the weight of the blood to the total weight of the body has

been calculated to be much diminished in pernicious ansemia, and its specific

gravity also less (1028.2, Quincke). When drawn from the finger it ap-

pears strikingly pale and watery, and often scarcely enough can be expressed

to permit of accurate examination. It coagulates very slowly. The amount

of fibrin is diminished. The number of red blood-corpuscles is very greatly

reduce<l, often more than in any other form ofansemia. A count of 1,500,000

or 1,000,000 represents an average case, while a reduction to even 500,000

has been repeatedly though less frequently witnessed. In a case reported

by Quincke^ the number of red cells equalled 143,000 per cubic milli-

metre. Macrocytes are generally stated to be numerous ; while a i)hoto-

graph published by Henry ' and here reproduced indicates that a majority

of the red blood-corpuscles may be greatly increased in size. Eichhorst,*

too, states that the average size of the red blood-cells in pernicious anaemia

equals 8.9 instead of 7.6 micro-millimetres as '.n normal blood. Microcytes

are nearly always present, and the small, round, and deeply-colored forms

have been described '" as very commonly seen, though some observers have

not always found them."

1 Guy's Hospital Reports, 1883, xxvii.

' Pereonal communication.

' Lancet, March 16, 1889; Ann. Univ. Med. Sci., 1890, ii. E.

Lancet, 1890, i. 287.

« La Semaine Med., 1887; Miinch. Med. Wochenschr., 1800, No. 3.

« Rev. de Med., 1887. ' Deutsches Archiv f. Klin. Med., x.\.

« Antcmia, 1887, 119. " Spec. Path. u. Therap., 1885, iv. 36.

!» Eichhorst, loc. cit. " Henry, Anasmia, 1887, 125.
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Poikilocytosis of very marked degree is seen to greater advantage in

pernicious anojmia than in any other condition. The I'ed blood-cella lie

Fir. 9. Fk). 10.

Photogiaph of normal blood. Photograph of blood in pernicious anccmla.

Singly or in poorly-formed rouleaux. Nucloatod red cells have been only

occasionally described, though Ehrlich ' claims that they are nearly always

present in all forms of severe ancemia ; and Neumann ^ also has found them

in severe post^hemorrhagic cases. The haimatoblasts are absent or very few

in number.^

The ratio of the number of leucocytes to that of the red cells may be

normal or diminished, or sometimes decidedly increased. It has been

noticed that the hajmoglobin readily crystallizes out of the red blood-

corpuscles in this disease.* ' .1

A very important characteristic, to which attention has repeatedly been

called by writers, is the relatively high percentage of haemoglobin present.

In other forms of anasmia tlie percentage of hajmoglobin is generally much

sraallcr than that of tlie red blood-cells, but in pernicious anaemia it nearly

equals or very commonly exceeds it to some extent, so that the hajmoglobin

value of each corpuscle is actually greater than normal. Laache '' views it

as almost pathognomonic of pernicious anaimia, and Hunter ' says that this

condition of the hsemoglobin is the only strictly characteristic feature of the

blood in this disease, as all the others referred to may be present to some

extent in other conditions, though he^ believes the very great reduction

in the number of red cells is usually a prominent symptom. Henry*

believes that the altered relation is due partly to the abnormally large size

of the corpuscles, and partly to the fact that the microcytes are not usually

counted in estimating the number of red blood-cells present.

» Berlin. Klin. Wochensclir., 1880, 405.

' Zeitschr. f. Klin. Med., 1881, iii. 414.

' Osier, System of Medicine by American Auaiors, 1885, iii. 902.

* Copoman, Lancet, May 28, 1887.

» Die Aniimie, 1883. « Practitioner, 1889.

' Practitioner, 1«88, 93. » Anajmia, 1887, p. 125.
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Patholofirical Anatomy.—The cadavor appoai-s well nourished, but the

skin i.s intensely pale and often has the peeuliar lemon-tint referred to.

Some dojrree of oedema of thu extremities and face is ollen present, and
)H!re(!hioe are Mot uncommonly observed ; but all traces of cadaveric lividity

and of ecchymoses aro usually absent. The subcutaneous fat is abundant.

The mn.x'les are jiale or sometimes of an intense deep-red color.' The
mucous membranes are very pale. The internal organs exhibit an intense

aua?mia and strongly-marked fatty degeneration. Punctiform or larger

hemorrhages are very common in all of the viscera. Moderate effusion into

the serous cavities is frequent, and may be hemorr!iagic in character. The
heart is of normal size or slightly dilated, and co. ains an unusually small

quantity of thin, fluid blood. Its muscle-substah o is l)ale, and exhibits

patches of fatty degenc-ation beneath the endcwardiura, especially in the left

chambei-s and on the papillary muscles of the mitral valve. The intinia

of the blood-vessels may also exhibit fatty degeneration. The orifices and

valves are usually normal. Cases have been described in which there was

found an abuoimal narrowness of the arteries. The lungs exhibit no

changes beyond the great anaemia, the frequent presence of hemorrhagic

spots, and the occurrence of some cedema at their bases. The gastro-intes-

tiual mucous membrane may exhibit cedema and hemorrhage and fatty do-

generation of the glands. Atrophy of the gastric mucous membrane has

been described in some cases, and I have seen one typical example of it.

This may be secondary to the pernicious ana;mia, possibly a complication,

or possibly a cause of a grave symptomatic anaemia closely resembling

pernicious anajmia in its clinical symptoms.

Fatty degeneration and atr jpiiy of the nerve-plexuses of the intestine,

probably of a secondary nature, have been described by Jiirgens'' and

Sakaki.' The pancreas has been found swollen and exhibiting fatty de-

generation and hemorrhages. The liver is frequently fatty and some-

times enlarged; it may contain hemorrhages; and Lebert* describes the

occurrence of leucin and tyrosin in it. The gall-bladder is often very full

of bile. The kidneys are pale and show fatty degeneration. The supra-

renal bodies have been smaller than normal in some instances.

The brain and spinal cord are extremely anaemic, the cerebral convolu-

tions wasted, and capillary hemorrhages into the white substance oflcu

present. The amount of cerebro-spinal fluid is often greater than normal.

Hemorrhages may frequently be found on the inner surface of the cerebral

dura mater. Lichtheim * found the sj^inal cord intact in no case of per-

nicious ana)mia examined by him. Either small sclerotic foci, the result of

minute hemorrhages, w^ere present, or wide-spread degeneration in the pos-

• Osier, System of Medicine by Amerienn Authors, 1885, iii. 904.

2 Berlin. Klin. Wochenschr., 1882, No. 28.

' Virchow's Archiv, xcvi. 287.

* Handb. d. AUgem. Path. u. Therap., 1876, 73.

e Munch. Med. Wochenschr., 1890, No. 3.
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Alterations of ti c semilunar ganglion have been described by Brigidi,'

consisting of an inc •ease of the interstitial coimeetive tissue and of the

nuclei, and fatty deg jneratiou of the nerve-fibres and ganglion-cells. Osier,'

however, found n>thiug abnonna'. in two cuses. It is doubtful whether

the pathological changes in the sympailietic system have any essential con-

nection with the disease.

Retinal hemorrhages have been already referred to as of very frequent

occurrence.

Of the organs of the Inematopoietic system, the spleen may contain

honioi'rhagcs and infarcts, but is of nt)rnial size or only slightly eidargetl.

Leucin and tyrosin have been found in it/ and nucleated red blood-corpuscles

have been observe^l.

The lymphatic glands are generally normal in appearance. Weigert*

and Osier ^ have reportei^l cases in which tley were of a deep-red color on

section, and the former has describtnl nucleated red blood-corpuscles in

glands of this character.

The tissue to v/hich the greatest attention has been directed is the mar-

row of the bones. In many cases the fatty marrow of the long bones of

adults is replaced by a red marrow. This change was first described by

\\'ood'and afterwards by Pepper;® and Cohnheim^ is inclined to regard

it as the specific cause of the disease. There is often, too, a great increase

in the number of nucleated red blood-cells. In other instances, however,

the marrow has bicn found of normal appearance.

A feature of the morbid anatomy which has recently sprung into re-

newed importance is the increase of the amount of iron in various organs,

but especially in the liver. In 1876, Quincke found a great increase of

iron in the liver in three cases of pernicious anaemia, as shown both by

microscopical and chemical examination. This observation was soon after

confirmed by Rosenstein.^ Later Quincke and Peters" noticed that this

increase was nearly a constant feature. That it is not due to the adminis-

tration of iron and its subsequent deposition in the liver was shown by the

experiments of several investigators.'" Petei-s fou.id that the amount of iron

may be slightly increased in various diseases other than pernicious antemia.

Hunter has made an extensive and exhaustive study of the subject, and dis-

covered a great excess of iron in the liver in nine cases of pernicious anaemia.

* London Medical Record, 1878, 430; from Lv< Sperimentale, May, 1878.

'Svstom of I\Iedicine by American Authoi-s, 1885, iii. 905.

» Lebert, Handb. d. Allgem. Path. u. Therap., 1876, 73.

* Virehow's Archiv, Ixxix.

* American .Journal of the Medical Sciences, October, 1871.

« Ibid., October, 1875. ' Virehow's Archiv, 1876, Ixviii. 291.

* Berlin. Klin. Wochenschr., 1877, 113. • Deutsches Archiv f. Klin. Med., xxxii.

"Kobert, Arch. f. Sxper. Path. u. Pharmak., xvi. 390; Cahn, ibid., xviii. 146;

Glavccke, ibid., xvi. 469.
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The iron shows itself in the form of altered bloiKl-pigment, occupying the

outer and middle zones of the liver-lobules, while the inner circle exhibits

only fatty degeneration. This |)eculiar distribution appears to be character-

istic of pernicious antemia, since in some other alfections, in which also the

amount of iron is inereasfxl, there is no such regularity in its distribution.

He regartls the excess of iron and the luauncr of its distribution in the liver

as the oidy constant anatomical lesion to be met with in this disease.

My own observations are not sufficiently extended to justify any con-

clusions. In three cases I have detected in the liver a great increase of

pigment containing iron, and distributed in the manner described. The
liver of one of these cases is shown in Plate III., Fig. 11, and more highly

magnified in Fig. 12. In a fourth mso, however, which during life ap|)eared

to be a typical instance of pernicious ana;mia, there was no ircrease what-

ever of iron. The sections had been in alcohol for some years before being

})repared, and I do not know whether it is jjossible that th;s long inmiersion

could have dissolved out the pigment. In no other condition, so far as my
observations extend, vx. M an increase \>g recognized, except in one instance,

—a curious combination of hepatic cirrhosis, typhoid fever, and ulcerative

endocarditis, in which there was during life distinct evidence of a destruc-

tion of blood within the system. In this case, however, the increase was

but slight, and the pigment exhibited no regularity of distribution.

The method of examination consists in immersing the sections for ten

or fifteen minutes or longer in a freshly-prepared solution of ferrocyanido

of potarsium, and then transferring them, for a few moments only,—with

a camcl's-hair brush, not with a needle,—to a very dilute solution of hydro-

chloric acid. A well-marked Prussian-blue reaction is tb"s developed with

the iron present. Microscopical examination discloses deeply-stained gran-

ules lying within the hepatic cells of the outer anil middle zones.

Another method consists In the employment of a fresh solution of

sulphide of ammonium, as this darkens all the tissue containing iron. The

value of these methods depends on the fact that iron, as containetl in or-

dinary haemoglobin, does not respond to these reagents, and cfiat it is only

after the haemoglobin has been set free, and has undergone a chemical

modification into some other form of blood-pigment, that the blue or black

color is produced.

Chemical analyses of the spleen made by Rosenstein,* Stahel,* each in

one case, and by Hunter^ in nine cases, have shown no marked increase of

iron in it. Russell,* using simply the micro-chemical method, reports a

decided increase of iron in this organ in a case of the disease, the pigment

being situated mainly in the walls of the pulp-sinuses.

There is sometimes a deposition of pigment-granules in the kidney,

confined entirely to the primary and secondary convolutions of the convo-

» Berlin. Klii.. Woclicnschr., 1877, 113.

" Lancet, 1888, ii.

' Virchow's Archiv, Ixxxv. 20.

« British Medical Journal, 1889, i. 70.
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liitod tiihulos.' Tho loops of Henlo nro coinpnrntivcly free, nncl the col-

Icctiiig tubos ami tho gloincrulos show no trnoo of pigment.

Patholofiry.—Wlictlici' or not ju'rnioions niucniia is a distinet patliologi-

cnl entity is still a nnuili-disptitcKl (picstion. Henry' takes tho groniul that

it is the final stage of several forms of symptomatie aniemia and of chlorosis.

The earlier view of (inineke, too, was that perni(Moiis aniemia is merely an

extreme condition whieh may Ix) arrived at in varions ways, Innng simply

an ann!inia whieh grows steadily worse and ends fatally. His later view

was that the (lis(>ase has a elinieal but no pathoh)gieal existence. Osier's'

division of it into groups depending on differences in the pathological

anatomy expresses a similar belief Eiehhorst* and Coupland* divide it

into primary and sw'ondary forms. Many writers, on the other hand, Imj-

lieve in the independence of the affetrtion, and, like Immermann,' are of the

opinion that the so-calle<l instances of the transition of ciilorosis or other

anicmias into pernicious uuicmia are not such, but rather cases in which

tiie latter affection has developed as a comi)Iieation of the precetliiig one.

llimter is one of the strongest of the more recent supporters of the inde-

pendence of the disease, and has done much to establish this. He shows

very conclusively that such conditions as the presence of intestinal worms,

atrophy of tlie gastric nnicous membmne, and malignant disease, to all of

which the dis<>ase 1ms been ascribtxl, are rei)eatedly met with in cases pre-

senting none of the appearances of pernicious anaemia ; and, conversely, that

cases of pernicious anoemia are repeatedly seen in which no such changes

are to be found. These facts, in coinie<^tion with the clinical symptoms, but

esj)ecially with the characteristic condition of the blood drring life, and the

('(pially pathognomonic change in the liver found after (ioath, justify the

belief that the disease is an independent one due to some cause not operating

in other forms of amemia.

The nature of this cause is another sidyect still very obscure. The view

which has been most commonly accepted is that the blood-changes are due

to derective haemogenesis,

—

i.e., the affwtion is to be classwl as a eytogenic

autemia. This opinion has been based largely on the changes often found

in the bone-marrow, and Cohnheim'^ assumes these as the specific etiological

factor. In many instances, however, the marrow of the long bones has

been found unaffected, while the charocteristic change has been discovered

in anremia of other forms, and has even been produced ej ,)i'i 'mentally

in animals by repeated bleedings.^ Hunter and Eiehhorst'' share the

* Hunter, Practitioner, September, November, December, 1889.

' Aniemia, 1887 ; Medicnl News, October 5 and 12, 1889.

' System of Medicine by American Autbors, 1885, iii. 905.

* Spec. Path. u. Therap., 1885, iv. 32. * Lancet, 1881, i. 671.

* Ziemssen's Handb. d. Spec. Path. u. Therap., 1875, xiii. I. 645.

' Virchow's Archiv, Ixviii. 291.

' Litten, Orth, Berlin. Klin. "Wochenschr., 1877; Bizzozero, Salvioli, Centralbl. f. d.

Med. Wiss., 1870.

» Spec. Path. u. Therap., 1885, iv. 44.

Vol. III.—62
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belief that the condition of the bone-marrow is purely secondary,

an evidence of an eifort made by the hajmogenic tissue to make up by

over-prcxluction for the great destruction of the coi*puscles. If, now, the

bone-marrow be not at fault, we are bound to consider the possibility of

the disease being a consumption of the blood, as suggested by Inimer-

mann,'—that it coiisists in a direct destruction of red blood-corpuscles, per-

hajjs due to some infectious agents.'^ The exhaustive studies of Hunter

are worthy of careful consideration in this connection. This author takes

the ground that the excretion of urine of dark color and low s[)('{'ifio

gravity, containing pathological urobilin ; the evidence of an increased se-

cretion of bile, as shown by the dark color of the fteces and the presence

of a large amount of bile of dark color in the gall-bladder ; the lemon-

color or slight jaundiced hue of the skin ; and the occurrence of large

amounts of altered blood-pigment in the liver, are proofs that a great

destruction of the red blood-cells has been going on. Pie regards the

disease as a hemolytic anajmia. The process diifers from that producing

heemoglobinuria in that in the latter affection the disintegration of corpus'-los

occurs in the general circulation, and the haemoglobin is excreted as such

;

while in pernicious ana;mia it is carried on in the portal circulation, espe-

cially the spleen and liver, and tlie hemoglobin, set free is carried to the liver

and there transformed into an altered blood-pigment and deposited in the

liver-cells, or excreted as bile-pigments, producing a polycholia. This in-

creased flow of bile is followed by an increased consistency of it, and this by

a stagnation in the bile-ducts ; and the attacks ofjaundice or the persistence

of a slight icteric tint so common in pernicious ana-niia arc probably to be

accounted for in this way. It is possible that the jaundice in some cases niav

be haematogenous. Hunter thinks there is no doubt that the pathological

urobilin in the urine is derived, through the medium of the bile-pigments,

from the disintegration of hnemoglobln. HreniGglobinui'ia does not occur

in this disease ; but, when the amount of hremoglobiu set free is too groat

to be disposed of by the liver, it passes through the oigan into the gonoral

circulation, and is apparently tlu'own down in granular form witliiu the

epithelial cells of the kidney in the process of being excreted. He con-

siders the cause of tlie blooti-destruction to be certain poisons, probably of

a cadaveric nature, absorbed from the intestinal tract. This last assumption

as to ilic cause of the hjcmolysis seems to demand further proof; although

it has been shared by some writers,' and two cases are reported * which woiikl

seem to favor it, prompt recovery having followed the employment of lavage

of the stomach. Hunter admits that in some other affections, as cirrhosis

' Zictnsspn's Hn'ndb. d. Spec. Path. u. Therap., 1875, xiii. I. 644.

'Striimpoll, Spec. Piith. u. Therap., 1886, ii. 137.

' Koosevelt, Medic;^l Record, April 14, 1888; Trechsel, Rev. Med. de la Suisse Ro-

mande, June 20, 1888.

*Sandos, Ann. Univ. Med. Sci. 1889, iv. J, 9; Meyer, Correspondenzbl. f. Schweiz.

Aerzte, June 1, 1889-
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of the liver, chronic venous congestion, and malaria, there may also be a

deposit of pigment in the liver, but shows that the seat of the deposition is

different. The total absence or slight degree of the iron-reaction in the

spleen is to be explained on the ground that, though the blood-pigment is

liberated in that organ, it remains haemoglobin until it reaches the liver,

and conse(pientIy gives no reaction for iron with the tests employed. Rus-

sell,' however, does not admit that the liver is the chief seat of the altered

bloml-pi,^ nent in pernicious antemia, as he has found an increased amount

of it in the spleen as well.

Still another view of the nature of the disease has been advanced,^

—

namely, that, although there is undoubtedly a greatly-increased hsemolysis

in pernicious anajmia, this occurs on a<xx)unt of defective hoemogniesia, which

makes the red corjiuscles abnormally prone to perish. This theory appears

very plausible, especially as the assumption of a cadaveric poison is not

altogether satisfactory. In the present state of our knowledge, however, we
can scarcely go further than to consider pernicious anaemia a htemolytic

antemia, the blood-destruction being due to causes uidiuov^^n ; and, as we are

not able to prove that it is related in any respect to defective htemogenesis, it

seems best to assign it provisionally to the non-cytogenic group of anaemias.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of pernicious aineniia rests on the existence

of an extreme and progressing anaimia without evident cause ; the absence

of emaciation ; the petiuliar lemon-tint of the skin ; the occurrence of

hemorrhages; the presence of irregular fever; the condition of the urine,

if present, and the characteristic alteration of the blood, this last consist-

ing in decided niicrocythfemia and poikilocytosis, a very high degree of

oligocythfemia, and a relatively large proportion of haemoglobin. Post-

hemorrhagic moemia, even when severe, does not exhibit the characteristic

blood-changes. The urine, too, is usually pale, in contradistinction to the

high-colored urine of pernicious ancemia. The secondary anremias due to

cachectic conditions are usually accompanied by wasting. Pure cases of

chlorosis are characterized by the condition of the blood jieeuliar to that dis-

ease,

—

i.e., great loss of hfemoglobin without proportionate diminution in the

inunber of corpuscles. Chlorosis is not infrequently c()mi)licated by anemia,

and there is no reason why j>ernicious anremia should not be engrafted upon

it. This might account for the statement of Bristowe,^ that it is impossible

at the present time to make any trustworthy distinction between the two
diseases, except such as depends on the age and sex of the patient and the

effects of treatment.

Most of the cases of ana?mia attributed to atrophy of the gastric mucous

membrane have shown some degree of wasting. Ordinary cases of leukoe-

' British Medical Journal, January, 1889, i. 70.

" Russell, ibid. ; Henry, Medical News, October 5 and 12, 1880 ; Purser, Ann. Univ.
Med. Sci., 1800, ii., E, from Dubl. Jour. Med. Sci., May 1, 1889; Mackenzie, Britibu

Mediciil Journal, May 4, 1889.

' British Medical Journal, 1888, i. 1140.
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mia, splenic anaemia, and lymphatic anaemia offer no difficulty in diagnosis.

A pure medullary form of the latter must be considered as pernicious

antemia in which the marrow is affected.^ Myelogenous leukaemia in the

early stages may simulate pernicious anaemia, but the examination of the

olood after tlie disease is advanced should settle the matter. Anaemia due

.J the presence -f intestinal parasites may resemble pernicious anaemia

very closely, but may sometimes be detected by the discovery of worms or

ova in the faeces.

Prognosis ; Course ; Termination.—The prognosis of pernicious anie-

mia is most unfavorable. The duration varies from a few weeks to mouths

or rarely years. Statistics do not show that it is more rapidly fatal in chil-

dren than in adults. Temporary improvement may be witnessed, but tlie

disease is liable to recur. The fatal termination is generally due to the

progressing anaemia and consequent debility, with delirium or apathy before

death. Pye-Smith * gives a table of twenty recoveries, but none of them

were in patients under nineteen yeare of age. Some of these are very

probably instances of errors in diagnosis.

Treatment.—As the name of the disease implies, treatment is almost

always useless. Proper hygienic and dietetic measures are essential. All

dyspeptic symptoms are to be combated with the greatest diligence, and the

appetite and strength of the patient maintained by tuuics and easily-digested

and nourishing food. Defibrinated blood and the prepared beef foods mav

be found useful, given either by the n\onth or recitum. The hypodermic in-

jection of defibrinated blo{xl has even been recommended, and an instance

of recovery under this treatment reported.^ Predigested nourishment will

be indicated when tlie digestive powers seem weakt Cod-liver oil, plios-

phorus, iron, and arsenic may be given, the latter being the drug on which

by far the greatest reliance can be placed. As children bear large amounts

of it, the dose should be gradually and steadily increased until the limit of

tolerance is reached. Iron is not generally of much value. Tlie unirri-

tating preparations, such as the malate, lactate, albuminate, etc., should bo

selected if the stomach of the child is delicate. When no other treatment

avails, transfusion of blood may be tried, but with doubtful benefit.

—
-Tt

ADDISON'S DISEASE.

Sjnionjrmes.—Morbus Addisonii, Melasma suprarenale.

Definition.—A constitutional or blood disease characterized by extreme

and progressing loss of strength, great debility of the circulation, irritability

of stomach, and generally by pigmentation of the skin. In most cases there

> Birch-Hirechfeld, Patholog. Anatomie, 1883, ii. 1, 153.

' Guy's Hospital Reports, 1883, xxvi.

» Westphall, Ann. Univ. Med. Sci., 1890, ii. E.
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cases there

are degenerative lesions of the suprarenal bodies, usually of a fibro-caseous

nature ; and in many instances there are changes in the abdominal sympa-

thetic.

As already stated, the disease can with propriety be referred to the

constitutional disorders, or it may be considered iioro, on the ground that

the suprarenal bodies are members of the hsematopoietic apparatus.

History.—Addison^ in 1855 gave a lear exposition of the connection

of changes in the suprarenal bodies with the symptoms of the disease which

bears his name. Previously to this, in 1849, he had announced his discovery

to a medical society.^ Isolatixl eases had been reported before this time by

Schotte* and Bright;* and since Addison's publication many cases have

been recorded, though the affection still remains a comparatively rare one.

The case of Schotte's occurretl in a girl of fifteen .years, and was typical,

except that it exhibited no discoloration of the skin. Risel and Greenhow

nevertheless consider it a good instance of the disease. Among the valuable

articles written on the subject are those of Wilks,' Virchow,* Averbeck,^

Bam''°rger,^ Gerhardt,^ Risel,*" Jaccoud," Greenhow," Burger," Monti,"

Merkel,'* Osier,'* and numerous others, to which full acknowledgment is

here made fjr information and statements drawn from them.

Etiology.—The causes of the disease are unknown. Anxiety, care, un-

favorable hygienic surroundings, chronic constipation or diarrhoea, malaria,

injuries of the abdomen, etc., liave been assigned as predisposing causes in

different cases, but it is doubtful whether any of them exert any decided

influence. Traumatism of the abdomen has perhaps a little more evidence

in favor of its etiological connection with the disease. Persons with a pre-

disposition to phthisis do not appear to be more liable to it than do others.

The laboring classes are especially prone to be attacked. The influence of

heredity is undetermined. Sex is a strongly predisposing factor, many more

males than females having suffered from the disease. Greenhow analyzed

183 cases, of which 119 were males and 64 females ; Jaccoud collected the

1 " On tho Constitutional and Local Effects of Diseases of the Suprarenal Capsules."
' London Medical Gazette, 1849, p. 617.

' Halle Hosp. Reports, 1823.

* Medical Reports, 1831, ii. 247.

* Reynolds's System of Medicine, 1879, v. 363 ; also Guy's Hospital Reports and Trans-

actions of the Pathological Society.

« Krankhnfte Geschwiilste, 1864-5, Bde. ii., iii., and 1867.

' "Die Addison. Krankh.," 1869.

* Krankh. d. Chylo-poiet. Syst., 1864, 2. Aufl. 662.

» Lehrb. d, Kinderk., 1881, 679.

" Deutsches Archiv f. Klin. Med., 1870, vii.

" Dictionnaire de Medecine.

" " On Addison's Disease," 1875 ; also Transactions Int^irnational ongress, 1881, ii. 59
" " Die Nebenn. u. d. Morb. Addison.," 1883.

'

'« Gerhardt's Handb. d. Kinderk., 1878, iv. 3, 499.

" Ziemssen's Handb. d. Spec. Path. u. Therap., 1876-80, viii. II. 288.

'» System of Medicine by American Authors, 1886, iii. 939.
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records of 79 males and 48 females with it, and Averbeck 80 males and 46

females. Age, too, is an important factor. The majority of cases occur

between the ages of fifteen and forty-five years. In old age and before

that of ten years it is exceedingly i-are. Out of an analysis of 290 cases

Monti ^ found but 11 instances of its occurrence in children under fifteen

years. Of these 1 child was aged three years, 1 was aged from ten to

eleven years, 3 children were aged twelve years, 1 child was aged thirteen

years, and 5 children were aged fourteen years. 8 of the children were

boys, and 3 girls. Gerhardt^ has collected 17 cases in children before the

fifteenth year. Besides these Monti ^ has also described another case in a

boy of ten years, and Couxleen * one in a boy of sixteen years. Baginsky*

quotes Legg and Pye-Smith as having reported cases in boys of fifteen

and fourteen yeare respectively. Probably the youngest case on record is

that reported by Bclaieif,' in a male child seven days old when first seen,

who died fifty-three days later with the characteristic symptoms of the

malady.

Symptoms.—The disease begins with languor, weakness, and indispo-

sition to bodily or mental exertion, arising without apparent cause, and

steadily progressing and becoming excessive. The heart-muscle gradually

shares in the asthenia, and the heart's action becomes remarkably feeble. A
discoloration of the skin develops usually after the asthenia has lasted some

time, though occasionally it is the first symptom noticed. Severe digestive

disturbances arise, and grave nervous symptoms may terminate the life of

the patient.

Looking at the symptoms more in detail, the alteration of the skin

presents itself as the most striking. There is noticed in most cases a grad-

ually increasing pigmentation, at firet light yellow, sometimes a greenish-

brown or bronzed tint, or perhaps finally almost black. In typical cases

the whole surface of the body is discolored more or less uniforndy, but cer-

tain parts are more deeply pigmented than others ; these being the more ex-

posed portions ^)f the body, as the face, the neck, and the backs of the hands

;

those which have been subjected to pressure, as the waist or the leg from

the pressure of a garter ; and those which naturally contain considerable

pigment, as the areolfe of the breasts, the external genitals, the axillae, and

the flexor surfaces of the joints. In many cases the pigmentation is but

slight, and not at all universal. It is not to be regarded as an essential

feature of the disease, as many cases have been reported in which it was

absent, not only in the rapidly fatal cases, in which there might not have

been time for it to develop, but in those as well which had run a more

chronic course. The mucous membranes may also become pigmented. That

» Gerhardt's Handb. d. Kinderkr., 1878, iv. 3, 499.

' Lehrb. d. Kinderkr., 1881, 580. Writers mentioned.

» Baginsky, Lehrb. d. Kinderkr., 1887, 759.

* Wien. Med. "Woehenschr., 1887.

» Med. Oboz. Moskov., 1886, in Ann. Univ. Med. Sci.. 1888, i. 474.
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of the mouth may exhibit scatteretl patches of a very dark color upon the

under surface of the tongue, on the palate, and on the gums and the inside

of the cheeks and lips. The vagina may be very deeply discolored. The

conjunctiva; are rarely affected. The hair, scalp, soles of the feet, nails,

and palms of the hands are generally uninvolved. In the case of a child

of three years reported by Pitman/ the body was covered with a consider-

able growth of blacK hairs.

Emaciation is not a characteristic of Addison's disease, though it may
occur. Ansemia, too, is not a symptom of it,^ as even in advanced cases

the lips and gums are not bloodless, and the common symptoms of ana)-

niia not often witnessed. The blood is often rich in red corpuscles, and

there is no increase of leucocytes.' The feebleness of the circulation is re-

markable. The pulse is weak, small, accelerated, thready, and often almost

imperceptible. The apox-beat of the heart is weak ; murmurs are gener-

ally absent. The respiration is slightly accelerated, but not generally in-

terfered with in other respects luiless complications arise. Attacks of

dyspnoea are sometimes observed. The temperature is normal, or very

frequently subnormal, except in the very acute cases, in which there may
be high fever. Digestive disturbances are characteristic of the affection,

and usually appear early in children. They consist in loss of appetite,

vomiting or nausea, eructations, cardialgic attacks, annoying hiccough,

and, on the part of the bowels, abdominal tenderness and constipation or

obstinate and not infrequently fatal diarrhoea. The urine is usually pale

and free from albumen. According to Gerhardt, there may be polyuria.

The amount of urea may be greatly reduced, and that of indican increased,

and in one case Thudichum found the amount of uromelanin much less

than normal.* Gerhardt and Reichardt ' discovered traces of taurocholic

acid and large amounts of fatty acids in the urine. In a case reported

by Nothnagel, and which I had the opportunity of examining, the fatal

ending came on suddenly, with mental excitement, delirium, and finally

coma; a very large amount of acetone appearing in the urine at the sara^

time.

The most characteristic and censtantly present symptoms of Addison's

disease are those of the nervous system. Chief of these is the great as-

thenia,—the complete prostration Iwth of mind and of body, without any

other cause than a lack of nervous energy. The prostration finally becomes

so extreme that the patient cannot sit upright, the voice becomes weak, and

the limbs tremble when raised.

Among other nervous symptoms may be mentioned the frequent and

» Lancet, 1866, i. 175.

' Wilks, Reynolds's System of Medicine, 1879, v.

;

Americftn Authors, 1885, iii.

' Greenhow, " On Addison's Disease."

* Osier, loc. cit.

» Eichhorst, Spec. Path. u. Therap., 1886, ii. 622.

Osier, System of Medicine by
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sometimes early occurrence of pain in different parts of the body ; as licad-

ache, and pain in tlie back and abdomen and in the limbs. Tlie pain in the

joints may simulate that of rheumatism. Tenderness on jjressure in the

lumbar region is often noticed, and is probably due in many cases to the

formation of abscesses in front of the spinal column. I'ain mouM ai)pear

to be a little less constant symptom in children, as Monti found it in only

three of the eleven cases analyzed by him.

As the disease advances the intelligencic grows dull, the memory weak,

and sleepiness or delirium may be observed. Attacks of fainting, dizziness,

dyspnoea, or palpitation become more frequent, and are evidently due to the

nervous disturbance rather than to anajmia. Maniacal attacks have been

witnessed. Coma or convulsions may supervene and perhaps produce the

sudden death of the patient. Children are particularly liable to exhibit

convulsions of varying intensity, from slight twitching of the muscles to

well-marked epileptoid convulsions. Gerhardt states that two-fifths of the

cases collected by him suffered from convulsions.

Pathological Anatomy.—The fatty tissue of the body is not materially

diminished in amount; the muscles are not pale. The skin presents the

dark discoloration described. On microscopical examination there is found

an increase of the pigment in the deeper layers of the cells of the rete, and,

in well-marked cases, in the papillary layer of the cutis and even in the con-

nective-tissue cells. It does not differ in nature and arrangement from the

pigment seen in the skin of the negro.

The most interesting pathological change is that occiu'ring in the supra-

renal bodies. By far the most constant lesion presented by them is a fibro-

caseous condition. They are much larger than normal, hard on section,

irregular and often nodular in shape, and frequently adherent to surround-

ing structures. The normal tissue of the gland is replaced by a firm, some-

what translucent, homogeneous substance, in which are embedded yellowish

or grayish, cheesy nodules of the size of a pea or larger. These masses may

either be transformed into calcareous nodules or may undergo softening and

form pus. In the early stages of the disease the tissue of the gland is,

according to Wilks, nearly or entirely replaced by the homogeneous sub-

stance referred to. The cheesy foci develop later, and in advanced stages

may completely substitute the homogeneous material first deposited.

Microscopical examination shows the translucent substance to be com-

posed of fibrous tissue, either in a young or a more advanced condition.

The yellow nodules consist of masses of detritus. When degeneration has

not become complete in them, they exhibit a growth of small cells contained

in a delicate reticulum. Giant cells are sometimes present. The lesions are

very similar to local tubercular affections. Tubercular bacilli have been

found in many cases, but not discovei'ed in probably as many others.

The fibro-caseous change is not, however, the only one which has been

found in Addison's disease. Carcinoma has occurred in rare instances, and

produced the symptoms of the affection. This is said to have been the case
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in the child of three years recorded by Pitman.' Sarcoma of the suprarcnala

with the symptoms of Addison's disease has been reported. Simple atro-

pliy of the capsules has also been present in this disease, as have amyloid

degeneration, intei-stitial hemorrhages, or gumniata in them.

The condition of the abdominal sympathetic is a matter of great impor-

tance. The semilunar ganglia have exhibited a hyperplasia of tlie connec-

tive tissue in a number of cases, with degeneration and pigmentation of the

nerve-cells. The nerves leadi'ig from the ganglia have been found de-

generatwl in some cases, and in others normal. Jiirgens ^ claims that a

gray degeneration of the splanchnic is present in a large proportion of the

cases, whether or not there has been disease of the cajisules.

Of the other organs of the body the heart has been found very small in

some instances, and its muscle degenerated to some extent. The spleen and

tliymus gland are sometimes enlarged. The lymphoid elements of tlie in-

testine, as seen in the solitary glands and in Peyer's plaques, are very com-

monly swollen, and ulcers in the ileum may be present, and the lymphatic

glands of the retro-peritoneum and the mesentery may also be swollen and

perhaps cheesy. Lymphoid dejx»sits have been observed in the stomach.

The lungs are tubercular in a large number of cases, and the bronchial

glands cheesy.

Pathology.—As we do not know the function of the suprarenal bodies,

we cannot well understand the pathology of Addison's disease. Osier

gives a lucid exposition of the chief of the different theories which have

been suggested. These are

—

1st. The view of Addison,—that the disease is directly dependent on a

destruction of the capsules and the consecpient cessation of their functions.

According to this view, the pigment accumulates in the blood, it being the

function of the glands to destroy a substance in the blood which is readily

converted into pigment. Taylor^ believes that the pigmentation is induced

by the destruction of the cortical portion of the gland, and the nervous

symptoms by the involvement of the central portion, as this is in such close

relation with the nerve-structures. The objection to this theory is that cases

are reported in which the suprarenal bodies exhibit no change, and that

removal or destruction of the bodies in animals is not followed by the

symptoms of the disease.

2d. The belief that the disorder is an affection of the abdominal sympa-

thetic, induced usually by disease of the suprarenal bodies, but also by other

affections. This theory is accepted by probably the majority of writers,

and would seem to explain the symptoms better than any other. While

there are many arguments in its favor, there are certain powerful objections

to it. It is, namely, uncertain what the changes in the sympathetic ganglia

been
« Lancet, 1805, i. 175.

' Deutsche Med. Zeitung, May 10, 1888.

New Yor'' Medical Journal, 1856.
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and nerves are in many cases j and in others it seems qnite positive that no
pathological changes at all existed in them. It is also difficult to under-

stand why the symptoms of Addison's disease are not produced in the many
instances in which the semilunar ganglia are very greatly implicated by other

affections tiian disease of the suprarenal bodies. Thus, in aneurism of the

abdominal aorta and retro-peritoneal cancer no bronzing of the skin is as

a rule, observed.

3d. The view, for which there is no good support, that the disease is due
to some poisonous agent introduced from without, or the result of impei-fect

metabolism.

4th. A theory allitKl to the first,—that the blood is gradually poisoned

by the retention of some material the destruction or alteration of which it

is the function of the suprarenal b<xlies to effect. From this point of view

the disease is analogous to chronic urajmia.

In any case it does not seem justifiable to assume, as "NVilks and others

have done, that that only can be called Addison's disease in which the

degeneration of the glands is of a fibro-caseous nature. Rather is the

afiection not a definite anatomical disease so much as a peculiar aggregation

of symptoms.' If it depends solely on a lesion of the sujirarenal bodies,

this lesion might well be of any nature which would accomplish their de-

struction. If, on the other hand, it is due to a disturbance of the function

of the abciominal sympathetic, there would seem to be no reason why this

must depend on a lesion of the suprarenal bodies alone.

Complications and Sequelae.—The only one deserving of notice is

tuberculosis of various organs, w hich is of very common occurrence. Op-

penheim ' reports a case complicated by exophthalmic goitre.

Prognosis ; Course ; Duration.—The pro; losis is absolutely unfavor-

able, if the diagnosis of the disease has been correctly made. Gull ' and

Finney* report cases of recovery. The course of the disease is onward

until life is terminated slowly and quietly by the asthenia. Sometimes con-

vulsions, syncope, coma, or diarrhoea cut the affection short. Tubercular

com])lications are very seldom the cause of death. The duration of the

disease is very variable. The course may be very acute and resemble that

of typhoid fever to some extent. In such cases the affection begins with

high fever, vomiting, diarrhoea, and excessive prostration, which rapidly

grow worse until death occu."s in a few weeks or months. In other cases

this rapid course may change into a more chronic one, and in still others it

may be chronic from the beginning, and the patient live for several years.

Temporary remissions occur and last some months, during which time there

is either improvement or cessation in the progress of the symptoms.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis is easy if there be present the combination

> Strumpell, Spec. Path. u. Tlierap., 1886, ii. 96.

2 Deutsche Med. Zeitung, December 29, 1888.

' Transactions of the International Medical Congress, 1881, ii. 75.

* Dublin Journal of Medical Science, I882,lxxiii. 298.
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of the nervous symptoms witli the coloration of the skin. Pigmentation of

the skin alone is not, however, a diagnostic symptom. It n)ay be quite

deep and intense in abdominal growths, but is not usually so uniform as

iu Addison's disease. In tubercular jioritonitis, however, it may be very

markcH.!.' In hepatic diseases spots of pigment arc oflen seen about the

face. A wide-spread pigmentation has been reported in persons suffering

from melanotic growths, and might render a diagnosis uncertain.'

The pigmentation of pregnancy and of uterine disease does not, of course,

come into consideration in a work of this nature. In persons of uncleanly

habits the irritation of p'xliculi may cause a pigmentation resembling that of

Addison's disease, but the presence of the parasites or of the scratches and

the white cicatrices should make the diagnosis plain. Argyria is known

by the history ; intense icterus by the condition of the conjunctivae ; cyano-

sis by the disappearance of the color on pressure.

Treatment.—Treatment, except that directed to the symptoms, is use-

less. Absolute rest is to be enjoined, to avoid the danger of syncope. The

best of food and the employment of stimulants are iudicatal to support

strength, and tonic drugs may be given for the same purpose. Diarrhoea

and vomiting need treatment appropriate to them. Arsenic, strychnine,

iron, cod-liv r oil, phosphorus, quinine, have all been recommended, and

may accomplish temporary good. Morphine will be needed iu some cases.

Strong purgative medication should never be given to relieve constipation,

as there is danger of collapse following. Galvanism, counter-irritation, and

the administration of iodide of potassium or syrup of the iodide of iron

ought to be tried.

INFECTIOUS H^MOGLOBm^MIA OF THE
NE\\rLY-BORK

Synouymes.—Epidemic hajmoglobiuuria of the new-born (Birch-

Hirschfeld), Acute hsemoglobiuajmia of the new-born (Hirst), Cyanosis

afebrilis icterica jjerniciosa cum ha;moglobinuria (Winckel), Epidemic

hscnioglobinuria with ictenis in the new-born (Runge), Maladie bronz6e

hematique des nonveau-n6s (Laroyenne and Charrin), Tubulh^matie renale

(Parrot), Maladie bronzee h^maturique des nouveau-n6s (Bar and Grand'-

homme), Winckel's disease.

Definition.—An acute and usually epidemic affection of the blood,

developing in the newly-born, characterized by cyanosis, icterus, and h£emo-

' Osier, System of Medicine by American Authoi-s, 1885, iii. ; Mussey, !§Itude sur la

Pigment, de la Face dans la Tuberc. abdomin., 1879.

'Wagner, Archiv d. Heilkunde, 1864, v. 280; Legg, Trans. Path. Soc. London,

1884, XXXV. 867.
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two cases of Herz'H, in which the fact is to be noticed that both were

childron of the huidc parents,

Only one of W'incliel's twenty-fonr cases was born with instrnmonts

;

eigiitecn of tlio cases were fed only on the brcast-inilk ; the [)()Hsil)ility of

poisoning having taken place was cxchnlwl by the carefnl chemical exain-

inatiou of the organs ; and the children were not in any way exjjosal to

cold, The same total absence of discoverable «inse existed in the cases of

Laroyonne and Charrin's. The inHncncic of extremes of cold and heat in

producing luemoglol)iiuiria has been shown by Pontiek,' and two of the

cases reported illustrate a possible connection between these factors and the

disease,—the patient of Strditz's, namely, had the opemtion of ritual cir-

cumcision performed in a quite cold wnym, and Hirst's case had suffered

several burns on the legs and buttocks from the too close application of hot-

water cans shortly after birth. There is reason to l)elieve, however, that iu

both instances other causes were more probably active.

The disease attacks the vigorous as readily as the feeble child. In Pol-

lack's rather doubtfid cases severe intestinal catarrh preceded the discharge

of blocxly urine. In very few instances could the existence of any focus

be discovered fi'om which the absorption of septic matter could have taken

place. The wound on the penis of Strelitz's case was perfectly free from

pus. In nine of Bigelow's patients there was a diphtheritic inflammation

of the mucous surfaces, which developed, as a rule, on the same day with

the discoloration of the skin, and can hardly be said to have clearly stood

in any causal relation to the cyanotic disease. The same statement applies

to the appearance, iu Parrot's cases, of " mugue^' on the buccal mucous

membrane some days after the symptoms of the disease had appeared.

There is no record of the existence of any septic process in the umbilical

wound in any instance, unless it be in one of the cases of Bigelow's, and

there is no evidence that this antedated the appearance of Jie characteristic

symptoms. In both of Herz's cases, however, a diphtheritic deposit apjieared

on the palate some days before the constitutional symptoms developed.

Symptoms.—The disease bei^ins in most cases with a very marked

degree of restlessness, a refusal of the child to nurse, and a wide-spread

cyanotic discoloraticm of the skin, combiual with a more or less icteric hue.

In other cases apathy replaces the restlessness, and in some instances con-

vulsions are among the earliest symptoms. The skin is usually cool, but

may be hot ; the pulse and respiration are often accelerated. Urine of

a dark and often coffee color is voided, and makes a brown or greenish

stain on the diapers. As the disease advances, the discoloration of the skin

becomes extreme, convulsive movements of some sort are liable to appear,

and the child dies in a few hours or days with convulsions and in collapse.

The age at which the symptoms first appear is subject to some variation.

Bigelow gives the average age at about eight days. Wiuckel says the dis-

Verhandl. d. Congr. f. inuere Med., 1883.
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Wise develops at alH)ut the fourth day of life, th()iifj;h in one of his enscH it

began on the fii'Ht day, and in one on the twelfih. PolJiu-k states that all of

luH twelve eases developed within the t'wHt six weeks of life. The Hyniptoins

in Strelitz's patient <lid not show theniselves until the ninth or tenth dav

and th(! discoloration of the skin in one of Herz's cases not until the

eleventh day and in one of I'arrot's aises not nntil the tweltHi day.

L(x>king at the symptoms more in detail, the peculiar tint of the skin is

very striking, that of the visible mucous membranes beinj; somewhat of the

same sort. It has been variously described its violet (Laroyemic), olive-

green or like the color of a bruise (Pollack), color of old copper or olive-

bronze (Bar and Grand'liomme), bluish (Winekel), brownish black (Sand-

ner), bronze or a mixture of yellow ana violet (I'arrot), brownish green

(Hirst), etc. These ditfercnces clearly depend upon the varying proportions

of cyanosis and of i(!terus ])resent. The cyanosis is proi)ably nearly always

the predominant feature.

Eipially imi)ortant with the discoloration of the skin is the 'tered con-

dition of the urine. Its color varies from pale brown to that of cofl'ce-

grounds. This alteration was clearly shown in the cases of Winckel's,

Hirst's, and Epstein's to be due not to the actual })»'esenee of blood in the

urine, but to its liberatetl coloring-matter, either as hicmoglobin or sonic

modification of it, since no or but few red blood-cells were found. In

Parrot's cases it woidd seem that there had been some degree, at least, of

hematuria, and the same remark applies to the cases of I'ollack's. HaMiia-

turia is ascfribwl to Bigelow's and Herz's cases, while Sandner describes the

urine in his case as that of luemoglobinuria, though no microsco])ical or

chemical examination was reported in any of them. Strelitz speaks of the

violet-brown stain made by the urine on the diapers, and Bar and Grand'-

homme of the dark-brown coloration produced in the same way, but in

neither ease was an examination of the urine made. Winekel reports some

albumen, renal ej)itheliuni, and brownish granular casts. Pollack found a

small amount of albumen, renal epithelium, blood-cells, and casts filled with

blood-cells. Epstein reports much albumen, and epithelium and ej)itlK'lial

casts containing luematoidin crystals. Both Winekel and Epstein observed

the presence of micrococci in the urine. The urine in Hirst's case eontoined

albumen and some shells of corpuscles. Parrot found brownish granules and

the debris of corpuscles. No bile was present in the urine in the cases of

Winckel's, and no other observer refers to this matter. The urine in Herz's

and Winckel's cases was voided frequently, and in the latter instance in

small quantities and with straining efforts. In one of P. rrot's eases but

small amounts of urine are said to have been passed.

The nervous symptoms of the disease are of interest. Very frequently

among the early symptoms is a peculiar irritability and restlessness. Pol-

lack calls attention to this, and it was noticed also in the cases of Winckel's,

Strelitz's, and Bar and Grand'homme's. Convulsions of an epileptoid nature

occurred frequently iu one of Parrot's cases during eleven days before the
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nffcctiou of the Hkin niul of the urine apjx'nrwl on the twelfth day of life.

These were probably entirely indciH-Julent of it. Convulsive niovenients

are very eomrnonly present in the (.'onrHe of the (li.seiise, as how in the ex-

tremities, as twitc'hiiifrs and trenil)linf; of the eye-nniscles, rolli.ig of il:*! .'yes,

stnibisnniH, and finally as general convulsions (VV^inekel). iStrelitz reports

the presenee of trismus in his patient. Sandner observed apathy at the

beginning of the disease, changing later into soninohtnie. Winckel refers

to the evident sonjuolence and stupid condition seen in several eiises. Par-

rot's first (iise, too, went into a comatose condition as the charucteristic

symptoms of the disease developed, as did one of Ilerz's patients. Sighing

and moaning have be<?n noticed in stiveral instances (Laroyenne, liigelow,

Winckel), and Strelitz's patient occasionally utterwl loud cries. Both of

Ilerz's patierits passed into a state of collapse with the sudden onset of the

disease. Nervous symptcjuis may, however, be absent or slight. JJigelow

makes no mention of any, and liaroyeuue and Charrin saw no cerebral

jfhenomena in any ease.

The temperature varies in different eases, though it would appear to be

usually normal or subnonnal. Winckel uses the word " rr/M/vV/V in his

definition of the disease. Epstein, on the other hand, states that in diseases

of the newly-born frequent and great variations in teniperature are apt to

take place. Consequently the presence of fever may l)e easily overlooked

in this disease unless records are taken at short intervals. In one patient

of Winckd's the temperature reached 100.5° F., but in all the others it

ranged from 97.5° to 99.2° in the rectum. In one of Parrot's cases the

temperattire reached 102° F., but fell to 93.2° some hours before death
;

while in the other ease the temperature was usually about normal, rising

only once to 100.4°. In one of Herz's cases there was decided lowering

of the temperature; in the other it e(|nalled 104.9° F. at first, but was

much depressed later. The temperature of Hirst's patient was normal

until the day before death, when it reac^hed 102° F. ; and that of Strelitz's

patient equalled 101.2° on the day before death. Other reporters of eases

make no definite statements regarding tl'.e degree of temperature, except-

ing that Laroyenne states it to be lowere<l stvend degrees in the last houi-s

of life. It would thus appear that there is a tender. cy in infectious hremo-

globiufcmia to a depression of temperature, but that some elevation of it

may be present without militating against the diagnosis, as would be the

case did Winckel's statement hold good.

Regarding the symptoms appertaining to the digestive apparatus, one

of the most prominent is probably tlie partial or total indisposition or in-

ability io nurse which developed early in a large number of cases, as in

those of Bar and Grand'homme's, Pollack's, Hirst's, and some of Bigelow's.

In the patient of Sandner's and in those of Herz's swallowing is described

as difficult or impossible. An ulceration of a diphtheritic nature appeared

on the hard palate of both of Herz's cases soon after birth, and a diph-

theritic inflammation of the mouth was present in nearly all of Big^-^ow's
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patients. In both of Parrot's cases an affection of the oral mucous mem-
brane was present which is described as thrush (" muguet buccaP'), but the

exact nature of which remains a niatior of doubt. Thrush is mentioned in

three of Winckel's patients. Kei)eatcd vomiting was noticed in the patient

of Bar and Grand'homme's and in a number of Winckel's cases.

The fiecal passages are usually altered in color and incline towards

diarrhoea. Bigclow draws especial attention to this jK)int, having found

dark-greenish and offensive stools in eight of his ten cases. Fax^es of this

same dark-green color, sometimes accompanied by nnicus, were noticwl by

Laroyenne and Charrin, Parrot, Herz, and Strelitz. Winckel describes the

passages as ochre-yellow or brownish, and seldom diarrhoeic. The diar-

rhoea preceding the development of the symptoms in the cases reported by

Pollack can scarcely be regarded as a symptom of inflections ha^noglobi-

neemia.

The respiration varies in different cases. It has been described as

accelerated by Strelitz, Sandner, and Herz ; and dccidcxl dyspnoea was

observed by Winckel in a number of instances, as well as by Parrot in

both of his patients. On the other hand, Bar and Grand aonmie describe

the respiration as not increased in frequency, and in one of Bigelow's

patients it was even slower than normal.

The pulse is, as a rule, little, if at all, altered. This was the case in

the patients of Sandner's, Bar and Grand'liomme's, and Winckel's. La-

royenne, on the other hand, describes it as rapid in his cases, and Herz

found it small and impossible to count in one of his. Parrot, too, could

not count it in the early stages c'" die disctvse in one instance.

The condition of the blood is a matter of great interest. Laroyenno

says that it is brownish black when drawn from the finger, with "^he numlK'r

of leucocytes and the volume of the red cells increased, and "granulations"

present. Parrot foinid the number of erythrocytes in one of his cases inpial-

ling 1,700,000, with a ratio to the leucocytes of 48:1. In the other the

number of erythrocytes was only 1,140,000. In the second case the blo(xl

as drawn from the finger was clear. In the first, hoAvever, it was very dark,

and like pitch. The leucocytes were larger than normal, and very many of

the red cells greatly alter* 1 in shape ; some being of great size, some having

a sort of nucleus, or beuig Hatteurtl or lengtheniKl, or shrivelletl and small

and containing a small or large number of granules. Similar granules

were found free in the plasma, either isolated or in groups. In one of the

veins of the kidney Bigelow found the ratio of white to red cells equal-

ling 1 : 20. Winckel describes tiie blood as syrupy, dark brown or gray-

ish brou n in color, and containing a decidedly increared number of wliitc

blood-cells of a larger size than normal, and numerous granules. Strelitz

examinwl the blood from the heart of his jjatient twelve hours after death,

and found it brown-r«l and with almost no normal red cells. Those still

containing hajmoglobin were Irregularly shaped, or only in the form of

fragments of corpuscles, or apparer.tly grouped in masses. Most ooticeoble
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was the very large number of " shadows,"—the corpuscles which had lost

their heemoglobiu. Cultures made from the blood revealiKi the presence of

a coccus. Birch-Hirschfeld found cocci in the blood of one of Winckel's

cases. The number of red blood-cells in Hirst's patient was rwluccd rapidly

from 5,700,000 to 3,400,000, or Gl jK-r cent., while the hivmoglobin equalled

89 per cent.,—a noteworthy fact, which appeared to indicate the presence

of free hiemoglobiu iu the circulation. The ratio of white to red cells

equalled 1 : 13.5. Poikilocytosis was very marked. Culture exjwriments

made with the blood of this patient taken before death revealetl a coccus,

the exact nature of which is not yet determinal.

Of symptoms only exceptionally observed may be mentioned enlarge-

ment of the liver and spieen (Herz) ; numerous metastatic abscesses, with

diphtheritic inflammation of the vulva (Bigelow) ; intlammation of the eyes

(Bigelow) ; opacity of the cornea (Parrot) ; erysipelas of the scalp (Parrot)

;

tenderness in the renal region (Pollack) ; alteration of the size of the pupils

(Parrot, Sandner) ; brouch'nl riiles, irregular respiration, continuous How of

saliva (Winckel).

Pathologicfl Anatomy.—The color of the skin and mucous mem-
branes persists after death, though sometimes it is not so intense, and the

internal organs exhibit more or less of an icteric color. The chief interest

centres on the condition of the urinary organs. Winckel, who has made a

much larger number of autopsies than any other one observer, describes the

kidneys as not enlarged ; and no contradictory statements arc made except-

ing by Pollack, who considers them larger than normal. The color of the

organ is variously stated. Pollack describetl the cortiml substance as dark

brown, while iu the pyramids could be seen dark lines, which he considered

to be clots, the extension of large thrombi present in the rcnal vein. That

these lines were true thrombi is not certain. Similar black lines have been

remarkcKl by Parrot, Sandner, Hirst, Bar and (irand'homme, and Winckel.

Strelitz considered it a very characteristic feature, and depicts it in a litho-

graphic plate. Laroyenne dcscril)es the kidneys f.8 chestnut-colored ; Hirst

as cyanosetl, and the cortical and medullary layers \voll separated. Strelitz

says they are dark brownish red, s.nd that the two portions are not well

distinguishable. Herz describes the cortex as pale, Sandner as dark red,

and Winckel as widened and of a brown color. Parrot calls the kidneys

pale cinnamon, with rose-colored spots and evi'^en"es pf foci of softening

;

the pyramids being brownish red and exhibiting the dark lines referred to.

It is evident that the only characteristic pathological appearance in the

kidney, discoverable by the naked eye, consists in the presence of these

dark lines.

Ecchymoses are often present under the capsule or in the cortex (Herz,

Winckel, Sandner). Coagula or black or dark-green masses of considera-

ble size are often found iu the calices, pelvis, and in the bladder (Parrot,

Bigelow, I^aroyenne, Herz, Sandner, Bar and Grand'homnjc). The descrip-

tion of the micrescopical appearance of these masses in the different cases

Vol. Ill—53
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is approximately identical with that given by the different writers of the

substance found within the tubules of the kidney. A further account of

them will therefore not be necessary.

A microscopical examination of the kidney reveals ;he presence of

masses of a yellow or a nearly black color filling many of the ducts of Bel-

lini and the blood-vessels, as well as the convolut'>d tubviles in some cases,

but seldom involving the capsules. Parrot descril .d these masses as with-

out doubt made of coi^juscles, although he admits that in many tubules not

the slightest form could be discovered which resembled a corpuscle. In

some of the tubules, however, he detected genuine blood-casts, while the

veins in the kidney could be seen distend-xl with corpuscles. Bigelow de-

scribes the substance in the convoluted tubules and the ducts of Bellini as

a gray or brown granular mass with no trace of blood-disks, and containing

granules of hsematin. Herz speaks of coagulated blood in the tubules, but

gives no details of any microscopical examination of it. Bar and Grand'-

homme state that the convoluted and the straight tubules are filled with a

finely granular exudate containing some deformed red globules. Epstein

describes haematoidin infarcts in tlie kidney, and Winckel, Strelitz, Sand-

ner, and Hirst agree that the granular matter is partly or chiefly made up

of hsemoglobin, containing few or no blood-cells. I have treated sections

of the kidney from Hirst's case with potassium ferrocyanide and hydro-

chloric acid, in tiie manner employed by Hunter for the recognition of iron

in pernicious aneeraia. Thus prepared, the cortex exhibited numerous

brightly-colored tubules, the result of the formation of Prussian blue out

of the altered blood-pigment present. The glomeruli remained unstained.

As ha;raoglobin will not respond to this test for iron, it would seem that it

must have undergone some further change into an altered blood-pigment.

The condition of the renal epithelium varies in different cases, sometimes

being entirelv unaffected (Pollack), oflener exhibiting some cloudy swelling

and perhaps extensive desquamation (Herz, Strelitz, Hirst, Sandnor) or

fatty infiltration (Winckel). Micro-organisms were present in the kidney

in seme cases (Bigelow, Winckel, Strelitz, Hirst, Bar and Grand'honime),

sometimes within the tubules, sometimes in the blood-vessels, sometimes

scattered throughout tlie substance of the organ.

Parrot describes the liver as of normal color and size, and Laroyenne

states that it was of a brown color and on section did not redden ; but he

makes no further observation regarding it. Bigelow found it normal in all

except one instance, and in this there were alterations resembling those of

yellow atrophy. Other observers who refer to its condition, though men-

tioning no special alteration in size, and though attributing diffei'ent coloi's

to it, uniformly describe a microscopic alteration of the parenchyma, con-

sisting of cloudy swelling or fatty degeneration of varying intensity. This

was noted by Herz, Winckel, Sandner, Strelitz, and Hirst. Small ecchy-

moses under its capsule are described by Winckel. Sections of the liver,

which I had prepared from Hirst's case, showed very decided changes in
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the parenchyma, the cells being veiy decidedly granular and indistinct, and

the nuclei for the most part invisible. Treated with ferrocyanide of potash,

the liver exhibited a decided increase in the amount of iron, but not by any

means so great as in pernicious anaemia, nor was the pigment distributed

with the same regularity.

The spleen is reported a i enlarged,—often v^ry greatly so,—and as dark

or almost black, by nearly all writers. Only Bar and Grand'homrae speak

of it as of normal size, though noticing the black color. It is also said

to be congested (Hirst), to contain pigment-granules (Hirst, Strelitz), to be

filled with red blood-cells (Saudner), and to exhibit hemorrhages (Herz).

Numerous small groups of cocci were found in it by Hirst.

The lungs are described as black by Laroyenne, and as black-red and

cedematous by Sandner. In both of Parrot's cases they exhibited points of

hepatization, and in Hirst's patient numerous infarcts. Ecchymosos are

not uncommon on the pleura (Strelitz, Herz, Winckel). Herz describes the

mucous membranes of the respiratory passages as reddened. A diphtheritic

deposit was found in the larynx in some of Bigclow's cases, and enlarge-

ment of the bronchial glandr* by Winckel.

Winckel says that the heart-muscle was fatty in most of his cases, and

Hirst has confirmed this observation in his patient. Laroyenne and Sand-

ner found respectively a chocolate-colored and a dark-red fluid in the peri-

cardial sac, while Herz describes it as icteric in his case. Winckel refers

to the presence of ecchymoses on the pericardium and sometimes on the

endocardium.

As regards the digestive apparatus, Bigelow found a diphtheritic deposit

in the oesophagus in one instance. Swelling, injection, and ecchymoses of

the mucous membrane of the stomach and intestines are described by

Winckel, and Sandner also refers to the ecchymoses in the gastric mucous

membrane and the presence of a few small black coagula in the cavity of

the stomach. Winckel ^und the mesenteric and inguinal glands enlarged,

and patches of ecchymoses on the peritoneum.

Among other post-mortem lesions noticed may be mentioned foci of

softening in the brain, apparently independent of the ha!moglobina;mia

(Parrot), a chocolate-colored cerebro-spinal fluid (Laroyenne), and minute

ecchymoses on the meninges of the brain (Winckel). Obstruction of the

renal veins by clots is described by Pollack and Parrot, and thrombo-

phlebitis of the umbilical vessels in one instance by Bigelow. The latter

also noticed diphtheritic membrane on the vulva in one case.

Pathologry.—In the absence of a fuller knowledge of the etiology of

the disease, no positive conclusions can be drawn regarding its pathology.

Pollack claimed that as the result of an exhausting diarrhoea thrombosis

occurred in the renal vein, and that this was the immediate cause of what

he designated htematuria. Parrot, however, showed that the lesions and

symptoms were essentially different, since no blood was present within the

tubules after thrombosis, and discoloration of the skin never, in his experi-
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cases of Pollack's and Parrot's undoubtedly exhibited blood-c(!lls in the

urine and kidneys, and probably in considerable quantity. The blofxl,

liowever, was certainly in a greatly altered condition, and it is exceedingly

probable that the abnormal color of" the urine was due in great part to the

excretion of the altered coloring-matter of the coi"pu.s(;les. It is possible

that the poison acted also upon the walls of the Ijlood-vessels or up(;n the

rod blood-cells in such a way that the latter were able to pass out of the

renal capillaries in some numbers, while at the same time the majority were

destroyed in the circulation and their coloring-matter excreted in the urine.

Diagnosis.—The (piestion has becii raiswl whether infectious luemo-

globiniemia is not identical with acute fiitty degeneration of the new-born,

described by Buhl in 1801 ; and the diseases do, in fact, present many points

of similarity. In Buhl's disease, however, the infants are usually born in

an asphyxiated condition without any adequate dis(!overable cause for this,

and tiien either die or rapidly develop the symptoms of that disease. Hie-

moglobinuria does not occur in it. Hemorrhages from the stomach and

bowels and often from the navel, and extensive extravasations of blood

into the skin, mucous membranes, and various organs, and the much more

chronic course, also serve to distinguish it from infectious luemoglobinromia.

Tiie autopsy, too, is said to reveal a constant and much more extreme fatty

degeneration of the various viscera. One (lanuot, however, but be imprcssd

with the close resemblance, in many particulars, existing between the two

diseases. The reported cases of acute fatty degeneration are U)0 few in

number, and the condition too little understood, to determine positively the

question of its relation to, or identity with, infectious haemoglobinujmia.

Infectious htemoglobintemia is further to 1x3 distinguished from poison-

ing by potassium chlorate, carbolic acid, and phosphorus. The diagnosis of

the affection from poisoning by potassium chlorate must rest very largely on

the absence of the possibility of the occurrence of the latter, as the symp-

toms are very similar. Thus, in poisoning with the chlorate there is cyano-

sis and often icterus, and the excretion of a dark urine containing haemo-

globin or methsemoglobin and brownish casts exhibiting remnants of red

blood-cells. The blood is chocolate-colored and gives the spectruin for

methsemoglobin, and many of the corpuscles have lost their coloring-matter.

The tubules of the kidneys examined post mortem are found filletl with

brownish casts, and ecchymoses are frequent in the different mucous mem-
branes. Nevertheless, as distinguishing poisoning with the drug are the

greater frequency of dyspnoea, vomiting and diarrhoea, and the presence in

many cases of small ecchymoses over the surface of the bo<ly ; while after

death the liver is found enlarged and filled with brown matter, the result of

the disintegration of the corpuscles.

Carbolic-acid poisoning may be present in the newly-born, due to the

employment of the acid about the mother or the child. It may simulate

infectious hsemoglobinsemia to some extent in the dark-colored urine and

the cyanosis. The blackish or blackish-green urine, however, is not, as a
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PART III.

SURGERY.

MINOR SURGERY AND EMERGENCIES IN

CHILDREN.

By CHAELES W. DULLES, M.D.

MmOE SUEGEEY.

The limits of this work make it undesirable to attempt to go in detail

over the whole gi'ound of minor surgery in the present article, and it will

therefore be restricted to the consideration of the points likely to arise in

the practice of every practitioner. These will be discussed in as general a

way as possible, leaving to each reader to fill up the outline from his own
experience or reading in treatises specially devoted to the subject.

At the risk of repeating what may be said in other parts of this work,

a few general remarks in regaixi to the management of children who re-

quire surgical care may not be out of place here. The treatment of patients

of this class calls for great skill and judgment in matters which are usually

much more simple in the case of adults, and the conditions presented often

demand peculiar address in meeting them.

Usually one of the first things to be done when called to attend a child

in an emei'gency is to secure the confidence of its parents or care-takers.

This can generally be accomplished by maintaining a thoroughly composed

bearing. There must be no evidence of excitement on the part of the sur-

geon ; and, wiiile his mind misses nothing of the gravity of a serious case,

his actions must be calm and steady and he must never make too much of

trifling injuries. Very often his firat investigations will convince him that

no great danger threatens ; and, as soon as he feels fairly sure of this, he

should communicate his opinion to those who anxiously await it. In doing
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this it is generally easy to make any reserves which prudence may dictate,

without lessening the effe(!t of his comforting assurances.

At the outset it is also necessary sometimes to quiet the commotion caused

by an accident and to restrain the zeal of unwise helpers. This culls for a

discretion which may be recommended but cannot well be taught. It is

mucli helped by an avoidance by the surgeon of everytliing like fuss or dis-

play and of too great haste to do his work. By-standers whose feelings

require that they should do something may be quietly sent to bring towels

or water, or given any commissiou which will occupy them, and those of

steadiest nerves can be kept in the room.

Another important first step in the care of children who have mot with

an accident is to secure tlicir own trust. Tliis is usually not so liard as it

sometimes seems. A gentle and composetl manner in the surgeon is usually

api)reciated by even the youngest children, and a few kindly or comforting

words will often work wonders with them. Of course there should be no

display, before a \ xung patient, of excessive zeal or of surgical instruments.

Then there is an art in securiug an examination whicii comes only with

practice, and is generally best understootl by those who have children of

their own. If a child has not been taught to dread " the doctor," it will

usually submit to being taken in his arms and soon "make friends" with him.

When this point is reached, the next stop is to make a pliysical examina-

tion, in order to ascertain the exact nature of the trouble or injury present.

This may be a comparatively easy task or a very hard one. The account

gathered beforehand may give the surgeon a good idea of what he will find,

or it may leave much to be learned by personal investigation. In any case

it is of the utmost importance that the surgeon shall not be led, by the his-

tory of the case or by its most striking features, to overlook any condition

requiring attention. I happen to know of a case in which an infant was

treated almost to its death for an intestinal disorder, without detection of

a fracture of the humerus, the pain of which probably caused the fatal

result, and of another case in which a fracture of the femur in a very young

infant escaped the detection of a physician for several weeks.

It is not always necessary to examine every part and organ of a child's

body ; but a surgeon should never forget that he may have much more to

deal with than what he is asked to treat, and he should never neglect to

examine or inquire about the condition of a child's nervous, respiratory,

circulatory, and digestive apparatus, or to ascertain if there is present any

gross lesion which has not attracted the attention of others. I think it is

of importance also to pass in review, at least mentally, the various natural

passages or openings on the surface of the body,—the conjunctival surfaces,

the nose, the ears, the mouth (with the teeth and tongue), the anus, and the

cavities of the genitalia. In regard to these matters less thoroughness is

required in some cases and more in others ; but the surgeon should never

be hasty or careless, and he should always decide for himself what sort of

investigation is expedient, and what is not.
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After making an examination of his patient, the surgeon determines what

ia to be done, acconling to the special conditions present. In some cases

operative procecUires are recpiired, in others none. In many cases pain de-

mands spefual consideration. In these I think the surgeon should bear in

mind the fact that the relief of pain is of much greater importance to chil-

dren than it is to adults, and use opium, in some form, without timidity.

Six or seven hours of sleep will often transform the appearance of a child

who has suftered much pain, and produce a wonderful improvement in its

condition.

To pro<luce surgical annesthesia in children, I think chloroform the best

agent, if administered with prudence ; although ether is usually a satisfactory

agent, while it is regarded as safer than chloroform by many medical men.

In concluding these preliminary remarks, I would call attention to the

very great importance of observing—and, if necessary, treating—the general

condition of every surgical case as long as it is under the surgeon's care.

One who would be a skilful surgeon must be a good general diagnostician

and therai^eutist, and lie must know when to call the materia medica to the

assistance of his surgical armamentarium. This is as true in those condi-

tions which I have been asked to discuss as in the graver ones assigned to

other contributors to these volumes.

DRESSING-MATERIALS.

It has not been long since articles treating of surgical dressings were

filled with descriptions of a large variety of materials and many methods

of arranging them ; but the practice of surgery in the present day calls for

few dressings, and these are applied in very simple ways.

Wounds may be rendered aseptic by washing with boiled water and

sometimes by the application of solutions of corrosive sublimate (one to two

thousand) or carbolic acid (one to one hundred), after which they may be

strewn with powdered iodoform or naphthalin or bismuth, while pulverized

white sugar or powdered sulphur may be used for the same purpose. Aft^r

this they are covered with an aseptic layer of gauze or absorbent cotton or

fine jute, over which is placed an impervious layer of rubber tissue or

waxetl paper, the whole being retained by a suitable bandage.

Such dressings often remain in place until a wound is healed, or until

some rare accident demands their removal for inspection of the wound.

AntineptiG gauze is composed of cheese-cloth thoroughly boiled and im-

pregnated with corrosive sublimate or iodoform, and can be j)rocured at

a very moderate price from any instrument-maker, or can be made without

much trouble.

Lint is now used chiefly in making wet applications or to hold ointments,

when its bulk, softness, and uniform texture are of advantage.

Absm'bcnt cotton, jute, and fine carded tvool are used to make and main-

tain uniform and equable pressure : they are usually applied over the dress-

ing of gauze, or over its protecting rubber tissue or waxed paper.
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Bandages arc niado of soft nuiHlin or flannel, and, an a rule, they aro

more comfortable and easier to apply if of cheap and rather open-nicshed

material.

Splintjt are made of thin metal, very light wood, binder's board, or felt

fabric. Many usefnl splints are obtainable from the int ••iment-niaker

;

but there are few cases in which a {jcrfectly suitable splint > .,ot be made
out of thin strips of pine wood, or pasteboard obtaineil from boxes or, if

necessary, from large books. The function of splints is often overcHtimatwl,

and a little ingenuity will usually secure satisfactory means of fixation and
support anywhere.

Adhative pUialer, as now in use, is made of resin plaster or rubber plaster

spread upon strong twilled cotton cloth. The latter is often preferable to

the former because it does uot require heat for its application ; but it is less

desirable when the plaster must remain long on the skin, as it is likely to

give rise to the formation of an acneform or eczematous eruption. In re-

moving adhesive plaster dressings, it is especially important in the cose of

children to remember that it is not always necessary to remove all that has

been used, and that it may suffice to cut through the strips over or near the

wound, leaving the sides undisturbed, and placing any new strips that may
Ije needed over and upon the old ones. Much irritation may be saved a

patient in this way. It is also well to remember that when a strap cross-

ing a wound is to be removed, the pro])er plan is to loosen it from both

ends and draw on them towards the wound, and never away from it.

Another little point of importance is that the removal of an adhesive strip

is less painful, as a rule, if it k done quickly and with a steady pull, in-

stead of slowly and by jerks ; also, that to pull in the direction of the hairs

causes less pain than to pull against it.

THE CLEANSING OF WOUNDS.

It is a cardinal point of modern surgery that no wound shall be dressed

until it is perfectly clean. This rule may sometimes be relaxed in cases in

which nature has already covered a wound with a healthy scab, and sonic-

times after machinery accidents, when the grime which accompanies them

is very tenacious. But in most cases, and especially in the wounds of chil-

dren, a preliminary cleansing is imperative. This can often be effected by

touching or pressing the part with dry absorbent cotton, or cotton which

has been moistened and then squeezed nearly dry, or lint, or either of

these very slightly moistened ; actual lavement is by no means always

necessary. When actual washing is required, there should be two vessels,

one to contain the water and another to receive it as it flows from the

part. The water may be conveyed through a small hose, or may come

directly from a spigot, or it may be allowed to fall in a steady stream from

a sponge or a mass of cotton, squeezed in the hand, the size of the stream

being regulated by the compression, and its force by the height at which

the hand is held.

If
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THE CONTROL OF IIEMOIIUIIAOE.

Au Important juirt of the prcpamtiou of a wound for dressinj^ is the

control of homorrliufrc,—not tlio lu-niorrhajri; from large vcHrtcls, but that

from small ouch, such as are usually encountered in the surgery of geneml

practitioners and with children.

In almost all l)le(H.ling from small vessels, the pressurc of a well-applied

dressing, esjHHiially if elevation be also employetl, will do all that is needwl

ill the way of (!ontrolling hemorrhage. Such a dressing may be; made of

dry lint, or lint moistened and squeezed nearly dry, bound on witii moderate

firmness,—actual tightness is not called for; and often one will have in a

little while an imitation of nature's favorite method of healing, by the for-

nmtiou of a scab made up of the drietl blood and the tissue of the dressing.

The essentials for controlling moderate hemorrhage are dry or nearly dry

dressings and moderate compression. Pressure alone is suHicieut to control

tlio bleeding from scalp-wounds, which are stimetimes spoken of as if they

were troublesome to deal with. A compress and bandage will occlude any

vessel in the scalp, and almost anywhere else ; and, if an unruly patient

is likely to pull a bandage off, a pin may bo thrust under the vessel and

brought out again beyond it, so as to hold it as long as any one could wish.

If still greater security be desired, it can be had by adding a " figure-of-

eight" to this piu.

DRESSING OF WOUNDS.

Nature's method of protecting wounds is by the process of scabbing

;

and when we reflect upon the successful way in which this operates in the

lower animals, and often in man too, wo may wonder that it should be

almost a matter of routine to remove scabs in surgical practice. It may
gratify our curiosity, it may even aid our study at times, but it is often of

no advantage to the patient, to remove from a disfigured face or a cut head

the crusts which are nature's reliable antiseptic dressings. It is often well

to leave such crusts undisturbed, and, if they are objectionable in an {esthetic

sense, simply to cover them with something better-looking. An artificial

scab made with lint, or tarlatan, or thin muslin, aud collodion, forms one

of the best dressings which have ever been devised for simple incised and

not a few lacerated wounds. Many cut heads and simple incised wounds,

even after the removal of tumors, go to a prompt and uninterrupted heal-

ing under the first dressing of this so'i;. Efficient s*„abs may bo formed by

allowing lint to become saturated with the oozing of a wound exposed to

the air. Dry powdered borax, or boric acid, or iodoform, may also be used

to promote the formation of a crust. In all these cases, however, it is im-

portant to watch lest the crust bind down offensive discharges, as any scab

may do : when this happens, the crust must, of course, be removed, aud

the wound cleaned.

In the case of strumous ulcers and the weak granulations of large burns,

the happiest results may sometimes be obtained by setting aside ordinary
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(liTssinps, nnd applying; n powder in tluH way. In those latter cases, ox-

p(tsur«' of the j^ramihitin^f Hiirfaee to the air until the HerouH film eoveriiij^

them has eougulated and Ibrined a specica of skiu over thcni is ut times of

gri'ttt service.

Leatl-water an<l laiidanuni is hut little better tlian cold water, so far as

my experience would indicate, although it is suited to cases in which there is

much heat and ])ain. This dreasing ought never to he covered up, as it

very ofVen is, witli injpervious coverings. Pure laudanum is ollcu a very

soothing application.

Dilute alcohol is a refreshing dressing, if it be allowc<l to evaporate and

be removed at the first sign of pain.

The ointments in use in sinii)le surgery are very numerous. The I)est

are fresh cold cream, vaseline, oxidc-of-zinc ointment, and e(jual parts of

this and carljolic-acid ointment. The latter are stimulating in their action.

A piece of lint or muslin should be spread with the ointnuint and trimmed

down to the exact size of the sore. If spread on the adjacent skin, it

will often after a while set up an artificial eczema, very annoying to the

patient.

The use of poultices is often overdone. Poultices arc of service when

it is desired to increase vascular activity in low gmdes of inflanmiation,

with depresse<l cii-eulation, and when it is desiretl to promote or increase

pus-formation. But they do their work in a short time, and their prolonged

use may bring about a condition in which nature seems unable to get beyond

the production of a very feeble and unhealthy sort of tissue. Kept hot

and frequently changed, so as to get away filthy discbarges or sloughing

tissue, for a few days they are invaluable ; but allowed to cool, left; on long

at a time, and continued for many days, they may do great harm. Wlieii

a slough is to come away, as after cauterization or the opening of a felon

or carbuncle, nothing equals poultices for comfort and effectiveness. But,

even in these cases, one should give them up as soon as the slough is away,

and treat the wound as a simple ulcer.

There are no cases which so much enforce this conviction as those of

deep inflammations of the hand and foot,—felons and jialmar and plantar

abscesses. I have seen many eases which have illustrated the advantages

and disadvantages of the ust; of poultices in the most impressive maimer.

Hands affected with deep palmar inflammation are sometimes almost sacri-

ficetl to the persistent use of the poultice ; and they would turn back to

recovery if the ]>oultices were laid aside and nature given a chance to do

what she could without them. Felons well opened and then too long

poulticed may keep unhealed for a long time, the tissues of the finger

becoming boggy and of low vitality.

A felon should be opened dt^eply whenever there is pus actually present,

—never before, for then it can be aborted ; then bleeding should be encour-

aged by a good soaking in very hot water ; then a poultice sho'dd be used

for one day only, soaking frequently in water as hot as can be borne. After
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this tlio part niny lu; droHM'tl with ])iiri> laiulunuiu, or hwl-wator and luiula-

iiiiiii, or a 8iinph> uintnicnt, uiiU'HH there is ol)vioiiHly u Hloiigh tortniiig ; and

the patient may usually he disniisse*! in a few days. When a felon has

gone on to destruction of the vitality of lK)ne or tendon, poultices may bo

iis(h1 longer ; hut one shotdd be always oa the lookout for the time when

they can 1h> thrown aside.

The best tivatment of palmar and plantar ai)seess, or rather of deep in-

flammations of the hand and foot, cannot be state<l in a few words; but

alas for the patient whoso doctor is too timid to use the knife and too

assuntl of the saving grace of the poultice ! Too little of the one and too

much of the other is a sad comi)ination.

The pressni'e which can be secMircd with adhesive strajw is useiul in a

number of iuHammatory conditions. The application of narrow straps will

furnish great relief in the case of l)oils and carbuncles, and I have had

cases of paronychia wiiich resistwl assiduous treatment for a long while, but

in which inmialiate relief and rai)id recovery followed the ai)plicatiou of a

circular dressing of adhesive plaster round the end of the finger.

Collodion is anotlicr agent which may do gocxl service in minor surgery.

Many wounds can be easily and effectively coaptatetl by drawing the edges

together, laying over them a strip of tarlatan or other bandage, and satu-

rating it with collodion. It should l)e rcmembercKl, however, if one is deal-

ing with children, that collodion applied to a raw surface is very painful

for a while. In applying dressings to the face a Imndage may oflen be

entirely dispensed with by using collodion in this way, or by placing against

a small wound or ulcer or fistulous opening a little absorbent cotton and

gluing its edges down with the collodion ; and a neat, soft, absorbent, but

impermeable dressing will be made.

A mistake is sometimes made i.i bandaging too tightly. There is

another error, ni-. commoner, and that is bandaging too heavily. Chil-

dren sometimes come to dispensaries with a member firmly bound to a

splint, with the laudable object of preventing injurious mobility, but loaded

down with successive layers of bandage, till the heat has set up an active

inflammation, with the customary accompaniments of pain and swelling,

which subside when the lightest possible splint is used and the thinnest

possible bandage.

Sometimes it is desired to apply water after a bandage has been put

on. In such cases, of course, the bandage should be thiu and open-meshed,

and put on as loosely as is consistent with safety. For this purpose the

cheap unbleached muslins are far better than the fine ones furnished by the

instrument-makers, and cheese-cloth may be better still. Water can also be

insinuated under a bandage, if the member has first been wrapped in a

layer of absorbent cotton or lint.

The placing of cotton under a bandage has other important uses than

to facilitate the application of water,

—

e.g., to exert uniform pressure, to

prevent swelling, to promote absorption of effusions. One who has not

I.
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tried it systematically would hardly believe what this sort of compression

will accomplish ; and it might be set down as a rule, tliat all contusiourf of

joints, and most inflammatory swellings, should be subjected to the equable

compression and gentle warmth of dry cotton and a pretty firm bandage.

This method is better than the traditional lead-water and laudanum.

An important point in regard to splints, and worthy of particular men-
tion, is their weight. A sjTHnt should be no heavier or thicker than is

absolutely necessary. The lighter che l)etter, is a good principle. Let light

pasteboard be usetl when possible, or the very thinnest wood. Nor need

the wuight and fhickness be increasec* oy padding. This is esi)ecially true

in regard to splints for the arm, where wooden splints arc oftenest used. In

most cases in which splints are used it is sufficient to wrap a thin wooden

splint in waxed paper, to make it perfectly smooth and keeji it clean, and

to interpose between it and the arm a double strip of lint. These may be

fastened in place on the arm with three or four strips of adhesive plaster,

avoiding the seat of fracture or other injury, and covering all witli a light

bandage. Then the parts can be examined at any time by simply removing

the bandage, without taking oif the splint or disturbing the seat of injury.

Cotton may be placed where the member does not touch the splint, and bony

prominences must not be pressed too hard against it.

The best splint for the forearm and hand is, I think, the posterior

straight splint. Any one who studies a forearm will see that when the

hand and fingers are extended, the dorsal surface is almost an accurate

plane, while the ventral surface is very uneven. A straight si)lint fits the

back of the arm and hand act^urately, secures perfect fixation, and permits

use of the fingers so as to avoid the risk of stitlbning better tlian any otlier.

The posterior splint has decided advantages in the way of lightness and tlie

facility it affords for examining the seat of injury without disturbing it.

The Bond's sjilint, on the other hand, as frequently applied, is heavy, hot,

more or less painful, and troublesome to remove for subsequent examination.

It ought to be an Invariable, custom, with those rare exceptions in which

for the purpose of drainage it must be reversed, to have a sling so regulated

that it will support the hand at a hUjher level than the elbow. A neglect of

this very simple and, I believe, very important rule is sometimes followed by

great pain and swelling of the hand and by a degree of discomfort wliich

would be incredible to one who had not investigated the matter. Furtlicr,

a sling should be broad enough to support more than a narrow strip of the

,rm, yv one will be apt to find its position marked by a furrow dividing two

swollen parts of the arm, in a manner which is not neat, and which suggests

possible injury or interference with the most rapid recovery. Another

point about slings concerns the length of time they should be used. Here

our routine is sometimes too rigid. It cannot be stated exactly how long

a sling may be useful ; but I have often found it of advantage to let an

arm be taken out and allowed to swing at the side, at least occasionally,

long before the splint could be dispensed with.
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In the treatment of children for minor injuries it is well to bear in mind

that their tissues usually heal kindly and promptly, and that there is such a

thing as making too much fuss over them and investigating them too fre-

quently. There are probably cases in which a few strips of adhesive

plaster and a neat bandage would do better than a formal dressing and

a splint. On the other hand, there are some injuries which in children

require a splint, although in adults none is needed.

In conclusion, it may be said that in all the minor surgery and treatment

of aa^idents in children the surgeon should aim to exercise keenness without

fuss, thoroughness without severity, gentleness without weakness, patience

without indifference, and foresight without apprehension. There are no

patients who demand more good qualities of head and heart, and none who
make better returns for their exercise.

EMERGEI^OIES.

Tlic accidents and emergencies to which children are liable are different

from those of adults, in that there are some to which the former are more

exposed than the latter, and some to which children are not liable while

adults are. The most usual emergencies in children we will consider, taking

those Avhich are more or less surgical in their nature and omitting those

which are purely metlical.

OBSTRUCTIONS TO RESPIRATION.

Drowning.—In cases of drowning, if natural breathing has ceasetl, the

first thing to be done is to free the body from any clothing which binds the

neck, chest, or waist, and to turn it over upon the face for a moment, thrust-

ing a finger into the mouth and sweeping it round, to bring away anything

that may have got in or accumulated there. Then the body should be

laid out flat on the back, Vvitli something a few inches high under the

slioulders, so as to cause the neck to be stretched out and the head to be carried

well back. The tongue should now be drawn forward out of the mouth
and hold by an assistant, or, if there be no one to do this, a pencil or small

stick may be thrust aci'oss the mouth on top of the tongue and back of the

last teeth, to keep the mouth open and the tongue out of the throat. A very

good way to get the base of the tongue clear of the windpipe is to carry

tlio head well back from the chest and to press the angles of the jaw forward

with botli thumbs api)li(Hl just behind the rami of tlie lower jaw-bone.

To secure artificial respiration the operator should place himself on his

knees behind the patient's head, seize both arms near the elbows and sweep

them round horizontally, away from the body and over the head, till they

meet above it, when a good, strong pull must be made upon them and kept

up for one or two seconds. This effects an inspiration. (Fig. 1.) The
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second manoeuvre consists in returning the arms to the anterior surface of

the chest, and making sn'ong pressure against the lower ribs, so as to drive

Fia. 1.

the air out of the chest and effect an act of expiration. This need occupy

but a second of time. (Fig. 2.) Another plan is to hook the fingers under

the ribs and draw them up firmly, though gently, and then release them.

Fig. 2.

If either of these plans is regularly carried out, it will make about twenty

complete acts of respiration in a minute. It should be kept up for a long

time, and not abandoned until recovery of natural respiration or until tlie

heart has ceased to beat. The cessation of the pulse at the wrists must not

be taken for a sign of death. Often life is present when even an acute ear

cannot detect the sound of the heart. Deep pressure with the finger-ends

just beluw the lower end of the sternum may sometimes reveal pulsation in

the aorta when it cannot be found anywhere else.

Wet clothing should be removed from a drowned person as soon as pos-

sible. This can always be done without interrupting the artificial respira-

tion or exposing the pei"son. Something may be laid over the body and the

wet clothes loosened under it and drawn down over the feet. Then the

bcxly may be quickly slipped on to something dry, and covered with some

other fabric, if the first has become wet, while this, in its turn, is pulled

away from undt.neath.

Warmth is to be secured by any means which ingenuity may suggest,

—

hot bottles, or plates, or bricks, or stones, or even boards that have lain in
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the summer sun. At the sea- shore there is plenty of hot sand, and often

plenty of baking bathing-costumes. The body and limbs may be gently,

but constantly, rubbed towards the heart, to help the blood in its labored

circulation. None of these things need interfere with the efforts to secure

respiration, which must be uninterrupted.

Some stimulant is to be given as soon as it can be swallowed. Half-

teaspoonful doses of whiskey or brandy, in two teaspoonfuls of hot water,

may be given every ten minutes, till an ounce has been taken.

As natural respiration begins to be attempted, it should be aided as much

as possible by timing the artificial to it. It may be stimulated by carefully

applying smelling-salts, or hartshorn, to the nose, by slapping the skin

lightly but smartly, or by dashing hot water upon the chest. Where it is

available, there is no stimulus to respiration better thau that of a good

faradic battery used so as to cause a reflex sobbing, or deep breathing, by

the pain it causes. Little by little natural breathing will take the place of

the artificial ; but it must not be left unwatched for some time.

Nothing but danger from cold, or pressing necessity, should prompt the

removal from one place to another of a child who is being resuscitated,

before this has been thoroughly accomplished. If removal cannot be

avoided, it must be effei^tcd with great care. After resuscitation the child

should be put in a warm bed, being carried carefully, with the head low, and

a watch should be kept to see that the breathing does not suddenly stop.

Where natural breathing has not ceased, all the steps just described

should be carried out, with the exception of artificial respiration. But this

should be had recourse to upon the first evidence that natural respiration is

failing.

Strangulation by hanging, or by anything which compresses the

trachea from the outside, is to be treated by re-establishing the respiration

in the same way as for drowning. The obstruction is, of course, to be re-

moved, and natural respiration stimulated or artificial respiration employed.

Hanging is not an unheard-of accident with children, as they may hang

themselves accidentally, aud a child has been known to hang a younger one

iu imitation of what it had heard described by its parents.

Suffocation with noxious gases or vapors calls for instant removal to

the fresh air and for the establishment of natural respiration, or of artificial

until the natural is re-established, as described in speaking of drowning.

In strangulation caused by a foreign body in the throat, oesophagus,

or trachea, it is not always easy to tell which of these passages is clogged,

but usually there is an active irritation, with coughing, when a foreign body

lodges in the larynx or trachea, while swallowing can be done quite readily.

On the other hand, when the oesophagus is stopped it is usually impossible

to swallow, and there is little or no tendency to cough, no matter how much
the breathing may be interfered with. Foreign bodies in the fauces or

larynx are not so hard to discover.

If a foreign body be within reach of the fingers, it may often be easily

Vol. III.—54
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removed. If not, a pair of forceps may be used, or, in a pincli, a pair of

blunt-pointed scissors. Or a hair-pin may be straightened out and one end

bent round so as to make a loop, and this used to dislodge the foreign body
;

or the handle of one blade of a pair of scissors may be used in the same

way. It has been stated that for foreign bodies in the throat, such as pieces

of meat, etc., a simple mode of relief is to blow forcibly into the ear. This

sometimes excites powerful reflex action, during which the foreign body is

expelled. Such a plan is so easy of execution that it is certainly worth

trying.

Children not infrequently get buttons, coins, or marbles in their throats.

These may often be pulled out or expelled by vomiting induced by titilla-

tion of the fauces, or by an ordinary emetic or a hypodermic injection of

one-sixth of a grain of apomorphine. Holding the body up by the legs,

with the head hanging down, may sometimes aid other efforts to get rid of

such things. Attempts to push the foreign body down may prove successful.

If foreign bodies get into the larynx or trachea, a moderate blow on the

back with the open hand, or a quick strong squeeze of the cliest, sometimes

aids the coughing act ; and inverting the body may assist in dislodging the

foreign body if it be not too tightly wedged in. If this does not succeed,

they may be removed with forceps, or laryngotomy or tracheotomy may be

required.

When coins, marbles, slate-pencils, or nails are swallowed by children,

it is usually a mistake to give an emetic or a purgative. The proper plan

is to let the bowels alone and to give plenty of good solid food, especially

vegetables, so that the foreign body may be surrounded with the waste

and carried out of the body without injuring the walls of the intestines.

FOEEIGN BODIES IN THE EYE, NOSE, AND EAR.

Foreign Bodies in the Eye.—Small substances, like cinders, dust, or

small chips of stone or metal, can often be removed from the eye by very

simple means. Sometimes the flow of tears washes them out. At other

times catching the upper lid by the lashes and pulling it away from the eye-

ball and down over the lower lid, then letting it go so that as it recedes its

under surface is swept by the edge of the lower lid, will clear it out. If

this does not prove successful, a loop made of a horse-hair or of a long human

hair can be passed under the lid and swept from the outer side towards the

nose and drawn down. This may serve the purpose. If it does not, the

upper and lower lids must be everted and examined with a good light and

the aid of a lens if necessary.

The eyeball must also be examined and any foreign substance removed.

One must be on his guard against the sensation which is sometimes left

after a foreign body has been removed from the eye. But a most careful

search should be made before this is taken to be a self-deception.

After removing a foreign body from the eye, the irritation may be suf-

ficient to demand cool, wet applications, or even anodynes. Nothing is
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better than a thin mucilage of pure, clean gum-arabic poured freely in the

eye ; or a drop of a four-per-cent. solution of cocaine, or of a one-per-cent.

solution of atropine, may be applied to the eye. A bandage loosely applied

often does much good.

When lime gets in the eye, the eye should be deluged with water, and

a little vinegar or lemon-juice and water (a teaspoonful of vinegar or

lemon-juice to a teacuj)ful of water) poured over the eyeball.

Foreigrn Bodies in the Nose.—Children sometimes place, or have

placed, in their noses small bodies, such as marbles, buttons, peas, beans, or

small grains. To get rid of them the nose should be blown hard, or sneez-

ing may be excited by tickling the nose or giving snuff, or the child may

be told to take a full breath and then be given a smart blow on the back.

Some one of these plans may dislodge the foreign body. If it docs not,

the affected nostril may he closed while the other is blown into, through a

rubber tube, and on suddenly releasing the closure of the side occui^ietl by

the foreign body it may be driven out. If none of these methods succeed,

instrumental extraction will be required.

Foreign Bodies in the Ear.—The removal of foreign bodies from the

ear is so delicate an operation that, v/hen possible, a specialist should be

asked to do it.

If the body be a metal or mineral one, the ear may be syringed out

thoroughly. When instruments are used, it must be remembered that

great damage may be done by the least roughness. The use of the fore-

head mirror is almost always indispensable, and care must be taken not to

mistake the glistening of the membrana tympani for a foreign body.

If live insects get into the ear, oil or glycerin or salt-and-water should

be poured in. Or a plug of cotton soaked in a strong solution of salt and

vinegar may be placed in the ear and the head turned over on that side. A
method which has sometimes been successful is to turn the ear to a bright

light, so as to tempt the insect to back out.

LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, AND CONVULSIONS.

The causes of unconsciousness may be classified as disorders of the cir-

culation, disorders of the brain, poisoning, and intoxication. The latter,

of course, is very rare in children.

Unconsciousness due to disorder of the circulation is familiarly

illustrated in fainting. It is marked by paleness of the face, and usually

by coldness of the extremities.

Unconscicasness due to disorder of the brain may depend upon

disease or injury. Disease of the brain is recognizable from its gradual

approach. Injuries of the brain are usually accompanied by external signs,

such as dirt, swelling, bruises, or cuts, which show tliat violence has been

inflicted, or they occur under circumstances which make a suspicion of

violence reasonable. In apoplexies some of the external evidences might

prove misleading, but besides these there are often found an unequal dilata-
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tion of the pupils and paralysis on one side of the face and body. In the

unconsciousness of epileptic convulsions there are usually frothing, biting

of the tongue or lips, and the peculiar cry before unconsciousness sets in.

Unconsciousness due to poison may be caused by a poison generated

within the body, as in serious kidney-disease. In such cases there are usually

convulsions as well as unconsciousness, and often a dropsical appearance

about the eyes and legs, very profound stupor, and a smell like that of

urine about the person affected.

The cause of poisoning by gases is generally easy to detect. In insensi-

bility due to opium or chloral the pupils are strongly and rigidly contracted,

the very opposite of what is seen in drunkenness.

Unconsciousness due to intoxication is marked by many signs of

other insensibilities, but it has these peculiarities : the face is usually flushed,

the body relaxed everywhere, the peraon capable of being roused by loud

cries, the pupils dilated evenly, and a distinct odor of liquor may often be

discovered.

In determining the cause of unconsciousness the following plan may be

adopted

:

1. Examine the head. If there is a cut or a bruise, it is to be suspected

that there is a brain-injury.

2. Examine the pupils. If they are permanently contracted and do not

dilate when the eyes are shaded, it is probably a case of brain-disease or

opium-jwisoning. If one pupil is contracted and the other dilated, it is

a case of injury or disease of the brain.

3. Examine the face. If it is drawn and wrinkled on one side and

smooth on the other, the case is one of apoplexy, or embolism in the brain,

or pressure upon some part of the brain.

4. Examine the mouth. If it is frothv and if the tongue or the lip is

bitten, it is probably a case of epilepsy. Of course it will be borne in

mind that the tongue may be bitten accidentally by being caught between

the teeth in a fall.

5. Examine the ai-ms and legs. If one is rigid and one relaxed, or if

one moves when pinched and the other does not, it is hemiplegia or hys-

terics. If it be the latter, the person affected will usually resist any attempt

that may be made to open the eyelids ; and when the eyelids are forcibly

opened the eyeballs will usually be found j)ersi8tently rolled up, which may

be regarded as an almost infallible evideii o of hysterics. At the same time,

close watching will generally lead to the discovery of some sign that the

affected person is listening to what is being said about him or her.

6. Examine the temperaiure of the sMn. If the skin be burning hot and

dry, sunstroke or heatstroke may be suspected.

The treatment suitable for all cases in which there is doubt as to the

cause of unconsciousness is to secure quiet and rest, the body being laid

upon the back, with the head a little raised. If there be great paleness

and a cold surface, with slow, sighing breathing,—the signs of prostra-
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tion,—smelling-salts or hartshorn may be held under the nose, hot tea or

coffee given; and heat applied to the body. If there Ix; great heat of the

surface, cold may be applied to the bcxly and head, and cold drinks given.

Fainting.—A fainting person must be laid out flat at once, so that the

heart may not have to work against the force of gravitation in sending

blood to the brain. Sprinkling water upon the face and holding smelling-

salts to the nose tend to excite the nerves of sensation and rouse the brain

and heart to renewed activity. Nothing else is usually necessary ; though

if a person is very slow in coming to, it may be well to apply heat in the

form of a mild mustard plaster or hot moist cloths to the pit of the stomach.

Hysterics are best treated by the exercise of calmness and patience,

sometimes by taking no notice of the attack, or by leaving the sufferer in a

room alone. Heroic measures, like dashing water into the face, are not to

be generally recommended. Good is sometimes done by giving valerian or

Hoffmann's anodyne.

Epileptic fits are to be treated very much like fainting-fits, because in

them also the brain is temporarily bloodless. At the same time, any move-

ments calculated to injure the person must be controlled. There is no use

in struggling against such as will do no injury ; they had better be simply

regulated, and no attempt made to prevent them entirely ; but a piece of

folded cloth or a piece of soft wood may be—if it can be—thrust between

the teeth, to prevent the usual biting of the tongue. When the height of

the convulsion is passed, rest, quiet, and perhaps a moderate stimulation

may be secured. Here again the flat position of the body must l)e main-

tainal.

Convulsions of children and infants are generally (in the absence of

brain- or kidney-disease) due to some irritation of the digestive apparatus

or to teething. They are usually preceded by some other evidence of irri-

tation, such as restlessness and fretfulness. The spasms may affect the

whole bwly at once, or only a half, or only one limb at a time. The eye-

balls sometimes roll about or squint, or, they are turned far up, so that only

the lower part of them can be seen.

When convulsions occur, the child shoidd have cold applied to the head

and heat to the body. It often seems to do good to place it in a tub of

hot water to which some mustard has been added. A large injection of

hot soapsuds should also be given, to clear the bowels out, and, if possible,

an emetic, in the hope of removing any cause of trouble from the stomach.

Irrigation of the colon with moderately cool water, as taught by Monti, of

Vienna, is sometimes of the greatest service in convulsions of children.

For the production of vomiting, one-sixth of a grain of apomorphine may
be given hypodermically. In some cases of convulsion the administration

of chloroform, or an enema containing five grains each of chloral and bro-

mide of potassium or of sodium, will bring the spasms to an end.

Apoplexy.—For this condition, which is very rare but not imknown
in children, rest and cold to the head constitute the best treatment. The
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bowels sliould be emptied, if possible, with an injection of hot soapsuds

aud a purgative givcu by the luouth as soon as it cau be swallowed.

INJURIES TO THE BRAIN.

Oonoussion of the brain may Ixj caused by blows or falls on the head,

or even by fiills upon the feet or the buttocks. In such cases there is sick-

ness, sometimes fainting, with paleness aud depression. There is also usually

confusion of ideas, and the sufferer cannot talk continuously and coherently.

There may even be unconsciousness.

The proper treatment for this condition is rest in bed, quiet, and plenty

of fresh air. If the skin becomes cold and clanmiy, heat should be applied

to the body and limbs. No whiskey or brandy should be given.

Compression of the brain is marked by loss of consciousness, some-

times paralysis, sometimes twitching of the muscles, or even convulsions,

and usually heavy snoring breathing, with \vide dilatation of one or both

pupils. The treatment is the same as for apoplexy.

EFFECTS OP HEAT.

Burns or scalds are usually dangerous in proportion to their extent

and depth. Those which involve as much as half the surface of the skiu

are almost necessarily fatal.

After an extensive burn or scald, so much of the clothing as has to be

removed must be clipped away, so as not to burst blisters that have formed.

These may be punctured at one edge and their contents allowed to run out,

and the elevated cuticle to fall down upon the deeper layer. Then a dress-

ing of pure sweet oil, castor oil, or vaseline is to be applied on strips of

soft old linen, and disturbed as little as possible afterwards. Iodoform

is a very soothing application to burns, either in powder or in an ointment

;

although its prolonged use has a tendency to promote or prolong suppura-

tion. Carron oil is also an excellent application, and stimulants or anodynes

n?ay be given as required. In case of a severe aud extensive burn, the entire

body may be immersed in a bath, to be kept at a temperature of 100° F.

Slight burns or scalds are best treated by applying a cloth soaked in a

strong solution of baking-soda—the bicarbonate—in the proportion of a

heaping tablespoonful in a teacupful of water, or it may be powdered on

without using any water. Carron oil is a good application for such burns.

So is the white of egg. In an emergency damp earth may be used, or

white-lead paint. Anything may be used which will prevent friction and

exclude the air ; but nothing should be used which will stick in cakes

and prevent after-examination or make this very painful. For this reason

flour aud cotton batting, though often recommended, had better not be used.

For small burns, simple cool water is better in every way than these.

Indeed, for any but the most extensive burns it is one of the best reniedies

:

an arm or a leg can be immersed in it and left there a long while with

great advantage.
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Bums with acids must be deluged with water and then treated like

other burns.

Burns with caustic alkalies, such as soajvlyc, should be treated with

an application of vinegar, followed by applications of oil.

Bums with hot pitch.—After suc^h burna the pitch often sticks. In

such a case it ought not to be removed immediately unless in excessive

amount.

Sunburn, and the burns caused by external applications, like mustard,

may be treated very succeasfully with bicarbonate of sodium. This may
also be mixed in equal parts with vaseline, cosmoline, or lard from which

the salt has been boiled out, and used as an ointment.

Sunstroke, or more properly heatstroke, is not usually due to the

direct rays of the sun, but rather to a prolonged elevation of the bodily

temperature, especially in confinal places. When it takes place in the open

air it is apt to be on oppressive, heavy, or murky days. It is generally

precetlcd for some time by pain in the head and a sense of oppression. The

attack, however, culminates in loss of consciousness, with heavy, labored

breathing, and an intense burning, dry heat of the skin, while the bladder

and bowels are often involuntarily evactiated. The absence of perspiration

ih the presence of so great heat is one of the most characteristic symptoms

of heatstroke.

The treatment consists in first lowering the temjierature. As much of

the clothing as practicable must be removed, and the patient should be

transported to a cool and airy place if possible. Cold must then be applied

to the head and body, and ice may be rubbed over the chest and placed in

the armpits. Pouring or dashing cold water over the body is not to be ad-

vised, as it conveys a needless shock to the system ; but there is nothing

better than to place the body in a cold bath, or to wrap it in sheets kept

wet and cold by renewed applications of cold water or ice. The tempera-

ture of the body must be watched, as there is some risk of pushing its

reduction too far. When the temjierature has been brought down to 100°

F. or consciousness has returned, the cold may be discontinual, to be renewed

only if the surface becomes again very hot.

Heat-Exhaustion.—This is a condition of great depression of the

system due to the action of heat, and, occurring in hot weather, it might be

confounded with sunstroke or heatstroke. But in heat-exhaustion, instead

of a hot, dry skin, there is a cold, moist one. This calls for rest, fresh air,

and a cool apartment, but for no application of cold to the surface. Small

doses of brandy or whiskey thoroughly diluted may be given, and the

system gradually brought back from its depression.

Lightning-Stroke.—This is marked by evidences of shock, with I'e-

duction of the force of the circulation, weak pulse, and slow, sighing

breathing. It is to be treated with rest and stimulants, and warmth

applied to the body.
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EFFECTS OF COLD.

Freezing is best treated by gradually bringing the temperature uj) to

that which is normal and maintaining it there. When fingers or toes are

frozen or frosted, warm baths and gentle friction are to be used, allerwards

covering with a thick, hot poultice. In such cases gangrene not infre-

quently follows the freezing. Frozen ears or noses are of less frequent

occurrence, but must be treated on the same principles.

If the whole body has been exposed to extreme cold, there will follow

a depression which requires the most cautious treatment. To restore its

warmth is the first demand, and for this a warm bath, made gradually

warmer until as hot as can be well borne, snrrounding with heated blankets,

or exposure before an open fire, may be used.' At the same time, stimu-

lants may be given internally, such as hot tea or coffee, with the addition

of small quantities of spirits.

SPRAINS.

Sprains of the fingers or of the wrist require cold and moist applications.

In the latter the hand and forearm should be covered with cotton, baudagctl

smoothly, and laid on a straight splint and lightly secured to it with a soft

bandage or broad strips of sticking-plaster. One of these should go round

the hand and one or two round the forearm above the wrist,—not over it.

Sprains must be treated by rest, and by heat or cold, whichever gives the

most comfort.

Sprains of the ankle are not infrequently complicated with a fracture

of one of the malleoli. This complication may give rise to much trouble,

and requires very skilful and patient treatment. The general principle

in the case of a sprained ankle is, first, to put the joint at complete rest,

to allay inflammation if it arises, and afterwards to promote the absorp-

tion of inflammatory products. The foot and ankle should be covered with

cotton or carded wool and a bandage carefully and smoothly applied. The

use of a splint may usually be dispensed with, if the bandaging is well

done. In some cases, however, a splint such as is used afler tenotomy for

club-foot is of great service. The dressings may remain undisturbed for

days if the ankle is comfortable. If the dressings become loose from rapid

diminution of the swelling, they should be removed and reapplied. When
this is done, careful massage or douching with alternate streams of hot and

cold water may be useful.

Afler the inflammatory stages—if they have not been averted—any de-

posits may be removed by massage, douching, and careful passive motion.

* This recommendation is contrary to popular belief, and contrary to what is taught in

most text-books, as well as in books on the treatment of emergencies. But it has been

proved to be correct by experiments made in Bussia, where it was found that the best way

to resuscitate dogs which had been frozen was to put them at once into a hot bath. Of

twenty animals treated by the '• gradual" method in a cold room, fourteen died ; of twenty

introduced at once into a warm room, eight died ; of twenty placed immediately in a hot

bath, ail recovered.
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WOUNDS.

Wounds may be classified as contusions, contused, lacerated, punctured,

poisoned, incised, and jfuiisliot wounds.

Contusions are best treat(xl at first, when painful, by the a[>plication

of cold wet cloths. Pure laudanum is often a very acceptable application.

Later, when the pain has subsided, hot wet cloths are best, as they favor the

carrying off of the blood that has eseaixtl.

In contusions of the chest or abdomen internal organs may be injured.

Evidence of this may be seen in spitting of blood, or vomiting it, or passing

it from the bowels or from the bladder ; or there may be great dejiression.

In such cases complete rest must be secured, and the strength of the sufferer

sustained by means of warmth applied externally and careful stimulation

internally, until the nature of the injury is exactly made out and a suitable

line of treatment may be adopted.

Contused Wounds.—These are cuts or tears accompanied with bruising

of the tissues. Thoy are to be treated like lacerated wounds. Unless they

bleed freely, warm applications are better suited to such wounds than are

cold ones.

Incised wounds, if simple and small, call only for a piece of adhesive

plaster and perhaps a bandage. If large, the etlges should be brought as

near together as possible, and supported so by adhesive plaster or by band-

ages. If an entire part be cut off, as an ear, a nose, a toe, or a finger,

it should be cleaned with lukewarm water, and put in its place, with sutures,

bandages, and a splint. Some vci/ remarkabu- cases of reunion of such

parts are on record, and an attempt to save them is not to« be lightly

rejected.

Lacerated Wounds.—In lacerated wounds the torn parts can be placed

as nearly as possible in their natural position (after removal of any foreign

matters that have entered them) and covered with cool wet lint, or with lint

soaked in laudanum or in alcohol and water. If the tear has been very great

and the sufferer is depressed and cold, teaspoonful doses of brandy or

whiskey in hot water may be administered, and lint wrung out of hot

water placed over the injured parts.

Punctured wounds are made with sharp-pointed objects, like arrows,

pins, nealles, tacks, fish-hooks, glass, thorns, splinters, or teeth.

If a needle is run into the flesh, tlie surgeon should make sure whether

any of it is still in the tissues or not before making an incision. In most

cases tliis is not hard to do, but sometimes it is impossible.

Fish-hooks may be removed by a simple incision, or the string may be

cut and the point of the hook pushed through the skin and the whole drawn

out, as a needle would be in sewing. If it can be done, the broad part of

the hook may be cut off before trying this. But this is usually not easy for

the operator or the patient.

Splinters are dangerous in proportion to their size and according to the
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part they ontor. Small Hj)lintt?r8 may he picked out with a needle. Splin-

terH under the nails may Ik; reniovcnl by WTaping the nail as thin as poswihle

over the splinter, then splittinj; it or cutting a little tongue out.

Splinters of* glass must he reraovod by incision, and the wound treated

on general prin(;ipl('s.

Splint.s in the eye should be removed with the greatest earc, and, if

possible, by a sixwialist. Afterwards the eyelid should lx> gently closod

both eyes coveretl with a lay<T of absorbent cotton soaked in cool water

and a bandage pla(!ed round the head, so as to keep the lids as still as

|)ossible. This bandage should not be too thick nor put on too tight, and

the application should be kept cool, with ice, if need l)e.

Poisoned wounds are usually punctured, and result from the bites or

stings of animals or insects.

The bites of venomous serj^ents usually demand the prompt removal

of the part bitten. It may be cut out instantly. Before this the part

should be encircletl above the wound with a tiglit ligature, and, if small

enough, thrust into the mouth and sucked haixl, so as to extract the poison.

Cauterization may be effected with anything at hand, like a knitting-

needle or a nail, heated to redness. Stimulants may be administered if

necessary.

The stings of tarantulas, scorpions, centipedes, etc., are to be treated

with cold, and hartshorn applied to the point where the sting entered.

The stings of insects may be treated with cold wet alkaline applica-

tions : wet earth is a very good one. The application of a drop of hartshorn

or some wet salt often gives great relief.

The bites of cats and rats are sometimes followed by severe inflamma-

tion. The treatment consists in cleansing the bites, and treating them as

lacerated wounds.

Tlie Bites of Dogs.—If any one be bitten by a dog in good health, only

the simplest treatment will be necessary. If the dog be sick, local inflam-

mation or severe constitutional disturbance may follow. In case of reason-

able suspicion, the wound may be thoroughly cleansed and an application

of Iiartshorn made to it, in addition to energetic sucking to extract any irri-

tating material which may have entered it. A prolonged study and con-

siderable experience with regard to the subject have convinced me that the

general practice of cauterizing dog-bites with nitrate of silver is dangerous

and should be abandoned.

Most medical men know that it is a foolish thing to kill a dog that has

bitten anybody, soon aftx;r this has taken place. Such a dog should be

caught and kept under the observation of a person of great carefulness,

intelligence, and special information. The too speedy slaughter of a dog

has robbed many a sufferer of the assurance that would have been gained

by seeing it living and well, and has sent many a one to the grave, as dying

of hydrophobia, who never had it, but had been bitten by a healthy and

harmless animal.
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SPECIAL HEMOUKIIAOES.

Bleeding from the nose, in (children, i8 often nature's way of getting rid

of an exct!S8 of blood ; but it may be so proftise as to threaten life. If this

he the case, salt-and-vvatcr or vinegar may be siuiifed uj» the nose, inje(;ted

by a fountain-syringe, or applied by jM)uring witii the head thrown back. A
strong solution of alum in very warm water is also useful ; but vinegar is

loss disagreeable, and will seldom fail to cheek the bleeding. In rare cases

the nares must l)e plugged.

In hemorrhage from the lungs the blood is brigiit red and generally

frothy. It is rarely profuse, and yet, as it is usually cougluil up and

caught in a handkerchief, it seems to be so. The amount can never be

safely estimated in this way. The boat treatment is rest in bed with the

body raised in the sitting posture, and the swallowing of lumps of ice.

The application of cold to the chest, if the patient is not too weak, is of

some use, and a saltspoonful of salt and a teaspoonful of vinegar may be

given every fifteen minutes. Five-grain doses of gallic acid may be very

serviceable.

In hemorrhage from the stomach the blood is usually very dark, look-

ing like coffee-grounds. If it is mixed with any other contents of the

stomach, its appearance may be masked. In such cases ice-water or broken

ice may be swallowec', and teaspoonful doses of vinegar. Rest in bed must,

and the application of cold to the stomach may, be employed, with tannic

acid in five-grain doses.

Hemorrhage from the bowels may be treated with ice-water injections,

the application of ice to the abdomen, and five-grain doses of tannic acid.

In severe hemorrhage, rest in bed, without a pillow, and with the head

lower than the body, must also be secured.

POISONS.

As it is better to prevent accidents than to correct them, it is a good

plan to have dangerous articles kept invariably out of reach of children,

and to have any bottle containing what may be dangerous marked by a ball

and chain, such as the druggists sell, or by tying a stout piece of tape round

its nock. This gives warning iu the dark as well as in the light.

When there is reason to iM^lieve that a child has taken a poison of some
sort, it may be known what has been taken, or it may not be known. We
will consider first

Unknown Poisons.—If the child should vomit, this should be en-

couraged
; if not, it must be provoked. The simplest way to do this is to

give large draughts of lukewarm water, and to titillate the fauces. If

there is time, and it is at hand, a teaspoonful or two of ground mustard
may be stirred up in the water, or a teaspoonful of powdered ipecac, or a

tablespoonful of the syrup of ipecac. There is no occasion for fastidiousness.

Any water will do. Water in which hands—or dishes, for that matter

—
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have been washed, may by its very repulsiveness act more quickly than

anything else ; and if soap has been usetl, it will be all the better for that, as

soap is an antidote for acid poisons. The quantity used must be large ; the

sufferer must be urged to drink and drink, a large quantity at a time, until

he can contain no more, and has been made to vomit over and over again.

After copious vomiting, soothing liquids should be given,—oil, milk,

beaten-up raw eggs,—all in moderately large quantities. These are espe-

cially valuable when the poison has been of an irritating character.

If the sufferer bt; much depressed, some stimulant may be administered.

Strong, hot tt>a, without milk, is the best, because it is a chemical antidote

to many poisons. Strong coffee is next in value. To either of these can

be added brandy, whiskey, wine, or alcohol, in half-teaspoonful doses,

mixed with a little hot water. Warm coverings are not to be forgotten

;

and if the depression be great, hot-water cans or hot bricks, wrapped in

one or two thicknesses of blanket, should be laid by the side of the chest,

or a large poultice placed round the body, or a blanket wrung out of hot

water and covered with a d"y one.

Mineral Acids.—For these the proper treatment is to give an alkali.

A tablespoonful of hartshorn may be mixed with two teacupfuls of water,

and given ; or almost unlimited quantities of soda, magnesia, potash, white-

wash, chalk, tooth-powder, whiting, plaster, soap, or even wood-ashes,

stirred up in water. After this should come the provoking of vomiting

;

then the bland fluids mentioned above should be administered, rest secured,

and stimulation employed if necessarv. •
'

Oxalic Acid.—For this the best antidote is lime in some form. If

lime-water is at hand, it may be given freely, or whitewash, tooth-powder,

chalk, whiting, or plaster from a wall. The latter may be crushed and stirred

up in water, without regard to tiie grittiness, which will not do any harm.

Carbolic Acid is a very dangerous poison, because it acts rapidly and

benumbs the stomach, so that it is hard to provoke vomiting. This must

be attempted, however, and large draughts of oil, white of egg, magnesia

and water, or milk must be given. Rest, warmth of the body, and

stimulation must also be secured.

Alkaline Poisons.—Strong alkalies must be combated with an acid.

Vinegar can always be had, and there is nothing better. It should be

given undiluted and in large quantities. Lemon-juice may be us«l, or

even orange-juice, though the latter is too mild an acid to be of much ser-

vice, unless the oranges are very sour. Vomiting should then be provoked,

and followed by bland drinks, rest, and stimulation if necessary.

Arsenic usually excites vomiting and violent pain in the stomach. At

once large quantities of milk, white of egg, flour-pud-watcr, or oil and

lime-water must be given. The vomiting must be encouraged or provoked,

and dialyzed iron should be given freely, in tablespoonful do> -, each dose

being followed at once by a teaspoonful of common salt in a teacupful of

water; or, if this is not at hand, equal parts of sulphate of iron and of

i»i
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carbonate of sodium may be dissolved in separate cups of hot water and

then mixed and drunk. Afterwards vomiting should be again provoked,

and followed by a dose of castor oil.

Acetate of lead calls for vomiting, Epsom salt, milk, eggs, and castor

oil.

Corrosive Sublimate.—When this is taken, vomiting must be provoked,

and some form of tannic acid given. Strong tea is the handiest thing con-

taining this, and its administration should be followed up with eggs and milk.

Tartar emetic is best treated in the same way.

PL ^sphorus is sometimes chew ^ off matches by children. It is a

poison which acts slowly. Five-grain doses of sulphate of copper dissolved

in water may be given, at intervals of ten minutes, until vomiting comes on.

Then a dose of magnesia should be administered, l»Ut no oil.

Nitrate of Silver.—The antidote for lunar cauttic is a very strong brine

of salt-and-water, given again and again ; and vomiting should be pro-

voked until the vomited matters cease to have a look like thin milk.

Iodine, in the form of a tincture, is also sometimes swallowed by mistake.

The antidote for this is starch-and-water.

Opium preparations, such as opium, morphine, laudanum, paregoric,

black drop, must be combated with emetics, used promptly. Strong coifee

must be freely given as a stimulant. So Igng as the breathing does not fall

below ten to the minute, there is no immediate danger of death ; but the im-

portant matter is to keep up the breathing. The custom of walking a patient

up and down and slapping him witli wet towels is to be deprecated, because

it adds exhaustion to stupor. If an electrical batter}^ can be obtained, the

faradic current should be used, and applied so as to stimulate the sensory

nerves in the skin, so that they shall excite reflex acts of deep breathing.

The next best thing is to lay the patient upon a lounge and slap his skin

with the back of a broad brush or with a slipper. This is all the rousing

that is necessary, so long as the breathing keeps above ten to the minute.

Should it fall below this, or if the breathing should cease, artificial respiration

should be employed.

Chloral.—The treatment for chloral poisoning is the same as for poison-

ing by opium.

Strychnine poisoning should be treated by provoking vomiting, giving

a purge, and doses of fifteen grains of bromide of potassium or ten grains

of chloral, or both. The greatest quiet must be secured. The poisoned

person should be put to bed in a darkened room, with doors, windows, and
shutters arranged in a way that shall exclude all sights, sounds, and draughts,

though permitting good ventilaticui.

Aconite.—In case of aconite poisoning vomiting must he brought on,

and followed by the administration of stimulants. Strong coifee may be

used, hartshorn (a teaspoonful in a teacupful of water), wine, whiskey, or

brandy. If there is depression, warmth should be used, as described when
speaking of unknown poisons.
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Veratrum viriie poisoning is to be treated like aconite poisoning.

Hemlock, deadly nightshade, the Jamestown (or jimson) weed,

monkshood, and toadstools are sometimes eaten, without knowledge

of their poisonous character. Tobacco, too, sometimes causes poisonous

effects. All produce deep depression, and must be treated by the induction

of vomiting, if it has not already occurred, followed by stimulation and

warmth, very much as in the case of aconite poisoning.

Alcoholic liquors are sometimes taken in such large quantities as to

be poisonous. When this is the case the course to be pursued is to cause

vomiting, give hartshorn-and-water (a teaspoonful in a teacupful), and keep

the body warm.

Decayed meats or vegetables usually excite vomiting, which should

be encouraged till the stomach is empty, and followed by a dose of castor

oil and some powdered charcoal.

In conclusion, let it be remembered that when there is an alarm of poi-

soning it is important to keep cool. In many cases of poisoning there is

much more alarm than danger. Death from accidental poisoning is very

rare. To save time in an emergency, the following table may be consulted,

which gives the name of each of the poisons we have already studied, and the

proper treatment for it.

M

IP'

Poison.
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Poison.

Phosphorus

Nitrate of Silver

Iodine .

Treatment.

Provoke vomiting

;

Give flve-grain doses of sulphate of copper, or tojispoonftjl

doses of turpentine.

. Give dose of magnesia, but no oil.

( Give strong salt-and-water ; 1
•{ ^ ,

''
. 'V repeat many times.

I Provoke vomitmg

;

i

1- Provoke vomiting

;

I Give starch-and-water

;

t Give bland fluids.

Opium :

Morphine,

Laudanum,

Paregoric, etc.,

Chloral,

[

Strychnine .

Aconite, 1

Veratrum Viride, >

Jamestown Weed,

Hemlock,

Nightshade (belladonna),

Toadstools,

Tobacco,

Alcohol

Decayed Meat or Vegetables

revoke vomiting repeatedly

;

Give strong coflec, without milk
;

Keep up the breathing.

Provoke vomiting once or twice

;

Give a purgative

;

Secure absolute quiet.

Provoke vomiting

;

Stimulate well

;

Keep head low.

Provoke vomiting

;

Stimulate well.

Provoke vomiting

;

Give hartshorn-and-water.

Provoke vomiting

;

Give a purgative

;

Give powdered charcoal.

\ U
: t i

To provoke vomiting, warm water may be used, with or without ground

mustard (a teaspoonful to half a pint of water), or ipecacuanha (a t '.ispoon-

ful of the powder or a tablespoonful or so of the syrup), and titillating the

fauces. It is best to give large quantities (half a pint at a time) of warm
water whenever vomiting is to be excited. ./ • ' •

Bland liquids are milk, raw eggs, some sort of oil, gruel, etc.

Stimulants are tea, coffee, whiskey, wine, etc., or hartshorn-and-water.

A teaspoonful of hartshorn in a teacupful of water will be enough for a

dose. In making tea or coffee one must not wait to do it as if for the

table, but mix hot water and the leaves or grounds, squeeze them well, stir

together, and give the whole,—leaves, grounds, everything. At the same

time, some may be made regularly, if there are conveniences for it.

Alkaline antidotes arc hartshorn-and-water (a tablespoonful in two tea-

cupfuls of water), soap-and-water, lime, whiting, soda, chalk, tooth-powder,

plaster, magnesia, whitewash, and even wood-ashes. .

Acid antidotes are vinegar and lemon-juice.

In giving an antidote, never wait for it to dissolve. Just stir it up in

any fluid at hand, except oil, and have it swallowed immediately.



PLASTIC SURGERY.
By THOMAS G. MOETON, M.D.

!
(

The term "plastics" or "plastic surgery" has been made to cover a

wide range of procedures which are in the main reparative, formative, or

reconstructive ; in other words, such as have for their primary or principal

object the remedying of natural physical defects, or the restoration of lost

tissues or organs or parts of organs, including operations extending from

skin-grafting to transfusion of blood. - •

Although such operations are occasionally referred to in the writings of

the ancients, and have been practised by the Hindoos and Egyptians from

time immemorial,' it has been only during the last half-century that general

surgery has advanced to a position that would permit the development of

plastic surgery into a distinct department of medical science. Stimulated

by the subcutaneous division of tendons by Stromeyer, about 1831, and by

the discovery of skin-grafting by Reverdin, in 1869, plastic surgery may

be said to have entered upon a new era with the advent of ansesthotics and

antiseptic methods into surgery. By the former, absolute control of the

patient is afforded ; by the latter, the successful result (or at least the pre-

vention of suppuration) can generally, if not invariably, be assured. At

the same time, the proportion of cases requiring plastic operations is very

much smaller than formerly, because the methods pursued in the modern

treatment of wounds j)revent suppuration and loss of tissue after operation

;

and, since mercury is now given with less freedom, instances of ulcerative

stomatitis with sloughing of the lips or cheek rarely, if ever, occur. Plastic

operations are infrequent in children, and most of them will be found de-

scribed elsewhere in this work under appropriate headings,—" Congenital

Defects and Deformities of the Face, Lips, Mouth, Tongue, and Jaws,"

" Hare-Lip and Cleft Palate," " Congenital Affections of the Bladder and

Penis," " Club-Foot and Torticollis," " Deformities of Bone," etc.,—and

need not be further referred to in this paper.

The principles involved in plastic surgery of childhood in no way differ

from those grverning similar operations at any other period of life.

The preparuiory treatment is all-important : indeed, we may lay down

* Ashhurst's Encyclopsedia of Surgery, vol.
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tLe rule that a condition of the tissues favorable to repair is absolutely

necessary for a successful result. A plastic operation should not be con-

sidered, nor undertaken, unless the disease necessitating it is practically

eradicated.

The conditions of the oj)eration and surroundings and the after-treat-

ment likewise should be such as will most readily conduce to success.

Sufficient care must be exercised to secure rest for the part operated upon

and proper nourishment to the transplanted tissue ; there must also be no

strain upon the flap, which should be of ample proportions ; and, moreover,

thorough antiseptic i)recautious should always be carrial out.

Congenital defects do not generally yield as good results as acquired

ones ; but it is to be observed that where the skin has been destroyed by

burns or scalds, the new tissue never exhibits the same anatomical characters

as the old, and usually does not possess the vitality of the surrounding skin.

Operations requiring transplantation of flaps of skin are rarely performed at

the present day. On account of the miserable results obtained by the rhino-

plastic and other methods of restoring lost noses, such operations are held in

rather low estimation, and the opinion gains among operators of most ex-

perience that the very admimble artificial noses which are now made are in

every way superior, and, when compared with the results of rhinoplasty,

far less objectionable.

In performing plastic operations the operator should avail himself of

true skin in order to have a successful result. Skin-grafling, by using

small pieces of epidermis or scrapings of the skin, in the treatment of ulcers,

is a well-established procedure in surgery, and need not be described, as it

is performed in the child in precisely the same manner as in the adult. The

same may be said of transplantation of bone-fragments in cases of ununited

fracture, to replace osseous tissue and stimulate union where the ends of the

divided bone are even widely separatal. An extemporaneous plastic opera-

tion is occasionally required when the edges of a wound will not approxi-

mate unless with an extreme amount of tension, which may be sufficient to

threaten the vitality of the flaps. In sucli a case part of the wound may
be left to granulate and gradually cicatrize, or the nuerator may at once

transplant a portion of skin to fill up the clefl and thus avoid the production

of a large or a coutractetl cicatrix. Where this is not done at the time of

operation it may be resorted to later, as by Reverdin's method of trans-

planting skin upon the surface of open wounds. The same procedure may
be called for afler there has been absorption of the flap or loss of part of it

from gangrene.

Recently efforts have been made to improve vision by transplanting the

healthy cornea of the rabbit upon the human eye, but thus far the operations

which on several occasions have been performed have not been attended

with any success. When the grafl has become vitalized it has become

opaque ; it is not only useless, but is also a blemish, even worse than the

condition it was designed to remedy.
.
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By this means immediate union of the transplanttnl tissues is generally

secured, which is particularly important in all plastic work.

In this place it will not be necessary to describe in detail the manner of

executing the various formative or plastic operations, or to discuss further

the technique of the dressing of the wound. It is proper to state, however,

that if the operation be of any gravity an anaesthetic will be rwjuired, in

order to prevent the surgeon from being disturbed by the cries and struggles

of the little patient. Nitrous oxide does well for short operations ; in more

protracted ones chloroform or ether may be used,—preferably the latter.

Chloroform, however, is far loss dangerous in infancy than in later years,

but under any circumstances it should be given with groat care and a very

free admixture of air allowed, so that the vapor of chloroform shall not be

present in the inspired air in larger proportion than from three to five per

cent. For tedious operations the best washed ether shovdd alone be used.

In such as promise to be unusually protracted, mixal anaesthesia may be

resorted to, either by the preliminary administration of alcohol (whiskey,

brandy, or wine) or by the method of Nussbaum,—the hypodermic injection

of morphine. In the latter case, on account of the well-known want of

tolerance of children to morphine, the dose should be very small, and might

properly be accompanied by atropine; or in very young children atropine

alone, or belladonna, should be administcretl in place of morphine. How-

ever, in the use of such agents in children for this purpose the writer has

no personal experience to speak from.

Plastic operations are called for in children for two classes of cases,—(1)

to correct congenital malformations or deformities, and (2) to remedy lesions

resulting from disease or traumatism.

Of the former class the following may be cited : 1, webbed fingers and

toes, and the like ; 2, hare-lip and clefl palate ; 3, imperforate anus, nares,

or auditory canal ; 4, exstrophy of the bladder ; 5, congenital hernia ; 6,

spina bifida ; 7, sinuses, branchial and others ; 8, various malformations of

the genital organs ; 9, abnormalities of the eye and its coverings ; 10, some

conditions of club-foot, etc.

Among the lesions produced by disease or traumatism requiring plastic

operations in childhood the most frequent are—1, contracting cicatrices (from

Imrns, caustics, ulcers, etc.) ; 2, loss of portions of the body by sloughing

(as of the lips, cheeks, or vulva) from the abuse of remedial agents (mer-

cury), or following acute eruptive fevers (measles, small-pox, etc.) ; 3, muti-

lation or loss of parts of organs by traumatism (ears, nose, lips, etc.), or

the development of fistulous tracts afler various forms of disease or injury

(urethral, perineal, etc.).



WOUNDS.
By JAMES McCANN, M.D.

The injuries to which children are h'!il)le do not differ in any important

feature from those whicli are sustained by grown persons. In tlieir imme-

diate effects, however, as well as in their remote consequences, there are

many points of divergence.

Shock—"that depression of all the vital functions which follows a

severe injury," at all periods of life—is peculiarly intense in early child-

hood, especially when associated with terror, long-continued and severe pain,

exposure to cold, or loss of blood. Reaction, however, is usually prompt,

and when once fairly established is not followed by the fatal secondary

depression so often encountered in the injuries of adults.

In its mildest form it appears as a mere temporary disturbance of the

functions of the nervous system, manifested by dizziness, faintness, and

trembling. This mild form disappears spontaneously. In its severer form

it causes symptoms of the most alarming character, indicating the peril iu

which the child is placed. These symptoms are usually very characteristic,

" All the nervous and circulatory functions are in a state of collapse."

The child lies in a state of semi-stupor, or tosses from side to side in

extreme restlessness. The face is usually pale and death-like, the lips livid,

the eyes glassy, the body cold and damp with perspiration, the pulse small,

very frequent, feeble, or imperceptible, and the respiration shallow, sigh-

ing, or moaning ; convulsions are not uncommon in very young children.

Thirst is generally a distressing symptom (when the stupor is not too pro-

found), and the efforts to relieve it are frequently rendered ineffectual by

persistent vomiting. Death may occur from shot^k alone, independent of

hemorrhage, extent of injury, or lesion of important viscera. Fortunately,

this perilous condition is usually of short duration ; reaction soon appears,

the pulse becomes fuller and stronger, warmth returns to the body, and the

face regains its normal color and expression.

When shock is severe, reaction should be hastened by placing the child

in a perfectly horizontal position, with the head low, and by the application

of dry warmth to the extremities and the administration of diffusible stimu-

lants. Brandy or whiskey in half-teaspoonful doses may be given every

half-hour or hour to a child of two years, with hot milk or broth, and, if
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the depression be extreme, large enernata of water at a temperature of

106-110° F. should l)e used. All bleeding must lo checked, for continued

hemorrhage, even if motlorate, will greatly delay reaction.

Acut'o' pain, which is so distressing a symptom of many injuries at all

ages, is especially depressing in its effect in childhood, and tends to prolong

and intensify shock. Hence anodynes and anesthetics are often required

to lull the pain following an accident, as well as the inevitable suffering

caused in the dressing of severe injuries.

Primary hemorrhage is at times very disastrous in its immediate effects

in early childhood : all the tissues are exceedingly v>iscular, and every

severed vessel bleeds furiously. The flow of blood, however, is nearly

always easily controlled, and, once arrested, shows little tendency to recur.

Secondary hemorrhage is very rare except when there is extensive and

rapidly-destructive ulceration or suppuration. The hemorrhagic diathesis

is not peculiar to early life.

Although rather high febrile excitement follows all severe injuries and

operations in childhood, its duration is brief, and gangrene, ulceration, and

profuse suppuration, as immetliate results of injuries, are very rare except

when the main vessels and nerves of the limb are destroyed, the tissues

reduced to a pulp, or a joint penetrated. Children are, indeed, remarkably

free from those profound traumatic constitutional disturbances so commonly

met with in the adult ; and hence saprsemia, septicemia, and pyemia are

less frequent and less formidable complications of injuries, while the severe

forms of erysipelas and phagedena are almost unknown. Mild or cutaneous

erysipelas, however, is not very uncommon.

While there is marked freedom from all the lethal complications which

so commonly follow severe injuries in the adult, the remote effects mani-

fest themselves by various structural changes. Chronic indurations and

low sluggish forms of inflammation, ending in caseous degeneration or in

tedious and exhausting suppuration, are common sequels of wounds in chil-

dren. Not infrequently the damaged part becomes the focus of malignant

degeneration, especially sarcoma.

Owing to the perfection of the nutritive processes and the almost

universal absence of the visceral and vascular degenerations common in

adult life, repair goes on in childhood with surprising rapidity and per-

fection
; the most extensive wounds heal quickly and uninterruptedly, even

in very unfavorable cases ; badly bruised and torn structures retain their

vitality, or regain it when apparently devitalized, and are often unexpectedly

reunited. So intense is the physiological activity of the tissues of the child

that repair after injury, except in very extreme cases, can be confidently

looked for, and no tissue should ever be hastily sacrificed, no matter how
badly it appears to be damaged. When an entire limb is so badly mangled

that it is doubtful whether it is wiser to try to save it or proceed at once to

amputation, the advice of Mr. Holmes should be followed :
" In compound

fracture, amputation should never be practised except when the limb is
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hopelessly crushed and disorganized. In all doubtful cases the limb ouglit

to be preserved until the ouset of gangrene reuders the efl'ort to save it no
longer justifiable.'"

The bad sanitary <'onditions which surround the childreu of the poor

exert no niarketlly injurious influence upon the healing of their wounds.

The so-called "strumous" or scrofulous diathesis cannot be regarded as

militating against necessary oi)erations, nor as retarding recovery after

accident. The success whi(!h follows removal by operation of the profusely-

discharging surfaces of chronic suppurative synovitis or ulcerating glands

affords striking evidence of the power which children possess not only to

repair injuries and to recover from formidable operations, but also to regain

health as soon as the source of irritation and exhaustion is removed.

IT!'
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REPAIR OF WOUNDS.

The healing process in all varieties of wounds is accomplished by

changes in the nutrition of the parts, which result in the develoi)ment of

new tissues from material supplied by the old. " A wound is a solution of

continuity of the external soft parts." The newly-formed tissue is the bond

that unites the divided parts which retain or regain their vitality, and makes

good the loss of tissues disorganized beyond recovery by the original vio-

lence or subsequent suppuration. The quantity of new tissue, obviously,

varies greatly in different wounds. The healing process, though essen-

tially the same, varies considerably with the quantity of tissue lost, the

treatment employed, and the special circumstances of the case. The new

tissue is at first embryonic, and then passes rapidly through the interme-

diate stages of development to the mature tissues of the cicatrix. The

original structures surrounding the woui"! also return more or less to tl»e

embryonic condition and become continuous with the new tissues uniting

them. The whole complex process may be regarded as " growth followed

by organization."

Whatever determines the variations of the healing process, clinically

it follows one or other of five methods,—viz., first, by immediate union

;

second, by primary adhesion, or union by first intention ; third, by granu-

lation, or union by second intention, accompanied often by suppuration

;

fourth, by union of granulations ; and, fiftii, by union under a scab. This

is the classification of Macartney, and is adojited by Paget.

1. Immediate union is extremely rare, though occasionally secured

in clean incised wounds which are promptly and accurately coaptated and

kept absolutely at rest. The divided ends of the various structures in the

opposite walls of the wound unite again immediately, without appreciable

inflammation or febrile excitement. They become continuous without the

development of a bond of new tissue between them, and the process is, of

course, free from the symptoms arising from its development and the acci-

* Surgical Diseases of Children, p. 242.
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denta which bofull it. The time roquircd is much shorter; union is com-

plete in from twenty-four to forty-eij]jl»t hcjurs, and tliere is no visible scar.

This metliod of union rcfjuires an almost unattainabl(> acicui-acy in the ad-

justment of e^oh severed tissue, the wound itself must be absolutely free

from all tbreif^n bodies, blood, or clots, and there must be perfcn-t as(>psi8.

It is the ideal mode of repair, and should always be sought, but can very

rarely be attained. i . .
i

'

2. Union by primary adhesion, "adhesive luiion," or " hcalinj; by

first intention," is the most frequent as well as the best attainable method

of repair of incised wounds. It is less fre(iucnt in other forms. Follow-

mg every wound in which the conditions recjuisite for immediate union do

not exist, there is a brief period of calm, during which all the hemorrhage

ceases and the reparative processes have not begun. This stage of quies-

cence is quickly succeeded by an a(!tive dilatation of the vess(>ls in the

vicinity, and by a copious migration of leucocytes, red blood-eorj)uscles,

and lucmatoblasts from the gorged capillaries, which together with the

exuded liquor sanguinis infiltrate the tissues immediately surrounding the

wound and appear as a glossy film, "glazing" its surfaces. In a few

hours this giized appearant* changes first to a grayish and then to a pink-

ish white, and a covering of soft adliesivc material is visible on the surface.

Organizatit)n has now begun in the exudate. This (!Overing is embryonic

granulation-tissue, whicii the microscope shows to bo rich in lymph-cor-

puscles and other cells in various stages of development into the types

found in mature granulation-tissue. The borders of the wound now become

swollen, soft, and juicy, its lips pout, and a serous or sero-sanguinolent fluid

escapes from it. If it is aseptic, and at this stage its edges be accurately

approximated, they will unite by a process not very different from immediate

union. Ordinarily this is prevented by a film or clot of blood, which,

although affording some protection against putrefaction and serving to hold

the wound together, prevents close contact of its walls, and consequently

repair cannot be perfect until it disappears or is removed. Its removal is

effected very soon by natural processes. The clot is rapidly infiltrated by

leucocytes, the red corpuscles disappear, the fibrinous net-work which formed

its basis soflens and is in part changed into a homogeneous mass which

blends with the lymph covering the wound-surfaces. The round cells

of the exudate very early become club-shaped, fusiform, or branched, with

attenuated extremities which arrange themselves in interlacing bimdlcs. In

this way the opposite surfaces of the wound are brought together by new
fibro-connective tissue.

Vascularization occurs by the development of new capillaries in the

organizing exudate from the dilated and tortuous vessels of the walls of the

wound. Starting probably from their endothelial colls, bud-like offshoots

are seen very early in the evolution of the new tissue ; a little later, thread-

like processes push their way through the soft embryonic granulation-tissue

uniting the M'ound until they meet other processes like themselves or the
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original capillaries. They join at the point of contact; the central portion

liquencs, forming a tnln? continiions with the Inmen of the capillaries on
each side. The new channels at first transmit only pljisma, but soon dilate

enongli to permit the ct)rpn8(!l('s to pass. The walls of these rn<linu«ntary

capillaries acfjnire strength through the adhesion of new particles of proto-

l)lasm and the rapid di!velo])ment of fibroblasts upon their free surfiu-c.

Endothelial plates arc developwl from the lenccxiytes which adhere to tiie

inner surface of the new-formed vessel. A new vascular bond is thus

formed, rudimentary at first, but in a few days presenting all the histo-

logical peculiarities of the normal capillaries.

As the new bond of union organizes and becomes vaseidar, the cells of

the skin at the margins of the wound proliferate rapidly. Owing to the

constant ttMidency of oil impaired tissues to repro<lu((e structures similar to

the part lost, young cpidcrmit! cells are formed. Their presence is indicated

by a bluish-pink line bordering the edges of the wound and advancing

towards the central line, where union of the opposite bord(!rs occurs, whicii

completes the scar superficially. Organization in the deeiwr jiarts is slower,

and is followed by contraction of the new flbro-connective tissue. The
general obliteration of the new capillaries by this contraction restores the

part to its normal color.

3. Healingf by granulation, or by second intention, occurs when, as

a result of improper closure of the wound, of too long exposure of its sur-

face to the air, of loss of substance, or of extent of injury, repair by the

methods just described fails. Hemorrhage is arrested by coagulation of the

blood in the injured raj)illarics, extending as far as their first branches. A
temporary local stagnation comes first, which effectually stops all bleeding.

An exudate from the vessels poured out into the perivascular and interstitial

spaces bathes the surfaces of the cavity of the wound and satiu'ates the

dressing with a thin, reddish-yellow, serous or sanious fluid.

If this fluid is allowed to become infected, it decomposes, and irritates

the wound, and may give rise to constitutional septic infection. The dis-

charge in this case is converted into pus, and the unfortunate change is be-

trayed by the oifensive odor coming from the dressings. When it escapes

infection, the exudate coagulates, and covers the surface with a grayish-

white or ashy gray, viscid, albuminous film of plastic lymph. The con-

nective-tissue corpuscles and muscle-cells proliferate with great rapidity.

The surrounding tissues become gelatinous, and the edges are hot, swollen,

and juicy. New capillaries are formed from the old ; those nearest the sur-

face travel in the direction of least resistance, push their way in vascular

loops into the soft adhesive glaze which covers the wound, and appear as

mimite rc<l points dotting its surface. These new capillary loops return the

blood to the parent vessels.'

• Hamilton, of Aberdeen, in his recent work, " Text-Book of Pathology," declares that

these vascular loops are merely the original capillaries elongated by the blood-pressure no

longer counteracted by the tension of the skin. »- • - - ,
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This proooss continues until the entire wound-Hiirfuce is trniiHfornio<l

into a Boll, rtitldy, liij^hly vnscular mass of embryonic ^rnnulntion-tissue,

which hkinds intimately with the underlyinjif structures. An active out-

jintwth of epithelioid cells or fibrohlasts, derived undoubtedly from the pro-

liferating' (ujunwtive-tissue corpuscles, toj^ether with a part of the mif^rnted

leucocytes, develops into bundles of interlacinj; fibrils and forms a frame-

work of yoinifjf tibro-conneetive tissue throuf^hout the ^raiudatinj; surface.

Thus far the pnx-ess is jHTfectly physiolo^icid : the thin film which

covers the; jjraiudatious, though it may Ix' rich in dead leu<!ocytes, is bland

and unirritatiufr, Jind t'vec from micro-organisms. It is strictly a dead in-

rtainmatory exudation, but not sup])uration. Suppuration forms no neces-

sary jwrt of the healing pro(X!S8 ; its owurrence indicates that pathological

changes have supplanted physiological repair, and that tho wound is no

longer aseptic.

It is inevitable that a part of the suiwrfieial formative elements should

lose their vitality, becaust; of their remoteness from the channels of nutritive

supply, the me<.'hanical irritation of the dressings, or the corrosive effects

of the antiseptics with which they are charged. This debris, mingling with

the sanguinolent serous Hu id which moistens the surface of the granulations,

appeal's as a discharge, seldom abundant in purely aseptic wounds. When
present it is a pinkish-yellow, watery fluid, which under the microscope

shows the presence of dead leucocytes, in this respect resembling pus ; but

the fluid differs from that of suppuration, in the absence of specific micro-

ccx'ci, which are an essential etiological factor of the latter process.

ii' contact with unsterilized instruments or other objects or with the

atmosphere—which usually contains the staphylococcus pyogenes aureus,

albus, and citreus, or the 8trei)tococcus pyogenes—is not avoided, these

micro-organisms, finding a suitable habitat, increase rapidly in numbei*s, and,

irritating the surface of the granulations, cause increasitl vascularity and an

abnormal outflow of plasma, leucocytes, and the like. Under their influence

the leucociytes die and become pus-corpuscles, and the exudetl elements are

renderal incapable of coagidation ; the granulations are covered with a film

of so-called laudable pus, which greatly retards the healing process, though

it seldom prevents it.

Cicatrization commences by the generation of young epidermic cells from

the old ones at the margins of the wound. The young cells are more or

less rounded in form, and resemble those of the rete Malpighi. " They do

not really adhere to the underlying surface, but throw down long processes,

which pierce the tissue underneath, and thus adhere to it." ' They give

rise to a bluish-pink film or pellicle, which gradually spreads from the

margins over the granulations until the whole surface of the wound is

covercHi by a rudimentary epithelium. The process is hastened by the con-

traction of the new connective-tissue in the deeper parts of the wound,

• Hamilton, op. cit.
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which draws its edges together. This process of deep cicatrization oon-

tiiuies until repair is coniulete in the entire wound. Tlie scar is larger and

more distinct than that which follows in healing by primary adhesion, but

without other difference. The color is restored in the same way, by oblit-

eic»tion of the capillaries, which is oflen so complete that the scar is white

and appears bloodless. It becomes pliable and elastic, but remains during

life.

When devitalizwl tissues or foreign bodies ar. retained in the wound,

the healing process is retarded. If the wound can be kept in a ijcrfectly

aseptic condition; and is properly drained, the growth of new granulation-

tissue goes on uninterruptedly ; the devitalized tissue is separated from tlio

living structures by the formation of a border of young granulations,—" a

zone of demarcation,"—and the dead portion occupies a position on the sur-

face somewhat similar to tha* of a ocab, and a species of " desiccation" goes

on underneath. AVhen an insoluble foreign body remains in the wound, it

is first surrounded by a zone of intlammatory infilti-ation : this undergoes

organization into gmnulation-tissue and then into a fibrous capsule, and the

foreign body becomes encapsulated or encysted.

If, however, the wound is not properly drained, and if through im-

perfect antisepsis the retained discharges become infected by any of

the germs of suppuration or putrefaction, inflammation is at once intensi-

fied, and increased exudation of leucocytes and plasma bathes the sur-

face of the wound witli ])us. The dead tissues separate by an ulcerative

process, purulent infiltration invades the surrounding structures, and the

dangers of septic absorption and general blood-pollution are immeasurably

increased.

4. Repair by union of granulations, or by " secondary adhesion,"

occurs when two granulating surfaces are held in contiict either by surgical

appliances or by the growth of the granulations themselves. New (!0u-

nective tissue is formwl and unites apposed granulations ; and capillaries

are formed by union of vasculai processes derived from those of each sui-

face. Cicatrization completes the process of repair by union of granula-

tions.

5. Healing under a scab, or " subcutaneous cicatrization," reseniblos

union by primary adhesion, and, next to thai, is the most favorable mode of

repair. A perfectly aseptic wound is hermetically sealed by its own exuda-

tion, 'ilood and serum collect and dry upon the surface in such a maiuuT

as to form an impervious covering for the wound ; air and septic materials

are excluded, and the severed structures unite with an almost im})erceptil)lo

degree of inflammation, and with the formation of a delicate and nn-

indurat 1 scar. The wounds of animals heal in this way. It is a very

desirable mode of repair. The crusts which form on -'\ wound, especially

c^ the fi \ should not be disturbed until thej become so loose as to he

ready to drop off*. If the scab be removed too soon, a second scab does

not form, and the wound heals by granulation.
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DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION.

" A wound is a solution of 'continuity of the e.ternal soft parts, recent,

and the result of violence." For convenience, the wounds of children, like

those of adults, are primarily dividctl into open and subcutaneous, and are

further classified as incised, contusal, punctured, and poisoned wounds.

I]S"CISED WOUNDS.
The incised wound is the form most frequently eucouutered. It is an

injury inflicted awidentally or intentionally by any sharp-etlged instrument

or weapon, as a knife, razor, chisel, axe, sharp frajiiment of glass or bone,

etc. The tissues are all smoothly several, without ajipreciablc injury to

those in the immediate vicinity. The symptoms which distinguish incised

wounds are pain, hcu\orrhagc, and gaping or separation of the divided

structures. The pain is usually sharp, cutting, and very severe at first,

then burning or smarting, and finally subsides into a dull aching sensation,

with more or less stiffness of tlie affected part. It varies in intensity in

different portions of the body. ]\Iost painful are wounds of the face and

lips, of the palms of the hands and soles of the feet, and of the arms

and genitals. When severe and long continued, pain becomes extremely

depressing and adds to the intensity of the shock.

Hemorrhage is always profuse at first, on account of the clean division

of the blood-vessels ; the blood pours from the whole surface of the wound
;

when an artery is divided, it spins or spurts furiously at single points in a

l)right red stream, per mltum, as if thrown from the nozzle of a syringe.

Such a hemorrhage may soon destroy the life of a child. The blootl

from an incise<l or a divided vein wells up from the wound in a sluggish

stream, dark purple in color, and accekrated during expiration if one of

the lartre venous trunks in the neck is woundetl, and death from hemor-

rliafre or from entrance of air into the vein may occur before assistance can

be obtained.

Gaping or separation of the edges depends upon the elasticity of the

skin, the situation of the wound, and its relation to the fibres of the under-

Ivinsx muscles. Wounds which arc transverse to the long axis of a limb

gape more widely than those parallel to it, while if the underlying mus-

cles be involved the retraction of the severed fibres wilt be greater than

that of the skin, causing a deep cavity wider at the bottom than at the

surface. Great care is requiral in closing such a wound, lest a pocket be

left in which blood and discharges will collect, which not only prevent the

healing process, but also, by decomposing, expose the patient to danger

from septic absoqition. Wounds of the face, when deep, uisplay a great

tfcudency to gape widely, because of the elasticity of the skin and its firm
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attachment to the subjacent muscles ; and tliis tendency is aggravated by

the violent contraction of the facial muscles when the child cries. Much
patience and skill are required in closing these wounds, to prevent disfig-

uring scars ; and sutures when used should be closely inserted, and reinforced

by strips of aseptic adhesive plaster and carefully-adjusted compresses and

bandages.

The shock which follows all forms of incised wounds depends for its

intensity and duration upon the depth and location of the wound, the nature

of the divided structures, and the presence or absence of hemorrhage. Re-

action should be hastened by the measures set forth in the beginning of this

article.

TREATMENT OF INCISED WOUNDS.

The primary object in the treatment of all wounds is to secure rapid,

painless, and complete repair of the damaged parts. To accomplish tliis,

an effort should be made to secure union by primary adhesion wherever

possible. " Union occurs in every aseptic wound the surfaces of which are

brought into exact apposition." (Trcilat.)

It is assumed at the very beginning that every detail of the treatment

of all forms of wounds, from the moment of infliction until the end of the

healing process, shall be carried out with the strictest regard to the condi-

tions of asepsis. For this purpose; it is absolutely necessary not only that

the wound shall be clean, but also that the skin contiguous to it shall be

thoroughly scrubbed with soap-and-water and afterwards bathed and irri-

gated with some antiseptic solution. The hands of the surgeon and his

assistants must be rendered absolutely free from every possible source of

contamination, all instruments, sutures, and the like, liable to come in con-

tact with the wounded tissues', must be taken directly from a germicide

solution, and the external dressings must be so charged with one oi' other

of the many antiseptics now in use that they will protect the surface of

the wound from contact with the air and prevent the occurrence of putre-

faction in the discharges. Attention to details is of the utmost imjiortanco,

and strict cleanliness is of far greater value than a cumbrous paraphernalia

of instruments and dressings.

The indications of treatment are to arrest hemorrhage, to cleanse the

wound, to provide for its drainage, to secure apposition of its surfaces, to

protect it from the entrance of septic or putrefactive germs, and to secure

absolute rest for the damaged part.

Arrest of Hemorrhage.—Although the blood pours out freely at first

from the whole surface of an incised wound, its force soon abates, unless a

large artery is divided. The ends of the smaller vessels contract spontane-

ously upon exposure to the air or to a stream of cold water, and cease to

bleed. Elevation of the part and moderate pressure upon the surface of

the wound hasten thi'^ result. Hot water—115° to 120° F.—produces

a similar eifect, by stimi'.lating the divided vessels to contract, and pos-

sibly also by coagulating the albumen of the blood. Bleeding from larger
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arterial branches will usually require special measures,—the ligature, tor-

sion, pressure, etc. '-r <,;> ".'V^ .y ^,. ',:'i. .,,:,;. '^•.
,:. .,v'-.;,-i'

Torsion is certainly the most rapid, efficient, and safe method of per-

manently controlling hemorrhage at all periods of life, but especially in

childhood, which the surgeon has at his command. An extensive experi-

ence with this measure in the surgical wards of the Western Pennsylvania

Hospital has demonstrated its superiority over other methods of control-

ling hemorrhage, and fully confirmed Mr. Bryant's opinion of its value.

During the past sixteen years it has been relied upon almost exclusively

in that institution, and it has frequently been applied to the brachial,

axillary, popliteal, and fen^oral arteries, to the arteries of the forearm and

leg in amputations, and to the arteries after removal of the breast, and no

case of secondary hemorrhage has followed its use. In one instance in my
own practice secondary hemorrhage followed torsion of the interosseous

artery, and a similar misfortune happened recently to anotlier surgeon in

this city ; but in both cases there had evidently been some defect in the

method of application. In the same period, in that hospital, two fatal

cases of setiondary hemorrhage followed the use of the ligature,—in one

from the axillary artery after amputation at the shoulder for injury, in the

other after disarticulation at the hip for disease.

The following table, collated by Prof INIurdoch, of Pittsburg, from

the records of the Western Pennsylvania Hospital,' exhibits the frequency

with which torsion has been employed in that institution for the control of

hemorrhage from large arteries. It includes cases at every period of life,

from early childhood to advanced age.

Femoral 95 times.

Popliteal 14 "

Axillary 15 "

Anterior tibial 276 "

Posterior tibial 276 "

Brachial 62 "

Radial 40 "

Ulnar 40 "

Total 818 times.

Torsion is a very simple operation, requiring no spetiial instruments for

its performance other than the strong serrated (not toothed) arteiy-forceps

carried by every surgeon. The ends of the divided artery should be caught

in the jaws of the forceps, and the vessel drawn gently from its sheath, and

twisted or rotated on its long axis until the feeling of resistance is over-

come : five or six turns are usually sufficient. The brittle internal and

middle tunics of the vessel break, curl up, ar.l reduplicate themselves,

forming a valve-like plug, while the elastic external coat twisted into a

ball gives additional support. A firm clot form 'vithin the vessel, and an

Chicago Medical Journal and Examiner, June, 1889.
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exudation of plastic lymph cements the rcdnplieatod tunics and renders the

lumen of the artery imi)ervious. Organization of the lymph soon follows,

and all the structures are thus bound together in the cicatrix.

Easily and rapidly performed, torsion seems to be more absolutely siife

than the ligature. The twisted ends of the vessel are not devitalized, and

hence no dead tissue is left in the wound to slough or decompose, no foreign

body to irritate, and no ligature to loosen, ulcerate, or slip. It is difficult

to conceive of the necessity of any other method of controlling hemorrhage

in the wounds of children, except in punctured wounds of large arteries,

where both distal and proximal ends of the vessel must be dealt with;

ligature is then the simpler and more convenient method.

Tlie Ligature.—The ligature is a safe and efficient means of permanently

controlling hemorrhage, but it is open to the objection that, no matter how

carefully it may be applied, a foreign body is left in the wound, and the

vitality of that portion of the ligated vessel which projects beyond the

point of.ligature is destroyed. A limited necrosis must result ; the dangers

of septic contamination are therefore greatly increased, and, unless careful

antisepsis is observed, disaster is liable to follow.

Ligature of a bleeding vessel is accomplished by grasping its severed

end with forceps and gently drawing it out from its sheath, so as to free

it from the surrounding structures ; the ligature is then thrown aroiuid the

vessel close to the sheath, and tied with a single reef or sailoi-'s knot, which

is drawn tightly enough merely to divide the internal and middle tunics

of the artery, without inflicting too great damage upon the external tunic.

Both ends of the ligature are now cut short, and the ligated vessel is allowed

to retract within its sheath. When bleeding from a number of small ves-

sels situated close together persists, it is better to include them all in a single

ligation than to waste time and blood in an effort to isolate each vessel.

The materials employal for the ligature of vessels are the same as those

used for sutures, and the same scrupulous care should be taken to render

them aseptic. Too great vigilance cannot be observed in this matter. Fine

hard-twisted carbolized sewing-silk probably possesses as much merit as

any other substance, and can always be obtained. Catgut, if properly pre-

pared, is quite reliable, and is in time absorbed by the tissues. Greater care

is required in tightening the knot, however, and the second turn of the

knot should be reinforced by a third turn, as a guai'd against slipping of

the ligature.

Pressure is useful as a temporary' means of controlling hemorrhage, but

it must be used cautiously, lest serious damage be inflicted upon uninjured

parts. It should always be appliwl directly to the bleeding point, and not

to the limb above the seat of injury, except during an operation, and must

be removed as soon a.s other and more efficient measures can be employed.

As a method of permanently t-ontrolling hemorrhage it is very unn>lial)le

and likely to end in failure. The practice of encircling a limb by a tourni-

quet to arrest bleeding is an exceedingly dangerous one, and in three cases
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of which I have pereonal knowledge it was the direct cause of death, by

producing gangrene in the Hmb. It should never be employed except

during the performance of an operation.

Styptics arc seldom required for the arrest of hemorrhage, and their use

cannot l)e too strongly condemned. Unfortunately, it is the custom with

some pi-actitioners to resort to styptics in every case of active bleeding,

and the wounds which fall into their hands are systematically daubed or

tightly crammed with some styptic, most commonly the solution of the sub-

sulphate or pcrchloridc of iron. It is true that this treatment will arrest

liomorrhage in many cases, though not in all ; but, in doing so, it so irritates

and befouls the wound that union by primary adhesion or " first intention"

is absolutely impossible. Unreliable and unsafe, the use of styptics renders

a clean cut surface unlit for rapid rejiair, adds io danger and suffering, and

retards recovery. It is a practice dictated by timidity and ignorance, and

ought to be abandoned altogether.

Cleansing the Wound.—The skin in the neighborhood of the wound

must be well washed with soap-aud-water and afterwards with water hold-

ing some germicide in solution, preferably the one to one-thousand solution

of corrosive sublimate, thrown from a syringe or squeezed from a sponge

or a pledget of antiseptic cotton. All foreign bodies—fragments of wood,

glass, iron, etc.—and clots of blood must be carei'uUy removed from the

wound, either by picking them out with clean forceps or by washing them

away with a stream of antiseptic fluid.

Drainage.—No part of the treatment can ever be more imjiortant than

that which provides for the escape of the putrescible animal fluids dis-

charged by the wound itself. Unless free outlet is left for the escape of

these fluids (blootl, serum, etc.), they accumulate in the wound, force its sur-

faces asunder, defeat repair, and increase the danger of septic absorjjtion.

Drainage may be attained by counter-openings, tents, setons, and the like,

but is best accomi)lished by the insertion of perforated tubes of glass, de-

calcified bone, or the common black-rubber tubing, into the cavity of the

wound, thiough its most dependent angle. The ends of the tubes should

be allowed to project a short distance .beyond the level of the skin and be

held in place by aseptic safety-pins. Wounds of slight extent re(iuire only

provision for the escape of the serum, and efficient drainage may be secured

by the introduction of a few strands of carbolized silk, catgut, or horse-hair.

Openings must always be cut in the first layer of the dressing, to free the

projecting ends of t"io drain from pressure and consequent obstruction. No
invariable rule can be laid down for the removal of the tubes ; they should

1k^ withdrawn when there is no longer a discharge to be drained away,

—

usually not sooner than forty-eight hours ; but it is better to allow them to

remain longer than is absolutely necessary than to remove them too soon.

Closure of the Wound.— It is necessary for the perfect repair of a

wo\md that its surfaces shall be placed in exact contact as soon as possi-

ble after its infliction. This object is efectetl l>y various measures,

—
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viz., sutures, adhesive plaster, compresses, and bandages. Simple incised

wounds of limited extent usually require no other treatment than to arrest

the bleeding and to bring the edges together and retain them by a few strips

of adhesive plaster firmly drawn, supplemented by an absorbent compress

and bandage. The divided parts adhere promptly, organization follows,

and the surfaces are quickly joined together by a living bond of union.

In more extensive wounds the tendency of the divided parts to separate

must be overcome by more etfectual mechanical measures. It is not suffi-

cient to retain the edges in contact ; the deeper parts must be kept in ap-

position 'util organization can take place throughout the mlhesive lymph

which cements them together. This can be accomplished only by deep or

" buried" and superficial sutures, aided, as ah-eady advised, by compresses

and bandages.

Sutures.—The materials usually selected for sutures are silk, catgut,

horse-hair, silver wire, or " silk-worm-gut." Pure well-annealed silver

wire, as fine as possible (No. 28 to No. 30), possesses decided advantages

over other sutures. It is strong, pliable, easily introduced, readily tight-

ened by two or three turns, affords perfect support to the wound without

constriction, is not absorbable, can be adjusted and readjusted in closing the

wound, and if accidentally drawn too tight can readily be relaxed by un-

twisting a turn or two or by cutting it between the first turn and the skin.

When this is necessary, the constriction is at once relaxed, and the hook-

like form of the suture still affords support to the edges of the wound.

Sutures of silver may be left for an indefinite period without causing irrita-

tion. Horse-hair possesses similar advantages in a less degree. It is very

easily introduced, but is a little difficult to tie, and is not strong enough

for use in large wounds unless doubled. In wounds of the eyebrows and

eyelids, and in plastic operations genemlly, it is an excellent suture. Silk

sutures are easily introduced, and affbrd abundant sujiport to the edges of

the wound ; but, unless thoroughly aseptic, they are irritating, and, if re-

tained long, act as setons ; if drawn tightly, they constrict and strangulate

the edges and cut their way out. The very best quality of finely-twisted or

braided silk must be selected, and may be rendered perfectly aseptic by boil-

ing for thirty minutes in a five-per-cent. solution of pure carbolic acid. It

may be kei)t for an indefinite period in the same solution, or in alcohol or

carbolized oil (five per cent.). Catgut is a favorite suture with many sur-

geons, but really possesses no advantages over carbolized silk. If not prop-

erly preparetl, it is unreliable, and, owing to the difficulty of sterilizing it

perfectly, it is not free from the dangers of conveying infection. Volk-

maun reports a case of anthrax clearly traceable to its use. Silk-worm-giit

makes an excellent suture, but is unabsorbable, end remains unchanged in

the tissues for many months.

For the intrciduction of sutures, a straight needle, somewhat spear-

pointed, and having a large countersunk eye, is the easiest to use and the

most generally serviceable. In wounds of the cheeks and eyelids fine
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curved ucedles are required to surmount the irregular contour of the sur-

face.

Sutures are applied iu various forms,—viz., the interrupted, the con-

tinuous, the twisted, and the (juilled. The interrupted is the form most

generally usetl, and for nearly all purposes is the best. The stitches are

introduced at short intervals, so as to hold the edges of the wound together

at many separate points. The iirst suture should be plawxl at the middle,

the others alternately on one side or the other of this one until the wound
is closed. Each suture must be carefully adjusted so as to hold the edges

in exact contact, without inversion or eversion of the skin, and without

constricting any portion of the tissues encircled by the loop. " One suture

too tightly drawn may result in the death of the patient." (Esniareh.)

In deep wounds with division of muscles, as in the face, superficial

sutures are not sufficient, and the advice of Mr. Kectly should be followed,

"to bring all the severed parts together by means of burial asvptic sutures."

Chromicized catgut, carbolized silk or silk-worm-gut answers best for this

purpose. This measure secures perfect contact of the entire surface of the

wound, and more speedy nnion. As a general rule, strips of adhesive

plaster should not be employed to support the sutures, and when resorted

to should be always applied over aseptic compresses placed on each side of

the wound. When applial directly to the skin they cause irritation, become

foul, and interfere with drainage.

The continued suture is inserted in an uninterrupted seam, in the

manner enn)loyed by glovers and seamstresses. It secures close apposi-

tion of the edges and is a good suture, but in large woinids nuist always be

supplemented by very free drainage. This form of suture is esjiecially

applicable iu wounds of the intestines, carbolized silk and chromicized

catgut being the materials best suited for use.

The twistwl suture is usually employed in plastic operations where sup-

port and moderate pressure are required, as in hare-lip and deep wounds

of the face ; it is clumsy at best, is extremely liable to become foul from

absorbed discharges, and certainly has no advantages over the interrupted

silver-wire suture.

External Dressing.—Having secured coaptation of the surfaces of the

wound, and ascertained that the drainage is perfect by passing a stream of

antiseptic fluid through the tubes, the external dressings must be applied.

These dressings must be absorbent, germ-destructive, and so adjusted as to

sterilize the air as it comes in contact with the discharges, to exert accurate

and continuous pressure u})on the sides of the wound, and to retain the

affected part in a state of absolute rest. The wound is first rendered sterile

by the means detailed ; its discharges must be prevented from decomposing

by being strained through an antiseptic covering, and the wound itself her-

metically closed. The edges should first be well dusted with iotloform oi

powdered boric acid, so as to sterilize the disi^harge l)y bringing it in con-

tact with a germicide as soon as it escapes. The impervious strip of pro-

VoL. III.—56
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tective material formerly deemed essential may be safely discarded, and its

place siii)pli('d by a loose layer of moist iodoform or carbolizcd jfaiize, per-

forated for the ends of the drainage-tubes. External to this several layers

of sublimate gauze must be arranged so as to exert a mcxlerate degree of

pressure and at the same time absorb the discjharges from the dniinagc-tubos.

A thick layer of boratwl cotton or of sidicylic wool surrounds all, and is

retained in position by an accurately and snugly applied roller bandage. If,

in spite of deep or buried sutures, there be much tendency to sejjaration of

the deeper portions, aseptic pads should be applied on each side, and held in

position by soft, absorbent bandages. " This keeps the parts met'hanically

together, prevents nerve-tension, and promotes absorption." (Garagee.)

No impervious material for the external dressing is required. When an

extremity is involved, a light splint should be adjusted to it, and the part

elevated, so as to prevent all motion in the damaged tissues, to secure abso-

lute rest, and to avoid venous engorgement. This dressing ought not to be

disturbed for several days, unless the wound becomes hot and jjainful, the

child feverish and restless, and the dressing soiled with offensive discharges.

Usually the dressing remains dry or but slightly soiled, the pulse and tem-

perature are but little affected, and there is no pain. A wound in such a

state should not be touched ; nothing can be gained by removing the dress-

ing and inspecting the parts, the child is only subjected to unnecessary pain,

and the wound-surfaces are disturbed injuriously. The less it is interfered

with, the more rapid and perfect will be the repair. When it becomes

proper to remove the fii*st dressing, it should be well moistened with an

antiseptic lotion and cut layer by layer with scissors, and then gently Wi'tod

from the wound ; the skin should be well washed, the drainage-tubes short-

ened or withdrawn, the stitches removed, and a new dressing in every way

similar to the first apj)lied.

If the surgeon does not have at his command all the elegant and ex-

pensive appliances for the antiseptic dressing of a wound, he will be obliged

to improvise them from whatever crude materials he can find within reach.

Strips or shreds of clean old linen or muslin are soft, pliable, and chemi-

cally pure, and will absorb fluids rapidly. Such materials placed for a few

minutes in some hot antiseptic solution—as the solution of corrosive subli-

mate, one part to one thousand (made by dissolving seven and a half grains

of the sublimate with an equal quantity of common salt in one pint of

water), tincture of iodine in water, one to one hundred and fifty, carbolic

acid in water, one to twenty, or a saturated solution of boric acid in hot

water—will be transformed into a very perfect ^uitiseptic dressing, from

which pads, compresses, and bandages can readily be made. Silli, linen,

or cotton thread similarly treated is rendered perfectly innocuous, and

affords material for sutures and ligatures which is just as relial)le as the

most expensive that can be purchased from the dealers. A skein of this

thread inserted into the wound, in the absence of the perforated tubes,

secures good drainage. The wound, properly cleansed with a portion of the
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same solution that has been used to rcndor the dressing antisejjtie, may
now be closed and dressed with these improvised materials, and repair will

jro on just as rapidly and jK>rfeetly as it does under the most eoiuplieated

dressings.

After-Treatment.—If properly applied, the firet dressing is very often

the only one required ; the exjwsetl surfaces of the wound unite without

febrile excitement or systemic disturbance and without sufficient discharge

to soil the dressing. The union, however, is not yet firm, and compresses

and bandages will be required for several days to give support to the newly-

formed tissues. Removal of the sutures will de^xnid upon the progress of

repair; they should be withdrawn as soon as possible,—usually in from

forty-eight to seventy-two hours, but in large wounds, with tendency of the

edges to separate, they should not be disturbi-d for several days ; time must

be allowed for deep cicatrization to occur before their support can be dis-

pensed with. If any of them are too tightly drawn, or show a tendency to

cut out, they should be removed at once, as they oidy cause irritation and

endanger repair in other parts of the wound. They are best removed by

grasping them gently at the twist or knot with a pair of forceps, dividing

them with scissors, and withdrawing them earefidly, so as not to puit any

strain upon the wound. Metallic sutures must be cut close to the skin,

and the hook-shaped ends straightened before attempting to remove them.

Witlidrawal of the sutures must always be followe<l by the support of com-

presses and bandages, and these must be employed until everything has

consolidated.

Ordinarily very little treatment is required beyond the occasional ad-

jtigtment of dressings and bandages, to keep the parts at rest until nature

completes the reparative process. If, however, a portion of the wound fails

to unite or breaks down before union is perfect, additional care must be ex-

erted to keep the parts aseptic until healing by granulation occurs. If the

parts become hot and painful and the child feverish, the dressing raust be

removed, the sutures taken out, and thf source of irritation sought for and

removed. If discharges have been retaiur^d, provision must be made for

their escape, and it may be proper to substituio cool or antiseptic irrigation

for the dry dressing heretofore employed.

Attention to the hygienic surroundings of the child will also be neces-

sary. The diet should be bland, nutritious, and easily digested ; broths,

milk, etc., should be given generously from the first, and later may be rein-

forced by wine and more substantial food. The child should be kept, if

possible, in an airy, well-lighted, and well-ventilated upper room ; the bed,

bedolothing, and garments worn must be clean, and should be cleansed fre-

quently. It is true tliat children living on impure and insufficient food,

and breathing a foul animalized atmosphert, recover well from severe inju-

ries ; but it is equally true that they do infinitely better when surrounded

by proper hygienic conditions.
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CONTUSED AND LACERATED WOUNDS.
A contused wotirul is inflicted by a blow from a hliint iiistruineiit or

missile, a.s a club or stone, or the toe or heel of a heavy boot, or is caused

by a fall in wliich the brow or face strikes a*rainst a curbstone. The cdffcs

of the wound are invertetl, abraded, and greatly ecchymosed, and the

vitality of the tissues is seriously impaired, often far beyond the apparent

limits of tlie injury.

Lacerated wounds present many of the features of contused wounds, and

the two forms of injury may properly be consideretl together. In them the

" tissues are both bruisotl and torn," and the edges are inverted, irregular,

and often darkly discolored. The skin is torn from the underlying lliseia,

and hangs limp and Um)sc, having lost its elasticity by the stretching to

which it has been subjcctal ; in severe injuries the underlying fascia is torn

to shrtds, and the nuisdes are disintegratetl and retluced to a pulp. Such

injuries are commonly caused by machinery, by railway accidents, or by the

passage of a carriage- or wagon-wheel over the body. In adults they are

very often followed by more or less sloughing of the damaged tissues. In

childhood this result is scarcely to be feared unless the entire va-scular

and nervous sujiply of the part has Ix'en destroyetl.

Hemorrhage.—The hemorrhage caused by contused or lacerated wounds

is usually trifling, except when large arterial and venous trunks are severed.

Even then there is no activ'e hemorrliage beyond the moni-^ntary gush of

blood which immediately follows the accident. I have several times seen tlie

torn end of the brachial artery so effectually dosed by a clot that not a drop

of blood escape<l from it, although the arm had been torn from the body just

below the shoulder and the artery hung loose amid the mangled tissues of

the stump. The violence which severs the vessels lacerates and contuses the

internal and middle timics, and thus favors the rapid formation of a clot;

the clot is temporary, but it effectually prevents any further bleeding. A
troublesome oozing, however, not unfrequently comes from the surface of

the wound, and, while the quantity of blood lost may not be great, its

continued escape increases and prolongs the sluKsk.

Pain.—The pain of contused and lacerated wounds is not usually severe

;

the tissues are benumbed by the bruising force of the accident, and a child

suffering from a crush of a limb severe enough to necessitate amputation

rarely makes much outcry if the injured jmrts are not disturbed. Laceration

and contusion of the toes and fingei-s are excessively painful, however, and

such injuries are not unfrequently followed by tetanus.

The constitutional effects may be so mild as to merit little attention, or

so severe as to imperil the life of the child. - ...^^^

Shock.—The shock which follows severe wounds of this character is

always very profound, and death may result from syncope or asthenia.

When reaction occurs it is usually prompt, and is sometimes attended by
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iiiulue f('l)rile oxoitomont, with mild nocturnal delirium. The wound during

this peri<xl becomes puinful, hot, and swollen, and a copious sanioug dis-

charge escapes from it. The surrounding skin becomes tumid, and some-

times is covertKl by bullie filled with a blocKl-staiiuil 8(>rMm. This j)eri()d

is usually short, and is su(;ceetle<l by a rapid subsidence of all alarming

symptoms ; the pulse and temperature lidl, the skin becomes cool and moist,

and the wound assumes a healthy appeaiiuuic. If proper care be observetl

iu the primary dressing, this febrile state can in grtiat measure be averted.

Complications.—Since the structures in the vicinity of the wound are

always injured, ami sometimes so seriously that their vitality cannot bo

restored, necrosis results, and sloughing of the damagcnl jtarts nnist precede

repair. In many tuses of extensive injury the disintegrated textures perish

over a wide area by a localized gangrene. The dead skin, at first dark

purple in color, becomes ashy gray or brown ; an active cell-infiltration and

tiie development of young granulation-tissue follows in the bordci-s of the

living skin ; and the dead tissues separate slowly from the living, and leave

a granulating surface underneath. Unless perf«!t antisepsis is maintained,

8Ui)pu ration, oflcn dangerous and exhausting, is very liable to occur. The
danger of S(»ptic infection is, fortunately, not great in childhofxl ; but it is,

nevertheless, important to protect the wound from all sources of contami-

nation and to keep it pure. Putrefaction of the discharges, and the conse-

quent formation of irritating and poisonous alkahjidal products c»f decom-

position in the wound, are prevented by this care, and physiological rej)air

by granulation goes on uninterruptedly.

TREATMENT.

The treatment of contused and lacerated wounds differs from that

adapted to the simpler forms. The tissues have been subjected to greater

violence, a wider area has been severely damaged, and important textural

changes, limited necrosis, and sloughing are often unavoidable. Union

by granulation is the only method of repair usually attainable, and the

prevention of septic infection becomes of paramount importance. But in

superficial wounds, whether contused or lacerated, espe<'ially in wounds of

the scalp or face, healing by first intention is possible, and an effort should

always be made to secure it.

The indications for treatment, accordingly, are not only to stop bleeding,

to cleanse, close, and drain the wound, and to apply external dres^sings, but

also to preserve the vitality of all tissues not hopelessly damaged, to hasten

the separation of disintegrated and dead tissues from the living, and to

prevent the occurrence of decomposition and suppuration by adherence to a

rigid antisepsis.

The hemorrhage having been controlled by the measures detailed under

Incised Wounds, and the skin carefully w-ashed with soap-and-water and

afterwards with some antiseptic solution, the wound should be thoroughly

cleansed and freed from all foreign bodies.
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Great care must be taken to bring the antiseptic fluids in coutr.ct with

the whole surface, by inserting the nozzle of the syringe or irrigator under-

neath the flaps of loose integument ; but the utmost gentleness must be

observed in handling the damaged tissues.

The surgeon should hesitate to clip any loose shreds of skin not abso-

lutely detached from the wound : it is better practice to cleanse them care-

fully and replace them as nearly as possible in their forniei' position.

Vitality is sometimes preserved in very doubtful-looking tissues, with a

corresponding decrease in the size of the scar. In wounds of the hand

this precaution should be strictly observed : extensive and hopeless-looking

crushes of the hand and fingers are sometimes repaircxl in a remarkably

perfect manner, and, no matter how unshapely and imperfect the condition

of the member may be, no artificial substitute can ever equal it in value.

Closure of the Wound.—If the wound be slight or situated in the

scalp or fiice, its edges must now be united by a few points of interruptcfl

suture, a protective dressing applied, and the wound treat«l as an incised

wound. Where the injury has involved a wider extent of tissue, with lacer-

ation of the skin, fascia, and muscles, no attempt should be made to close

the wound tightly. A few points of interrupted suture may be inserted to

lessen the separation of the skin and to give temporary support to the torn

muscles, but they must not be drawn tightly nor placed so close together as

to interfere with free drainage. As a general rule, adhesive plaster should

be avoided.

Drainage.—The introduction of drainage-tubes for the discharge of

the wound-secretions will generally be required, and if necessary counter-

openings should be made at the most dependent part. In extensive wounds

the drainage-tubes should be of large size, not less than one-third of an

inch in diameter.

External Dressin*?.—When the wound lias been thoroughly cleansed

with the antiseptic lotion, and sutures and drainagc-tubos inserted at the

points deemed necessary, it is ready for the external dressing. The whole

surface should now be dusted with powdered iodoform and covered by a

few layers of iodoform or carbolized gauze through which openings have

been cut for the ends of the drainage-tubes. Several layers of moist subli-

mate gauze are now applicnl to cover the entire area of the wound and the

skin for some distance beyond its margins. A thick layer of borated cotton

or salicylated wool is placed outside of all and held in j^osition by a care-

fully-adjusted roller bandage. The utmost care must he observed to avoid

constriction of the wounded parts, especially in the extremities, lest the

feeble (lirculation be still further impodc<l and gangrene be induced. The

dressing must be so adjusted as to support and protect the wound aiul

keep it at jicrfect rest. The moderate elastic compression afforded by the

external layer of cotton wool is highly beneficial by retaining its surfaces

in contact : but beyond this all pressure and all tight bandaging are mis-

chievous and injurious.
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After the dressing is completed the wounded extremity sliould be

slightly elevated by placing it upon a pillow, and dry warmth by hot

bricks or bottles of hot water will be required when the vitality of the

part is low. A light splint is useful by affording additional support. No
further interference will be needed until after a period of Ibrty-eight hours,

unless the dressings become foul with the discharges, the child be restless

and sick, the wound painful, or the temperature elevated above 101° F.

Usually at the end of forty-eight hours the first dressing should be removed

and the woimd dresse<l again. If its appearance is satisfactory and there is

no sign of suppuration or extensive death of tissue, the sutures may gen-

erclly be removed, the drainage-tubes should be examined, readjusted, or

removed, the surface of the wound again lightly dusted with iodoform, and

the new dressing applied at ou(;e with the same rigid antiseptic care as was

observed in the primary dressing. It sliould not again be disturbed for

several days, uidess febrile symptoms arise or the dressing becomes foul.

Frequent dressings certainly retard tlie healing process.

If, however, the v/ound is hot and painful, its edges swollen and everted,

its surface covered with ashy-gray sloughs, the discharge profuse and ichor-

ous, and the child feverish and sick, the wound is no longer aseptic, it is

practically a phlegmon, and repair without more or less extensive suppura-

tion and sloughing becomes impossible, unless some other and more efficient

method of treatment is employed. Warmth and moisture are now required.

A water dressing by fomentations or by continuous irrigation with cool or

tepid antiseptic solutions must be substituted for the dry antiseptic dr-^sciug,.

The advantages of this change consist in the prevention of decomposition

of the necrosed parts, the continuous I'cmoval of irritating discharges, and

the more speedy separation of the dead tissues
;
primary adhesion has failed,

and it becomes necessary to " encourage the process of slougliing in order

to bring into operation that of healing by granulation." (Gant.)

In those very severe wounds which occasionally involve the extremities

and in which no hope of repair without great loss of substance can be enter-

tained, the continuous local bath by immersion of the wound<>d part in a

vessel filled with tepid water rendered antiseptic by the addition of corro-

sive sublimate (one to five thousand), or carbolic, boric, or salicylic acid,

possesses many advantages over other methods of treatment.

The apparatus required for the continuous local bath is a box or tub of

tin or zinc, whie': can be placed at the foot or side t)f the bed by cutting

away one or more of the slats. The outer edges of this tub are provided

with hooks, from which a sling of muslin is suspended across the cavity of

the tub, and upon this sling the injuretl extremity must rest while immersed

in tlie antiseptic solution. The temijcrature of the solution may be kept

up by means of a spirit-lamp placed underneath the tub. The continuous

bath should not be employed, however, immediately after the injury. The

recently-injured tissues commonly require the influence of dry heat rather

than of moist, and hence they should first receive the benefit of a dry anti-
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septic dressing, with dry lieat and moderate elevation of the limb, until the

structures not hoiwlossly damaged have recovered their vitality and some

degree of cellular proliferation is present in the wound ; otherwise the little

life remaining may be destroyed through vascular disturbances induced by

the too early applitation of an unusual degree of moisture. It is a method

of great value in cases of deep sloughing and progressive suppiu'ation witli

burrowing of pas beneath the muscles and fascia. The limb is pla(;ed in

water at a temperature regulated by the sensations of the patient, and must

be kept in this batii for a week or longer, uutil all the sloughs have scjwratcd.

The water in this batli must be kept fresh and pure by frequent changes,

and its temj)erature may be elevated gradually, so a.s to hasten tlie sepa-

ration of the sloughs. TJie limb usually swells enormously and becomes

discolored from imbibitiou of fluid, and the granulations arc blue-look-

ing and oedematous ; bui this discoloration and oedema disappear when it

is removed from the bath, tlie granulations soon regain their natural ap-

pearance, and cicatrization is completed in the same way as in ordinary

granulating wounds.

Occasionally, despite the utmost care, the granulations become pale and

unhealthy or florid and exuberant, and cicatrization ceases. Wounds in

this condition require the application of stimulating lotions to rouse the

feeble granulations to a healthy activity or to repress the inordinate vas-

cularity which delays the completion of the healing process. Weak astrin-

gent lotions, as the solution of sulphate or chloride of zinc, or dilute nitric

acid, become valuable adjuvants to treatment : where a more positive im-

pression is desired, the solid nitrate of silver brushed lightly over the

surface of the wound will be useful in hastening "desiccation." The

oxide-of-ziuc ointment, rendered aseptic by the addition of boric or car-

bolic acid, is sometimes usc.'iil in hastening cicatrization ; but, as a rule,

salves and ointments may be very generally discaixled.

r\
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PUNOTUEED WOUNDS.
/. punctured wound is an injury inflicted by a sharp- or dull-pointed

instrument or body, as a nail, a fragment of iion, of wood, or of bone, a

thorn, the tooth of an animal, or the slender blade of a knife. Its depth far

exceeds the extent of the external injury or visible lesion, and its character

will vary with the form and nature of the vulnerating body. A puncture

with the sharp blade of a knife causes a deep incised wound, while that

caused by a nail or a thorn is both contused and lacerated.

Punctured wounds awjuire importance from their depth, their locality,

and the nature of the structures injured. If the skin and subcutaneous fat

alone are punctured by a clean instrument, no serious consequences are

likely to follow, and wie wound will heal kindly and without suppuration
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under a simple antiseptic dressing. If, however, the weapon penetrates a

joint or wounds a large arterial trunk, the consequences will be of a very

serious character,—a violent traumatic synovitis in the one case, a fatal

hemorrhage or a diffused traumatic aneurism in the other.

But it the wound is caused by a rough-pointed instrument, as when a

rusty nail ir a fragment of wood or of iron penetrates the skin, muscles, and
fascia, it is deep, lacerated, and liable to become poisoned, either ))y the

puucturing bo<ly or by foreign or septic matter conveyed from the skin to

the bottom of the wound.

Drainage of such an injury is very difficult to secure, and de(!omposition

of the retained extravasation, with violent and destructive inflanimatiou

and widely-diffused suppuration, is almost certain to follow. Accidents of

this character involving the palms of the hands or the soles of the feet are

always liable to be followed by mosi; serious consequences, among which

tetanus and general blood-infcx-tion are not rare. Such injnrics require

prompt and careful treatment. If the puncture has been inflicted by a

blunt body, as a rusty nail, the wound should at once be freely incised, so

as to give abundant room for the escape of blood and extra-asated fluids,

its entire surface should be thoroughly cleansed and irrigated by some

efficient antiseptic fluid, as the corrosive-sublimate solution, one to five

hundred, a drainage-tube inserted, and an antiseptic dressing applied.

Where the wound is so located as to permit it, the part should l)e immersed

in the antiseptic for an hour or two, and then cauterized with pure carbolic

acid before the application of the primary dressing.

In treating bites of animals, the method pursued at Bellevue Hospital,

New York, is to immerse the bitten part in a hot solution of bichloride of

mercury, one to two hundred, for thirty minutes, then to cauterize the

wound freely with fuming nitric acid, and afterwards to dress it anti-

se2)tieally.

If the wound has been neglected, it must be incised freely upon the

first evidence of inflammation in the part, and a careful search made for

foreign bodies, while counter-openings must also be made if needed to

secure free drainage.

Wounds involving joints require a rigid antisepsis, with extension and

fixation of the joints, and the external application of cold by ice-bags, cold

compresses, and the like.

When a large artery has been punctured, clearly the safest practice is

to enlarge the external wound and secure the vessel by ligatures apj)lied to

both proximal and distal sides of the puncture, and then to divide the

vessel entirely between the ligatures. Such wounds are always attended by

danger, and require energetic treatment from the moment of actrident. It

is useless to temporize with them : valuable time is wasted and the life of

the patient may be sacrificed by hesitating. No punctur».>d wound should

ever be regarded as trivial, au''' certainly no other form of wound requires

more careful management.

ill
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POISONED WOUNDS.
When certain specific emanations from living or dead animal bodies are

introducal into wounds, whatever their form may be, they acquire new and

deadly qualities, and the traumatism sinks into insignificance in the pres-

ence of a poison "acting upon the blood, contaminating the constitution,

and developing distinct and special symptoms." (Poland.)

The sources of wound-contamination are varied, but may be classified

as follows : first, the poisonous secretions from healthy but venomous

reptiles or insects (bites of serpents, stings of bees, etc.) ; second, tlie dis-

charges from diseased animals (glanders, hydropL jbia, etc.); third, fluids

from recently-dead animal bodies (dissection-wounds, etc.). The poison (or

poisons, for they are probably numerous) from dead animal bodies undoubt-

edly belong to the alkaloidal j)roducts of decomposition, the ptomaines or

cadaveric alkaloids, which in their action upon theanimal economy resemble

several of the poisonous vegetable alkaloids. That present in the venom

of reptiles and poisonous insects probably belongs to the same class of

animal poisons,—the poisonous agent being a chemical }>roduct, incapable

of multiplying in the blood, requiring no period of incubation, not trans-

missible to other persons, and exerting its toxic power in proportion to the

amount absorbed. On the other hand, inoculation by the discharge from

diseased animals—from a dog suffering with hydrophobia, or from a horse

afflicted with glanders—depends upon the introduction of specific germs

into the bite, or at least a virus, which contaminates not only the wound,

but also the blood of the individual. The disease acquired by inoculation

may be transmitted from one individual to another, and after death the

blood teems with micro-organisms. The smallest quantity inoculated is

sufficient to produce all the characteristic effects, but the outbreak does not

occur until after a period of incubation or quiescence, during which the

germs multiply and acquire destructive energy.

POISONED WOUNDS KESULTINQ PROM STINGS OF INSECTS, BITES

OF SERFENTS, ETC.

The stings of insects—bees, wasps, and the like—although very painful,

usually require very little attention. The pain is promptly allayed by

bathing the part with a solution of soda or ammonia, or by covering it with

olive oil, and the swelling disappears in a few hours. If, however, a young

child is stung simultaneously in many places, as sometimes happens during

the swarming of bees, the severity of the pain and the quantity of poison

introduced into the blood produce an alarming degree of constitutional

disturbance, and death occasionally results. Stings involving the tongue

and fauces are followed by great swelling of the parts, and death may

s|>eedily follow from cedema of the glottis. Such cases are best treated

by alkaline gargles and washes, but, if symptoms of suffocation occur,
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free scarification of the glottis becomes nectssary, and tracheotomy may be

demanded to save life.

riie sting which conveys the poison is a slender, barl»ed, needle-like

weapon, which is often left in the skin, and, as its presence is a source

of irritation, it should be grasjicd with fine forceps and removed ; after-

wards the i>art should l»e bathed with a solution of soda or carbolized oil.

The alarming depression which occasionally follows multiple stings is best

combated by diffusible stinndants, brandy, ammonia, etc.

In the southern and southwestern parts of the Unitwl States, the wounds
inflicted by the mandible of the tarantula and the centij)ede and the stings

of the scorpion are said to be be followed by serious local inflammation and

sometimes by violent constitutional disturbance. Dr. Linceium, of Texa.s,

reports the casoof a child four years old who died in six hours after the bite

of a very large centipede. Dr. Thomas A. Pope, also of Texas, rejjorts a

death from a tarantula-bite ; the man was bitten in the neck, and died from

asphyxia due to the swelling.^ In southern Italy and in the Orient death

is said occasionally to follow the sting of the scorpion. The treatment con-

sists in neutralizing the local effects of the poison by alkaline washes and

in combating the constitutional depression by diff'usible stimulants.

The bites of poisonous serpents constitute a very serious class of injuries

;

the bites of the cobra, duboia, and other reptiles in India are rapidly fol-

lowed by death. In the United States the only poisonous serpents are the

rattlesnake, the copperhead, and the moccasin-snake, the latter found only

in the Gulf States. The bites of the rattlesnake and the copperhead are

very similar in their effects, both being followed by an alarming train of

symptoms, which not uncommonly end in death.

The venom of all serp ,nts is secreted by a pair of glands situated on

either side of the upper jaw below the eyes, which communicate with a

groove or tube in the fangs. The fan{';s are movable, very sharp, grooved

or channelled for the transmission of the venom, and in their quiescent

state lie in folds of the mucous membrane lining the roof of the mouth.

When the serpent strikes, the muscles attached to the base of the fangs con-

tract and throw them into an erect position, and compress the glaids or

poison-sacs simultaneously, injecting the venom along the grooves when the

fangs are driven into the flesh of the bitten animal.

The venom is a yellowish-green, albuminous fluid, acid in reaction,

with a specific gravity of 1.044, and, according to Mitchell and Reichert,

contains three proteid substances,—venom-globulin, venom-peptone, and

venom-albumen.^ It is not affected by heat, cold, acids, ..ll-alies, or decom-

position, may be taken into the stomach with impunity, and does not render

the flesh of animals destroyed by it unfit for food.

Symptoms.—Tlie wounds inflicted by all venomous serpents are

• Wyeth, Text-Book on Surgery, p. 78.

» Philadelphia Medical News, 1883; Lancet, July 21, 1883.
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speedily followed by pain of an intense character, and by rapid swoUiiijj

and discoloraJon of the parts. The swelling exte'nds mpidly towards

the trunk ; the skin is livid, mottled, and sometimes vesicated ; in severe

cases the subcutaneous connective tissue is infiltmted with an ichorous,

offensive fluid like that of gangrene, and the wound itself may become

gangrenous.

Severe constitutional symptoms, manifested by intense sh(wk, tremor,

dizziness, nausea, and vomiting, with feeble, irregular heart-action, ap;[K>ar

very early. In fatal cases death may occur in a few hours or may be de-

layed for several days, and may result from either heart-failure or coma, or

may be i)rece(led by the tyi)hoid state or by symptoms of a septic charac ter,

with delirium, convulsions, and coma. The condition of the reptile at the

time the bite is inflicted, the age and health of the person bitten, and the

quantity of venom injected into the tissues, undoubtedly influence the result.

The bite of a full-grown, active servient that has not recently bitten any

other animal will be followt>tl almost instantly by extremely violent symp-

toms even in a vigorous person of adult age, and possibly by death ; whereas

a similar bite inflicted after the serpent has bitten several animals will be

followed by comparatively mild symptoms. The poison of all venomous

serpents—except possibly that of tlie cobra, whose victims die too promptly

to permit such a change—destroys the coagulability of the blootl and disin-

tegrates its red corpuscles ; hence the chief i)ost-mortem appearances are a

fluid condition of the blood, and extravasations and sanguinolent effusions

into tiie serous cavities.

Treatment.—As there seems to be no absolutely reliable antidote for

the venom, the treatment of serpent-bites must aim to prevent the entrance

of the poison into the blood, and to overcome the depression of all the vital

functions which follows its absorption even in small quantity. The "first

object is best accomplished by immediately a^^^ lying a very firmly drawn

ligature to the bitten extremity some distance above the wound, so as to

stop all circulation in the part, and then by encouraging the wound to bleetl

by freely incising it and employing active suction with the lips, or prefera-

bly with a cupping-glass, if one can be obtained, for there is always danger

that the venom may poison an xinobserved abrasion on the lips. The wound

must then be washed freely with diluted aqua ammonisB or diluted tincture

of iodine. Recently a five-per-cent. solu*^ion of potassium permanganate

in water is recommended by Dr. Lacerda Filho ^ and by Mr. V. Richards,^

either locally applied to the wound or injected underneath the contiguous

Si'in. It is asserted to have effectually neutralized the cobra-poison. If the

bite is on the face, cauterization with a hot iron is recommended before

using the permanganate lotion, and certainly will be effectual.

If the patient survives, more or less sloughing of the skin and sub-

» Medical Times and Gazette, August 27, 1881.

* Lancet, September 15, 1883.
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cutaneoua connective tissue may be expected, and this slioiild be favored by

free incisions and by warm detergent irrigations. Constitutional depression

is best met by mcxlerate doses of morphine to relieve the pain (and terror),

and by the free administration of alcoholic stimulants in the form of

whiskey or brandy. These should be givt.i, not in UKxlerate but in very

large doses, until signs of intoxication are unmistakable ; after this the

])atient should be kept mildly under the influence of the stinudant until

danger is })ast. The quantity of whiskey or brandy required to produce

intoxication in men suffering from the bite of the rattlesnake is stated to be

enormous ; and the late Surgeon G. E. Cooper, U.S.A.,' reports one instance

in which a bottle of brandy and a bottle and a half of whiskey were drunk

oefore any effects were observetl. It is asserted that as soon as intoxica-

tion occurs the muscular tremors stop in the bitten limb and the swelling

ceases. Children are usually very susceptible to alcohol, and care must be

observed in its use, leht the depression of large doses intensify the effects of

the animal poison.

WOUNDS POISONED BY CONTACT WTTII THE SECRETIONS FROM
DISEASED ANIMALS.

HYDROPHoniA (Rabies Canina, Lyssa, Huxdswuth).—This fear-

ful malady originating in the canine race is communicable to man and to

all warm-blooded animals by inoculation with a specific virus present in

the saliva and blood of the rabid animal. The common source of inocula-

tion is the bite of an infected dog, but the bite of the rabid wolf, fox, or

badger is no less dangerous, and it is stated by General Dodge, U.S.A. ,^

that in the valley of the Republican River, Colorado, the bite of the skunk

is almost invariably followed by hydrophobia. Rabies is not transmissible

from man to man, nor from man to the dog. Pasteur has produced rabies

in healthy animals by inoculating them with the cerebro-spinal fluid and

brain-substance of animals recently dead of the malady.

Inoculation may occur through trifling abrasions on the hands or face

if in any way brought in contact with the saliva of a rabid animal ; even

the bite of an apparently healthy dog has been followed by rabies. The

virus is also communicable by the blood of a rabid animal. A student,

while examining the body of a dog that had died from rabies, accidentally

inoculated himself by wounding his finger, and died six weeks afterwards

from hydrophobia. (Hertwig, Van Buren.)

Fortunately, about one-half of the persons bitten by rabid animals

escape infection ; but bites upon unprotected portions of the body are

extremely liable to be contaminated. Of those bitten in the face ninety

per cent., of those bitten on the hands fifty-three per cent., and of those

bitten where the part was protected by clothing twenty-four per cent., were

1 Smith's Surgery, vol. i. p. 445.

" The Plains of the Great West.
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infootwl. (Anderson.) The excessive frequency of inoculation in bites of

tlio face is largely due to the vascularity of the tissues and to the activity

of absorption.

Symptoms.—InocuLation is followwl by .i jwriod of incubation which

varies greatly in length in dlHcnuit cas<>s. The j)cri(Kl in the human sub-

ject ranges from two weeks to eight months ; the most accurate observations

seem to fix about forty days as the average peri(Kl of latency. No constant

symptoms are present during this process of inculmtion. The scar Icfl by

the bite sometimes becomes irritable and is the seat of various neuralgic

disturbances, while the lymphatic glands in connection with it swell. Small

papules beneath the tongue, occurring from the third to the ninth day allcr

the bite, are noted by Anderson.

The onset of the disease is marked by rather vague symptoms. The

patient's disposition changes; he becomes gloomy, irritable, and despond-

ent,—and this feature is markcfl even in young children ; the face wears

an expression of anxiety and suffering ; the heart-action is frequent and

irregular ; chills succeeded by fever occur at short intervals, and tiiere are

generally evidences of disorder of the central nervous system. This period,

the "melancholic stage," is of variable duration,—from a few hours to

several days,—and is followed by (jr imj)erceptibly runs into the active

stage, stage of excitement, or " convulsive stage," which is usually ushered

in by some stilfncss of the neck, twitching of the muscles of the face, pain

in the region of the fauces and glottis, and slightly-spasmodic respiration.

The tongue is dry, and efforts to quench thirst give rise to violent spasms

of the muscles of deglutition and respiration. Mental disorder, marked by

delirium, spectral and hysterical illusions, and paroxysms of violent mani-

acal excitement with active rabid manifestations, arc present, but are gen-

erally succeeded by lucid intervals. The difficulty of swallowing increases

rapidly, and the effort induces fearful spasms of the nmscles of deglutition

and respiration. Hyperesthesia inerea?'^s coincidcntly with exaggerated

reflex excitability, and a current of air, a flash of light, or the jarring of a

door is sufficient to excite a violent recurrence of the spasms. The voice

becomes weak and husky, " like the bark of a dog ;" a profuse viscid sali-

vary secretion, whi(!h cannot be swallowed, is expectorated in every direc-

tion
;

precordial pain, vomiting, excessive thirst, and dysuria add to the

general suft'ering. Albumen and sugar are occasionally present in the urine.

The spasms increase in frequency but diminish in force, and the patient

either dies asphyxiated in a convulsion, or drifts into the third or " paralytic

stage," when, with entire loss of muscular power, he lies utterly prostrate

and helpless, but often entirely conscious and rational, despite the exhaus-

tion, until death ends his suffering, an event winch usually occurs in from

two to fi'^e days in adults, while children generally succumb in less than

twenty-four houi-s.

Diagnosis.—There can be little doubt that many nervous disorders,

and especially hysterical manifestations, are mistaken for true hydrophobia.

i
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It is also altogotlier probable that many of the deaths reported from this

disorder have been dne to other and less serioin maladies, and that the in-

flnence of terror, acting upon weak and diseaseil nervous systems, has many

times served to intensify conditions which were otherwise not necessarily

fatal. That true human rabi(!8 is an exceedingly rare disease cannot be

denied. It is evident, therefore, that a correct diagnosis is a matter of

extrfeme importance.

The diseases from which human rabies must be distinguished are

tetanus and hysterical convulsions. The absence of a recent wound, the

long period of in(!ul)ation, the fact that spasms are clonic and involve the

muscles of deglutition and respiration, and not those of mastication, the

absence of general muscudar rigidity or spasm, and the presence of spectral

illusions and maniacal delirium, should very clearly distinguish rabies from

tetanus. From hysteria the disease may usually be distinguished by the

age and sex of the patient, the suddenness of the onset, the violence of

unimportant symptoms, and the absence of symjitoms which most certainly

imperil life.

Pathology.—The nature of the vinis which induces rabies has not yet

been ascertained ; but it seems probable that it is of bacterial origin, and

that tin specific germs, after being introduced into the tissues of a healthy

animal, remain dormant during a period of incubation, and then manifest

their presence by inflammatory changes at the seat of inoculation, together

with the formation of some specific and deadly but unisolated ptomaine,

Avhich entering the blood exerts a poisonous and destructive influence upon

the central nervous systcna.

Morbid Anatomy.—The post-mortem appearances point to the action

of some blood-poison,—viz., fluidity of tlie blood ; occhymotic spots beneath

the pleura, pericardium, and membranes of the brain and spinal cord, with

minute hemorrhagic infarctions of the smaller vessels a-^d miliary abscesses

in the gray matter; organic changes in the ganglion-cells of the ninth,

tenth, and eleventh cranial nerves ; and copious infiltration of leucocytes

into the perivascular spaces of the cerebral cortex and the medulla ob-

longata. Cheadle has discovered rod-like bodies resembing bacteria in the

extravasations of blood in the same region. Klebs has found highly-refrac-

tive granular corpuscles arranged in bands or stellate groups in the lymphatic

and submaxillary glands ; and Gibier has recently claimed the discovery of

a micro-organism constantly present i;i pigeons inoculated with the virus

of rabies. Thus far, however, the discovery of a specific microbe in rabies

has not been confirmed.

Treatment.—The fact that there is no remedy or method of treatment

which either modifies the progress of the disease or limits its fatal etfects

renders the importance of a perfect prophylaxis self-evident.

Prophylactic measures are directed, first, to the destruction of the virus

immediately after its introduction into the tissues and while it is yet local-

ized iu the wound, and, secondly, to efforts to neutralize the virulence of
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the poison before it can enter the system, or rather to render the l)itt(>ii

person nnsuscreptibk; to its effects by inoenhiting him witli an attenuated

rabic virus during the last stages of its incubation, after the method of

Pasteur.

The first object is Ix'st attained by promptly encircling the limb at a

point some distance alwve tiic i)ite with a tightly-drawn ligature, to arrcwt

the circulation and prevent absorption. The wound should next be vigor-

ously 8U(^ked with the lips, if there are no abrasions upon them, or by a

cupping-glass, and as soon as possible shoidd be bathed or immersed in a

hot solution of corrosive sublimate, one to one hundred, for half an hour,

and then cauterized freely with a red-hot iron, fuming nitric ,'icid, or pure

undiluteil carbolic acid : nitrate of silver is t(>o shallow a cau^.tic ^o be of

any value. The ligature nuist be removed as soon as the cauterization is

completed. As the pain of the (-auterization is intense, an ana3sthetic will

usually be required; after this the part must be enveloped in an antiseptic

dressing and Ivcpt at rest until healing is completwl. When done with a

free hand, this treatment is more reliable than excision of the part, though

excision should be resorted to if the wound has already healed.

Dogs are very filthy animals at best, feeding constantly upon all sorts

of putrid matter, and their teeth are liable to be charged with poisons but

little less deadly than that of rabies; their bites cause not only ])unctured

and lacerated but also poisoned wounds, and for these reasons all bites

inflicted by a dog, whether the animal be suspected of rabies or not, sh(»id(l

be subjected to thorough cleansing and cauterization. The bitten persoe

should avoid the use of all intoxicants.

The second form of prophylaxis, by inoculation with attemiated rabic

virus, has been extensively practised in France and Russia under the di-

rection of Pasteur and his pupils, with results which are claimed to be

highly satisfactory. Grancher asserts that the mortality in persons bitten

by mad dogs was reduced in Paris in 1888 to seventy-seven hundredths

of one per cent, by inoculation, against fifteen and nine-tenths per cent.

in bitten persons who were not submitted to this treatment.' The at-

tenuated virus is obtf,ined from the dried spinal cords of rabbits dead of

rabies artificially produced by inoculation from dogs known to be rabid,

and is introduced in the form of emulsion in water by means of a Pravaz

syringe.

The efficacy of this treatm?nt is denied by very competent authority,

and it is asserted that death has resulted from its emj)loyment. The ques-

tion of its value may therefore be regarded as still unsettled, although the

Aveight of evidence seems to be in its favor. Certainly cauterization of

the wound should not be neglected even if the protective inoculations are

employed. It would also seem rational to use some method of internal

medication during the incubative stage, similar to that employed in syphilis.

> Medical News, December, 1888.
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in the hope of either cliniinatiug the j)uisou or rcndcriug it inert iu the

tisHues.

Tlie symptomatic or curative treatment is very unsatisfuctory. The
most that csm hv done is to roHovo the sufrcriiif^s of the patient. As the

disease is rapidly fatal, there is little time for the employment of renunlii's.

Owinj; to the difticudty or impossibility of 8\vallo\vin<;', all nourishmoi'.t

slionld be administeretl by the rectum, and hyp(KU'rmie injection is the

only practical )1(! method of medication. The remedies which possess any

value arc lew. Chloroform, chloral, morphine, atropine, curare, and ])ilo-

carpine are probably the most reliable. Three recoveries are claimed (l)y

Offeubur}^, Polli, and Watson) to have follo\ve<l the use of curare. The
(lose in one case was two-thirtls of a ^ra\n and was repcatetl at intervals as

the effects piiBscd off. In the second case three and a half ^M-ains were

given in five and a iialf hours to a ciiild of twelve years, and in tli<' third it

was given in doses gradually incnascd from one-sixteenth to one-iialf grain

every three hours. The drug arrests the rabic sj)asms by pai-alyzing the

motor nerves, and therefore requires caution in its use. The patient should

be kept in a dark, quiet, well-ventilated room, and be protected from

ilunights of cold air, noise, and all sources of excitement. Nourishing

broths, stinudants, and liquids must be given by enemata to sustain the

patient's strength.

Glandeks.—Glanders is a disease occasionally prevalent among horses,

and is sometimes conmunlcated to man by inoculation or by absorption of

the virus through the mucous membranes. It is due to a specific micro-

organism, the bacillus mallei, first isolated and cultivated by Schiitz and

Loeffler iu 1882, though previously seen by Christatt and Keiner and by

Bouchard, Capitan, and Charrin. It is a small, rod-like bacillus, resembling

the bacillus of tubercle. It may be cultivated in solid blood-serum, potato,

beef peptone, and agar-agar jelly : the cultures retain their vitality for a year.

In horses the disease first apj-ware upon the nasal mucous membrane,

in the form of nodules or of small, deep, excavated ulcers, surrounded by

marked cellular infiltration. The submaxillary glands become involved

early, and the disease spreads by metastasis to other organs.

In man the inoculaiion with the virus of glandei-s is followed in about

eight days by chills and general febrile excitement, and by the appearance

of nodules in the mucous membrane of the nostrils ; deep, foul ulcers soon

after appear from rapture of the nodules, and the nostrils discharge a thin,

offensive, sanious pus. The submaxillary and cervical glands become in-

volved, the face is swollen, the nodules break down into deep, excavated

ulcers Avhich appear upon the skin, the mucous membranes of the air-

passages and of the digestive tract are similarly attacked, and vomiting and

diarrhoea are present. The febrile condition assumes an adynamic form,

with low muttering delirum, extreme prostration, and evidences of general

septic infection.

The diagnosis is difficult, and in the very early stages almost impossible
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without some antecedent history. The disease has been mistaken for rheu-

matism, for varicella, and for small-pox, and iu its later stages for pyajmia

and tyi)hu8 fever.

The treatment should be supporting and mildly stimulating. If a point

of infection can be discovered, it should at once be destroyed with fuming

nitric acid. Internally quiuine iu large doses, three to five grains every six

liours to a child of five years, with the mineral acids or the tincture of the

chloride of irou, should be administered. The d'et should be nutritious,

and moderate stimulation by v.'ne, whiskey, or porter will be valuahk'.

Locally the nostrils and throat should be frequently washed or irrigated

with some active detergent lotion, as Condy's fluid or Thiersch's solution,

and afterwards well dusted with iodoform by means of an insufflator. Ul-

ceration upon the skin should be similarly treated, and, if dwp and foul,

should be actively stimulate<l by dilute nitric or hydrochloric acid.

Tlie treatment is veiy unsatisfluitory, and few cases recover.

WOUNDS POISONED BY CONTACT WITH THE FLUIDS FKOM RECENT
DEAD BODIES.

Wounds of this character are infwtetl either with a specific germ, or

with the products of putrefaction resulting from the action of germs uj.on

dead animal matter. They are very seldom encountered in childhood, un-

less accidentally received through the contact of an abrasion or wound iu

playing with or handling the bodies of dead animals. When met with, the

peril equals that of similar wounds in the adult, and for this reason they

merit brief consideration. In the adult they are of much more frequent

occurrence, and occur in the form of dissection-wounds, or the wounds rc>-

ceived by butchers, " fallmasters," and persons engaged in handling half-

putrid hides.

It has long been known that dangerous and even fatal consequences

follow wounds received in the dissection of human bodies. Two forms of

poisoning, apparently depending upon the virulence and activity of the

poison, are met with,—the mild and the severe. A third form, perhaps

not properly a wound, is occasionally seen in the form of dark-colored warty

excrescences, the so-called " anatomical tubercle," or verruca) necrogenica',

on the hands and about the knuckles of persons engaged in handling dead

bodies. As this third foi'm is due to the influence of an irritant, removal

of the cause and the application of mild antiseptic lotions—as weak sub-

limate solution or a borated ointment—are all that will be required in the

way of treatment.

The mild form of poisoned wounds is attended by a moderate degree

of inflammation, with some redness and tenderness along the course of tiie

lymphatics leading from it, and more or less constitutional disturbance.

This usually subsides in a few days, or culminates in the formation of a

circumscribed abscess at the seat of the wound or in the axillary glands.

The febrile excitement disappears with the discharge of the pus. The prog-
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nosis '3 favorable, and little is required in the way of treatment, except to

nuKlify the severity of the local inflammation by cooling lotions and the

evacuation of the pus as soon as it can be detected. If the patient is feeble,

quinine with the mineral acids will hasten recovery.

The severe or acute form of dissection-wounds, usually received in the

dissection of a rccently-dcad human body, or by contact of a w'ound with

animal matter which has not advanced too far in decomposition, is followed

by the rapid development of symptoms of the most alarming character,

indicating the lo(uil effects and constitutional consequences of a virulent

specific poison. Undoubtedly the condition of health of the wounded per-

son, as well as the character or source of the poison with which he is in-

fected, modifies the final result. Persons in feeble health or exhausted by

overwork are ill j)repared to resist the effects of the toxic agent, and the

wounds contaminated during the dissection of bodies in which death lias

resulted from puerperal peritonitis, scarlet fever, or erysipelas are peculiarly

liable to be followed by fatal results.

Usually at the end of twenty-four or forty-eight hours after contamina-

tion the wound becomes painful, and a minute vesicle or pustule appr-ars at

the seat of lesion. This is rapidly followed by an extension of the inflam-

mation towards the body ; a red and painful line marks the course of the

lymph-vessel leading to the axilla, the epitrwhlear and axillary glands

become indurated and tender, and the hand and arm swell rapidly and

enormously. Severe and freiiuently-recurring chills followed by febrile

heat, violent pain in the back, deadly nausea with constant efforts to vomit,

rapid and feeble pidse, extreme restlessness, intermittent delirium, and utter

prostration mark the constitutional effects. In the worst cases gangrene

attacks the wound and expends to tlie hand and arm, abscesses form on the

axilla and beneath the pectoral muscles, deep and ^aolent erysipelatous in-

flanmiation extends over the side of the chest from the clavicle to the but-

tocks, and the skin, greatly congested and indurated, becomes dusky brown

or black in color from the supervention of gangrene. The constitutional

symptoms are rapidly aggravated, and low muttering delirium, frequent,

feeble, or imperceptible pidse, cold damp skin, and extreme dejn-ession of

all the vital powers mark the api)roach of death, which usually occurs from

coma and exhaustion. The fatal result sometim-cs occurs very early ; in one

ease of which I have personal knowletlge, death took place forty-eight

hours after the onset of the symptoms.

The poison usually finds entrance through some trifling wound on the

finger or hand, as the puncture of a nee<lle or spicula of bone ; but any

scratch or abrasion may absorb it. Sir James Paget believes that the poison

from which he suffered Avas absorbed by ^he unbroken skin from the pleu-

ritic fluid with which his hands were bathetl during a post-mortem. " It

soaked through the skin. I had no wound or crack of any kind." ^

n
n
'Si

1 Clinical Lectures.
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Hayward states' tliat he wounded his forefinger very slightly with

several needles, and soon aflerwai"ds touched the intestine of a child that

had recently died of peritonitis. Fourteen hours afterwai'ds he was aroused

from sleep by intense pain in the wounded finger, which soon became swoUon,

livid, and finally gangrenous. Severe constitutional symptoms followed,

but he recovered in a month.

In my own case the poison was absorbed through an abrasion on my
left middle finger, from the fluids in the peritoneal cavity of a man wlio

had died eight hours previously from gangrene of the bowels. Forty hours

atterwaixls the hand became excessively painful, and constitutional symptoms

of very great severity followed rapidly. Despite free incision, the hand and

arm swelled to double their natural size, and abscesses formed in the couri^c

of the lymph-vessels. The symptoms subsided in a fortnight, but the hand

remained swollen, stiff, and useless for many months.

All cases do not terminate so happily. Travers* mentions the case of

a student wiio, after puncturing his finger while examining the body of a

man that had died in the hospital, himself expired within forty hours after-

wards from the effects of the puncture, with symptoms nearly resembling

those of hydrophobia. Dr. Christy, in this city, punctured his finger with

a needle while finishing an autopsy upon a man dead of erysipelas ; at the

end of the second day afterwards his arm showed marked evidences of poi-

soning, and forty-eight hours later he died from its effects. The literature

of surgery abounds with similar histories.

The nature of the specific poison (or poisons) has not yet been absolutely

determined, but it undoubtedly belongs to the ptomaines or volatile alka-

loidai products of putrefaction of animal matter. Bergmann in 1866 first

isolated a crystallizable substance, sepsin, from putrid blood, which when

injected into the tissues of animals he found to be actively poisonous by

the production of a fatal form of septiaeraia. The investigations of Zuel-

zer and Sonneuschein, Selmi, Riirsch and Fasbender, Brieger, Gautier, and

others led to the discovery of a number of other volatile alkaloids or

ptomaine substances (Selmi) in dead human or animal bcxlies and in decom-

posing albuminous matter, among which may be mentioned putrescine,

mydaleine, choline, mydatoxine, tetanine, etc. Several of these putrid

]iroducts are isomeric with the vegetable alkaloids and correspond more or

less closely with them in their physiological effects, all of them being

actively poisonous and rapidly destructive to life when injected into the

tissues of the lower animals.

Treatment.—The treatment of poisoned wounds of the character under

consideration necessarily varies with the period at which it is instituted

and the severity of the symptoms. All wounds received in post-mortem

examinations, or in any way liable to l>ecome infected by the poisou-

1844.

' Remarks on Dissection-Wounds, American Journal of the Medical Sciences, January,

E?sav on Constitutional Irritation.
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0U9 emanatious from dead animal matter, require prompt and euerf^etic

treatment. The wound (•liould always be well washed with soap and

running water, and immediately afterwards cauterized with fuming n trie

acid, strong hydrociiloric acid, or acid pernitrate of mercury. Nitrate of

silver is entirely too feeble an agent to be of any service ; it forms an in-

soluble albuminate of silver, which covers the wound like a scab and inter-

feres with the escape of serum; its effects are very irritating to the wound,

but it does not destroy any poison which may have entered it. Where no

wound exists, but the hands liave been brought in contact with putrefying

animal matter, they sliould always be thoroughly cleansed with soap-and-

water and afterwards washed with strong acetic acid.

When the poison has been absorbetl and local and constitutional symp-

toms appear, the treatment must be supporting and eliminative. Morphine

or opium will be required to relieve pain, lessen the shock of tlie onset of

the attaclv, and secure rest. In my own case a full dose of morphine given

hypodermically afforded marked relief, and probably enabled me to resist

the depressing influences of the poison.

Mild catharsis by calomel or Rochelle salt will be useful by increasing

liepatic activity. Quinine in large doses—six to eight grains every four

hours to an adult—will, next to morpliine, prove tlie most valuable remaly,

and champagne or brandy-and-soda will be useful in allaying gastric irri-

tability and supporting the strength. The diet must be of the most nutri-

tious quality,—concentratetl animal brotlis, beef peptonoids, milk, eggs, etc.,

—and a moderate quantity of wine will be re(|uired. No actively-depleting

measures should ever be adopted, and, if signs of depression are urgent,

active stimulation by wine, brandy, ether, etc., is demanded.

The condition of the wounded part will require attention, but no furtlier

cauterization of the wound is permissible. The limb sliould be enveloped

in cloths wrung out of a hot antiseptic solution, and slightly elevated. If

the swelling increases rapidly, free incisions must be made in tlie part, so

as to aff'ord sufficient outlet for the putrid serum or pus which may be

present and to relieve the tension of the skin. This is especially necessary

when the inflammation assumes the form of diffused cellulitis or when gan-

grene attacks the skin ; and the incisions must be free enough to liberate the

pus and permit the discharge of dead cellular elements. Abscesses usually

form at the bend of the elbow, in the axilla, or under the pectoral and

trapezius muscles. They must be evacuated by free incisions as soon as

detected, and drainage secured afterwards. In cases of deep-seated local

tenderness and induration without distinct fluctuation, it is always wise to

search for pus by introducing the needle of a hypodermic syringe or aspi-

rator, and if a deeply-located abscess is reached it must be opened at once

and treated antiseptically. Recovery is always tedious, and the health is

often permanently impaired.

t
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COMPLICATIONS OF WOUNDS.
It is probable that every variety of wound-complicatiou depends upon

septic contamination and is therefore preventable in a majority of cases.

These complications are met with under two conditions : first, morbid

processes de|)ending upon specific forms of microbic infection,—tetanus,

erysipelas, spreading gangrene, and phagedfcna, and in a mild form lymph-

angitis and lymphadenitis ; second, constitutional disturbances depending

on septic germs present in suppuration,—saprsemia, septicfemia, and pyteraia.

MORBID PEOCESSES DEPE>TDING UPON SPECIFIC FORMS OF
MICROBIC INFECTION.

Tetanus.—This terrible complication is met with at all periods of life,

at all seasons of the year, and after every imaginable form of wound. Age
does not influence its occurrence, and it is encountered in about equal fre-

quency in children and in adults, nearly sixty per cent, of the cases occurring

between the tenth and the thirtieth year. It is a disease marketl by violent

continued tonic spasms, involving all the muscles of the body (except those

of the hands), and most severely affecting the muscles of the back and

those of mastication, deglutition, and respiration. The spasm is continuous

and unremitting, anc. is aggravatal at variabl iniorvals by the occurrence

of sudden i)aroxysms during which the inten- i v of the muscular contrac-

tion is violently increased. It may follow the . 't trifling injury. I have

seen it follow a slight wound of the thumb in a boy of seventeen years, a

crush of the tip of the ring finger in a child of seven, a lacerated wound
of the skin over the knee in a boy of nine, and an operation performal by

a dentist upon an inflamed tooth in a boy of thirteen. No wound is free

from this danger. Exposure to cold after a wound is a common predis-

posing cause. On the other hand, prolonged heat during the day, followed

by damp, chilly nights, seems to favor its development.

It is probable also that wounded persons who sleep near the earth are

more liable to be attacked than those who occuj)y upper rooms.

No characteristic train of symptoms can ever be relied upon as indicating

the approach of tetanus, but the first complaint which attracts attention

usually indicates the nature of the malady. The attack comes on generally

from the second to the tenth day after the injury. Mr. Poland ^ tabulates

two hundred and seventy-seven cases, as follows

:

" Previous to the tenth day 130 cases, of whom 101 died.

From the tenth to the twenty-second day .... 126 cases, of whom 66 died.

Above twenty-two days 21 cases, of whom 8 died."

My own observations in thirty-two cases confirm the opinion that an early

attack is always extremely violent and rapidly fatal. In all the fatal

cases which I have seen, the attack came on before the tenth day, in some

1 Holmes, System of Surgery, 3d ed., vol. i. p. 202.
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of them as early as the third day, and in most before the sixtli day after the

injury. The cases which occurred after the tenth day were usually milder

and more easily controlled, though they did not all recover.

Usually the first symptoms of which the patient complains are slight

gore throat, with some stiffness and soreness about the back of the neck :

and this complaint is usually made at tlie morning visit. If the face of the

patient is now closely scrutinized, a peculiar expression of countenance will

be observed; the brow is very slightly wrinkled, the eyelids ."ud lips seem

dmwn at the angles, and if an attempt is made to protrude the tongue it is

done with difficulty, and the jaws cannot be separated widely.

The wound almost always assumes a dry, unhealthy appearance, and

repair ceases. The disease has already commenced. The muscles of the

neck, back, chest, and abdomen rapidly become involved in the general

rigidity, the tightly-drawn lips compress the teeth, the eyelids hug the eye-

balh. and give the eyes a staring expression, the brow is corrugated, and the

face grins with the risus sardonicm. The pain of a universal cramp seizes

the muscles, the body is bent backward, the jaws become clinched, degluti-

tion and respiration become difficult, and violent paroxysms of spasm in-

crease the suffering and imperil life by impeding respiration. During these

paroxysms the jaws, if separated, close with a si\a\), and the tongue when

caught between the teeth is terribly bitten ; respiration is almost impossible,

the facie is livid, and the breath is forced through the clinched teeth with a

hissing sound, and, carrying the saliva with it, covers the lips with a bloody

foam. The tongue is foul, and the skin bathed in perspiration. The pulse

is not greatly accelerated except during the paroxysms, and the temi)crature

seldom exceeds 103° F. except just before death, when it has been known to

reach 112° F. The mind remains clear uutil the end, unless disturbed by

the influence of drugs given to relieve the spasm. Death occurs by asphyxia

or exhaustion.

The exact pathology of the disease is obscure, and the pathological

appearances are by no means constant or characteristic. Lockhart-Clarke,

Clifford-AUbutt, Dickinson, and others have described changes in the me-

dulla and spinal cord, transparent exudation around the vessels, greater in

the gray than in the white structures, granular degeneration, or actual cavi-

ties, in the gray substance, exudations in the gray matter of the posterior

columns, and alterations in the ganglion-cells. Other observers, equally

careful and competent, have failed to discover these changes. It is evident

that the disease is not a myelitis and that it is not inflammatory.

The recent observations of Nicolaier and Rosenbach .seem to establish

the fact that the disease is septic in origin and depends upon the entrance

of a specific microbe or bacillus into the wound. Verneuil contends that

the specific virus exists in the excretions and emanations from horses, and

that wounds so contaminated are very liable to be followed by tetanus.'

1
1

Revue de Chirurgie, October and December, 1887.
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Nicolaier has succeedod in producing a disease similar to tetanus bv intro-

ducing garden earth beneath tlie skin of guinea-pigs and rabb. ; and

Beumer and Roseubach have obtained similar results by inoculating mite,

rabbits, and guinea-pigs with pus taken from the wounds of tetanic patients,

and also from cultivations (in blood-serum) of the bicillus obtained from

the same source. Hochsinger has producwl tetanus in rabbits by injecting

the blood drawn from a tetanic patient during life. Briegcr ' isolatetl four

toxic ptomaines from cultivation of the bacillus tetani,—namely, tetaniiio,

tetano-toxin, toxin-muriate, and spasmo-toxin,—all of which produce con-

vulsive movements with well-marked tetanic symptoms in animals (rabbitw)

;

and he has also isolated tctanine from the amputated arm of a man sulfcr-

ing from tetaiuis. These observations seem to establish beyond cavil the de-

pendence of the tetanic condition upon certain specific toxic agents produced

by the action of a bacillus upon the albuminous matter in the wound

;

these toxic agents influence the medulla oblongata and spinal cord in a

manner similar to strychnine ; and they also prove that the disease is

communicable from one animal to anot'.ier and probably to man, though

transmission from man to man has not been proved.

The diagnosis of tetanus in childhood is not difHcult : the previous ex-

istence of a wound, the manner of onset of the disease, the more or less

rapid progress and constantly-increasing severity of the tonic contractions,

the inability to open the jaws or protrude the tongue, and the absence of

delirium or spectral illusions are unfailing guides to a correct diagnosis.

The prognosis is generally unfavorable. The venerable. Prof. S. D.

Gross stated that in a practice of fifty years he had seen but thi'ce recoveries.

Hennen never saw a recovery from acute traumatic tetanus. During our

late civil war three hundred and sixty-three cases were reported, with

twenty-seven recoveries. In my own personal experience seven cases have

recovered in thirty-two cases attacked, and I have reliable information t'lat

two other cases recovered in the practice of another surgeon in this city.

Death may occur from the second to the twentieth day or even later ; in

one case in my own practice it occurred on the sixteenth day.

Treatment.—The ti'eatment is both local or prophylactic, and general

or symptomatic!. The local treatment consists in the removal of every pos-

sible source of irritation or infection from the wound, and the protection of

the wound-surfaces from contact with the germ-charged air or with other

and more tangible sources of contamination. A rigid antisepsis after

thorough cleansing of the wound is the best prophylactic measure. Care

must be taken that no impure water, or water obtained from troughs used

by horses, and possibly contaminated by their excrement, should ever come

in contact with the wound.

The patient must be kept in a warm, quiet room, preferably on an ujipcr

floor, and must be carefully guarded from dmughts of cold air. If the

* Virchow's Archiv, Bd. xcii., H. 8.

Am
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wound is slougliing and unhealthy, it must be cleansed as thoroughly as

possible and enveloped in a warm antiseptic; dressing The medicinal treat-

ment is very unsatisfactory, and in the majority of cases is confined to efforts

to prolong life and to afford some degree of ''clief from the terrible sutler-

ing. The disease is fearfully exhausting, and the s'rength must be sr.p-

ported by a nutritious liquid diet,—rich, strong broths, milk, eggs, etc.,

—

with a moderate quantity of '.vine or bmndy. As it is oflen impossible for

the patient to swallow anything, his food must cither be given by rectal

enemata, or preferably by means of the stomach-tube, introduced through

the nostril and pushed well down the oesophagus. A few ounces of broth

or other liquid aliment can easily be thrown into the stomach through this

tube by means of a syringe, and can be lepeatcd at intervals of one or two

hours without annoying the patient or adding to his distress.

The remctlies which possess any real value in mitigating the violence of

the disease are i'ow in number. Chloral, bromide of ammonium, pilocar-

pine. Calabar bean and its alkaloid eserine, coniii'c, atropine, and morphine

are the most valuable.

Chloral, alone or in combination with the bromide of ammonium, is

probably the remedy upon which most reliance can be ])laced, and in my
own experience has yielded the best results. It must be given in doses suf-

ficiently large to control the muscular spasms and to profaire sleep ; after

this is attained the patient must be kept in a condition of mild chloral in-

toxication until the violence of the attack has passed. It must be given in

full doses, but its effects should be watched, and as soon as the spasm relaxes

it should be withdrawn temporarily or the dose lessened and the bromide of

ammonium substituted for it. Five grains of chloral with an equal quan-

tity of the bromide may be given hourly or every second hour to a child of

five years, as long as the intensity of the spasms continues, but it must be

withdrawn as soon as relief is obtained. Owing to its tendency to weaken

the heart, this effect must be counteracted by moderate alcoholic stimulation

and an abundant nourishing diet. In four out of seven cases of recovery

in my own experience, favorable results followed the conjbination of chloral

with bromide of ammonium.

Pilocarpine given hypoflermieally has recently been employed with suc-

cess by Dr. L. Cassati, of Forli,' in three cases (in one aflcr failure of

chloral and bromide of potassium). The dose given was one centigramme

every two hours night and day, and in one very severe case seventy centi-

grammes were given in fifteen days. Beneficial results have been obtained

from eserine given in a daily quantity equal to one-fourth or one-third of

a grain ; the tincture of Calabar bean is not reliable, or at least has yielded

no results in my hands.

The bromide of coniine has been successfully used by Demmer, in a

single dose of one-sixth of a grain to a boy, hypodermically, followed by

I
i.;J

' Raccoglitore Medico.
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onc-twelfth-grain doses internally every two hours. Atropine and nKirpIii le

are useful by temporarily allaying the violence of the spasm n;'d in securing

rest : in one instance recovery followed the combination of morphine with

bromide of potassium.

Where recovery oticurs, there is n gradual relaxation of the tonic spasm,

the paroxyr,ms become milder and less frwjuent, and the patient is conva-

lescent in from two to six weeks ; some rigidity of the Jaws remains for

many weeks after the disease has terminated.

Lymphangitis.—Inflammation of the lymphatic vessels occurs as an

occasional consecpience of every variety of injury, whether wound, abra-

sion, or sprain, and is more frequently met with in childhood than in adult

life. An irritative or inflammatory process starts in the wound and in-

volves the lymph-i'adicles in the vicinity, spreading from thence to the

larger lymph-chaiuiels ; those become inflamed, and extend in red painful

lines towards the trunk, involving the glands with which they conununi-

cate. Commonly the attack is ushered in by a chill followed by febrile

excitement, with nausea, headache, thirst, and prostration of strength. If

several lymphatics are involved, the part becomes hot, painful, and cedenia-

tous, and the glands in the line of the inflamed channels arc swollen and

tender.

The inflammatory process involves the entire structure of the walls of

the lymph-vessels, and may spread from thence to the adjacent tissues ; the

contents of the vessels become turbid or even puriform, and the vessels

themselves may be obstructed by coagula or obliterated by inflammatory

thickening. In severe cases the process ends in suppuration in the lymph-

vessels and in the surrounding connective tissue, with sloughing of the

adjacent parts. In mild cases resolution occui's in a few days ; the red linos

disa})pear from the skin, and the tissues regain their natural appearance.

Some oedema is apt to remain for some time after the subsidence of the in-

flammation, and the swollen glands contiiuio to be tender and jminful. This

swelling usually subsides slowly and ultimately disappears, but in severe

cases or in badly-nourished children may end in suppuration, which does

not cease until the entire gland is destroyed.

The occurrence of lympiiangitis indicates the existence of a mild form

of sepsis ; but, unless dependent upon infection of the wound with some of

the products of decomposition, it is almost free from danger.

Treatment.—The wound, if one exists, should be thoroughly cleansed

and treated by warm antiseptic fomentations ; if collections of pus exist,

they must be freely opened by incisions, so as to allow escajie for the dis-

charges. If the limb is hot and tencler, cool anodyne lotions, as thr com-

mon lead-and-laudanum lotion, will be serviceable ; and elevation of the

limb will add to the comfort of the patient. Internally a mild saline ca-

thartic followed by full doses of quinine should be given, and will usually

be all the medication require<l.

Lymphadenitis.- -The lymphatic glands are inflamed as a secondary
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result of the absorption of morbid or septic material from a n'ouud, or by

extension from an inHanuil ly!ni)hatic vessel. It may also result from

direct injury to the gland. The gland s\vol!.-t, and l)"conie: hot, tender, and

firmly attached to the surrounding oLnictures. The blood-vessels dilate,

an exudation of leucocytes invades the gland, block'* t.io lymph-chan-

nels, and extends to the surrounding tissues, and the gland i? haixl, rosis -

ing, and painful. The ultimate result dejiends uj)on the severity of the

process and upon the mode oi' treatment adoj)ted. In mild eases the in-

flammatory process abates, the hyjK'rajmia diminishes, and resolution follows.

The exuded leucocytes are absorbed or undergo fatty degeneration, and the

gland softens and decreases in size. In severe eases the tension within the

capside of the gland increases until the ca])illarie8 are obstructed by the

pressure, and necrosis of its structures follows. An abscess speetlily forms,

and when opened discharges a quantity of grumous pus and broken-down

gland-tissue. Sometimes the inflammation assumes a chronic form, and

the gland ceases to be painful, but remains swollen and indurated for an

indefinite periotl. Having once been inflamed, a gland rarely returns to

a perfectly normal condition, but remains as a possible focus for future

tubercular manifestations.

Treatment.—Cleansing of the wound and removal of all sources of

irritation, with rest to the part, are indispensable elements of treatment.

During the earl) acute stage cold by means of an ice-bag affoixls relief by

lessening the hypersemia and thus retarding suppuration. Later, warm
fomentations are usually more agreeable to the patient, and when it is

evident that suppuration cannot be prevented they should always be em-

ployed to hasten that result. As soon as pus can be detected it should be

evaluated by an incision large enough to allow free escape for the pus and

debris of the disintegrated gland-structure. The cavity should be washed

out with a warm solution of boric or carbolic acid, and hot antiseptic

fomentations continued until the discharge ceases. When the pus shows a

disposition to burrow beneath the skin, the edges of the wound and the

track of the forming sinuses must be laid open, the pyogenic membrane

which covers the surface destroyed, and the cavity packed with carbolic

or iodoform gauze, so as to secure healing from the bottom of the cavity.

When the glands do not suppurate, but remain swollen and tender, resolu-

tion may be hastened by the application of an ointment of the iodide of

lead or iodide of cadmium. The general health of the patient requires

attention, and tonics and nutritious food are indispensable.

Erysipelas.—An "acute, spreading, and infectious inflammation of

the skin, or of the subcutaneous connective tissue," is occasionally met with

as a complication of wounds which have not been well cared for or which

occur in feeble cachectic persons with bad sanitary surroundings. Its

origin is undoubtedly microbic, and due to infection (of the wound) with

a specific materies morbi, the streptococcus ei'ysipelatosus, which enters the

tissues through a lesion on the surface, no matter how insignificant, and

?
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cUflPuses itself by the lyniph-channoLs throiif;;h wide but shnrply-dcfinctl

areas or zones of tissue, and j^ives rise to distint^t, severe, and often destruc-

tive forms of infianiination in the invaded struetures. What seems to ho

positive evidence of tlie (K'pencU'nee of erysipelas ujjon mier()l)i(f inlection

has been furnishe<l by the observations of Orth, Lukt»msl<y, Tillnianns,

and Koeh, eonfirnied by the sneeessfnl eultivations of the specific microbe

by Fehleisen, and the transmission of the disease to animals and to man

through inoculation from these cultivations. ?>ysipelas is very rarely

encountered in childliood, and is usually very mild in its course; but in

very young infants it is extremely fatal. Most of those attacked within the

fii-st month after birth ])erish. It is not uncommon in infancy, and ;;eucr-

ally starts from an abi-nsion on the lips, at the angle of the mouth, or upon

the genitals. It almost invariably assumes the mild or cutaneous form,

and, although attended by an active febrile disturbance, is nearly always

easily controUeil. As a complication of wounds it may be entirely pre-

vented by a careful antisepsis. A mild mercurial cathartic, followed by

tonics, as quinine and tincture of the chloride of iron, "ith local api)li'^'a-

tions of weak solutions of sublimate or the ordinary lead lotion, is com-

monly all that is recpiirctl. For further details the readc is referred to the

article on erysipelas.

Gangrkne and Phaged.exa, except as seen in the specific form of

noma or cancrum oris, or when dependent upon comjilete obliteration of

the blood- and nerve-supply of a part, are extremely rare in childhood,

and spreading traumatic gangrene is almost unknown. I have never mot

with it before the twentieth year.

CONSTITUTIONAL DISTURBANCES DEPENDING ON THE SEPTIC

GERMS PRESENT IN SUPPURATION.

Three forms of blood-contamination, closely relatetl to one anofher and

frequently occurring together in the same subject, though dependent upon

distinct conditions, are met with as results of wounds at all age?,—viz.,

saproemia, septicoemia, and pyvemia. Although less frequent and far loss

serious in childhood tlian in adult life, they nevertheless merit brief con-

sideration, as the most seri(>Ms and fatal of all complications.

A certain degree of pyrexia follows nearly every severe form of wound

or injury, even when subcutaneous and aseptic,^lue in part to the local

irritant effect of the traumatism, but prob?,bly in greater degree to absorp-

tion of some leucomaine-substance which is developed in the fluids poured

out at the seat of injury, and which possesses qualities capable of temporarily

disturbing the functions of the heat-centres : a mild form of so-called trau-

matic or " inflammatory" fever results. This soon disappears, probably by

elimination of the exciting cause.

Sapr^mia, Putrid Intoxication, or Toxic Mycosis of the

Blood.—When unsterilized air gains access to a .vound, certain micro-

organisms are carried with it, and, if among tbera are those saprophytic
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germs which thrive in the various putreseible fliiiuH that bathe its snr-

lace, "they break uj) the eoniph'x organic coniponndb and retUico them

to rtimpler forms." (Cheyiie,) Decomposition, trrmcntathMi, and diomi-

cal changes result, and the various unHtai)le allvaloidal products ^f putrefac-

tion are formed abun<huitly. As already statetl elsewhere, many of these

animal alkaloids, or ptomaines, possess intensely noxious properties, and are

actively poisonous to all animals and to man. They are not destructible

i)y boiling, even if it l)e [H'olonged for ten hours. They re(iuire no period

of incubation, but, when absorbed into the blcxnl in sufticient (piantity, im-

mediately develop most violent and dangerous 8ymi)toms, and may destroy

life in a few hours. The materies niorbi is a chemical product residting

from putretaction of the albuminous wound-secretions ; it is not a germ,

but is the product of germ life, and the chain of symptoms to which the term

sapt'semia, Ncptic, hdoxication, or pHtnd intoxmitum is a|)plicable results from

its toxic cfiects upon the blood and the nerve-centres. Every impcrfectly-

dmined wound, abscess, or granulating surface M-hich becomes infected is

a source of danger from absorption of these putrid substances. No germs

are i)resent in the bloixl immediately after death. The blowl coagulates

imperfectly, the red corpuscles are disintegrated, the lining membrane of

the vessels and that of the heart are darkly stained, and decomposition

progresses rapidly. The symptoms of putrid intoxication are those present

in the bad forms of dissection-wounds,—viz., severe chill, followed by sud-

den rise of temperature to 104° or 106° F., vomiting, thirst, frequent or

irregular pulse, delirium, and extreme jjrostration ; and if the quantity of

the poison absorbed is large, or if absorption continues, collapse, bloody

diarrha^a, coma, and death follow one another with startling rapidity.

The treatment involves efforts to prevent further absorption of jiutrid

matei'ial, by cleansing and draining the wound. This must be done by

washing its surface with antiseptic and detergent lotions, relieving tension

by the removal of sutures or by evacuating abscesses, affording abundant

outlet for the discliarges, and guarding against further infection by anti-

septic dressings. The internal treatment should be eliminating and sup-

porting,—free mercurial catharsis if prostration is not present, followed

by full and frequently-repeated doses of quinine, with nourishing footl and

moderate alcoholic stimulation.

Septicemia.—This condition is caused by infection of the living

tissues, and later of the blood, with ceitain specific micro-organisms, which,

after a brief period of incubation, multiply rapidly in the blood and tissues,

causing capillary embolisms and thromboses, impairing the nutrition, " de-

ranging the function of important organs" (Senn), and causing the forma-

tion of ptomaines within the living body. The effects do not depend upon

the dose : the smallest quantity inoculated into the tissues is followed by

the sjiecific results in all their intensity. The blood after death teems with

microbes (most commonly the sta})hylococcus pyogenes albus), and if inocu-

lated into another animal produces the same specific train of symptoms as

Mt
-
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cnilKtli, are (lirtsomiiintocl to every ])art of the hotly hy tlie hlood-stream.

They are finally arreHted in the HnialleHt vsHels or eapillaricH, where they

eaiiHe heninrrhaf^ie iiifaretioiiH or hn-ali/Hl neerowH and iKconie the foci

for new Heptie intlainniatory proceHHes, ending in the formation of ahseesHes.

Every organ in the body—the lun^H, liver, spleen, serous eavities, joints,

and connective tisHues—may thus iKK-oine tlie seat of fresh purulent collec-

tion.s. The puH from such metastatic ahscesses contains the same forms of

micro-or^nism as arc present in tlie wound or other sounv of iidW-tion.

KoMcnluu-h ((pKdctl hy Scnn) has detii'tcd streptiKUM-cus pyoj^cnes and owa-

sionally staphylocowii in the pus and in the l)loo<l of pyjcmie patients,

liesscr, of St. I^'tersburfj^. has made similar ohscrvations, and Stihiillcr has

found Htrcptococ(i iu ^astatic abscesses in the joints in cases of puerperal

pya;mia.

Infection may (xcur at any time in any septic (and suppurating;) wound,

though most generally met with in wounds or other injuries which impli-

cate the mctlulla of bone or in which blood-vessels (veins) are punctured by

bony spicula. I'yicmic inva.sion may or may not be preceded by a brief

pericxl of feverishness ; but its (fiiset is usually announced by a severe rigor,

(piickly followctl by a marked rise in bodily heat,— 10.'5° to 108° F. The
rigors recur at irregular intervals, and the temperature undergoes wide

and abrujjt variations, rising or falling five or six degrees in a few hours.

The wound assumes an unhealthy appearance, its edges are cedcmatous, the

gramdations become pale and shrivelled, and the discharge is offensive.

The pulse soon becomes frecpient and feeble, the tongue is red, dry, and

glazed, and the teeth are covered with sordes ; the skin is icteric, bathetl

iu clammy perspiration, and exhales a sweetish, sickening odor ; respiration

is hurried, tremulous, and irregular, and a j)cculiar watchfid delirium is

present. At about the end of the first week of illness, purulent (metastatic)

collwtions appear in different parts of the body, unprcccded by the usual

local evidences of phlegmonous inflammation. A slight degree of redness

and swelling appears in the skin, or a joint becomes distended by effusion
j

a rapid fi)rmation of pus follows, and the resulting embolic abscess, when

opencnl, discharges a quantity of dirty, grumous pus, loaded with dC-bris

of broken-down connective tissue, and swarming with micro-organisms.

Low, muttering delirium takes the place of the previous vigilant form,

bloody discharges occur from the bowels, extensive bed-sores or sloughs

form wherever there is pressure, the body wastes with tearful rapidity, and

tlie patient dies of exhaustion by the end of the second or the early part of

the third woick.

Pathf Icory.—The chief post-mortem appearances are purulent collec-

tions or embolic abscesses disseminated throughout various portions of the

body,—in the joints, in the serous cavities, and in any or all of the viscera,

—petechial spots beneath the skin and serous membranes, disintegration of

the blood, and a marked tendency to early and rapid decomposition.

Treatment.—Pysemia is a malignant sepsis, and, in acute cases, all its
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processes tend to a fatal result. The treatment must therefore be directed

to prevention rather tiian to cure. Pure air, proper hygienic conditions,

and a rigidly antiseptic treatment of the wound consequently become im-

portant prophylactic measures. When the disease is fairly established,

little cjin be done to counteract the lethal tendency. The treatment must

be supporting and stimulating throughout. If, however, the disease is

recognized early, it will generally be i)roper to precede the adoption of the

supporting treatment by a moderately active mercurial catharsis by full and

repeated doses of calomel. Used early and given in positive doses, so as

not only to purge, but also to deplete mildly, this measure in my hands has

seemed to control dangerous symptoms and to avert morbid processes which

threatened to be very destructive. I^ possible, the wound should be ren-

dered aseptic by the plentiful use of detergents ; free escape must be pro-

vided for future effusions, and its surfaces must be protected from further

infection. Abscesses, whether involving the joints or other accessible por-

tions of the body, should be opened, drained, and treated antiseptically as

soon as detected. No possible good can arise from the presence of the

retained pus, and unless speedily ovacuatei it has a marked tendency to

burrow widely beneath the fascia and along the intermuscular planes, and

thus adds to the constitutional distress. When a joint is involved, it should

be freely opened on both sides, drainage-tubes should be inserted, and tiic

limb rendered immovable by a fixed dressing. Internally, quinine in full

doses, with sulphurous acid, salicylic acid, and the hyposulphites of sodium

and lime, is worthy of trial. Nutritious broths, milk, and v/ine are indis-

pensable. The patient must be kept alive as long as possible, in the hope

that he may survive the activity of the attack and eventually eliminate the

poison.

^^



ANESTHETICS AND ANAESTHESIA."

By OSCAE H. ALLIS, M.D.

The terras " ancDsthetics" and " antcsthcsia" are both from the Greek a,

privative, and altrOdvonai^ " to feel." The former has reference to the agent

that deprives of feeling, the latter to the condition of the patient or animal

imder the influence of such agent. It is plain that the subject has a wide

range and includes all agents that have either a local or a constitutional

antesthetic effect. The present article will be restricted to the consideration

of ether and chloroform and their employment for the relief of pain ia

surgical operations.

Ether.—In the year 1540, Valerius Cordus described the method of

making ether, I have seen no menlion of the discoverer. It is thought

that the drug was known to Raymond LuUy two centuries earlier. In

1730, Frobenius first brought it prominently before the medical and scien-

tific world and gave to it the name of ether. In 1795, Richard Pearson

employed the vapor of ether in allaying pulmonary distress. In 1709, Sir

Humphry Davy, writing of nitrous oxide, said, " it will probably be used

with advantage during surgical operations in which no great effusion of

blo(Kl lakes })lace." In 1818, Faraday published a brief notice of it, in

which he alluded to its anaesthetic effect, but with a caution, that was no

doubt accepted and promulgated in malical schools.

The knowledge of the fact that physicians liad recommended it for a

long time for spasmodic pulmonary affections, no doubt led drug clerks to

familiarize themselves with its effects, and, strange to say, just prior to its

more general introduction it was purchasetl and inhaled by riotous youth

for its exhilarating effects. Being familiar with this fact, and knowing that

a negro boy had I'ecovered from an hour of deep sleep and total unconscious-

' Mnnj' diseases are almost peculiar to infancy and early childhood, and when they

occur in adult life the experience derived from their study in childhood is turned to the

advantage of the adult. In regard to anaesthetics the reverse obtains. What wo know of

their clinical effects and dangers is derived chiefly from their employment in adult life.

If we compare the surgical mulriies and accidents of childhood with those cf adult life,

we shall find that the demand for annesthotics in the latter is much more frequent than in

the former. In the limited space allotted this subject, I shall treat first of matters of gen-

eral interest, adding from time to time that which is peculiar to infancy and childhood.

Vol. III.—58 913
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Qess from its use, Dr. C. L. Long, of Georgia, turned his knowledge of the

effects of ether to a practieal use by administering it to a patient for the

purpose of removing a tumor from the neck. Success was complete, and

other patients were induced to inhale the drug for the same purpose and

with similar results. This occarretl in 1842, and had Dr. Long realized

tlie value of his discovery and i^.vea it to the v Id his name would have

been bright in the galaxy of imperishable names.*

A little later (1844), Horace Wells, a Hartford dentist, was present at a

public exhib'tion of the effects of laughing-gas upon persons to whom it

was administered. Recognizing its benumbing effect, he on the following

day requested Mr. Colton, the lecturer, to administer it to him while he had

a tooth extracted. This was done, and Mr. Wells, having felt no pain,

turned his experience to the advantage of his patients. Having satisfied

himself of its value in dentistry, he believed that its application could be

extended to surgery, and offered to give a practical demonsti'ation before the

medical students of Harvard. During the extraction of a tooth the patient

screamed, though on recovering consciousness he confessed that he had ex-

perienced no pain. The result must have been extremely mortifying to Mr.

Wells, for he seems from that moment to have lost confidence in the entire

project.

The work of Mr. AVells had, however, its good effect, for a student of

his, W. T. G. Morton, no doubt relating the experiments of his preceptor

to Charles T. Jackson, a distinguished chemist, Avas indiaccd by a suggestion

of the latter to make trials with ether. Full of ardor, he went home to

inhale it himself, and soon afler extracted a tooth from a patient under its

influence. On the 16th of October, 1846, Morton etherized a patient iu

the Massachusetts General Hospital, from whom Dr. J. C Warren removed

painlessly a tumor of the neck. Thus was given to the world the first

practical demonstration of the value of ether as an anffisthetic in surgery.

Chloroform was discovered in 1831 by Samuel Guthrie, of Sackett's

Harbor, New York. In 1834 its chemical formula, from which it derives

its name,—viz., percA/o/-ide of /oraiyl,—was made kuown. Its value in

medicine was early recognized by Prof. Ives, of New Haven, who em-

ployed it (in 1832) for the relief of pulmonary spasm. Its anajsthetic

effect upon animals was first pointed out by Flourens ; and when the news

of the great American discovery reached Europe, J. Y. Simpson, at the sug-

gestion of Waldie, took up the clinical study of chloroform, and, carefully

noting its effect in fifty cases, gave his results to the world. Thus Simpson's

name will always be associated with chloroform, as Morton's with ether.

At the oi'tset there bade fair to be a decided rivalry between the two

ansesthetics. European surgeons early adopted chloroform, and still adhere

to it, in spit<' of the hundreds of sudden deaths that have followal its

administration. Ether, first introduced in Boston, has never had a rival in

* J. Marion Sims, in Virginia Medical Monthly, May, 1877.
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that city, and, with the exception of Prof. Gross, the prominent surgeons of

Philadelphia and New York have always maintained a marked preference

for ether. In the South and West there always has been a decided prefer-

ence for chloroform, and such was also the case in the armies during the

late war. During the last ten or fifteen years of his life Prof. Gi'oss relied

principally upon ether, and now in all the medical schools and hospitals of

this city chloroform is rarely administered.

My experience with aufEsthetics began with my appointment as interne

to the Philadelphia Hospital. On completing my service I was placed on

the clinical staff of Jefferson Malical College and given in charge of the

chloroform. At the time of which I write, the surgical clinics were divided

between S. D. Gross, Professor of Surgery, and Joseph Pancoast, Professor

of Anatomy. The former almost invariably employed chloroform, the

latter ether : thus the students had an opportunity during their course of

study of watching the effects of the two agents upon hundreds of cases.

Of all the circu nces under which an anaesthetic may be administered,

none is more tryinj^ .an a public clinic,—t-ving to the one to whom it is

administered, and trying to him who administers it. The former is denied

the advantage of a quiet room with all undue excitement removed ; the

latter is expected as if by .nagic to have his patient fully anassthetized the

moment the operator is ready. Embarrassing delays frequently occur, and

when these are met by reckless haste dangerous symptoms often arise.

I often wondered during my student days, and for years afterwards,

why Prof. Gross employed a drug that was manifes:ly so dangerous,—for

many hair-breadth escapes from death wei'e witnessed by every medical

class,—and only recently have I struck, as I think, upon the true solution

of the mystery. In " The Principles of Surgery" Prof. Gross says, " I

have never seen alarming symptoms but in three cases." Alarming symp-

toms seldom occurred in his private surgical practice,—at least I never saw

him exhibit alarm in a private case. This was my own experience, and it is

confirmed by others who assisted him for yeara. Prof. Gross was a teacher.

He knew that the only safety in administering chloroform was in vigilance,

and to impress this upon his class he took advantage of and magnified every

seeming danger.

On retiring from the college service I made a comparative clinical study

of chloroform and ether. Procuring a small graduated bottle with dropper,

I found that constitutional effects could usually be obtained with twenty

drops of chloroform, and artificial sleep with thirty. To secure the value

of every drop, I used a small t'n funnel, which conveyed the chloroform

upon a diaphragm of muslin, from which it was instantly liberated ; but

when I attempted to produc ; anajsthesia with this contrivance and ether, I

failed utterly. Patients would say, " Pour it on faster," and when inhaling

it myself I found that I made no progress. I thus learned, what ampler

experience has confirmed, that to produce anaesthesia quickly with ether a

large amount of ether vapor must be rapidly liberated. A sponge permits
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of a large surface for the evolution of ether, and could not be improved

upon were it not that many of its loculi or cells are so small that tlic ten-

dency is to keep the ether in its fluid state. To obviate this, I passed a

bandajje about three inches wide back and forth between the wires of a

frame, and thus gained a large surface upon which a stratum of ether

would be in contact with the air. I add below a description of tlie instru-

ment which I presented to the medical profession in an article published in

the Philadelphia Medical Times, October 14, 1874. I had no idea that the

inhaler would ever come into general use, and I merely introduced it at

that time to illustrate better the proper method of administering ether. Its

very great popularity is my only excuse for introducing both it and the

rules I then formulated for its use.

Description of the Inhaler.—It consists (Fig. 1) of a metallic frame, sufficiently large

to cover the lower part of the face. The bars are nearly a quarter of an inch broad, leaving

a quarter of an inch between each and its fellow. The spaces are made by a punch, which

Fig. 1.

removes a section from a solid sheet of metal. It will thus be seen that there can be no

danger of the bars giving way, as they would were they soldered upon a band.

Upon the left a bandage will be seen passed to and fro from bar to bar, dividing the

instrument into parallel sections. This will be better understood by comparing Fig. 1 with

Fig. 2.

The instrument is then completed by encasing in a leather hood (Fig. 2). I do not

think the hood is any advantage, and much prefer a folded newspaper constructed to take

its place. After using, the hood should invariably be removed.
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The advantages of this mode of construction are,

—

1st. It i^ives the patient (Fig. 2) the freest access of air. It is a mistake to think that

air must be excluded. All that is necessary is that the air should, be saturated with the vapor

of ether.

2d. It affords a series of thin surfaces upon which the ether can be poured, and from

which it will almost instantly evaporate. In this respect it differs from the sponge, which

Fio. 2.

SNOWOEN

retains the ether in a fluid state much longer. Should the bandage become soiled, a new one

can be inserted in a few minutes.

3d. By leaving the instrument open at the top the supply can be kept up constantly,

if desired ; and, as ether vapor is heavier than air, there is no loss by not covering it. The

top should never be covered.

Mode of usinr/ the Inhaler.—1st. Place a towel beneath the chin of the patient, as expe-

rience has taught that a towel should always be within reach in administering aniesthetics.

2d. Place the instrument over the face, covering the nose and chin, and let the patient

broiithe through it before any ether is applied. This will convince him that he is not to be

deprived of air.

3d. Begin with, literally, a few drops of other: this will not irritate the larynx. Add,

in a few seconds, a few drops more, and as soon as the patient is tolerant of the vapor

increase it gradually to its fullest effect.

4th. When the patient is fully influenced, it is well to add a few drops at short inter-

vals, and thu? keep up a gradual ana?sthetic effect.

The Advantages of the Inhaler.—1st. It presents a largo surface for the liberation of other

vapor. The partitions arc made of thin bandage, and the air coming to both sides of each

layer sets the ether vapor free more rapidly than is possible in the use of a towel or sponge.

2d. It is open at the top, and the ether can be added constantly, if desired, and in small

quantities without removing from the face. The sponge and towel both require removal,

and the ether is usually poured on them in quantities.

3d. The ether vapor falls by its weight, as it is heavier than the air ; and as the instru-

ment tits the face the patient gets the full advantage of it.

4th. It does not cover the patient's eyes,—does not terrify him, and he often passes

under its influence without a struggle.
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5th. By its proper use the laryngeal irritation may be wholly avoided, the anaesthetic

effect will be as easily gained as is possible with the use of ether, there will be a great

economy of ether, and great comfort will be secured to the patient.'

With thif^ '"Id in the average case produce ansesthesia in from five

to ten minuti it required from ten to twelve times as much ether in

bulk as of chlori. rm. It will be noticed that I did not employ any appa-

ratus by which I could measure absolutely the quantity of the anoDstlietic

inhaled, or graduate its strength. Still, allow'ng for waste, I found that

I could accomplish full and complete aua?sthesia with as small a relative

quantity as was claimed for scientific inhalers, and as speedily. The full

effect of chloroform could often be gained in from three to six niinutos,

and usually with less than a drachm, and nothing better than a single

layer of a towel or napkin could be desired. With ether the chief diffi-

culty was to produce ether vapor rapidly enough, and I occasionally foiuid

cases which the most concentrated vapor would but partially ancesthetize.

Every surgeon has been annoyed by the tardy effects of ether, and

would have abandoned it for chloroform were the latter as safe. To render

chloroform safe and ether more effective a great variety of inhalers have been

invented by the medical profession ; but it should ever be borne in mind

that safety, the great desideratum, does not lie in inhalers. Through their

use it has been found that only a five-per-cent. admixture of chloroform

with atmospheric air can safely be employed, and yet death has followed the

use of this safe quantity in a Snow's inhaler. The pertinent query is, if a

five-per-cent. admixture will pi'oduce such profound anajsthesia as to permit

of a capital operation without reflex manifestations, will not the thoughtless

continuance of the vapor produce coma and death ? ^ It is jiossible with

the use of a scientific inhaler to know just how nmch of the ana>sthctio has

been taken, but no instrument has ever yet been contrived to measiu'c the

effect upon the patient.

When chloroform is administered on a towel, the latter is usually folded

into eight layers. Some teach that " it is not necessary to begin with more

than a drachm," Avhile others recommend enough to moisten the towel for a

space about the size of the palm, the precise quantity used being a matter

of no consequence whatever. How such instructions are consistent M'ith

safety I do not understand. In all such administrations there is a needless

waste if the towel is held at a distance from the face, and a criminal reck-

lessness if it is held close to the face. Instead of taking a folded towel, I

take but a single layer, and then if I drop on more than is necessary it is

promptly dissipated. With a single layer tliere can be no retention of the

anesthetic, and hence it must be constantly renewed. I do not think I am

> Dr. George R. Fowler published in The Medical Record, .July 2, 1887, the description

of an instrument to which he has given the name of " A Folding Allis's Ether Inhaler."

It is constructed on the principle of Fig. 1, but is square instead of oval. When packed for

transportation it is nearly flat. Space will not permit of an illustration.

' Holmes and Hulke, vol. iii. p. 598.
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over-confident when I state that one thousand administrations of cliloroform,

without distinction as to age or sex, could he accomplished with less than

one thousand drachms of the drug, and in each instance a degree of anaes-

thesia be obtained sufficient for the inception of the gravest surgical under-

taking. A few large, powerful adults might require more than a drachm,

but in the majority of men and women and invariably in children the

amount would be less. When I administer chloroform and accomplish the

desired effect in four minutes, when I consider that in this time there hgve

probably been but sixty full respirations and that I have used but sixty

minims of chloroform, then it is that I realize the value of a minim of the

a<rent ; and I cannot but dread the dissemination of a doctrine that would

dispel all fears of its deadly action. Scores of witnesses have declared that

death occurred after a fresh supply of chloroform wtvs put upon the towel,

and, for one, I do not doubt that in persons fully anaesthetized a single deep

inspiration from a saturated towel has produced death, since a single minim

properly administered has definite ansesthetic value.

I have but little to say in regard to the administration of ether. In

most cases there will be no difficulty in administering it upon a folded or

funnel-shaped towel or sponge. Unlike chloroform, the ether should be

sprinkled on freely, but, as with chloroform, it is better to sprinkle it on at

short intervals than to saturate the towel. If the administrator watches his

opportimity he can sprinkle on fresh ether in the interval between expira-

tion and inspiration, and thus not lose a single inhalation. In some in-

stances the vapor is irritating to the larynx. In such cases it is humane,

to say the least, and a saving of time, to suspend the administration and

permit the patient to take one or two deep inhalations of pure air.

With females and with most men anesthesia can be readily accom-

plished with ether. But it occasionally happens, as I have already inti-

mated, with children as w'cll as with adults, that ether seems to have scarcely

any anjesthetic effiict. The difficulty with this class is, tlu^y do not breathe

;

i.e., their breathing is so shallow that the minimum of respired air con-

sistent with comfort is inhaled. This class will be no more under its influ-

ence in ten minutes than after the first inhalation. To produce anajsthesia

in them with ether, resolute, determined action is necessary. They must

be compelled to breathe, and to breathe deeply. The towel or sponge being

fully saturated with ether, hold it a little above the mouth and nose, but so

tightly about the face that no air that is not saturated with ether can be

respired. As soon as this is done, a struggle for supremacy will begin, for

which the ansesthetiet must be prepared. With the struggles come deep

respirations, and often in a single minute the struggles cease, the character-

istic deep respirations of beginning etherization are heard, and the victory

is complete. As soon as the deep I'cspirations are noticed and the struggling

abated, the ether must be administered with more care. It is only to over-

come, to gain the mastery, that such measures are at times required, and as

soon as the mastery is obtained the further effect must be continued as in

fl
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other cases. It will be asked, " Is it safe to administer ether in this manner?
Is there no danger of suffoeation ? Have not persons been suffocated in this

way?" I answer, I have never witnessal a single alarming symptom, nor

a single case in which following this struggle for supremacy it was necessary

to discontinue the ether and resort to efforts at resuscitation. Ether admin-

isteretl in this way—or, in fact, in any way—must he administered with

judgment : the effect must be watched, and when the effetst is gained, no

matter how, or how quickly, uo intelligent or watchful administrator will

increase its influence.

Some physicians, annoyed by the frequent delays of ether, and unwilling

to incur the risks of pure chloroform, have thought to improve upon both

by mixing them. A mixture of one part of chloroform and two parts of

ether was at one time extensively usal, but has been abandoned as unsjifo.

For my part, I consider it far more dangerous than pure chloroform, and

the reason why I so fear it is that it is regarded as being as safe as ether

while it has five times tlic latter's anaesthetic potency.

In many cases, and almost invariably with children, I begin with chloro-

form, and, having gained the first anaisthetic effect, transfer the patient to

my assistant, who administers ether.

Whatever aufesthetic is employed, as soon as the requisite degree of

anesthesia is obtained, the effect should not be increased, but should be

steadily maintained by a constant supply of the miuimum quantity pos-

sible. To establish and maintain complete ana'sthesia—neither carrying

the patient beyond the limit of safety nor suffering him to return to i)artial

consciousness—is an accomplishment worthy the ambition of every prac-

titioner of medicine and surgery.

In the administration of anaesthetics to children the same series of

phenomena are noticed that occur in adults. The majority of children

cry and struggle after the first few seconds, and, as this is attended with

deep and rapid inspimtions, the ansesthetic effect is, as a rule, rapidly ob-

tained. The struggling imperatively demands a strong and resolute assist-

ant, one who is familiar with the effects of the agent and whose sympathies

are not a matter of sentimen!. In many instances the anaesthetic ii'ritatcs

the bronchial mucous membrane. Mucus is poured out rapidly and in

large quantities throughout the entire bronchial tract, and often to a dis-

tressing degree, respiration is embarrassed and accompanied vnth large

moist rilleSj'the lips become livid, the face is cyanosed, and all the signs of

non-oxygenatiou of the blood are present. Under these circumstances

the only relief the little sufferer obtains is from incessant spasmodic cough-

ing. To withdraw the anaesthetic entirely in such cases while a painful

surgical operation is in progress is manifestly undesirable, but prudence

will hold the anaesthetic effect on the confines of consciousness. I have

often witnessed this condition, and believe it to be a more frequent accom-

paniment of ether than of chloroform. I have never witnessed any serious

results from this condition.
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Although I have stated that the majority of children resist the admin-

istration of anoBsthetics, my own experience is that the opposition to ether

is much more decided than to chloroform. In cases wiiero I have been

reqniral to complete a painfid surgi'ul jjroceilure, 1 have had tlie little

patient plead for chloroform, esjjccially if it has omie experienced its effects.

The question often arises, can a person be put under the influence of an

ancesthetic during sleep ? I cannot speak from experience with ether, or in

adults, but I am positive that chloroform can be administered to a sleeping

child without its waking to consciousness.

Although chloroform is dreaded by the profession generally, the popu-

lar verdict being manslaughter when a death occurs from its administration,

still my decided preference in every case, and especially in children, is for

that anoisthetic. Wlien I say especially in children, I do not wish to he

understood as endorsing the oft-repeatod assertion that "you cannot kill a

child with chloroform." The supposed immunity enjoyed by children is

not borne out by statistics or clinical practice. Deaths have occuirred in

early life, and would be more frequent were operations as common in child-

hood as in adult life. The real source of safety is the chloroformist's instinc-

tive caution. I shall never forget the mortification I felt, when in charge

of the aniesthetic in the clinic of the elder Gross, at not being allowed to

administer to an infant that was about to be operated upon. In this in-

stance Dr. F. F. Maury, the chief clinical assistant, took a single layer of

a towel and, cautiously sprinkling on a few drops of chloroform, sliook it, to

guard against excess, and theji held it first at a distance from the infant's

face, to avoid frightening it, and, gradually bringing the agent nearer the

face, as tlie little patient became accustomed to it, soon obtained the desired

effeci. Wherein, I ask, lay the safety in this single instance? and the

ready response will be, " In the cautious administration." In marked

conti'ast to this were the haste, precipitancy, and I might almost say reck-

lessness with which at times it was given to adults. Only a few clinics

previous to the one mentioned, I was administering chloroform to a con-

sumptive female from whom a tumor was to be removed, and, as she came

slowly under its influence. Dr. Maury took the two-pound bottle of chloro-

form and dashed on, possibly, a half-ounce. The eifetit was decidedly too

great, and but for the timely and energetic action of Prof Gross, whose

quick perception took in the situation, a fatal issue might have been the

result. Wherein lay the danger in this case ? Certainly not in the chloro-

form, but in its maladministration.

When, however, I commend chloroform, I always do so on the sole

condition that it sliall be properly administered. Unless the ansesthetist

can be made to realize that each minim of chloroform has positive anaes-

thetic value, and unless he can devote his entire attention to the condition

of the patient, he is unfit to handle it ; and for this reason, and no other, I

endorse the popular verdict that ether is the safer ansesthetic.

It occasionally happens that an infant requires au ausesthetic within a
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few hours after birth. CHiiical experience has shown tliat so grave an

ojieration as a laparotomy or a herniotomy can he safely uiidertaken at this

tender age. I have never adniinisteretl an an.'esthetic under these circum-

stances, but should not hesitate to give either when re(]uired. Under such

circumstances I should strongly recommend the course of Dr. Maury already

referred to,—namely, to add a few drops of chloroform to a single layer of

a napkin or handkerchief, and begin the julministration by holding it first

at a distance of six inches from the face, and gradually approach the face

as the first irritr.ting effect passed off.

In membranous or spasmodic laryngitis the administration of, so to

speak, an atmosphere of chloroform has in my hands had a magical effect.

I have entered the room and found the father carrying his struggling child,

cyanosetl and giisping for breath, and, following the movements of the father

as he walked about the room, have held a little chloroform above the

child's face. In a few moments the struggling ceases, the color returns to

the lips, the patient becomes quiet, and is in as advantageous a condition

for an operation as could be desired. I have heard surgeons, speaking

of the imminent danger under these circumstances, declare that there was

no time to administer an anjusthetic, and that a moment's delay would liave

been death. I do not wish to i)ut my own judgment against the expe-

rience of any surgeon, but I am strongly of the opinion that spasm is an

element of great importance, and oflen the immediate cause of death.

In a neighboring city a child, while playing with a piece of bi'oken

china in its mouth, passed the fragment into the larynx. Physicians were

summoned, and while efforts at extraction were made the child was suffo-

cated. The foreign body lay in the larynx, but did not completely close

it : had it done so, the child would have died as suddenly as from drown-

ing. As it was, there was time to summon i)hysicians and time for fruitless

attempts at extraction. Under such circumstances, chloroform would have

made the larynx tolerant of the foreign body until a surgeon could have

been obtained, when laryugotomy might have rescued the child from

impending death.

Anaesthetics are oflen administered in early childhood with a view of

making a positive diagnosis in hip-disease. The painful nature of the

affection oflen precludes the possil)ility of handling the joint, and hence a

resort to ether or chloroform. Such a procedure for mere purjioses of diag-

nosis I believe to be unwise and unsurgical. Afler full anaesthesia the fix-

ation of the hip oflen entirely disappears, and the unwary examiner pro-

nounces the joint sound, and recommends a course of action as unwise as

his diagnosis is incorrect.

The elder Gross almost invariably operated upon hare-lip in early

infancy without an anaesthetic, and some, fearing lest blood should find its

way into the larynx, have in like manner attempted staphylorrhaphy with-

out it ; but this course is, I think, seldom followed by surgeons nowadays.

For myself, I have never witnessed any unpleasant symptoms from opera-
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tions within the Ijucral cavity. TonHJllotomy is usually performed with

the coiiHeiit and co-operation of tlic patient, but there is no danger in })er-

forniinjj it with the child recumbent or semi-recumlxint and under the

Influence of an aniesthetic.

Persons of liinitetl exjK!rien(!e in the U8e of anaesthetics often ask for

information on the following ])(>ints.

1. Is Ic safe to tulministitr them in cardiac or ptilmonary disenses, or to

jwrsons suffering from shock or from loss of blmxl, or prostrated by long

and wasting disease? And, if -io, which is preferable?

2. Can they be safely administered to the very young and to those of

advancetl age?

3. How long is it safe to continue the anaisthetic effect at one time?

4. Are repeated administrations prejudicial to health ?

5. Have permanent bad efi'ects ever been traced directly to ancesthetics

in surgical use ?

6. Are there circumstances under which ether is preferable to chloro-

form, and vice versa f

Cardiac disease, though relatively infrequent, is possible in all its phases

in infancy and childhood. With the exception of interstitial clmnges, the

accomjianiment of advancing years, the child's heart does not differ in its

physiological actions from that of the adult. What is true of caifliac is

true also of pulmonary affections : every type of disease may be found in

infancy and ciiildhoocl. It behooves the administrator of the anrosthetic

to discriminate carefully as to the character, extent, and depressing influence

of the disease in question. So, too, in shock, ana;mia, prostration from loss

of blood, etc. In such conditions the solution of the problem hinges not

on the state of the system, but on the urgency and magnitude of a surgical

disorder, whose attention imperatively aomands an anrosthetic, and without

which the surgic-al procedure would be imjiossible. When such embarrass-

ing circumstances arise, the only resource lies in the judicious handling of

the anaesthetic. For the comfort of the anajsthetist, I will say tliat death

seldom follows the administration under these conditions, the long list of

casualties showing no disease whatever to which the fatal result can be

attributed.

Under these circumstances, shall ether or chloroform be given ? Ether

is said to be a cardiac stimulant or excitant. That this is so in the early

stage of anesthetization is of little practical moment. The fact that it is

not a prolonged stimulant, the stimulation not continuing after the full

effect is obtained, places it practically upon a par with chloroform. Both

are caixliac depressants when pushed beyond the proper limit of ana;sthesia.

In the above-mentioned conditions the majority of surgeons would prefer

ether, and when I give an opinion in favor of chloroform I shall be asked

to defend it. My reasons therefore are

—

1. It requires only one'-tenth the amount of chloroform to produce the

desired effect, and therefore the system does not become so saturated with
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it, and there ia not sulwwiiieiitly such proft^iiiul uiid long-wjutiuued nausi-u

au<l (liMta.ste for food.

2. Chloroform in a much more mniiaRoablo ajreiit than ether. T roj>«rd

each minim i\h posHesHiii^ aniosthetic; vuhic. Hence I feel that with it I '.wi

cuutrol tiic aniesthetic effect with great precision.

Both tli('H(' reasons are of the utmost iinportanco when an anH38thetic is

to be administertHl to one in an excei)tionally feehle condition.

I have already spoken of aniestluitics in the tender years of infancy,

and given dctailc<l instni<!tion upon that head. Man is never twice a child

physimlly. The su(!cident, elastic, rapidly-developing conditiim of child-

IummI contrasts strongly with the shriid<agc, attenuation, and aridneas that

are cons(!(pient upon old age. Ilcnc^ the conc^lusion that, if care is neces-

sary in infancy and youth, it is of fourfold imperativeness in decirepitudo.

The length of time that one may safely inhale an aniestheti(! will vary

witii the circumstances of the case. When there is mucii loss of blood,

when the shock, as in amputation of the thigh, is necessarily great, when

the patient is almost bloixlless at the time the opemtion is undertaken, then

there nuist be a minimum amount of the ana?sthetic, and the greatest pos-

8il)le despatch. Despatch—not reckless haste—is too little appreciated in

these ilays of anajsthesia. I fear there are many victims to wliat is now
boastfully styled deliberation. The pendulum has swung to the other

extreme. The time was when students took out their watehes to count

the seconds of an operation. Now they may go out to lunch, and stroll

back to the finish !

As to rei)eated administrations, they are seldom re(piiretl in infancy.

In childhood and youth they are as well borne as in adult life. I have

never witnessed permanent bad effetsts from the use of chloroform or ether.

Are anajsthetics ever inadmissible? Surgeons who rely upon chloro-

form use it for nearly everything, just as others employ ether. There

are some points that should never be lost sight of. When the cautery

is required, do not bring the heavy ether vapor near it. I have seen a

conflagration on three occasions, and, strange to say, iu every instance it

occurrctl to persons long familiar with the inflanmiable nature of ether and

ether vapor. When the erect posture is required, then use ether, not chlo-

roform. Some fear lest blood may run into the larynx during operations

on the mouth and nose. I have never witnessed an alarming symptom

from strangulation on these occasions. Vomiting will, of course, follow,

but this is a very common occurrence with anjcsthetics.

Flagg demonstrated as early as 1848' that it was possible to etherize

a patient sufficiently for the removal of a scirrhous breast, without reflex

manifestations or consciousness of pain, and yet retain a drowsy conscious-

ness of everything passing, and ability to understand and give correct

' Mediciil Examiner, No. xxxvii., Janunrj-, 1848; also " Ether and Chloroform," by

J. F. B. Flagg, Lindsay & Blakiston.
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ro|)lio8 to qupstions OHknl during the entire oiK-rutiou. The exix^rienee of

praetic'tti rturgeons i.s that th(! gmver the (i|M>r!ition the more rompU^te the

ana'.sthcHiii should Ik-, since tlcrt; is u corporeal sullerinj; or sluK'k from an

ojK'ration whtu too little is administered, that ean be greatly lessened by

fnll anjcsthesin,

Paekai-d lias availed himself of the first loss of consciousness to open

abscesses, rediici! a luxation, etc. Tlw patient is told to rais(! the arm and

hold it up while inhaling, and when it becomes unsteady and drops, the

abscess is opened, and the patient returns promptly to consciousness. Of
course, if a further anaesthetic effect is desired, it ean be readily obtaincnl.

It requires an experienced surg(K)u to know when a few seconds will suffice

for an operation.
'

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OP ANESTHETICS.

1. If the patient has taken opiates for the relief of pain, the amount

should be v!arefully inrpiirwl into. I have never known any unplcsisant

effect to occur in infancy or ehildhootl, but I have repeatedly witnessed pro-

found coma, \}\ one instance' a narrow escape from death, and in one death,

which was clearly the result of the enormous amount of morphine admin-

istered after an injury. In these cases the drug was manifestly unabsorbed,

owing to the degree of shock and pain, tlie patient being apparently un-

affected by the morphine and calling continually for more, but absorption

took place during the exhibition of the antesthetic, and dangerous and even

fatal narcosis followetl.

2. The condition of the heart, lungs, and kidneys should be ascertained

prior to the operation. All discussions of the safety of administration, etc.,

should be settled beforehand, not at the time of administration. If this

has been neglected, it sliould be done before administration, as ignorance on

this point is unfavorable.

3. The patient, if robust, should be denied food and drink for six hours

befoi'e inhaling. If feeble, hot beef tea, or peptonized food, should be given

an hour before the operation. In infancy and childhood no rules arc obeyed.

In childhood do not restrict the food, but regulate it. Mushy foo<is are more

easily and safely vomited than meat, apples, and chestnuts.

4. All restrictions in the clothing that will embarrass respiration should

be removed. Look to the neck and waist. See that everything is loose

:

take no patient's word for it.

". All parts of the body, especially in infancy and in the weak and aged,

that do not require exposure should be covered and shielded against cold.

This simple injunction is too often disregarded.

6. Alv/ays inquire about false teeth. Make a habit of it. It will do

no harm to ask the question, even if it be done in sport. Neglect to form

the habit may lead to oversight and disaster.

7. Basins and towels should be in readiness before the administration

is begun. Vomiting is likely to occur in every case, and not to provide for
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it is certainly inexcusable. Vomiting occasionally occni-s before the full

effect of the antesthetic is obtained. More frequently it occurs ou returnino-

to consciousness. I have often remarked that patients who secreted and
swallowed much saliva during the inhalation invariably vomited as the

effect was pjissing off.

8. Forceps, tenaculum, mouth-gag, tongue-depressor, annuonia, brandy,

and pounded ice sliould be placed where they can be reached.

9. The administration should be begun in retirement. No converea-

tion. No busy getting things ready. No fussy doctor to liold the ])ulse.

Assuring words from the administrator in a low tone will act as a diversion

and be of advantage.

10. When the patient is fully influenced, and not before, let an assistant

hold the pulse. This of all precautions is the least essential ; but, if it be

required, omit it while the patient is conscious.

11. The working anajsthetic zone is usually preceded by deep, heavy

breathing. As soon as this is heard, the desired cffetit has been readied,

and a more profound effect should be guarded against. The administrator

should hoar every breath, but he should hear nothing else. He should be

deaf to all general conversation. Inconsiderate by-standcrs will ask him

questions : these should be rebuked by silence.

12. The effect produced is best known by the character of the breathing.

One ear is worth a dozen eyes "Were all anesthetists blindfolded, there

would be fewer deaths.

13. When the eyes are usctl, let them be used to the advantage of the

patient, and not to the advantage of the operator or his assistant. So ong

as the lips have a healthy color, the capillary circulation is good. When
they become livid and the face ashy jjale, proceed with caution. Watch

the lips,—not the steps of the o})eration.

14. When the working anassthetic effect is reached, hold it by repeated

additions of a minimum quantity of the anresthetic.

15. To hear every breath ami to keep the patient in a safe but uncon-

scious state demands the fullest attention of the adnMuistrator. His sole dutv

is with the antesthetic. If the surgeon has failal to supply himseh" with

proper assistance, if an artery spurts and no one is at hand to attend to it,

if any emergency arises that could not have been foreseen, leave these with

the surgeon. Your duty is wholly with the anassthctic.

IG. When the operation is over and the patient is to be prepared for his

bed, do not leave him on any account. Don't abandon the ship as she is

entering the harbor. See your patient safelj in be<l, either fully conscious

or in gentle sleep, and Iciive othera to look after other matters.

It is a matter that denotes healthful progress that, in our large cities,

a skilled, experienced assistant is usually setmred to administer the anres-

thetic. Undergraduate medical assistants and nurses are now d'^tailed to

duties better suitwl to their capacities. It is also to be noted that the anres-

thetist is now compensated, though meagrely, for his services.
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ACCIDENTS FROM ANAESTHETICS.

An " overdose" often occurs through ignorance or want of attention on

the part of the administrator. I attribute the " clean recoi'd" of those who

have been life-long friends of anesthetics to their personal vigilance. Prof.

Gross never put absolute trust in any assistant.

One of the most alarming symptoms, especially to those who have had

little experience, is the sudden stoppage of respimtion, as if through closure

of the laryux. The patient struggles, becomes livid, but cannot inhale. lu

such a case, if the tongue is drawn forward and depressed at its base, air

will promptly enter the lungs, and all danger will vanish. The danger in

these cases is often more api)areut than real. It is not always safe to put

the finger in the mouth to depress the tongue. The jaws have closed on

many a hand with a will that proved that danger was far off.

When the anassthetic has been pushetl too far, when too profound an

effect has been obtained, when symptoms of coma or syncope arise, then the

dinger is far greater. In this condition the tissues are [Kiisouod with the

agent : blood, heart, brain, lungs,—all are saturated. For this class N6la-

tou suggested depression of the head and elevation of the lower part of the

trunk, or, as some have termed it, " hanging the patient up by the heels."

Tiic rationale of this course is that the bUxxl impinges on the brain, from

gravity, and stimulates centres that a feeble or jiulseless heart could not

roach.

Cold or hot water dashed on the exposed chest, and slapping the chest

with a towel dippcxl in water, either cold or hot, are valuable means for

provoking reflex action. Ammonia held near the nostrils acts as a restora-

tive. In severe cases the trachea has been opened and the lungs iilled by

means of a bellows.' Insufflation (mouth to mouth) has, no doubt, proved

of advantage in some eases. Venesection in desjicrate cases has been

resorted to.

A study of the accidents, the mod(!S of death, and the efforts at reanima-

tion has led me to put little confidence in restoratives. Most of those resus-

citattnl reacted promptly,—within a few seconds, certainly within a min' -;

or two. I do not think I ever saw dangerous symptoms contiiuie for one

whole minute. I have seen the patient profoundly iufiuenced and have

watched the effect for many minutes with anxiety, but in all these cases the

heart and lungs were still in action. Unless the heart and lungs resume

their functions prompvly, I believe death always follows. I do not believe

a life has bwn saved by traehootoniy or persistent artificial respiration

—

by Silvester's or Howard's nietliods—if five minutes have passed without

good results. I make these statements not to discourage any one in the

use of restoratives, but

—

' This cxtrome moiisure lin.s not been crowned with success, probably because it is

delayed until after death has taken place.
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First, to warn persons agiiinst inattention in giving anresthetics,—to

cantion them about carrying their patients beyond prudent limits.

Second, when danger arises, every second is a lifetime : prompt efforts

are the only efforts that have ever succeeded.

There is one safeguard, which consists in cutting off by means of a tour-

niquet the circulation of some part of the body, as, for instance, that of the

entire thigh and leg, and keeping this blood fi*ee from toxic influences

during the operation. When this is over, the tourniquet is removed, fresh,

pure blo(Kl—as by auto-infusion—seeks the heart and brain, and reaninia-

tion is rapid and complete. This precaution has not yet been generally

adapted, and no accidents for or against it have been reported. It cannot

be urged as necessary if due I'autiou is exercised, but it woidd be a most

timely resource in case of overdose.

PATHOLOGY. •

Autopsies have never revealetl anything that could justly point to the

antesthetic. The true cause of death in the majority of cases is toxic agency,

and this the microscope cannot reveal. A few cases of asphyxia have been

demonstrated. Some deaths attributed to antesthetics are mere coincidences.

The " fatty heart" is alleged to be present in most cases, and is the sole

comfort of the survivors.
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PART IV.

DISEASES OF THE OSSEOUS SYSTEM
AND OF THE JOINTS.

CONGENITAL ABNORMALITIES OF THE

By THOMAS R. NEILSON, M.D.

As indicated by its title, this article includes within its scope only cer-

tain abnormal conditions of the extremities which either are present in fact,

or the tendency to which exists at the time of birth. In the limited space

at his disposal, the writer has found it impossible to enter into a purely

scientific or teratological discussion of the subject, and has therefore en-

deavored to deal with its several subdivisions more from a practical point

of view.

While a considerable proportion of the instances of congenital abnor-

malities are of such a nature as to be of little interest to the surgeon except

as anatomical or pathological curiosities, there still remain a much greater

number which possess a practical interest for him, inasmuch as operative

interference or the selection and adjustment of an apparatus may be de-

mandetl for their improvement or cure.

The origin and causes of malformations afford a fertile field for inves-

tigation. The obstacles to pursuing systematically such a study are, of

course, very great, but, through the aid of our knowledge of embryology

and comparative anatomy, many of them have been overcome. In early

times, when superstitions of all kinds ran rife, it is not to be wondered at

that deformities or monstrosities ,vere attributed to such causes as judgments

or visitations from the Creator, the wrath of heathen gods, or the evil in-

fluences of witches. A theory which has long existed, and which has still

many adherents in the profession as well as among the laity, is that in some
Vol. III.—59 U2'J
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cases those deformities result from a profound impression made upon the

mother's mind thiring gestation,—maternal impressions. In regard to this,

while it is very obvious that through the intluenw of mental or nervous

shock to the motlier the general condition of the fcetus may suffer, and even

its death ensue, there is no ground, other than pure theory, for assuming

that because the mother has been shocketl by the ai)ix'arance of a nuil-

formetl member belonging to some individual whom she may have encoun-

tered, she will give birth to a child similarly malformed. In many cases,

if the circumstances be inquirwl into, it will be found that the otvurix-nce

of such a slu)ck took place at a peritxl too late in the development of the

foetus for it to have had the influence attributed to it ; and nearly always it

is recollected or spoken of aficr the birth of the child and the discovery of

the existence of an abnormality. In many instances, too, the likeness of the

deformity to the object which pr(xluce<l the shock in the mother is purely

iauciful, and fades into nothingness before a careful examination of the part.

The origin of all congenital deformities will be found to fall under one

or other of tie four following heads :

1. Exc(\^s of development,—including supernumerary limbs and digits.

2. Arrest of development,—whole or partial absence of extremities.

3. Mechanical injuries by amniotic bands and the umbilical cord,

—

distortions of the extremities (club-haud and club-foot) and intra-uterine

amputations.

4. Original fault in the germ, either ovum or sjKirmatozoon,—hereditary

malformations.

CONGENITAL HYPERTROPHY OF THE EXTREMITIES.

This must be classetl as a comi)aratively rare abnormality. It consists

in an excessive growth of all the parts which make up an extremity. The

affection is usually unilateral, one extremity alone, or part of it (and in

this case its lower end), being involved. The fingers and toes, in fact, af-

ford the most numerous examples. The subject has engaged the attention

of various writers from time to time, contributions to its literature having

lx>en made by Tr6lat and Mouod,^ Battersly,^ and others, and more recently

by Anderson.*

The origin of the condition cannot be certainly stated, nor can it be

always asserted, save when the digits are affected, that it is present in any

marked degree at the time of birth. It seems probable that the cause lies

in an affection of the nerve-centres governing the nutrition and development

of the part ; but this has not been demonstratal. Heredity has nothing to

do with it.

The disease is progressive, sometimes rapidly so, and, as has been said,

implicates all the normal structures of the member. The bones are en-

> Archives Generales de Medecine, 1869, vol. xiii.

' Dublin Medical Press, vol. xxlii.

* St. Thomas's Hospital Reports for 1881.
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larged, niarkitUy so at the cjviphyses ; the ligaments are increased in thick-

ness ; the muscles and tendons are excessively developed ; and as to the

l)l()(Kl-vessels, while the arteries may not be affected to a noticeable degree,

the occurrence of varicose veins and angeionuita is fmjuent ; the lymphatics

are said to be prone to dilatation ; the nerves do not appear to be altercHl.

The subcutaneous fat is increased in thickness, lipomatous tumors being (piito

common in hypertrophied limbs. The disease is usually painless. The
temperature of the limb is generally unalfe(!tcKl, but cases have been re-

porttnl by Reid ' and by TrC'lat and Monod (loc. cit.) in which it was some-

what above the normal. The degree of mobility and usefidnessof the limb

varies: in some cases it is quite gotxl, in others moderately restricted, and

in still others the part is entirely useless. Fingers and toes, when affected

to any considerable extent, are opt to be distorted or lx,'nt in one direction

or another, usually laterally or backward, the distortion being explained by

Curling as due to tension of the displacal extensor tendons which have not

elongatwl proportionately to the length of the digit.

Although the deformity is usually unilateral, cases have been recorded

by Curling* and by Aunandale' in which it was bilateral. In these in-

stances, however, it was limited to the digits, the remainder of the limbs

being normal.

The degree which the hyiwrtrophy may attain is exemplified in the two

following cases. In the first ease, reported by Dr. William Osier,* the right

upper extremity was affected.

The patient was a girl eight years of age. Comparative measurements showed the fol-

lowing excesses in favor of the attected limb : half of chest, four centimetres larger ; humerus,

three and one-tentli centimetrcs longer; circumference of arm at biceps, extended, two and

nine-tenths, flexed, four and four-tenths centimetres greater; forearm, four and two-tenths

centimetres; wrist, three and five-tenths centimetres; hand, four and six-tenths centimetres;

middle flnger, five millimetres; index finger, seven millimetres. The muscles of the arm,

especially the biceps, were well developed, as were also those of the forearm, and the mus-

cular powf f of the limb was greatly increased. The wrist was thick, the hand s<jui\rc, thick,

and short, the Angers small in proportion, and kept strongly flexed, all but the middle one

having the motion of extension.

In the other case, recorded by Dr. T. W. Hurley,' the malfitrmation

was limited to three digits,—the thumb and the index and middle fingers

of the right hand.

The patient, a child thirteen years old, exhibited at the time of birth some enlargement

of the aft'ected fingers, and their relative size had continually increased up to the time of

observation, when the measurements were found to be as follows : index flnger, seven inches

in length, five and three-fourths inches in circumference ; middle finger, nine inches long,

' London and Edinburgh Monthly Journal of Medical Science, 1848, vol. iii.

' Medico-Chirurgical Transactions, 1845, vol. xxviii.

' The Malformations, Diseases, and Injuries of the Fingers and Toes, Philadelphia, J.

B. Lippincott «& Co., 1866.

* Journal of Anatomy and Physiology, London, 1870, vol. xiv.

* American Medical Bi-weekly, Louisville, 1878, vol. ix.
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and about the same in circumference as the index ; thumb proportionately enhirged. The
diseased digits were amputated, and their condition waa shown to bo due to un affection

"obliteration"—of their lymph-channels.

Fio. 1.

(After Annandale.)

Fig. 1, from Aunandale, shows an instance in which the middle aud

index fingers were hypertrophied, the patient being a child three years

of age, and the deformity having been

noticed at birth.

True hyjjertrophy must be distin-

guished from an imsrease in the size

of a member due to excessive growth

of its cellular and adipose tissues. In

the latter the muscular, ligamentous,

and osseous structures are unaftected.

Treatment.—Where a whole limb

is hypertrophied, the prospect of benefit

from treatment is not encouraging.

Pressure has been tried, but usually

without success. Mr. Holmes, how-

ever, in his " System of Surgery," men-

tions one instance in which the persist-

ent use of an elastic stocking was

followed by a diminution in the size

of an hypertrophied leg. When the

lower extremity is affwted, and active interference does not seem to be

called for, the increase in length of the hypertrophied limb over that of

the normal one should be compensated for by the use of a thick-soled

aud high-heeled boot upon the latter. In either extremity, if the disease

progresses to such an extent as to render the member useless or a burden to

the individual, or if, contrary to the general rule, there be persistent and

unbeax'able pain, the case will be one for operation.

The first resource lies in ligating the main artery of the limb Mr.

Christo])her Heath ' has repoi-ted a case of hypertrophy of the leg success-

fully t itcd by ligature of the external iliac artery. If the deformity be

of an extreme degree, it is not likely that this operation will be rewarded

with success, and the only resource is amputation.

For hypertrophietl fingei-s aud toes the only treatment to be recom-

mended is amputation, care being taken to remove along with them the

heads of the metacarpal or metatai-sal bones if they are involved in the

affection. Care must also be taken that the operation does no damage to

the neighboring normal digits. If it be impossible to remove the affected

digits without inflicting injury upon the healthy ones, the operation should

not be undertaken.

' London Lancet, 1877, vol. ii.
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CONGENITAL DEFICIENCIES.

The class of malformations included under this head is by no means a

small one, and includes defects of development varying in extent from the

absence of a portion of a single digit to the lack of one or more entire

limbs. While often confined to one extremity, the defi(!iency is not seldom

observetl to be bilateral, and cases are recordetl in which all the extremities

of the individual have exhibited some failure of development, and in at

least two recorded instances, one reported by Hardy ' and one by Hare,'

both upper and both lower extremities were entirely wanting. Cases in

which both ui>per extremities were absent have been met with by T. Smith,'

by Ramon,* by Gee,® and by Ciu'ran.® liarwelF reports two ciuses in which

both arms were truncated and bore upon their ends rudimentary liands.

In his comprehensive work entitled " Histoire geu6rale et particulifire

des Anomalies de I'Organisation chez I'Homme et les Animaux" (liruxelles,

1837), Isidore Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire has divided malformations of the

extremities due to defect into three classes :

1. " Ectromelie" (from the Greek exr/jw/xa^ " an abortion," aiid iMi^<i<;,

" a member"), the condition in which the extremities, either upper or lower,

are entirely absent or nearly so. The terra applies only to cases in which

the deficiency is the result of arrest of development, not to intra-uterlne

amputations. Individuals thus deformetl are designated "ectroniMes."

2. " H6mimelie" (fi/uffu^, " half," and fj-i^"^), the condition in which

the limbs are very incomplete, terminating as stumps, and possessing either

no digits or very imperfect ones. Persons presenting this abnormality are

called " h6mimMes."

3. " Ph(K!omelie" {<f<oyyj, "a seal," and it-iXoci)^ the monstrosity in which

tlie limbs are absent and the hands and ftjet are joined immediately to the

trunk, the subjects of the deformity being named " phocomeles."

A considerable number of instances of partial deficiency

—

i.e., the ab-

sence of one or more bones, or portions of them, of the upper extremity

—

are to be found in the literature of the subject. Cases in which the radius

was absent have been reported by Swaagman (double),^ TjCHlru (double),^

Letulle,'" Hodge," Gruber,'^ Erichseu,''^ Parker (one case double, another

' Baltimore Modieal and Surgical Journnl and Review, 1834.

2 Transactions of the Pathological Society of London, 1858-50, vol. x.

» Tninsactions of the Clinical Society of London, 1873, vol. vi.

* Bulletin de rAcadomie de Medecine, Paris, 1842-43, vol. viii.

* Liverpool Medico-Chirurgical .lournal, 1859, vol. iii.

* Medical Pres.> and Circular, London, 1887, vol. xliii.

' Tran.sactions of the Pathological Society of London, 1881, vol. xxxii.

' Arehiv f. Path. Anat., 1865, vol. xxxi.

» Bulletin de la Soc. d'Anat., Paris, 1855.

'» Bulletin de la Soc. d'Anat., Paris. 1875.

" Transactions of the Pathological Society of Philadelphia, 1875-76.

•' Arehiv f. Path. Anat, 1865, vol. xxxi.

" London Lancet, 1858, vol. i.
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double with double deficiency of tibia),' and others. The ulna is much less

frequently niiasiug, the only cases that have been met with in my search

being reported by Schnelle,* Senftleben,^ and A. Sydney Roberts/—one

each. DeftH'ts of the bones of the forearm are usually associated with a

deformed condition of the hand, diminution of the number of fingers and

metacarpal bones being most common, and when the radius is the deficient

bone the condition known as club-hand is apt to be present.

As to the bones of the lower extremity, a ease of entire dcfieieney of

both femora has Ik'cu recorded by Williams,* and instances where it was in

a rudimentary state are reported by Ehrlich* and Hirst.'^ Deficiency of the

tibia has been observed, so far as I know, in thirteen recorded instances.

J. K. Young ^ reports an interesting case, in which the defect was bilateral

(comi)lete upon one side and ^mrtial on the other), and mentions eleven other

cases which he had gathered from the literature of the subject, the observers

being Billroth, Albert (two cases), Myersohn, Pauli, Parker, Ehrlich (tliree

cases), Thiimmel, and Busachi. In three of these tin' defect was bilateral,

completely so in two of the three. W. Henry White " reports the last case

to which 1 find reference. It is an instance of complete bilateral absence of

the bone associated with deficiency of the condyles of the femora, and with

defects in both hands, the right one having only the thumb and the little

finger (the other fingers and their metacari)al bones being missing), and the

left having the thumb and the index and little finger (the ring finger and

its metacarpal bone, and the middle finger, though not its metacarpal bone,

being wanting). Thus, then, of the thirteen cases of tibial defect, in five the

condition was bilateral—complete in three—and tuiilateral in eight.

In all these instances the fibnlse of the deformed limbs were shorter than

normal, and the feet are without exception reported as being in a position

of more or less extreme varus.

Deficiency of the fibula has been met with somewhat more frequently

than the last-named deformity. Eighteen cases were collected by ISIyer-

sohn,'" and more recently two have been reporttni by Gould," and one by

Brothers and Pope," associated in each instance with absence of two toes

and diminution in the number of metatarsal bones, and being unilateral, the

' Transactions of the Pathological Society of London, 1882, vol. xxxiii.

' Inaugural Thesis, Gottingen, 1875.

' Yirehow's Archiv, vol. xlv.

* Transactions of the Pathological Society of Philadelphia, 1885-87, vol. xiii.

* London Lancet, vol. xii.

* Virchow's Archiv, vol. c.

' Transactions of the Ohstetrical Society of Philadelphia, 1887.

8 American Journal of the Medical Sciences, 1888, vol. xcv.

9 Transactions of the Clinical Society of London, 1888, vol. xxi.

" Virchow's Archiv, vol. Ixxvi.

» Transactions of the Pathological Society of London, 1881, vol. xxxii., and Transac-

tions of the Clinical Society of London, 1886-87, vol. xx.

" New York Medical Record, 1885, vol. xxviii.

il
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(Al'tur Annandale.)

foot in one of Gould's cases l)eing turned outward, while in the other it was

in the position of cquino-varus.

As in the case of the upper extremity, deficiencies in the bones of the

lower extremity are usually associated with a defective or defornial con-

dition of the distal segment of the member, and thus with any of the fore-

going there may be observed a diminution in the number, and a faulty

position, of the bones of the tarsus and metatarsus, and absence of one or

more toes.

Deficiencies of the fingers and deficiencies of the toes are so similar in

many respccits that they may be spoken of together.

There may be a diminution either in the number of the digits or in the size

or the number of their segments ; and

sometimes, in addition to the absence

of certain digits, those which are

present will be observed to be smaller

than normal, and to be lacking in

the number of phalanges.

Fig. 2, from Annandale (loc. ciL),

represents the hand of a girl, four

and a half years old, which lacked

the index, middle, and ring fingers,

and the metacarpal bones of the two

former. The thumb was double, there being two fii-st phalangeal bones.

The two digits which were present were perfectly movable and useful for

purposes of prehension.

Fusion of two or more digits may occa-

sion an apparent deficiency in development.

Fig. 3, from Anuandale, is from such a

case, the patient being a child sixteen mouths

old, the hand having apparently but three

fingers, the ring finger being absent and the

middle and little fingers webbed. Careful

examination showed that the fii-st phalanx

of the ring finger lay obliquely in the web

between the middle and little fingers, and.

that the other two phalanges were united to

the corresponding ones of the little fingei'.

Cases may be met with, although rarely,

in which the phalanges are deficient in num-

ber, one, two, or even all being absent from

the digit. Dr. "William Carson, of Cincin-

nati, has kindly furnished me with the description of the following inter-

esting case. The patient was a boy eight years of age, an only child, who

presented a deformity consisting in the absence of the distal phalanx, and

part of the second, from all the fingere of both hands, the thumbs being

Fig. 3.

(After Annandale.)
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normal. His mother oxliibitod the same deformity. Her father was the

parent of twenty-fonr ehildren, of whieh number, however, but five had

survived to any age, and of thvtm three had tiie same malformation as their

sister and her S(»n. The grandfiither was one of eleven ehildren, in five or

six of whom the defect existeil. Ho stated that it had beeu observed in tiie

fivmily for over one hundntl years.

In contmst to this hereditary transmission of the same malformation is

a ease reported by W. S. Montgomery Smith,' in whieh hereditary defcet

of the digits was observed for two generations, while a representative of

the thinl changed the routine by possessing a supernumerary thumb. The

usual deformity of the family present in several instances for two genem-

tions hatl been a deficiency in the toes, the big toe being prest>nt, the second

absent, the third rudimentary, and the fourth and fifth webbed. The

paternal grandmother, from whom the malformation could l)e traced, ex-

hibited, in addition to it, absence of both thumbs and a webbed state of

the fingers.

The cause of congenital deficiencies is somewhat obscure. Doubtless in

the great majority of instances they originate very early in foetal life. Ac-

cording to the theory of Hasse and Pauli,* they result from inflanunatory

adhesions between the amnion and the integument at a very early stage

of development, the subsequent increase in the amniotic fluid causing the

bands of adhesion to break up, the process bringing about distortions,

am})utations, etc.

Cases of intra-uterine amputation resulting from pressure of the umbili-

cal cord would, of course, fall under the category of <!ongenital deficiencies

;

but they are obviously of a different nature from instances where the mem-

ber is present although im])erfect in its development.

Treatment.—So great is the variety of malformations of this class that

each case will, for the most part, have to be dealt with according to its

own merits. To supply that which nature has failed to provide for an indi-

vidual is plainly beyond the resources of surgery. On general principles, a

malformed limb, unless the distortion is of an extreme degree, is of more

use to its possessor than any artificial appliance could be, and therefore it is

advised that the plan of treatment adopted be a conservative one. By the

employment of properly-constructed apparatus a distorted hand or foot may

be brought into a fairly good if not normal position, and compensation for

the lack of a bone in the forearm or leg be made. To increase the muscular

development of the part, massage and electricity, judiciously used, will be

of service.

Operative measures may in certain cases be called for to correct the in-

fluence of a shortened muscle or a contracted fascia, or to remedy an other-

wise irremediable deformity of a bone.

' Guy's Hospital Reports, 1888, vol. xlv.

" Archiv f. Klin. Chir., vol. xsiv.
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Casos may Ikj met with in wliich conservatism is out of the (Hiestion, in

coi.\se<iueucc of the extrenie tl('{;ree of (Icforiuity of the limb, its artieuhi-

tions being so imjK^rfcfet as to |)(!rmit of little or no motion, and the meinln'r

l)eing rather un eiunnnbnmet! to tlu; individnal than otherwise. Under

sui "'renmstanees its removal wonid Ik' advisable.

.uids deformed in eonsecpu^nee of the absence or defective development

of fingers may sometimes be iniproved in appearaiu^e by snrgiwd measures.

Tims, rndimentary fingers, the phalanges of which are entirely absent or

but ill developed, and which are of no service whtitcver, should Ih' ampu-

tated, the scjir resulting from such operation being i'nv less unsightly than

the deformity itself; and the webbed condition of some of the fingers, some-

times met with in association with defects of the hand, should be remetlied

by an appr()])riate operation. (See section on webbwl fingers.)

Cases of deficiency in the toes will seldom re(piire surgical treatment

unless <!oml)inal with some other deformity of the foot or leg. The un-

natural appearance being concealed by the foot-wear, no int<'rference will be

called for on that score. A rudimentary or ill-develo})ed and distorted toe,

however, may be the source of annoyancie, or may interfere with hn'omotion,

and, under such circumstances, should be removed.

CONGENITAL CLUB-HAND.

This deformity is seldom seen by itself, being in most instances associated

with osseous defects in the hand, wrist, or forearm.

In addition to these <lefects—notal)ly imperfect development or absence

of the radius, and deformities or deficiencies of the carpal, metacarpal,

and phalangeal bones—its causes are similar to those which produce club-

foot,—namely, pressure in utero, muscular contractions or anomalies, and

paralysis.

Varieties.—Club-hand is either simple or compound. The simple

varieties are nametl the radial, the ninar, the jialmar, and the dorsal, ac-

cording to the direction of the deviation of the hand at the wrist. In the

radial form the hand is in the position of abduction, in the idnar it is

adducted, in the palmar it is Hexetl, and in the dorsal it is extended. The
most common is the ])alinar, in which the wrist and fingers are flexed, and

the palm looks towards the flexor aspect of the forearm.

The simple forms are less freqnent tlian the compound. Of the latter

the radio-palmar is the most common. In this deformity the thumb and

its metacarpal bone, some of the bones of the carpus, and part or the whole

of the radius are usually absent. The hand is placed at an angle with the

external border of the forearm, its radial aspect being sometimes in contact

with the surface of the latter. At the inner side of the wrist the lower

extremity of the ulna forms a marked projection.

The compound variety next ii> point of frequency is the cubito-palmar.

In this form the wrist is flexed and ^he hand directed towards the ulnar or

inner border of the forearm. I
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DorHiil <'liil)-liaiul, I'itluT simple or compound, \n soldora tio.cn.

Treatment.—Cuwh of an extreme degree of clnb-lmud in conjunction

with marked distortion of the extremity resulting? from osseous and nuis-

cuhir (L'ficiencies will seldom l)e injproved by treatment otluu- than the ap-

plication of an apparatus with the olyect of partly (;on>pensjiting lor these

failures of dcivelopment. Indeed, in some instances nothing whatever can

be done to imj)rove the condition, and the useless hand shoidd Ix; amputated.

In cases of a simpler kind measures su(!h as are employinl for the (lorrixition

of clul)-foot should l)e adopted : contmeted tendons .-should 1 e divided, an

appropriate apparatus to overcome the deformity provided, and the tone of

ill-developed or paralyzcnl musctles improve<l by tiie use of massage and

electricity. After tenotomy has been j)erformed, three or four days siiouid

he allowed to pass before the retention apparatus is applied and the process

of bringing the hand towards its nornial position by that means begun.

SUPERNUMERARY LIMBS.

Deformities of this kind are of extremely rare occurrence, the only cases

that have been recorded, so far as I know, being the following : oueof sujier-

numerary arm, reported by Hartley,' the patient, a boy ten years of age,

possessing an entire a«lditi(>nid arm on the right side. A very singular

case, reportetl by Grandin,^ is that of a child having in the right arm two

humeri, each artictdating with a radius and an ulna, and between these were

a third radius and ulna. There were three hands, that in what would be

normally the radial side having four fingers and one thumb, the latter in a

state of contraction, and on its ulnar side two rudimentary fingers. The

middle hand possessefl four fingers, all of them contracted, and the third

hand had five fingers. Each hand was capable of independent motion.

Murray^ lias described the case of a woman with double hand, and

Giraldes* that of a child with the same condition.

SUPERNUMERARY DIGITS—POLYDACTYLISM.

The largest grp- ses of abnormalities of the extremities is that in

which the dcfo ae to an increase in the number of the digits or in

the number ( jnts of which they are composed. While in the ma-

jority there is , .t one additional finger or toe, many cases are on recoixl in

which there have been more. Thus, Mason" reports an instance in whicli

there were nine toes on the left foot. Annandale (he. cit.) mentions a case

in which there were seven toes on the left foot and six on the right, the

individual having had also, at the time of birth, fourteen fingers ; another

* New York Medical Journal, 1887, vol. xlvi.

' American Journal of Obstetrics, 1887, vol. xx.

' Proceedings of the Medico-Chirurgical Society of London, 1861-64, vol. iv.

* Lemons cliniques cur les Maladies ehirurgicales des Enfants.

' St. Thomas's Hospital Reports, 1879, vol. ix.
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Fio. 4.

case in whicli each Imiid had ton fiiigoru, and each foot ten toes; and another

in which there were six fingerH and two thumb8 on each hand.

Polydactylism is treiiu-ntly hereditary, the detorinity Honu'tiines show-

ing itself in several succes>'ive generations of" a t'aniily.

Adopting the elasslH'i.ition of Annandule, snpernninerary digits will be

fonnd to comprise four varieties:

1. A nidinientary digit attaciied loosely or by a jK'diele to any part of

the hand or foot, or to another digit.

2. A more or less developed digit articulating with the head or side of

a metacarpal, metatarsal, or phalungeul bone.

3. A perfect digit articulating witii a metacarpal or metatarsal bone of

its own.

4. A more or less develojH'd digit united throughout its length with

another digit, and ai culating either with a n>etaear[)al or metatarsal bone

of its own, or with \ .e common to it and another digit.

In regard to the first class, tiie digit is more or less rudimentary, having

one or two ill-developed phalanges, and being attached by a slender pedicle.

In the case of the h'and such digits are seen

most frequently on the ulnar border, sometimes

growing from the hand itself, sometimes from

the side of the little finger. They have been

met with on the radial side, in the palm, and

on the dorsal surface of the hand.

In the second kind the supermmierary

digit may articulate either with an expanded

or a brtiadenetl head of a metacarpal or meta-

tarsal bone or phalanx, in conjunction with the

normal digit, the two being enclosed in a com-

mon capsular ligament, or with an articular

surface of its own, the head of the metacarpal,

metatarsal, or phalangeal bone being in this

case bifurcatetl so as to form two separate ar-

ticular extremities, and the capsular ligament being sometimes, as in the

former instance, common to both digits, and sometimes separate from that

of the normal digit. When the additional digit articulates with the side

of a metacarpal, metatarsal, or phalangeal boue, the articular facet for it

will usually be found below the distal extremity of those bones. The
articulation, as a rule, possesses a distinct and separate capsular ligament.

Digits of this second variety are of little use, being generally limited in

their mobility, and frequently ill developtxl.

In the third variety the supernumerary digit, having a metacarpal or

metatai-sal bone of its own, is well developed, movable, and useful, as a

rule.

In the fourth class the union between the supernumerary digit and

its neighbor is usually complete, and extends through their entire length.

Supernumerary flnger, first variety.

(After Annandalu.)
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Fio. 5.

Supernumerary thumb,
second viiriety. (After

Ai'Panilale.)

Supernumerary toe, sec-

ond variety. (After Annan-
dale.)

Sometimes, however, this is not the case, the union being but partial, both

in extent and in firmness. Instances of this variety are met with most

frequently in the thumb and the great toe.

It will be understood that these remarks apply to

both the fingers and the toes.

Treatment.—Taking each variety sejiarately, wo

shall be enabled to 6.^ more

// W^^ £'^ y^jv
t;learly the treatment ai)propri-

1 A r f y >*^(^lr-^ \ ^'^^ ^'^ each. Digits of the tii,it

' ' - ^^ variety should be dealt with by

removal, the operation being

performed at as early an age as

possible. The procedure is of

the simplest kind, and consists

merely in cutting through the

pedicle with scissors or knife,

taking care that none of it bo

left and that any arterial spmt-

ing which may occur l)e controlled by either a fine ligature or a suture.

Additional digits of the second class should also Ik> removed ; but the

iitmcst care should be taken to preserve strict asepsis, for sliould there ho

but one capsular ligament and synovial membrane for the extra digit and

the normal one, and .should suppuration follow the operation, the result

would be disastrous to the isefidness of the latter. Winn the head of tho

metacarpal or metatarsal bone is bifurcated, the part supporting the ab-

normal digit should be included in the removal. In the instances where

the supernumerary digit articulates with the side of the metacarpal, meta-

tarsal, or phalangeal bone, and the articulation is providefl with its own

oapsule, the risk of injuring the articulation of the normal finger is not so

great, but none the Ic^ss the amputation should be carefully perfornuHl, with

the observance of thorough asej)sis. In .some cases of the second variety

the association of the articulation of the superniunerary digit with the

normal one is so intimate that its (Hunplete removal without damage to the

latter might be impossible. Under these circumstances it would be bettor

to divide the proximal phalanx of the supernumerary digit just beyond it,?

base, with either bo'-.v--forceps or a very fine saw, and so avoid disturbing

the normal finger at all.

In the case of the toes, if in additioi; to i s;, rniunerarv digit of this

variety there be much distortion of thj normal one adjoining it, as is some-

times the case, both should l)e removed,

Superfluous digits of the thiixl variety had better, as a rule, be loft

alone. Their removal, if attempted, would involve interference with the

supernumerary metacarpal or metatarsal bones supporting them, and tho

resulting scar would be quite as unsightly as the normally-formed although

superfluous digit, if not more so.

1
*
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In cases of the four>.h variety it will usually be found that the union

between the sujiernuniemry and the normal digit is so complete as to en-

danger the latter if removal bo attempted. If the thumb be the subject of

the deformity, even if the distortion be considerable, its usefulness may not

be impaired to any great extent, and, althougii its ai)j)earauce may be a

source of annoyance, it does not justify our running the risk of impairing

tlie utility of the member by an operation. In certain cases of incomplete

union it may be possibl^^ to remove the supernumerary thumb with but

limited injury to the iK)rmal one, care being taken, however, to preserve

ample flaps from the soft parts to close in tlie gap left behind.

If cue great toe be the seat of this deformity, and the degree of distor-

tion be so great as to cause inconvenience or distress from pressure of the

shoe, amputation of tlxe entire toe is tlic only means of securing relief.

CONGENITAL UNION OF DIGITS—SYNDACTYLISM.

This deformity, like polydactylism, is one that is often met witli. It

consists in the union of two or more digits (1) by means of loose folds of

skin,—the true "webbed" condition,—or (2) by a more complete connection

of the soft parts of the. fingers in addition to the skin, or (.S) by fusion of

the bones. Tlie union may extend along only part of the length of the

fingers, or it may be complete. Cases have been met with in which the

condition was limitetl to the distal ends of the digits. An extreme degree

of syndactylism is sometimes met with, in which all the digits of a hand

or a foot are fused together and lose their identity in one ill-shaped mass or

lump.

The first kind is that which is most common, and consists virtually in

an exaggeration of tlie normal folds of skin between the fingers and toes.

It is seldom that more than two digits of a hand or a foot are so united,

but occasionally cases are seen where three, or even all, are *' webbed."

While the condition does not necessarily interfere with the motions of

flexion and extension, it may limit adduction and al)duction, and certainly

it diminislies the freedom of individual motion of the united digits.

In the se<!ond variety the digits are held together more or less firmly,

the covering of skin and fascia being common to both or all so united, and

their individual movement l)eing an impossibility. Each digit may possess

its own nail, or there may be but one nail for both (or for all, in case

more than two fingers be the subjects of the deformity), a longitudinal

groove (or grooves) indicating tlie portion belonging to each. The line of

separation between those digits is generally indicated by a line or depression

in the integument.

Fig. 7, from the hand of a patient of mine, a twin two months old, is

an example of the second variety.

In the third class fusion of all the phalanges is rare, the union existing

more commonly between only the proximal i)halanges, or sometimes the

medial phalanges as well. Each digit has, of course, its own metacarpal

i
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Fio. 7.

Webbed fingers, second variety.

or metatarsiil bone. The individual movements are necessarily absent,

and, although they may be separate, the distal phalanges are but slightly

movable.

Treatment.—For obvious reasons, in

the majority of the cases of this deformity

which come under the surgeon's observa-

tion, the fingers are affected. United toes,

free from other abnormalities, give rise to

little or no inconvenience, and therefore

generally require no treatment. With the

fingers, of course, the case is different, and

ii. is a matter of great importance to the

individual that the united digits should be

libemtcd, as can always be done in at least

the first and second varieties. There are

several methods of effecting the separation.

In cases of true " webbed fingers" (first

variety), if the web be not extensive, the

simple division of the folds of skin is all

that is necessai'v. A strong disposition

exists, however, for the raw surfaces to unite and thereby cause the repro-

duction of the web. After its division, therefore, care should be taken to

keep the fingers well separated by placing

between them some folds of bichloride,

iodoform, or borated gauze, and keeping

them there, renewing them if nec('s.sary,

until the fresh surfaces have skinned over.

When the web is more extensive, one

of the following operations should be

chosen.

Norton!s Operation}—The first stop

consists in raising small ti'iangular or

rounded flaps on the dorsal and palmar

aspects of the hand, in the clefts between

the fingers, the base of tlie flaps being on

a line with the heads of the metacarpal

bones. Next the web is divided, and

lastly the flaps are united by fine sutures,

any tissue whi(!h prevents their easy approximation having first been divided

or removed.

Didot'a Operation.- n incision is made along the metlian line of the

palmar surface of one u^.ger, and short incisions at right angles with it are

made at its extremities. A longitudinal flap, which should be as thick as

Fig. 8.

Norton's operation. (After Reeves.)

* For full description eee British Medical Journal, 1881, vol. ii.
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possible, is then dissected up. A flap of similar shape is then raised from

the dorsal aspect of the other finger, the longitudinal incision being made

along its median line. Y.iu'h flap is then folded around the finger to which

its base is attached, and secured by sutures.

Fio. 9. Fig. 10.

Fui. 12.

Fio.

Dldot's operation, (After Noble Smith.) Didot's operation. Transverse section of

fingers, showing the line of incision (1), the

sepiiraticn of the fingers (2). and tlie ad-

Justroent of the fiaps (3). Diagrammatic.

(After Noble Smith.)

In order to prevent the web, or the tissues which bind together the

fingers, from reuniting, as they are esjxicially prone to do in cases of the

second variety, in which the association of the digits

is quite close, it may be necessary to perform two

operations. One consists in making a jwrforation in

the base of the web and inserting a foreign body to be

retained thei'e until healing is complete, and the other

in completing the cure by the division

of the rest of the web. The foreign body

used may be a small silver rod, having

a broad, flat head at one end, and a screw

upon which a nut is placed at the other.

Or a rubber cord may be drawn through

the perforation, and its ends, one passing

up the palm, and the other up the back

of the hand, secured to a wrist-band or

bracelet. Of the two the last is to be

preferred, for, being soft and pliable, it

is not likely to give rise to much discomfort while it is worn, whereas the

silver nxl, being unyielding and projecting to a greater or less degree upon

both the palmar and the dorsal aspect, might occasion some annoyance.

CONGENITAL CONTRACTIONS OF THE DIGITS.

Although often seen in association with other malformations of the hand

or foot, congenital contractions of the fingers and toes may occasionally be

met with when no other abnormal condition of the extremity is present

(After Noble

Smith )
(After Noble Smith.)
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The deformity is caused by either fjiscial or teudinous contraction, either

the flexor or the extensor tendons, or both, being at fault. It is usually not

prominent at birth, but becomes more noticeable as the child grows, having

a distinct tendency to increase slowly. Frequently it is an hereditary pecu-

liarity, a particular finger or toe Iwing affected in cei-tain members of suc-

cessive generations of a family.

In all the instances that I have met with of contracte<l fingers, the posi-

tion of the digit was that of semi-flexion, full extension being impossible,

the condition depending on shortening of the flexor tendons. In the toes,

while contraction in the position of flexion is more common, I have seen a

few individuals in whom, owing to contraction of extensor tendons, the toe

was pointed more or less upwaixi and could not be flexed so as to rest upon

the same plane as the other toes. In all these cases the great toe was the

one so affected. The second toe seems to be the one most liable to con-

traction in the position of flexion, the degree varying in different cases.

Such a deformity may give rise to discomfort, either from an ingrowing

condition of the nail, which in some cases, owing to the amount of flexion,

is directed vertically downward, or else from the formation of a corn, as

the result of pressure of the shoe, over the prominent first interphalangeal

joint.

Sometimes one or more toes will be observed to be contracted in conse-

quence of contraction of the plantar fascia.

Treatment.—Steps should be taken to correct the deformity, especially

when it is slight, at as early an age of the patient as possible. In some

such cases the employment of manipulation of the contracted digit may

succeed in straightening it, but, if the condition exists in consequence of

contracted tt^ndcus or fascia, other means must be resorted to. When
the contraction is more marked, although moderate in degree, it may per-

haps be corrected by the application of a splint of wood, rubber, or metal.

If this fail, operative interference will be demanded, as it always is in cases

where the deformity is very marked. Under these circumstances 'subcuta-

neous division of the contracted tendons or fascia must be performed, and

the digit maintained in its proper position by the use of a splint. The oper-

ation will be more successful if not performed at too early an age, for it will

be found a most difficult task to keep the retaining splint in position in very

young children. Cases will sometimes be met with in young persons or in

adults in which a contracted toe gives rise to much distress in consequence

of its overlapping the adjacent toes. In these it will be proper to see first

whether tenotomy, or division of the contracted fascia, if there be any, will

correct the conditions. If these measures be found useless, amputation

should be advised.



CONGENITAL DISLOCATIONS.

By SAMUEL KETCH, M.D.,

AND

LE ROY W. HUBBARD, M.D.

Definition.—The definition of a congenital dislocation is implied by the

term which is used to designate this class of deformities, and signifies a loss

of contiguity at birth between the bones forming an articulation.

Synonymes.—German, Angeborene Verrenkung; French, Luxation

cong^nitale.

History.—While Hippocrates and others of the ancient writers un-

doubtedly observed these deformities, the first scientific knowledge of them

was presented by Paletta and Dupuytren in the latter part of the last cen-

tury and the first part of this.

It is possible, of course, for any articulation in the body to be the seat

of a congenital dislocation, and a case has been reported where every joint

presented this anomaly. We have personally seen one case, to be hereafter

described, in which many congenital dislocations existed ; but of all the

articulations the hip-joint is the one most often aifected. The knee-joint

has been mentioned as coming next in frequency, and isolated examples of

congenital dislocation at the shoulder, the inferior maxilla, and the smaller

articulations have been reported.

Among fifty-seven cases of congenital dislocations collected from the

case-books of the New York Orthopaedic Dispensary and Hospital, there

were fifty-five cases of dislocation at the hip, one case at the knee-joint, and

one at the metatarso-phalaugeal articulation. Most of our knowledge,

therefore, regarding this class of cases must be derived from an investi-

gation of the conditions which ])resent at the hip-joint, as the trouble occurs

so rarely at the other articulations that little or no c^iportunity is afforded

for their study. Consequently we shall in this article deal principally with

congenital dislocations of the hip-joint.

The statistics differ somewhat in regard to the relative frequency of the

bilateral and the unilateral variety of this deformity. Thus, Pravaz^ met

* Trait6 thfiorique et pratique des Luxations cong^nitales du Femur.

Vol. III.—60 945
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with four bilateral and fifteen unilateral examples; Boyer with thirteen

bilateral and twelve unilateral ; of twenty-six cases which Dupuytren saw,

only two or three were single, and of twenty cases reported by Holmes, six-

teen were double. Stedman ' analyzed twenty-five consecutive cases, and

found fifteen unilateral and ten bilateral examples.

Of the fifty-five cases of con| lital dislocation of the hiji-joint, rep-

resenting the total number applying for relief at the New York Ortho-

ppedic Dispensary during a period of ten years, from 1878 to 1888 inclu-

sive, both joints were affected in twenty instances and one joint alone in

thirty-five instances.

All of these cases have been personally examined by the authors, and

they have been analyzed with special reference to etiology, sex, and location,

with the following results. Of the total number, twelve occurred in males

and forty-three in females. Of the thirty-five cases in which only one joint

was affected, in eleven it was the right and iu twenty-four the left. Three

of the eleven cases with right-side deformity were males and eight females,

and of the twenty-four cases whose left hip was affected four were males

and twenty females. The twenty bilateral cases included five males and

fifteen females. A comparison of the total number and each separate class

will show that the proportion of females to males afflicted with this de-

formity was in the ratio of about three and one-half to one. Of Dupuy-

tren's twenty-six cases twenty-two were females and four males, and of

Holmes's twenty cases seven were males. There have been attempts to

explain this preponderance of female cases, but none of them have been

satisfactory, though the disproportion has been noticed by all observers.

The left hip seems to be the favorite seat of the affection in the proportion

of five to one. The proportion of bilateral to unilateral cases was greater

than that observed by some writers and smaller than that observed by

others,—viz., 36ff per cent.

Etiology.—The etiology of all congenital deformities is obscure, and

that of congenital dislocations is no exception to the rule. The theories

advanced have been almost as numerous as the authors of articles on the

subject, but none of them has trustworthy proofs behind it, and few are even

plausible.

It may be interesting briefly to mention a few of the causes advanced.

1. Heredity (Dupuytren, and afterwards Stromeyer and Schreger).

2. External violence acting upon the foetus in utero (J. L. Petit).

3. Primitive alteration in the germ, or an aberration of the primitive

force (Dupuytren).

4. Arrest of the development of the osseous portion forming the coty-

loid cavity (Breschet).

5. Articular maladies occurring in the foetus during intra-uterine life

(M. Parise and others).

^ Buck's Hand-Book of the Medical Sciences.
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6. Primitive alteration in the nervous centres (Chaussier, revived by

Delpech and Gu6rin).

7. " Pathological spasmodic contractions of the muscular tissue, result-

ing from a pervertetl or disturlxxl condition of the excito-motor apparatus

of the medulla spinalis" (Carnochan).

A careful examination of the histories of the cases reported above was

made with reference to the cause of the defi)rniity as stated by the mothers

of the patients, and produced the following results. In forty-six cases no

cause whatever could be assigned. Two were ascribed to a fall of the child

in infancy, one to a fall of the mother before the birth of the child, one to

a supposed accident to the mother, but of which she was very uncertain, one

to an early attack of erysipelas, one to an abscess at the left external mal-

leolus in a case of double dislocation, one to convulsions at fifteen months,

one to measles, and one was a premature delivery.

Brodhurst' states that this deformity never occurs except in preter-

natural labors, and usually in breech presentations. But a careful inquiry

in these cases showed that most of the labors were perfectly normal.

Dupuytren based his idea of heredity upon one remarkable case, but

subsequent investigations have not strengthenetl the argument. In the

cases analyzed by us no well-marked histoiy of the deformity appearing

oft«n in the family was observed.

Moreover, all the causes assigned, with possibly one exception, could

have no connection with the deformity in question, as they occurred either

at a time when the joint was fully formed or after the birth of the child.

The exception which might be noted is the case of <^he woman who fell early

in pregnancy ; but cases occurring during confinement from forcible delivery,

etc., ought to be included, strictly speaking, under traumatic dislocations.

Hueter has shown that where sufficient violence occurs to dislocate the

femur a diastasis or separation of the epipliysis is more likely to result.

The theory of intra-uterine joint-inflammations seems to be scarcely

tenable, as the results of such ante-partum diseases are never present

when the joints are examined afler birth.

If the deformity were due to marked changes in the spinal cord, either

as the result of deficiency in nerve-tissue or in consequence of inflammatory

action producing paralysis of certain groups of muscles, we should suppose

that the effects of such paralysis would be apparent after birth. While it

is true, as Gu6rin* states, that in some cases there is atrophy of the thigh-

muscles, we have never observed anything like a true paralysis.

The theory of Carnochan' seems to be a very fancifid one and incapa-

ble of demonstration, for it is difficult to imagine spasmodic contraction of

* Lectures on Orthopsedic Surgery.

' Recherches sur les Luxations cong^nitales.

* Etiology, Pathology, and Treatment of Congenital Dislocations of the Head of the

Femur.
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muacles sufficient to produce luxation of the femora which would disappear

as 8t)on as the child was born.

The idea that congenital dislocations are the result of developmental

anomalies is the most rational of all, and receives support from the fact

that children who are the subjects of the deformity are generally healthy

at birth, showing entire absence of disease, past or present, of the joint-

structures involved. Again, the occui'rence of cases of mtdtiple congenital

dislocations would t( id to support the theory of improper development or

vice of conformation.

The following case will jierhaps serve as an illustration. For the

photographs (Figs. 1 and 2) and very careful notes upon the case we arc

indebted to Dr. T. Halsted Myers, of New York City.

Francis M., a patient in the service of Dr. Ketch at Randall's Island Hospital, was first

seen in the spring of 1887. For some time the attendants and physicians at the hospital had

noticed the jjueuliar walk of the child, but it had been ascribed to the condition of the feet,

as they were in the position of a marked talipes equinus. It was impossible to obtain any

early history of the patient. The following are Dr. Myers's notes on the case.

Francis M. Bilateral congenital dislocation of the femora; bilateral dislocation of the

head of the radii ; abnormal laxity of all the joint-ligaments ; double congenital talipes

equino-varus.

Fia. 1.

Fio. 2.

Shows the talipes, the hyperextenslon at

the knee, the prominence of the trochanters,

the consequent spinal lordosis, also the prom-

inence over the bead of the radius.

Shows the prominent trochanters, the lor-

dosis, the dislocation of the radial head, and

the hyperextenslon at the wrist and meta-

carpo-phalangeal Joints.

In this case the typical pose and walk are exaggerated by the condition of talipes. To

maintain a position of stable equilibrium there must be, and is here, a hyperextenslon at

the knee to allow the heels to touch the ground, and this in turn requires a compensatory

exaggeration of lordosis.

Examination of the individual joints shows that the inter-phalangeal joints of the toes
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allow an extreme lateral and antcro-po8tcrior gliding motion without actual dislooution,

flexion to ninety degrees and extension to one hundred and ton degrees.

The mettttarso-ph'ilangeul joints present the same degree of laxity of their ligaments.

Flexion is possible to eighty degrees, extension to one hundred and ten degrees.

The tarsal and anlcle-joint motions are restricted, owing to the equino-vurug deformity.

The inner band of the plantar fascia is tense and prominent, and the tendons of the posterior

tibial group of muscles prevent full flexion at the ankle.

At the knee-joint flexion is allowed till the leg touches the thigh ; extension is possible

to one hundred and thirty-flve degrees. There is also a marked lateral mobility ut this joint.

Slight rotation also is allowed in the extended position, while in flexion of forty-tlve, ninety,

or one hundred and thirty-flve degrees as much as forty-flve degrees of rotation is possible.

The patella can bo inclined on either its inner or its outer edge at an angle of ttfty degrees.

At the hip-joint the characteristic deformity is present, the head of the femur being

readily felt on the dorsum ilii. There is very little telescoping of the joint, but rotation

is possible through ninety degrees inward as well as outward. The trochanter major lies

half an inch above the level of the anterior superior iliac spine, even when the child is

lying down. Extension, abduction, and adduction are normal. Flexion can bo made to

forty degrees.

The spine is flexible, but not markedly so.

In the upper extremity the inter-phalangeal joints allow the same free latenil and

antero-posterior gliding motion as was observed between the toes. Flexion and extension

to ninety degrees are possible. The metacarpo-phalangeal joints allow extension to one

hundred degrees.

At the wrist there are flexion and extension to seventj' degrees, and at the inferior

radio-ulnar articulation motion is very free, allowing complete dislocation of the bones in

an antero-posterior direction.

At the elbow-joint pronation and supination are not restricted ; there is also free flexion

except in extreme supination ; extension is exaggerated twenty degrees. The head of the

radius is completely dislocated upward and forward, lying directly in front of the external

condyle of the humerus in the radial depression ; and the dislocation cannot be reduced.

The prominence at the outer aspect of the joint usually produced by the external condyle

is here formed by the head of the radius. (See Fig. 2.)

At the shoulder-joint no abnormalities were discovered. The lax ligaments of the

sterno-clavicular articulation allow almost a complete dislocation upward and backward.

Both sides of the body are similarly affected, but the left side to a more marked degree.

To summarize, then, we may say that the cause of congenital dislocations

is probably some change in tiie central nervous system of the f(Tetus, which

produces a perverted development and growth of the osseous, the ligamen-

tous, or the muscular tissues of the joint, or perhaps of all of them together.

Pathology.—The appearance of joints which have been the .seat of

congenital dislocation varies somewhat with the age of the jiatient, and

there is consa^ueutly some difference in the descriptions made by the sev-

eral observers. In the essential points, however, all agree.

The acetabulum is sometimes deficient, but more commonly exists as an

oval or triangular shallow depression in the l)one : in rare instances l^ may
present as a bony protuberance. Sometimes there is an abortive attempt to

form a new acetabulum on the dorsum ilii, without, however, any true

bony deposit, and the depression so formed may be lined with a synovial

membrane and have a fibrous capsule attached to its margin, or it may be

smooth and hard. The old capsule usually remains attached to the margin

of the rudimentary acetabulum if one exists, and may be simply stretched
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and looseued, allowing the head of the femur to play up and down within

itself, or may be perforated so as to allow the head of the bone to escape

entirely. Sometimes it is found converted into a ligamentous eoixl, and in

such cases there is iio attempt to form a new acetabulum. Carncx^han (/oc.

cU.) found, in the case of a subject seventy years of age, that a new cap-

sule hud been formed of iibrous tissue, which was attached to the anuulur

rent iu the old capsule. The head of the femur is sometimes merely changed

in form, being smaller than normal and Hiittened, or it may be entirely

absent. In Carnochan's case it was friable, and the articular cartilage was

very thin and delicate. The muscles about the joint present some changes,

part of them being contracted and perhaps showing evidence of latty

degeneration, while others are hypertrophied.

In congenital dislocation of the knee-joint the tibia is gcnemlly drawn

backward, j)reseuting in the popliteal space, but several cases of forward

dislocation have been reported. When the dislocation is backward, the

ligameutum patellte is stretched and the hamstring tendons are contracted

;

when forwaixl, the reverse is true. The crucial ligaments are relaxed

in both cases. The patella is sometimes absent, but generally is present,

though out of its usual position.

Luxations of the other joints have been so rare that their pathology lias

not been studied.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of a congenital dislocation at the hii) vary

materially, depending on whether the affection is unilateral or bilateral.

In either case the deformity is not discovered until the child begins to

walk, and it is doubtful if a diagnosis could be made before that time, as,

in all probability, the head of the femur does not leave the acetabulum

until the weight of the body is brought upon it. In case the deformity is

bilateral, the gait of the child is a peculiar rolling or wabbling one, wiiich

is chamcteristic, and is the result of an endeavor to balance the side of tlie

pelvis upon the sliding head of the femur. The heels are not usually

brought to the ground, the weight being borne upon the balls of tiie feet.

This peculiar method of locomotion is most marked when the child walks

sloM'ly, since in rapid walking or in running the weight of the body is

transferred so quickly from one side to the other that the femora slide up

only a short distance upon the ilii.

If the patient is stripped, tAVo things will be prominently noticed,

—

viz., the extreme breadth of the pelvis and a lordosis of the lumbar spine.

There is also obliteration of the normal joint-outlines, the nates being flat-

tened below, while at the level of the iliac crests the hips are flaring. The

thighs are separated from each other above, giving the perineum a square

appearance. The lordosis of the spine is produced by an effort to sustain an

equilibrium, since the heads of the femora are placed posterior to the normal

acetabula.

If the child is placed upon a flat surface on its back and the thigh is

flexed to a right angle with the pelvis, which is at the same time held
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firmly iu position with one hand, and witii tlic other grasping the thigh

upward tnwjtion is made, generally the head of the bone can be felt to

move up and down upon the ilium. The range of motion varies from

half an inch to two inches, and frequently the lu«d of the femur can 1)6

felt passing over a depression or slight projection, accomjjaniwl by a distinct

click. If tiie case has existwl long enough to have formed a new 8(K;ket and

new attachments, of course this sign will be wanting or greatly nuxlified.

An application of N6laton's line test will show the great trochanter to be

distinctly raised, often as much as two inches.

In unilateral dislomtion the walk is characterized by a distinct limp,

varying iu degree acc.'ording to the amount of shortening and the age of

the patient. Inspection will show only one joint affected as described

above. The lordosis of the spine is less marked, and there is generally

some lateral deviation, with the convexity towards the affected side. Ex-

amination on the tal)le shows an inequality in the length of tiio limbs, but

by using traction and making counterpressure upon the perineum this

inequality can frequently be greatly lessened, and sometimes obliterated.

There is the same telescoping of the joint as in the bilateral variety, and

the trochanter on the affected side lies above N6laton's line. Motion of

the joint in both cases is usually nearlj' or quite perfect in all directions,

except a slight restriction to adduction and outward rotation.

Fio. 8.

Anterior view.

Congenital dislocation of the tibia forward and outward.
New York Orthopsedlc Dispensary.)

Posterior view.

(From a photograph of a patient at the

Dislocation at the knee is generally discovered quite early, a.s the deform-

ity is well marked and the joint is more exposed than the hip. In case of

dislocation of the tibia forward, the limb is in a partly-flexed position and

complete motion in either direction is impossible, while the condyles of the

femur are prominent iu the popliteal space. In the backward dislocation,
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extoiiHion in imposHilile, the condyles can l)c felt anterior to the joint, and the
head of the til)ia in tiie popliteal sjmkx". The illiiHtrations on tlu- pn-ceding
page are from a i)h()togmph of a patient at the New York Orthoptedit; DIh-
penaary. She was eight^.'en months old when she came, and the parentf- had
noticed ever since she began to walk that the right knee " gave way" when
she 8tepi)ed ujM)n it. There was no hereditary history of similar deformi-
ties. Examination showed relaxed ligaments at the jt)int, eHiK'cially the
internal, and a dislocation forwaixl and outward of the tibia, with rotation

outward, making the internal condyle of the femur prominent.

The condition resembles a marked genu valgum, as is cjisily seen by the
illustrations.

Diagmosis.—It seems scarcely possible that a case of bilateral con-

genital dislocation could be mistaken for anything else; but Hilton ' reports

two cases seen by him in which apparatus for spinal disease had been
worn, and we have recently seen a child at the New York Orthopaxlic

Dispensary who wore for several W(!ek8 a plaster jacket which had been

applied under the impression that the case was one of lumbar Pott's dis-

ease. The mistake doubtless arises from the lordosis of the spine which

is present in these cases, as this is frefjuently a symptom of lumbar spondy-

litis. But an examination will show no deformity or rigidity of the spine

nor any limitation of the thighs to extension, all of which are prominent

symptoms in Pott's disease involving tliis region. The mistake is rather

a serious one, for the application of any apparatus to overcome the lordosis

of coui-se destroys the compensating position, and the patient walks more

unsteadily than before.

A mistake might be more easily made in the case of a unilateral deformity.

The unilateral congenital dislocation can be distinguished from the trau-

matic variety by remembering that the latter is very rare in children, that

there is generally a history of injury, and that the child once walked all

right, while in the congenital form the limp has been noticed from the time

the child began to walk.

Separation of the epiphysis is sometimes met with in children ; but here

there is pain on motion, and usually distinct crepitus, which differs from

the tendinous click sometimes found in moving a joint which is congenitally

dislocated.

A congenital dislocation is distinguished from hip-disease by the absence

of pain and reflex muscular spasm and by the freedom of motion in all

directions.

Congenital shortening of the limb or the shortening which accompanies

an infantile paralysis might be mistaken for a congenital dislocation, but a

careful examination of the joint will at once establish the diagnosis, since

in congenital shortening or that accompanying infantile paralysis the femur

is held firmly in its normal position and the trochanter is not raised.

1 Rest and Pain.
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The distinction between a tmiiinntic and a cungenital diulocution at the

knee is readily dcterniintHl by tlie liistory.

The cane illiistmtcd resembles very much an exaggerated form of genu

valgum ; but manipulation of the joint discloscnl tin; luxation of the bonea

and iua<le the diagnosis easy. It' every case is exaniincil carefully and

thoroughly, it is scarcely possible to make a mistake ; but a careless, super-

ficial examination may easily lead to error.

Profirnosis.—The defoimity under consideration, of course, has no in-

fluence upon the general health of the individual suffering from I., and chere

is no reiuson why such tihildren should not live as long as those who 'f hips are

normal, lint the prognosis, regaixling the cure of the deformity, is luitavor-

able, and the shortening usually increases. Cures have been repoued, but

treatment nnist be begun very early and kept up unceasingly for months,

or even years, while the result is still uncertain. The plan demands not

only employment of proper means on the part of the surgeon, but also such

co-operation on the part of the patient and parents that it can seldom be

carried out. Cases of self-cure do occur, as we have seen ourselves,

—

i.e.,

the heads of the femora become fixwl in a new position, and the gait is

improved,—but the shortened extremities and the loixlose<l spine remain.

Treatment.—If the treatment of this affection is attempted, it must be

begun, as stated above, very early, and must be unrcmitteKt and long con-

tinued. The general plan which has been adopted by all surgeons, outside

of operative measures, consists in the gradual drawing down of the head

of the bone by traction until it reaches the acetabulum on its j)ro{K'r site,

and keeping it there until it will remain without the use of retentive force.

When the dislocation is bilateral, the child must be kept upon its back fixed

in one position while traction is made upon the thighs. Pravaz, of Lyons,

has employed this procedure, and reports several perfect cures. The cure

reported by Buckminster Brown * was certainly a very satisfactory o?ie, and

illustrates what can be done in these cases by perseverance on the part of

both surgeon and parents.

If this plan of treatment is adopted, the child must be placed upon a

smooth and moderately hard bed, and the trunk so securetl that it cannot

move up or down or from side to side without assistance. The thighs are

flexed upon the trunk at an angle of about one hundretl and fifly degrees,

and traction is made in this direction. The force employed must be gradu-

ated according to the resistance, and may be increased as the patient becomes

accustomed to it. Afler the head of the bone is brought down, it must be

kept in this position for s'.ich a period that when the traction force is re-

laxed there will be no tenden ;y to a return of the deformity. TI.cn is the

time to begin passive motion. This must be done in a most careful manner,

for the application of undue violence might destroy in a moment the work

of months.

• Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, June 4, 1886.
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During the period of traction and following it, pressure should be made
upon the trochantera by means of an elastic belt passing around the hips

and prevented from slipping up by means of padded straps passing under

the perineum. After the bones show no tendency to displacement, an ap-

paratus similar to that employed for double hip-joint disease may be applied,

and the child may be allowed to move about in a wheel-crutch. After six

months or a year the extension-apparatus may be removed, and the patient,

still wearing the trochanteric support, may be permitted to use a wheel or

other crutch, and gradually begin to bear some weight upon the limbs.

The unilateral variety has been treated, in some cases with marked suc-

cess, by means of the Davis hip-splint or a modification of it in connection

with pressure over the trochanter. Dr. John Ridlow has reported a case ^

treated in this manner in which he obtainec' a very excellent result, reducing

a shortening of two and one-half inches to half an inch in about one year

and a half. If this cannot be tried, the lameness may be greatly modified

by means of the trochanteric belt a'id a high shoe. If there is atrophy of

any of the muscles, of course massage, douch'is, and electricity are indicated.

Several attempts have been made within the last fey years to cure this

condition by an operation, but the results have not beea sufficiently satis-

factory to lead to a general adoption of any of the plans proposed.

In 1874, E. Rose performed resection of the articular extremity of the

femur, and the same operation has been done by Margary.^ The latter

opens the joint freely by a straight incision from the trochanter to the pos-

terior superior spine, the thigh being adducted and flexed to an angle of

forty-five degrees. The head is severed by means of an Adams saw. A
drainage-tube is inserted and the wound is dressed antiseptically. Exten-

sion of about seven pounds' pull is made immediately. He reports two

cases, in which the results were excellent. The deformity was markinlly

less, the trochanters were not prominent, the lordosis of the spine had dis-

appeared, and both patients walked with hardly a percej/tible limp.

In 1882, Margary jxirformed another operation, which on theoretical

grounds seems preferable to exseetion. He opened the joint by means of

a T-shaped incision, ard chiselled out the acetabulum sufficiently to receive

something over half ol the head of the femur. The dislocation was re-

duced, and the capsule strengthened by a strip of periosteum. Unfor-

tunately, the boy died of pysemia on the eleventh day, probably causeti by

septic catgut. We have not seen a report of any subsequent operation.

A congenital dislocation of the knee-joint is treated by reducing the

deformity, which is generally easily accomplished, and then applying a

splint which will retain the displaced bone in its new position. The results

in these c .ses are quite satisfactory.

> Medical Record, Nov. 16, 1889.

' Archivio di Ortopedia, 1884, faac. 5 aad 6.



CLUB-FOOT.
By E. H. BEADFORD, M.D.,

AND

E. G. BRACKETT, M.D.

Synonymes.—Reel-foot, Stiimp-foot, Talipes, Pes coutortus, Kyllosis

;

French, Pied bot; German, Klumpfuss.

Definition.—Club-foot, or talipes, is an abnormal position of the foot

in its relation to the leg. The name is popularly applied to that deformity

in \vnich the foot is twisted inward, so that the weight is borne on the outer

side and front, instead of on the sole.

Etiology.—The deformity is usually congenital, but it may also be

acquired after impairment of muscular strength, as occurs in infantile paral-

ysis. As to its frequency authorities vary. Tamplin, out of ten thoubc jd

two hundred and seventeen cases of deformity, met with one thousand seven

hundred and eighty club-feet. Of this number six thousand seven hun-

dr«l and fifty-four were congenital. Duval found in one thousand cases

five hundred and seventy-four congenital. Choussier, out of twenty-two

thousand nine hundred and twenty-three newly-born infants, reports thirty-

seven cases of club-foot, and Lannelonguc, in fifteen thousand two hun-

dred and twenty-nine births at the Maternity Hospital, found eight.

CONGENITAL TALIPES.

Causation.—Heredity, on the part of both the father and the mother,

has been established without doubt in a certain number of cases, but in a

very large majority no trace of similar deformity in ancestors can be found.

Devay and Boudin report that more cases are found in "hildren from mar-

riages of kin than among others,—one in one hundred and sixty-four births

from marriages of kin, to one in nineteen hundred and three births from

other marriages.

There are three chief thcorie£ ich are advocated to explain th*^ de-

formity in uterine life : (1) obnormul compression in the uterine cavriy,

—

the mecli deal theory
; (2) retraction or paralysis of muscles, dejieuding on

lesion of the nervous system
; (3) arrest of proper development of the foot.

The first of these theories is as old as Hippocrates. Ambrose Par6 and

955
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Cruveilhier maintained the same idea, with the addition of a suppressed

blow received by the mother. Cruveilliier states that wlien club-foot is

single it always affects the foot which lies anteriorly, and that when double

this foot is affectei' to a greater degree. Malgaigne held the same opinion.

The claim that this is caused by deficiency of liquor amnii is not substan-

tiated by fa(;t, and much is urged against the theory on this ground, as an

absence of amniotic fluid is not found, as a rule, in cases of birth of infanta

with club-foot, the I'everse being asserted by Duval, while scantiness of

amniotic fluid has not been noticed as giving rise to the deformity. Fur-

thermore, the deformity is noticed before the fourth or fiiih month of intra-

uterine life, at a time when the anmiotic fluid is abundant and when no

intra-uterine pressMre is possible.

The theory of pressure is basal on mechanical principles, and involves

the disturbance of those changes in position of the foetus which seem to be

essential to its perfect development. Of this view there are many sup-

porters, among whom are Berg, Volkmann, Cocher, Vogt, Banga, Parker,

and othe.s. It was brought into prominence in 1884 by Berg, who
claimed that in an early stage of foetal development the feet are placed in a

position of equino-varus, and that later, by a rotation inward or torsion of

the lower extremities, the soles of the feet are brought in contact with the

uterine wall and this abnormal position is corrected. The maintenance of

this deformity after birth is due to a change in the structure of the foot

from the normal, this difference being both in ligaments and in bones.

Against tliis theory of mechanical pressure it may be objected that

prominently flexed knees, which should show distortion, are very rare.

The normal rotation of tlie foot is due, not to the muscular power, as it

occurs at a time when there are no muscles, but to the growth of the ])arts.

At an early stage of uterine life these are rotated outward, so that when the

surface of the thigh and the tibial border of the leg are pressed against the

abdomen, the legs crossing each other at their middle and the limbs being

bound at the knees, uterine pressure with the limb in this position neces-

sarily confirms the position of equino-varus. But the lower extremities alter

their position : tlie thighs are drawn inward and rotated so that the an-

terior surface instead of the inner surface lies next to the abdomen, and the

soles instead of the outer surface of the foot are pressing against the uterine

wall.

The second theory has the support of many writers. The theory has

been held of alteration of the muscles with or without lesions of the cen-

tral nervous system. Morgagni, Benjamin Bell, and Delpech believed that

a contraction of certain muscles occasioned the deformity. B^clard be-

lieved that the cause lay in the weakness of other muscles. In both of

these theories the chief rule holds. In the nervous system they are results

of central or peripheral disturbance, and in confirmation of this view may

be cited the fact that the deformity is often seen in hydrocephalic and

anencephalic foetuses, and in those suffering from spina bifida. On the
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other hand, however, in a large majority of cases no alteration of the ner-

vous system can be found. Out of six hundred and eighty-eight cases of

congenital varus in the London hospitals, only two were aifected with spina

bifida. Duval, out of five hundred aud seventy-four cases, found no case

with other deformity. Lannelongue in seventy-eight cases of monstrosities

found twenty-seven free from club-foot, and in thirty-two cases of spina

bifida and encephalocele found only four with club-foot.

In favor of this, examples of analogy are quoted,—as, that deformity

from nervous diseases often attains a higher degree on the right than on

the left side, and that this is true with congenital club-foot, t t from

cerebro-spinal affections talipes varus is more common than talipes valgus,

and that distortion is more common in the lower extremities.

The third theory, that of arrest of development of the foot, is the one

maintained by Meckel, St.-Hilaire, Adams, Hucter, and others. According

to these authors, as the feet are developed, at the sixth or seventh week,

the foetus normally has the sole turned inward, and a permanance of this

position would give a club-foot. Cruveilhier has denied this anatomical

fact, but it is maintained by Martin and others.

Although this theory explains the deformity of varus, it is incapable

of explaining the other forms of congenital talipes. But it has been modi-

fied so as to admit not only the arrest of development, properly so called,

but also the malformation of the bone which forms the skeleton, an opinion

defended by Bouvier, Brocher, Lannelongue, and others.

In short, it may be said that we are entirely ignorant of the causation

of club-foot, and unable to give a satisfactory explanation of it.

An acquired deformity, which is not paralytic, may result from several

causes, mostly mechanical, such as long-continued faulty position of the

foot in bed, the weight of the bedclothes falling upon the toes causing the

foot to drop down and turn in. This, however, is rarely of sufficient

severity to simulate true club-foot. Inversion of the foot may also follow

inflammation of the tarsus, but this is seldom severe. These acquired

deformities are often the result either of chronic inflammation of the joint,

as in rheumatism or gout, or of the weight of the body in standing, the

latter causing flat-foot or valgus. Any interference with the muscular

equilibrium may give rise to deformity and to faulty attitudes of the foot.

When the foot is abandoned without support to its own weight, it is drawn

in the direction of the strongest muscles, and an equinus results, as is oft^n

seen in fracture of a leg or after inflammation of the tibio-tarsals.

True club-foot is rarely produced by spasm of the muscles, although

distortion is often brought about by certain nervous conditions attended

with spasm. The deformity is usually nothing more than an exaggeration

of a normal motion, most frequently being an equinus from contraction of

the soleus and gastrocnemius, in spastic hemiplegia and paraplegia. The

usual form occurs after paralysis, when certain muscles or groups of mus-

cles are left either entirely paralyzed or weakened. A partial is always
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more to be dreaded than a total paralysis. The foot in the act of \valking

instead of striking the ground as it normally should, is not sustained in its

proper position, and thus the weight of the body still further twists it and

develops the tendency to deformity. Volkmann has shown that positions

which are assumed as the result of gravity become permanent, and that the

shortening is due, not to contraction of the muscles, but to the growth of the

limb.

Anatomy.—In congenital talipes there are essential structural changes

involving both ligaments and bones. In bone this change consists mainly

in a deviation from the normal of the axes of the articular surfaces, this

being associated of necessity with actual change in the shape of the bones.

The changes in the ligaments are such as result from the former condition,

they being shortened over the concave surfaces and lengtheuetl over the con-

vex, and therefore so arranged as to hold the bones firmly in the unnatural

position which is assumed, thus preventing the return of the foot to a normal

condition. The greatest variation in structure from the normal occurs in

equino-varus. Each will require individual consideration.

Varus.—This variety is almost universally associated with equinus,

making the equino-varus, so that in description this form alone will be

regarded.

Equino- Vaims,—The great majority of cases of club-feet are of this form.

All degrees are seen, from a slight twist to a condition in which the soles

are in apposition with the inner surface of the leg. In this deformity the

I foot is flexed and inverted and the toes are

turned inward. Pressure is borne either on

the outer border of the foot, or, if the inver-

sion be greater, on the dorsum. The position

of the foot is such that the weight of the body

tends to increase the deformity rather than to

correct it, and in uncorrected cases bursro and

callosities form over the anterior part of tlie

dorsum, which frequently become inflamed

and limit the person's activity.

The distortion is of two kinds,—a move-

ment of extension which takes place at the

ankle-joint, and a movement of inversion

which takes place at the transverse tarsal joint. The heel is so elevated

that the sole and the toes are turned to the inside instead of downward, and

the flexion of the inner border 'i such that the internal border presents a

concavity and the external a convexity.

Extension of the foot is prevented by the tendo Achillis, and eversion

by the tibialis posticus, deep flexors, fascire, and ligaments of the sole and

the inner side of the foot. In this deformity the u':section will show ana-

tomical changes varying according to the age of the distortion.

The 09 calcis by the elevation of the tuberosity is drawn from a hori-

FlG. 1.

Dorsal surface of club-foot.
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Normal astragalus. Astragalus from a
club-foot.

zontal into a more or less vertical position. It is also rotated on its vertical

axis, 80 that its anterior extremity is directed inward, and the posterior

outward towards the fibula. Its posterior tuberosity is less developed than

normal.

The cuboid bone maintains its connection with the os calcis, and follows

the inward direction of the anterior extremity of the bone.

The astragalus does not partake of this rotation on the vertical axis, but

follows the OS calcis in its rotation forward on its horizontal axis, so that

only the posterior poi'tion of its superior articular surface is in contact with

the articular surface of the tibia, and the anterior part of its anterior facet

projects beneath the skin of the dorsum of the foot. Besides this displace-

ment, the structural changes occurring in the astragalus are of great interest,

being more pronounced, and playing so important a part in the maintenance

of the deformity and forming an
,

obstacle to its correction. This Fig. 2.

change consists in an alteration

of the angle which the neck

makes with the body, this being

so increased that the neck and

articular facet point to a greater

degree inward. The normal angle (From Adams.)

is tliirty-eight degrees (average), ; ,
i .. ; ,;..(>

as given by Parker, and in the adult healthy foot the average is twenty-six

and one-sixth degrees. In five cases of equlno-varus the average was forty-

nine and one-half degrees, varying Ixjtween sixty-four and thirty-one. This

deviation from the normal structure is shown in Fig. 2.

The formation which ordinarily exists in this deformity is considered

by Parker and Shattuck as the normal one in monkeys
;
yet these animals

are not talipedio, and this formation is not constant in tlicm, if it exists at

all. In two specimens examined the angle of inclination was not over

twenty degrees. In two it was thirty degrees and thirty-five degrees, but

in these the perpendicular of the plane of the articular surface was not a

continuation of the line of the neck, but was nearly directly forward. ,

This condition also has the effect of approximating the scaphoid and the

iiuier malleolus, so that in some cases on the inner side of the malleolus

there is formed a facet. Tlie cuneiform bones, with the scaphoid, are drawn

inward and upward towards the internal malleolus. The three cuneiform

and the three metarsal bones, being closely connected with the scaphoid, are

more twisted than the cuboid, though the metatarsals are not equally drawn
in the rotation from Avithout inward, but are spread out somewhat like the

branches of a fan, in such a way that the anterior part of the foot is enlarged

more than normal. In the medio-tarsal articulation a species of subluxation

occurs by which the head of the astragalus is partly uncovered, the scaphoid

being brought to the inner side towards the internal malleolus, sometimes

touching it, so that in some instances a bursa is formed between them.
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In addition to the cliaiigcs in the foot there is frequently a slight

alteration in the shape of the femur.

The alterations in the ligaments vary with the degree of deformity, but

in all except the slighter cases form a serious obstacle to the cure. The
internal lateral and posterior and plantar ligaments are chiefly involved.

The anterior })ortion of the internal lateral, which passes from the malleolus

to the scaphoid, frequently offers great resistance in the attempt to correct

the position. Parker and Shattuck found on dissection that the deformity

jjersisted after the muscles were dissected off, and not till certain of the

litr-Tnents had been divided was reduction possible. Parker considers the

1 ments as holding the chief place in the maintenance of this deformity,

and as being the only constant anatomical hinderance to rectification.

The different tendons assume au abnormal direction, and in general are

carried farther to the inside, this being especially true of the tibialis auticus,

the common extensor of the toes, and the long extensor of the great toe.

The extreme extension of the phalanges on the metatarsal bones makes the

extensor tendons of the toes very prominent, and this may cause painful

pressure, which makes walking so painful as to necessitate their section.

As a rule, the muscles do not present at birth any alteration in structure.

This is true of the nerves also.

Valgus.—Congenital valgus is much more rare than varus. It consists

of a turning out of the foot, and usually the heel is drawn up. In standing

the external border of the foot leaves the ground, and the whole weight of

the body falls on the internal side of the os calcis, the inner malleolus,

and the tubercle of the scaphoid. Walking is much more uncertain than

in varus, and the nerves and vessels are liable to be compressed, causing

painful locomotion.

The shape of the bones is but little altered, but their relative positions

undergo more or less change. The axis of the os calcis is turned obliquely

from behind forward and from within outward, and an articulation is formed

between the os calcis and the external malleolus. The tuberosity is raised,

and the bone tilted forward. The cuboid and scaphoid are rotated outward,

and their outer border raised so that one part of the articular surface is left

uncovered by the scaphoid.

Equinus.—Equinus is the rarest of congenital deformities and the most

common among the acquired. All degrees occur. It may be so severe tiiat

the dorsum of the foot is simply a continuation of the line of the leg, or

the heel may be only slightly lifted from the ground. In some cases the

deformity is due less to the raising of the calcaneus than to a depression of

the head of the astragalus. The axis of the astragalus may form an obtuse

or even a right angle with that of the os calcis, so that the facet of the

astragalus on the latter may be obliquely forward, and the astragalus de-

pressed almost in a vertical line. A strong flexion of the medio-tarsal joint

may take place, increasing the arch of the foot.

Calcaneus.—In this deformity the anterior part of the foot is raised, and
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locomotion takes place on the heel. The degree of distortion varies from a

right angle with the leg to a complete parallelism of the axis of the foot

with that of the leg. There is usually a

certain amount of abduction of the foot,

which is due to a greater prominence of

the action of the external extensors of the

toes and the peroneus brevis. A calcaneo-

valgus is thus produced, and in place of

the normal arch this part of the foot pre-

sents a marke<l convexity. (Fig. 3.)

In many of the older cases there is no

contraction which prevents the foot from

being brought to a right angle with the

leg, but the extensors are so weakened

that there is little control over the ante-

rior part of the foot. The rrticular displacement is exactly the reverse

of what is found in equinus. The os calcis is deformed and enlarged, and

in extreme cases its axis may be vertical, the weight of the body falling

entirely on the end.

Fiat-Foot.—In this condition the normal arch of the foot is obliterated,

the inner border approaching the ground in proportion to the amount of

deformity, so that in some cases the entire sole rests upon the ground.

There are two forms, the congenital, which is analogous to valgus, and the

acquired. The congenital form may be observed in certain infants, especially

negroes, and is compatible with a useful member. In addition to this is

the rachitic flat-foot, sometimes appearing before the child begins to stand.

Ordinarily there is no structural change in congenital flat-foot, but cer-

tain conditions have occasionally been observed, which, however, must be

regarded as anomalous. Hall reports two cases of dorsal union : 1st, of

the scaphoid with the os calcis ; 2d, of the scaphoid with the cuneiform,

resulting from an inflammatory process. In the former the foot was held

iu the position of a severe degree of flat-foot ; in the latter, in that of a light

grade of the deformity. Four specimens in the Vienna Anatomical Insti-

tute show congenital union of the os calcis with the scaphoid, with a marked

valgus.^

Acquired Fiat-Foot.—According to Duchenne, this form is always

painful and causes notable interference with the usefulness of the limb.

Hayward found sixty-five per cent, of cases of flat-foot between th" ages

of fifteen and twenty. As a predisposing influence of this deformity, the

rapid growth, which may be accompanied by general muscular weakness, is

important.

This condition is the result of the giving way of some portion of the

structures which form the arch. The astragalus is usually considered the

Yoi.. TTT._61
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key-stone of this arch, but this is denied by Collin, and with good reason.

The posterior pillar is formed by the os calcis, and the anterior by the

scaphoid, cuneiform, and three inner metatarsal bones. The extremities

of the two pillars are anchored by the ligaments, and strengthened by the

tendons of the tibialis posticus and the peronei. This is the most important

part of the arch, so far as its relation to this deformity is concerned. As
long as the foot rests on the horizontal surface the os calcis is cajjable of

supporting any reasonable amount of weight without the intervention of

the ligaments, but if the heel is raised the body-weight is not transmitted

directly through the os calcis, but the astragulus slides forward on the os

calcis and throws the weight on the calcaneo-scaphoid, interosseous, and

plantar ligaments. In long standing the muscles become affected, and fail

to afford the necessary support to this joint, so that the ligaments stretch

In time, and an extension at this astragalo-scaphoid joint takes place. In

consequence of this altered relation of the pillars of the arch, the astragalus

is rotated inward, so that it falls inside the plane of action of the tendo

AchilHs, which interferes with the action of the muscles whose function it

is to raise the ankle and heel on the fulcrum of the ball of the foot. The

muscles of the tibial and flexor side become relaxed, and the extensors and

peronei become contracted. Whitman would, in general, formulate the

cause as a disproportion between the weight which the foot is called upon

to bear and the ability of the muscles to sustain it, and the simple breaking

down from overwork.

Injury of the long peroneus may give rise to this deformity without

other cause, which condition Duchenne believes to be due to a functional

impotence of the long peroneus. If to the enfeeblement of the long pero-

neus, which has been termed the check-rein of the plantar arch, there is

joined the perpendicular action of the tibialis anticus, and to this is addal the

action of the weight of the body, the calcaueo-cuboid ligament is weakened,

so that the rising of the front of the foot is not checked. The weakening

of this ligament is incident to flat-foot. In painful flat-foot there is an

increasing disappearance of the plantar arch, so that in inveterate cases

there may be a convexity of the under surface. Gosselin claims that pain-

ful flat-foot is due to a painful medio-tai-sal arthritis. That this exists

has been demonstrated, but it is uncertain whether it is a primary or a

secondary condition.

Pes Cavus.—This term has been given to that deformity in which the

ball of the foot is approximated to the heel, converting the normal arch

into a vertical sulcus and rendering the dorsum very prominent. There is

usually but little power over the anterior part of the foot, and locomotion

occurs mainly on the heel.

Three varieties are recognized. One is due to the peroneus lougus.

The characteristic signs of this deformity are effacement under the projec-

tion of the metatarsals, an increase of the plantar arch, a. diminution of the

transverse diameter at the level of the heads of the metatarsals, and a twist

iJUtf
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of the front of the foot on the dorsum, producing oblique folds on the plan-

tar surface, a valgus movement in the calcaneo-astragaloid articulation, and

projection of the tendon of the long peroneus IxjIow the external malleolus.

The second variety of cavus is due to paralysis of the gastrocnemius

and soleus, in which the astragalus drops. In this the sole of the foot is

lowered through the contraction of the long flexors, and a cavus is develojxKl,

either with or without the varus or valgus distortion.

The third variety of pes cavus has by Duchenne been designated griffe-

pied creux. It may be acquired, but is often congenital. In either case

it is due to a paralysis of the Interossei and lumbricoid muscles and of the

muscles which are inserted into the sesamoid bones of the great toe. By
the paralysis of these, the tonic force of the muscles which extend the first

phalanges and of those which close the last is not checked, and a forced

extension of the first phalanges takes place, with an exaggerated flexion

of the last. This depresses the heads of the metatar^ls with so much forw

that the first phalanges are almost subluxated on the heads of these meta-

tarsals. The plantar fascia contracts.

Duchenne claims that it is possible to confound this form of pes cavus

with valgus or flat-foot, if the foot is examined while the patient is stand-

ing or walking instead of when it is in muscular repose. In the latter

condition, the foot which is in the attitude of valgus touches the ground on

the internal as well as on the external border, sinuilating flat-foot, but it

may be distinguished from true flat-foot by lifting the foot. This form of

pes cavus rarely produces pain in walking, and differs entirely from flat-

foot due to paresis of the long peroneus.

Non-deforming Club-Foot.—Shaffer has described a deformity before not

regarded as a distinct variety. In this the flexors of the ankle-joint proper

are not able to perform the act of flexion, owing to the resistance of the

plantar fascia or of the gastrocnemius or of both. There is generally a

slight exaggeration of the tarsal arch, with little or no adduction of the

tareus or metatarsus ; that is, the deformity is antero-posterior, not lateral.

The ball of the foot is tlms slightly approximated to the heel, the short-

ening being on the inner side, increasing the arch just posterior to the

junction of the first metatarsal bone with its phalanx. Extension beyond

a right angle is usually impossible, and with the effort to accomplish this

the patient puts the toes in extreme extension.

Shaffer classifies these cases as follows : (1) those following acute polio-

myelitis anterior
; (2) those following simple uncomplicated malposition,

habit, etc.
; (3) those produced by traumatism, sprains, etc.

; (4) those found

after infectious diseases of children, especially diphtheria and scarlet fever

;

(5) those due to some remote trophic disturbance, sometimes seen associated

with lateral curvature.

DIAGNOSIS.

There is no difficulty in recognizing the deformity of club-foot. In

infancy a true club-foot is sometimes thought to exist when the trouble is
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simply a temporary spasm of the tibialis muscle which turns the foot

iuward ; this, however, passes away iu a short time.

PROGNOSIS.

Nothing need be said as to the prognosis of the deformity. It does not

correct itself, and if left remains persistent as a type of obstinate disfigure-

ment. Although club-foot is not an affection which interferes with activity

or usefulneas, the deformity is so marked that it is a source of great mental

suffering. Diefifcnbach states that of all the women treated by him onlv

one was married, indicating that this malposition is a great impediment to

marriage. Lord Byron was afflicted with this deformity, and it is said to

have been the cause of Talleyrand's entering the church.

The reputed growth of a child's foot is indicated by the measurements

of Quetelet and Lange, who found the feet at three months of age to be

from seventy-five to eighty-five millimetres long, at six months one hun-

dred and one millimetres, at fifteen mouths one hundred and twelve, at

eighteen months one hundred and sixteen, at twenty-one months one hun-

dred and nineteen, and at twenty-four months one hundred and twenty-two

millimetres long : that is to say, the foot increases with less rapidity the

older the child grows, and if the foot is left to itself the deformity

increases greatly in the first months of life.

TREATMENT.

The treatment of club-foot varies according to the patient's age and

the duration and nature of the deformity, whether congenital or acquired.

The object of the treatment is the correction of the malposition and the

retention of the foot in the corrected position until any return of the de-

formity is impossible. The treatment may be purely mechanical, or may

be both operative and mechanical. Mechanical treatment requires patient

attention on the part of the nurse, and in certain eases is not possible.

Congenital, Cases.—Treatment in Infants.—The treatment of

club-foot in infants should Iwgin as soon as practicable, and should be

instituted as soon as the child is taking its nourishment well and is free

from digestive disturbance. The position of the foot should be entirely

corrected before the child begins to walk, and the sooner the correction

is completed the better, for as long as the malposition persists there is

danger of obstinate osseous deformity. If correction by mechanical means

is possible, it is preferable to operation in infants, for the reason that it is

usually more acceptable to the 2)arents. It may be done by the hand or by

mechanical appliances. ---^ ™-. ^ ,-.

The hand was recommended by Hippocrates, who advised twisting the

foot outward. Later writers have advocated the same method ; but tlie

results are not encouraging, although by persistent effort on the part of the

parents in cases of slight degree it may be sufficient to overcome the de-

formity so that at the proper age a walking apparatus may be worn. For
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other means, bandages, repoatwlly aj)j)lle(l, may be used, or some of the

many appliances which have been devistxl. Many kinds of bandages have

been used, but there is one object to be attained with all,—that the bandage

aliall harden quickly and shall be firm enough to hold the foot in the cor-

roctcKl ])ositi()n. Cilue, starch, dextrin, and plaster of Paris have been tried,

but the last-named has the advantage in rapidity and in strenglii.

Equino-Va.rij8.—The correction of this deformity should be divided

into three steps, and should be, as far as practicable, brought about in the

order mentiontnl : lat, bringing the foot to the outer side ; 2d, raising the

outer edge of the foot ; 3d, bringing up the front of thr foot.

It should be borne in mind that it is desirable to bring the foot from its

distortion to a position in which it shall point to the outer side of the leg.

The outer edge of the foot should be brought to the same plane as the inner,

or even to a higher one. The ball of the foot should be so raised that the

heel may strike the ground firet.

If it is attempted to correct the distortion by daily manipulation, the

foot should be gras^xid with the sole in the palm of the hand, the fore-part

of the inner border pressing against the ball of the thumb, the fingers over

the dorsum, and the foot gently evertetl, abducted, and flexed. To do this

the right hand must be used for the left foot, and vice versa. No limit can

be made to the extent to which this should be employed, but only persistent

effort will be successful, and it is unwise to attempt this method unless the

physician is sure of intelligent aid from the mother or nurse, and then only

in cases of slight degrees of deformity. Mechanical appliances will be neces-

sary later, as after correction by other means.

Bandages.—Correction by bandages is the same in principle whether

plaster or other material is used. The foot must be well protected by cotton,

care being taken to insert small pieces between the toes, and the bandage

should extend from the toes to a little above the knee. Considerable

correction may be obtained while putting on the bandage

by so adjusting the turns as to pull the foot into the

desired position, but reliance must be placed mainly upon

the forcible holding of the foot in as nearly as possible

a corrected position while the plaster is hardening. The

bandages should be renewed every two or three weeks

until the foot is so far corrected that a retentive appliance

can be worn.

Beely, of Berlin, has devised an apparatus which is

useful in correcting the deformity in infants, and may be

used in place of the bandages. It is shown, slightly modi-

fietl, in Fig. 4. It consists of a steel strip. A, jointed at

the knee and hip, with a band which encircles the pelvis,

B, and is secured to the outer side of the leg by straps above and below the

knee. At the ankle this is made to pass in front of the leg C to the other

side, and is then continued downward and bent so as to pass beneath the
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foot. This jK)rtion is provided with two huoklos, E and F, which are at-

tached to odheHive plotter applied to the leg iu much the same luouncr as for

extension in hijMllHeaHc, and serves to

keep the foot from slipping up away Fio. 0.

Fia. 6.

from the appliance. At the point where the upright turns to cross the

ankle is fastened a rod of soft tempered steel, D, which projects dowuwaixi

and forwai-d and is bent to suit the direction in which the pull is to be made.

Adhesive plaster is then wound round the foot at the level of the ball of

the toes, iu the direction of over the dorsum to the inside and under the

sole, and the end is fastened to the extremity of the spur. By this means

the deformity should be corrected iu a few weeks, after which a retentive

shoe will be necessary. The apparatus applied is shown in Fig. 5.

For correction by mechanical means Taylor's club-foot shoe has the ad-

vantage of being simple and easily applied. It is useful for slight degrees

of deformity or after the foot has been nearly corrected by other means,

but its greatest value is in its use as a retention apparatus. It is shown

in Fig. 6, and consists of a piece of steel fitted to the shape of the sole,

with an upright on the inner side, and provided with an ankle-joint so

arranged by a stop as to arrest flexion at a right angle. In applying the

apparatus the sole is pressed firmly into the shoe, and the foot held in its

place by the straps and buckles. To do this it is necessary that the upright

should be bent forward, and it will then lie obliquely across the leg. This

should then be carried into its position on the inside of the leg and secured

by the strap at the upper extremity, which is for that purpose. By this

motion the foot is brought forcibly into position. It is important that the
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heel Bhould Ikj retained well down on the sole-plate, but occasionally it is

difficult to accomplisij this. It may, however, be done by applying adhe-

sive plaster to the log and securing it to buckles at the heel

of the shoe before carrying the upright into position. The

foot in position is shown in Fig. 7.

It often hapjKins tliat there is an obstinate tendency in

the toes to turn in or out : this is beyond the control of the

patient, and it l^ecornes necessary to overcome it by means

of apparatus. This protection is more obviouhly necessary

after operation, and may be easily accomplished by extending

the upright to the j)elvis, to which it may be secured. The
arrangement is shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

This case was one of extreme deformity, as shown in Figs.

10, 11, and 12. One foot was corrected by the employment

of extreme force, the other by the same method with the addition of

aatragaloid osteotomy. The result after four weeks is shown in Fig. 13.

Pio. 9.

Fro. 8.

In many cases mechanical treatment alone fails to effect a cure, and

division of the unyielding structures becomes necessary. Tenotomy is

required because the muscles are powerful structures, but their division

is not an essential part of the treatment. It is a mistake to divide the
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Fig. 11.

Pig. 13.
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tendons according to any fixed plan or rule, the only wise course being to

wait till the progress of the foot towards rectification indicates that some

structure must be cut. Division of anything except the tendo Achillis is

rarely necessary, and this should not be done until alter the foot has become

unfolded, so that the deformity has become an equinus.

Some writers, however, advocate division of the shortenetl tendons and

ligaments before the mechanicjil treatment. The age at which patients

sliould be operated on is a matter of discussion. Some assert that it should

not be done before the end of the fii-st year, others that it is advisable to

interfere as soon as possible. Stromeyer operated on an infant twenty-four

hours old. In some cases division of the calcaneo-scaphoid ligament is

necessary. After tenotomy the foot should be forcibly straightened, so

that any remaining fascia or shortened tissue shall be torn or strotche<l,

and it is absolutely necessary that the foot be over-corre<;ted. It can be

placed in this position in a fixed bandage, and allowed to remain until

the incisions have healed. This practice is not recommendc<l by some sur-

geons, on account of the fear of non-union of tendons ; but clinical experi-

ence warrants the statement that such fear is groundless, and much time and

discomfort of the patient are saved by this procedure. The details of the

operation are described farther on. For fixation the writer prefers the ap-

plication of silicate-of-pota.sh bandages directly to the foot, which is first

protected by a layer of sheet wadding, or by a bandage neatly applied so

as to avoid wrinkles. Over the silicate, which requires two or three days to

harden, a plaster-of-Paris bandage is wound. If this is properly made, it

becomes stiff in a few minutes. In three or four days this can be cut

away, leaving the haitlened silicate bandage, which is light and not clumsy.

Both the silicate and the plaster-of-Paris bandage should be applied

above the knee, with the knee slightly flexed, otherwise an inversion of the

foot will take place. While the plaster is hardening it is essential that the

foot should be held well corrected, otherwise the desired amount of over-cor-

rection will not be obtained, and a second operation or subsequent mechanical

treatment will be required.

There are two objections to the use of fixed bandages,—the danger of

sloughing of the skin, and ^Le impossibility of further correcting the foot

from the position in which it has been placed. The first objection may be

avoided by skill in applying the fixed bandages ; the second must be made

as slight as possible by care to correct fully while the plaster is harden-

ing. Mechanical means to complete the correction are rarely r ^cessary

if the operation is properly d le, but the us(^ of a retentive appliance is

required till the child walks n. th the foot in a perfectly normal position,

which may be a long time.

Treatment of Older \s^.—O" the treatment of this deformity in

older hildren, who -ire able to walk, very much the same may be said as

of that in infants, except that mechanical correction is much more tedious,

and therefore operative means ai'e to b'; preferred.
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In children of five yeai*s and upwai-d there is required, as a rule, the use

not only of the tenotome, but also of considerable correcting force. Me-
chanical means alone require iiuich patience on the part of the surgeon and

much time on the part of the patient, which can be avoided by the use of

the tenotome and a forcible correction, while with older, relapsed, and

resistant cases still more difficulty is encountered.

Of the treatment of club-foot by the employment of apparatus, Panas

speaks as follows: "The results obtained by the employment of appliances

alone not only leave a great deal to be desired, but in a small number of

fortunate cases when the cure has taken place it is only attained at the price

of a great deal of suffering and a very long time, several months or one or

two years, and sometimes more."

This difficulty lies partly in the firm condition of the tendons, fascia,

and ligaments, and partly in the amount of distortion of the tarsal bones.

Simple tenotomy will not ordinarily suffice to overcome the distortion, but

combined with the use of force may, if persisted in, result in a cure, al-

though in some cases, even with the successful employment of mechanical

force, a great deal of time is required.

Operation.—For operative measures the following are ojjen for choice

:

tenotomy, open incision, use of extreme force, tarsal osteotomy, tarsal

resection.

No definite rule can be laid down for the application of the above pro-

cedures, but in general it may be said that the simplest methods should be

first considered, and the others used only as in each case the indications for

extreme measures present themselves.

Tenotomy.—Tenotomy is one of the simplest and least weighty factors

in the treatment of club-foot, but it should be regarded as merely an adjunct

to other means. Applied for the first time in tlie treatment of congenital

torticollis, it was practised later by Lorenz, Sartorius, and Michaelis for

club-foot. Delpret, guided hy iiX'idental section and rupture of the tendon,

was the first to divine the indications for a scientific tenotomy, and Stro-

meyer, Bouvier, and GuC'rin have made the operation indispensable.

In the section of muscles of the foot, one proceeds differently according

to the case, sometimes making the incision from the skin towards the ten-

don, and sometimes passing the tenotome underneath the tendon and cutting

towards the skin. Bouvier calls the two methods of procedure sub-tendi-

nous and supra-tendinous section. According to many surgeons, the choice

is a matter of indifference, but the sub-tendinous method is sometimes to

be preferred as the simplest in its execution, and as permitting complete

section of the tendon without risking the skin. The supra-tendinous

method is to be preferred where the tendons are not very salient, as in

young children, or v/here they lie close to bone or in the neighborhood

V f vessels and important nerves.

The reparation of dividetl tendons has been made a subject of numerous

investigations since Hunter's original experiments in 1767. After division
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the cut ends are separated to a variable extent, depending on the length of

the muscle to which the tendon belongs, on the position in which the limb

is placed, and on the surrounding attachments of the tendon. There ex-

tends between the cut ends a tubular sheath of active tissue, which chiefly

furnishes the reparative material. This sheath becomes vaiscular, and after

the absorption of any blood that may have been effused within it the in-

terval between the divided ends of the tendon becomes fille<i with lymph,

which gradually becomes fibrillated and forms a firm bond of union be-

tween them. The new material so closely resembles the old tendon, and is

so intimately blended with it, that for a time it would be difficult to dis-

tinguish them, except for a certain translucency which is possessed by the

former and is not natural to the latter. The tendon is thus increased in

length to the extent of the interval by which its ends are separated. The
separation should not be maintained at its full extent at once, lest the

uniting medium be thin and weak, but should be gradually produced by

altering the position of the limb.

The time occupied in obtaining the required elongation varies from two

to six weeks, according to the activity of the repair and the severity of the

case, and with proi)er operative procedure with a healthy subject a perfect

use of muscle of normal length is obtained. Doubtless adhesions often

form between the divided tendons and the surrounding structures, but in

ordinary cases they are not of the least consequence, for they give way to

the manipulation or use of the foot, and do not interfere with the function

of the muscle.

Section of the Tendo Achillis,
—^The patient should lie on his face, an

assistant holding the foot. Having made a longitudinal fold of the skin,

the surgeon enters the knife parallel to the border, passing it flatwise be-

tween the tciidou and the skin. The blade of the knife is then turned

towards the posterior surface, and by pressure of the left index finger on

the skin over the back of the tenotome the sensation of the cutting of the

tendon can be felt. The assistant should raise the end of the foot, so as to

make the tendon somewhat tense during the section. The only protection

necessary is to be assured of complete division.

Section of the Tibialis Posticm.—If the muscle is to be divided in the leg,

the foot is placed on its external border. The surgeon divides the skin by

means of a pointed tenotome two centimetres above the tip of the internal

malleolus, and on a vertical line situated half-way between the posterior

border of the malleolus and the corresponding border of the tendo Achillis,

and passes the tenotome perpendicularly downward to the depth of ten

or fifteen millimetres. The handle of the instrument should then be turned

80 as to describe the arc of a circle, and the tendon divided vertically in-

ward. The tenotome is tlic:i withdrawn and a blunt-pointed one inserted.

This should be so directed as to pass behind and under the tendon, and

it is then sufficieut (o turn the cutting edge forward and to move the in-

strument gently forward and back, the assistant at the same time turning
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the foot in the direction of abduction. It is essential, in order to avoid

wounding important parts, to adhere strictly to the rules laid down. If the

incision is made too near the malleolus, the internal saphenous vein may be

opened, and the nerve of the same name may be cut. If the incision is

made too near the tendo Achillis, there is danger of dividing the tendon of

the long flexors of the toes and the posterior artery and nerve. Bonnet

thinks that he has wounded this artery moi'e than once, but without serious

injury. To avoid this possibility, Velpeau advised cutting this tendon in

the foot, in a line from the top of the internal malleolus to the scaphoid

;

but this is not easily done in infants.

Section of the Tibialvi Anticiis.—The division of this tendon is more

easy, and it is sufficient to be guided by the prominence of the tendon put

on the stretch by abducting the foot. To avoid wounding the deep parts it

is better to enter the tenotome under the tendon.

Division of the Plantar Fascia.—It is advised by some writers to divide

the plantar fascia before the tendo Achillis, as the latter acts as a support

for stretching the foot when the fascia is divided. No fixed rules are neces-

sary for this operation, but the tense fascia should be felt, the tenotome

inserted subcutaneously, the blade turned inward, and the division made

with care, Walsham ^ reports the appearance of an aneurism as large as

a marble two weeks after this operation in a boy of seven. It was cured

by pressure maintained for two months over the posterior tibial artery.

Many times the tenotomy combined with forcible correction is not

sufficient to complete the restoration of the foot to the normal position.

The obstacle is often the resisting fascia, which cannot be thoroughly

divided subcuta,neously. In such cases section by open incision may be

performed.

Open Incision.—The advantage of this operation in club-foot is the

facility of complete division of all the soft tissues. The method is as fol-

lows. An incision is made along the inner side of the foot from the top

of the malleolus well down to the inner edge of the first metatarsal bone.

After the skin the other tissues are divided with care, using a director if

necessary. The tibialis lendon is cut across at its insertion, and the plantar

fascia is divided by a tenotome or a long thin knife. The artery can be

spared by cai'eful dissection, but may be sacrificed if necessar)\ A cross

incision towards the sole of the foot from the middle of the long incision is

sometimes essential, but it is desirable, if possible, to avoid this. The foot

is then brought into as normal a position as possible, thorough aseptic

dressings are applied, and the foot is fixed in a plaster-of-Paris bandage.

Use of Extreme Force.—By this is meant the application of such

force, in the direction of correcting the deformity, that the ligaments are

torn or stretched ; and this should be done under an ansesthetic. The chief

difficulty is thai of applying the force directly, as, owing to the shape and

> Lancet, January 28, 1888.
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size of the foot, it is almost impossible by the use of the hands alone to

twist the foot in such a way as to stretch or tear the resisting ligaments.

An apparatus has been devised

for this purpose by Dr. T. G.

Morton, of Philadelphia, a mod-

ification of which is indicated

in the accompanying diagram

(Fig. 14). The object of the

appliance is to exert pressure,

under control of the ojierator,

in three directions, and also to

enable him to twist and raise

the front of the foot. It is

inapplicable to small children.

The apparatus consists

—

1. Of a plate large enough

for any foot.

2. Of three steel buffers or

padded plates which are attached

at the ends to steel screw rods

playing through sockets with a

female screw thread at the sides of the large plate. By turning the screws,

which is done by the handles, the plates or buffers are pushed forward.

They should be placed so as to press (1) upon the side of the first meta-

tarsal, (2) on tlie side of the os calcis just beneath the inner malleolus, and

(3) on the outer side of the foot over the projecting head of the astragalus.

The female screw through which the male screw plays is adjustable upon an

arm curved so that pressure can be applied when it may be found necessary.

The sockets and arms are arranged so that they can be shifled and

placed at any point along the side of the large plate, or can be shifted from

side to side, so that the appliance can be used for either foot.

3. A straight rod, extended in the plane of the plate, gives increased

power in raising the front of the foot. This is not always needed, and can

be removed.

The procedure in this method is as follows. Tenotomy is performed

in the usual way, the plantar fascia being divided first, then the tendon of

the tibialis posticus if necessary, and, afler the deformity at the arch of the

foot has been in a degree corrected, the tendo Achillis. The foot is then

forcibly manipulated with the hands, pressure being exertal in a direction

to overcome the deformity. If this is not sufficient for correction, the

instrument is to be applied so that the screws will press on the foot as

described. The correction will be done gradually, althougli at times the

fibrous tissues will be felt to tear. An assistant steadies the leg, and the

operator first attempts to change the varus into a valgus, without reference

to the equinus. By turning the plate outward or upward the twist of the
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foot and the cquinus can be corrected. The skin on the inner side of the

foot frequently becomes tense, but the danger of its rupture is not a practi-

cal one. In many cases the correction may be accomplished at once, but

if much resistance is encountered it is best to use some time, and allow the

stretching lo be gradual. The foot should then be put into a plaster band-

age, and firmly held until the bandage is fixed.

The objections to this forcible correction after tenotomy are chiefly theo-

retical, no ill results having been known to follow. The injury done to the

foot is not greater than that of a severe

strain, and the patient is given the ad- ^^°- ^^'

vantage of a painless correction and rapid

cure. An objection which is sometimes

raised against this method is the sup-

Pia. 15.

Girl of eighteen treated by the method of extreme force. Result in the same case.

Ml

m

FiQ. 17.

posed risk, but this is not so great as would be thought. Experience

with osteoclasis has proved that the temporary pressure on the skin does

not cause sloughing, or even an abra-

sion, and the same is true with this

operation.

Figs. 15 and 16 show the condition

of the foot before and after treatment

by this method.

Fig. 17 is a drawing from a cast of

a foot in every way similar to the above

:

the result of treatment by this method

is shown In Figs. 18 and 19.

Tarsal Osteotomy.—In certain

cases the distortion of the bones is so great that no operative procedure di-

rected sin-ply to the ligaments and tendons will be sufficient permanently to

correct the deformity ; but, fortunately, cases of this kind are rare. To
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meet such a condition either osteotomy or resection of the tarsal bones is

required. The most important condition lies in the distortion of the as-

Fio. 19.

Fio. 18.

Result, front view. Result, side view.

tragalus, and especially in its neck, and it is against this part that the

operation is usually directed.

The simplest way of doing this operation is through an incision down
to the bone, from the tip of the inner malleolus to the inner side of the

head of the first metatarsal bone, which will be found in severe cases close

to the malleolus. The incision is close to and nearly parallel with the

tibialis anticus tendon, and in the direction of the metatarsals. The scaphoid

will be seen before the astragalus, and will be always first within reach of

the knife. The foot is then straightened, which separates the scaphoid from

the malleolus, and, if still further straightened, the scaphoid begins to un-

cover the astragalus, and the neck is seen. A small osteotome is entered on

the neck of the astragalus to the distal side of the scai)hoid articulation,

and the bone divided, or nearly so, after which the fracture is completed by

forcibly straightening the foot. The section should be at such a plane that

when the equinus deformity is corrected the gap at the section shall be as

small as possible. A fixed bandage is then applied, with tlie foot in a cor-

rected position.

Tarsal Resection.—This operation should be resorted to in the most

i-esistaiit cases only. Excellent results are obtained by this method, and the

danger is not great, but undoubtedly both by cuneiform resection and abla-

tion of the astragalus a great deal of bone is removed unnecessarily, and

the foot is considerably shortened.

The following methods may be used : enucleation of the cuboid and the

astragalus, with or without removal of the end of the external malleolus

;
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sliaiied portion of the tarsus is then excised, of sufficient size to allow the

foot to be brought into position without raucli force. The we<lge, which

may be removed with a chisel or saw, should have its base of a width cor-

responding to that of the cuboid, and should be rather thicker above than

on its lower surface.

Flat-Foot.—The principle in the treatment of this deformity consists

iu the restoration of the natural arch, but the method of accomplishing this

necessarily varies with the case. In acquireti forms mechanical means are

sufficient in most instances. Whitman advises a light stcol plate (Fig. 21),

slightly elastic, which reaches from just

behind the ball of the great toe. A, to

just in front of the bearing point in the

heel on the inner surface of the foot, B.

It should run just above the head of

the astragalus, C, which carries it nearly

to the internal malleolus, and extend

under the sole of the foot just behind

the fifth metatarsal, D. The plate must

be fitted from a cast of the foot taken

with the foot in a restored position.

When the weight is put on the properly-

sliaped plate, not only is the arch of the

foot held up, but the inner flange of the * ;
'

'
-

plate acts as a lever pressing up against the sustentaculum tali and the

tuberosity of the scaphoid.

This support is particularly useful in acquired cases iu adults, and it has

the advantage of allowing natural motion to the foot. Light cases, particu-

larly in children, do very well with a plate of thin steel fitted to the shape

of the sole and elevated on the inner border to confoi'm with the normal

arch of the foot.

The elastic extension applied so as to support the arch of the foot has

been advised by Barwell; hut it requires considerable care on the part

of the patient, and accomplishes no more than the supports described.

In congenital cases and in some of the severer instances of the acquired

deformity, although the same mechanical treatment is required, other means

may be necessary to bring the foot into a position iu which support would

be of value. Forcible restoration of the foot and fixation for a time will be

sufficient in some cases. Duchenne thinks that the only muscle which can

be contracted is the short peroneus, and that section of the long peroneus in

valgus is not feasible. Ogston refreshes the astragalo-scaphoid articulation

and nails the bones in a corrected position, and Stokes ' removes a wedge-

sha})ed piece from the inner side of the neck of the astragalus ; but it is

very seldom that these severe procedures will be requirwl. Usually restora-

1 i

• Transactions of tl ^ Academy of Medicine of Ireland, 1885.

Vol. III.—02 *
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tion of the foot to its normal position, followed by a period of rest and tlio

fitting of some proi^r support, is all that will be needed.

Valgus.—There are three things to be done in the treatment of valgus,

—the elongation of the shortened structures, the overcoming of the dis-

tortion, and the promotion of the function of the limb.

In infants manipulation may be all that is necessary, or the foot may l)o

corrected forcibly and retained by plaster until a normal position is obtained,

after which a retentive appliance cau be worn. These cases, if taken early,

rarely give much trouble. . .• . . - '.

In older and acquired cases a supporting appliance is necessary. It may
be sufficient to retain the foot in an inverted position by means of plaster

or bandage, but more often some form of external appliance is needal. For

this an excellent support is obtained with Taylor's club-foot shoe revei-sed

and applied to the outside of the foot, with a strap jjassing from the up-

right round the leg over the internal malleolus and secural again to the up-

right. By this the eversion of the foot at the ankle-joint can be controlled.

Tenotomy of the peroneus may, however, sometimes be necessary.

Talipes Equinus.—It is seldom that the surgeon is required to do

more in the congenital cases than to overcome this deformity by simple

manipulation or by fixed bandages, although tenotomy will save time.

In neglected and acquired cases section of the tendon and the application

of a retention shoe are required.

Talipes Calcaneus.—In the simple forms of the congenital variety

little more is needed than manipulation. If the deformity persists, a reten-

tive appliance which prevents extension to the desire<l limit may be worn.

If the deformity is severe and resistant, tenotomy of the tendons of the

anterior portion of tlie foot, especially the tibialis auticus, may be required.

Excision of a portion of the tendo Achillis is of benefit in more advanced

cases, although this procedure is by some writers considered unnecessary.

Pes Cavus.—Restoration of the foot to a natural position in cases of

pes cavus is hai'dly possible, as they have usually existed for a long time

when first seen by the surgeon, and have become very resistant. If restora-

tion be attained by operative means, mechanical treatment will still be

necessary for a long time, if not always, as the condition is paralytic iu

its origin and will tend to recur if the foot is left unprotected. The best

form of apparatus is the Taylor club-foot shoe, fitted with a stop-joint the

reverse of that used in equiuus, if there is much tendency to calcaneus

deformity. ;

'
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TORTICOLLIS.
By B. H. BEADFORD, M.D.,

AND

B. G. BRACKETT, M.D.

Synonymes.—Wry-neck, Caput obstipurn, Collum distortum ; French,

Coil tors ; German, Schiefhals.

The name torticollis is given to that distorted position of the head in

which it is held awry. This condition is either congenital or acquired, and

niav be constant or intermittent. The affection involves a contraction, tonic

or clonic, of the muscles of the neck, usually those of one side alone, but

occasionally of both sides. The position of the head varies with the mus-

cles affected, those usually involved being the sterno-mastoid, the anterior

edge of the trapezius, the scalcni, the platysma, and the splenius capitis.

Males are more subject to wry-neck than females, and the right side is

oflencr the seat of the affection than the lefl. In thirty-seven cases collected

by Dieffeubach five were on the left and thirty-two on the right side.

CONGENITAL TORTICOLLIS.

The true congenital form is very rare. A few cases have been noticed

iu which an imperfection in the atlas and cervical vertebrse existed, in conse-

quence of which the head was held in malposition. An intra-uterine origin

is assumed by some writers, but without other than theoretical reasons. A
case has recently been reported ' of this deformity occurring in a still-bom

infant, which was caused by a shortened condition of the trapezius and

sterno-mastoid muscles, but the distortion could not be entirely overcome

until after section of the supra-spinous and interspinous ligaments ; but

such a condition is one of great rarity, and the author states that no analo-

gous case could be found. One case accompanied by unilateral atrophy

of the head has been reported.* In a certain number of instances the so-

called congenital wry-neck is due to injury at the time of birth, either from

forcible stretching of the muscles or from traction in difficult labor, with

' Archives de Tocologie, 1888.

' Boston Medical ajd Surgical Journal, June 1, 1882.

m
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a rupture of certain fibres of the sterno- cleido-mastoid. Examination will

show this muscle to be contracted, a'jd careful jijalpation will reveal that

a portion of the muscle has been torn, and that the spasm of the internal

portion gives rise to the distortion.

ACQUIRED TORTICOLLIS.

Acquired wry-neck presents several forms, their distinction being based

on the etiology rather than on any essential difference in symptoms. These

may be classed into spastic, paralytic, compensatory, idiopathic, and those

following fracture or dislocation. •

The spastic may be due to direct nerve-irritation, either central or along

the course of the nerve, or it may be the local manifestation of a more gen-

eral nervous irritation, as in spinal irritation : these, however, are verv

rare. Arising from a local neighboring disease it is more frapiently met

with. Conditions causing this are disease of the cervical vertebrae, enlarged

cervical glands, deep cervical abscess, etc., heiug analogous to muscular

spasm around other joints.

Paralytio.—^This form is rarely met with, but may occur from un-

antagonized muscular action after paralysis of muscles of one side, which

may result from central or peripheral cause ; but this should not be regarded

as true wry-neck. Any deficiency of nervous tone, although not causing

actual paralysis, and such as may result either from direct nervous influence

or from overwork of one particular set of muscles, may result in a spas-

modic condition of the corresponding group from failure of proper antago-

nism. Several instances of this have been observed.

Compensatoi'y.—Various examples of this have been noted where the

head has assumed an abnormal position in consequence of some existing in-

equality or deformity. Instances of this are seen in some lateral curvatures,

in which the relation of the head to the shoulders ia distorted in the effort

to keep the head in an upright position. Wry-neck has also been observed

as the result of inequality of the two eyes, although this is usually coni])eu-

sated by accommodation. Quignet has termed this " torticollis oculaire."

Idiopathic.—In many cases, such as come under this head, there is ob-

viously no lesion to explain this pathological condition, but it occurs as the

result of general malnutrition, having this as a local manifestation. Not

infrequently in these cases there will be found a definite exciting cause, such

as fright, grief, etc. In this class are also included those acute cases which

are due to an inflauimatory condition of the muscle itself.

Many of the above causes seem to be but one or more of many factors.

In a large percentage there will be found a neurotic family or personal his-

tory. The general condition seems also to have a very considerablt in-

fluence, many cases occurring after severe overwork. Excessive use of the

muscles of one side has in several instances apparently occasi jned attacks,

as in seamstresses who have worked on heavy material, and one case has

l)een reported in a factory-girl whose occupation required her to turn her
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head frequently to one side. This position is sometimes assumed when the

condition can hardly be considered pathological. Bouvier states that volun-

tary torticollis is habitually connected with diiferent temperaments, and, in

fiict, the position is a means of expressing emotion.

PATHOLOGY.

In the acute form of torticollis there is nothing to be said as to the

pathological anatomy.

In the chronic forms such changes occur as result from long-continued

malposition or disuse. Fibrous degeneration, adaptive shortening, loss of

tonicity, and over-stretching take place in the muscles, as well as shortening

and lengthening of the fascia around the bones. Alteration in size of the

bodies of the vertebrae occurs in a certain number of instances, but this

osseous deformity is not so common as would be supposetl, and is denied by

Bouvier.

Other changes noi.ed are cervical spinal curves with a compensatory cur^'e

in the dorsal region, shortening and secondary affection of other muscles

than those involved in the spasm, asymmetry and difference in length of

the clavicles, and asymmetry of the face, the long axis of the face striving,

as it were, to gain a vertical position not possible to the head. This gives

a deviation of the line of the nose from the ordinary line of the eyes.

Furthermore, the two eyes and the two commissures of the lips are not of

the same size, the cheek on the contracted side is less prominent, and the

features on that side are smaller. This asyrumetry diminishes, however,

if the deformity is corrected at the projjcr time. Dubreuil asserts that the

cranium itself also iu-^i- let, a change, and that inequality of tlie cerebral

liemispheres results. Broen concludes from this that a diminution in intel-

ligence would necessarily result ; but this is contrary to clinical evidence.

The affection involves essentially, in the great majority of cases, the

distribution of the spinal accessory nerve. Conditions causing paralysis

of this nerve indicate the same area to be affected, the sterno-mastoid and

the upper part of the trapezius, that which passes between the occiput and

the acromion. The former rec-eives only a few unimportant filaments from

the cervical nerves, while the latter has branches from the cervical and the

'J'^'-'^al nerves distributed to its lower portion. These muscles are most fre-

quently affected, and the sterno-mastoid more frequently than the other : it

is, however, rarely affected alone, but, being a terminal muscle, its contrac-

tion is more usually noticed than that of the others. Bouvier found that

in three cases out of four the sternal branch was the only one contracted.

Dolore believed that the posterior muscles of the neck were tlie chief ones

affected ; and they certainly are affected secondarily, if nof. primarily.

SYMPTOMATOLOGY.

The congenital form is perhaps without exception of the tonic form of

spasm. The condition is noticed soon after birth, and the deformity alone
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Fig. 1.

The omial attitude in tlie so-called con

genital c<\scs.

calls attention to the affection. On examination, the sterno-mastoid and

possibly a portion of the trapezius will be found contracted, and in cases

due to injury of tlie muscle palpation will

often reveal the site of rupture, but later

the deformity alone exists. Here a true

shortening of the muscle is the cause of

the deformity. (Fig. 1.)

The acquired form is either acute or

chronic. In the acute variety the history

is that of acute muscular rheumatism, with

soni constitutional disturbance. There

may be pain in the neighborhood of the

affected muscles and their insertions. Any
motion, and especially a sudden one, is

particularly painful, and to prevent this

the head is held rigidly on the shoulders

by muscular spasm, the patient turning the

trunk and the head together.

The position assumed is essentially the

same as in the chronic variety, which is

described later. The duration is of a few

days only, but some stiffness may remain for a week or more.

Ordinary " stiff-neck" must be considered as a mild form of this affec-

tion, but involving the deeper structures.

The chronic form may develop fi'om the acute, or may be of gradual

development from some unknown cause. Congenital cases are also usually

chronic.

The position assumed by the head depends on the muscles affected.

When the sterno-mastoid is attacked, the ear of the affected side is brought

nearer the sternum, the face turned and slightly rotated to the opposite side,

and the chin elevated above its normal level. The features may be drawn

below those of the opposite side, while in severe and especially persistent

cases the jaw is rotated so that the teeth cannot be approximated. In pro-

portion to the extent to which the trapezius is affected the head is drawn

towards the shoulder, and when this muscle alone is involved the head is

drawn backward and towards the shoulder, which occurs in posterior torti-

collis, described chiefly by .Delore, who declares it to be the more frequent

form. In this the other posterior muscles are involved in the spasm.

(Figs, 2 and 3.)

Physiologically, the splenius if contracted would draw the head to the

side and turn the face to the same side ; but this, according to Delore, never

takes place in torticollis, and it is therefore assumed that the splenius and

the sterno-mastoid never are affected on the same side. When the levator

anguli scapulfB is affected together with the sterno-mastoid, there is an

inereai;9 of the lateral obliouity and of the rotation.
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Combinations of different muscles have been observed, but are of in-

frequent occurrence. Such are a combination of the contraction of different

Pio. 2 Pio. 3.
'''->[

I

:
\

Torticollis of several years' duration. ' ' y
\

muscles on different sides, a simultaneous contraction of the splenius and

the levator auguli scaijulse, of the scalenus anticus and the splenius, of the

two platysmas, and of the sterno-mastoid on one side and the splenius on

the other.

The attitude is the most characteristic feature of this form of the

affection. On palpation certain muscles will be found hard to the touch

and others flaccid. Bands of contracted fascia are frequently seen in old

cases. There is no pain, but attempt to rectify the deform'ty is painful if

persisted in. Rotation of the head is free within certain limits. A devia-

tion of the spinal column—a lateral curvature with rotation—necessarily

follov/s torticollis. In order to retain the head in tl^e vertical position, the

patient, unable to twist the cervical spine, will twist the trunk, raising one

shoulder, which is accompanied by a complete rotation of the vertebrae and

projection of the ribs backward on the concavity of the lateral curve.

Although the head is twisted, strabismus rarely results, and although the

movement of the larynx in extreme cases is apparently limitetl by the dis-

tortion, the voice is not affected for speech. A slight differeT,ce of the

surface-temperature htis been observed, it being lower on the affected side.

Paralytic cases differ from the above, as the condition is one of un-

autagonized action rather than of spasm. The patient cannot move the

head nor produce any prominence of the muscles on the paralyzed side.

The surgeon can easily correct the deformity, meeting with little resistance,

unless the case is of long standing and retraction of tissues on the opposite

side has occurred,

A variety of torticollis called by Dally occipitoatloidian has been de-

scribed, as follows. Its development is usually due to rheumatism. It is
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arc cervical caries;, enlarged cervical glanc'-s, deep cervical abscess, and

ordinary atiff neck from cold. , ; . !

Ft.r the diaguosia of tonicollis from caries of the spine the reader is

referred to the article on the latter disease ; but the following points may be

mentioned. In caries the head is, aa a rule,

held more rigidly, and there is greater

stiffness of the muscles in attempting to

twist it. Ordinarily in torticollis thei'c is

no pain nor difficulty when the })aticnt lies

down, while in carles (Fig. 4) in the acute

stages the patient usually steadies tlie head

with the hand when any motion is re-

quired, and there is more pain in the back

of tlie head and shoulders. The facial ex-

pression is often suggestive.

In distortion arising from enlarged

glands or from abscess the diagnosis must

depend on the recognition of their presence.

A diagnosis between posterior muscular

torticollis and torticollis due to cervical

arthritis is in some cases impossible. In

general, however, it may be stated that

there is less evidence of contraction of individual muscles or of groups of

muscles in the former. The latter is a rare affection.

The recognition of spasmodic intermittent torticollis is, of course, not

difficult, but the diagnosis sometimes involves a consideration of the causes

which will produce a deterioration of general nervous strength. ,'
j^;

Position ill torticollib from cartes.

PROGNOSIS.

Acute muscular torticollis oixliuarily corrects itself, though in a few

cases it may become chronic. Torticollis due to abscess of cervical glands

terminates with the complete discliarge of the abscess, as a rule. Inter-

mittent spasmodic torticollis may cease spontaneously, or may, as is more

common, remain without charge for many years. Congenital forms of

torticollis, and the acquired form due to muscular contraction which has

become chronic and developed fibrous muscular degeneration, are, of courc'e.

incurable without surgical interference. Little or no constitutional di.*-

turbance follows tliis affection, which is more distressing on account of tl

uusightliness than from any actual discomfort. The deaths that are reported

as following torticollis have been in a few instances due to septicsemia

following operation.

TREATMENT.

The treatment will vary greatly with individual eases, and it is ahvays

necessary to bear in mind the cause of the affection to insure any probability

of success.
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In acute torticollis due to inflammation of the muscles the treatment is

largely directwl to the alleviation of the symptoms. This is best done hy

the application of moist heat in the form of cataplasms or jxjultices and by

rest. Oleate of atropine, oleate of morj)hine, or morphine subcutaneously

may be used if necessary. More than this is rarely required.

In all cases the general health should be inquired into, as well as any

particular kind of work which would bring excessive use to one set of

muscles. In many cases arising from a deficiency of nervous tone, no

other treatment than that directed to restoring the health, combined with

rest, will be necessary. Such are usually found in overworked adults.

Treatment of cases resulting from caries, from enlarged glands, and

from cervical abscess will not be considered, the recognition of the cause

being sufficient indication for the line of treatment.

Galvanism to the affected muscles is apparently of benefit in some cases,

but these are almost without exception of the spasmod.j form, and in

patients whose system has been overtaxal, and in whom attention to the

general health is fully of as great importance as the local treatment. Some
writers deny the advantage of electricity in any case, but the statement is

too strong to be fair. In a few cases which were apparently due to faulty

antagonism, faradization of the muscles of the opposite side has resulted

in a cure.

The treatment of the spasmodic and that of the tonic form differ essen-

tially. For treatment the latter variety is to be divided into two classes,

—

anterior and posterior torticollis,—the first including those cases in which

the sterno-mastoid is the muscle chiefly affected, the second those in which

this muscle is involved but slightly or not at all.

The treatment of anterior torticollis is either purely mechanical or both

operative and mecl'^nical. Mechanical treatment without the aid of opera-

tion is ordinarily unsuccessful, but in a few light cases correction is possible

by slight supports which relieve the muscles from the strain of the weight

of the head. After complete correction some form of retention appliance

is needed for some time, for the purpose of habituating the unaffected mus-

cles to their new functions, and for preventing the patient from assuming

the position which has become natural.

The only efficacious treatmeiit of posterior torticollis is that of forcible

correction without tenotomy, for the reason that the muscles are too deep or

too extensive to be tenotoraized. In correcting the deformity the patient

should be thoroughly aufesthetized, and an assistant should firmly hold the

shoulders, the head of the patient projecting beyond the edge of the table,

where it can be grasped by the hand of the surgeon and rotated in all direc-

tions. The danger of fracturing the spine is slight, and considerable force

can be used. Frequently there are superficial bands of contracted fascia

;

these may be divided by the tenotome, and all such bands and adhcsious

as cannot be divided should be stretched by manual force. After the head

has been over-corrected and fixed in an over-corrected position, a retaining
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Fio. 5.

appliance sliould be used. For this purpose a plaster-of-Paris or a silicate-

ot'-potassiura bandage may bo employed.

For the correction by mechanical means, or retention after correction,

the following devices are usefid. All have the principle of obtaining a

point of fixation on the trunk from which

counter-pressure is made on the head, usu-

ally on the mastoid or the parietal region or

on the jaw, or else by a circular bandage.

The appliance of Buckminstcr Brown
is simple and effective. It consists of a

wire collar which has in front a plate so

placed as to press the chin to the middle

line. Another plate is attached posteriorly,

so as to exert pressure beliind the ear on the

»ide towards which the head inclines. To
the side of the collar is fastened a ring

which rests on the shoulder. Behind is an

upright, furnished with straps, one of which passes round the b(Kly, and

one over the shoulder on the side of the deflected chin, and by tightening

this pressure is made on the chin and head. This principle is illustrate<l in

Fig. 5, in which the pressure made is the same, but a steel frame is substi-

tutal for a wire collar.

A simple means is by adhesive plaster and the ordinary roller bandage.

Apply a long strip of adhesive plaster around the

forehead and occiput, and make it secure by a band-

age round the head, over the vertex and under the

chin, pinning these together where the one jjasses over

the other above the ears. Another band of adhesive

plaster is carried round the waist, and over this a

roller bandage. A ribbon is then fastened to the

head-bandage directly above the car of the unaffected

side, and carried diagonally across the trunk to the

other side and secured to the waist-bandage.

A similar form of appliance has recently been

described by Lev at,' in which silicate-of-potassium

bandages are wound round the head, one horizon-

tally over the forehead and one vertically under the

chin, and at the point of intersection above the ear

a bent wire is secured to the bandage. Another

bandage is then placed round the body, and the

two are connected by a strap.

Another form of appliance (Fig. 6)^ consists of a padded metal plate

Fig. 6.

!

» Medical Record, February 2, 1889.

* From Dictionnaire de Medecine et de Chirurgie, 35.
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secured to tlio back by straps Iwncath the axilla and around the ehcst upon

the shoulder of tho side to which the head inclines. From this plate a rod

extends up along he side of the neck to the parietal region, with a padded

plate adjusted to this part. The lower end is attached by a ratchet and

endless screw, by means of which pressure is made upon the head.

Several complicatcil ajjplianccs have been devised which in i)rin(!iple

are similar to the one just descrilx'd, and Avhich have for their object the

forcing of the heed into its normal position. The head is held firndy by

large plates or by a helmet, which is connected with a complicated trunk-

piece by leverage. (Fig. 7, A and B,)' They are all ingenious in principle,

but too elaborate and complicated to be practical.

Fia. 7. '

" ''* ''"

A simple form, useful for mild degrees of distortion or for retention

after operation, is shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Support is obtained by two

uprights, one extending along the side cf the spine, continued over the

shoulders, joined in front over the chest, and secured by straps passing

round the body. To these is fastened, by means of stout wires soldered

at the point over the shoulder, a metal or hard rubber plate, which is so

applied to the side of the jaw as to keep the face in the median line, while

another plate is made to give sujiport to the mastoid and the surface

immediately above.

Operative Measures.—Division of the contracted tissues may be done

either by subcutaneous tenotomy or by open incision. The advantages of

the tenotome are two,—less danger of suppuration, and a smaller scar ; but

' From Dictionnaire de M6decine et de Chirurgie, 86.
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thorough cutting is difficnilt, and the danger of wounding important vessels

in the neck is considoniblc.

Open incision, on the other hand, allows more bold and intelligent use

of the knife, but thediHtigiirement is mudi greater, although with adh<)rence

to asepsis one may be reasonably sun of union by firet intention.

Fifi

Fio. 8.

The division should include tendons of both portions of the sterno-

clc'do-mastoid, if necessarv, and any bands of fascia which prevent the

return of the head to its normal position. If subcutaneous tenotomy of

the mastoid is to be done, the puncture should be made between the two

tendons, close to their insertion. A director can then be j)a8scd beneath

the sternal attachment until the point is felt projecting beneath the skin on

the margin of the muscle. This can be divided with a blunt tenotome, and

by a careful sawing motion the tendon is felt to give way. Some surgeons

pass the tenotome under the skin and cut downward ; others i)ass it beneath

the skin and cut upward. The danger of the latter proceeding is incom-

plete division ; that of the former is division of the deep vessels. The

superficial veins are to be avoided by careful inspection before the in-

troduction of the tenotome. The clavicular origin can be divided in the

same way, passing the director from within outward. The operation is not

devoid of danger : Mr. Erichsen mentions three fatal results.

Dieffenbach operates on the left side in the way just described. On the

right he inserts the knife between the trachea and the anterior portion of

the muscle, and divides first the anterior portion, then the posterior.

If open incision is undertaken, the ordinary precautious of aseptic sur-

MMm
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Fid. 10.

gery should Ikj ohflorvcd. An incision parallel with the clnvich- and an inch

above it, reaching across the contracted muwh", shotikl be made, a director

passtKl under the muscles and fascia, and the whole divide<l with care.

After division of the contnu!ted tissues the head should be kept in a

corrected or an over-corrected position, either by a planter bandage or bv

some me(!hanical means, until inu'(m of

the divided structures has taken place.

The accompanying ilbistrations are

of a mse treatetl by o|K>n incision, fol-

lowed by extension in bed, and later by

the use of an appliance. (Fig. 10.) In

this cj'sc the head was drawn towaixls

the left shoulder, and the chin elevated

and turned to the right. After operation

the child wils kept in bed, and, as soon

as the condition of the wound would ^-

low, continuous extension by means of

weights was made. The arrungemcut of

the strajjs for this purpose is siiown in

Fig. 11.

A piece of adhesiv laster was ap-

plied to the right side of the face just in

front of and above the ear, and to this was attached webbing, c, which

passed under the chin to the left si'^.e. For the correction of the rotation

of the face, a strap, 6, was carried beneath the occiput and secured to the

Fia. 11.

!} "'
:'! I

;:;•

forehead with adhesive plaster, while another, a, was passed over the vertex

and secured to the side of the face in the same manner. To the end of each

strap a weight was attached.

After two weeks of extension, the apparatus shown in Figs. 8 and 9

was applied.

The result is shown in Fig. 12.
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In eevere caacs of spnmnodio torticollia nourotoiuy or neurectomy often

becomes necessary. Tenotomy, with the rest which follows, affords R'lief in

11 certain number of (uses, but in

iiLscs uiu-elieved b}' these mrans the ^^°' ^^

condition of the patient becomes so

serious that extreme measures arc

justifiabh), this treatment being di-

re<!ted against the nerve.

Three courses are open,—nerve-

stretching, nerve-division, and nerve-

resection. Nerve-stretching has been

(h)ne a few times, but the results are

not encouraging. Probably in cases

of this sort requiring surgical inter-

ference there is profound central dis-

tiu'bance, which requires complete

paralysis of the nerve to put an end

to the irritative condition.

The situation for reaching tho

spinal accessory nerve is along the anterior border of the sterno-mastoid.

The nerve entera the muscle obliquely about an inch and a half below the

mastoid process, and can he found by an incision in this situation. An
aid in finding it (Richardson) is to scratch with a director the tissues at the

bottom of the wound as the dissection is made, by whicih the nerve is irri-

tatal into causing a contraction of the mus<;le.

Annandale operated through an incision three inches long commencing

at the lower border of the mastoid process and extending along the anterior

border of the muscle. Sontham exposed the nerve in the posterior triangle

by an incision two inches in length along the posterior border of the sterno-

mastoid muscle, with the centre on a level with the upper border of the

thyroid cartilage. Beneath the fascia the nerve was found nuining ob-

liquely downward and outward to terminate in the trapezius. This oper-

ation was for nerve-stretching ; but some operators have advised this site for

first finding the nerve.



ACUTE INFLAMMATION OF BONE.

By WILLIAM MACEWEN, M.D.

Healthy bone, in childi-cu as iu adults, is itself an insensitive struc-

ture, whose function is in the main purely mechanical. Its formative stage,

the deposit of calcareous salts iu the matrix, fibrous or cartilaginous accord-

ing to situation, is in progress in one portion or another of the skeleton, from

its commencement in the clavicle at about the end of the fii'st month of

foetal life, until adult age is fully entered upon, and the epiphyses and

diaphyses are thoroughly consolidated with one another. The precise period

of this completion varies in diiferent individuals.

The process of inflammation in bone is similar to that in the soft tis-

sues, being modified, however, by the peculiarities of the structure. In

bone the vessels of the abundantly-cellular medulla and those of the

Haversian canals and the periosteum play the chief part in inflammation.

When inflammatory action originates in any part of a bone, all the other

parts participate in the action, and, though the terras periostitis, osteitis, aud

endosteitis are used to denote the part where the inflammation is chiefly

located, it must be understood that the contiguous structures are likewise

involved, though to a less degree. Further, inflammation originating in

one part may induce destruction in othy"r parts, as in the case of periostitis

inducing necrosis. Bones which ossify in membrane are by no means so

liable to acute inflammatory diseases as those which ossify in cartilage. In

childhood the bones are far more vascular than they are at a later period

of life, aud especially so at their epiphysial extremities, where the active

processes of osseou,: formation are taking place. It is during this most

active developmental period that bones are most apt to become affected with

acute osteitis and with the slower invasions of tubercular disease, and tiiese

diseases attack most often the growing extremities of the diaphyses, the

tubercular disease attacking also the epiphyses.

Acute inflammatory action commonly arises in the diaphysial extremi-

ties of the long bones in childhood. The osseous tissue is here iu process of

active development, the cancellated tissue abounding in blood-vessels : heuce

when inflammation occurs it quickly involves the surrounding soft bony

tissue along with the medulla. The inflammatory products thus formed do

not spread into the epiphyses, as the e[)iphysial disk of cartilage prevents

S92
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that, and owing to tlie manner in which the periosteum is attached to this

disk of cartilage the inflammatory products are guided into the subperiosteal

areolar tissue. When inflammation once involves this tissue, it spreads

with great rapidity over the whole shaft, stripping the periosteum from

the bo lie. It does so the more readily as there exists a minute interval

between the periosteum and the bone, filletl with loose connective tissue,

along which inflammation travels with great rapidity, as it does in

somewhat similar structures, such as the areolar tissue of the pelvis in

pelvic cellulitis. Occasionally, especially wnen the inflammation in the

hone is less acute, the periosteum may become soldered to the bone for some

distance round the epiphysial lines, in such a manner as to shut off' the

periosteal areolar tissue and to protect it from the invasion of the purulent

extension issuing from the diaphysial side of the epiphysial cartilage. The
inflammatory products in such cases escape by ulcerating directly through

the periosteum opposite to the epiphysial lino. This is somewhat similar to

what takes place in serous cavities such as tl.o pleura, where an inflammatory

action in the lungs occasionally sets up adhesions between the visceral and

parietal layers, when, should there be a cavity in the lungs containing pus,

the latter would not be apt to occasion empyema, though the pus might

make an exit externally directly through the chest-walls. The neighboring

articulations are seldom involved primarily in acute periostitis, as the at-

tachment of the periosteum to the epiphysial cartilage prevents this. The

epiphysis, receiving its blood-supply independently of the periosteum, con-

tinues to live and grow. The diaphysis, deprived of its periosteal blood-

supply, may become necrosed, though necrosis does not necessarily follow.

Inflammation may, however, attack the centre of epiphysial ossification

during infancy, before the epiphysial disk of cartilage has been formed.

When this occurs, the neighboi'ing joint is apt to become involved, this

portion of bone being covered with synovial membnine.

Abscess in Bone.—Occasionally the pus formed at one of the diaphysial

extremities of a bone remains pent up in the medulla and in the cancellated

tissue of the shaft, forming an abscess in the bone. The pus may be

strictly localized, or the whole medullary cavity may become converted into

an abscess. It often remains for years pent up in the interior, a thick pyo-

genic membrane forming a lining to it. The bone externally be<!omes greatly

thickened and frequently sclerosed. Abscess in bone is more apt to form

in chronic or subacute inflammation, though there are cases where the

abscess-formation is ushered in by quite atvite symptoms, oftentimes attrib-

uted to some general constitutional disturbance, and only long after explained

by tiie finding of the abscess on drilling the canil.

Acute periostitis does not always originate in the diaphysial extremity

of a long lx)ne. The inflammatory action may occur initially in the peri-

osteum, in which case the diaphysial extremities of the long bones are not

involved at the beginning of the attack, though they may subsequently

become w.
Vol. III.—68
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Acute periostitis is by no means uncommon in early life, being most

frequently seen before puberty, but occasionally occurring during adoles-

cence and even later. It is often accompanied by ostco-myelitis, though it

may be imjwssible to differentiate the latter at the outset of the attack.

Causation.—Its exciting cause is a blow or knock, often so trivial as to

leave but a faint impression on the patient's mind, and so slight that it could

scarcely cause an appreciable physical detriment to a healthy person. Tlic

predisposing cause is a lowered state of vitality, the patients usually being

weak, pallid, poorly nourished, and living in bad hygienic conditions. The
exanthemata occasionally arc followed by acute periostitis leading to necro-

sis, but the inflammation thus induced partakes more frequently of a chronic

or subacute character, and it is often localized, not involving the whole

shaft of the long bones. The convalescence from enteric fever is often in-

terrupted by periostitic fonnations, leading to necrosis. It also happens that

acute osteitis and periostitis are more prevalent during or immediately fol-

lowing epidemics of the exanthemata, esjjecially enteric fever, scarlet fever,

and measles. Probably these affections, by reducing the patients' strengtli,

render them more susceptible to the immediate cause of the periostitis.

Cases of acute periostitis have frequently presented themselves to the

writer in groups of three, four, or five, occurring within a fortnight of one

another, raising the suggestion of geim etiology, which is strengthened by the

whole course of this acute affection and by its rapid constitutional involve-

ment, and further supported by the demonstration of micro-organisms in

the shape of staphylococci and streptococci in the pus remove<l from the bones

and from under the periosteum. The early history of these cases shows that

there is an interval of days bet>veen the slight injury and the onset of the

acute symptoms, sufficient to enable germs already in the circulation to be

poured into the damagal tissue, in the blood-clot of which they find a nidus,

abundance of food for their develojiment and proliferation, and numerous

blood-channels through which the reinvigorated germs may find ingress to

the circulation and become scattered broadcast throughout the body. Such

attacks are often ushered in by symptoms which have led the parents and

medical advisers to the opinion that they were dealing with one of the ex-

anthemata, and occasionally such patients are admitted to the fever hospital

certified as cases of measles.

Symptoms.—The attack is frequently preceded by headache and ushered

in by vomiting, rigors, drowsiness pa.ssing into delirium, and high fevei,

ranging from 103° to 106° F. These follow one another so rapidly that

in both children and adolescents the delirium may supervene within a few

hours of the rigor. Other toxic symptoms may appear, such as anomalous

rashes of a dull, diftuse, measly type, most marked on the extremities and

trunk, though occasionally seen on the face, which is, however, free from

indications of coryza. There is low muttering delirium, alternating with

screech ing-fits induced by })ain in the affected bone and periosteum, or by

secondary involvement of the joints, kidneys, pleura?, or pericardium.
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During all this time the patient, especially if a young child, may not

have referred or directed particular attent on to the seat of the disease, and

if this be not done at the outset it is oftc i masked by the subsequent in-

volvement of other parts and the clouded iUental condition of the patient.

In some cases the delirium and the sereechiu<^-fits have been erroneously at-

tributed to meningitis, and in others to excessive irascibility. That mistakes

may be made in overlooking acute jwriostitis cannot be wondered at when

one knows that the local phenomena arc not so obtrusively prominent at an

early stage as to arrest attention unless specially looketl for. Descriptions

of the local appearances are generally given by hospital surgeons under

whose notice such cases come at a late periofl of the disease, when the

manifestations of its presence are pronounced, while at an early period the

symptoms must be searched for.

When one recollecits that the whole process occurs under a dense mem-
brane, little swelling of the limb will be expected. The superficial tissues

are not reddened and may not participate in the subperiosteal inflammatory

action, though when the affected bone is sujierficial, such as the tibia,

(edema of the superficial soft tissues is the rule.

There is one symptom which is always present in the early stage and

which persists throughout the case and may even be elicited when the

patient is plunged in a state of low muttering delirium,—that is, pain on

pressure over the affected part. Even when the patient is quite unable to

answer (juestions, and is lying in a drowsy, dazed state from toxic influences,

firm digital pressure over the affectetl part will be answered by a sharp ex-

pression of pain and often by attempted withdrawal of the limb. In doubtful

cases, when the patient is either partially or wholly unconscious, the bones

in the body should be carefully and systematically gone over, commencing

with the tibiae, which are most often affected, the femora next, then the

bones of the upper extremities, and so on over the body. When firm digi-

tal pressure is exerted on the i)art affected with acute periostitis, the response

to the pain produced is immediate,—like placing one's finger on the button

connected with an electric bell. When a long bone is affected, pressure

upon any part of its diaphysis is generally sufficient to elicit this symptom,

yet, if not at once brought out, it is better to run the whole bone over, lest

the affection be of limited localization. This is especially needed in con-

ducting examinations at an early period of the disease.

The femur lies so deeply that special care is required in conducting this

examination upon it. In one instance an adolosccnt was sent to the writer's

care by the sanitary authorities of Glasgow, to wliom the case had l^een re-

portefl as one of fever with an anomalous rash. The patient presented all

the general phenomena of acute suppiirative periostitis. She was in a state

of muttering delirium from which she could not be roused, and therefore

she could not give any voluntary guidance as to the locality of the disease.

It was only afler the most deliberate examination that the painful area was

detected at the intertrochanteric line and neck of the left femur. When

tf
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once found, deep pressure always produced the cry of pain, though pressure

over other portions of the shaft did not elicit any complaint. The con-

tour of the two limbs was identical. There was no swellin}^, redness, nor

oedema to be discovered externally on the affected limb. The incision

through the soft parts to the bone displayed perfectly healthj tissues until

the periosteum was incised, when pus issued and the bone was seen to be

bare and probably the seat of osteo-myelitis.

On another occasion a child was admitted into the Glasgow Fever Hos-

pital certified as a case of fever. She had periostitis of the left tibia, and

was quite insensible and in extremis. So little swelling was there over the

tibia that several observers whose attention wis directed to it hesitated to

pronounce it in any way different from its neighbor. Even when the two

limbs were placed side by side the difference, in die writer's opinion, was just

perceptible to the eye. Pressure over this bone produced the instantaneous

screech, which similar pressure on any other part of the body failed to do.

The patient died within a few hours of admission. The periosteum a'* seen

post mortem had lost none of its tenseness. It was stripped from the whole

tibial diaphysis by a thin layer of semi-])urulent exudation about a thirty-

second of an inch in thickness, swarming with staphylococci, large patches

of which occupied the field in many places. Organisms of decomposition

were of course al-^o | resent.

Subacute Cv 's.—In the subacute cases of this disease the progress of

the inflammation slower. The patient retains consciousness and localizes

the seat of the ati> i(m, the pain causing him to be clamorous for relief.

At s late period of the periostitis the swelling of the limb is marked both

by periosteal distention and by superimposed oedema. Still later the pus

may ulcerate throagh the periosteum and escape into the soft tissues, when

the swelling is increased, the external tissues become reddened, and the

limb may even assume the aspect of cellulitis.

In abscess of bone when the acute period is past, dull aching pain is

felt, generally with slight increase of temperature, and there is an increase

in the size of the bone and also in the sensation of weight the patient exj)e-

rienees.

Necrosis following Acute Inflammation of Bone and Periosteum.—It is

sometimes asserted that the underlying shaft when stripped of its peri-

osteum is sure to die. This is erroneous, as necrosis does not necessarily

follow. Some surgeons believe that necrosis of the whole diaphysis occurs

only when osteo-myelitis accompanies the subperiosteal abscess. Yet this

is not wholly correct, for there are cases where total necrosis occurs after

acute subperiosteal abscess without osteo-myelitis. In such cases as are

being dealt with, diaphysial necrosia occui-s in two ways. First, in acute

osteo-myelitis, either by the intensity of the osseous inflammatory action

causing a rapid proliferation of cells, which fill up the Haversian canals

and occlude the vessels contained therein, the stasis of the blood in the latter

favoring the occlusion, or b/ embolism of the minute osseous vessels pro-
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duced by micro-organisms which swarm in the mechilla and spread into all

the more vascular parts. Second, by sudden deprivation of blood, asphyxia,

occasioned by separation or occlusion of the nutrient vessels and the simul-

taneous removal of the periosteal blood-supply. Although the bone becomes

necrosed in each case, the appearance which it presents varies according to

the cause. Where the necrosis occurs from the first cause, the osseous tissue

is engorged with vascular elements, it is dark-colored, tlie medulla being of

chocolate hue, and the probe emits a dull note us it strikes against its outer

shell. Putridity is prone to ensue, and th^ odor can be subdued only by

removal of the mass of necrosed bone. Ultimately it assumes a dark-yellow

color, even when sheathed in the healthy unwounded tissues, and after ex-

posure by an opening rapidly turns black. The necrosis which occurs from

the second cause is quite different : the shaft is white, avascular, and emits a

clear ring under the probe. There is little if any fetor when first exposed,

and when present it is easily removed by free aseptic ablution. The analogy

to the moist and dry gangrene of the soft parts is (dear.

In dealing with acute periostitis it must ever be borne in mind that the

long bones receive blood from both the periosteum and the nutrient vessels,

the latter aftbrding tlie most direct and abundant supply. When the peri-

osteal blood is cut off from the diaphysis and the nutrient arteries remain

intact, total necrosis does not occur. Superficial necrosis may do so, in the

shape of exfoliations, tliough in many such cases the vitality of tlie bone is

completely preserved. Total necrosis occurs when from any cause the

nutrient vessels become occluded (thrombosis or embolism) or ruptured, and

when at the same time the periosteal blood-supply has been removed. In

the majority of cases of acute jwriostitis the nutrient vessels remain intact,

and only partial necrosis in the form of exfoliation occurs. In a minority

the nutrient vessels are destroyed : this generally occurs at a late stage of

the disease, by extension of the inflammatory action causing thrombosis or

softening.

It is desirable in any case of acute pubperiosteal inflammation to ascer~

tain whether the nutrient vessels remain intact. This may be done in either

of two ways. First, at the time of relieving by incision through the peri-

osteum the pent-up inflammatory exudation, the probe, or the finger where

possible, may be carefully inserte<l under the elevated periosteum to the posi-

tion where the main nutrient vessels enter the bone. If the fold of mem-
brane enclosing the vessels be found intact, it is clear that separation has

not occurred, and the probability is in favor of their lum-.n being patent.

Thromlwsis, however, may have occurred. Such an examination must be

carried out with the greatest gentleness, or the parts which ought to be

preserved may thereby he detached. The slower and safer metliod is to

observe the conduct of the denuded bone, which, though when first exposed

by the incision made for the relief of the inflammatory exudation it shows

an avascular, white, polished surface, yet, when the nutrient vessels are

preserved, after the lapse of a few days presents a blush of life, and soon
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after becomes roseate, the vessels sprii 'ng from the deeper layers ulti-

mately throwing out granulation-tissue, part of which forms a new perios-

teum. In the contrary case, wiiere the vessels, have become orehuled or

separated, the bone remains opaque white, gradually changing to a yellow-

ish neutral tint if the purulent secretion is allowed to decompose.

It is fortunate that iu the great majority of oases the nutrient vessels

are not destroyed, or that, when they a'-e, their destruction is consummatwl

only at a late period of the disease. When their destruction is ett'ecteil at

the outset and synchronously with the complete separption of the periosteum

by acute suppurative periostitis, and when both results are sudden and com-

plete, not only does total necrosis occur, but there may also be no boue-

reproductiou. When the process of the inflammation has been slower and

the osteoblasts have been j^oured out in great numbers from the Haversian

canals into the periosteum before the separation of the latter, or when those

already existing on the under layer of the periosteum are not subjected to a

destructive degree of inflammation, the reproduction of bone is assured,

even in total necrosis, the diajjhysis becoming buried in a peripheral layer

of new bone which grows inward as the necrosed bone becomes absorbed.

So that the consequences of this acute periostitis may be divided into three

groups : first, where there is no necrosis, or only superficial exfoliation

;

second, necrosis of the diaphysis, with complete subperiosteal restoration

of the shaft ; and, third, not only total necrosis, but also destructio'.i of the

osteoblasts in the periosteum, and consequent permanent ablation of the

bone.

Non-implication of Epiphyses of Joints.—The epiphysis seldom becomes

involved in the necrosis, and, when it does, the corresponding joint partici-

pates in the suppurative action, which often leads to destruction of the

articulation. The inflammation is then very acute. The .neighboring

joints are often affected with synovitis of a simple kind, which disappears

rapidly when the acute inflammation under the periosteum has subsided.

Pysemic involvement of the joints also occurs as a secondary effcHjt, and any

of the articulations may be involval. When pyaimia attacks the system,

the evidences of it will be looked for in the internal organs. Short of

pyoemia, serous effusions frequently occur into the pericardium and pleurae.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of acute diffuse periostitis and osteo-myelitis

is always serious. If permitted to run their course uninterruptedly, these

affections are generally fatal from systemic involvement. In forming a

prognosis an examination of the internal organs ought to be made for

evidences of pyaemia or septicaemia, which, if present, contribute greatly to

the gravity of the case. Pericarditis and albuminuria are serious com-

plications.

Regarding the local affection, though the bone be stripped of its peri-

osteum, yet if the nutrient vessels be sound the bone will probably live.

If both sources of blood-sapply l)e cut off, the bone will necrose, and

when the periosteum and the bone become necrosed there will be no new
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bone-fornation, and a defect in the continuity of the bone will result.

When, ho'.v^ever, such cases are seen at a very early period and pr.jiuptly

treated, much may be done to avert the moro serious couseiiuences both to

the life of the patient aud to that of the l)oue. In .iu.ne such cai-es the

malady has been actively treated by incision at a period when the in-

flammatory products, though containing pus, were chieriy composed of leu-

cocytes, afVer which uot only did the patient promptly recover, but the

localized affection also rai)idly disap[)eared, leaving no subsequent trace of

its presence except the linear cicatri(«2s made for its relief. There was not

even an appreciable thickening of the bone.

Treatment.—In acute suppurative periostitis free aseptic incisions

through the periosteum are to be made as soon as possible: first, to remove

the pus filled with micro-organisms, and so to prevent septicajmia and

pyasmia ; secondly, to allow the periosteum to fall into its normal position

relatively to the bono, and so to restore its functions ; thirdly, to diminish

the intense pain suhhred. After the free incisions have been made in

the long axis of the bone, an antiseptic douche ought to bo applied, in order

to clear away the whole of the subperiosteal pus, aud, if possible, to render

the parts aseptic. Dela) in freely incising the periosteum, while leeches

and fomentations are applied, means disaster. It is better even to err by

making the incision too soon than to make it too late. When all the pus

has been removed, antiseptic dressings ought to be applied.

As a rule, this proceeding is followed by a rai)id reduction in tempera-

ture when the case is distinctly local and when there is no osteo-myelitis

of a pronounced kind. When the temperature l:as not been greatly re-

duced within the first ibrty-eight hours, inquiry ought to be made logard-

ing the possible involvement of the lungs, heart, and kidneys, and also the

joints. If all these are free and the high temperature persists, in the

absence of pockets containing pus, there is a probability of osteo-myelitis,

which is generally accompanied by a dull aching pain in the bone. When
osteo-myelitis is present, the bone ought to be freely drilled, so as to expose

the medullaiy canal and permit the inflammatory products to escape. In

order to preserve the epiphysial cartilage and the epiphysis itself from

inflammatory invasion, which is apt to occur by extension from the pent-up

inflammatory products in the vicinity, the diaphysial extremities ought to

be perforated near to, but not involving, the epiphysial lines.

Afler the relief of tlij periostitis the exposed bone ought to be care-

fully protected, and occasionally closely scrutinized, with the object of

noting its behavior. As long as there are any signs of vitality it ought

to remain undisturbed. Even when appearances indicate the probable

death of the bone, this may be only partial and superficial, and while pre-

served aseptic it is well to allow it to remain until ' h bone be developed

in the vicinity of the old. Exfoliation and se(pieslra may form, and yet

there may be a considerable framework of bone left, sufficient to preserve

the continuity of the shaft. When it is evident that total necrosis has

II
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occurred, it is well to delay removing the bhaft for at least several weeks,

until a uev shell of bone has formed in the periosteum and until thtro has

been a line of granulation-tissue f'jrmed between the epiphyses and the

shaft, when the shaft mi ^ be levered out of itr position with the least

possible disturbance of the epiphysial extremities.

In those unfortunate Ci'sos wher^ the osteoblasts and the bone have

perished by the intensity of the inflammation, and no bone-reprotluction

takes place, after removal of the bone and the products of decomposition

it is best to allow the wound to heal, to restore the health of the patient,

and subsequently to build up a new bone from fresh osseous grafts. In

the mean time there may have been some slight osseou; reproduction from

the epiphyses, but, as a rule, this is so slight as not o be of practicjil

value. In order to prevent shortening of the limb until the grafting has

been completed, extension should be maintained, especially when the femur

or the humerus is involved.



LATERAL AND FUNCTIONAL CURVATURES
OF THE SPINE.

By V. P. GIBNEY, M.D.

Definition.—A deviation of the spinal column to one or the other side,

frci^uently accompanied with rotation of the bodies of the vertebra; on the

vertical axis, is what the profession generally undersfands by the term

lateral curvature of the spine.

The effort made by the patient to maintain a vertical bearing very early

converts a single curve into three, giving primary and compensating curves.

One seldom, therefore, finds less than a letter S, more or less perfectly

formed, as the shape which this deformity assumes.

Functional curvatures represent antero-posterior and lateral deviations,

with or without compensating curves. The rotation element in this class is

absent. The term functional is in this connection very nearly synonymous

with compensatory. The deviation depends upon the interference with

function in certain organs, and is remedied when the function is restored.

History.—Spinal curvature was divided by Hippocrates about the year

400 B.C. into cyphosis, lordosis, and scoliosis. Curiously enough, the latter

term is the most scientific at the present day. While references may be

found in the works of Ambroise Par6, 1650, and in those of Glisson about the

same time, nothing of special importance pertaining to this deformity is found

in medical or surgical writings until the beginning of the present century.

Rotation of a vertebi*a was first alluded to by M. Le Clercq in 1710.

This reference was in a work entitled "The Compleat Surgeon." In 1824,

Andrew Dodds, of London, developed this idea, and gave to lateral curva-

ture the name of rotated or contorted spine. In the same year Rogers

Harrison, in a work on " Deformities of the Spine and Chest," wrote as

follows :
" To conceive the cause of this extraordinary derangement it is

necessary to imagine that, in a well-marked curvature of the spinal column

continuing to sustain the weight of the bwly, the vertebrae of the middle

of that curvature are, in fact, in the same situation as if they were urged

by a direct and horizontal force on the side of the concavity towards that

of the convexity. In this impulsion the body of the vertebra, isolated in

its anterior and lateral parts, experiences no resistance, but the articular

processes are poM'erfully restrained by their reciprocal connection. The
1001
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transverse |)r()t'e88<'S find in their articulatiun with the tuberosities of tlic ril)s

a resistance to their deviation, which would be very weak on the part of an

isolatetl rib, but which l)ec;onie8 considerable by its union with the adjoining;

ribs. It results from this exposition that behind the central j)art of tiic

dorsal column there is efficiicious resistance to its lateral displacement, and,

conseijUently, the vertebra must necessarily turn on its axis to arrive at the

position which observation so fretpiently presents."

In presenting the history of the deformity under consideration, it ci-r-

tainly seems necessary to give space to this theory, and at the same time to

refer my readers to the ingenious contrivance of Dr. Judson presented to the

Academy of Medicine in 187G. Cuts ji' this device have been so often re-

produced that I take it for granted that all are familiar with its ai)pearance.

It consists simply of vertebra) placed in normal position over a ^exiblc

r<xl, of which the lower end is fastened to a boai-d and the upiKU* end passes

through a hole in a boaixl parallel to the lower board, pressure on the top

of this rod downward giving a deflection of the column to one or the other

side, which deflection is coui^^'ual with rotation.

The most exhaustive treatise on lateral curvature is by Mr. William

Adams, of London, the first edition of which was publishal in 1864. The

history of the suspension treatment dates as far back as 1G50, when CJlis-

sou's work " De Uachitide" was published. Glisson's swing was for many

years popular in Germany and England. It is not strange, therefore, tliat

this method should be revived from time to time. To the late J. K,

Mitchell, father of one of America's most distinguished physicians, we are

indebted for the introduction of the susjxnision treatment of spinal curvature

into this country.

Etiology.—The dorsal region is more frequently the seat oi deformity,

and the convexity, as a rule, is towards the right. A much smaller i)roi)or-

tion of cases present the primary deformity in the lumbar region, and a .still

smaller proportion in the cervico-dorsal : these are usually to the left. In

the Centralbkdt fur Chimrgie, No. !21, 1886, KoUiker, in an analysis of

seven hundred and twenty-one cases, found four hundred and sixty-six

single curves, three hundred and ninety-one of which were dorsal. Two

hundred and eight of this number had the convexity to the right, and cue

hundred and eighty-three to the left. There were two hundred and twenty-

two double curves, one hundred and seventy-two of which presented the

convexity to the right in the dorsal region, and to the left in the lumbar.

Without making an analysis of the cases that have come under my own

observation, I am fully prepared to accept the statistics of Kolliker as

reasonably accurate.

Sex seems to be a predisposing cause, as we find the deformity more

frequently in girls than in boys, the proportion being about four to one.

Ketch, of New York,^ found one hundred and eighty-nine females to forty

1 Medical Record, April 24, 1886.
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males, uiitl Kolliker, of Ixjiph'c, five liundred and seven^^y-sevca females to

one luuKlred and forty-four nialcs.

The above statiHticul rcloreiuvH kwl naturally to a consideration of

predisposing causes. The profession, in this country at least, is indebted

to Dr. Ketch for calling attention to the fiXKiuency with which curves are

seen in infants and young children. The genend inipression is that curves

develop most frecpiently l)etweeu the ages of eight or ten and fifteen years.

My own exjKirience coincides with this impression, although a certain pro-

l)nrtion develop in infancy. The (daira is made that mothers and nurses are

so defective in thoir powers of observation that many infiuitilt! curves are

overlooked. 1 am not satisfiwl that this is true. The mother, in my ex-

perience in both private and dispensary practice, is, as a rule, cpiite observant

ou this point. Occasionally, however, I have asked her how she hapiwned

to observe so alight a deviation in a baby, and the answer has been that

some relative or intimate friend of the family had such a curve, and in this

way her attention had lx;en directed to the subject. It is certainly gratifying

to the orthopajdic surgeon to find a more general interest, in both the medi-

cal and the lay mind, in deformities and joint-diseases. The result is that

many cases in their incipicncy come under treatment, so that our concern

is to prevent, rather than to correct, deformity. Age, therefore, is a pre-

disposing cause.

Congenital asymmetry is regarded by some Gernian authors as a pre-

disposing cause, yet this certainly lacks demonstration. Mus(!ular weakness,

which is so common in the wake of certain fevei-s, is one of the most promi-

nent of the predisposing causes.

So far as my own observation goes, rickets takes the leading place iu

the way of predisposition. Reasoning a prion, one can readily see how
important a cause this defect in nutrition may be. There is a lax con-

dition not only iu the soft parts, but also in the osseous. The Habbiness

of muscles, the laxity of ligaments, the epiphysial enlargement, and the

general lack of bony hardness render the child incapable of withstanding

the slighter traumatisms of infancy. When one considers the normal

symmetry of the spiaal column, how accurately the lamina of one vertebra

fits upon the lamina of another, and how essential it is to preserve this

synunetry during the period of development, it becomes all the more re-

markable that lateral curvature is not of more frequent occurrence. It

is hardly fair to assume that rickets is more prevalent now than formerly,

l)at it is fair to assume that it is more frequently recognized. The profes-

sion iu general has become so well informed on this subject that one no

longer looks for rickets among the poor alone, but finds it very frequently

among the upper walks of life. Any inequality, therefore, in the articular

facets of the vertebra will pralispose to lateral curvature ; this inequality

may be induced by position long maintained or by traumatism. A striking

analogy may be had in rachitic knock-knee and bow-leg. (See Fig. 1.)

Some writere ou this subject attach much importance to an inherited
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dinf!»e8iH, n« prcdiMposing to the deformity uiulor considciution : I do not

bt'lieve, however, timt diatlieHis j-' "s iiny important part. 1 am (|iiit('

willing to admit tliat an aecpiired (iia-

tlieHiw—or, rather, a cachexia pnuhictKl

l»y h)ng iUness or by poor hygi«'n('—duen

take an unportant plr.-e in the hnt of

predisposing '-uses. I wish here to

make a distinction hetween hereditary

diathesis and heredity. Jiy the lornur

is meant scrofnhi, or, to use a more mod-

ern term, tuberenK)sis, whiK- hy tlie htlter

is meant the transmission of a deforniilv

direct. Wc are all more or less familiar

with cases iM'cnrring in two or more mem-
bcre of a family while the mother or the

father also presents a similar deviation

from the normal. I have at present

under observation two danghters in one

family, one rf whom has a marked

rotary lateral curvature, the other a slight

one, while the mother hei*self i)reseut8 a

rotary curve in the lumbar region.

The exciting causes in the order of

their prominence are as follows : urujiil,

static, inflammatory, and neurotic. JJy

weight is understood the superincumbent weight of the body acting, by

reason of faulty attitude, iu a direction not in the line of the vertical axis.

Faulty positions in sitting or standing, that become habitual, are among the

most frequent conditions producing a curvature. One can readily see how a

boy or girl at school may assume tb.ese positions quite unconsciously because

of impaired health or lack of symmetry in the laminse or articular facets.

Before public attention was so forcibly calletl to scliool hygiene, the con-

struction of v'ne benches, chairs, and desks was so faulty that children were

oflen compelled to take awkward positions in order to secure rest. For-

tunately, in the more enlightened schools of the present day this necessity

seldom exists.

Another cause which may be jiroperly classed urder the weight theory

is vocation. By this is meant the more constant use of one side of the

body, supplemented by the employment of v. greater or less amour/ 1 of

strength. This, of course, develops the muscles of one side to excess, and

curvature becomes quite easy of production, especially when the predis-

posing cause exists. Afler ossification is complete, these vocation scolioses

are less apt to occur : hence the importance of a full knowledge of the

danger of requiring of children any prolonged occupation. (Fig. 2.)

By static is understood a cause which depends upon unequal length of

Rachitic scoliosis In a cnso of genu valKum.



Pnoxn. 1, Photo. 2.

Showiso Scoliosis from Shortkned Limb, Showing Pcoi.iosif conr.ECTED by Eq'tal-

IZING THE I'ELVIS.

1
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t\\6 lower extremities, or upon unequal functional power. Photos. 1 and 2

are from photographs of a patient now under treatment for disease of the

hip, third stage, with shortening. Photo. 1 shows the deformity as she

attempts to place both feet on the floor. Photo. 2 shows the deformity of

the spine corrected by bearing her weight on the left—the sound—limb.

(The bandage on the right limb was applied for the retention of adhesive

plaster, and is nothing pathological.) The pelvis itself may be oblique,

and hence the colur-'. above it is deflected even where the limbs are of

equal length, so that there is practically a crural asymmetry. Some writers

describe a curvature dependent upon this cause as incidental. In affections

Fio. 2.

Rachitic scoliosis to the left,

With cyphosis.

A case of torticollis showing cervico-dorsal

scoliosis.

of the hip where the function of the joint is for a long time impaired, we
sometimes find a curvature which is known as static.

Albert and Nicoladini have described cases of scoliosis that depend upon

sciatica, and we can readily understand how prolonged impairment of the

function of a limb thus affected could produce a lumbar deviation.

Among the inflammatory causes we have torticollis, cicatrices, and pleu-

ritic affections, notably empyema. In recording wry-neck as an inflamma-

tory condition, I desire to explain, as follows. Congenital torticollis is due,

as a rule, to a hsematoma of the sterno-cleido-mastoid, and about this blood-

tumor inflammatory changes take place, resulting in shortening of the muscle.

(Fig. 3.) In acquired torticollis, malaria and rheumatism figure most promi-

ueutly. I am quite willing to admit that the torticollis which results from

malarial poisoning is neurotic in character. Authorities differ somewhat as

to the looAlity of the lesion,—as to whether it is iu the nerve or in the
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I distinctly remember a curvature which developed as a result of myo-

sitis ossificans in a case that I presented to the Pathological Society many

years ago. (Fig. 5.) Among ilie inflammatory lesions which produce sco-

liosis may be mentioned cicatrices from burns, lacerated wounds, and old

sinuses.

The neurotic curve is not an infrequent one, and may be either akinetic

or hyperkinetic. In the former we have loss of power in the muscles, and

ordinary stimulants do not have any effect. In this instance the equilibrium

is not maintained, and the opposing muscles, of course, act without the

necessary restraint, and a curvature results. (Fig. 6.) Polio-myelitis is the

Fio. 6. FiQ. 7.

^\

High dorsal scoliosis I'rom inluntile cerebral
hemiplegia.

High dorsnl scoliosis to the left, dependent
upon paralysis resulting from polio-myelitis.

most common form of paralysis which belongs to the infantile period. The
curve dependent upon paralysis is usually lumbar, for the reason that the

groups most commonly affected are those having their (ittiichments to the

spinal column and one or the other of the lower limbs. Where the s.;oulder

group of muscles are involved, the curvature is naturally dorsal or cervico-

dorsal. (Figs. 7 and 8.) I have at present under observation a case of

paralysis of the transversal is and oblique (external and internal) caused by

III
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a polio-myelitis seen eighteen months ago, and the case is a lordosis confined

to the lumbar region. By reason of tlie lack of symmetry, the paralysis

of the muscles on the right side being more extensive than that of the

muscles on the left, the scoliotic curve was towards the left side. (Fig 9.)

Fio. 8.

High degree of scoliosis, with cyphosis, the

result of paralysis from poUo-myelitis.

Fig. 9.

Lordosis with slight scoliasis in a

case of paralysis of the transversalis

and oblique, resulting from polio-

myelitis.

The lack of muscular power is most beautifully shown when the child

cries.

In enumerating the causes, both predisposing and exciting, I may have

unwittingly passed over sjome of minor consideration ; but I am sure that

all of any practical value have been included.

Pathology.—Naturally, in going so fully into the etiology, much that

pertains to the pathology will of necessity be included. The distinction

between Pott's disease and lateral curvature is that in the one the osseous

changes are due to an osteitis, in the other they are due to mechanical press-

ure. It is seldom that any inflammatory changes are found in scoliosis.

The pain that is often an underlying feature is induced by pressure on

nerve-roots or on other sensitive structures. We find in a confirmed case

a specimen, which may be described as follows

:

General.—A rotation or twisting of the spinal column, producing not

only lateral but also antero-posterior curves, a distortion of the head and

neck, a prominence of one shoulder, a flattening of the ribs on one side, with

an increased curve on the other, an inequality of the thoracic cavities, a
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Fiu. 10.

slioi'tcning of the vertical diameter of the abdominal cavity, with overlapping

of the free ribs and the alajof the pelvis,—besides an alteration in shape of

the thoracic and abdominal viscera.

Special.—An amount of transverse rotation of one body on the othc",

proportionate to the severity of the case and to the locality of the deform-

ity ; a wedge-shaped apj)carance of the bodies of the vertebrae, the base of

the wedge being towards the convexity

;

an alteration in the transverse processes,

with a like change in the articuilar facets,

—this is best shown by a diagram I have

taken from Mr. Adams. This diagram

(Fig. 10) shows a slight deviation of the

ai)ice8 of the spinous processes, and the

altered relations of the transverse pro-

cesses ; a posterior projection of the angle

of the ribs on the concave, and a recession

of this angle on the convex side ; and a

diminution in the height of the spinal

column. Minor appciirii ces, of course,

are noted, but, pathologically speaking,

the changes above noted comjirise the most

important features. Some recent writers

maintain that an osteitis takes 2:)lace, and

that we have very nearly the same lesion

in a lateral curvature that we have in a

Pott's disease. Proof is wanting, how-

ever, for this, and for the present, at least,

in children, no authorities of any note can be quoted in confirmation of this

view. It is true that atrophy of bone takes place, and that contact of one

transverse process with another, by reason of the twisting and the deviation,

may produce a peripheral osteitis, and there may be osseous adhesions here

;

but these are all secondary to the original lateral curve, and cannot be con-

sidered as a pathological process in rotary curvature.

Clinical History and Diagnosis.—In the early years of child-life it

must be understood tliat certain signs are present, and that those can be

found on close examination. A child should be stripped quite naked, and

an observation for symmetry made with the patient standing, sitting, walk-

ing, and lying down. One can readily discover any discrepancy that may
exist on one or the other side of the body. This discrepancy is usually in

the form of a projection of the ribs backward and outward, a slight promi-

nence of the angle of the scai)ula on one or the other side, and a raising of

one shoulder, the child habitually carrying one shoulder higher than the

other. (Fig. 11.) These signs can be discovered, I say, quite early, and,

while the mother may overlook this, it occurs to me that mothers should be

taught this inspection of their children, who must continuously come under

Vol. III.—64
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their observation while bathing tliem, A further sign is some irregularity

of the sternum, either a " pigeon-breast" or a " biixl's nest." The costal car-

tilages below the ribs may be irregular. These changes in front are sujj-

gestive, to say the least, and indicate, as we know, a rachitic cachexia. One
will at this period look in vain for any deviation of the spinal column to

the right or to the left : this is a later sign. Comparative measurements of

the two sides of the chest will reveal

an ineqnality,—slight, but still pres-

ent.

More prominent signs are for.iul

as the child is older,—in fact, as tlu'

child appr()a(;hes the age. of adoles-

cence,—and I am sure I shall he

pardoned for giving these signs as

they may be found in early life.

They are as follows.

There is an apparent obliquity

of the pelvis,—a depression of the

ilio-costal space on one side, with ob-

literation or partial obliteration of

this space on the other ; the free I'ibs

approximate the crest of the ilium

;

the chest-walls may be apparently a

little large, or may form a ridge in a

vertical line, instead of presenting

the ronndetl appearance of health

;

the spinal colnmn itself has the shape

of a letter S, more or less exaggerated ; the sj^inous processes are conspicu-

ous in certain regions and hidden in others ; the erector spina; muscles, and

other muscles intimately associated with the spinous and transverse processes,

show a ridge-like prominence on the side of the convexity. The scapula;

are very uneven, the one on the convex or bulging side projecting forward

and backward rather, giving the name of "angel's wing," while the one

on the concave side hugs the chest-walls closely, and its lower angle looks

forward rather than backward, and approximates the vertical line ; the

muscles running from the head to the shoulder show prominence on one

side, dependent altogether upon the locality of the curve ; and the manmia;

are unequal in size, the one on the concave side being usually the smaller.

(Figs. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16.)

In addition to all this, there may be much pain in the back. In females

very often there is a sensitive spine, such as one finds in hysterical subjects.

There may also be intercostal neuralgia. If the patient be made to bend

forward, with limbs parallel and knees extended, bending chiefly at the

waist, the rotation can be distinctly seen. (Fig. 17.) In slight cases a rota-

tion can be observed in this way. At the point of distortion the spinous

Early stage of scoliosis In a small child.
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Fio. 12.

High dorsal scoliosis to the right.

Fig. 14.

FiQ. 13.

High dorsal scoliosis to the left.

Fig. 15.

Lumbar scoliosis to the right, with com-

pensating curve in dorsal region to the left.

The most common form of scoliosis,—dorsal to the

righ:
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proccBHes can with difficulty be recognized. The meaning of this is obvious.

One can readily see how a twist in the bodies of the vcrtebrce will deflect

the tips of the processes to one side, and thus render them inconspicuous.

Pio. 16. Pio. 17.

Dorsal scoliosis to the left In a boy.

A case of right dorsal scoliosis, the patient bend-

ing forward to show the amount of rotation.

Such are the signs and .symptoms

observed in the case of lateral curva-

ture of the spine. With a knowledge

of these facts one can readily make a

diagnosis very early in the affection

;

and, as the science of medicine progresses, the duty of the physician to

recognize diseases early, before the stage of deformity comes on, cannot be

too strongly emphasized.

Treatment.—In discussing the treatment of cui atures of the spine,

regaled must be had to the age of the patient, to the intelligence of the

parents, and to the stage at which the deformity comes under surgical ob-

servation. In very young children—infants, in fact—I do not often find it

necessary to apply apparatus. The mother's hands can be made to serve a

useful purpose in correcting a slight amount of deformity at this period of

life, and, if one instruct her how to press upon the convex side from behind

forward, and upon the concave side from before backward, a pretty fair

amount of rotation in the opposite direction can thus be induced. This pro-

cedure should be re])eatcd several times during the day ; and, in the second

place, a position should be taught by which the child will get the weiglit

of its head and lower extremities acting against a fulcrum of some kind at

the point of greatest deformity. Thus, the mother or nurse can be taught

to seesaw the child, as it were, with the hand, when holding it, and when

lying down a hard pillow can be placed under its side. In other words,

teach tlie mother the principles of treatment, tell her just what you hope to

accomplish thereby, and enlist her fullest co-operation. Her sympathy and

her attention yon are sure to enlist. If evidences of rickets be present,

treat this condition by appropriate remedies, such as cod-liver oil, sto-
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machics, and phosphates. The nutrition of the child, of course, must l)e

iinprovecl. If much deformity exists, then a very simple form of apparatus,

consisting of a brace made so that pressure will come on the convex side,

can be cm^^loycd.

After using various forms of appliance, I am convinced that the brace

known as the Knight brace, used by Dr. Jomes Knight for many years at

the Hospital for the Ruptured and

Crippled, serves the best purpose.

The adjustment of the appliance, of

course, is all-important. It should

be made of light steel, the bars

sliould lit the body, and all un-

necessary upholstering should be

omitted. This apparatus is fig-

ured here (Fig. 18), and has the

advantages of being light, open ex-

cept where pressure is needed, and

inexpensive. If one attempts, how-

ever, to fit the child to the brace,

rather than the brace i:o the child,

success will surely be wanting.

I have had no experience with

the Shaffer brace in very young

children, but can readily see how
this could be so adjusted that the

deformity would be corrected. I

regret that I am not able to present a cut of this apparatus. It consists

of two bars arranged like the blades of a pair of scissors, the joint being

placed just over the lumbo-sacral spine. One of the long arms carries a

pad or plate which makes pressure over the ribs of the convex side, the

other an axillary crutch which is held in position by a strap of webbing

passing from the front of the shoulder backward to the pad just mentioned.

The handles of the scissors, so to speak, are secured to the jielvis by web-

bing, which passes from behind around over the front, and a buckle serves

to separate the handle, thus increasing the pressure over the projecting ribs.

The Barwell dressing could also be used with advantage in the lateral

curvature of infants. My own experience with this dressing is confined to

adolescent cases. With the aid of a dress-maker, a well-fitting appliance

can be constructed, as shown in Fig. 19. The figures on the following page

(Figs. 19-22) I have taken from Mr. Barwell's article on "Lateral Curva-

ture of the Spine," published in the Lancet for August 13, 1887, pp. 302

and 303. The two sets of illustrations appear almost identical at first

glance, but Figs. 21 and 22 have, Mr. Barwell claims, a very different action,

and this bandage is to be employed when rotation is strongly marked.

However useful a plaster-of-Paris corset may be in adults or in adoles-

Tho Kulght brace for lateral curvature.
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SHOWIN(i THE USE OF SkI.F SUSPENSION, THE
Patient being in the Swing.

The Same Patient without Self-Sus-

pension.
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cence, one Hcldoin tliiiikH of cmphtying it iu very young eliildren. Indeed,

the consensuB of" ortliopti'dic opinion to-day in ugainHt tlie use of tlie corset,

except in <'u«e8 wiiere gynniuntit^ exereises are impracticable. This reniuik

holds good with re8|K'ct to all plastic appliances, sucii as lelt, leather, raw-hide,

tripolith, etc. In chihlriin under eight years of age a jacket is sometimes a

necessity,—so many, 1 find, are hard to manage in a gymnastic class. These

children rccpiire an extra amount of drilling,—individual drilling,—and

liome co-operation is seldom available : so that my practice is to put thesis

cases, as a rule, in either a plaster-of-Paris corset or a steel brace, described

above.

I have Introducxxl Photos. 3 and 4 iu order to show just what can bo

accomplished by self-suspension, and the query would naturally arise in the

mind of the reader, why not employ this method of treatment? The re{)ly

is that the improvetl position can be retained very easily in the pluster-of-

I'aris corset, but as soon as the corset is removwl the detbrmity r(!CHrs, and

in an exaggerated form, because the muscles are weakencid mt)re or less by

the use of the jacket ; and it so happens that this special case did liiil to

improve, and the deformity became more marked while she was under this

plan of trejvtment.

Much can be done by instructing the parents in the kind of chairs to

use at home, or a special chair for the child can be constructed, with one

side a little higher than the other, so as to force the child to sit iu a position

that will correct the deformity. Often an ine([uality in the lower limbs, not

appreciable by measurement, can be corrected by raising the sole of the shoe,

or even the heel. One is so prone to measure the limbs with a tape-measure,

and then say there is no occasion for a high sh(M3, because he finds no actual

difference; but the pelvis is very often tilted, and by raising the limb iu

the vertical axis the pelvis is placed in a horizontal plane, and the de-

formity is corrected. Sometimes by raising the pelvis still higher the same

result is attained. All these means can be employed with great advantage.

The treatment by medical gymnastics is gaining ground, and is certainly

.'orthy of commendation. We are indebted to Sweden for the develop-

ment of this method of treatment, and uo city is without a number of pro-

fessors in so-called mecano-tMrapie, For two or three years I have, in

general, adopted the formulai of Mr. Bernard Roth, of I^ondon, but have

modified my exei'cises in accordance with what seemed to be the indications

of the case. I find it necessaiv, as he states, to superintend this treatment

and the necessity for drilling is just as important here as in any other study.

As a matter of routine I generally prescribe the fijUowing exercises.

1. Respiratory.—This consists in taking a deep breath, holding the

breath as long as possible, and then gradually exhaling. The inhalation is

made with the mouth closed, the exlialatJon with the mouth open. The

shoulders must be thrown well back, the palms of the hands looking for-

ward, and the body as nearly erect as possible. It is needless to say that all

tight clothing about the neck must be removed. From three to five deep
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breaths iu succession are taken, the patient standing. This exercise is

repeated with the arms extended above the head, shoulders thrown back

]^)alms forward, the same number of times.

2. Head Rotation.—With tlie shoulders thrown well back, arms by the

side, and palms looking forward, the i)atient rotates the head from side to

side to the fullest extent, and at the same time employs as much force iu the

act as possible. Twenty times for this movement.

3. Lateral Flexion of Head.—Same position as in above, with head

flexed from side to side without raising the shoulders. Twenty times for

this movement.

4. Circumduction of Arms.—As complete circumduction as possible,

shoulders well thrown back, forearms extended. From ten to twenty times.

5. Leg and Thigh Circumduction.—This is a circumduction of the right

lower limb, leg fully extended, motion at the hip, the patient lying prone on

a hard table, pelvis near the end. Five or six rotations each way, right and

lefl. Then have the patient lie on the back and execute the same movement

five or six times each way.

6. " Pugilistic."—This is a name I have given the exercise which is

described as follows. The patient stands erect, shoulders well thrown back,

forearms extended on arms and the whole limb extended forward at a right

angle with the body, palm of hand looking upward ; clinch fist, flex forc-

" vigorously on arm, which falls to the side of the body, extend again in

first position, flex again as before, extend arm from the side with forearm

fully extended, bring arm and forearm down to the side of the body, palm

still looking forward. Let the patien» count five for this movement, and

execute the whole exexx^ise from seven to ten times.

7. Thigh Hyperextension.—The patient, lying prone on a table, hyjjer-

extends the thisrh, with leg fully extended, brings it down to the table again,

up, and so on until this is done t^n times. In order to hyperextend the

thigh slowly and thus get a better action of the erector spinte muscles, it is

well to have the patient count five slowly while hyperextending, and five while

bringing the limb down to the table. After a few days a sand-bag weigh-

ing from three to five pounds may be thrown over the leg near the ankle.

8. The Key-Notc Exercise —This consists in extending the forearm and

arm of the concave side well above the head, while the other arm and

forearm are extended from the side in alxluction at a right angle with the

body. Then let the patient proceed to rotate the arm extendetl above the

head, from the shoulder, counting one while a complete revolution is made.

This can be do le ten times.

9. Trunk Resisting.—This is as follows. The patient stands at the end

of a table or against a bar the height of which corresponds to the distance

from the pelvis to the floor. The shoulders are thrown well back. The sur-

geon then, with his hand pressing nj^inst the convex portion of the chest

posteriorly, and pressing against the back of the patient's hwls to prevent

slipping, pushes the patient forward over the table or bar, while the patient
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offers resistance and counts five. Then the patient attempts to bring him-

self to an erect position, with the surgeon's hand resisting. This is done

five or six times.

10. The Diving Movemant.—The i>ationt lies prone on a table, with the

whole body extending over the end, while the surgeon or attendant grasps

tiie legs in order to hold the patient on the table. Then, with the forearms

folded over the back, the patient bonds slowly down towaixls the flooi*,

counting five during the act, then brings the body up to a line with the

table, and so on, going through this movement from five to eight times,

according to circumstances.

11. Head Resistance.—The patient stands erect, with the arms and fore-

arms extended from the body towards the front, pressing the hands against

the wall, while the surgeon with his hand pressing against the back of the

head attempts passively to flex the head on the chest, the patient resisting

and counting five. Then the patient brings the head up in extension while

tlie surgeon's hand resists, counting five at the same time. This exercise

can be repeated half a dozen times.

12. The Four Count.—Body erect, hands grasi)ing dumb-bells, chest

forward, hips back, shoulders well thrown back, chin drawn in. Fii-st,

bring the arms up and forward from the side of the body to a right angle

with the body ; second, throw the arms outward, still at a right angle with

the body ; third, bring the arms downward and backward to strike the little-

fiugcr ends of the bells ; fourth, a second strike.

13. Anvil Chorus.—Same position as in the above, with dumb-bells,

arms in position of No. 4 as above. Strike alternately thumb ends and

little-finger ends of dumb-bells, counting one for each.

14. Wand Movement.—Position, arms by the side of the body, grasping

the wand with each hand. First, throw the arms above the head, taking care

to have the wand parallel with the horizontal plane of the body ; second,

with the pelvis and limbs fixed, by voluntary effort rotate the trunk on the

pelvis to the side opposite the convexity ; third, back to second position

;

fourth, down to the side of the body. This movement is especially goixl

for the rotation.

15. Deltoid Movement.—With dumb-bells in the hands, raise the fore-

aims from the side of thv3 body to the highest possible extent; then down,

counting one, two.

I am indebted to Dr. B. E. McKenzie, of Toronto, for these last four

exercises.

The above list comprises all that are really necessary, and <.s ti^e patient

gains in strength dumb-bells may be em})loye<l in most of the arm move-

ments. I am convinced that light dumb-bells are much better than heavier

ones, and the latter should not be allowed. I am using now half-pound and

one-pound wooden bells. It is quite possible that the surgeon may see

other exercises that will apply better to individual cases, and may find

self-suspension necessary if the curve is high. At least one hour should
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be devoted to this list, giving the patient an)ple time to rest between

the movements. The object in having the patient count is to avoid any

over-exercise and to give the surgeon some idea as to the tax upon his

patient's strength. As already indicated, it is necessary to have the patient

thoroughly drilled in these medical gymnastics, and after these are thor-

oughly learned a home prescription may be given, which ^^n be followed

very faithfully if the mother or nurse will assist.

Any one who will consult Mr. Bernard Roth's recent work on " Lateral

Curvature," published in 1889 by H. K. Lewis, of Loudon, will find on

the earlier patjes some excellent illustrations of faulty attitudes corrected by

the patient's own efforts. These illustrations aiQ eei*tainly helpful, and

would be inserted here but for the fact that they represent an adult patient

and are consetpiently unsuitcnl for a work on diseases of children.

So far as my own observation goes in this method of treatment, I have

become convinced of its utility. Just how much good it accomplishes, how
much improvement can be noted, it is difficult to measure.

This brings me to a considcmtion of appliances for recording the amount

of deviation as well as of rotation. While I have employed many forms,

I am convinced that for the general practitioner nothing is better than a

rough drawing made at the time he takes charge of the case, supplemented

by notes as to the position of the angles of the scapulae, the chest-expansiou,

the amount of lateral deviation roughly estimated, and the attitude of the

patient. The skoliosometer, at best, is a complicated instrument, requiring

nice adjustment, and it is seldom that two observers can make the same

observations. This is unfortunate, yet nevertheless true.

Prognosis.—Practically a cure can be expected in a case wherein the

osseous deformity is slight or absent. Where the osseous changes are pro-

nounced, the deformity may be lessened but not completely corrected. Tlie

patient can cultivate x better habit in standing and sitting, and will become

strong enough to maintain this improved posture without apparatus.

In order to secure the best results, the exercises must be continued daily

for from two to three months under the supervision of the surgeon, and f'^

a year subsequently at home. Often it is necessary to extend this time, and

for this reason an occasional observation is necessary.

In cases where the deformity is extreme and where it is impracticable to

carry out any system of gymnastics, a plaster corset or a steel brace will be

found of great advantage in the relief it affords. With the more violent

forms of treatment, such as that advocated by Lorenz and Beely, I have

had no practical experience. In studying the literature of the subject I find

little in these rougher methods to commend.



POTT'S DISEASE.

By a. SYDNEY ROBERTS, M.D.

Definition.—Pott's disease of the spine, so called from the accurate,

although not the first, description of caries of the vertebrae, by Per-

cival Pott in 1779, is a lesion of the vertebral bodies or intervertebral

disks, characterized by inflammatory changes, progressive in character, and

ending in total or partial destruction of the parts involved, usually termi-

nating in ankylosis more or less complete, with the characteristic posterior

deformity.

Synonymes.—Posterior curvature, Angular curvature, Spinal arthritis

or osteitis ; Greek, Kyphosis ; French, Mal-de-Pott, Cyphose ; German,

Spitzbuckel. The objection to most of these terms is that they express

either a pathological condition or a result of the disease, in no wise making

clear or improving the conception of the trouble. It would thus seem well

to retain the commonly-accepted name of Pott's disease. If any scientific

term were to be adopted. Spondylitis would be the least open to objection.

ETIOLOGY.

Pott'o disease is essentially a disease of childhood, although not entirely

limited to this period of life, it having been found in the foetus, in extreme

infancy, i'l middle age, and in very old people. As a rule, however, it is

most ofle.i found between the ages of three and fourteen years. Sex exerts

no special influence in its production, although those who believe only in

the traumatic origin of the disease speak of its more frequent occurrence

in males, from their presumed greater liability to injuries.

In a general consideration of the etiology of Pott's disease it will be

well to divide the subject into

—

1. ExcUing causes,—traumatisms and fevers.

2. Diathetic causes,—tubercle, scrofula, rheumatism, syphilis, etc.

Excitingr Causes.—In the question of causation of Pott's disease,

injxiry occupies so important a place in the minds of both the profession

and '\q laity that a brief discussion of its significance as a causative factor

niay not be amiss in this connection.

In almost all cases presented for examination, the information is usually

volunteered that the patient has receive<l a blow or a fall. A more careful
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certain marked tendencies to skiu-affections, glandular enlargements, and

bone-disoase.

Tubercle at the present day plays so important a rdle in its etiological

relation to bone-inflammations of the chronic type, and is of such conse-

quence, that a detailed discussion would hardly be in place here. For a

complete description the reader is referred to the article on tuberculosis, in

another section of this work.

Syphilis and rheumatism may at times be diathetic conditions productive

of Pott's disease, but as yet no direct evidences have been collected concern-

ing these conditions and their manifestations in the malady under discussion.

Fig. 1.

PATHOLOGY.

Pathologically it may be well here to regard the lesions found in Pott's

disease as identical with the changes found in other bone-structures in which

there is tubercular caries. This is destructive in

character, and may be confined to a single vertebra

or may involve several. (Fig. 1.)

It is in many cases attended or limited by the

occurrence of a rarefying osteitis. In the strumous

ibnn of rarefying osteitis the first step in the process

of inflammation is that of congestion, the bone ap-

pearing as if blood were extravasated throughout

its structure ; secondly there is the formation of

granulation-tissue ; and lastly there occurs a degen-

eration and softening of the new formations, with

purulent exudations and absorption of bone-tra-

beculae. Now the bone-corpuscles undergo fatty

degeneration, and are presently destroyal, and, owing

to strangulation of the vessels, caseation of the in-

flammatory products results. When the disease is

rapid, the cancellous spaces and Haversian canals

are filled with pus. The process, being a strumous

or tubercular one, differs from simple traumatic

rarefying osteitis, arising, as it does, from an internal or constitutional

cause, or from such local irritation that a slight injury would bring it into

activity. Even such injury is not necessary to provoke this strumous or

tubercular caries, it often arising from no appreciable cause. A peculiar

feature of this caries is its limitation to spongy bone-tissue, it rarely affect-

ing the transverse, articular, or spinous processes primarily. (Fig. 2.)

Again, this degenerative process assumes different degrees of intensity,

being in sone cases superficial, involving only a portion of the anterior sur-

faces of the vertebrae, while in other cases it not only excavates the body

of the vertebrae, but also attacks the intervertebi-al fibro-cartilages and the

adjacent soft parts, giving rise to abscess. (Fig. 3.) Not infrequently the

Showing extensive erosion

of doreolumbar vertebrse.
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abscess is confined within the bone, the exudation becoming purulent, the

granulation-tissue breaking down, the pus and dtbi-is collecting into an

Fia. 3.

Fig. 2.

^^

Erosion of lumbar spine, popliteal abscess,

without deformity.

Characteristic "hunchback" deformity.

Fio. 4.

abscess-cavity, and the walls of the abscess being composed of the inflamed

disintegrating bone and lined by caseous pus.

It oftener happens that in rarefying oste-

itis the bone is absorbed in such a mauiier

that an island of osseous substance is separated

from the rest by a belt of granulation-tissue

and dies, giving rise to the caries neci'otica,

but if it retains its vascular connection it

forms a living sequestrum. AVhile the bodies

of the vertebrsB are being absorbed, osteo-

plastic or protective osteitis takes place about

the neural arches, being a conservative action,

preventing by sudden dislocation a crushing

of the spinal cord. (Fig. 4.)

A. class of cases were first described by

Brodie in which no suppuration took i)lace,

and these have at a more recent period been

designated as drv caries, or caries sicca. They

are identical with the so-called " osteitis fun-

gosa" (Billroth), and are characterized by

the presence of interstitial granulation-tissue

growing throughout the bone. Here the granulation-tissue fills the Haver-

sian canals and medullary spaces, and insidiously eats its way into the bony

Mnrked angular curvature, resulting

in compression, myelitis, and para-

plegia.
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meshes. lu this class of cases the granulation-tissue may undergo fatty

degeneration and caseation without suijpuration.

It will be readily seen that the foregoing condition differs widely from

the simple rarefying osteitis, or caries, the result of injury, there being in

the latter no underlying vice of the system. In this class of cases we have

first a simple dilatation ot the blood-vessels, followed by a pouring out of

liquor sanguinis and leucocytes. In many cases the process stops at this

point, and, the inflammation suosiding, resolution takes ])lace, the parts

returning to their normal contour. This limited caries undoubtedly ex-

plains the rapid recovery of many cases of so-called spondylitis following

traumatism, and may also happen when Pott's disease follows one of the

exanthemata, the patient being of sound constitution at the time.

SYMPTOMATOLOGY. .

Before attempting to enter into a complete description of the symptoms

as met with in the different regions of the spine in a case of Pott's disease,

some general consideration ( »f the different stages is of importance, and of

these we will begin with the stage of invasion.

In the vast majority of cases the general health of the patient has been

for a greater or lesser time below the normal standard. Even without any

tubercular or strumous history or appearance that is marked, there is a con-

dition present best expressed by the comprehensive term malaise. A child

shows indifference to its surroundings, its usual occupations or enjoyments,

and presents a listless, dejected appearance. It is easily tired and irritable,

and appears sick. The appetite, previously good, becomes affected ; the

child loses flesh, and the skin assumes an appearance very different from the

clear look of perfect health. The muscular tissues often become flabby, and

the total appearaiice of the patient indicates that it is affected by some in-

sidious potent malady.

Here we have the condition met with in many bone-diseases, especially

where the epiphyses are principally affected, the so-called " incipient stage,"

or, as it has been otherwise designated, the " pre-tubercular" or " vulner-

able" condition. This stage often escapes detection, the symptoms rarely

being connected with the disease, and their importance being frequently

overlooked. These symptoms indicate the existence of a period, and * .leir

correct interpretation at this time is of the utmost importance as regaras the

ultimate result of the case, this being the most favorable time to avert an

increase of inflammation and prevent deformity.

Stage of Pain.—Succeeding the rather general disturbance just de-

scribetl, we come to a period the most important symptom of which is pain.

The j^ain of Pott's disease varies greatly in character and extent, and its

location is always dependent on the site of the inflammation.

It will be well in this connection to say a few words regarding the

commonly-accepted idea that the pain of caries of the spine is always to be

found posteriorly localized at the seat of the disease as manifested by the de-
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formity. Much importance in making an examination of the spine has boon

attached to the recognition of this local pain, by means of hot sponges and
other substances passed along the spinal column. Nothing could be mure
fallacious, experience showing that the pain of Pott's disease is referred to

the posterior portion of the spine only in very rare instances.

The pain of Pott's disease is, as a rule, subacute, varying greatly in

character and in degree, in many rases being intermittent, at other times

being describetl as lancinating and intense. There is a marked relaticju Ix}-

tween the rapidity and extent of the inflammation and the amount of pain.

Its location may be tersely stated as following the general law that pain

which is the result of nerve-irritation is reflected to its periphery. Tims, it

is often found below the seat of the disease and anteriorly (gastralgia), but

rarely above it, the exception occurring in some cases of cervical caries. As
a rule, the pain is worse in the earlier stages and at night, and is aggravated

by motion and jjositioii. Cases have been recorded, however, where pain

has been entirely absent through the whole course of the disease.

Stage of Muscular Rigidity.—We next meet with a condition of the

muscles which is of importance in both diagnosis and prognosis. This is a

state of spasm or rigidity, and is sui)posed to be due to reflex irritation of

the nerves supplying the diseased bone. Its i)resence is regarded as pathog-

nomonic of osteitis. Here, as in all the large articulations, whore tlic con-

dition of the muscles is constantly found asscwiated with joint-disease, its

function would seem to be an attempt to mobilize the part, and is nature's

effort to bring about this end. It is an early sign, sometimes appearing

even before ])ain is complained of, and continues to a very late stage of the

disease. This constitutes at times the only available symptom, and is at all

times of the greatest practical imj)ortauce in diagnosis when properly inter-

preted. It is not to be confounded with the bony rigidity found at a late

period of the malady, the result of partial or complete ankylosis. Tiiis

reflex muscular spasm is unique in character, and its study in connection

with chronic bone-disease shows peculiarities not found in other conditions.

It is an unyielding tetanoid spasm, present day and night, being, so to spoak,

forever on guard to jirevent any injury to the diseased part. It yields only

to complete ansesthesia, ordinary doses of opium or chloral not affecting it.

Accompanying this spastic condition of the muscles, the result of nerve-

irritation, we also have a specific atrophy, reflex in character, and noticeable

at times in Pott's disease where the muscles are well developed, especially

in the erector spinte group, and progressing in direct ratio as the disease

advances. This symptom is not always so easy to determine in Pott's dis-

ease as in other articulations, located more specifically, but is undoubtedly

always present.

Stage of Deformity.—Although, rationally considered, the deformity

of spondylitis takes place at a later period than the stages already men-

tioned, it is by no means unusual, especially in public practice, for it to be the

first symptom of sufficient importance to attract the attention of the parents
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or friends to the patient, or deemal worthy of the care of the surgeon.

This projection backward of one or more spinous processes is identiaU with

that period already mentionwl when speaking of pathoh)gy, where there is

a breaking down of tiie vertebral bodies forming the anterior sup|«»rt of

the spine. The superimnmibent weight falling on the weakened support

iiicrea-ses the projection, causes abncirmal pressure on the curious and weak-

oiiwl vertebne in their changed direction, and alters the normal curves of

the spinal column. Where the carious prot^ess is rapid and extensive, the

amount of deformity will be ])roportionately large, and sharp or gradual

iiccoixiing to the amount of disease })resent. Where the long gradual curve

is present, it shows a large area of inflammation, but not necessarily a rapid

one. On the contrary, where only one or two vertebne are involved in the

carious process, the deformity is sharper and well defined. In the cervical

and lumbar regions determination of the amount of disease by the appear-

ance of the deformity is entirely unreliable, the deformity in these situa-

tions, owing to the anatomical position and construction of the vertebne,

rarely attaining the proportions found esjK'cially in the mid-dorsal spine.

By some authors it is held that the shape of the curvature establishes the

.suppurative or non-suppurative character of the lesion. Thus, it has been

maintained that canes sicca fretpiently involves a number of the vertebra;

primarily, the resulting projection partaking more of the character of a true

curvature, while but few vertebrae or only a single one are involved in the

acute suppurative variety, giving rise to the sharp, angular deformity.

Stage of Abscess.—Among the most common of the consequences of

caries of the spine is the formation of abscesses, which during their forma-

tion and course give rise to im[)ortant symptoms. While these, as a rule,

are more frequently met with in the later periods of the disease, the patient

is at no time exempt from them, and they may occur at the earliest time,

even before deformity is visible. Again, some cases run their entire course

without the appearance of an abscess, while in other cases abscesses have

been detected, which have disappearetl without opening or giving rise to

auy marked disturbance. These collections of pus, coming from the carious

foci, follow the general rule of the least resistance, and in their passage

important parts and organs are protected by the fasciaj. It may be stated

that they open at some distance from the point of origin, and according to

the site of the lesion. The most common situation for the formation of

these abscesses may be broadly stated to be found in connection with caries

of the dorso-lumbar region. The dorsal abscesses find their way beneath

the ligamentum arcuatum into the sheath of the psoas muscle, and are

guided by the attachment of the sheath of this muscle under Poupart's

ligament and into Scarpa's triangle, where they most commonly open and

discharge their contents. Caries of the lower lumbar spine gives rise to the

so-called lumbar or gluteal abscess. This has its normal outlet through the

great sacro-sciatic notch, and most often points at the lower border of the

gluteus raaximus. Sometimes these lumbar abscesses appear posteriorly,

Vol. III.—e5 m-'
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havinj; pcrforatod tho quadriceps lumhorum, and make tlieir ap|H'nranee at

or about tlie seat of disease. In caries of" the upper or (^srvieo- dorsal ver-

tebrte abscesses jiass in front of or behind the 8t<!rno-niastoid, or into tiic

posterior wall of the pharynx, where they are known as retro-i '••vrynfrcnj

abscesses. Again, they may be found in the thorax, forming a m .oiinaj

abscess, and discharge into the trachea, bronchi, or a>so{)hagus, or at some

external point.

While we have, for the convenience of the reader, given the usual course

pursued by these spinal abscesses, it is not to Ixj understood that they all

follow these metluMlicid directions. Indeed, their course is subject to tho

great(>st vagaries. Thus, we have records of cases where the abscesses

oiKined at vari(jU3 abnormal positions,—in the mouth, lungs, bronchi, stom-

ach, intestines, bladder, and rectum, or in external parts remote from the

site of formation. A remarkable circumstance in connection with the coui-se

of abscesses connected with- spinal caries is the very rare occurrence of a fiital

termination directly traceable to them. We have, however, already spoken

of the protection afforded to important adjacent parts and organs by tiie

fascite along which the abscess passes.

As a rule, not much disturbance of a general nature is experiencwl during

the development and course of an abscess. The patient may have an ex-

acerbation of evening temperature, with slight chilliness and perspiration.

Pain is slightly increased, the latter ceasing, however, as the pus reaches an

external situation, or where inflammation does not occur in the sac itself.

The abscess may, however, occasioi) much local disturbance, according to its

location and size. In retro-pharyngeal abscess dysphagia and suffocative

attacks may be experienced, and when it opens into the bronchi there is

an expectoration of pus, attended by extreme dyspnoea and collapse. All

the reported cases of rupture into the peritoneum and large blood-vessols

have terminatal fatally. Abscesses may remain stationary for a long time,

and, especially in children, give rise to very little disturbance of function or

of the general health. Occasionally they are, under careful mechanical

treatment, absorbed ; but, as a rule, they steadily increase in size and finally

rupture.

Stage of Paraplegia.—It so often happens in disease of the lower

cervical and upper dorsal region that we meet with paraplegia of the lower

extremities that, while it cannot pei'haps be considered as strictly a distinct

stage of Pott's disease, it is still of sufficient importance to demand separate

description. This paraplegia, which generally involves only the motor

functions of the cord, has been usually believed to be the result of a com-

pression-myelitis, and, while pathologically jiartaking rather of the charac-

teristics of a pachymeningitis or meningo-myelitis, gives rise to such symp-

toms as would ordinarily result from a myelitis due to pressure, either from

inflammatory products or abscess. Its onset is marked by a gradual diminu-

tion in the strength of the parts affected, until eventually there is complete

loss of power, but usually little disturbance of sensation. All the reflexes
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are increased, an indeed they are very early, and at times it is possible to

[)rogno8tioatc the approach of the paraplej^ic condition by this exagj^eration

oi" the patellar tendon and otln^r rcHexes. Mnscles which are the seat of

paraplegia be(H)ine rigid and tense, and at times markinl clonns is easily pro-

iliiced, while at a later periixJ, where th(' para[)i('gia has exisietl a long time,

pcrnuuKuit contracture may result. The paraplegia of I'ott's disease is a

bilateral atfection, and, as before stated, usually involves the lower extremi-

ties. In rare cases of dorsal caries, more frwpiently of upper cervical, the

tipper extremities may be involved. The functions of the recrtinn and blad-

der are rarely disturbed, and there is little interftu'ence with the general

nutrition of the patient, atroj)hy taking i)lace only in the paraplegic parts.

Indeed, it not infreciuently happens that many of these patients gain flesh,

probably from their forced (H)nfinement in one position. Recovery is oft(m

spontaneous, and seems to be the natural tendency of this form of para-

plegia. Recurring attacks are not of unusual frequency, a case having been

luuler my personal obe^ervation where two attacks took place with recovery,

and other writers rej)ort similar results. Cases have also been reporttsd where

recovery took place with marked sensory disturbance, as in a case under the

author's care, where both sensation and motion were lost. As a rule, the

involvement of the sensory function would render the prognosis less favor-

able than where there was simple motor paraplegia.

DIAGNOSIS.

It may be stated as a general axiom that diagnosis is of vahic propor-

tionately as it enables us to give early and prompt treatment to the patient,

and in no disease is this more jwrtinent than in the one under consideration.

No difficulty in diagnosis is experienced where, as is, unfortunately, too

often the case, patients pi'esent a kyphosis and abscess well marked, or a

paraplegia in full progress. Here, however, the opportunity for relief,

certainly so far as deformity is concerned, is reduced to the minimum.

Where we are brought into contact with a case in which we do not find

this tell-tale deformity or other marked symptom,—in other words, an in-

cipient case,—the question of diagnosis becomes a more difficult one, and

will necessitate a most careful inquiry into the symptoms, both subjective

and objective, before we are enable<l to arrive at a proper conclusion.

Examination of a patient presenting with symptoms which would in-

dicate the existence of spinal caries should be conducted in the following

manner. A histoiy should be taken, according to a uniform plan, and with

especial reference to certain points. The geneml condition, hereditary ten-

dencies to diseases, apparent cause, and mode of invasion should first occupy

our attention. Secondly, the subjective symptoms—pain, etc.—should be

considered. Thirdly, the attitude and aspect will often give valuable help

in diag!»osis.

Most important is the physical examination of the patient, and this

should be conducted as follows. The patient, after being stripped, is placed

I
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in a f;()(Kl li}?ht, and the anrgt'on, Htiiiidiii^ at his hack, ohHorvos any in-

equalitieH of tho spinous proccHst's, or any deviation from the normal con-

tour of the Hpinal cohmin. Tn this Avay any maikwl irrcj^idarity will Ik;

at onoo mam'ft'Ht. Hpinal flexibility should next rweive attention. In

oi-der to have a cornn-t perception of the spinal rijfidity du(! to reflex mus-

cular spasm, it is necessary that a knowle<lfi;e of the normal mobility of the

spine should be obtaitunl, and this is tested best by the " Adams method,"

as follows. The patient, standing erect, with arms at the side, should 1h'

directed to touch the toes with the points of the fingei-s, the head beinf,'

thrown forward on the chest. If the spine be normal, no difficadty will be

ex|H!rienctHl in performing this simple manoeuvre ; should there In; any

rigidity, the movement will be chec^ketl at a certain point. The sanu; test

may practically ho applied to young children unable to stand, by placiiifr

them prone on a hard couch, the surgeon grasping the heels and elevating

the whole lower segment of the b(Kly. If the spine he normal, it will Ik)

surprising to those who never have uschI this test, to see what an amonnt

of mobility can be obtiiined in this manner. As the thighs ascend, tli(!

spine bends, in some cases enough to allow the heels to approach the occiput.

This motion would be checked at some point of the normal arc were dis-

ease present, and the spine assume such rigidity that the back woidd rise as

«. whole. Lateral mobility, which in the normal spine is considerable in ex-

tent, and of great value in diagnosis, is affected in a similar manner by tiic

presence of disease. Taken as a whole, Hpinal ligidity is the most comtant

and valuable symptom we possess for diagnosis, and, in conjunction with [)aii)

and attitude, often enables us to diagnosticate serious spinal caries long

before the appearance of deformity.

With these few preliminary remarks, we will proceed to the study of

regional diagnosis in Pott's disease.

Cervical Caries.—The different regions of the spine affected with

caries are characterized by widely-differing symptoms, depending upon the

mobility, nervous supply, and construction of the vertebra) forming the dit-

ferent segments. In the cervical region we most often have disease at the

third, fourth, and fifth vertebrae, and the muscular expression of disease at

this point is quite characteristic. The patients hold the head rigidly in a

position either of flexion or extension, greater or lef38 according to the

amount of the disease. (Plate I.) On attempting to move the head, the

surgeon is resisted by marked reflex spasm in the direction either of flexion

or extension, yet mobility in rotation will be found free. Herein lies a valua-

ble diagnostic point in differentiating disease of the lower cervical from dis-

ease of the two upper cervical vertebra;, as rotation is in the latter markedly

and invariably resisted. Pain is referred to the parts immediately below

the diseased area. Pains radiating down the arms and in some cases to the

sides of the neck, and even to the superior parts of the thorax, are most

oft^n complained of, the pains following the general nde and finding their

expression at the periphery of the nerves. Jars and concussions are badly

i
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borne, and we are often enabled to observe a marked broadening of the

neck. In the attempt to hold the head in such a position that concussion

from jar is least liable to be felt, the spinal column below the point of dis-

ease assumes a compensatory curve, giving a hollow apjjearance to the

dorsal part between the shoulders, with a projection in the lumbar region.

In cervical disease it is sometimes possible to feel the thickened vertebrae

through the mouth, especially where the caries has advanced sufficiently to

occasion some breaking do\\'n of the bodies and bulging forward of the

post-pharyngeal wall, or, again, where an abscess points in this region.

Paraplegia may be associated with disease of this part.

Less frequently than disease of the third, fourth, and fifth, we meet

with disease of the first and second cervical vertebra;, or atlo-axoid disease.

Here rigi<lity is quite expressive, and of itself fiirnishcs a diagnosis. In

disease between the atlas aud axis all rotary movements are checkal, and,

while it is very mre that we have uncomplicated disease of these two ver-

tebra;, a sufficient number of cases occur to make this limitation of motion

strongly characteristic. It is in this region, although not exclusively, that

we meet with the torticollis dependent on spinal caries, and this is some-

times difficult to distinguish from wry-neck due to causes independent of

bone-disease, but is always a valuable aid to diagnosis. The characteristic

of this symptomatic torticollis is that in spinal caries the head is rotated

towards the contracted muscle, whereas in the idiopathic form of wry-neck

torsion takes place away from it. Again, there is a spasmodic feeling im-

partal to the muscles on movement, and the postori<-r group are more com-

monly involved than the sterno-mastoid in the contraction due to reflex

spasm. Ether abolishes the contraction completely. With atlo-axoid dis-

ease pain is found early in the upper part of the neck and in the occipital

region, or, again, is complained of in the eai"s, the sides of the neck, or the

upper part of the chest, and is neuralgic in character. This pain is in-

creased by pressure on the head or by any movements affecting the upper

part of the spinal column. Hilton speaks of pain in atlo-axoid disease as

being always unilateral, and seems to think that this indicates the side of

the vertebrae affiicted. Swelling and broadening of the neck also occur

;

marked protrusion of the pharyngeal wall can sometimes be felt with the

finger in the mouth, the patient being subject to attacks of dysphagia.

Deformity appears at a variable period, the patient having adopted a

peculiar attitude. The head may be flexed or extended markedly, with

rotation, but usually it is projected forward, and supported in every possi-

ble position by the patient, recumbency being the favorite posture. It has

been supposed that deformity in this region depends upon a forward luxa-

tion of the atlas upon the vertebra; beneath, and the spinous process of the

axis can often be felt or seen.

Abscesses are common in this region, and present frequently as " post-

phai'yngeal" collections of pus, giving rise to serious symptoms, which have

receival detailed description in works on surgery. Abscesses may appear
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also at the sides of the neck posteriorly, and follow the course of other

deep-seated cervical abscesses. Nerve-symptoms are very often aasociatcd

with atlo-axoid disease, varying greatly in extent, from paralysis of one

arm to a more general paralysis of the parts below the neck. This is

usually of the motor type, but at times anaesthesia is noticed, with loss

of vesical and rectal control. Cerebral symptoms meningeal in character

often occur, or sudden death may take place from crushing of the spinal

cord.

Differential Diagnosis (Cervical Region).—We have already spoken

of torticollis as being at times a symptom of caries of the cervical region

easily mistaken for idiopathic wry-neck, and have given a rule for its dif-

ferentiation. Among other diseases liable to be mistaken for this serious

malady are lateral curvature involving the iipi)er part of the spine, mus-

cular rheumatism, simple abscess, adenitis, acute traumatic lesions, and

hysterical simulation of Pott's disease. Lateral curvature is rare in this

region, and is usually accompanied by rotation and marked by absence

of pain and reflex spasm. It should be borne in mind, however, that a

lateral deviation of the spine may take place early in Pott's disease, and

in any region, but this disappears, as a rule, rapidly with the advent of

bony deformity and other pronounced symptoms, and is entirely modified

by treatment. Muscular rheumatism is marked by tenderness of the muscles

themselves and by the entire absence of bone-deformity, and is more apt to

take place at a later period of life. The movements of the neck, while stiff

and painful, give no characteristic spastic sensation, and the transitory and

shifting character of the affection should leave no doubt as to its nature.

Simple abscesses are usually acute in character, attended by high tempera-

ture, and their history and superficial character leave little room for doubt.

Acute traumatic lesions—dislocation and fracture—are diagnosticated by

the history, the sudden deformity, and the usual signs of such injuries as

met with in other parts of the body.

Hysterical sinudation is at times exceedingly difficult to diagnosticate

from true spondylitis, and may be encountered in all parts of the spinal

column. In the simulated condition pain is the most prominent symptom,

and is always complained of at the supposed seat of the disease, differing

from that of true caries, which is generally reflected to the anterior part of

the body. It has all the characteristics of an intense hypersesthcsia, and

light pressure apparently j'livcs rise to great suffering, such as is found in

the so-called " spinal irritation." When attention is diverted, the pain on

pressure either disappears or a new locality is complained of. There is no

reflex spasm, voluntary efforts being made to keep the spine quiet, and per-

mtent gentle force usually overcomes the resistance to motion. Care mnst

l)e taken in estimating the amount of motion present, our diagnosis depend-

ing largely on the muscular expression accompanying the disease. What-

ever bulging of the vertebrae occure is immediately reduced by placing the

patient in the prone position. Paralysis of hysterical origin is very common,
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its dif-

and at times is difficult to distinguish from the paraplegia of Pott's disease.

It is, as a rule, sudden, differing from the gradual loss of power found in

the course of a spondylitis, is more often unilateral or confined to one

extremity, and frequently disappears as suddenly as it came.

Dorsal Cartes.—The attitude of a patient suffering with caries of the

upper dorsal region suggests tlie attempt of one endeavoring to balance the

head on the shoulders. (Fig. 5.) The

cliin is elevated, the spinal column •^^''- '^•

belowtheseatofdisease is straightened,

and at times curved forward and held

rigidly, and the gait and cxirriago of

the patient are those of extreme ap-

prehension. When the bony deform-

ity is large, the head sinks betweed

the elevated shoulders, giving a char-

acteristic " turtle-head" appearance.

Pain in disease of this region is re-

ferred to the chest and sides, and

often there is disturbance of the respi-

ratory function, as manifested by a

jK'culiar " grunting," at times accom-

panied by cough, dyspnoea, and par-

tial cyanosis. Interference of motion

at this portion is detected with some

difficulty, owing to the fact that nor-

mally here is the most rigid and un-

yielding portion of the spinal column.

This, however, is sufficiently well

marked and appreciated, especially

when the other symptoms present are

taken into consideration. Paraplegia is most often found in connection with

disease of the upper dorsal spine, and affects chiefly the lower extremities.

Reference to this has already been made, under the head of Symptomatology.

Mid-dorsal disease gives rise to the typical " hunchback," the most per-

sistent deformity taking place in this region. The progressive character

of the lesion is due to several reasons. It is in this locality, especially the

superior dorsal, that we contend with the constant traumatism of respira-

tion, and, having a fixed projection in the middle of a flexible column, the

application of proper supports becomes a matter of great difficulty. The

attitude assumed by patients with disease in this region is an exaggeration

of the one described under disease of the upper dorsal spine. A marked

rigidity in stooping or lifting articles from the floor is noticed. The patient

in performing these movem(!nts lowers the b(xly as a whole, bending his

knees and hips, and gradually approaches the article he wishes to raise,

resuming the upright position with infinite care, never allowing the spine to

Dorsal caries.
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bend. Pain is marked, especially on motion, and is referred most frequently

to the lower part of the thorax and stomach, giving the " initial gastmlgia"

so often complained of, and at times coming on very early in the course of

the disease, antedating even the appearance of the deformity. It is of great

importance to realize distinctly the connection of this pain with spinal caries

as many children are treated during long periotls for many different diseases,

—indigestion, worms, and other disorders of the digestive tract being not

infrequently assumed ?s the cause of the pain. The pain is frequently

accompanied by the so-callal " osteitic cry," and occurs most often at night,

this cry being in character very much like that of acute hydrocephalus, and

found in connection with disease of the bone in any part of the spine or of

the articulations.

Disease of the lower dorsal spine is so intimately associated with lumbar

caries that it will be best considered in the description of that region.

DifiFerential Diagnosis (Dorsal Regrion).—Before the appearance of

deformity causing abnormal curves to appear in the spine, aneurism of the

thoracic and abdominal aorta,

°' ^" eroding the vertebral bodies,

as evinced in two autopsies the

author had opportunities of

making, may give rise to symp-

toms similar to those of spinal

caries. Diagnosis by ausculta-

tion and the presence of other

symptoms usually establisli the

nature of this lesion before the

spine is much affected and the

extensive curve and localized

pain are sufficient to demon-

strate the existence of aneurism.

Malignant growths, cancer,

etc., are rarely seen in children.

Chronic pleurisy, with effu-

sion or empyema, and other

inflammatory lung-troubles,

would be excluded by physical

signs.

Rachitic curves are very common in the dorsal region (Fig. 6), but are

marked by their gradual character and extent, and are attended by the char-

acteristic large head, flattened epiphyses, general tenderness, and inability

to walk. Motion is rarely limited, the curvature mostly disappearing in

the prone position. Pain, when present, is local in character, and tiie gen-

eral listleas appearance of the patient serves to explain the functional curve.

Disease of the Lumbar Region.—Disease of the lower segment of

the vertebral column, which will here include the lower dorsal aud lumbar

Functional spinal debility simulating caries.
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vertebrse, presenta some especially important features from the stand-poiut

of diagnosis. It is here that we have to deal with a portion of the spine

largely controlled by the psoas muscles, and the reflex limitation of motion

at this point gives us most valuable indications concerning not only the con-

dition of the vertebrae, but also the presence and progress of abscess, which

is more often encountered here than in disease of any other part of the spine.

Here, again, a special attitude is assumed

by the patient, in most cases consisting of

a " lordosis," or an anterior curvature of

the spine. This is nature's mode of pro-

tecting the diseased parts, there being a

conservative attempt made to throw the

weight of the body from the diseased ver-

tebral bodies on to the articulating facets.

The reflex muscular spasm is best appre-

ciated here by placing the patient in the

prone position and making the movement

already described in the general remarks

ou diagnosis. (See Fig. 7.) As stated,

the condition of the psoiis muscle furnishes

us with excellent indications as to the

presence or absence of abscess in its

sheath. If, the patient being prone, the

surgeon makes pressure on the pelvis

with one hand, holding it firmly in one

position, and, grasping the thigh with the

other hand, the knee having previously

been flexed, attempts to extend the thigh

ou the pelvis, should contraction of the

psoas exist he will be met by a decided

limitation in the extension of the thigh. The application of this test, one

of the utmost importance, is easily learned, and, in conjunction with pal-

pation of the pelvic fossae and with the general symptoms of pain, tem-

perature, etc., will usually show the presence or absence of an abscess. This

limited extension is generally found unilaterally, but may be bilateral, and

on the emergence of the abscess from the pelvic cavity usually disappears.

Pain from caries of the dorso-lumbar spine is referred to the hypogastric

region and the lower extremities.

Paraplegia with this i')rm of spondylitis is among the rarest of compli-

cations, for well-known anatomical reasons. Deformity, as in the cervical

region, rarely reaches tlie degree met with in the mid-dorsal spine, and in

many cases where the disease is confined exclusively to the lumbar vertebrae

little or no deformity is noticeable.

Differential Diagnosis (Lumbar Regrion).—Many diseases may occur

at or about this part of the vertebral column with spinal caries, and the

Lumbar caries.
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knowledge and experience of the surgeon will often be severely tested in

differentiating between them. Disease of the last lumbar vertebra is often

mistaken for hip-joint disease, the converse being also true.

Sacro-iliac disease, perityphlitis and nephritis, sciatica, lumbago, ami

other (' eases may also obscure the diagnosis ; but space forbids a detailed

account of the symptoms and methods used for differential diagnosis, the

reader being referred to the articles on these subjects in other portions of

this work.
GENERAL PROGNOSIS.

In general terms it may be stated that the prognosis of Pott's disease

depends largely on that portion of the spinal column affected by the caries.

Thus, the best results of treatment are usually obtainal in the cervical and

lumbar regions, at times lasting many years, although so-called acute cases

have been reported. Much of the success achieved in later times in the

treatment of spondylitis may be ascribed to a more correct interpretation of

the symptoms, to a better knowledge of the etiology and of the mechanics

of the parts, and, above all, to a better adaptation of the various supports

used in the treatment of the diseased areas. Prognosis will always be

affected by the amount of personal attention given by the surgeon, by the

home care of the patient, and by the detail with which the mechanical

treatment is carried out. During the progress of a case the symptoms may

be held in abeyance for a long time, and the inexperienced surgeo.i, judging

from the cessation of pain, the apparent arrest of deformity, and the non-

appearance of abscess, may remove the apparatus, thinking his patient

cured. Very soon, however, he is undeceived ; the symptoms become more

acute in character and assume an alarming aspect, the patient having one of

the exacerbations known to every one familiar with these cases. The earlier

the diagnosis is made and the child placed under mechanical treatment and

good hygienic conditions, the better the prognurtis. Notwithstanding the

fact that the strumous or tubercular diathesis usually underlies the lesion,

many patients recover, with more or less deformity, and sometimes live to

advanced age. The deformity when once present rarely disappears, although

it may be diminished at times by treatment.

Abscess was formerly regarded as a symptom of the utmost gravity as

affecting prognosis, but many patients recover, with strong though sharply-

deformed backs, who have had one or more ali-t-esses. It is an *nidoubted

fact that many abscesses form and entirely di.-.ippear, protective treatment

modifying their couree to a very large extent. Abscesses which suppurate

and discharge by fistulous openings for a long time are necessarily of grave

import in making a prognosis, owing to the ultimate involvement of interujil

organs, amyloid degenerations oftentimes causing death from kidney and

liver complications.

Paraplegia, while a distressing complication and alarming alike to the

parents and the attendants, is, as a rule, recovered from, often spontaneously,

although usually it lasts for a long time. An exception to this is found in
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the paralysis attending upper cervical disease, where suddeu death may

take place from crushing of the cord or involvement of the respiratory

centre, or, again, where motion and sensation are both involved, incurable

paralysis often remains. We have discussed this complication at some

leu£"*h in a former section.

Death oft;en occurs from rupture of an abscess internally, from intercur-

rent inHammations, such as pneumonia and tubercular meniLwitis, or from

exhaustion following long-continued discharges. The acute exanthemata

have a deleterious effect on the progress of caries, and pertussis is a particu-

larly dangerous complication, especially in disease of the thoracic' vertebrae,

the affection of the spine advancing rapidly, the patient often dying in a

paroxysm. Hemorrhage from perforation of large blood-vessels, and suf-

focation from discharge of abscesses into the lungs, have also been reported

as complications with a fatal termination.

TREATMENT.

The modern treatment of Pott's disease has attained a measure of ex-

cellence attested in a high degree by the much less frequent sight of those

distressing deformities which were at one time so common. Much of this

is due to the improved means not only of treatment but also of early diag-

nosis, and to American surgery is largely due the advance in this formerly

much neglected branch of medicine. In commencing the treatment of

caries of the spine a consideration of the pathological state that we have to

deal with is of the utmost importance. It must be remembered that there

exists in this condition a retrograde rather than a reparative procosss, one

which in its course is entirely different from the process that follows an

acute traumatic lesion. Instead of its being a question of days or weeks,

mouths and sometimes even years are necessary to effect a cure.

There being this long-continued drain on the system, it is obvious

that the care of the general health should receive as much attention at our

hands as the local condition, which in most instances is but the expression

of a general constitutional state.

The principles of treatment to be constantly held in view should be

those which aim at (1) improvement of the general health and (2) proper

rest to the diseased parts, which embraces the question of correct mechanical

support.

Before mentioning those remedies which have been found of service as

general reconstructive agents, we would insist, in every case where it is pos-

sible, on the importance of fresh air and sunlight, the influence of which

has been recognized and has largely aided in bringing about the good results

of modern treatment. We have ventured to speak of these agents before

mentioning the more generally used medicines, feeling, as we do, that if

restricted to a choice, we should select these hygienic means as against in-

ternal medication. All such medicines as tend to " bone-building" are of

value in this disease, and the selection of one—whether it be cod-liver oil,
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the compound syrup of the hypophosphites, phosphorus, or any of tho

tonics, mineral or vegetable—depends largely on the condition of the indi-

vidual case and the judgment of the practitioner.

Under the second division all those means which have for their object

proper rest of the diseased parts, and which include recumbency and splints

or braces, will be considered. The question of rest encounters at present

no dissent except from those whose experience and clinical opportunities

hardly entitle them to speak with authority. On the mode of giving proper

support there is still much difference of opinion.

The tteatment by recumbency has had and still has its advocates ; its

chief merit consists in the fact that in the recumbent position, whether prone

or supine, there is no superincumbent weight pressing upon the spine.

Where other means are not at hand, it is well that the recumbent posture

should be advised ; but the utter failure of simple recumbency is easily

explained by the difficulty of keejiing a patient in bed, in one position,

without other moans. It is often neceasary, even with good mechanical

support, that a patient should be confined to bed, especially where exacerba-

tions occur or a paraplegia is in progress. Thus recumbency becomes an aid

rather than a mode of treatment, and in this way has a legitimate place iu

our therapeutics of Pott's disease. The effect of recumbency on the general

health, especially in strumous cases, has been variously estimated. Many

believe that, by lessening the ])ain and irritation, the general health has

improved. Personally the results obtained by us with other means have

been, as a rule, so favorable that we have not had occasion to test its merits

from this stand-point.

Extension and suspension are modes of treatment which have been

used for a long time, and which have recently been brought into ])roini-

nence. The former has been used with advantage in cervical disease, but

here again the treatment by this method necessitates the recumbent posture,

and, unless under exceptional circumstances, we prefer the use of apparatus

which allows fresh air and sunlight, while the patient receives proper sup-

port at the same time.

Suspension as a mode of treatment in caries of the spine is now gener-

ally used simply to allow of the application of plastic supports. As a

remedial agent it is of no value independent of support. The idea for-

merly entertained, that by suspension pathological curves could be obliter-

ated, no longer prevails, it having been demonstrated that, while the physio-

logical curves may be altered or even obliterated, the gibbous curve does

not change its character. Suspension should always be practised with the

greatest care, and always under the direction and in the presence of the

surgeon or an assistant.

Mechanical Treatment.—The plan pursued in the section on diag-

nosis—namely, the regional one—will be continued in the consideration of

treatment. No attempt will be made to consider the numberless mechanical

devices used in the treatment of Pott's disease, only those receiving atteu-
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tion which in the hands of the anthor have heen fonnd to be most easy of

adjustment and modification, and which mechanically are capable of meet-

ing the indications in the greatest number of cases. The principles under-

lying the question of all such apparatus as are used in the treatment of

Pott's disease ought to be such as will enable us to secure certain objects.

Chief among these are, first, the prevention of undue traumatism ; second,

the avoidance, as far as practicable, of any movement of the diseased parts

;

and, last, the prevention, where possible, of increase of pain and deformity.

In the present state of our knowledge, there is no apparatus that will satis-

factorily accomplish all these indications, and we have already stated why
this lesion presents difficulties in the way of treatment, from a pathologi-

cal stand-point, entirely different from those which present themselves in

the treatment of an acute traumatic trouble. Were the anatomical oppor-

tunities present, as they are in other articulations, for making proper trac-

tion on the diseased parts, there could be no doubt as to the superiority of

this method ; but the application of continuous traction to certain localities

of the spine, the subject of carious inflammation, and the limitjitiou of such

traction force, are not, in our opinion, possible.

The treatment of Pott's disease by the plaster-of-Paris jacket, as popu-

larized by Prof. Sayre, has of late years received so many adherents and

been so universally accepted as an easy mode of treating this disease that a

few words concerning it and similar plastic supports will not be out of place.

It is an undeniable fact that any apparatus which gives protection from

undue motion and traumatism to certain diseased areas will afford relief,

and for giving us a ready means of treating such localities Prof. Sayre's

method is of the greatest value. This is particularly true of the dorso-

lurabar region, which is the most easily controlled of any poi;tion of the

spine.

There are, however, certain disadvantages connected with the use of

any pla&iic material, which are of sufficient importance to receive attention.

The encircling of the body in any solid support prevents the surgeon from

having the opportunity of carefully watching the progress of the disease,

and of estimating the condition of the skin, so that it shall receive proper

care. Ulcerations or abscesses may form without his knowledge, and no

modification of the apparatus is possible without removal and renewal.

The improvement which ensues on the application of any apparatus giving

immobility is such that patients, as well as surgeons, are apt to be deceived

by the amelioration of the symptoms, and hence escape the strict watch

necessary in these cases. Thus the plastic envelope may be borne for

months, the disease constantly advancing, and the patient returning only at

rare intervals, owing to the absence of the acute manifestations. Among
the poor, while it has the advantage of cheapness, the lack of cleanliness is

a drawback to the use of the plaster, which those in public practice cannot

have failed to notice. It is obvious, therefore, that, while possessing the ad-

vantages of economy, of needing less special experience than is required for
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the application and modification of steel braces, and of being entirely Ixv

yond the control of the patient, these are offset by the disadvantages already

mentioned.

It is not an easy thing to apply a proper jacket, and it requires con-

siderable experience to apply an efficient one, its improper application i)eing

apt to do great harm. A brief description of its mode of application will

suffice here ; for a fuller account the reader is referred to Dr. Sayre's work

on "Spinal Disease and Curvature," London, 1877.

Suspension is obtained by securing the head in a sling, which is attached

to a strong cord playing in a pulley and fastened to a staple driven into a

firm place above the patient's head. The patient having previously had

a tight-fitting, seamless undershirt applied, suspension is begun. The cord

attached to the pulleys is so pulled that the patient's heels are raistnl from

the floor. Freshly-prepared j)laster, of the best dental variety, having

been rubbed into cross-barred crinoline or other loose-meshed cloth, and

rolled into bandages, is then applied. These bandages should before appli-

catit)n be placed in water until bubbles cease to appear. The parts most

liable to excoriation are carefully padded, and over the abdomen a " dinuer-

pad" is applied, which is afterwards removed, in order to prevent too great

pressure. In females the mammse are also padded. The bandages should

be put on smoothly, and as high as possible, and there should lie no in-

equalities or differences in thickness between the front and the back por-

tion. After the plaster has hardened, the patient is placed on a smooth

soft surface, and all rough edges are cut away, making the support as com-

fortable as possible. Plastic supports of different materials may be applied

without suspension.

Fixatiye Apparatus.—Apparatus of different constructions, and repre-

senting many principles, are in use ; but we have personally had such ex-

cellent results from the antero-posterior support as modified by C. F. Taylor,

of New York, that in closing the account of treatment we shall speak of

this alone. (Plate II.)

The anterior-posterior splint acts upon the principle of a lever, with its

fulcrum at the point of deformity. The apparatus is constructed as fol-

lows. Two uprights made of the best annealed steel, allowing of cq^y

bending and modification of shape, are connected above by a transverse bar,

giving attachment for the shoulder-pieces, and below by a pelvic band. (Fig.

8.) At the location of deformity, and where we wish them to serve as a

fulcrum, are placed the pad-plates, which extend for some distance above

and below the deformity, and should always be sufficiently long to iu-

clude the entire area of disease. These are pieces of steel slightly wider

than the uprights, and are fastened to the uprights by hinges allowing of

easy removal and modification. In some cases they may be screwed to the

upright without hinges. They are padded with various materials, ground

cork being the best. The uprights should be so widely separated that the

pressure of the pad-plates will come on the transverse processes, and lever on



Plate II.

„ T^. ,„>,'= QD.vii Assistant (From Transactions of the American
Taylor's Modification of Davis s Spinal assistani. ^i

Orthopsedic Association, vol. i., 1889.)
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the HpiiioiiM onoB. The upriglitH Hhoiild extend high enough to give Hufficicnt

leverage, and below to the anal eonuniHsure, and the pelvic Inii' 1 Hluuild Ih)

hriMul and strong, extending from troeiiunter to tnK-lmnter. CrosH-pieees for

tiie iiisi'rtion of bnckleH whieh are at-

tnclit'd to tiie anterior Htipport or apron Vm. 8.

are place<.l at poinis eorresponding to

till' upper border of the axillie and the

lower angle of the 8CJii)Mla, and are at-

tached to the uprights by scsrewH. The
anterior i>art of ll.o support consists of

an apron made of strong jean or other

KJniilar material, and this serves to

Davis's spinal assistant

Fio. 9.

liisten the trunk to the apparatus. It

rcaehes from the upper border of the

axillie in front to a point just above

the symphysis pubis. Webbing stmps

are avtached at different points for at-

taelinient into the buckles of the cross-

pieces and pelvic band, and to the

shoulder-pieces are attached padded

axillary straps.

The apparatus is applietl "us follows. The patient is placed in the re-

cumbent posture on a hard even couch, with the apron applitnl to the

anterior part of the trunk. The brace, previously

fitted to the contour of the spine, is first sccurwl

b;^ the i)elvic band, and by axillary straps which

pass to the lower cross-piece. The upper strap

of the apron is then attached to the uj)iK!r cross-

piece. These are the important and essential

points of attachment, and should always be made

firm. Supplementary webbing straps and buckles

may be attached to the apron to give more firm-

ness to the support.

Pr'maiplcH of the Antevo-Postenor SuppoH.—
The antero-postericj support acts, as has already

been stated, on the principle of a lever with the

fulcrum at the location of the deformity (Fig.

9) and acting through the transverse processes.

The pelvis is another point of pressure, forming

the base of the support, and the resistance is

furnished anteriorly by the superior thoracic wall

and the tmction of the shoulder-straps passing

under the axillte. The power is maintained by the two uprights to support

the spine in the same position as is gained by the recumbent posture.

There are certain rules concerning the application of the antero-pos-

Dlagrnm showing the principle

of Davis's support.

P'
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terior brace which should be carefully followed. It should always be put

on in the recumbent posture. The pressure should be eutirely equable over

the transverse processes, as made by the pad-plates, and the shoulder-pieces

should never press on the shoulders, it being well to leave a small space

between the lower surface of the shouldtr-pieces and the shoulders. The

axillary pads should run in such a direction that no constriction will occur on

the axillary vessels and nerves. The brace should be worn day and night,

unless removed for some special reason or complication, and in no case

should a patient with a cai'ious spine be allowed to assume the upriglit posi-

tion without support. Bathing should be done by sponging the body, the

patient being recumbent. •; /

-

For ease of application, for convenience of modification and inspection,

for comfort and cleanliness to the wearer, and for maintaining the proper

pressure, we know of no apparatus wliich will compare with the antero-

posterior brace. With a little care in adjusting the apparatus, it is within

the province of every surgeon to secure with it the most satisfactory

results.

Measurements for Apparatus.—It is important that the surgeon should

be fully equipped not only to measure for his apparatus, but al o, when

it is sent to him iu crude form, to be able iv fit it and modify it, so that

nothing is left to the instrument-maker but its manufacture.

It is measured for as follows. The patient is placed on a hard srrfaco

in the prone position. A strip of flexible lead or block-tin, which retains

its form, is laid over the spinous processes f om the neck to the anal com-

missure, and all the inequalities are carefully moulded with the lead. This

is then placed on a stencil-board or ordinary pasteboai*d, and the inner out-

line tracal with great care. This outline is then cut out with scissors, aud

marks places on the pattern for the position of the pad-plates, cross-pieces,

and shoulder-pieces. The pelvic measurement is taken from trochantci' to

trochanter. The pattern serves a double purpose, being the guide for

the instrument-maker, and also a record of the deformity at the time

of measurement, and should be kept for future observation.

Treatment op Cervical Caries.—Under this head will be included

the treatment of caries extending to the seventh dorsal vertebra, as above

this point Ave have, in oixler to get efficient support, o extend the arm of

the lever superiorly. This is best done by means of Tayloi-'s chin-piece,

which is secured to the uprights by means of a " keeper and pivot." (Fig.

10.) A modification of this has been devistnl by Dr. Shaffer, in the form

of a ball-and-socket joint (Fig. 11), which allows of motion in all diree-

tions, which can be locked at any point, and in which the head can be

treated in the position of deformity, and so held and modihed from time

to time. It is important that the chin-piece (Fig. 12) surmountinr the

apparatus should not he too large, and its measurement represents iily

the occipito-mental diameter.

In this region, it must be remembered, we are dealing with a rigid pro-
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jection in the middle of a flexible ooluniu. It is thus not easy to secure

adequate support, especially in the upper dorsal region, and the addition of

the superior lever by means of the chin-piece is

of great importance.

In the cervical region above the second dorsal

vertebra, treatment, as a rule, is attended by ex-

cellent results. It is sometimes necessary still

further to supplement our chin-piece by the addi-

tion of occipital uprights (Fig. 10), which increase

Fig. 11
the support. Traction-force is not

attempted with the cain-piece, im-

mobility being the object primarily

In some cases where the

Fio \i. ":

Spinal support, with chin-rest,

fur treatment of upper dorsal and
cervical caries.

Ball-and-.socket

joint for accurate

adaptation ofchiu-

rest.

Chln-re8t.

expense of a steel brace is of moment, disease in this region may be treated

by means of a pedestal of plaster encircling the trunk, into which the chin-

pioce with ball-and-socket pivot can be adjusted. The advantaj,-cs of the

chin-piece in the treatment of disease of the upper portion of the spine are

its lightness, firmness, and inconspicuous appearance as compared with the

"jury-mast" used in the treatment by plaster of Paris for the same affection.

Treatment of Dorsal Disease.—Disease of the dorsal vertebrte ex-

t<>nding from the seventh to the twelfth is very common. The mechanical

difficulties here, as well afj in the lumbar region, are much more simple than

those involved in the treatment of the upper part of the spine. We have

here as a firm basis for our support the pelvis below, while the thorax and

a.xilhe afford excellent locations for securing fixation. It is in dorsal disease

that the best results are often obtained, traumatism being reduced to a mini-

mum by the absence of respiratory t iid other movements, which conflict with

proper support in the cer\ ico-dorsal region. In this region sufficient lever-

age can be obtained by the use of the antero-posterior support without the

use of a chin-piece. It is necessary, however, that the anterior support or

apron slvnld be firm, and it is oft^n beneficial to reinforce this by the

supplemoiiwiry means of corsets, etc.

Treatment of Lumbar Disease.—Here the difficulties of treatment

are reduced to a minimum for the same reasons as stated in sj>eaking of

lower dorsal caries. The results in this region are usually good, exception

sometimes taking place in disease of the last lumbar vertebra. At times,

Vol.. III.—(JO

I
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owing to the form of the c^efonnity, it is difficult to prevent the apparatus

from pushing or slipping upward. This may be prevented by attaching

perineal straps to the apron, which pass between and are fastened to biicklos

inserted in the pelvic band. It is especially in the lower region of the

spine that any apparatus, whether of steel or plaster, providing proper fixa-

tion and support, gives real and at times instantaneous relief to the symp-

toms. Care must be taken here, as well as in the other localities afflicted

with caries, not to remove the splint too early.

Treatmext op Complications.—Abscess and paraplegia are the two

most common complications of caries of the spine. Of the former, we

would simply say that for the surgical procedures necessary for their relief

the reader is referred to works on surgery. There is, however, one point

to which we wish to call attention. Clinical experience has taught ortiio-

psedic surgeons that the course, progress, and treatment of cold abscesses

connected with Pott's disease are materially affected by mechrnical treat-

ment. AVhere good support of the diseased parts is given, we are sure that

the development of abscesses is less common, their course is more benign,

and in many instances they are entirely absorbed. Abscesses of this nature

should not be opened too early, and, when opened, it is well to do so in a

position suitable for thorough drainage, and under rigid antisepsis.

I'araplegia, as has been already stated, has, when caused by caries of the

spine, a spontaneous disposition to recover. Its treatment is still somewhat

of a vexed question. Absolute rest in the recumbent posture, with efficient

support, has seemed to us to hr.ve been of most benefit. The affection being

spastic in its nature, the result usually of a direct irritation of the conl,

electricity in any form would be strongly contra-indicated. Suspension

as a means of treating the paraplegia of Pott's disease has not, up to this

date, been sufficiently tried or recoitled to give any idea of its status as a

treatment for this form of paralysis.

In conclusion, the question of cessation of treatment is of practical im-

portance. With the disappearance of pain and the non-increase of deform-

ity, as evidenced by repeatetl measurement and comparison of the patterns,

with the disappearance of reflex spasm, allowing of free motion above and

below the deformity, and lastly with the general improvement in the condi-

tion of the patient, it may be considered that solidification has taken place

and that the carious process has been arrested. Relapses may occur, or

disease may appear in other parts of the spine, and a careful watch should

for a long |X)riod of time be kept on patients who have been the subjects

of Pott's disease.
"

i
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FRACTURES AND DISLOCATIONS.

By JOHN U. PACKAKD, M.D.

Fio. 1.

The injuries to which the Imnos and joints are liable in infancy and

cliiklhood do not diif'cr essentially from those met with in adult age. Yet

they are modified by the condition of the skeleton in its formative stage,

and by the circumstances and habits which belong to the early period of

life. Hence they present certain peculiar features, which it is the object of

til is article to set forth.

Every one is familiar with the vast changes in external aspect under-

gone by the human body in its progress from infancy to manhood ; but

these changes are not greater than those which take place in the skeleton

during its development. In size, form, proportion, and structure, the bones

of the child at birth are as different from those of a boy ten years old as

the latter are from those of an adult man.

Plate I. prasents a striking view of the pecu-

liarities of the skeleton in the very young cJiild.

It will be noted that the head is iiroportionately

very large, the thorax and pelvis are very small,

and tiie limbs, especially the lower, are very short.

Tiie shafts of all the long bones are seen to be

straight and slender ; they have none of the strong

ridges and other markings which appear in them

in adult life ; their extremities are for the most

part but slightly enlarged, and are capped each

with a thick layer of cartilage, at a later period

to be converted into bone, as the epiphyses.

Fig. 1 , from a photograph, represents a child

of about the same age. The plumjmess of the

figure wholly conceals the slender bou)' frame-

work, and is due to the thick layer of fat and

areolar tissue which everywhere underlies the

skin. The muscular movements are very quick, but there is no power of

co-oi'dination, and no stress is brought to bear upon the bones.

Contrasting with this the likeness of a boy four years old (Fig. 2), the

bones are seen to have gained greatly in length as compared with the size

1043

Child about seven months old.

(McClellan.)
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of the head. The tissues overlying them are in relatively small quantity,

the fatty layer being much lessened ; and the body and limbs have assumed

a conditiou fitted for the incessant activity natural to this period of life.

The clavicles, as well as the extremities of the long bones at the shoulder-,

elbow-, knee-, and ankle-joints, can be perceived.

At ten years of age (Fig. 3) a further approach to the adult type may be

noted. The outline of the figure seems to suggest the stronger and more

decided markings of the bones

FiQ- 8. and muscles ; the limbs have

grown more rapidly in pro-

portion than the head and

body, and the whole frame-

work has increased ; childliuod

is about to cease, adolescence

to begin.

The osseous system is

therefore at first in a rudi-

mentary condition, and is ac-

tually protected by the soft

parts ; but its developmental

changes go on rapidly, it grows

up to and past them, and be-

comes fitted to be not only a

protection to them, but also the

mechanism by means of which

all the outward activities of the

body are carried on.

Along with its increase in

size there is also a marked

change in the structure of the

skeleton. The walls of the

shafts become thicker and

denser, the cancellous struc-

tures at the extremities are

more clearly defined, and the

medulla is less vascular. Some of the epiphyses are still ununited to the

diaphyses until adult age is fully reached.

During the whole of this developmental stage the periosteum is very

thick, and its blood-supply is abundant. It is more loosely attached to the

bones than aft«r they have attained their growth, and hence in some cases

of injury is stripped up to a considerable extent.

As to the conditions and habits of life in childhood, they in some respects

involve more, and in others less, liability to fractures and luxations than

those of adults. Children are in general more carefully guarded, and iu

their pursuits less called upon to expose themselves to accidental violence.

Boy four years old.

(McCleUan.)

Boy ten years of age.

(McCleUan.)
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Yet they combine the heedlessness of ignorance with the timidity of weak-

ness ; they rush into dangers which they do not appreciate, and when any-

thing befalls them they are helpless. In their plays they are reckless, in-

considerate, and venturesome ; they run across crowdetl streets, climb trees,

and in many ways expose themselves to risks which older people avoid.

The very habit of being watched over by others makes them less able to

take care of themselves.

On the whole, however, children are much less liable to fractures than

adults are ; and they are in a still greater degree exempt from luxations.

Not only is the mutual number of cases observed in early life less, but, as

the young constil ute so large a majority of the population, the relative pro-

portion is much f smaller than it would at first appear to be.

Physically, there would seem to be very little difference between the two

sexes in childhood ; but girls are usually somewhat more carefully watched,

and they are in many cases restrained from the rougher pursuits in which

bo}-i are free to indulge. Hence after the period of infancy there is a

predominance of males among the subjects of fracture and of dislocation,

which becomes even more marked at puberty, and obtains throughout

adult age.

There are some fractures, often met with in grown persons, from which

children are almost or altogether exempt ; and, on the other hand, there are

some which occur exclusively in early life. In like manner there are differ-

ences between children and adults in the relative frequency of the various

luxations, although here the lines are not quite so clearly drawn as they are

in regard to fractures. But these points will be sufficiently discussed, and

to greater advantage, in considering the lesions of each part of the skeleton.

FEAOTURES.

The different bones of the skeleton vary greatly in their liability to

fracture, in children as in adults. But those which are most frequently

broken in childhood are not those which are so in later life. This is well

illustrated in the tables given by Gurlt.^

From these it appears that there are from the first to the tenth year one

hundred and ninety-six fractures of the up|cr extremities and sixty-two of

the lower, and from the twenty-first to the thirtieth year one hundred and

twenty-five fractures of the upper extremities and eighty-four of the lower.

That is, between the first and tenth years seventy-six per cent, of the frac-

tures involved the upper extremities, twenty-four per cent, the lower;

whereas between the twentieth and thirtieth years the upper extremities

* Handbuch der Lehre von den Knochenbriichen, Bd. i. p. 13.
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were affected in only sixty per cent., the proportion of the lower having

risen to forty per cent.

Again, it wonld appear, from comparison of a number of tables from

the most reliable sources, that in adults the bones of the leg are oflonost

broken, then the femur, the humerus, the bones of the forearm, the clavii-k",

the ribs, the bones of the face (including the lower jaw), and the patella, in

the order namal. From the experience of the Children's Hospital of Phila-

delphia ' it will be seen that this ratio does not obtain in early life. Among
one hundred and four cases of fractures treated in the wards, there are

noted of the femur, thirty-four, or something over thirty-twu i)er cent. ; of

the forearm, twelve, or eleven and a half per cent. ; of the humerus, eleven,

or ten and a half per cent. ; and of the tibia, nine, or about eight and

three-fourths per cent. Taking these along with the cases treated in the

dispensary service of the institution, we have an aggregate of five hundred

and four cases, of which there were :

Of the forearm 163
" ckviclo 118
" humerus 113
" femur 41

" leg i,6

" fingers 17
" metucnrpus 6

Of the skull 6

" nasal bones 5

" lower jaw 5

" scapula 3

" crest of the ilium 1

504

Coulon,^ among one hundred and forty fractures treated in one year at

the Hopital des Enfants Malades in Paris, found fifty of the forearm,

twenty-six of the femur, twenty-one of the clavicle, eighteen of the elbow,

and fourteen of the leg.

In the report of Langenbeck's Klinik and Poliklinik from May 1,

1875, to July 31, 1876,^ we find some curious facts. Thus, it would

appear that out of five hundred and twenty-eight fractures treated, two

hundred and forty-five v/ere in persons in the first decade of life, and only

one hundred and one in persons in the second. These fractures affectetl

the skeleton as follows :

First to Tenth Year.

Forearm 71

Clavicle 70

Femur 56

Humerus 39

Leg 9

245

Eleventh to Twentieth Year.

Forearm 51

Humerus 15

Leg 15

Clavicle 9

Small bones 9

Femur 2

101

Again, Beck* gives the records of fifteen years' practice in the Chil-

dren's Hospital in Basle. There were treated during that time, in two

1 Keporte, 1878 to 1887 inclusive.

' Traite clinique et pratique des Fractures chez les Enfants, Paris, 1861.

' Langenbeck's Archiv fiir Klinische Chirurgie, 1877, Supplement.

Jahrbuch fiir Kinderheilkunde, 1886.
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hundred and thirty-tliree children, two hundred and forty-seven fractures,

distributed as follows

:

In th(! foimir 90, or 86.4 per cent.

" huiiR'vus 52, or 21.1 "

" foreuriii • 44, or 17.8 "

" leg 25, or 10.1 "

" clavicle 18, or 7.3 "

" cranium 7, or 2.8 "

" lower jaw d, or 1.2 "

" finger 3, or 1.2 "

" upper jaw 2, or 0.8 "

" metacarpus 2, or 0.8 "

" pubis 1, or 0.4 "

Upon comparison of these several sets of statistics, it will be perceived

that they present discrepancies for which, in the absence of details, it is not

easy to account. It is probable that they depend partly on differences in

the rules of admission in the various institutions, partly on the inclusion

of out-patients in some of the reports, and, it may be, in a measure upon
the prejudice for or against hospitals prevailing among certain populations,

ETIOLOGY.
'

'

'

The causes of fracture are divided into the immediate and the p'edis-

posing; the former class including all the kinds of violence under which

bones give way, while to the latter belong all the conditions, whether of

the system at large, of the skeleton, or of individual bones, which either

expose the latter to fracturing forces, or so influence their texture as to

make them yield more readily.

Immediate Causes.—Direct violence acts upon the bone at the point

where it breaks : a blow, the passage of a wheel over the limb, any crush-

ing force, are instances of this kind. Indirect violence is transmitted

through some length of the bony structure, as when the clavicle is broken

by a fall on the palm of the hand. Here the mechanism is often plainly

leverage, sometimes a twist being also impressed upon the bone. Muscular

action, if sudden and excessive, as in cases of convulsion, may cause frac-

ture. Avukian, or the tearing off of a small fragment of bone by stress

put upon a ligament or tendon attached to it, has been observed in children

in a few instances.

Predisposing Causes.—These may be considered under the head of

—

Fragility of Bones.—There are some children who seem to have an

especial liability to fracture ; their bones are brittle, and give way to very '

slight forces. Certain constitutional disorders have been assigned in some

of these caoes.

Berkeley Hill ' mentions the case of a child six weeks old, with symp-

Syphilis and Local Contagious Disorders, 2d ed., London, 1881.
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1

toras of inherited syphilis, whose left hiinienis gave way by the inotiicr

(•atching its arm in a hoh; in the towel with which she was drying it; ex-

amination showed the right clavicle bent and deformed from a fracture at

some unknown previous time. He refers to a case rwfoi^dal by I'orak of a

fracture sustained during its birth by a syphilitic child. But these cases

are certainly not eonnnon.

Scrofula has Imhsh sometimes regarded as a cause of fragility of the

bones, but there is no evidence; that such is the fact, although Du])uytr(ii

is qnotwl by Malgaigne as having seen a case which was so iuterpretwl.

Rickets, or rachitis,—a rare disease in the United States,—would scom

to have been justly regarded as affording the ex})lanation of some mses.'

A curious case was reported by C.^ollins,^ in whitfh a deficiency of casein

in a mother's milk seemed to have given rise in hei* child to a condition

allied to rickets. This child was seen on the eleventh day after birth, when

the left femur presented every appearance of having been fractured and

recently united. SevcnttXMi days aft:erwards the left humerus was found to

be broken ; three weeks later still, the right humerus, and four days after

that, the right femur. Kach fracture was near the middle of the shat\

;

all the bones were curvc^tl. Union took place readily.

In one instance, reported by Parker,'* a girl aged six years seemal to

have become the subject of fragility of the bones from general deterioration

of health, the result of whooping-cough and measles.

In the same article there is a very remarkable case recorded, in which

a girl of fifteen, who had a small tumor on the thigh, was descending a

staircase, when the femur gave way at the junction of its middle and lower

thirds. Union seemed to take place, but the bone yielded again from hov

starting in her sleep. On her death five moi lis later, the place of tlio

callus was occupied by a mass of encephaloid cancer, which had infiltrated

the lower portion of the bone also ; the lungs were full of cancerous de-

posits. I believe this case to be unique, in the youthfulness of the patient.

Sometimes there is no assignable cause, the brittleness seeming to he

merely a peculiarity of structure of the bones. Arnott,* Stanley,' Gibson,"

Goddard,'' and Graham^ have reported cases of this kind. In a few in-

stances fragility of bones has seemal to be, as it were, a family failing,'.

The girl mentioned by Arnott had had at fourteen years of age her thirty-

* Such are Jacquemille's case, quoted by Malgaigne; Barwell's (British Medical Jour-

nal, December 9, 1882) ; Davies-CoUey's (ibid., April 5, 1884). See also Lonsdale en

Fractures, p. 21 ; Coulon, Traite clinique et pratique des Fractures chez les Enfunts, Paris,

1861.

' British Medical Journal, May 13, 1882. '

'

' New York Journal of Medicine, July, 1852. ,.i'.^... ..'./. ;,\...

* London Medical Gazette, .June 16, 1833.

' Treatise on Diseases of the Bones, London, 1849.
;

;
v - --' ; "

.r
-

« Surgery, 8th ed., 1850, vol. i. p. 234.

' Gibson, op. cit., p. 230.

* Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, May 16, 1884.
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first fracture; her sister, six years of age, had already had nine fractures,

(icxldard's patient, a boy aged twelve, had had fourteen fractures, his

mother had liad six, and his brother at thirteen had had thirteen. (Jra-

liani's had liad eigiiteen fractures in as nuuiy years, his liither had had four-

teen, a cousin twenty-one ; and an uiude was said to be a " bone-breaker."

Pritchaitl ' reports the ease of a child, fully develoixnl and seemingly healthy,

who when two days old was found to have the letl humerus and fenuir

fiiMitured. On the next day the right humerus gave way from catching in

the bedclothes, and at the twcnty-tirst day the right femur was found

broken. Union was progressing well at the time of the refrort. It is said

that two uncles of this child, and three children of a brother, had been

similarly affected.

Three generations were thus affected in a case reported by Pauli,^ and in

another by GrtHiuish.'^

On the other hand, Malgaigne quotes from Saviard the case of a very

young child in whom the softening was (ionfined to the femoix, ; and a sim-

ilar limitation has been reported by Howell,* in a child whose first fracture

occurred in its second year, the numlxu* amounting to seven by its sixteenth.

VARIETIES OF FRACTURES.

Fractures as they occur in children are classifietl as in adults. Simple

fractures are such as do not communicate directly with the air; if the sofV

parts are lacerated by the fracturing force, by one or both of the fragments

being forced through them, or by subst^quent morbid process,—ulceration,

suppuration, or sloughing,—so that the air finds access to the broken ends,

the injury is said to be a compound fracture.

When portions are broken off from one or both of the main fragments,

the fracture is said to be comminuted. If, in addition to the fracture, there

is other serious lesion in its neighborhood, such as luxation of a joint, ex-

tensive laceration of sofl parts, or rupture of vessels, the injury is said to be

a complicated fracture. If several different portions of the skeleton are

broken at once, as sometimes happens in falls from a great height, or in

cases of crushing, the case is said to be one of multiple fracture. _

The terms transvei'se, oblique, and longitudinal, as applied to these in-

juries, need no other explanation than that they refer to the relation of the

breakage to the long axis of the bone involved.

When a bone is broken entirely through, so as to be in two portions, the

fracture is said to be complete. But, and in children especially, the separa-

tion may involve some of the fibres only, the rest retaining their continuity,

although perhaps bent ; and in this case the fracture is termed partial or

• Lancet, September 1, 1883.

•' Quoted by Gurlt.

'< British Medical Journal, June 26, 1880.

* Atlanta Medical and Surgical Journal, April, 1884.
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incomplete. Another term litw soinctifnoH Imhjii iifled to dcHignato tli»'H«>

IcHiuiiM; the hoiicH so injured have lH!<<n Hiiid to Ik; bent. Now, the posmhihtv

of an iictuul IkmuIui^ of ii Ixnic, without fnu'tiir(>, htw Ixhmi ({ucstioncd
; aiul

such a thiii^ t'crtainly must he very rare, occiu'riu}; only in the earliest in-

fan(!y. The tubular shatl of the bone is supposed to Ikj eruinpled up at (lie

eoncavity of the bend, while at the eonvexity there is an anj:;ulation, with

or without tension,—an idea wliieh will be at onwi coni|)rehended by bend-

ing a quill, lint the tpiestion is not a practical one, and need not Ix' further

discuRsed here. What wc do (K-casionally meet with in practicre, in children,

can Ix; best defini'd as incomplete, partial, or " green-stick" fracture; tlu;

latter term having Ix-eii applied to it more than a century and a half ago,

by Turner ' and Wiseman.'

Mamirea or cracks arc sufficiently described by the terms themselves,

which have the same meaning as in their commcu use.

Sprain-fvactarcn—described undi^r this nanie by the late Mr. Callender

—are tho.se injuries whic^h consist jn the tearing oft' of a small portion of a

bone, such as the tubercle of the tibia, by tension put upon ligiunentoiis

or tendinous structures. They are lesions not so much of childhood as of

youth.

Impacted fracture is one in which the fragments are interlocked, cue

being driven into the cancellous structure of the other.

There is still another lesion to be spoken of, whicih may be said to be

peculiar to childhood and youth,

—

epiphi/iual dinjunction, or 8ci)aration of an

epiphysis, the breakage passing maiidy or entirely through the not yet fully

ossified material intervening between this and the diaphysis or shaft. Tiiere

has been some objection to thus designating these injuries, on the ground that

the separation is very seldom limited to the cartilage-like layer which is in-

terposed between the shafl and the epiphysis. Richet and others detdare

that the cartilage and bone are continuous, and not merely contiguous. In

Richet's words, " when, in consecpience of violence from without, there is sepa-

ration at this point, it is a veritable fracture, such a.s takes place in the con-

tinuity of the bones." This question is, however, one of no great importance.

The fact must be admitted that in many cases there is a solution of conti-

nuity by which a growing or not fully developed bone is separatal into two

portions, one being the diaphysis and the other the epiphysis ; and it is a

matter of very little real moment whether the le8if)n be or be not absolutely

limited to the interposed layer of cartilage. From ray own observations

(and I have within twenty-four hours had a case of such separation of the

lower epiphysis of the femur), I should say that usually the epiphysis and

cartilage are forced off, leaving the end of the diaphysis by itself. The

mere fact of the detachment of a small splinter of bone from the hitter

does not seem to me to vitiate the character of the injury as a separa-

te-

?

» Art of Surgery, 2d od., 1725, vol. ii. p. 183.

* Chirurgical Treatises, 6th ed., 1734, vol. ii. book vii. p. 239.
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tion of the opiplivHiH. Tlif oiul of one fmji^niont Ik'1(»iij?h to the diupliyHis,

the other is the epiphywiH, (!Uj)i>ed uiid liiutl with curtiluge, so as to fit itH

couvex eiul.

Fig. 4 rcprcHciitrt (liaj^iiimiiiutically the siiafl of a long hone, with its

epiphysis; tiie slituh'd |)ortion l)t'iiig tlje iiitiTvciiing Uiyer of osteogeiietic

Fi«. 5.

Pro. 4. Fi(i. 0. Fid. 7.

Diugram of vplpbyHlM. DiRKram of usual form of

vpiphysinl separation.

UiiiKmm III pu^<sillll'

form of the hiiiiiu.

DiiiKrain of frui'ture

I'luku tu epipliyslH.

material. A true disjuiu'tion of the epiphysis would oocnr if the line of

separation were to pass through this intervening layer only. N\'liat gener-

ally happens is that tlpj fracture involves a portion of the shaft, as in Fig.

5, or a portion of the epijjhysis, or both, as in Fig. 6. Or there may Ik? a

fracture through the shaft alone, very near its extremity, so that without

very careful examination the mistake of supposing the epiphysis alone to

be separated might readily be made. Fig. 7 is a diagram of such a fracture.

In all these ea.ses there is apt to be a more or less extensive stripping up

of the periosteum from the shaft of the bone, and, whether from this cause

or by reason of damage to the nutrient arteries, the subsequent growth and

development of the bone have seemed in some instances to be interfered

with.' Otherwise, these injuries do not materially differ from fractures of

the ordinary kind. The subject will be again referred to in eouueetion with

the several bones.

Owen * suggests that epiphysial separations take the place, in childhood,

of luxations. He thinks it may be assumed that an epiphysis toward which

the nutrient artery runs is joined to the shaft soon after puberty ; others not

till about the twentieth year.

Gurlt quotes from Poupart the remarkable statement that in 1699,

during an epidemic of scurvy in the Hftpital Saint-Louis, in I'aris, separa-

tions of the epiphyses were very commonly observed, occurring from very

slight causes, such as turning in bed. The bones seemed of more than

normal thickness, and remained swollen, but without pain.

Intra-Uterine Fractures.—These injuries may be caused by blows

or other violence inflicted upon the child through the walls of the mother's

* Hutchinson, Transactions of the Pathological Society of London, vols. xiii. and xvii.

;

Holmes, Surgical T -yatment of the Diseases of Infancy and Childhood, 1868, p. 240. See

also an excellent article by P. Brun.s, " Ueber traumatische Epiphysentrennung," in the

Archiv fiir Klinische Chirurgie for 1882. This writer refers to a previous article, by P.

Vogt, on the influence of these injuries on the growth of the long bones.

' Medical Times and Gazette, November 14, 1886.
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belly, as iu a number of recorded iustances. The clavicle, forearm, femur,

and leg have been thus broken. Sometimes union has already taken place

at the time of birth ; but Mr. H. Smith has reported ' a case in which the

tibia and fibula, broken within the womb, were still ununited when the

child wa)5 seven years old. In one instance, recorded by Guersant, a frac-

ture of the leg had united at an angle, and resection was performed by Mal-

gaigne, with a fatal result. Beck^ records the case of a girl born with

a united (intra-uterine) fracture of the leg; the two fntgrnents had ba'ii

joined at a right angle, and osteotomy was successfully performed at tlie

age of ten months. Children have been born with multiple fractures;

but in these cases there is always reason to suspect disease, or at least de-

fective nutrition, of the bones.^ Sometimes it would seem likely that the

bones have been broken by convulsive movements of the foetus ; and in

one or two instances the entanglenicnt of the limbs of twins has been as-

signed as the cause of fracture.. Branfoot* has I'eported a case in which,

the mother having been for six weeks under treatment for acute articular

rheumatism, a child was born dead, having fractures of both femora and of

both bones of each leg ; the broken bones were united at right angles, new

bone being deposited in each case in the angle."

Fractures during Birth.—These are sometimes, as in a case re-

corded by Vander Veer,* caused by the powerful expulsive contractions of

the uterus. More generally, however, they are produced in the course of

obstetric operations ; they cannot always be prevented by the utmost skill

or care on the part of the accoucheur. The humerus and the femur are

especially liable to injury in this way ; and the bones of the skull may be

crushed iu the grasp of the midwifery forceps.^

PHENOMENA AND SYMPTOMS.

Pain is always present in cases of fracture, though it may not be con-

stant. Very young children, who cannot point out the seat of trouble, will

merely cry and fret, until perhaps by chance it is observed that the handling

of a certain part always increases their complaints.

Loss of power in the part, in some veiy active and restless infiints,

* Transactions of the Pathological Society of London, 1867, vol. xviii.

' Loc. ciD. ' See Linck, Archiv fiir Gynaekologie, Berlin, 1887.

* British M.Jical Journal, Jtinuurj' 21, 1888.

* ^'he rf^ader may consult with advantage an excellent paper by Brinton, in the second

volume of the Transactions of the American Surgical Association, containing two new cases

of intra- iterine fracture, and fifty-one coUected from vario'is sources.

« New York Journal of Medicine, May, 1847.

' See Bouch. ., Traite pratique des Maladies des Nouveau-nfis, etc. ; Delore, Diotion-

naire encyclopedique des Sciences medicales, article on Fractures in the Frrstus ; Ktiestncr,

jJie typischen VcHetzungen des Extrem. Knochen des Kindes durch den Geburtshii'.fcn,

iialle, 18.7 ; Ruge, Zditschrift fiir Geburtshiilfe und Frauenkrankhoiien, Berlin, 1876; A.

11. Simpson, On Diastases in the Bones of the liower Extremity of the Foetus, produced by

the Accoucheur, in the Edinburgh Medical Journal, June, 1880.
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would at once attract notice ; and those who have learned to speak are apt

to mention this and the pain together.

Deformity, in the long bones, may or may not be present, the thick and

tough periosteum sometimes holding the fragments very iirmly together.

Should this membrane have been torn, however, the pull of the muscles is

apt to distort the limb to a very marked degree. When the existence of

fracture is suspected, the child should be stripped and carefully examined.

Swelcing may take place very promptly, but is sometimes only slight.

One of my own children, at the age of six, had his humerus broken by

direct violence; but there was no displacement until he had a fall two

weeks later, and no swelling such a.s to attract attention at any time. His

only symptoms during those two weeks were pain and loss of power.

Ecchymosis is less apt to occur in children than in adults, probably

because the thick periosteum is less readily torn, and because the greater

relative mass of the soft parts renders the veins less liable to rupture.

Preternatural mobility is very often to be detected. It may be at

abnormal points, as in the middle of the thigh or leg, or in abnormal

directions, as when the forearm can be moved laterally on the arm, or the

leg on the thigh. Sometimes, as in cases of fracture near joints, or in-

volving them, the muscular resistance may be such as to restrict mobility.

Crepitus, as in adults, affords conclusive proof of the existence of frac-

ture. It is apt to be a softer and less distinct sound, by reason of the

smallness and toughness of the bones concerned, so that their broken ends

are likely to be less sharply serrated ; moreover, it is masked by the com-

parative thickness of the periosteum, and, indeed, of the whole mass of soft

parts.

Whenever there is doubt about the existence of fracture, or difficidty in

determining its exact seat, it is better to give the child an anaesthetic and to

make a thorough examination. Often a child will be so resolute in his

resistance to the surgeon that a satisfactory ki owledge of the case cannot

otherwise be arrived at. With the aid of ethei, and with complete ex-

posure of both the injured and the sound side, the diagnosis may be made,

re^iuction effected, and proper steps taken for the maintenance of the frag-

ments in position. An essential point, in injuries about the joints, is to

ascertain whether or not dislocation exists ; and this is sometimes impossible

unless with complete anaesthesia.

M >tRHB;.

MODE OF KEPAIR OP FRACTURES.

I he imion of broken bones takes place in children, as a general rule,

with great readiness. All formative processes are especially active at this

period of i;fe, the tissues are very vascular, and the amount of repar^ iive

ui erial deposited is apt to be much in excess of what is needed. Such

superabundant callus is, however, very readily absorbetl again, and it is

otlen difficult to detect any traces of a fracture which had seemed likely to

be followed by permanent deformity. , .y
'•
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Def(K-'t8 in the process of repair, delayed union, non-union, and pseiid-

arthrosis or false joint,—fortunately, not very common among children,

—

will be spoken of in connection with the fractures of special bones. The

methijds of treatment of these conditions have been so fully discussed in

works on general surgery, as well as in those devoted to the subject of

fractures, that it would be needless to devote space to their cousideratiou

here.

TREATMENT. ""'''

If it were possible for the surgeon, after accurate reduction of a frac-

ture, restoring the fragments exactly to their normal relation, to hold

them thus until nature should have completed the reparative process, the

result would be perfect. This, of couree, cannot be done ; and therefore we

must resort to the next best thing, by substituting for the surgeon's hands

apparatus which shall keej) the parts controlled and prevent the recur-

rence of deformity. Hence in children, as in adults, we employ splints of

various kinds, fitted to the parts as accurately as possible ; the immovable

apparatus ; sometimes extension and counter-extension.

By I'eason of the small size of the parts, the reduction of the fragments

is generally comparatively easy in children, and they are, of course, more

readily h.andled and lifted. But the retention is rendered difficult by the

want of purchase afforded. And the restlessness of many children, with

the eel-like facility which they possess in getting rid of restraint, as well as

the impossibility of making them feel the importance of avoiding displace-

ment, must always constitute an element of uncertainty as to results.

Moreover, the delicacy of the skin rendei*s it very apt to become irritated,

even to ulceration, by pressure : so that special care is needful in the

adjustment of aj)paratus.

The same general principles apply here as in the case of adults, and

will be developed in the discussicm of the special fnu^tures.

SPECIAL FRACTURES.

Fractures op the Bones of the Face.—Fractures of the nasal

bones very rarely occur in children, for obvious reasons. An accident very

similar, however,—the sepai'ution of the cartilages fi'om the bones,—is not

uncommon : several instances of it have come under my own observation.

It may result from falls or blows, and is attended by pain, often very

severe, swelling, deformity, and abnormal mobility. Bleeding, sometimes

profuse, is apt to occur, from rupture of the mucous membrane, and the

contusion of the skin is followed by ecchymosis which may be very exten-

sive. Crepitus is usually to be elicited, although it k not very marked.

Whether restored to their proper place or not, the c{ii*tilages readily unite

again to the bones. Should tlio deformity have been left uncorrected, it

becomes more pronounced as lite advances, and may he a life-long source

of annoyance : the utmost care should, therefore, be taken at the outset in
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restoring the normal relations of the parts. Boyer' relates the case of a

gh-1, aged eight, whose nose was fractured by the kick of a horse ; reduction

was postponed until the subsidence of swelling and inflammation, but was

then found impossible ; and not only was the nose permanently flattened,

but an incurable lachrymal fistula also resulted.

Evaporating lotions may be used for one or two days, until the first

irritation has subsided. Bleeding, if very free, may be checked by pressure

made with a director wrapped around with cotton and passed into the nos-

tril ; or the child, if old enough, may be induced to draw hot water up into

the nose. Some children have very wide nostrils, and pressure can be readily

made, in which ease it is best.

When the swelling has subsided, or as soon as the state of the parts can

be made out, means should be adopted for the correction of any deformity

that may exist. In one case I found that after moulding the parts into

shape they remained so, and no retentive ai)pliauce was needed. But if

there is much mobility, a quill should be cut of suitable length, wrapped

around with absorbent cotton, and gently iutrcxluced into the nostril so as to

act as an inside splint. Both sides may require this treatment, and then

one or two narrow strips of rubber adhesive plaster may be applied outside,

so as to keep the injured parts closely confined. By means of an arrange-

ment of this kind the interference with breathing which would ensue upon

the employment of a solid plug may be avoidtnl. Occasional inhalations of

steam may be useful to prevent the blocking of the tube by inspissated

mucus. ^' ,;',--! w .
•

,
...'_,.:,

;

In three or four days, or j)erhaps sooner, the cotton becomes saturated

with thin mucus, and comes away, or may be withdrawn, and another in-

serted in its plaje for a day or two, after which it may be dispensed with.

But for some time it iS necessary to use care, in blowing the nose, for

instance, lest the displacement be reproduced.

Fracture of the lower jaw is very rare in children, the small size of

the bone affording very little leverage. When it is met with, it is generally

the result of a severe blow or fall. I recently saw a case in which a girl

about eight yeai-s of age was thrown out of a carriage, the horses having-

run away ; she struck her face violently against an iron post, and sustained

a compound comminutetl fracture of the lower jaw on the right side. Some

netjrosis followed, but she recovered without serious deforuiity. Campl)elP

has recorded the case of a boy, agtd nine, who was knocked down and trod-

den by a horse ; he had a double compound comminuted fracture of the

body of the lower jaw at the left side, which united well, a few bits of

necrosed bone coming away. Lonsdale says he saw the lower jaw broken

at the symphysis in a child aged ten, but gives no details. Caswell ^ has

' Traits des Maladies chirurgicales, etc., translated by A. 11. Svovens, New York,

18in, vol. ii. p. 46.

'' Now York Journal of Medicine, May, 1858.

' Fractureu in the Rhode Island Hospital, 1868-1878.
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reported the case of a boy, aged eight, who had a double fracture, one on

eacli side of the symphysis, from a fall. Newlaud-Pedley ' records a fnus

ture at the side of the right lower canine tooth iu a boy aged eight, who

was "un over. In the record-book of the Children's Hospital of Philadel-

phia there is noted a fracture of the lower jaw at the left of the symj)hvsis

in a boy aged four, run over by a cart. And Gregory * has reported a case

of fracture of the lower jaw by direct violence in a child aged two years.

A good deal of shock is apt to attend an injury of this kind, and the

brain may even suffer fatally. Wounds or contusions of the soft parts,

within and without the mouth, are almost invariably present, and compli-

cate the treatment. The lines followed by these fractures are very various,

and not always easy to determine, on account of the rapid swelling which

ensues. A greater or less degree of comminution of the bone is apt to

occur.

By reason of the small size of the part, it is often difficult, and sometimes

impossible, to control the fragments thoroughly, and keep them in proper

relation to one another. As to mere deformity, this is not so grave a mat-

ter, as the projections of the fragments will become rounded off in time, aud

the appearance of the face will be better than might at first seem likely.

But a more serious trouble arises from the fact that the direction of the

teeth may be so changed as to prevent their accurate contact with those of

the upper jaw, so that mastication will be interfered with. Hence not

only should every effort be made to secure the fragments in due apposition,

but the parents should be warned to have the process of eruption of the

teeth carefully watched by a competent dentist, in order that any error iu

their position may be corrected.

The treatment consists in the coaptation of the fragments, aud their re-

tention by means of what is known as Barton's bandage. A small roller

should be firmly applied in the manner shown in Fig.

8, beginning at the occiput, passing over the top of the

head, down around the face, over the top of the head

again to the occiput, and then around the chin to the

Fio. 8.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Spliut cut out. Cup for the jaw.

starting-point. Along with this may be used a cup-shaped pasteboard splint

to support the chin. (Figs. 9 and 10.) Sometimes, as iu Newland-Ped ley's

case, a vulcanite plate is made to be applied over the teeth of one or both

jaws ; if the latter, there are, of course, tAvo plates, connectc<l by vulcanite

' British Medical Journal, March 16, 1889.

'St. Louis Modical and Surgical Journal, May 20, 1880.
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pillars. A long slip of cork, with indentations for the teeth, may be used

in like manner.

Much ingenuity has been bestowed upon the invention of apparatus for

the retention of the fragments in these injuries in adults, and other plans

may be found discussed at great length in works on general and oral surgery.

Allan' refers to a remarkable case related by Moraud in 1727 to the

Academic Royale ; it was that of a young girl who, in consequence of a

fracture of the jaw, became aifected with an exostosis which proved fatal.

Praotures of the upper maxillary bone are very rare in children. I

have seen, in a boy aged six, a })ortion of the alveolar arch in front detached

by a fall against a step ; he bled pi'ofusely for a time, but complete union

ensued. Hamilton mentions a case in which a block of wood fell upon the

face of a child three weeks old, and forced the nasal processes outward.

The palatal portion of this bone would seem to be thoroughly protected

from violence ; but a case is reported by Griffin^ in which a boy two years

and eight months of age fell down while playing with a piccolo flute, the

sharp end of which struck and fractured the hard palate. A plate was

applied, attached to the molar teeth, and a good result ensued.

Sometimes, by very great violence, children sustain extensive injuries,

the face being, as it were, smashed. Wiseman ' recoi-ded a case of this kind,

in which a boy aged eight was kicked in the face by a horse. Another is

related by Malgaigne, of a like accident, in which the condition many years

afterwards was as follows. " The nasal bones were destroyed ; the anterior

portion of the alveolar arch, and most, if not all, of the vault of the palate,

had likewise disappeared. He had no nose nor mouth ; the two lips lx;ing

fastened together by a thick and firm cicatrix, the chin was continued up

to an oval opening formed between the two ascending processes of the

maxillary bones as high as the frontal. By this one opening the patient

breathed, spoke, ate, and drank ; when a piece of bread was put into it, the

tongue was seen to come up, and to carry it down to the molar teeth, which

performed their functions very well."

Agnew * records an instance of injury apparently even more severe, but

more favorable in its result. The boy was caught between two railroad-cars.

" The whole face was disjoined from the head. The upper jaws were greatly

comminuted, the inferior maxilla was broken into four pieces, and a number

of ragged wounds involved the soft parts of the face. Notwithstanding this

extensive mutilation, all the fragments of the upper jaw united ; a portion

of the lower maxilla, being in :i great measure detached from the bone, be-

came necrosed and was removed." The deformity remaining after recovery

is well represented in Fig. 11.

Cotting' has reported a case in which a boy aged four years and three

' System of Pructiciil and Oporotive Surgery, Edinburgh, 1821, vol. ii. p. 86.

» New York Medical Record, July 2, 1887.

' Chirurgiiiil Treatises, 6lh ed., 1734, vol. ii. book vii. p. 253. * Surgery, vol. i.

' American Journal of the Miidical Sciences, October, 1854.

Vol. III.—07
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months was run over, a carriage containing five persons passing over his

face. Besides great laceration, the right malar and upper maxillary bones

were broken from their attaoli-

mcnts, and driven downward aud

backward for at least half an

iiKth. The lower jaw was broken

through the botly on both sides,

as well as at the symphysis. The

left clavicle, the second, third, and

fourth left ribs anteriorly, the

fourth and fifth posteriorly also,

and the fourth right rib anteriorly

and posteriorly, were fractured.

Reduction of the fractures of the

facial bones was effected ; but the

child died from the chcst-injurius

in about thirty hours.

Another remarkable case, in-

volving both upper maxillary

bones, is recorded by Waechtor.'

Fractures of the Boxes

OF THE Trunk.—Fractures of

the ribs and their cartilages are

extremely rare in early life, on

account of their great elasticity.

Cases are upon record in which children have been run over or otherwise

subjected to great violence, and the ribs have given way ; but in almost

every instance such other damage has been done as to prevent recovery.

Thus, Fayrer' mentions the ease of an East Indian boy, aged two, who

had fracture of the left fifth and sixth ribs, with hcemoptysis, and died

from exhaustion in a few hours. No details are given, but it may be

assumed that the lung was wounded. Rupture of the lung has been re-

peatedly seen where the ribs, from their elasticity, have escaped fracture.

On the books of the Children's Hospital in this city there is notwl in

1874 the case of a boy, aged five, who was caught under a falling pile of

lumber and had two ribs broken on the right side. Some emphysema

ensued, but adhesive strips were applied, and the boy went out curetl on the

sixteenth day. Another boy, aged eight, was admitted in 1875, having liad

the fifth right rib broken by the passage of a wagon-wheel ; he was dis-

charged cured on the twenty-fifth day. Coulon records the case of a child

who died from rupture of the lung, and who was found to have sustained

partial fracture of two or three ribs on each side. —
' Deutsche Zeitschrift fiir Chirurgie, 1877, p. 106.

* Clinical and Pathological Observations in India, p. 223.

Results of a case of muUlple fractures of the bones
of the face. (Agnew.)
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The symptoms of ft-acture of the ribs are paiu, difficuhy of breathing,

crepitus, and perhaps emphysema. Ecchymosis may be present, aud to-

gether with tlie history of the accident will help to indicate the seat of the

Itsion.

Adhesive strips of suitable width should be firmly ai)plied over the

whole of the affected side, so as to control the movements of the chest-walls.

Other treatment should be instituted according to circumstances.

Fractures of the pelvis are of extreme rarity in early life. I have

seen one in a boy of sixteen, who had fallen from a height ; the exact seat

of fracture could not be determined, but it was in the anterior portion ; the

urine had to be drawn off for four days ; recovery was complete.

Bryant mentions an extraordinary case :
" in a female child, great sepa-

ration of the jielvic bones was present, the whole pelvic organs having been

pressed out of the outlet of the pelvis by the crushing force. The large

intestine for about a foot, uterus, bladder, etc., were all in view, the whole

jxjrineum having been ruptured." Complete recovery ensued, although, of

course, with permanent damage to the parts.

In another case, that of a boy aged seven, Bryant says, there were

"fracture of the pubic bones and laceration of the urethra, accompanied

with profuse hemorrhage and retention, for which catheterism was ineffectual,

and death seemed imminent." Free incision of the perineum down to the

urethra gave relief, and the boy recovered rapidly.

A great deal of shock must follow an injury of this kind, and will

demand attention ; a wide bandage should be placed about the pelvis, and

care taken, if necessary, to draw off the urine as it collects in the bladder.

Other symptoms must be met as they arise.

Fractures of the Bones op the Upper Extremity.—Fractures

of the clavicle are very common in children, and may be due to either

direct or indirect violence ; in the latter case the line of breakage is gen-

erally oblique from behind forward and from within outward. In the

majority of cases the middle third of the bone is the part affected.

Gross * says that he has twice met with intra-uterine fracture of this

bone, from violence applied to the mother's abdomen ; and Gurlt gives

seven instances of the kind. I myself saw such a case in 1859 with the

late Dr. W. Keller, of this city.

Gibson ^ mentions having seen the clavicle broken during birth from, an

ignorant midwife pulling at the arm.

The clavicle is said to have given way to muscular action in convulsions,

in the ease of a boy of ten, quoted by Gurlt from Strcubel, and to a violent

effort at bowling in a boy of fourteen, as reported by Heath.'

Sometimes the fracture is incomplete. Malgaigne gives one case of his

' Surgery, vol. i. p. 944.

' Surgerj-, vol. i. p. 255.

* British Medical Journal, November 18, 1882.
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own, and quotes several others.^ Holmes ' gives an excellent representation

of a specimen.

On the other hand, Malgaigne mentions a little girl, the subject of " a

double fracture, in which the middle fragment, about two centimetres in

length, was situated vertically between the two others," and could not be

disengaged.

When the violence producing the fracture has not been very great, the

periosteum may be untorn, and the fragments are held closely together.

Yet the finger carried along the bone will detect the break, and pain will be

caused by pressure at this point. And in a day or two there will be notal)le

swelling from the deposit of callus ; it seems also as if the periosteum

became softened, and yielded.

When there is displacement, it is due chiefly, as in the adult, to the action

of the serratus magnus muscle, rocking the scapula around forward, and

through the acromion process pushing the outer fragment of the clavicle

inward ; the pectoralis minor will act in the same way.

As a general rule, to these symptoms, pain and perceptible deformity,

there is added loss of power in the arm and hand, with more or less distinct

crepitus. The child refrains from play, supports the arm of the injured

side with the opposite hand, and very often inclines the head toward the

damaged shoulder, so as to avoid muscular tension.

Very often the union of a broken collar-bone takes place with great

readiness. Berry ' says that in six cases, of ages ranging between five

months and five years, the consolidation was found complete in from nine

to fourteen days, the longest time being noted in the youngest child.

I have recently seen a girl five months old with a fracture of the clavicle

caused, her mother said, by falling out of bed ; crepitus was distinctly felt,

but could not be precisely located, by reason of the plumpness of the pails.

Union was perfect in seven days.

Non-union sometimes, however, occurs. I saw in 1857 a girl aged ten

who three months before had fallen headforemost about fifteen feet upon

some sand. She had an ununited fracture of the left clavicle, about one

inch from its acromial end ; the inner fragment was tilted backward, the

outer one upward ; movement of the head toward the left side was difficult.

A case is mentioned * of "a girl aged nine who had broken her clavicle a

month before, and had had no treatment ; the sternal fragment projected

upward at an angle of forty-five degrees, its sharp extremity forming a

visible prominence at the side of the neck. The other fragment was fully

an inch below this, and connected with it by what appeared to be a band of

' See also Blandin, American Journal of the Medical Sciences, April, 1843, from Jour-

nal de Med. et de Chir. prat., Juillet, 1842 ; and Robert, ibid., January, 1859, from L'Union

Medicale.

' Surgical Treatment of the Diseases of Infancy and Childhood, 1868.

» New England Medical Monthly, March 15, 1883.

* Holmes's System of Surgery, 8d ed., vol. i. p. 948 ; American edition, vol. i. p. 846.
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fibrous tissue passing nearly vertically between them." Pollard ' resorted

fiuccessfully to resection and wiring in the case of a child aged sixteen and

a half months, the fracture having occurred five and a half months pre-

viously. Barker * reports another instance, in a boy aged twelve, who had,

in addition to non-union, troublesome nerve-disturbances.

Fracture of both clavicles is rarely seen in children. Bennett' saw a

case in a girl aged six, run over by a car ; the fracture on one side was in-

complete. Her other injuries proved fatal. Lonsdale speaks of a fracture

of the collar-bone about half an inch from the sternum, in a boy aged

three, who fell against a step ; and says, " the other clavicle had been broken

about a fortnight previously."

Holmes* says that he has seen a death from laceration of the internal

jugular vein by one of the fragments of a broken clavicle in a child. In

this case the fmcture was of both bones. Such complications are infrequent

;

but Gross ' saw a boy aged fifteen who four months previously had had a

fracture of the right collar-bone by the recoil of a gun ;
" partial paralysis

of the superior extremity, with atrophy and permanent contraction of some

of the muscles of the arm, forearm, and hand," had resulted.

The treatment of these fractures has received much attention from sur-

gical writers, and very many forms of apparatus have from time to time

been proposed. I venture to assert, however, that the principle really in-

volved is extremely simple; that the action of the serratus magnus and

pectoralis minor must be opposed, and the scapula pushed iHJund towaixl

the median line of the back. When this is effectively done, the outer

fragment of the clavicle is drawn into proper position, and the deformity

disappeai-s.

No pad should be placed in the axilla. I lay special stress on this,

because the axillary pad, intended to force the shoulder outward and up-

ward, Avas a chief feature in the apparatuses invented and advocated by Fox,

Levis, Hamilton, and one or two others. But not only is it entirely ineffi-

cient ; its pressure may do serious harm. A case is reported ® in which a

girl of eight years, having broken her clavicle, was attended by a surgeon

who applied a pad in the axilla, bandaged the arm from the fingers up,

and then bound the arm to the side
;
gangrene ensued, and amputation

became necessary ; a lawsuit followed, and it was held that the pressure

against the pad had checked the circulation.

Sayre's method seems to me to fulfil the indications better than any

other, for children as well as for adults. It consists of two strips of good

adhesive plaster, of length and width proportioned to the size of the patient.

*ff,l

m

> British Medical Journal, March 26, 1887.

» Ibid., January 30, 1886.

' Medical Press and Circular. January 5, 1887.

* Surgical Treatment of the Diseases of Infancy and Childhood, 1868, p. 243.

* Op. cit., vol. i. p. 946.

* British Medical Journal, May 29, 1886. .
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One of these is carn'cHl round the upper part of the arm, thence across the

back and round the thorax ; it draws the head of th(i humerus backward

towai-d the me<lian line, and thus crowds the scajjuhi in the desired direc-

tion, the acromion carrying with it the outer fragment of the clavicle. The

hand is now brought up toward the sound shoulder, and the stxjond strip

j)laced diagonally around the elbow and shoulder, one portion going iu front

and the other behind.

In most cases the inner fragment needs no attention. Oa-asionally,

however, it has been forced forward by the outer fragment getting behind

it ; and then gentle pressure by means of a pad of suitable size, k(>pt iu

})lace by small strips, may be employed to i)ush it back into its proper

position.

Compound fracture of the clavicle is of extremely rare occurrence in

early life. In cue case, reported by Whitson,* the bone was sutured, with

a good result.

Schncck* had occasion to treat a little girl aged five who had boon

kicked by a colt, and who had a, fracture of the clavicle complicated with

fracture of the upper part of the humerus. Fox's apparatus was use! for

the former, and a hollowed wooden splint for the latter, the arm being con-

fined to the side, with a perfect result in each. Foulerton^ met with a case

in which a boy nineteen months old, whose nurse pulled him by the hand,

had a fracture of the clavicle and a separation of the upper epiphysis of

the radius.

Fractures of the scapula are very rarely met with in children. I

have myself seen one, in a little girl two and a half years old, who had

fallen down three steps ; the neck of the bone was broken. Another case

of the same kind has been reported by Dr. John Ashhurst :
* in both the

diagnosis was made by exclusion. Gurlt quotes from Michon a case in

which a child, in getting up off the ground, fractured the scapula by mus-

cular action. I have lately had in the Pennsylvania Hospital a boy said to

be two years old, but very large for that age, who fell out of a third-story

win low, sustaining a fracture in the shoulder-joint, probably through the

glenoid cavity ; crepitus was very distinct, but could not be accurately

located. On the sixteenth day all trace of the injury had disappeared.

By reason of the relations of this bone, there is very little tendency to

displacement when it is broken. The treatment consists in keeping the

whole shoulder and arm at complete rest,—which can be done by a caj) of

binder's board or thick pasteboard moulded to the part, and a bandage

confining the arm to the side. A carefully-applied plaster dressing would

answer the same purpose.

Fracttires of the humerus are very often met with in children ; they

> British Medical Journal, January 6, 1883.

2 American Journal of the Medical Sciences, April, 1868.

» Lancet, October 2, 1880. ,ir, !

* Transactions of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia, 1875, 3d series, vol. i.
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may result from direct or indirect violence, or from muscidar action. Any
portion of the bone may give way, but in by fur the largest number of

cases the lower third suffers. (In adults the reverse is true, the upper por-

tion being in them much more frcHjuently broken.)

The anatomical neck of the humerus is reported by Fraser ' to have

been fracturetl by machinery, in a Iwy agi^l fifteijn, the head of the bono

being displaced downwaixl ; re<Iuction of both fracture and luxation was
effected under chloroform, and " jjcrfect recovery" ensued.

But in the majority of instances in early life the upper epiphym is

detached, when in an adult the anatomical i\wk would give way. Such an

accident, aceoixling to Chapelain-Durocher, has occurnxl during birth, from

tlic midwife hooking her finger into the axilla and making tractiou.

Bruns* collected six instances of this kind.

Hamilton mentions a case in which a child thirteen months old fell

from his cmdle and was said by au emj)iric to have spmined his shoulder.

Three weeks afterward Dr. H. was called in, and detecited a separation of

the epiphysis, which he treated ; but no union had taken place five mouths

later.

Esmarch ' excised the separated epiphysis in a child aged five on account

of osteo-myelitis and suppurative arthritis of the shoulder.

Fuqua * reports the case of a boy aged ten who made a perfect recovery

from what was supposed to be a disjunction of the upj)er ej)iphysis of the

humerus, caused by a fall from a horse. There may be some doubt about

the diagnosis in this case.

Richmond * reports two instances : one that of a girl aged ten, injured

by falling do'vn three or four feet ou her back, and treated witli a moulded

leather cap over the shoulder ; the other that of a young man aged nine-

teen, treated by first raising the arm, then bringing it down and apjjlying

extension and counter-extension by means of an outside splint. In the

former case there was some deformity remaining ; in the latter *'' a perfect

result" was obtained.

Hamilton mentions two cases, in boys aged thirteen and sixteen, iu

which the injury was supposed at first to be luxation, and treated as such.

Some shortening ensued in both ; the ultimate result iu the younger was

unknown, but the other had a perfectly useful arm.

A remarkable case is mentioned by Bouchut as observed by Fouclier.

A girl aged thirteen was taking a frame down from a wall above her head,

when the upper epiphysis of the humerus was separated by the muscular

effort she made ; an abscess formed, and death ensued in about seven

weeks, when the diagnosis was established by an autopsy.

> American Journal of the Medical Sciences, April, 1869. „,.„-,...-

* Archiv fiir Klinische Chirurgie, 1882, Bd. xxvii. ;
i.„

' "Waitz, Langenbeck's Archiv, 1877, Bd. xxi. . ,. ..- '

p -V -. >j. * Louisville Medicril Herald, January, 1882. i .:<> v. jsinr;.". ^

* New York Medical Journal, November, 1877.
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Sometimes these separations are compound. Knox * reports such a case

in a boy aged sixteen, whose horse fell oi him ; the end of the shaft of the

humerus protruded through the deltoid muscle. Rwluction was effected,

and the wound dressed anti;3eptically ; a shoulder-cap of felt and an inside

angular zinc splint were applied, and the boy made a perfect recovery.

Clark,^ in a similar case caused by a machinery accident, was obliged to

amputate, the limb becoming gangrenous by reason of damage to the axil-

lary ai"tery. He refere to sixteen instances in which this lesion was simple,

and to four in which it was compound ; two of the latter ended fatally.

Separation of this epiphysis had Iwen recognized by Sir A. Cooper,^ and

by Sir C. Bell, who says,* " I have known it occur from a boy firing a

musket ;" but it was first accurately described by R. W. Smith, of Dublin,

in 1847. An important fact, pointed out by Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson*

and myself,' is the rotation inward of the upper fragment by the action of

the supraspinatus, infraspinatus, and subscapularis muscles. This idea was

again brought forwaixi by Dr. E. M. Moore, in a paper read before the

American INIedical Association in 1 874, with the suggestion that the end of

the shaft became caught in the concavity of the lower surface of the epi-

physial fragment ; he proposal carrying the arm upward and forward to the

perpendicular (median?) line, and then making extension. I would venture

to express my belief that i better plan is to follow the upper fragment with

the lower, first by extension overcoming any impaction that may exist, and

then carrying the elbow upward and outward so that the arm shall be at an

angle of perhaps fortj-five degrees with the body, in which position it can

be readily supported by means of a splint, one branch of which should be

applied to the side of the chest, the other to the inner side of the arm.

After a week or two the splint may be changed so as to lessen the angle,

and again two or three days later, and so on until the arm is brought

down close to the body. . .

Helferich ^ presented to the Society of German Surgeons a successful

case in Avhich he had cut down upon the fragments, reduced the displace-

ment, and fastened the pieces together with a long steel pin, whi^h v»ab left;

in place for a fortnight. Bruns reported two cases, and Woelfier one, in

each of which excision of the epiphysial fragment had been resorted to.

Such operations, it seems to me, must be rarely called for.

Bruns (loc. cit.) refers to two cases in which this injury, unrelieved, was

followed by serious interference with the development of the bone. In one

* Medical News, December 5, 1885.

* Glasgow Medical Journal, September, 1886.

' Dislocations and Fractures, etc., p. 431.

Institutes of Surgery, 1838, vol. i. p. 110.

» Medical Times and Gazette, March 10, 1866.

• New Yorlc Medical Journal, October, 1866.

' Annual of the Universal Medical Sciences, 1889, from Ln Semaine Modicale, April

11, 1888.

1!,'
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a man aged twenty had had at ten years of age a separation of the epiphy-

sis, and the arm was shortened by thirteen centimetres ; in the other, a man

aged forty-nine, who in his second year had " hurt his shoulder," the short-

ening amounted to fourteen centimetres. Bryant mentions having seen a

woman aged thirty whose arm was shortened five inches, from injury to the

upper epiphysis of the humerus in early infancy. Shearar' saw a man
ased fiftv-three whose arm was shortened bv four inches, as the result of a

fracture near the head of the humerus, sustained at two years of age ; this

was probably a similar case. It is not too much to assert that accurate

apposition of the fmgments will be the surest means of preventing such

trophic changes.

Fracturea of the surgical neck of the humerus are not common in early

life, although they may, of couree, occur as tiie rasult of direct violence.

Their main interest consists in the difficulty of maintaining apposition, on

account of the action of the muscles ; the lower fragment is usually strongly

drawn upward and inward, while the upper one is tilted over, so that the

two form an angle salient outward.

Hutchinson (loc. cit.) says he saw a boy aged ten with fracture below

the tuberosities, in whom the lower fragment was outside of and behind

the upper, and was held there so firmly by bands of periosteum that re-

duction was impossible, even on the post-mortem table.

A boy six years old was brought to the Pennsylvania Hospital about

two months since, having been struck by a locomotive and thrown about

twenty feet into a ditch. He had a compound fracture of the surgical

neck of the right humerus, and a simple fracture of the outer third of

the clavicle. Two weeks later there was evidence of suppuration in the

shoulder-joint, and excision was thought of, but a sudden improvement

occurred, and all the symptoms subsided. He has now only a slight stiff-

ness remaining in the joint.

Hamilton mentions two cases, in boys aged respectively twelve and

fifteen, in both of which there was permanent shortening and deformity,

but not loss of mobility or strength.

A less favorable result attended a case reported by Vogt ;* it was that of

a girl aged eleven, in Avhom, although there was an excess of callus, union

failed to occur, and there was loss of sensation and of usefulness in the

limb ; excision of the upper fragment was resorted to, and electricity, but

with no marked benefit, by reason, it is said, of neglect on the part of the

parents of the child.

Ffoctures of the shaft of the humerus are not infrequent in children
;

they have resulted sometimes from obstetric opera^^ions, and occasionally

from the compression caused by the contractions of the womb.

Powell ' saw in a child four days old a fracture at the middle of the

> British Medical Journal, October 10, 1885.

» Deutsche Zeitschrift fiir Chirurgie, 1877.

' Medical Bulletin, January, 1884.
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humerus, caused by rough liandling ou tho part of a nurse. Prowitt' was

called to a female child six days old who had a fracture of the humerus at

the junction of the middle and upper thiixls, said to have been caused three

days before by the mother lifting her ; there was some doubt whether the

injury had not occurred during birth.

Campbell "^ reports the case of a boy sixteen days old who fractiu-ed the

humerus near the middle by falling out of bed
;
good union took place in

three weeks. The treatment is stated to have been by means of a gutta-

percha s]>lint, with a pad on the inner side of the arm, the limb being bound

to the chest with adhesive plaster and bandages.

In older children blows, fall
,
and violence of various kinds produce these

injuries. Sometimes, but rarely, they are compound ; I liave had to ampu-

tate the arm of a boy only seventeen months old for railroad crush, and he

completely recovered. In a number of instances, in early life, the humerus

has given way under muscular effort in throwing. Bellamy^ records one

at the age of fourteen ; Perrin ^ one in which the same boy twice broke his

humerus in the lower third in this way, a year's time intervening between

the two accidents.

Occasionally in these cases the periosteum is imtorn, and holds the frag-

ments together ; but there is pain, helplessness of the limb, and tenderness

on pressure. Usually, however, the mobility at the seat of fracture makes

the diagnosis clear. One of my own children, at the age of six, had his

humerus broken in the lower third, by direct violence ; but it was not until

two weeks later, when he had a fall, that the fragments were disjoiuetl.

Raleigh" reported a similar case in a boy aged nine years.

Complications of these fractures are not otten met with in children ; but

Laurent ® gives a case related to him by Richet, in which a boy aged ten

fell oft' an ass, and broke the humerus at the middle ; next day a small \m\-

sating tumor wa.s noted, evidently an aneurism caused by wound of the

artery by one of the fragments. Ligation above and ))elow was practised,

with a good result. Stamforth ' is reported to have shown to the Sheffield

Medico-Chirurgical Society a girl twenty-one years of age with atrophy of

the deltoid, supraspinatus and infraspinatus, biceps, and brachialis anticiis,

supposed to be due to " a green-stick fracture of the humerus over nineteen

years previously."

The treatment of fractures of the humerus has varied greatly in differ-

ent hands. I shall only mention that which I have always found effective.

A splint of light wood, of sheet zinc, or of binder's board should be adapted

' St. T.ouis Courier of Medicine, November, 1881.

' New York Journal of Medicine, May, 1868.

» Lancet, May 11, 1878.

* L'Union Medicale, June 9, 1857.

* American Journal of the Medical Sciences, February, 1886.

' Des Anevrysmes compliquant les Fractures, p. 42.

' Lancet, May 25, 1889.
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to the inner side of the arm, the elbow being flexed at a right angle ; this

splint should extend from well up in the axilla to the ends of the fingere,

the upper end of it being rounded off. Three small splints of zinc or

binder's board should next be cut out, one for the back of the arm from the

slioulder to the elbow, one for the outer side, and one for the front. Each

of these is now to be carefully padded with an even layer of clean, raw cot-

ton, or with two to four layers of canton flannel. Just at the elbow, in the

inside splint, a hole should be cut for the epitrochlea or inner condyle, or

else a pad should be placed just above, so as to prevent pressure on that bony

prominence. Reduction being now carefully accomplished, the splints are

applied, and secured by a roller bandage, beginning at the fingers and end-

ing at the shoulder. The turns should be put on as accurately as possible,

just tightly enough to keep the entire limb at perfect rest. The whole is

now suspended from the neck by means of a sling.

When the fracture is above the middle of the bone, it may be well to

substitute for the three small splints a pasteboard caj), accurately cut out,

softened, and fitted so as to extend from the tip of the shoulder to the elbow,

embracing a little less than two-thirds of the circumference of the arm.

Between this and the inside splint, I have never found it difficult to control

the fragments.

Cases of delay or failure in union are more frequent in this bone than

in any other i)art of the skeleton. Mott^ reported an instance in which a

boy of twelve had a fracture which after the lapse of eight months had not

united, the ends of the fragments having become conical ; setons were twice

used, but failed ; the ends were then .cut down upon and sawn off, and the

surfaces of bt)ne wired together, with excellent success.

White is credited with the first resection in a case of this kind, in 1759
;

but he says '^ he was not the operator ; the result was perfect.

A very curious case has been recorded by Clarke,' of a fast-growing boy

who had a fracture of the arm, which unitefl ; he returned to school, over-

worked himself in trying for a prize, and broke dmvn in health, when the

fragments were found to have become disjoined.

In the Warren Museum* there is a specimen (Xo. 1314), from a boy

fifteen years old, of the lower six and a half inches of the humerus, necrosed

after fracture of the bone and compound dislocation of the e^bow. After

the removal of the sei]uestrnm, healing took place, and " when heard from

four or five years afterwards, he had a good arm, and sufficient motion at

the elbow."

Fractures of the Lower Portion of the Ilumerm.—Close above the elbow,

where the humerus widens out, becoming thinned antero-posteriorly, frao-

' Transactions of th>^ New York Academy of Medicine, 1857, vol. i.

' Cases in Surgery, p. 69.

' Medical Times and Gazette, November 16, 18G7.

* Catalogue, pp. 243-44.
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ture very often occu/s in children, and is apt to be followed by permanent

disability.

The short lower fragment is tilted forward by the action of the flexors

pronators, and extensors, aided by the upward piill of the triceps, the biceps,

Pjq j2
^"^1 *^h® brachialis anticus upon the radius and

ulna. Hence there is formed between the two

fmgments an angle salient forward ; and unless

this is corrected it will be found, when union hag

taken place, that flexion of the elbow is limited,

for an obvious reason. (See diagram. Fig. 12.)

Of this I have myself witnessed repeate<l in-

stances. A clear description of this state of

things, with an illustrative case, in a boy aged

eight years, is given by Coulon.*

Verneuil, in a discussion at the Soci6t6 de Chirurgie^ in Paris, men-

tioned a boy aged twelve who by a fall from a horse had the humerus

broken at its lower part. There was good union without deformity, but the

radial nerve was paralyzal. lour months later the arm and forearm were

shrunken, and the lower fragment was almost doubled in its antero-poste-

rior diameter. The elbow had been kept immovable for seventy days.

Extension was possible to one hundred and thirty degrees, flexion only to

ninety degrees. Pronation and supination were free.

From luxation of the elbow backward, which it much resembles, this

injury may be distinguished by three points. First, there is apt to be dis-

tinct crepitus, easily perceived. Secondly, there is abnormal mobility in

every direction ; on gi-asping the arm with one hand and the forearm with

the other, the surgeon will find not only flexion and jxtension free, but the

forearm movable also from side to side. Thirdly, the olecranon will be

found to preserve its normal relation to the epitrochlea and epicondyle.

I have in one instance seen this fracture compound, in a boy about

twelve years old, who had fallen from a low fence ; the artery was torn

across, and I was obliged to amputate.

Lange has recorded ^ the case of a girl aged eight, who after a fracture

close to the lower end of the humeras had pain at the seat of injury, the

wrist and fingers being flexed, with a very limited degree of motion. A
sharp edge of bone could be felt. An incision was made, and tlie metlian

nerve found flattened against the edge of bone ; above this point the nerve

was thickened. The nerve was loosened, and the edge of bone excised,

with decided relief. A curious point is that in this case the growth of the

nails was interfered with previous to the operation.

Various plans have been recommended for the treatment of these cases

;

> Op. cit., p. 186.

» Bull, et Mem., 1880.

» New York Medicftl Journal, April 28, 1883.
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but I shall mention only one, devised by me many years ago, which meets

the indications, and which ban given me the best results. Measuring by the

sound limb, I cut out a piece of

binder's board, or in a very young

child a piece of pasteboard, in the

shape shown in the diagram (Fig.

13). This is then again cut in the

dotted lines, and it will be seen that

a can be turned over so as to fit

along the front of the arm, while b

will be on its inner side, and c on

that of the forearm. The portions

c, c, 0, c, turned up, will steady the

forearm and hand, while d is turned

up so as to push forward the olec-

ranon and with it the lower end of the lower humeral fragment. Projterly

padded, this splint is secured by means of a bandage accurately applied from

the fingers to the shoulder, and the hand and forearm are supported by a sling.

My own practice is, in this as in all other fractures near joints, to begin

very early with passive motion. Thus, a week after the injury I very

firmly grasp the limb at the seat of fracture, and gently flex and extend the

joint through a small arc, avoiding the infliction of any pain. The joint

has not yet stiffened, and the fracture can be controlled. At every dressing

this manoeuvre is repeated, through a larger and larger range.

I think it is well also, at the end of fourteen to sixteen days, to cut

away the hand part of the splint, and let the little patient begin to move
the fingers. A week later, the whole hand can be left free ; and by the time

the splint is removed, the limb will be almost restore<l to usefulness.

No prudent surgeon will forget, in dealing with a fracture of this kind,

that there is danger of gangrene from interference with the circulation iu

the brachial artery. Sometimes this has been unavoidable, the vessel having

been pressed upon by the end of the upper fragment ; but an ill-adjusted

splint, or a bandage too tightly applied, may increase the evil, and, no doubt,

has in some instances given rise to >^.

Malgaigne mentions a remarkable case seen by him ; it was tiat of a

little girl two years old, in whom a fracture just above the lower end of .ue

humerus, sustained several months before, had wholly failed to unit,e.

Separation of the lower f^mphysis of the humetnis, although much lik .,ne

injury last mentioned, differs from it in the absence of any peculiar ten-

dency to displacement. Farabeuf * has discussed the anatomy of this lesion,

which he thinks must be very rare after the age of four years. At birth

the whole of the lower end of the bone is cartilaginous, and ossification

begins first in the condyle at the end of the second year.

' Bull, et Mem. de la Society de Chirurgie, 1886, vol. xii.

•
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According to Gray, tlie lower epi[)hy9i9 of the liuraerug is developed as

follows :
" At the eud of the second year, ossifitation commences in the

radial portion of the articular surface, and from this point extends inward,

so as to form the chief part of the articular end of the bone, the centre for

the inner part of the articular surface not appearing until ahout the age of

twelve. Ossification commences in the internal condyle [cpitrochlea] about

the fifth year, and in the external one [epicondyle] not until between the

thirteenth and fourteenth years. About the sixteenth or seventeenth year,

the outer condyle [epicondyle] and both portions of the articulating surface,

having already joined, unite with the shaft ; at eighteen years, tiie iuuer

condyle [epitrochlea] becomes joined."

My belief is tliat in young children the leverage exerted through the

ulna sometimes twists off the whole or a portion of the epiphysis ; for I

have repeatally observed, in subjects less than five or six yeare old, injuries

of tlie elbow in which there was crepitus, and yet no traceable line of frac-

ture ; a certain looseness of the joint, and helplessness of the limb, which

have seemed to me to admit of no other explanation. These cases have

always done Avell with very simple treatment,—an angular splint for the

front or inner side of the arm, with early and thorough, though very gentle,

passive motion. Wight ^ met with a curious combination of injuries in a

boy aged eight, who fell from a cart and sustained a fracture of both bones

of the forearm less than an inch (two centimetres) from the wrist, together

with separation of the lower epiphysis of the humerus. Passive motion of

both joints was begun on the third day, and good union was obtained,

although at the time of the report the movements of the elbow were still

somewhat hindered by excessive deposit of callus.

Maisonneuve * met with a compound separation of the lower epiphysis

of the hr. ^ ^rus, the shaft projecting some distance through a large wound.

The patient, a boy aged seven, had fallen about ten feet. Reduction was

effected with some difficulty ; in three months the wound healed, and a

complete recovery ensued, but not before eighteen months had elapsed.

Among English and American writers there is a somewhat awkward

confusion of terms in regard to the lower extremity of the humerus. The

term " condyles" has been applied by anatomists to the tuberosities at the

outer and inner sides, and has been so used also by surgeons, \rho have, how-

ever, often included in it the adjoining portion of the articular surface. In-

deed, the whole of the trochlea has been sometimes spoken of as part of the

inner condyle, and the rest of the joint-surfaoe as l)elonging to the outer;

while fissures running down into the joint have been termed " intercondylar."

Such confusion may be avoided by adopting the French nomenclature, and

speaking of the trochlea and epitrochlea, the condyle and the epicondyle.

Fractures of the epicondyle have been observed in children. A typical

• Annals of Anatomy and Surgery, October, 1880.

* Clinique Chirurgicale, tome i. p. 633.
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case of this injury is recorded by Coulon,' in which a boy aged three and a

half years fell from a chair to the ground ; the brokeu piece, very small,

was distinctly felt. The arm was simply kept on a pillow, and compresses

soakal in .'ncture of arnica applied ; consolidation had taken j^lacc on the

twelfth day, and all the movements of the elbow-joint were perfect. IJut in

many cases, although the.' j is detachment of the epicondyle, this is only a
portion of the injury, the elbow being dislocated, or the joint-surfiu;e Ixiing

also involved. Coulon reports two other instances of what he calls intra-

articular fractures of the epicondyle, one in a boy six years old, another in

a boy of fourteen
; both these cases resulted in serious deformity and dis-

ability, and should be classed with fractures of the elbow.

Fractures of the epUrochlca are much more common. Coulon gives three

instances, two in boys aged ten and a half and eleven respectively, and one in

a girl aged three and a half. In all, the injury was readily recognized, and
the movements of the joint were completely restored, or almost so, in a short

time. The same may be said of a boy aged eleven seen by Uau'Ilton, as well

as of a girl aj;cd thirteen, and a boy aged eleven, mentioned by Stimson. -

The fragment in such a case may be displaced either upward or down-
ward (toward the wrist). Sometimes it remains loose. As the h«.xors and
pronators take their origin partly from the epitrochlea, the lesion may
sometimes at least be in the nature of a sprain-fracture, the fragment being

torn away ; and the same fact may explain the displacement in some cases.

Occasionally, iwrhai^s, the piece may be pulled away by stress on the internal

lateral ligament.

When the articulation is invaded, as in what Coulon calls intra-articular

fracture of the epitrochlea, the results are ver\ grave. In four instances

cited by him the loss of motion in the joint was such as greatly to impair

the usefulness of the limbs. Granger* first described this injury, giving an

account of two cases, both due to falls on the hand. One of the i)atients, a

boy aged eleven, had also a luxation of the elbow, which was reduced ; but,

by reason of neglect, he failed to recover flexion and extension in the

joint. In the other case, that of a boy aged eight, the fragment was re-

tracteil below the joint ; there was such irritation of the ulnar nerve that the

muscles supplied by it were paralyzed, and crops of vesicles appeared in the

skin in that region ; the use of the hand was, however, ultimately regained.

It seems to me that in both these instances, certainly in the first one, the

fracture must have entered the joint ; and if a portion of the trochlea is

hroken off, the occurrence of luxation of the forearm backward, or back-

ward and inward, is greatly favored. Among the recorded cases I find but

one, quoted by Gurlt from Senftleben, in which the result is said to have

been good ; it was that of a boy aged eleven. Gurlt cites from Langenbeck

the history of a boy aged ten, whose elbow was ankylosed : on resection the

» Op. cit., p. 143.

* Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, April, 1818

i
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broken condyle (trochlea?) was founrl in the olecranon fossa; death eiiaiicd

from pyteinia. The same surgeon has reported the case of a boy aged seven

in whom tiio luxation was reduced, but the joint was permanently stillenetl.

In the Warren Museum ' there is a sijecimen from a girl aged sixteen, who

had a fruoture of the inner condyle (trocJilca?) witli dislocation backward

and outward of the elbow. Sloughing ensued, and amputation wjw \)vv-

formcil on the forty-sixth day ;
" the condyle is seen to have undergone

considerable change, as have also the other bones, more or less."

Let it be noted that ti\e same muscular violence which is charged in some

instances with tearing off the epitrochlea would also, through the ulna, be

very apt to wrench away a jwrtion of the trochlea itself

The symptoms of fracture of the trochlea need hai'dly be discussed in

detail ; they are, indeed, often masked by the swelling which so rapidly

ensues upon the receipt of the injury.

As to the treatment, it must be directed first of all to the allaying of

inflammation in the joint; I think free leeching, with the employment of

evaporating lotions for a few days, highly advisable. On the subsidence

of the swelling, the deformity should be carefully corrected, and the limb

placed at rest with the elbow well flexed. Passive motion should Ix; begun

early, and carried out thoroughly but very gently every day. This seems

to me of more importance than anything else. I mystOf employ the splint

shown in Fig. 13 (p. 1069); if an anterior angular splint is preferred, a

short posterior splint applied from the middle of the upper arm down to

the point of the elbow may be added, in oixler to press the olecranon, and

with it the fragment, forwaixl.

Fractures of the con^lyle are by no means uncommon in children. Ham-

ilton (1880) says that of twenty-nine cases recorded by him, twenty-seveu

were in patients under fifteen yeare of age.

D'rect violence may give rise to this injury ; or, if the hand is fixed with

the elbow in flexion, and a blow is received low down on the back of tlie

arm, the condyle may be forced off by the head of the radius.

In a case shown by Bidwell ^ to the Hunterian Society, a boy aged five had

had a fall on the hand thirteen w^eks previousl}'. He was said to have dis-

located the elbow, and splints were applied for three weeks. When shown,

there was deformity, widening of the elbow, and very little motion ; the outer

half of the articular extremity of the humerus, displaced forward and oiit-

v/ard, was firmly united. It seemed obvious that the condyle had been forced

off by the upward thrust of the radius. Excision of the joint was proposed.

Compared with fracture of the trcxihlea, that of the condyle is much less

serious, since it does not affect the portion of the joint which is essential to

its stability. The fragment, and with it the head of the radius, is apt to

be displaced backward, or backward and outward. Usually it can be easily

replaced, but often there is difficulty in retaining it.

* Catalogue, p. 172. ' Lancet, May 4, 1889.
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The diagnosis may bo made by exclusion, but is rendered certain if the

fragment can be grasped and moved upon the rest of the bone.

As to treatment, the elbow may be flexed and the hand supiu^^cd, and

an anterior or a posterior angular splint applied. Early and frequent pas-

sive motion should be made. Elven if union fails to occur, the strength and

fiuK'tiona of the limb arc; not likely to be seriously and permanently impaired.

In a case recorded by Wright,' a strumous boy aged twelve had a frac-

ture detaching the condyle, upon whicsh there ensued a pulpy degeneration

of the joint, demanding excision.

One point should never be overlooked in any case of fracture at the

lower portion of the himierus, but especially w separa-

tions of the trochlea : there is apt to be mused a change

in the relation of the arm with the forearm, which

seriously impairs not only the shaiKJ but also the useful-

ness of the limb. Normally, if the elbow is extended

with the hand in supination, the forearm forms with the

arm an obtuse angle salient inward, toward the median

line of the body ; and the fold of the elbow in front

curves obliquely downward and inward. (Fig. 14.)

The reason of this is the obliquity of the trochlea. If

now a splint is applied which presses straight across, it

pushes ufj the lower and more movable fragment, and

the result is that the forearm either comes into a straight

lino with the arm, or even makes with it an angle salient

outward. Union taking place under such circumstances,

as pointed out long ago by Dorsey,'' and later very forci-

bly by Allis,^ there will be at all times a very notable

awkwardness in the liiub, besides marked interference

with its strength and usefulness in many of its functions.

In order to obviate this difficulty, AUis and othei-s liave proposed treating

these fractures with the limb in the straight jiosi-

tion. I think a better plan is to make a splint

which shall conform to the normal shape of the

joint, and to keep the hand away from the body.

This is not always easy to do ; and, indeed, one

may often see these fractures dressed not only

with the hand in supination, but with the fore-

arm carefully drawn forward and slung as close

to the front of the body as possible. Fig. 15

shows a splint of a shape such as I have often

used with satisfaction ; it can be made of wood,

of tin or zinc, of binder's board, or of wire netting.

1 Guy's Hospital Reports, 1879, 8d series, vol. xxiv.

' Elements of Surgery, vol. i. p. 14 j; also Plate V.

» Annals of the Brooklyn Anatomical and Surgical Society, Aujriist, 1880.

Vol. III.—68

Normal relation of

arm and forearm in ex-

tension andtiuplnatton.

FiQ. 15.
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The opinions of surgeons have varied greatly in regard to the treatincnt

of fractures about the elbow. Desprtis' has jidvocated the use of a simplo

sling, with poultices; but was strongly ojjposcil by S6e, Verncuil, and

Lannelonguo, who thought the immovable apparatus should always bo em-

ployed. SC'e mentioned the ctisti of a child treated without 8i)lints, with a

very bad result, the elbow being ankyluswl and greatly deformed. \'er-

neuil and liannelongue thought there was great risk of hyperostosis under

any treatment. ; '

Illingworth'' has recommended the employment in these injuries of a

"box-splint," the limb being placed in extern- 'on, with the hand pronatcnl.

It seems to me that this woul'i rather promote the formation of the anglo

salient forward.

Besides the forms of fracture now specified, there are cases of general

smash of the bones entering into the elbow-j«)int. Thus, Beach* reports a

case of compotnid fracture and separation of the lower epip. sis of the

humerus, with crushing of the ends of the radius and ulna, in a boy aged

eight, who had been run over by a horse-car.

Such injuries involve almost of necessity the total lo3s of mobility of

the elbow-joint, as well by reason of the damage to the soft parts apt to

attend them, as by the irregidarity of union o'' the fragments, and the

obliteration of the joint-cavity by inflammation. Of course, if the vessels

and nerves are torn, there is danger of gangrene, and amputation may he

imperatively demanded. If, however, the vessels have escaped, the arm

may be placed in such a position as to make it most useful, and the ease

treated with the expectation of ankylosis.

A much better result, however, can be attained, if the muscular and

ligamentous tissues have not been destroyed, by the excision of the joint.

Beach, in the case just cited, adopted this course, and his little patient made

a perfect recovery, the arm being as useful as the other, although tlirre

inches shorter. The operation may be done as a primary procedure; but

there are some advantages in waiting until a later period.

Fractures of the olecranon are very rare in children. The youngest case

known was reported by Earaes,'' in a child only four years of age, who fell

on the elbow. Hamilton records one in a boy aged seven, which occurred

during the reduction of an old backward luxation of the elbow. lie

mentioas cue which had happened to a boy aged fourteen, and whicli he

examined sixty-nine years later ; the union seemed to have been bony.

In the Warren Museum' there is a specimen with the following history:

a boy aged eight injured his elbow, and four or five years afterwards noticed

something movable in the joint, which prevented its flexion ; when he was

» Bull, et Mem. de la Soci6te de Chirurgie, 1880.

" British Medical Journal, February 9, 1889.

' Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, January 4, 1877.

* British Medical Journal, July 16, 1887.

* C'.talogue, p. 171.
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twenty-threo ycai-s oKI It was excised, and was siipposeil to be the detached

olecranon.

Fletcher' met with a fracture of both olccranonw, in a boy a^ "d sixteen;

upon his death less tiian a year after, booy nnion was fonnd on (v.v h side.

Annandalc," in the case of a boy agctl sixtwn whose olecranon was

fnictnred by the k'u-k of a horst;, fonnd the fragment drawn up and united

to the humerus ; he laid open the jjarts, divided the triceps, and sutured the

fragment to the body of the ulna, with gocnl resnlt.

The best position of the limb for treatment is with the elbow not

straight, but nearly so,—say at an angle of about one hundretl and tliirty-five

ck'grcHJs,—so that the trochlea sliall act as an aid to the splint ; the fragment

should be drawn down by strips of adhesive jjlaster properly applied.

Frdcturea of the coronoid process are daimetl to have been observetl in a

uumber of cases. Hamilton doubts them all, but, as it sei'ms to me, on

insufficient grounds. .Uuer,' in the case of a boy aged six who had fallen

from a hay-mow, could grasp the fragment Uitwcen his thumb and finger.

Lidton's case * has become classical, although the account is so wholly

wanting in detail as to have no practical value. He says merely, " I saw a

aiJ>o lately in which the injury arose in conscciuence of the patient, a boy

uf eight years, having hung on for a long time from the top of a high wall

by one hand, afraid to drop down."

'

One aise presented itself to Hamilton, in which a boy nine years old

had fallen, and had a backward Inxation of the elbow, easily rcdncwl, but

recurring as easily ; he formed and expressed the opinion that the coronoid

process was broken off; but five months later, finding that the motions of

tiie joint were perfect, and that " if the coronoid prwess had ever been

broken it was now again in its natural position, and with every structure

about it in a condition as complete as it was before the accident," he thought

his view disproved.

Annandale' has reported a curious case, in which, excision of an elbow

(luxated backward and ngidly fixed) being j^erformed, the tip of the coro-

noid process was found broken off, drawn upward and inward, and attachH

by fibrous adhesions to " the posterior asjiect of the inner condyle." The
patient was a boy twelve years of age.

These four are the only instances recorded, so far as I know, in chil-

dren.

It seems to me that this lesion should be classed among the " sprain-

fractures." Between the forward push of tho humerus and the upward

pull of the brachialis anticus, the process is partly split off and partly

torn off.

' Medical Times and Gazette, August 16, 1851.

* Edinburgh Medical Journal, February, 1885.

* American Journal of the Medical Sciences, October, 1863.

* Practical Surgery, p. 75.

' Edinburgh Medical Journal, Februarj', 1885.
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The symptoms need liardly be detailed, but the most important will

be difficulty in voluntary flexion of the elbow, and the detection of the

fragment.

As to treatment, the elbow should be flexed, and kept so by means of a

snitjible splint A)r three or four weeks at least. Extension should then be

cautiously and gradually made.

Fractures of the forearm, involving both bones, are in children more

commonly met with than those of any other j)art of the skeleton. Coiilon

says that of one hundred and forty fractures treated in one year at the

H6pital Ste.-Eug6nie (Eufants Malades) thirty-eight, or over twenty-seven

per cent., were of the forearm ; and other authorities give nearly as largo

figures. Tiie most frequently assigned cause is a fall on the hand. Hum-
phry ' saw one case, in a child, from convulsions in whooping-cough.

Plunket ^ has reported a case in which a child vas bcin with a fracture of

the right forearm, apparently caused by the violent contractions of the

mother's womb ; but there was also talipes varus of the right foot, and

the thumbs were flexed into the palms. The result was good.

Incomplete fracture, or bending of the bones, first thoroughly studied

in this region, occurs much oft;enei here than elsewhere. Coulon gives

seven cases observed by him, and quotes nine others from difl'erent sources.

Occasionally one bone is broken through, and the other only partially so

;

I think in such cases it is always the radius in which the separation is

complete.

Sometimes the two bones give way at the same level, but often the

radius is broken higher up than the ulna. Not infrequently, however, the

radius is fractured uear the wrist, the ulna yielding at or about the middle.

The mechanism of these fractures does not seem to neal explanation.

Usually the symptoms are unmistakable. There is pain, helplessness

of the limb, and deformity. This deformity generally consists in an angle

more or less pronounced, and salient toward the dorsal aspect of the fore-

arm ; sometimes, however, the angle is in the opposite direction, the pro-

jection being on the palmar surface. If the fracture is complete, there is

mobility and crepitus.

A gooc^ deal of bruising is apt to attend these injuries, especially toward

the wrist, where there is no great thickness of soft parts ; and sometimes

the fragments seem very near penetrating the skin. Compound fractures

of this part are not, however, common.

Along with the angle just mentioned, there is almost always a certain

amount of twisting, due partly to the fracturing force, and j)artly to niuscndar

action.

Union takes place readily in the majority of these cases. I have seen it

firm on the fourteenth day, in a little girl three years of age.

' British M(»clical .Fournnl, November 15, 1884.

' Nashville Joumul of Medicine and Surgery, August, 1879.
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Generally speaking, the great danger to be apprehemled is the permanent

disability of the member from union of the fragments in a faulty position.

Hamilton, however, mentions an instance in which a boy aged ten, badly

treated by an empiric, died of tetanus on the sixth day. And it must be

bone in mind that gangrene has repeatetlly c usetl the loss of a portion, or

even of the whole, of the limb, by reason either of too tight bandaging

or of interferenoe with the vessels by the fragments. Of this Hamilton

records five cases observed by himself.

When we examine the skeleton of the upper extremity, it is clear that

the interosseous space in the forearm is widest when the hand is in a state

of semi-pronation, with the thumb directly upward. Hence, in view of

this fact only, this would be the best position to maintain in the cases now
in question. But if the fracture of the radius is above the insertion of

the pronator teres muscle, its upper portion will be rotated outward by the

supinator brevis, as well as by the bicep.^ ; and if union takes place under

these circumstances the extent of supination will be greatly limited. In

such cases, therefore, the lower fragment should be made to follow the

upper, by putting the whole forearm in complete supination, in which

posture the interosseous space is nearly as wide as in semi-pronation.

With regard to the ulna no such preciiutiou is needed, as it has only a

liinge-moti(m at the elbow, and no rotation ; and, being subcutaneous in its

whole length, the accuracy of its line can be readily ascertained.

Upon being called to a child with fmcture of the forearm, the sur-

geon's first duty is to determine the seat of the injury in each bone. The

nearer the wrist it is, the greater the chance of damage to the vessels.

Anajsthesia may be necessary to a thorough examination and reduction.

If the fracture of the radius is below the insertion of the pronator teres,

the fragments may be brought into proper relation by extension from the

wrist, an assistant making counter-extension from the elbow. The suffi-

ciency of the interosseous space can be determined by the surgeon passing

his hand up and down, with the fingers on one side and the thumb on the

other, the little patient's thumb being upwaixl. The proper ai)position of

the fragments being thus assured, two splints are to be applied, one on the

dorsal and the other on the palmar aspect of the forearm. The extensiou

of the palmar splint up along the inner side of the upper arm, with an

angle at the elbow, will effectually prevent rotation of the forearm ; the

l)almar splint should also reach down as far as the ends of the fingers, so

as to support the whole hand. The dorr^il splint need only, reach from the

elbow to the wrist.

Theep splints should be of such width as fully to protect the forearm

from th" pressure of the turns of the bandage, which would otherwise tend

to crowd the fragments together ; but they should not be so wide as to

allow of lateral displacement. It is not necessary to apply compresses to

Vw)) the bones apart, but my own practice is to make the raw cotton

padding a little fuller along the middle.

i\- t
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Much care must be taken in putting on the bandage, lest, on the one

hand, the fragments should not be duly controlled, or, on the other, there

should be too much pressure. I consider the proper dressing of a fractured

forearm in a child a somewhat severe test of surgical skill.

In the case of the radius being broken above the insertion of the

pronator teres, the same precautions are to be t:.ken, but, instead of the

two splints, only one, an anterior angular one, is to be used.

Gayraud * has recorded the case of a girl twenty-eight months old who

had had both forearms broken twenty months before ; on the right side

union had taken place with the fragments at a right angle " like a second

elbow." On the left side the angle was much less marked. Straightening

was accomi)lished, and the ultimate result was good.

Dunn'^ met with a cose of incomplete fracture at about the middle of

the forearm, in a girl two and a half years old ; it was easily reduced, the

radius giving way with a "crack," and recovery was complete in three

weeks.

Robson ' saw a boy six years old who when two years of age had been

run over by a cart, and had probably sustained a fracture of both bones

;

he had had no treatment, but the only trace of the injury was a projection

of the radius upward and inward just below its head ; supination was

impaired.

Canniff * says, " Recently I have had under my care an incomplete frac-

ture of the radius, with compound fracture of the ulna, about two inches

from the wrist-joint." The patient, a boy eight years old, had fallen on

the ground on liis hand.

Dr. H. R. AVhartor informs me that he saw in 1888 a boy aged twelve

who by a fall from a horse had sustained " a fracture of the lower end of

the radius, with great deformity, the hand being markedly drawn inward,

and the ulna being decidedly curved inward, the point of greatest curving

being about two inches above the styloid process. In making pressure to

reduce the deformity, the ulna gave way with a snap at the point above

mentioned." Reduction was then easy, and the boy recovered, with "a

very perfect arm."

I have recently had at the Pennsylvania Hospital a boy aged eight

years who some months previously had sustained fracture of both bones

of the right forearm about one inch above the wrist. Necrosis of the

fragments followed, and I removed the end of the diaphysis of the ulna

and part of that of the radius, leaving the epiphyses in place.

In cases where there is much bruising of the soft parts, and especially

when penetration of the skin by the fragments has been threatened, it is

* Gazette Hebdom. des Sciences M6dicalea de Montpellier, Sept 3, 1887.

' Transactions of the Minnesota Medical Society, 1881.

» Lancet, March 21, 1885.

* Manual of Surgery, 1800, p. 293.
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much safer to apply lead-water and lai daniim, or even evaporating lotions,

with somewhat loose bandaging, until t \e parts are in a better condition to

bear pressure. Of course the fragment.^ are to be carefully adjusted in the

first place ; and the child will probably o.'" itself avoid any motion, for fear

of pain.

When the fracture is compound, it must be treated on the usual princi-

ples, the healing of the wounds being promoted by the most rigid antisepsis

;

the proper positi(i of the bones being meanwhile maintained as accurately

as possible. A good result can often be obtained in children under circum-

stances which in an adult would cjiU for amputation.

Should a case present itself in which union has taken place with the

fragments at an angle, an attempt should be made to correct the deform-

ity by bending the callus, or by refracture if consolidation is complete.

Or, if there has been rotary displacement, it n:ay be justifiable to cut

down and expose the fragments, and to suture tiiem together in proper

relation.

While maintaining in the fullest degree the statements already made as

to the importance of careful and accurate treatment of fractures of the

forearm, I would note, as a matter of curiosity, that Hamilton ^ mentions

three cases of young children in which no dressings whatever were em-
ployed, yet in which the results obtained were perfect. He refers to

another instance ^ in which a boy of ten years, after a fracture near the

lower end of the forearm, had so great a deforn:>ity that refracture was

seriously thought of by his attendant; gradually, however, the limb be-

came straight, and eighteen years afterwards there was no trace of the

injury.

Fractures of the radius alone may occur at any point, but, as in adults,

are far more frequent close to the wrist. Stimsou mentions a curious case

in which, in a boy aged thirteen, the outer half of the head of the bone

was separated by a blow from the runner of a sled ; the diagnosis was

verified upon excision of the joint, made necessary by suppurative arthritis.

Fonlerton ' has reported the case of a boy nineteen months old, wliose hand

was pulled upon, with the result of fracturing the radius through its upper

epipliysial line, and the clavicle at the junction of its middle and outer

thirds.

or fractures at any point in the length of the shaft, little need be

said, as the condition of things is very similar to that in fractures of both

bones.

A case is reported by Waitz * in which a boy aged fifteen fell from a

scaffold, sustaining a comj)ound fracture of the right radius, and a simple

* Report on Deformities after Fractures, in Transactions of the American Medical

Association, 1856, pp. 198 and 199.

' Case 28, op. cit., p. 201.

' Lancet, October 2, 1886.

* Eeport of Esmarch's Clinic, Arcliiv fiir Klinischc Chirurgie, 1877, vol. xxl.

' Id
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one of the loft ; on the sixth day there was difficulty of swallowing, and

on the ninth death occurred from tetanus.

When the radius is broken near its lower extremity, it is almost invari-

ably by a fall on the hand. These fractures are generally said to be infre-

quent in early life ; but I recently had at the Pennsylvania Hospital, within

forty-eight hours, four cases of Colles's fracture in patients between five

and twelve years of age. All these were from simple ordinary falls on the

hand ; there was no ice (it was in October) or any other circumstance to

account for the coincidence. I have repeatedly seen this injury on both

sides, from falls from greater or less heights. In one case, many years ago,

a boy about ten years old fell five stones, with uo other damage ; he made

a gotxl recovery.

Sometimes, no doubt, the portion separated is the epiphysis ; but I think

this is very rare. A caso is quoted from Brunner ' in which a boy aged

fourteen had an injury of this kind, followed on th„ fourteenth day l)y

tetanus; upon resection of the bulky callus, and freeing of the radial

nerve, the symptoms disappeared. Butler ^ has recorded a curious case, iu

which a boy of fourteen, by a fall from a height of thirty feet, had the

styloid process broken off and drawn upward an inch and a half, where it

became firmly united.

The ymptoms of fracture of the radius close to the wrist are very

charactt -^tic, especially in thin children. Just above the joint tlicre is a

more or s abrupt swelling on the dorsum, and on the palmar surface,

corresponding to the fold of the joint, there is a deep transverse furrow.

The hand is helpless, and generally strongly pronated. Crepitus is apt to

be very readily elicited, and mobility of the fragments often exists. I have

never seen in a child the impaction which so commonly attends these

fractures in adults.

Reduction is generally not difficult, but the fragments readily slip out

of place again. I think, therefore, that the treatment of these cases in

children should differ from that in adults, in whom the fracture, once fully

reduced, is apt to remain so. I think the Coover splint (Fig. 16) the best

for the purpose of giving the

parts perfect support in a com-

fortable position. It is very

impoi*tant to select the proper

size. Should this splint not be

at hand, a very good substitute

can be made by cutting out a

thin piece of wood of the shape of the forearm and hand, and then fii cu-

ing a block of wood on it so as to fill up the concavity of the under surface

of the forearm near the wrist ; this block should be thicker at its radial side,

Fig. 16.

Coover's splint.

' liondon Medical Recorder, July 15, 1886.

' New York Medical Journal, November, 1857.
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Fig. 17.

and slope off toward its ulnar margin (Fig. 17). A smail semi-oval block

should be glued or nailed on to correspond to the hollow of the hand. This

splint, it will be seen, resembles somewhat the " Bond" splint, which, how-

ever, is usually made with a total

disregard to anatomy, and the em-

ployment of ^vhich has left many a

luisshapeu wrist.

Levis's splint (Fig. 18) would

answer very well, the small size being

employed.

Thorough reduction having been made, the splint, properly padded

with raw cotton or with a double layer of canton flannel, is api)lied, and

secured by means of a bandage. In the case of restless or unruly children

Splint lor fracture near lower end of radius.

Fig. 18.

Levis's splint.

one or two wide strips of rubber adhesive plaster may be cast around the

splint and the forearm before putting on the bandage. The hand should

be supportetl by a sling.

Nearly all American surgeons use some form of palmar splint in these

fractures. But if circumstances prevent the procuring or making of such

an appliance, a straight splint may be adapted to the back of the forearm

and hand, and will answer a very good purpose, at least as a temporary

resource.

Fractures of the ulna alone are very rare in children. Bellamy ' has

reported one in the upper third of the bone from a fall on the hand, in a

child six years of age. In the museum of the Pennsylvania Hospital there

is a specimen of double fracture of the ulna, from a boy aged fifteen, the

forearm having been bent around a revolving shaft. " The upper frac-

ture is near the junction of the upper and middle thirds, and is somewhat

British Medical Joumid, September 16, 1876.
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an opening through which the leg and foot were jiassed : at the third week,

when the report was made, tliere was " considerable firmness, very good

position, though of course a good deal of thickening."

Separation of the upper epiphyms, the head of the bone, has been diag-

nosed more or loss ^wfitively in a number of instances, and has once been

proved beyond doubt by dissection, in a boy aged fifteen,' run over by a

wagon. Sir Charles Bell " states that he has seen it result " from a fretful

child casting himself backward while held in the nurse's arms," but in the

entire absence of detail the case is without value. Hamilton mentions one

instance in his own practice, in a boy fifteen years old ; he (juotcs one from

Parker which had happened to a girl of eleven, seen seven years later, and

one from V/ardner in a boy of fourteen. South "' had a case in a boy aged

ten, suspaited to be of this character ; the boy fell from a first-floor window
upon the hip, Coulon's case, in which the neck of the femur gave way
during the straightening of a diseased hip, although the force used was

so gentle that tlit child did not cry, may have been a separation of the

epiphysis. Bart<in* has reiw)rtcd an instance in which this injury was

suspected, in a boy aged fifteen ; but it seems likely that there had been

j)reviously a pathological condition of the bone or of the joint, as the

patient had limped for some weeks. Robson * saw a girl agcnl five, who
had four years before fallen heavily upon her side ; no treatment had been

iustitiited ; the foot was everted, and the limb shortened, measurements

showing that the loss of length was above the trochanters. (If the state-

ment of Sappey, that the upper epiphysis of the femur appears at the

beginning of the second year, is correc*^. <''.e probability is that the lesion

here was of a differeiit character from that now under consideration.)

I have now in my ward at the Pennsylvania Hospital a boy fourteen

years old, who is just recovering from an injury of the left hip, which I

believe to have been a sejiaration of the epiphysis ; he was knocked down

in a scuffle, striking on the hip.

The symptoms of separation of this epiphysis would not vary materially

from those of fracture of the cervix femoris in adults,—shortening of the

limb, eversion of the foot, crepitus and undue mobility, pain, and usually

loss of power. All these were present in my case just mentioned. South's

patient " suffered so little inconvenience that he had two or three times got

out of bed and walked about for a short distance ;" and Wardner's, for

twenty-four days, had only "a lameness in the hip-*oint and some difficulty

iu walking."

As to treatment, absolute rest and moderate extension are the essentials,

and should be maintained for three or four weeks at least, the condition of

• Bousseau, Bull, de la Soc. Anntomique de Pari

» Institutes of Surgery, 1838, vol. i. p. 110.

» Chelius's Surgery, Amer. ed., vol. i. p. 619.

* Medical News, July 14, 1883.

» Lancet, August 21, 1886.

pril, 1867.
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the part being tlicii cautiously tested, and the extension contiuued if there is

found to be a tendency to renewal of the shortening.

Extra-capsulur fracture of the ner-k of the femur is said by I^ee' to have

been seen by hira j a boy aged ten ; but no details of the ease are given.

Sir A. Cooper cites a ease under the care of Mr. Gwynne, in which a boy

aged fourteen had a dirsal luxi'tion of tlie femur of a month's standing, in

attempting to reduce which, by extension with pulleys, the neck of the bone

gave way. This may have been a separation of the epiphysis, but uiuut

the circumstances it is (piite possible that there was an extra-capsular frac-

ture of the form commonly met with in adults. A good deal of strength

in the limb was ultimately acquired. Leicrink ^ 'aentions the case of a boy

aged seventeen who had a doi"sal luxation of I ^ femur, of six montiis'

standing ; in the attempt at reduction, the bone gave way close to the tro-

chanters, " evidently within the capsule ;" consolidation took place in tliirtv-

five days, with two inches shortening ; the luxation probably remained uu-

raluced, but it is not so stated. Allis' has reportctl a case in which in a

child eighteen months old there was found after death " a fracture of the

neck of the right femur, with loss of substance." There were other in-

juries, to be hereafter mentioned, and an obscure history of traumatism,

besides some evidences of rachitis.

Separation of the epiphysis of the greater trochanter is recorded by Sir

A. Cooper as having been observed by Mr. Key in a girl aged sixteen, who

had fallen on a curbstone, striking her hip; the diagnosis was verified l)y

an autopsy. Bryant mentions a similar case in a boy aged twelve, under

Mr. Poland's care. McCarthy * reports that a girl eight years old, having

fallen on her left side, had {..i abscess in the hip, and this extended into

the pelvis
;
pysemia, with pericarditis, pleurisy, and pneumonia, ensued, and

aft^r death the trochanter was found detached. Roddick* saw, in a boy

aged sixteen, an abscess of the hip, from which the necrosed trochanter was

removed ; it had been separated apparently by a muscular strain during

exercise.*

When this fracture occurs, the trochanter may be entirely drawn away,

and it will be missed from its proper place. If still attachal, it will he

movable, with crepitus. In the former case very little can be done in the

way of treatment ; in the latter, fixation of the fragment may be effected

by means of adhesive strips carefully adjusted.

Fractures of the shaft of thefemur are for convenience divided into those

* Chicago Medical Journal and Examiner, March, 1879.

" Archiv fiir Klinische Chirurgi. , 1872, Bd. xiv. S. 246.

' Transactions of the Pathological Society of Philadelphia, 1879, vol. viii.

* Transactions of the Pathological Society of London, 1874, vol. xxv.

* Canada Medical and Surgical Journal, November, 1875.

« In the Museum of the New York Hospital (Catalogue, p. 87) there is a specimen

showing fracture of the femur through the line of junction of the neclc of the bone with the

shaft ; a portion of the greater trochanter is also broken off. It was taken from the body

of a girl aged nine, who had fallen out of a window.
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of the tipper, middle, and lower thirtls. In diildren, as in adults, those of

tlie middle tl.ird are mud; the most common of all.

jtiitlier direct or indirect violence may cause this bone to give way. In

llie latter case there is v^ry often a twist imprt'sse(i uix)n the bone, as well

as the force at cither end. A most extraordinary case is mentioned by

Fayrer, in which a l)oy only thirty -four days 'ild sustained a simple fracture

of this bone by the bite of a jackal • union was com))lctc in three weeks.

A very few instances are on record in which muscular action has been

alleged as the fracturing agent. One is the now classical case of Poui)6e-

Desportcs, in M'hich a negro boy, in convulsions, broke both femora in

their ui)pcr thirds. Another, quoteil by Gurlt from Schroder, was that of a

rachitic girl five years old, who for the fourth time in two years broke bijth

Icmora while in a convulsion. A third, in a boy aged twelve, was rcporte<l

by Lente ;

' an interval of eight months, however, elapsed between the two

fractures, the second of which was still ununited when the boy died six

weeks afterwards. Beck* has recorded an instance in wiiich a boy six and

a half years old was lifting another boy on his back, when his right femur

gave way a hand's breadth above the knee.

" Spontaneous" fracture of the femur has been reported by Rankine.'

A child aged six years " was simply walking across the floor, when its leg

doublcfl u]), the child falling instantly to that side." The femur was found

to be broken in its middle third. The mother declared positively " that she

was looking at the child walking over the floor at the time, and that there

was no stumbling or anything, but only the leg seemed to double by the

mere act of walking. It may be mentioned that the child did not seem to

be in the best of health, although nothing very particular could be detwted

about it." In another case, reported by Cribb,'' a boy aged eight had had

coxalgia and abscesses in the right hip for four years ; his left femur gave

way at the junction of the middle and lower thirds as he turned in his

carriage ; nnion took place slowly but firmly.

The symptoms of fracture of the shaft of the femur are usually un-

mistakable. Walking is impossible; the limb is deformed, and usually

curved by reason of the thickness of the soft parts, the convexity being, as

a general rule, outward. In fractures in the upper third of the bone, the

upper fragment is apt to be tilted upward by the action of the iliacus and

psoas muscles. Of this Detniold ' relates an instance in a child six years

old. Here the convexity is forward, and the want of purchase on the short

upi)er fragment makes it necessary to carry the lover one up after it, as it

cannot be kept down. On handling, there is mobility at tlie seat of fracture,

and more or less distinct crepitus.

» American Medical Times, July 21, 1860.

» Jahrbuch fur Kinderheilkunde, 1886.

» Lancet, March 31, 1883.

* British Medical Journal, November 15, 1884.

» New York Journal of Medicine, March, 1856.
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For the most part, union takc8 place rapidly in thest? cases. Coulon

gives nineteen uncoiuplimted cases, of ages ranging from two to ten years,

in which the average duration of treatment was almost exactly sixteen days.

The shortest period was ten days, the child being two years old, and tlie

1 jngest thirty, the child being two and a half. My own experienc.'e would

lead me to assign a longer time, say twenty days, jw a safer limit. 1 think

that after all restraint is removed from the limb the child should be kept in

bed for a week before being allowed to try to walk. Coulon mentions the

case of a scrofulous boy aged seven, who had coxalgia ; he fell out of bed

and fracturetl the femur; extension being impossible, the limb was placed on

a double inclined plane, and in eight days " there was a very solid callus."

Some swelling of the knee, from effusion into the joint, is npt to occur

•within a few d.iys. I have never seen it persist after the uniting of the

fracture, and generally it disappears in a much shorter time,

Fayrer ' mentions a very rai'e case : a Mohammedan boy aged twelve

died of erysipelas supc.veuing upon a simple fracture of the femur in its

lower third.

Shortening, which is so apt to give rise to permanent lameness in adults,

can generally be easily obviated in children, as the resistance to extension in

them is so much less. Indeed, excellent results arc ofleu obtained without

extension by special means. Unless in exceptional cases, there ought not to

be an appreciable degree of shortening ; and what there is may be expected

either to be obviated by compensation, or to disappear with the process of

groN\ th.^ Gross ^ records an instnnc^ in which an infant four weeks old was

brought to him "on account of a fracture of the shafl of the right femur,

caused two days previously by a child rolling over it in ued. The tliifih

was much swollen, and at least an inch and a half shorter than the sound

one ; all the extension and counter-extension that I could make with my

hands failed to restore it to its rormal length."

As to the treatment, there have been very great divcrsitien of practice.

We have the example of Paget and Callendcr * as a warrant ior dispensing

with all apparatus ;
" the child being laid on a firm lx;d, with the broken

limb, after setting it, bent at the hip and knee, and laid on its outer side."

By others, notably by the late Dr. Sands,* of New York, plaster-of-

Paris bandages have been warmly advocated. Bell ® has spoken in strong

terms of the advantages of this method. My own experience with it has

been very favorable ; but it needs to be carefully watched, lest, on the one

* Clinical and Pathological Observations in India, p. 237.

' The reader will do well to refer to an article by Dr. Hunt, in the American Journal

of the Medical Sciences for January, 1879, in which the case of a boy aged eight is related,

with interesting comments.
' System of Surgery, vol. i. p. 897. '

* Bloxam, St. iartholomew's Hospital Reports, 1867.

* New York Journal of Medicine, June, 1871.

* Archives of Pediatrics, May, 1884.
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hand, tlie compression exerted should be too severe, or, on the other, with

tlie subsidence oi" swelling, tliere should be too little control of the truj^nients.

Hamilton was much opposed to it, and relates the case of a boy u«;('d lour

in whom gangrene followed its use ; but it seems to me that the bad result

wius due not to the method, but to inexcusable neglect on the part of the sur-

geon in (jharge. Mason ' niports the case of a boy aged three, with a frac-

ture in tlu! upper third of the bone, successfully treated by this plan, the

silicate of sodium, however, being substitutetl for plaster of Paris. 1 liaN'e

myself employed silicate of potassium with great satisfaction, the advantage

of it being that it solidifies very rapidly. Of the other materials used in

solidifying dressings, gluo, pamffin, starch, etc., it is needless to speak here,

as the priiuiiple involved is the same in all.

Extension in some form is very generally used in fractures of the femur

in children. Most of our cases at the Pennsylvania Hospital are put up

like those in adults, with a proportionate weight attached by a cord passing

over a pulley at the foot of the bed, for the purpose of making continuous

extension. This cord is fastened to a bit of thin board about two inches

S(piare, placed in the middle of a strip of adhesive plaster, the ends of

which are carried up along each side of the leg as far as the seat of frac-

ture, and confined by strips or by a roller. Sand-bags of suitable size are

placed at either side of the limb to steady it. Wh<.-n there is a tendency to

angulation of the thigh, a splint of sheet-zinc or oi' binder's board is carefully

moulded to the part, and bound on.

Hamilton recommends a sort of box, consisting of two long si)lints, one

on each side, extending from the axilla) to beyond the soles, where they are

connected by a foot-piece ; this latter is so long as to keep the feet widely

Fia. 19.

Hamilton's apparatus lor fractures of the femur In children.

separat^.d. Coaptation-splinta of binder's board are applied to the injured

tiiigh, and the leg is bound to the corresponding long splint with a roller.

The remainder of the limb, the opposite limb, and the body are made fast

with broad and separate strips.

' Medical Gazette, January 10, 1880.
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Vertical extension, ua advocaifcd by Kfinuncl,' I have never oniplovcil.

Ijon/e,^ reporting? a («Heoi' itH ust! in u lK)y ugwl two, c-onitnondH tlio jilun on

oc^onnt of itH (l('unlini>HH; hu says he received it orally from S<'he<le, and

did not know with whom it originated. A enriouH efl'ect of this treutnicnt

has l)cen observed in female children,—viz., vaginal catarrh ; it is said to

yield promptly to appropriate measiires as soon as ihe extension is discoij-

tinned.

Smith's well-known anterior wire fmme is rejwrted by Wright' to have

been usctl with good resnlt in a «vse of fracture somewhat al)ove the middli'

of the Ixjne, in a child five years old. This method might answer well in

those troublesome cases where the fradure is near the trochanters aijd it is

impossible to prevent tilting up of the upper fragment. Perhaps the same

sliould be said of vertical extension.

Whatever i)lan of treatment may be adopted, children with fracture of

the femur cannot be prevented from wetting the bed, uidesi care is taken to

protect it. Perhaps the lx>st way to do this is to have a thin scpiare pad of

absorbent material, with oiknl silk or rubber cloth beneath it, properly pliiccd

to receive the urine, and changed as often a it becomes soiled. Even tlic

most constant watchfulness can hardly anticipate every action of the bladder.

As to tlie faicid dis(!lmrge9, they should Ikj received in a bedpan wanned

and very carefully phuied under the child, the sound limb being raised for

the pnr{)ose. Children above the age of mere infancy can be soon taught to

give notice of their desire to have a movement.

A case of fracture of both femora, one compound, in a boy aged six years,

has been reported by Peter.* Desault's apparatus was used on each (a loug

outer splint, reaching from the iliac crest to beyond the sole, and an inner

one from the perineum to the ankle) ; union took place in twenty-nine days,

and on the forty-third day the boy was walking out.

Union is sometimes very slow in occurring. In one case, reported by

Poinsot,' a boy aged ten had a fracture just below the trochanters, which

did not consolidate for six months ; the delay was ascribed to " local

scurvy.' Lyford ' was called upon to treat a boy who had broken his

thigh at the middle eleven months befoi > ; blisters having failed, a setoii

vas passctl, and after forty days of treatment the bone became firm. Marks'

has recorded the case of a girl aged fourteen who at the age of two and a

half years had a fracture of the femur at two points ; it did not unite idi'

six months, when a fragment was removed trora the lower portion ; the

' American Journal of the Medical Sciences, July, 1882, from Berl. Klin. Wochen-

schrift, 1882, No. iv.

» Barl. Klin. Wochenschrift, December 27, 1880.

» Transactions of the Medical Association o*' Georgia, 1879.

* American Journal of the Medical Sciences, July, 1865.

* Bull, et M6m. de la Soci6t6 de Chirurgie, October, 1878.

* London Medical and Surgical Journal, July 1, 1829.

' Journal of the American Medical Association, November 6, 1886.
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Klin. "Wochen-

iniiwU's Hlniiiik, ainl tli(! knee iMrutuc Htirt'. At tliirtctMj yvarn aiid Hcven

iiioiitlis, till' 1)0110 WHS ajriiin Ijrokni at the jiinctioii of the ini<l<ll(! and lower

tliinlrt; planter of Paris was applicil for three months, and tiieii tiie frac-

tured ends w«'re rnhlnd npon one another ; the |)laster was reapplied, and

she got up npon erntehes ; union was Huully obtained with one and one-

loiu'th iiKthes shortening.

When niiiou takes place with j^reat deformity, opemtive interference

•nay l)e called for, Cleniot,' in the eas(M)f an infant only forty days ohi,

with the left thij^h uniteil at an angle of about one hundred and twelve

(logroes, fn)in what was supposcnl to l)c an iutra-uterine iraeture, tried ex-

tension for three months; this failing, he cut down upon the bone and

divided it with a chain-saw ; luiion ensued with a stmight but considerably

.shorten(Hl lind). A^'asscrfuhr in 181(5 ^ successfully resected the femur of a

child aged five years, for union of a fracture above tli(( middle, the frag-

ments being at an angle of nearly ninety degrees. LaiigenlMH-k records a

similar operation performed by him oti a girl aged three, with a fatal result

oil the eighth day, causeil, as he supjiosed, by earbolic-acid-poisoning.

Ilofracture hjis been resorted to with success in many instances. Buck '

repoitetl a case, in a boy cged Hve, in which four opemtions were required

at intervals of four weeks ; union was at last obtained with very little (one-

fourth inch) shortening. Fayrer^ got a good result in two cases, an English

boy aged fourtwn, and a Hindoo boy aged ten. Heath' has recorded two,

ill boys aged seven and twelve resp(H'tively.

In 1882 a child three years old was brought to me with a very great de-

fonnity from an old fracture of the femur j«i.st below the trochanters, union

having taken place with an outwanl angle of about ninety d ,;iees. The

lameness was very like that of hip-joint disease. The child had been allowed

to walk while the callus was yet plastic, and the lower fragment had tilted

up the distal end of the upper. Not being then a believer in antiseptic

surgery, I declined to attempt interfercn(!e ; refracture was out of the ques-

tion, the upper fragment affording no purchase.

In 1879 I refractured the femur of a boy aged twelve, who had sus-

tained a very severe fracture nearly three months before by his leg being

entangled in a carriage-wheel, and who had been iguorantly treated in the

country ; the deformity, which was very great, was completely corrected.

When necrosis affects the femur^ it sometimes happens that the sliclt of

new bone breaks. An instance of this kind came under my notice in the

Pennsylvania Hospital, in a boy aged thirteen, from whose thigh I had

removed an enormous sequestrum some time before ; union took place very

188fi.

' Zeitschrift fiir die gesammto Medicin, 1836, Bd. iii., from Gazette des Hopituux, May,
fi.

'^ Norris, Contributions to Practical Surgery, p. 124.

^ Transactions of the New York Academy of Medicine, 1865.

* Op. cit., p. 529.

= Lancet, March 6, 1887.

Vol. III.—69
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readily. Thompson ' has reportwl a case in which the fracture took plat;c

very near the knee, in a boy aged nine, who dictl from hemoi'rhage, the

artery having been wounded by the sharp ui)per fragment. A very similar

ctise, in a boy aged sixteen, whose life was saved by amputation, has been

reported by Brooke.* In the Warren Museum ' there is a specimen from a

case in which a boy aged fifteen jumped from a wall, injuring the femur so

that inflammation and necrosis followetl, and the bone was broken, unitinsr

with a shortening of three or four inches ; repeated attacks of inflamma-

tion ensued, and the knoe-joint bectime involved, so that twelve years later

amputation was performed with a good result.

Compound fractures of the fenuir are very rare in children ; they are to

be treated on the same principles as in adults, but, as in other parts of the

body, the youth of the patients affords more chance for successful conser-

vative surgery. Amputation is sometimes demanded. McFarlane,* in the

case of a little girl aged two, who was run over by a wagon, removed tlie

limb at the hip-joint; and the child, after passing through a severe attack

of bronchitis with diarrhoea, was discharged cured on the thirty-eighth day.

Fisher,* in 1803, in a boy aged nine, resected three inches from the lower

fragment of a femur broken at its upper part ; the fractiu'e was compoiuul,

and no union had taken place ; in less than two months consolidation

occurretl, and a complete recovery ensued, but with the limb shortened.

Fractures at the lower end of the femur have been recorded as occur-

ring to children in a few instances.

Sir A. Cooper relates the case of a boy who had his leg entangled in a

wheel and sustained a transverse fracture, with separation of the external

condyle, which exfoliated ; ankylosis was expected, and the limb was dressed

in the straight posture, but five months after the accident the boy walked

well, with free use of the joint.

Langenbeck treated a boy aged six who by ^ fall had a T-fracture of

the condyles, the knee-joint being full of blood
;
yet recovery took place

with almost normal movements, and no shortening. Hamilton records the

case of a boy aged seven who in jum})ing down about three feet broke the

femur obliquely downward and backward just above the knee ; the limb

was placed on a double inclined plane
;
gangrene of the foot ensued, but

the fracture imited well, with fair motion of the knee. The gangrene was

supposed to be due to pressure upon the artery by the end of the upper

fragment.

A case of separation of the inner condyle of a boy aged fifteen, by the

kick of a horse, was reported to Hamilton by Riggs ; the whole leg, witii

the fragment, was displaced upward and inward, reduction being accom-

plished with much difficulty ; but a good recovery ensued.

' Dublin Quarterly .Journal of Medicine, August 1, 1847.

* Transactions of the Pathological Society of London, 1855, vol. vi.

'Catalogue, p. 23(). * London Medical Gazette, November 19, 1831.

* London Med. and Pliys. Jounial, 1804.
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Fig. 20.

Separation of the epiphy-

sis of the femur. (Bryant.)

Separation of the lower epiphysis of the femur is a very grave accident,

but more fre<iuent than disjunction of any other epiphysis, nearly fitly in-

stances being on recorJ.' Allis has reported * a case in which there was

a complete separation in one limb and a partial one in the other ; the child,

who was about eighteen months old, and presented some signs of rachitis,

was supposed to have been hurt, about two weeks before its death, by an

older one sitting on its legs.

With regarc. to a number of the cases the details given are very scanty.

The diagnosis can be positively made only when the injury is compound, or

when amputation of the limb or the death of the

patient affords an opportunity for the dissection of the

parts. Very great violence is necessary to produce

this lesion. A curiously frequent cause of it has

been the entanglement of the limb in the wheel of

a moving vehicle ; twenty-four such cases have been

published, and one has recently been under my own
care. Several of the patients had their limbs caught

in ropes, or in machinery ; one fell a distance of eighty

feet. The mechanitra of it would seem to be over-

extension of the knee, with more or less twisting and traction upon the leg.

Such accidenta would seem very unlikelj' to happen to girls, yet there

are five among the subjects of the records.

When this injury is compound, the wound is generally at the back or

inner side of the limb ; in one case it is stated that the end of the shaft

protruded forward.

My own case was a strikingly illustrative one. A boy aged nine was

banging on at the back of a wagon, when his leg was caught in the wheel.

A large wound existed at the lower and back part of the thigh, and through

this the end of the diaphysis, stripped of periosteum, protruded ; the con-

dyles were still in contact with the head of the tibia, but only by an edge,

the whole epiphysis being rotated so that the articular face lookal forward

(upwai-d) and the detached surface backward (downward) ; this was sub-

sequently found to be due to the two heads of the gastrocnemius muscle.

Ether was given, and a careful examination showed that, although there

was very severe laceration and bruising of the soft parts, the vessels and

nerve had not been torn, but had been pushed a.side around the end of the

shaft ; they were, however, much stretched, and the blood in the artery waa

coagulated. Reduction was impossible, and an attempt to save the limb by

> Madame Lachapellc is quoted by Malgnigne and others as having seen this lesion pro-

dnccd in birth, by traction on the child's foot, the upper epiphysis of the tibia being also

separated. But, as she says (Pratique des Accouchomens, tome ii. p. 225) that the limb

wa.s < altered by putrefaction," it does not seem to me that this case ought to be taken into

the account any more than if the bones had been artificially macerated.

" Transactions of the Pathological Society of Philadelphia, 1878, vol. viii. p. 7.
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Pia. 21.

resection seemetl likel}'^ to be attended with such risks, that amputation was

at once performetl. TJie boy made an excellent recovery.

The periosteum has been noted as stripped up from the shaft in almost

every instance. Seven times the tilting of the epiphysial fragment, abo\o

mentioned, has been observed.

Primary a.nputation was performed in eleven of the com[)()und casos,

with four recoveries, three deaths, and in four the result not stated. Secoiul-

ary amputation was resorted to in ten, with five recoveries, and in five the

result not stated. In three cases, and probably in two others, the amputa-

tions were intcrmetliate, with one recovery, one death, and three results uot

stated. Resection was resorted to in seven cases, four compound and three

simple ; two of the latter were amputated later, and belong in the preceding

list also. In the other five good results were obtained. In five cases, three

of which were compound, reduction was effected with success ; some doiil)t

may exist as to the diagnosis in the two which were simple. Details y-

wanting as to seven cases ; two of these, however, were museum spccime'

and in one the diagnosis was verified by amputation.

Secondary amputation was performed in one case on the thirteenth day,

for hemorrhage ; in one after three months, for stretching of the nerve by

the end of the shaft ; in o: . ca.se after several ycai*s,

for aneurism ; in two for abscess, in three for gan-

grene, and in the other two for reasons not stated.

Sometimes the separated epiphysis is itself

broken into two or more fragments ; this condition

is I'epresented in Fig. 21, which also shows (at the

right) a small portion of the shaft detachal along

with the epiphysis. This, as already stated, has

been frequently observed.

As to treatment, enough has been said to show

that it must vary with the circumstances presentwl

by each case. Reduciion should, of course, be tried,

if the damage to the soft parts has not been such as

to forbid an attempt to save the limb to effect it,

the end of the diaphysis may have to be sawn off.

When there is a wound, and the shaft projects

through it, this is readily done ; but if the skin is

unbroken, an incision may be made for the purpose,

as the additional risk involved in so doing would be

small as compared with that of leaving the bone to itself. The displace-

ment being corrected, a dressing such as that employed for any like case

of fracture of the thigh should be applied.

The question of amputation is, of course, a very grave one, and involves

points which can be settled only by consideration of the circumstances iu

each individual case.

(I have abstained from quoting the reported cases of this injury, because

Separation of the lower

epiphysis of the "jmur, with
fracture. (Holmes's System of

Surgery.)
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there were no special points to be illustrated by them without extending the

discussion beyond the space available to me.)

Fractures of the patella are extremely rare in childi-en, the bone

scarcely existing as such in them. Malgaigne's youngest case was that of

a boy aged eleven ; no particulars of it are given, but, from the fact that it

was treated with his hooks, we may infer that it was transvei'se. Guei-sant

'

makes the vague statement that he had seen * only three or four" in his

practice at the Hopital de I'Enfaut J6sus ; but in the utter absence of

details this is open to some doubt.

Hamilton says that he saw a small piece of the margin of the bone

broken off by a direct blow, in a boy aged five; and S. Ashhurst'^ has

reported the case of a girl aged four who, by falling on a marble, split the

bone down vertically, near its upper and outer edge.

Fractures of the bones of the leg arc (comparatively infrequent in

early life, although in a number of instances they have occurred to children

withiii the womb. Malgaigne, among five hundred and fifteen cases, found

but one ar young as four years, and but twelve between five and fifteen

years. Beck's tables^ show, out of two hundred and forty-seven cases of

fracture in childr(;n, but twenty-five, or ten per cent., in the leg, as against

ninety, or about thirty-six per cent., in the thigh.

The tibia alone suffers oftener than both bones ; fracture of the fibula

alone is exceedingly rare. The seat of fracture, in a large majority of the

oases, is in the middle third of the leg. Direct violence from falls or blows

would seem to be Jie most frequent cause, although, of course, the exact

facts can seldom be obtained, even from grown-up witnesses of an accident.

D. P. Smith * saw a case in which a boy aged six sustained a fracture of

both bones by the leg being caught in the wheel of a carriage. When
the violence is indirect, it is probable that there is in addition to leverage a

twist of the limb. In either case the obliquity of the line of fracture is,

as a rule, much less than it generally is in adults.

Partial or incomplete fractures of the leg have been recorded. Thore

'

quotes cases observed by Campaignac, Fleury, and Voillemier, the diagnosis

in the two former being verified by dissection. Another case, in a boy

aged six, has been reported by Gray ;
® there was no crepitus, but the leg

was deformed, straightening, however, in ten days under the pressure of

splints. Bryant has figured a curious case in which a girl aged twelve

had had a green-stick fracture united at an angle, and this angle filled

up by a deposit of new bone, so that the antero-posterior diameter was six

inches.

» Notices sur la Chirurgie dos Enfnnts, Paris, 1864-67.

' Medicftl Nows, Aupu^t 4, 1883.

» .lahrbuch fiir Kindorheilkundc, 1886.

American Medical Times, July 28, 1860.

» Annales de Chirursie Fnin(;aisc ot Etrangere, February, 1844.

• American Journal of the Medical Sciences, October, 1863.
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Fracture from necrosis has been recorded by Fayrer ;
' an English boy

aged three and a half years had necrosis of the shaft of the tibia, and a

sequestrum was removed ; some months after, while healing was progress-

ing, he fell and broke the new bone ; union took place, but rather slowly.

As to the treatment of fractures of the leg in children, my own practice

has always been to employ splints of binder's board, one on either side of

the leg ; they should extend from close to the knee to the foot, supporting

the latter so that it cannot rotate. They should be well softened in hot

water, and carefully moulded to the limb ; they are then lined with an even

layer of raw cotton, and bound on with a roller bandage. I have never

seen a case in a child in which there was any difficulty in reduction. The

inner edge of the patella, the inner malleolus, and the inner edge of the

great toe should be in a line with one another.

Zinc or tin splints may be used in the same way. Some surgeons em-

ploy the immovable apparatus, with plaster, paraffin, or glue, from the first;

but I think removable splints preferable. Care should be taken not to

bind the limb too closely, lest the circulation be interfered with, as in

Fleury's case above referred to, in one recorded by Holmes,* and in another

reported by Krackowizer.* On the other hand, the apparatus must be so

closely applied as to give perfect support and to prevent motion of the

fragments.

There is good authority for the use of the " fracture-box" in children, but

it necessitates their lying still, which they cannot always be made to do.

Suspension is needless in the case of very young children, but in older

ones it may be made as in adults. My own method * of doing this has

always seemed to me the most satisfactory.

As in the case of other bones in early life, union generally takes place

very readily, and without permanent deformity. But it must not be taken

for granted, because the child is comfoi'table, that all is well. On the con-

trary, in several instances which have come under my own notice, the limb

has been in bad shape, although the little patient made no complaint what-

ever. And after the bone seems to be solidly united, care should be t<aken

lest by the too early use of the limb the callus should yield, and a serious

deformity result.

In the Warren Museum' there are three specimens singularly illustra-

tive of the effects of neglect in fractures of the leg in early life. The

bones tend to form an angle salient forward, and the lower fragments are

crowded down close to the foot. In two of the cases firm bony union

failed to occur, and in one amputation was finally resorted to. Watson'

» Op. cit, p. 606.

' Surgical Treatment of Diseases of Children, p. 242.

' American Medical Times, November 7, 1863.

American Journiil of the Medical Sciences, April, 1874.

' Cataloijue, pp. 204-5.

« New Yoi-k Medical Times, October 1, 1861.
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had to adopt a like course in the case of a boy aged fourteen, who when
six years old had fractured his left leg, union taking place with the lower

part bent inward and backward at nearly a right angle ; aftier exsectiou

of a wedge from each bone by Stevens, the limb was straightened, but

union failed to occur, and the skin gave way.

Better results are sometimes attained, especially since the introduction of

antiseptic methods. Beck ' recoixls the case of a girl aged ten months who
had had an intra-uterine fracture of the leg, united at a right angle ; oste-

otomy was jierformed, with success. Coote * reports the case of a boy aged

eight whose leg had been missha[)cn at birth, in consequence, as was sup-

posed, of intra-uterine fracture ; it was refractured at about three years, but

union failed to occur ; in his sixth year ivory pegs were introduced, but

without success, as the pegs dropped out during an access of fever ; the

limb was, therefore, removed, and the lower fragment was found to be

atrophied. Jones,* in the case of a boy aged sixteen, who at five years of

age had sustained a Pott's fracture, excised the inner malleolus and upper

surface of the astragalus, corrected the deformity, and effected a cure with

a movable joint. I have myself chiselled away a wedge from the tibia,

united with an augh salient inward, in a boy aged fifteen, with good

result.

Union sometimes fails to occur. I have at present under my care at

the Pennsylvania Hospital a girl only thirteen months old, with pseudar-

throsis of both bones about one and a half inches above the ankle ; the

history, which is very obscure, is that the child was in some way caught

under a street-car about six weeks ago ; a small sinus probably communi-

cates with the false joint. Waitz* records a case of non-union of both

bones in a boy aged two and a half years, treatetl by the rubbing of the

ends together, and the application of a plaster bandage ; a cure was effected

at the end of three months. Mott ' gives an account of a girl who had an

ununited fracture of both bones, dating from intra-uterine life ; various

means were tried during her first year, and at last a seton was employed,

which seemed to be succeeding, when diffuse inflammation came on, and

the uniting material was dissolved. In a note it is stated that resection

was performed at the age of eleven years ; but the final result is not given.

Hamilton saw a girl aged seven who two years previously had had a frac-

ture (probably green-stick) of the leg below the middle ; it united at an

angle, and six months later was broken over again by a surgeon, but no

bony union ensued.

Whitman ® has reported the case of a girl who at the age of three years

» .lahrbuch fiir Kinderheilkunde, 1886.

* Lancet, June 21, 1862.

' British Medical .lournal, March 13, 1886.

Report of Esmarch's Clinic, Langenbeck's Archiv, 1877.

* Transactions of the New York Academy of Medicine, 1857, vol. i. p.

• Medical News, April 14, 1882.
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underwent osteoclasis for deformity of the legs and arras ; there was non-

union in the left leg, which was finally overcome by resection and wiring,

with an excellent result.

A carious case is recorded by Hamilton, in which a boy aged four had

a corapoiuid fracture of his leg near the middle ; an ulcer remained at

that point, with frequent discharges of small scales of bone, for twenty-two

years, when it closed, and he began to lose the use of both lower extremities.

Probably thft fracture had nothing to do with the paralysis.

So far, reference has been had to fractures of the shafts of the bones of

the leg. Malgaigne mentions briefly the singular case of a girl aged eight,

who had the inner malleolus fractured by the kick of a horse. Beauey

'

saw a fracture of the outer malleolus in a girl aged five and a half, who

fell in running. I have myself seen a case of Pott's fracture in a girl

aged fourteen, who had jumped from a third-story window ; from culpable

neglect on the part of the surgeon, a most deplorable deformity had ensued.

Separation of the epiphyses has been noted in a number of instances.

Ashhurst " has figured such a lesion at the upper end of the tibia, from a

boy aged eleven, in whom am])utation was rendered necessary by railway

crush. Heuston,* in the case of a boy aged eight, saw this accident fol-

lowed by acute synovitis of the knee-joint, and seven months later by sup-

puration, which was successfully treated by erasion, and drainage through

the popliteal space. Stimson says that Verneuil " saw the epiphysis separated

in a child six years old, whose leg had been caught between the spokes of a

wheel ; the joint was not opened."

Separation of the lower epiphysis of the tibia has been figured by

Holmes,* who quotes another case from R. W. Smith. Martin' has re-

ported a case of compound disjunction of the lower epiphysis of the tibia,

with fracture of the fibula about four inches above, in a boy aged eleven,

who recovered perfectly in two months. A very similar case, in a boy

aged thirteen, has been recorded by Albec,' and another, requiring resection,

by Clark,' who refers to sixteen other instances. In Holmes's specimen

above mentioned the lower epiphysis of the femur and that of the fibula

are also separated ; and the shaft of the tibia is broken below the middle

;

the patient, a boy aged eighteen, was caught in a coil of rope, and the

injury was such as to demand amputation. Voss,* in a case of com-

pound separation of the lower epiphysis of the tibia, succeeded in reducing

the protruding end of the shaft ; but a portion of the epiphysis became

* Australian Medical Journal, September 15, 1884.

'' Principles and Practice of Surgerj^, 3d ed., p. 269.

» Lancet, June 29, 1889.

* Surgical Treatment of Children's Di.seases, p. 259.

* Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, September 27, 1877.

* Transactions of the Maine Medical Association, 1886.

' Glasgow Medical Journal, November, 1886.

" New York Journal of Medicine, November, 1866.
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necrosetl and was removetl ; the patient, a boy aged fourteen, recovered witli

a useful joint. Krackowizer ' has reported a case of supposed traumatic

separation of the lower epiphysis of the tibia, in a boy aged five ; but, as

the limb be<ame gangreuous from tight bandaging, it seems possible that

this may have had something to do with the lesion of the bone, which

was only detecte<l after amputation.

The upper epiphysis of the fibula is reported by Stimson ^ to have been

torn off' in a child two years old, witli fracture of the shaft of the bone, in

a street-car accident.

Arrest of growth of the bone has been mentioned and figured by Bryant

as having followed a separation of the upper epiphysis of the tibia in a child

aged eight ; the fibula grew normally, and was, therefore, bowed outward.

Compound fractures of the leg are mrely seen in children. Gooch,' in

a very extensive injury of this kind in a boy aged twelve, sawed off* about

five inches of the tibia (about nine inches protruding), and obtained an

excellent result, the bone being reproduced. In another case, that of a boy

aged eight, seen by him on the fifth day, the fractured end of the tibia had

protruded through a small wound ; emphysema had begun in the leg and

extended up to the abdomen, and death ensued two days later. Norris*

removed two inches of the tibia in the case of a boy aged twelve, " notwith-

standing which he was discharged cured in eleven weeks, with shortening

of the limb of but half an inch, the space occupied by the removed bone

being filled by a firm and even callus."

Sir A. Cooper mentions a ca.'«e in which, after the sawing off" of the

protruding end of the tibial fragment, no union occurred, and the boy was

left permanently lame.

Fractures of the bones of the foot are not met with in children, except

as the result of crushing force, and they are, so far as my observation has

gone, always compound. Discussion of them here would be only in regard

to the question of amputation, and this must be settled in each case on well-

known principles.

DISLOCATIONS.

Dislocations or luxations are proportionally much less frequent in chil-

dren than are fractures. Thus, Malgaigne, among a total of six hundred

and forty-three cases, found only twenty-one, or a little less than one-

thirtieth, between the first and the fifteenth year of life ; while out of thir-

teen hundred and seventy-seven fractures, one hundred and fourteen, or

> American Medical Times, November 7, 1863.

« New York Medical Record, July 16, 1882.

» Cases and Practical Remarks in Surgery, 1767, p. 286.

* Contributions to Practical Surgery, p. 42.
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alx)ut one-twelfth, belonged in that period. And in the reeords often years

(1878-1887 inclusive) at the Children's Hospital in this city, there are but

thirty-four ("dses of luxation as against five hundred and four of fmctuie.

It is not difficult to awiount for this rarity of dishxsitions, when the .small

leverage afforded by the bones of children, the comparative strength oi" the

fibrous tissues about their joints, and the slight amount of their muscular

resistance are taken into consideration.

Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson ' has advanced the curious view that the

lesions supposed to be luxations in children are in reality epiphysial wcpani-

tions. Thus, he says that he has never met with a .simple luxation of the

shoulder in a child, but has seen many cases of detachment of the up]M'r

epiphy-sis of the humerus. Luxation of the elbow, he says, is not uncom-

mon in adults, but in children is exceedingly so, the lesion supposed to he

of this nature being separation of the epiphyses. With all respect for its

distinguished author, I feel warrant(>d from my own exjierience alone, to

say nothing of that of the profession at large, in declaring that this propo-

sition is wholly untenable. I am not aware, indeed, that it has ever been

accepted by any one.

Dislocations may be pathological, the rcsidt of disease or of abnormal

laxity of the joints, or traumatic, produced by violence. To the fbrn\er

class belong the congenital dislocations, met with esijecially in the hip, and

those which occur in the course of fevers. Traumatic or accidental luxa-

tions may be due to dirait violence, applied at once to the end of the bone

which is displaced, knocking it out of its connection, or to indirect, applied

at a distance, and acting on the bone as a lever. One point should be notal

in the causation of such injuries in children : they are often produced by

pulling upon the limbs, by which the ligamentou structures about the joints

are put upon the stretch, and then the bones fail to go back into their proj^r

relative position. This does not occur in the more rigid joints of adults.

Dislocations may be complete or partial. A compound dislocation is one

in which the displaced end of the bone is exposed to the air by lesion of the

soft parts ; all others are termed simple. When a luxation is acconipanitd

by other serious injury in its neighborhood, such as fracture, or great

damage to vessels or nerves, it is said to be complicated. When the bone

displaced remains in the abnormal position first assumed by it, the luxation

is said to be primitive ; if it passes into another, this is said to be consecu-

tive. The term old is applied to a luxation which for any reason has existed

without correction for so long a time that changes are likely to have; taken

place which render reduction difficult.

The mechanism by M'hich bones are dislocated is not always easy to

determine in adults ; and in children the difficulty is much greater, sinee

they can very rarely give a clear idea of the way in which an accident has

befallen them.

1 Medical Pres" and Circular, March 19, 1884.
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The symptoms of luxation are pain, limitation of motion (passive as

well as active), and deformity of the att'eetcd joint. Sometimes the absence

of the dislocated bone from its proper position, and its presence elsewhere,

can be clearly made out by feeling, if not by sight. Swelling is apt to

occur vory spwtlily, and may obscure the (condition of the part. Ecchy-
mosis very eonnnonly ensues, just as in cases of fra(;ture. There is also

often a sound produced by the contact of the bones, which is to an inex-

perienced ear not unlike th(^ crepitus of broken ends.

The diagnosis of a luxation is of great importance, since upon its early

reduction may dejK'ud the usefulness of the limb in after-life. Usually

the question is between fracture of the bone close to the joint, and displace-

ment. Often the fact of the limitation of mobility will be sufKcient to

show that the latter lesion is present ; if antesthesia has Iwen induced, as it

always should be in cases of doubt, this sign is of more value.

If during the examination the deformity is corr<!(!ted, and the normal

mobility of the part restored, the diagnosis of luxation may be regarded as

established. Let it be rememl)erod that in children we are not so likc'j' us

in adults to have the moment of reduction indicated by a loud snap.

It must be borne in mind, and especially as regards the elbow, that

luxation and fracture may be combined. Hence every case of dislocation

should be carefully watched, after reduction has been effected, until the

freedom and power of motion show clearly that the joint has rcsumetl its

normal state.

The prognosis of luxations in children is, as a general rule, much more

favorable than in adults. The degree of violent to the soft parts is usually

loss, and the reparative powers of the tissues are of eouree greater. Yet the

surgeon must not be too ready to promise a perfect result ; since there may
be stiffening of the affected joint, weakness of the limb, numbness or pain

iu the nerves which have been pressed upon, for some time, and the possi-

bility of such after-consequences should be made known beforehand to the

little patient's friends.

Intra-uterine Luxations arc of rare occurrence, and, when met with,

have almost always been the result of disease. Of all the joints, the hip

is most frequently so affected, and on both sides. Cases are on record in

which both knees have been dislocated, or rather abnormally movable, for-

waixl. In one case, reported by Rodrigue,' there was a dislocation of the

left humerus, together with unitetl fracture of the corresponding forearm
;

both lesions being accounted for by a blow received by the mother on her

abdomen in the fourth mouth of her pregnancy.

Luxations during Birth.—These must be of extremely rare occur-

rence. Scanzoni^ says that he never met with luxations in the uewly-born,

"yet they occur, sometimes as congenital lesions, sometimes, and not very

• American Journal of the Medical Sciences, January, 1854,

' Lehrbuch der Geburtshilfe, 1853, p. 1060.
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Holdom, ill the hip, as the i-esult of powerful traction made on the lower

extremities." f
; ; - v ,i;

,

SPECIAL DISLOCATIONH. i

Luxations op thk YKUTKnu.i;.—A iiuinlM'r of («ses are on record in

which, iisiiully by great violen('o, sopurations of the vertebra* have taken

place, aud the relations between two of them hr.ve become chan;.c<l.

Boyer* quotes from J. L. Petit an account of a child six or seven yeai-s

of age "lifled up by a man (in order to see London, according to thevulffjir

saying) wlio took hold of tlie forehead and baclv of the head. The cliild

struggled, became agitated, and died. It is to be regretted tlmt there was

no anatomical examination, though there is little doubt that the first ver-

tebra was luxatetl upon th3 second."

Horner^ saw a boy aged ten, who by a fall of twenty feet had .sustained

a luxation of the left oblique process of the fourth wrvical vertebra forward,

as shown by the distortion of the neck and by the position of the f'ourtli

spinous process. No attempt at reduction was made, on account of tlie risk

involved. That this fear was not idle is sliown by the case quoted by

Boyer' from Petit-Radel, in which a child similarly injured died under the

hands of the operator.

When only one oblique process is thus displaced, the injury is less grave

than when it affects both sides. Occasionally one oblique process is driven

forward, the other going backward ; a rotary movement being given to the

head and upper part of the neck. In any of these cases the chief danger is

from interference with the spinal cord or with the nerves given off from it,

Hemorrhage into the spinal canal, from ruptured vessels, or actual pressure

by the displaced bone, may paralyze respiration.

If treatment is instituted, it should be with a view to disengaging the

luxated process or processes, by extension of '^e neck and rotation in the

direction opposite to that of the displacemei In the case of a Iwy aged

twelve, W. J. Morton '' succeeded in reducing a luxation of the fifth oblique

process, by sus])ension from the head, with rotation. Stimsou * quotes from

Blasins a case of Richter's in which a boy aged eleven or twelve reduced a

dislocation in his own neck ; also one in which an accidental reduction

took place from the patient falling out of bed.

Luxation of the dorsal vertebrfe has been met with. Stimson * says,

" In one case that has been under my observation for two years, the patient,

a girl fourteen years old, has been in good health, although she remains

completely paralyzed below the level of the breasts ; the injury appears to

1 Truit6 des Maladies Chirurgicales, Seine ed., 1845, tome iii. p. 645. See, also, traiisla-

tion of first edition, by A. H. Stevens, 1816, vol. ii. p. 231.

* American Journal of the Medical Sciences, April, 1843, p. 512.

' Op. cit., p. 650 ; translation, p. 234.

* New York Medical Record, October 4, 1879.

* On Dislocations, p. 142.

« Op. cit., p. 158.
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liavc lx!oii a t'l'astasis at the fourth (i- fifth dorsal vortchrn, niul was caused

hy a fall down the narrow air-shall of a tciujuicnt-liouw from a hcigiit of

about Hixty feet." A cast^ of luxation of the tweltlh dorsal vortt'bra from

tlie first hunhar, by crushing force, in a boy of eleven, was report^-d by
Swan,' wlu) saw the patient eight years afterwards. In these castw there is

no certainty that there has not been fmcture, as well as luxation, unless the

condition is determined l)y an autopsy. Sir Charles Hell '' records (hat "an
iiitiuit" was nm over by a diligence; it diinl of croup thirtiK'ii months after-

wards, and a post-mortem showed the twelfth doi-sal vertebra ctmipletely

luxated ; the dirtH-tion of the displacement is not stated, but it is said that

"a very small portion of the bone had been brolvcn off,"

Two symptoms will be present in all these cases,—ilistortion of the ver-

tebral eolunui, as shown by the altered relation of the spinous processes

;

and paralysis, more or less complete, of all the parts below the seat of

injury.

Luxations of tiif: Lowkr Jaw.—Those are very rare indeed in (;hil-

(Iren. Sir A. Cooper has recordctl one produced in a boy by the effort to

stuff an apple into his mouth. Malgaigne quotes from Delamotte the case

of a girl eleven or twelve years of age who was kicked by a horse, the jaw
l>oing dislocated and fracturiHl at the stuue time. Mr. E. Morris'' has

reportetl a curious case in which a girl of fifteen had her jaw displaced

(liu'ing sleep, from the act of sucking her thumb. Another oeeurretl to

Ballai-d."

Malgaigne quotes from Tartra a ease in Avhich one condyle only was

displaced during convulsions, in a child fifteen months old ; the child was

six years old when treated.

The symptoms in double dislocations are very characteristic. The
mouth is more or less widely open, and fixed so ; there is apt to oe severe

pain from tension of the muscles as well as from pressure on nerves. In

the unilateral form the jaw is twisted to the opposite side from that on

which the displacsement has occurred.

The treatment consists in depressing the angle or angles of the jaw, and

elevating the chin. In Tartra's case the jaw was fixed ; it was forcibly de-

pressed, and by means of small wedges a considerable improvement was

effected, but the ultimate result is not known.

Luxations of the Clavicle.—Either end of the clavicle may be

dislocated.

Luxations of the Sternal End.—The clavicle may be displaced from

the sternum forward, upward, or backward ; but I know of only two re-

corded cases of any form except the first-named in a patient under fifteen

years of age.

> Boston Medicnl and Surgical .Journal, March, 1840.

'^ Injuries of the Spine, London, 1824.

^ British Medical Journal, August 31, 1872.

Mason, Lancet, February 23, 1878.
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Fj'rgiisHon ' HuyH, " I once saw a cuso of tli'iplacH'nicnt of the inner ex-

tremity of this bone in a newly-born infant, which hud hapiK'ntKl (hiiiiijr

birth. The end reHted in front ttf the Hternuni, ami could be piirthcd int(»

its pro|M'r phice with f^rejit cuhc ; but when Ivii alone, it immediately slipped

out again. Nothing was done, a 'lew joint formed, and the child atlerwurcls

po.S8ess(>tl aH much power in the one arm as in the other."

Gross* rec()nlK an instance of "congenital" luxation forwaitl and uj)-

ward, seen by him when the child was three months old. Wright^ luis

reporte<l a ciimc^ of disUH-ation of the sternal end ol' the elavieh! downward

and forward, in a (ihild a;ijed ten months, l)y a liiU out of bed. Molier is

(pioted by Malgaigne as having swn this accident in a girl aged four years,

whose arm had l)een forcibly pulled upon. Mulvany ^ reports the ease of a

boy aged fifteen, thrown heavily iii)on his back at sea, in whom a'vend of tlio

left costal cartilages were dislocate<l Ix'liind the sternum, and the ri,';ht (•laviclo

was dislocated forward. It would seem likely that here the clavicl< vas fixed,

and the sternum wrenched away from it. Hamilton mentions having Hm\

two cases in boys, in neither of which could permanent reduction be ell'ect(Kl.

In these cases there must Ik; rupture of the sterno-elavicnlar ligaiui'iits

(of the anterior one at least), and pi'rhaps of the interclavicular and costo-

clavicular ligaments. The displaced int(M'articular cartilage may sonictimos

be the cause of the difHculty experiencetl in maintaining reduction.

The diagnosis lies between this luxation and fracture oi the clavicle

close to the sternal end, or epi[)liysial se})aration. Jiut the smoothly-rouiidiHl

end of the bone, and the absence of tlu^ prominence at o'.ie side of the

interclavicular notch, should indicate the true character of the lesion.

The treatment nnist consist in drawing the shoulder forward, so as to

tilt the displaced end of the bone baekwai"d, and in making pressure upon

the latter with a pad held in j)lace by adhesive strips. Aniesthesia should

be employed if there is any difiiculty in the reduction.

A remarkable ease is recorded by Moree" in which a girl aged eight

was knocked down and run over, sustaining a dislocation outward (for-

ward ?) of the right clavicle, and a dislocation backward of the left, the

first rib being also fracturcil. She had great venous congestion of the

neck and head, which was relieved by the reduction, after much rlifficiilty,

of the left clavicle. Subsequently she did well. Hulke ' gives another in-

stance of backward luxation of the right clavicle, in a girl aged ten ; the

child was knocked down and nin over, and it was supposed the horse

stepped on her. There was great dyspnoea, relieved by drawing the

shoulders backward. She made a perfect recovery.

' System of Practical Surgery, 6th ed., p. 228.

2 System of Surgery, 6th ed., vol. ii. p. 1128.

' Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, April 1, 1880.

* Lancet, March 18, 1882.

* Cincinnati Medical News, December, 1877.

* Holmes's System of Surgery, vol. i. p. 970.
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Luxations of the Acromial End.—The claviclo may he displanxl

iroiii tlic acroinion citlicr upward or (lowiiward.

Hamilton rcjxjrts one case of the former kind, sotui by him in a pirl

four wikjUh old ; it was ('on^r(>iiital, and ntluction conld not be main-

tained.

A curious case of luxation downwaixl is (|uoted from Mello by Mal-
gnijj;ne. It was that of a soldier, who at six years of ag(! had his shoulder

borne down by a great weight. The corresponding hunu^rus was luxatcnl

at the same time, and remained so.

Chase' saw a ease in which a boy ap(Ml eight fell, striking on his

shoulder, and foiring the clavicle IkjIow the acromion. Under ether, re-

duction was easily etfectwl by drawing the shoulder upward and backwaid.

The uiagnosis of acromio-clavicular luxations can hardly present great

difficulty, but the treatment may. Retluction is easily accomplisluHl ; but

the displc'Xiinent is extremely apt to recur. Support of the arm and hand
by ineaus of a wcll-arraugcnl sling may be employed, and ultimately the

complete restoration of ftmction is probable.

Luxations of Both Ends.—Two cases arc upon record in which luxa-

tion of Ixjth ends of a clavicle occurred simultaneously.

One, reported by North,' was that of a boy aged fourtet^n, who fell

backward ; the whole hrvv. seemed rotated downward and forward on its

long axis, its middle portion looking as if fallen in. Reduction was easily

ctt'cctcd by pressure, and maintained by means of a " yoke" splint.

The other case, recorded by Haynes,'' was that of a weakly girl aged

thirteen, who was reaching up behind her head, when the clavicle ga%'e

way, the sternal end being luxated forward, and the acromial end upward.

Ilcduction could be readily made, but the deformity reappeared.

Luxation op the Stp:rnitm (the manubrium upon the bmly of the

bono) is recorded by Ancelet* as having been seen by him in a boy aged

thirteen, who met with the accident while exercising upon a trapeze. There

was intense jiain at the seat of injury, aggravated by any respiratory effort
;

and the upper edge of the body of the bone was distinctly felt as a trans-

verse ridge. Reduction was eifected by strongly bending the body back-

ward.

One case of congenital luxation of the xiphoid or ensiform cartilage is

quotal by Malgaigne from Seger ; an abnormal degree of mobility seems

to have been the chief symptom, and a spontan(;ous cure ensued.

Luxations of the Rins have Ix-en observetl in a few instances in early

life. By great direct violence two of the lower ribs were driven forward

from their attachments to the vertebrae, in a boy aged eleven, seen by

1h

» Transactions of tho Medical Society of the State of New York, 1879.

» New York Medical Record, April 10, 1866.

' British Medical .lournul, .January 27, 1872.

* Gazette des Hopitaux, June 4, 1863.
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Dunne, and in a girl aged fifteen, seen by Finucane.* Another case, affect-

ing the first rib, has recently been reported by Quint.^

Anteriorly, the ribs may he displaced from the sternum. Flagg' re-

ported the case of a girl aged ten, who ran against a table, striking tlie

front of her chest ; forty-eight hours afterwards she was exercising violently,

when she felt pain, and " something gave way ;" the fourth rib was found to

be dislocated forward on the sternum. The I'esult is not mentioned.

With regard to the diagnosis, pi'ognosis, and treatment of such injuries,

it is impossible to make any general statements, in view of the very limited

experience recorded.

Luxations of the Humerus are comparatively rare in early life

;

Malgaigne had collected but four instances under fifteen years of age. Yet

Rodrigue * saw one which had occurred before birth. Stimson says tliat

Bardenheuer quotes from Knox two cases in which the humerus was dis-

located by obstetric manipulations. Mitchell ' has reported a case in which

a child, delivered by version by the foot, was found to have the head of one

humerus luxated into the axilla ; reduction was effected, ard electricity was

successfully applied for the relief of the paralysis of the muscles of the arm

which ensued.

R. W. Smith * has described in detail five cases in which this lesion was

congenital. In one congenital case, reported by Bouvier,^ the patient having

attained the age of sixteen years, Gaillard succeeded aft«r several attempts

in Cifecting reduction. In two of Smith's cases, and in one reported by

Kiister,* both shoulders were concerned.

Clippingdale ' showed to the / est London Medico-Chirurgical Society

a child seven months of age with the head of one humerus in the axilla

;

the bones of the arm were all rudimentary, and the hand haci only fonr

digits. The explanation given was that the dislocation was intra-uterine,

"due to sudden and irregular contractions of the uterus, the result of

fright."

Flower*" mentions an instance of dislocation forward, in a child only

fourteen days old ; the arm, it is said, had been violently pulled and twisted.

I myself saw, in 1864, tlw same shoulder twice dislocated forward

within four months, in a little girl two years old ; oa both occasions the

accident occurred as the child was lifted out of its cradle. Ashhurst has

' Both cases reported in the Dublin Medical Press, February 20, 1841.

' Annual of the Universal Medical Sciences, 1889, from Bull. Med. du I'ford, June,

1888.

' Nortiiwestern Medical and Surgical Journal, Augu.st, 1871.

* American Jounial of the Medical Sciences, January, 1854.

* British Medical Journal, November 19, 1881.

* On Fractures, etc., Dublin, 1854, p. 256.

' Archives G6nerales, August, 1840.

' Berliner Klinische Wochensciirift, January 6, 1879.

» British Medical Journal, February 2, 1889.

'* Holmes's System of Surgery, 3d ed., vol. i. p. 972.
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reported * a subcoraooid luxation in a girl two and a half years old, who-

had been swung round by the arm.

A case of spontaneous luxation of the humerus is mentioned by Keen
as occurring in a badly-nourished child aged two ; it was easily reduced,

and did not recur ; but the bone subsequently became necrotic. Another,

in a girl aged twelve, after a fever, is recorded by Sir A. Cooper.

Hamilton treated a girl of fourteen who had her humerus dislocated

into the axilla by a fall on the sidewalk. Stimson ' merely mentions as the

cause of a subspinous dislocation " the throwing of a stone, by a boy ten

years old." Another instance of this (in children) rare displacement iias

been reported by Chambers,* in a boy aged f')ur years. The mechanism of

its production was not known, but the position of the head of the bone was
clearly made out, and the arm was shortened by an inch. Reduction was
effected by extension and manipulation.

A case of compound luxation has been reported by Scott;* it occurred

to a boy aged fourteen, who was thrown from a horse and dragged. The
head of the humerus lay exjwsed on the frout of the pcctoralis major mus-

cle. Reduction was effected, and the boy recovered with a useful arm.

So far as can he judged from the small number of recorded cases, it would

seem that the luxation of the humerus forward is in children the most fre-

quent form ; but the great laxity of the capsule in them must be borne in

mind ; and my own belief is that the head of the humerus escapes firsc into

the axilla, and then is drawn up under or in front of the coracoid jirocess.

In three cases only—Stinison's, Chambers's, and one of R. W. Smith's,

—was the head noted as displaced backward.

The congenital luxations of the shoulder would appear to have been

noticed as "something wrong" by the parents, and iccognized by the sur-

geon from deformity and limitation of motion. In traumatic cases there is

pain, with more or less complete loss of use of the arm, and deformity.

Dugas's test may be of much use in these cases ; it consists in placing

tlie elbow at the side, and trying to carry the hand over to the sound shoulder,

which cannot be done if the head of the hr.nier.is is displaced. I am not

sure, however, that in children the laxity of the ligaments may not some-

times be such as to lessen the value of this sign in them.

Reduction is usually effected without difficulty, by manipulation alone,

in young children. Anaesthesia is not needed. Afler the age of eight or

ton years there may bo more resistance encountered, and it may be necessary

to give ether and to make extension with the knee or tlie heel in the axilla.

The after-treatment consists in keeping the limb at jwrfect rest, which is

best accomplished by binding it to the side for a few days, after which the

hand and forearm may be simply supported in a sling.

' American Journal of the Medical Sciences, October, 1870.

' Toner Lecture for 1876, on the Surgical Complications and Sequelie of Fevers.

' Op. cit., p. 241. College and Clinical Record, September, 1889.

« Lancet, March 4, 1834.
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1106 FRACTURES AND DISLOCATIONS.

Luxations op the Elbow, like fractures of the lower part of tlie

humerus, are very common in children. One reason of this is the great

slackness of the ligaments in them
;
probably every one Lns noticed the

great degree of extension and flexion of this joint which they possess, as

compared with that possible to adults. Then, again, the joint is a complex

one, and the bones entering into its formation are ii early life smooth and

rounded, acquiring their strong features only with their full a'jvelopment.

Either one or both bones of the forearm may ba dislocated upon the

humerus ; in the former case the relation between the radius and ulna must,

of course, be also changed. Each of the various displacements which are

included under these general terms has its special mechanism. I believe,

however, that in nearly all cases not only is there a stretching of the liga-

ments, but a twist is also impressed upon the part, so that the articular

surfaces slide, as it were, around one another.

Luxation of both bones backward is by far the most frequent of

these injuries. In Kronlein's tables, quoted by Stimson,* out of ninety-

four cases of this kind, twenty-two were in children between one and ten

years of age, and forty-four between eleven and twenty. Hamilton states

that out of seventy-two cases collected by him twenty-nine were under four-

teen years of age ; and speaks here, but nowhere else, of one of them who

was only four. I have myself never seen such an injury in a child less

than six years old, nor do I know of any report of one except this mere

mention.

It has occurred to me to see two cases of this kind in one family : a boy

aged six, in 1878, and his brother aged ten, in 1887 ; in each instance the

cause was a fall on the hand, and reduction was easily eifected.

For the most part, the symptoms of luxation backward are distinctive:

the forearm is helpless, slightly flexed, usually more or less decidedly pro-

nated ; the ant*, "o-posterior diameter of the elbow is greater than normal

;

the olecranon is felt and seen projecting behind the condyles of the humerus,

and the finger can be pressed into a gap above it ; the rounded end of the

radius is below the external condyle
;
passive motion, flexion especially,

is limited, and the distance from the bend of the elbow to the wrist is

shortened. Under such circumstances, it would seem as if mistake were

impossible; but swelling comes on very rapidly, and may so mask th.e parts

as to prevent tlie detection of the injury. Moreover, there may be, along

with the luxation, fracture of one or both condyles of the humerus, or of

the coronoid process of the ulna. In 1877 I saw a boy about fourteen years

ola, with a backward luxation of the elbow, the radius and ulna being

widely separated. No fracture coidd be detected ; retluction was easy by

extension. The account he gave was not clear, and I am at a loss to account

for the condition.

Now, it is of great im})ortance to determine not only the fact of the uis-

« Op. cit, p. 2L
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placement of the bones, but also the question whether or not there is frac-

ture ; and hence in any case of doubt the child should be etherized, aud a

most careful investigation made. Occasionally reduction is at once and

easily effected, with complete restoration of the normal form of the joint, as

well as of its mobility. But the child may be frightened and resist ; tliere

may be so much swelling as to obscure the parts ; above all, there may be a

suspicion of fracture as well as luxation, in which case the prognosis and

the treatment would be materially influenced. Cases are upon record in

which, even in expert hands, the supposed reduction had not really been

accomplished"; The rule should, therefore, be absolute, that in any case of

either doubt or difficulty anaesthesia is to be induced. Sometimes, even

with every advantage, it is impossible to determine the exact seat of frac-

ture ; and in any such case a prudent surgeon will be very guarded in his

prognosis.

As to the method of making the reduction, we should be guided by

mechanical principles. The coronoid process must be disengaged from be-

hind the lower end of the humerus ; and in order to do this the forearm

should be still further extended on the arm, with slight traction on the

hand.^ I have never seen a case in a child in which this manoeuvre was

not sufficient, the bones instantly slipping into place, unless there was also

fracture.

Spencer ^ has reported the case of a boy aged ten, with luxation back-

ward of both bones of the forearm, in which three attempts at reduction

failed ; an incision was made, and the olecranon removed, when a tight band

was found across the back of the humerus ; this was slackened and slipped

over the end of the bone, after which the reduction was effi.'cted, and a good

result was ultimately obtained.

Of course, when the dislocation is of long standing, it is a diffi}rent

mattt". Hamilton mentions a boy of twelve whose elbow had been out six

weeks and could not be reduced. In another case, that of a boy aged seven,

the luxation dating back nine weeks, the arm being nearly straight, flexion

was rai:de, and the olecranon gave way. In still another old case, the triceps

was divided and reduction then made by flexion. Although in these last

two oases the bones were restored to position, the ultimate results Avere not

altogether satisfactory as regards motion. Beck' has reported a curious

ease in which a boy aged seven had a biickward luxation of the left elbow,

which had existed seven months ; while at play he had a fall, by which the

adhesions were broken up, and reduction was then effected without difficulty.

• Some surgeons, and notably Sir A. Cooper, have advised a different method, thinking

it Ijpttor to flex the elbow, and to draw the hand forward with the limb in this position.

Tl advantages of the plan mentioned in the text are so much greater, both in theory and

in practice, that I think it should always be employed, and therefore have allowed it to

stand alone.

2 Lancet, November 10, 1889.

' New York Journal of Medicine, May, 1857.
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1108 FRACTURES AND DISLOCATIONS.

Maisonneuve,' in the case of a boy aj. 'id fifteen, wi+h a backward luxa-

tion of the elbow of forty-seven days' standing, succeeded in effecting re-

duction by upward traction upon the humerus from just below the insertion

of the deltoid, and downward upon a " lac" applied directly over the olecra-

non, and forming a figure-of-eight around the forearm.

My own experience in old luxations of the elbow in children has been

limited to cases which were beyond remedy ; and I have never seen one

in which there was not a probability at least that the injury had been

complicated with fracture. Sometimes, iu old unreduced luxations of the

elbow, the condition is such as to justify a resort to complete or partial ex-

cision of the joint ; the latter operation is reported by Davies-Colley ^ to

have been practised by him in the case of a boy aged eleven, with good

result.

Even when reduction has been readily and fully effected, there is not

always a certainty of success, Hamilton mentions a case in which a boy

aged eight, with such a history, had still a stiff joint, at a right angle, more

than four years afterwards.

Malgaigne laid stress upon the possibility of incomplete backward luxa-

tion of the elbow, but it does not seem to call for special discussion here.

He says that in old cases reduction is easier than in the complete form,

mentioning a boy aged ten iu whom he succeeded after the lapse of nearly

four months.

I myself recently met with a case in a boy aged fourteen, who had been

thrown down in playing the day before. Flexion and extension were both

somewhat limited, the former esijecially
;
pronation and supination seemed

normally free. On measurement, the distance from the acromion to the tip

of the elbow was greater by one-fourth of an inch than in the sound limb,

and the circumference of the elbow was increased half an inch. Retliic-

tion was easily effected under ether given to the first insensibility, and the

motions of the joint were completely restored.

The symptoms and treatment do not vary materially from those of the

complete form already described.

Other dislocations of the bones of the forearm upon the humerus have

been met with,—outward, inward, and forward. As to the two former, I

would suggest that they are brought about, in part at least, by the forma-

tion of the articulating surface of the humerus, by reason of which the

ulna, carrying with it the radius, slides around one or other of the ri(l|i;es

limiting the trochlea. The lateral ligaments of the joint are put upon the

stretch, when the ulna is drawn away from the humerus, and, as it goes

back, the ridge in the middle of the sigmoid cavity fails to fit into the

depression in the trochlea, but is applied to one or the other side of it. In

other words, I think that, when both bones of the forearm suffer displace-

' CliniqueX^hirurgicale, tome i. p. 529.

* British Medical Journal, February 2, 1889.
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meut together, the ligaments are stretched, and tlie ulna comes away ft-ora

the trochlea ; as it goes back, the natural relation fails to be restored, gener-

ally because the coronoid process slips behind the humerus, but sometimes

because the ulna goes to the inner side or to the outer side of the trochlea.

Hamilton mentions the case of a boy aged eight in whom the radius and

ulna were displaced outward and upward (backward) ; firm pressure being

made upon the radius from the outside, " the bones assimied suddenly the

position of a backward and u})ward dislocation, from which position they

were readily reduced to their original sockets by simple extension."

Complete luxation here is when the articular surfaces of the radius and

ulna are both wholly separated from that of the humerus. I know of

scarcely any instances of this kind in children, except in the backward

direction. Chapel's case (forward), and some of the divergent dislocations,

as, for example, when the radius slips out forward and the ulna goes back-

ward, are complete ; but for the most part there is some contact between

the articular surfaces. I have never seen an instance in which there was a

complete separation of both bones from the humerus, eithei" outward or

inward, in a child, but have several times treated backward 'luxations in

which the bones had suffered outward displacement also.

Varick ' has reported the case of a boy ageu nine who fell from a

wagon on his back, with his elbow flexed, and sustained a complete out-

ward luxation. Reduction was effected by moderate extension, with lateral

pressure, ether having been given; and perfect recovery ensued. Prewitt,*

ill the case of a girl aged five, who by a fall from a swing five weeks before

had luxated the elbow inward, found reduction impossible.

A very remarkable case is quoted by Malgaigne from Chapel : a boy

aged fifteen struck his arm roughly against a wall, and forced the whole

forearm outward and forward, so that the epicondyle was behind the ulna.

Rwluction was eftected at the second attempt, by extension and pressing the

bones into place.

Sir A. Cooper^ mentions the case of a boy aged eight who by a fall on

the hand sustained a luxation of both bones inward. The injury was sup-

posetl to be a fracture, and was treated accoixiingly. A month later, on the

removal of thii splints, the sigmoid cavity of the ulna was found applied

to the epitrochlea ; flexion was limited to ninety degrees, extension to one

hundred and forty-five degrees ; there was very little voluntary motion,

but pronation and supination could be made passively.

Dr. A. F. Stifel, of Wheeling, West Virginia, has reported to the

American Medical Association a case of incomplete luxation inward of the

ellx)w, in a girl aged three and a half years ; the swelling was so great as

to prevent a correct diagnosis for several days ; reduction was repeatedly

• New York Medical Record, November 1, 1867.

' St. Louis Courier of Medicine, January, 1879.

» Op. cit, p. 466. iijnMifti
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atteiTvpted, but without success. Dr. S. discusses at length the pathology

aud symptoms of this injury, which he thinks occurs more frequently than

is generally supposed, its true nature often escaping recognition. He advises

ti'action and lateral pressure for reduction.

It is impossible to imagine such displacements occurring without con-

siderable laceration of the ligaments about the joint, and one would sup-

j)0se other structures would suifer also.

A case of compound luxation, with rupture of the artery and stretchino-

of the mediau nerve, in a boy aged fourteen, is reported by Ferret ;
' the

nerve perished, and there was gangrene of some of the fingers, but a good

i-esult ultimately ensued. Malgaigne^ quotes from Michaux an instance in

which, in the attempt at reduction of a luxation outward and backward in

a boy aged ten, the artery and nerve were both torn, and gangrene made

amputation necessary.

Glutton^ has recorded a case of complete compound dislocation of the

elbow outward aud backward, in a boy nearly thirteen years old. The boucs

having been reduced, drainage was made, and the anterior wound left opeu.

The result Wtis a complete restoration of movement.

As to the symptoms, the elbow is, of course, wider than natural, and

the deformity of outline will indicate the character of the lesion.

Fergussou * says, " It is impossible to say what dislocations may not take

place in this articulation. I have myself frequently seen the joint in such

a disordered condition, from injuries of old date (probably luxations and

fractures combined), that the most experienced anatomists have been unable

to appreciate the true condition of the ends of the bones." This is especi-

ally true in the case of children. I believe that the most usual of thcso

irregular displacements is that in which, the head of the radius slipping out

from the grasp of the annular ligament, this bone starts up in front of the

condyle, while the ulna goes backward. Aud it will readily be seen that

by a slight further twist the head of the radius may pass to the outer side

of the condyle. A case of this kind, in a boy of eleven years, came under.

my care at the Pennsylvania Hospital in 1886 ; retluction was easily

effected. I think this is the true explanation of the two cases, in boys

aged respectively thirteen and fifteen, related by Sir A. Cooper ; and per-

haps it is applicable in the other instances, in adults as well as in youug

subjects, which are upon record.

Luxation of the radius alone has been many times observed. Gen-

erally the bone goes forward. This lesion may he congenital, as in a case

reported by Heelis,* where the bone of the left side was completely, and that

of the right partially, displaced ; the former was reducible on flexion, the

' Progrds Medical, May V, 1887.

' Fractures et Luxations, tome ii. p. 152.

* Transactions of the Clinical Society of London, 1889, vol. xxii.

* Practical Surgery, 5th ed., p. 215.

* Lancet, August ?', 1886.
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latter irreducible ; the humeral coudyles were very small, and there were

evidences of defective development of the nervous system. Kraekowizer

'

recorded u case in which suvh a luxation was ascribed to the oi>eration of

turning in delivery. Danyau ^ mentions the case of a girl agetl three whose

hand had been pulled upon in supination ; the radius was displactnl forward,

and could not be reduced. He quotes Loir as having met with the lesion

on both sides in the dead subject ; the heads of the bones were much lessened

in volume.

This luxation has been perhaps oftenest caused by careleas traction on

the forearm, in very young children. Collier'* was, I believe, the first to

rejjort a case so produced, in a child two years and a half old, whose mother

lifted it by its wrists. The lesion was thoroughly well described by Goy-

rand,* who assigned this cause for it. Sir A. Cooper thinks it is produced

by falls on the hand, and cites an instance in point, in a boy seven years old.'

Hamilton saw it in a girl aged four, who had fallen from a swing and held

on by her hands. The subluxation, or incomplete form, in which the head

of the radius does not wholly leave the condyle, has been recently described

and discussed as a new thing by several writers.® Perhaps this is the lesion

usually caused in children under five yeai's of age by traction on the hand
;

but the complete displacement may also occur in them, as well as in older

children. The symptoms of either are pain in the elbow ; the forearm

flexed to a right angle with the arm, and more or less completely pronated
;

paasive motion limited, and the attempt at it painful ; and the head of the

radius felt in its abnormal situation.

Reduction, according to some, is very easily effectctl by supinating the

hand, and pushing the head of the radius into its proper position. But we

have the testimony of Hamilton, Sir A. Cooper, and Malgaigne, that the

replacement is not always possible. Danyau's case, before quotefl, was of

this character ; and many other such instances are on record. Sometimes

there is a marked tendency to recurrence of the displacement.

It may be mentioned here that this luxation is apt to he accompanied

with dislodgement of the ulna backward ; and sometimes, as in throe aises

recorded by Hamilton, the latter bone is broken instead, as if the force

exerted would have caused luxation but for the giving way of th ; bone.

Such a view is more plausible in Hamilton's cases, where the frat are was

ill the upper third, than in one observed by Stimson,^ where the fi-acture

was at the middle of the ulna. Such associated injury does not appear to

1 New York Journal of Medicine, March, 1857.

' Archives G6nerales, April, 1841.

' London Medical Gazette, September 10, 1836.

* Gazette Medicale, February 23, 1837.

' Dislocations and Fractures, p. 455.

' Lindeman, British Medical Journal, March 18, 1882, also December 5, 1885, and

March 6, 1886; Sneddon, ibid., April 8, 1882; James, ibid., January 2, 1886; J. Hutchin-

son, Jr., ibid., same date ; Gushing, Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, January 28, 1886.

' Treatise on Dislocations, pp. 340-41.
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constitute any complication in treatment of the dislocation, which is to he

reducetl as soon as possible ; the limb is then to be kept at rest, with tiio

elbow flexed at a right angle, aiul the splints elsewhere described applied to

remedy the fracture.

Sir A. Cooper mentions a case in which a boy aged twelve had the

radius luxated upward and outward (forward ?), with fracture of the olecra-

non, by a severe blow. Thirteen years afterwards he had only iniporfwt

extension and flexion of the joint ; and in the latter motion the head of the

radius would slip out of place.

Luxation of the head of the radius backioard has Ix'cu observe<l as a

simple uncomplicated lesion. Hamilton mentions a case seen by him in

which it was said to have been the result of convulsions when the boy was

but one year old. Danyau ' saw it in a boy aged eleven ; it had occurred

five weeks before ; the elbow was semi-flexed, and the power of voluntary

pronation and supination was lost; reduction was elfected with diniculty.

Phillips^ has rccoi-ded the case of a girl aged seventeen who had con-

genital luxation backward in both elbows, the heads of the radii lying

behind the condyles ; extension and flexion were free when tlie hands were

semi-pronated. In another instance, reported by Pye-Smith,^ there was hucIi

a congenital luxation on the left side only ; the woman was one of eleven

children, eight of whom had abnormal joints, imperfectly develojx'd hands

and feet, and malformed nails. As a result of such displacements, or of

those due to accident in childhood, the joint undergoes changes of shape,

which have been studied and described by Allan.*

This lesion has been repeatedly observed along with fracture of the inner

portion of the lower end of the humerus. It seems to me that the mechan-

ism which at once suggests itself for such an injury is the true one ; tliat

there is at the same time a twist of the hand into supination, and an

abducting force, so that the trochlea and the portion of bone just above it

are wrenched away by reason of the engagement of the former in the sig-

moid cavity of the ulna. Should the position of the limb, the direction of

the force, or the slackness of the ligaments be such as to allow the ulna to

slip away from the trochlea, there would be merely a luxation backward of

both bones.

Luxation of the radius outward has been observed in a few eases in

children ; it is perhaps for the most part secondary to luxation forward,

although in one case quoted by Stimson * from Von Pitha it would seem to

have been produced directly, a grown person treading on the elbow of a girl

nine years old, who lay asleep on the floor with the arm extended in supina-

tion. The head of the bone can be recognized at the outer side of tlie

* Archives Generales, April, 1841.

* British Medical Journal, April 21, 1883.

' Lancet, December 8, 1883.

* Glasgow Medical Journal, July, 1880.

6 Op. cit., p. 329.
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humeral condyle, and reduction effected by simply pushing it back into

place. Sometimes this has l)ecn found impossible, the annular ligament

crumpling up, and failing to receive the head of the bone ; and the disloca-

tion has in some instances recurred very obstinately.

Luxation of the ulna alone, backward, hm been observed in one case

by Von Pitha,^ a little girl aged six having the extended arm forcibly

floxcd at the elbow. This joint was twisted toward the ulnar side, and the

prominence of the olecranon behind and the trochlea in front could be easily

made out ; the radial head was in place ; flexion gave great pain. Reduc-

tion was effected by slightly increasing the extension until the coronoid

process slipped over the trotJilea.

Before leaving this subject I feel constrained to mention again the diffi-

culties which beset the surgeon in dealing with injuries about the elbow.

The various luxations which have now been discussed are not easy to recog-

nize in practice, even in thin subjects, and when uncomplicaio<l. Even in

dissected specimens it may be hard to determine the exact ciiaracter of

the lesions. Upon the occurrence of injury, swelling usually comes on

with great rapidity, and masks everything. Fracture may be present, and

the crepitus and mobility due to it may mislead the surgeon. Hence the

utmost care should be taken in examining every case, amesthesia being

almost always requisite; a guarded diagnosis and prognosis only will be

given by a prudent surgeon ; and it behooves us to be charitable to the

uf-most in judging of the results of the practice of othei*s.

Luxations of the Wrist, formerly described by surgical writers as

of common occurrence, are now known to be extremely rare ; the cases sup-

posed to have been of this character having jn-obably been fractures close

to the joint. A number of the instances which have been placetl on record

are open to much doubt, as, for example, that of Haydon, published by Sir

A. Coojwr,'^ in which a boy aged thirteen, thrown from a horse, is said to

have had one wrist luxated backward and the other forward. Here there

was probably a double fracture. I shall mention only a few cases which

seem to be unquestionable.

In one instance ' a boy aged nine fell from a tree a distance of over

thirty feet ; the left wrist was dislocated backwanl, and was easily reduced

by extension and pressure, " the patient immediately regaining the use of

the joint." Roland * saw a boy about twelve yeai*s of age who by a fall had

the carpus displaced forward (on the palmar surface of the radius and ulna)

;

the hand was fixed at nearly a right angle with the forearm, and the fingers

were strongly flexed. During the administration of ether the bones slipped

into place. Aitken ' reports the case of a boy of sixteen who sustained a

1 Pitha and Billroth, Deutsche Chirurgie, Lieferung 63 b, p. 81.

* Op. cit., p. 485.

» Hospital Report, Lancet, June 12, 1841.

* Philadelphia Medical Times, June 7, 1879.

* Lancet, June 11, 1887.
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like injury by fallii)g from a tree ; by traction on the hand, reduction was

effected with a Huap, and, although the wrint remained HwoUen for tlirtx!

mouths, a perfect recovery ensued. Walker ' saw a diwhM'atiou backward

in a boy aged .sixteen, who was pushing a ciisk, when it sli >cd back, and

his elbow came against another (!ask ; reduction was easily ettc. u. In 1874

a boy about twelve years old was brought to my office who had a (cw

minutes before fallen about eight fet^t and *' twistwl his hand all out of

l)lace." His comrades inuucnliately pulled upon it, and it was reduced,

when he came to me. There was certainly no fmcturc, and the use of tlic

liaud was restored (;omplet(!ly. JIurdymau* reports the case of a boy aj^cd

twelve who tell from a height of about two feet fonvard on his hand, sus-

taining a luxation backward of the wrist ; this was easily reduced, and a

greeu-stiek fracture of the radius was tluai discovered. Sherburn * has re-

ported the ease of a boy aged fourteen who fell twenty feet, and sustaintMl a

luxation baxikward of the wrist; the hand was somewhat alxluctcd and the

Angel's were flexed. Reduction was cfftH'ted by traction in extension, with

gradual flexion and pressure. Some stiffness followed.

In a true dislocation backward of the wrist, the deformity closely re-

sembles that of fracture in that neighborhood. But, unless swelling has

taken ])lace to a very marked degree, the rounded shape of the carpal hones

can be traced at the back, while in front the radius and ulna can ho dis-

tinctly felt, with the concavity formed by them at their lower end. Ou
strong extension the deformity disappear, and the joint can at once be

moved as usual. Careful examination should always be ixiade for the

crepitus which would attend fracture.

Dislocation forward presents the opposite condition ; the radius and

ulna can be traced to their lower termination, while the carpus projects at

the palmar surface ; but the flexor tendons and the strong annular ligament

are rendered extremely tense, and may hold the hand in flexion (see Roland's

case, above).

One indication is perfectly clear in all these cases,—viz., that strong ex-

tension is to be made upon the hand. If this completely corrects the de-

formity, the movements of the joint should be tested, and then, if there is

no crepitus, the parts should be placed at rest on a properly-padded si)]iiit.

Swelling and tenderness may persist for a few days, and in that case should

be treated by wet dressings. Leeches may be applied if there is decided

inflammation.

Lateral luxations of the wrist are described by writers, but are probably

always pathological, the result of previous disease of the joint, and need

not be dwelt upon here.

Imxations of the lower radio-ulnar articulation have been described, but

there is very little known about them. There may be a diastasis of the

> Lancet, September 10, 1887.

» Ibid., May 18, 1889.

« Ibid., November 5, 1887.
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one l)one from the other, the triangular cartilage going with the radius. It

sconis t(j me that these injuries would Ix; more correctly designated as par-

tial luxations of the wrist, the hand l)eiug forced into extreme pronation or

supination and at the same time adductcd or abducted. I do not know
that such a ease has ever oc-curred to me.

Sne<ldon, in the article before quoted,' expresses the opinion that the

injury 8upj)osed to be subluxation forward of the head of the radius may
be in fact a displacement at the wrist ; but 1 must confess my inability to

understand his view.

t'oiapound luxations of the wrist are very serious injuries, and may re-

quire resection or even amputation ; although it should be ixunembered that

in chiidren the reparative powers are much greater than in adults. No
general rules can be laid down for the treatment of such cases, which call

for the utmost skill and judgment on the part of the surge<jii.

Luxation of thk Mktacari'Uh from the carpus has l)een seen by

Stimson in a boy aged fifteen who had fallen forty feet and sustained other

severe injuries. The hand was in extension, and the metacarpal bones of

all the fingers were tilted into the palm, that of the thumb being slightly

if at all displaced. Reduction was easily effected, and the ultimate result

was good.

Luxations of the Phalanges have been observed in children.

Hamilton mentions several eases in which the first phalanx of the thumb

was displaced backward. Simpson^ reports a case of dislocatiou of the

same bone forward in a boy aged nine, by a fall on the hand ; the head of

the bone was grasped between the tendons of the flexor brevis, but was

retluced under chloroform.

The symptoms are characteristic, and the indications clear.

Symouds^ has reported two instances of dislocatiou backward of the

first phalaux of the index finger, in boys aged nine ; one was by a blow

with a cricket-ball, the other by a fall. In each case he opened the joint

and divided the retaining bands, with good result. It may be noted also

that in each case the investing cartilage was fissured into the bone.

A number of additional cases have l)eeu recently reported by Dr. W. H.
Battle.*

Compound luxations of the thumb- or finger-joints are not uncommonly

mot with, the end of the displaced bone forcing its way through the skin.

Occasionally resection, or even amputation, may be indicated ; but in the

vast majority of instances, in children, if anoesthesia is induced and the

bone put into place, the wound being made thoroughly aseptic, the result

obtained is astonishingly good. At all events the attempt should be made,

since eveu if it fails the delay will do no harm.

ii;-

/•

> British Medical Journal, April 8, 1882.

» Lancet, February 11, 1888.

» British Medical Journal, March 17, 1888.

* Annals of Surgery, 1889.
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Luxations of the Hip-joint rank next in fmiuoiicy, in ohildicii to

those of the elbow. They niuy occnr coii^renitully, either one or both joints

bein^ utl(><-t4!<l ; but in Hueh eii8C8 there is nmltonuiition, often if nut uKvavH

duo to txjntrul nerve-leHion, and a sjweial artiele will bo devoted to tiieir

diH<;uHHion.

Hamilton mentions a man namiKl Warren, who had the power of lux-

ating nearly all his joints at will, and says that this Ix'^an in his infaiiev, hy

fri-quent a(x;idental and sjiuntaneous displacements of the hip. Two cliil-

dren of this man, a boy and a girl, had the muw. tendency to accidental

dislocations of the hip. Stanley ' saw a stout, mtiKcnlar boy agtnl cijr|it((>ii,

who could displace the head of either femur upon the dorsum ilii und

return it to the acetabulum again ; this was no doubt a condition which

had existed from early life.

Ijuxation of the hip may take place upward and oackward, the head of

the femur lodging upon the dorsum ilii ; and this, in children as in adults,

is most fr(><piently the case. Or the head of the lemur may go downward

and baekwaix] into the ischiatic notch, or downward and forwaixl into the

thyroid foramen, or upward and forward, resting on the pubes or in that

vicinity. An acxiurate idea of the mecthanism in any special case in a child

is rarely attainable, and, so far as my knowledge goes, the only dissections

of recently-luxated hips have been in adults. From the anatomical con-

ditions of the joint in childhood, it seems to me probable that the head of

the bone may pass out of the socket directly, and not that, according to the

theory held by H. Morris^ and others, the rent in the capsular lif^iiicnt is

always at its lower part. Mr. Morris has, however, reported^ the case of

a boy aged seven, with a dorsal luxation produced when the limb was in

abduction ; so that here the bone would seem to have gone out below and

in front, subsequently slipping up upon the dorsum.

A number of instances are uj)on retard in which luxation of the liip

has occurred without known cause, in children who have been the subjects

of fever or of rheumatism. Stanley* gives an account of one such in a boy

aged fourteen, who had had rheumatic fever, the hips having suffered ; here

the limb was everted, and shortened three inches and a half; the head of the

bone was plainly felt under the glutei muscles. In all the other cases the

luxation has presented thie usual features, to be presently mentioned, of the

dorsal luxation. Stanle}' mentions another case, in a girl aged fourteen,

who, however, had a fall on the hip about six weeks before the displaee-

m'^nt was noticed ; reduction occurred spontaneously, but the bone was

again luxated, and so remained. Verneuil," in the case of a girl aged ten,

with rheumatism following typhoid fever, reduced a dorsal luxation of the

* Medico-Chirurgical Tninaactions, 1841, vol. xxiv. p. 142.

* Holmes's System of Surgery, 3d ed., vol. 1. p. 1057.

' Medico-Chirurgical Transactions, 1877, vol. Ix. p. 174.

* Ibid., 1841, vol. xxiv. p. 132.

' Bulletin de la Societe de Chirurgie, October 81, 1883.
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femur on the sixth day ; a go<Kl roHult wns oxpoct^xl when tlio report wns

nmde. IJrown ' reports the case of a ^'rl 'ig'"*! <'iB'>t, who had had an attack

of rheunrntisni lastinj? three months and a half; she got up June 15, and a

spontaneous tlorsal hixation of the rij^ht femur was dete<'ted. Hlie mmo
luider !)r. li.'s care October 4, when lie accomplishc<I nniuction by manipu-

lation. Ijauf^enlKKik had one in a boy Cfrcd eij^ht, who had had typhus

fever ; two months later, efforts at re<lnction failed. In several such in-

stances excision of the head of the bono has been rcsortetl to; as, for

example, by Rawdon,' in a girl aged eight, and by Adams,' in a boy agetl

eleven.

No doubt in some of these cases there has l)ecn so much inflammation

as to have given rise to adhesions of the head of the bone to the neighbor-

ing parts. Hayvvard* mentions a boy agetl eight whose femur became dis-

placed on the dorsum nearly four months after typhoid fever, and another

tt<^vd ten in whom the same lesion o<'currcd just as he was rwovering from

scarlatina. In botii instances the disiocaticjii was permanent. A like result

is reportsd by Franks' in the case of a girl of fifteen, the luxation having

followed acute rheumatism.

Gibney * has recorded an interesting case of spontaneous dorsal disloca-

tion of the hip, repeatedly recurring, in a girl aged nine, under treatment

for acute disease of the joint at an early stage. At the time of the report,

it is said, there was " no deformity, child free from pain, and case in every

way doing well." Hiltor ^ mentions three cases : a boy aged five and a

girl aged seven, in both of whom ankylosis ensued ; and a girl ag«l four-

teen, in whom the left femur was luxated on the dorsum and the right into

the foramen ovale, both l)eing reduced with a eootl result. Ormerod* relates

the case of a girl aged six, who had hurt her hip by a fall, and in whom the

head of the femur became gradually displaced on the dorsum ilii, where it

contracted firm adhesions ; the ordinary symptoms of hip-joint disease

would seem to have been aosent.

The degree of violence producing traumatic luxations of the hip in chil-

dren has varietl greatly in the different cases on record ; sometimes it is

very severe, as a fiill from a height, the crushing weight of a heavy door

(in two instances), or the passage of a wagon-wheel over the hip. Some-

times a mere fall on the ground has been assigned as the cause.

Dorsal luxation is said to have occurred before the age of one year in a

girl, seen by Gross when she was seven years old ; the abnormal position

• Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, September 29, 1870.

' Liverpool Medico-Chirurgical Journal, .January, 1882.

' British Medical Journal, November 1, 1884.

* Surgical Reports, etc., Boston, 1855.

- Lancet, July 7, 1883.

• American Jouinal of the Medical Sciences, October, 1879.

'' On Rest and Pain, London, 1877.

* Clinical Collections, etc., p. 116.
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of tho head of the bone was then clearly to bo perceived. South ' states

that in the case of a child " close upon one year old" reduction was effected

by Stanley. Tracy * saw a boy agcl twenty-two months in whom the

lesion was caused by a fall from his nurse's arms ; the bone was easily

restored, with the aid of aniesthesia. The youngest case I have myself

treated was a girl aged three and a half, brought to the Episcopal Hospital

in 1881 ; reduction was easily a^"»mpMshed by manipulation.

The symptoms of this injury are mlductiou of the knee, which is drawn

up over the opposite thigh, the foot h'^hvr more or less closely applied to

the instep of tho other, and the whole limo seeming to be shortened ; motion

is limited and painful ; the trochanter projects, and is higher tlu.i it slionid

be, and the head of the bone can be felt as a hard mass above and behind

the position of the acetabulum ; a hollow is perceived beneath the sartoriiis

muscle. N6laton's line, from the anterior superior spine of the ilium to

the front of the tuber ischii, crosses the trochanter below its tip, which it

should just touch.

It would seem as if the diagnosis ought to present no great difficulty.

Yet Norris ^ has rejiorted a case in which a boy of twelve, at an early stage

of disease of the joint, was supposed to have a dislocation, and was snb-

jccted to severe suffering for its reduction j and another in whicli a boy

who had a dislocation was treated for some months with the idea that the

neck of the bone was fractured.

Reduction is to be effkited by manipulation, wlilch should be very

gentle, an anajsthetic having been given. The chief obstacle to be over-

come is the resistance of the ilio-femoi*al ligament. Muscular contraction

has very little to do with the matter. There is a rent in the ca[)sul{',

through which the head of the bone has eseajjed, and through which it

must go back unless such violence is used as to tear oft" any portion of the

capsule which is in the way. We should never forget, in dealing with

these cases in children, the delicacy of their tissues as compared with those

of adults. The best rule is to flex the thigh upon the abdomen and the

knee upon the thigh, next with moderate traction to adduct the limb, and

then to rotate it outward into al)ducti()n. Pressure may at the same time

be made upon the head of the bone by the fingers of an assistant ; but this

is not often called for. Sutton,* in tho case of a boy eight years old, used

a roll of cloth as a fulcrum in the groin, the limb being then flexed np-

ward and rotated o.itward, with perfect success.

'iiie I ead of the bone should be allowed to follow its easiest course;

and the surgeon should never forget that the leverage exerted throngli the

length of the femur is very great, so that he may by undue force cause a

fracture. Such an accident, in the case of a boy aged fifteen, is recorded

» Lancet, June 21, 18r)l.

^ Toledo Medical and Surgical Journal, July, 1880.

* American Journal of the Medical Sciences, February, 1840.

* Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery, September, 1868.
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by Hamilton. Under the old plan of forcll)le extension by means of

pulleys, there was iwrhaps even less danger of this, since there was less

likely to Ik; a twist impressed njwn the bone
;
yet it did sometimes occur,

as in one case under the care of Drs. Harris and Randolph," in a boy aged

twelve, and in another, tlrnt of a boy aged fourteen, related by Sir A.

Coojier,^

An anjBsthetic is not always indispensable. Ashhurst^ has reported the

case of a boy aged eight, with a dorsal luxation pnxlnced an hour before

by direct violence, in whom manipulation was entirely successful, without

ether.

Reduction is, however, not always easy, or even practicable. Hamilton

saw a (xerman aged nineteen who at ten years of age had a dorsal disloca-

tion which Chelius the next day failed to reduce, and five or six later

attempts by the same eminent surgeon were etpially fruitless.

Reduction having been effectol, it is, as a general rule, nec<lful only to

tie or bandage the little patient's knees together, and to keep him in bed

for a few days, imtil all soreness of the parts has subsided. In one case,

reported by Farrant,* a boy seven years of age sustained a doi-sal luxation

by a fall, another boy falling upon him ; the bone was easily reduced by

manipulation, and it is stated that the child " was running about at the end

of six weeks." No details are given, but the recovery would seem to have

been unusually slow, if tliere was no iufiammation of the joint. Should in-

flammation ensue, it is to be treated on general principles. I know of no

instances in which strumous abscess has followed an injury of this kind,

although it ha.s been spoken of* as a possible conse(pienco, to be guarded

against by absolute and long-continued rest. Gibnoy, in the case before

quoted, found a carefully-fitted splint, made of Manilla paper stiffened

with glue, effectual in overcoming the tendency to recurrence.

For one reason or another, it sometimes hajipens that these luxations

are not reduced immediately after their occurrence. Hamilton mentions a

case of Fanning's, in a girl aged two and a half years, and South" one in a

girl aged six, in each of which the bone was replaced after ten days. Bige-

low, in a girl three and a half years old, whose hip had been twelve days

out, succeeded by manipulation, aided by manual pressure on the head of

the bone. Anderson,'' of Leith, in 1772, reducetl by manipulation the hip

of a boy age<i eight, on the nineteenth day. Hilton,* in a boy aged five,

made reduction by extension, one month after the receipt of the injury.

Gibney (he. cit.) succeeded in the case of a boy aged four, injured six weeks

' Gibson's Surgery, vol. i. p. 3G3.

'' Dislocations and Fractures of Joints, p. 55.

» American Journal of the Medical Sciences, October, 1870.

Lancet, October 12, 1889.

» Bulletin de Therapeutique, 1848, p. 206.

• Lancet, June 21, 1851.

' Medical and Philosophical Commentaries, Amer. ed., 1793, p. 262.

» Lancet, March 12, 1853.
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previously ; and LediaM ' in that of a girl aged five, after the lapse of

eleven weeks. Fayrer* mentions that of a Hindoo girl aged six, who hy

a fall two or three months before had sustained a dorsal dislocation ; the

pulleys were employed, and the condition " relieved ;" but it is said that

" the cotyloid cavity apixjared to have become obliterated."

I l^lieve the interval in Lediard's case co be the longest on record, in a

child, between dorsal luxation of the hip and successful reduction. (One

case has been reported in which reduction was claimed to have been eff'octod

without difficulty after the lapse of six months, in a girl aged thirteen ; the

other hip is said to have been also luxated, and the cervix fractured. The

account is too incomplete to be accepted.)

Jones,' in the case of a boy aged eleven whose femur had been dislocated

five months, aft«r unsuccessful attempts at replacement, excised the head of

the bone, with a mcit satisfactory result. Stimson mentions that in 1886

McBurney, having under his care a boy about seven years old, with a dorsal

dislocation of several months' standing, made an incision, and divided the

ilio-femoral ligament ; he then reduced the head of the bone, which, how-

ever, became carious, and was excised some months later. The final issue

of the case is not statetl.

The possibility of the existence of unsuspected disease of the hip-joint

should not be lost sight of in dealing with these cases. Bigelow relates a

striking instance of the kind, in a boy thirteen years of age, who had a

dorsal luxation of three months' standing, the reduction of which was fol-

lowed by stiffening and the formation of sinuses ; it then came out that the

trouble was of much older date.

Occasionally, but very rarely, this luxation is complicated with fracture

of the femur. Sir A. Cooper mentions an instance of this kind in a boy

thirteen years old, the fracture being at the middle of the bone ; the dis-

location was not at first detected, and, when it was, " some attemjjts were

made to reduce it, but the fracture would not then bear the extension," and

the idea was abandoned. At the present day manipulation would, of

course, be employed, and the chance of success would be much greater.

When the head of the femur is displaced into the sciatic notch, the

symptoms are nearly the same as those of dorsal luxation, but the shorten-

ing and adduction are less, and the trochanter, instead of projecting, is

rolled backward, while the prominence of the head of the bone is only

obscurely felt in its abnormal position. Hamilton says he has adopted

with advantage a suggestion of Squire's, to pass the finger into the rectum

in order to feel the head of the bone from within ; the case was that of a

boy twelve years old, with a luxation of six months' standing.

(The reader is referred, for a fuller discussion of the varieties of hip-

» Medical Times and Gazette, September 5, 1886.

' Clinical and Pathological Observations in India, London, 1873, pp. 248-250.

• Lancet, November 16, 1884. •
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luxations than can be given here, to the essay of Bigelow " On tlie Hip,"

and to works on general surgery, in wliich Bigelow's views are reproduced.)

Reduction is effected by a manoeuvre almost precisely the same as in the

dorsal luxation ; the sweep in circumduction is less, on account of the

lower position of the head of the bone, which is nearer the acetabulum.

Sometimes the effect is simply to change the ischiatic to a thyroid or to a

dorsal luxation, and back again ; in which case success may perhaps be

attained by lifling the head of the femur outward, at the same moment
making slight extension.

South • says that the younger Travers, in a case of sciatic luxation in a

boy aged five, fixed the child's pelvis by strapping to a table, and turned

him on the sound side; he then effected reduction by extension, with slight

rotation outward, at the same time raising the knee. Ormorod ^ mentions

a case in which a girl five and a half years old, by the fall of a bank of

earth, bad a luxation of the head of the femur into " the upper and back

part of the sciatic notch." Manual extension was made by Mr. Stanley

for two minutes, when the bone resumed its place, and remained there.

Fenwick^ found it easy to reduce a luxation of this kind ten days after its

occurrence by a fall iu running, in a boy aged four. Adams,* in the case

of a boy twelve ycai-s of age, who by a fall from a horse a month pre-

viously had sustained a sciatic luxation of the femur, attempted to reduce

by manipulation, but failed ; the pulleys were then used, in vain ; when a

renewed trial of manipulation was successful.

Luxatious of the head of the femur into the thyroid or obturator fora-

men have been rei^eatedly observed in children. Powdrell's* case, in a girl

only six months old (the youngest upon record), was of this character, and

was caused by the upsetting of the child in its little chair. Lisfranc' re-

duced, in a boy eighteen months old, a thyroid luxation due to a fall from

the uuree's arms, the child's legs being widely separated. Hamilton men-

tions three cases, two seen by himself and a third reported by Warren, in

which the head of the femur was only partially luxated forward, resting

in the cotyloid notch ; one was accidentally reduced, but in the others the

displacement could not be rectified.

The symptoms here are eversion and lengthening of the limb; flatten-

ing of the hip ; the presence of the head of the bone in its abnormal posir

tion ; there is also a tendency to flex the body forward, in order to relieve

the tense muscles of the thigh.

Reduction is effected by carrying the knee, still abducted, upward, so as

to flex the thigh on the abdomen, then bringing it inward, and lowering it

• Chelius's Surgery, Amer. ed., vol. ii. p. 202.

' Op. cit, p. 40.

' Canada Medical and Surgical Journal, July, 1879.

• Lancet, October 11, 1884.

» Ibid., May 16, 1868.

• Gazette des Hopitau-^c, December 15, 1839.
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again in adduction, at the same time making slight traction and rotation

inward. Hey* has recorded the case of a boy "whose thigh was reduced

while he sat upright, and astride of the bedpost." From the other cases

given along with this, it appears that extension and rotation were used, the

bedpost serving as a fulcrum.

The replacement is sometimes very easy. Bryant says that in a girl of

fourteen, who came under his care, the head of the bone slipped into the

socket on simple flexion of the limb for the purpose of making the diaf-

nosis. Ashhurst,* in the case of a boy ten years old, reduced without

anaesthesia a thyroid luxation of several days' standing. Fayrer* reduced

one in a Hindoo boy aged six, by manipulation.

Occasionally more difficulty has been encountered, especially under the

old methods. Ormerod * cites a case in a boy aged five, under the care of

Mr. Vincent, in which the head of the bone was supposed to be in tlie

thyroid foramen. There was eversion of the foot, and serious interference

with the circulation. Extension was tried without effect until the thigli was

well adducted, when the head of the bone slipped into place at once.

Sir A. Cooper gives a rather vague account of the case of a boy sixteen

years old, the subject of tliyroid luxation, in whom, during efforts at re-

duction by " extension of the superior part of the thigh perpendicularly,"

the head of the bone passed into the sciatic notch, where it remained.

Hamilton refers to the possibility of such a change during manipulation.

Williams * has reported the case of a boy eight or nine yeare old, who

came under his care five mouths after he had sustained a luxation of the left

hip, probably thyroid. Reduction was effected, but there was great diffi-

culty in preventing the recurrence of the displacement, until a bloek of

gutta percha was shapetl so as to embrace both hips.

In the Warren Museum ' there is a photograph of a little girl six years

old, who had a thyroid dislocation of four years' standing. The liip and

knee were strongly flexed, and the limb everted, wasted, and useless. Au

attempt was made at reduction, the rectus femoris muscle and fascia having

been divided ; but a partial fracture at the middle of the femur resulted.

This united well, and " by the use of extension and other mechanical means"

the condition of tlie limb was greatly improved.

Cooke ^ has reported the case of a boy aged nine, who got his right leg

in a hole, his knees being wide apart ; the result was a thyroid luxation,

and a green-stick fracture just below the trochanters ; reduction was etfected,

and the fracture set, the boy making a good recovery.

' Practical Observations in Surgery, p. 204.

' American Journal of the Medical Sciences, October, 1870.

•' Op. cit., p. 250.

* Clinical Collections and Observations in Surgery, p. 41.

6 Lancet, June 21, 1862.

• Catalogue, p. 211.

' Lancet, January 9, 1864.
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Compound luxation of the head of the femur upon the thyroid foramen,

in a boy aged twelve, has been reported by Woodward.' The boy was

caught and rolled over and over under a moving car ; the bone projected out

over the scrotum, and was entirely denuded. Very little bleeding took

place. Other severe injuries were sustained, and death ensued from shock

in about five hours. Another fatal case, m a boy aged fourteen, is quoted

by Stimson from Macouchy ; I have not access to the original account.

Sometimes the head of the femur is displaced forward and upward. In

a boy aged nine, whose case is reported by Barker,^ it rested just above the

acetabulum and below the inferior spine of the ilium ; the trochanter was

turned backward toward the sciatic notch; tlie limb was abducited and

somewhat everted. Reduction was effected by the usual manipulation, but

with rotation inward. The boy had fallen while trying to jump on the

back of another boy ; he walked about for six days before coming under

treatment. I have lately had in my wards at the Pennsylvania Hospital a

young man of twenty-three, who at the age of ten fell from a trapeze, and

sustained an iufra-spinous luxation of the left femur, which still remains

unreduced. There is neither inversion nor eveision of the foot ; the limb is

shortened about an inch, and atrophied ; and the acetabulum, which can be

felt, seems to have been filled up by bony or fibrous deposit.

Erichsen mentions that he saw a luxation of the head of the femur on

the pubes, in a child eighteen months old ; but gives no further details.

Bryant^ says that he saw his colleague Mr. Birkett " reduce, with the great-

est facility, a dislocation of the bead of the femur on the ramus of the

pubes in a boy aged twelve, when the femur was broken below the tro-

chanter ; the bone slipping into place on the application of gentle, well-

directed force."

An extraordinary case has been reported by Scriba,'' in which a boy

thirteen years old was knocked down backward as he stood with his left foot

far back, and his legs wide apart. The head of the femur was sunk into

the iliac fossa beneath the vessels and nerve, the cervix resting on the edge

of the pubes. Of course the head of the bone had to be lifted out of its

position and brought down in front of the pelvis, when it was reduced by

the usual manipulations, with extension.

Luxations of the Knee-joint, rare in adults, are still more so in

children. We do indeed, as a result of degenerative inflammation of the

joint, often find the relations of the tibia to the femoral condyles more or

less changed ; but such displacements may be best considered in connection

with the joint-diseases to ivhich they are due.

Cases of congenital luxation—or, perhaps it would be more correct to

' Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, Februarj' 8, 1883.

» Lancet, September 29, 1877.

' Manual for the Practice of Surgerj', 2d Amer. ed., p. 761.

* Centralblatt fiir Chirurgie, October 25, 1879.
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say, of abnormal mobility—have been recorded by Wutzer,* by Kleeberg,*

by Gueniot/ and by Barth/ In Wutzer'a case, aa in Earth's, and in one

seen by Hamilton, the hips also were abnormally movable ; in the former

the patellae were absent in front, but there were bodies at the back of the

joints, firmly attached to the femora, which were thought perhaps to be

ueir rudiments, misplaced. Gueniot reported two cases, and quoted seven

others ; in the discussion the propriety of the term " luxations" as applied

to them was questioned by Lannelongue and S6e. The abnormity con-

sisted here, as in a case reported by Eard ' and in another by Younians,' in

a flexion forward, or more properly an excessive extension, of the leg on the

thigh. In Youmans's case the patella was smaller than that of the sound

limb.

Hamilton records a curious case in which a boy ten years old was strnck

on " the top of his knee" by the head of a playmate, with the eifect, it

would seem, of forcing the condyles of the femur backward ; the luxation

is said to have been only partial, and was easily reduced by extension and

pressure; it was followed by violent inflammation, but eight weeks after-

wards " the motions of the joint were nearly restored."

Bulteel ^ met with a case of rotation of the tibia outward and forward,

so that the toes were everted, in a boy twelve years old, who received the

injury while " skylarking" with a friend ; the knee was semi-flexed, and

was easily reduced by flexing it completely ; no inflammation ensued.

Eagnall-Oakley * has reported his examination of a man aged seventy,

who at the age of nine months had been let fall from his aunt's arms;

either by this violence or by the resulting inflammation his left; tibia was

luxated backward on the femur, with which it had formed a false (new ?)

joint ; he had always had full use of the limb, and flexion of the knee to

perhaps fiftieen degrees.

The alteration in the shape of the part, .,ie limitation of motion, some-

times the position of ihe foot, together with the history when attainable,

should prevent any mistake in diagnosis.

No very great displacement can occur without tearing of the lateral, and

perhaps of the crucial, ligaments ; and the ensuing inflammation may be

such as to involve the loss of motion in the joint, or even graver results.

Hence a guarded prognosis will always be given in such a case by a prudent

surgeon.

As to the treatment, no definite rule can be laid down. The essential

points are to restore the normal relation of the bones, and to prevent or

allay inflammation by suitable measures.

» Schmidt's Jahrbuch, Sept. 24, 1836, from Miiller's Archiv, 1885.

* Archives Generales, June, 1838, from Hamburger Zeitschrift fiirGes. Medicin.

* Bull, et Mem. de la Societe do Chirurgie, 1880.

* Archiv fiir Klin. Chirurgie, 1884.

6 Boston Med. and Surg. Journal, Nov. 20, 1834. • Ibid., Oct. 25, ISfiO.

.' British Medical Journal, Jan. 8, 1887. » Lancet, Jan. 14, 1882.
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Compound luxation of the knee-joint is an accident of the greatest

gravity. Yet Forster* gives the following account of a case which occurred

ill a child five years old. "So serious was the injury that amputation was

decided on ; but the boy was too ill to bear the operation. The dislocated

boue, therefore, was reduced ; in time, perfect ankylosis occurral, and the

child recovered, with a stitt' joint."

Stimson mentions a case in which " a boy eleven years old suffered a

compound dislocation by having his leg caught between the spokes of a

wagon-wheel ;" but he does not refer to it further.

The patella may be luxated by violence, or by muscular action, or by

both combined ; the mechanism can rarely be dttermincHl with accuracy.

Siicli displacements have been repeatedly noted as congenital, or as the

result of disease.

By far the most usual form of this lesion is that in which the bone passes

outward, slipping over the front of the outer condyle of the femur. Or it

may be rotated upon its axis, so as to rest upon its inner edge.

One of my own children, at the age of nine, was thrown down while

playing, and could not rise ; I found him with his left knee floxed at a right

angle, immovable, and the patella resting on the outer condyle ; in the act

of inhaling ether he struggled, and the bone slipped into place. Bradner*

has recorded a very similar case, also in a boy aged nine; the patella was "set

up on its inner edge ;" the knee was slightly flexetl ; raluctiou was effected

by raising the foot and depressing the knee, which was thus over-extended.

Sometimes loss of power, by injury, of the vastus internus allows the

vastus externus to pull the patella outward, as in a boy aged eleven, of

whose knee there is a cast in the Warren Museum.^ Here the dislocation

was permanent. In another instance, reported by Roux,* in a girl aged

thirteen, it was due to rupture of the aponeurosis at the inner side of the

joint; it was habitually recurrent, and was cured by dividing the vastus

externus, and by shifting the attachment of the ligament of the patella

towanl the inner side of the tibia. Golding-Bird * has recorded a ease in

which the vastus internus seemed to have Iwen paralyzed by a fall, in a girl

aged eleven. Godlee referred to another case in a boy aged six.

Cases in which this luxation wa.s due to infantile paralysis have been

reported by Pitts* and AUingham.' Lanuelongue^ and Prewitt* have met

with instances in which it was congenital. In Prewitt's case both patellsa

were above and at the outer side of the outer condyle of the femur, and the

toes were webbed.

Luxation of the semilunar cartilage has been observed in a few cases

' Surgical Diseases of Children, p. 252.

» New York Medical Record, January 20, 1877. » Catalogue, p. 212.

* Annual of the Universal Medical Sciences, 1889, from Revue de Chirurgie.

» British Medical Journal, Nov. 1, 1884. « Ibid., Feb. 2, 1889.

' Bull, et M^m. de la Sociote de Chirurgie de Paris, April 7, 1880.

' St. Louis Courier of Medicine, April, 1882.
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in children ; but it presents no special features in them, and need not be

discussed here.

Luxation of the head of the fibula backward is reported by Richard-

son * in a boy aged nine, who fell from a fence, striking the knee ; it was

easily retluccd, and kept in place by a bandage. Oldright * saw a case in a

boy two years old, who fell from a chair ; at the time of the report, tlio bone

could not be kept in place. Another instance in a child sixteen months old,

by direct violence, is mentioned by Roscnberry ;
' but no details are given.

A mistake in diagnosis can hardly be made in a case of this kind. An
important indication in the treatment would seem to be the fastening of the

foot in inversion, so as to get the leverage of the whole bone to keep the

upper end in place.

Luxation of the Ankle has been compound in all the cases known

to me in children. Sir Astley Cooper cites two cases, in boys aged thirteen

years, one seen by Ormond and one by himself; and Parrott* has reported

one in a boy aged eleven. In all it was the result of great violence, and

the necessity of amputation seemed imminent. In Ormond's case, although

reduction was efPeeted, the external malleolus and " a broad portion of the

articulating surface of the tibia" exfoliated. In Sir A. Cooper's case the

end of the fibula was broken off ; it was I'emoved, and half an inch of the

lower extremity of the tibia was sawn off, before i-eduction could be raiule.

A good result was, however, obtained in each instance. Bryant says that

he treated a boy aged twelve in whom both the bones of the leg protruded

through the wound, which was washed, the luxation reduced, and " a sound

recovery ensued, with a movable joint."

Amputation has been unavoidable in the few cases of this kind which

have come under my own care.

Luxation op the Bones of the Foot is extremely rare in young

subjects. Liston ' mentions the case of a boy aged fourteen, who fell a

distance of forty feet, striking on the end of his foot ; the scaphoid and

cuboid bones were forced upward out of place, and could not be raluced.

He mentions another boy, also fourteen years old, who by a fall from a

horse sustained a compound luxation of the distal end of the metatarsal

bone of the great toe, breaking it off; it was removed, and he made a good

recovery. I have recently had in the Pennsylvania Hospital a boy twelve

years old, who was caught under a street-car ; the left foot was strongly

inverted, and it was found that the scaphoid bone was partially displaced

upward ; reduction was effected with difficulty, and could only be main-

tained by keeping the leg and foot bandaged so as to force the latter out-

ward. Complete recovery ensued.

* American Journal of the Medical Sciences, April, 1863.

* Canadian Journal of Medical Science, March, 1881.

* Medical and Surgical lleporter, Sept. 8, 1887.

* British Medical Journal, July 24, 1886.

* Practical Surgery, p. 137.



SYNOVITIS-ARTHRO-MENINGITIS.
By a. J. STEELE, M.D.

The synovial membrane occupies anatomically a middle ground between

the serous and the mucous membranes. It is exceedingly delicate, and may
not, like the capsule of the kidney, for example, be pecletl off from its at-

tached surface,—is not a firm individual structure, but a mere covering for

the ligamentous structures and tendinous expansions surrounding the articu-

lation, its free surface looking towards the interior of the joint. As, how-

ever, it passes from one tissue to another it retains its peculiarity,—namely,

connective tissue containing numerous vessels and nerves, with a fi-ee sur-

face of irregularly branched connective-tissue corpuscles, here and there

collected in patches presenting the appearance and, quite likely, partaking

of the true character of endothelium. The cells of this endothelial layer

are held together by an albuminous ground-substance.

Physiologically there is a resemblance to the serous membranes in the

secretion of a lubricating fluid—synovia—to diminish friction between two

movable surfaces. A similarity is also observed in these membranes in

their alike rapid response to irritation, resulting in an inflammation, for-

merly dreaded by the surgeon, but now, under antiseptic precautions, little

feared.

The synovial membrane is a tissue of high vitality, and, on account of

its great vascularity, is more prone to inflammation, to intense reaction from

slight irritants, than the other joint-structures. It is sensitive to disturb-

ing ca«ses, whether injury received from without, or poisons or irritants

brought to it by the blood. All cases of inflammation of this membrane

do not run the same course : they diflfer in degree and are attended with

diiferent results. These differences depend upon the severity or virulence

of the disturbing cause, as also upon the condition of the general system,

—

the activity of the seed and the character of the soil.

The degree of inflammation and its results determine the name that is

applied to the individual case or to the class of cases. Thus, with the inflam-

mation low and attended simply with an increase in the synovia or serum

within the joint, it is designated simple synovitis or serosynovitis; with a

more intense inflammation present, so that corpuscles are thrown off*, leuco-

cytes and endothelial cells, rendering the increased synovia turbid, pus-like,

1127
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it is termed jmrulerU or catarrhal synovitis. This is yet a surface iiiflumnm-

tion ; but, the action becoming still more intense, involving not only tlie

synovial but also the subsynovial and pcrisynovial structures, so tluit niis

comes from the doei) tissues, and attended with a real disintegration it i»

termed suppurative synovitis; which going on unchecked draws into the

destructive process other structures of the joint,—cartilage, bone, ligament

—ai;d thus becomes a veritable arthritis {panarthntis). On tlie other hand
there may result a new formation of tissue, hyperplastic synovitis, and a

fungous synovitis,—strumous of some authors, tuberculous of others.

It is jwrtinent to inciuire here if all these forms of joint-tronhlc are

found in the young. While replying in the affirmative, it may bo ol)-

served, in addition, that there is a difference between the articular inflam-

mations of adults and those of children. In the former tlie iuflununa-

tion tends to remain localized in the tissue first affected, and to retain its

essential pathological character ; whereas in the latter it tends to sprc ail to

other structures or to assume a different character. For example, a simple

synovitis in the adult, even though severe and assuming great dimensions,

remains the same original process ; whereas in the child it may rapidly dis-

appear, under proper treatment, or may take on a hyperplastic form, or may
change to a fimgoid inflammation gradually spreading to the other joint-

tissues. The cause of this difference is to be found in the rapid tissue-

changc of childhood peculiar to growth, in the greater plasticity of tissue,

and in the proneness of local disturbances to be modified and affected by

general or constitutional conditions and taints. The adult's tissues are fixed,

resistive ; the child's, rapidly changing, vulnerable.

An arthritis does not find a starting-point in disease of the cartilage or

ligament : it begins in the membrane or in the bone. Childhood is prone

to osteitic inflammation, especially in the joint-ends : such cases do not con-

cern us here except so far as the membrane becomes secondarily affected

:

then the clinical features run a common course, which will be duly con-

sidered farther on.
PATHOLOGY.

In simple (sero-) synovitis the membrane becomes congested and oedema-

tous, and the fimbrice swollen, blood extravasations occur here and tii#i'e, and

the contrast becomes marked between the bright red of the membrane and

the pearly white of the cartilage. Leucocytes escape and reach the interior

of the joint, serum is poured out, or, if the action is intense, plastic exuda-

tion takes place. The endothelial cells multiply, and are cast loose into the

joint even before they are fully developed.

The synovial fluid is increased in amount and becomes greatly diluted

with serum ; from clear it changes to light yellow and red, and is viscid and

sticky. A. slight mixture of cell-elements, endothelial cells and leucocytes,

and fibrin-flakes, is found. If the process now retrogrades, the cell-pro-

liferation ceases, the serum is absorbed, the enlarged vessels diminish, suc-

culent tissues contract, and the normal condition returns.
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This would be the picture in simple acute synovitis in the adult, and may

take place in the child, but more likely in the latter the pro<'088 progresses

and intensifies. The leucocytes uud cells collect in such numbers that the

synovia becomes milky, almost pure pus ; the inflammation is still limited

to the membrane and subsynovial tissue,—is still, so to siH'uk, superficial,

—

and is designated purulent (catairlutl). But if* the process advaiuies, the car-

tilages are involved, thicken, become cloudy and yellow, and later are eroded,

laying bare the bone, the surface of the epiphysis is destroyed, and extensive

ulceration and joint^destruction follow,

—

suppurative synomtM.

While in the child these destructive changes follow one another rapidly,

yet they may, though rarely, be arrested at any one point, and if this arrest

occur in an early stage restitution may be complete, or the change may be

into the hyperplastic form.

It may be observed that a purulent synovitis following wound of a

joint admits of a better prognosis in youth than in adults.

The specific fevers, esiiecially typhoid, aud rarely small-pox, arc occa-

sionally followed by arthritis, generally monarticular synovitis, or the earti-

lagos and ligaments may be involved, producing much stiffness. Following

typhoid the )iip-joint is the one most generally attacked. After scarlet fever

many joints may be affected ; the same result has laeen observed to follow

ranmps, dysentery, and measles. If suppuration occurs it is confined to

one joint. Rheumatic synovitis may also be included under this general

division. In all these cases the process ra' "dly retrogrades under proper

treatment, or results in a simple hyperplastic thickening of the membrane,

with shrinking and fixation of the joint.
'

How it happens that the joints are affected in these specific fevers is a

question yet sub judice; it is, however, likely that during the course of the

primary disease some centre of infection is established from which septic

material is absorbed.

When a synovitis is Hghtetl up by the breaking through into the joint

of pus from a boue-abscess or a neighboring periostitis, the advancing de-

structive process is very rapid, a panarthritis is produced which the most

heroic therapeutic measures will scarcely arrest, and, in short, it may become

a question not merely of saving the joint, but even of saving life.

The synovitis which in its results is hyperplastic in character may be

simply benignant, or a destructive fungus ; the former is rare in childreft,

though, as already hinted, it may follow the infectious diseases or rheuma-

tism as a polyarticular trouble ; the latter as a fungous or strumous synovitis

is an essentially different process. Here is formed a graniilation-tissue, soft,

spongy, rich in vessels and cells, interspersed with small yellowish papules

which contain giant cells rich in nuclei, giving to the papules the histological

character of miliary tubercle. The membrane becomes swollen, opalescent,

aud succulent, is loaded with exudation-products, and its surface assumes

the appearance of granulation-tissue. The membrane continues to thicken,

becomes soft and friable, and contains masses of caseous material. I^ater
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BUi^crfic'ial joints ; by retinitis of skin in severe cases ; by atropliy of con-

tiguous muscles ; by position of the joint, usually Hexion,—" jMisition of

|ririitest ease ;" and by limited or arrested motion. If the attack is quite

acute these signs may be markwl ; otherwise some of them may be obscure

and (!ome on slowly. The chihl complains of a feeling of weariness and

luicortain, nagging pains, which may be rclievwl for some time by quiet

mill position, or be aggravated by much motion. In the morning the joint

will be stiff, in the evening more movable, but painl'ul, hotter, and more

sensitive to pressure. This condition drags along, the symptoms slowly

increasing in severity until possibly sharply circumscribed points of pain

lead to the suspiciion of bone-involvement.

The forms of synovitis following the infectious diseases, in the likeness

of acute joint rheumatisms, are indicutcil in the joints atlectal by markedly

incroas(>d surface-heat, sensitiveness from the beginning, swelling, the skin

vn\ and shining, and the joint held motionless. The attack may bo poly-

articular, one joint after another becoming snccicssively involved, skipping so

rapidly that great swelling does not occur in any, though the pain is marked.

RauchfuHs has given us the symptoms of a sero-purulcnt synovitis that

attacks infants, in which the exudation develops rajjidly and may in a short

time take on a purely purulent chardcter. In the licginuing the child is

feverish and restless ; exami'ioiion of the nude body discloses immobility

of one or more limbs and great sensitiveness to the touch. After twenty-

four hours the skin over the affected joint, if superficial, like the knee or

ankle, becomes red. If a deep joint, like the hip or shoulder, is the one

involved, several days may supervene before the exudation can positively

be demonstrated. The affected joints during this }x>riod assume certain

fixed positions : the hip and knee ilex, while the arm is drawn to the side

of the chest. With care, fluctuation can be recognized in and about these

joints. If in this stage the joint is emptied by puncture or tapping, motion

becomes freer, and the pain and fever leasen, but the fluid reaecumulates

rapidly, so that on the same day there may again be found the redness and

tension. When the emptying is repeated daily with all due precautions,

the exudation loses gradually its bleunorrhagic character, appears more

serous and more fluid, pus-cells undergo fat*y degeneration and break up,

and after many days the secretion disapjiears and the function of the articu-

lation is restored. In very young children one or two timely openings bring

the process to an end ; in protracted cases the cure may take a longer time,

or the process may come to a bad ending through ulceration of the cartilage,

destruction of the epiphysis, rapidly-fatal meningitis, etc. Superficial car-

tilage once destroyed may be entirely restored through the active growth of

these parts in infancy, and putrid discharge of the secretion is usually well

borne by children.

There is a synovitis secondary to neighboring bone-disease, caused either

by contiguity of the inflammation or by the products of the bone-disease

breaking into the joint-cavity and as a local irritant inducing the disturb-

1
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anoe. In acute osteo-myelitis the passage of pus into the joint oocurs in

the later stages, and is marked by an exacerbation of the symptoms,—in-

creased pain and swelling, and elevation of tempera,*^;ire. In chronic osteo-

myelitis the neighboring joint is enlarged, the membrane is thickened, and

there are acute exacerbations of pain and swelling as from time to time pus

finds its way into the joint. A seasonable tapping assists in the diiignosis

and becomes an admirable therapeutic measure. In circumscribed oHtoitis

of the joint-ends of the bones the articulation is enlarged, with serous cff'u-

sion, but is not especially tender or immovable, but when the pus has made

its way into the cavity acute joint-irritation, with fixedness and aggravation

of all symptoms, is produeetl.

Acute suppurative synovitis is known by the rapidity and severity of

the symptoms, especially if septio matter has been carried into the joint

by wound of the capsule. A traumatism may induce a serous synovitis,

v.'hich under appropriate therapeutic measures subsides, or under adverse

circumstances may advance to suppuration, which would at once be indi-

cated by a high temperaturo. The more severe outcome is less likely to

happen in children than in adults.

The hyperplastic proliferating synovitis, at times followi.ig the infoctious

diseases, at other times rheumatic in cliaraeter, attacks several joints with

the signs of acute exudative arthritis. The inflammafcjry conditions only

partly disajtpear, leaving a thickening of the joint, doughy in character,

admitting only of limited painful motion. The joints become fiexod and

retain abnormal positions, even after he inflammatory action has passed;

the capsule shrinks, and the soft parts contract and adapt thoniselves

accordingly.

The symptoms of strumous or fungous synovitis develop slcjwly, in-

dicative of a subacute process. Usually some advance has been made

in the aifection befora the physician's attention is called to the case. Im-

pairment of motion, stiifness, lameness or limping, occasional pain, increased

by passive movement, tenderness on firm pressure, uneasy sleep, witli an

occasional night cry, are present in the early weeks or, it may be, months.

Without early recognition of the gravity of the attection and correct treat-

ment, the case passes on into one of those chronic joint-diseases with which

all are so familiar in children, happily less frequ nt now than formerly, he-

cause earlier recognized, better understood, and more rationally treated. In

the examination, if the corresponding limb or joint is compared with the

affected one, the muscles of the lat er will be found by circumferential

measurement atrophied, an important diagnostic point, always present to a

greater or less degree. The wasting is greater and more rapid when the

disease is grave, slight and slowly developed when still mild. This atrophy

of the neighboring muscles causes the joint to appear relatively ' irger, the

contours are charged, depressions are rounded out, and a boggy sensation is

imparted to the touch. The swelling is less evident in the deei)er-lying

joints, as the hip and shoulder, but in the superficial articulations will be
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demonstrated without difficulty. In advanced disease muoh of the swelling

will be due to infiltration of the surrounding parts and probably to abscess.

The amount of pain is variable : it may be so slight as to mislead, and

again may be a constant and distressing sympiom from the beginning; it is

usually increa8(!d by exercise of the })art, and frequently causes the ])atient to

cry out at night, liiniitation of motion is j)resent even from the inception

of the disease, and btHJomes more marked as it advances. Flexion may be

possible, but complete extension is rare, and rotation is greatly impedcil. The

former practic' of giving an anaesthetic in det 'mining the ])resence of joint-

disease is to be deprecated. It was once thought that unl .'ss under its era-

ph)yraent grating of the joint-surfaces couhl be detecte<l no disease was

present ; we now kno'v better, and, further, that it robs us of one of the

most sensitive indications of articular trouble,—namely, reHex muscular

contraction. By obtaining by gentle means the confidence of the patient,

by manipulating first his sound limb, thus drawing his attention from the

alfccitcd one, and by the use of tact in managing the frightened or angry

cliiUl, resort to chloroform will never be found necessary. Definite positions

are assumed by the different joints, usually that of flexion ; naturally, the

patient holds the limb in the position of greatest comfort ; and certain

groups of muscles are doubtless excited to reflex contraction more strongly

tlian othera. Slightly -increased heat is detected in the superficial joints.

As tlie disease advances, enlargement and soflening will indicate the pres-

ence of pus. Throughout the disease a diun.al (evening) rise of tempera-

ture will be noted, more marked in the later stages. The aj petite fails.

Pallor of skin and general wasting of body, with disturbed sleep and irri-

tal)le tem})er, are present. If an abscess opens, flaky pus escapes. Night-

sweats and diarrhoea may supervene. Amyloid degeneration may attack the

glands, or tubercular meningitis may complicate the v;ase.

). ,<

I
'
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ETIOLOGY.

The cause of simple or sc^ro-synovitis may be local injury, a blow from

without, a wrench within, fatigue from long exertion, or exposure to cold

and wet : often the cause cannot be assigncnl. If early recognized and

properly treated, the inflammation will subside ; otherwise it will run on

into a chronic state and possibly assume a hyjKjrplastic form. In girls at

the catamenial age it has been observed that with a cessation of the menses

a serous synovitis ensued.

Joint-affections are sequela} or concomitants of the exanthemata,

—

scarlet fever, typhoid fever, small-pox, etc.,—one or more articulations

being af^''^^'''<^'xl ; the same after measles, dys(Mitery, and mumpG. Pus very

rarely fon. (.s. As already suggested, some coatre of infection in connection

With the general disease furnishes septic matter for absorption, which lights

wp local inflammation in the joint. Some hold to the theory that the cause

is a specific poison circulating in the blood.

It is difficult to find sufficient cause for the sero-puruleut synovitis that
f«l
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occasionally attacks young infants. An explanation has been sought in the

bowel-troubles incident to that age. It is monarticular in character, and

attacks by preference the shoulder, the hip, or the knee. The cause is

more readily understood when a hx^al inflammation in the form of au

osteitis of the neighboring epiphysis is lighted up, due to blood-poisoning,

or to injury during or soon after birth, or to an osteo-myelitis of the Ijoue-

ends in older children, strumous or syphilitic in character or due to local

injury or to exposure to cold and wet. Here from contiguity of the inflam-

mation the joint becomes involved, and later when pus breaks into the

cavity severe and marked symptoms suddenly manifest themselves.

We seek for the cause of fungoid synovitis in a constitutional dyscrasia

with some local injury to determine its expression in the individual joiut,

.

A traumatism—blo\7, fall, wrench—can usually be traced. It is, however,

the constitutional peculiarity that gives the characteristic history and ex-

pression to the disease. For lack of a better term, this systemic conditiou

is styled strumous or scrofulous : it consists in a defective state of the

general health, with a tendency to chronic inflammation of certain tissues,

leading to fungous growth, suppuration, and caseation. This state of the

health may be hereditary or acquired,—tuberculous as an example of tlie

former ; impaired health from precui'sory acute disease, or frt)m pof)r food,

vitiated air, dark, damp dwellings, as examples of the latter. That

scrofulosis and tuberculosis are one and the same cannot yet be admitted

;

that they are allied must be acknowledged
;
possibly the former is a stage

or degree of the latter ; certainly they have much in common, so that we

are not surprised to find the tubercle-bacillus in the hyperplastic tissue of

advanced fungous synovitis. While, as a rule, a constitutional cause may

be found for the local affection, yet in children apparently free from any

taint or ill health the joint-trouble may develop, and, as previously hinted,

a neglected simple synovitis may advance and change into a chronic fungous

condition, with suppuration and destruction of the joint. Tiie joints of the

inferior extremity are more frequently found diseased than tliose of the

upper. How else can this be accounted for than by the fiict that they are

more subject to trauma from concussion in running, jumping, and falling?

If general or constitutional cause had all to do in their production, this dif-

ference in frequency between the upper and the lower limbs would not exist.

We are thus forced to believe in a constitutional impairment as a predis-

posing cause, and in a local injury as an exciting cause. In the matter of

predisposition, it must be admitted that breathing vitiated air (it may bo

from house-furnaces), living too much iu-doors, eating too rich food, with

late hours and nervous excitement,—all these, even among the well-to-do

classes, would undermine the health of the young. It can be readily

understood why in the earlier yeai*s of life, while active tissue-change is

going on in the joints,—in the cartilaginous epiphysial bone-ends,—transi-

tion from the foetal to the adult forms,—the articulations should be so

vulnerable to local injury.
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The sheet-anchor in the treatment of all joint-diseases in children is r''

to the inflamed articulation. When the inflammation is arrested, motio.

may be permitted, but not until then. Rest in the beginning, in the middle,

and at the ending of the diseased process should be the therapeutic maxim.

Ofl;entimes the problem concerning us most is how best, by what appliances,

to immobilize the joint. The ingenuity of surgeons has been taxed to

supply an apparatus that would do *^h\B and yet not interfere too materially

with what was necessary in the way of obtaining fresh air, sunlight, exer-

cise, to the improving of the general condition. At the very outset it is

necessary to keep in mind the importance of rest and position to an inflamed

joint ; doing so will materially simplify our therapeutics.

In acute simple synovitis the limb has naturally taken the position of

greatest ease, but this is not always the position of greatest usefulness

should, unhappily, the joint become stitf. To extend or otherwise place

the joint in the best possible position should very early be the aim of the

surgeon,—by gentle measures if possible, under anaesthesia if necessary.

Ordinarily the rest and relaxation afforded by an efficiently supporting

splint cause the muscular rigidity to subside, so that the limb can afler a

few days be placed in an improved position. Leather, metal, felt, gypsum,

or pasteboard splints may be used, and additionally in the upper extremity

a sling : in the lower limb the weight of the body should be taken oif the

joint by adopting the horizontal position. Elevation of the limb lessens

the amount of blood-tension in the joint, and evaporating lotions or cold-

water irrigations will help to reduce the inflammation, if high. Equable

pressure, attained by enveloping the joint in prepared wool surrounded by

rubber bandage, will hasten absorption of the secretion ; if, however, the

latter persists, aspirationoftlie joint under antiseptic precautions will affoi-d

marked relief. Later the hardness and stiffness may be removal by massage

aud douching. Iodine, in the form of tincture to which a little glycerin has

been added, or the compound ointment, may be applied externally. Care

must be exercisetl in the employment of blistere in the young.

In the way of general treatment, if fever exists, half-drop doses of the

tincture of aconite may be administered every hour or two until the pulse is

reduced, aud morphine injections or Dover's powder by the mouth until the

pain is relieved. Milk broth aud farinaceous diet should be given for a

time. So long as pain or heat exists in the joint, the immobilization should

be continued. Again reference is made to the importance of not moving

the joint until all inflammation has subsided.

Suppurative synovitis and arthritis require prompt remedial measures :

thorough immobilization and support to the joint and limb by a splint so

arranged that access to the joint can be had ; in the acute stuge cold to the

articulation, and aconite internally. Marked fluctuation in the joint would

suggest aspiration, which is oflen attended with great relief of symptoms.

)||i
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If pus is detected, free opening of the joint under antiseptic precautions

with efficient drainage and antiseptic dressings, will aifoixi relief and give

a favorable turn to events. If pus appears in another part of the joint, it

too, must be evacuated. It has been suggested that instead of emjjloyjng

the knife, objectionable on account of hemorrliage, the trocar be used

and that if matter reaccumulates the second tapping should be done in tlie

same spot as the first. If the opening of the joint has been too long de-

layed, so that the case is going on from bad to worse, if the joint becomes

disorganized, and profuse suppuration continues, with burrowing of matter

and the general health is giving way, with loss of appetite, and high fever

amputation must be considered, and promptly performed if deemed ad-

visable.

The acute purulent synovitis of infants usually demands prompt empty-

ing of the joint with the aspirator or the trocar, to be repeated as required.

Synovitis secondary to neighboring osteo-myelitis or periostitis requires

for effectual treatment removal of the cause, in addition to the special treat-

ment of the joint-complications, conducted on general principles, Avitli

punctures and immobilization. So, too, in the joint-troubles following

pyaemia and the exanthemata, rest and support, and, when matter is con-

fined to the joint, tappings ; but if pus has escaped from bursting of the

capsule into the surrounding tissues, free opening, with drainage, will be

necessary.

Of all the forms of synovitis, that which interests us most as regards

therapeutic management is the fungoid or strumous, because it is so com-

mon, so chronic, leads to such untoward results as to permanent maim-

ing and as to life, and because differences of opinion yet exist among snr-

geons as to the best means to be employed for its relief. The term fungoid

would indicate the presence of a material which should be modified, de-

stroyed, or removed that a favorable issue be attained in the treatment : so,

very naturally, injection of antiseptic agents into the joint was tliought of

and employed. Most commonly carbolic acid has been used, from a two-

per-cent. solution up to a thirty-three per cent, and a fifty per cent, concen-

trated, eighty centigrammes to each injection of the former, repeated as

high as fifty-two times, and twelve to twenty-five centigrammes of the

latter. Iodine also has been emi)loyed for the same purpose. Favorable

reports on the use of both of these agents have been given by some ex-

perimenters. On the other hand, such poor or negative results have been

obtained by others that the method is as yet far from being univei-sally

accepted. For a time good results would seem to follow, yet they were not

permanent. Further observations in this direction are necessary before we

can advise resort to antiseptic injections as a therapeutic measure.

Late in th' disease, when all hope is past that mild measures will

arrest the progress of the destructive changes, resort may well be had

to the removd of the fungus, now doubtless tuberculous, by heroic meas-

ures, such as opening the joint, scraping with the spoon, and clipping with
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the scissors, thus thoroughly removing all the diseased tissue, under anti-

septic irrigation and dressings. But one hesitates to resort to such extreme

measures until simpler means have been tried to alleviate the disease. Such

simpler measures should be, as already suggested, immobilization of the

joint, and, in addition, in some instances, counter-irritation and compression

;

for the former iodine, tincture or ointment, for the latter mercurial plaster

in strips, or preferably the elastic bandage. But if, as previously suggested,

there exists constitutional involvement in this disease, it, too, merits atten-

tion, and correction as far as may be, by the use of good food, fresh air,

bathing, sunlight, and exercise, and for medicine the hypophosphites, with

malt and cod-liver oil if borne.

In the joints of the upper extremity this indication of local rest can

readily be fulfilled, the splint being best made of leather or felt, as being

light, moulded over the part or preferably over a gypsum cast. By im-

mobilization is not meant intermittent fixation : it must be thorough aud

constant. At no time after the inception of the treatment should the joint

be moved, otherwise granulations may be torn and slight hemorrhages result.

In the inferior extremity the articulation may be prevented from bend-

ing, but additionally it will be necessary to prevent the concussion inci-

dent to weight-bearing. The ankle and knee can be efficiently fixed by

firm leather splints, lacing at the side or in front, and the weight of the

body taken from the limb by crutches, with a patten on the opposite boot

;

or the ischiatic crutch-splint of Mr. Thomas will meet both indications,

though uncomfortably worn by some. In the hip-joint a strong patho-

logical factor to be overcome is the contraction of the muscles, giving an

abnormal posture to the limb and aggravating the joint-pressure. Exten-

siuu by stirrup, weight, aud pulley in horizontal position will readily over-

come these symptoms, give the limb its most desirable position, ease the

pain, and immobilize the joint if the trunk is kept supine. If one plans

to carry a case of hip-joint disease to a successful issue by this method, not

only the extremity but also the body should be tied down ; for it is imma-

terial whether the limb is flexe^^ on the body or the trunk is bent on the limb,

—in either case motion in the joint results. This plan is adopt xl by Mr.

Marsh, his patients being constantly confined to their beds. In the early

stages of the affection this method of extension and counter-extension is

correct so far as the beneficial local effect is concerned, biit the protracted

confinement as witnessed at the Alexandria hospital is objectionable, as

tending to undermine the general health. This objection is largely over-

come by confining the patient to a splint which, while allowing extension

and counter-extension, enforces absolute immobility of the joint under all

circnmstauces, and yet permits the removal of the patient from place to

place, into the open air and sunlight, and even the riding in a child's car-

riage.

This splint consists of an iron frame covered with canvas, except a two-

or three-inch space in the centre for convenience of defecation, two detach-

VoL. III.—72
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able steel pieces, one upright at the ftx)t, for extension from a stirruji-strap

and one a curved arm at about the middle stretching over and beyond the

centre, for attachment of the counter-extending perineal straps. Webbing

over the chest fixed to the sides prevents the patient from sitting up. Oc-

casionally with a very restless child a third steel piece arches over the

lower third of the thigh, to fix the knee. One inferior and both superior

extremities are free, also the head and neck ; otherwise there is immobili-

zation of the trunk, with extension and fixation of the hip-joint.

On this " streteher-splint" the nurse can carry the child from place to

place and attend to all his wants. He improves in flesh, the pain rapidly

disappears, and a happy countenance takes the place of the previous anxious

look. No bed-sores form, though children have thus been confined from

five to eight months continuously, and with the best results. Three to four

months' use of the splint will usually suffice if the case is taken early aud

the constitutional cachexia is not too strongly marked. Following this a

Thomas's splint should be used until the cure is complete. Complieatiiig

abscesses are to be opened promptly by incision, all antiseptic precautions

being observed during the operation and in the after-treatmeut.

A rare cause of subacute inflammation of the synovial membrane is the

presence of blood in the joint, found occasionally in cases of haemophilia.

To this I called attention as early as 1868, the joint involved in the case

being the hip. It may attack any joint, the knee preferably. The symp-

toms are soieness of the joint, pain on motion, sudden swelling, possibly

fluctuation, and slight heat. Immobilization and equable pressure cause

absorption of the contained fluid and subsidence of the attack. The tempta-

tion would be great to tap the joint ; but if there is any suspicion of the

cause of the trouble, or if attention is called to the fact that the patient is a

bleeder, all wounds should of course be avoided. .
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DISEASES OF THE MAJOR ARTICULATIONS.

By CHARLES T. POORE, M.D.

> >y

Disease of the joints is one of the most comraou surgical complaints

of childhood : it is met with among all classes and in all conditions of life

;

II I j)eriod is exempt from it. From tin; moment of birth (for a child may
e\ '11 l)e born with a diseased joint) to adult life articular inflammations are

conunon. Wliile these often yield readily to treatment when taken in time,

they are, on the other hand, most rebellious and disastrous when neglectal

or treated improperly. The subject therefore demands careful consideration.

The structure of the articular ends of the long bones in infsincy and

childhood differs from that in adults in certain important respects ; the

younger the child the more marked is the difference. In early life the

epiphyses are to a greater extent within the synovial cavity than in the

adult; they are composed mainly of cartilage, with points of ossification

iu their centre ;
" they increase in all directions by interstitial growth, and

the ossification advances from within outward ;"
' and they are separated

from the diaphysis by the epiphysial cartilage or disk. Both the epiphyses

and the diaphysial ends of the long bones are seats of exceedingly active

formative processes. Not only do the epiphyses themselves increase in all

directions, but the long bones grow in lengtii by addition at their articular

end. The parts in these situations are very vascular, and, as in all tissue

where active growth is going on, healthy nutrition is easily supplanted by

patliological processes. Recently-formed tissue has feeble resisting power,

and therefore is less able to withstand morbid action. Another peculiarity

that marks the difference between the infantile and the adult bone is that

the nutrition of the epiphyses in childhood is not dependent on that of the

diaphyses ; this explains the fact that tho diaphyses may be completely

destroyed while the epiphyses continue to grow, and, on the other hand, the

latter may be involved in disease while the former escape. These consid-

erations render the study of joint-affections in childhood different from that

of the same affections in adults. The nearer a child approaches puberty,

the more docs the course of articular inflammation resemble that in adults.

Joints vary in their liability to become affected with chronic disease.

Macnamora, Dieeofes of the Bones and Joints.
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strunious material produces tubercle in the old acceptation cC that term,

and tubercular matter produces the so-called strumous dejwsit in glands

;

and, further, the tubercle-bacillus is found in both growths. All persons

arc not e(|ually susct^ptible to tul)ercular infection : it therefore still remains

to define that cx)ndition or state of the tissues which predisposes to, or

affoitls a proper soil for, the lodgement and development of the bacillus.

Tliis is stiU called the strumous diathesis, meaning thereby a certain vul-

nerability or proclivity of the tissues to the development of tubercle. A
better expression would Ikj " tuberculous."

It is a well-establishctl fact that a child seldom inherits the bacillus

;

it simply is born with some defect in its constitution that predisposes it to

the lodgement and development of tubercle in certain tissues.

This diathesis may by acquired in the course of any debilitating disease,

from impure air, bad food, or unhealthy surroundings. The exanthematous

diseases may and often do implant upon the tissues of a previously perfectly

healthy child a soil in which the bacillus can gain lotlgement and thrive.

The bacillus gains access to the body either by the respiratory passage,

by the intestinal tract, or through a wound. Whether it will obtain a

lodgement and develop depends upon the resisting power of the tissue : if

tlie child is healthy the bacillus will be arrested in its development and kept

at bay until it is finally eliminated or destroyed ; if, on tne other hand, his

vital powers have not sufficient resisting force, it gains lodgement and grows

uuder certain unknown conditions.
, ,-i, . , i

It is generally considered that joints are infected from some other foci

in the body. Baker' states, " It is almost certain that in tubercular disease

of joints we are dealing with a secondary infection in the vast majority of

cases ; that the organism introduced into the system elsewhere and present

in the blood has found in its wanderings a home peculiarly fitted for its

growth in the tissues of the joint. There are only two tissues about a joint

in which the bacillus can find lodgement,—the synovial membrane and the

cancellous tissue of the bones."

Some months ago I operated upon a robust, well-nourished child five

years of age for tubercular disease of the wrist-joint : there was nothing

of interest about the operation. The child died in a few weeks from diph-

theria; and on post-mortem examination- tubercles were found in the lungs

and the bronchial glands were filled with caseous matters of much older date,

some of them showing calcareous degeneration. No tubercles were found

about the seat of ojjcration. The bones of the wrist were in all probability

infected from the glands. - • li; .l.r-ul'r

There are two circumstances which contribute to the development of

tubercle in the articular ends of bones in children : first, the active nutritive

process going on at the articular ends of growing bones, which means

greater flow of blood to the parts ; and; secondly, the low vitality of the

' British Medical Journal, 1888. vol. i. p. 1269.
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new ti^Riio ; for it is a well-known fact that the celln of rocently-fornicd

tiflsne have weak resisting power,—in other words, their vitality is low.

In a chilli wiio has either inherited or acquired a " tubercular diathcHJn "

whose tissiiea have therefore less resisting ])ower than a healthy cliild'H

th(! bacillus circulating in the blcxKl from an old deposit Avould gain liKlgc-

ment in thost> parts of the body l(>ss able to resist it and those to which the

supply of blo'xl was less free. There is no tissue in the bcnly in which

these conditions are more perfectly filled than in the articular ends of

growing bones, and practically we find them the most common seat of

tubercular disease. A perfetitly healthy child, one in whom there is no

tulwrctdar predisposition either inheritwl or acquired, will not develop

strumous disease of a joint, any more than a jwrfectly healthy adult under

similar circumstances will develop tuberculosis of the lungs ; but if the

adult be exposed to vitiated air, privations, or bad hygiene, he may and

often does engraft; U])on his constitution a condition congenial for tlie de-

velopment of tubcnde ; and the same holds true in regard to joint-disease

in childh<x)d. Baker states [foe. cif.), that " there are several kinds of pre-

dispositions to tubercular disease of joints. In the first place, a peculiar

debility may be inherited from a phthisical or otherwise unhealthy parent,

rendering the tissues of the child generally less capable of repelling the

attack of the parasite than had it come from a robust stock ; next there is

the general predisposition of early age, the tissues of the young having less

resisting force than those of the mature. Thereby certain locations of the

body appear to be particularly open to the attacks of the organism, prob-

ably owing to the hurried physiological changes involved in rapid growth

in them,—clianges which are associated nith the presence of abundance of

almost embryonic tissues and great vascularity."

There may be and oftx'n is another contributing cause of bone-tuhcreii-

losis called an " exciting" cause, and that is injury. Traumatism rendei-s

the tissues more open to the deposit of the bacillus present in the blood, in

several ^\ays. It may cause more or less inflammation with exudation;

such exudation is of lower vitality than the normal structure, and therefore

of less resisting power, and thus forms a favorable nidus for the lotlgeinent

and growth of the bacillus ; and the increased flow of blood to the part

brings a greater supply of the parasite. Injury may cause a loss or lower-

ing of the vitality or tone of the tissues, favoring passive congestion ; this

slowing of the current offers a better chance for the deposit of the eon-

tagium. Contusions of the bones may cause more or less extravasation of

blood, and with the blood the bacillus also escapes, and in this situation

meets with the most favorable conditions for further growth. Baker (he. ci(.)

considei-s the last^mentioned effect of injury the most potent factor in deter-

mining the point at which tubercular disease makes its appearance in tiioso

who, by inheritance or physical conditions, have acquired a soil congenial

for the development of the parasite. Tubercles, having become deposited

in the cancellous tissues at the end of a bone, act as an irritant, and, as a
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rule, inflammatory processes take place about it, so that fibrin is thrown out,

i'orniing u mpsulu around it. The contents of the cajMule afler attaining a

certain stage of develoi)ment undergo retrogressive changed, owing to the

lack of blo<Kl-supply. These are of a caseous, fiitty, and necrotic character.

Sonictiracs tiiis limiting tissue (jonsists of sclerosed bone ; afler a time, in

certain cases, the contents of the shell undergo liquefaction, which may

fjiiiilly break through its limiting membrane and further infect the bono,

forming new and larger deposits filled with bony detritus and charged

tiik'rcular matter. If these bone-abscesses are tf any size, they ofleu

contain sequestra.

Savory ' has drawn attention " to the analogy that exists Ixitwcen the

progress and effects of tubtircle in the lungs and in the bone. The cancel-

lous texture of bone, which is the seat of tubercle, resembles broadly in

physical characters the parenchyma of the lungs. ... In l)oth cases the

spongy texture appeal's to be filled up and rendered solid by the infiltration

of caseous deposit ; then, too, the resemblance further appears in the halo

of inflammation or increased vascularity of varying width which so oflcn

surrounds the mass. Still further is the likeness shown in the mode in

which tubercle degenerates. The included tissue is broken down and de-

stroyed, until a cavity is lefl in the cancellous bone corresponding remark-

ably to a vomica in lung. Further, the likeness is extended by the relation

of cancellous bone to the neighboring joint and the relation of the lung-

substance to the pleura."
I

, , ,
,'

Konig divides bone-tuberculosis into three classes: (1) the dry form,

where there is a tendency in the tubercular mass to be transformed into

cicatricial tissue and thus prevent the distribution of the bacillus
; (2) those

cases in which the vegetation d^enerates into a sofl gummous detrittis,

which shows a disposition to infect the tissues in its immediate vicinity, and

thus tends to the spreatl of the disease
; (3) an infiltrating variety, in which

the bone becomes infiltrated with tubercle, showing no limiting bai'rier;

the cancellous tissue of the bone becomes rapidly involvetl in one mass of

disease. In the latter form the joint soon Ixjcomes infected, and tlie' patient

dies early from general tuterculosis. As long as the walls of tliesc' tul)er-

cular foci remain unbroken, or do not become infected, extousiom ©f'the

disease does not take place. The tendency of these deposits to- undergo

cliangcs is great : it is always either towards cicatrization or towards lique-

faction and caseation. The size of these caseous deposits varie»: they may
(Xicupy a considerable sjiace of the end of the bone, or may be confined to

a small area.

Tubercle in bone in its early stage is invisible to the nakcnl eye ; later,

however, afler it has acted as an irritant and increased in size, a halo of

inflammation or vascular redness appears around the deposit ; sometimes a

caseous mass of considerable size is surroundal bv this vascular zone, which

> Lancet, 1882, vol. ii. p. 738.
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grmliially mIiiuIch off' into the lutalthy Imne. In Home oxampIcH, it' llicisc

(lcpo8it.s are not of r««iit forniatioti, the muHs will Ix? hiiitoiiiuIc<1 with a

hIu'11 of HclcroM'd l>oiic, due to the oHteitlg that \nw taken |)lu(% aroinid it.

When fipHt visible, a nolitary tubercle apiM-arn as a wiui-tmnHparent circiilur

spot, with an oprnjue centre, quite bloiKllesH, and otlen witli a sonicwlint

irregular Ixti-der, the Hurrounding bone-nif<lulla being of a deep-red color.

The junction of sevend isolated tubercles fornin a mass of gnuiiilution

having a grayish, grainilar, semi-transparent aH|K'<!t, or, if the disease is of

long standing, the pat<'h presents a decidedly caseous appearance. At the

peripiiery of such masses the medulla is obstu-ved to contain no fat-celln;

its blood-veasels are dilated, and no longer have connective tissiu; uroinid

them.' Wlien tubercular granulations develop in bone, they produce oh-

literation of the existing blood-vessels, and this leads to caseous d(>genera-

tion. These slowly-progressing caseous patches are often pretx-ded l)y a

chronic osteitis, and terminate in suppuration, with softening and dcHtruc-

tion of the proper bone tissues, and liually in perforation of the bone. In

othei' examples—those in which the bone has become infiltrated witii tiihiT-

cle—there is no limiting inflammatory exudation : the whole bony tissue

is softened and filled with the products of inflammation,—namely, pus,

broken-down osseous tissue, and tubercular matter ; the bone is sixinjiy and

dark-colt)red and can easily be crushetl under the fingers, it' the tiibciule

takes on a cicatrizing process, the parasite is in time destroyed, and the

remains of the deposit are representetl by a mass of fibrous tissue. In ex-

cising joints we often meet with irregular-shapetl spaces in the bone filled

with firm connective tissue : these are the remains of tubercular deposits

which have undergone the cicatrizing process. In cases where the deposit,

although at first confined within narrow limits, has liquefied and either

broken through or infected the limiting zone of inflammatory exiidatidn,

the bone may become infected, and general tulx'rcHlar infiltration of the

cancellous tiasue may follow, as in the first-mentioned variety. Oflen the

deposit breaks down and forms a cavity in the bone of greater or less

size; this may either become a caseous mass or discharge in the direction

of the least resistance, and this, too, is often into the joint-cavity. Ir< its

slow progress towards the joint the bone is destroyed and the cavity Iwconies

enlarged, containing broken-down tubercular matter, bony detritus, and

frequently sequestra of varying size ; finally the articular lamella of bone

is reached and the joint involved. Sometimes these tubercular abscesses

have a different history ; they make their way to the surface of the Iwne

entirely outside of the joint-cavity, perforate the compact tissue, form col-

lections of matter in the surrounding soft parts, and finally open throngh

the skin ; we then have a sinus leading to a cavity in the articular end of

the bone, often containing a sequestrum. Even when they follow this course

the joint, in many eases, does not escape, for the disease may also travel

. ,. . ,
., ' Comil and Eanvier.
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towards the articulation aiul inv(tlve it. Tho ultimate n«ult, ho far nn the

joint is concerned, dopondn upon the situation of thcHe tulwrtnilar deportiia

uiid the course purHued l)y them, whether they take on a cicatriziiif^ prtKit'HH,

hreak down and diHcharge into the joint, or infiltrate the caiieellouH ti><Hue

ill the end of the i)oneH. If tlio tulK'rcular deixwit takes on a cicatrizing

nriMreiw and is replaced i)y connective tissue, tlie parts around icturn to their

normal condition and give no further trouble. In («8<w where the tuljcnilo

hicuks down, litpieHes, and caseatcs, and JKKiomes 8urrounde<I v;ith a shell

of sclerosed bone, it may cease to act as an irritant U) tin; parts and may

iviuain an indefinite time without giving any trouble, all pain having ceased

and the child going about without any discomfort ; or there may Ix; pain

about the bone at times in damp weather or after exercise, wjni'.'times ten-

(liMiu'ss over tho parts on j -essurc, often aching of the limb, passing off

and reappearing again. I have seen quite a number of cases giving such a

history, and have always found, when any operation has l)een called for,

that tliere were caseous mashos of considemble size in the end of the l)one,

tho joint-trouble having ceased, or showing only the remains of previous

diwase. Finally, in thos(> cases in which an abscess is formea in the bone

it may progress until it ojjens into the articulation.

The joint may be affected with disease in two ways: first, by contiguity

of tissue; secondly, by the opening of a tubercular abscess into the joint-

aivity. It should be notwl, however, that the articulation is frequently

first affected in the former way, while later it is infected directly from the

abscess. "!" •- >
As these bone-abscesses increase in size, more and more of the cancellous

tissue Incomes involved, and the area of the inflammatory halo extends

until it approaches that portion of the lx)ne to which the articular cartilage

iaattachetl and from which it gains its nutrition ; finally it reaches a point

just within this tissue. The effect is first to cause congestion, and later to

diminish and then cut off the vascular supply. The articular cartilage first

loses its bluish color and becomes of a yellowish hue ; later it is raised like

a blister from the bone over an extent of surface corresponding to the ex-

tent of the disease in the bone behind it ; finally a perforation takes place,

and the contents of the abscess gain access to the articulation. These holes

in the cartilage have a very characteristic appearance : they have clean-cut

edges, as though they were cut out with a jjunch ; their contour is often

irregular; the surrounding cartilage retains its normal white color. Often

there are a number of places presenting this characteristic loss of substance,

depending upon the amount and extent of the disease in the bone ; at times

the whole bone under the cartilage will be affected with osteitis, and will

present an irregular granular a[)pearance and be covered with exudation.

In such cases the whole articular cartilage may be detached in a mass, like

a cap, from its bony attachment. In other cases only islets of apparently

normal cartilage will be seen, the rest of this tissue having been destroyed.

In all these cases the joint has long been disorganized, its capsule is per-
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forated, and abscesses have appeared in the soft parts. Before these changes

have taken place, and previ^s to the perforation of the cartilage, the joint

often becomes distended with fluid, due to the extension of the inflamma-

tion by contiguity of tissue. These attacks of synovitis are often of sliort

duration at firat, coming on after some injury or too much exercise; after a

few days' rest they pass off, only to be repeated, however, on the repetition of

the exciting cause. Soon the joint-swelling will come on upon less provoca-

tion, and the distention will be slower in disappearing, until finally the

effusion will peraist and the joint continue enlarged. In these cases the

contents of the joint may slowly become purulent, so that when the tuber-

cular abscess opens into the joint no further increase of the symptoms

takes place. Tubercular deposit may take place in the synovial membrane

as well as in the bone, and the two processes go on together.

Necrosed pieces of bone of varying size are frequently met with in con-

nection with bone-tuberculosis ; they often preserve some point of attacli-

ment to the bono ; they are frequently of a Avedge shape, with tiio base

directed to the neighboring joint, while the apex looks towards the medul-

lary cavity. Between the sequestrum and the healtliy bone immediately

surrounding it there is a layer of firm tubemular granulation which joins

it to the bono, the latter being frequently diseased.*

A good result has been ohtrtned in all varieties of tubercular disease of

the ends of the bones except the infiltrating variety. Tt is productid ouly

after the destruction of the part involved, by the discharge of the abscess

through a sinus, if the deposit has marked necrotic changes, and later i)y

the formation of cicatricial tissue. The firmer the granulation and the

fewer the tubercles, the more likely is it to IxK^ome replaced by firm iihrous

tissue ; the greater the softening, the more liability is there to suppuration

and the more protracted is the course of the disease.

TUBERCULOSIS OF THE SYNOVIAL MEMBRANE.

Tuberculosis of the synovial membrane is a frequent disease in cliild-

hood. Formerly it went under the names of pulpy degeneration, white

swelling, and tumor albus ; more rewnt pathological research has demou-

strated that it is a tubercular disease of the synovial membrane.

Tho earliest manifestation pathologically of tubercular disease of the

svnovial i .embrane consists in a wollen, opalescent condition of the mem-

b'-a.^e; it is filled with inflammatory protlucts. The surface soon loses its

smooth appearance, and by degrees assumes the aspect of granulation-

tistae. As the disease progresses, the membrane becomes thickened, sofl,

and friab''^, and here and there, both in the membrane itself and in the

subsynovial tissues, masses of caseous material are formed.'

When once established, the inflammatory process extends until the liga-

I'- > -
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• Jones, Diseases of the Bones, p. 179.

* Marsh, Diseases of the Joints, p. 09.
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ments, cartilage, and often the ends of the bones, are involved. As the

disease of the synovial membrane advances, this serai-solid gelatinous tu-

bercular material gradually extends, and slowly permeates all structures of

the joint and fills its cavity. As soon as the cartilage is overlapped by this

pulpy material, it loses its natural bluish-white tint and polished surface

and becomes of a yellowish, dull, and opaque color. It soon undergoes

erosion, slight at first, but these sjwts soon deepen until the underlying bone

is reached or the synovial membrane acquires adhesions to its surface ; vessels

enter its substance, and a number of pits and excavations are formed con-

taining granulation-t'ssues; these increase and unite, so that by degrees the

bones become denuded and more or less diseased. This gelatinous material

permeates and infiltrates all stractures, and may extend to the tissues out-

side of the joint. Through this newly-formed tissue blood-vessels })enetrate.

In many cases abscesses form in this thickened tissue from caseous deposits,

and ojjen either within the joint or external to it. On opening such a joint

when the disease is advanced, the whole cavity is found filial with this

semi-transparent gelatinous material, the ligaments are swollen and softened,

the cartilage is more or less destroyed, and the bones are diseased : in fact,

every tissue of the articulation has been invaded bV this pulpy material.

Through this mass are frequently found collections of thin, unhealthy-

looking pus. Outside of the joint the parts are also often iufiltratal, of a

pale, unhealthy color, and considerably swollen.

It is a slow, insidious disease, often ending in a general arthritis and in

total destru(!tion of the articulation, and even in death. Its exciting cause

may be an injury, or it may come on without any apj)arent cause. It never

makes its appearance except in those of a tubercidar diathesis.

The general treatment of a child affected with joint-disease calls for but

brief notice. The necessity for keeping the patient in as good a condition

as possible is so well recognizecl that any remarks on the subject are need-

less. Tonics, fresh air, pleasant surroundings, and nutritious food are of

incalculable benefit, and without them our best oflbrts at local trcjitment

will be disappointing. We can give no medicine which will have any

'h'rect effect on the joint-aifection : we can only influence it by attention to

the health of the patient. It may be laid down as a rule that in children who
are of low vital powers and whose general condition is depressed, joint-disease

will progress no matter how rigidly the local treatment may be carried out

;

while, on the other hand, any improv?ment in the general health ot the

ch'M will place him in a better condition to overcome tiie joint-disease.

SuPMuration is present in many cases ; and a general consideration of the

management of abscess is presented in another place.

T'\e general symptoms of tubercular osteitis are limited motion, lame-

ly :s, swelling, and deformity. These usually come on in the order named.

In all cases of tubercular osteitis the joint, if affected, is involved WTond-

arily ; in certain cases it may escape infection. In the early stage of the

affection we have to deal with only a bone-lesion, and the treatment of this
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condition is the same as that of similar disease more distant from the joint.

After the articulation has become involved another element is added,

although the local management of the joint-trouble is the same as that of

the bone-lesion. Disease beginning in the synovial membrane calls for the

same management as disease beginning in the bone. Thus the treatment of

joint-diseases may be considered collectively, and our main dependence must

be placed upon affording to the affected articulation absolute rest. But con-

sideration of the general treatment of joint-affection would be very incom-

plete without a clear understanding of the mechanism and therapeutic use

of extension in the management of acute and chronic joint-diseases.

Spasm is one of the most constant and painful symptoms of inflamma-

tion of the larger joints, especially when the bones are involved : it is the

cause of the painful startiugs so common during the course of the disease;

it disturbs the rest of the patient, and is no small factor in keeping uj) and

aggravating the local trouble. Although it is universally admitted that

rest is an absolute necessity, yet, from the want of a clear understanding of

what is meant by rest, the method of obtaining it is ofleu very imperfectly

carried out.

Mr. Marsh, in a fchapter "On the prejudicial effects of intra-articular

pressure, and on the danger of producing it by surgical appliances," in liis

work on " Diseases of the Joints," has so clearly spoken upon this subject

that I cannot do better than make very free use of this chapter. He says,

"All will accept the general proposition that rest is essential in treatment

of inflammatory disease of the joints; yet there are some poiiits which

require to be insisted upon in order that the principle may be adequately

carried out. There is present in all cases reflex contraction of the sur-

rounding muscles. In the majo:'ity, however, it is only slight, and suffi-

cient merely to secure more or less fixation and protection of the affected

joint. Neither in the shoulder, wrist, elbow, nor ankle does it become ex-

cessive, so as to lead to either deformity or excessive pain. All the joints

when first attacked are placed in their respective })ositions of greatest ease,

and their positions are maintained undisturbed by muscular spasm through

even long periods of active disease. In disease of the shoulder the arm

remains at the side ; the elbow is kept at an angle of about one hundred

and twenty degrees; the wrist is slightly dropped; the ankle is fixed in a

position of slight equinus. Both the hip and knee, however, offer a strong

contrast to all these instances. They are liable to tiie influence of constant,

and often violent, spasm in the surrounding muscles, which frequently leads

to severe suffering and to irremediable deformity. To secure rest to a dis-

eased joint, all its component structures must be taken into acooiuit, and

the different sources of disturbances must be kept in view. The synovial

membrane must not only he. defended from mer-hanical disturbances by

movements of the joint, \,'hich have the effect of dragging upon and com-

pressing its swollen pnxjesscja and fringes ; it must also be relieved, as far as

possible, of its function of secreting synovia ; while if it becomes distended
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by effusion, appropriate means must be taken to remove this condition.

The articular ends of the bone must be in the same way relieved of their

ordinary functions of eustaining the pressure to which they are exposed,

not only when they are engaged in transmitting the weight of the body,

but also during muscular action. . . . The tibia, in cases of the knee, for

example, is a lever acted on by the surrounding muscles, and having the

condyles of the thigh-bone as its fulcrum, and whenever the muscles con-

tract so as to move the tibia its upper end is pressed against the femur.

Hence to place the knee-joint at rest is necessary not only to protect the

synovial membrane from disturbance, and to relieve it from the active dis-

charge of its secreting functions and to prevent the patient from bearing

weight on the limb, but also to remove the intra-articular pressure resulting

from muscular contractions. . . .

" The conditions, however, under which a diseased joint is placed are

widely different. Pressure dejjending upon superincumbent weight may,

it is true, be removed by position, but, in consequence of reflex irritation,

the muscles are kept in a state of contraction, which in the hip and knee is

often so spasmodic and so violent that it is attended with extremely painful

jurapiugs and startings of the whole limb. The force with which the mus-

cles act exceeds normal contraction as pain exceeds natural sensation. . . .

Its amount is indicated by the suffering it causes, when, as is often the case,

the slightest movement of the limb or a light step across the floor or even

in an adjoining room brings on a condition of spasm which makes the

patient cry out with pain. . . . Under these circumstances the articular

ends of the bone are not only deprived of the usual respite from pressure

which constitutes their physiological rest, but, diseased as they are, and

therefore so .ouch the more in need of rest, they are exposed hour after

hour, or even week after week, to an amount of pressure which is often in

many cases in excess of that to which they would be exposed, except on very

rare occasions, in the condition of health.

"Any scheme for treating the hip or knee, therefore, must include a pro-

vision for the relief of intra-articular pressure. There are at present two

principal methods by which this may be attempted. (1) The joint may be

placed in some form of rigid apparatus which ])revents movement, and

imdcr the influence of which muscidar spasms will subside. In all joints

except the hip and knee, and in many instances in these also, this method

is efticient and leaves nothing to be desired. ... (2) Weight-extension

may be employed. . . .

"Yet therc lies at the bottom of the successful application of weight-

extension a principle which is frequently overlooked, and *^he result is that,

instead of acting so as to relieve intra-articular pressure by drawing the

surface out of abnormally close contact, extension has e: "-tly the opposite

effect, for it brings the articular ends still more firmly togethe?. (Fig. 1.)

If the weight is attached to a limb that is in the position of extension, its

tendency is to draw the joint-surfaces apart. In the majority of cases, how-

* I:;-
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ever, in which the weight is used, tlie joint is fixed in a position of flexion

and does not admit of extension. Now, if the weight is applied in the

usual manner when the limb is flexed, it will be seen by looking at Fig. 1

that the force called into play is really that of lever-

age of the second t)rder. The ti-action-weight to the

foot is the power acting on the lever formed by the

tibia ; the resistance to be overcome is in tlie contrac-

tion of the ham-string muscles (inserted just below
WEIGHT-EXTENSION ACTING

t|,g hg^d of thc bouc) aud tlic ligament structures at
A8 Levekage in Case op the ,,,„,..,,.,.
knee-p, pulley; w, weight; the back 01 the jomt ; the fulcrum is constituted by
F, fulcrum. (Marsh.)

^j^^ condyles of the fcmur. The effect of the traction-

weight is, therefore, to bring the head of the tibia into firmer contact with the

condyles of the femur. In the same way in the case of the hip-joint (Fig. 2)

the weight attached to the foot acts on the

femur as the power tending to overcome the

resistance offered to extension of the thigh

on the trunk by the rigid psoas and iliacus

inserted into the trochanter. If the parts are Position op the limb in hh'-dk.
' ease in which Weight -E.xtession

examined when the weight has been applied, acts as a leverage.- p, puuey; w,

it will be found that the limb has come down ^'"8'^'= -f. fulcrum. (Marsh.)

into a horizontal position while the pelvis has been rotated so as to produce

curvature of the lumbar spine forward, as in Fig. 3. This change in the

YiQ, 3. iK)sition of the limb, however, does not

- ^ alter the force that is being employed.

^p
—^^ ^ii-^n rpjjg

{QJ.QQ jg a leverage still, and ilie

intra-articular pressure is still in action.

In order to prevent this effect of the

weight, it is necessary to proceed in the

following way.
" In case of the knee, the thigh being fixed, the extension must be made

in the long axis of the leg. This is most conveniently done by placing the

limb on such a framework as is shown in Fig. 4.

The plane for the thigh shouhl form an angle ofabout

sixty degrees with the surface of the bed. If it is

more oblique, the leg will, if there is any flexion, ap-

proach thc perpendicular, a position not only incon-

venient, but likely to induce oedema ofthe foot. . . .

"On the same principle, when the hip is the

affected joint, the leg being extended on the thigh,

the limb must be raised until the spine is free from anterior curvature, and

must then be supported in this position. The weight being made to act iu

the long axis of the limb, as the deformity is reduced the apparatus must

be rearranged by reducing the height to which the limb is raised."

Extension applied to the hip or knee as in Figs. 1 and 2 often increases

the amount of pain and spasm : in such cases the weight is often iucrea«€d,

Weight-Extension acting as a Leverage
IN Hip-Disease.—P, pulley ; W, weight ; F, ful-

crum. (Marsh.)

FlQ. 4.

Position of tiu: Li.mb durinq

Extension for Disease of the

Knee. (Mareh.)
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upou the supposition that it is not lieavy enough to overcome the spasm of

the muscles, with the result that tlie pain and muscular contractions are

augmented rather than relieved. The cause of this is evident : the intra-

articular pressure has been increased, and with it the disease.

When a joint is straightened under ether, if the muscles are shortened it

is only by stretching them that the deformity can be overcome, and here

again we use the inflamed bone as a fulcrum, the leg or the thigh as a lever,

aud the shortened muscles as the weight, and nothing but injury to the

bones can be expectetl. When such a course of treatment is adopted, it is

always followed by increased heat, pain, aud swelling, and it is often some

time before the joint recovers.

A posterior splint with a joint opposite the articulation and worked

with a screw acts upon the same principle : the articular ends of the bone,

being the fulcrum, are crowded together, and injury is caused to the in-

flamed joint. Such applications if they fasten firmly enough to act cause

so much pain and discomfort that they have to be removed, while if they

are applied loosely they are useless to accomplish any good. *
' ' • ">i

Another subject which may conveniently be considered in this conneo-

tion is surgical manipulation of joints that have been the seat of disease or

iujury. It may be laid down as a rule that whenever a joint has been

seriously diseased, aud especially when it has been the seat of a tubercular

affection, manipulation, with the view either to correct an abnormal position

or to gain motion, is a procedure full of danger to the articulation and often

to life. No amount of force can restore the structures to a condition in

which they can resume their functions if the cartilage has been destroyed

;

if it has not, the danger of setting up anew the inflammation is great.

Those who have attempted to break up adhesions in a joint of this charac-

ter have always done injury ; and even if there has been a temporary im-

provement the limb soon returns to its old vicious position, and nothing has

been gained.

It should be a rule never to interfere with an articulation that has been

the seat of tubercular inflammation. There are, however, certain conditions

in which forcible manipulations are not only admissible but are even called

for in order to restore motion to a crippled joint. These are cases where the

joint has been the seat of acute synovial disease and where adiiesions have

been found limiting the amount of motion,—cases in which adhesions have

formed outside of the capB.ile, after a sprain or an extra-articular abscess.

In such cases there is often pain upon motion, but the articulation is cold

and the parts are often swollen. In many of these cases the joint is healthy,

and the limitation of motion is due to fibrous bands outside of the joint.

An opinion as to the aflvisability of resorting to forcible manipulation

is formed from a history of the case and the condition of the part. If there

is evidence that the limitation of motion is not due to tul^ercular trouble,

if there is a history of some traumatism,—a sprain or blow upon the joint,

—

if tliere has been only a periarticular abscess, the probabilities are that the

|:

m
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joint is healthy, and that the lameness is due to bands of adhesion either

within or without the articulation. Joints that are suitable for manipula-

tion are free from abnormal heat, or if any heat is present it follows exer-

cise and rapidly subsides after rest. In many cases they are abnormally

cold, and the skin is dark and mottlal. There is often pain upon motion

and the parts are cedematous and swollen. It is often impossible to state

just what is the condition of the parts, yet these are the cases which are

cured by forcibly bending the joint. The operation is performed uiulor au

anaesthetic
;
gas may be used, but all muscular resistance nuist be abolished

so that the force is brought to bear upon the adhesions and their rupture can

be easily appreciated. The joint should then be thoroughly flexed and cx-

tendetl. During this procedure the bands are oft;en felt and even heard to

give way. There is no aflx;r-pain. The patient soon regains painless use

of the limb.
ABSCESS.

There is a great difference of opinion in regard to the proper manage-

ment of abscess in connection with joint^disease, between those who con-

fine themselves to the mechanical treatment of diseases of the articulation

and the general surgeon. Many of the former allow abscesses to increase

and burrow among the soft parts until they make an opening for them-

selves ; the latter holds that they should be evacuated as soon as tliey

are discovered, thoroughly draine<l, and treated like similar coUcetious of

matter in other locations.

Abscesses may be either intracapsular or extracapsular, or, as is more

generally the case, they start within the articular cavity, in time perforate

the capsule, and then burrow in the soft parts ; they may in a few cases

be extra-articular at first, but, as a rule, they soon communicate with the

joint-cavity. The only exception to this is where there exists an abscess

in the end of one or both of the bones forming the articulation, which

has opened external to the capsule, and where the joint itself is affected

only by contiguity of tissue and not by infection from the bone-abscess

itself. Bnt in whatever way these collections of pus may have formed, or

wherever situated, only one course of treatment must be followed. It may

be laid down as a rule that as soon as pus is formed in a joint it should be

treated like an abscess in any other locality, and that its presence witliiu

the capsule does not in any way form an exception to the inflexible rule

that it should be at once evacuated. An articular cavity containing pus

is no longer to be looked upon as a serous sac : its functions as a joint have

been destroyed, and it has been reduced to a cavity containing pus,—nothing

more nor less ; the simple fact being that we have a sac boundal by a dense

inelastic wall, secreting purulent matter, which, sooner or later, will jierfo-

rate its fibrous surroundings, form a new abscess among the soft parts, aud

finally open through the skin and discharge, aft^r burrowing, it may he,

for a considerable distance. There is no difference between an extracapsu-

lar and an intracapsular abscess, except that the latter is more serious and

J.; -. . ,
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more dangerous to the life and integrity of the articulation ; and there-

fore, if pus in the soft parts demands active treatment, the same rule must

hold good, with even greater force, in regard to (!ol lections of matter con-

nected with joint-disease, whether they are acute, subacute, or chronic.

Mr. Marsh divides abscesses in connection with joint-disease into three

classes. (1) The acute,—those which form in acute suppurative synovitis, in

general arthritis, and in pyaemia. They are attended with high temperature

and marked constitutional symptoms; they are sudden in their advent, and,

if allowed to run an unrelieved course, destructive not only to the integrity

of the joint involved, but often also to life itself Acute abscess may form in

tiie course of any chronic joint-trouble, either from injury or from the burst-

ing of an abscess of the bone into the articulation. (2) Those that form later

in the disease, and generally are connected with tubercular or non-tubercular

disease of tlie bone. They are often slow in their formation, frequently unat-

tended with any marked symptoms, with no great elevation of temperature,

and with but little pain, especially those forming about the hip-joint. Yet,

if careful investigation is made, a history of increased pain and exacerba-

tion of the joint-disease may be made out. In the more superficial joints

increased swelling and pain are often complained of. In other cases an

evening elevation of temperature may be noted for some time, with more

discomfort in going about, or even pain at night, and with swelling of the

surrounding soft parts, often followed by a stidden diminution of the more

acute symptoms as soon as the pus has perforated the capsule and diffused

itself in the surrounding tissues. (3) Residual abscesses,—those which

develop when all disease has subsided, and which involve the old inflamma-

tory products, as the remains of an old abscess that has undergone caseous

degeneration, etc. These may not make their appearance until months or

even years after the disease of which they are the result has passed. They

are often acute in their advent, attain considerable size if the pus is allowed

to accumulate, and are attended with marked constitutional symptoms.

These abscesses may also have their origin in the inflammatory products

infiltrated in the soft parts, which have low vitality, and on the receipt of

an injury, from failure of health or some unknown cause, break down, and

an abscess of greater or less size results.

The course of an abscess in connection with joint-disease varies. When
oolLcctions of pus are allowed to follow what is calUnl their natural course,

if they are intracapsular in the beginning a time will arrive when they

will perforate the capsule and burrow in the soft parts, following often the

muscular" planes, and frequently extending far from the joint before they

approach the surface and discharge. These cold abscesses sometimes con-

tain a pint of pus ; the soft parts are undermined ; the muscles are dissected

from one another and their nutrition is greatly impaired. The walls of

such an abscess-cavity are thick, and lined with exudative material filled

with spores, which tend to keep up the su]ipuration. When these abscesses

have their origin in tubercular disease, they always contain the tuberde-

VoL. III.—73
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bacill'TC, and the danger of infection of other parts of the body is great.

Whea recovery takes place after one of tliese abscesses has run its course

the muscles are bound down by adhesions,—it may be to the bone or to

one another,—the limb is covered with scars, and its ultimate usefulness

restricted. In some cases the abscess dcx's not travel far before it makes an

opening for itself and discharges. In suiierficial joints, as a rule, it soon

perforates the skin, and continues to discharge through a small sinus for a

long time. An abscess often takes on a more acute course. As the open-

ing is small, either from granulations or from some other cause, it does not

aflbixl adcfjuate drainage : the })us therefore accumulates, and the noil parts

become inflamed and swollen, until either a new opening is formed or the

old one is dilated. In this way the limb becomes riddled with sinuses and

the skiu undermined. One would be greatly criticised for not o[)eiiini>- an

abscess in the sofl parts : why should he not be equally condemned for not

giving exit to pus when it happens to be in or about a diseasal joint ? We
often hear it claimeti that because the collection of pus sometimes, if lefl

alone, dries up and never gives further trouble, therefore all abscesses should

be allowed to pursue their natural course. It is true that these abscesses

sometimes cascate, but it is the exception and not the rule; and even when

they do, their remains are always a source of danger, from the liability to

the formation of residual abscesses.

The advocates of the let-alone management of collections of matter iu

connection with joint-disease look upon the j)rescnce of an abscess " as at

least an evil attended with compensating advantages; their ofoiurenee

appears to shorten the duration of the affection. . . . There is no evidence

that the discharge, as such, exhausts the strength of the patient." '

It is true that in some cases these abscesses disajipcar and the caseous

deposit does not give any further trouble, but it is not the rule. It is within

the exiwrience of every one who has seen much of joint-diseases, to have

had mu(!h trouble from these remains of old abscesses ; and the fliot shoukl

not be forgotten that these caseous deposits are able to infect the system,

—

that is, if they are similar to caseous deposits in connection with tubercular

disease elsewhere. Again, amyloid degeneration holds a close relation to

suppuration ; at least wc do not find this secondary change in the visoira

except in cases that have gone on to suppuration. It is not intended to

deny that abscesses in some patients do well,—that is, that a good recovery

takes place ; but the question is, is the let-al«jne plan a safe one to follow as

a ride of practice, and is the Lonstant discharge of pus through sinuses oflen

long and numerous, the frequent formation of new abscesses, or the filling

up of old ones, an advantage to the patient?

Suj)puration, v/hether it is profuse or only slight, always tends to under-

mine the patient's health, and the larger the abscess the greater will be the

suj)puration after it has formed an opening for itself The more one cau

1 Judson, New York Medical Journal, 1885, vol. xli. p. 116.
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limit the amount of pus, the less will be the danger of hectic and amyloid

degeneration, and the better will Ixi the chance of recovery from the joint-

disease. The fear of free incisions is due to the disastrous results which

followed such procedures before the present method of wound-management

was adopted, and statistics quoted to prove the danger of intertering with

these collections of pus are misleading and prove nothing.

What, then, should be the treatment of abscesses in connection with

joint-disease ? Whet/ier they are intracapsular or extracapsular, they should

he opened as soon as they are discovered, thoroughly drained, and treated ac-

cording to the well-established rules of antiseptic; surgery. Marsh ' makes the

following statement in regard to abscesses :
" That matter should l)e evav-^u-

ated as soon as it is detected must be strongly advocated in all instances of

suppuration resulting from scrofulous disease."

The following is the method usually adopted in opening these abscesses.

The parts around the abscess should be thoroughly washed and rendered

aseptic by CDvering them with a towel wet with mercuric solution (one in

one thousand) some time before the operation. An incision is made of

ample size down to the abscess-cavity in such a position as to insure the

best drainage ; the cavity is then entered, well evacuated, and washed out

at once ; its walls are next thoroughly scraped with a Volkmann's spoon,

so as to remove all the lining membrane of the sac; it should again be

thoroughly flushed out witii the antiseptic solution. If the abscess con-

nects with the joint, that should also be cleaned out ; any carious bone may
be gouged and then washed out. If there are any sinuses, they should be

well scraped, or, better, dissected out, so that no diseased tissue is left, and

the abscess- and sinus-walls may unite and obliterate the old cavity. The

drainage should be so arranged, if possible, that any discharge will not pass

through the old cavity, and if the joint has been entered the drainage

should be from the most dependent parts of that cavity, independent of the

location of the abscess. The part may then be dusted with iodoform,

drainage-tubes inserted, and the wound closed with catgut ligature. A
strip of iodoform gauze should be laid over the line of the incision, and

over this an ample dressing of antiseptic gauze, and the limb thoroughly

immobilized.

Under this treatment it will be found that the temperature, if it has'

been elevated, will fall, the pain cease, and if the abscess is an acute one it

may never give any further trouble. In case, however, it is connected with

diseased bone, a sinus will remain ; but we have gained this : that the pus

from the joint will as fast as formed drain away by the shortest route, and

if the drainage-tube is ])ro]ierly ])laced there should be no further accumula-

tion of pus ; this reduces the danger of the matter burrowing to a minimum,
and the patient is saved the pain and discomfort of the formation of new

abscesses. The dressings should be renewed as often as they become soiled.

W

3

* Diseases of the Joints, p. 116.
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The aftor-history of those abijcessos varies according to their causes. In
some ("M^os, if the ahscess is acute and not counec^ted with diseiused bono wc
may hoiie by proper treatment to evacuate the pus so that it will not ai'ajn

collect. lu other cases, no matter what course is pursuetl, we must look for

new accumulation until the disease of which it is the result has 8ui)si<l((l.

The latter are oases of chronic! absoeas, and are almost always ooinioctod with

tubercular diseast; of l)on(!, in which pus will (continue to bo forme*!—it tiiay

be only in small quantities—as long as the bone-disease lasts ; or the ab-

scess may be connetjted with necrotic or carious bone of a non-tubercular

nature. The gain in treating these chronic abscesses is that we provide

drainage to the joint by the most direct route, so that the pus docs not m\-

lect, and therefore the patient escapes the disadvantage of large purulent

collections, long sinnses, and increased suppurations.

Tubercular abscesses may be treated by emptying them through a

thoroughly disinfoctcxl trocar and then injetiting the cavity with a solution

of iodofi)rm and ether (five parts of iodoform to one hnndrotl parts of

ether). Abscesses troatetl in this way, if the bone-disoase has terminated,

may never refill. After evacuating the abscess an ounce or two of the

solution is injected into the cavity, and then, gently kneading the parts in

order to distribute it evenly, the rest is allowed to run out through the

eanulu.

I'oultices should never be applied to discharging abscesses ; if those are

acute. or inflamed and the parts retl and swollen, their condition is duo to

retention of pus from inadequate drainage, and a free incision will atlord

prompt relief. The use of poultices encourages suppuration, and is not

permissible in antiseptic surgery.

DISEASE OF THE HIP-JOINT.

Hip-joint diseaae in the natural sense of the term means no special com-

plaint, but for ycai"s has been applied to a chronic tubercular affection of

that articulation, very commonly met with in children. It has baMi called

chronic articular arthritis, morbus coxarius, tubercular disease of the hip,

coxalgia, ete. ; but by whatever term it is designated it consists of a

tubercular inflammation of the hip-joint.

It is met with among all classes during childhood. It may begin cither

in the bones or in the synovial membrane, is slow in its progress, and tends

to the total destruction of the articidation. Its frequent occurrence, its in-

sidious beginning, its disastrous tendency, and the varying views held by

different practitioners as to its cause and management, contribute to make its

study one of the most interesting and important of any articulation.

The disease, according to Gibney, is as frequent in girls as in boys :
thus,

out of four thousand one hundred and twenty-five cases of the affection
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ocoiirring in children under six years of ajjje, two thousand and thirty-

eifjht (xx;nrreil in j^irls and two thousand and eighty-seven in boys. Tlie

tronblo usually begins before the sixth year, although it is not uneommou

in older children.

As stated above, hip-joint disease is a tubercular affection. It is never

(leveloiKxl in healthy ciiildren, but always in thow; who, through inheritance

or ill health, possess a certain vulnembility of their tissues, which henct'

furuish a soil congenial for the deposit of the tuberiile-bacillus. That its

ex(!itiug cause is often a fidl, a wrench, or other injury to the joint is true,

yet the disease never follows such traumatism in perfectly healthy children,

lu some cases it occurs without any assignable cause, not infreijuently in

those who have beeii confintKl to their beds for months.

In the vast majority of tascs in children under six yeare of age the

disease begins in the bone. Some surgeons look upon the ligamentum

teres as tlu; point of primary disease, but post-mortem examinations entirely

disprove this theory. The hip-joint differs in two respects from any other

articulation : first, the epiphysis and neck of the bone are entirely within

the capsule of the joint ; secondly, they arc more isolated, and the supply

of blood is more easily interfered with, than in any other articulation.

The disease has been divided into the femoral, the acetabular, and the

synovial variety, according as the affection starts in one or other of these

localities. Bi:t, whether it begins in one situation or another, its coiu'se, if

not relieved, is slow and progressive until every structure in the joint is

involved. It may begin in any portion of the bone, but usually begins in

the head or neck,—not so frequently in the ac^etabulnm.

As in other articulations, the tubercle follows one of three coni-ses : it

may infiltrate the bone, showing no tendency to become limittnl ; there may
be one or several foci surrounded by inflannriatory exudation, which gradu-

ally break down, unite, and form tubercular abscesses of varying size, which

may gradually, by absorption, inflammatory soflening, or necrotic or carious

changes, reach the outer shell of the bone and finally gain access to the

joint ; or the deposit may undergo a cicatrizing process, and recovery take

place without any direct implication of the joint. According to the course

pursued by the deposit will be the rapidity of the joint-infection or the

tendency towards a cure.

In the first or infiltrating variety of tubercular infection, the joint is

soon affected. These are the cases in which the disease advances so rapidly

tliat its progress resembles that of malignant disease. The whole end of

the bone becomes infiltrated, the inflammatory process often extends down
into the shafl, and the patient soon dies of general exhaustion from the

effects of deposits in other portions of the body.

In the second variety, in which the disease is at firet limited to certain

parts of the bone and surrounded by inflammatory deposit, whether bony

or fibrous, its course is much slower. It may be months or even a year or

more before the pus gains access to the joint. The contents of the abscess
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may infect the limiting exudation and the bone be again inferred from this

point, so that the neck and head of the femur may become infiltrate'l as in

the first variety, and the disease from this jwint pursue a rapid course. In

those cases where the abscess slowly works its way to the surface of the

bone, it often discharges through a small sinus either in the neck or through

the articular cartilage. Within these cavities are frequently found seques-

tra of varying size. In the cicatricial variety the joint is never infected,

and a cure takes place often with ijerfect motion. But all these varieties

run into one another.

The factore which determine the course of the tubercular deposit,

whether towards infiltration, a local necrosis, or cicatrization, are the amount

of primary local infection, the general physical condition of the patient,

and treatment. Recovery from bone-tuberculosis is always by the substitu-

tion of connective tissue for the tubercular. If, therefore, an abscess-cavity

has formed, its contents must have been removed and replaced by connective

tissue before recovery can take place ; and this is always a slow process.

The apjjearanee of the bone in hip-joint disease dejwnds upon the variety

and the stage of the affection. In the infiltrating variety the bojie is filk-d

with inflammatory pro<^lucts ; the cancellous tissue is soft, sjiongy, and easily

brokeu down under the fingers ; the bone is of a dir<^y dark-red color ; the

periosteum is thickened and easily stripped off, exposing the surface of the

bone, of a dark color. The articular cartilage is changed : sometimes it is

detached in a mass; at other times the epiphysis lies loose in the joiiit-

cavity, covered more or less with cartilage ; again, there may remain islets

of cartilage surrounded by granulations from the bone ; in other cases it pre-

sents a worm-eaten appearance, with granulations protruding from the bone

beneath. The synovial membrane is thickened, velvety on its inner surface,

and perforated. The joint has become affected early, and is found filled

with sanious pus, bjny detritus, and sequestra. The troclianter major is

often easily detached from its connet^tion with the shaft. In fact, every tissue

about the joint has become diseased. The same condition is seen in those

cases that have advanced to total destruction of the part although the disease

may have started as a local affection in the bone, the cancellous tissue having

been infet^ted from one or several small foci. In those cases where an ab-

scess has formed and perforated the bone, forming an ojwning of \'arying

size, the i>one may never exhibit such extensive disease as mentioned above.

There may be more or less loss of substance alx)ut the head and neck : thus,

its up2>er segment may be destroyed, or the lower portion, with the under

surface of the neck, may be deeply eroded ; the inner portion of the head

may be destroyed, leaving a shell of bone, the cartilage may show necrotic

change, or there may be found only a sinus leading into a small cavity in

the head or neck, the joint itself showing but a slight amount of discavse.

In fact, between these two extremes every shade of difference is fi)und.

In cases of advanced disease the epipliysis may be entirely destroyed or

may be detached and lie loose in the joint. Later in the disease nothing
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may remain but the truncated end of the neck, the joint being filled with

sequestra of varying size, sometimes representing the entire head of the bone

denuded of cartilage and filled with granulations.

When the disease has existed for some time and is extensive, we may find

that it has extended down the shaft as a chronic osteomyelitis. The appear-

ance of the cut surface of the bone is characteristic ; itn compact tissue is

greatly thinned at the expense of its inner shell, its color is dark, and the

medullary cavity is filled with a soft, dirty yellowish-red material. The
periosteum is easily stripped, 30 that the whole diaphysis can be extracted

from its covering by simply pushing it up, leaving the periosteum intact.

Sometiiries the head and neck may be found detached ; in such cases the

end of the shaft is irregular and looks dark, with diseased medulla pro-

truding from its central cavity. If a section is made lower down, the same

condition will be found : the whole diaphysis is involved.

Disease may begin in the floor of the acetabulum : in these cases perfora-

tions may take place early. Recently there has been under my care a child,

four years of age, who when first seen was supposed to liave tubercular

osteitis of the head of the femur. The spasmodic contractions of the mus-

cles of the thigh were very frequent both day and night, and absolute rest

and extension failed to relieve them. I therefore trephined through the

trochanter major. This did not relieve the spasms, and I opened the joint,

as there was evidence of pus in it. The articulation was found full of

pus. The cai'tilage on the head was bright and apparently healthy. The

acetabulum was extensively diseased, its floor was perforated, and there ex-

isted an intrapelvic abscess of considerable size. The head and neck were

removed in order to afford drainage to the pelvic abscess. On section of

the head it was found not involved in the disease. Ca.ses are upon record

in which the head and neck of the femur have passed into the pelvic cavity

through the acetabulum, so extensive has been its destruction. Sometimes

the primary focus of disease has been in the rim of the acetabulum.

In advanced disease changes in the shape of the acetabulum are often

found ; its upper portion is eroded, so that what remains of the head and neck

of the femur occupies a higher plane than normal. Among the older writers

we often find mention of dislocation of the head of the bono as a common

result of chronic disease of the hip-joint. This is an error, probably due to

the lack of po-'t-mortcm examinations. In the later stage of hip-joint dis-

ease the head is often flattened or destroy ed in its upper segment ; the action

of the muscle is to draw the whole bone upward and backward, so that the

upper border of the trochanter is placed upon a higher level than normal

;

at the same time the upper border of the rim of the acetabulum is eroded.

Either or both of these conditions permit the trochanter to assume a position

above N6laton's line and thus simulate dislocation. True dislocation, how-

ever, is occasionally met with. When early in the course of the disease

the ligamentura teres has been destroyed, and there is marked flexion and

adduction, the head of the femur may be forced out of the cavity of the

^^iiO^,;
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they are as distinct and convincing as those of the second or those of the

The symptoms will now be examined in detail.third stage,

SYMPTOMS.

Lameness.—One of v'le earliest and most constant symptoms of hip-

joint disease, coming on often before the patient complains of any pain, is

lameness. This lameness is peculiar. There is an element of stiffness

about it. It may be only a slight favoring of the affected limb, a little

awkwardness ; the foot is not raised so high, and the step is shorter. The
child seems to be careful of the limb. There is stiffness in the mornin<r and

the limp is then more marked, but diminishes after use of the limb. In

other cases it may be in the evening that this symptom is most noticed.

But, through all, the patient, although not complaining, seems to be careful

of the limb. He does not stand upon it. This condition may continue for

weeks or months ; there may be times when lameness is more marked, a

day or so, or even a week ; then it will decrease, and the patient go about

as before. There is something peculiar about this limp which is almost

pathognomonic of the disease, and, although careful examination may not

detect any other symptom, yet it is too oflen the forerunner of more pro-

nounced and decided signs. With ihis condition of the limb there may be

found slight flexion. It is a rule that persistent lameness or stiffness of a

limb should always be looked upon with suspicion, and it is not to be

lightly dismissed, for it is too often the first symptom of joint-trouble.

Pain varies greatly in amount ; sometimes it is slight, at other times

severe from the beginning. Sometimes it begins with the lameness, at other

times it may be absent or almost absent for months. It may be referred

to the hip or to the anterior and lateral parts of the thigh, but it is most

commonly at the knee and front of the thigh, so that hip-joint disease is

oflen mistaken for disease of the knee, and splint and blistei-s have been

applied for disease of that articulation. Sometimes the pain is referred to

one spot, as the inside of the knee or in front, bnt most frequently the

patient cannot exactly locate it except that it is in the knee. Tiiere may
be diffuse pain down the thigh. I have now a case under treatment in which

the pain is in the course of the sciatic nerve. At times it is referred to the

leg, or even to the foot. Pain is often so slight that the parents of the child

will deny its existence. At other times it will overshadow all other symp-

toms ; it may come and go ; it is often attributed to " growing pains." It

may come on suddenly while the patient is taking exercise, and be so severe

that he will grasp the knee and cry out from suffering. There is one pecu-

liarity about hip-joint disease : it is liable to exacerbations during which the

pain and lameness are more pronounced ; a fall or over-exertion may develop

it ; after rest for a short time the more acute symptoms remit, and the child's

condition returns to that previous to exacerbation. In other cases jiain will

be marked almost from t ^e first, the pain and lameness going together. Thus

pain may be only an occasional or passing symptom, may be detected only
ill
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ou passive motion, or may be violent even whon the patient is at rest.

The child will grasp the knee in order to steady the limb and thus relieve

the suffering. These reflex pains are always in the course of the obturator

and anterior crural and sciatic nerves. In some few cases pain is com-

plained of in the joint itself. Pain is, as a rule, increased by pressure over

the trochanter, in front over the capsule, or behind the trochanter major in

advanced cases. In the course of the disease, in some cases earlier than in

others, the patient is subject to painful startings of the limb at night ; often

as he is going off to sleep he is rouse.l by starting of the limb accompajied

by acute pains, so that he will wake up with a cry, or it n;ay came on

during deep sleep. The child will not be thoroughly roused, but will cry

out. This soon passes off, but it may in time be followetl by another attack,

and this may be repeated many times during the night. The cry is so

characteristic that it has been given the name of " osteitic cry," and, when

present, is pathognomonic of joint-<lisease. It is caused by spasmodic con-

tractions of the muscles of t!ie thigh, which crowd the inflamed parts

together. These painful startings may continue for weeks or months ; they

sometimes occur only during an exacerbation, or they may be more frequent

at that time. Later in the disease lameness and pain may be almost

constant.

Altered Position.—In the early stage of the disease the limb at first

may be only slightly flexed ; later this is more marked, and abduction and

rotation outward are adde<l. This is the position of lengthening of the older

writers. The position is one of greatest ease. " Flexion relaxes the ilio-

femoral ligament in front of the joint, abduction the ligamentum teres and

the upper band of the ilio-femoral ligament, and rotation outward tlie inner

band of the ilio-fomoral ligament and the back of the capsule" (Marsh).

Early in the disease changes take place in the shape of the fold of the

nates, and there is flattening of the buttocks on the diseased side, due to

actual flattening or relaxation of the gluteal muscles ; alxluction and rota-

tion may also be an element in its causation. If one examines a child

affected with hip-joint disease, it will Le found that the fold of the nates is

lower and that the buttocks are wider and more flabby on the diseased than

on the sound side. If there is much flexion, while the patient is standing,

the anterior curve of the spine in the lumbar region will be- found in-

creased (lordosis), due to arching forward of the lumbar spine in order to

compensate for the flexion of the thigh. The explanation of this position

and of the apparent lengthening of the limb in this stage and of its shorten-

ing in the later stage is clearly stated by Marsh as follows

:

" As the patient caimot use the limb for progression when it is either

flexed and alxlucted or flexed and adducted, he adopts certain compensatory

positions which enable him to move about. Having lost the power,

through stiffness of the hip, of moving the femur on the pelvis, he now

moves tho femur and pelvis together. By curving the lumbar spine for-

ward (lordosis) he turns the pelvis on its transverse horizontal axis, so that
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tlie knee points downwartl. To compensate for the abduction (Fig. 5), he

draws up the sound side of the pelvis (Fig. 6), and thus depresses the

affected side, with the result of bringing t?ie femur inward towards the

middle line. This movement, attende«:l with curvature of the lumbar spine

Fio. 8.

Fio. 5.
Fio. 8.

Fio. 7.

Diagram showing ab-

duction. (Marsh.)

Diagram IHiistrntlng

apparent '.ungtheninj;.

(Marsh.)

Dlngram showing adduc- Dingram illustrating

tiou. (Marsh.) apparent shortening.

(Marsh.)

towards the diseased side, has by lowering that side of tlie jielvis the inci-

dental effect of producing apparent lengthening of the affected limb (Fig.

6). If the limb is adducted (Fig. 7), the reverse occurs : the patient draws

up the peivis on the affected side, and so wheels the limb outward. This

movement is attended with curvature of the lumbar spine with its con-

cavity towards the diseased side and incidental apparent shortening (Fig. 8).

This apparent lengthening is invariably the equivalent of abduction, and

apparent shortening of adduction."

Real shortening does not belong to the first stage.

Limitation of motion is the most invariable, and, taken alone, the

most conclusive, symptom of hip-joint disease. Its absence, except in the

very earliest stage of the disease, is almost proof that hip-disease does not

exist. In order to appreciate this symptom certain precautions and methods

must be followed. The child's clothes should be entirely removed, and,

afler satisfying one's self that no disease of the spine exists, he should be

laid upon a firm couch or some flat surface, so that the outline of the spine

and limbs can be seen. The anterior superior spines of the ilium must be

placed upon a level : normally, when a child is placed in such a position,

the lumbar spine, the posterior aspect of the thigh and leg, and the heel

should touch the couch ; any change from this position is pathological. If,

while the knee is down upon the couch, the lumbar spinu, when the finger

is placed under it, is found to be arched forward, flexion of the thigh upon

the pelvis exists : the amount of flexion is ascertainefl by raising the thigh

until the lumbar curve is obliterated ; the angle which the thigh makes

with the long axis of the body denotes the amount of deformity. Placing

the iliac spines upon a level, the amount that the affected limb deviates in

the direction either of abduction or of adduction from a line passing from

the notch of the sternum through the symphysis pubis denotes the amount

1
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of abduetiou or adduction present, or, what amounts to the eame thing,

moving the sus{)ectcHl thigh outward or inward until tlie anterior superior

spines of the ilium are level.

Having thus determined the presence or absence of flexion, abduction,

and adduction, the amount of motion at the hip-joint should be tested,

With the knee a i;Ltle bent, first flex while you abduct or atlduct the suuiid

limb to its fullest extent, in order that any slight deviation from the normal

may be detected in the suspected one ; next carry the suspecttKl limb up on

to the abdomen towards extreme flexion, and note carefully whether tliore

is any resistance or pain (the sound limb being kept flat on the couch). Do
this gently ; never use force. Then test the movements in other directions,

—abduction or adduction, whether inward or outward,—and note the pres-

ence or absence of resistance. As soon as the limb is grasped it will he

found that the slightest resistance can be appreciated. If flexion is limitwl,

no matter how slightly, even if the other movements of the joint are normal,

hip-disease in its early stage must be suspect(>d ; if in addition motion is

limited in any other direction, the inference is almost certain. Next to

flexion, limited rotation is an important symptom ; but resistance in any

direction has the same value.

The joint must now be tested as to its sensitiveness and smoothness of

motion ; this should be done with the greatest gentleness ; the old method

of striking the sole of the foot to find out if there is any pain in the joint

is as useless as it is barbarous. If there is disease about the hip, such

methods are sure to aggravate it.

Limited motion is not peculiar to hip-joint disease ; certain conditions

outside of the articulation may cause it. Thus, a psoas abscess, an in-

flamed bu.sa, a gluteal abscess, or disease of the upper end of the femnr,

may prevent free motion. In such cases Marsh advocates the following

method. " Flex the limb to an angle of one hundred and twenty degrees

with the trunk : if rotation is unimpaired, so that the smooth head of the

femur turns freely in the acetabulum, it may safely be concluded tliat the

loss of other movements depends upon some condition external to the joint,

while if rotation is deficient it will tend to show that the joint itself is

affected." I do no. think, however, that this test is as reliable in the early

as in a later stage of the disease.

Muscular -wastingr is a very constant and important symptom, but it

varies much in different cases. Sometimes it comes on early and is marked

;

at other times it is later in its advent, but, as a rule, some muscular atrophy

is present among the earlier symptoms. It escapes notice because not

carefully looked for.

Atrophy may be noted early and be marked, or may be slight until the

second or thii-d stage of the disease is reached, but it is almost always pres-

ent ; it may be detected by comparing the two sides, by the flabbiness of the

muscles of the affected limb, or by actual measurement of the two limbs

upon the same level. During the exacerbation the atrophy is apt to in-
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crease more rapidly (Gibnoy). In the second and third stages of the disease

it is marked, so that tiio bones seem to Ikj coveretl only with skin.

These symptoms,—lameness, pain, I'mited motion, mnscnlar atrophy,

osteitic cry,—taken together, make np a group whicli, when present, can

leave no doubt as to the existence of serious joint-disease. In tlie early stage

many of them are absent, but a history of persistent ameness, no matter

how slight or how intermittent, with musoular resistance to passive motion,

points almost conclusively to osteitis in the head .^r neck of the femur, and

unless the disease is checketl the other symptoms 'iiontioned al)ove will fol-

low, and these constitute what is called the fii-st st:ige of the disease. The

time that these signs may continue without any apparently marked change

is often measured by months or even a year ; there may be but little to draw

one's attention to the joint, beyond a slight limp or an occasional attack of

pain, so that one is sometimes at a loss to account for the lameness.

Pathologically the first stage corresponds with osteitis of the head or

neck of the bone before the joint becomes infected. Ihere may, however,

be attacks of pain accompanied by an increaae of fluid iu the capsule due to

irritation, but it is not purulent, at least at first, nor tubercular. The early

attacks of synovitis pass off after a few days' rest, but if they are frequent,

and the bone-abscess is approaching the free border of the boni", the effusion

may not pass off, but persist, and the joint be permanently enlarged. Ex-

acerbations are not uncommon, during which the pain, tenderness, and limp-

ing will be increased for a time ; with these the joint will also be found to

be swollen ; after rest for a few days these symptoms will subside, the parts

will return to their former condition, and the disease will pursue its old

course. An exacerbation may be brought on by a fall or by over-exercise.

If one sees a patient first during one of these exacerbations, he may be mis-

taken as to the stage of the disease, thinking that it is more advanced than

it really is. ^
;

'-

The second stage corresponds pathologically to the extension of the

tubercular disease from the bone to the joint. The articulation may have

suffered from serous effusion during the first stage, but in this it is actually

infected. This stage may come on slowly, the lameness, muscular spasms,

and pain gradually increasing, the joint becoming more fixed, and t' e limb

more useless ; or these symptoms may suddenly become more marked, the

limb being held fixed, and the patient suddenly developing marked and per-

sistent lameness. In this stage the joint will be found to be swollen, either

in front of or behind the trochanter major, and at a later period abscess may
be discovered starting from the back of the joint or in front. All the

symptoms of the first stage are increased : muscular spasms at night are

more frequent, and the child shows in his face the effects of his suffering.

During this stage abduction is often changetl to adduction
;
yet there is no

rule about it ; but we generally find the limb apparently shortened, consider-

ably flexed, and fixed. Later, abscesses appear, and actual shortening begins

to show itself.
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have found a slight elevation of temiximture in connection with increased

restlessnesa at night and pain, which has dcnotctl tlie coniraencenicnt of an

abscess, or rather its extension, and would therefore consider an evening

elevation of temperature suspicious and probably as pointing to increased

suppuration. TImt some of these abscesses form very slowly and give no

indication by any incrcast>d temperature is also certain, so that the absence

of fever is not a proof that an absoesa is not forming.
,

When abscesses are small and deeply seated, they may be detected by

tlu! presence of deep-seated resistance to pressure or of a circumscribed

swelling about the joint. When formed in the joint-cavity, the pus may
after perforating the capsule burrow in various directions : it may perforate

the capsule in front just below Poupart's ligament, and may then travel

down the thigh, or follow the sheath of the psoas muscle into the pelvis

and discharge through the rectum ; it may pass out of the joint posteriorly,

and burrow beneath the gluteal muscles or down behind the tensor vaginte

femoris, appear in tlie perineum, or enter the pelvis along the track of the

external rotators ; in fact, it may follow the plane of any of the muscles and

come to the surface far from the joint. In cases of long standing when the

bones rre profoundly diseased, abscesses may open in many places, so that

the skin about the hip will be undermined and riddled with sinuses, which

continually discharge unhealthy pus. Abscesses sometimes form within the

pelvis from disease of the floor of the acetabulum, or enter it from the joint

through a perforation of that portion oi' the pelvis. Intrapelvic abscesses

are outside the obturator fascia ; the pus makes a cavity for itself by strip-

ping this membrane from the bone. When tiiese collections of matter are

of any size, they may be detected by rectal examination. The course of

these intrapelvic abscesses is various ; as they enlarge they may come for-

ward, and can be felt under and above Poupart's lig..inent or by dipping

tiie finger down from above into the pelvic cavity ; they may open into the

rectum or bladder ; or they may come down the psoas muscle. Whatever

may be their course, they are serious complications, not only from the diffi-

culty of draining them, but also from the fact that they denote disease of

the pelvic bones. ,

Thickening of the trochanter major is considered by many writers a

most certain indication of suppuration within the joint. In order to

appreciate it, the trochanter should bo grasped between the fingers and

thumb and compared with that of the sound side ; if thickening is present

it will, with one or two exceptions, be always found that there is pus in

the joint. The exceptions are cases of spinal, sacro-iliac, or pelvic abscess

wliicli have burrowed down around the trochanter, and cases of disease of

the upper end of the femur, etc., outside of the joint.^ Barwell mentions

the same symptoms.

When destruction of the joint has taken place, grating may be discovered

1 Wright, op. cit., p. 57.

ir
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in some cases. Its presence is a certain sign of the existence of diseased

bone. Yet there are many cases in which, though the cartilage on the

femoral and pelvic portions -i' the joint is destroyed, crepitus ejinnot bo

pr(Kluc(!d, from the fiict that tiic dcniidcd l)()iics are separated l)v granula-

tions springing from the capsule and bone, or from the fact that only one

part of the l)one is denu(le<l.

Quiet Disease.—There is a form of hip-joint affection which Marsh

describes under the name of " quiet di^'oase," not infrequently met witii.

These cases arc chanic!tcri/(Ml by an absence of some o^ the most proniincnt

symptoms of the diwcasc as usually met. They are liable to be ovc^rlooked

by both parents and physicians until the joint has been eompleteiv crippled.

There is no pain to attract attention, no tenderness, and but slight swelliriir.

The main symptom is slowly-increasing stiffness. CMiildren are often scon

who have been brought for advice not because of any pain, but because

the joint luis become stiff, the child going about without any inconvenience

except lameness from inability to move the articulation. In other cases

the symptoms are a little more marked, yet not enough to cause much com-

plaint. The children are brought because of some swelling about the tliigli,

and on examination an abscess is found, and perhaps disorganization of the

joint. Between these cases and those following the more conunon coui-so

there is every shade of difference. It must be remembered that the amount

of pain and discomfort varies greatly in different eases. In some the suf-

fering is severe almost from the very commencenH'nt of the affection, while

in others the amount of discomfort is slight. In both clasbes the disease

tends to go on to total destruction of the joint.

DIAGNOSIS.

The diagnosis of hip-joint disease in its advanced stages is based upon

a set of symptoms which taken toge ' i j'orm a picture that leaves us in no

doubt as to what we have to deal with. In its early stage it is oflen ex-

tremely difficult to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion from the few symp-

toms present, owing to their apparent variableness and oflcn to our inability

to obtain a reliable history of the patient from want of observation and

oflen ignorance of the parents. As stated before, persistent lameness, or

even a history of transient lameness coming on afler exorcise, persisting for

some time, and then passing off, to reappear again under similar circum-

stances, or a certain stiffness in the morning, disappearing in a few hours,

only to be found again the next day, is not to be treated slightly. If pain

is added to this, no matter how slight or how intermitting it may be, we

have an additional proof; and if with this there is resistance to passive

motion, we have all the symptoms that go to make up the first stage of

hip-joint disease.

This stage may last for months, or even for a year or more, so that the

parents or even the surgeon may think that an error has been made, and if

treatment has been begun it is sometimes abandoned, and one realizes the mis-
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take only when an abiw^'ss is diaooveretl and it is Huddenly found that other

and more profound symptoms have mad(! thc^ir apj)tiimnce. The early diag-

nosis of hip-joint distnise is of great importanee, for by treatment we may

h()i)e to eure tiie affection in the bone before the joint has become involved.

There are certain diseases which may be mistaken for hip-joint disease,

or for which it may be taken. These are nuiscidar rheumatism about

the hip, bursitis, contusions or sprains, neuroses of the hip-joint, infantile

paralysis, perinephritis (Gibney), vertebral osteitis, sacro-iliac disease, and

congenital dislocation of the hip-joint.

Muscular rheumatism from cold and over-fatigue gives symptoms

that may cause it to be mistaken for hip-joint disease. The suddenneas of

the attack without any premonitions, the helplessness of the patient in loco-

motion, the acuteness of the pain on active movement and its absence or

{jreat mitigation when the patient is at rest, with the absence of tenderness

and atrc^hy of the limb, give a history that does not belong to articular

osteitis. The pain and lameness come together; the motion at the hip is

free and smooth, with no muscular resistance.

Bursitis.—There are certain bursse about the hip which sometimes

become inflamed and simulate disease of the joint. Thus, a large one lies

between the tendon of the iliac and the capsular ligament ; it ofleu (commu-

nicates with the synovial cavity. Between the gluteus medius and the tro-

chanter major is a small bursa ; there is one of large size between the tendon

of the gluteus minimus and the front of the trochanter ; another between

tiie gluteus maximus and the vastus externus, over which rides the strong

fascia of the buttock ; one also between the gluteus maximus and the tro-

chanter major. These are the principal burste. The cause of bursitis may
be a fall or sprain and cold (Gibney). The symptoms are some pain and

tenderness referred to the location of one of these bursce, an absence of pain

and muscular resistance on passive motion, and a marked swelling in the

situation of the hui-sa.

Contusions and sprains about the hip have been mistaken for hip-

joint disease. The history of a fall or sprain, the rapid appearance of the

pain, and the acutene ;s of the attack, should prevent the error.

Neuroses of the hip-joint arc not infrequent, and present one of the

most difficult problems in diagnosis, and in some cases it is impossible to

separate the two, for there may exist disease of this articulation with marked

neural symptoms. Hysterical joints are found among young children as

well as in adults. Patients with hysterical joints always belong to neurotic

families. The pain complained of will be out of all proportion to that due

to disease of the hip-joint. There is marked hypersesthesia of the skin about

the joint, or, it may be, of the whole linib ; there is often tenderness upon

pressure over tht ipinal processes of the lumbar vertebrae ; there may even

be swelling about the joint (Gibney). Notwithstanding these symptoms,

the limb, as a rule, looks plump and well nourished. There may be, and

often is, fixation of the articulation, but, if the patient's attention is drawn

Vol. III.—74
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oft' while the examination is being matle, the iimb can be freely moved, and

that without any pain. The starting-point of a neurotic affection of the

hip-joint may be aa injury, and the pain and lameness come on together,

and are more acute, according to the patient's statement, than is the case in

true hip-joint disease. The limb is flexed and oflen cold and blue. Those

patients do not complain of pain at night, as m disease of the hip-joint.

The surface of the joint is often exquisitely sensitive to the touch. This

is not found in articular infle»rTnation. These exaggerated sensations and

the general condition of the patient—the plump and healthy appciii-anco

—

should be relied upon to separate neurotic affections from true hip-joint

disease.

Infantile paralysis should never be mistaken for hip-disease : the acute

onset of the symptoms, often with fever, the absence of spasm or contrac-

tion of muscles, the free motion of the joint, and later the marked atro[)hy

in certain muscles, as well as the absence of pain, and the coldness of the

whole limb, should prevent it from being taken for any joint-affection.

Periarthritis (Gibney) is not a common affection. Cellulitis among the

muscles is an acute affection accompanied by local pain and marked consti-

tutional symptoms, but it does not present the signs nor run the chronic

course of articular inflammation.

Vertebral caries is more often mistaken for hip-disease than any other

lesion, especially when the lumbar portion of the spine is affected. The

pain may be referred to the l;nee, thigh, or hip-joint ; there may be present

mai'ked lameness, with flexion of the thi'^h on the pelvis, especially if there

is an abscess in the psoas muscle ; there is atrophy of the limb. A child

with vertebral disease can stand as well upon the suspected limb iis upon

the sound one ; there is a stiffiiess in his carriage that is not seen in hip-

joint disease ; there is an absence of reflex spasms of the muscles of the

thigh ; the patient suffers greater increase of pain when he assumes the

erect position and experiences more relief when in the horizontal position

than in coxitis. On passive motion the head of the femur moves smoothly,

and there is no muscular resistance except when the psoas is involved.

When deformity of the spine is present there can be no question as to the

diagnosis. It is a rule always to examine the spine in all suspected cases

of hip-joint disease. As to the more special symptoms of spinal disease

the reader is referred to the article upon that s'lbject.

Disease of the Saoro-Iliac Joint.—Disease of this articulation may

simulate hip-joint affection. Gibney questions its existence except as a

secondary affection. It would seem that the question whether it is a

primary or a secondary affection turns upon the fact whether disease begin-

ning in the bone just beneath tne cartilage is to be considered primary or

secondary disease of an articulation, and whether disease ever begins in the

articulation itself. Marsh * records a case in which the joint was in a condi-

» Op. cit., p. 866.
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tion of " pnlpy thickening" and was bathed in " curdy pus." Barwell con-

siders that some of these cases are low-down Pott's disease. Van Hook ^

lias collected cases of tubercular disease of this articulation occurring in

childhood. It would seem that disease beginning in the bone just beneath

the cartilage holds the same relation to the joint as hip-joint disease begin-

ning in the head or neck of the femur, and, although in these cases the joint

is secondarily affected, we practically consider articular osteitis a joint-

affection. The same rule should apply to disease of the sacro-iliac joint

beginning just beneath the cartilage, while cases of low-down Pott's disease

which has extended to this joint may be looked upon as secondary.

That the cartilage, or rather that tissue in the sacro-iliac synchondrosis

which represents a synovial membrane in other articulations, may be the

seat of disease, is accepted by surgeons. But, whatever view may be

adopted, the fact that there is an affection in or about the joint between the

sacrum and the ilium which may be mistaken for disease of the hip is imi-

versally admitted. Marsh states that " it is probably for the most part

scrofulous in its origin, but it is sometimes the result of injury in pre-

viously healthy subjects. . . . The changes that occur in the articulations

may involve mainly the synovial membrane in the form of chronic inflam-

mation and pulpy degeneration resembling that which is met with in the

knee and other joints. In other cases the bones apjiear to be the parts that

are first attacked," ^ while in still others the disease extends from disease of

the pelvic bones or the sacrum. There are, therefore, two classes of the

affection, one in which the disease begins in the joint itself, or in close

proximity to it, the otiier where the disease has extended to the articulation

from some distance. But in whatever way the articulation has become

affected, abscesses in time form, either within or external to the pelvis or in

both localities, and the joint becomes completely disorganized. If an open-

ing has been formed or is made to evacuate an abscess, it will be found that

a probe can be passed into and through the joint. When abscesses have

formed, if they are intrapelvic they may make their way down to the thigh

or backward, if extrapelvic they appear as a swelling over the ai*ticulation.

The symptoms of sacro-iliac disease are variable, and apt to be con-

founded with those ef affections of the hip or of the spine. They are pain,

lameness, swelling, and abscess, and some writers add alteration in the

sliape of the parts.

Pain is a constant symptom, and is usually well marked ; it is o^n
severe, especially when the patient bears any weight upon the affected side,

or on any motion communicated to the joint ; in some cases, however, only a

sensation of uneasiness or discomfort it ft'lt about the parts. The pain may
1x3 in the joint or may be referred to a distant part ; in the latter case it is

down the limb in the distribution of the sciatic or the anterior crural nerve,

tiius simulating hip-joint disease.

» Annals of Surgery, 1888, vol. viii. p. 401. « Op. cit., p. 301.
Nl
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Lameness is always met with ; early in the disease it may be slight ; the

patient complains of a feeling of insecurity about his hip, or it may appear

only after exercise ; in marked cases locomotion is impossible. In standing

the whole weight is thrown upon the sound limb. There is tenderness on

pressure over the joint, and sometimes there is a diflFuse tenderness over

the whole gluteal region. There is in time some swelling over the joint

depending upon the amount of suppuration present. In tue early stage a

slight swelling directly over the articulation may be discovered on careful

examination. Alteration in the shape of the hip is mentioned by many,

due to extrapelvic abscess, and later in the disease to atrophy of the muscles.

The motion at the hip-joint is smooth, free, and painless if care he taken

that no motion is conveyed to the sacro-iliac joint. There may be some

flexion if there is a psoas abscess. The thigh is usually fully extended, and

there is no shortening.

The diagnosis between this disease and that of the hiivjoint requires

much care. Lameness is common to both affections ; the pain often simu-

lates that of disease of the hip. If, however, pressing the two iliac bones

together or apart from each other, or trying to tilt the ilium on the sus-

pected side upward or downward, the hip-joint not being fixed, causes pain,

this points to the sacro-iliac ai'ticulation as the location of the trouble.

Free, painless motion at the hip-joint will exclude that articulation. Swell-

ing in the gluteal region is not positive proof of disease of the ilium, as it

may be due to coxalgia : even the presence of tenderness in this region

cannot be entirely relied upon. It is only by exclusion that a correct diag-

nosis can be arrived at. If there is no disease of the hip or lower portion

of the spine, and the symptoms mentioned above are found, there is strong

probability that the sacro-iliac articulation is affected, especially if pain is

caused or increased by crowding the ilii together. The presence of an

abscess with a sinus leading into the joint is proof positive of the existence

of disease.

The treatment of disease of the sacro-iliac articulation in its early stage

is absolute rest to the parts ; the patient experiences relief from the applica-

tion of a firm bandage over the pelvis which holds th'; parts at rest ; ex-

tension with a light weight, steadying the thigh and pelvis, may be an

advantage. If abscesses exist outside of the pelvic cavity, they should be

opened, the diseased tissue removed, the parts thoroughly disinfected, and

the wound dressed antiseptically. The management of an iutrapelvic col-

lection of pus is more difficult, especially if there is no external abscess

;

but even here, if one is satisfied that there is disease of the joint, a removal

of the cartilage would afford drainage, and frequent washing out with au

antiseptic solution might bring about a cure. Van Hook* adopted a

method of draining an intrapelvic abscess by entering the pelvis through

the posterior superior spinous process of the ilium. " The patient lying on

* Annals of Surgery, Februarj-, 1889, p. 126.

im L
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the unaffected side, with the thighs in exaggerated flexion on the pelv.s, an

incision two or three inches long will expose to view the posterior superior

spinous process of the ilium, whicl^ should be freed from periosteum and

tendinous connective tissue by scraping with a blunt instrument ; a chistsl

is then used to remove successive small fragments from the exposed bone,

always holding the chisel edge parallel to the spinous process, till the finger

can erter the qavity of the pelvis major and palpate the surface of the dis-

eased bone." This would certainly give access to the abscess, and from its

position would afford good drainage.

If there is much disease of the pelvic bones, however, not much im-

provement is to be expected from any method of treatment.

Congenital dislocation of the hip should never be mistaken for in-

flammatory affections of that articulation : the absence of pain, the peculiar

walk, the change of position of the head in locomotion, present nothing in

common with hip-joint disease. Perityphlitis and perinephritis may some-

times cause flexion of the thigh and pain in the distribution of the nerves

having their origin in the sacral and lumbar plexus, from the ])resence of

an abscess pressing upon them ; but an examination of the symptoms and a

study of the history of such cases will clear up any doubt.

A psoas abscess may open into the hip-joint and set up acute arthritis.

It is, however, rare.

TREATMENT.

There are certain wrong impressions held by some in regard to the

treatment of hip-joint disease which require a passing notice.

First, in regard to the effect of extension. At one time it was held,

and by some it is still believed, that by extension the joint-surfaces are

separated from one another. This is au error. Bradford ' made some ex-

periments upon the cadaver of a child ten years of age, and demonstrated

that with one hundred and flfty pounds' extending force applied to the

limb, the pelvis being fixed, no separation of the joint-surfaces took place.

It is evident from this that in the first stage of hip-joint disease, and until

the joint has become disorganized, no separation can be caused between

the acetabulum and the head of the bone. The effect of extension in hip-

joint disease is to steady the muscles and prevent spasm.

Secondly, in regard to motion. It is claimed by some that by extending

the limb by the use of a splint, motion at the coxo-femoral articulation is

not only not a disadvantage, but even a positive benefit. In the first place,

^t is an impossibility so to extend a limb that the joint-surfaces will not be

in contact ; and, secondly, if it could be accomplished, movement would

cause an increased flow of blood to the parts and increase local conges-

tion.

It is a mistake to suppose that the treatment of hip-joint disease differs

in any respect from that of disease of other articulations ; only its forma-

» Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, 1880, vol. ciil. p. 46&
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tion makes the carrying out of the general indications in the management

of joint-affections different.

The intelligent treatment of hip-joipt disease must be based upon clear

views of its pathology.

In the early stage of the affection when beginning in the bone, we

have to do with a tubercular deposit in the neck and head of the femur or

in the acetabulum. All subsequent changes in the bones and joint have for

their starting-point this neoplasm. The deposit follows one of two courees

:

either it extends and further infects the bone, this extension and infection

being accompanied by inflammatory and necrotic changes, or it becomes

the seat of connective-tijsue metamoq>hosifi and erases to act as a source of

danger. The indications for treatment, therefore, during the first stage are

to prevent extension of the disease, and to further the change of the deposit

into connective tissue.

In the second stage of the disease the joint has become infected, and we

have to do with a tubercular osteitis of the bone and inflammation of the

joint. Here our treatment must be directed towards protecting the parts

from all sources of irritation, so that repair may be effected by the replacing

of the losses from disease by fibrous tissue.

In the third stage, after the joint has biid-ne disorganized and the bones

necrotic and cavious, and abscesses have ormed, the indications are to pro-

mote the removal of diseased tissue, so tl, ' repair can take place.

In disease beginning in the synovial lubrane the same indications

hold good.

In the constitutional treatment every means should be adopted to

improve the general health of the patient. The use of the different prep-

arations of iron, cod-liver oil, and good generous diet, as well as being out

of doors in the fresh air and sunshine, if the necessary exertion does not

interfere with the local management of the disease, are called for. The iudi-

cation for the local treatment of chronic tubercular disease of the hip,

whether it begins in the bones or in the synovial membrane, is absolute red

to the joint, and on this point there is scarcely any difference of opinion

among those who have to treat tliis affection. How best to attain this end

has received different interpretations.

In regard to the management of inflammation of other articulations

there has always been a unanimity of opinion. Take, for instance, the

knee-joint. When it is diseased the method of fixation is well known and

always thoroughly carried out. The articulation at the hip differs from

that of other joints, except the shoulder, in that a long bone, the femur, is

attached to a comparatively short bone, the ilium, so that there is an im-

mense leverage brought by the thigh acting as the long arm of a power-

ful lever upon the pelvis through the head of the bone as a fulcrum. It

becomes, therefore, a diificult matter to keep the joint absolutely at rest.

Any device that does not completely fix the joint is so far defective. Take,

for instance, the usual method of treatment by weight and pulley as gener-
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ally applied. When the child is flat on his back the joint is fixed and at

rest, but as soon as he sits up in bed movement takes place at the hip-joint

in the direction of flexion, and absolute rest is not obtained. A knee-joint

would not be considered fixed if, every time the child sat up in befl, motion,

even over a small arch, took place
;
yet this is the condition in the vast

majority of cases of hip-joint disease treated by weight and pidley . Every

time the child sits up the thigh is flexed upon the plvis, no matter hov/

much weight is applied. It is said that the flexion does not take place at the

hip, but by the bending of the spine in the lumbar region. The deformity

in hip-joint disease is always towards flexion ; if, therefore, the child sits

up in bed, the limb will naturally become further bent upon the pelvis, and

motion in the joint will take place. When the disease is treated by a hip-

splint of the usual fona, i;^ many cases which are not properly attended to,

motion is not absolutely prevented, and the joint is not placed in a condition

of absolute rest. In the first stage of hip-joint disease beginning in the

bone, tubercular foci have formed, and the treatment must be that of similar

deposits in other bones. " Among the therapeutic means which exert a

beneficial influence on the course of tubercle in bones, absolute rest of the

parts holds the foremost position." ^

This does not mean the application of extension and then allowing the

little patient to sit up in bed and twist around all he can ; nor does it mean

the adjustment of a brace and then permitting the child to go about as

much as he wishes or is able. It means absolute fixation and rest of the

joint, so that all motion is abolished and all muscular spasm restrained.

This may be accomplished by extension properly applied, and any abnormal

position into which the limb has been brought may be as soon as possible

corrected.

The deformity in hip-joint disease is in the direction of flexion and

abduction or adduction. Abduction, if it is not marked, is not a serious de-

formity, because it causes an apparent lengthening of the limb by compelling

the patient to lower the pelvis on the affected side in order to bring the foot

to the ground. Adduction, on the other hand, by forcing the limb of the

affected side across the sound one, compels the patient to raise the pelvis

upon the diseased side at every step in order to get it out of the way ; this

is accomplished by the hitching motion so characteristic of the disease ; it

is also a fatiguing method of walking. Flexion, unless it is marked, is

not so maiming a malposition as adduction.

Extension should be applied in the following manner. The patient must

be placed upon hai*d mattress ; the pillow should be small and not raised

too high ; the trunk must be kept horizontal. The extension plaster should

extend well up on the thigh, so as not to drag upon the knee, and should

be secured by a smoothly-applied bandaga. The child must be prevented

from sitting up, and this is best accomplished by the application of a long

* Jones, Disease of the Bones, p. 188.
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healthy, if they are spared the debilitating effects of pain. There is no

tonic better than quiet sleep and freedom from pain, and, on the other hand,

there is nothing that depresses the liealth of a child so quickly as sleepless-

ncHS and cuffering. If absolute fixation of the joint can be obtained and

at the same time the patient can have the advantage of fresh air and sun-

shine, the latter v/ill certainly be no small advantage ; but we must be sure

that the fixation is obtained, for in the early stage this is of paramount

importance.

During the second and third stages of the disease the same plan of treat-

ment is applicable : the tendency to deformity should be met by changing

the line of traction. If abscesses are detected, they should be treated by the

method mentioned in the section on their management.

Some advocate the correction of any malposition of the limb by imme-

diate restitution under an ansesthetic. This method is mentioned only in

order that a protest may be entered against the use of any su(;h barbarous

means. The deformity is due not to position, but to muscular contrac-

tion : in order to rectify the malposition the muscles on one side must be

stretched by forcible extension, and to accomplish this the head of the bone

must act as the fulcrum and the limb as the powerful lever. By thus

crowding the head into the acetabulum injury cannot but be done to the

diseased parts, and nothing but an aggravation of the inflammation can be

expected. When the disease has been of long duration and when much

force has been used, fracture of the femur, or dislocation of the head of

the bone on the dorsum of the ilium, has taken place.

Since greater attention has been paid to joint-disease, mechanical in-

genuity has been directed towards devising an instrument for the treatment

of hip-disease by which perfect fixation could be obtained and at the same

time the patient be permitted to go about. The adoption of extension by

means of adhesive plaster and weight and pulley pointed out a way by

which this end could be accomplished, and the hip-splint, as at present used

in this country, is the outcome of the labors of orthopaedic surgeons in this

direction. To Dr. T. H. Davis is generally given the credit of first con-

ceiving the idea of the present form of hip-splint. Dr. L. H. Sayre soon

followed, if he was not contemporary with Dr. Davis. But to Dr. C F.

Taylor is due great credit for his labor in developing the mechanical treat-

ment of hip-joint disease, and the instruments now in most general use are

all modifications of the original instrument devised by him. The funda-

mental principle of a hip-splint is a hip-band encircling two-thirds of the

circumference of the pelvis, to which is attached a steel bar extending down

below the foot on the diseased side. The splint used by Dr. Taylor is the

type of all such instruments. Its form and construction are as follows

:

" It consists of a hollow rod of steel (A) reaching from the ankle to

the hip, with the foot-piece (B) working at the lower end and lengthened

and shortened by a key which works in a rack on the outside of the lower

bar. The upper end is solid and very strong, and is fastened to the t>elvi8-

iji
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hold it securely, a few turns being made under the buckles at the ankle,

so as to protect the skin in tliis locality.

The brace is applied by first placing the patient upf)n ais back, groat

care being taken that tiic pelvis is level, so thivt the limb shr.U l)e in its de-

fbrme<l position ; the hijvband is then slippetl around the jielvls and fastened,

the perineal bands are drawn tightly, and the leather straps under the foot

are buckled to the adhesive plas*;er. The pelvic band should tiubrace the

jxilvis below the anterior superior spinous process of the ilium. When all

is adjusted, while the patient is on his bat^k, the „ ,.

key, X, is turned to the right and the instrument

elongated, when the whole leg will be gently but ^ f!i\f

strongly drawn downward. Care should bo taken

that the splint is applied in the line of the defomied

Fio. 12.

A
Front vtow. Side view.

limb, not at right angles to the transverse axis of the pelvis, for if the force

be applied in the latter direction intra-articular pressure will be produced.

The line of extension must be gradually changed until all deformity has

been overcome. In order to accomplish this an inclined plane is used, only

the splint is substituted for the weight and pulley. Fig. 11 represents the

splint applied.
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Dr. A. B. Judson has modified Dr, Taylor's instniincHt in some parti«i-

lare, his object being to diminish the weight of the splint, while retaining

ita strength. Figs. 12, 13, and 14 represent this instrument. It consists of

a hip-band, and an upright extending from the jK'lvis to the foot (Fig.

12). The upright consists of two pieces {A and Ji). A is a stiuare long

box large enough to permit the h/wer portion B to slide within it and be

moved up and down by a key working in slots on the outer portion of

the foot-piece at C. The lower portion for a child twelve years of ago

should l)e one inch wide for that part entering the box, and from this point

should gradually slope down to the foot-piece to half an inch or an inch.

Attached to the upper portion (A) and sliding in a collar around it is a

U-shai>ed bar of steel (D) : when this is applieil it is placed a short distance

above the knee, and further fortified by a strap if (Fig. 14), to prevent any

anterior, posterior, or lateral movement of the limb. There is also another

strap just above the ankle (/, Fig. 14), further to limit motion ; the thick-

ness of the lower bar is about a quarter of an inch, except near the foot-

piece, where it is considerably under, as in Fig. 13. The i.pper portion of

the upright {A) is fastened to the hip-band (F, Fig. 14) by a bolt mIiosc

head is sunk ; the long upright arm can be ])laced at any angle of flexion

and then fixed by tightening the nut. The bolt passes through a square

hole at Jf (Fig. 13). Fig. 14 is a lateral view of the splint. Two straps

are secured to the foot-piece L, one on each side, to which the extension-

plasters are fastened by buckles. A shoulder-strap (J) is pi-n'idcd, which

passes over the opposite shoulder and is fastened to the upright bar by a

loop, thus carrying a part of the weight of the instrument. A pcii'ieal

band (G) is fastened to the hip-band and j)iisses under the tuber ischii.

The shoe upon the foot of the sound limb is raised from half an inch to

two inches. Dr. Judson s instrument is perhaps a little too tight in its

lower segment, and the use of two perineal straps and a longer hipband

would add to the stability of the instrument.

Dr. H. L. Taylor' describes an instrument for correcting adduction.

" It consists in the shank and side-plate of the long hip-splint ending above

in a properly-shaped spreading carrying a perineal strap adjusted to the

groin opposite to the adducted thigh. The apparatus is applied to the inside

of the adducted limb and fastened by a strap and buckles to adhesive plaster

attached to the leg, as in cases of hip-disease. Screwing out the apparatus

by the key produces a direct and well-nigh irresistible abducting force, which

is easily borne and perfectly under control." Fig. 15 represents such an

apparatus. Some splints are provided with an abduction-screw.

There are many modifications of the long splint for the treatment

of hip-joint disease made to meet the views of different surgeons, but

they do not change the general principle as found in the braces known

as Taylor's, Sayre's, or Judson's. Dr. Taylor claims for his splint—and

sion.

» New York Medical Journal, 1887, No. 19.
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Fio. 15.

the flame claim is mode for all splints constructed ujwn this principle

—

that it absolutely fixes the joint, that it protects it from all jar and pre-

vents muscular s)msm, and

that it permits the patient

to go about without any

injury to i;he articulation.

Ho makes the follcwiug

statements : that locomotion

with extension after all reriex

contractions have been over-

come is useful, and, more-

over, is a positive advantage,

and "a necessity to a per-

fect articular hygiene," and

that "an organ in a certain

degree of progressive inflam-

mation presents conditions

essentially different from the

same organ in the same rela-

tive degree of inflammation

in the retrogressive stage.

Extension can cover, as a

means of treatment, but a cer-

tain portion of time through

wliich an inflammation of the

hip-jo.. .V must pass in its sev-

eral stages. There are posi-

tive indications for exteiT-

sion, and there are positive

limitations for its use. The

limitations are reached at

tlie point when the muscles

have l)ecome sofl and com-

pressible and interstitial movements have become completely retrogressive." *

We think that these views are too radical, and that the premises are not

exactly correct. In the first place, perfect continuous extension cannot be

kept up, from the very nature of the tissues we have to do with : adhesive

plaster will stretch, and the skin will relax, no matter how firmly the splint

may have been applied, or how much extending force has been put on by

means of the key and ratchet. After the patient has been about for some

time the straps at the foot will be found loose ; in other words, the extend-

ing force has diminished, and continuous extension has not been obtained.

Even when the child is in bed with the splint on, the same condition will

> Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, March 6, 1879, p. 818.
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be found in time,—namely, that liie maximum extension cannot be main-

tained.

Motion in an inflamed joint, or even in one where the reparative process

is well advanced, can do nothing but harm, and is too dangerous a prcH-cdure

to Ik! thought of. The roliablt' signs of a cuw> in hip-joint disciiHc are the

disapiK'arance of muscular spasm and the return of the nuisclcs to .i soft

condition ; and until these have oc^'urred the joint must Ixj looked upon us

diseased, and absolute rest is a necessity.

In regard to the amount of fixaticii obtained by this form of splint, the

experimenis of Dr. R. W. Lovctt, of IJoston, are interesting.' In dcnioii-

strating the amount <rf motion that taltes place at the hii)-joint in the licaltliv

limb, it was found that with a Taylor wplint with one jwrineal band applied

with an extending force ol three and a half pounds the thigh movwl on the

pelvis through an arc of thirty-five degrees in walking; with eight ponntl.s,

which could be endured only for a few miuutcis, then; was movenjent over

an arc of fifteen degrees. With two perineal bands better fixation was

obtained, though this was not because of the amount oi' traction, i)ut seenud

to bo due to the rigid band holding the pelvis and the long leg-slmfl hold-

ing the leg. Dr. Lovett's deductions from the above are as follows:

" Tliat tmction in itself furnishes very incomplete fixation, a.id caiuiot he

regarded aj in itself a means of fixing a diseased hip-joint in the treatment

of hip-tlisease ; and that a Taylor hip-splint with a rigid pelvi(! band and

two jMirineal straps iiirnishe;! much more complete fixation to the joint than

the newer form of the splint with only one perineal strap."

On the other hand, with a diseased joint the tendency is towards fi.xation

on account of the disease its'ilf. In a child with much hip-trouble there

will often be found no motion at the articulation, the thigh and the ])elvis

moving together, or, if there is any motion, it is towards further flexion.

The action of an extension-splint passing below the foot and apjditd in the

usual way during locomotion would be to prevent any jarring of the joint

by transferring th ; weight from tiie foot to the perineum, and by extension

to contrcl muscula sra, and in such a case a movable joint between the

pelvic band and the leg-piece is of no use, except to adjust the instrnnitnt

in the line of the deformed limb (flexion). It would apj)ear, then, that the

action of the lup-splint is mainly to prevent excessive joint-pressure, that

muscular rigidity has much to do with preventing motion in the joint, and

that the splint acts more as a splint than as an extension-apparatus.

That the hip-fplint if carefully applied and watched does act so as to

relax the rigid muscles is a fact demonstrated by every-day experience;

but that it so acts by reason of the amount of extending force exerttni by

lengthening the brace is doubtful. The amount of 'extension represented

in pounds that a child ca> bear is not great enough to antagonize the

muscles. Dr. Lovett places the amount of power that a child can endure

• New York Medical Journal, February 9, 1889, p. 148.
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Flo. 16.

at li'Bt4 than o\0\t poiindfl, but a hip-Hplint cannot Ih> niiulc to koop up its

luuximum jiower unlo*w it is olon^utctl vvvvy lioiir or ho, und tliis is Hcldom

(1(1110. ContinuouH extoiiHion dot'rt relieve niuwiulur Hpjwni. Wliat, then, la

the theraiieutio action of the hij)-Hpllnt? It w<»uld Hceni (Int) to protect

the joint from jura, (2d) U) aid in fixing the joint, and (3d), by fixing the

joint and by Home traction, to prevent mus(ndar spuHin.

Dr. Thomiirt, of Liverpool, lias devistil a splint which is almost nniver-

Hiilly usckI in England, which aims to obtain better fixation of the joint.

For a child ten years of age the splint is constructed and applied in the

fiilldwing manner. The »>at'eut stands upon the sound limb, and rests his

diseased limb n|-.oii i; bio . or book i.i order to bring the spine straight.

Take a flat piece of mall(UJ »le iron three-lburths of an inch by three-six-

tcH'iiths, long enough to extend from the lower angle of the shoulder-blade

in a jM*r|)endicuIar line downward over the lumbar region, atToss the i»elvis

Hli^litly externally but close to the posterior superior spinous prcxiess of the

iliiiin and the promiiuMKH^ of the buttfK'ks, along the course of the seiutio

iKTve to a point slightly internal to the centre of the cjilf of the leg. The

iron must be moulded to this track, to avoid excoriations. The iron is

raoulde<l to the limb in its deformed position. Next measTire around the

chest a little below the axilla, detlucting sufficient to allow the

band when bent to be placed easily in position, and have a

piece of hoop iron half an inch wide, half an inch thick, and

long enough when fitted to the chest to encompass three-fourths

of its circumference ; this is to be riveted on the upright, at

one-third of its length from the end next to the diseased side.

Fig. 16, A, shows the ring moulded to the outline of the trunk.

It is important to give the up^ier crescent an oval shape, to

assist in preventing the instrument from rotating from its j)osi-

tion behind the body. Another strap of iron, three-fourths

of an inch by one-eighth and in length two-thiixls of the cir-

t'unifereuce of the thigh, is fastened to the upright at a posi-

tion from one to two inches below the fold of the buttock, as

at B; then another piece of metal of like strength, equal to

one-half the circumference of the leg at the calf, is firmly

riveted to the upright at 0. The instrument should be well padded. T'le

form of the apparatus can be easily changed with hooks. If it should slip

around in either direction, a change can be made in the shape of the cres-

cents, and, as the limb gradually assumes a straigluer position, the curve in

the upright can be changed. The splint is comjileted by providing a strap

with a bvickle to secure the chest-piece. After the splint is applied the

limb is bound to it with bandages. Figs. 17 and 18 show it in use. A
patten about two and a half or three inches high is a])plied for the shoe of

the sound limb.

Thomas's splint is based upon a different principle from that known
as the American. It depends upon absolute fixation of the thigh on the

' 'm
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pelvis and thus securing; to the hip-joint perfect rest. But it is a fixation-

splint, and in this respect it is an improvement upon the form of splint

extending only from the pelvis. Locomotion

is not so easy with this splint as with the other. Fio. 19.

In some respects the principle of Thomas's

splint is better than that of the Taylor form,

Fio. 17.

in that there can be no motion at the hip-joint ; on the other hand, the

American plan affords some extension, while fixation is not so perfect. The

former has not the slightest influence in preventing, in the Ihird .stage, the

head, or what remains of it, from being crowded into the upper portion of

the acetabulum, while the latter may do so.

Theoretically, a splint combining perfect fixation and perfect extension

would meet all objections. Dr. Lovett has acted upon this plan, and ha.s

devised an apparatus (Fig. 19) which combines these two points. It is for

the left leg. " The chest-piece A B is made to open by a hinge at the back,

and when closed in place is buckled across the chest. C is an arm for the

perineal band running in the same place as the perineal arm of the Taylor

splint. D and E are the regulation thigh- and calf-pieces of the original

Thomas splint. From the outer end of E the foot-piece nins down below

the foot, and ends in a ratchet-and-key arrangement for producing ex-

tension, in use in the Taylor splint. The splint is applied, the perineal baud

adjusted, and the tiaction-bar tightened last of all."

Whether hip-joint disease is treated by extension in bed or by some
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form of hip-splint, it is a mistake to suppose that as soon as the apparatus

or extension is applied all anxiety may be dismissed, and that as long as

extension is kept up or the splint used the patient is under appropriate

treatment. It is a rule that patients who are kept the most quiet do the

best, and that frequent inspection and readjustment of the splint are neces-

sary. Light and sunshine are great therajDeutic agents, but when they are

obtained at the expense of increased pain and other symptoms of progressive

disease it is a question whether we are not doing our patient more harm

than good. I do not wish to be misunderstood. If you can keep your

patient out of doors in the sunshine and lot him have the benefit of good

air, it is an incalculable advantage ; but if the necessary exercise in obtain-

ing this causes motion in the joint, is there not great risk that more harm

than good will be done ? Probably the best method of treatment of the

early stage of hip-joint disease is to put the patient in bed, apply extension

by means of a weight and pulley, and secure absolute rest to the joint by

means of a long splint. In the early stage of tubercular osteitis anything

that increases irritation and consequently congestion of the parts about the

joint favors extension of the trouble and prevents healthy action supplant-

ing the morbid process. Taylor keeps his patients in bed with the splint

on for weeks ; but continuous extension by means of the weight and pulley

fulfils the indications better than a splint. Unless there are contra-indica-

tions, such as loss of a})petite and failure of the general health, it is better

to keep the child in bed for a long time. He grows fat, his appetite

keeps good, and he is perfectly contented ; and as long as this lasts it is

safer than going about with a splint. Later a hip-splint may be used, but

with the understanding that the patient should be kept as quiet as possi-

ble, the child going about in a carri.age. If at any time an exacerbation

comes on, the patient should be kept in bed and at absolute rest with a long

splint applied, and should not be allowed to get up until all symptoms have

disappeared. The advent of an exacerbation means an extension of the

disease, and calls for greater rest to the joint. If the child has been up

and about, less exercise should be insisted upon. If he has been treated

by rest in bed, it is an indication that the disease is progressing notwith-

standing our care.

In the second and third stages of hip-joint disease the use of a hip-

splint is the best, for the disease has now advanced to the articulation and

the joint has become disorganized. If, however, the child is first seen

when the disease is at its second or its third stage, treatment by weight and

pulley and a long splint is best for some months, and later the application

of a hip-splint.

The treatment of hip-disease among the better class and that of the same

disease among those in the lower walks of life are different, although the

indications are the same. Among the former every suggestion can be

carried out, and the child is well fed and well guarded against any injury

to the articulation; while among the latter we have to contend against

Vol. III.—75
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imhealthy surroundings, improjwr food, waiit of proper attention, and often

ignorance. With this class rest in bed is not to be thought of, and the

application of a splint, the use of a high shoe upon the sound limb, and

keeping the child out of doors lu pleasant weather, is the best that we can

do. It is among the children >f the poor tb"* we sec the disease so fre-

quently running to total destruction of the joint, while among the woaltiiy

we often see the disease checked in its earlier stage. The treatment of hip-

disease is summed up in always securing rest to the joint, and in carrying

it out the si.rgeon must adopt those means that, in his judgment, will best

fulfil this indication.

In those unfortunate children in whom both joints have become affected,

sometimes the disease of the second joint does not appear until it is well

advanced in the first, but sometimes both articulations are almost sinuilta-

neously affected. In 1878 there was under my cai'e a child five years of

age who died early in the course of the disease from ursemia. On post-

mortem examination the right hip-joint was found to contain pus ; the liga-

mentum teres was softened, allowing the head of the bone to be dislocated

upward and backward. The floor of the acetabulum was diseased over a

space about the size of a nickel five-cent piece around the insertion of the

ligamentuni teres, and was partly necrotic. The cartilage upon the head

of the femur was of a yellowish color, and at the point of insertion of the

ligamentum teres was diseased. The capsule on its inner surface was thick-

ened and velvety. There was no pus in the left hip-joint ; the ligamentum

was perfectly healthy. The cartilage upon the head of the femur was

white, glistening, and apparently healthy ; the acetabulum sho'/etl no evi-

dence of disease. There was found a carious spot about the size of a split

pea, but of irregular shape, on the upper surface of the head, at a point

just below the line of the epiphysial cartilage ; the cartilage at this point

was destroyed over a small extent. On making a longitudinal section

through the head of the femur, that of the right side was perfectly normal

;

in the left there was a point, corresponding to the carious spot, where there

had been a circumscribed osteitis extending inward and upward from the

carious point to a spot just behind the epiphysial cartilage. There were

other similar but smaller points of the same nature scattered throughout

the head.^

In this case there was disease about both articulations, and, so far as

could be judged, the tubercular deposit occurred in both bones at nearly the

same date. In other cases the disease in the first joint may have advanced

to total destruction of the articulation before trouble begins in the other.

In some cases of double hip-joint disease there is seen a peculiar de-

formity known as " cross-legged" or " scissor-leg" deformity. Figs, 20

and 21 represent a case which came under my observation some yeure ago.*

' Medical Record, November 11, 1879.

» Ibid., 1882, vol. xxii. p. 8.
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FiQ. 20. Fia. 21.

Other cases have been reported.' It consists of extension, strong adduc-

tion, and rotation outward of both limbs. There are two explanations of

this deformity : 1st. There

being disease of one hip-

joint, the limb on that side

is rotate<l outward and ad-

(1acted, in order to bring

about parallelism of both

lower extremities, the jxtlvis

upon the diseased side being

raised. Now the other joint

becomes diseased, being ad-

ducted and rotated out-

ward, and, the pelv'" bind-

ing to assume a h ntal

position, a crossing oi the

limbs becomes a necessity.

2d. The right limb being

rotated outward and held

in this position, the knee-

joint cannot be used, and is

practically aukylosed, so far

as locomotion is concerned ; this, with contraction of the adductors, throws

tlie limb beyond and to the opposite side of the median line of the body

;

a similar condition of the left limb, together with the necessity to keep

tlie balance, would cause the peculiar condition and gait. If one strongly

rotates outward and adducts both limbs, he must walk cross-legged. But

all cases of double hip-joint disease do not show this deformity.

The treatment of double hip-disease is double extension, either with

weight and pulley or with a double splint. If total destruction of the

joint or joints occur, care must be taken that ankylosis does not take place

at an angle which will render the limbs useless. In case, however, this

should happen, a subtrochanteric osteotomy should be performed and the

deformity corrected.

Treatment of Abscess.—It is safe to say that in at least one-half of

the cases of hip-joint disea.se begmning in the bone, abscesses at one time or

another present themselves ; and their proper management becomes a serious

question. Upon this subject there is great difference of opinion,—more

tlian in regard to similar conditions about other articidations. The rules

already laid down in regard to the general management of abscesses should

be carried out,—namely, as soon as discovered they should be evacuated by

a free incision, and the paits disinfected, drained, and dressed antiseptically.

' Lucas, Transactions of the Clinical Society of London, 1881, vol. xiv. p. 20; Tyson,

ibid., p. 186.

i
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Intra-Pelme Abscesses.—From their position, their danger to important

parts, and the liability of the pelvic bones to become extensively diseased

drainage throngh the joint should be affordetl as soon as intra-pelvio ab-

scesses are discovered. Their presence calls for excision of the joint, and

a free perforation of the lloor of the acetabulum is imperatively deniandwl

for in no other way can the abscess be reached and drainage provided for.

Results.—The results of mechanical treatment of hip-joint disease

differ much. The social position of the patient, as stated before, has groat

influence upon the result
;
yet even among the Ixitter classes some cases do

badly, notwithstanding the attention given the patient. In those cases in

which the disease begins in the synovial membrane a cure is effected sooniT

than in those beginning in the bone. Bone-tuberculosis is, as a rule, slow

in its development, and if it pursues a course towards a cure the changes

do not take place rapidly. Another element is the duration of the disease

and its stage before the child has been placed under treatment. Those cases

in which a cure has been effected within six months belong to the synovial

variety. In the first stage of articular osteitis, recovery with normal niotic^n

is probable ; if the disease has advanced to the second stage, a cure witli

limited motion is possible ; but afler it has advanced well into the second

stage, or has entered tie third stage, a joint with any usefid motion is an

impossibility, and a cure with a stiff joint with the limb in good position

is the best result. After the cartilages have Ixscn destroyed the articular

cavity is obliterated by granulations springing fi'om the denuded surface of

the bones, and fibrous or bony ankylosis must result. In these cases there

may be some slight movement upon passive motion, but active motion is

not attained. In the latter cases if there is any flexion it will increase,

because in using the limb the tendency is towards further bending of the

thigh upon the pelvis. These are the cases where upon leaving off the

splint, although the limb is in a good position, after a time flexion will l)e

found to have increased, as well as lameness ii walking. The position in

which a limb is ankylosed is not a matter of indiffc. ence. If the flexion is

great and there is much adduction, the walk will be bad and oflen a cnitcli

will be retpiired to aid in going about, although the actual shortening may

be slight. If the thigh is fixed in a straight line with the long axis of tlie

body, locomotion will be easy, but the patient cannot sit down with any

comfort or put on his shoes. Therefore a position which is a com]iromise

between these is the most useful. It has been found that an angle of one

hundred and thirty or one hundred and thirty-five degrees with the long

axis of the body will give the patient the best use of the limb ; all adduc-

tion must be removed, but a slight amount of abduction is an advantage,

because it causes depression of the pelvis upon the disea.sed side and com-

pensates for the shortening which is due to actual loss of bone in the joint

or arrest of growth in the whole limb secondar)"^ to the disease.

The question is oflen asked whether by early passive motion a movable

articulation cannot be obtained, and whether long rest of the joint does not
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favor ankylosis. Motion in a diseased joint always increases the amount

of inflammation, consequently the amount of exudation ; rest, upon the

other hand, tends to limit disease, and therefore the amount of fibrous

tissue. There is no idea mn^o erroneous than that lx!cause a joint is kept

at rest it will become stiff. No joint ever be{sirae ankylosed from merely

being at rest ; on the contrary, rest is often the only way tc> prevent anky-

losis. Stiffness of an articulation the result of inflammation is due to mus-

cular contraction, or to the products of inflammatory exudation either within

or without the joint: therefore the best way is to limit or arrest inflamma-

tion, and tliis is allayed only by keeping the parts quiet.

The deformity after hip-joint disease is often marked, and the question

often arises whether an attempt to correct it by forcible movement under

ether is permissible. It is a rule to whicli there should Im no exception,

that any forcible manipulation of a joint that has been the seat of tuber-

cular disease should never be thought of. The danger of rekindling the

disease is great, many joints have been destroyed by such attempts, and

often a fatal termination has followed ; while, on tlie other hand, it never

does any good. In cases where ankylosis has (ukeu ]<lace in an unfavor-

able position, a subtrochanteric osteotomy is the best ami the only justifiable

means to correct the deformity. In those cases in which there is limitetl

motion yet the limb is in a vicious ])osition, extension as in the early stage

of hip-joint disease may be tried, and then a splint used ; but in my ex-

perience the x'esult has been disappointing, the deformity after a time re-

turning, the difficulty being that the muscles shorten again and the bands

of adhesion resume their former condition.

Statistics as to the final result of the treatment of hip-joint disease by

mechanical means vary. Dr. Taylor ^ makes the following statement

:

"Leaving out of consideration all cases whose histories subsequently to

tlieir treatment are unknown or in doubt, I find that there remain ninety-

four private cases of hip-joint disease which were under personal observa-

tion and continuous treatment from the time they applied until they died or

were cured, and whose present condition is now or was very recently a

matter of personal knowledge ; for no case whose ultimate fate is not posi-

tively known deserves a moment's consideration in any estimate of the

probable value of treatment for the hip-joint. Of the ninety-four cases

three died,—^two of the disease, one was run over and killed. Among
them there were twenty-four with suppurating joints and discharging ab-

scesses,—nearly all in that condition when fii-st applying. Of these twenty-

four with abscesses, two died, and in five the discharge has not ceased.

Deducting these seven, there remain seventeen fully recovered, or seventy

per cent, of suppurating cases. Three of the seventeen cases recovered

have ankylosis, and fourteen recovered with practicable joints,—the ma-
jority with ample, and some with perfect, motion. The ratio of motion to

1 Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, March 6, '879.
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ankylosis in cases recovering after suppuration more or less extensive is as

eighty-two to eighteen. In two of these cases still discharging, ankylosis is

progressin' ^iivorably, and in three there is excellent motion. Except for

the slight ge remaining, these would be among our best cases."

Dr. 1, statistics, although very flattering, are almost useless, bo-

cause no dibiuiction is made between disease beginning in the synovial

membrane and disease beginning in the bone, and they prove nothing more

than that these cases of inflammation abcut the hip-joint recovered. It

would be interesting to know how many cases during the period in which

these ninety-four were under treatment passed from under his charge, with

their condition and subse(|uent history ; for it is a well-known fact that

many cases pass from under the care of a surgeon because they are not

doing well or have become dissatisfied, and these are the cases that make

up the unfavorable side of statistics.

From the annual reports of the New York Orthopaedic Disjiensary and

Hogjjital from 1880 to 1889, there were under treatment thirteen hundred

and thirty-eight cases of hip-joint disease ; of these one thousand and eighty-

two were discharged. Of the latter', three hundred and forty-nine were dis-

charged cured,—thirty-two and one-third percent. ; five hundred and three

discharged relieved,—forty-six and one-half per cent. ; one hundred and ten

discharged for neglect,—ten per cent. ; ten discharged incurable,—one per

cent. ; and one hundred and ten died,—ten per cent. The reports do not

state how many of these were suppurating cases, nor the nature of the disease.

The treatment followed is strictly mechanical ; the patients are as well cared

for as possible, the method is the best in the way of personal attention, and tlie

support is all that could be desired. The condition of those discharged " re-

lieved" is not stated, but it is fair to assume that the disease was not checked,

and that it went on to a natui'al cure or proved fatal from constitutional

causes. It is also reasonable to suppose that many in this class ceased to

attend because the disease was getting worse, and, as is always the case

among the lower and middle classes, they did not bring their children

back because they were not improving. Granting that thirty-three per

cent, of these would have been cured, this would have raised the per-

centage of those cured to about forty-eight per cent.

Looking at these two sets of statistics, there seems to be an irrecon-

cilable difference between them. Dr. Taylor's patients are drawn from the

most favorable class, while the others are from the lower walks of life.

The former show much better results than can be obtained in the treat-

ment of tubercular disease of the bones, taking the cases as they are met

with in general practice ; while the latter compose those only who are from

the most unfavorable class. Statistics are always misleading unless it is

known just what class of cases are included.

When a splint can be left off, and what are the signs of a cure in hip-

disease, are important questions. In the first place, all pain must have

long geased. A return of plumpness in the muscles of the limb is a sign
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of no small import. If abscesses have appeared and sinuses formed, their

orifices should be depressed and should be drawn inward by an attachment

to the bone. Muscular spasms should have ceased, the muscles them,

selves, if they are not shortened, should be soft, and the joint-movement

should be free in those cases in which ankylosis has not taken place. The
splint should not be left off at once. Extension may be first dispensed

with at night, and the limb gently exercised ; then the splint can be left off

for a short time each day, so that the muscles may gradually become stiong.

Finally, afler weeks the patient may be permitted to take moderate exercise,

care being taken that the limb does not get tired. Dr. Taylor uses a special

splint during this period. Notwithstanding our care, relapses will oflen

occur, due either to a new focus of disease or to some injury to the articu-

lation,—a fall or over-exercise. The return of any fixation or flexion in

the joint is a very reliable sign that we have to do with a new accession

of disease, and that a return to the former treatment is necessary.

'- ".' o * »'

i, i

COMPLICATIONS.

There are few complications in hip-joint disease that deserve notice.

True dislocation is rare, yet it is sometimes met with during the first

stage or in the beginning of the second, when the ligamentum teres has been

destroyed and adduction is present : in these cases the capsule may not be

ruptured, as proved by post-mortem examination (p. 1160). What remains

of the neck of the bone in advanced stages of the disease may leave the

acetabulum and be upon the dorsum of the ilium, and may become anky-

losed in this position. Gibney has reported two rases, one in which a true

dislocation occurred in the firet stage. Marsh also mentions a case in which

the head of the bone left the cavity of the acetabulum before any diminution

of its size or change in its shape had taken place. In these cases, when it

has once occuri'ed it is liable to be again displacal. Marsh thinks that dislo-

cation is more liable to occur in acute synovitis ; but in the rase mentioned

above the post-mortem examination showed the absence of any synovitis.

AVlienever the accident has happened, the dislocation should be reduced at

once under ether, and extension applied so as to prevent iis occurrence, the

treatment being kept up as though it had not occurrai. The accident does

not seem to have any influence upon the course of the disease.

Perforation of the gut or of the bladder by an abscess is a serious compli-

cation. The only case that has come under my observation is the following

:

A boy three years of Rge with disease of the hip-joint came under my care. At the

time of admission an abscess had formed and pointed above the joint. He was at the sea-

side at the time. He had experienced for some time much pain upon any movement of his

bowels or in passing water; his bowels were constipated. In November, 1886, he was

placed under ether and the abscess opened. The ilium as well as the head of the femur

was found to bo greatly diseased, the acetabulum was perforated, and a large collection of

pus was present in the pelvic cavity. The head and neck of the bone were removed, and

the opening through the acetabulum was enlarged so as to afford drainage to the pelvic

abscess. The wound healed well, except a good-sized sinus which formed a direct com-

!''.
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munication with the pelvis. In December fasces of gwd shape and consistency were fomul

on the dressinj? after each inoveinont of the bowels ; at this time the discharge of pus wiis

slight. In Jiuiuury the child was again phued under ether for examination. Then; wiis

found a largo cavity formed apparently by the abscess forcing the pelvic fascia inward
; its

boundaries could not be made out with the linger, but the bladder could be distinctly felt.

No tmeal acoumulation could be discovered, nor on washing out the cavity could anv lie

found in the overflow. Apparently no water passed into the rectum, nor from the rcctiiin

into the abscess-cavity, but water passed freely into the bladder and out through tlio

urethra. The patient was returned to bed and serious symptoms were looked for ; but tlii'ic

was nothing beyond a temporary elevation of temperature to 108° F. for a few days ; tliciv

was no cystitis, and from that date no fiecos were discovered on the dressings, but uvinc

passed from the wound and satuiiited the dressing. The patient still pa-ised some water

through his urethra, but the greater portion through the wound. In February an (jpenini;

was made into the bladder, the same as for tlie median operation for stone, in order to drain

the bladder and thus prevent any accunuilation of urine, in the hope that the opening into

that viscus would close ; a rubber tube was inserted. Gradually it ceased to flow from the

wound in the hip, and by October the sinus in the hip had closed, also the perineal opening.

Since then the child has been well.

Marsh, Wriglit, aud othei'S have ment'oned the presence of faeces ou tlio

dressings.

Amyloid De2'**r>eration.—Of all complications of hip-joint disease this

is one of the most serious. It is usually to be suspected when suppuration

has been profuse and the patient has a white, waxy look, aud it is one of the

most common causes of a fatal termination. But profuse and long-con-

tinued suppuration alone is not invariably followed by this change in the

liver and other abdominal organs. We often see patients die from ex-

haustion from profuse suppu'-ation, and on post-mortem examination not a

trace of amyloid deposit can be found ; while, ou the other hand, an en-

larged liver, albumen in the urine, and other symptoms may be detected

soon aft;er supptiration has commenced. So far as my observation has

extended, it would seem that a marked hereditary tubercular diathesis is

a predisposing cause ; at least the most marked and early cases of this affec-

tion have been met with in the offspring of tubercular parents. These chil-

dren usually die from dropsy and urajmia. When once this change has set

in, the only chance of delaying its course is to limit suppuration. That it

is not necessarily a fatal complication is proved by a case under my care in

1876. The boy had extensive di.sease of the hip; there were numerous

sinuses about the joint, which constantly discharged unhealthy pus. Tiie

disease had existed for four years. The thigh was flexed upon the abdomen

and strongly adducted. The liver and spleen were much enlarged; the

urine was albuminous ; the boy was pale and waxy-looking. In the sprin<j

of 1876 the joint was excised ; the head was found loose in the acetabulum,

and the upper portion of the shaft much diseased. From the date of the

operation the boy began to improve, and in December was dischargefl, with

a high shoe and a shortening of four inches, due partly to the amount of

be iC removed, but chiefly to arrest of growth in the limb. In 1881 he was

re-examined ; no symptoms of any enlargement of the liver could be found,
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and the urine was free from albumen. He was earning his living as a

plumber. In 1888 I heard of him, and his health was then good.

On the other hand, we not infreqnently see patients who have recov-

ered from hip-disease die from the effects of amyloid degeneration which

began during the suppurative stage of the joint-trouble. Mr. Barwell

mentions the case of a girl seven years of age with amyloid disease, whern

excision had failetl to limit the suppuration. The liver filled the whole

right side of the abdomen ; the limb was amputated, and the wound healed

without suppuration ; the liver and spleen very rapidly diminished in size

;

the albuminuria ceased. Eight years later the girl was fat and healthy.

It would seem that the only chance for a patient with amyloid disease is to

stop the formation of pus as soon as possible.

General tuberculosis is not a common complication, but tubercular

meningitis is. The latter may come during any period of the joint-affection.

Marsh states that it is more common in the suppurative stage. But the

few cases that have fallen under my observation have been in the early

stage of the joint-affection, before pus had been detected. The disease pre-

sents various modes in its development, sometimes giving but slight warn-

ing until convulsions appear, or it may follow the course so frequently seen

in tubercular disease of the brain. It is, unfortunately, a fatal disease, and

all that can be done is to relieve the pain and control the convulsions.

Hemorrhage has been met with during the stage of suppuration, from

perforation of vessels of varying size.

Growers mentions a neuritis from contiguity of tissues, and Donaldson*

reports a case of peripheral neuritis and epilepsy occurring in a patient

affected with suppurative disease of the hip-joint. But the connection be-

tween the neuritis and epilepsy and the hip-joint disease is questionable.

OPERATION UPON THE HIP-JOINT.

There is much difference of opinion among surgeons in regard to oper-

ating upon the hip-joint when diseased. Some state that in a large expe-

rience they have never found a case so desperate that excision, in their

judgment, was called for, while others advocate an operation as soon as an

abscess is discovered. That both ai'e honest in their ojiinions there can be

no doubt, yet it seems hard to reconcile these two statements. Perhaps a

partial explanation may be found in the class of cases falling under the

observation of different surgeons. Those whose practice is entirely among
the wealthy do not so often see the disease in its worse forms as those

engaged in hospital practice. Statistics of twenty years ago should not be

quoted, as improved ways of treatment and operation have placed both

methods upon entirely different grounds. The danger to life in operating

upon large joints has been so much diminished that a fatal termination from

the operation itself is the exception. Large joints are oi)ened, their con-

» British Medical Journal, 1888, vol. i. p. 1003.
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teuta scraped out, or the ends of the bones removed, witli scarcely any

elevation of tera|K'rature following, and bnt little shock. On the other

hand, the methods of treatment by extension or si)liuts have so much im-

proved that as many cases do not run to total destruction of the joint as in

former years, and the resort to radicail measures is not so often called for.

Besides, the pathology of articular inHanuuation is better understood. For

these reasons the question of excision rests upon different grounds from

those upon hich it rested formerly.

A clear aistinction should be made between cases occurring in private

practice, among those who realize the danger of articular inflammation and

are able and willing to carry out to its fullest extent the instructions of the

surgeon, and those who belong to the lower walks of life, who often have

neither the intelligence nor the time to (larry out the necessary treatment,

and who live in crowdal dwellings contaminattnl with foul air and cannot

procure the proper food so absolutely necessary to combat successfully the

constit ;lional vices to which the disease is due. Among those who draw

their experience from these two classes some difference of opinion might

be expected
;
yet I think that the difference is too great, and that there is

a middle ground upon which both should meet. There are some cases

oi hip-joint disease that do well—that is, so far as life is concerned—no

matter what treatment is adopted, even when the exjiectant plan is followed,

which is reilly no local treatment; other cases do badly under the best

of manageraent ; some cases pureue an almost malignant course, when the

only chance •.» save life is in the total removal of the limb.

The result of excision of the iiip-joint renders the patient more or less

a cripple for life : the cases that recover with slight shortening are too few

to hold out any expectation that they will ever form the rule. So far as

the limb is concerned, the Ix'st result after an excision will not compare

in usefulness to a limb ankylosed at a favorable angle. The question of

excision, then, rests upon other grounds than comparative usefulness. We
must admit that, notwithstanding the success of the operation, the patient

has suffered a serious mutilation. Excision should therefore be reserved

for those cases in which no means less severe will accomplish the purpose.

Reference to statistics will not afford much aid; they are unsatisfactory

and misleading and can be made to prove almost anything. Each case

must be judged by itself.

In considering the necessity for excision, the causes of a fatal termina-

tion must be taken into account. These are exhaustion, tuberculosis, and

amyloid degeneration ; and really the question turns upon preventing these

diseases.

The mere presence of an abscess is not of itself an indication for ex-

cision, for if it is opened and treated autiseptically it may close in a few

weeks or months and a good result be eventually obtained. If, however,

new collections of pus continue to form, there is every reason to suppose that

considerable disease of the bone exists, and in a subject of marked tubercular
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aiitecctlonts it is gcod practice to open the joii ' freely and remove tlio head

and neck, curette thoroiiglily the parts, and wasli out the wound with an

antiseptic sohition, for those arc the cases in which amyloid degeneration is

prone to show itself, and our only hope for the child is in limiting suppu-

ration by removing the cause. This should not be put off too long : our

endeavor must be to anticipate the advent of lardaceous disease and operate

before the patient's health has b'Miorae seriously impaired. The presence of

an enlarged liver and of albumen in the urine is an indication rather than

a contra-indication for oijcrating.

In cases of profuse or long-continued suppuration in those not of

marked tubercular parentage, an operation is called for. A 8e<[uestrum in

the joint-cavity may be the sole cause of the pc^rsistence of suppuration.

All cases in which suppuration continues for any length of time, even if it

be only from a small sinus, will be benefited by an exploratory operation

and scraping the fistulous tract, or the removal of some diseased bone may
hasten a cure. On theoretical grounds the presence of tubercular foci calls

for excision. I say upon theoretical grounds, because almost all cases of

disease of the hip-joint arc tubercular in their nature. Yet it is evident that

the rule in practice is not and should nut be followed. If the presence of

tubercle in the bone is as serious as some have claimed, few cases of hip-

disease should recover even when the joint is completely disorganized. The
question of the duration of the disease is not alone to be considered. If the

affection goes on from bad to worse, if we have reason to believe that we
have to do with a case in which the tubercular process is advancing, one

in which constitutional symptoms are marked and rapid deterioration of

health ensues, the indications are to relieve the patient of the source of

the trouble as soon as jjossible.

The presence of an intra-pelvic abscess in connection with hip-disease

calls for a removal of the head and neck of the femur and a free opening

through the articulation, in order to afford drainage to the pelvic abscess, no

matter what the condition of the joint ma}' be.

In cases where the epiphyses have been cast off and the remains of the

neck are dislocated, the joint should be opened and the loose epiphyses

removed ; or where, from the history of the case, such a condition is sus-

pected and there is a sinus, the joint should be opentKl. I have met with

quite a number of this latter class, where, on operation, a sequestrum or

loose epiphysis was found.

In children of bad family history, where there has been tubercular dis-

ease in both parents' families, or where several brothers or sisters have died

from tubercular disease, the question of excision should be considered early,

as these are the cases in which a ftital termination is to be looked for. In

the last stage of the disease, when the thigh is riddled with sinuses, the

bones extensively involved, and the general health seriously affected, ex-

cision may be called for in order to make the last days of the little suf-

ferer more comfortable. In private practice excision of the hip is rarely
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(Icmnnded
;
yet tlicrc is uo question that a moi-e fretjueut resort to it would

be a gain.

Where an acute condition has supervonctl on u more chronic Htutc of
suppuration, wliorc purulent (liHcliurgi! Ih'coiui'h al)un(huit, and wiu'rc niarkc<l

fever and in('ri'a.sotl weakness Huperveuo, excision is proper.

A persistent elevation of temperature cidls for an explorative omration
and may demand a removal of the head and neck of the fenuir.

Scraping out the joint with a Volknuum's spoon is often followed hy
good results : only diseased and sofleiied tissue should he removtHl.

In tlie early stage of osteitis Macnamara advocates exjjosing the hone
over the great trochanter and with a large drill or a small trephine nuikiiifr

a free oiwning through the trochanter into the neck and, as he believes

into the head of the femur. In one ca8v3 a small (juautity of pus was at

once evacuattd. The limb was fixed on a splint and the wound dresstHl

antiseptically. There was no elevation of temperature, and from tliat time

the patient lost all pain. The wound over the trochanter healed within a

fortnight. Two months later the joint was practically ankylosetl, but other-

wise the child had good use of the limb. Six years later the limb was

found perfectly sound, the patient healthy and able to stand upon the limh

all day. Mr. Macnamara's idea is " that by opening the soft vascular tissue

in which tubercle is forming, and then establishing efficient drainage, a

nnore healthy action may be established in the parts."' Wright' mentions

having tried this operation in a few cases, and sj)eaks well of it.

Noble Smith''' has resorted to this method, and states that he has "met

with most sjitisfactory results from jjiercing the trochanter with one-tenth

of an inch and one-eighth of an inch drills, two openings made at about au

inch and a half apart being followed by rapid wssation of pain (upon slight

movements), heat, and swelling." His method is as follows. A puncture

is made with a scalpel over the trochanter to the bone, the periosteum is

divided for one-third or one-half inch, the bone is drilled to the depth of

half an inch or more, and the jiarts are syringed out with a solution of

carbolic acid, one to forty. I have tried this operation in three cases, aud

can speak well of it. It certainly stops the spasmodic contrac^tions of the

muscles and relieves pain at once. But sufficient time has not elapsed since

the operation to allow of our speaking definitely as to its influence on the

course of the disea.se.

In opening an abscess it is always well to examine the joint : this is

already disorganized, and no harm can come from such a procedure ; besides,

it affords a ready way for drainage of the articular cavity.

The views of operating surgeons differ in regard to the advantage of

excision of the hip-joint. Br^-ant states that if dead bone can be made

out to exist in suppurating hip-disease there can be no question about the

' Diseases of Bones and Joints, 3d ed., p. 427.

» Lancet, 1889, vol. i. p. 322.

* Hip-Disease in Children, p. 109.
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propriety—nay, the necessity—of its removal, and, as it is generally in

or alM)nt the heiul and neck of the fenuir, it seems tolerably cei-tain that

the best practice lies in excision of the jjtwl. An opemtion nndertuken

upon the Iiip-joiut nndc?" these cireuniHtanccH in Hcimcly any more severe

tliaii an o|>eration for necrose<l l)one, and in all probability is not more

(lanj^eroUH,

Clowell ' says " that in hospital cases it should be j)crfornji'<l as soon as

there is distinct grating in tlic joint, acconipuiiiiKl by puins, profuse suppu-

ration, or failure of iicaltli, and tliat it should be performed without loss of

time as soon as tiiese conilitions are rw;ogni/t'd."

Wright {op, cU.) (fonsiders tiiat in hospital cases nothing siiort of ex-

cision can prevent the ultimate progress of tiie disease and, too often, the

gradual exhaustion of the patient from pain and discliarge ; also that " a

knee-joint )•> which tiicrc is suppuration, with caseous masses of bone in the

upper end ot the tibia or the condyles of the femur, is not looked upon as

a condition to l)e treated by rest, good position, and external applications,

but one urgently demanding incision, excision, or amputation."

Barker,^ in his excellent article on tubercular joint-disease and its treat-

ment by operation, concludes as follows :
" I venture to think it would be

a wholesouK! rule that, in cases where general tul)ercular disease docs not

contra-indicate it, the infe(;ttHl tissue of the joint should be thoroughly re-

moved as soon as it is suspected that caseation is advancing in it ; further,

1 believe that, until some such rule is adopted as a general guide, improve-

ment in the results of operations on tubercular joints will be slow."

Macnamara^ says, "If in spite of careful treatment, iucluciing efficient

drainage and rest, the patient continues to grow woree, grating being de-

tected in the joint, and there is no evidence of lardaceous disease, my advice

is, without further delay excise the head and neck of the bone, together

with the great trochanter o^ the fenuir. ... It leads to favorable results,

provided the cperation is not too long delayed."

On the other hand, Mr. Holmes is not an advocate of the operation

except in desperate cases. Dr. C F. Taylor has never met with a case in

which it seemed to him called for.

Marsh, although not an advocate of carlv excision, considers the opera-

tion to be called for in the following class of cases. (1) When the whole

head of the femur, or what I'cmains of it, has become uf^rostnl and de-

tached, 30 as to form a loose sequestrum. (2) When, in spite of three or

four mont ..' complete rest and free drainage, suppuration remains copious

and the general health is giving way
;
provided, however, that there is no

evidence of extensive disease of either the femur or the pelvis and no wide

burrowing of matter iu the limb. (3) When along with continued sup-

puration there is so much displacement of the upper end of the femur that

• British Medical Journal, 1882, vol. ii. p. 3G6. ^ Ibid., 1888, vol. i. p. 1264.

' Op. cit., p. 112.
g44L :

ffllr iJ
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Fia. 22.

the limb cannot be brought into a good position without an operation.

Any symptom of amyloid degeneration is, in Marsh's opinion, au additional

ground for excision.'

At the New York Orthopedic Dispensary and Hospital, excision is not

advised, or at least is not peribrmed.

Operation.—There is no cla^ssical operation for excision of the hip-joint.

There are many ways of reaching the articulation. A curved incision

from the tip around the posterior border

of the trochanter aifords easy access from

behind to the joint and allows of good drain-

age. Many adopt a straight incision on the

outer side, cutting at once down to the bone

(Fig. 22). "The patient is placed on the

sound side, and the limb flexed j an incision

is then made in the long axis of the fcnuu-

over the outer side of the trochanter major

;

it should run a little behind the middle, and

correspond with a line directed towards the

posterior superior spine of the ilium ; two-

thirds, or nearly, of the length of the wound,

which is about four and a half inches lonsr,

lies ov^er the ilium above the trochanter, and

the remaining third upon the troch-inter and

femur." ^ But in whatever way tLo capsnle

is reached, after beirg exposed it is opened ar>d the bone examined, I^'

the incision is made directly over the trochanter, the tissues over it are

to be I'aised with a periosteal elevator, so that the head and neck of the

femur are easily reached. The old method of turning the end of the bone

out through the wound in order more easily to divide it is to be condemned

:

it disturbs the soft jmrts more than there is any necessity for. After ex-

posing well the head and neck, the diseased parts may l)e readfiy divided

with an osteotome, and the end of the bone removed from the acetabulnm

with a pair of strong forceps. The muscles inserte<i in 'Jie digital fossa, if

the trochanter is to be removed, should be separated from the bone.

Having taken away the head and neck, the acetabular portion of the

articulation should be examined. Any portion of bone that is loose slionld

be removed ; but I have never seen any benefit from gouging away inflamed

bone in the pelvis, unless it was circumsc. ibed. If the floor of the acetab-

ulum is perforated, it is well to see that there L a free opening into the

pelvis, so that there may be good drainage from that cavity. The u[)per

end of the femur is next to be examined, and if there are any points of

disease they should be curetted, or if they are extensive more bone should

straight incision over tho troclianter

In flxeision of tlio liii)-joint. (MacCor-

mao.)

• Diseases of the Joints.

' MacCorinac, Surgical Operations, part ii. p. 356.
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be taken away. As a rule, iu advanced cases the neck and upper part of

the femur will be found diseased, and a section just above the trochanter

minor will be necessary. With a pair of curvetl scissors all infiltrated

tissue and the remains of the capsule should ha removed, in order that the

wound may be left as healthy as possible. The periosteum should be sepa-

ratetl from the shaft as far down as the point of section, and carefully

preserved. Some insist that the trochanter major should always be re-

moved, as its presence is apt to close up the cavity of the acetabulum and

prevent drainage of that cavity. If there is extensive disease of the pelvis,

it is better to remove it ; btit if the disease is not marked, and ^he infil-

trated tissues about the joint have been freely removal, there should not be

much, if any, purulent discharge. Active hemorrhage is slight : it is not

often that it is necessary to apply a ligature, but there is always con-

siderable oozing during the operation, and a free discharge of blood and

blood-serum for *hG twenty-four or forty-eight hours after.

Ip some cases the shaft of the femur will be found to be thinned, of a

dark color, the periosteum easily detached, and the cavity of the bone filled

with a dark yellowish-red material. In such cases further section may

be made, but only to find the same diseased state. If this condition is

left, a cure is very remote : some cases have made a gocxi recovery, but

they are the exception and not the rule ; the end of the bone will crumble

away, granulation protrudes from the cut end, sinuses about the hip will

continue, and, later, amyloid degeneration of the alxlominal viseem will

be found.

The best coui'se to pursue in this complication is either to amputate the

linil) or to clean out the central cavity of tlie femur. I have frequently

performetl the latter operation, and always with benefit. In order that the

whole medullary cavity may be cleaned out, the shaft of the femur just

above the external condyle is exposal and a button of bone about half an

inch in diameter removed ; a long probe to which is attached a piece of silk

ligavure, and longer than the kngth of bone from the point of trephining

to the point of section above, is passed throiigli tht whole length of the

modullary cavity of the bone ; to the latter a long strip of iodoform gauze

is securely fastened and drawn through by means of the ligature silk, and

the cavity thoroughly cleaned out. The medullary cavity is then washed

out by allowing a stream of mercuric solution (one in one thousand) to run

through until it is well clcancil. A short rubber drainage-tube is then

inserted into the opening in the bone, the edges of the incision are brought

together with catgut, except where the drainage-tube (!omes out, and over

this is placed a small piece of iodoform gauze and then an antiseptic

dressing. Nothing more is required. The drainage-tube ma" '^e removed

in a few days, and the wound soon closes. The cavity in the bone should

not be syringed out, but should be left alone.

In the first case in which I adoi)ted this plan, on the thii-d day I

attempted to flush out the medullary cavity, on the supposition that further
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cleansing was necessary. The cavity was found to be filled with dense
coagulation, perfectly sweet. Since then I have left the parts alone. In
one case some osteitis followed; it was detected three weeks after the

oixiration ; the shaft of the femur became enlarged, but no further ill effects

followed.

The management of the pelvic bones depends upon the amount of dis-

ease : if they are extensively involved, not much good, as a rule, is to be

expected from scraping and gouging. So far as my personal experience

goes, this disease, if at all marked, is a serious complication, and, althougli

the femoral poi-tion of the operation may do well, the pelvis when carious

does not take on a reparat.ve action, no matter how freely the diseased por-

tion jtnay have been removed. Cases where the process is more localized,

and where sapiestra are found, do better. Hancock and Erichseu, it is

true, have removed large pox-tious of the ilium with good result, but the

bone was necrotic, not carious. I have removed diseased bone about the

rim of the acetabulum, when confined to a small spot, with benefit. If

there are any abscesses they should be opened, and their walls thoroughly

curetted, disinfected, and drained, if possible not through the joint. During

the operation the parts should be frequently flushed out with an antiseptic

solution. After cleaning out the wound it should be thoroughly was^hed

with mercuric solution (one in one thousand), and the edges of the iucisiou

brought together with wire . sutures passed very deep except opposite the

acetabulum, and here there should be left a good-sized space, much larger

than will take the drainage-tube ; the latter should be of good size and pass

to the bottom of the cavity; around this should be packed iodoform gauze,

and over this an ample dressing of mercuric gauze, the whole being secured

by a figui'e-of-eight bandage.

The reason why it is an advantage to leave so much space about the

drai;:age-tube is that after a time the rubber will get infected and have to

be removed, and then the drainage will be insufficient. Again, it is an ad-

vantage to have a firm cicatrix above the decapitated shaft, so as to hold it

firmly when the limb is used ; and, besides, by keeping the wound stutfetl it

heals well from the bottom and affords a better chance for any necrotic

tissue that may have been left to escape. It is possible, in this way, to

keep the wound aseptic ; at least, my cases have done much better since

this plan was adopted than they did when the wounds were more generally

closed.

After applying the dressing a long splint extending from the axilla to

the ankle is lightly bandaged on, and as soon as the patient has been put iu

bed extension is applied, the plaster for which is put on before the patieut

is etherized. A long stocking put on over the bandage affords protection

from the blood, etc., during the operation.

There is usually some shock, but it soon passes off. The use of an

opiate is generally required the first night, but after this is not called for.

The dressings, as a rule, have to be changed the next day, being filled with
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Fig. 23.

bloody serum. The immediate effect of the oixration is a marked im-

provement in the condition of the patient : there is seldom any fever

if the wound has not become infected, and there is freedom from pain.

Th'i long splint should be retained, and the parts kept as quiet as possible,

in order to favor healing of the wound. The patient should not be allowed

to sit '.^p.

In some cases after an excision there may be exuberant granulations

which show a tendency to break down about the drainage-tube, or there

may exist sinuses showing the same character of granulations protruding

from their mouths. These are of a tubercular nature, and call for their

removal by an exploratory operation, to see if there are any tubercular foci

that have been overlooked, and the free use of a Volkmann's spoon. If

they are not removed they will further infect the parts, and the disease will

not be checked.

Until within the last few years access to the joint has always been

obtained by a lateral incision over or near the trochanter major. Liicke,

Schede, and Hiiter some time ago advocated an incision on the outer side of

the crural nerve. Barker ^ has used this method of reaching the articulation,

aud speaks well of it. The operation is performed in the following manner.

The incision commences on the front of the thigh, half an inch below

the anterior superior spiuous process of the ilium, and

runs downward aud a little inward for three inches. As

the knife sinks into the limb it passes between the tensor

vaginae femoris and the glutei muscles on the outside of

the sartorius and the rectus, until it reaches the neck

of the femur. This incision does not divide any mus-

cular fibres, nor any vessels or nerves of the slightest

importance. The head and neck i/o then divided in

situ and removed with a strong pair of forceps. Fig.

23 shows the line of incision. If ^here is not found

room enough the incision can be enlarged, care being

taken that the Y-shaped ligament is left as far as prac-

ticable, the whole operation being done with as little

violence to the soft parts as possible. The diseased

tissues are then removed with a pair of curved scissors

aad a Volkmann's spoon.

After removing the head and neck Mr. Barker^

keeps the wound continually flushed with hot water

(105° to 110° F.) which has been previously sterilized and placed in a

three-gallon can ; this has three taps below, to each of which six or eight

feet of india-rubber tubing are f tachetl, and to the latter an instrument

consisting of a gouge shaped like a Volkmann's spoon ; its handle and

shank are hollow, and attached to the end of the handle is the rubber tube.

Anterior incision for

excision of hip-joint

(MacCormac.)

• British Medical Journal, 1880, vol. i. p. 16.

Vol. III.—7G

« Ibid., 1889, vol. i. p. 28.

1. i -J
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The instruraeut is used to flush out the diseased cavity with hot water
while the softened hone and tuherculized synovial tissue are being gouged
and scraped away. The whole cavity is in this way cleaned, and the dis-

eased tissue, being immediately removed, has no chance to infect the sound
tissues ; besides, the hot water checks hemorrhage.

After removing all the diseased structures the cavity is dried with car-

bolized sponges, one or two being left in until all the sutures are in position.

These, which are of carbolized gut, should dij) deeply and be placed clos.

together. Just before they are tied the sponges are removed, and with
them the last trace of moisture. The wound is filled with iodoform emul-
sion, and the sutures are tied, as much of the emulsion being squeezed out
at the last moment as will come away. In most cases no drainage-tube is

used. An antiseptic dressing is then applied and firmly held in place by a
figure-of-eight bandage.

Mr. Barker claims for this method that primary union is obtained

throughout the whole wound. He reports some cases treated after this

manner, nud up to date there had been no return of disease, with joints

slightly movable. The whole operation is based upon the theory that if

complete removal of tubercular tissues from the hip-joint is accomplished

the resulting wound ought in many instances to heal by first intention

throughout. In one case I tried the anterior incision, and found that the

joint was easily exposed and plenty of room aiforded. The hot water was
not used, and, unfortunately, a point in the wound became infected and a

tubercular abscess formed.

The result ot excision of the hip-joint in general hospital practice has

not been so good as that of other joints. It is very difficult to obtain

reliable statistics. Patients are sent out before the real result is known, and

many operators fail to state just what is meant by cure.

The following are the results in my own hospital practice. Of fortv-

nine cases, in nine the patients were between three and four years old, in

six between four and five, in six between five and six, in eight between six

and seven, in six between seven and eight, in six between eight and nine,

in four between nine and ten, in two between ten and eleven, one patient

was between twelve and thirteen, and one was fourteen years old. Of these,

four are still in the hospital, one of whom is well ; twenty were discharged

cured ; eleven were discharged relieved or unimproved ; fourteen died. Of

those discharged, three are known to be cured, and eight have died. In

regard to the terms " cured" and " relieved," by " cured" is meant that the

wound is entirely healed, with no sinus and no pain upon motion ; by " re-

lieved," that the wound itself has healed, but that one or more sinuses are

present, no matter how useful the limb may be. Of those who died while

under treatment, eight died from amyloid disease, two from meningitis, one

from tuberculosis, one from })eritonitis, and two from exhaustion. Of those

dischargeni relieved, one has never bc^en heard from, six died from amyloid

disease, and one died from peritouitiL, These figures show that twenty-three
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cases, or fifty per cent., were cured, and that twenty-one cases, or forty-

seven per cent., died.

No patient has died from the effects, immediate or remote, of the ojiera-

tion, while, on the other hand, the general condition of those who subse-

quently died improved for a time : all pain was absent, many of them were

able to be about, and were gaining flesh, and sujjpuration diminished. The
cause of a fatal termination was not local, but constitutional ; the operation

had nothing to do with it. They died not from but in spite of the opera-

tion. The date of the fatal termination in these cases varied from a few

months to several years ; in some cases the patients after the wounds had

entirely healed were going about without support. In two cases it will be

noted that death was due to peritonitis secondary to amyloid degeneration.

The condition of the bones in all the cases operated upon showed that the

disease had advanced to the third stage and often well into it, loose bone

being in many instances found in the joint. In a few cases the operation

consisted only in removing a detached epiphysis.

In regard to the function of the limb : in some cases it was excellent,

—

lapse of time had not increase<l the amoimt of shortening ; but in the ma-

jority of causes the limb did not grow so fast as the sound one, and a higher

shoe had in time to be used. In most cases after excision of the hip, unless

there is a very strong cicatrix the upjjer end of the femur rides up on to the

pelvis at every step, due to stretching of the bands which unite the shaft

to the ilium ; this increases the shortening, and the joint lacks stability.

After excision the patient should use a hip-splint for at least a year after

getting up, so that these bands may not be called upon to sustain any

weight until they have become dense and strong. One of the patients is

now twenty-seven years of age, is perfectly healthy, and has good use of

his limb ; another is twenty-six years of age, is a plumber by trade, and is

able to do a good day's work, although he has seven inches shortening, the

greater part due to arrest of growth. The following table shows the

amount of shortening and its increase in ten cases which have been exam-

ined since discharge

:

1 patient at time of discharge had 1 inch ; 8 years after had 2i inches.

1} inches ; 18 months after had l.f inches.

1 J inches ; 6 years after had 2J inches.

J inch ; 18 months after had | inch.

IJ inches
; 1 year after had IJ inches.

1 inch ; 5 years after had IJ inches.

1 inch ; 2 years after had 1 J inches.

1 inch ;
18 months after had 1 inch.

J inch ; 3 years after had IJ inches.

4 inches ; 14 years after had 7 inches.

Of fourteen cases in which the amount of shortening at the time of dis-

charge was recorded, it was slight in two, three-fourths of an inch in two,

one inch in three, one and a quarter inches in two, one and a half inches

iu four, and four inches in one.
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In a table given by Wright {op. cU.), of two thousand four hundred
and sixty-one cases of excision, there were one thousand five hundred and
sixty-six cures and eight hundred and forty-one deaths ; but these statistics

are not reliable ; they were collected from all sources. A great many of
these cases must have been discharged with open sinuses, and many of them
eventually died.

The time of operation has a great influence upon the mortality and
upon the proportion of successful cases. Those who excise early—as soon

as abscess forms—have much better results and fewer fatal cases; but

there is no doubt that many of these patients could have been cured with-

out resorting to so radical a method ; on the other hand, those who do
not excise until the patient's general health has failed and there is exten-

sive disease, operate too late, and consequently have a greater mortality.

There is a middle course between these two extremes, which is the safer

to follow.

Turning to the valuable reports of a committee of the Clinical Society

of London found in the fourteenth volume of the Transections of the

society, and based upon statistics derived from three hundred and eighty-

four cases treated without excision, of which two huudretl and sixty were

suppurating and one hundred and twenty-four non-suppurating cases, the

results are as follows. Of two hundred and sixty cases with suppuration,

thirty and two-fifths per cent, died from causes connected with the disease,

of which nine and one-fifth per cent, died from tubercular affection. The

average duration of treatment was two and a half years ; the average short-

ening in thirty-three cases, one inch and three-fifths. The movements were

free, limited, or nil in the proportion of five, four and a half, and three.

Of one hundred and twenty-four cases without suppuration, the total mor-

tality was ten and one-half per cent., and that from tuberculosis was seven

per cent. The average duration of treatment in cases that recovered was

less than three years.

In Wright's personal statistics, of one hundred cases eighty-five re-

covered and fifteen died ; but on examining his table it is found in the last

report . aat there still existed one or more sinuses in sixty-four cases, so that,

strictly speaking, these should not have been reported as cured.

The results of excision are such that it must at present be put down as

an operation of necessity, and should be advocated only in those cases where

from the family history of the patient or the condition of the parts a cure

by mechanical means seems remote. I have an impression, which cannot be

proved by statistics, that those who have had tubercular joinc-disease are

not long-lived,—that they generally die before they reach very far in adult

life ; and this is strengthened by the fact that the offspring of tubercular

parents are of feeble resisting power and die early in life.
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DISEASES OF THE KNEE-JOINT.
" Next to the hip-joiut the knee is most liable to inflammatory aflFections

in childhood. It is the largest joint in the body, alike in regard to the size

of the articular ends of the bones, the extent of its synovial membmne,
and the area of its cavity. Any affection of the joint, therefore, especially

any acute inflammation, is necessarily on a large scale, and is liable to

be attended with a corresponding amount of constitutional disturbance.

Owing to the shape of the articular ends of the two bones of which it is

mainly formed, and the way in which the shallow facets of the tibia are

constructed to slide upon the condyles of the femur, displacement very

readily occurs when the joint is in the position of semiflexion, which it at

once assumes as a position of greater ease when it is attacked by disease.

In this attitude the tibia is in contact with the femur over only a very

limited surface, and is easily drawn backward toward < the popliteal space

by the hamstring muscles. . . . All muscles surrounding the knee are,

more than those surrounding any other joint, the hip excepted, liable to

be the scat of continuous and severe reflex contmctions whenever inflam-

matory disease is present. The joint is formed by the opposed ends of

two long and powerful levers ; it is situated in the middle of a bulky limb

which contains an elaborate system of powerful muscles, v/hich connect

with the trunk by means of a joint that allows motion in every direc-

tion ; the ends of the femur and tibia which meet at the knee are those in

which growth in length of the lower extremity is mainly effected, and

any extensive interference with them is liable to be followed by arrested

development of the limb."

'

The knee-joint may be the seat of acute, subacute, or chronic disease,

which may involve the bones or the synovial membrane.

SYNOVITIS.

Acute synovitis is not uncommon among children : the exposed situa-

tion of the joint and its almost subcutaneous position make it very liable

to injury. The cause of acute synovitis may be a sprain, a wrench, a

blow, or any injury ; it may follow exposure to cold. The seriousness

of the case will depend not only upon the amount of violence, but also

upon the constitutional predisposition of the child. It is not often that

a simple synovitis becomes purulent. If, however, there is a tubercular

diathesis, the injury may be the starting-point of tubercular disease of

the articulation. Almost every one who has had much to do with joint-

disease among children has seen cases in which an acute synovitis coming

on after an injury has not responded to treatment as is usually the case,

but has passed into a subacute condition, and after a time the joint will

1 Marsh, op, cit

.:^i

RSf
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convey to the fingers a boggy feel, or the bones develop tenderness in

certain localities, and a tubercnlar disease of the joint be found to exist.

Again, an acute synovitis not properly treated may degenerate into a

chronic, and the joint finally become stiff. The prognosis in a case of

acute synovitis in a healthy child is good in regard both to the integrity

of the limb and to life.

Symptoms.—From the superficial position of the knee, any changes in

its shape are readily detected, and therefore the signs of an acute synovitis

are easily recognized. They are stiffness, swelling, heat, and pain. Swell-

ing comes on immediately with the access of the inflammation and follows

the outline of the synovial cavity ; the patella is raised from its nonnal

position in contact with the condyles by the effusion. All the normal de-

pressions about the joint are obliterated, and the articulation has a puffed-out

appearance ; the skin, unless the inflammation is very acute, is not changed

in color, but the joint feels hotter than the sound one. There is pain upon

motion. If the inflammation is more acute, the skin may become retl or

even oedematous, the leg becomes flexed upon the thigh, that being the

most comfortable position for it to assume, and there is an increase of

pain, with considerable constitutional disturbance. Pain, however, varies

much : in some cases while the joint is at rest it is only slight, while in

others the patient is kejjt awake by its severity. As a rule, the more acute

the disease the greater the pain and the higher th(> temperature. If the

affection is very acute, there may be some muscular atrophy, and this may

give the impression that the capsule is more distendal than it really is.

The contents of the joint in acute synovitis will show only a turbid albu-

minoid fluid, more limpid than the natural secretion of the joint : its ttu-

bidity varies ; in the more acute cases it maybe opaline; in cases after

severe injury it may be, and ofl^n is, stained with blood.

Treatment.—The cardinal point in the treatment of synovitis of the

knee, as of all other joints, is absolute rest to the articulation, and this must

be rigidly carried out. The child should be confined to the bed, and tlio

whole limb fixed by means of a splint extending from above the hip to

below the foot, so as to prevent all motion in the hip, knee, and ankle ; be-

sides there should be a posterior splint applied to prevent any flexion at the

knee. Should there be much flexion at the knee, it is better to give ether

and place the limb in a straight position ; this can be done without any

danger, for as soon as the muscles are relaxed this can be accomplished

without the use of any force, or the same end may be attained by extension

applied to the leg. If the joint is left flexed, a posterior dislocation may

take place.

Afler securing absolute rest, cold should be applied to the joint, by

means either of an ice-bag with several layers of flannel interposcxl between

the bag and the joint, or of cold evaporating lotion ; lead-and-opium wash

is often useful. Some writers advocate the use of leeches, but they are apt

to frighten children, and, besides, the disease can be controlled as well with-
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out their use. If the pain is raarkeil, opium should be given and its eifects

carefully watched. The child will experience most comfort from placing

the whole limb upon a pillow, support being given to the thigh and leg.

When the tension is very great and the pain severe, relief may be obtained

by puncturing the joint and removing some of the effusion ; this should be

done with great care and by means of an jiseptic needle. If there is nuich

spasm of muscle, extension should be usetl, the force being applied in the

long axis of the leg. Treated in this way the inflammation will be sub-

dued ; but the patient should not be allowed to use the limb for some time,

a posterior splint being kept on.

Subacute or chronic synovitis sometimes pereists after an acute attack

;

when this exists a rubber bandage may be applied, and the joint kept at

rest. Blisters have also been advocated, and often do good. But our main

reliance must be upon rest and fixation, or a Thomas splint may he ap-

plied and the patient be allowed to go about ; for a description of this splint

reference is made to another portion of this article.

Sometimes an acute synovitis will become purulent,—that is, effusion

will gradually assume a purulent character without much increase in the

constitutional symptoms. When this occurs the joint may be washed out

with a mercuric solution tlirough two canulas, one placal on either side

of the joint, and the solution allowed to run through until it comes out

clear.

Suppurative Synovitis may follow a blow or other injury, but is

most generally met with after wounds of the articulation from which the

joint has become infected ; it may be caused by the spread of inflammation

from surrounding parts, as an abscess bursting into the synovial cavity.

The symptoms, both general and local, of a purulent synovitis are

marked. It is often ushered in by a marked chill, high temperature, and

notable constitutional disturbances. Swelling and pain in the joint are

marked, so that the least jar of the betl or room will aggravate the suffer-

iugs. The skin soon becomes (edematous and red, and often the seat of

phlegmonous inflammation. If there is an external wound, it will look

augry and pus will flow from it. If there is any doubt as to the nature of

the effusion, a hypodermic needle will settle the question.

If pus is found in the joint, only one course is to be pursued : the

articular cavity must be freely opened—under antiseptic precautions—on

both sides, and the cavity washed out with mercuric solution, one in two

thousand or one in fifteen hundred, and finally with one in one thousand.

There are in the joint three spaces which should be thoroughly drained,

—

the subcrural pou(;h above the patella, the space under the ligamentum

patellae, and the posterior aspect of tlie joint. Into these short rubber

drainage-tubes should be passed, so as to be just within the synovial cavity,

which should then have a final flushing through these drainage-tubes. The

incision should then be closed except where the tubes pass out, the part

surrounded with au ample antiseptic dressing, and the limb thoroughly
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iminobiHzod. The dressiugs will probably have to be changed daily and
the cavity flushed out.

Under this treatment the temperature will go down, the pain cease and
as a rule, the articulation be saved. But action nnist be prompt : every

hour of delay after the advent of the disease adds to the danger to life and
limb.

Mr. Treves ' adopted a plan of continuous flushing of the joint with

cold water rendered antiseptic with various substances ; the irrigation was
done through two tubes, one on each side of the joint, into one of which

a continuous flow of water was sent to be discharged through the other.

This was kept up day and night for one mouth. The j)atient " had a very

high grade of inflammation in and about the joint ; the whole limb was

oedematous." The effect of the irrigation was very marked. At onee the

patient was free from all jmin, the tongue, which had been dry, became

moist, and he recovered with a normal degree of motion.

In purulent synovitis of a not very intense ty[)e, gootl results have been

obtained by puncturing the joint with two good-sized trocai-s, one on each

side, and washing out the joint by allowing a stream of mercuric solution (one

in two thousand) to flow through the joint. In one case I tried this niethcHl,

with very satisfactory result. Carbolic-acid solutions, except when very

weak, have not acted well in my hands, as they are apt to coagulate the

fibrin and cause thickening of the capsule.

When there is an extensive wound into the joint, the articulation may

still be saved by careful antiseptic treatment ; but if inflammation has gone

on to destruction of the joint, the most favorable result is an ankyloscd

limb. In these acute inflammations one of the great dangers is that the

tibia may become dislocated backward, and to prevent this the limb should

be kept in a straight position. Of course the strength of the patient must

be kept up by tonics, plenty of food, stimulants, and opium to relieve pain.

If these means fail to limit the inflammation, nothing will save the patient's

life but amputation.

TUBERCULAE DISEASE OF THE KNEE-JOINT.

The synovial membrane is more frequently affected with tubercular dis-

ease than any other articulation. Its exciting cause may be an injury of

some kind, or it may be impossible to connect it with any traumatism ; it

may develop afler an acute synovitis, or may come on so quietly that its

exact advent cannot be determined ; but, whatever its exciting cause, there is

always a tubercular diathesis back of it, and without this strumous disease

never occurs.

Symptoms are oflen insidious : it may come on spontaneously, with stifiP-

ness as an early symptom ; there may be an absence of pain, yet the patient

will limp from inability to extend the leg fully upon the thigh,—and this is

' British Medical Journal, 1888, vol. ii. p. 8.
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an inportant indipation of disease. Witli this Rtiffiipss there is always

swolliu^, tor to this latter is tlia stiflhess due. The disease may begin witii

obsci "e puiua and a feeling of weakness in the joint, with whi(!h there is

stiffnt ,jd a slight limj) may eontinue for some time withont any other

symptom to atti-act attention, although a eareful examination of the joint

will at this tinu; dcteet some tlii((keniug of the synovial membrane and

Blight swelling of the joint-tissues.

In other cjvses the swelling will come on without the least pain either in

walking or upon pressure. The swelling in these oases is j)eculiar and

characteristic : at first it may have the form of the synovial sae, and in

tliis stage fluctuation in some eases may be dete(!ted ; soon, however, it

changes to one of a sort semi-solid nature, conveying to the touch a boggy

fwl, as though the joint were fille<l with a gelatinous material. Barwell

states that in those eases in which there is fluid at first the joint tumefaction

may be only temporary, to be soon followed by the characteristic dougiiy

swelling of tubercular disease of the synovial membrane, ^yhen the dis-

ease pursues its usual course, the swelling first shows itself at the side of

the patella and then extends to the whole joint, so that all the normal de-

pressions are obliterated and the limb at the knee-joint assumes a rounded

or fusiform contour. The skin has a white appearance. Barwell states

that the more intense this whiteness the more marked is the tubercular

infiltration. The amount of swelling may be determined by comparing the

measurements around the two joints.

Marked atrophy soon takes place in the muscles of the thigh and leg,

making the diseased joint more prominent than the swelling alone would do.

Atrophy is an important symptom, no matter how slight it may be. It is

generally present within a few weeks of the commencement of the swelling

and persists throughout all phases of the disease. In old cases the bones

of the thigh and leg seem covered only with skin and fibrous tissue, so

profound has been the muscular wasting. In time the atrophy involves

the bones, so that they are much smaller than those of the sound limb.

Sooner or later in those cases that do not receive proper treatment, or in

which the progress of the disease has not been stayed, the joint becomes

completely disorganized ; the leg becomes flexed upon the thigh, often to a

marked degree ; the tibia is liable to undergo displacement in the direction

of a rotation outward, and a sliding backward of the head of the bone

upon the condyles of the femur, and also a sliding outward. As the disease

advances, the joint-cavity becomes filled with a pinkish-gray pulpy mass

;

the synovial membrane is greatly thickened, the ligaments are softened, the

cartilage is eroded, and finally the bones become involved in the disease.

Abscesses form in this granulatioii-tissue within the joint, and the pus

slowly perforates the capsule ; the skii. becomes red and tender, then ulcer-

ates over a small extent of surface, and allows the thin, unhealthy pus to

escape. Long before this has taken place every tissue in the joint-structure

has become infiltrated with this gelatinous material.
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One of the niont imfortuiiutc coinplicutioiis is the (liHhM'ution of tho tihia

bat'kward, dw in part to the flexion of the le^ and to the contraction of

the muHeleH on the posterior aH|HH't of tlie thij^h, and in part to the (h'stnic-

tion or softeninji; of the hiteral lif^inients of tlie joint. The appearance nf

the linih afler tiiis has taken phioe changes entirely : the Hwelling disappears

to a certain extent, and the end of the feniiir stands out over the head ui'

the tibia. This disphuH'inent of the tibia may take place with or witliout

tho oceurreuce of abstx-sses, and the bone may become ankylnsed in this

position.

Pain at some time in the course of the disease is marked, even if it is

absent in the earlier stage. As the cartilage becomes eroded, there (tecur

frequent painful startings of the limb, similar to those in disease of the

hip-joint. There may be, however, a dull aching pain, increased at ni^rht^

besides the acute surtering due to the crowding together of the inl!anie<l

tissue by muscular starting.

Macnamara states that local elevation of temperature affords va]iiiil)lo

information as a guide to prognosis. He recommends that the thermoinotcr

be used twice a day over the joint and the temperature compared with that

of the sound limb. If we find a marked and persistent increase of Iieat over

the affected knee, we may feel sure that chauges are going on in the joint

which, if not sufficient to excite suppuration, border closely on that stage

of the disease.

The course of tubercular disease of the synovial membrane is either

towards caseation, towards abscess and inflammation of the whole joint,

or towards connective-tissue metamorphosis and cure, deptuiding upon tho

general health and the treatment of the })atient.

Tubercular Osteitis of the ends of the bones forming the knee-joint

is frequently met with. It may be (confined to the end of the femur or

tibia, or there may be foci of disease in both bones. These foci may grad-

ually extend by inf^mmatory and necrotic changes until they reach the joint,

or they may beco aced by connective tissue and the joint escape, or,

again, these iaases may remain quiet for an indefinite time and

finally bee ,e and cause destruction of the joint. I have met Avitli

these caseo .oposits in the head of the tibia or condyles of the feninr

where no indications of their presence could be obtained by inspection of

the articular surface. These tubercular dep<: "i- are apt to attack both

bones.

The starting-point of a tubercular deposit often is an injury, by which

the osseous tissue may be bruised, some blood may be extravasated, or some

interference with local nutrition may take place> and thus form a congenial

nidus for the tubercle-bacillus. But, \vhatcver may have been the cause of

the disease, when once established its symptoms, though at first obscure, in

time leave us in no doubt as to the nature of the complaint. The early

symptoms of tubercular osteitis are often obscxu'e. There may be some ])ain,

especially at night or after exercise ; it may be an aching or uncomfortable
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fci'linp on ('('1111111 inovt'iuciitH, cominji; Home tinio after an injury, for the

(Icvclopiucnt of tulu'rciilar di: 'anc of llie hone is often hIow. The courHC

followed hy the (leponit has luuch to do with the proniinentsj and rapidity

with which marked symptoiuH show thenwelveH, whether the bone is infil-

trated with tubercle, slowly uiiderf!;oes caseouH ehaiif^e, or beeotnes the sent

of connective-tissue clian^^es. In the first variety tlu; joint is soon aifectcd
;

in the SMond it may not be affected for months ; while in the thiixl it may

ni!ver show any sij^n of disease.

The pain may Ikj confined to on(' of the condyles of the femur or to the

h(^nd of the tibia, depending upon tiie bone iiivolv(Kl ; afh'r a tinu; ])aiii in

the i)one may be more persistent, but witii exacerbations. There is oflen

tenderness upon pressu '^ over a certain point; freciuently then! will be

tliickeniiifif of the perioul im over this point; if the deposit is situated deep,

110 thi(!kening, or but sliji,lit, may be felt, (iradually the lameness increases

and the joint becitmcs flexed. As the abscess approaches the joint-surface

the pain and discomfort increase, ivs a rule, there are painftil startinfjjs of the

limb at night, and the parts about the articulation app-ar swollen. Gradu-

ally the joint itself becomes enlarged, through effusion which does not dis-

appear afler rest ; this may continue serous until the abscess opens into the

joint, or it may Iwcome gradually purulent, or the joint may become the

seat of tulx^rcular disease independent of the bone-t rouble.

I think that the classical description of the opening '»f a tubercular

abscess of the hon3 into a joint, followed by acute puruhmt synovitis, is not

in all ca.ses in accordance with clinical experience. I have seen joints

which have been invaded by tubercular abscess show but little acute

trouble ; often we find only the characteristic tubercular granulation which

starts from a small opening in the cartilage leading to a ti... cular deposit

in the end of one of the bones, and the disease follows the course of a

tubercular synovitis plus an osteitis, although there is every reason to

suppose that the osteitis was primary. The explanation of this may pos-

sibly be that a small amount of tubercu'ar material alone entered the articu-

lation and the joint is slowly inft>cted with tubercle. In some cases of

disease of the knee-joint rapid purulent infection of the articulation cer-

tainly takes place, but it is not the rule. Early in the disease marked

atrophy of the muscles of the leg and thigh takes place. lu some cases

of articular osteitis the tubercular abscess will discharge not into the joint,

but into the soft parts outside of the capsule. The syrr.ptoms of a tuber-

cular abscess approaching the surface are increased local deep-seated swell-

ing, increased tenderness upon pressure, otlen accompanied by tlirobbing

pain (the latter may be intermittent), later local redness of the skin, and

finally an abscess in the soft parts.

The fact that a tubercular absce.:is has opened oufc^ide of the capsule does

not prevent it from making n way for itself also into the joint, especially

if the first sinus is small. A time comes in almost all unrelieved cased of

bone-tuberculosis near the joint when the articulation becomes completely
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disorganized, abscesses have formed and opened at diiferent points, the

joint is deforn^ed and misshapen, and the patient suft'ers from tlie eifects

of suppuration, long-continued pain, and confinement.

In some cases after the til)ia has become dislocated backward, tlie in-

flammation will subside, the pain be greatly diminished or entirely coase

and a cure be effected with the limb in a deformed position. T'his occur-

rence is more common uft^r non-tubercular epiphysitis than in tuberculosis

yet it has been met with in the latter.

Tubercular disease beginning in Ciie bones about the knee affects tlie

joint secondarily, but the articulation does not escape so often as when the

bone-disease i.' of a non-tubereular nature. The prognosis is, as a rule,

good in child: n not marked tubercular antecedents. Death from this

form of joint-disease is not so common as from similar disease of the hip-

join^. With proper treatment many cases do not go on to the formatiou

of abscess, and a cure with some useful motion, even in apparently un-

promising cases, is not unusual. After disorganization of the joint a cure

with ankylosis is to be expa^ted. My impression is that general tubercu-

losis is more common with disease of the knee than with that of the hip

;

at least thi.. has been my experience.

Treatment of tubercular synovitis is absolute rest. If the disease is

detected early and absolute rest of the joint obtained, in subjects of fair

health a cure may be "xpected with perfect or slightly-restricted motion.

In order to fix tht knee-joint, rest in bed must le insistefl upon, with a

posterior splint extending from the hip to below the foot, with an upright at

a right angle to the leg, so as to prevent all motion at the ankle-joint, era

plaster-of-Paris splint may be applied. Any flexion that may exist must

be corrected. It may be done at once under an ausesthetic, or gradmilly by

extension, for, no matter how rigid the joint may be in the earlier stage, as

soon as the patient is under an anaesthetic the muscles will relax and the leg

can be put in any desiivd position without the use of the least fore*. If,

however, the muscles on the posterior aspect of the limb have be(!ome short-

ened, and force is used to straighten the leg, there is great danger that the

tibia will slip back and a dislocation be produced. If the disease is not verj'

acute, an elastic bandage (rubber) is often of use : the " Empire porous

elastic bar ^ag>j,'' which consists of an elastic webbing made very loose, i? an

excellent substitute for the rubber bandage ; it Joes not confine the moist-

ure, and any amount of constrict) Sii cti.i be obtained, and it is much more

comfortable than the common elastic bandage. The limb should be kept

still in the posterior splint and bai:daged below the knee.

The use of counter-irritation is well spoken of by many : small fly

blisters may be used, or, better still, a Paquelin's cautery applied very

lightly wliile at a white heat. If blisters are used, they should he about

one inch square, not kept on too long, and the blebs allowed to dry as soon

as possible. If at any tim abscesses form, they should be opened at once.

After the more acute symptoms have passed, the use of a Thomas spliut
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Fig. 25.

Fig. 24.

affords excellent protection, and with a high shoe the patient may bo

allowed to go about. The splint is constructed in the following manner

(Fig. 24V
" It consists of an upper iron ring (A) throe-eighths of an inch in thick-

ress. This is well padded. The ring is nearly oval in shape. From its

upper and lower portions two iron rcxls

{B, B) pass down below the foot ; the oval

ring should join the inner stem, forming

an angle of fifty-five degrees, which when

correctly j _.dded is reduced to forty-five

degrees. This arrangement of the splint

will be the most comfortable. On the end

of the two iron rods is placed a patten.

Across the bars is stretched an apron of

leather, to support the limb, and in the

leather are two slits for the insertion of the

baudage, A patten is also worn under the

shoe c>f the sound limb. A strip passes

over the shoulder of the sound side and id,

attached by a but^kle anteriorly and poste-

riorly to tlie oval ring." ^ This apparatus

can be used without the leather back, the

knee being secured in a plaster- of-Paris

splint or a posterior splint, and a bandage

over all. Fig. 25 shows the splint ap-

plied.

The splint should be worn for from six months to a year or more, ac-

cording to the condition of the limb, or until the joint assumes its natural

appearance. By this means a posterior dislocation, if not of long duration

and if the parts behind the joint have not becune too much shortened, may
be overcome.

If the joint is much deformed by displacement of the tibia, it may be

slowly corrected by gradually changing the angle of the posterior splint.

After a dislocation of some duration the muscles in the posterior aspect of

the thigh have become shortened and the capsules thickened and shortened,

so that even if the tendons are divided the tibia cannot be replaced, ou

aot'ount of the condition of the capsule. Besides, the articular ends of the

femur and tibia have become altered in shape, the condyles of the femur

being elongated and more conical, and thus overhanging the tibia, so that,

if it were possible to bring the articular end of the tibia forward by relax-

ing the soft parts, the changes in the femur would absolutely prevent the

replacement of the tibia being maintained. It is true that splints have

» Marsh, p. 440.

' Thomas, Diseases of the Hip and Knee and Anklo Jditus, p. 98.

t->'- ;i--^
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been devised which, it is said, will correct this deformity. They are gener-

ally constructed with a gutter exteading up the thigh and down tlie leg,

with a hinge opposite the joint, and worked with a screw. But the action

of these devices is rather to increase than to diminish tlie amount of

deformity.

Of course the patient should be kept in the best possible condition as to

his general health : plenty of food, fresh air, and sunshine are to be desired.

The management of tubercular and that of non-tubercular osteitis are

the same. The treatment in the first stage is that of osteitis, and there must

be absolute rest of the parts. As said before, tubercular osteitis is of'teu

insidious in its beginning ; the lack of marked symptoms often misleads

one as to the true nature of the complaint, and in many cases treatment is

not begun until the disease has made considerable advance. A h'story of

occasional pain and lameness, of pain after exercise, or of stiffness in the

morning should always excite suspicion as to the existence of an articular

osteitis. In a child of tubercular antecedents any injury to the knee-joint

should not be looked upon as a slight affair and of little importance, but

longer rest and greater protection to the joint should be insisted upon than

in a child of perfectly healthy parentage. For tubercular osteitis there is

no better or safer treatment than rest in bed with the joint in a good posi-

tion and a posterior splint applied. The child may be taken out of doors

daily in a carriage, and thus have the advantage of air and sunshine. For

those in the lower walks of life, who cannot afford the time and care re-

quired to carry out this method, the best that can be done is to apply a

Thomas splint and a high shoe on the sound limb, and allow the child to

go about. Of course a posterior splint should always be applied. This

may consist of a plaster-of-Paris splint about the knee. To apply a pos-

terior splint and then allow the child to go about, using the limb, is no

treatment at all. If pain increases and symptoms of an abscess in the bone

show themselves, there is no better or safer plan than to cut down upon the

tender point, apply a trephine, and dean out the abscess-cavity. We raav

go even further, and say, if a child has received any injury to the articular

end of one of the bones, and after rest for weeks there still continues a

tender point over the bone, it is good practice and safe to trephine over this

point and allow drainage from the bone. There is no danger from this if

properly performed, and we certainly are working in the right direction. I

have seen good results from this method of treatment.

pam

:

OPERATIONS UPON THE KNEE-JOINT: ARTHRECTOMY AND
ARTHROTOMY.

Operations upon the knee have gained much in favor since the indica-

tions and methods of operation have been better understood. In children

they have been condemned by some surgeons because of the shortening that

is liable to occur from arrest of growth if the epiphysial cartilages are inter-

fered with. In very young children some ojierations are questionable. I"
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private practice thoy are very seldom called for. That a radical oiwration

should not be condemned on account of the shortening, I am satisfied from

my own experience ; that it should always be resorted to as soon as the

joint becomes the seat of an abscess, is bad surgery. What, then, are the

indications for opening a knee-joint? Suppuration, cither acute or chronic,

demands an explorative operation, because, if unrelieved, it will most cer-

tainly^ sooner or later, destroy the articulation, and by early interference a

recovery is generally obtained with more or less useful motion. Chronic

siijipuration must be due to one of three causes : it is the result either of

acute inflammation, of tubercular synovitis, or of a tubercular or non-

tubercular abscess ot ^.ic bone which has opened into the joint. In any of

these conditions, if we can remove the cause, a much better result can be

obtained by surgical interference than by the expectant treatment. In cases

of tubercular osteitis where an apparent cure has taken place, there often

remain caseous deposits of varying size which are a constant source of

danger to the joint : they may at any time break down and gain access to

the joint-cavity. These foci are often met with in cases where after an

apparent cure we are called upon to opei-ate to correct a defc-nuity, the

patient complaining only of vague pains at times in the bone. There is

otlen also some tenderness on pressure over certain points. Upon section

ia such cases there will be found in the condyles of the femur or head

of the tibia a mass or masses of caseous deposit of varying size, which no

treatment other than their removal would get rid of. Children with these

deposits never have a useful limb ; they are always liable to attacks of

pain ; and, if unrelieved, joint-trouble will at some time break out again.

In all operations upon joints every precaution should be taken to pre-

vent infection, not only from any disease within the articulation, but also

from without. The limb as well as the instruments should be washed and

disinfected. There are two operations for disease of the knee-joint, having

in view the removal of diseased tissue with preservation of the limb,

—

arthrectomy and arthrotomy.

Arthrectomy consists in fully exposing the whole of the interior of

the knee-joint, and in completely removing the diseased synovial membrane,

ligjunents, cartilage, and bone, without any formal removal of the articular

extremities. In fact, it is a removal of all diseased structure of a joint,

and the removal of diseased structure only.' It is applicable to most cases

of tubercular synovitis where the bones are not greatly diseased ; it is not

followed by arrest of growth in the limb, because the epiphysial cartilages

are not interfered with. A movable articulation is a ])ossibility, depending

upon the extent of disease in the joint, but not a probability.

After rendering the limb bloodless, either by an Esmarch bandage or

by raising the limb for a minute or so and then applying a constricting

band,—the latter being the better and safer method,—the joint may be

> "Wright, Lancet, London, 1888, vol. ii. p. 1086.
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it

opened by one of several methods. A curved incision below the patella,

as for excision of the knee-joint ; a curved incision above the patella, ex-

tending from the head of the tibia upon one side to a corresponding point

upon the opposite side ; and a transpatellar incision, have been advocated.

But whatever method of gaining access to the joint is adopted, it should l)e

ample, and if more room is required other incisions should be made, so that

every part of the articulation can be easily reached. Some operators ad-

vocate a longitudinal incision in addition above the patella, in order to

reach the synovial sac under the crureus muscle.' Clatton^ uses "a hm
curved incision through the extensor tendon just above the patella and

prolonged downward on each side of the line of the articulation. The

patella is then reflected downward and the whole joint exposed."

In the transpatellar incision the cut is made directly through the

middle of the knee-pan ; in young children this bone can be cut through

with a knife, but in older the saw must be used. An objection has been

raised to this method in yoimg children, that the cartilaginous jjatolla is

liable to give trouble after suturing. Tilling uses a U-shaped incision, but

goes below the tubercle of the tibia and then detaches the latter with a

chisel and raises it in the flap. After completing the operation the bone is

replaced and secured with a nail in the old position. He does not seem to

have derived any great advantage from this method.

There is still another incision used,—namely, a longitudinal one passhig

through the centre of the patella and splitting the tendon of the quadriceps.

In four cases I have used this incision ; in two the joint was opened in

order to remove enough bone to cause ankylosis, in one the operation was

performed to correct a dislocation of the tibia backward, and one was an

arthrectomy for tubercular synovitis. In all these cases ample room was

obtained, and all parts of the joint could be easily reached. After clean-

ing out the joint the divided patella was sutural with strong catgut. The

wounds united rapidly, and all the cases did well.

Having gained access to the joint, with a pair of curved scissors and

forceps every portion of diseased tissue must be removed,—synovial mem-

brane, J.igamente, and the semilunar cartilage. Particular attention must

be paid to the synovial sac above the patella. It can be easily removed

by dissecting off^ with the scissors between the capsule and the loose cellular

tissue surrounding it and the bone and muscles ; no difficulty will be found

in accomplishing this, even with an incision below the patella, and it must

be much easier with an incision above that bone. In this way the sac can

be removed in one mass. Simply scraping the diseased tissues with a spoon

will not do this : they are infiltrated, and nothing short of a knife or scLeeore

will accomplish the purpose. Having removed all infected soft parts, all

diseased points in the bone must be thoroughly curetted, so that every sus-

picious tissue is completely removed, even if the infected bone extends up

Wright, op. cit > Lancet, 1888, vol. i. p. 762.
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to the epiphysial cartilage : all small pits in the cartilage must be gouged

out. In cases where the tibia has become dislocated and cannot be brought

into position after free tenotomy, sections must be made from the end of

the femur and tibia, but for mechanical purposes only.

After all diseased tissue has been removed, the parts are to be thoroughly

washed out with a mercuric solution (one in one thousand), care being taken

that every crevice in the joint is well flushed. After removing the con-

stricting band, all blealiug points are to be ligated. Very hot water should

be used in these cases for flushing out, as it prevents oozing. If an Esmarch

bandage has been employed there will be considerable oozing, and this should

cease before the limb is finally put up. The incisions are then to be care-

fully brought together Avith silver wire or catgut. A very important point

to be attended to is the drainage : this must be ample ; it is far better to

have too much than too little. One tube should be brought through the

popliteal space, one on each side of the subcrural pouch, and one on each

side of the lateral incision. The use of nails or pegs is not required.

The limb should be placed upon a posterior splint and put up in plaster

of Paris. Iodoform gauze is placed over the line of incision, and over this

an antiseptic dressing. The dressing usually has to be removed the day

after the operation, on account of the gauze becoming filled with blood

and serum, but the iodoform gauze need not be disturbed. Afl^r this, as a

rule, there is no necessity for changing the dressing for weeks, or until

the drainage-tubes are removed. The best result of an arthrectomy is a

stiff joint, and this should be the end in view. A movable aiiiculation is

possible, but there is danger that the disease may be rekindled.

Volkmann considers that there should be a certain preparation of the

joint before the operation,—that all flexion should be overcome by weight

and pulley where it has existed and where it is possible to correct it,

all abscesses opened and freely spooned, disinfected, and allowed to heal,

and all fungoid masses removed from sinuses. He does not use the blood-

less method, believing that the condition of the tissue cannot be so well

judged of when blanched, and also that the loss of blood is greater after

the use of an Esraarch bandage than without one.

The ultimate result of arthrectomy for tubercular disease of the knee-

joint is to a certain extent in doubt, as the operation has not been in prac-

tice long enough to form a basis for statistics. Out of fifty-five cases

thirty-nine were reported as cured, and the remainder as well at the date of

the last report. In five cases a subsequent excision had to be performed,

and in one other case it would be necessary. Of the five patients on whom
the operation of excision was performed, three subsequently had the limb

amputated and recovered. Besides these, in three other cases amputation

was performed, four patients died,—three from tuberculosis, one in convul-

sions,—and three cases were incomplete.

According to Wright (op. cU.), in those that do well the common factors

seem to be (1) absence or small amount of suppuration, (2) superficial or at

Vol. III.—77
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least not wide-spread bone-disease, and (3) absence of general tuberculosis.

All reporters speak of the tendency of the joint to become more or loss

flexed unless a posterior splint is used for a long time. What is the real

value of the operation further experience and time alone can determine.

The advantages claimed for .Ihrectomy are that the bones are not inter-

fered with, and shortening does not take place, that erasion is not a bar to

future excision, and that the patient is not placed in a worse condition by

the operation. It is justifiable at an earlier period of disease than an

excision, and is peculiarly applicable to children. On the other hand, it

perhaps encourages a too early operation in cases that might be cured by

non-operative treatment. The tendency is towards more early interference

in joint-surgery, and there is great danger that we may be going too far.

Arthrotomy consists in the removal of all infected tissue, together with

a section from the articular ends of both the femur and the tibia, without

any reference to whether they are diseased or not, so that the two bony sur-

faces may be brought into contact and osseous union be obtained. Until

within the last few yeare it has been the only operation for disease of the

knee-joint except amputation, and for a long time the question was whether

to amputate or to excise. Within the last ten years excision has become not

a substitute for amputation, but an operation which may be taken into con-

sideration at an earlier date than an amputation is to be thought of, and

which aims to secure to the patient a limb not much shorter than the sound

one, but with ankylosis at the knee, and one on which he can walk without

any pain and with but a slight limp. It is not often performed for disease

among the better class, because the joint-disease seldom advances to a degree

that calls for any radical operation. It is confined mainly to those among

the lower class in whom the disease has been allowed to advance until the

articulation has become completely disorganized, the tibia displaced, and tin

bones seriously involved, or iu whom the joint is filled with granulations,

the ligaments destroyed, and the bones involved to a greater extent than

can be thoroughly removed by erasion,—in fact, to those cases where disease

has begun in the bone, so that nothing short of a complete eradication of

the disease will put the parts in such a condition that a cure with a useful

limb is possible.

There are two conditions of the knee-joint in which a classical excision

is the only remedy : in an old posterior dislocation, owing to the change-

that have taken place in the femur and tibia, and the shortening of the

soft parts behind the knee, a removal of sections from both bones is abso-

lutely necessary in order to bring the leg in a straight line with the thigh

;

the other is bony ankylosis in a flexed position.

In children under six years of age excision is not a satisfactory opera-

tion : the liability to excessive shortening is great, and the danger from

general tul)ercular infection is greater than in those above that age : at least

such has been my experience. There can be no doubt that a short limb with

a high shoe is a far more useful member than the best artificial limb that
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can be obtained. There is no danger of ulceration from pressure, no con-

stant expense for repairs and replacement. The usefulness of a limb after

excision with bony union is excellent, and it would seem that the ob-

jections raised against the opr-^ition as now performed are altogether too

strong.

Operation.—The jmrts should be thoroughly disinfected. The joint

may be opened by a U-shaped incision either above or below the patella, or

by some operation like the transpatellar method or the longitudinal. It is

better not to use an Esmarch bandage : simply raising the limb for a minute

or so and then applying a constricting band will render the limb almost

bloodless, and there is not the troublesome oozing that follows the use of a

rubber band from the foot to the thigh.

Having exposed the joint, the leg should be well flexed, so that the whole

articular surface shall be exposed. All diseased tissue is then to be removed

thoroughly with scissors or knife ; and the synovial sac above the patella must

be dissected out. During the operation the parts should be frequently flushed

with mercuric solution. The patella should always be removed, for if the

disease of the joint is extensive enough to demand an excision the patella

is generally found to be diseased. In two cases in which I left it, a subse-

quent operation had to be performed for its removal, as it had become dis-

eased. Mr. Marsh and others advise its being retained in patients over eight

years of age.

Having removed all diseased soft paiis and scraped out all sinuses,—or,

better, dissected them out,—the ends of the bone are to be removed. This is

best done with an amputating saw. The bone must be cut at a right angle

to its long axis. The patient lying on his back, an assistant holds the

femur perpendicular to the operating-table, being careful not to allow any

lateral deviation, and a section is then made. The same plan is adopted in

regard to the tibial section. The amount of bone removed should be as

small as possible. If not enough has been removed at firet either to elimi-

nate the disease or to allow the tibia to be brought forward, further section

should be made. If after making a section a caseous mass, an abscess, or

necrosed and carious bone is ojxiued into, it can be removed with a spoon,

even if a large cavity is left, provided all infected tissue is removed, with-

out any fear of jeopardizing the result of the operation. The amount of

curetting that is compatible with a good result is almost unlimited, provided

the outer shell of bone is left healthy. If there is necrosed bone extending

up the shaft, it can be removed. No more healthy bone should be taken

away than is absolutely necessary.

Having seen that the two cut surfaces come together without any tension

upon the tissue back of the joint, the constricting band is removed, and

any bleeding point ligated. There will be considerable oozing, which may
be stopped by the application of hot water. , The parts are then to be thor-

oughly flushed with mercuric solution. After the hemorrhage is stopped,

the limb is to be placed upon some form of posterior splint, for the secret
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of success depends ui)ou absolute fixation of the parts. There are many
ways of accomplishiug this.

Some use pla«ter-of-Paris bandage extending from the foot to the groin

with an interval at the point of operation, the two portions of the splint

being united with iron bars bent so as to allow of the wound Ixiing oasilv

reached. Dr. McBuruey applies to the leg and thigh a slight plaster band-

age a day or so before the operation, and after it has become dry removes

it by cutting it up in the median line. Aft«r the ojieration these leg- and

thigh-pieces arc slippal on, and the bracket put in position, and over these

is applied another plaster bandage. The advantage of this method is that

there is a firm basis to apply the iron brackets.

Many use some motlification of Watson's splint. For some time I have

used a splint made in two parts, one for the leg and one for the thigh,

united by two side brackets. It has worked well. After being well ])added,

the leg portion is secured by a plaster-of-Paris bandage which includes the

foot ; the upper portion is secured with a coaptation splint placed upon the

anterior aspect of the thigh and fastened with two straps and buckles. Do
what you will, the upper portion of the splint will get soiled by the dis-

charge running down, and if the thigh is encased in plaster it cannot be

cleaned ; whereas with the coaptation splint and buckles this can be easily

accomplished.

All splints should be padded, and the leg should be somewhat raised, so

that the cut surface of the tibia may lie easily against the correspondhig

surface of the femur. The whole limb is then placed upon an inclineil

plane, and the parts are brought into coaptation by position, and not by

bandaging. Whatever form of splint is used, the foot must be fixed and

well raised, so that it shall not sag down and displace the lower fragment.

To hold the bones in position many "use silver wire or steel nails plated

with gold or nickel. The latter should be four and a half inches long and

in size corresponding to No. 2 Stuobs's steel gauge ; they may be round or

square. They should be thoroughly disinfected. Three are generally usal,

one being driven in from either condyle downward and backward towards

the middle of the bone, and one from the middle of the anterior surface of

the tibia upward and backward. If they have been properly applied, any

movement between the cut surfaces of the bone is impossible. The use of

these nails certainly gives additional security to the limb, but it is not a

necessity.

It is well to use four drainage-tubes,—two for the sac above the patella,

and two at the end of the incision on the side of the limb, so as thoroughly

to drain the posterior part of the joint. The incision is brought accurately

together with catgut, and over it is placed some iodoform gauze, and then

an ample covering of antiseptic gauze bound on tightly.

Aft)er the patient has been returned to bed it is well to suspend the

whole limb.

The amount of pain aft;er an incision of the knee-joint is not very great
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if the limb is put up so that there is no uneven pressure and the splint is

well padded. Opium will l)c rapiired the first night, and possibly the second.

Theoretically, the temperature should not Ixj elevated if the operation has

been done strictly antiseptically ; in some cases, however, notwithstanding

every precaution, it will be found a little above normal on the following

day or the next, but it soon g(W8 down, and if everything goes well there

is no further rise. One of the chief causes of trouble and after-pain is au

accumulation of blood and serum in the space left by the removal of the

synovial sac above the patella. To prevent this, strict attention to the

drainage of this sac is required, with care that the tubes do not get constricted

by the bandage.

On the day following the operation the dreasing will have to be removed,

on account of its becoming filled with blood and serum ; the iodoform gauze

ueed not be disturbed. After the second dressing it is not often that it has

to be removed unless it gets loose. About the third week the nails may be

removed ; they are usually found loose, and there is no difficulty about it.

If abscess has formed, it should be evacuated at once and the parts disin-

fected. The time necessary for firm union to take place is from eight to

twelve weeks.

I have excised seventeen knee-joints, as vshown by the table on the fol-

lowing page. Of these cases ten were cured, four died, one was discharged

with limb aukylosed but with discharging sinuses, one is incomplete, and iu

one amputation had to be performed. The cause of death in three was

general tuberculosis ; one died from heart-failure twenty-four hours after

the operation. Of those who were discharged cured, eight are known to be

alive and have useful limbs ; they have no pain, and walk well without the

use of a crutch or oane. Two are known to have died, one from general

tuberculosis five years after leaving the hospital, and one from diphtheria

eight months after her discharge. In only one case has the union been

fil)rous, and that was in the child who died from diphtheria, but no flexion

had taken place.

The shortening in the case of the boy sixteen years of age, who had been

diseased since childhood, was mainly due to arrest of growth ; in two cases

it amounted to two inches, in two to two and a half, in two to one and a

half, and in three to one inch. In regard to the growth of the limb afl^r

excision, I have re-examined six patients. In case No. 2 there has been no

change for fourteen years ; in No. 4 there has been an increase of one and

a half inches in seven years ; iu No. 5, no change in foux years ; in No. 6,

an increase of one-quarter of an inch in six years ; in No. 7, an increase of

half an inch in four years; and in No. 12, no change in two yeare.

In one case the limb had to be amputated on account of chronic inflam-

mation in the bone. I am unable to account for this, as it was a case of

old dislocation and ankylosis; there was nothing about the bone or the

operation to account for the disease iu the bone ; there were no tubercular

foci, the disease being non-tubercular. The fact that during the first night
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after the operation the patient tore off the bandage may account for it, as

Miippiiratiou almout immediately followed.

Case 7 was admitted with tubercular synovitis following a Blight injury
;

the joint presented the characteristic swelling, there wa*) an absenw of any

pain even on motion, and the skin looked very white ; the case was looktnl

upon aa being very unpromising. Excision was performetl, and all went

well for a time, when the spine was discovered to be diseased. The oj)era-

tion-wound closed, and ho had gootl use of his limb. Finally the lungs

becam'! diseased, and he died five years after the operation. Case 8 was a

child four years of age, with tubercular disease of the synovial membrane

and an abscess in the head of the tibia, not surroundetl by any sclerosed

bone. The wound never did well ; disease in the bones continued ; after

some months brain-symptoms develoixxl, and at post-mortem examination a

tubercular tumor of the size of an English walnut was found in the brain.

Case 9, a child three years of age, was admitted with tubercular synovitis

and osteitis ; the parts about the joint were greatly swollen from the middle

of the thigh to the middle of the leg ; the joint was completely disorganized.

Excision was performetl ; some time later, as suppuration continued, the

parts were examined and a sequestrum in the femur was found between the

bones ; one month later disease of the dorsal vertebrse was discovered, and

the patient dietl. Case 10, a boy of thirteen, had tubercular disease of the

synovial membrane of the same character as case 7 ; excision was performed

after abscess had formed ; the wound never closed, and he died of pulmr

nary tuberculosis six months after the operation.

Cases 7, 8, 9, and 10 were unpromising at the time they came under

observation, and perhaps belonged to the class in which amputation should

have been performed ; in this an error may have been made. The question

whether infection of the lungs, brain, or vertebrae was caused by manipu-

lation during the operation is difficult to answer, but the possibility of the

occurrence of such infection cannot be lost sight of.

Of the death from heart-failure I can offer no explanation. The child

was in good condition,—the excision was performed to correct a malposi-

tion,—but little blood was lost, and the operation was not a long one.

Early in the operation the heart acted badly, and, notwithstanding the free

use of hypodermics of digitalis and whiskey, it never regained its force,

and the patient died twenty-four hours later from heart-failure. Shock

alone did not seem to be the cause.

Quite a number of operators speak of bending of the limb at the point

of section some time after the patient was going about. Barwell ' mentions

the case of a boy fourteen years old in whom the union was not bony.

Bryant * reports the case of a child six years of age on whom three years

previous an excision had been performed ; the tibia had become bent to an

' Diseases of the Joints, 6th ed., p. 562.

» British Medical Journal, 1884, vol. i. p. 1045.

:av ;
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angle of sixty dogreos upon the femur ; there was no motion at tlie time

of readmiHsion. The malpoHition was rorreete<l by an oHteotomy tiirough

the fenuu'. Morgiin ' reports the (use of a girl twelve years of age wliox'

knee-joint had Imkmi excisid one year previous, and in whom the limh had

gradually l)e<!ome Hexwl to a rigiit angle. liaker * mentions the case of a

boy who when nine }cars of age had his Knee-joint excised. Nine years

later the leg was gradually l^ending; the nnion wx'ukhI firm, yet the liml)

had bent to an angle of forty-five degrees at the knee. Smith'' reports

the ca«e of a boy eleven years of age in whom excision was followed by

bony ankylosis ; five years latt : the limb was bent forward at the point of

operation and the tibia and femur were curved. In another boy when five

years of age a similar oi)eration had been performed; thirteen years later

the limb became bent forward, Howard Marsh * mentions a case where at

the point of oiieration the limb became fiexed. From an examination of

the plate illustrating this, the bending seems to have taken place at the

point of operation, the anterior portion of the bony union having become

elongated. Phelps* reports a case in which the limb was put up in a

slightly-flexed position after an excision in a child nine years old; the

patient did well, but eight months later the limb became flexed to an angle

of forty-five degrees. The child sufferal pain at the point of excision

during locomotion and on any attempt at straightening the limb. Pheljw

considered the bending to be due to the action of the hamstring nuisdes, and

advises their rese(!tion in all cases, and utilizing the patella to overcome

any flexion. »

From a review of these cases, there does not seem to be any common

cause to account for the bending. In some cases the deformity did not

make its appearance for some years aitcr the operation, while in others it

came on earlier. It is reasonable to sii]>pose that in Dr. Phelps's case tlie

slightly-flexed position in which the limb was placed might have been an

element in causing the deformity. In my own experience no case of bend-

ing has been seen, nor do I know of any case in the experience of any one

except Dr. Phelps where this accident has occurred. It is known that in

some cases after a fracture has finally united bending at the seat of union

has taken place, and perhaps the bending at the seat of excision at the

knee-joint is due to the same cause. The best safeguard against this aa-i-

dent consists in perfect fixation and coaptation of the bones, and in seeing

that the limb be put up in a straight line.

The ultimate use of the limb after excision of the knee-joint is good even

when the shortening is excessive. After excision in children the amount

of increase in the shortening depends upon the point at which the section

• British Medical Journal, 1879, vol. ii. p. 317.

2 Ibid., 1887, vol. i. p. 322.

» Medical Times and Gazette, 1880, vol. i. p. 29.

Diseases of the Joints, p. 326.

<* Medical Record, 1886, vol. xxx. p. 113.
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of tho lK)nc8 18 nuule,—whethftr tho epipliyHial cartilagCH are left or not.

When lK)tli ('piphvHiai curtilages an; rcmovctl in young children, the arrest

of growth is grt>at. Holmes' mentions the case of a man on whom nine-

tc(!n years l)cfore In; hud excisi'd the knee-joint lor extensive disease accom-

panietl by imperfecrt ankylosis. Tho patient was then a child, and both

('piphy8<!S were removed. The limb is now seven inches short, yet it is so

serviceable that he can walk thirty miles in one day. Lee" reports the

case of a man on whom twenty years previous, when twelve years of age,

he had performcxl excision. When discliargcHl, the shortening was five

inches; now it is nine inches; the patient walks well with a patten on his

slioe. It would apiH'ar, then, that excessive shortening is no bar to a

very useful limb. In only a few of my own cases has a sufficient time

clapsetl since the operation to atl'ord grounds for reliable statement on this

j)()int. In one case, for ten years the patient has had excellent use of the

limb, and at one time actt^l as a line-man for a surveyor and did his work

easily. He is now an architect, and goes about buildings under construction

without any difficulty. Marsh makes the statement, " The limb afler ex-

cision, especially in children under nine or ten, is very unsatisfactory ; it

remains short and becomes in many cases distorted." I know of no case in

whicrh a good limb has not been obtained, although the amourit of shortening

varies. Even in those cases in which it luis been excessive a 'ligh shoe has

permitted the patient to undergo much liitigue without any failure of the

limb. Bending does not appear to be common in this (jountry. Perhaps

the better food and surroundings which the children of the lower class have

here conduce to a better and firmer bony union.

In comparing excision with ampu^^ation, there docs not seem to be any

question that the ultimate result of excision with good union, no matter

how great the shortening may be, far exceeds both in usefulness and in

comfort the best artificial limb made. The sole of the foot aftbrds the best

possible support.

A few cases of motion after excision of the knee-joint have been re-

ported. Bennett* reports the case of a girl in whom, two years previous,

he had excised the knee-joint. " She can stand upon the limb without sup-

port, and can flex it to a right angle." She walked with a little limp.

Boutflower* mentions a boy seven years of age in whom the knee-joint was

excised for deformity ; the patella Avas removed. Nine months later there

was motion at the knee-joint over an angle of ninety degrees. It does not

appear from these cases that the motion was of any use. From the fact that

the patella had been removed in both cases, it is hard to understand how the

patient could derive any benefit from this condition.

The accidents that happen in connection with excision of the knee-joint

• British Medical Journiil, 1880, vol. i. p. 225.

' Lancet, 1888, vol. i. p. 769.

» Ibid., 1884, vol. ii. p. 286. * Ibid., 1884, vol. i. p. 889.

mw
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are suppuration, necrosis, caries, and hemorrhage. A limited necrosis is

sometimes seen for wh'oh no cause can be assigned ; it does not necessarily

jeopardize the success of the operation, but delays the cure. Hemorrliage

of a serious nature has been reportetl in some cases, from ulceration of tlie

popliteal artery due to pressure or to a spicula of bone. Gangrene of the

limb has been met with, from compression of the artery due to stretching

of the parts behind the joint. Secondary hemorrhage sometimes occurs.

Disease of the bone after excision is met with. It may be due to infec-

tion at the time of the operation, or to improper dressing. Movement be-

tween the fragments may cause trouble ; or a tubercular deposit that has

either escapc-d notice from being situated beyond the point of section, or has

not been thoroughly scrape<l and disinfected, may rekindle the disease. If

much suppuration occurs, it is best to open the wound and search for its

cause. If it is due to tubercular foci, these may be removed and the wound

closed again, aft^r which the case nmy progress to a favorable termination.

If the cut surface of the bone beccimes diseased, the paits may be re-excised,

but not with much prospect of success, so far as my experience goes.

Amputation for knee-joint disease is not so often pcformed as formerly,

yet in some cases it is the better operation. In cases of injury to the pop-

liteal artery, where the bones are extensively diseased, where the lungs show

considerable tubercular deposit, where the joint is enlarged and the skiu

very white, amputation of the knee-joint may be demanded.

What are the indications demanding excision of the knee-joint?

Ankylosis in a flexetl position can be corrected only by an operatic:

,

either by removing a wcdge-shapal piece of bone, including the ends of

the femur and tibia, or by a subcutaneous osteotomy of the femur or of the

femur and tibia, one-half of the deformity being corrected by the fi.'"8t sec-

tion and the rest by the second. This leaves the portion between the two

points of operation very prominent, but this in time is somewhat decreased

by moulding of the pant. There is, however, danger that the vessels be-

hind the joint may be compressal in correcting the deformity. Old dislo-

cation of the tibia bpnkward can be correctal only by excising the joint.

Excision of the k.ice-joint for disease is rarely called for among the

upper and middle classes, because the disease is seldom allowed to advance

to such a state that a cure cannot be obtained without an operation. When

suppuration is profuse and long continued, or when in a patient of marked

tUijercular antecedents the disease does not yield to proper treatment, an

operation, even among the better class, should be performed. In cases where

the joint has become painlessly enlarged and the skin has an abnormal

whiteness, excision is demanded early, and, if the wound does not do well,

should be followed by amputation. Where we are satisfied that an abscess

in the end of one of the bones has opened into the joint, or has opened out-

side of the articulation, nothing but the removal ci" the diseased bone will

stop the discharge. Chronic suppuration calls for an exploratory oi)erd-

tion, and if the parts are found to be in such a state that a cure by rest is

;^|
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improbable, erosion or excision sliould be performed. The choice between

these two methods depends upon the condition of the bone. The more the

disease is confined to the synovial membrane, the better will be the pros-

pect that erasion will eradicate the disease ; on the other hand, the more the

bones are involved, the more appropriate is an excision.

In case granulatioa should apjiear either in an old sinus or by the side

of a drainage-tube, the patient should be placed under ether and the sinus

scrajwd.

HYDRAETHROSIb.

Hydrarthrosis signifies merely fluid in a joint, without conveying any

information as to its cause or amount. The word is, however, used to desig-

nate a chronic painless or almost painless distention of a joint with synovia,

which may only be thinner than normal or may be filled with fibrinous exu-

dation. In some cases the membrane may be thickened, and in older children

the synovial fringes may become hypertrophied. The disease is almost

always confined to the knee-joint, or at least it is much more commonly met

with in that articulation, although it may be found in the shoulder, elbow,

and ankle joints. It may be the result of a chronic synovitis or may follow

articular rheumatism ; tliere are some oases in which no cause can be assigned.

The knee-joint is often greatly distended. It is stated that it sometimes

contains eight or nine times its normal amount of fluid. In cases of long

standing the capsule may become greatly thickened and the ligaments soft-

ened and weakened, so that there is considerable lateral movement in the

joint, and the articulation gives way when any weight is put on it. The

joint in this condition shows little tendency towards recovery.

Treatment.—When the effusion is comparatively recent, rest to the joint

by means of a posterior splint and the application of small fly blisters every

few days, together with pressure by means of an elastic bandage, may in a

few cases effect a cure. In a more advanced condition there is nothing

better than injection of the jc'nt after the withdrawal of the fluid, in the

following manner.

Having placed the patient under ether and thoroughly disinfected the

skin, a small incision is made on the outer aspect of the joint through the

skin, and then a good-sized trocar, which has been made perfectly aseptic

either by being placed in a solution of carbolic acid (one in forty) or by heat,

is plunged into the joint-cavity, and as much of the fluid as possible with-

drawn by equable pressure over the joint, so as to prevent the entrance of

any air ; the joint is then injcctal through the canula with a warm solution

of carbolic acid (one in sixty) by mef*"" of a fountain syringe, until the

synovial cavity is well distended ; the ftu u is then allowed to flow out, anu

this is rejieatod until the fluid runs clear. It will be noticed that the

first injection ill come out of an opaline color, due to the coagulation of

the fibrin ; the second will be less so, and finally it will come out clear or

nearly so. During the operation the joint is to be kneaded, so that the fluid

shall gain access to the whole cavity. Gerster advises that the first few
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washings be made with Thiersch's fluid (salicylic acid two parts, boracic

acid twelve, hot water one thousand), and the final flushing done with car-

bolic-acid soil ion, because the latter hardens the fibrin and renders it diffi-

cult fiar it to pass through the canula. After the operation is completed the

canula is withdrawn, and the incision covered with iodofijrm gauze, and over

this a dry sublimate dressing ; finally bandages and a posterior splint are

applied. The patient should be kept in bed fiar ten days, when the dress-

ings are removed and the patient is allowed to move the joint in bed, and

within a few days to get up.

I have used this method in three cases, and have every reason to be per-

fectly satisfied with the result. There is, as a rule, no pain after the opera-

tion, nor are there any ill effects. Care must be taken that the limb is not

kept quiet too long, lest the thickening of the synovial sac be so great as

to limit motion.

la case the first oi^eratiou does not accomplish the purpose, a second or

a thiii may be done.

1
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proximity to the joint that the articulation is readily affected ; and this fact

gives to the study of osteitis in the ends of bones an importance equal to

that of primary disease of the joint itself

Epiphysitis is a disease of childhood. The peculiar construction of the

articular ends of the bone, the active nutritive processes going on in these

parts, and their low resisting power predispose the parts to inflammation

and necrotic changes. " The medulla filling the areola of the spongy tissue

is the real seat of the inflammation ; in it we have increased vase- ^-rizatiou

with exudation. In this condition the parts may remain for some time.

In many instances pus is early formed in the vascular medullary tissue

;

the trabeculse, which at first maintain their structure, not infrequently ne-

crose. A line of demarcation is formed between the dead and the living

portions." ^ In other words, we have a local osteo-myelitis. If the process

goes on, a time comes when the circulation will be cut oif from a portion of

the bone in the centre of the inflammatory area, and its local death will

take place, to an extent depending upon the amount of disease ; and thus

we have at times a sequestrum enclosed in a cavity, with pus between it and

the living bone. The tendency of these bone-abscesses is in time to make a

way for themselves through the bone and discharge, the amount of local

trouble depending upon the acuteness, situation, and duration of the disea.se.

If they are very acute, they soon involve more of the osseous tissue, break

through the limiting exudation, and make their way rapidly to the sur-

face in the direction of least i-esistance, often involving the soft parts ; if, on

the other hand, they are more chronic in their course, the bone will be

slowly thickened and condensal, and it may take years for the abscess to

reach the surface.

Between these two types there is every shade of variation. The joint is

involved only secondarily. In very acute cases it may be almost impos-

sible to separate the bone- from the joint-trouble, while in more chronic

oases the articulation is affected only after some time or not at all. The
disease may attack the epiphyses alone, or the articular end of the diaphyses,

or both may be involved.

The origin of these cases is often an injury near a joint, as a sprain or a

blow. The patient within a day or so complains of acute pain and tender-

ness over the bone near the articulation, or the symptoms may come on

suddenly after the patient has been exposed to wet or cold. There is oft;en

swelling about the joint, at times extending up or down the limb beyond the

scat of injury. Soon the joint becomes distended, and, if relief is not at

once afforded, the articulation is destroyed. Sometimes the case does not

pursue so rapid a course, the pain and tenderness upon pressure are much
slower in showing themselves, and the swelling of the joint does not ap-

pear until much later, or the joint may not become directly affected, as in

the following cases.

> Jones, op. cit., p. 93.
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Case I.—A boy eight years of age was admitted into St. Mary's Hospital, giving the
following history. Six weeks before coming under observation he was run over by a cart

the upper end of the tibia, near the tubercle, being bruised. In a few days he began to

have con-'derable deep-seated pain in the head of the tibia, the joint became swollen and
finally an opening formed on the anterior aspect of the bone just below the tubercle of the

tibia, from which, at the time of admission, there was a discharge of pus. There was seen a

small sinus just below the point of attachment of the ligamentum patella), through whidi
necrosed bone could bo detected. The upper part of the tibia was considerably enlarged.

The patient was etherized, and the upper portion of the tibia was found to be converted

into a largo cavity containing many sequestra. The cavity was bounded above by the

epiphysial cartilage and lined with sclerosed bono. In this case the process has been slow,

and, although there hud been etfusion into the joint, the abscess did not communicate with

the articulation, being limited above by the epiphysial cartilage, and the joint was only

aflTected by contiguity of tissue.

Case II.—A girl seven years of age came under my care in 1881, with the following

history. From some unascertained cause, three years previous she experienced great pain

at the lower end of the femur, with marked constitutional disturbance. Later the joiut

became inflamed, and an abscess opened just above and to one side of the patella. After

discharging for some time, the swelling of the joint disappeared, but there hsis always been

some slight discharge from the sinus. No further history could be obtained. The tibia

was found dislocated backward upon the condyles flexed to a right angle. The lower por-

tion of the femur was much enlarged. With the patient under ether the sinus was found

to connect with the knee-joint. An opening was then made into the articulation ; the car-

tilages were comparatively healthy except at a point between the condyles near their ))os-

terior surface, there was exposed bone, and in this was a sinus extending up the shaft of

the femur. The soft parts were then detached from the anterior aspect of the bone, and its

anterior surface chiselled out so as to expose the sinus. In this way it was laid open almost

to the joint. A sequestrum was found in a cavity about the size of a hazel-nut, loose, and

consisting of cancellous bony tissue. The sequestrum was just above the epiphysial cartilage.

The following evidently was the pathology of the case. From some cause there had been

a local osteitis just above the epiphysial disk
;
this had caused a necrosis of a small portion

of the cancellous tissue ; later an abscess had formed which Anally had opened into the

knee-joint, causing suppurative inflammation ; the abscess then perforated the capsule and

made an opening near the patella where the sinus was found. The abscess in the bone

caused it to become inflamed and enlarged. In other words, there had been an acute epi-

physitis, followed by inflammatory enlargement of the end of the femur.

Case III.—Recently there has been under my care a child four years of age who, follow-

ing measles, had disease in the epiphyses of both femur- and wrist-joints, with necrosis. The

lower portion of the left femur was considerably enlarged ; there was a sinus discharging

considerable pus situated just within and under the biceps. On cutting down upon the

bone from the lateral aspect of the thigh, an opening was found at the epiphysial line large

enough to admit the flnger, and leading into a cavity which represented the entire epiphysis,

there being only a thin shell of bone separating it from the joint. Within this cavity there

was found a sequestrum of the size of an English walnut, representing in shape the bony

portion of the epiphysis. There had been an acute epiphysitis at the lower end of the

femur, with the death of a small portion of the cancellous bony tissue. The accompany-

ing abscess had made its way intr 'he knee-joint, causing a purulent synovitis. The sinus

would not have closed until the bv^questrum had been removed.

Case IV.—A child two years old was admitted into St. Mary's Hospital for children

during the last year, with the history of an acute swelling on the anterior aspect of the

thigh and about the hip-joint. She had complained of no pain and had no lameness until

four weeks before admission, when she was seized with .^-ute pain about the hip, accom-

panied by inability to use the limb. On admission the upper part of the thigh was much

swollen and the trochanter was above Nelaton's line. The abscess on the anteiior aspect

of the thigh was opened ; it could not be found that it communicated with the articulation.

The hip-joint was then exposed ; the capsule was full of pus, and the epiphysis was found
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loose in the joint-cavity ; it was not diseased, and appeared as a smooth disli of bono
;

neck did not show much disease.

the

Epiphysitis may follow a much more acute course. Macnamara* re-

ports the case of a boy nine years of age who had, a fortnight before coining

under observation, received a severe blow over the region of the great tro-

chanter ; he suffered severe pain at the time of the injury, esi^ecially when

he attempted to move the limb ; the pain was, however, less the next day.

On the night of the tenth day after the accident, while in bed, he was sud-

denly seized with violent pain in the injured hip, and three days later was

brought to the hospital. His temperature was 103° and 105° F. ; his left

thigh was slightly flexed and abducted ; any attempt to move the limb caused

violent pain in the joint, as also did the slightest pressure applied directly

over the head of the femur. The patient's thigh was not swollen. During

the night the boy was delirious. On the second day after admission the joint

was laid open, so as to afford efficient drainage. On passing the finger into

the joint " the neck of the femur at its lower part was found separated from

tiie epiphysial cartilage, so that there was a free opening through which pus

in the cancellous tissues could escape outward. The patient's temperature

fell during the evening. He was discharged at the end of the fifth week,

able to walk about without the slightest inconvenience, the movements of

the hip-joint being perfect."

Another class of acute cases follow a different course. The pus may
get under the periosteum, and strip it from the bone to a greater or less

distance ; and finally it may perforate that membrane and form deep-seated

abscesses in the soft parts, a considerable distance from the point of dis-

ease. In these cases the nutrition of the bones does not suffer much at first,

and if prompt relief is afforded the parts recover.

In a third variety of cases—namely, those which follow a chronic

course—it may be months or even years before the abscess in the bone dis-

charges, or the pus may never be able to reach the surface, on account of

the inflammatory hypertrophied processes that it has caused in the bone.

These are the cases of abscess of the bone described by Brodie. Some of

the cases he reports began as an epiphysitis during childhood. The latter

form of bone-disease often begins in or near the epiphysial cartilage, usually

from an injury. The symptoms may be at first acute, with much pain

;

there may be a bruising of the bone or an extravasation of blood, followed

by inflammation, then death of a small piece of bone ; the more urgent

symptoms may then disappear, but the foreign body causes a subacute or

chronic inflammation of the bone, followed by hypertrophy. The after-

hibtory of these bone-abscesses, so far as the joint is concerned, varies

according as the pus works its way towards the articulation or the inflam-

mation of the bone extends to the joint ; and thus a very troublesome and

rebellious joint-affection is set up.

^ British Medical Journal, 1888, vol. ii. p. 76.
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The joint may be affected in one of two ways,—namely, by the opcniiifr

of the abscess into the articulation, or by the extension of the bonc-inflani-

mation to the joint by contiguity of tissue. In the former class the articu-

lation may be suddenly inflamed by the bursting of the abscess into that

cavity, thus setting up an acute purulent synovitis ; or there may be from

time to time attacks of synovitis of a subacute character following an injury

or excessive exercise, recovered from by rest for a few days, only to bo .suc-

ceeded by another attack and this again by another. These attacks leave the

articulation less and less al)le to recover, so that in time it becomes pernia-

icntly distended. Subsecpiently this serous synovitis may gradually assume

a purulent character, so that when the abscess opens into it there will be no

marked increase of the symptoms. If the joint is affected by the extensiou

of the bone-inflammation, it may gradually become swollen, but not so

markedly as in the case of serous synovitis ; it is tender and painful
;
grad-

ually it becomes flexed and stiff. On opening such a joint, the articular

surfaces are often found bound together by adhesions ; there may be a slight

increase of synovia, but the inflammation is chiefly of an adhesive variety,

and recovery with any useful motion is very seldom seen. These are the

cases of chronic inflamed joints which go on to ankylosis, either fibrous or

bony, with dislocation of the tibia backward upon the condyles of the

femur.

The affection may begin (1) just beneath the articular cartilage, (2) in

the neighborhood of the os ifying centre of the epiphysis, (3) in the line

of the junction of the epiphysis to the shaft, or (4) in the shaft near the

epiphysial disk. The neai'er the joint the affected tissue is situated, the

sooner will it become involved.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of acute epiphysitis are marked, but they

vary somewhat, depending upon the situation of the portion of the bone

involved. If it is near the epiphysial disk,—that is, some distance from

the joint-surface,—the joint will not be affected so early a.s when near tlie

articular cartilage. The disease commences with intense pain and tender-

ness over the articular end of a long bone ; sometimes this tenderness is

confined to or is more marked in one spot. The soft parts are soon swollen

in superficial joints, and the articulation itself is often enlarged and the limb

flexed. There is a distinct increase of heat over the parts, and constitutional

symptoms are marked. Pain is greatly increased by pressure over the bone

or by any attempt at motion. Sometimes it is impossible to separate the

bone- from the joint-symptoms, so rapid is the course of the disease. lu

those cases in which the point of the disease is within the articular cavity,

it may be impossible to distinguish the disease from acute purulent arthritis.

Pus is soon formed, and in bad cases the inflammation rapidly involves

all tissues,—the bone, the periosteum, the synovial membrane, and the soft

parts. The epiphyses may become separated from their attachment to the

shaft. In a few cases pus finds its way between the periosteum and the

bone, and may separate them for a considerable distance from the point of
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disease. In tlicse cases the limb is more or loss swollen, and may have a

hard, brawny feel, resembling the condition found in acute osteo-niyelitis

;

later the matter perforates the jieriosteum and forms abscesses among the

muscles. Again, in cases not quite so acute the pus may jwrforate the bone

either outward or into the joint ; in the former event it will burrow among

the muscles or remain within the periosteum. If it gains access to the joint,

acute suppurative inflammation is at once set up, and the symptoms are

those of intense purulent synovitis. The younger the child the earlier

does the articulation become involved. With acute epiphysitis the consti-

tutional symptoms are marked, the temperature is high, delirium is often

present, and the child may die from j)ya?mia or septictemia unless prompt

relief is afforded. Sometimes the parts beyond the joint are greatly swollen,

hard, and cedematous.

The symptoms attending sub i cute epiphysitis are not so marked, and in

its earlier stage the disease may consist only of some pain or aching about

the end of the bone ; there may be some tenderness on firm pressure, as

in those cases where the point of disease is near the surface of the bone.

There is but slight if any increase of heat on the surface. The pain

is apt to be worse at night. As the abscess approaches the surface the

periosteum is swollen, giving the impression that the bone is enlarged

;

later bone-enlargement may actually occur. There are vague pains at in-

tervals, and some limjiing in walking; pain often follows use of the limb,

so that the patient is disinclined to move about. After rest the discomfort

will often diminish, only to recur again upon use of the limb. As the dis-

ease advances there is enlargement of the bone, with increased tenderness on

pressure and more pain on motion. The joint gradually becomes fixed, and

finally the abscess perforates the bone and fluctuation can be detected and

it discharges through the skin. If one of these sinuses is examined with

a probe, dead bone can oftxiu be detected in the end of the bone. The
cavity left by the discharge of the abscess varias in size : it may involve

the whole articular end of the bone, or it may be confined to a portion of

it. With these symptoms the neighboring joint is frequently affected : it

will be swollen, tender, and hot. If the course of the abscess is towards

the joint, the history is different : the attacks of synovitis are more frequent,

marked, and persistent, until finally the abscess enters the joint, often

through a very small opening; or the abscess may suddenly burst into tin'

joint, and purulent synovitis be set up without any previous synovial

effusion.

The symptoms of chronic epiphysitis are very indistinct, and are oflen

overlooked. The pain is not marked, and is variable : it may be attributed

to rheumatism. Gradually after months the end of the bone will become

enlarged, and this increase in size may extend up to the shaft. There will

be times when the child will complain of pain and walk with some limp

;

but the pain is not intense, nor is there much difficulty in w'alking ; the

pain is more frequently present at night. These symptoms may last for

Vol. III.—78
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years, the bone gradually becoming thicker and the discomfort more marked
yet the pain seldom being acute. It may not be until adult life that the true

nature of the disease is recognized. With these bone-symptoms it may be

years before the joint begins to give trouble, though it is tender, swollen

and looks ill shaped, the muscles are wasted, and the bony promineneos arc

marked. It may he somewhat flexed and fixed in its abnormal position

by adhesions caused by the chronic inflammatory process propagated from

the disease of the bone. The patient is not confinetl to the house, but "•oos

about with considerable limp ; he may have to use a crutch or a cane ; or

after years the pain may be constant, with exacerbations, so as to confine

him to his bed. If relief is not afforded, the disease is unlimited in its

duration, or continues until the abscess in the bone finds an exit; but, as

the osseous tissue has by chronic inflammation become greatly thickenod

and often sclerosed, it is impossible for the pus to travel outward, and oper-

ative interference offers the only relief

Persistent or remitting pain, with or without tenderness on pressure

about the articular end of the bone, is an important symptom, and, if

accompanied by any enlargement, is diagnostic of bone-abscess. As tlie

disease progresses the pain becomes more marked, and is accompanied by

exacerbations, usually at night, and increased by previous exercise. Tiie

only condition with which it can possibly be confounded is neuralgia of

the bone.

The results of epiphysitis, even when it is recovered from, may he

marked. When it attacks the end of a bone at a point at which its normal

growth takes place, it may cause an arrest of growth in the bone and

marked shortening result. On the other hand, instead of causing arrest

of growth, it may cause elongation of the bone, due to increased vascular-

ity of the epiphysial cartilage. Marsh * calls attention to the fact " that

chronic epiphysitis often lays the foundation of a very intractable joints

disease, especially of the knee. Cases are frequently met with in which

children eight or ten years of age are found suffering with joint-disease

which originated in the extension of chronic inflammation from the ad-

jacent epiphysis when the patient was only two or three years old, and

which, though there may have been periods of remission or even appareut

recovery, has several times relapsed and the joint gradually become stiff,

often deformed, and liable upon any exertion or disturbance of the health

to a renewal of the synovial trouble." . -

Chronic disease of the epiphyses may apparently be recovered from, and

the only indication of its existence for years may be a thickening of the

bone and perhaps a scar denoting the point where an abscess has discharged,

the patient and his medical attendant thinking that a perfect recoveiy has

taken place. In after-years—it may be not until adult life—the bone may

take on an acute inflammatory action, and unless the history has been care-

> Op. cit., p. 134.
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fully considered the true cause of the iuflamniation may not be suspected.

In these cases the joint is often involved.

Treatment.—The treatinent of acute epiphysitis must be energetic and

prompt. Absolute rest must be rigidly enforced ; the limb must be thor-

oughly fixed by the use of splints, so that there shall be no motion what-

ever, either in the muscles or in the jttints above or below the affected ar-

ticulation. If there is much swelling, there must be no hesitation about

cutting down upon the bone, and, if necessary, applying a trephine, under

strict antiseptic rules. If the joint is distended with pus,—and this can

readily be ascertained by the use of a hypodermic syringe,— it should be

freely opened, washed out with mercuric solution (one in one thousjind), and

ample drainage afforded. If a diseased point is found in the bone, it should

be freely scraped out with a Volkmann's spoon, so that all diseased bone

shall be removed, and then thoroughly washed out with an antiseptic solu-

tion, a drainage-tube put in, the line of incision brought together with catgut

sutures, and an adequate antiseptic dressing applied. It is well to dust the

parts with iodoform and to place a piece of gauze impregnated with the

same material over the line of the incision, and then the dressing over all.

Even if no pus is found, the relief afforded by removing the tension and

allowing the inflammatory products to drain off is great. That pus should

be evacuated as soon as formed is a rule that applies with greater force in

acute disease of the bone than in the same condition affecting any other

tissue. If matter has burrowed up or down the limb among the muscles

or has dissected off the periosteum, it should be evacuatal by cutting down

on the diseased point, the cavity disinfectetl, drained, and dressed as other

wounds. AiUiT this operation the limb should be fixed again in splints and

the dressings changed as soon as they have become soiled.

If the patient's condition does not improve, notwithstanding free drain-

age and perfect rest of the j^art, but, on the contrary, ground is being lost,

amputation must be considered. In these cases, when the epiphysis has be-

come detached and is loose in the joint-cavity, it should be removed. In

all acute suppurative diseases of the joints and bones a supporting plan of

treatment, with the free use of stimulants, is imperatively called for.

Where pus does not have free exit, there is danger of pyaemia and

septicffimia, and the best way to anticipate their advent is the early evacu-

ation and drainage of any and every collection of matter. In those cases

in which the disease is so near the joint that infection of the cavity takes

place at once, the treatment is that of purulent synovitis.

Subacute and chronic epiphysitis do not call for as active treatment as

the more acute forms. In the early stage, before pus is formed, absolute

rest to the limb by means of splints will often prevent further advance of

the disease and effect a cure.

Fly blisters, or the Paquelin cautery lightly applied, may be of use,

but rest must be our main reliance. If the pain continues and the bone is

tender over a certain point, and especially if it is enlarged, pus has in all

\
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probability formed, and a cure is impossible until it shall huve Ik^ou evac-

uated. With such a history, the best course is to expose the lM)ne over the

tender or enlarged point, apply a small trephine, and evacuate the alwc^'gB.

In case the trephine does not strike the pus, a small curette or some sharp

instrument may l)e thrust in different directions, and in this way the ahw-oss

discovered. It is then to ho well scrapwl out, disinfected, drained, uiul

dressed like other wounds. If a sinus has formed, it should be oularjred

and a sufficient amount of bone removed, so that its cavity can be well

curetted and good drainage afforded. In cases where we find the bone

surrounding these cavities sclerosed, it is better not to i)erforate the hard

shell, as thus we might enter the joint or start a new point of trouble in

the bone. With proper treatment, subacute and chronic epiphysitis may

never involve the joint and no further trouble may ever be experienced.

EPIPHYSITIS OF INDIVIDUAL JOINTS.

Epiphysitis of individual joints, except that of the hip, requires but

short notice. Acute epiphysitis of the hip-joint is a serious disease : the

articulation seldom if ever escapes. This is due to the anatomical fact that

the epiphysis and neck of the femur are within the capsule, and any acute

inflammation of this bone soon involves the articulation. The epiphysis is

more liable to become detached from the neck than in any other joint, and

when this occurs dislocation of the remains of the upper part of the femur

almost always takes place upon the dorsum of the ilium.

The symptoms of acute epiphysitis of the end of the femur are acute

pain, flexion, and generally alxluction ; the parts are soon swollen, and jmis

forms early in the course of the disease ; there is marked constitutional dis-

turbance. The abscesg soon perforates the capsule, and, if unrelieved, forms

large collections of matter in the soft parts, and this sooner or later dis-

charges through the skin. Long before this the epiphysis has been de-

tached from its connection with the neck and lies loose in the cavity of tlie

acetabulum, and the upper end of the femur is drawn up by muscular action

and position on to the dorsum of the ilium : this displacement of the remains

of the neck of the bone may take place suddenly.

If one examines a joint under these conditions, it will be found, by trac-

tion of the limb downward, that the parts can Ix; placed in their normal

position, and, while there, crepitus can be detected from the rubbing togctlicr

of the neck and the detached epiphysis; on withdrawing the extending

foi*ce the decapitated neck again becomes dislocated upon the ilium. Some-

times the upper end of the femur will not leave the cavity of the acctal)-

ulum until the child begins to bear weight upon the limb, when it will

suddenly become displaced and shortening be found. In some cases the

sinus formed by the discharge of the abscess will close, and nothing will

remain to denote the occurrence of epiphysitis but a displacement of the

femur upon the ilium and a small scar the remains of the sinus. Unless

carefully examined, the scar may be overlooked, and the cause of the nial-
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position of the bone not be inuleretood. Gcnomlly tlie sinus docs not close,

but continues to discharge more or less pus for an indefinite time, or until

tlie necrosed epipiiysis is removed. For u time tlie limb can be brought

down and the shortt^ning temporarily oblitemted as long as the extension is

kept up. But later the parts will form adhesions to the ilium, the shorten-

insr civnnot be overcome, and the limb lMK;omes flexed or adducted and

often rotated outward, so that the child often has to use a crutch in getting

about.

If these cases are seen early and the joint is opened as soon as the swell-

ing becomes marked, the disease may be cut short and a recovery with a

useful limb may result, as in the case of Macnamara mentioned on page 1231.

But if no< seen until the joint becomes disorganized, free incision will save

the child much suffering and shorten the time of recovery, although it may

not prevent dislocation. If the epiphysis is found loose, it should be re-

moved and the limb held in position by extension, and, later, a hip splint

applied and worn for a year or more, in order that the remains of the head

and neck may form firm adhesions to the rim of the ac<>tabulum and thus

tend to prevent future displacement.

ACUTE EPIPHYSITIS IN INFANTS.

Acute epiphysitis in infants differs in some respects from that occurring

in older children, not so much pathologically as in the rapidity of its course,

the early implication of the joint, the intensely purulent nature of the in-

flammatory process, and its great danger not only to the integrity of the

limb, but also to life itself Mr. T. Smith,^ under the title of "Acute

Arthritis in Infants," first described this affection, and later Baker* and

Marsh ' have reported cases.

It is a disease of early life, and its interest consists in the liability of

its earlier symptoms to be overlooked. Of thirty-four cases it was first

noticed in one case on the fourth day after birth, in one on the tenth

day, one on the twelfth day, one on the nineteenth day, one at three

weeks, one at four weeks, one at five weeks, one at six weeks, one at seven

weeks, two at nine weeks, one at ten weeks, one at two months, one at three

months, one at four months, one at five months, six at six months, two

at seven months, two at eight months, one at nijie months, one at eleven

mouths, two at one year, and one at thirteen months. Of these, seventeen re-

covered, some with perfect joints and some with considerable shortening and

more or less crippling of the limb (one recovered after amputation at the

lower third of the thigh), and sixteen died,—a mortality of a little over forty-

five per cent. In only two cases could any cause be assigned, and in these

the joint-affection came on afler an injury. It is probable, however, that

• St. Biirtholomew's Hospital Reports, 1874, vol. x. p. 194.

» British Medical Journal, 1883, vol. li. p. 416.

* Diseases of the Joints.
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only the ossifying ct'ntre of the epipliysis is destroyed, or it amy exist as

a necrosed piijcc of bone. The abscess may be confinwl entirely to the

epipiiysis or may encroach npon the osseous striuiture of the diaphyais.

Thus we have an acute osteitis of the epiphysis or the lower end of the

diaj)hysis which has gone on to the formation of pus and death of the bone

over a larger or smaller exttmt of surface. This abscess has burst into the

joint-cavity through an o))euing of varying size, depending upju the loca-

tion and extent of the local trouble; this has causi>d acute purulent inflam-

mation of the articulation. In some cases the whole limb below or above

the j)iimary seat of disease may suffer.

There is a case reiM>rt(Kl by Brown,' of a child eight months old who

was (piite wvM in the evening, but became fretful during the night ; the

next day the knee-joint was swollen and exquisitely painful to both touch

and motion. On examination the limb was found enlarged, semiflexed,

and so tender that the least touch elicited cries from the patient. By the

next day the swelling had increased and had extended up the thigh and

down the leg, and by the sixtli day the tumefaction was most marked from

a point two inches above the patella down to the malleoli. An opening

evacuated seven ounces of pus from the joint ; the epiphysis of the tibia

was found separated from the shafl. Later the limb was amputated

through the lower thinl of the thigh. On examination of the amputated

limb the epiphysis was found to be detached from the tibia, and the entire

siiaft denuded of periosteum and necrosed. There was a pin-hole open-

ing through the epiphysis into the joint at about the centre of the external

semilunar cartilage ; the articular cavity was otherwise healthy. In the

head of the tibia was found a cavity, and from this a small sinus leading to

the joint ; the whole diaphysis of the tibia was necrosed. In this case there

was at first an acute epiphysitis, with abscess ; this opened into the joint

;

tlien followed acute purulent inflammation of the periosteum of the tibia,

due probably to an extension of the inflammation from the epiphysis, and

subsequent death of the shafl of the tibia, the course of the disease being

exceedingly rapid.

In the report of the post-mortem examination in other cases, lesions

not so profound as those mentioned above were found.

Symptoms.—The attack is ushered in with restricted motion and usually

flexion of the affected limb, followed by pain, swelling, and rapid suppura-

tion within the articulation. The disease comes on suddenly, and, as a rule,

runs a rapid course. Some cases have proved fatal in one week after the

first symptoms were noted ; in others an abscess has formed in the sofl

parts and opened within the same jieriod. In Brown's case, cited above,

the joint was disorganized by the fiflh day, while in other more chronic

cases the disorganization has not taken place for weeks. The swelling may
be confined to the joint or may involve the parts above and below the

' Transactions of the Chirurgical Society, London, 1876, vol. iv. p. 175.

'^
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articulation. The constitutional symptoms are very marked. Sometimes

the tikin is red over the swelling; in other cases the ^ue is not changed

until pus has perforated the capsule and is approaching the surface. Sooner

or later, depending upon the acuteness of the attack, the matter perforates

the capsule, and either finds an outlet almost immediately through the skin,

or burrows among the muscles, forming often very large collections of pus.

If free exit for the pus from the joint is not afforded, the articulation be-

comes completely disorganized, in the acute cases at least, within a few

days. A joint may thus be hopelessly ruined within a day or so ; while in

less acute attacks it may be weeks before the capsule is perforated, and even

in these cases a recovery is possible, with a perfect articulation. Where a

8pontaner>as opening has been made by tht pus, improvement is often very

rapid, and the discharge ceases sooner than it usually does in cases of

suppuration within the cavity of the joint.

The only disease with which acute epiphysitis can be confounded is acute

. rheumatism. Such being the condition of the bones in fatal cases, it lias

been asserted that acute inflammation of joints in infants which recover is

not due to an epiphysitis, but belongs to another class of articular disease.

On this point Mr. Baker (op. cit) makes the following statement. " It may

be said in cases of acute arthritis of infants in which recovery takes place,

that ne;;rosis is assumed without sufficient reason, while perhaps the fact is

rather that recovery is an indication that no actual death on the part of the

bone has occurred. It may be so, but such is not my opinion. The cases

in which necrosis is proved to exist resemble so closely in their general

course and symptoms those in which recovery occure, that I cannot doubt

that the difference is one only of degree. In one the dead bone is so large,

and the integrity of the end of the bone so much interfered with, that

amp'.iation becomes necessaiy ; in the otlier the destruction is so slight that

with the escape of a few drops of pus and disintegration of a mere crumb

of dead cancellous tissue the primary disease comes to an end."

It is ev'deat that in the early rtKJOguition and prompt treatment of acute

epiphysitis in infants lies the secret of success in cutting short the disease

and saving both life and limb. Restricted motion in a limb of an infant

should always excite gi'uvo suspicion, and, if accompanied by fixation, is

almost positive proof oi' articular trouble or of disease in close proximity

to the joint. When swelling is present, the disea.se has advancnl, the joint

is in all probability involved, and we have to do with a purulent articular

disease. The treatment of acute e^jiphysitis in infants must be prompt, no

matter how young the patient miy be. Absolute rest must be enforced by

means of splints, and, if we arc satisfied that pus exists in the joint, free

incisions should at once be made, the cavity disinfected, a drainage-tube

inserted, and the joint fix<^d and dressed auciseptically : the earlier this is

done the better are the chaiices ol saving \..2 joint. The course of the dis-

ease in many cases is so rapid that delay of even a day in affording an exit

for the pus may jeoijardize the articulation. The relief thus afforded is
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frequently followed by rapid improvement in all symptoms, and, although

the swelling iray be great and the local and constitutional symptoms

marked, recovery will take place with a normal joint. The peculiarity of

these affections consists in their acute course and their prompt response to

proper treatment. If there is much swelling of the limb above or IkjIow

the joint, it is probable that pus is burrowing either among the muscles

or beneath the periosteum. In such cases incisions should be made, so as

to afford exit for the matter. Where the disease pursues a much more

chronic course, incisions may be put off lor:ger. The integrity of the joint,

even in the most acute cases, is often preserved with normal motion.

SHOUI.DER- JOINT.

The shoulder-joint resembles in some respects the hip-joint : it is a ball-

and-socket joint; it is attached to a comparatively short bone, the scapula ; the

humerus forms the long arm of a powerful lever when the scapula is fixed

;

but the articulation is not called upon to sustain any weight, as is the hip-

joint, and thus intra-articular pressure is not so marked when the patient is

up, and when the arm hangs down by the side. The epiphysis is within

tlie cavity of the joint, so that any disease of that portion of the bone is

almost sure to involve the articulation.

The joint may be the seat of acute or of chronic trouble. The disease

may begin in the syi jvial membrane or in the bone.

SYNOVITIS.

Acute synovitis is rare in children, and, when it does exist, is due to

traumatism or cold. Its symptoms are stiffness, pain, swelling, and heat.

Restricted motion is an ea.\' symptom, and is soon followed by pain and

swelling. The pain is either confined to the joint or is referred to the

middle of the arm above the insertion of the deltoid. In acute troubles it

is usually severe. The swell! ,j gives the shoulder a rounfled or globular

appearance. The deltoid seems much fuller than that on the soimd joint.

Pain is increased by any movement of the arm or by pressing the articular

onds of the bone together. The parts are hotter than normal, and fluctua-

tion can often be detected in the joint. The arm is held by the side of the

chest, that being the most comft •lable position. In moving the arm the

scapula is found to move with it.

The treatment of acute synovitis con'.isls in rest and cold applicitions.

The arm is fixed to the ehe^ b, mean: of a bandage, the elbow being

flexed and supported on the chest : a splint moulded so as to fit over the

shoulder, and securely fastened by bandages to the chest, is useful. A
simple synovit^T seldom becomes puruleri.

Purulent synovitis is usually due to a wound, or comcs on in tlie course

If

. «

.
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of scarlet fever. Its symptoms are simply those of acute serous synovitis

inteusified, with the addition of redness or oedema about the joint. It may
begin with a chill, and is accompanied by a much higher temperature thau

the simple form of the disease. When it comes on in the course of scarlet

fever or any of the eruptive diseases, it is a serious condition.

Treatment of purulent synovitis of the shoulder differs in no respect

from that of the same affection in other articulations. The joint must be

opened, disinfected, and drained. Marsh considers that in this condition

supervening on scarlet fever the indications are to let it alone unless the

destruction is marked. ,

TUBERCULAR DISEASE.

Tubercular disease of the shoulder is sometimes met with in children,

and, like all affections of this nature, it is slow and insidious in its devel-

opment. It may begin in the synovial membrane or in the bone. Marsh

states that it usually begins in the synovial membrane, but in the few cases

that have been under my notice it has started in the bone. Its pathology is

the same as that of tubercular affections of other articulations.

The symptoms of disease beginning in the synovial membrane are stiff-

ness, swelling, pain, and restricted motion. Restricted motion is an early

symptom, but care is required in order to detect it. It must be remem-

bered that, even if the shoulder-joint is fixed, the arm may be movable

over almost its normal range of motion, on account of the loose attachment

of the scapula to the back, the arm and the scapula moving together.

Hence, when testing the amount of restricted motion at the shoulder-

joint, the scapula should always bo fixed with the hand. Pain i? variable,

as in strumous disease of other joints. When it is present it may be in the

articulation itself or at the insertion of the deltoid in the humerus. Atrophy

is always a prominent syn^ptom. The deltoid is more or less wasted, as well

as the scapular muscle, and this is an important symptom. The arm hangs

down by the side of the chest if there is much pain ; otherAvise the patieut

apparently moves it, but on examination it is found that the motion is in

the scapula. When disease begins in the bone, vague pains are often com-

plained of, usually at night, and the joint is a longer time in showing symp-

toms of disease. After it has become involved its appearance will be that

of disease beginning in the synovial membrane. In osteitis of the head of

the huraenis there will be considerable atrophy of the muscles before any

marked swelling in the joint can be detected. Abscesses usually form in

the joint ; the pus may escajie by the side of the long tendon of the biceps.

They are said to be less liable to form in disease beginning in the synovial

membrane.

The treatment of disease beginning in the bone is rest, the same as that

of the synovial variety of the disease. If the joint becomes involved and

pus forms, it should be evacuated, the joint washed out, and good drainairc

affordal. In cases beginning in the bone the epiphysis is often detached and
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lies loose in the joint-cavity. In such a case it should be removed. Often

the centre of the end of the bone will be destroyed, its shell being left. In

case of caries of the head an operation of any magnitude is not required,

nor any extensive gouging, a free exit for matter being all that is, as a rule,

called for. If, however, a regular excision is demanded, the muscles about

the joint should be interfered with as little as possible, and great care taken

that the deltoid is preserved, as there is always great danger of dividing

some of the branches of the circumflex nerve and thus paralyzing that

muscle. MacCorraac speaks well of the subperiosteal method of operation

when the disease does not involve too much bone.

Three incisions have been used,—namely, an incision down through the

middle of the deltoid, an anterior, and a posterior. That through the deltoid

is always followed by paralysis of that muscle, on account of the necessary

division of the circumflex nerve or some of its important brandies. The

anterior incision is shown in Fig. 26 ; and here also the integrity of the

Pia. 27.

Method of resection by a single straight anterior

iuclsion. (MacCormac.)

Position of the posterior incision made for re-

section of the shoulder. (MacCormac.)

deltoid is interfered with almost as much as by the central one. Maison-
neuve proposed that the incision should be made downward from the exter-

nal margin of the coracoid process or in the interval between the deltoid

and pcctoralis major muscles, the vessels and nerves being in such a case

pushed considerably inward (MacCormac). The posterior incision (Fig. 27)

requires a cut about three inches long. In this operation the circumflex

nerve will be dividwl, and no abduction of the arm can be exiiected.

Thus it is seen that radical operations upon the shoulder-joint are beset

with dangers in regard to the future use of the arm ; and this is the chief

reason why excisions of this joint are so unpopular and fcjllowed by such

unsatisfactory results. In removing diseased bone from the shoulder-joint

the oir'cration should be confined to the parts within the capsule as much as
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possible. If more bone has to be removed tlian can be readied from within

the joint, the periosteum should be stripped off the shaft from above down-

ward, care being taken to preserve as far as possible the attachment of the

capsule and muscles to this membrane. After the bone has bee a removed,

a cylinder of periosteum remains connected with t'le capsule and tlie attach-

ment of the capsular muscles. The advantage of this method of operating

is that it increases the probabilities of a good articulation, and that the

muscles are not so liable to retract and draw the cut end of the bone inward

to a position beneath the coracoid process, as is apt to be the case in other

methods of operating. (MacCormac.)

Excisions of the shoulder-joint have not, up to the present time, been

followed with very flattering success, although in a few cases a certain

degree of useful motion has been attained.

In the aftxir-treatment massage and electricity should be used, to keep

the muscles from becomiug more atrophic.

ELBOW-JOIKT.

The elbow-joint is in children liable to disease of both an acute and a

chronic nature. Inflammation may be caused by a fall, a blow, or a wrench.

This would natui-ally be expected from the exposed position and constant

use of the articulation. Fractui'es into it are frequently the starting-point

of strumous disease in those who by inheritance or otherwise are of low

vital powers.
ACUTE INFLAMMATION.

Acute inflammation may be due to any of the above-mentioned causes.

Its symptoms are restricted motion, swelling, pain, heat, and muscular

wasting. Swelling is an early and constant symptom, first noticed ou

the outer side about the head of the radius and the end of the olecranon,

giving to the joint the appearance from behind of being wider than normal

;

the depressions are also obliterated, especially those on either side of the

biceps ; later the whole joint is enlarged. When the elbow is the seat of

disease, the forearm is held at an angle of about one hundred and thirty

or one hundred and forty degrees with the arm ; the joint is also fusiform

in shape. Active motion at the articulation is early lost if the disease is

at all acute. The joint c»,nnot be fully extended. Sometimes rotation is

interfered with ; at other times it is not much, if at all, restricted. Pain

in acute troubles is marked, and the least movement increases the suffer-

ing ; while in subacute chronic cases it may be entirely absent. The tem-

perature of the parts in acute disease is greatly raised ; in mild cases its rise

is slight, and in chronic cases scarcely perceptible. Muscular wasting is

often marked, and in strumous affections the muscles are greatly reduced in

size. Marsh states that " the absence of muscular wasting in cases of sus-
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pected disease of the elbow may be taken as strongly suggesting that the

joint is not itself affected." An elbow-joint that has been the seat of

disease, more especially tubercular disease, presents a very characteristic

appearance : the muscles of the arm and forearm are greatly wasted, while

the elbow is puffed out and of a fusiform shape.

The treatment of all diseases of the elbow-joint of an inflammatory

natuie consists in keeping the parts at absolute rest. This is best accom-

plished by the use of right-angled felt

splints moulded to the arm and fore-

arm (as in Fig. 28) and by carrying the

arm in a sling. The splints should be

removed every da} or so, and the parts

bathed, so as to keep the skin healthy.

If the disease is very acute or there is

much pain, the patient should be con-

fined to the bed, with the parts resting

upon a pillow. Instead of a felt or

leather splint, plaster-of-Paris may be

used, but it is not so comfortable as a well-fitting felt splint. Some sur-

geons advocate the use of leeches, but, as said before, they frighten children.

Tlie use of an ice-bag or of cooling applications affords comfort. Our main

reliance, however, must be upon absolute rest, the joint being kept fixed

until long after all symptoms of disease have passed away. If pus forms

within the joint during any acute inflammation, its symptoms will be in-

creased swelling, pain, and constitutional disturbance. There may be oedenia

of the parts and frequent rigors, depending upon the degree of inflammatory

action. With these indications the joint should be examined by means of

a hypodermic needle rendered aseptic, and, if pus is fonud, the articulation

must at once be opened, washed out, and drained. Even if suppuration has

taken place, the patient may recover with a normal joint if acti' n is prompt.

TUBERCULAR DISEASE.

Tubercular disease of the articulation is quite common, and is often

very slow in its development. The child may use the limb although the

joint may be considerably swollen and pus present in the articulation, but

he moves it over a small arc. Disease may begin in the synovial membrane

or the bone. In the former case the swelling comes on early ; in the latter

case stiffness, pain, and muscular atrophy may Ix; present some time before

there is much tumefaction of the joint. Even when the articulation is

extensively diseased, the child may have considerable use of the arm and

may be able to extend and flex it over a greater or smaller are.

The treatment of tubercular disease of the elbow is rest In' means of

an angular splint. This should beapplleil as soon as the trouble is detected.

By this means we can oflen obtain a cure, with motion, even when the dis-

ease has mride considerable progress. It is often astonishing how much can
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be accomi'lished by rest in these cases. An elbow-joint should always be

put up at 11 right angle, for if ankylosis should take place this position is

the most useful one.

When the bones are much involved and abscesses have formed in the

joint and it is disorganized, a movable articulation is not to be looked for,

and excision will afford not only a useful but also a movable joint. An
oi)eration is called for when the Ikjuck are much diseased, or in synovial

affection after the joint has become disorganized and when clironic siii)pu-

ration is present, or vhen the joint is ankylosed at an unfavorable augle.

In excision of the elbow a movable articulation is looked for. The

operation is not a formidable one, and, if properly performed, the result is

good in regard to the usefulness of the limb. In excising the joint certain

precautions rnubi be taken. MacCormac advises that " the external lateral

ligaments must be preserved if possible, in order to give

stability to the joint and to preserve its connection wath the

orbicular ligaments of the radius, for when these are pre-

served the future usefulness of the limb is materially en-

hanced." A long median excision is the best (Fig. 29). A
T-shaped one is not only not necessary, but also divides the

tissues uselessly. This longitudinal cut should be three or

four inches long, mr.de in the median line on the back of the

joint, and should divide all structures down to the bone, care

being taken that it does not incline too much towards tlie

internal condyle, as in such a case there is danger of injuring

the ulnar nerve. All the soft parts are then separated from

the bone with a periosteal elevator ; the internal flap contains

the ulnar nerve, which is but seldom seen ; both condyles are thus cleared

of all tissue. Marsh states that when the nerve is divided it is done below

the joint by cutting among the muscles of the forearm ; if, however, the

incision is made down upon the posterior border of the ulna, there can be

no danger of such an accident. The centre of the excision should corre-

spond to the joint. The triceps tendon is split longitudinally and the capsule

opened. The tendon of the triceps is then separated from the end of the

olecranon, and thus the interior of the joint is fully exposed. Another im-

portant precaution to take is to preserve the anconeus muscle, as this is the

only connection between the triceps and the ulna. This muscle after its

future development aids as an extensor of the forearm. After freeing all

muscles with as little injury to them as possible, the olecranon is roniuved

with cutting pliers ; the condyles of the humerus are then detached and

removed. The old method of forcing the ends of the bones out through

the incision is not an advantage, as the soft parts are more liable to injim'

than when the bones are dividcKl in situ. After the wound has closed

firmly, the angle at which the parts have been placed should be changed

every few days, and as soon as possible the patient should be allowed to

be up with the arm in a sling, and passivs motion practised daily.
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Partial excisions of the joint have been performed, but usually for injury.

Some operators, however, always try to preserve tiie end of the olecranon.

Pickering ' performed the operation in the following manner. The joint

was exposed in the usual way with a long median incision ; the tip of the

olecranon was then divided with a chisel and reflected upward. After the

removal of the ends of the bone, the tip of the olecranon was united to the

ulna by means of a strong wire suture. He reports a fair result at the end

of three months. The power of extension was better than that of flexion.

This is always the case. The chief defect after excision of the elbow-joint

is the oft«u extremely weak power of flexion.

The subperiosteal method of operating is advocated by some surgeons.

It is claimed that by this method the joint is more shapely and strong.

After the operation the bones must be kept in closer contact, in order that

the development of new bone may be greater and thus a larger joint-surface

be secured. Passive motion must also be begun earlier, in order to mould

the parts better and to prevent ankylosis.

After excision of the elbow-joint the danger is that ankylosis will take

place, especially if not enough bone has been removed ; on the other hand,

the result may be a flail joint in which there is little power of either flexion

or extension. To prevent the former, early passive motion should be

resorted to. By early is meant as soon as the wound has closed, provided

always that it does not irritate the soft parts and cause them to be inflamed,

and that it does not cause any discomfort to the patient. The movement

must at first be over a small arc, gradually increased daily, and as soon as

the patient can execute any active movement he should be eucouragwl to do

so. A splint should not be worn too long.

The best way to guard against a flail joint is to remove plenty of bone,

and not resort too early to passive motion. In case a weak joint should

result, the bones may be again divided and put in apposition, in order to

obtain ankylosis. Care should also be taken that the bones are put at a

right angle, as that is the most useful position.

Sometimes there remains a lateral movement at the new articulation.

To prevent this, Gerster advocates the use of a simple application as soon as

Fig. 30.

pMi\

it is evident that there is a defect in this direction. As shown in Figs. 30

and 31, it is constructed in the following manner. "Two strips of hoop-

iron or sheet zinc, about one inch wide and from four to six inches long, are

> I nncet, October 2, 1886, p. G28.
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Fig. 31.

loosely riveted to each other at their ends, so as to form a hinge. Two pairs

of hinges are necessary. The patient's arm being proteotetl by a few turns

of a flannel bandage, a light silicate-of-S(xliiim wristlet and arm-band (Fig.

30) are applied. To these are fitted the hinges, one externally and the

other internally, by giving their middle a suitable bend to allow for the

expansion of the soft tissues on flexion of the joint. By a few more turns

of the silieate bandage the hinges will become immured in the wristlet and

arm-baud. As soon as the splint is dry, it is split longitudinally on its an-

terior aspect, to permit of its removal and

further fitting. Shoe-eyelets are put in

along the edges of the longitudinal cuts,

for lacing. Two pairs of small-sized brass

screw-eyes are let in on each side of tlie

wristlet and arm-band, to serve for the at-

tachment of solid rubber bands, which are

to aid the effort of the flexor muscles in

bending the elbow. To ])revcnt slipping

down of the apparatus, a cap is made of a

piece of sole-lenthcr softened in hot watei-,

which is moulded to the shoulder. It is

then left to dry. A button is let in it to

serve for suspending from it the ai)paratiis

by a short strap. Another strap over tiiis

button is passed aronnd the thorax of the

patient and is buckled in the opposite axilla."

Always after operations upon this joint, extension is more powerful than

flexion. Sometimes the latter is so weak that the arm is almost useless.

This v.-eakness may result from a lack of support in the cut ends of the

bone, due to their small size, which allows one bone to slip over the other;

or it may be owing to want of power in the flexor muscles. But, whatever

causes it, a firm union between the bone at a right angle will give a much

more useful limb.

The after-treatment of the limb consists iu strengtheuiug the weak

muscles by exercise, massage, and electricity.

ANKLE-JOINT.

Disease of the ankle-joint is common among children, and is due to the

same cause as disease of other articulations. The affection may be acute,

subacute, or chronic, and of a tubercular or non-tubercular nature, but the

former is the more common. It may start in the bones or in the synovial

membrane. The ankle-joint is more frequently the seat of injury than any

other joint in the body. Notwithstanding this fact, it is not affected w ith
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disease so frequently as might be supposed. In chihlrcn predisposed to

tulKjrcular affection, any slight traumatism may be the 8tarting-[)oiut of

serious disease.

The diagnosis of disease of the ankle is not easy, on account of the

proximity of the tarsal bones and joint. Mr. Marsh makes the statement

that he has ** witnessed more than one in8t4ince in whicli Syme's amputa-

tion has been jwrformed under the l)elief that the joint was disorganized,

but in which it has proved that the disealie was situated entirely in some

surrounding parts."

Disease may begin in the bones or the synovial membrane. It may

begin in the tibia, the astragalus, the os calcis, or any of the other bones,

the joint being secondarily involved ; while, on the other hand, the tarsal

bones may be diseased without affecting the ankle-joint, and in making up

a diagnosis this fact must be kept in mind, otherwise an error may be made.

Tlie [)resence of a sinus near the ankle-joint is of little practiwd impor-

tance unless a probe can be passed into the joint itself. When abscesses

liave formed and the parts are swollen, it is very difficult to say whether

the ankle-joint is involvetl or not. When tubercular deposit has taken

place in either the end of the tibia or the body of the astragalus, there will

be at first slight pain in the parts, with tenderness on pressure; there will

be lameness at first only after exercise, with perhaps some stiffness of the

joint in the morning, and later occasional effusion into the articulation, dis-

api^aring after rest, but finally the joint will become iwrnianently enlarged

and lameness will be persistent. Swelling in synovitis of the ankle-joint is

easily detected, and is characteristic. There will Iw swelling in front, where

it obliterates all the natural depressions and hides the course of the extensor

tendons, at the sides about the malleoli, and- at the back, where it fills up

the normal depressions on each side of the tendo Achillis. Swelling in the

latter position is always present when the joint is distended, and is usually

more marked than in any other location : its absence in this locality should

raise a doubt as to the joint's being involved.

In tubercular synovitis there may be but little pain ; the child will walk

with a limp, the foot being held stiff in oi-der to prevent motion in the joint,

yet he will not complain of pain. On examination there is often found free

and painless motion over the middle range of movement, and it is only

when these points are passe<l that pain will be complained of. As the dis-

ease advances the pain will increase and the limp be more marked ; the

child will not put his foot to the ground, but will go about with a crutch.

When the swelling is marked the skin has ofl:en a marbled appearance.

There is atrophy of the muscles of the leg. The tompemture of the parts

is variable ; sometimes the ankle will feel colder than that of the sound

limb. What chiefly attracts attention is the roundness of the parts : all

normal depressions are obliterated, and the whole ankle presents a puffed-

out appearance. Finally abscess forms and opens.

Disease beginning in the bone has a different history. The pain comes

Vol. til—79
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on long l)efore the swelling, and is at first irregnlar in its charactor, as

is osteitis of the articular ends of other bones ; but the lameness is more

marked.

The differential diagnosis of disease of ^he ankle-joint is often puz-

zling : it may be confounded with extra-articular abscess, with disease of

the astragalus, or with inflammation of the sheath of the extensor tendons.

In disease of the astragalus, tlie scaphoid, or the cuboid bones tiie

swelling is liable to Ix; most marked in front of the ankle-joint, and tiiere

is an absence of the obliteration of the depressions at the side of the tendo

Aehillis. Extra-articular abscesses give still further trouble, because they

may surround the ankle-joint ; but their history is more acute than that of

disease of the joint itself, the pus seems more superficial, and the swelling

is liable to extend more forward ujion the foot under or along the course of

the extensor tendons ; further, though at some parts swelling may seem to

involve the joint, in other parts the joint preserves its natural outline. The

swelling may be well marked in front and on the outer side, but absent from

the inner part of the joint (Marsh). A sinus over the joint affords no proof

that the articulation is the point of disease ; it may be connected with

trouble in any other of the tarsal bones, far away from the ankle-joint.

In disease of the sheath of the tendons the swelling is in front and

takes an antero-posterior direction, while in disease of the joint the long

axis of the swelling is transverse.

Treatment of disease of the ankle-joint, whether it begins in the bone

or in the synovial membrane, is the same, and consists in applying a splint or

a plaster-of-Paris bandage to the foot and leg and keeping the child from

putting the foot to the ground. In fixing the joint, care must be taken that

the foot is placed at a right angle to the long axis of the leg, for if anky-

losis takes place with the foot either slightly flexed or extended there will

be difficulty in walking. With the foot in an extended position the patient

will walk with great insecurity, and often with pain; while with it in a flexed

position the heel alone comes *o the ground. Treatment should be kept np

until all signs of disease have long ceased. If the joint becomes disorgan-

ized and an abscess forms, it should be ojiened and the joint-cavity sorajK'd

and disinfected. If the bones are involved, the diseased portion can be

easily removed.

A regular excision of the ankle-joint, as laid down in works upon sur-

geiy, is never called for. The articulation may be examined by making au

incision just behind and parallel with the fibula to its lower extremity and

thence forward over the front of the foot, the latter portion of the cut only

dividing the skin ; the external malleolus is then cut off and removed, and

the ligaments and capsule are divided, so that the foot can be dislocated

inward and its parts reached. If further room is required, the same oper-

ation can be done upon the inner side, and thus every portion and recess of

the joint reached. I have found that with an osteotome a section can be

readily taken from both the astragalus and the end of the tibia. It is, how-

l\
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ever, seldom necessary to remove a section from cither hone, hut with a

Volkniann's spoon any diseased portion of hone can he taken away. After

removing all that is necessary, the ft)ot is pnt in an antiseptic; dressing and

fixed at a right angle in some kind of splint.

Operations upon the ankle-joint in childhood generally do well, a use-

ful and movable joint is usually obtained, and there is little if auy limp.

In case the tendons have to be displawd, care should be taken to replace

them and fix the shield by sutures before closing the wound. If the foot

at the time of the oj)eration or at any subsequent time should become ex-

tended, the tendo Achillis should be divided and the malposition corrected.*

• The writer, in preparinf;; this article, has made very free use of Dr. Gihney's work on

"Diseases of the Uip" and of Dr. Howard Marsh's treatise on "Diseases of the Joints."
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DISEASES OF MINOR ARTICULATIONS

By D. a. K. STEELE, M.D.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

In considering the diseases and treatment of the minor articulations,

reference will be made solely to those affections occurring in children that

implicate the carpal, metacarpal, and phalangeal articulations of the upper

extremity and the tarsal, metatarsal, and phalangeal articulations of the

lower extremity.

So far as I am aware, there is no essential difference in the pathological

processes that take place in the smaller joints of children that would serve

to distinguish them from similar changes induced by Mkf causes in adult

joints, if we except the greater tendency to repair and the more rapid re-

generation of injured tissues that are so uniformly observed in the average

child patient. There is, however, the possibility of mistaking an epiphysial

separation for a fratiture or a dislocation.

We must also remember the risk of causing an epiphysial separation if

undue force is used in bx'caking up adhesions in joints previously inflamed.

Owen ^ states that stiffness in joints in childhood almost certainly works off

in time, and Paget ^ adds the warning that " children's joints are much more

imperilled by violence than those of older patients."

There is, of course, a greater field for the exercise of tact and finesse in

the examination and treatment of the diseases and injuries to which their

smaller joints are liable. We are not able to go directly at the injured

member as we would in the adult, but must first gain the confidence of the

little patients before they w^ill permit any examination to be made. We
must, if possible, put ourselves en rapport with them and be regarded as

their friends, and study their unspoken language of signs and facial ex-

pressions, if we would patiently yet persistently get the ailments of their

minor articulations at our fingers' ends.

Much information is gained by ocular insi^ction and comparison of the

joint while listening to the history of the case from the mother or nurse of

the child. Begin the examination indirectly by handling the opposite hand

1252

' Surgical Diseases of Children, 1885, p. 889.

* Clinical Lectures and Essays, p. 98.
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or foot : teach the child by the gentleness of your manipulation of the sound

toes or fingers that you are not going to inflict unnecessary pain, and you

have gained a great point in the subsequent management and treatment of

the case. The first examination should always be thorough, and made in

a room with good light and every opportunity for a careful observation

of the surface-markings. In case it is necessary to use an antesthetic,

chloroform should preferably be administered, on account of its comparative

safety for children, its pleasant odor, and the rapidity with which narcosis

can be induced when a few drops are placed on a small linen handkerchief

and held closely over the nostrils of a rapidly-breathing child. During

antesthesia and oiwration the parents should be excluded from the room, as

their presence only tends to distract the attention of the surgeon.

ANATOMICAL PECULIARITIES.

The bones are developed from the mesoblast, or middle layer of the

blastoderm. " The wrist, or radio-carpal joint, is formed above by the

lower end of the radius and the triangular meniscus, below by the upper

articular surfaces of the scaphoid, semilunar, and cuneiform bones. An
investing ligament, lined by a synovial membrane and subdivided into

anterior, posterior, internal, and external bands of fibres, encloses the joint.

It is the oblong form of hinge-joint, and possesses two axes, a long and a

short. Ai'ound the long axis movements occur which bend the hand for-

ward, or bring it in line with the forearm, or bend it backward. Around

the short axis the hand may be moved towards the radial or ulnar margin

of the forearm.

" The carpal and carpo-metacarpal joints are constructed thus : the ar-

ticular surfaces are retained in contact by certain ligaments i)assing between

the dorsal surfaces of adjacent bones, by others between their palmar sur-

faces, and by interosseous ligaments between the semilunar and cuneiform,

semilunar and scaphoid, os magnum and unciform, os magnum and trape-

zoid : lateral ligaments also attach the scaphoid to the trapezium, and the

cuneiform to the unciform ; similarly the trapezoid, os magnum, and unci-

form are connected to the metacarjial bones of the fingei*s by dorsal, palmar,

and interosseous ligaments, and the metacarpal bones of the fingers have a

like mode of union at their carpal ends. Further a transvei-se ligament

extends between the distal ends of the metacarpal bones of the fingers and

checks too great lateral displacement. The range of movement at any one

of these carpal joints is very slight, but the multiplicity of joints in this

locality contributes to the mobility of the wrist, and makes the junction

between the hand and forearm less rigid in its nature. The metacarpal

bone of the thumb is not jointed to the index, and has a distinct saddle-

shape-i articulation with the trapezium, invested with a capsular ligament,

80 that its range of movement is extensive.

"The metacarpo-phalangeal and iutcr-phalangeal joints are connected

^mm
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by lateral ligaments passing between the bones, and by an arrangement of

fibres on their palmar and dorsal surfaces.

•* The movements of the joints are indicated on the surface of the palm
by teguraentary folds,—an oblique fold for the thumb and two oblique folds

for the metacarpo-phalangeal joints of the fingers. The joints of the second

and third phalanges are also marked on the surface by folds.

" The ankle-joint is formed by the convex upper and the lateral surfaces

of the astragalus fitting into the concavity formed by the lower end of the

tibia and the two malleoli. An investing li<iament, lined by synovial mem-
brane, encloses the joint ; the lateral portions of this ligament form distinct

bands, and are much stronger than the anterior and posterior 11. ires. A
diarthrodial joint also exists between the astragalus and os calcis, between

which bones a powerful interosseous ligament passes. Between the astrag-

alus and scaphoid, and the os calcis and cuboid, important diarthrodial joints

are found which are enclosed by ligamentous bands. The remaining tarsal

bones are connected together usually by dorsal, plantar, and interosseous

ligaments, and a similar mode of union is found between the distal row of

tarsal bones and the metatarsals, except between the great toe and ento-

cuneiform, where there is no interosseous ligament. The four outer meta-

tarsals are also connected at their proximal ends by distal, plantar, and interos-

seous ligaments, and further a transverse metatai-sal ligament passes between

the distal ends of all the metatarsal bones. The metatarsal bones articulate

with the i^halanges, and the phalanges with each other, in a similar manner

to that described in the corresponding Iwnes of the hand. At the ankle-

joint movements of flexion and extension take place. . . .

" Between the several bones of the tarsus a certain amount of gliding is

permitted, more espetMally between the os calcis and cuboid and the astrag-

alus and scaphoid, so that it is possible to invert or evert the foot,

—

i.e., to

raise the inner or outer borders from the ground. . . .

" The hallux, or great toe, is the most important digit. A lino pro-

longed backward through it to the heel forms the proper axis of the foot,

and tli(> sole chiefly rests upon the pads of integument situated beneath its

metatarso-phalangeal joint and the heel," ^

The epiphysial nucleus apj)ears in the metacarpus and phalanges from

the third to the fifth year, and the epiphysis unites in the twentieth year;

while in the metatarsus and phalanges it appears from the third to the

eighth year, and union occurs from the nineteenth to the twenty-first ycar.^

The four inner metacarpal and metatarsal bones have distal, the outer

proximal epiphyses. An the phalanges have the epiphyses proximal. Thus,

all the metacarpo-phalangeal joints, save that on the thumb, are on two

epiphyses ; and so at the foot all metatarso-phalangeal articulations are

doubly epiphysial except the hallux.

' Creighton, Encvclopoedia Britennica, ninth edition, 1878, vol. i. p. 839, art.

" Anatomy."
* Barwell, Treatise on Diseases of the Join'i, 1881, p. 8.
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CLASSIFICATION OF DISEASES OF MINOR ARTICULATIONS.

In accordance with modern pathological views, the diseases of the

smaller joints may be classificnl or divided as follows.

Flastic Inflammations.—Synovitis (simplex), syndesmitis, arthritis,

osteo-arthritis, osteitis, teno-sync v^itis, ganglion.

Chronic Infectious Inflammations.—Tuberculosis, osteo-myelitis, rheuma-

tism, gonorrhoea, syphilis, pya;mia, metastatic.

Acute Infectious Inflammations (Sequelae).—Measles, scarlet fever, small-

pox, typhus fever, typhoid fever, cerebro-spinal meningitis, pneumonia,

dysentery, diphtheria, erysipelas, parotitis, pertussis.

Tum,ors.—Chondroma, sarcoma.

PLASTIC INFLAMJIATIONS.

As a result of contusions, sprains, or injuries of the minor articulations,

we have a variety of simple inflammations that have a natural tendency to

recovery if the injured joint is kept at rest. This, however, is not an easy

matter in a child : hence the frequency with which we see those simple

acute inflammations merge into the chronic forms of disease, the restless

activity of the child preventing the necessary quietude of the joint, and the

repeated jars and irritations of a damaged joint favoring the loadizatiou of

infective microbes latent in the blood of the child, until the soil is properly

prepared by blood-stasis and aggregation of leucocytes for the segregation

and destructive multiplication of infective micro-organisms. In this way
we so frequently trace the clinical histoiy of joint-tuberculosis in children.,

and hence the necessity for prompt, early, and persistent treatment of the

plastic or simple non-infectious joint-inflammations of childhood.

The relative strength of the diiferent anatomical structures entering into

the formation of the smaller joints of children predisposes to the greater

frequency of sprains on the infliction of traumatism rather than to fracture

or dislocation. The joint-formation is also favorable to overstretching of

the ligamentous structures.

Synovitis.—Simple synovitis involving the carpal, tarsal, or jihalan-

geal articulations is most frequently due to a wrench or sprain, although it

may result from exposure, from over-exertion, or from unknown causes.

In few affections are the four classical Galenic symptoms of inflammation

l)etter exemplified than in an acute synovitis. Heat, pain, swelling, and

redness are ordinarily complained of within a few hoiu's after the joint has

been injured. The effusion is rapid, and the increasetl amount of synovia is

frequently tinged with blood from rupture of minute intra-articular capil-

lary vessels. Loss of function and tenderness accompany the other symptoms.

Syndesmitis.—In syndesmitis, or inflammation of the ligaments about

a joint, there is usually the history of a sprain followed b)' the ordinary

symptoms of such injuries,—piin, tenderness, localized swelling (at first

limited to one side of the joiuc, as a rule), ecchymosis, and immediate loss

HI!
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of function. The i)ain is instantaneous in character. After a few davs
plastic crepitus may be noticed, due to peri-articular eftusiou.

Arthritis.—A simple arthritic inflammation may be caused by injury

or exposure, or by an extension of a contiguous inflammation, and gives

rise to symptoms closely allied to those described as accompanying synovitis.

OsTEO-Arthritis.—An osteo-arthritis or osteitis is generally caused

by a concussion or contusion of the joint and a bruising or laceration of

minute blood-vessels or capillary loops at or in the articular extremity

of the bone, followed by hypera3mia, stasis, thrombosis or minute emboli,

and a localized inflammation that ha.s a distinct tendency to extend to the

adjacent joint-surface if absolute rest is not enjoined. The pain is deeiJcr

seated, more aching in character, subject to exacerbations, and sometimes tiie

little patient complains only of the joint " feeling tiretl." There is not

much swelling at first, rarely is ecchymosis present, and there is but partial

suspension of joint-function.

Teno-Synovitis.—Teno-synovitis is most frequently developed along

the sheaths of the flexor tendons of the wrist, although also observed in

the extensor sheaths of the same joint as well as around the tendons of the

ankle, and is caused by a sudden sprain from a blow or over-lifting or from

over-exercise at an unusual or unaccustomed kind of work.

The symptoms complained of are pain, tenderness, and swelling along

a tendon-sheath, the pain being increased by movements of the tendon.

There is an evident disability of the member at first, but after a few days

this is less marked. On palpation, a fine tendinous crepitus, soft and rus-

tling in quality, can be elicited. Congestion, followed by serous and later

by fibrinous exudate, marks the pathological changes that are present.

The affection usually lasts from one to three weeks.

Ganglion.—Upon the back of the wrist we sometimes find ganglia,

either cystic, articular, or merely, and far more commonly, hernial pouches

or protrusions through the tendon-sheath at some weak point that has

yielded in consequence of a sprain. They are, as a rule, of slow growth,

painless, and we are consulted about them more frequently on account of

their unsightliness than anything else, altwough sometimes they cause an

appreciable weakness of the wrist and become painful after manual labor.

The contents are viscid and albuminous.

The proper treatment of ganglion in the early stage consists of firm

elastic pressure by a pad and bandage, and, if this proves inefficient, then

subcutaneous puncture with antiseptic precautions, and expression of the

contents, with subsequent compression. If refilling occurs, excision of the

hernial sac of the tendon-^sheath, with strict attention to Listerism, secures

a permanent cure. The edges of the sheath should be closed by a fine

catgut suture, the external wound closed with silk, and the wrist immobi-

lized for several days. The tubercle-bacillus has a tendency to infect these

hernial sacs of tendon-sheaths.

For clinic il purposes, all these affections known as plastic or non-
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infectioua inflammations of the smaller joints might be united in one

group and described as sprains of more or less severity, involving one

or all of the component parts of a joint, according to the severity of the

traumatism applied. In the consideration of their treatment we will regard

them as so grouped.

Treatment.—The indications for treatment are, clearly, to secure rest,

relieve pain, sut)due inflammation, and restore the functions of the joint.

Complete physiological rest of an injured or inflamed joint is of prime

importance. This may be secured in the smaller joints most readily by

the application of a moulded, nicely-padded splint, applied so as to include

also the proximal joint. In the case of the ankle- or wrist-joint, immob-

ilization is attained by applying a light plaster-of-Paris cast. In all cases

smooth, elastic, ilrm pressure should be obtainetl by surrounding the joint

with layers of cotton batting or absorbent cotton under the fixation dress-

ing. If wounds, abrasions, or blisters are present on the skin, they should

be first well cleansed, disinfected, dusted with iodoform, and covered with a

layer of antiseptic gauze. When immobilization of the joints of the fingers,

hand, and wrist is secured, the forearm should be carried in a sling.

In acute inflammation of the ankle or tarsal joints, after immobilization

the patient should remain in bed for some days, or at least keep the foot

elevated, and afterwards use crutches until repair is complete.

In the phalangeal joints of the toes and metatarsal joints, immobiliza-

tion may be secured by wearing a Chinese shoe or a shoe with a Thomas

sole or a broad unbending sole, care being taken that it is long enough

not to press upon the toes.^ This, however, is more useful in the chronic

inflammations of the joints.

Pain may be relieved by the application of firm elastic compresses, a

layer of soft cotton, and over this a flannel bandage or pure rubber bandage

drawn with just sufficient tightness to give a feeling of support. Hot

fomentations, hop-bags, hot salt, and various anodyne solutions are of

advantage, and give comfort to the patient.

Children almost always want " something put on it that will stop the

pain." I have found great relief from the use of the following formula in

ill! contusions aud injuries around the joints

:

R Acidi carbolic!
,
jii;

Glycerini, fjvi

;

Tinct. opii, fgvii

;

Tinct. atnicae, f^iss

;

Spts, vini rect. dil., q. s. ad f^viii.

Apply freely to the injured part.

The internal use of sedatives is also often required if the pain is severe.

Inflammation is lessened by the elevation of the joint, by its fixation, and

' E. H. Bradford, R. W. Lovett Buck's Reference Hand-Book of the Medical Sciences,

1889, vol. viii. p. 868, art. " Joints."
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by the use of compression, hot fomentations, ice-ba<?s, and such other meas-

ures as will tend to relieve arterial tension. When there is marked effusion

within a joint, aseptic aspiration, with subsequent elastic compression, should

be resorted to. It is advised by Martin to apply a rubber bandage around

the joint and aspirate between the folds of the bandage, and after the with-

drawal of the fluid to allow the bandage to remain on. This is excellent

practice, and gives admirable results, especially in the knee.

The functions of the joint can be restored by passive motions, friction,

embrocations, and especially by systematic massage, which stimulates the

adjacent lymphatics to carry away the excess of plastic deposit around the

joint that is often the cause of the stiftuess. If there is a considerable

amount of ankylosis, it is better to anesthetize the child and completely

break up adhesions rather than run the risk of causing additional joint-

trouble by repeated inefficient attempts to overcome them. Gamgee advises

soft, dry sponges applied firmly around an inflamed joint, and tiien by wet-

ting them efficient firm pressure is obtained that favors the absorption of

effused products. Firm continuous pressure favors absorption and atrophy.

Intermittent pressure stimulates new growth and plastic exudate. Chil-

dren regain the usefulness of an inflamed joint in a remarkable maimer,

and I have been agreeably surprised, in a numl)er of cases where passive

motion had to be discontinued on account of pain or the dread of the child

to have the joint moved, to find, after a judicious selection of toys or games

which would necessarily bring into use the offending joint, that in the course

of a few weeks or months the child had " worked off the stiffness," as Owen
expresses it.

In teno-synovitis, or thecitis, firm elastic compression along the course

of the inflamed tendon-sheath should be applied and secured by a flannel

roller. The forearm should be laid upon o'- of Levis's metallic splints

aft«r the compress is applied, or a light plaster-of-Paris cast may be put

on, or the forearm may be laid on a padded basswootl splint and carried in

a sling for a week or two. The disability rarely lasts longer than three

weeks.

CHRONIC INFECTIOUS INFLAMMATIONS.

Tuberculosis.—Tuberculosis of the minor articulations usually oc-

curs as a primary osteitis or osteo-arti.ritis, more rarely as a synovitis.

Although generally mentioned as a primary tuberculosis, it is, strictly

ipeaking, a secondary invasion, as the primary depot must be situated in

sime of the lymph-channels before the bacillus reaches bones or joints.

The mode of entrance, or " port of entry," of the tubercle-bacillus to the

human organism may be either directly through a wound or abrasion, or

through a lesion of the mucous membrane of the bronchial tubes, alimentary

tract, or uro-genitai system. In children invasion takes place most fre-

quently via the lungs. No matter what the mode of entrance, we find forty

per cent, of the cases occurring as a localized osteo-arthritis.
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Tuberculous joint-dismse is pre-eminently a disease of childhood. Boys

are affected more frequently than girls.

Localization of Tuberculosis.—According to Schmallfuss's statistics

relative to the frequency of localization of tuberculosis in the different bones

or joints, we find that the foot is atfected in nineteen per cent, of the cases,

and the hand in eight per cent, only.' When we consider that children are

peculiarly liable to the sprains and twists and various local minor artic-

ular traumatisms that initiate the localization of tubercular processes, we
can reatlily appreciate the importance of this subject and the necessity for

its early recognition and proper treatment. Muller has demonstrated that

when the bacilli of tuberculosis are present in the blood-current localiza-

tion takes place frequently in young persons near the epiphysial cartilage by

the microbes becoming arrested in one of the terminal branches of an artery,

causing an obliteration of it.: lumen by an embolus of granulation-tissue

containing bacilli ; or the bacilli may be implanted upon the vessel-wall,

and a gradually-increasing mural thrombus obstructs the lumen of the

vessel.'' h1'; -!... '.
'

; - i .

•-
i : i

The peculiarity of the tubercle-bacilli is to incorporate themselves with

a white blood-corpuscle and transform it into a lymphoid cell of larger size.'

Obstruction of the lumen of an artery in the epiphysis of a long bone leads

to the frequently-observed setjuestration of a triangular piece of bone cor-

responding in shape to the area supplied by the vessel. Obstruction of

the nutrient artery in the phalanges may lead to death of the entire shaft,

especially if the pus-microbe invades the subperiosteal tissue.

Diagnosis.—Generally there is not much difficulty in arriving at a

correct diagnosis of tuberculosis of a minor articulation when we take into

account the history of the case,—slight traumatism, a neglected sprain or

contusion, a subsidence of the acute pain and swelling, tbllowed by a chronic

thickening of the joint-structures, and a painless swelling of the joint or near

the joint (painless unless gverllexion or extension or deep firm pressure is

made, which causes pain to be felt). There is an increasing weakness of the

joint, extending to the proximal muscles also, which soon become atrophied

from disuse.

In case of involvement of the wrist, the fingers are usually kept ex-

tended, and there is a marked helplessness about the member ; fluctuation is

indistinct, and sometimes " boggy" by reason of the mass of granulation-

tissue in which coagulation-necrosis has not yet occurred. If the affection

originates in the synovial membmne, the effusion and swelling are more

marked. There is not much impairment of general health unless the lungs

are the seat of miliary tubercles. There is not much tendency to anky-

losis. Fibrinous flocculi, or rice-bodies, are indications of tuberculosis.

1 Fenger, Journal of the American Medical Association, 1889, vol. xiii. p. 587, art.

'Tuberculosis of Bones and Joints."

" Senn, Surgical Bacteriology, 1889, p. 185.

« Qerster, Aseptic and Antiseptic Surgery, 1888, p. 264.

m
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In the ankle-joint the fungous synovitis with painless ai)scesse8 and fis-

tulous tracks, through the mouths of which granulation-tissue protrudes, is

the variety most frequently seen.

In the phalanges of the fingers and toes Ave meet with the central

myeloid tuberculosis, or " spina ventosa" of some authors, expanding the

compact structure of the bone to a mere shell, and frequently implicating

multiple phalanges, with a tendency to epiphysial and articular involve-

ment. This tuberculous osteo-myelitis also affects the metacarpal and iaeta-

tarsal bones in children.

Weeping sinews or ganglion, communicating with the wrist-joint or

existing in the sheaths of the extensor tendons overlying it, are now recog-

nized as a form of tubercular infection of the synovial order, where we

have the localization of the floating bacilli in the membrane by capillary

embolism or mural implantation.

Tendon-tuberculosis is an appendix of joint-tuberculosis, and merits the

sam(! consideration.

Prognosis.—The prognosis in a case of local articular or osseous tuber-

culosis in a small joint is usually good, especially in children, providcnl

there are no foci in the lungs, There is a natural resistance on the part of

the child to disease-processes, a constant antagonism between growth and

normal healthy tissue-development on the one hand, and degenerative

changes due to the activity of the tubercle on the other, with the fortunes

of war pretty constantly on the side of the physiological cell-soldiers.

Hence the frequent recoveries from joint-tuberculosis in children, with, to

be sure, occasional relapses, but generally a recovery with a lasting memento

of the fight in some scars or a somewhat impaired joint that was the scene

of the conflict.

Treatment.—Conservatism should be practised in all ojierations upon

the joints of children : erasions, rather than excisions, should be the rule.

The underlying principle of treatment in .Jl simple inflammations of joints

is rest—physiological rest—until the pathological changes are arrested.

The principle of treatment of infective joint-affections should be to mini-

mize the activity of the microbe that is the causal factor of the pathological

processes under discussion, and to multiply the tissue-resistance of the child

against the ravages of the micro-organisms of disease.

The organism minimizes the activity of the bacilli sometimes in cases

where the destructive processes originate in bone near an articular surface
;

Avhen perforation of the joint takes place, a wall of granulation-tissue is

thrown across the joint around the seat of infection, and, if the circum-

stances are favorable, a wall of cicatricial connective tissue is formed which

protects the intact from the infected portion of the joint, and resists the

advance oi~ the bacilli, which thus become walled in by their own environ-

ment and die a natural death. Of course where such a favorable termina-

tion takes place it is probable that the tubercular virus was attenuated by

age or suffered from want of a proper nutrient medium. We fortify the
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resistance of the child's organism by rest, diet, stimulants, and local refriger-

ation or pressure.

Operative Treatment.—Artificial anajmia of the limb by means of a

rubber bandage should i)reccde the operation, the bandage being applied

above the affected joint only. In all ojjerations upon tubercular joints

strict attention to the details of antiseptic surgery is essential to success

:

sterilizal hands, instruments, and field of operation are most desirable.

Because of the opening up of venous channels in tubercular tissue, we are

liable to subject the patient to the risks of dissemination of tubercle through

the opened blo(xl-channels, if care is not taken to remove thoroughly all

infected tissue by knife, scissors, sharp spoon, or Paquelin car.tery ; more-

over, if antiseptic precautions are neglected, pus-microbes are brought in

contact with a surface well })rej)ared by previous pathological processes for

the development and propagation of suppurative and septic processes that

imperil the integrity of the joint or may destroy the patient. Where the

wrist-joint is involved, and esjx!cially if suppuration has resulted by reason

of the invasion of the tubercular tissue by the pus-microbe, the infected

joint should be thoroughly disinfected by irrigation with a sublimate solu-

tion, one \.j two thousand, careful cleansing and disinfection of the cuta-

neous surface around the joint, enlargement of existing sinuses, oi a free

dorsal or lateral incision over the most prominent part of the distended

capsule, followed by a thorough scraping and clipping away of all diseased

tissue, infected capsule, and carious bone, then touching all oozing vessels,

especially in bone, with Paquelin cautery. Perfect hoemostasis is desirable,

but not always attainable. When the diseased tissue is all removed, the

joint should be flushiHl with a fifty-per-cent. solution of compound tincture

of iodine, lightly iodoformized, drained with a small perforated rubber

drain or twisted bit of iodoformed gauze, closed by a continuous silk suture,

complete antiseptic dressing applied, and then placed on a well-padded

palmar splint, or, better, a light plaster-of-Paris cast applied, and then

redressed every three to five days. Not infrequently a revision of the

operation is necessary where some infected tissue has been left. Functional

results are better than from excision.

In ankle-joint tuberculosis the astragalus is most frequently primarily

infected, and in cas(!s requiring operative interference no attention should

be paid to the anatomical outlines of the joint with a view to limiting the

operation to a single bone or capsule. Free lateral, slightly-curved incisions

should bo made that will permit free access to and thorough scraping and

curetting of the diseased tul)ercular tissue. If an abscess has already

opened on the instep, as is frequently the case when we are first consulted,

the sinus should be enlarged and traced into the joint, thoroughly spooned

out, and injected with tincture of iodine. Through-and-through drainage

should be provided, and dressings applied and changed as suggested for the

wrist-joint.

As a rule, the functional use of the joint is fai'^ly gootl after these ope;,2-

1

ll^i
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tions. Indeed, if they are done before the articulation becomes pus-iiifcotod

and the operative cavity is jwrmitted to fill with a moist clot under perfect

aseptic closure, a remarkably j^ood result is attainable. There is always

some liability to relapses, and often a necessity for an ojieration of revision.

This sliould always be done when pale tubercular granulations protrude

from dniina<?e-openings, or when cicatrization is slow.

In tendon-tuberculosis, the not infrequent sequel of sprains, the sheath

should be freely opened and every portion of it that is infcited carefully

removed, along with the gelatiniform tissue frequently s'.irrouuding it. The

tendon itself should Ix; scraped if it is covered with fine, pale, jelly-like

granulations, and after the wound has been thoroughly irrigivtcJ wiih a

mercuric solution the surrounding healthy muscular and connective tissue

should be closed around it with a continuous fine catgut suture, and the

integument closed with silk sutures without drainage, the idea being to

permit a moist clot to fern around the tendon, and, by subsequent careful

passive motions of flexion and extension, commenced ten days after the

operation, a new sheath is grooved out of or in the blood-clot, and the

movements of the wrist or ankle tendons are restored. Better results are

obtained upon the dorsal than upon the palmar surfaces. After operations

of this kind, for the first week or ten days a firm elastic graduated com-

press, with immobilization after the application of the primary typical

Lister dressing, should constitute the treatment.

A similar plan should be followed in the troaiiaent of " weeping sinews,"

or localized infected dilatation of the tendon-sheath : all fibrinous flocculi

or melon-seed bodies should be removed, and the sheath closed around

the tendon after the removal of infected parts.

Osteomyelitis.—Tubercular osteo-myelitis of the phalanges, or

"spina ventosa," sometimes subsides spontaneously, or is diminished by

the alterative action of iodine locally ; but its manifest tendency is to in-

vade more tissue, to disseminate itself, to attack secondarily the periosteum,

and to form indefinite abscesses. The safest rule in dealinor with this

rather rare form of osseous tuberculosis of the minor articulations is to

make a free incision, and chisel and scrajje away all infected tissue with

verj' small, specially-selected instruments. Often an excision or an am-

putation is required ; and the. invariable rule is permanent deformity or

distortion of the digit.

In the milder and earlier cases of osseous or osteo-arthritic tuberculosis

of the minor articulations, where the child's organism is physiologically

active and its general health good, and where the attack of the bacilli seems

to be comparatively feeble, we should be justified in waiting for a reason-

able time before advising opemtive interference, and relying upon complete

rest of the affected joint, placing it upon a moulded, well-padded splint,

with moderate elastic uniform compression, for a sufficient length of time

to enable us to judge of the progress, arrest, or diminution of the infective

pathological processes, at the same time improving the child's nutrition,
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should it soom iKKTssary, by the administration of tonics ai.d nutrinumta.

In that variety where tiie morl)id prot^esses arc initiated in the synovial niem-

brano, asj)iration and overdistcntion of the joint with a two or three jx'r cent,

warm (airbolizcd solution or with an emulsion ofether-i(Kloform is occasionally

curative, altiiouf^h not devoid of danger. It is safer to trust to elastic com-

pressiim and fixation of the joint. If the synovitis becomes suppurative, a

free incision and pci-sisteut warm antiseptic irrigation may save the joint.

Acute infectious osteo-myelitis is distinguishwl from myeloid tul)ercu-

losis by its greater constitutional disturbance, its agonizing pain, involving

iisually multiph; bones and joints, and the rapidity of its course towards

suppuration and epiphysial destruction. It is most fretjucrtly mistaken in

its early clinical history for rheumatism, growing ])ains, or typhoid fever.

As soon as its nature is recognized, the indications for treatment are to re-

lieve tension, lessen pain, and support the strength of the patient. This can

l)est bedoii. by limiting the destructive prot^esses by early incision, opening

up the epiphysial ends of the affected bone, scraping and disinfecting the

n:"tlullary canal, and iodoformizing tiio infwted area. Go<xl drainage, fix-

ation of the joint, and elevation of the affected part, with frajuent change

of dressings, constitute the most efficient treatment. Metastatic abscesses,

pya;mia, and death oflcn close the scene in this terrible disease.

Rheumatism.—Rheumatism affecting the minor articulations requires

no particular mention, and is amenable to the same rules of treatment that

apply to other articulations. Locally, chloroform liniment and caruphorated

soap liniment freely applied to the affected hands and feet, these being then

covered with cotton batting and oiled silk, or enveloped in sofl flannel

bandages, have, according to my experience, been the most comfoiliible

applications until the systemic treatment af!brded relief. Subsequent stiff-

ness of the fingers, wrists, or ankles may be greatly diminished by massage

and passive motion.

Arthritis deformans is occasionally met with in the minor aiticulations

of children, but this intractable affection is, fortunately, sellom seen.

GoNORRHCEA.—Gouorrlioeal infection of joints is usually observetl as a

synovitis of an essentially chronic character and likely to be followed by

more or less loss of functional activity of the joint for an indefinite length

of time. Exacerbations are common. The gonococcus expends its surplus

energy upon the synovial raombrane when it invades a joint. Out of

three hundrtnl and eight cases of gonorrhceal joint-infection, the minor

joints were implicated one hundred and eleven times. In children it is so

rare an affection that I have never seen an example of it under fifteen years

of age. If seen, however, it presents the same peculiarities and is amenable

to the same treatment as in the adult.

Gout is unkoow ., so far as I am informed, among children.

Syphilis.—Joint-inP.ammatious in syphilis may develop in either the

secondary or the tertiary stage of disease. In the secondary stage the mor-

bid phenomena of synovitis appear, while in the tertiary stage gummata

\ .
'^ fi 'J
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and a resultant peri synovial hyperplasia, or a later osteitis of a degenera-

tive type, demand our attention. Hereditary syphilitic joint-manitestations

are observed more frequently in infants and children, and, according to

Schiiller, appear as a synovitis with localized patches of cartilage-necrosis,

or as an osteo-chondritis along the epiphysial line with coincident periostitis

and perichondritis.

Tlie minor articulations are attacked in one-third of the cases observed.

A differential diagnosis bef.wec'i rickets and inherited syphilis can usually

be made by a liistory of the case and by an examination of the articular

extremities of other bones, and especially of the costo-stcrnal unions. A
history of previous miscarriages on the part of the mother, and of infantile

snuffles and syphilidcs on the part of the child, is corrobomtive evidence

of syphilis inherited by the child suspected of osteo-arthritic syphilis.

The treatment consists in local inunctions of oleate of mercury or mer-

curial ointment, and the long-continued internal administration of anti-

syphilitic remedies, combined with tonics and attention to the hygiene of

the child.

PYiEMic JoiNT-AFFEcrriONS.—PyjBmic joint-affections, accoixliug to

Barwell, are almost always multiple, and the smaller articulations fre-

quently partake in the morbid processes. After lasting for a week or ten

days, the severity of joint-symptoms is localized in one or two joints, as a

rule. The disease is ushered in by pyrexia, rigors, and increased systemic

disturbance; not infrequently the infection follows some slight traumatism

over the phalangeal articulations. Otlen I have seen a slight incised or

lacerated wound over a phalangeal articulation apparently heal, and a few

days later give evidence of pyaemic invasion of the underlying or contigu-

ous joints. The destruction is rapid, and, when there is a history of septic

wound followed by joint-infection by the pus-microbe (staphylococcus and

streptococcus pyogenes, aureus or albus), free incision, with antiseptic irriga-

tion, is the surest and safest mode of relieving tension and saving the joint.

At the same time the internal administration of quinine, iron, and whiskey

is clearly indicated. General supporting medication, with local disinfection

and drainage, constitutes the best treatment with which I am acquainted.

Metastatic Joint-Affections.—Metf static joint-affections are occa-

sionally seen in children after an attack of the mumps. There is an in-

crease of the quantity of synovia in the capsule. The joint becomes stiff,

slightly painful, and somewhat doughy. Usually, under rest, equable

compression, or hot fomentations, the synovitis disappears in the course of

a few weeks.

ACUTE INFECTIOUS DISEASES LIABLE TO JOINT-COMPLICATIONS.

In regard to acute infectious diseases, such as scarlet fever, measles,

small-pox, whooping-cough, diphtheria, typhus and typhoid fever, cerebro-

spinal meningitis, erysipelas, septicaemia, etc., liable to be followed by joint-

inflammations from an infection of the joint by the specific microbes of

HI
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these diflorent diseases, it may be said that the infection either occurs

through the lualium of the circulation carrying the infective microbe to

the synovial surface, or reaches the joint-surface from a separate focus of

disease by the lymph-channels, or by direct extension from continuity or

contiguity of surface.

Micro-organisms are found in the diseased joints corresponding to the

micro-organisms of the general disease from which the little patient is suf-

fering. This is now the generally-accepted belief of modern pathologists,

and the occurrence of joint-complications in the acute infectious diseases is

promptly recognized and its treatment based upon this recognition of tine

essential cause. The general treatment consists in the exhibition of reme-

dies calculated to combat the general systemic infection of the particular

infectious disease under consideration that gave rise to the local joint-symp-

toms, and the local treatment consists of rest, fixation, and elastic compres-

sion of the affected joint, or, later, of aspiration, incision, disinfection, and

drainage, if extensive disorganization has occurred.

TUMORS.

The minor articulations of children are liable to the development of

either chondromas or sarcomas, which may appear upon the joints of the

iiand from injury, or upon the distal toe-joints from shoe-pressure. They

present the same clinical history here that accompanies their development in

other localities.' The chondromas require complete excision, with removal

of the cartilage-matrix, or they will certainly recur.

The sarcomas are usually central or medullary in their origin, although

sometimes springing from periosteal or synovial surfaces, are rather rapid in

their growth, and require amputation at the proximal articulation of the

bone involved.'

' Comil and Ranvier, Pathological Histology, 1882, p. 217.

» Marsh, Diseases of the Joints, 1886, p. 288.

Vol. III.—80
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ANKYLOSIS.

Br E. A. KINLOCH, M.D.

Akkylosis (apo'l'j, " bent") is a term used to signify a more or less

complete fixation of a joint as the result of chronic pathological changes

affecting its component parts. The term has, however, been employed in a

very indefinite sense, and without regard either to the character of the

changes or to the special tissues implicated. Thus, limited movements of

joints, the result of contractured skin or fascia, shortened tendons or

jruiscles, induced voluntarily or involuntarily, have been included under

the one name. Some authorities qualify the term so as to designate as

spurious ankylosis all restricted movements of joints determined by changes

of tissues exterior to th&m. Such extra-ariieular conditions may be referred

to as complications, but will not be more particularly considered here. In

ankylosis proper, the fixation is decided, if not absolute, and the changes

are within the joint : the disease is intra-articular.

The joint or limb need not be bent, or crooked, as might be implied by

the use of the Greek word. The relative position of the bones may vary

;

that is, the joint may be fixed at any angle, or the limb may be straight.

As the fixation must be decided, the connecting tissue will be limited

in length for the union of the respective bones to be close. The firmness

of fixation will depend largely upon the character of the uniting tissue,—

its histological advance from the original granulation-tissue of inflanunation.

The terms fibrous, cartilaginous, and osseous ankylosis express this fact

True bony union does away with a joint, the contiguous bones being firmly

connected ; fibrous union occasions varying degrees of stiffness. The classi-

fication complete and incomplete ankylosis, adopted by some, was determined

by the contrast presented by osseous union with an absolutely immovable

joint and fibrous union with appreciable mobility.

Under either variety, veiy different conditions of the joint are found.

The tendency of the fibrous form is to lx!Come osseous. Cartilaginous

ankylosis is rarely met with, and may be looked upon as a transitional stage

between the fibrous and the osseous. R. Volkmann described this as seen

in young subjects after subacute coxitis without suppuration.

The kind of ankylosis is determined largely (1) by the character of the

original cause, (2) by the continuance of the morbid jiroeesses to the lesser
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or greater destruction of tissue, and (3) by the degree of reparative po ver

prevailing in the structures implicated.

Thus, we find the fibrous ankylosis commonly associatcfl with sligi;t

injuries, or with strumous or rheumatic conditions. The osseous, on the

other hand, follows active pyogenic processes, or septic inflammations con-

sequent upon severe traumatic lesions. Not infrequently, however, the two

varieties coexist, and time only may be needed for the larger development

of the more highly organized tissue.

In all cases of true intra-articular ankylosis a series of pathological

changes can be traced progressively to the complete loss of function and

final fixation of the joint. The synovial membrane suffers first, as a rule,

the inflammation determining plastic effiision, cell-development, and forma-

tion of thick granulation-tissue. The adjacent capsule and other ligaments

participate in due time in like changes. The articular ends of the bones

become infiltrated with inflammatory products ; the cartilages have their

nutrient supply cut off^, so that portions die, while the greater portion of the

matrix liquefies under the invasion of the granulation-tissue formed from

the synovial membrane and the articulating extremities of the bones ; car-

tilage-cells proliferate and mix with the numerous cells of the granulation-

tissue, and pus now occupies the joint. With subsidence of action the layers

of granulation-tissue springing from the contiguous bony surfaces coalesce,

and thus a fibrous bond of union is obtained. Subsequently ossification

ensues, and bony ankylosis is the favorable termination.

In some instances the morbid process begins in the ends of the bones,

and, again, at times it originates in the tissues exterior to the synovial sac.

The final result, however, is seen in the changes above described, which

are to eventuate in bony ankylosis.

The amount of the inflammatory product and its future de^'clopment

vary, and hence the observable variety in the extent of the adhesions and

their nature. At times these are delicate and limited to small defined por-

tions of the synovial membrane ; or, again, the synovial membrane is prac-

tically replaced by stout bands of fibro-ligamentous tissue which closely

connect the bones and arrest the function of the joint. More generally,

as above described, the synovial membrane has been destroyed, and the

fibroid tissue comes direct from the bonos, where it has been formed from

the granulation-tissue.

In regard to the osseous jidhesions we may note equally variable condi-

tions. There may be firm and abundant osseous material uniting the broad

contiguous surfaces, the two bones, as it were, being fused into one ; or

tliere may exist narrow bridges of bone, with a pralominance of fibroid

tissue as the connecting medium. In fixation of some joints, as in the ver-

tebral column, the osseous bridges may be entirely outside of the articula-

tion. These cases would not properly come within our definition of true

ankylosis, and their occurrence may with some be an objection to the classi-

fication adopted.
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The secondary changes pertaining to the extra-articular tissues it is not

our province here to describe.

Causes.—Ankylosis originates, as we have seen, from arthritis, and,

consequently, may be traced to every kind and degree of traumatism of

the articulations,—slight sprains or twists of a joint, luxations, contusions,

wounds, fractures near or through joints, infective periostitis, osteo-myelitis,

epiphysitis, pysemia, struma, syphilis, contagious fevers, etc. Luxations

and fractures are perhaps among the most common causes, being associated

with injuiy of so many of the proper tissues of the joints, and with their

long disuse as enforced by certain kinds of treatment, often too carefully

and unnecessarily persisted in. Thac the long disuse of a joint under these

circumstances may be a cause of ankylosis we preftr to admit, although the

fact is denied by good modern authorities. The exercise of the functions

of all organs is necessary to healthy conditions, and the absolute immobility

of a joint will assuredly in time lead to troublesome and jjersistent stiffness,

if not to positive ankylosis.

Where fractures penetrate a joint we find (1) a high degree of inflam-

mation following the traumatism, (2) intra-capsular and extra-capsular blood-

extravasation, (3) exuberance of callus, and (4) displacement of the fragments

of bone and their encroachment upon the joint-oavity. All these hinderances

to motion may Lad secondarily to contract on uf tissues and to true anky-

losis. The constitutional causes above al ided to may often be regarded as

mere complications determining the chai' r and degree of the changes

following upon the traumatism. Tuberculu. , if viewed in the light of a

constitutional condition, must also, when met with primarily in the ex-

tremities of the bones or in certain other tissues pertaining to the joints, be

regarded as a local process dii*ectly determining those pyogenic inflamma-

tions which are so destructive in young subjects.

Diagnosis and Sigrns.—In considering the diagnosis it must be pre-

supposed that all acute action has subsided, and that we are not to consider

those hinderances to mobility of a joint which are the natural concomitants

of such action. It will in this view be no difficult matter to ascertain the

existence of that .degree of fixation constituting true ankylosis. Decidedly

rough handling may at times be necessary to recognize signs, and it is often

advantageous to both patient and surgeon to conduct the examination under

an anaesthetic. In the hip- and shoulder-jcnnts difficulty arises from the

mobility of the pelvis and the scapula. The yielding of bones must not be

confounded with mobility of the joints proper.

Chronic osteo-arthritis may be confounded with ankylosis. The history

and age of the subject, the joints affected, and the existing deformity will

assist in the differentiation of the two affections.

The diagnostic point more generally to be decided has reference to the

variety of ankylosis : is it the fibrous or the osseous form that we have to

deal with? Absqlute fixation, without pain upon manipulation, proclaims

the osseous form. But at times the fibrous variety gives apparent inmo-
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bility : so the examination must be carefully mode. Some degree of pain

with even the slightest yielding of the bones will decide the question. Bony
formation outside of a joint, as is seen in the osseous bridges of a diseased

spinal column passing from one vertebra to another, may occasion iixation

where there is little or no iutra-articular disease; or, again, we may be

deceived, as in the case repoi-ted by Bonnet,* where the feraur and the tibia

were fixed by a large mass of fibrous tissue occupying the popliteal region,

the joint being healthy. These cases are so exceptional that the} need not

affect the classification which accepts only intra-articular changes as neces-

sary to true ankylosis. Where fibrous union is so short and firm as to

simulate osseous union, it may be safely concluded that this latter will

finally obtain.

The positive differentit;tion of these varieties of ankylosis is at times a

vcy practical question, inasmuch as a yet mobile articulation may mean

continued local and constitutional irritation threatening the life of the in-

dividual, while an immovable one offers assurance of the cessation of irri-

tation and gives hope of recovery. A correct estimate of the shortness and

strength of the adhesions is also important, because bearing directly upon

the treatment.

Treatment.—It is of primary importance to ascertain beyond doubt

the degree and the character of the fixation of the particular joint. To
this end an ansesthetic will avail much. All extra-articular hinderances to

motion (false ankylosis) must be determined, for it may prove necessary

to overcome these as preparatory to dealing with the intra-articular con-

dition.

The original causes of the disease, local and general, and in certain cases

more especially the septic or the non-septic character of the arthritis which

established the ankylosis, must be duly weighed. In some instances the

ankylosed condition must be regarded as a conservative result ; in others

the very tendency to this should be combated by every resource of art,

in order to preserve the function of the joint and the usefulness of the

limb. Treatment aims at times to restore normal motion and function ; or,

agtiin, it rests satisfied with an approximation to so favorable a result. In

special cases the malposition of the limb is the important thing to overcome.

A leg bent at the knee may be a useless appendage, and an extende^l elbow

a source of much annoyance. Such malpositions are often due to want of

judicious treatment during the acute stages of the arthritis. This is now

so well recognized that modern scientific treatment insists upon the avoid-

ance of such evils. Lastly, as life is more valuable than a limb, the sacri-

fice of a limb may be preferable to persistent efforts for preventing or over-

coming ankylosis or restoring usefulness by correcting malposition.

Preventive treatment we cannot discuss as full/ as we should like in the

limits assigned to this article. It resolves itself into the proper treatment

.ii)»i.'h'1t;r. •: t

li

* Sur les Maladies des Articulations, tome i. p. 180.
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of the preceding arthritis, acute or chrouic. lu connection with '*ie im-
iwrtant subject of hixatious, and of fractures near or involving joints, pre-

ventive treatment cannot be too strongly urged. Accurate adjustment of
articulating surfaces and of displacal fragments of bone, and the fixation

of these for a definite time, will limit effusion and the formation of callus.

Extravasated blood must be got rid of by aspimtion or by compression and
massage. In joints like the knee, the good eifects of early aspiration aro

clearly evident. After the third or fourth day, methodical compression and
massage give good results. These should be employed so as not to interfere

with proper cireulation or the adjusted fragments of bone. The rubber

bandage applied directly, or over soft wool or cotton compresses, is most
efficient. Splints and bandages may be temporarily removed after a week
and massage practised. Smaller contiguous joints, also muscles and ten-

dons, must be actively or passively exercised once in five or six days, and
the splints and bandages replaced. There should be no immobilization of

a joint longer than is necessary for due repose and consolidation of tlie

fracture. The time required for immobilization, we believe, is generally

over-estimated.

Where soft union already obtains, treatment, except in cases where

ankylosis is considered sjdutary, should be directed to preventing this from

becoming osseous. Here passive movements, with gentle frictions, careful

exercise, and gradual increase of extension and flexion, must be persisted in,

if necessary for weeks and months. Any reaction following such move-

ments should be regarded as an indication for longer suspension of exercise

and for more moderate and careful manipulations.

In the fibrous form, when deformity and stiffening are marked, attempts

must be made to overcome such and to restore the movements of the joint.

We may resort to gradual extension by weight and pulley, or some form

of screw apparatus. Numerous machines for this purpose have been in-

vented, and can be found illustrated in most of the surgical treatises from

the Middle Ages up to the present time. The simpler means are usually

the best. The weight and pulley, with or without some kind of rubber

extension force, will usually succeed if success is attainable. Preliminary

division of tendons, muscles, fasciae, or cicatricial bands may at times be

necessary. No extensive division of such tissues should be made, howe\'or,

until the use of an anaesthetic has enlightened us as to their extent and

strength. Where cicatrices, especially of the skin, are firm, the extension

must never be violent. We succeed best in overcoming these by repeated

and slow stretching. Should rupture of exterior tissues occur, and an open

wound result, the complication becomes most serious.

The treatment by gradual extension is necessarily slow, and in the end

it often fails to establish the natural mobility of the joint. A quicker and

generally more satisfactory method is by rapid and forcible extension or

flexion under an anaesthetic, and at times after preliminary division of

tendons. This is the biisement forcS of the old authors, and was originally,
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when practised without anaesthesia, an oiwration of ranch terror. At the

present day it is efficient as well as attractive. It save*^ valuable time.

Gentle movements should first be made in all directions, so as to get rid

of minor obstacles. Often a sudden rotation or twist of one of the bones

insures replacement, with yielding of ^he rigid structurccs of the articulation.

The hands of the surgeon, alcne, or aided by the manipulations of assist-

ants, will usually suffice. At times powerful mechanical contrivances are

l)rought into use.

Pain and swelling, with some reflex excitation of surrounding muscles,

naturally follow such operations. The immediate after-treatment should

seek to limit or prevent these painful results, and likewise to obviate sub-

sequent deformity or malposition of the limb. A hypodermatic injection

of morphine will usually be appropric^te.

The limb should be carefully padded and bandaged from below upwartl,

and a suitable splint adjusted to prevent extension or flexion. A plaster

bandage at times is preferable to ordinary splints. Whatever contrivance is

used, the indication is to insure absolute rest of the joint, and, together with

this, moderate and uniform compression as an additional aid. We have

seen excellent results from enclosing the joint and limb in a soft pillow and

binding this tightly around with a bandage.

The immobility and support of the joint must be insured for eight or

ten days, or until the swelling and irritation subside ; then the further treat-

ment will depend upon the result desired. If mobility of the articulation

is sought, passive motion and massage must be carefully commenced ; if

permanent ankylosis is desirable, the limb must be fixed for many weeks in

the position which promises the greatest utility. The judgment of the sur-

geon must determine the question, and also guide as to the frequency of the

movements to be carried on, and as to the use or disuse of splints, bandages,

and other apparatus. To relieve the pain and swelling following upon

brisement forc^, or to prevent the occurrence of these, some authorities rely

upon ice poultices to the joint, or use the metallic or rubber coil through

which iced water is made to flow.

In the hip, knee, and ankle a firm ankylosis admits of a comparatively

useful limb, and in directing treatment this must be borne in mind. In

the shoulder and elbow there is greater advantage from mobility, and this

nuist be sought by the means already referred to, or even by a resort to

resection of the joint.

Bony ankylosis, when consisting only of feeble osseous bands, may be

treated by the rapid and forcible method already described. But when the

ends of the bones are fused together, or are connected by fibrous bands of great

strength, the management must be different. Decided flexion and rigidity

at the hip or the knee renders the limb useless, and the extended and im-

movable elbow admits of but poor use of the arm. A stiff shoulder-joint

is not so serious, as the compensatory movement of the scapula, under

continued exercise, serves the sufferer admirably well.

r
m\\
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Attempts ut forcible rupture of adhesions have occasioned subcutunoous

fractures of bones above or below the ankylo&cd joint, and remedied to a

large extent tlie previously-existing deformity. Thus, fracture of the tliit-li

above the knee n^ay enable us to straighten the liml flexed and ankyloscd

it the kaee-joint. As subcutaneous fnustiires usually unite without difficultv,

the practice of fracturing tliC bone has been adopted ih a meaiis of treat-

ment; or, what is better, an osteotomy through the ankylosed joint, or

through the bone above, may be resorted to. At the knee. Barton's opera-

tion, in which a wedge-shaped piece of bone is removed, enables us to

straighten the limb and to treat it as after a fracture ; or a subcutaneous

section of the femur, above the joint, may be made with the chisel or saw.

In the hip the subcutaneous section of the neck of the femur may be made

with Adams's saw. A clean resection of the joint at times may be prefer-

able. Resection simply with the view of giving mobility, as often prac-

tiped at the elbow, is of doubtful propriety. If "all turns out well," as

Billroth remarks, " the limb is occasionally quite useful. But this is tlio

point we cannot always insure j and who would risk his life for a still'

elbow ?"
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DEFORMITIES OF BONE.

OSTEOCLASIS AND OSTEOTOMY.

By a. G. GERSTER, M.D.

I. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

The osseous deformities requiring surgical correction are: ill-united frac-

tures ; irreduced dislocations of old standing (Macewen) ; the various forms

of 1 malformation due to rickets, as knock-knee, bow-legs ; the various curva-

tures of the femur and the bones of the leg
;
pes valgus ; and, finally, the

pathological condition known under the name of rac)iitic contracted pelvis.

We have to add the many forms of contracture and ankylosis of the several

joints of the human body due to osteo-myelitic, tuberculous, or rheumatic

processes that have run their course either in the affecto^l joint or in its

immediate vicinity. Finally, osteotomy or osteoclasis, or both, may be

employed, in conjunction with preceding open division of the soft parts,

for the cure of club-foot (Phelps).

if

II. OSTEOCLASIS.

Definition and History.—The artificial production by the surgeon of

a subcutaneous fracture is called osteoclasis (S^ziov, " bone," xAdC<u, " I break").

Its distinctive characteristic is to be sought in the avoidance of an injury to

the integument. That the great value of this feature has been fully compre-

hended by the surgeons of all ages, is testified to by the early attempts at its

intelligent practice, as recoxxled in the history of surgery, and by the names

and descriptions of a number of venerable though clumsy apparatus, as,

for instance, the " scamnum Hippocratis," the " tripastum Archimedis," and

the " glossocomium Nymphodori."

But until recent times a serious defect in the methods of the procedure

militated against the popularization qf osteoclasis. Whenever a fracture

was to be produced near the middle of a long bone, existing apparatus or

manual force gave the surgeon to a certain extent the power of locating the

artificial separation in the vicinity of the point of selection. But the nearer

he was obliged to approach an epiphysis the more uncertain and risky

became the result of his endeavors. Injuries were produced not intended

1273
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by the operator, and often of a serious clmraeter, wliilo the object of his

iutentionb rcnmincd unaccuniplished.

Manual Osteoclasis.—Recent, badly-united fractures and non-eburnated

racliitic curvatures of the sliaft of the long bones of children can often be

corrected by the use of j)urely manual power. 1'lie hands of the surgeon,

after firndy grasping the limb above and below the site of the intended

fracture, are steadietl by resting them upon the couch or table occupied by

the anajsthetized patient. The thumbs in juxtaj)osition serve as a fulcTum

over which the fracture is produced. The surgeon's knee or the edge of

the table may also serve as an efficient fulcrum (Tillaux).

Delore, of Lyons, invented a now name for an old thing. His redresse-

ment ford or brusque, recommended for the correction of genu valgum,

consists in the following steps. The patient's limb is so placed upon the

table that the external malleolus and the outer aspect of the thigh are in

contact with it. In this position the deformed knee represents the apex of

a triangle, the base of which is the surface-line of the table. By his hands,

the surgeon brings to bear upon the projecting knee sufficient force to cause

a separation of the resisting parts. In children and adolescents a separa-

tic'U of the femoral ej)iphysi3 results, and the ultimate issue of the pro-

cekire is not unfrequently a good one. But after the sixteenth year, Avhcu

the ossification of the epiphysial cartilages is more or less complete, ru2)ture

of the lateral ligament and distention of the crucial ligaments were so

frequently observed, followed by greater or lesser laxity and disability of

the joint, that the crude and dangerous procedure was generally abandoned.

The long duration of the healing process after the use of Delore's method

(from two to five months in children) hastened its final condemnation.

The uncertainty and lack of precision in the employment of osteoclasis

were sufficiently great to overcome the prevailing and well-founded fear of

suppuration of even as ancient authorities as Paulus iEgineta (6 GO)" and

Avicenna (died 1037),'^ both of whom recommended, for the cure of fractures

united in a vicious position, the exposure of the deformed callus and its

division by the chisel, in preference to osteoclasis.

It is natural that the comparative ease with which a fracture can be

effected in the middle of the shaft of a long bone should invite practitioners

to employ it in suitable cases. And so we see G. M, de la Motte and Jan

Muys, about the year 1700, practising osteoclasis by distention in cases of de-

formed callus with shortening. About the same time, or later, three German

surgeons, Purmann, Bosch, and Oesterlen, perfected this extension method

by adding to it a new and fruitful principle,—namely, that of lateral press-

ure brought to bear from above upon the convexity of the deformed mass

of bone. Their several apparatus are all based upon the idea of the common

book-press.

* Paulus ^gineta, De Re Medica, Comaro interprete, liber vi., cap. cix., p. 601.

* Avicenna, Liber Canonis, liber iv.
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The name inventwl by Oesterlon for his apparatus is a fair exponent

of its simplicity and liandincsa. It is the uouusyllabic '' dysmorph-ostco-

palin-klastes."

In the year 1845, Rizzoli, of Bologna, Italy, invented a simplified and

very effective apparatus for the production of fractures of the shafl of the

long bones. Each end of a steel hkI is attached to the limb by a strap.

Exactly correspond ii.g to the place where the fracture is desired, a pad is

fitted to the limb, Ou the posterior aspect of this pud impinges a strong

screw, playing through a threaded hjle of the BtmA rod. Each turn of the

screw tends to depress the pad, which attacks the bone at a j)lace devoid of

support; and, the pressure being raised to a sufticient degree, the procwlure

will terminate in a fracture at the place where the pad is applied. For

obvious reasons, this apparatus lacks the qualities necessary for the produc-

tion of fractures near a joint.

Yon Bruns's modification of Rizzoli's instrument, Schneider-Mcnel's and

Heine's apparatus, Esmarch's osteoclast, and Volkmann's engine, consist-

ing of an iron hoop and a long lever, had no characteristics that would

markedly distinguish them as preferable to Ilizzoli's original osteoclast.

We owe the most noteworthy and indisputable advance of the technique

of osteoclasis to Robin,' a French surgeon, w hose great success was needed

to overcome tlie strong prejudice entertained by his countrymen against the

practicability of the procedure, fostered by Dupuytrcn's errotieous dogma,

that the breaking of a callus was impossible after the lapse of sixty days

following the fracture to which it owed its existence.

Pousson ^ cites a number of cases in which refracturing of callus was

sue "sfully done two hundred, three hundred, and seven hundred days after

the original injury. Billroth repaired a badly-united fracture of the leg of

a middle-aged woman four years after the time of the injury.

Robin's apparatus consists of a solid board, representing a slightly-

inclined plane, which serves as a firm base of support to the entire length

of the J mb to be operated on for genu valgum. A gutter made of steel

is fitted to the superior aspect of the member. Its shallow concavity

permits the lateral shifting of the soft parts of the limb, thus preventing

undue pressure and bruising of muscles, vessels, and nerves. By means of

four threaded uprights and a corresponding number of screw-heads, two

strongly-wrought steel hoops, fitting the anterior and posterior edges of the

gutter, are made to bear the requisite pressure upon the limb for its im-

movable fixation to the board. (Fig. 1.)

No fear need be entertained regai-ding the safety of the soft parts, and

the screws have to be brought down vt'ith a good deal of force to secure

immobility. Pousson has demonstrated the permeability of the popliteal

> Traitement du Genu Valgum h tous les Ages par uu nouveau Procede de rOst^oclasie

mecanique, ThSse de Lyon, 1882.

« De I'Ost^oclasie, pp. 89, 90, 96, 97.
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artery during his cxiwrimcnts, by Maintaining!; through it an unintorruptcd

current of water while the limb was Hubjected to the utmost pressure • the

operation.
Fio

Robin's osteoclast.

The upper part of the femur being tlms fixed, a heavy but narrow

leather strap is slung about the condyles from bolow, its ends being cauglit

up by a suitably-shaped clasp of steel. A powerful lever, being now carried

through under this clasp, is movably attaclied to a forked staple resting

upon the anterior steel hoops : thus the apparatus is made ready for action.

The surgeon grasps the projecting end of the lever, and by a brisk upward

movement the fraci is effected, and is attested by an audible cracking

noise. The limb, bemg freed from the apparatus, is immediately encased

in an immobilizing splint in a corrected position.

It is evident from the nature of tue apparatus that the fracture can take

place only where the steel gutter and the leather strap meet.

However precise the action of Robin's apparatus may be, its drawback

is, that variously shaped and sized gutters and hoops are required for its

application to limbs of different degrees of development. For the hip-

joint the principle had to be made practicable by the construction of quite

another apps "atus, in the use of which the distal part of the lower extremity

is fixed upon the base-boar-^., the leather strap being applied next to the

joint, when by means of two powerful levers a very precise fracture can

be produced.

Another Frenchman, the surgical cutler Collin, also invented an osteo-
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clttflt, in the year 1879 ; its ohjeot was the correction of knook-ltnee by os-

teoclasis. It WJW nuich inferior to Robin's ajjpanitus in every ri«iKH!t, its

modus operandi \mu)T identicuil witii the process of Dclorti'H nu>th(Kl, with

the addition of un iucreuHed caimcity for nii.sciiief, (hio to the an^tnentiitiou

of dynamic power. Tliis ap[)amtu8 was soon HUperseded by a scccjnd device

of the same inventor, which was nianilestly tiwhioncd ujKjn the idea enibotlied

in Robin's osteoclast.

Bcely, of Rorlin, has ri'cently increased the number of known osteo-

clasts by the construction of a new ajjpamtus,' the working of which will

be readily understood by reference to tlio subjoined cut (Fig. 2). As estab-

1. 10. 2.

Beely's osteoclast

lished by a sufficient number of experiments, its action is as reliable and

precise as that of Robin's apparatus, and it is suitable for limbs of all

shapes and sizes. It is also equal to Robin's instrument in this respect,

that the soft parts and the periosteum are not injured, and that the line of

fracture is transverse in the main, and not complicated by comminution.

The newest addition to our osteoclastic armamentarium comes from

Italy, where Ferrari '" has presented what is undoubtedly the best osteoclast

for the treatment of knock-knee. Its ingenious simplicity is evident from

the illustration (Fig. 3), and its effectiveness is attested by its author and

by other wri'^'^'^.

Application of Osteoclasis.— Before entering into the discussion

of the merits and limitations of osteoclasis, due mention has to be made
of the non-operative, hence slow, method of correcting bony deformities, as

1 Buttersack, Inaugural Dissertation, "Ober Osteoclasie, Berlin, 1G87.

' Archivio di Ortopedia, vol. iv., parts 1 and 2, Milan, 1887.

-^
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promulgated by Sayre in his work on orthopaedic surgery. Its value in
cases of knock-knee of recent origin, where the eburnation of the deformed

Fig. 3.

Fia. 4.

Ferrari's osteoclast.

bone has not yet taken place, is undeniable. In projierly-selected cases its

employment will meet with gratifying success.

Osteoclasis holds the same relation to osteot-

omy that obtains between a subcutaneous and a

compound fracture. A fracture for the sake of

needed correction of a deformity is produced in

the former case without, in the latter with, ex-

ternal wounding and its concomitant dangers.

It is true that the dangers of osteotomy have be-

come very slight indeed, whenever the surgeon is

a competent aseptician. Nevertheless it would

be vain to assert that osteotomy is or ever can

become absolutely free from the dangers of sup-

puration. The disadvantage of instrumental os-

teoclasis as compared with osteotomy inheres in

the bulkiness of the nealed apparatus, which

circumstance is no objection to its use in hospi-

tals, but militates against its application in pri-

vate and especially in country practice. Another

defect of the metho<l is that it is inadmissible in several groups of bony

deformities, as, for instance, contractions and ankyloses, for reasons presently

to be mentioned.

Let us now examine under what conditions instrumental osteoclasis

can be recommended as safe ; and, on the other hand, let us see what will

contra-indicate its practice.

Instnimental osteoclasis is advisable :

1. In rachitic curvatures of the long bones of children over two years

old, which are not amenable to Sayre's treatment by gradual correction on

account of advanced hardening or eburnation of the bone.

2. In badly-united fractures of the shaft of the long bones of children

and adults.

3. In such cases of knock-knee at all ages as are not amenable to

Sayre's knock-knee apparatus.
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Sayre'g treatment, and in which even the slightest risk from suppuration

must be avoided, for various reasons. One of the cogent indications for

the selection of osteoclasis would be the unfamiliarity of the surgeon with

the antiseptic discipline.

Osteoclasis is not advisable

:

1. In contractures and ankyloses of joints previously affected by acute

suppurative or tubercular processes (white swelling). The contra-indiea-

tion here is based upon the fact that the unavoidable traumatism connected

with osteoclasis tends to rekindle a quiescent pyogenic or tuberculous focus

from latency -to full activity. Dangerous possibilities can thus be called

forth to mischievous activity, which would remain unprovoked by the

gentler though more incisive methods of osteotomy.

2. In badly-united fractures located near and perhaps closely related to

a joint, especially where there is chronic joint-trouble caused by the pre-

ceding injury. Here, also, osteotomy would deserve the preference.

3. la deformities due to rheumatic joint-trouble.

4. In deformities consequent upon unreduced dislocations of old stand-

ing.

III. OSTEOTOMY.

Definition.—Osteotomy is the exposure of a bone by incision, and the

subsequent separation (:f its continuity by means of a saw or chisel. The

object of osteotomy is the artificial production of the equivalent of a com-

pound fracture. The injury, however, is devoid of the usual ominous

accompaniments of a compound fracture, such as extensive laceration of the

soft parts, the comminution of bone, the injury to vessels and nerves, and

last, but not least, the frequent soiling and septic infection of the wound
by contact, which forms one of the chief elements of danger in accidental

compound fractures. In osteotomy there Is a clean and small wound of

the soft parts leading from the surface to the bone, as a direct and simple

continuation of which appears a smooth and straight section of the bone.

There is no extensive wounding of the skin or muscles, no pocketing caused

by laceration due to the incalculable ways of one or more sharp fragments,

wielded by the often enormous forces of accident ; antiseptics prevent the

introduction of substances apt to inaugurate suppuration, such as do very

frequently find their way into the wound in compound fractures. The selec-

tion of the site of the osteotomy, and tlie absence of violence,—in short,

the gentleness of the whole process,—insure against accidental injuries, from

which few operations are as free as this one, even in unpractised hands.

History of Osteotomy.—As stated in the preceding images, the first

mention of osteotomy is by Paul of iEgiua, in 660 A.D., followal by the

Arabian Avicenna (980-1 037") ; both of these writers recommended the ex-

posure of a hard deformed callus by the chisel, and its division by the same

instrument. After Avicenna's time the operation fell into oblivion for

over eight hundred years. Not until 1821 do we find any evidence of its
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revival, when Wasserfuhr carried out the ^ginetan's indication. In 1826
Riecke also performed osteotomy for the rectification of vicious callus.

In America, John Rhea Barton, a Philadelphian, had the courage to

t^,ke up osteotomy again, and displayed remarkable originality in applying
the operation to a new field. Samuel Gross ' gives the following description

of the first osteotomy performed lor the cure Ox ankylosis: "A crucial

incision was carried through the integuments over the most prominent part

of the great trochanter, when, raising the flaps thus defined, the muscles

connected witl this portion of the bone were detached, a passage being

thus made both in front and behind the femur for the easy introdu(!tion of

the finger. With a saw constructed for the purpose, the bone was divided

through the great trochanter and a part of its neck in a transverse direc-

tion." The case terminated successfully. In 1830 Dr. Rodgers, of New
York, excised a wedge-shaped piece of bone below the trochanter for

ankylosis of the hip-joint, and in 1835 Barton performed a cuneiform

osteotomy for the euro of an ankylosed knee-joint. Gross states that " of

fouiteen cases of this operation of which the results have transpired, twelve

recovered, and two ^jerished of hectic irritation and exhaustion respectively.

The success would thus seem to be eminently flattering."

The opemtion met with further development in Germany, where in

1852 A. Mayer published a noteworthy paper ^ on the subject, which seems

to have served as an impetus for Langenbeck to perform the operation with

the aid of a new principle. His first subcutaneous osteotomy, by means of

a small straight-pointed saw, was done in the same year for ankylosis of the

hip-joint, and was soon followed by a similar operation for ankylosis of the

knee. In 1854 we find a record of several operations for rachitic deformity

of the leg. Suppuration was the rule in Langenlieck's caseo. After Langen-

beck a number of modifications were introduced in quick succession by vari-

ous surgeons. Brainard invented (1854) subcutaneous perforation of the bone,

which was adopted by Pancoast and Gross (1859) for the cure of ankylosis

of the knee. Sayre, of New York, published in 1862 a new procedure for

the correction of hip-joint ankylosis, which consisted in the removal of a

semilunar section of bone from above the lesser trochanter. In 1868 we

see Stromeyer Little in England and in 1870 Billroth in Vienna using

the chisel for the first time in subcutaneous osteotomy. In 1869 William

Adams divided with a saw the neck of the femur for bony ankylosis, and

in 1873 Volkmann performcni his first cuneiform osteotomy below the great

trochanter.

Although the results of subcutaneous osteotomy were considerably

better than those observed after open section, yet the ultimate issue of a

vast number of cases was put in great jeopardy by the frequent occurrence

» A System of Surgery, 5th ed., 1872, vol. i. pp. 1092, 1093.

' Die Osteotomie als orthopiidisches Heilverfahren, Verhandlungen der Med.-Physik.

Gesellacbafl, 1868.
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of suppuration. If we consider how bulky and clumsy an instrument the

saw or a chisel is in comparison with a tenotomy knife, we uust admit that

most of these operations were " subcutaneous" in name only. As far as

safety from suppuration was concerned, they were much inferior to subcu-

taneous tenotomy.

Volkniann, of Halle, deprived the procedure of its last terror—suppu-

ration—by inaugurating in 1874 the new era of antvieptic osteotomy. Mao-

ewen performed in 1875 the first antiseptic osteotomy in Great Britain, the

second was done by Lister in the winter of 1875-76, and the third by

Ogston in 1876 for genu valgum. Barwell, of London, followed in the

siime year, and since then the operation has been universally adopted as

" safe, certain, and most successful" (Macewen).

Application of Osteotomy.

—

A. General Remarks,—Among the great

variety of instruments devised and recommended for osteotomy only those

will be considered have met with univereal acceptance. They are

Adams's saw, the c' and Macewen's osteotome,

Adams's instrument, according to his Ovvn description, is a small saw
" rather more than a quarter of an inch in width, with a cutting edge an

inch and a half in length at the end of a blunt shank three inches in

length." On account of the simplicity of its use, it is still by many sur-

geons preferred to any instrument of the chisel order. The weight of

Langenbeck's objection, that the bony debris deposited by the saw be-

FiG. 5.

Adams's saw.

tween the cut bone-surfaces is apt to act as a foreign body, causing suppura-

tion, has been much diminished by the use of aseptic methods, under the

protection of which the osseous sawdust is readily absorbed. A more valid

objection to the saw is the danger of laceration of the soft parts, with which

the instrument must needs come in contact during its to-and-fro movement.

But aseptics have rendered even tliis element of danger very slight indeed.

The chisel and Macewen's osteotome differ from each other in this, that

the former has a bevelled cutting edge, whereas the osteotome has the sha})e

of an attenuated double inclined plane, or a wedge. The chisel, as used by

"ihe author, is identical in shape with the ordinary carpenter's chisel, differ-

ing from it only by its fine temper.

A solid wooden handle is a great convenience in doing clean and precise

work, for which a firm grip is indispensable. A half-inch and a quarter-

iuch blade will answer every purpose, the rule of safety being, in order to

Vol. III.—81
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avoid injury by the projecting edge of a too wide implement, always to use

a chisel somewhat narrower than the width of the bone to be cut. The
temper of the chisel must be that of the tools of the hard-wood- or ivory-

carver. The edge of softer stuff will be turned ; harder material is apt to

snap off in the wound. The best test for the temper of surgical chisels is

the femur of an ox. As the principal object of the chisel is the paring of

fine shavings and the removal of wedge-shaped sections of bone, its edge

should be kept very keen, so as to catch the bone when brought in contact

with it.

The osteotome is the true " bistouri des os" (Billroth), or " bone-scalpel,"

its object being the production of a clean and straight section through any

accessible bone in a desired direction. It is a formidable rival of the saw,

and the objection that its use requires more skill and familiarity than that

of the saw is far overbalanced by the advantages of the absence of bouy

d6bris and the avoidance of laceration of the soft parts. Another advan-

tage of a well-tempered chisel or osteotome is the ease with which its edge

can be sharpened, without any special tools or skill,—an important con-

sidemtion in country practice.

Macewen's osteotome, its edge being evenly bevelled on both sides, will,

on being driven through bone, not suffer a deflection to one side as an ordi-

nary chisel would, but will maintain its direction unerringly until the section

is completed. It " is an instrument of the chisel order, bevelled on both

sides, so as to resemble a very slender wedge. The handle and the blade

form one piece. The handle is octagonal, which is preferable to the oval or

cylindrical, as it affords a better grip, and enables the operator to readily

detect any deviation." ' The top of the instrument has a projecting head.

One of the lateral borders of the blade is marked with half-inches, to en-

able the surgeon to estimate the depth of its penetration. The edge of the

instrament should be sharp enough to pare easily the finger-nail. The

manner in which the requisite temper of the edj^e is produced is curefully

describetl by Macewen.'^ If the bone to be divided is very thick and dense,

several osteotomes of various sizes are to be used. Macewen's set contains

three blades. The thickest is first employed until about one-half of the

bone is penetrated ; the second, of medium thickness, is introduced into the

groove made by the firet, and is put aside to admit the third or most slender

one only when the deepest layers of bone are to be divided. The osteotome

commends itself to the aseptic surgeon's favor by its effectiveness, its sim-

plicity, and the great ease with which the instrument can be kept absolutely

clean, an advantage not possessed by the saw.

The mallet to be used should be one of hard wood,—lignum vita; or

boxwood. The old-fashioned metal mallets usually furnished by the in-

strument-makers are too small and too light for serious work.

• William Macowen, Osteotomy, London, 1880, p. 68.

" Op. cit., p. 69.
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To the safe performance of osteotomy aueesthcsia is indispensable.

Whenever possible, artificial anajmia should also be procured by the use of

Esmarch's band. Scrupulous asepsis—that is, extreme surgical cleanli-

ness—is to be observed. This is accomplished by the careful shaving,

scrubbing, and disinfection of the field of operation and its vicinity. Clean

towels dipped in an antiseptic solution are so wrapped about the limb to be

operated on as to leave exposed only the amount of space which is indispen-

sable for the performance of the surgeon's work. The surgeon and his

assistants and the nurse or other adjuvants should carefully see to the clean-

liness and disinfection of their hands and finger-nails; the instruments,

especially the saw, should be rendered aseptic by previous boiling, and

should be kept ready for use immersed in a three-per-ceut. solution of

carbolic acid. A stream of irrigating fluid should continually wash away

d6bris escaping alongside of the saw.

After the completion of the section, which 'f properly done will not

cause injury to important vessels, a short pledget of iodoformized gauze is

placed over the small wound, and this is enclosed in an ample antiseptic

dressing. Esmarch's band is removed, and, if there hi no evidence of ex-

cessive hemorrhage, the limb is encased in an immovable splint of plaster

of Paris or some other material in a correct position. Should the dressings

become immediately soaked with blood, exposure of the wound and instant

search for the severed vessel, followed by its safe ligature, should be insti-

tuted. If the accident has required an enlargement of the external wound,

this should be closed, with the exception of so much of its extent as would

correspond to the size of the original osteotomy-wound. After this the

case should be treated as above mentioned. The patient's comfort will re-

c[uire an opiate for the firet and second nights ; after that, as a rule, no

anodynes will be needed.

The subsequent course of the after-treatment is identical with that of a

simple fracture. Fever is rarely observed, although slight rise of the tem-

perature, without sickness, headache, and general dejection, is often present

on the second and third days after the operation.

The splint is removed at a time when consolidation is likely to have

occurred. The external wound will usually be found healed on the removal

of the splint, which, however, should consolidation be found incomplete,

ought to be replaced by a new cast.

Regarding the technique of wielding the saw, chisel, and osteotome some

remarks may be appropriate. The prolonged use of a key-hole saw, of

which Adams's instrument is a modification, is extremely fatiguing to one un-

accustomed to sawing : hence the surgeon should see to two things in order to

husband his strength and to complete the section with some rapidity. The
interstices between the teeth of the saw soon get clogged by a sticky paste

consisting of fine bone-dust and blood, and, when this occurs, the utmost

exertion is needed for continuing the section. It is therefore advisable to

b .ve on hand more than one saw, and by changing the implement give au

'IIP
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assistant a chance to clear it of dfibris. As a matter of course, the saws

should be properly sharpened before use. Finally, the surgeon should as-

sume that posi' ' in which the unusual and prolonged strain of working

a small saw tl a ti-ick mass of hard bone can be most comfortably

accomplishec. i se points are observed, undue fatigue vill not engender
impatience and violent ettbrts, which, however inefficient in dividing the

bone, will certainly lead to unintended injuries by laceration of the soft

parts. A proper position of the patient, and a firm fixation, by the as-

sistants, of the bone to be cut, are also indispensable to rapid and clean

work.

In using the chisel for the removal of a wedge-shajjed piece of bone, a

proper l)edding of the limb on a cushion (eighteen by twelve inches) loosely

filled with dampened sand, and ample exposure of the bone by means of

adequate incisions, are necessary. The bevelled side of the chisel should be

held towards the part that is to be removed. Attempts at the removal of

too large a wedge will lead to splintering of the bone or to the snapping

of the chisel. It is more workmanlike to remove many small wedges in

succession, methodically deepening the bone-wound to its proper extent.

When the division is nearly complete, the remnant of the bony bridge can

be snapped off without great effort.

Macewen's osteotomy requires a solid bedding of the limb on a sand-

bag. The soft parts should be divided by a "sharp, clean, single incision"

(Macewen) about an inch long, getting to the bone as directly as possible,

and, if feasible, the knife should be carried parallel to the direction of the

muscular fibres to be traversed. The knife is to be held in situ and not

withdrawn until the osteotome is slipped in alongside of it down to the

periosteum. Now the edge of the instrument is lightly turned, so as to

cross the longitudinal axis of the bone. The locality of the incision ought

to be so placed as not to involve injury to more than insignificant vessels.

Beginners will do well to make an ample incision, so that the steps of the

operation shall be amenable to the control of the finger-tip, or even of

the eye.

B. Special Applieation of Osteotomy.—The indications for the per-

formance of antiseptic osteotomy may be summed up as follows. It is

advisable

:

1. In cases of badly-united fracture where either the long duration of

the deformity or its unfavorable position near a joint renders manual osteo-

clasis impossible.

2. In cases of bony ankylosis of certain joints, caused either by acute

suppurative (osteo-myelitic), by tubercular (strumous), or by rheumatic

processes.

This class of cases is especially unsuitable for osteoclasis. Aside from

the mechanical difficulty of fracturing the bone in close proximity to a joint,

it is to be remembered that considerable traumatism accompanying osteo-

clasis is very apt to rekindle the process that has led to the formation
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of the ankylosis. So, for iustance, an apparently terminated osteo-myelitis

may reappear, or a tubercular axfection long since dormant may again

become active.

3. For the correction of all rachitic deformities amenable to such treat-

ment the advantage of osteotomy over osteoclasis is as prominent here as

elsewhere. It is applicable and successfid both in those cases which are

otherwise suitable and in those which are unsuitable for osteoclasis.

1. Badly- United Fractures.—No specific rules can be laid down for the

osteotomic division of badly-united fractures. As regards the general prin-

ciple of the procedure, it may be said, however, that the artificial division

should follow the line of frrwsture. In those cases of extreme longitudinal

displacement where the fracture-surfaces are considerably removed from

each other, the object of osteotomy is to divide the callus in such a manner

as to produce a condition similar to that found immediately after the acci-

dent. Afler the division of the bone, secure fixation of the limb in a

correct position becomes necessary. Where rotary or lateral displacement

is the cause of the deformity, reduction and proper fixation in a stifif splint,

with or without weight-extension, will be a comparatively easy matter. But

where the shortening of the limb is due to excessive longitudinal displace-

ment, followed by corresponding retraction of the soft pai'ts, reduction will

not be found easy, and, if accomplished, proper fixation of the fragments

will require special measures, such as nailing or wiring. In extreme cases,

where the shortening of the soft parts offers insurmountable obstacles,

resection of a portion of the continuity of the bone will be necessaiy to

permit easy apposition and fixation.

2. Ankylosis in a Vicious Position.—(a) Hip-Joint.—When there is

bony union of the head of the femur with the pelvis as a consequence of

pretiedent osteo-myelitis, tuberculosis, rheumatism, or dislocation, the position

of the limb being such that in the erect posture of the pat'ent the foot does

not reach the floor, correction is best effected by osteotomy.

According to the preferences of the surgeon the Adams's saw or Mac-

ewen's osteotome will be selected. The accompanying diagrams (Figs. 6,

7, and 8) show at a glance the usual places at which the femur is divided

for coxal ankylosis. The choice of place for the division will depend upon

the peculiarities of each individual case. Where the neck of the femur has

been more or less destroyed by disease, Adams's section cannot be done at

all. In very fleshy subjects it may be extremely inconvenient, on account

of the great depth of the wound. Sayre's plan, simplified by the omission

of the laborious and useless removal of a disk of bone from between the

trochanters, admits of very general application. Gant's subtrochanteric sec-

tion seems to be the easiest of the three methods, because the site of the

division is most accessible, and the diameter of the bone there is less than

between or above the trochanters. Yet each of the three plans is safe, and

has yielded excellent results.

The mode of ojwration is as follows. The anaesthetized patient is
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placed as for exsection of the hip-joint,—that u, with the ankylosed hip

iipjKirmost. The diseased limb is steadictl by the interposition of one or

more cushions between the lower extremities. All antiseptic precautions

Fia. 6. Fio. 7. Fu). 8.

Adams's line of section. (Poore.) Sayre's intertrochanteric sec-

tion, (roore.)

Gnnt's subtroclianteric section.

(Poore.)

being taken, the surgeon makes a short longitudinal incision penetrating to

the bone at the site of its contemplated division. If the saw is to be used,

the soft parts are peeled off with an elevator from in front and behind the

bone, and the setition is proceedal with until about three-fourths of the

bony mass are dividetl. The remainder is then snapped oft' by forcible

adduction or abduction. When the osteotome is employed, the soft jmrts

are not to be peeled off", but, the osteotome being introduced along the

scalpel held in situ, and the latter being withdrawn, the bone is severed by

a number of successive taps of the mallet, the last portion of the bony

bridge being likewise snapped off*, as formerly mentioned. The hemor-

rhage is inconsiderable. The thigh is brought down so as to occupy a

slightly flexed (fifteen degrees) and somewhat abflucted (five degrees) posi-

tion, the wound is dressed, and the limb is secured either in a plaster-of-

Paris splint or by weight-extension. According to the age of the patient,

consolidation will be accomplished in from three to six weeks.

(6) Ankylosis of the Knee-Joint.—Ankylosis of the knee-joint at a con-

siderable angle, whether due to bony union of the femur and tibia or to a

cohesion of the patella with the tibia and femur, mostly complicated by

subluxation of the tibia backward, and by great shortening of the soft

structures occupying the posterior aspect of the limb, requires correction by

osteotomy. Here forcible straightening is more dangerous even than at the

hip-joint, as serious injury to vessels and nerves is to be apprehended.

Whenever the ankylosed joint forms an angle of less than one hundred

and thirty five degrees, simple osteotomy of the femur will be found suffi-
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Fio. 0.

cient to correct the deformity. Ankyloses of l)et\vecn one hundred and

thirty-five and ninety degrees of angularity re<^uire osteotomy of both femur

and tibia, the result being a straight

limb, which, however, presents in

front a rather ungainly-looking

prominence. The nearer the angle

approaches ninety degrees, the more

advisable becomes the return to

Dr. Rhea Barton's original opera-

tion of excising a wedge-shaped

portion of bone from the ankylosed

knee-joint. This operation, if done

aseptically, is not more dangerous

than osteotomy, and its ultimate

result is infinitely better in every

way.

In performing simple osteotomy

for ankylosis of the knee-joint, a

small longitudinal wound on the

outer side of the rectus tendon, on

a level with a line drawn trans-

versely a finger's breadth above

the upper portion of the external

condyle,' is made to extend down

to the bone; the osteotome is in-

trodroed with its blade held longi-

tud'nally, then turned transversely
;

then two-thirds of the thickness of

the bone are divided, and the re-

mainder is snapped. If the tibia is

to be divided also, the section is made just below the anterior tul")ercle.

The wound is to be made over the anterior tibial ridge, and the tibia is

divided transversely. Should the soft parts resist full extension, one or

more tenotomies are to be done in addition.

If excision of a wedge-shaped piece of bone be found preferable, a

transverse incision, commouMug over the middle of one condyle and passing

over the patella to the middle of the other, will be found most convenient for

the exposure of the parts to be removed. The periosteum is cut along the

line of intended section, and then the condylar extremity of the femur and

next the tibia are nearly cut through by the saw from in front backward.

The remaining bridge of bone is snapped, and, the wedge being removed,

the edges of the sections are evened with the saw or the bone-cutting forceps.

The sawn surfaces are brought in apposition, and fixation is secured by the use

Fiiittl result after cuneiform exeisiou of kuee for

ankylosis at n right angle.

i C

1 Macewen, p. 89.
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of steel nails drivtMi diagonally tlirough the f'oniiir and tibia, and the applica-

tion of a plaster-of-Paris or a dorsal T-splint. (Fig. 10.) Should the short-
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safe correction. The division should be ina(» from a longitudinal incision

commencing at and extending upward Irom the apex ot'the internal epi(»)n-

dyle. About two-thirds of the thickness of the bone should be cut with the

osteotome in a transverse direction, the remainder being snapped. The arm

is then dressed and the elbow put up in a stiff splint at a trifle less than a

right ang!-.

When ankylosis in a nearly erect position is to be corrected, we may
either resort to osteotomy of the humerus, radius, and ulna, or, what is

better, excise the elbow, when by appropriate afler-treatment even a movable

joint may be secured.

((l) AnkyloHM of the Tcmporo-Maxillary Joinf.—Osteo-niyelitis involving

either com|X)nent of the temporo-maxillary joint may, afte; expulsion of the

necrosed parts, result in osseous ankylosis of the lower jaw and the tem-

poral bone. The patient loses the ability to separate the jaws, and hence

cannot chew. Disability to consume solid fo(xl will, and often does, lead to

serious impairment of the general health.

This form of ankylosis may be double, though, as a rule, it is unilateral.

The ascertainment of the side which is ankylosed may prove difficult, and

o(!casionally nothing short of a bloody exploration will decide the question.

Severing of the bony union, with subsequent removal of the condyloid

process by means of osteotomy, has been found to be an efficient way of

removing this serious functional disability, and the method described by

Konig ' has been found by the author serviceable and safe.

An incision, beginning in front of the ear, is carried forward two and a

half inches along the lower margin of the zygoma, care being taken to pre-

serve the temporal artery intact. A second incision, involving the skin

only, extends two inches downward from the middle of the horizontal in-

cision. The sofl parts are raised with the elevator from the bone, but occa-

sionally very adherent periosteum has to be severed with a touch of the knife.

The parotid gland and the facial nerve and vessels are displaced down-

ward by means of a strong sharp retractor, and then the circumference of

the condyloid process is stripped of its periosteum with a narrow elevator,

care being taken not to injure the subjacent internal maxillary artery. The
ueck of the condyloid process is divided by the osteotome about half an inch

below the joint. The jaws are pried open, and the remnants of the head

and neck of the condyloid process are removed by the chisel and mallet

from their temporal attachment. To avoid penetration of the cranium, the

chisel should be directed downward and inward. The small wound is

drained with a tube and closed by the requisite number of stitches, and an

antiseptic dressing is applied in the usual manner. If no complications

arise, the drainage-tube can be withdrawn on the third or fourth day, and

the day after this, active use of the new joint should be commenced and

diligently maintained, to prevent reankylosing.

11

' Spezielle Chirurgie, 1889, vol. i. p. 353.
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3. Rachitic DeforniilieH.—(n) Knnck-Knee.—Genu vulgum, one of the

inoHt common, puiiifiil, and (liHiihlin)); dof'ormitieH of the locomotor appa-

ratus, is, even in its more advanced forms, eminently amenable to sueeeHHliil

treatment by osteotomy where osteoclasis would be deemtnl hazardous and

orthopaxlic treatment futile. Ah it was known that the charat'teriHticr mal-

position of the tibia in kntM-k-liiuH' is caused mainly by the elongation of

the internal condyle, it was natural that as soon as the safety of osteotoniy

was suffi(!iently established, this 2)art of the femur shoidd Ixx-ome the object

of surgical attack.

Fio. 11.

Pio. 12.

Chlene. Macewen.

Older methods of osteotomy for knock-knee. (Poore.)

All the older methods, devised by Ogston, Reeves, Chiene, and Macfnven,

had the great drav/back of saddling a simple osteotomy with the serious

complication of invading the knee-joint, and all of them have been super-
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Fia. 15.

«, MftcCormac'i

Macewen'8 line

Hue; b.

rWHlcd in profoHHional favor by MocCormac's and Macewcn's methods of

suprucoiulyloid oHU'cttomy (Fig. 15).

Mnccwen^H Ojjendion.—The limb, Immii^ carefully diHinfccted and ren-

dered blocKllesH by Esmarch's baiul, \h placiKl upon c naiid-bag, where it is

immovably hold by the hands of two asHistants.

The detail of the print'dure i.s thus dcsiirilxxl by the

author of the metluKl :
" A sharp-pointed scaliM'l is

iutr(Klu(!etl at a point whore the two following lines

meet,—one drawn transversely a finger's breadth

above the superior ti|) of the external condyle, and

a longitudinal one drawn half an inc^h in front of

the adductor magnus tendon. The scalpel here

|)enetratos at once to the bono, and a longitudinal

incision is made sufficient to admit the largest os-

teotome and the finger, if the ojjorator desires it.

Belbre withdiiiwing the scalpel the largest osteotome

18 slip|H!d by its side until it reaches the bone. The

scalpel is withdrawn, and the osteotome, which was

introduced longitudinally, is now turned transversely

in the direction ro(juired for the osseous incision.

In turning the osteotome, too much pressure must not be exerted, lest the

|)eriosteum be scraped off. It is then convenient to pass the ctlge of the

osteotome over the bone until it reaches the [)osterior internal border, when

the entire cutting edge of the ostt?otome is applied, and the instrument is

made to |)enetrate from behind forward and towards the outer side. After

completing the incision in that direction, the osteotome is made to traverse

the inner side of the bone, cutting it as it proceeds, until it has divided the

uppermost part of the internal border, when it is directetl from before back-

ward, towards the outer posterior angle of the femur. In cutting on these

lines there is no fear of injuring the femoral."

When the bone has been sufficiently divided,—that is, about two-thirds

or three-fourths of its thickness,—the remainder of the cortical substance

is snapped by an inward bending of the limb.

Eugene Hahn, of Berlin,' reports excellent results from a combination

of MacCormac's and Macewen's incisions. (See Fig. 15.) He says, and

with much justice, that simple osteotomy, as practised by Mactwen or Mac-

Cormac, !s a very tedious operation in cases where the bone to be divided is

very hard o 'ery thick, or both, and that a great deal of time is saved by

attacking the ( ondyle successively from both the external and internal sides.

Then the osteotome need not be sunk to a great depth, as each section need

not penetrate more than about one-thii'd of the thickness of the bone, and

the whole operation, though somewhat more complicated, is nevertheless

much shorter, and it seems also safer, than the original procedure of Macewen.

I

^^tM

iliii

Centralblatt fur Chirurgie, No. 48, 1888.
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The little wound is temporarily protected by a wrapping made of a

towel dipped in an antiseptic solution, until the other limb, if need be, is

operated on. In extreme cases, division of the tendon of the biceps muscle

may be required, to enable the surgeon to accomplish a perfect straighten-

ing of the limb. On account of the vicinity of the outer popliteal nerve,

the tenotome ought to be introduced between the skin and the tendon, and

the division of the tendon must be done from without inward, or, better yet,

open tenotomy is performed.

The wound is now enveloped in a not too bulky antiseptic dressing, the

Esmarch bandage is removed, and the entire limb is enclosed in a well-

padded plaster-of-Paris splint, an assistant maintaining meanwhile exten-

sion in the corrected position until the plaster has set. In the absence of

plaster, a dorsal T-splint or a solid veneer and starched bandage splint will

answer the purpose just as well. Before 'caving the patient, care must be

taken to ascertain that the circulation of the limb is unimpeded. The

normal color and sensation of the toes may be accepted as a test. If the

splint be not too tight, an opiate will be needed only for the first night after

the operation.

Should the rectal temperature rise beyond 101° F. during the first two

nights, a careful physical examination must be made to ascertain the cause.

Fig. 17.

Fio. ifi

Case of genu valgum, moderate deformity.

(From Macewen.)

The same, after osteotomy.

(From Macewen.)

Frequently a sore throat, pneumonia, or some other constitutional disturb-

ance will be found to have caused fever. If the examination yield a nega-

tive result, and especially if severe pain be complained of at the site of the

operation, some local di.sturbance within the wound or in its vicinity will have

to be searched for, aft«r the removal of the splint and dressing. Too much

constriction, or else infection, will be found, and will require adequate treat-

ment. The appearance of a slight blood-stain on the surface c2 the splint

does not require its renewal. Dusting of the stain with iodoform powder,

with exposure to the air, to hasten its drying, is all that is necessary.
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If there is no pain, no fever, and no excessive staining by bloody

effusion, the splin'^ is not disturbed till the end of a fortnight, when it is

removed, and in most cases the wound will be found nearly or completely

healed.

After the removal of the first, a second splint is applied, and kept on

until firm osseous consolidation is found to be complete. This may be ex-

pected in from three to six weeks from the date of the operation, according

to the age of the patient. When the splints are removed, the patient should

be encouraged to exercise his limbs in bed in the recumbent posture. When
the joints have somewhat recovered their normal limberness, the patient is

permitted to rise and to exercise with the aid of crutches. About ten weeks

will elapse from the time of the operation until the full use of the limbs is

recovered.

(6) Bow-Leg.—We have seen in the preceding section how in knock-

knee the exact knowledge of the essential alteration of the outline of the

internal femoral condyle has enabled the surgeon to direct his attack with

great precision against the part needing correction.

In genu varum matters are very different. The deformity, instead of

being dependent upon the morbid change of one well-defined locality, is

distributed over a wider area. Instead of a simple lesion, consisting of

the elongation of the internal condyle of the femur, we find here a more

or less uniform outward curvature of one or two or all of the bones of the

lower extremity, the greatest convexity being generally located about the

knee.

Though the deformity as a whole is very apparent, the precise fixatic.i

of the site if the greatest curvature is by no means easy ; henrte the selec-

tion of the place where osteotomy can be done most advantageously is

likewise somewhat difficult.

On careful examination, either the uppermost portion of the tibial

(liaphysis, or the external femoral condyle, sometimes the lower third of

the tibia and fibula, or finally the middle of the shaft of the thigh, will be

found deviating from the normal outline. In extren^e cases two or three

or even all of these elements may be present, as in Macewen's case repro-

duced in Fig. 18.

Accordingly, it is evident that in the graver forms of genu varum one

osteotomy will rarely suffice to bring about perfect correction, and that the

number of the divisions of the bone will have to be in direct proportion to

the number of the single elements of the curvature. In the case shown in

Fig. 18 Macewen perforrtcd ten osteotomies at one time, with an excellent

result, illustrated in Fig. 19.

Regarding the technical management of osteotomy for genu varum the

following rules may be laid down. Curvatures of the shaft of the femur

are to be attacked from the outside of the limb. The cortical substance of

the thigh is here very hard, and much patience will be required to accom-

plish division. If the outer condyle of the femur needs division, it will be
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best to perform Macewen's typical supracondyloid osteotomy from the inner

aspect of the thigh, this being the easiest and safest procedure.

Fio. 19.

Fig. 18.

Aggravated case of genu vanim.
(From Macewen.)

The same. Result after osteotomy.

(From Macewen.)

Tibial division consists of the following steps. On the inner surface,

midway between the anterior and posterior borders, and at the height of

the lower edge of the tuberosity of the tibia, a longitudinal incision an

inch or two in length is made through the soft parts to the bone. The

osteotome being introduced in the well-known manner, the bone is divided

from within outward and from behind forward. The densest bone will be

encountered in the neighborhood of the tuberosity. Frequently the fibula

can ^ snapped and requires no division by osteotomy. Should osteotomy

be necessary, an osteotome hfis to be used of a diameter less than that of the

fibula, to avoid injury to the soft parts. The lower the tibia is dividetl, the

harder the bone will be found to be.

The dressings and after-treatment in osteotomy for genu varum are

identical with those in genu valgum.

Knock-knee and bow-leg sometimes occur combined in the same indi-

vidual, and each aifection will have to be treated according to its proper

indication.

(c) Anterioi' Tibial Curvatures.—These curvatures either involve the

entire length of the tibia, when the tendo Achillis is found to serve as a

string to the bow formed by the shin-bone, or are confined to the lower

two-thirds of the bone, or to the lower third alone.

In the milder forms of the disorder, simple osteotomy of the most pro-

jecting part of the bone from before backward will be found adequate for

the correction of the deformity. In direct proportion to the gravity of the

aberration, two or more simple osteotomies may become necessary, or, better
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still, cuneiform excision of the most prominent part of the curvature will

have to be performed.

As a matter of course, rigid and efficieut rules of iUsepticism form an

absolute condition of these operations.

Cuneiform excision for anterior curvatures of the tibia is done as fol-

lows. Esmarch's bandage being applied, the fibula receives the first atten-

tion, if it appears from the age of the child or the hardness of the bone

that simple snapping without osteotomy is not feasible, the fibula must first

be divided by the osteotome.

The incision over the tibia is next made with the scalpel, penetrating to

the bone, and of sufficient length to enable the surgeon to expose freely the

area to be excised. A second, transverse incision is carried midway through

the longitudinal slit in the periosteum, and the four periosteal flaps formed

by the crucial cut are raised by the elevator and held aside with sharp re-

tractors. Previous to all this the size of the wedge to be removed should

be determined, by those who do not trust to their sense of symmetrj'^ alone

as governed by the eye. The limb is laid on a sheet of card-board and

the anterior outline of the tibia is traced thereon with a pencil. Then,

parallel to this, another line is drawn at a distance corresponding to about

the antero-posterior width of the tibia at the point of section. This pattern

is now cut out, and will represent a rough lateral v iew of the curved bone.

If this pattern is cut across at the point of greatest curvature, and straight-

ened, the upper and lower segments will overlap, and the size of this over-

lapping triangle will give an adequate idea of the size of the wedge to be

removed.

Let us return to the operation. The extent of the base of the wedge is

marked oif by two parallel transverse grooves, made with the chisel and

mallet,—not the osteotome, but a culs?! with bevelled edge,—and after

this the wedge is taken away by a se-ies of workmanlike chippings, with

the exception of the hindmost remrant of its ajiex, which is snapped

oif. Some surgeons advise the removal of Esmarch's bandage at this

stage of the operation ; but it must be remarked that this leads to great and

unnecessary loss of blood, a serious matter in children. It is safer to tie

those vessels the cut lumina of which can be recognized by sight, and this

will be facilitated by gentle compression and kneading of the vicinity of the

wound, which will mark the location of even the smaller vessels by the

escape of a drop or so of blood. The tendo Achillis is always to be divided

by tenotomy.

After thorough irrigation, the segments of the tibia are brought together,

a drainage-tube is inserted into the lower angle of the cutaneous incision,

the wound is stitched up with cat at, and an aseptic dressing is snugly

{.pplied to the limb, including the foot and the knee-joint. Coaptation of the

severed tibia is secured by a carefully-applied pla.ster-of-Paris splint. The

drainage-tube should be left long, so as to project somewhat over the plaster

cast. "When the plaster has hardened sufficiently, but while it is still moist,

Hi
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an ample fenestra is cut out around the drainage-tube, until the aseptic

gauze dressing is exposed to view. Then the tube is cut off short, trans-

fixed with a pin, and its end well enveloped in a generous bunch of iodo-

form gauze, which is snugly bandaged down to the splint, so as to exercise

adequate pressure upon the underlying tissues for the prevention of local

oedema.

The limb is now elevated, and, Esmarch's band being removed, digital

compression of the femoral artery over the ramus of the os pubis is prac-

tised for five or ten minutes, or until the hypersemia caused by the vaso-

motor paresis has disappeared. At first the toes become deeply flushed

;

as soon as this flush has given way to the normal pink color of the skin of

the toes, compression of the femoml artery may be relinquished. An ele-

vated position of the limb, however, should be maintained for an hour or

two afterwards.

If the course of the healing be normal, which will be manifest by the

absence of P' ptic fever and local pain, the drainage-tube can be exposed and

withdrawn »u the thiixi day afler the operation, and this can be done with-

out disturbing the deeper dressings. The fenestra is filled up with a mass

of iodoform gauze as before, and the dressings are not interfered with till

afler a fortnight, when the plaster splint is removed, the limb is redressed,

and another splint is applied, to remain in situ until the time of presumable

consolidation has arrived.

Should septic fever, with much sickness and dejection, chills, and un-

usual local pain, point to an infection of the wound, a sufficient quantity of

the dressing shoultl be forthwith removed from the fenestra to expose it

and to enable the surgeon to form an idea of its condition. The removal

of a few confining stitches will oflen be sufficient to reduce tension and

to improve drainage. A moist dressing, covered with a suitable piece of

rubber tissue, is to be applied to the wound, and is to be changed at least

once a day till the discharges become sweet and scanty. The edges of the

fenestra are to be lined with strips of adhesive plaster and coated with

several layers of alcoholic shellac solution. But finally the plaster will

become foul, and will have to be removed, when the limb is to be sub-

jected to a thorough purification before a new dressing and plaster splint

are applied.

(d) Flat-foot—For the sake of completeness, it may be mentioned that in

severe cases of pes valgus in adults,—a deformity universally accepted to be

rachitic or quasi-rachitic,—where milder and ordinarily successful methods

of treatment have proved ineffectual, cuneiform osteotomy of the tarsus has

been performed with marked success. Without reference to the joints, a

wedge, having its base on the inner margin of the planta and its a{)ex

on the outer margin of the dorsum, is removed from the foot by means

of the chisel and mallet, until an approach to the normal arch of the foot

can be brought about, and maintaintxl by the apposition of the cut surfaces.

The size of the wedge is proportioned by the degree of deformity to be cor-
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rected. The wound is to be managed as in other cases of cuneiform oste-

otomy. Usually ankylosis of the opposite bony surfaces and a marked

functional result can be achieved. This operation is rarely, if ever, indi-

cated in pes valgus of children, and hence need not be treated in this

volume to such an extent as its importance otherwise would demand.

Tarso-osteotomy, simple or cuneiform, is occasionally required for the

correction of aggravated and rebellious forms of another, though non-

rachitic, deformity,—namely, club-foot. But as this subject has received

adequate treatment elsewhere in this volume, it may suffice to say that, in

conformity with the nature of the trouble, the base and apex of the wedge

to be removed occupy exactly opposite relations to those in the operation

for pes valgus. That is, in club-foot the base of the wedge is to be where

the apex is in splay-foot, and vict versa.

Vol. III.—82



MECHANICAL TREATMENT OF DEFORMI-
TIES OF INFANTILE PARALYSIS.

By E. G. BEACKETT, M.D.

The mechanical treatment of deformities arising from infantile paraly-

sis, irrespective of the part of the body affected, is to be guided by the time

the affection has existed, the amount of impairment of muscular power,

and the degree of deformity which has occurred. On this basis of treat-

ment the cases may be divided into three classes :

1. Those in which the treatment is directed only to the prevention of

deformity.

2. Those in which defoi'mity has occurred, but in which this deformity

can be overcome by a reasonable amount of force.

3. Those in which surgical aid is necessary to overcome the existing

distortion.

The deformities accompanying this affection are mostly, if not entirely,

the result of mechanical forces, and occur slowly with the growth of the

patient. The deformity is usually maintained by the adaptability of the

muscles to the positions which are allowed to be assumed, as has been

shown by Volkmann, and the structures, therefore, which oppose the re-

duction of the deformity are the muscles and the ligaments.

A great majority of cases are not brought to the surgeon for treatment

until considerable atrophy and deformity have taken place, but inasmuch as

these <1' -tortious occur after a time when a perfect development has begun

or been attained, the deformity is but little dependent on bony change,

except in severe cases of long standing where a considerable growth has

occurred during the existence of the deformity. Therefore, when the part is

held by these contracted structures, mechanical treatment must often be pre-

ceded by division of the opposing structures, unless the part can be brought

into its proper position by ordinary manipulation.

Since the essential cause of these deformities is the lack of power of

certain muscles or groups of muscles, this etiological factor must be borne

constantly in mind in the course of correction, in this respect differiiig from

the congenital cases, in which the muscular structures are nerrly or quite

perfect, and after correction may be of service in maintaining a normal

position.

1298
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The length of time that it is necessary to continue treatment will depend

on the degree of paralysis and on the age of the deformity, but, in general,

when there is considerable weakness the foot must receive attention until

the period of growth has been passed, or later if any tendency to deformity

is then manifested.

The most important class of deformities from this cause demanding

treatment are those of the foot. Considered in this paper are pes equinus,

pes varus, pes valgus, and pes calcaneus, as well as deformities of the knee,

the hip, the back, and the upper extremity.

Pes Equinus.—Of this variety of distortion there are two principal

characters, which are found singly or combined, and consist of a flexion of

the whole foot at the ankle-joint, or of the tarsus on itself. Of the former,

particularly, all degrees are met with, from a right-angle contraction, to a

condition in which the dorsum of the foot forms a continuous line with the

leg, and in severe cases the toes may be directed backward and locomotion

take place on the dorsum. In the other class the posteri( t part of the foot

may be in nearly a normal relation with the leg, although the motion in the

ankle-joint is much restricted, but the foot presents a more or less sharp

curve opposite the arch, caused by a flexion at the medio-tarsal or tarso-

metatarsal joint. This deformity is much more noticeable on the inner

than on the outer border.

The relation of these to a very slight deformity caused by a contracted

condition of the fascia has been shown by Fischer,' and they have been

called by him talipes arcuatus and talipes plantaris. He considers them

to be due to early transitory paralysis, perhaps not infantile, after which

the growth of the fascia was not proportionate to that of the rest of the

foot. They are essentially the same as the affection described by Shaffer

as non-deforming club-foot.

The advisability of any treatment in slight degrees of simple eqOinus

showing no tendency to increase, and accompanied by shortening of the leg,

should always be considered. It compensates the loss in length, is not more

unsightly than a high sole, and allows a more natural use of the foot and

log, which must result aft«r the period of growth in a better development

of the limb.

Whenever the contraction of the tendo Achillis prevents the forcible

restoration of the foot to a right angle, it is doubtful if it is wise to attempt

tiie reduction of the deformity by mechanical means alone, unless the con-

dition has existed for but a short time. The risks from tenotomy are so

slight, and the accomplishment of the object is so thorough, that it must be

given the choice except in occasional instances ; while the use of apparatus

requires the expenditure of much time and patience for the accomplishment

of but little.

But in cases requiring interference other parts of the foot need atten-

' Lancet, January 26, 1889, et seq.
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Fig.

tion, and particularly the sole, when there is deformity situated in the

middle of the foot. In extreme cases, where the foot forms nearly a con-

tinuous line with the leg, division of the deep flexor tendons may be neces-

sary, but should not be done until forcible straightening has been tried, as

the amount of shortening which accompanies this depression of the anterior

part of the foot is very slight, and the deformity usually yields remarkably

in this direction. As an example of
*•

this is shown Fig. 1.' The foot in this

case yielded to the Thomas wrench, and

division of the tendo Achillis only was

necessary. But when there is sufficient

contraction of the plantar fascia to pre-

vent the foot from being brought into

a normal position by ordinary force,

division or replacement by forcible correction is advisable. Osteotomy iu

these cases of paralytic deformity must he considered as an operation rarely

necessary. Very many would yield to the slow process of gradual replace-

ment by repeated application of stiff bandages, but the method is not suffi-

ciently advisable to be more than mentioned, and the remarks in reference

to forcible straightening apply only to the surgical treatment which may be

necessary before the mechanical can be begun.

Among the appliances for forcible correction bv gradual reduction is

that of Stillman, shown, with the manner of applying it, in Fig. 2. After

Fig. 2.

m

the proper position has been obtained, retentive apparatus will be necessary,

as after correction by other means.

Mechanical treatment after operation consists purely in the retention

of the foot in as nearly a normal position as surgical treatment will enable

it to be brought : in fact, mechanical treatment in all of these cases may

* Used by permission of Dr. H. L. Burrell.
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be considered as beginning where surgical treatment ends. The tendency
of the foot when left to itself must be borne in mind, and the apparatus
applied with the aim of preventing this, and, if this is successful, we may
be confident that no j)ermanent deformity will occur.

For most cases of this claas, as well as of varus, the best form of reten-

tive apparatus is the Taylor club-foot shoe, which possesses the advantage
of being easily applied, and, as it

can be worn inside an ordinary ^'°' ^•

boot, is not unsightly. This well-

known appliance (Fig. 3) scarcely

needs description, but a few of the

important particulars of its appli-

cation in these deformities may
be briefly noticed. The sole-

plate should extend from the ex-

tremity of the heel to the cleft of

the toes, following more or less

closely the contour of the outer

border of the foot. The upright

should extend on the inner side of

the leg nearly to the knee, and be

there secured by a strap passing

round the calf. Extension at the

ankle is checked at any desired

point by the stop-joint, and this

usually is at a right angle. In

applying this shoe the foot should

first be strapped to the sole-plate, with the upright bent forward, and this

must not be brought into position on the leg until the foot has been secured.

This is especially important with the varus deformities.

When the deformity is that of a flexion at the ankle-joint, it is necessary

that the heel should always be in contact with the bottom of the shoe.

When the foot presents the angle at the arch, it is important to keep the

anterior part of the foot on its normal level. This must be done by press-

ing the centre of the foot firmly down to the plate while securing the straps.

For the slight degrees of deformity designated by Fischer as talipes arcu-

atus and talipes plantaris, treatment is purely the correction of the deformity

which is kept up by the contracted fascia, and which may be overcome

either by surgical or by mechanical means. After correction mechanical ap-

pliance is rarely necessary, as the muscles have usually so far regained their

strength that the deformity does not recur. The foot should be watched,

however, for such tendency, and treated if necessary.

The same object may be accomplished by mechanical means by repeated

application of the plaster bandage with this contracted fascia on the stretch.

Among the advantages which this method possesses, the rest which is neces-

11
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sitated is an important one. Tliere is freqnently little or no diminution in

the size of the musck'S, but the foot becomes tired much more easily than its

fellow, and at such times a limp is frequently developed, apparently due to

the tension of the muscles which is neces8itate<l by the condition of the foot.

Shaffer advises the gradual reduction by the use of the extension shoe.'

Its full description would demand too much spjvce for this article, but its

construction is based on the principle of imitating the natural centres and

directions of motion of different parts of the foot, and the force applied is

that of traction. It is intended for any form of e(punus, but the method

of its employment in the non-deforming club-foot differs somewhat from

that in oi-dinary equinus. Complete description will be found in the article

to which reference is given.

Many other forms of appliance have been devised and are still usctl, but

preference has been given to the Taylor shoe, as it is both easy of applica-

tion and efficient. The, elastic muscles of Barwell have had extensive use,

but have never found much favor here. If they are stiff enough to over-

come the deformity and hold the part in place, they accomplish no more

than unyielding apparatus which can be accurately regulated. The idea of

substituting elastic tension in place of the weakened muscles was carried to

a high degree of perfection by Duchenne, who not only used delicate springs

for separate muscles, but also imitatal their insertion-points. It is doubtful

if this elaborateness has any practical value, and the plan followed by Bar-

well in so placing this elastic extension as to bring the foot into the desired

position without reference to the insertion of the natural muscles is lotter.

The artificial muscles are secured to the limb by means of adhesive plaster.

The special forms which are used for the different types will not be here

enumerated, but they are such as to imitate the direction of the force used

by the hand in correcting the abnormal position.

The importance of wearing a support at night in the equinus as well as

in the equino-varus deformity should not be overlooked. The pressure of

the bedclothes is in a direction to maintain and to exaggerate the tendency

to deformity, and this influence is undoubtedly an important etiological

factor in many of the slightest cases. It is by no means necessary that the

walking ap])liancc should be worn, but any form which will prevent the foot

from being pressed into its unnatural position will be sufficient. For both

the pure equinus and the equino-varus (liy same apparatus will be useful.

A posterior wire splint, consisting of a long narrow frame wide enough to

support the leg comfortably, extending from the upper third of the calf to

the end of the toes, and bent to a right angle at the heel, is an efficient ap-

pliance. A covering is stretched between the wires, and the foot is strapped

or bandaged to the frame.

This same principle is carried out by supports made from tin or wood,

which are equally efficient, but more cumbersome.

' New York Medical Journal, March 5 and 12, 1887.
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Pes Varus.—Usually thia form is assoointod, as are the congouital forms,

with e<juiiiu«, but it may ocfuir iudciwndontly ; and cxiwtiuj^ in a slij^iit

dc^ -^, shown only by a dropping of the anterior part of the foot and a

slig. inversion of the toes when the foot in hanging and at rest, this forms

a common condition. But this position in time tends to lx,'oome |)ermanent

by the contraction of the plantar fascia with the shortening of the muscles,

and an oquino-varus results.

As the distortion increases, the ball of the foot approatshes the heel at

the same time with the rotation of the fore part of the foot, and, as this in-

version occurs principally at the medio-tarsal articulation, the h)comotion is

chiefly on the fourth and fifth toes and the ends of their metatarsixl bones.

It is evident that from this a severe distortion may occur by a further

increase in the same direction.

One form of varus, due principally to weakness of the |)eronei, often is

seen, in which there is little or no tendency to permanent deformity, except

a slight eversion of the foot at the ankle-joint. The foot can be thrown

forward so as to bring the foot to the ground, but without this effort the

foot, which when at rest hangs loosely with the toes pointing almost directly

downward, first comes to tlie ground on the anterior part of the outer

border, and, as the weight of the body is thrown on the leg, is rolled over,

so that the weight is Iwrne entirely on the dorsum. This hapiMjns when

the patient walks quickly or carelessly, but when attention is given the foot

can be placed flat on the ground. In this way the abnormal position does

not become habitual, and contraction with permanent deformity does not

occur ; but as the foot is used, this malposition is assimicd more and more,

until it may become usual during the act of walking.

The varus element rarely requires more than mechanical treatment,

unless the deformity has existed so long, and the inversion of the toe and

of the whole foot has been so severe, that contraction has occurred, in which

case either division or forcible correction would be indicated. Probably

most cases would yield to the slow stretching process ; but this requires an

unnecessary amount of work and patience on the part of both surgeon and

patient, and much loss of time. If, however, the deformity yields to forci-

ble manipulation, correction by mechanical means may be undertaken..

In restoring the position of the foot, whether by operation, or by

mechanical measures, the inversion of the fore part of the foot should first

be corrected, next the rotation, and finally the equinus. If operative meas-

ures are necessary, the choice of method must be decided by the individual

case, but two surgical aids to a successful or at least a sjieedy meclianical

treatment are commonly valuable,—section of the plantar fascia and section

of the tendo Achillis. More resu^vance is given by these two stnictures

than by any other which it is necessary to overcome, and it is not wise to

spend too much time in a slow stretching process.

Shaffer strongly recommends the use of the lateral traction shoe, which

embodies the same px'iuciples as the traction shoe, but is applied to the
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varus dpformitios. By this thn foot can be pracluully forcotl into jwHition,

and this force applied in whichever direction and in whatever amount may
be found necessary at diflferent stages of tiie cori*ection.

For retention after the deformity has Inien overcome, and for cases where

no distortion has occurred, the Taylor club-foot shoe will be found adapted

in the majority of instances. If equinus is associatetl with the varus, a hU)\>-

joint at the ankle will usually Ixi necessary, so placed as to prcent plantar

flexion beyond a right angle. It is of great inn)ortance that the shoe be

correctly applied, as otherwise the foot will not be brought into proper

position, and the apiwratus will be ineft'ectual. The foot must be pressed

firmly against the sole-plate, with the upright brought forward, lying oh-

liquely across the leg. The foot is then secured by the straps, and finally

the upright is forced back into position. By this motion the varus and

ctpiinus are corrected. Applied in this way it acts both as a correcting

and as a retention appliance. Occasionally, when there is shortening of

the leg, this stop may be oniittetl, as the slight amount of equimis compen-

sates this, improves rather than injures the gait, and adds to the comfort

of the patient. When there is but a slight inversion of the toes, the appa-

ratus may be made very light, yv\t\\ a simple joint at the ankle ; and the

same is true when this is associated with a moderate degree of rotation of

the fore part of the foot.

In many of th- «e cases of slight degrees of deformity it is a question to

be carefully considered whether any apparatus should be worn during the

day ; but the importance of some support at night cannot lie too strongly

urged, and the recurrence after correction in many

cases and the persistency in others are often undoubt-

edly due to the pressure of the bedclothes against

these weakened muscles. Frequently support during

the day may be dispensed with when the foot is not

I -''* into an abnormal position while bearing the

of the biKly, and the natural use of the healthy

on is then not restricted by the apparatus. The

lorm of the appliance worn at night is not important,

so long as the foot is kept in position. The wire splint

can be used, or a tin shoe, which can easily be made by

any one. A piece of tin is cut into shape and bent

and riveted in the manner shown in Fig. 4. The

dotted line indicates the part which is bent inward to

make the sole. The upper portion is curved to fit the

calf, and the small tongue is turned backward to remove the bearing from

the heel. It is important to have this concavity deep enough to hold the

heel without pressure.

Pes Valgus.—When this exists to a slight degree, forming a flat foot

only, with no other distortion of the foot, rarely will more than an ade-

quate support to the arch be required. The eversion of the foot is conse-

Fio. 4.

V^
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quent to the giving way of the art-li, and the jKwition of the foot closely

reHombles that in the ho-ch h-d ntatio flat-ftK)t. This deformity existing

alone is usually slight, iH'iug due to slight weakness and schhjni seen until

long afler the original trouble ; hut it is by no means always due to this

cause. When the arch is maintuined in its normal condition, sufficient

correction is obtaine<l. The most pnu^ticsal form for this support is the

plate deviswl by Dr. Whitman for flat-foot, which gives an efficient support

to the foot, and interferes to a slight extent only with the movement of the

articulations of the tarsMS. This is fully dcscrilxid in the article on club-

foot, and neetls no further reference here.

Elastic extension has been uswl with this as with the other forms,

among which is the i genious contrivance of Barwell, the principle of

which is shown in Fi; 5. The arch is supported

by means of the webbing which is wound around

the foot and secured above, with the intervention of

elastic bands. The force, however, which can be

borne as a constant i)re8surc is so far excwded by the

amount necessary to hold the foot wliile in use that it

cannot be uniformly serviceable.

The more commonly seen deformity of this class

is a condition in which, added to the giving way of

the arch, there is a marked eversion of the whole foot

at the ankle-joint. The inner malleolus is abnormally

prominent, and in proportion to the amount of ever-

sion is made to approach the ground by the super-

incumbent weight. When at rest, this deformity

frequently nearly disappears, but with the foot hanging the toes are found

to droop more than on the well side. The deformity is an unfortunate one,

as the use of the limb strongly tends to increase the distortion. Associated

with this there is often considerable weakness of the peronei, and in walking

the toe drags and is turned outwaixl.

The object in the mechanical treatment of this deformity is both to sup-

port the arch of the foot and to prevent the eversion at the ankle-joint. lu

many cases a well-adjusted support to the arch is sufficient, this preventing

the eversion of the foot, but a simple plate is not enough. The object may
lie accomplished by a band of leather secured to the inner surface of the shoe

along its outer border, passing beneath the arch of the foot to above the

outer malleolus, where it is fastened to a short upright connected with the

shoe.

An effectual apparatus is made by combining the plate used by Whit-

man with an outside upright provided with ?': ankle-joint and connected

with a plate fitting the outer border of the foot. To this piece the sole

part is firmly attached by leather, which covers the inner side of both, and

is continued up over the dorsum of the foot, from the inner side, by straps

which buckle to the upright and to the plate. This possesses the advantage

\<\
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of a firm support at the weakest part, and this support is moulded to the

form of the foot.

^k^hen the eversion of the foot predominates, and particularly if there

is but little displacement of the arch, as is shown in Fig. 6, the sole-plates

are of no benefit. In these the most com-
'" monly used appliance ct)nsist8 of an .:nrijrlit

on the outer side of the, leg, fastened to the

sole of the boot, and extending to tlie upper

third of the calf, with a joint at the anl<le.

A triangular piece of leather is secured to

the boot and to the upright, so that its centre

is over the inner malleolus, with one point

attached to the sole of the boot near the inner

edge, and the other two connectetl with the

upright by straps, one passing bellind and

the other in front of the ankle. As the ten-

dency is to a lateral displacement inward of

the ankle-joint wlien the weight is borne on

the leg, this arrangement sufficiently prevents

this movement, and when the leg is free from weight the deformity is so

much less that tlie straps are not tight enougli to cause discomfort.

The same principle of support is carried out more effectually by the

Taylor club-foot shoe, 'liiis is essentially the same fs the usual form

which has been described, with the upright placed on the outer side. Tlie

inner edge of the soh-plate is made to conform to the shape of the inner

border of the foot, or this plate may be arched to fit the natural arch. The

foot is secured to the apparatus in the usual way, with straps and buckles.

Pes Calcaneus.—This must rank among the rare deformities resulting

from infantile paralysis. Cases of pes calcaneus are usually of a severe type,

are accompanied by a very great loss of power, and come under observation

only after a long lapse of time, during which there has generally been com-

plete neglect. There is, then, in the majority of cases, when first seen, a de-

cided valgus, so that the deformity should pro})erly be called calcaneo-valgus.

The benefit to be derived from mechanical treatment alone in the sevce

cases is in the lirection of giving comfort to the patient rather than of im-

proving the condition of the foot. Surgical measu-'es can diminish the

deformity, but firm retention is then necessary. For this the Taylor out-

side shoe, with a stop-joint to prevent extension beyond a right angle, is an

efficient means. In the simple cases in which the deformity is that of cal-

caneus alone, this will be found sufficient, but in the severer forms it will

be found better to mould the sole-plate to correct the valgus. The com-

bination of the Whitman plate and the outside upright will meet the

requirements in most cases.

Knee.—The deformities of the knee which require treatment are chiefly

a condition of hyperextension and one of permanent flexion. These, and
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particularly the former, are the result of a very marked paralysis of the leg

while the thi}i;h is but little afteoted, or of a very genei'al paralysis of the

whole leg. The treatment of these two conditions is essentially different,

and the latter will he considered later. As the muscles which control the

hip-joint are essentially normal, support may be had from tlie thigh. As
in this class of cases the weight cannot l)e supported when the knee is

bent, the leg is thrown into full extension before the foot is put to the

ground, and this position is assum«l with each step in walking.

For this simple hyperextcnsion of the knee-joint, or for cases in which

the loss f " power is chietiy below the knee, without any deformity, the

caliper-splint forms a simple means of support. A steel wire passes on

either side of the leg and beneath the foot, when it goes through a socket

which is secured to the shoe. The inner

wire should extend nearly to the jier-

ineum, the outer a little higher, and

these two are connected by a plate which

l)asses behind the leg and by a broad strap

in front. A leather band secured by

the four corners and passing behind the

knee will prevent the hyiwrextension,

and a pad over the knee is usually

necessary. As a rule, further retention

is not required, but, when necessary,

may be applied to individual cases.

Another form, less cumbersome, but

scarcely more efficient, is shown in Fig.

7. It consists of an outside supjwrt

jointed at the knee, with anterior and

posterior plates to hold the leg in the

position r(Y[uired. It possesses the ad-

vantage of allowing the patient to bend

the knee while sitting, the joint being

locked by the droji-catch Avhen the

]>atient stands with the leg extended.

If with the affection of the knee there

is associated a deformity of the foot, the splint may be connected with a

club-foot shoe which is worn inside the boot ; but otherwise it is better to

connect the splint with the shoe and with a sim})le joint at the ankle.

A very ingenious splint has been used by Walslmm ' for cases with this

distribution of the paralysis. Its object is to allow the thigh-muscles to

control the motion of the leg. The apparatus consists of an outside upright

jointcfl at the hip and the knee. By two additional strips connected with

these two joints by levers, the motion of the leg can l)e governed. When

y

» Lancet, July 28, 1888, p. 168.
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the thigh is extended, the leg is held straight, and is not released until the

thigh is flexed. The Walslmin splint has the particular advantage of

allowing motion at the knee during the act of walking.

When contraction at the knee exists, it is usually iu those cases where

the leg has had little or no use, and motion is free to a certain point, where

it is arrested by the shortened hamstrings and the contracted capsule. By a

slow process of gradual reduction or extension the contraction may be over-

come ; but surgical means attain this object with the loss of but little time.

Retention is then accomplished as in the other cases.

Knock-Knee.—Two etiological factors have influence in the occurrence

of this deformity in infantile paralysis,—tiic direct weakness of the mus-

cles, and the positions which are assumed in the efforts to use the leg, when
the paresis involves some other part than the knee, as ihi foot. When it is

due purely to the latter, and no bone-malformation has resulted from long

continuance, treatment directed to the foot only will be required for the

correction of this part. When it results from weakness of muscles of the

thigh or about the hip, and the position which is assumed iu the effort to

maintain equilibrium tends to develop this deformity, treatment must be

directed to the impaired parts primarily. If bone-changes have taken

place, they must be treated ou the general principles of the correction of

knock-knee.

Hip.—Deformity at the hip is perhaps always associated with paralysis

involving the whole leg and when but little regeneration has taken place. It

is caused by a contraction of the sartoriusand the fascia of the thigh, which

produces flexion at the hip-joint. The leg is small and flail-like. When the

attempt is made to extend the thigh, it is arrested by a tense band which is

seen extending downward from the anterior superior spine. When left to

itself, the leg flills outward and tlien becomes flexed, so that the whole leg

rests upon its outer surface. The knee-joint is usually lax and permits

hyperextension, and the foot has a tendency to either varus or valgus de-

formity. The use of the limb may be practically lost, or the patient may

retain consideral^le power in certain directions.

It is the amount and character of this control that must be considered

in deciding what form of support is to be given. With judicious selection

of apparatus a considerable improvement in the usefulness of the limb can

be obtained, even in cases of long standing, when they can be had during

the periods of growth, and by affording additional use of the limb we can

expect the adult growth to be reached with less atrophy and shortening,

which are undoubtcflly more directly in proportion to the disuse than to

any other cause. e early application of apparatus is directed more to the

prevention than to the correction of deformity, but the form of support used

does not differ essentially in either case.

The contraction at the hip requires operative interference if great enough

to prevent the patient from standing erect with both feet flat on the gromid.

Division of the superficial structures iu the anterior part of the thigh,
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either by subcutaneous section or by open incision, will usually accomplish

this, although it will not entirely overcome the deformity. The contraction

remaining is maintained by the deep structures, principally the tendon of

the iliacus and psoas and the capsule, the division of which involves risk

which would be justified by necessity only.

The most difficult cases to treat are those of paralysis involving both

legS; with loss of jiower so great that the patient is unable to walk or

stand alone. Rarely are both limbs paralyzed to an eqoal degree, certain

movements being generally possible with one, so that it can be used to

support the body when placed in the proper position, while the other is

quite lax. Even t'._.3e children who have never walked can, with the aid

of properly-applied support to both legs and with crutches, be enabled to

go about alone. Although their locomotion is slow and awkward, it is

far preferable to the utter helplessness of the other condition.

Fig. 8 illustrates the form of apparatus which may be used in these

cases. It consists of an upright attached to the sole of the boot and ex-

tending above the trochanter. When
a double splint is used, it is best se-

cured to the pelvis by a broad leather

band encircling the waist and con-

nected to it by either a simple hinge or

a ball-and-socket joint ; but when the

splint is single, it is best secured by a

steel band which nearly half encircles

the pelvis. The knee-joint is pro-

vided with a stop, which keeps the leg

extended while walking, but allows

the knee to be bent while sitting. The

thigh is firmly held by a posterior and

an anterior plate, but the leg is suffi-

ciently held by a calf-plate and a strap.

When this apparatus is necessary for

one leg alone, there is usually no need

for additional aid by a crutch or cane.

With double paralysis, crutches are

almost essential, and progression may

be in one of two ways : either the

weight is borne on both crutches at

once and both feet are swung forward, or one crutch is put forward and the

foot on the opposite side is then swung or dragged forward, and the same

movement is repeated by the other side. This manner of locomotion is

usually practised when the paralysis is very extensive.

Spine.—Ijateral curvature due to purely unequal action of muscles

of the trunk is not of frequent occurrence, but as a result of inequality of

the length of the leg it is very common. When this shortening is due to

I

I
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infautile paralysis, there is associated with it a loss of muscular power,

which adds another influence to the distortion besides the simple disturb-

ance of the normal plane of the pelvis.

As to the form of support in these cases, no special directions are re-

quired beyond those for the general treatment of lateral curvature, but some

kind of appliance is necessary, at least during the growing period, to main-

tain, so far as possible, the normal shape of the trunk, since the weakness

of the muscles is an ever-present influence towards a distortion. Perhaps

the most thorough support is given by a close-fitting leather jacket moulded

over a cast of the patient which was taken while he was as nearly as possible

in the correct position.

Shoiilder.—The principal deformity affecting the shoulder is caused

by a paralysis of the deltoid particularly, which results in a kind of sub-

luxation of the head of the humerus. In addition to the disability, this

paralysis is unfortunate, as the unequal use of the arms and their weight

tend to produce a dorsal curve ; but, happily, it is rarely met with. The

affection is hardly amenable to mechanical treatment, other than that of

supporting the arm by firm bandages, but these all interfere very con-

siderably with the use of the joint.
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In considering the conditions which warrant the performance of ampu-

tation in children, and indicate this radical measure instead of some con-

servative oiKjration, their constitutional peculiarities, their nutritive functions,

the quality of their general vitality, and the activity of their local circula-

tion and nutrition should be carefully compared with those of the adult.

While physically they are more deeply atJected by shock than adults,

psychically they are fur less susceptible. The dread of losing a limb, and

with it possibly the means of obtaining a livelihood, which often is such

a depressing factor in adults, and which, as every surgeon has observed,

often retai-ds reaction, does not obtain with children. I recall an incident

strikingly illustrating this. A small boy in hospital cheerfully said to me,

" Eddie was operated on to-day, and I am going to have my leg off to-

morrow." Profoundly influenced by shock, children react quickly and

often violently. Antesthetics, which usually act particularly well in them,

have to be given with great caution when they are suffering from shock.

They feel the loss of blood relatively more than adults, and I incline to the

belief that they are more susceptible to sepsis. Their processes of repair in

an injured or a diseased part are very active, and their bones are soft and

vascular. Fewer limbs need be amputated for injury in children, and much

more extensively damagal tissue can be saved and utilizwl in them than in

adults. Amputation, too, is much less frequently required for disease of

the bones and joints in children, as in them excisions, resections, and other

conservative means afford the best possible prospects of success.

The changes in the skeleton which depend upon the growth and de-

velopment of bone also have an important influence on amputations in

certain regions. The most important of these is the activity of the growth

of the epiphyses. In an adult the value of retaining +he head of the

humerus in an amputation at the shoulder-joint, for example, would hardly

be considered, while in children the result following this conservatism fully

warrants its being attempted. Figs. 1 and 2 represent two children oper-

ated upon by the writer, both thirteen years of age. In one, amputation

was done at the shoulder-joint ; in the other, the head of the bone was re-

tained, along with a small portion of the shaft. At the time but little

difference appearetl between the two stumps ; three and a half years later,
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however, the contrast, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, liad become very marked.

The girl's shoulder-joint, Fig. 3, presents the wasted, helpless api>earance

Fio. 2.

Fia. 1.

stump after amputation at the

shoulder-Joint, In a girl of thirteen

years.

Stump after amputation, where the

head of the humerus was retained In a
boy thirteen years of age.

which characterizes this stump, while the boy's shoulder, Fig. 4, is full and

round, and he can help himself with it in numerous ways.

Fig. .8. Fio. 4.

Condition of stump three and a half

years after shoulder-joint amputation (see

Fig. 1).

Stump three and a half years after amputation
near the shoulder-joint, little more than the head
of the bone having been retained (see Fig. 2).

Epiphysial growth, while it may be made subservient to the function of

a stump, very frequently, when the flaps have

not been made sufficiently large to accom-

modate the increased size of the bone, may

become a cause of mischief, producing tiie

condition of conical, irritable stump, which

requires re-amputation. Fig. 5 represents a

I ^ Jt \ stump of this kind, photographed from a boy

I m X. .-i^mkx. \ at the Pennsylvania Hospital, three years after

an upper-arm amputation. The bone in him

projected, thinly covered with skin, very mnch

in the form of a goose-quill. While it is

not known how much the flaps sloughed after

the amputation, the appearance of the stump

strongly indicates that the humerus was thrust out by its growth, and not

left exposed by the recession of sloughing flaps.

Conical stump in a boy of about six

years, three years after amputation

of upper arm. The bone seemed to

be covered only by a scab.
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TECHNIQUE OF THE OPERATIOK.
The instruments and apparatus needetl are very simple and few. They

should be properly prepared anc kept immersal in antiseptic fluid as in

other operations.

Au ordinary razor is required, to shave the hair from the limb at the

site of amputation and to a considerable distance above it. It is better to

shave off even the delicate growth of hair in children ; done carefully with

a keen-edged instrument, the risk of the skin being made thereby a medium

for the absorption of septic matter is not to be considered.

For operations by transfixion a straight knife (Fig. 6), with a rather

Fia. 0.

Long amputating knife.

delicate blade, one-thii-d longer than the diameter of the limb at the point

of amputation, is the only knife needed, except a scalpel, unless the amputa-

tion is of the forearm or leg, when a catling of very moderate length is also

required to divide the tissues between the bones. For flap operations where

the tissues are to be divided from without inward a much shorter knife will

do more rapid and certain work. For the fingers and toes a Neill's ampu-

tating knife, which is a cross between a scalpel and a straight bistoury, is

very useful.

The surgeon should be supplied with an ample number of catch artery-

forceps, certainly not less than a dozen for an ordinary amputation. A two-

tailed retractor for a single bone, and a three-tailed retractor' for a double

bone, should be made of unbleached muslin carefully boiled and rendered

Fig. 7.

Ainimtating saw.

Fio. 8.

aseptic. A saw (Fig. 7) very similar to that used in the carpenter's mitre-

box is applicable for the division of all the lai'ger bones ; for the smaller

bones a very delicate saw (Fig.

8), with a narrow spine to its

blade, will usually be found ^^ --—__.-

'^^pF^^^to leave a nicer surface than

when the division has been

accomplished with bone-for-

ceps. These (Fig. 9) should always be at hand, however, to cut off any

little splinters or uneven edges of bone left by the saw.

Saw for small bones.

Vol. III.—83
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Two or three long needles should be provided, in order tliat the approxi-
mation of the flaps may not be delayed while they are being thixjaded. The

Fia. 0.

FiQ. 10.

Flap-needle.

Bone-forceps.

needle I prefer (Fig. JO) has a lance-shaped point. In introducing a needle

and carrying through the material with which it is armed, two distinct move-

ments are executed,—namely, thrusting

^^^^ the needle into the ti.ssues, and drawing

it out on the other side. These may
well be called the first and second

positions. In the first position the needle is held between the thumb and
index finger and driven in by the third ; in the second position the shank
of the needle is seized by the wet, slippery fingers of the operator and
drawn the rest of its length through. In the first position all the force re-

quired is readily obtained, and it is with this object that the needle shown
was constllicted, its blade being sufficiently broad to cut an opening througli

which the suture can be readily drawn.

Control of Hemorrhage.—The control of hemorrhage is best accom-
plished by the use of the Esmarch bandage. To drain the limb of blood

by elevation,, as particularly advocated by Mr. Lister, employing only the

circular band of Esmarch, is probably the most satisfactory way to employ

it. The reactionary hemorrhage is certainly much increased by using the

continuous rubber bandage, and causes increased delay in controlling general

oozing, without saving for the patient much blood.

In using the circular tube or heavy flat baud a word of warning will

not be out of place. The nerve-lesions which from time to fime have been

reported as following the use of the Esmarch circular band will probably

seldom occur if a simple mechanical proposition is remembered. One turn

of this heavy elastic band around a limb, drawn only moderately taut, exer-

cises a powerfully constricting force, and each succeeding turn almost doubles

that of the preceding. In demonstrating this force I have not infrequently

taken a number of turns with this band around a block of wood, witli the

result of making quite a deep furrow in it ; and we all know how easy it is

to cause very painful constriction of a finger by repeated turns of a small

rubber baud. Therefore, in applying Esmarch's constricting band, par-

ticularly to the soft, yielding tissues of children, great care must be exer-

cised not to get too much pressure. Any one who has not experimented

much in this matter will be surprised to find how little force it is necessary

to exercise to arrest the pulsation in the principal artery, and with this
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controlled there will be very little chance of leakage through any smaller

vesstils.

Formation of Flaps.—With a clear idea in his mind of the shape the

flap is to be and the position it is to occupy, the surgeon enters the point of

the knife straight into the limb at the opposite side from which he is stand-

ing, and, with firm steady pressure, carries it in an easy curve to the other

side, dividing, if possible, all the tissues down to the deep fascia. If the

fla]) is to be an integumentary one, it is to be rapidly dissected up by light

touches witli the point of the knife. The flap on the other side, if also

tegumentary, is to be formed in a similar manner. If it is to be made by

transfixion, the knife is enteretl at one of the angles already made, is carried

behind the bone, its point being made to emerge from the other angle, and

by a sawing movement it cuts through the tissues at the back in such a

manner as to form a flap of the required length.

Division of the Bone.—All of the larger bones and usually the smaller

ones are divided with a saw, which has already been described. Division

of a single bone is accomplished in the following manner. Having selected

the point which is to be divided, the knife is carried around its entire cir-

cumference, and the bone is made bare of periosteum in what is to be the

tmck of the saw. The heel of the saw is made to bear lightly upon the

bone, and, the surgeon directing its course with the thumb of the left hand,

the instrument is drawn backward in order to cut a shallow slot. With
the limb held very steadily both above and below the point of incision, the

saw is made to travel slowly and evenly most of its length until the cut is

almost completed, when a few short movements finish the division. When
the bone is sawn nearly through, care must Ixj taken not to press its distal

extremity either uj; ward or downward, but to give it just enough support

to hold the weight of the limb ; as in the former instance the saw will be

pinched, through closure of its slot, and in the latter the bone will snap off,

either leaving an ugly splinter or taking one out of the retained extremity

of bone. I incline to the belief that the bone is usually sawn through too

rapidly, the surgeon, if he is at all agitated, rather hastening to get through

with this step of the operation. With the view of determining how hot

bones can be made with the saw, I have sawn through fresh beef-bone with

great rapidity, at the same time letting my saw become jammed a little,

with the result of getting a decidedly burnt odor of the cut surface ; and,

as charred bone is exceedingly prone to become necrotic, I am not sure but

that we may find in this the cause for the frequent nec"osis of a delicate

shell of bone corresponding with all or a portion of the sawn surface.

Arrest of Hemorrhage.—In all amputations the principal vessels can

be tied before the removal of the tourniquet or other controlling appliance.

In the larger amputations the o{)en mouth of the main artery stands out

clear and plain. It should be seized with the artery-forceps, and with the

finger-tip isolated from its connections, not only in order to avoid tying

with it any part of its accompanying nerve, but also because the action of

iili
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the ligature upon its coats will thereby be l)C8t accomplished. The catgut

used should 1k» chromicized sufficiently to last two weeks, and for a large

vessel should be No. 3, for a smaller vessel No. 2, down to branches the

size of a digital artery, for which No. 1 is appropriate. A double reef-

knot should be made for oixlinary vessels, and a trohle knot for the femoral

or bi-achial. After the tying, the surgeon seizes the five ends of gut with

his left fingers, while he places his right thumi) upon the knot in such a

way that its nail shall act as a gauge for the assistant to place the blade of

his scissors upon in cutting through the gut an eighth of an inch from the

knot. The principal vein is then to be treated in a similar manner.

After removal of the tournicpiet numerous small branches will make
their presence apparent either by streams of blood or by points of dark
clot. In the latter a little scraping should be done in order to coax them
to bleed. If the patient's condition is good, it is well to delay for a while

the approximation of the flaps,—that is, not to hurry with the closure of

the wound,- -as it is far better tliat reactionary hemorrhage shoidd occur

under observation than in the dressing.

General slight oozing may be arrested by the use of hot water applied

with sponges at a temperature a little too high to be borne by the fingers.

A much more efficient agent, however, is prepanxl chalk. This I have

used in about a dozen and a half major operations in the past six weeks,

and have been much gratified with its effiK!t. It should be sterilizetl by

heat and kept in a salt-pot. When the hemorrhage has been sufficiently

arrested with ligatures, the chalk is freely dusted over the bleeding surface,

and, after being allowed to remain two or three minutes, is completely

washed oif by the irrigating stream.

The effect upon muscular tissue was in the beginning a great surprise to

me. It assumes a harsh, parched surface, looking and feeling as if some

powerful irritant had been applied ; the color changes to a dusky red, and

the oozing ceases. There is no evidence, however, that any irritation has

been caused, and I have failed to observe that primary union is in the least

retarded by its application.

Approximation of Flaps.—In the larger flaps, it being important

that no open space containing air should remain, it will often be found best

to introduce two or more deep sutures half-way up to the base of the flap.

These should be tied very loosely, so that they shall not interfere with the

free circulation of the blood in the tissues included within them, their only

object being to bring the internal surfaces of the wound into contact. Neat

coaptation of the edges of the flaps is best accomplished by interrupted

sutures of catgut, in a manner which will be described in treating of the

several amputations. I prefer also giving the details of the dressing

of each stump in its proper place, in order that the reader shall not be

obliged, perhaps when hurried, to refer to these matters under another

heading.
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SPECIAL AMPUTATIONS.
UPPKU EXTREMITY.

Fingrers.—If the tip of a finger is cut off at a jioint not higher up

than the middle of the nail, no operation neetl be done, providctl the injury

has been prodiieed by a clean cutting instrument, as an axe or a knife. If

the wound is a contusctl one, caused by c(jg-\vhoels or the like, it maj''

be necessary to cut away the edges which have been destroyed. Should the

lesion extend a little higher uj), the distal piiulanx becomes involved, and a

sufficient portion of it must be removal to countersink it a trifle below the

level of the surrounding tissues. At a point between the base of the nail

and the distal joint, though dean wounds often cicatrize leaving a stump

free from tenderness when no flaps have been made, it is generally desirable

to make a sufficient attempt at flaj)s to etlcct partial approximation. So

great is the vitality of the fingers, and so important is it that not a fraction

of an inch should be unnecessarily sacrifi(!ed, that it is !)etter to leave a

wound not completely approximated than to remove go(xl tissue in order to

form perfect flaps. For tlie same reason it is always proper to amputate in

the continuity of a phalanx rather than to go higher up in oixler to reach a

joint.

Formal amputation at the joint of any digit, with the exceptions aft;er-

wards to lie mentioned, is done by forming a short oval posterior flap with

a long anterior. Amputations at the metacarpo-

phalangeal articulations may also be [jractistxl by

antero-posterior oval or by lateral flaps. At this

joint of the middle finger a modific^d oval flap

operation (Fig. 11) is often done. Entering the

knife at the back of the joint, it is carried ob-

liquely downward and forward and is made to en-

circle the finger and return to the startiug-point by

a single sweep.

After disarticulation the head of the metacarpal

bone is frequently sawn off', })articularly in cases

where the individual is not obliged to do manual

labor. The object of removing the head of the

metacarpal bone is to make the deformity less

noticeable, as it allows of closer approximation

of the adjoining knuckles. Among the working

classes in adults I do not advise this, as the

strength of the hand is thereby somewhat dimin-

ished. In children, however, it is advisable. The same is true of amputa-

tion at the metacarpo-phalangeal articulation of the index finger. Fig. 12

illustrates an amputation of the index finger in a little girl operated upon

by the writer, where the head of the metacarpal boue was removed simply

Fic). 11.

Incision for motacarpo-phft-

langeal amputatiuu. (Aaer
Agnew.)
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to improve th« appcaniiuic of the huiul. h\. 13 in niiule from a photo-

graph repn^scntiiig her crocheting, und so vaay is th(! liiit; from the middle

Fio. 12.

Fid. 18.

Rexult after Rmpiitatloii of the liulfx tliiKer,

with removal of the head of the nietacarpui.

The same, doing needle-work.

finger to the thumb that it is at first sight difficult to realize that the index

finger is wanting.

In amputating fingers it will be found very convenient to arrest hemor-

rhage by employing a rubber l)and, as the cinnilar bandage of Esmarch.

One of these little bands can readily be appliinl doubled upon itself often

enough to give the requisit<> tionstriction, and it vc^ry much facilitates the

jxirformance of the operation, by keei)ing the tissues dry. Particularly is

this the case when an amputation is done for di.sease of the bone, where it

is important to observe to what extent the disease has involved the latter.

After the amputation has been completed the band is removed, and the two

arteries which will be found on the palmar surface at the inner and outer

sides are ligated.

A small drain consisting of two or three strands of catgut is placed

directly across the bottom of the wound. The latter is brought together

by three or four interrupted catgut sutures. A delicate strip of protec-

tive is i)laced over the wound, the stump is dustal with iodoform, and a

dressing of corrosive sublimate is made to envelop the stump ; upon this a

layer of corrosive-sublimate cotton is applied, covered snugly with a double

thickness of oiled silk. The hand and forearm are retained to a palmar

splint which has been comfortably padded with oakum and patent lint.

Amputation- of the Carpus and the Metacarpus,— Amputation

of the thumb and its metacarpal bone is performed by entering the knife

at the base of this bone and carrying it straight downward on a line corre-

sponding with the junction of dorsal and palmar skin until the metacarpo-

phalangeal joint is reached, where the knife is made to encircle the digit

obliquely and return to the straight incision (Fig. 14), as in the amputation

of the middle finger just described. The bone is then di.ssected out, disar-

ticulated at its carpal articulation, and ajiproximation of the flaps is readily
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nml j)erfiK'tly aa^omplisluil, loaviiij; iM^liiiul all the miis' iilar tiHsiio coiii-

]M)Hing the tlu'imr i'rninoiux?. With tliis Htunip a certain dogrce of op|K)8i-

tioii to the HugerH reiuaiiiH.

Fio. 16.

Fio. 14.

Linos of iiicixiiiii III removing the tliuirb with its

mutacarpal bunu. (After Agncw.)
Htiimp after removal of a wodge-

shaped piece from tlio central por-

tion of th(t hand. (From a cast iu

the writer'8 collectiun.)

Where the injury has involved some portion of the hand which pre-

chides the performance of any formal operation, it is perfectly proper to

cut away with the saw or the forceps all bone which is hopelessly damaged

or which prevents approximation of the soft parts. In Fig. 15 may be

seen the resiUt of one of these irregular operations, done by the writer at

the Episcopal Hospital. The boy's fingers were caught in cog-wheels, the

damage extending well into the middle of the hand. The operation done

hero consisted in sawing out, without the least regard to joints, a wedge-

shaped portion of bone, including parts of the carpus and metacarpus, the

apex of the wedge being very close to the wrist-joint. The outer and

inner portions of the hand were brought together, with the result of giving

the boy, who worked in a mill, a strong and useful hand.

In amputations of the metacarpus along with portions of the v-arpus,

hemorrliage may be controlled by the pressure of the fingers and thumbs

of a reliable assistant upon the radial and ulnar arteries, or, if sufficient

help is not at hand, by the application of a tourniquet to the brachial artery.

It would be useless to attempt to describe the veasels which might need

ligation after removal of portions of the hand. Both the deep nnd super-

ficial palmar arches, when cut, usually require ligation at both severed

extremities. To control general oozing from vessels too small to ligate, the

application of prepared chalk or hot water will be found of great value.

So, too, it would be out of the question to lay down any rules for the

approximation of the flaps : here, as in all irregular amputations, there is

ample scope for the exercise of the surgeon's snap ingenuity in making the

best use of the tissue retained, and in forming a stump which is free from
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tensiou and which will afterwards give the patient the best use of \i\s limb.

A skein of catgut, consisting of half a dozen strands, is placed iu the

bottom of the wound, emerging at its angles, for drainage. Approximation

is effected by the introduction of interrupted sutures at intervals of about

half an incli. A narrow strip of protective is placed along the line of the

wound, iodoform is freely dusted upon it, and a })ad consisting of about

twenty-four layers of corrosive-sublimate gauze is applied, covered with

a thin layer of corrosive-sublimate cotton, and closed in oiled silk. The
hand and forearm are retained to a palmar splint, which has been carefully

padded so that it shall give good support without undue pressure at every

point of contact. #

Amputation at the Wrist-Joint.—Though amputation at the wrist-

joint is an operation which is seldom performed, it may become necessary,

either for disease involving the carpus but not extending into the radio-

ulnar articulation, or for iujuiy. The loss of function consequent upon the

changes which occur in this latter joint is not sufficient to warrant the per-

formance of an amputation higher up. For, although pronation au J supina-

tion may be to some extent interfered with, the resulting stumj) is likely to

be more useful than if all connection between the radius and ulna is severed.

Operation.—After the application of a tourniquet to the brachial artery,

a long anterior oval flap should be cut, extending half-way into the palm.

This may be done by transfixion, including all the tissues down to the bone,

or by carrying the incision from without inward. The horns of the incision

correspond with points just below the styloid process of the radius on the

outer side, and half an inch below the styloid process of the ulna on the inner

side. A short posterior flap is then cut upon the dorsum, the flexor and

extensor tendons are divided, and the joint is laid oi)en with the point

of the knife, entering the capsular ligament while the hand is firmly flexed

by the operator. The lateral ligaments are then divided, and the operation

is completed by severing .iny tendons which remain undivided. Before

removing the tourniquet the larger vessels, including the radial, ulnar, and

interosseous, should be secured. Then, removing the tourniquet, any small

arteries which bleed mus^ be carefially ligated. A drainage-skein consist-

ing of six strands of catgut being placed in the bottom of the wound, and

extending out of the external and internal angles, the flaps are approxi-

mated by interrupted catgut sutures placed at intervals of half an inch

apar' A thin strip of protective is placed over the line of incision, the

stump is freely dusted with iodoform, and the dressing of corrosive-sub-

limate gauze, consisting of about twenty-four thicknesses, is neatly folded

ai'ound it. A layer of corrosive-sublimate cotton outside of this, covered

with oiled silk, completes the dressing, and the forearm is placed upon a

comfortably-padded straight splint.

Amputation of the Forearm.—The two commor methods of perform-

ing this operation are either by antero-posterior flaps, or by the method of

Teale, presently to be described. In the oval flap method two flaps, each
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corresponding in length with the diameter of the limb, inchiding the whole

integument, are dissected up, and the muscles are divided by a circular in-

cision made by a single sweep of the knife. A catling is then passed between

the radius and ulna at a point on a line with the circular incision, and all

the interosseous tissues are divided. A three-tailed retractor is then em-

ployed to hold back the flaps, and the bones are sawn through sinuilta-

neously. The radial, ulnar, and interosseous arteric:^, and occasionally some

small muscular branches, require the ligature.

Teale's Amputation.—This amputation .3 the only one which requires

for its accurate jjerformance that the lines of incision shall be mapjjcd out

upon the skin by an aniline pencil. It consists in the formation of two

rectangular flaps, a shorter and a longer one. The siiorter flap invariably

contains the blood-vessels. The longer flap in length is one-half the circum-

ference of the limb at the point of amputation. The shorter flap is one-third

the length of the longer. These flaps are made to include all the tissues

down to the bone. The catling is used to divide the interosseous tissues, a

retractor is introduced as in the oval flap method, and the bones are divided

at the base of the flaps. The longer flap being reflected ui)on itself and its

tennii.al extremity being brought into apposition with that of the shorter

flap, the cicatrix occurs at a point remote from the end of the stump, and the

lat.er becomes smooth and symmetrical. To obtain this approximation, one

angle of Jie long flap is stitched with an interrupted suture to the corrf-

spending angle of the short flap. The opposing angles are treated similarly.

An interrupted suture is placed in the middle, and the sides are brought

together in such a way as to unite the long flap, near its base, to its reflected

terminal extremity. Intermediate sutures are then introduced at intervals

of about half an inch, the drainage catgut being carried through the upper

angle of the wound. Narrow strips of protective are placed over the wound,

the line of which is sha])ed li|ie the letter H. After dusting iodoform freely

ovc' the stump, a dressing of corrosive sublimate cotton is made to envelop

it, and oiled silk is carefully folded round the entire dressing. The stump

is retained to a carefuUy-padded splint extending up to the elbow-joint.

Amputation of the Elbow-Joint.—Though the nature of the injury

and the condition of the adjacent sofl parts often niay necessitate the per-

formance of an irregular amputation at this articulation, the formal opera-

tion consists in the formation of a long anterior and a short posterior flap, as

follows. The ojierator, placing his thumb and index finger over the internal

and external condyles of the humerus, entei-s the blade of a long am[iu-

tating knife just below and slightly anterior to these points. The knife is

then carriinl downward, closely hugg.. , the bones, a distance equal to t' e

diameter of the forearm, when it is curve<l outward quite abru])tly. From
the angles o this incision, a cut is made straight across the back of the

forearm just below the olecranon process. The transfixing incision frequently

opens the capsular ligament of the elbow-joint, when the disarticulation is

readily accomplished by a few light touches of the point of the knife while
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Pig. 16.

Stump resulting from am-
putationjuh below the elbow-
joint.

with his sound limb.

the forearm is kept rigidly extended. A saw is then placed in the greater

sigmoid cavity of the ulna, and the bone is divided, leaving the olecranon

behind. This amputation leaves a very useful

stump and one to which an artificial appliance may be

adapted, though not nearly so advantageously as if

the smallest part of the forearm is retained. Fig. 16

shows an amputation of the forearm performed by
the writer at the Episcopal Hospital, in which very

small portions of the radius and ulna were retained,

but the patient had complete flexion and exten-

sion of the stump, and the function of his limb

was thereby very much better than it would have

been had the amputation been performed at the

elbow-joint. I have seen a well-digger, with this

most excellent substitute for a hand, lift a heavy

bucket of sand from the bottom of a well with

great ease, handling the rope almost as readily as

I have also seen a man row a boat holding the

handle of one oar in this flexure of his elbow ; and to see a man holding

one rein with this stump in driving is a matter of common observation.

Amputations of the Arm.—Amputations of the arm from the elbow

to the shoulder are pciformed by the oval flap method with circular division

of the mu.scles, by oval flaps made by transfixion, or by the rectangular flaps

of Teale as hitherto described.

Oval Flap Method with Circular Division of the Mmcles.—Entering the

knife at the outer aspect of the arm, an incision, which is made to include

the skin and the superficial fascia, is carried down in a curvilinear direction

a distance equal to two-thirds the diameter of the limb, whence it ascends

the inner aspect of the arm to a position opposite to the starting-point. A
similar cut is made at the back, and the anterior and posterior integumentary

flaps are rapidly dissected up with light touches of the point of the knife.

Held back by an assistant, these flaps are kept M'ell out of the way, while

the knife is made by a single circular sweep to divide all the muscles down

to the bone. A two-tailed retractor is then placed in position, and the

humerus is sawn through at a point a little higher u}) than the level of the

circular division of the muscles. The brachial artery first I'equires tiie

ligature, and the ligation of the smaller muscular branches, according to the

point at which the amputation is performed, completes the operation. :

Operation by Trantfixion.—The knife is entered at the inner (right) or

outer (left) aspect of the arm, penetrating directly to the bone ; its point,

on reaching the latter, is made to hug the humerus closely, the tissues being

grasped meanwhile and carried forward by the left hand of the operator,

and it is thrust through a point on the opposite side corresponding to that

of entrance. By a sawing motion the blade is then carried downward and

gradually curved towards the surface to form a flap two-thirds the diameter
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of the limb. A posterior flap of like form and size is made in a similar

manner by re-entering the knife at the angle of the wonnd and carrying it

behind the humerus. Before removing the tourniquet a ligature should be

applied to the brachial artery. As this vessel occasionally divides high up

into two trunks, it is a proper precaution to be prepared to find two arteries

in the arm, and not to omit ligating one of them, on the supposition that

it is a vein.

Operation of Teale.—The rules for the formation of the fl"ns in this

operation, as just laid down for amputation of the forearm, are t^-rried out

in a similar manner on the arm. In order that the shorter flap shall con-

tain the princijjal blood-vessel, it is made upon the inner side. After

the ligation of all vessels which bleed, and the control of any general oozing

which continues, the flaps are ready for approximation. This is accom-

plished, after the introduction of a skein consisting of about one dozen

strands of rather heavy catgut for drainage, by inserting interrupted catgut

sutures at intervals of about three-quarters of an inch. The line of the

wound is then covered throughout its length with a half-inch strip of pro-

tective, iodoform is freely dusted over the stump, and corrosive-sublimate

gauze consisting of about three dozen thicknesses is applial. Outside of

this a generous layer of corrosive-sublimate cotton is neatly retained by

a piece of oiled silk or two sheets of wax-paper, and a roller bandage

completes the dressing.

Amputations at the Shoulder-Joint.—Amputation at the shoulder-

joint in children, as in adults, may be practised by the methods of Larrey,

Spcnce, Dupuytreu, or Lisfranc, or, particularly when done for injury, by a

modification of either of these. The method of Larrey, when practicable,

is usually to be preferred.

Larrey's Operation.—Entering the point of the knife just beneath the

acromion process of the scapula, an incision reaching to the boue is carried

straight downward a distance corresponding to the diameter of the arm.

Curving off" from this point forward and backward, two other cuts are made,

approaching each other on tlie inner side, but both falling short of the

brachial artery. The head of the bone, covered by its capsular ligament, is

then brought clearly into view i)y dissecting up these oval flaps in front and

behind. Pressing the arm firmly to the side of the body, the capsular liga-

ment is put upon the stretch, and is readily dividetl by tlie point of the

knife. By forcible rotation of the arm inward the tendons of the supra-

spinatus, infra-spinatus, and teres minor are put upon the stretch, and are

divided. By rotation oiitward the tendons of the biceps and of the sub-

scapularis are in like manner made tense, and divided, when the head of the

bone slips easily out of its socket. A long knife is then placed in position,

blade downward, beiiind the humerus, preparatory to dividing the remain-

ing tissues. An assistant now gra.sps with his thumbs and fingers the uncut

portion of tHe flap containing the blootl-vessels. The knife is carried

downward, closely liugging the bone, until it reaches the curved incisions
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which have already been made, when its course is directed in their line

abruptly to the inner side, the assistant's fingers having followed it to this

critical point. The limb thus severed loaves the flap containing the blood-

vessels in the :.and of the assistant. The brachial artery is promjjtly seized

witl. the ibrceps and tied; the brachial veins require separate ligatures;

other vessels, including the circumflex, also require ligation.

Spencers Operation.—Spence's opemtion differs from Larrey's mainly iu

that the perpendicular incision is started anterior to, instead of on a line

with, the a(jromion process. The object of this modification is to secure a

somewhat more shapely stumj), and also to sever the smaller branches of

the circumflex artery instead of the larger ones. After forming the ante-

rior and posterior flaps, dissecting them up, and disarticulating the head of

the bone, the operation is completed in a similar manner to that of Larrey.

Dupuytren's Operation.—The point of the knife is introduced at the

back of the shoulder behind the acromion process, and is carrial straight

forward through the mass of tissue overlying the head of the humerus,

which has been picked up by the left hand of the operator, to a point just

outside the coracoid process of the scapula. In performing this transfixion,

the capsular ligament upon its outer side is apt to be opened. An oval flap

is then formed of muscle and integument, which extends down as far as

the insertion of the deltoid, the head of the bone is disarticulated as iu

the method of Larrey, and the posterior flap is quickly formed, while the

vessels are controlled by an assistant. The cicatrix which results is trans-

verse instead of vertical.

Lisfranc's Operation.—The arm being elevated, in order to relax the

tissues of the shoulder, the point of a long knife is entered midway be-

tween the coracoid and acromion processes, and is carried in a direction

backward and downwai-d, so that it will emerge at the posterior fold of

the axilla. A musculo-cutaueous flap is then cut corresponding in length

to one-third the diameter of the arm. The head of the humerus is readily

dissected out, and, being raised from the glenoid cavity, preparation is made

to cut the inner flap. An assistant places both thumbs behind the bone,

upon the vessels, while his fingers are used for counter-pressure in the

axilla. The surgeon then re-enters his knife, and as he carries it down

along the bone the assistant's thumbs closely follow its track while a short

internal flap is formed.

Amputation of the Entire Upper Extremity.—This operation, which

includes the removal of the scap'"la and clavicle, has seldom been per-

formetl. When the injury or disease will permit, the operation consists in

dissecting out the scapula and clavicle after amputating at the shoulder-

joint. The scapula is removed through an incision carried along the length

of its spine, the supra- and iufra-spinous mass of nuc-cles being dissected

up, and a few bold sweeps of the knife readily separate the bone from its

loosely-adherent attachments beneath. The clavicle is removed through an

incision which reaches from its sternal articulation outward. After dividing
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Fio. 17.

the ligaments at this joint, it is in like manner dissectal away from the

tissues surrounding it.

Portions of this operation are not infrequently required after injury, in

order to secure proper approximation of the flaps when the lesion has

extended too far to render a shoulder-joint

amputation possible. Fig. 17 represents

the result of one of these partial upper-

extremity amputations. Although the sub-,

ject was an adult, not a minor, it serves

equally well for the purposes of demon-

stration. The patient was oiieratetl upon

by the writer at the Episcopal Hospital.

His shoulder had been caught in cog-wheels,

and the destruction of the integument had

extended so far inward that, in order to

make flaps which would sufficiently cover

the gap, it was found necessary to remove

the acromion i)roce8s along with part of the

spine of the scapula and the outer half of

the clavicle. The patient made a good recovery, with a comfortable stump,

the peculiar form of which is well shown in the drawing.

i^tuiiip following aiiipiUatiou of ttio

arm aloiiK with parts of the scapula and
chiviclo.

1

AMPUTATIONS OF THE LOWEK EXTREMITY.

Amputations of the Toes.

Fia. 18. Fia

What has been said of amputations of the

fingers is generally applicable to ampu-

tations of the toes. In amputations of

the latter, as in amputations of the foot,

it is very desirable to avoid, when pos-

sible, the placing of a cicatrix anywhere

upon the plantar surface. Long anterior

flaps, therefore, are to be made whenever

practicable. As in the hand, irregular

operations, including removal of the de-

stroyed tissues, independently of articu-

lations, are proper. Fig. 18 represents

the result following the removal by the

writer of the second and third toes, along

with their metatarsal bones. Fig. 19

represents a foot after the removal of

the second toe and its metatarsal bone.

Two important facts must be borne

in mind in determining the propriety

and character of these irregular opera-

tions about the foot. One is the important part which the inner side of the

foot plays in locomotion. A patient in whom the ball of the foot and the

Foot after removal

of the second and
third metarsal bones

and their toes.

Foot after removal

of the second meta-

tarsal bone and its

toe.
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great toe have been preserved will often walk with almost no limp, and
with a gait which is very much in contrast with that of an individual who
having had all his other toes preserved, has lost the great toe. This fact

justifies the surgeon in taking great risks of sloughing, and even of a
second operation, in his attempts at preserving this portion of the foot.

The other important thing to be remembered is that the foot, unlike the

hand, will not usually be given the kind of subsequent care by the patient

which will permit a tender or tense cicatrix to become strong and to stand

press'' \

1 3o-Metatarsal Amputations.—Lwfran<^8 Amputation.—With the

index finger and thumb, two points are sought on the inner and outer aspects

of the foot, which serve as a guide for the inner and outer angles of the

Fio. 20.

Formation of plantar flap in Lisfranc's amputation. (After Agnew.)

anterior flap. These are the apex of the internal cuneiform bone and the

tuberosity of the metatarsal bone. Between these a short flap with its con-

vexity downward is made, the integument is dissected back, and, with strong

pressure made upon the foot, the tarso-metatarsal joints are opened. The

articulation of the second metatarsal bone, being higher up and out of Hue

with the others, requires a little careful touching with the point of the

knife, in order to free it. The joint being thus opened, disarticulation is

completed by a few light touches of the knife. The plantar flap is then

formed by carrying the knife close to the bone downward to a point on the

inner side which includes the tissues forming the ball of the foot, and on

the outer side to a point a little short of this. The object of this obliquity

in the plantar flap is to cover properly the end of the sump, which is

thicker on its inner than on its outer side. A modification of this opera-

tion, called, after its designer, Hey's, leaves the base of the second meta-
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tarsal boue behind, by cutting through the shaft of the bone with a saw,

instead of disarticulating it.

Chopart's Amputation.—In this the astragalus and calcaneum are the

only bones of the tarsus preserved. The anterior flap is formed by enter-

ing the knife over the tuberosity of the scaphoid bone on the inner side,

carrying it downward across the foot, and in an easy curve backward to the

tuberosity of the tifth metatarsal bone. After dissecting up this flap, in-

cluding in it skin and superficial fascia, a few light touches with the point

of the knife, while the foot is pressal forcibly downwaixi with the left hand

of the operator, will readily open the joints between the head of the astrag-

alus and the scaphoid and between the calcaneum and the cuboid bone.

Placing the blade of the knife between the freshly-disarticulated bones of the

tarsus and the plantar tissues, a posterior flap is cut by a gentle sawing move-

ment of the knife. This flap ^'lould be longer on the inside than ua the

outside, and should extend down almost as far as that for Lisfranc's ampu-

tation,—viz., to the tissues forming the ball of the foot. Before removing

the tourni(iuet, the dorsalis pedis and several plantar branches, varying

somewhat according to the exact points of incision, of the posterior tibial

artery should be ligated. A drainage catgut skein should be placed in the

bottom of the wound, emerging from the inner and outer angles, and, if

suppuration is expected, a })ortion of it may well be carried out through

a central button-hole pierced in the plantar flap. Neat approximation is

effected by points of catgut sutui'e placed at intervals of about half an inch.

A narrow strip of protective is made to cover the length of the wound, which

is afterwards dressed in the usual way, with a free sprinkling of iodoform,

about two dozen thicknesses of corrosive-sublimate gauze, a gauze bandage,

a layer of antiseptic cotton, and wax-paper. The retaining bandage should

be carried up as far as the knee, in order to control and give support to

the muscles of the calf.

Amputations of the Ankle-Joint.

—

Sym^s Amputation.—In this oper-

ation the entire foot, along with the external and internal malleoli, is removed.

An excellent stump and one which stands pressure admirably well results,

as the strong dense tissues of the heel are utilized in making a long posterior

flap. Entering the point of the knife over the external malleolus, a curved

incision is carried across the top of the foot to a corresponding point on the

opposite side,—namely, not to the tip of the internal malleolus, but to a

point one-thii-d nearer the heel. The angles of this cut are connected by an

incision carried straight across the sole of the foot, when the os calcis is care-

fully dissected out from the tissues of the heel, to which it will be found

very firmly attached. The ankle-joint is then opened from before backward,

and, after disarticulation, the lower extremities of the tibia and fibula are

sawn off" at a point which will include a thin slice of the articular surface

of the former. In doing this, care must be taken not to wound the poste-

rior tibial artery. The posterior flap should be carefully applied to the bones

of the leg during the approximation, in order to avoid leaving a pooket in
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the stump. Approximation is effecttnl by the introduction of points of
catgut suture at intervals of half an inch. The wound is dresaed as in

Chopart's operation.

i'irogoff's Amputation.—In this the posterior half of the calcaueum is

retained in the heel-flap, and is turned up and applied to the bones of the

leg. While not so applicable to cases of disease of the bone as Syme's oper-

ation, because there is always the risk of the caries attacking the retained

portion of the heel-bone, it certainly possesses the advantage over the latter

of giving a decidedly longer stump. This, thougli a matter of no conse-

quence to the artificial-limb manufacturer, as tlie length of the Syme's
stump gives him sufficient length for the application of an artificial foot,

is well worth considering in the interest of a poor patient. With a Piro-

goif stump a man can get on, as a rule, perfectly well without an artificial

foot ; indeed, I recall one who, with an ordinary' shoe and a little oakum
stuffed in the heel, walked with a limp so slight that the true nature of his

deficiency would haixlly suggest itself. But this amputation, to give its

best result, must Ix? carefully and dexterously performed.

The anterior flap is formed by a slightly convex incision extending from

the lower point of the internal to the tip of the external malleolus. The
angles of this cut are connected by an incision carried straight across the

sole of the foot. The ankle-joint is opened and the astragalus disarticulated.

Next comes the division with the saw of the calcaueum and of the articular

extremities of the tibia and fibula, upon the accuracy of which the useful-

ness of the stump will largely depend. Applying a butcher's saw just be-

hind the articulation of the astragalus with the os calcis, the latter is sawn

through in a direction downward and slightly forward ; the saw is then

applied to the anterior aspect of the tibia, and is carried through a point

just high enough to include all of the articular cartilage along with both

malleoli in a direction backward and slightly upward. This oblique section

of the OS calcis and of the bones of the leg causes the turn the former makes

in being applied to the latter to be slightly less than a quarter of a circle.

In this way the dense tissues of the heel will be to a great extent retained,

to receive their accustomed pressure, instead of the much less able structures

upon its posterior aspect. Some surgeons prefer mortising the fragment of

bone between the malleoli, and so much does the size of the os calcis vary

in relation to the width of the socket at the ankle that occasionally it will

be found to fit very nicely. When it is intended *x) do this, more of the os

calcis must be sawn off, in order to avoid bony tension after approximation.

Approximation is accomplished by the introduction of interrupted catgut

sutures at intervals of half an inch, afler placing a catgut drain in the

bottom of the wound. The wound is dressed as after Syme's amputa-

tion, except that a card-board splint is nicely adapted to the posterior aspect

of the limb.

Amputation of the Leg.—In cases where the involvement of the tissue

from disease or injurj'' extends too high for the jierformance of Syme's am-
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putation, the point of election la now usually admitted to be not higher than

the junction of the middle with the lower third ; for, although at this point

not 80 much tissue exists for the formation of an ample cushion to cover

the bone, with properly-formed flaps the resulting stump readily stands the

retraction caused by the socket of the artificial limb, and the increased

leverage gained is of manifest utility in locomotion. The operation which

at this point gives the best results consists of the long anterior oval flap of

integument, reflected backward upon a short musculo- cutaneous flap; the

latter can well be made by transfixion. Where the damage to the int^u-

ment precludes the formation of a long anterior flap, antero-^wsterior oval

flaps of equal length composed of integument, with a circular division of

the muscles, is an operation which has been regarded favorably in this

country, albeit the cicatrix occurs over the ends of the bones. It must be

admitted that Tcale's amputation, as applied to the leg, is rather prodigal

of tissue, and particularly so to the leg of a muscular subject.

By the long oval anterior flap method the knife is entered a short, dis-

tance to the outer side of the spine of the tibia, and carried in a direction

downward a distance corresponding to the diameter of the limb at the start-

ing-point, wlien it sweeps in an easy curve across the front of the leg, and

upward an equal distance on the inner side. The plane of this anterior flap

should be slightly inverted,

—

i.e., the external angle of the wound should be

on a plane anterior to that of the internal angle,—in order that the spine of

the tibia shall occupy a position in the middle of the flap. The detachment

of this flap from the deep fascia is very readily accomplished by a few light

touches of the knife. Entering the latter at either angle which is more

convenient, its blade is passed behind the fibula, brought out on the other

side, and curved rather abruptly backward, in order to make the short pos-

terior flap. A catling is then employed to divide the interosseous tissues,

and, everything being held well out of the way by means of a three-tailed

retractor, the bones are sawn through. The saw should first be made to

engage itself in the tibia, when its line of motion is altered so that it will

cut through the fibula, after which the section of the tibia is to be com-

pleted. Before removing the tourniquet, ligatures should be applied to

the anterior tibial, interosseous, and posterior tibial arteries.

At this point I cannot but recommend a procedure the advantage of

which has been criticised. It is the sawing off of the prominent right

angle of the spine of the tibia. It has been urged that by so doing two

angles of bone, instead of one, are made to press upon the anterior flap.

True, but very obtuse angles they are, and in old subjects particularly,

where every care has been taken to give the stump proper support, I have

occasionally been much annoyed to see tiiis angle of bone finding its way

through the skin. After approximation by interrupted catgut sutures at

intervals of three-quarters of an inch apart, the line of the wound will be

found to be well back of the end of the stump.

Where the injury or disease has involved the limb so high up that there

Vol. III.-«4
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is not sufficient sound integument to form oval flaps, a modification of the

old circular amputation will be found very economical. Entering the knife

at the inner or outer aspect of the leg at a point corresponding to one-half

its diameter, a very slightly curved incision is carried across the front to the

opposite side ; and a similar cut is made at the back, thus forming two ver}'

flat-ended flaps. These ai-e dissected up a considerable distance above the

position of their angles, when a circular division of the muscles is made by
one sweep of the knife. A catling is then thrust between the bones and a

three-tailed retractor is introduced. The division of the bones with the

saw should be made from one-half to one inch higher up than the plane at

which the muscles were divided. This operation is particularly applicable

just below the knee, when there is no room to perform an amputation by
any other method without losing the knee-joint.

Amputation at the EJaee-Joint.—In tlie operation which I prefer a

long anterior flap is made and the patella is retained. This method is, of

course, much more frequently ap]>licable after injury than for disease. Prop-

erly performed, the anterior flap falls as a hood over the condyles of the

femur, bringing the line of cicatrix well back of the point of pressure, the

patella usually becomes ankylosed to the femur, and a strong, tough, some-

what knob-shaped stump results, admirably adapted for the socket of an

artificial limb.

The knife being entered just below and a little behind the external con-

dyle of the femur, it is carried straight downward to a distance below the

tuberosity of the tibia corresponding to the diameter of the limb at this

position, when an anterior oval flap is formed by carrying it across the limb

and back to a point on the opposite side corresponding to the starting-point.

This flap, including the skin and superficial fascia, is dissected up as far as

the patellar tendon, which, while the leg is forcibly flexed upon the thigh,

is divided close to its sesamoid bone, Avhen the condyles of the femur will

be exposed to view. After completing the division of the anterior portion

of the capsular ligament of the knee-joint, the lateral ligaments are severed.

In effecting this disarticulation care must be taken not to divide the liga-

mentum mucosum, as this membrane assists very materially in retaining the

thigh-tissues to the knee, for even in the cadaver, where the precaution has

been taken of making the base of the anterior flap extend over two-thirds

of the circumference of the knee, when this membrane is cut the thigh-

tissues retract so much that the entire end of the femur is denuded and

thnist out. In cutting the posterior portion of the capsular ligament it

should be borne in mind that the popliteal artery is in close proximity.

Whilst the leg is completely flexed upon the thigh, the blade is snugly

insinuated behind the tibia, and is made to form a musculo-cutaneous pos-

terior oval flap one-third the length of the anterior. Lateral oval flaps

and triple flaps

—

i.e., one anterior, two posterior—are occasionally used, but

they would not seem to possess ordinarily any advantages over the operation

above described.
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Amputation of the Thiffh.—The oi)eration of Mr. Canlen,' through

the condyles, gives the longest thigh-stump of any amputation. It is de-

scrilKxl by him as follows :
" The operator, standing on the right side of the

limb, seizes it between his left forefinger and thumb at the sjwts selected for

the base of the flap, and enters the point of the knife close to his finger,

bringing it round through skin and fat Ixjlow the patella to the spot pressed

by his thumb ; then, turning the edge downward at a right angle with the

line of the limb, he passes it through to the sjwt where it first entered,

cutting outward through everything behind the bone. The flap is then re-

flected, and the remainder of the soft parts divided straight down to the

bone; the muscles arc then slightly clearal upwartl, and the saw is applied."

The condyles are then cut through at a right angle with the line of the

limb. In this operation it is possible to make an exploration of the knee-

joint after the formation of the upper flap. In cases of disease of the

latter, before determining whether to do a resection or an amputation.

Garden advises always removing the patella.

Mr. Lister prefers a modification of this metlod, as follows:' "The
surgeon first cuts transversely across the front of the limb from side to

side, at the level of the anterior tuberosity of the tibia, and joins the horns

of this incision posteriorly by carrying the knife at an angle of forty-

five degrees to the axis of the leg through the skin and fat. The limb

being elevated, he dissects up the posterior skin-flap, and then procectls to

raise the ring of integument as in a secular ojK?ration, taking due care to

avoid scoring the hamstrings as soon as they are exposed, and bending the

knee he finds no difficulty in exposing the upper border of the patella. He
then sinks his knife through the insertion of the quadriceps extensor, and,

having cleaned the bone immediately above the articular cartilage, and hold-

ing the limb horizontal, he applies the saw vertically and at the same time

transversely to the axis of the limb (not of the bone), so as to insure a

horizontal surface for the patirut to rest on. The popliteal artery and

vein are then secured, and any articular or other small branches that may
require it."

At any point in the thigh above the condyles, antero-posterior flaps,

consisting either of integument or of integument and muscle, should be

modified to suit the character of the case. Such modifications frequently

become necessary after injury. Thus, the wheel of a car passing obliquely

over the limb will frequently tear away a great extent of tissue on one side,

while the tissues on the opposite side remain undamaged. A long lateral

flap in such cases will enable the surgeon to preserve the greatest amount of

tissue. When the formal operation is practised, an oval flap matle by trans-

fixion, in length two-thirds the diameter of the limb where the bone is to be

cut, and a posterior flap of similar length, consisting of integument alone.

* Henry D. Cnrden, Esq., British Medical Journal, 1864, vol. i.

* Holmes's Surgery, vol. iii. p. 718.
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or of integument and n small amount of muscular tissue, will give the best

result.

Entering a long nnii)ntating knife directly over the linca aspera, its point

is carried directly to the hone, while the hift hand of the ojwrator grasps the

tissues of the thigh in front, so tiiat they will bulge forward. On reaching

the bone, the point of the blade is made to ride over the femur and emerge

at a point on the opposite side, to form the base of a flap which shall in-

clude the semi-circumference of the limb. The knife is then made to de-

scribe an easy curve to the front of the thigh, where it emerges at a distance

from the point of entrance equal to two-thirds the diameter of the limb.

Elevating the limb, the knife is placed upon the jiostcrior aspect of the

thigh at a point; which will reach the extremities of the anterior cut, when it

cuts at an angle of forty-five degrees to the axis of the limb. The muscles

attached to the bone are rapidly dis8ecte<l free, and after the apiilication of

a tAVo-tailed retractor the saw is applietl a little higher up than the angles

of the wound.

After placing a thick skein of catgut drain in the latter, the flaps are co-

aptatcd by two or three interrupted sutures, placed so deeply that they shall

include at least one-half the length of the flaps. In oi-der that these deep

sutures shall not interfere with the circulation in the stump, they should be

tied with very little tension. The skin-edges are neatly approximated by

interrupted catgut sutures placed at intervals of three-quarters of an inch.

The line of the wound is then covered with a narrow strip of prot<Hitive and

freely dusted with iodoform ; a thick layer of corrosive-sublimate gauze is

retained with a gauze bandage ; aft«r which a generous layer of corrosive-

sublimate cotton covered with wax-pajxjr and retained by a roller bandage

completes the dressing. If the amputation has been performed above the

middle of the thigh, the retaining bandage should terminate in a spica of

the groin. A nicely-fitting card-board splint occupying the posterior aspect

of the thigh and terminating in a cup-shaped form, which will adapt it to

the end of the stump, will add materially to the comfort of the patient

in this as in other amputations of the lower extremity. The amputation

performed in the manner last described makes a most admirable stump.

Amputation at the Hip-Joint.—In amputating at this ai*ticulation the

two great causes of the fatality of the operation have to be combated,

—

hemorrhage and shock. Without enumerating the various methods which

have been proposed and practised to control the former, I shall simply de-

scribe that by the elastic band, as at once the most efficient and powerful

without being harmful. It should be applied in the form of a spica of the

groin, in such a way that it will not slip off the flaps after the head of the

femur is disarticulated. As the rules laid down by Mr. Lister for the ap-

plication of Esmarch's bandage could not be improved upon, I shall quote

them as he writes :*

' Holmes's Surgery, vol. iii. p. 722.
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"An clastic band having b(K>ii provided, sufficiently strong to rc(|iiirc

the full force of the surgeon to stretch it to twice its length, und long enough

to encircle the upper part of the limb when in the relaxed condition, and

with taircs securely connected with its ends, is pluctid with one end of the

clastic part und(!r the sacrum, wliih; the ta|>e of that end is brought round

the pelvis Ixjtween the crest of the ilium aud the great trochanter of the

side opposite to that to be oijcrattnl on, and held |)erfcctly firmly in the ver-

tical position by an assistant. The surgeon then, standing on the side for

operation, puts the band fully on the stretch in a direction transverse to the

body, and brings it up into the vertical position imme<liately below the iliac

crest. Holding it in his lefl hand (if the right limb is conoerueil), he next

passes his right hand round behind the limb, which has been previously

placed in the vertical position to expel its blood, and, changing hands, en-

circles the thigh as near to the jxirincum as possible, the scrotum being

held well to the other side by an assistant. The surgeon's end of the

elastic baud being now over the groin, he takes the other tape from his

assistant aud tics the two tapes together in a reef-bow over the sound

side.

** Another point requires attention. Two pieces of bandage, each about

two feet in leugtli, are placed longitudinally ujkju the skin before the elastic

baud is applied, one of them over the groin, the other well behind the great

trochanter, the middle of each piece of bandage being in the situation where

the elastic band is to go. And when the 'lastic band has been applied, the

lower end of each of these pieces of bandage is drawn up, so as to convert

them into two loops, by means of which, in the hands of a steady assistant,

the elastic tourniquet is kept drawn well up both at Poupart's ligament and

behind the trochanter. If this arrangement is well carried out, the whole

operation, including disarticulation, may be done nninterruptcdly."

Shock in this way having been prevented in so far as it depends upon

the loss of blood, its remaining element, w'hich is the division of such an

extensive mass of tissue so near the trunk, can be further diminishal by

severing the tissues at a point more remote from the hip. Mr. Farneaux

Jordan, of Birmingham, emphasizes the importance of this thus :
" First

enucleate the bone, then cut through the limb at any desired spot,—the

middle of the thigh or below, or even below the knee." This rule, of

course, relates mostly to amputations done for disease of the femur, and

would seldom be applicable to an operation requiretl by injury; but the

importance of the principle should never be lost sight of.

If the flaps are so formed that the inner side of the wound, that nearer

the anus, can be closely sealed to keep it aseptic, the outer side may be used

for drainage to great advantage. Mr. Lister carries an incision from the

back part of the great trochanter straight down the thigh a distance cor-

responding to the greatest diameter of the latter. He then curves it first in

front, then behind through the skin and the superficial fascia, with a slight

slant to the inner side. Dissecting this flap up, as in a modified circular
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operation, the muscles are divided where they are exposed, and the head

of the bone is dissected out.

The other methods which have l»een adopted I shall but briefly describe.

They are by oval integumentary flaps, cui, from without inward, and mus-

ctilo-cutflneous flaps, made by transfixion. In the former method, an ante-

lior flap, consisting of the skin and superficial fascia, and corresponding in

length to the diameter of the thigh, should be cut from a point midway

between the trochanter major and the anterior superior spinous process of

the ilium to a point p finger's breadth below the ramus of the pubis. At
the base of this flap, alter it is dissected up, the femoral artery is ligated,

and also tht femoral vein. With the limb elevoted, a posterior integu-

mentary flap is formed, which is made one-quarter shorter than the anterior.

With a long knife a circular division of the musciles is made in front of the

joint. The capsular ligament is dividal anteriorly, being put upon the

stretch by forced extension of the thigh, when the ligamentum teres becomes

exposed to view and is readily severed by the point of the knife.

By transfixion amputation at the hip-joint can be done with great

rapidity. The point of a long ampiitating knife is entered midway between

rlifc anterior superior spinous process of the ilium and the great trochanter

of the femur, and is carried in front of the joint in such a direction that it

shall emerge upon the inner aspect of the thigh a short distance below the

perineum. An anterior flap equal in length to the diameter of the thigh is

then formeu, and the head of the femur is disarticulated. This is usually

quickly accomplished, as the first entrance of the knife is apt to shave

through the anterior portion of the capsular ligament. After the head of

the bone is freed from its attachments, the knife is placed behind it and

made to form a posterior flap about one-half the length of the anterior.
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in, 943.

defloienoy, 933.

digital, 938, 941, 943.

hypertrophy, 930.

supernumerary digits,

933.

limbs, 938.

union of digits in, 938.

of femain genitals, 741.

of mammary glands, 750.

of small intestine, 315.

Absence cf bladder, 671.

of breast, 753.

of hymen, 749.

of rectum, 326, 338.
of vagina, 749.

of vulva, 749.

Abscess, anal, 346.

articular; 1162.

marginal, 346.
ascaris lumbricoides in, 226.

caseous deposils i.-, 1154.

evacuation of, 1155.

in bone, 993. 1145.

causation of, 994.

Abscess in bone, symptoms of,

994.

subacute, 996.

in hip-joint disease, 1166.

of hip, 1187.

of joints, 1153, 1155.

classification of, 1133.

drainage of, 1155.

evacuation of, 1155.

of liver, 466.

of pancreas, age of pa-
tients, 380, 384.

antiseptic treatment
of, 386.

oases of, 381, 382.

causes of, 382, 383.

description of, 381,

382.

diagnosis of, 381, 383.

drainage of, 385.

evacuation of, 381.

external fistula for,

385.

incision of, 385.

pathology of, 381.

prognosis o\, 384.

rarity of, 380.

suturing of incision

in, 385.

symptoms of, 383.

treatment of, 384, 400.

tuberculous, 400.

opening of, 1155.

palmar and plantar, 845.

para-pancreatic, 382.

perilymphatic, 382.

peritiephritic, disorimi-

r. jd from perityphlitis,

301.

peritoneal, 274.

perityphlitic, 282, 297.

statistics of operations

for, 311-313.

plantar, 845.

psoas, discriminated from
peril iihlitis, 301.

rectal, . .o.

rosidv' of joints, 1163.

right il> .0, 282.

Abscess-stage in spondylitis,

1025.

Abscess <\soaris lumb coidcs

in, -26.

septic, in jaundii-e, 412.

Absolute fixation in hip-disease,

1175.

Abstraction of albumr-i a cause

of anromi.i, 774.

Accessory mammae, 754.

organs, 367.

Accidents from anaesthetics, 927.

Accumulation of food in the di-

lated stomach, 50, 51.

Accumulations, fiucal, 202, 207.

Acetabular disease, 1159.

Acetate of lead poisoning, 861.

Acetoniemia, 765.

Acid burns, 855.

carbolic, in dyspepsia, 20.

poisoning, 860.

sulphurous, in dyspepsia,
20.

Acid diarrhoea, bacteria of, 185.

Acidity in dilatation of stom-
ach, 44.

of stomach in dyspepsia, 6.

not a bar to the en-

trance of bacteria

into the intestines,

72.

Acids for acute diarrboeal dis-

ease, 123.

in the blood in leuksomia,

787.

Aconite-poisoning, 861.

Acquired flat-foot, 961.

torticollis, 980.

Acute and chronic constipation,

191.

catarrhal inflammation of

intestine, 81.

with non-epithclial

lesions, autopsies

after, 81.

croupous inflammation of

intestine, 87.

autopsy after, 87.

bowel-contents after,

87.

colon in, 88.

frequency of, 87.

gross appearances
after, 87.

microscopical appear-
ances after, 8C

pseudo-membrane in,

87, 88.

tubular glands in, 88.

desquamative catarrh, in-

testinal, 79, 8C

.

microscopical appear-
ances in, 81.

diarrhocal disease, brain-

lesions in, 89.

broncho - pneumonia
in, 89.

heart 'n, 90.

infudsusception in, 90.

kidneys in, 90.

liver in, 90.
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Aonte diarrhoeal disease, lung-
lesions in, 89.

mesenteric glands in,

90.

moutli-lesions in, 89.

peritoneum in, 90.

spleen in, 90.

stomach in, 90.

tuberculosis in, 89.

dyspepsia, treatment of, 12.

dyspeptic diarrhoea, 1V9.

entero-colitis, 134. See
Entero-Colitis, Acute,

epiphysitis in infunts, 12.S7.

hemoglobinuria of the
new-born, 827.

infectious diseases liable to

joint-complications, 12fi4

mycotic diarrhoea, 108. See
Diarrhoea, Acute My-
cotic,

suppurative synovitis,

1132.

jellow atrophy of the liver,

507. See Liver, Yellow
Atrophy of.

Adams, Wm., method of exami-
nation in Pott's disease,

1028.

on spinni curvature, 1002.

Addison on pernicious anaemia,

809.

Addison's disease, 820.

anatomical features of,

824.

causes of, 821.

complications of, 826,

course of, 826.

definition of, 820.

diagnosis of, 826.

etiology of, 821.

history of, 821.

pathological anatomy
of, 824.

pathology of, 825,

prognosis of, 826.

sequelw of, 826.

symptoms of, 821.

synonymes of, 820.

treatment of, 827.

Addnie, 801.

Adenitis in tabes mesenterica,

210, 215.

Adenoid disease, 801.

Adenoma of the utornp, 717.

Adherent prepuce, 638.

Adhesionsin joint-disease, 1151.

Adhesive plaster, 842.

union, 871.

Adolescence, albuminuria of,

530.

Advantages of arthrectomy,

1218.

Adynamia as a cause of gastric

dilatation, 43.

Affections simulating enlarge-

ment of the liver, 426.

Afri-ian chlorosis, 773.

Age 'n chlorosis, 778.

1 \ leukaemia, 784.

i.i lymphatic anosmia,

',. 801.

in pernicious aniemia, 810.

in splenic anaemia, 799.

ill spinal curvature, 1003.

relation of, to the weight

of the liver, 406.
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Agnew, case of face smashed,
1057.

Air, changes of, as causing
diarrhoeal disease, 66.

curative influence of, in

coses of diarrhoea, 113.

Akinetic curve, 1007.

Albumen-abstraction a cause of
anromia, 774.

Albuminoids, effect of the pan-
creatic juice on, 370.

Albuminuria, or Bright's dis-

ease, causes of, 525.

chyluria in, 529.

treatment of, 529.

etiology of, 525.

functional, 530.

treatment of, 530.

hasuiaturia with, 52C.

morbid growths in, 530.

suppuration in, 525.

treatment of, 628, 529, 630.

Alcoholic cirrhosis, 494.

Alcoholics as a cause of gastric

catarrh, 35.

Alcohol-poisoning, 862.

Alimentary oanul, development
of, 321.

Alimentation in gastric dilata-

tion, 51. iS'ee also Diet under
the names of various diseases

in this index.

Alkali burns, 8u5.

Alkaline-poisoning, 860.

treatment of acute diar-

rhoeas, 124.

Allis, Dr. 0. H., on anresthesia

and anujsthetics, 913.

on fracture at elbow, 1073.

of neck of femur, 1 084.

Altered blood-conditions, 762.

Amastia, 763.

Amaurosis after gasVic hemor-
rhage, 57.

America, hydatid rare in, 446,

American hip-splint, 1184.

Ammonssmia, 765.

AmputaUon in compound frac-

ture j( femur, 1092.

Amputations, 1311.

ankle, 1327.

appearances after, 1312.

approximation of flaps in,

1310.

arm, 1322.

arrest of hemorrhage in,

1315.

at wrist, 1320.

at wrist-joint, 1320.

control of hemorrhage in,

1314.

digital, 1317, 1326.

division of bones in, 1316.

fingers, 1317.

formutioa of flaps in, 1315.

general remarks on, 1311.

hip, 1332. ,._

knee, 1330.

leg, 1328.

lower extremity, 1325,

of ankle, 1327.

of arm, 1322. -,• , .

of elbow, 1321.

of forearm, 1320.

of leg, 1328.

of lower extremity, 1326.

of thigh, 1331.

Amputations of toes, 1325.
of upper extremity, 1317,

1324.

operation of, 1313.

special, 1317.

tar^o-melatarsal, 1326,

technique of operation,

1313.

upper extremity, 1317,

1324.

Amussat's operation for imper-
forate anus, 328, 330.

Amyloid degeneration, 94.

in hip-disease, 1192.

of liver, 439. See
Liver, Amyloid.

Anoomatosis, 808.

Anaemia, 770.

anatomical characters of,

776.

artificial, 1261.

as a cause of gastric ca-
tarrh, 35.

chlorosis with, 771.

classification of, 770.
cytogenic, 770.

diognosis of, 776.

from abstraction of albu-
men, 774.

infantum pseudo-leukss-
mica, 794.

in leukaemia, 785.

leukecmioa, 771.

lymphatic, 801.

microcytes in, 764.

non-cytogcnic, 772.

of malnutrition, 774.

parasitic, 778,

pathology of, 776.

pernicious, 772.

post-heraorrhagic, 774.

simple constitutional, 797.

definition of, 797.

pathology of, 797.

symptoms of, 798.

treatment of, 798.

splenic, 798.

symptoms of, 775, 798.

toxic, 772.

treatment of 776.

Anoisthesia in children, 841,
91.3.

in diagnosis of hip-disease,

922.

in pelvic examination of
children, 733.

AnsestheticB, 913,

accidents from, 927.
chloroform, 914.

ether, 913.

suggestions for the admin-
istration of, 925.

Anaesthetic zone, 926, ,,

Anal oul-de-sao, 331, - '

diaphragm, 323.

malformations, 321.

olassificacion of, 322.

development of, 321.

pathology of, 321.

Anasarca, 512, 563.

Anastomosis of intestine, arti-

flolai, in congenital

ocolusior., 320.

in occlusion from dis-

ease, 257.

Anatomical foatures of the in-

fantile stomach, 46,
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Anatomioal neok of humerus,
fracture of, 1063.

peculiarities in children's

joints, 1253.

tubercle, 898.

Anatomy of appendix vermi-
formia, 285.

of calculi, 600.

of female genitals, 711.

of inguinal hernias, 236.

of intestine, 76.

of synovial membrane,
1127.

.: pathological. See Pathol-
ogy under the names of

the various diseases in

this index.
Anehylostoma duodenalis, mis-

chief done by, 219.

Anohylostomum duodenalo in

anaemia, 773.

Aneurism after fracture of hu-
merus, 1066.

of aorta, how distinguished

from pancreatic cyst, 391.

Angeioma of rectum, 353.

Angel's wing, 1010.

Anguillula intestinalis in anae-
mia, 773.

Angularaurvatureofspine,1019.
Anbydrcemia, 770.

Animal broths, 115.

Ankle-joint amputations, 1327.

disease, 1248.

beginning of, 1249.

diagnosis of, 1249.

diiferential diagnosis

of, 1250.

excision la, 1250.

pain in, 1249.

symptoms of, 1249.

treatment of, 1250.

tuberculosis, 1261.

luxations, 1126.

sprain of, 856.

Ankylosis, 1258, 1266.

causes, 1268.

definition, 1260.

diagnosis and signs, 1268.

.: in wry-neck, 984.

treatment, 1269.

of elbow-joint, osteotomy
in, 1288.

of hip-joint, osteotomy in,

1285.

of knee-joint, 1286.

of tomporo-maxillary joint,

1289.

Annandale on ooronoid frac-

ture, 1075.

on olecranon fracture, 1075.

Annandale's operation for wry-
neck, 991.

Anodynes in congestion of the
liver, 4.'U.

Anomalies of communication of
the genitals, 749.

of the kidneys, 516.

Anterior tibial curvatures, oste-

otomy for, 1294.

Antiq on chlorosis, 783.

Antipyrin for cyclical vomiting,
24.

AntisepMo gauie, 841.

treatment of acute dyspep-
tic dianacea. 120, 122,

123.

Antiseptics, 882.

for acute dyspeptic diar-

rhoea, 122, 123.

in entero -colitis, 146.

Antisepsis vemua asepsis, 123.

Antisyphilitic medication in

dyspepsia, 10.

Anus, absooss of, 346, ,,. :

absence of, 333.
artificial, 325-331.

after colotomy, 359.

consequences of form-
ing, 357.

operation for, 023, 324,

325, 326, 357. See
also Colotomy.

condylomata of, 339.

diphtheria of, 343.

diseases of, 338.

fissure of, .342.

fistula of, 340.

imperforate, 321, 323.

excision of coccyx in,

327.

operation for, 323, 324,
326. 326.

narrowing of, 322, 323.

occlusion of, 321, 323, 324.

diagnosis of, 321, 323,

324.

operations for, 323,

324, 325.

pruritus of, 338.

stricture of, 343.

syphilitic afi°ections of, 339.

vegetations of, 340.

warts of, 340.

Anvil-shaped uterus, 747.

Aphasia from gastric catarrh,

37.

Apoplexy, 853.

Apparatus for fractured clavi-

cle, 1061.

for spinal curvature, 1''12.

for wry-nock, 987.

in fracture of femur, 1086.

in spondylitis, 1038.

Appearance of bone in hip-joint

disease, 1168.

Appendicitis, 282, 298,

frequency of, 291.

statistics of, 287, 298, 299.

Appendicular peritonitis, 282.

Appendix vermiformis, anat-
omy of, 285.

disease of, 282. See Peri-

typhlitis,

foreign bodies in, 248.

in perityphlitis, 290.

location of, 286.

removal of, 310.

Appetite in acute entero-colitis,

138.

in constipation, 200.

in dyspepsia, 15, 16.

in leukaemia, 786.

Application for pain in.a joint,

1257.

of osteoclasis, 1277,

Approximation of flaps in am-
Dutation, 1316.

A'genti nitras in dyspepsia, 19.

Aiistol, note on, 702.

Arm amputations, 1322.

supernumerary, 938.

Arrott s case of fractures in r
family, 1048,

Arrest of hemorrhage in ampu-
tation, 1315.

Arsenic in anaomia, 777.

in dyspepsia, 16, 21,

injected into the spleen,

801. ..-,,,
:^

in leukaemia, 796.

Arsenic-poisoning, 860.

Arthrectomy of knee, 1214.

Arthritis, 1128. See, also, the
names of the principal

joints,

acute, in infants, 1237.

of minor joints, 1256.

Arthro-meningitis, 1127.

Arthrotomy, 1218.

Articular abscess, 1152.

inflammation, 1127, 1139.

Articulations, disease of. See
the names of the princi-

pal joints,

minor, diseases of, 1252.

Artificial anaemia, 1261.

anus after colotomy, 359.

prognosis after, 363.

statistics of, 363.

feeding of infants, its great
dangers, 64.

respiration, 847.

scab, 843.

Asoarides, 224.

causing abscess of liver,

477.

diagnosis of, 226.

eggs of, 226.

in the bile-ducts, 419.

lunibricoid, 224.

prognosis in, 226.

santonin for, 226.

treatment of, 226.

Asoaris lumbrtcoides, 224.

description of, 224,

diagnosis of, 226.

effects of, 225.

habitat of, 225.

in abdominal cavity,

226.

in abscesses, 226.

in air-passages, 226.

mischief done by, 225.

symptoms of, 225.

Ascites, 511.

anatomical features of, 512.

causes of, 511.

complications of, 512.

definitions of, 511.

differentiation of, 513.

etiology of, 511.

names of, 611.

pathology of, 512.

prognosis of, 513.

surgery of, 514.

symptoms of, 612. 7

synonymes of, 511. ',;

treatment of, 514.

varieties of, 611.

with chronic peritonitis,

279, 280.

Asepsis for wounds, 841.

in laparotomy, 261.

ver*ii« antisepsis, 123. —
Ashby, Dr. H., on peritonitis,

268.

Ashhurst, Dr. J., on fracture

of scapula, 1062.

Aspiration of pancreatic cysts,

893, 394.
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Aspiration in synovitis, 1135.

Asthenia as u cause of gastrio

dilatation, 43.

Astragalus-excision in club-

foot, 976.

Astringent« in acute dyspeptic
diarrhoea, 124.

in entero-colitis, 146.

Asymmetry, congenital, in

spinal curvature, 1003.

in wry-neck, 981.

Athrepsia neonatorum as favor-

ing gastrio hemorrhage,
56.

intestines in, 94.

Atmospheric conditions favor-

ing diarrhceal disease,

66, 67.

heat not the direct cause of
diarrhoea, 69.

Atony of the stomach a cause
of its dilatation, 42, 43.

Atresia ani urethralis, 336.

vesicalis, 338, 335.

vaginalis, 333, 334.

hymenalis, 749.

of rectum, 322,324,331,333.

of urethra, 637.

of vagina, 716, 749.

Atrophic cirrhosis, 494.

Atrophy in hip-joint disease,

1165.

infantile, intestines in, 94.

Atropine for wry-neck, 986.

Attitude in caries, 1028.

in wry-neck, 983.

Auscultation of the dilated

stomach, 47.

Autopsies showing intestinal

lesions, 75, 77.

Autopsy after diarrhoeal dis-

ease, 84, 87.

Avulsion in fractures, 1047,

Bacillus anthracis in the blood,

766.

of green diarrhoea, 184.

tuberculosis in the blood,

76.

Bacteria, abnormal intestinal,

183.

antagonistic species of, 177.

as causes of disease, 183.

as specific factors in dis-

ease, 183.

collection of intestinal, 174.

destruction of, 105.

distributed in cow's milk,

70.

fiBcal, 170.

history of, 170.

inconstant, 177, 182.

in constipation, 199.

in diarrhoeal disease, 62,

70, 72.

in fasces of milk-fed infants,

175, 176.

uniformity of, 182.

in living and lead tissues,

75.

in milk, 189.

in stools, 100.

intestinal, 72.

of children, 170.

Bacteria in their relations to

other etiological factors

in diarrhoeal diseases, 72.

in their relation to intesti-

nal lesions, 74.

literature of, 170.

meoonial, 174-176.
obligatory, 176, 178.

of children, intestinal, 170.

of cholera infantum, 130.

of diarrhoea described, 187.

of health vergns those of

disease, 189.

of the proteus group, 187.

of milk-fajces, 175, 170, 182.

of summer diarrhoea, 182,

186.

pathogenic, 73, 188.

poisonous species of, 73, 188.

post-mortem spread of, 79.

potential, 177, 182.

their entrance into the in-

testine, 173.

their relations to bile, 189.

Bacterial diarrhoea, 108. Sea

Diarrhoea, Acute Myco-
tic,

influence upon digestion,

181.

Bacterium of acid diarrhoea,

185.

ooli commune, 178, 180.

culture of, 179.

its functional differ-

ences from bnoteri-

um lactis aerogenes,

180.

variations in, 179.

lactis aerogenes, 178, 179.

in the intestine, 180.

morphology of, 178.

pathogenic qualities

of, 178.

Bad feeding a cause of gastric

cotarrh, 34.

Badly-united fractures, osteot-

omy in, 1285.

Baginsky on chlorosis, 777.

Baginsky's views on bacteria,

173, 180, 185.

Balanitis, 700.

exanthematous, 706.

Balano-posthitis, 700.

causes, 700.

course, 701.

croupous, 703.

diphtheritic, 703.

phlegmonous, 702.

symptoms, 700.

treatment, 701.

Bandage, Esmarch's, 1314.

Bandages, 842.

in club-foot, 965.

Bard on leuksBmia, 794.

Barker on after-treatment of

hip-disease, 1201.

Barton on head of femur broken,

1083.

Barton's bandage 'n jaw frac-

ture, 1056.

Barwell on pysemio joint-affec-

tions, 1264.

Barwell's dressing for spine,

1013, 1014.

Basedow's disease in chlorosis,

7H2.

Bathing, 17.

Bathing in diarrhoea, 114.

in dyspepsia, 14.

Baths in cholera infantum, 132.

Beach on elbow fracture, 1074.

Beck's fracture statistics, 1046.

Beoquerel on blood in chlorosis,

780.

Beef juice, 115.

peptonoids, 115.

raw, in entero-colitis, 145.

tape-worm, 220, 221.

Beely's club-foot a[)paratus, 965.

osteoclast, 1277.

Belching of gases in gastric

dilatation, 44.

Bell on fracture of head of
femur, 1083.

on separation of epiphysis
of humerus, 1064.

Belladonna-poisoning, 862.

Bellamv on fracture of humerus,
1066.

on ulna fractures, 1081.

Belly in gastric dilatation, 45.

Benign fungus of the testicle,

699.

Benzoate of sodium for acute
dyspeptic diarrhoea, 122.

Berlin-wool truss, 238.

Bernard's discoveries regarding
functions of pancreas, 369.

Berry on rapid union of frac-

tured clavicle, 1060.

Bibliography of children's dis-

ea.ses, 423.

of diarrhoeal diseases, 161.

of diseases of the ovary
and tubes, 740.

of pancreatic diseases, 401.

of perityphlitis, 313, 314.

Bioornis uterus, 747.

Bidwell on fracture of condyle

of humerus, 1071.

Bienstock's observations on bac-

teria, 172.

Bigelow's litholapaxy, 623.

Bile and bacteria, 189.

in blood, 765.

its effect on fat, 369.

not destructive to bacteria,

72.

source of, in icterus neona-
torum, 406-408.

Bile-duct, cyst of, 378.

defects of, as causes of

grave icterus neona-

torum, 410.

evolution of, 410.

Bile-ducts in grave icterus neo-

natorum, 4C9.

Bilharzia hwmatobia, 768.

in antKmia, 773.

Biliary acids in the blood, 765.

calculus as a cause of pan-
creatic obstruction, 387.

disturbances due to pan-

creatic calculus, 387.

ducts, catarrh of, 418.

diseases of, 418.

pathology of, 418.

fistula at umbilicus, 412.

Bipartite uterus, 744.

Bird, pancreas of, 367, 368.

Bird's-nest sternum, 1010.

Birth, blood-changes after, 405.

changes in foetal circula-

tion at, 405, 408.
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Birth, fracture during, 1052.

of clavicle in, 1059.

of femur in, 1082.

luxations during, 1099.

Bismuth in entoro-colitis, 146,

148.

its value in acute dyspeptic
diarrhoea, 121.

subnitrate for simple diar-

rhoea, 108.

Bite, femur fractured by, 1085.

Bites, 858.

of animals, 889.

Bizzozero's chromo-oytometer,
762.

Black stools due to bismuth,
121.

Bladder, absence of, 671.

diseases of, 674.
double, 671.

exstrophy of, 658.

irritability of, 675.

causes, 675.

diagnosis, 676.

prognosis, 676.

treatment, 676.

malformations of, 633.

opened in hip abscess, 1191.

stone in, 596.

tumors of the, 679.

diagnosis, 680.

pathology and morbid
anatomy, 679.

prognosis in, 680.

symptoms of, 680.

treatment of, 681.

Blaud's pill of iron, 782.

Bleeding early in leuktemia,

785.

from gums and teeth,

496.

Blindness after gastric hemor-
rhage, 57.

Blood, acetone in, 765.

ammonia in. 765.

amount of, 755.

appearance of, in leuksamia,

783.

bacillus anthracis in, 760.

tuberculosis in, 766.

characteristics of, 755,

chemical changes in, 764.

tests for, 58.

olassiflcation of di&oosos of,

768.
•'• diminutionof amount, 770.

diseases of, 755.

examination, 789.

Griffith's method, 789.

Huber's method, 789.

fatty acids in, 766.

fibrin in, 756.

fliaria in, 767.

foetal, 405.

hasmoglobin in, 756, 766.

in chlorosis, 779.

in dyspepsia, 3.

in joints, 1138.

in leukasmia, 787.

in lymphatic anosmia, 803.

in pernicious aneemia, 813,

in stools, 98, 100.

in urine, 526.

parasites in, 766.

peptone in, 766.

plaques in, 756.

plasma, 756.

Blood, Plasmodium malaria; in,

767.

red blood-cells, 756.

specific gravity, 755.

sugar in, 766.

uric acid in, 766.

white blood-cells, 767.
Blood-cells distorted, 763.

estimating, 760.

Blood-changes at birth, 405.

causing constipation, 197.

in the morphotic elements,
762.

Blood-corpuscles before and af-

ter birth, 406.

Blood-making apparatus, dis-

eases of, 755.

Bloud-oozing, 866.

Blood-poison and Brigbt's dis-

ease, 533.

Blood-stream, foetal, 403.

Blood-vessels, effents of toxic

ptomaines on, 75.

Bloody stools from intussuscep-

tion, 143.

in entero-colitis, 138.

Bodies, foreign, in the intes-

tine, 247. See, also. Foreign
Bodies.

Body-heat, conservation of, dur-

ing operations, 260, 319.

Body-weight and the blood,

755.

"Boggy" joint, 1259.

Bono, abscess in, 993, 1145.

acute inflammation of,

992.

deformities of, 1273.

ankylosis of, 1285.

application of osteo-

clasis for, 1277.

of osteotomy for,

1281.

definition and history

of osteoclasis for,

1273.

definition of osteotomy
for, 1279.

introductory remarks
on, 1273.

manual osteoclasis for,

1274.

osteoclasis for, 1273.

when advisable,

1273.

when not advisa-

ble, 1279.

osteotomy for, 1279.

for special cases

of, 1284.

history of, 1279.

in anterior tibial

curvatures,
1294.

in biw-leg, 1293.

in club-foot, 1297.

in elbow ankylosis,

1288.

division in amputation,
1315.

excision in club-foot, 976.

forceps for, 1314.

marrow in leukwmia, 791,

scalpel for, 1282.

Bone-building, 1035.

Bones III' foot, luxation of, 1126.

Bony ankylosis, 1271.

Booker, Dr. W. D., on intesti-

nal bacteria of children, 170.

Bothriocophalus latus a cause of
anemia, 773.

Bottle, infant's feeding-, 105.

Bottle- fed infants, mortality
among, 64.

Bottle-feeding a cause of gas-
tric catarrh, 34.

Bottled milk, 104.

Bouchut, separated epiphysis of

humerus, 1063.

Bouillon-cultures for bacteria,

188.

Boulimia in dyspepsia, 6.

Bowel. See Intestine.

contents after acute croup-
ous inflammation, 87.

Bowels, hemorrhage from, 859.

in dyspepsia, 3, 4, 7, 16,

19.

Bow-leg, osteotomy in, 1293,

Lox-splint for elbow, 1074.

Brackett, Dr. E. 0., on club-
foot, 955.

on mechanical treatment
of deformities of infan-
tile paralysis, 1298.

on torticollis, 979.

Bradford, Dr. F. H., on club-
foot, 955.

Brain, compression of, 854.

concussion of, 854.

disorder, unconsciousness
from, 851.

in chronic diarrhoea, 96.

injuries to, 854.

lesions in acute diarrhoeal

disease, 89.

Breast, absence of, 753.

Breast-feeding protects against
bacterial poisoning, 73.

Breast-milk in diarrhoeas, 115.

in dyspepsia, 2.

Breasts, deformities of, 750.

Breathing in anossthesia, 926.
Breslau's observations on bac-

teria^ 174.

Brieger's observations on bac-
teria, 172.

Brick-burner's anwmia, 773,
Bright red stools, 98.

Brigbt's disease, 526, 532.
acute, 533.

age in, 536.
chronic, 655.

complications of, 548.
course of, 542.

convulsions in, 637.
diagnosis of, 546.
di ipsy in, 538.

dur.uion of, 542.
etiology of, 533.
heart in, 539.

pathological anatomy
of, 534.

polyuria in, 538.

pyrexia in, 538.

retina in, 540.

skin in, 54U.

symptoms of, 637, 655.
synonymeg of, 533.

thirst in, 538.

treatment of, 650.

urine in, 538.

vomiting in, 638.

Brisement forcC', 1270.
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Brood tape-worm, 220, 22i
Bronohu-pncuinonia in anuto

diarrhceal disense, 89.

Broths fur diarrhoea patients,

115.

Brown atools, 98.

Brown's wry-neck apparatus,

987.

Brunner on epiphysis separa-

rnted at elbow, 1U80,

Bruns on detachment of upper
epiphysis of humerus, 1003,

1004.

Bryant on pelvic fraotu-e,

1069.

on trochanter of femur sep-

arated, 1084.

Buohner's views on intestinal

bacteria, 177.

Bunge, blood in chlorosis, 780.

Burns, 854.

weak granulations of, 84.^.

Bursitis, 1169.

Butler on fracture of styloid

process, 1U80.

Cadet's estimates of corpuscles

in the new-born, 769.

Caacal calculi, 288.

disease from constipation,

199.

inflummation, 282.

stones, 288.

CKCum, abnormality of, 318.

anatomy of, 285.

Calculus, biliary, leading to

pancreatic obstruction,

387.

osecal, 288.

pancreatic, 383.

forming cyst, 387.

leading to liver-dis-

^ ease, 387.

removal of, 390.

preputial, 632.

prostatic, 631.

renal, 572.

urethral, 632.
,

vesical, 696.

after-effects of, 616.

ago in, 598.

anaesthesia in sound-
ing. fi06.

anatomy of, 600.

cement in, 598.

oomplications of, 614.

congenital, 696.

cutting for, 609.

diagnosis of, 605.

facial expression in,

604.

failure to enter the

bladder in cutting

for, 614.

failure to find the

stone, 615.

frequency of, 696.

hemorrhage in cutting

for, 615.

heredity in, 606.

lateral lithotomy for,

609,

median lithotomy for,

613.
'.i-r- ^1* f

Calculus, vesical, occupation as

a cause, 599.

operations for, 608.

pain in, 004.

peritonitis in, 615.

poverty a cause, 000.

reflexes in, 6U4.

sounding in, 606.

sterility after, 616.

symptoms of, 604.

tenesmus in, 606.

urine retained in the
operatidn, 615.

wounding the rectum
in operation for,

614.

Calomel, its value in acute dys-
peptic diarrhoea, 121.

Campbell on fracture of hume-
rus, 1066.

Canal of Nuok in hernia, 235,

of Wirsung, 366.

Cancer of the blood, 704.

of liver, 457.

of ovary, 739.

of pancreas, 396.

of rectum, 364.

of stomach, 64. See Qas-
tric Cancer,

of testicle, 698.

of uterus, 717.

Cane-sugar, effect of pancreatic
juice on, 370.

Canniffon radius-fracture, 1078.

Caput obstipum, 979.

Carbolic acid in dyspepsia, 20.

poisoning, 837, 860.

Carcinoma, dermoid, 801.

of liver, 457.

of panck'oas, 396, •

of stomach, 64. See Qas-
tric Cancer,

of vagina, 725.

Carden's thigh -amputation,
1331.

Cardiac symptoms in dyspep-
sia, 10.

Cardialgia, 25.

Care needed in examining for

injuries, 840.

of feeding-bottle, 105.

Caries, cervical, 1028.

dorsal, 1031.

lumbar, 1033,

necrotica, 1022,

sicvn, 1022.

with torticollis, 985.

Carpal bones, 1082.

fractures of, 1082.

Carpus, amputations of, 1318.

Carrion-odor in liver-disease,

443.

Cartilage, separation of, in nose,

1054.

Cortilaginous ankylosis, 1266.

Cascara sagrada for constipa-

tion, 206.

Casein, deficiency in, a cause of

fracture, 104 J.

digestion of, 181.

in stools, 09,

Castor oil 'n dysenteric entero-

oolitis, 146.

Casts, intestinal, 163.

Catarrh, acute desquamative,

79, 80.

of the intestines, 80,

Catarrh, acute desquamative, of
the intestines,

appearances in,

post mortum,
80,

athrepsia in, 80,

autopsies after,

80.

gastric, 8, 32, 83,

acute, 33. See Gastric
Catarrh,

gastro-intestinal, 8, 108.

See Diarrhoea, Acute My-
cotic,

in ansDmia, 776.

intestinal, a cause of peri-

typhlitis, 290.

chronic, following

acute, 91.

desquamative, 163.
* See Membranous

Enteritis.

due to bacteria and
ptomaines, 74.

of the stomach, 19.

Catarrhal dyspepsia, 19.

inflammation, acute, 81.

in dyspepsia, 3,

synovitis, 1128.

typo of dysenteric disease,

140.

ulcers of intestine, 83,

urethritis, 706.

vulvo-vaginitis, 718,

Cat-bite, 858.

Cathartics for simple diarrhoea,

108,

Cells of blood, estimation of,

760.

Cementing matter in calculus,

598.

Centipede-sting, 868,

Cephaluhsematomata a cause of

ansiimia, 774,
Cercomonas in the blood,

810.

Cerebral hemiplegia and scolio-

sis, 1007,

Cervical caries, 1028.

vertebras imperfect, 989.

Chairs for spinal curvature,

1015.

Change of air in chronic diar-

rhoea, 160,

for diarrhoeas, 113.

Changes, post-mortem intes-

tinal, 78.

in the skeleton, influence

of, in amputations, 1311,

Chapelain-Durocher on detach-

ment of u))pcr epiphysis of

humerus, 1063,

Chapin, Dr. II. D., on func-

tional diseases of liver, etc.,

403,

Chart (I.) of cases of diarrhoea

a." compared with tem-

Ferature, facing 66.

,) of cases of diarrlu. iil

diseases showing mortal-

ity under five years of

age, facing 66.

(III.) showing relation be-

tween temperature and

mortality in diarrhceal

diseases in Berlin, facing

68,
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Chart (IV.) shoning rotation

between temporaturoand
murtality in diarrbceal

disenHog in Ualtimore,

facing 68.

Chemioal cliangcs in the blood,

76t.

Chemistry of infantile stools,

9rt, 97.

Cheat-diseases and the liver,

42fl.

Children, intestinal bacteria of,

no.
Children's Hospital in Daslo,

statistics of frac-

tures, 1046.

of Philadelphia, sta-

tistics of fractures,

1046.

joints imperilled by vio-

lence, 1252.

Chloral in children, 13.

Chloral-poisoning, 801.

Chloranicmia, 777.

Chlorate of potassium a causo
of anaemia, 772.

Chloroanromia, 777.

Chloroform, 914.

early history of, 914.

Chlorosis, 777.

anatomical features of,

780.

a primary anosmia, 781.

blood in, 779.

causes of, 777.

complications of, 781.

constipation a cause of, 199.

definition of, 777.

diagnosis of, 782.

due to constipation, 199.

etiology of, 777.

names of, 777.

pathology of, 780.

prognosis in, 782.

rubra, 778, 780.

state of the blood in, 779.

symptoms of, 778.

synonymes of, 777.

treatment of, 782.

Choltemin, 756.

Cholera infantum, 108, 126.

Si:e, also. Diarrhoea,
Acute Myotic,

bactoria in, 130.

baths in, 132.

causes of, 126.

complications of, 133.

diagnosis of, 130.

discriminated from
acute dyspeptic di-

orrhoea, 112, 130.

discriminated from
gastro-entoritis, 130

etiology of, 126.

hygienic treatment of,

hyperpyrexia of, 132.

hypodermio medica-
tion in, 132.

ice in, 133.

kidneys in, 129.

nervous symptoms in,

128.

nourishment in, 183.

opium in, 132.

pathology of, 130.

prognosis in, 131.

128,

Cholera infantum, prophylaxis
against, 131.

prostration in, 127,

133.

sclerema following,

129.

stimulants in, 133.

stools in, 127.

symptoms of, 127.

tem|ierature in,

133.

treatment of, 131.

vomiting in, 127, 133.

Chondroma of the testicle, 699.

Chopart's tarso-metatarsal am-
putations, 1327.

Chorea from phimosis, 639.

in chlorosis, 781.

Chromo-oytometor, 762.

Chronic lirighl's diseauo, 555.

catarrhal inflammation fol-

lowing acute disease of
intestine, 91,

diarrhoea, 149. Sec Diar-
rhoea, Chronic,

diseases loading to gastric

catarrh, 35.

hyperplasia of the lymph-
nodules, 91.

infectious inliammations,
1258.

gonorrhoeal, 1263.

gouty, 126.".

metastatic, 1264.

of joints, 1264.

osteo-myelitio, 1262.

pywmic, 1264.

rheumatic, 126.3.

syphilitie, 1263.

tuberculous, 1258.

inflammation of intestine.

See Inflammation,
muco-colitis, 163. See
Membranous Enteritis.

Chyliflcaticm, defects of, as

causing constipation

Chyluria, 529.

treatment of, 529.

Chymilication, defects

causing constipation

Cicatrices a cause of

curvature, 1005.

Cicatrization, 873.

Circulation, cficots of constipa-

tion on, 199.

foetal, 403, 404.

unconsciousness due to,

851.

Circumcision and calculus, 599,

632.

for preputial stone, 699,

632.

in phimosis, 643.

operation, 643.

Circumscribed peritonitis, 274.

Circumstances acting to develop
tubercle in bono, 1141.

Cirrhose du foie, 488.

Cirrhosis of the liver, 488.

malarial, 501.

of stomach distinguished

from pyloric stenosis, 40.

City children with diarrhceal

disease, 101.

Clark, Sir Andrew, his views
on membranous enteritis,

1J7.

197.

of, as

197.

spinal

Clark, Sir Andrew, on chlorosis,

781.

on shoulder fracture, 1064.

Clarke on fracture of humerus,
1067.

Classes of bono tuberculosis,

1143.

Clavicle, fracture of, 1 059.

both bones involved,

1061.

death from, 1061.

during birth, 1069.

from convulsion, 1069.

inoiiniploto, 1069.

intra-uturino, 1059.

non-union in, 1060.

Sayre's method for,

1061.

treatment of, 1061.

union after, 1060.

luxations of, 1101.

acromial, 1103.

both ends involved,
1103.

congenital, 1102.

sternal, 1101.

Cleanliness of the feeding-
bottle, 105.

of the nurse, 105.

of the penis, 641.

Cleansing of wounds, 842.

Clonic wry-neck, 984.

Clothing in cases of diarrhoea,

114.

in dyspepsia, 15, 17.

in gastric catarrh, 34.

Club-foot, 955.

anatomy of, 958.

causation of, 966.

definition of, 965.

diagnosis of, 963.

etiology of, 955.

flat-foot a variety of,

961.

acquired, 961.

non-deforming, 963.

osteotomy for, 1297.

pes cavus, 902.

jirognosis, 964.

synonymes, 956.

talipes, 966.

calcaneus, 960.

equino-varus, 958.

equinus, 960.

varus, 955.

Sayre's method in, 964.

treatment of, 964.

Club-hand, 936.

Clysmata causing perityphlitis,

289.

Clyster. Sec Bnomata.
Coats of intestine, 76.

Cocaine for tenesmus, 149.

Coccyx, excision of, in imper-
forate anus, 327.

Cochin-China diarrhoea, 773.

Cod-liver oil in anaemia, 777.

in chlorosis, 783.

in constipation, 207.

in dyspepsia, 15, 21.

in leuktemia, 796.

Cold as a cause of diarrhoea,

66.

as a causo of gastric catarrh,

34.

bathing in ohlorosis, 782.

effects of, 866.

I 1
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Colds duo to gattrio disorder,

31.

Colio, hepatic, how distin-

guished from gastralgia,

28.

renal, 574.

Colitis, 134. See Entoro-Coli-
tis, Acute,

membranous, 163. S'ee

Membranous Enteritis.

Collapse after wound, H68.

in cyclical vomiting, 23, 24.

Colles's fracture, 1080.

Collins's osteoclast, 1276.

Collodion, 845.

Colloids in calculus, 50S.

Collum (listortum, 979.

Colon, dilatation'of, 48.

distended from constipa-

tion, 196, 2'il, 206.

formation of 'ts in, 93.

in acute crou]<ou8 inflam-

mation, 88.

irrigation of, 119.

mobility of, 318.

rudimentary, 318.

Colonic dyspcpsio, 163. See
Membranous Enteritis.

Color of stools, 97.

Colotomy, 357.

nnoeslhcsia in, 260, 358.

artificial anus after, 359.

asepsis in, 358.

finding the bowel in, 3fi0.

for imperforate anus, 329.

indications demanding,
364.

inguinal, 360, 362.

instruments for, 200, 358.

left lumbar, 328, 358.

lumbar, advantages and
disadvantages of, 362.

meconium in, 358, 359.

method of, 358.

of the groin, 260, 328.

operation of, 358.

prognosis after, 363,

results of, 362.

right lumbar, 328, 360, 361.

statistics of, 303.

when justifiable, 357.

when requisite, 364.

See also Laparotomy.
Comma-bacillus in cholera, 71.

Comminuted fractures, 1049.

Compensatory wry-neck, 980.

Complete fractures, 1049.

Complications in fracture of

humerus, 1066.

in hip-disease, 1191.

Compound fractures, 1049,

of femur, 1090.

luxation of bip, 1119.

wrist-luxations, 1115.

Compresfion for effusion in a
joint, 1258.

of the brain, 864.

Concretions, ftecal. 128*/,

Concussion of the brain, 864.

Conditions of the blood altered,

762.

Condylar fraotnres of elbow,

1071.

Condyle and epioondyle, 1070.

Condyles, confusion aa to, 1070,

Condylomata 139.

of vulva, 727.

Confusion in the names of con-

dyles, 1070.

Congenital abnormalities of the

extremities, 929.

of the large intestine,

317.

of the small intestine,

315.

asymmetry in spinal curva-
ture, 1003.

calculi, 597.

club-hand, 937.

club-foot. See Club-Foot.
contraction of digits, 943.

deficiency in /extremities,

933.

hypertrophy of extremities,

luxation of the Itnee, 1123.

malformations, 321,

of rectum, ,)21.

supernumerary digits, 938,

limbs, 938.

torticollis, 979.

union of digits, 941.

Congestion of the brain. See
Brain,

of the liver, 430.

Consciousness, loss of, 851.

Conservation of heat during sur-

gical operations, 260, 319.

Conpervatism in joint-inflam-

mations, 1260.

Constipation, abdominal disten-

tion with, 196, 201.

acute and chronic antcmia
with, 191, 207.

anatomical considerations

in, 192.

appetite in, 200.

bacterial influences in, 199.

cachexia due to, 201.

casoara sagrada in, 206.

causes of, 194.

causing convulsions, 198.

perityphlitis, 290.

chlorosis after, 199.

chronic, 190, 198, 201,

203.

circulation affected by, 199.

cod-liver oil in, 207.

complications with, 207.

congenital, 203.

defined, 191.

diagnosis of, 202.

diarrhoea with, 201.

diet in, 205, 206.

due to blood-changes, 197.

changes in secretion,

197.

constriction, 196.

habit, 195, 199.

medication, 195.

nervous affections, 196.

organic disease, 196.

paralysis, 196.

peritoneal affections,

196.

reflex intestinal pa-
ralysis, 197,

spasm, 197.

effects of, 198.

effects c>f, on the abdominal
glands, 215,

electricity for, 207.

enemata'for, 204, 200.

etiology of, 194.

CoDstipatloD, food as causing,
206.

in treatment of, 205.
foods causing, 194.

frequency of, 193.

from mechanical obstruc-
tion, 198.

glycerin for, 206.

habitual, 106, 198,201,203.
headaches from, 202, 206.
history of, 191.

in children, its peculiari-

ties, 192.

in dyspepsia, 7, 21,

in gastric dilatation, 46.

in ]ieritoniti8, 270, 271.

infantile, defir.3d, 193.

jaundice from, 200.

literature of, 191.

massage for, 207.

medication in, 205.

nervous symptoms from,
199.

non-mcdioinal cure for,

205.

nurslings with, 200, 201,

pathology of, 198.

physiological aspects nf,

192.

prognosis of, 202.

suppositories for, 204.
symptoms of, 20U.

treatment of, 203.

Constitutional disturbances do-

pending on pyaemia,
910.

on saprn^mia, 908.

on septic germs present

in suppuration, 908.

on Bcpticffimia, 909.

Constriction, obstructive ab-

dominal, 267.

of intestine causing con-

stipation, 195.

Constrictions, congenital, of the

intestine, 268.

Contagiousness of diarrhooal

disease, 66.

Contents of intestine in diar-

rhceal diseases, 82.

Continuous extension in hip-

disease, 1181.

Contracted digits, 943.

treatment of, VA. i

Contractility of intestinti, ex-

aggerated, a cause of consti-

pation, 197.

Contractions of the liver, 488.

Control of hemorrhage in am-
putation, 1314.

Contused wounds, 884.

Contusions, 857.

of hip, llCi'u,

Convalescence from entero-

colitis, 149.

ConvulsioDi, 851, 853.

causing fracture of clavicle,

1059,

of femur, 1085.

due to constipation, 198,

202.

in Bright's disease, 637, 552

in gastric catarrh, 36.

Cooper on fracture of neck of

femur, 1084.

on separation of epiphysis

of humerus, 1064.
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Coover Bplint, 1090,

Copro8ta.si8, how diatinguishod
from perityphilitiB, 3U0.

Cord, hydrooelo of, A92.

Cornea, traneplantlng, 865.

Corneal uloera in uhronio diar-

rhooa, 156.

Corona ovariana, 736.

Coronoid process, fracture of,

1075.

Corpusolos in the blood, 756.

ostimatiun of, 7AU.

of bluod bet'oro nnd after

birth, 405.

Coryza due to disorder of siom-
aoh, 31.

Cotting on smashed face, 1057.

Cotton under a bandage, 845.

Coulon, fracture of epioondyle,

1071.

fracture of forearm, 1076.
;' fracture of lower part of

humerus, 1068.

headof femur broken, 1083.

rib-fracture, 1058.

statistics of fractures, 1046.
Councilman, Dr. W. T., on

parasites in the intestinal ca-
nal, 217.

Counter-irritation in dyspepsia,

12, 19,

Cou tors, 979.

Cow's millc as infant-food, 2,

64, 6.1, 103.

diarrhoea from, 64, 65.

impurities in, 65.

in diarrhoeas, 115.

in dyspepsia, 14.

sterilization of, 2.

Coxalgia discriminated from
perityphlitis, 301.

Cracks of bones, 1050.

Creasote in dyspepsia, 19.

Crepitus in fracture, 1053.

Cribriform hymen, 749.

Cripps, Harrison, his views on
tne reductiou of intus^ius-

coptcd bowel, 259.

Cross-leg, 1186.

Croup of the intestines, 163.

Sec Membranous Enteritis.

Croupous'balano-posthitis, 703.

inflammation of the intes-

tine, acute. See Acute
Croupous Isflammti.tiun.

- urethritis, 707.

Cryptorchidism, 670.

Cubito-palmar club-hand, 937.

Cuboid luxated, 1126.

Cul-de-sac, anal, 331.

rectal, 332.

Culture-media of intestinal bac-

teria, 186, 188.

Curvature, lateral, distinct from
Pott's disease, 1008.

Curvatures of the spine, 1001.

Cyanosis afobrilis ictorica per-

niolosa oum hnmoglobinuria,
827.

Cyanotic discoloration, 829.

Cyclical vomiting, 22.

biwels in, 22.

causes of, 23.

detinition of, 22.
'

oji'cta in, 22.

etiology of, 23.

medication in, 24.

Cyolloal vomiting, results of, 23.

stimulation in, 24.

symptoms of, 22.

treatment of, 24.

Cyphose, 1019.

Cypbosis, 1001.

Cyst, dermoid, 737, 738.

of bile-duct, 378.

of liver, 425.

of pancreas, 383, 386. ,S'ee

Panoroatio Cysts.

Cyatioercus in man, 220.

Cysts in the colon, 93,

of penis, 037.

of kidney, 582.

of testicle, 689.

of vagina, 724.

Cystitis, 676.

causes, 677.

diagnosis, 678.

pathology, 677.

prognosis, 678.

symptoms, 677.

treatment, 678.

Cytogenio anosmia, 770.

D.

Da Costa on Icukjomia, 797.

Danger in violence to joints,

1252.

of bath in hiomaturia, 551.

of breaking adhesions in

joint-disease, 1151.

Dangers of the high operation

for stone, 621.

Davis's spinal assistant, 1039.

Deadly-nightshado poisoning,
8B2.

Deafness in louktemia, 786.

Death-rate. See Mortality.

Dccayea-meat poisoning, 862.

Decomposition of food in acute
dyspeptic diarrhosa, 120.

Deep inflammations, 845.

Defibrinatcd blood injections,

820.

Deficiencies of extremities, 933.

Deformities, 929.

of bone, 1273. See Bone,
Deformities of.

of breast, 750.

of infantile paralysis, 1298.

of stomach, 60.

Deformity after hip -disease,

1189.

from empyema, 1006.

in fracture, 1053.

in femur-fracture, 1089.

in spinal curvature, 1002.

in spondylitis, 1024.

in wry-neck, 984.

Degeneration, amyloid, 94.

Deloro's osteoclast, 1274.

Deuime, rod corpuscles in the
new-born, 769.

Dentition as a cause of gastric

catarrh, 34.

diarrhoea from, 109.

relation of, to diarrhoea,

64.

Dermal hemorrhages, 785.

Dermoid cysts, 737, 738.

Desmoid carcinoma, 801.

Despres on elbow-fractures,

1074.

Desquamative catarrh, acute,

79, 80.

Detroold on fracture of femur,
1086.

Deviation in ipine, recording
the, 1018.

Diaptiragm, ita position in gas-
tric dilatation, 46.

rectal, 323.

Diaphragmatio hernia, 244. iS'e*

Hernia,
paralysis as a cause of con-

stipatii>n, 196.

Diaphysial necrosis, 996.

Diarrhoea ablactatorum, 66.

acute. ,S'ee Catarrh, Intes-

tinal.

Route dyspeptic, 109.

acids in, 123.

alkalies in, 124.

antiseptic medication
in, 120,

antiseptics for, 122.

asepsis in, 123.

astringents in, 124.

bathing in, 114.

benzoato of sodium in,

122.

bismuth for, 121.

breast-milk in, 115.

calomel in, 121.

cathartics in, 118.

causes of, 109.

change of air for, 113.

clinical history of, 109.

clothing in, 114.

complications of, 113.

court;e of, 109.

cow's milk in, IIS.

diagnosis of. 111.

dietetic treatment of,

114.

digestive ferments in,

125.

etiology of, 109.

excursions in, 113.

ferme.ited milk prepa-
rations in, 116.

ferments in, 125.

flatus in, 110.

foods in, 115.

fresh air for, 113.

how distinguished from
cholera infantum,
112, 130.

howdistinguished from
inflammatory diar-

rhoea, 112.

hy};ienio treatment of,

113.

ice-water in, 118.

injections for, 120,

iodoform in, 121.

irrigation of the colon

in, 119.

irrigation of the stom-
ach in, 118.

milk in, 115.

naphtbalin in, 121.

nursing in, 114.

opium in, 124.

pancreatin in, 125.

pathology of, 109.

pepsin in, 125.

peptonized milk in,

116.

prognosis in, 112. m

|*it^
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It'J:

Diarrhoea, aoute djipeptio,

prostration in, 111.

putrefaotlre proooM in,

120.

relapnes in, 110.

resoruin in, 122.

rules for feeding in,

IIB.

aalioylate oftedium in,

122.

ibIoI in, 121.
' Mit-water trips in,

113.

sodium benzoate for,

122.
^ ''•

' sodium talioylnto in,

122.

stimulnnts in, 125.

stoniacli-wasliing in,

118.
''

' symptomn of, 109.

termination of, 1 10.

treatment of, 118.

in general, 126.

wet-nurse in, 115.

aoute mycotic, 108.

medioinai treatment
of, 117.

names of, 108.

synonymes of, 108.

anaemioa, 774.

baotei'ial, 108. See Diar-

rhoea, Aoute Mycotic,

chronic, 149.

forms of, 149.

milk diet in, 158.

primary cases of, 149.

antiseptics in, 159.

bismuth in, 159.

fatal oases of,

151.

how distinguished

from secondary,
155.

In older children,

152.

opium in, 159.

prognosis of, 152.

recovery from,

151.

stimulants in, 159.

treatment of, 157,

158.

Diarrhoea, chronic, secondary
canes of, 149, 152.

appearance in, 153.

appetite in, 15.3.

as a sequel of other

diseases, 150.

astringents in, 159,

180.

bismuth in, 159.

causes of, 149.
' change of air in, 160.

clothing in, 158.

colic in, 154.

complications in, 155.

corneal ulcers in, 155.
•' ~ diagnosis of, 155.

diet in, 168.

drugs seldom curative

in, 158, 169.

enemnta in, 159, 160.

etiology of, 149.

flatulence in, 154.

from prolonged lacta-

tion, 150.

Diarrhoea, chronic, secondary
coses of, how distin-

guished from pri-

mary cases, 155.

how distinguished
from tuberculosis,

156.

infantile, symptoms
of, 160.

mouth in, 153.

nervous symptoms in,

154.

nutrition in, 164.

overfeeding in, 158.

pancrobiline in, 160.

prognosis in, 155, 157.

prolapsus ani in, 154.

prophylaxis of, 167.

pulse in, 154.

second attacics of, 150.

skin in, 154.

stimulants in, 160.

stools in, 151, 162, 153.

symptoms of infantile,

150.

temperature in, 154.

tongue in, 153.

treatment of, 159.

undetected cases, 151,

urine in, 154.

warmth in, 158.

weight in, 164.

oholeriform, 126. See

Cholera Infantum,
bathing in, 14.

Cochin-China, 773.

fatty. 98, 99.

febrile, 163. See Mem-
branous Enteritis,

fibrinous, 163. See Mem-
branous Enteritis,

in dyspepsia, 4, 33.

in leukoamia, 785, 786.

in tabes mesentorica, 206.

infectious, 62, 108. See

Diarrhoea, Aoute My-
cotic,

inflammatory, 134. See
Entoro-Colitis, Acute,

mucous, 163. See Mem-
branous Enteritis,

simple, 106.

ctuses of, 106.

definition of, 106.

etiology of, 106.

opium in, 108.

pathology of, 107.

symptoms of, 107.

treatment of, 108.

with constipation, 201.

Diarrhceal disease, 61.

acute desquamative,

79, 80.

age of patients, 62.

anatomical features of,

75.

atmospheric conditions
favoring, 66, 67.

bacteria in, 62.

bacteriology of, 61.

bibliography of, 161.

brain-lcsiuns in, 89, 95.

breast-milk in, 64.

broncho - pneumonia
in, 89.

causes of, 62, 64, 70,

103.

Diarrhcoal disease, changes of
air or water a cause
of, 67.

oity children in, 101.

olassiHcalion of, 61, 79.

cold us a cause, 66.

contagion of, 66.

constitutional predis-

position to, 63.

cow's milk in, 108.

dentition in, 64.

diet in, 64.

disinfection in, 101.

due to bacteria, 70.

epidemics of, 68, 70.

etiology of, 62.

exposure as a cause,

66.

feeding in, 102, 10.3.

food in, 64, 65, 69, 102,
103.

foreign bodies as a
cause, 66.

frequent ''neding in,

103.

fruits in, 108.

heart in, 90.

home-life as influen-

cing, 63.

hygiene of, 67, 69, 101.

improper foods in, 64,

65, 69, 103.

intussusception in, 90.

kidneys in, 90,

lesions of, in relation

to bacteria and pto-

maines, 71, 74.

liver in, 90.

lunches in, 103.

lungs in, 89.

manner of life as af-

fecting, 67, 69, 101

mesenteric glands in

90.

micro-organisms in,61

mortality from, at dif

furent seasons, 68.

mouth in, 89.

overfeeding in, 102.

pathological anatomy
of, 75.

pathological classifica-

tion of, 79.

peritoneum in, 00,

predisposition to, 63.

prophylaxis of, 101.

ptomaines as influon-

oing, 71, 74.

season of the year in,

68.

spleen in, 90.

stomach in, 90,

stools in, 95.

summary of the pro-

phylaxis, 106.

surroundings as in-

fluencing, 63, 101.

telluric conditions fav-

oring, 66.

toxic symptoms in, 71.

tuberculosis in, 90.

undigestible food as a

caus^', 66.

vegetable foods to bo

avoided in, 103.

weaning as a cause, 66,

69,
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Diarrhoeal ficoea, bacteria of,

IHfl.

Diatlidao lyinphogdno, 801,

Diatheais in (lyHiicpaia, '<.

vermiDoaa, 21n.

Dlatbctio oauaes of Pott'i dia-

eaae, 1020.

DietTonbaoh'auporaUon for wry-
neck, »S9.

Diet. >S'«r also under the nauiea

of varloua diaeaaoa in

tbia index,

in albuminuria, 530.

in dyapepaia, 14, 18.

in gaatralgia, 2U.

in aiinple diarrhcea, 108.

Differential diagnoaia of oaaea

uf intoatinal obatraction,

207.

diagnoaia of pornioioui

antemia, 819.

Digeation aa influenced by bac-

teria, 181.

in dyapepaia, 18.

of oaauin, 181.

of millc, 181.

DigflHtive fermenta In aoute
diarrboea, 125.

ayatem, dlaeaaca it, 1.

Digita, amputation of, 1317,
1325.

contracted, 943.

, de6oient, 935.

fuaed, 935.

aupernumorary, 938.

united, 941.

Dilatation for phimoaia, 643.

for atone, 117, 618.

of tbe colon, 48.

of the atomacb, 41.

acidity uf storaacb-

contentK in, 44.

anatomical feature!) of,

44.

belching of gosea in,

44.

causea of, 42.

complications with,

45.

definition of, 41.

diiig.:oai3 of, 45.

diaphragm in, 45.

diet in, 50.

differential diagiioaia,

47.

due to adynamia, 43.

due to chronic gagtrio

catarrh, 43,

due to pyloric atenoala,

43.

due to tuberouloaia, 43.

oruotationa in, 44.

etiology of, 42.

external aigna of, 45.

food-accumulation in,

50, 61.

foods in, 50.

gaaea eructi^ted in, 44.

gastric atony as a
cauae, 42, 43.

history of, 41.

how diatinguished
from ascites, 48.

from intestinal

catarrh, 48.

from splenic en-

largement, 47.
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Dilatation of the atomaoh in

dyapepaia, 7.

lavage in, 49.

liver in, 40.

medication in, 51.

names uf, 41.

non - medicinal treat-

ment uf, 49.

overfeeding a cause of,

44.

palnitation in, 47.

patnologioal anatomy
of, 44.

prognoaia in, 48.

recovery from, 4H.

ricketa aa a cause of,

42.

akimmed milk in, 50.

atenusia of the pylorus

in, 40, 42.

8tomach-puii:p in, 50.

aymptums uf, 44.

aynonymea of, 41,

treatment of, 48.

vomiting in, 44.

Diminutive ponia, 635.

Diphtheria of anua, 343,

aniuniia after, 772.

Diphtheritic balanu-poathitis,

703.

oauaes uf, 704.

oourae of, 704.

aymptoms of, 703.

treatment of, 704.

gastritis, 30.

vulvo-vaginitia, 723.

treatment of, 723.

Diseases of digestive system, 1.

uf the stotnacii, 30.

functional, 1.

Disinfection of foods, 105.

of stools, 101.

Dialocation in hip-joint diaease,

1100.

of hip, congenital, 1173.

Dislocationa, 1043, 1097. See,

alao. Luxations,
congenital, 945.

detinition, 945.

diagnosis, 952.

etiology, 946.

history, 945.

in hip-juint disease,

1100.

of hip, 1173.

pathology, 9 19.

prognosis. 953.

symptoms, 950.

synonymes, 945.

treatment, 953.

Disordered stomach, 33.

Disorders of stomach, func-

tional, 1.

Displacements of stomach, 59.

Dissection wounds, 898.

Distention ofabdomen from con-
stipation, 196, 201.

in hernia, 240.

of stomach in pyloric ste-

nosis, 40, 42.

Distorted blood-cells, 763.

Diuretics in Bright's disease,

551.

Diverticula of intestine, fp.lse,

317.

Diverticulum, Meckel's. 316.

i^ee Meckel's Diverticulum.

Dochmius duodenalia in anto-

m!a, 773.

D(ig-bitoa, 85H.

DugH and hydatid, 446.

Dorsal oariea, 1031.

club-band, 937.

soolioaix, 1011, 1012.

vertebni', luxations of,

1100.

Dorsey on fracture ot elbuw,

1073.

Double bladder, 071.

fracture of clavicle, 1060.

Drainage in abscesses of Joints,

1155.

in pancreatic abscess, 385.

in wounds, 879.

Dre^s in dyspepsia, 15, 17.

Dressing fur injuries, 841.

of wounds, H43.

Drink, increase of, in lummer,
106.

Dropsy, 512, 553.

abdominal, 611. .SVe As-
cites,

in Bright's disease, 538.

in livor-diseaae, 446.

Drowning, 847.

Drowaineas in leukosmia, 786.

Druga us cauHCH uf diarrhoea,

107.

nut curative in chronic
diarrha'a, 158, 159.

Drunkard'a liver, 488.

Duclua on chlurusia, 781.

Duct, panereatio, 306.

Ductus vunosus in icterus neo-
natorum, 407.

Duer on coronoid fracture, 107.i.

Dulles, Dr. Charles W,, on minor
surgery and emergencies in

children, 839.

Duncan on blood in chlorosis,

779.

Dunn on forearm-fracture, 1078.

Duodenal dyspepsia, 103. See
Membranous Enteritis.

Duudenitis a cause of icterus,

415, 417.

Duodeno-cholccystotoniy, 379.

Duplex uterus, 746.

Dupuytren's amputation at the
shoulder, 1324.

Dysentery, 134.

charaoters of, 62.

name not a desirable one,

61, 62.

not a specialized and ded-
nite diseaae, 62.

objections to the term, 185.

See Entero-Colitis, Acute.

Dysmorph - osteo-pniin - klaste«,

1276.

Dyspepsia, 1.

acidity of stomach in, 6.

aoute, 4, 5, 9, 12, 14.

appetite in, 5, 6.

arsenic in, 16, 21,

blood in, 3.

boulimia in, 6.

bowels in, 3, 4, 7, 19.

breast-milk in, 2.

carbolic acid in, 20.

cardiac complications in,

10.

catarrhal, 8, 19.

inflammation in, 8.

iJi

m
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Dyspepsia, causes of, 2.

chronic, 5, 6, 9, 10, 16.

clothing in, 15, 17.

ood-liver oil in, 15, 21.

colonic, 163. See Mem-
branous Enteritis.

constipation in, 7, 21.

counter- irritations in, 12,

19.

oreasote in, 19.

diagnosis of, 9-11,

diarrhoea in, 4, 33.

diathesis in, 3.

diet in, 14, 18.

causing, 3.

digestion in, 18.

disposition in, 8.

dress in, 15, 17.

duodenal, 163. See Mem-
branous Enteritis.

effects of, 5, 11.

emetics in, 13.

exercise in, 17.

fever in, 8, 13.

flatulence in, 7.

follicular, 163. See Mem-
branous Enteritis.

fontanel in, 5.

food in, 2, 3, 13, 18.

gastric secretions in, 3.

heart in, 10.

hepatic complications in,

10.

hydrocephaloid symptoms
in, 6.

hygiene in, 16.

infantile, milk-supply in, 2.

inherited, 3.

intercurrent diseases in, 9,

10.

inunctions in, 14.

iron in, 16, 21, 22.

its discrimination from
syphilis, 9.

from tuberculosis, 10,

11.

jaundice in, 11.

kidneys in, 10.

lactic acid in, 123.

lavage in, 6.

lesions in, 3, 4.

liver in, 10,

mastication of food in, 3.

meals in, 18.

medication in, 15, 19.

milk in, 2, 14.

mucous membrane in, 4,

nature of, 1.

nausea in, 6.

nervous, 7.

disorders in. 36.

symptoms in, '1.

nitrate of silver in, l^, 19.

nurse in, 2.

pain in, 7.

pathology of, 3.

pepsin in, 13, 20.

predisposing causes of, 3.

prognosis in, 11.

pulse in, 8.

renal complication in, 10.

rest in, 17.

results of, 11.

sanitation in, 3.

skill in, 5, 14.

stimulants in, 16, 21.

stomach in, 7, 8, 13.

Dyspepsia, stpjis in, 7.

strychn'.i in, 20.

sulphri'ous acid in, 20.

symptoms of, 4, 9.

temper in, 8.

thirst \.i, 5.

throat in, 9.

tongue in, 5, j, 8, 13.

tonics in, Ic'.

treatment of, 11.

urine in, 8, 19.

vomiting in, 5, 6, 12.

weakness in, 16.

wet-nurse in, 2.

worms in, 6.

Dyspeptic diarrhoea, acute, 109.

Dyspnoea in leukeemia, 786.

in pernicious antemia, 811.

B.

Eames, olecranon-fracture, 1G74.
Ear, foreign body in, 851.

Ijarle, Dr. C. W., on acute and
chronic constipation, 191.

Early indications in wry-nock,
984.

pregnancy, 750.

sexual development, 750.

treatment of club-foot, 964.

Eating between meals a cause
of diarrhoeas, 103.

Ecnhymoses, 496.

in fracture, 1053.

iSchinocoocui' cysts, 220.

in hydatid, 447.

Ectasy of the stomach, 41.

Ectopia testis, 695.

Eotopion vesicas, 658.

Bctromglie, 933.

Edwards, Dr. W. A., on mem-
branous enteritis, 163.

Effects of cold, 856.

of heat, 854.

Eggs of ascarides, 226.

Egg-water, 115.

Egyptian chlorosis, 773.

Eiirlich, on the action of the

blood in leukaemia, 788.

Elbow-joint, acute inflamma-
tion of, 1244.

amputations, 1321.

ankylosis, 1288.

disease, 1244.

excision in, 1246.

symptoms of, 1244.

treatment of, 1245.

tubercular disease of, 1245.

Elbow-luxations, 1106.

both bones, 1106.

causes, 1106.

compound, 1109.

incomplete, 1108.

reduction of, 1107.

symptoms, 1106.

radius alone, 1110.

reduction of, 1107.

head of radius back-
ward, 1112.

outward, 1112.

uhia alone, 1113.

Electricity for constipation, 207.

Elephantiasis of the labia, 728.

""maciation in anscmia, 774.

)>, ibolism as a cause of gastrio

Limorrhago, 56.

Emergencies, 839, 847.
drowning, 847.

foreign body in the ear,
851.

in the eye, 850.

in the nose, 851. See,
also. Foreign Bodies,

intoxication, G52.

Ktrungulation by a foreign
body, 849.

by hanging, 849.

suffocation with gases, 849.
to decide cause of uncon-

sciousness, 852.

unconsciousness, 851.

Emetics as a cause of peri-

typhlitiE, 289.

Empyema a cause of spinal

curvature, 1006.

deformity from, 1006.

scolioEis from, 10U5.

Emulsifying power of pancre-
atic juice, 369.

Encephr.lcid cancer a cause of

fracture, 1048.

Endocarditis iii chlorosis, 782.

Knemata for constipation, 201.

n .trient, in dilatation of

the stomach, 51.

Enlarged spleen, 798.

Ensiform cartilage displaced,

1103.

Enteritis as a cause of intes-

tinal obstruction, 264.

membranous, 163. See
Membranous Enteritis,

pseudo- membranous, 163.

See Membranous Enter-
itis.

Entero-colitis, acute, 134.

abdomen in, 138.

agi of patients in, 141.

antiseptics in, 146.

appetite in, 138.

astringents in, 146.

bismuth in, 146, 148.

bloody stools in, 138.

castor oil in, 146.

catarrhal, l40.

causes of, 134.

circulation in, 136.

clysters in, 147.

colon, washing of, in,

147.

complications of, 142.

convalescence from,

145, 149.

croupous, 139.

death from, 141.

diagnosis of, 142.

dietetics of, 144.

digestion in, 145.

discriminated from in-

tussusception, 142.

duration of, 110.

dysenteric form of, 134.

emaciation in, 139.

enemata in, 147.

erythema in, 142.

etiology of, 134.

follicular ulceration in,

140.

forms of, 134.

fruits to he avoided in,

145.

furuncles in, 142.

gisndi in, 142.
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Bntero-oolitis, acute, hospiliils

for, 144.

hygiene of, 144.

irrigation of bowel in,

147.

its development from

a simple diarrhoea,

113.

local treatment in, 147.

lymph-nodules in, 140.

magnesium silicate in,

146.

medication in, 145.

milk diet in, 145.

mouth in, 137, 142.

mucus in stools of, 138.

names of, 134.

nervous symptoms in,

137.

nutrition in, 139.

opium in, 144, 146.

overdosing in, 147.

overfeeding in, 145.

poullicos in, 147.

previous condition,

140.

prognosis in, 141, 143.

prolapsus aui in, 139.

prophylaxis in, 143.

pulse in, 136.

pus in stools of, 133.

rectal injections, 147.

irrigation in, 147.

shreds in stools of, 138.

skin in, 142.

stimulants in, 147.

stomatitis in, 142.

stools in, 137.

subacute type of, 139,

147.

symptoms of, 134.

synonymes of, 134.

table of ulcerative

cases, 140.

talcum in, 146.

temperature in, 136,

140.

termination of, 141.

time of year in, 143.

tongue in, 137.

tonics after, 149.

treatment of, 143.

urine in, 139.

varieties of, 134, 139.

vegetable diet to be

avoided in, 145.

vomiting in, 137.

weight in, 139.

"."."•.ero-cystomata, 317.

Enterorrhaphy for congenitally

occluded bowel, 320.

Entire upper extremity amputa-
tion, 1324.

Enuresis, 591.

causes of, 591.

innervation in, 592.

masturbation in, 593.

treatment of, 594.

Eosin, action of, with the blood
in leukasmia, 788.

Eosinophilen Zellen, 788.

Eosiuophilous cells, 788, 795,

Epicondyle, fractures of, 1070.

Epidemic haimoglobinuria of

the new-born, 827.

with icterus in the

uew-born, 827.

Epidemics of diarrhoeal disease,

68 ro.

Epididymitis, 697.

causes of, 697.

course of, 697.

symptoms of, 697.

treatment of, 698.

Epigastric tumor as a sign of

cancer of the pancreas, 398.

Epileptic tits, 853,

Epileptiform seizures, how dis-

tinguished from gastralgia,

28.

Epiphyses in early life, 1139.

of joints in periostitis, 998.

of tibia, separation of, 1 096.

Epiphysial disjunction, 1050,

1069, 1084, 1096.

Epiphysis in hip-joint disease,

1159.

of greater trochanter, sepa-

ration of, 1084.

of humerus, separation of,

1069.

E,jiphysitis, 1228.

Epispadia, 655.

complications of, 656.

diagnosis of, 657.

etiology and pathology of,

655.

prognosis of, 657.

treatment of, 657.

Epistaxis a cause of anaemia,
774.

Epithelial cells in stools, 99.

Epithelium in acute diarrhccal

disease, 78, 83.

intestinal, its disappear-

ance after death, 78.

renewal of, 84.

Epitrochlea. f'aotures of, 1071.

Equino-varus, 958.

Erethismus vtntriculi, 25.

Erosion of verti-brse, 1021, 1022.

Erosions of the mucosa, micro-
scopic, 83.

Eructations from the dilated

stomach, 44.

Erysipelas, 907.

in fracture of femur, 1086.
in wounds, 869.

Erythema in entero-colitis, 142.

Erythrocytes, increase of, ,'70.

Escherioh's in 'estigations re-

garding the bacter\.'\,

173, 174, 175, 179, 182,

187.

rules for feeding, 1 1 5.

Esmarch's bandage, 1314.

Lister's rules for use
of, 1333.

case of separated epiphysis
of humerus, 1063.

Essential febrile anaemia, 808.

malignant antsniia, 808.

))ernicious ansDmia, 808.

Ether, 913.

early history, 913.

Etiology. See, in this index,

under the names of the
various diseases.

Evacuations in childhood, nor-

mal, 193.

Examination for spinal curva-
ture, 1009.

for spondylitis, 1027.

of case of periostitis, 995.

Examination of intestines,

post-mortem, 75, 77.

of liver, 424.

of specimens, 816.

Examining for an injury, 840.

Exanthematu, joint-affections

after, 1133.

periostitis simulating, 994.

Exautbematous balanitis, 706.

course of, 706.

treatment of, 706.

inflammation of ovaries and
tubes, 739.

Excess of blood, 769.

of development of the gen-
itals, 750.

Excessive growths, 9^0.

labor and chlorosis, 778.

Excision in hip-diseuse, 1194.

of bone in club-foot, 976.

of coccyx in :ij>j>«"fofate

anus, 327.

of elbow, 1246.

Exciting cau'je of tubercle, 1142.

Excursions, their benefits in

cases of diarrhoea, 113.

Exercise, 17.

in anaemia, 776.

in dyspepsia, 17.

Exposure to cold as a cause of

diarrhoeal disease, 66.

Exstrophy of the bladder, 658.

diagnosis of, 659.

diversion of the urine in,

660.

mechanical treatment of,

659.

plastic closure of the open-
ing in, 661.

prognosis in, 659.

treatment of, 659.

Extension in femur-fracture,

1087.

in hip-disease, 1150, 1173.

in spondylitis, 1036.

in synovitis, 1137.

External dressing in wounds,
S81.

Extra-capsular abscess, 1152.

fracture of femur, 1084.

Extra-peritoneal operation for

right ilinc abscess, 311.

Extremities, congenital abnor-
malities of, 929.

contraction of the digits,

943.

club-hand, 937.

deficiency, 933.

hypertrophy, 930.

supernumerary digits, 938.

limbs, 938.

un-on of the digits, 941.

Eye, forfc.'sjn body in, 850.

splintb.-s in, 858.

Eyes unequa' a cause of wry-
neck, 980.

Face, dressings for, 845.

fractures of bones of, 1054.

smashed, 1U57.

tint of, in splenic anpjmia,
799.

Factors in arthreotomy, 1217.

:li
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Factors in tubercular depoiiit,

1158.

Factory-girls and ohlorosis, 77S.
Feooal concretions, 287.

fistula, congenital, 318.
tumors, 202, 207.

Faeces in appendix and caioum,
287.

in dressings of hip-disease,
1192.

of diarrliooa, bacteria in,

184, 186.

quantity of, 19;i.

See Stools.

Fagge on chlorosis, 777.
Fainting, 851.

Fallopian tubes, abnormalities
of, 743.

blood in, 716.

False ankylosis, 1266.

diverticMlum of intestine,

317.

membrane in stools, 100.

membranes in enteritis,

166.

Farabeuf on separation of
lower epiphysis of humerus,
1069.

Farneauz on hip-amputation,
1333.

Fat in the blood, 765.

in the stools, 99.

Fat-diarrhoea, 99.

Fat-digestion in jaundice, 415.
Fats, effect of pancreatic juice

on, 369.

non-absorption of, in

chronic diarrhoea, 160.

Fatty acids in the blood, 766.

foods injurious in gastric

dilatation, 51.

liver, bibliography, 439.

diagnosis of, 439.

prognosis of, 439.

treatment of, 439.

stools as a sign of pancre-
atic cancer, 397.

as a sign of pancreatic

diseose, 390,

in jaundice, 415, 416.

Fayrer on rib-fracture, 1058,

Feeding in diarrhoeal disease,

102.

Feeding-bottles, 105.

Feeding-tubo condemned, 105.

Feeling tired, 1256,

Felons, 844.

Female, external genitalia of,

711,

genital organs, abuurmali-
ties of, 741. See
also names of the
diSerent organs,

diseases of, 711, 731.

See also names of
the different or-

gans,

excess of development
in, 750.

stone in, 617.

Femora, softening of, 1049,

Femoral hernia. See Hernia.
Fsmur absent, 934.

fractures of, 1082.

amputation for, 1092.

compound, 1090, 1091.

deformity in, 1089.

Femur, fractures of, during
birth, 1082.

extension in, 1087.

extni-capsular, 1084,

in birth, 1082.

intra-uterine, 1082,

of great trochanter,

1084.

of lower epiphysis,
1091,

of neck of, 1084.
plaster bandages in,

1086.

refracture, 1089.
separation of epiphy-

sis, 1082.

of upper epiphy-
fi , 1083,

shaft, 1084,

shortening, 1086.
splints for, 1086.

spontaneous, 1085.

treatment of, 1086.
union in, 1088.
vertical extension in,

1088,

luxations of, 1116.

Fenger, Dr. Christian, on peri-

typhlitis, paratyphlitis, and
perityphlitio abscess, 282.

Fermentation, intestinal, its

varieties, 180, 181.

of food as a cause of stom-
ach-dilatation, 42.

Fermented preparations of milk
in diarrha'n, 116.

j

Ferments, digestive, in acute
diarrhoeas, 125.

pathogenic. See Bacteria
and Ptomaines.

Ferrari's osteoclast, 1277.

Fever from cyclical vomiting,

23.

in chlorosis, 779.

in wounds, 869.

Fevers followed by arthritis,

1129.

Fibrin, exudation of, in croup-
ous infiammation of in-

testine, 88.

in blood, 756.

Fibrinous diarrhoea, 163. See
Membranous Enteritis.

Fibroma of vagina, 724.

Fibrous ankylosis, 1267.

Fibula deformed or absent, 934.

luxations of, 1126.

Filaria, 529.

in the blood, 767.

sanguinis hominis in anae-

mia. 773.

Filix mas for tape-worm, 223.

Finger, amputations of, 1317.

luxations of, 1115.

sprain of, 856.

Fingers deficient, 935.

rish-hooks in the flesh, 857.

Fissure of the anus, 342.

Fissures of bones, 1050,

Fistultv, artificial pancreatic,

394,

at umbilicus, biliary, 412.

congenital faical, 318.

perineal, 333.

recto-vaginal, 331,

3.34.

urethral, 654.

Fistula in ano, 340.

incomplete, 342.

Fits, epileptic, 853.

Fixative apparatus in spondyli-
tis, 1038.

Flap-approximation in amputa-
tion, 1316,

Flaps, formation in amputation,
1315.

Flat-foot, 961, 977.

osteotomy for, 1297,
Flatulence in dyspepsia, 7.

in leuka'uiia, 786.
Fleischl's hiumometer, 759.
Fletcher on olccranon-fracture,

107.i.

Floating kidney, 522.
Flour-ball, 116.

Fluor albiis, 717.
Flush of cheeks in leukaemia,

786.

Flushing joint of knee, 1208.

of bowel or stomach. See
Irrigation.

Foetal circulation, 40.3, 404.

liver, 403, 404.

lungs, 403.

Foetus, icterus of, 406.

Follicles of LieberkUhn, 78.

Follicular dyspepsia, 163. See
Membranous Enteritis,

ulceration in entero-colitis,

140.

of intestines, 84.

ulcers of intestine, diagno-
sis of, 141.

healing of, 93.

Food. See also Diet.

improper, a cause of diar-

rhoea, 107.

indigestible, causing peri-

typhlitis, 289.

in dyspepsia, 18, 18.

its adaptation to the age
of the child, 65.

Food-remains in stools, 99, 13S.

Foods causing constipation, 194.

improper, 73, 103, 194.

as tending to promote
development of the

bacteria in the in-

testine, 73.

impure, 104.

in diarrhoeal disease, 102.

preparation of, 106.

Foot after removal of toes, 1325.

Foot-bones, luxations of, 1126.

Force in club-foot, 972.

Forcible correction in wry-neck,
986.

manipulations in joint-dis-

ease, 1151,

Forearm, amputations of, I32(i.

fractured in birth, 1076.

fractures, 1076.

both bones, 1076.

incomplete, 1076.

radius alone, 1079.

ulna alone, 1081.

luxations, 1106.

splint for, 846,

Foreign bodies a cause of diar-

rhoea, 107.

in the caecum and ap-

pendix, 288.

in the ear, 851.

in the eye, 85U.



Pri'eign bodies in the intestine,

24".

in tiie noso, 351.

in tha rectu.., 366.

in tlio throat, 849.

in the verini*'"rm ap-
pendix, 248.

in the vulva, li^O.

Formii.cion of uyata in the colon,

98.

Forraulee, their day gone by, 62.

Foster on gastralgia in cblo.o-

sia, 779.

Foulcrton on fracture of clavi-

cle, 1U62.

on radii ?-fracture, 1079.

Fowler, Dr, (J S., on anoma-
lios of the liidney, 616.

Fractures, 1U43.

bad'y-unitcr*. osteotomy in,

1285.

casein-defloiency in, 1048.

causes "f, 1047.

comminuto<l, 1049.

complete, 1049.

complicated, 1049.

compound, 1049.

crepitus as a jign of, 1053.

deformity as a sign of,

1063.

during birth, 1062.

ecchymosis as a sign of,

1053.

epiphysial disjunction,

1050, 1069, 1084, 1090.

etiology of, 1047.

fisdiired, 1049.

forearm, 1076.

fragility of bones in, 1047.

grron-stick, 777.

heredity in, 1049.

immediate causes, 1047.

impacted, 1049.

incomplete, 777.

intra-utcrine, 1061.

liability of bones to, 1945.

loss of power a sign, 1052.

mobility a sign, 1063.

mode of repair, 1053.

multiple, 1049.

of anatomical neck of hu-
merus, 1063.

of bones of face, 1064.

of carpal bones, 1082.

of clavicle, 1059.

of condyle of humerus,
1072.

of coronoid process, 1075.

of epicondyle, 1070.

of epitrochloa, 1071.

of femur, 1082. 5ce Femur,
of fibula, 1093.

of foot-bones, 1097.

of forearm, 1076. See
Forearm,

of grei.t trochanter, 1084.

of hand, 1082.

of humerus, 1062.

of leg-bones, 1093.

of lower extremity, 1082.

of lower part of humerus,
1067.

of neck of femur, 1084.

of neck of humerus, 1063,

1066.

of olocranon, 1074,

of scapula, 1062.
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Fractures of separal sn of lower
epiphysis of humerus,
1069.

o' shaft, 1065.

of femur, 1084.

of surgical neck of hume-
rus, 1066.

of tibia, 1093.

of up|)er epiphysis of hu-
merus, 1063.

of upper extremity, 1059.

of 'ppcr maxilla, 1005.

pain in, 1052.

partia', 1049.

phenomeiiii. and symptoms
of, 1052.

predisposing causes of,1047.

rickets n cause, IO48.

Hcrofula a cause, 1048.

separation of epiphyses in,

1083, 1091, 1096.

simple, 1049.

special, 105-1

sprain, 1049.

statistics of, 1046.

swelling of, 1053.

treatment of, 1064.

varieties of, 1 049.

whooping-cough a cause,

1048.

Fracture-box in children, 1094.

j'ragility of bones in fracturej,

\

10:7.
' Fraser on fracture of neck of

j
humerus, 1U03.

I

Freezing, K56.

Fremitus in hydatid, 451.

Fi^sh air in anosmia, 776.

its importance in cases

of diarrhoea, 113.

Friedreicl on chlorosis, 782.

Fright a cause of wry-neck, 080.

Frog, pancreas of larval, 3U8.

Frog-belly, 45.

Functional disease") of liver,

403. .SVe Liver, Func-
tional Diseases of.

disorders of stomach, 1.

Functions of a joiii„, to restore,

1258.

Fungi of umbilicus, 687.

Fungous synovitis, 1128, 1136.

Fungus of the testicle, 699.

Funicular hernia, 23f).

Fuqua on separation of epiphy-
sis of humerus, 1063.

Fusion of kidney, 518.

Galvanism in wry-neck, 986.

Ganglion of minor joints, 1266.

Gangrene, 908.

after fracture, 1077.

of the labia, 728.

Gangrenous balano-posthitis,

705.

causes uf, 705.

course of, 705.

8ym])toms of, 705.

treatment of, 705.

Gases oxp.^.llcd from the dilated

stomach, 44.

from infantile stools, 96.

Gastralgia, 2"), 1024.

age of patients in, 25.
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Gastralgia, attack of, 27.

causes of, 25.

definition of, 25.

diagnosis of, 27.

diet in, 29.

etiology of, 25.

history of, 25.

in chlorosis, 7i9.

names of, 25.

onset of, 27.

pathology of, 26.

periodicity in, 27.

sex in. 26.

sympto.ii8 of, 26.

synonymes of, 25.

tobacco a cause of, 26.

treatment of, 28.

Gastroctasin, 41.

Gastric cancer, 54.

age oi patients, 64.

symptoms of, 65.

catarrh, 1, 8, 32.

acute, 33.

alcoho. ics as a cause of,

35.

anatomical features of,

35.

anaemia as a cause of,

35.

onorexi:. in, 36.

aphasia in, 37.

OS a cause of dilata-

tion of the stomach,
43.

breum in, 36.

"auses of "A.

characters of, 33, 35.

complications of, 36.

oonvulsir.ns in, 36,

definition of, 33.

diagnosis of, 37.

diet in, 38.

etiology of, 34,

food in , 38.

hemiplegia from, 37.

hot food and drinks as

a cause of, 36,

icterus in, 36,

names of, 33,

nervous disorders in,

36,

pathology of, 33, 35,

pepsin in, 38.

prognosis in, 37,

pyrexia in, .35,

relapses in, 38.

respiratory organs in,

37.

symptoms of, S5.

synonymes of, 33.

temperature in, 35.

treatment of, 38.

types of, 35.

vomiting in, 36.

deformities, 60.

disorders, I, 30. See Stom-
ach, Diseases of.

displacements, 59. See
Displacements of the
Stomacii.

dyspepsia in leukotmia,
786.

ectttsy, 4i.

hemorrhage, 56.

after malarial fever,

57.

blindness after, 67.

II
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Oastrio hemorrhage, causes of,

66.

diagnosis of, 57.

due to bluod-cbanges,
ii".

from embolism, 56.

from portal obstruc-
tion, 56,

from ulcers, 53, 54, 56.

from venous stasi.', 56.

in athropsia ueonato-
rum, 56.

Monsel's solution in,

69.

of the new-born, 56.

prognosis in, 68.

8t7|)tic8 in, 59.

symptoms of, 57.

tarry stools from, 57.

treatment of, 68..

varieties of, 66.

vomiting in, 59.

secretions in dyspepsia, 1,

symptoms in dyspepsia, 7,
8.

tunic, b>K.

ulcer, 51.

age in, 53.

anatomical characters
of, 52.

causes of, 52.

definition of, 51.

diet in, 54.

etiology of, 52.

hemorrhage from, 53.

in chlorosis, 781.
its diagnosis from gas-

tralgia, 28.

its rarity in children,

31. 43.

medication in, 54.

morbid anatomy of, 52.

pathology of, 52.

prognosis iu, 54.

symptoms of, 61.

treatment of, 64.

vomiting in, 54.

Gastricismus, 33.

Gastritis, 32.

causes of, 32.

diphtheritic, 33.

lesions in, 32.

symptoms of, 32.

Gastro-duodenitis a cause of
icterus, 415, 417.

Gastrodynia, 25.

Gastro-enteritis, chronic pseu-
do-membranous, 163.

See Membranous Enter-
itis,

how distinguished from
cholera infantum, 130.

Gastro-entero-colitis, its de-
velopment from a simple
diarrhoea, 113.

Gastro-intestinal catarrh, 8.

derangements, their dan-
ger, 106.

secretions as affecting con-
stipation, 197.

Oastromalacia, 60,

names of, 60.

syuonymes of, 60.

Gastro-resonance, plessimetrio,

46.

Gastrosis, 33.
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Cjyraud on fracture of both
forearms, 1078.

Gelatinous diarrhoea, 163. See
Membranous Enteritis.

General prophylaxis of diar-
rhoeal disease, 101.

Oenito-urinary organs, diseases
of, 516.

Geographical distribution of
leukttsmia, 785.

Germs of diseases. See Bav;-

teria.

destruction of, 106.
in periostitis, 994.

3erster, Dr. A. B., on deformi-
ties of bone, 1273.

on operatior. for hydrar-
throsis, 1227.

Gibney, Dr. V. P., on frequency
of hip-joint disease, 1156.

on lateral and functional
curvatures of the spine,
1001.

Gibson on fracture of clavicle at
birth, 1059.

Gin liver, 488.
Githens, Dr. W. H. H., on per-

nicious anasmia, 812.
Glanders, 897.

diagnosis, 897.

incubation, 897,

treatment, 898.

Glands in entoro-oolitis, 142.
in lymphatic anismia, 804,

808.

intestinal, 76, 78, 79.

mesenteric, in tabes, 210.
removal of, in lymphatic
anasmia, 808.

tuberculosis of, 211.
tubular, in ocute croupous

inflammation of the in-

testine, 88.

Glass-wounds, 858.

Glisson on spinal curvature,
1001,

Glisson's swing in spinal curva-
ture, 1002.

Glomerular nephritis, 5„5.

Glossocomium Nymphodori,
1273.

Glycerin in the treatment of

constipation, 206.

Goddard's case of fractures in a
family, 1049.

Gonorrhoea of minor joints,

1263.

Goodhart, Dr. .T. F., on Bright'?

disease, 532.

Qotthard-tunnel disease, 773.

Gout of minor joints, 1263.

Gowers's apparatus, 758.

Graber on blood in chlorosis,

780.

on chlorosis, 781.

Graham on fractures in a fam-
ily, 1049.

Granger on fracture of elbow,

1071.

Granular kidney, 535, 665.

Granulation, 872.

Granulations of the umbilicus,

687.

treatment of, 687.

Granulirte leber, 488.

Gray on lower epiphysis of hu-
merus, 1070.

' Gray stools, 98.

Green diarrhoea, baoillut of,

184, 186.

infectious, 185.

varieties of, 184.

Green-sickness, 777.

Green-stick fracture, 1(1,50.

Green stools, 97.

Grief a cause of ivry-neok,

980.

Griffo-pied creiix, !I63.

Griffin on i)alatiil fracture, 1057.
Griffith, Dr. J. I'. Cruzer, on dis-

eases of the bluod ami blood-
making apparatus, 755.

Groin, colotoniy in the, 360.

Gross, Dr. S. U'., on extirpation

of tlio spleen, 796.

fracture of clavicle, 1069.

Gross appearances after acute

oai.rrhal inllammation with
non-epithelial lesions, 81.

Ground-water, its fluctuations

not related to the prevalence
of (liarrhocal disease, 66.

Growths, excessive, 930.

Guit(ira!i on lymphatic anajmia,

807.

Qnrit on elbow-fracture, 1071.

on fracture of scapula, 1062.

on intra-uterine fracture

of clavicle, 1059.

Gurlt's tables, 1045.

Gut-perforation in hip-disease,

1191.

Gymnastics, medical, 1015.

H.

Habit as causing constipation,

195, 199, 205.

Habitual indigestion, 5, 6, 9, 10.

Heemacytoireters, 760.

Hoematemes 55.

how di .tinguished from
hssmuptysis, 68.

in leukicmia, 785.

Haamu ocele, 694.

treatment of, ri94.

Hsematosalpinx with atresia of

vagina, 716.

Hii'malo-spectrosoope, 762,

Hiematuria, 526, 554, 581, 587.

Ha'min, test for, 58.

Hwmogene lis, defective, in

chlorosis, 7G1.

Hiemoglobin in blood, 756.

estimation of, 758.

in pernicious anaemia, 813.

its conversion into biliary

coloring-matter, 406.

transfer of, at b'.rth, from
the stroma of the red cor-

puscles to the plasma,

406.

Hwmoglobintemia, 406, 407,

765.

Hti'moglobinometer, 758.

HuDmoglobinuria, 526.

infectious, 827. See Infec-

tious Haomoglobinuria.

Hemolytic ansemias, 772.

Hu'mometer, 759.

Hemophilia a cause of synovi-

tis, 1138.

in ansemia, 774.



Hwmophilia in louksemia, 787.

Hasmoptysi^, how (liBtinguixbed

from hiGinateiuouis, 58.

Ilamiltou on ooronoid fraoture,

1075.

on detnohinent of upper
epipbysis uf humerue,
1063.

on fraoture of condyle of

humerus, 1071.

on frnoture of raaxillu,

10 ')7.

on head of femur broken,
1083.

on olecranon fracture, 1074.

on tetanus after fracture,

1077.

on ulnar fracture, 1082.

Hand, fracture of bonea of, 1082.

club-hand, 937.

compound, 937.

simple, 937.

treatment of, 938.

varieties of, 937.

Hand-feeding, dangers of, 65.

Hands, deformed, 935.

rudimentary, 933.

supernumerary, 938.

Hanging, 849.

Hare, Dr. H. A., oh diseases of
the stoninoh, 30.

Hatfield, Dr. M. P., on contrac-
tions of the liver, 488.

Hayem on chlorosis, 781, 782.

on fever in chlorosis, 779.

on red corpuscles in the
now-born, 769.

Hayem and Lesage on the bacil-

lus of greon diarrhoea, 184.

Headache duo to constipation,

202, 206.

Head, flexion of, 1016.

of femur separated, 1083.

of fibula luxated, 1126.

of radius luxated back-
ward, 1112.

of radius luxated outward,
1112.

rotation of, 1016.

Healing by first intention, 871.

by granulation, 872.

in wounds, 869.

of intestinal follicular

ulcers, 93.

under a scab, 874.

Healthy organs resist bacterial

poisoning, 73, !i.

Heart, diluted, 554.

in acute diarrhoeal disease,

90.

in Bright's diseafo, 539.

in chlorosis, 779.

in dyspepsia, 10.

small, in chlorosis, 777.

Heat, conservation of, during
operations, 260, 319.

effects of, 854.

in absces'i, 1166.

in freezing, 856.

Heat-exbaustioD, S55.

Heut-stroko, 855.

Helferioh on pinning in de-

tached epiphysis of humerus,
1064.

Helminthology, 217. Sec Para-
site! .

H6mim«lie, 933.
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Hemiplet^ia from gastric ca-

tarrh, 37.

Hemlock-poisoning, 861.

Hemorrhage a cause of anaemia,
774.

checUini; of, 501.

control of, 843.

in aiiiputation, 1344.

i'r')m the stomach, 55.

in amputation, 1315.

in hip-disease, 1193.

in wounds, 869.

umbilical, HH7.

Hemorrhages in septic jaundice,

412.

special, 859.

from the bowels, 859.

from the lungs, 859.

from the nose, 859.

from the stomach, 65,

859.

Hemorrhagic diathesis in leu-

ktemia, V87.

icterus, 507.

Hemorrhoids, 351.

Henoch's huimato-spectroscope,
762.

Henry on blood in anicmia, 797.

on blood in chlorosis, 780.

on blood in pernicious an-
temia, 813.

on chlorosis, 781.

Henry's examinations of blood
of the new-born, 769.

Hepatic abscess, 466.

colic, how distinguished

from goatr'algia, 28.

symptoms in dyspepsia, 10.

Hereditary diathesis in spinal

curvature, 1004.

syphilis in dyspepsia, 9.

spleen in. 798.

syphilitic joint-affections,

1264.

Heredity in calculi, 597.

in chlorosis, 777.

in deformities of the breast,

753.

in deformity, 936.

in excessive growths, 930.

in fracture, 1048.

in hernia, 237.

in leukaemia, 784.

in polydactylism, 939.

in spinal cuivbture, 1003.

Hermapbrodism, 663.

dia^;no8is of, 669.

path(.genesis and etiology

of, t>6S.

peculiarities of formation
of, 665.

treatment of, 671.

Hernia, 231.

causes of, 231.

oongoi ital inguinal, 235.

anatomy of, 235.

of Haller, 236.

ovary in, 235.

testicle in, 235-
237.

umbilical, 232.

apparatus for,

233-234.
binder for, 233.

cases of, 232.

causes of, 232.

diagnosis of, 233.

1351

Hernia, congenital umbilical,

operation for,

234.

prognosis of, 233.

spontaneous cure
of, 233.

treatment of, 233.

definition of, 231.

diaphragmatic, 244.

encysted, 236.

femoral, 243.

rarity of, in children,

243.

diagnosis of, 244.

treatment of, 244.

funicular, 236.

hereditary, 237.

lumbar, 245.

of the uterus, 748.

predisposition to, 237.

race in, 237.

sex in, 237.

signs of, 23'i.

strangulated, 240.

artificial anus in, 241.

cases of, 242.

cure of, 241-243.

definition of, 240.

fistula from, 240.

operation for, 241.

radical cure of, 243.

symptoms of, 240.

taxis in, 241.

treatment of, 241.

through the linea alba,

233.

treatment of, 238.
truss for, 234.

varieties of, 231, 232, 236.

Herniosa bj Jroccle, 692.

Hershey on Icukicrain, V97.

Hiatus of the aV'ominal wall,

658.

High operation for stoi. ;, 618.

Hip, congenital dislocation of,

1173.

epiphysitis of, 1236.

symptoms of, 1238.

iXi paralysis, 1308.

Hip-joint amputations, 1332.

ankylosis, osteotomy in,

1285.

disease, 1156.

abscess in, 1166, 1188.

adduction to correct,

1180.

altered position in,

11(52.

amyloid degcneratnn
in, 119.'J.

anassthesia in diag-

nosis, 922.

complicatio'isof, 1'

courses of, 1157.

definit.on of, 1156.

diagnosis of, 1168.

from m:;scular

rh eumatism,
1169.

divisions, 1157.

effect of, on ';he bone,
1158.

excision for, 1194.

extension in, 1173,

factors in, 1158.

fixation in treatment,

1175.
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Hip-joint (liaoMe, frequency of,

115(1.

from burxitia, 1169.

from congenital dislo-

cation, 117H.

from oontuHions and
sprfiinH, 1 1()9.

from infantile ])araly-

sis, 1170.

from neuroses, 1169.

from periurttiritis,

1170.

from perityphlitis,

301.

from snoro-iliao joint,

1170.

from vertebral caries,

1170.

general tuberculosis

as a complication,

119.S.

hemorrhage in, 1193.

intra-pelvio abscess in,

1188.

limitation of motion
in, 1163.

long splint in, 1180.

manual osteoclasis in,

1274.

motion in treating,

1173.

muscular wasting in,

1164.

operation for, 1193,

1198.

by roraping, 1196.

pain in, 11(11.

passive motion in,

1188.

perforation of gut,

1191.

quiet disease, 1168.

results of, 1188, 1198.

splint in, 1177.

stages of, 1160.

statistics of, 1189,

symptoms of, 1161.

treatment of, 1173.

of abscess, 1177.

true dislocation from,

1191.

luxations of, 1116.

dorsal, 1117.

reduction of, 1118.

symptom8of,1118.
frequency of, 1116.

from disease, 1116.

into pubes, 1123.

,

.

into soia'ic notch,

1120.

. ! ,
' reduction of, 1121.

into thyroid foramen,
1121.

reduction of, 1121.

symptoms of,

1121.

signs of euro of, 1190.

spontaneous, 1116,

theory of, 1116.

traumatic, 1117.

varieties of, 1116.

voluntary, 1116.

with fracture, 1119.

Hippuric acid, 500.

History of spinal curvature,

1001.

Hob-nailed liver, 488.

Hodgkin's disease, 801.

splenic form of, 800,

Hofmokl on leg-fractures, 1082.
Holmes on death from hemor-

rhage in fracture of clav-

icle, 10(11.

on fracture of clavicle,

1060.

Holt, Dr. L. E., on diarrhocal

diseases, (il.

Hopkins, Dr. Wm. B., on am-
putations, 1311.

Horse-shoo kidney, 518.

Hot bath in freezing, 856.

Hot food and drinks as a cause
of gastric catarrh, 34, 35.

Hubbard, Dr. Lo Roy W., on
congenital dislocations, 946.

Huels on chlorosis, 782.

Huguier's view as to the place

of the sigmoid flexure in the
new-born. 328, 360.

Humerus, fractures of, 1062.

compound separation

of epiphysis, 10(14.

of anatomical neck,
1063.

of condyle, 1072.

of coronoid process,

1075.

of epitrochlea, 1071.

of lower epiphysis,

1069.

of lower part, 1067.

of olecranon, 1074,

„ of shaft, 1065.

of surgical neck, 1065.

of upper epiphysis,

1063.

Humphrey on forearm-fracture,

1076.

Hunchback, 1031.

spine, 1022.

Hunt, Dr. W., on calculi, 596.

Hunter on pernicious anaemia,

813.

Hutchinson on fracture of sur-

gical neck of hamerus,
1065.

on luxations, 1098.

Hydatid of kidney, 584.

of liver, 425, 445.

anatomical characters

of, 447.

bibliografyhy of, 466.

diagnosis of, 452.

dogs a cause of, 446.

duration of, 454.

echinococcus in, 447.

fremitus in, 451.

frequency nf, 446.

in Iceland and Aus-
tralia, 446.

not rare in children,

446.

pressure - symptoms,
451.

prognosis of, 454.

rupture in, 451.

suppuration in, 461.

symptoms of, 448.

tujnia in, 445.

treatment of, 456.

unknown in America,

446.

Hydrsemia, 769.

Hydrtemio plethora, 769.

Hydrarthrosis, 1227.

definition of, 1227.
treatment of, 1227.

Hydrocele, 691.

of cord, causes of, 692.

prognosis of, 693.

symptoms of, 692.

treatment of, 693.

acupuncture, 693.

painting, 693.

Hydrocephaloid sym|)tomi in

dy9pei).si», 0.

Hydrocephalus, spurious, 129.

Hydrogen-gas-insufflation in

the diagnosis of ctocal per-
fiiration, 301.

Uydroncphrofis, 665.

definition of, 5' j.

diagnosis of, 668.

etiology of, 606.

pathology of, 666.

prognosis of, 568.

symptoms of, 567.

trcatme. t of, 668.

Hydrophobia, 858, 893. See
Uabics.

Hygienic surroundings in diar-

rhocal disease, 101.

need of, 776.

Kymen, 714, 749.

absence of, 749.

Hf'oris, 716.

cribriformis, 716, 749.

donticularis, 716.

flmbriatus, 716.

imperforate, 749.

peculiarities of, 716.

septus, 716.

subseptus, 716.

Hyperemia of ovaries and
tubes, 739.

Hyperiesthesia ventriculi, 26.

Hyperkinetic curve, 1007.

Hyperplasia of the lymph-
nodules, 91.

Hyperplastic proliferating sy-

novitis, 1132.

synovitis, 1128.

Hypertrophy of extremities,

congenital, 930.

of spleen, 798.

Hypospadia, 648.

closure of opening in, 663.

deepening the groove in,

651.

diagnosis of, 650.

etiology of, 648.

formation of a new oanal

in, 662.

pathogenesis of, 648.

prognosis of, 650.

straightening the penis in,

651.

time for operation in, 651.

treatment of, 660.

Hysteria in leukeemia, 785.

Hysterics, 863.

I.

Iceland, hydatid in, 446.

Ice-water as a cause of diar-

rhoea, 107.

Icteric pallor in leukaemia, 786.

Icterus, 406.

alkalies for, 417.
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692.

692.

693.

ure, 69H.

«9:i.

turns in

[18, 129.

ion in

cal por-

loteruB, oatliartica in, 417.

oonstipiitiun in, 417.

diagnosis of, 416.

how (liiitingui. ed from

organio disease, 416.

diuroticH in, 418.

embryonuin, 406.

fatty stools in, 415.

foetal, 406.

later infantile, 414,

causes of, 414.

duodenitis a cause of,

415.

p"l80 in, 415.

8yini)tom8 of, 415.

names of, 406.

neonatorum, 405.

benign, 406,407.
how discriminated

from grave, 4i;^.

diagnoHis of grave and
benign cases, 413.

grave, 409.

as a consequence
of oongenitiil

syphilis, 412.

bile-duets in, 409.

cases of, 410.

causes of, 4U9.

how discriminated

from mild, 41.3.

how discriminated
from inflamma-
tion of the liver,

412.

liver in, 409.

organic defects of

liver a cause of,

409, 410.

puthology of, 410,

411,412.
phlebitis in, how

discovered, 413.

prognosis in, 414.

septic form of, 411,

412,

how discrimi-

nated, 413.

treatment of, 4U.
umbilical hemur-

rhage in, 411.

umbilical phlebi-

tis in, 411.

liiild, 405.

bile in, 406, 408.

blood in, 407.

causes of, 407.

ductus venosus in,

407.

frequency of, 409.

liver in, 407.

origin of, 407.

pathology of, 408.

Silbermann's
views regard-

ing, 408.

symptoms of, 408.

mineral watersfor, 417.

prognosis in, 416.

saline laxatives in,

417.

septic form of, 412.

Stern's experiments in pro-
ducing, 407.

Bynonymes of, 406.

treatment of, 417.

true, 409.

Icterus, typhoid, 507.

urticaria in, 415.

varieties of, 406, 407.

Idiopathic anaemia, 808.

wry-neck, 980.

Ilco-colitis, 134. See Entero-
colitis, Acute.

Ilingworth on elbow-fractures,

1074.

Immermann on blood in chloro-

sis, 780.

Impacted fracture, 105U.

Imperfect development of ova-
ries and tubes, 732.

Imperforate anuj. iS'ee Anus,
hymen, 749.

urethra, 637.

Impervious rectum, 331.

Impressions, maternal, 930.

Improper food a principal

cause of diarrhoeal dis-

ease, 65.

foods, 103, 104.

hygienic surroundings in

antBiiiia, 774.

Inanition, antemia of, 774,

j
Incised wounds, 857, 875.

' Incomplete fracture, 1050.

! Inconstant bacteria, 177, 182.

Incontinence of urine, 591.
' Incurved penis, 655.

{ Index-linger luxation, 1115.

I
Indications for excision of tcnee,

1226.

Indigestion, 1. See Dyspepsia,

anoimia of, 774.

favorable to bacterial

growth, 73.

habitual, 6, «, 9, 10.

in suckling children, 2.

Indirect violence in fraotuios,

1047.

Inequality of eyes a cause of

wry-neck, 980.

Infancy, liver in, 405.

uterus in, 744.

Infantile atrophy, intestines in,

94.

paralysis-deformities, the

mechanical treat-

ment of, 1298.

division, 1298.

hip, 1308.

knee, 1306.

knock-knee, 1308.

pes calcaneus, 1306.

pes equinus. 1299.

applia les, 1300.

pes valgus, 1304.

pes varus, 1303.

shoulder, 1310.

spine, 1309.

taken for hip-disease,

1170.

Infants, acute epiphysitis in,

1237.

treatment of club-foot in,

964.

Infection of pernicious aneemia,

810.

of pneumonia, 587.

Infectious diarrhoea, I'^S. See

Diarrhoea, Acute My-
cotic,

disease, microcytes in, 764.

haamoglobinuria of the

new-born, 827,

Infectious hemoglobinuria of
thu new-born, course
of, 838.

definition of, 827.

diagnosis of, 837.

etiology of, 828,

history of, 828.

i)athologioal anatomy
of, 833.

pathology of, 835.

prognosis of, 838.

symptoms of, 829.

synonymes of, 827.

treatment of, 838.

inflammations of minor
joints, 1258.

vulvu-vaginitis, 720.

Inflammation, acute catarrhal,

with non-epithelial

lesions, 81.

catarrhal, in dyspepsia, 3.

chronic, of intev^ine, fol-

lowing the acute
croupous form, 93,

following fclli.ular

ulceration, 93.

chronic catarrhal, follow-

ing acute disease of the
intestine, 91.

of bone, 1)92.

of intes'iae, acute croup-
ous. See Acute Croup-
ous Inflammation,

of lymph-nodules, intes-

tinal, 84.

autopsies after, 84.

deep ulcers in, 85.

frecjuency of, 84.

gross appearances
ofter, 84.

healing of, 87.

microscopical appear-
ances after, 86.

post-mortem changes
after, 86.

prognosis of, 87.

ulcers in, 84, 85, 86.

deep, 85, 86.

superficial, 85, 86.

Inflammations, deep, 845.

of the intestine, chronic,

91, 93.

Ingesta, diarrhoea from, 66.

Inhaler for ether, 916.

Inheritance of disease. See
Heredity.

Inherited syphilis in dyspepsia,

9.

Injections for acute diarrhoea,

120.

Injuries of the kidney, 586.

to the brain, 854.

Injury a cause of wry-neok, 979,

examining for, 840.

in Pott's disease, 1019.

Inner condyle of femur sep-

arated, 1090.

Insect-stings, 868.

Instrumental osteoclasis, when
advisable, 1278.

when not advisable, 1279.

Instruments for estimating
blood-cells, 7t f.

Insufilation for : 'ussusception,

258.

of hydrog'!n in diagnosis,

301.

! ffl
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Interoonilylar fi»«uro, 1070.

Interooital nuuriilgia, how ii\s-

tinguisbed from gaitri>>;ia,

28.

Intormittent torticolliH, 085.

Intornal striinKulation, trau-

miitio, 2tl.'t, 204.

Inteatinal bocturin, 173. See
Baotoria,

in relation to fermen-
tntiveprucoanus, 179.

of obildrun, 171).

of suoklings, 176, 179.

casts, 103. See Meuibra-
nouH Colitia.

constrictions, congenital,

208.

contents in diarrhooal dis-

eases, 82.

disciiso, chronic, following

acute catarrhal intlaiu-

mation, 91, 92.

inflammations, chronic, 91.

leuktumia, 792.

lymph-nodules, 77, 79.

malformation, diagnosis of,

319.

prognosis of, 319.

symptoms of, 318.

treatment of, 319.

varieties of, 315-318.

membranous catarrh, 163.

See Membranous Euter-
itls.

microscopy, 75.

obstruction, asepsis in, 266.

by fibrous bands,

263.

oases of, 264.

classes of, 247.

defined, 247.

diagnosis of, 266.

due to Meckel's diver-

ticulum, 264.

due to worms, 248.

from constriction, 263,

267.

from foreign bodies,

247, 2, 7.

laparotou-y for,

249.

potnto-oure for,

249.

symptoms of, 249.

treatment of, 249.

from intussusception,

,, , 251, 267. See In-

tussusception,

from peritonitis, 276.

from volvulus, 250,

267.

ileo-csecal, 264.

in enteritis, 264.

in tuberculosis, 264.

operation for, 266.

prognosis of, 265.

table for, 267.

treatment of, 265.

varieties, 247.

occlusion, congenital, op-

erations for, 320.

parasites, 217. See Para-

sites.

rupture, 325.

ulcers, catarrhal, 83.

worms a cause of or.iemia,

773.

Intestine, abnormalities of

Huiall, 315,

absence of, 315.

of large, 338.

acute catarrhal inflamma-
tion of, with non-
opithulial lesions, 81.

croupous inflammation
of. .SVfl Acute Croup-
ous Infliiuimation.

anatomy of, 70.

congenital malformations
of large, 31".

contents of, after acute

croupous inflammation,

87.

development of, 321.
pabsageof portions of, 169.

resection of, for obstruc-

tion, 203.

rupture of, from imper-
vious rectum, 332.

small, cysts of, 317.

Intestines, autopsies of, 76, 77.

contents of, 77.

follicular ulceration of, 84.

in athrepsia, 94.

in Icukismia, 791.

Intra-articular ankylosis, 1267.

fractures of the epicondyle,

1071.

pressure, 1148.

Intra-capsular abscess, 1152.

Intra-jielvic abscess, 1188.

Intra-uterine amputation, 936.

dislocations, 946.

fracture, 1061.

of clavicle, 1059.

lu.\ations, 1099.

peritonitis, 208. See Peri-

tonitis,

wry-nook, 979.

Intussusception, injections of

air ill, 258.

anatomy of, 252, 253.

artificial anus for, 203.

aseptic operation for, 261.

bloody discharges in, 265.

eases of, 267.

cathartics injurious in, 258.

causes of, 252.

chronic, 256, 257, 260.

complications of, 253.

death from, 267.

description of, 261, 262.

diagnosis of, 256.

dilatation for, 257.

discriminated from acute
cntero-colitis, 142.

from perityphlitis, 301.

enemata for, 258.

ilco-CBBcal. 263, 266, 263.

in acute diarrhoeal disease,

90.

injections in, 258.

insufflation for, 258.

laparotomy for, 280.

manipulation of, 254, 258.

mercury in, 259.

morbid anatomy of, 253.

operation for, 260.

opium in, 258.

palpation in, 255.

post-mortem, 263.

preparations for laparot-

omy, 260, 262.

rectal detection of, 256.

IntuHuicoption, rcluction of,

264, 202.

results of, 264.

seat of, 253.

sections of, 252.

signs of, 267.

sloughing of, 267.
lymptoms of, 254.
tenesmus in, 255.

treatment of, 257.
vomiting in, 25.

Inunctions in dyspepsia, 14.

Invagination, i'-c Intussus-
ception.

Iodide of iron in leukoomia, 796,

Iodine-poisoning, 861.

Iodoform for acute dyspeptio
diarrhcca, 121

Iron inanojniia, 776, 781.
in chlorosis, 782.

in dyspepsia, 16, 21, 22.

in k'uktemia, 796.

in the organs in pernioiouB

anaemia, 816.

mi.xturc, 501.

Irrigation of the bowel in acute

entero-colitis, 148.

of the intestine for diar-

rhuia, 119.

of the stomach for diar-

rhoea, 118.

Irritability, 830.

in chlorosis, 778.

of bladder, 675.

Irritable stomach, ?20.

Irritant substances as a cause
of gastric catarrh, 34.

Ischiatic orutch-splint. 1137.

Isohio-rectal abscess, 345.

Itching of the anus, 338.

J.

Jacket in spondylitis, 1037.

Jacubi, Dr. A., on anicmia, 798.

on enuresis, 591.

on tabes niesenterica, 208.

Jakscli on the blood in leukae-

mia, 788.

Jamestown-weed poisoning, 862,

Jaundice, 406, 431, 474. See
Icterus,

from constipation, 200.

in cancer of the head of

the pancreas, 398.

malignant, 607.

Jaw, lower, fracture of, 1055.

luxation of lower, 1101.

Jewish children exempt from
stone, 699.

Jimson-weed poisoning, 862.

Joint abscess, 1162.

afl'ection, 1127.

aff'ecfions, metastatic, 1264.

complications in acute in-

fectious diseases, 1264.

fluid in a, 1227.

of hip luxated, 1116.

Joints, diseases of, 929, 1139.

how infected, 1141.

non-tubercular disease of,

1228.

of children imperilled by
violence, 1252.

plastic inflammations of,

1266.
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Judson'g gptnal apparatut, 1002.

Hplint for hip-Uiaeiiao,

I ISO.

Juice of beef, 115.

punoreutiu, iSOU.

funotloD of, 360.

K.

Keating. Dr. John M., on dis-

etxsi'i of the utorua, vagina,

and vulva, 711.

Keen, Dr. W. W., on intestinal

obxtruetion in obiMron, 247.

K6nr, 116.

Kelly, Dr. Howard A., on dis-

easea of the ovarios and tubes,

7;!i.

Ketch, Dr. Samuel, on congeni-

tal dislocations, U45.

on curvature of spine in

children, lOOK.

Kidney, cysts of the, 582.

definition of, 582.

diagnosis of, 58:i,

pathology of, 58;j.

treatment of, 584.

floating, 522.

diagnosis of, 524.

etiology of, 522.

symptoms of, 52S.

treatment of, 524.

form of, 51 f.

granular, &--if>, 555.

horso-shoo, 518

hydatid of, !;<54.

diagnons of, 585.

etiology of, 584.

pathology of, 584.

prognodia of, 585.

symptoiua of. 584.

treatment of, 585.

injuries of, 586.

causes of, 686.

diugiioaia of, 588.

patiiology of, 586.

prognosia of, 687.

subpariotal, 68(5.

symptoina of, 586.

treatment of, 588.

movable, 622.

prolapsed, 5!)0.

sarcoma of, 213.

single, 617.

solid tumors of, 679.

dellnition of, 679.

diagnosis of, 582.

etiology of, 580.

pathology of, 579.

prognoais of, 582,

symptoms of, 580.

treatment of, 582,

surgical clisoases of, 559.

tubercular and scrofulous,

577.

diagnosis of, 578.

history of, 677.

pathology of, 577.

prognosis of, 578.

symptoma of, 678.

treatment of, 578.

Kidneys, anomalies of, 516.

arterial supply, 521.

atrophy, 517.

flxea malposition, 520.

floating, 622.

Kiilneya, anomallea of, fuiion,

518.

horee-Khoe, 618.

ip acute diarrhcoal discaae,

9U
in chr.'inic cases, 95.

in dyspopsii, 10.

movable, 622.

number of, Mfl.

position of, o20.

single, 517.

size of, 519.

ureters, 610.

Kinloch, Dr. K. A., on anky-
losis, 1206.

Kirnberger on loukiemia, 7W,
Knoo-exciaion caaea, 1222.

Knee-joint amputations, 1330.

unl.yloais, osteotomy in,

1286.

diseases, 1205.

osteitis of, 1200.

suppurative synovitis

in, 1207.

flushing the joint

in, 1208.

symptoms, 1207.

treatment, 1207.

synovitis in, 1206.

symptoms, 1206.

treatment, 12U(S.

tubercular, 1208.

symptoms, 1208.

luxations, 1123.

abnormal mobility in,

1124.

compound, 1124.

congenital, 1123.

patella in, 1125.

rarity of, 1123.

operations on, 1214.

arthrectomy, 1216.

Knife for amputations, 1313.

Knight's brace for spine, 1013.

Knock-knee of paralysis, 1308.

osteotomy in, 1290.

F.iox on separated epiphysis

of humerus, 1064.

Kcillikcr, analysis of cases of

spinal curvacure, 1002.

Kiinig on division of tubercle,

1143,

Kouinys, 110.

Kou.'so for tivpe-worm, 224,
Kyphosis, 1019.

Laache on blood in ohlorosis,

780.

on pernicious anaomia, 813.

Labia, elephantiasis of, 728.

gangrene of, 728.

treatment of, 728.

Lacerated wounds, 884.

Lacerations, 857.

of the hyiren, 715.

Lactic acid for acute diarrhceal

disease, 123.

Lameness in hip-joint disease,

1161.

Lange on complicated fracture

of humerus, 103S.

Langenbeck's fracture-statis-

tics, 1046.

Lannclongue on elbow-frao-

tures, 1074.

La]mro-colotoiny, i'^ft, for ab-
sence of rectum, 3.'8.

Laparotomy. Sre al Colot-

omy.
for congenital ocrlusibn of

the bowel, 320.

for intussuioeptiun, 260.

Lardacein, 441.

Large intestine, i^ongenital mal-
formiitiona of, 317.

rudimmilary, 318.

Larroy's ani]iuta'.iun at shoul-

der-joint, 1323,

Lateral curvatureii of the spine,

loot.

Roth on, 1018.

Laudanum-poisoiiing, 861.
L.'iurent on comp'.ic.ited fracture

of humerus, lOOi'l.

Lavage of stomach, 6.

of stomach for dilatation,

49. 'SVc alxo Irrigation.

Laxatives for the new-born,
203.

Lead-poisoning, 861.

Leaving off splint in hip-dis-

ease, 1190.

Lee on fracture oi" neck of
femur, 1084.

Lee, Dr. Wm., on diseases of the

umbilicus, 683.

Loft lumbar colotomy, 328, 358.

Leg, amputation of, 1328.

bones of, most frequently

fruoturcd, 1046.

fractures of, 1082, 1093.

from necrosis, 1U94,

of tibia, 1093.

partial, 1093.

separation of epiphy-
sis, 1096.

treatment of, 1094.

Leisrink on fracture of ueck of

femur, 1084.

Lesions in Pott's disease, 1021.

producing scoliosis, 1007.

Leucoorystallin, 788.

Leucocyphonia sanguinis, 794.

Leucoovtos, estimating, 760.

in Icukremia, 788,

Leucocytlmmia, 783.

Leucocytosis, 762.

Leucorrhoea, 525, 717.

definition of, 717.

etiology of, 717.

in anwmia, 775.

Leukicmia, 76,3, 771.

definition of, 783.

etiology of, 784,

history of, 783.

pathological anatomy of,

71)0.

symptoms of, 784.

synonyme of, 783.

Leuk89mic plethora, 787.

retinitis, 786.

Leukosin, 787.

Leverage with weight-exten-
sion, 1160.

Levis's splint for the radius,

1081.

Lovrat's appliance for wry-
neck, 987.

Lieberkiihn, follicles of, 78.

Lieno-lymphatio leukaemia, 793.

I
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LiKBturc In homorrhnge, fl78.

Light-gray hIooIh, 9H.

Liglitning-atruku, 8.'i;>.

liiinb-hyijrrtniphy, treatment
of, «;i2.

LiiiiliH, aupornuinuriiry, 9.')H.

Limitiition of motion in liip-

joint iliaeiiao, 1I6M.

Linen itllju, liernia through the,

I'.'C).

Lint, 841.

|ji|iii(;i(li('mia, 760.

Li|iit>inia, 71!.').

Lipomatou)! tumors, O.")!.

Lixrranc-'a aniputution at ihoul-
tier, lH2.t.

tar.'4u-nietatnraal amputa-
tions, l:i2(l.

Listor'g ruloii for uno of tho Ea-
march bandage, 11182.

thigh-amputation, IH'M.

Liston un ooronoid frooture,

1076.

Literature of pancreatic dii!-

eases, 401. See, blue, Uibli-

ography.
LithiPiiiiafrom functional livor-

disordor, 421.

Litholapnxy, 622.

8tnti.stioH, 620.

Lithotrity, 1122.

Littre's operation, 328, 360.

for imperforate anus,
.?28.

Liver, absccas of, 466.

ascaridcb causing, 477.

bibliography of, 47U.

complications of, 474.

diagnosis of, 47.').

duration of, 474.

enlargement in, 472.

etiology of, 469.

fever in, 47.3.

frequency of, 467.

gastro-intestinal symp-
toms in, 473.

in the new-born, 408.

issue of, 476.

jaundice in, 474.

morbid anatomy of,

475.

pain in, 472.

prognosis of, 475.

vulmonary symptoms
l,^ 474.

rare in children, 466.

symptomatology of,

470.

treatment of, 470.

tumor in, 472.

acti\ .ly of, after birth, 406.

amyloid, 4.39.

alkalies in, 4 ','i.

ascites in, 443.

autopsy of, 442.

bibliography of, 445.

carrion-odor in, 443.

diagnosis of, 444.

diarrhoea in, 443.

dropsy in, 445.

etiology of, 440
iodine in, 444.

lardacein in, 441.

mercury in, 444.

morbid anatomy of,

440.

prognosis of, 444.

Livar, amyloid, spleen In, 44:<.

symptom^ »f, 412.

ton'os in, 444.

treatment of, 4 <4.

vomiting in, 441.
zones in, 441.

cari'inouui, 457.

cirrhosis of, 488,

age, 480.

alcoholic, 401.

anatomy of, 4U1.

atrophic, 4U2.

definitirn of, 488.

dietetic, tUO.

difToruiitlation in, 407.
etiology of, 4U0.

frequency of, 489.

from ri'ike ,h, -.'01.

hypertrophic, I'Xi.

kidneys in, 49.'!.

pathi logical oomplioa-
tio-is, 493.

pathology of, 491.
jirognosis of, 498.

ptomaines and, 490.

rachitic, 492.

8e.\ in, 490.

spleen in, 493.

symptomatology of,

494.

synonymcs of, 488.

treatment, prophylac-
tic. 498.

specific, 499.

varieties of, 488.
zymcjtic, 490.

congenital malformations
of, 426.

congestion of. 430.

bibliography of, 4.34.

diagnosis of, 432.

jaundice, 431.

morbid anatomy of,

430.

prognosis of, 432.
sallow fnoe in, 4:>1.

symptoms of, 430.

treatment of, 434.

contractions of, 488.

cyst of, 425.

disorder of, with lithtcmia,

421.

disorders of, due to pancre-
otio calculus, 387.

enlargements of, 422.

examination of, 424.

extirpation of, 407.

fatty, diseases associated

with, 436.

etiology of, 435.

fntty degeneration of,

43u.

hereditary disposition

to, 437.

intra-uterine, 438.

morbid anatomy of,

436.

physical signs of, 437.

symptoms of, 437.

urine in, 437.

foetal, 403, 404.

functions of, in foetal life,

403.

hydatid of, 425. ^ee Hy-
datid.

in acute diarrhoeal disease,

90.

Liver in ohronic disease, 96.
in dys|)Rpj| V, 10.

in grave icterus neona-
torum, 409.

in iiit'uncy, 405.

in luiikuMuia, 786, 792.

it relation to the stomach
in gastric dilatation, 40.

of children, 423.

pohition alToctod by rickets,

426.

weight of, 424.

in relatio.; to age, 405.
yellow atrophy of, 607.

cause of, 507.

dtfinition of, 507.

ditferentintion, 509.

etiology of, 508.

history of, 507.

pathology and anat-
omy of, 508.

symptomatology of,

509.

synonymes of, 507.
Lockjaw, 902.

Lordosis, 1001.

in ])aralysis, I (08.

Loss of power in fracture, 1052.

Lovett, Ur. U W., m experi-
ments with iq)lint Tcr hip,

1182.

Lovolt'f hi])-splint, 1184.

Lower end of femur, fracture of,

1090.

epiphysis .)f femur sepa-
rated, 1091.

part of humerus, fracture

of, 1067.

radio-ulnar articulation oi

wrist luxated, 1114.

Lower-extromity amputations,
1325.

Lower-Jaw fracture, 1055.

luxations, 1 101.

Lowered nervous force in dys-
pepsia, 3.

Lucas, Dr. H. C, his opinion re-

garding injections and insuf-

flation for invagination of tho
bowel, 268.

Lumbar caries with paraplegia,
1033.

disease, 1032.

hernia, 245.

nephrotomy, 569.

scoliosis, 1011.

Lumbricoids. Sec Ascarides.

Lunnr-oaustic poisoning, 861.

Lunches as a cause of diar-

rhoeas, 103.

Lung, wounded, 1058.

Lung-lesions in acute diarrhoeal

disease, 89.

in chronic diarrhoeal dis-

ease, 95.

Lungs, foetal, 403.

hemorrhage from tho, 859.

Lupus pudendi, 729.

Luxations, 1097. iS'cc names of

the dilferent bones and artic-

ulations in this index.

Lye, burns with, 865.

Lymphadenitis, 906.

treatment of, 907.

Lymphadenoraa, .SOI.

Lymphangitis, 906.

treatment of, 900.

m?
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LjrmphBtio aniemiu, 801.

cumpliuationa nnil »e-

quoliD of, 8U6.

course of, 807.

doniiitlon of, HOI.

diagnusls of, 807.

duration of, 807.

etiology of, 801.

history of, .ho 1

.

pathological auatuiny
of, 804.

pathology of, 805.

auqiiclfl of, 806.

ayiuptoiiiH of, 802.

aynonyiiies of, HOI.

treatment of, 8U8.

cachexia, 801.

Lymphatici* in leiikwniia, 71)0.

Lymph-noilo.t of mesentery, ttl.

Lyinph-nodules, chronic hyper-
plasia of, Ul.

in diseano, 82, 83, 84.

in enturo-oolitis, 140.

intestinal, 77, 7U.

ulcerative inUuiuuiation of,

8s.

Lymphoid marrow, 791.

Lymphoma, malignaut, 801.

Lymphomata in leultiemia, "1)2.

in lymphatic aniemia, 804.

Lympho-Haroomu, 801.

MoOann, Dr. J. .on wounds, 868.
McCarthy on separation >jf tro-

chanter of femur, 1084.

Maoewen, Ur. Wm,, on acute
iullnidniation of bone, 1192.

Macewon's osteotomy, 1291.

MoKonzie, Dr. E. B., on medi-
cal exercises, 1017.

Macnamara on operation in hip-
disease, 1 196.

Maorocytes, 76.3.

Magenschmerz, magenkrampf,
26.

Magnesium silicate in entero-
colitis, 146.

Maisonnouve on s-paration of
lower epiphysis of humerus,
1070.

Malaria, 497.

a cause of leukaemia, 785.

anumia from, 77it.

Malarial cirrhosis, 501.

definition of, oUl.

differentiation of, 508.

etiology of, 602.

history of, 601.

pathology of, 502.

prognosis of, 503.

symptomatology of,

602.

treatment of, 503.

poisoning a cause of mel-
ansemia, 764.

Male fern for tape-worm, 223.
Males more liable to wry-neok
than females, 979.

Malformations, 929.

congenital, of anus, 321.

of rectum, 321.

of genitals, 633.

of intestine, 315.

of liver, 426.

Malformations of ovaries and
tub'«s, 731.

Malgaigne on face-frooture,

10.57.

on fracture of clavicle,

lOAO.

on luxationi in children,

1097.

on non-union of fracture
of humerus, 1069.

Malignant disease of pancreas,

396.

of rectum, 354.

Jaundice, 507.

lymphoma, 801.

Malnutrition a cause of anu>mia,
774.

a cause of wry-neok, 980.

aneemia from, 776.

in congenital ^'yphilis, 775.

in malaria, 775.

in rachitic., 775.

in rheui.iat'sm, 775.

in scrofula, 775.

in scurvy, 776.

in tuberculosis, 776.

Mauimiv, absence of, 763.

accessory, 764.

supernumerary, 750.

Manipulation of joints, 1 151.

Marginal abI:ces^<, 346.

Marriage of persons with mal-
formed genital organs, 634.

Marsh on intra-artioulur press-

ure, 1148.

on the time to operate in

bip-diseaso, 1198.

Marsh's classilication of joint-

absco8»es, 1 1 53.

diagrams of hip-joint dis-

ease, 1163.

plan for .lynovitis, 1137.

Marshall, Dr. Clara, on abnor-

malities of tlie female genital

organs, 741.

Masking of gastric disease by
misleading symptoms, 31.

Massage for constipation, 207.

in chronic diarrhoea, 160.

Masturbation, 709.

and chlorosis, 378.

and enuresis, 591.

causes of, 710.

in phimosis, 640.

treatment of, 710.

Materials for dressings, 841.

Maternal impressiors, 754, 930.

Matzoon, 116.

Maxillary fracture, 1056.

Meals in dyspepsi i, 18.

Measles a cnusr of fracture,

1048.

MCcano-thferapii, 1015.

Mechanical apyliances in wry-
neck, 9S7.

obstruction as causing oo*;-

stipatijn, 198.

treatment of the deformi
ties of infantile paraly-

sis, I29S.

Meckel's diverticulum, 316.

as a cause of strangu-
lation, 264.

removal of, 265.

varieties of, 317.

Meconium, bacteria of the, 174-

170.

Meoonium, retention of, may
cause convulsions, 198.

Medical gymnastics, 1015.

anvil ohorus, 1017.

circumduct' nofarmi,
1016.

deltoid t iment,
1017.

diving movement,
1017.

head- resistance, 1017.

head-rotution, 1016.

key-note exercise,

1016.

lateral flexion of bead,

1016.

leg and tiiigh ci;-cum-

duction, lOtn.

"pugilistic," 1018.

respiratory, 1015.

thigh hyper-exten-
sion, 1016.

the four count, 1017.

trunk resisting, 1016.

wand movement, 1017.

Medicaments in spondylitis,

10;i7.

Medication as a cause of con-

stipation, 195.

as a cause of diarrhoea,

107.

as a cause of gastric ca-

tarrh, 34.

in dyspepsia, 19.

Medullary Icukiemia, 790, 793.

Megalocytes, 703.

Meliuna a cause of anuimia, 774.
neonatorum, 56.

MelanttMiiia, 704.

MClangeur, 700.

Melasma suprarenale, 820.

Mellitiemia, 766.

Membranous enteritis, 163, 165.

Andrew t'lark's views
on, 107.

casts of, 166, 167.

causes of, 163.

chemical features of

the membranous
substance, 167.

olimato in, 169.

diagnosis of, 168.

etiology of, 163.

exercise in, 169.

inflammation in, 168.

malnutrition in, 166.

medication in, 169.

membranes in, 166.

microscopic features

in, 166.

Mills and Clark's re-

port on, 166.

names of, 163.

nervous influences in,

164.

manifestations in,

165.

non-inflammatory na-
ture of, 168.

pain in, 165.

paroxysms in, 166.

pathology of, 167.

prognosis of, 169.

reactions of the exu-
dates in, 167.

sex of patients, 163.

symptoms of, 164.

,

f Bl
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Membranoui entoriUa, sync
nyineii uf, IBH.

treatment of, lfi9.

undigested food mis-
taken for casts of,

168.

varieties of membrane
in, 167.

shreds in stools, lUO.

Menstruation and chlorosis, 778.

precocious, 760.

Mental trork and chlorosis, 778.

Mercury a cause of ansemin,

77a
metallic, in intestinal ob-

struction, 269.

Mesenteric glands in acute diar-

rhoea! disease, 90.

tuberculosis of, 211.

tabes, 208. See Tabes
Mcsenterica.

Mesentcriolum, 285.

Mesentery, lymph-nodes of, 91.

Mesonephron, 623.

Metacarpus, amputations of,

1318.

luxation of, 1115.

Metastaticjoint-affections, 1264.

Metatarsal bones deUcient, 934.

luxations, 1126.

Methasinoglobin, 760.

Mctl.ods to relieve intra-articu-

lar pressure, 114U.

Microbes. See Bacteria.

Microoytes, 763.

Microcythremia, 763.

Micro-organisms in blood. •S'ee

Bacteria,

in !ionc-puc, 994.

in diarrhoeal diseases, 70,

72.

in joints, 1265.

productive of diarrhoeas,

108.

Microscope, how to make prep-
arations for, 77.

Microscopic erosions of the
mucosa, 83.

specimens, the staining of,

77.

Microscopical appearances of

diseased intestine, 75, 81, 82,

86, 88, 91, 92.

Microscopy of infantile stools,

96.

Migraine, 499.

Milk as a factor in diarrhoeal

disease, 71.

bacteria in, 1 89.

bottled, 104.

care of, 104.

cow's, as infants' food, 103.

diet. 530.

in dyspepsia, 14.

in hver-contraction,

500.

digestion of, 181.

for diarrhoeas, 115.

for infants, 64, 65.

nurse's, in dyspepsia, 2.

skimmed, in dilatation of

the stomach, 60.

sterilized 104,189.

transpoi tiition of, 104.

Milk-faeoes, bacteria of, 175,

176.

isolation of, 177.

Milk-feeces, bacteria of, obliga-
tory, 178, 178.

potential, 177, 182.

Milk-sugar decomposed by bac-
teria, 179.

ferment'ition caused by
bacteria, 179.

Miller's observations on bacte-
ria, 172, 174.

jviills and Clark's report on
membranous enteritis, 166.

Mincral-ttcid poisoning, 860.

Minor articulations, diseases of,

1262.

anatomical peculiari-

ties, 1253.
arthritis, 1256.

chronic infectious in-

flammations, 1268.

classification, 1255.

ganglion, 1266.

treatment, 1267.
ostoo-arthritis, 1266.

plastic inflammations,
1255.

syndesmitis, 1256.

synovitis, 1266.

teno-synovitis, 1256,

tuberculosis, 1268.

diagnosis of, ) 259.

localization of,

1269.

operative treat-

ment of, 1261.

prognosis cf, 1260.

treatment of, 1260.

surgery, 839.

Misleading symptoms in gastric

disease, 31.

Mitchell, Dr. J. K., on suspen-

sion in spinal curvature,

1002.

Mode of healing of follicular

ulcers, 93.

of repair in fractures,

1063.

Moist papules, 339.

Monk's-hood-poisoning, 862.

Monsol's solution for gastric

hemorrhage, 69.

Monstrosities, 929.

Morbus Addisonii, 820.

Moore, Dr. E. M., on separa-

tion of epiphysis of humerus,
1064.

Morbid processes depending
upon specific forms
of microbic infec-

tion, 902.

erysipelas, 907.

gangrene, 908.

lymphangitis, 906.

lymphadenitis, 906.

phagedena, 908.

tetanus, 902.

Morbus virginious, 777.

Morphine for wry-neck, 986.

Morphine-poisoning, 861.

Morphotic elements of blood,

changes in, 762.

Morris, Dr. Henry, on surgical

diseases of the kidney, 559.

Mortality from bottle-feeding,

64.

from diarrhoeal diseases in

relation to the season of

the year, 68.

Morton, Dr. T. G., on plustic

surgery, 864.

Mosler on leukiomia, 796.

Motion in hip-disease, 1173.
Mott on fracture of humerus,

1067.

Mouth in entero-colitis, 142.

Mouth-lesions in acute diar-
rhoeal disease, 39.

Movable kidney, 522.

Moxon on spleen in leuksomia,
793.

Muco-colitis, chronic, 163. Se^
Membranous Enteritis.

Mucosa, microscopic erosions

of, 83.

Mucous diarrhoea, 163. See
Membranous Enteritis,

disease, 163. See Mem-
branous Enteritis,

membrane in dyspepsia,

3,4.
intestinal, 76.

c ca>cum, 285.

patches, 339.

Mucus in stools, 98, 138.

Multipld fractures of face,

1056, 1058.

Murmurs, anaomic, 776.

Muscles afiected in wry-neck,
982.

Muscular action causing frac-

ture of humerus,
1066.

in fractures, 1047.

paralysis leading to consti-

pation, 196.

rheumatism, 1169,

wasting in hip-joint dis-

ease, 1164.

weakness in spinal curva-
ture, 1003.

Musser, Dr. J. H., on enlarge-

ments of the liver, 422.

Mycotic diarrhoea, acute, 108.

See Diarrhoea, Acute Mycotic.
Myeloi<l tuberculosis, 1260.

Myosarcoma, 680.

Myositis ossificans and scoliosis,

1006.

N.

Nffivus of rectum, 353.

Naphthalin in acute dyspeptic
diarrhoea, 121.

Narrowing of the vagina, 749.

Nasal bones, fracture of, 1054.

Nausea in dyspe^j^.a, 5, 6.

Neuroses of hip, 1169.

Neck of femur, fracture of,

1084.

of humerus, fracture of,

1063, 1066.

Necrosis after periostitis, 996.

fracture of tibia from, 1094.

of extremity of diaphysis,

etc., 1228.

Needle in the flesh, 857.

Neilson, D-. Thos. R., on dis-

eases of the osseous system

and the joints, 929.

Neoplasms of the testicle, 698.

Nephritis, glomerular, 536.

tubal, 533.

Nephrolithotomy, 676.

Nephrotomy, 569.
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Nerve-foroc, lowered, in dyapep-
siiv, 3.

Nerve-lesions after Esmarch's
bivndage, 1314.

Nerves affected in wry-neck,
981.

controlling the pancreas,

370.

Nervous affections causing con-

stipation, 19R.

disorders in gastric catarrh,

36.

dyspepsia, 7.

irritability in chlorosis,

778.

irritation from phimosis,

638.

symptoms due to constipa-

tion, 199, 202.

in dyspepsia, 13.

Neuralgia 'n chlorosis, 779.

intercostal, bow distin-

guished from gastralgia,

28.

of stomach, 25.

Neurectomy in wry -nock, 991.

Neuritis in hip-diaease, 1193.

Neuroses from phimosis, 639.

Neurotic curve, 1007.

Neurotomy in wry-neck, 991.

Now-born, constipation in, 203.

fatty liver in the, 438.

jaundice of the, 407.

microoytes in blood of the,

764.

Newland-Pedley on case of jaw-
fracture, 1056.

Night-cry in antsmia, 775.

Nipples, feeding-, 105.

on the abdominal wall, 752.

supernumerary, 750.

Nitrate of silver in dyspepsia,

16, 19.

Noma pudendi, 729.

Non-cutting operations for

stone, 622.

Non-oytogonic anosmias, 772.

Non-deforming club-foot, 963.

Non-implication of epiphyses

of joints in periostitis, 998.

Nose, foreign body in, 851,

hemorrhage from, 859.

Nourishment in ansamia, 770.

Nuok's canal in hernia, 235.

Nurse, cleanliness indispensable

in, 105.

in dyspepsia, 2.

Nursing-bottles, 105.

Nutrient enemata in gastric

dilatation, 51.

vessels in periostitis, 996.

Nutrition in entero-colitis, 139.

Obligatory bacteria, 176, 178.

Obstruction, intestinal, 247.

See Inio..''nal Obstrno-

tion.

to respiration, 847.

Obstructions causing constipa-

tion, 198.

Oocipito-atloidian wry-neck,
983.

Occlusion of bowel, congenital,

operation for, 320.

Occlusion of intestine, oongen-
iti>.1, symptoms of, 318.

of urethra, 637.

Occupation and calculus, 699.

Q<Mema in aniemia, 776.

in splenic anicmia, 799.

pulmonary, 554.

Ointments in surgery, 844.

Olecranon, frnoturos of, 1074.

Oligicmiu, 770.

Oligochromajmia, 770.
Oligocythocmia, 770.

0<izing of blood, 866.

Open incision for wry-neck,
988.

Opening abscesses, 1155.

Operation for congenital occlu-

sion of the bowel, 320.

for genital malformations,
633.

time for, 633
for phimosis, 640.

on hip-joint, 1193, 1198.

Operations for wry-nec.'t, 988.

on knee, 1214.

Opiates before anaesthxlics, 925.

Opium in acute dyspeptic diar-

rhoea, 124.

in acute enterocolitis, 146.

in cholera infai.tum, 132.

in diarrhoea, 108.

injurious in cyclical vomit-
ing, 24.

Orchitis, 097.

causes of, 697.

course of, 697.

symptoms of, 697.

treatment of, ()98.

Origin of deformities, 930.

Orthopaedic dispensary (Now
York), statistics of hip-dis-

ease in, 1190.

Osier on Icukoimia, 787.

Osseous adhesions in ankylosis,

1268.

system, diseases of, 929.

Osteitic inflammation, 1128.

Osteitis fungosa, 1022.

of growing bones, 1228.

tubercular, 1146.

of kneo, 1210.

Osteo-arthritis of minor joints,

1253.

Osteoclasis, application of, 1277.

by distention, 1274.

definition of, 127.

history of, 1273.

manual, 1274.

when advisable, 1278.

when not advisable, 1279.

Osteo-myelitis of phalanges,

1262.

Osteotome, 1282.

Osteotomy, 1279.

anaesthesia in, 1283.

application of, 1281,

definition of, 1279.

for ankylosis in a vioiouB

position, 1285.

for anterior tibial carves,

1294.

for bow-leg, 1293.

for club-foot, 1297.

for flat-foot, 1296.

for knock-knee, 1290.

general remarks on, 1281.

history of, 1279.

of,

Osteotomy of badly-united frac-

tures, 1285.

of elbow, 1288,

of hip-joint, 1286.

of knee-joint, 1286.

of tcmporo-maxillary
joint, 1289.

special applications

1284.

technique of, 1283.

Otis evacuator, 625.

OvnI-flap amputation of arm,
1322.

Ovarian tumors, 785.

diagnosis of, 736.

differential diagnosis

of, 736.

exploratory puncture
of, 736.

Ovariotomies in children, 735.

Ovariotomy, technique of,

737.

Ovary, absence of, 741.

accessory, 742.

anomalies of communica-
tion of, 749.

cancer of, 739.

congenital malformations,
732.

diseases of, 731.

by rectal palpation,

733.

by vagina, 732.

diagnosis of, in gen-
eral, 732.

duo to sexual activity,

732.

general classification

of, 732.

imperfect development of,

732.

in hernia, 235.

physical examination of,

732.

rudimentary, 742.

ruptured, 739.

single, 742.

tumors and inflammations
of, 732.

Overfeeding as a cause of gas-
tric dilatation, 44.

dangers of, 65.

in diarrhoea, 102.

in entero-colitis, 145.

perityphlitis from, 289.

tends to increase the nor-
mal number of intestinal

bacteria, 72.

Oxalic-acid poisoning, 860.

Oxygen, deficient, causing anas-
mia, 774.

in leukaemia, 796.

pnr rectum, 501.

O.xyuris, propagation of, 219.

vernJcularis, 227. iSee Pin-
Worms.

Packard, Dr. J. H., on colot-

omy, 357.

on fractures and disloca-

tions, 1043.

Pad for hernia, 239.

Pain in abscess of liver, 472.
in back, 1010.

r
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In digea«e of kidney, 581.

of sacro-iliao Joint,

1170.

in dyspepsia, 7.

in epiphysitis, 1234.

in fracture, 1052.

in blp-joint disease, 1161.

in inflammations of joints,

1257.

in injury, 841.

in joints in leulctcmia,

786.

in periostitis, 995.

in scoliosis, 1008.

in spondylitis, 1023.

in synovitis, 1130.

Palatal fracture, 1057.

Pallor in anicmia, 775.

Palmar and plantar abscess,

845.

club-hand, 937.

Palpation in intussusi jption,

255.

rectal, for ovarian disease,

733.

Palpitation of heart in aneemia,
775.

Panarthritis, 1128.

Panas on club-ibot, 970.

Pancreas, abnormalities of,

366.

abscess of, 380. See. Ab-
scess of Pancreas,

accessory, 366.

ducts of, 369.

anatomy of, 365.

carcinoma of, 396, 397.

age of patients, 397.

appearances of, 396.

diagnosis of, 397.

extirpation for, 399.

operation for, 399.

primary, 396.

resection for, 399.

sex of patients, 397.

stearrhcBa in, 397.

symptoms of, 397, 398.

treatment of, 399.

varieties of, 397.

comparative anatomy of,

307, 368.

cysts in, 379. See Pancre-
atic Cysts.

degenerations of, 379.

description of, 365.

destruction of, not always
productive of ill health,

392.

development of, 369.

diseases uf, 365, 376-402.

how studied, 370, 371.
displacement of, 389.

duct of, 366.

duplicity of, 366.

embryonal, 367.

functional activity of, 370,
371.

functions of, 369.

gangrene of, 380.

gunshot wounds of, 375.

histology of, 367.

inflammation of, 376. See
Pancreatitis,

iiyuries of, 372, 388.

invagination of, 380.

lacerations of, 372.

lesser, 366.

Pancreas, malignant disease of,

396.

minus, 366.

necrosed, removal of, 380.
nerve-influence on, 370.

of birds, 367, 368.

of chick, 367, 368.
of larvul frog, 368.

operations on, 373, 375.
pnysiology of, 369.

position of 365.

prolapse of, in wounds, 373,
374.

protrusion of, 373, 374.
relations of, 365.

resection of, 375.

Schifi"'8 observations on,
370.

sclerosis uf, 377.

described, 377.

duodeno - cholocystot-
omy in, 379.

etiology of, 377.

progress of, 378.

treatment of, 378.

secretions of, 369.

supernumerary, 366.

suppuration in, 382.

surgery of, 373.

syphilitic lesions of, 400.

signs of, 401.

treatment of, 401.
topography of, 365.

treatment of, when
wounded, 374.

tuberculosis of, 399.

wounds of, 372-375.
cases of, 372-375.

Pancreatic activity in the lower
animals, 371.

calculus, 383.

removal of, 396.

cyst, after-treatment of,

394, 395.

aspiration in, 393, 394.
cases of, 386.

causes of, 387.

compression from, 392.

dangers from, 392.

description of, 386,
388.

detection of, 391.

diagnosis of, 389.

difierential diagnosis

of, 391.

drainage of, 395.

dne to calculus, 387.

due to traumatic con-

traction of the duot,

388.

effects of, .391.

etiology of, 387.

extirpation of, 393.

fistula for, 394.

location of, 390.

operation for, 393.

prognosis in, 392.

rupture of, 392.

treatment of, 393.

disease, bibliography of,

401.

fatty stools as a sign

of, 390.

literature of, 401.

signs of, 390.

displacement, obstructive,

389.

Pancreatic duct, cicatricial con-
traction of, 388.

contraction of, 388.
eflect of stenosis of,

379.

ligation of, 369.

obstruction of, 379.

stc.osis of, 379.

stoppage of, leading to
cysts, 387.

stricture of, 388.
ferments, 371.

fistula, artificial, 394.
juice, 369.

characters of, 371.

chemical composition
of, 371.

effect of, in abdominal
cavity, 393.

on albuminoids,

370, 371.

on fttt, 369, 371.

on starch, 369,

371.

on sugar, 370,

371.

on the skin, 371.

functions of, 369.

obstruction due to biliary

calculus, 387.

effects of, 390.

Pancreatin in acute dyspeptic
diarrhoea, 125.

Pancreatitis, acute, 376.

cases of, .376.

clinical history of, 376.

frequency of, 376.

interstitial, 377. Sie
Pancreas, Sclerosis

of.

raTity of, 376.

symptoms of, 376.

treatment of, 377.

chronic interstitial, 377.

See Pancreas, Sclerosis

of.

suppurative. See Abscess
of Pancreas.

Pancrobiline in chronic diar-

rhoea, 160.

Papules, moist, 339.
Paralysis and scoliosis, 1007,

1008.

as a cause of constipation,

196.

infantile deformities from,
1298.

lordosis in, 1008.
reflex intestinal, a cause of

constipation, 197.

Paralytic wry-neck, 980.

Paraphimosis, 646.

treatment of, 647.

manual, 647.

operative, 647.

Paraplegia and lumbar caries,

1033.

in spondylitis, 1026.

Parasites in blood, 766.

in intestinal canal, 217.

blood sucked by, 219.

causes of, 217.

children especially

subject to, 220.

clonnliness a preven-

tive, 220.

clinical history of, 218.
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Parasites in intestinal canal,

effects of, 217, 218,

222, 226, 228.

embryonic activity of,

219.

geography of, 220.

hisiory of subject, 217.

infection by, 219.

introduction of, 219.

irritation produced by,

1219.

masses of, 219.

nutriment consumed
by, 218.

pathogeny of, 217.

pathology of, 218.

propagation of, 219.

prophylaxis against,

220.

ptomaines from, 218.

salads as introducing,
220.

self-infection from,

220.

suction of blood by,

219.

tape-worms, 221. See
Tape-Worm,

views of authors re-

garding, 217.

in stools, 100.

Parasitic anaemia, 773.

Paratyphlitis, 282.

Par6 on sp'nal curvature, 1001.

Paregoric-poisoning, 861.

Parenchymatous nephritis, 533.

Paris-green poisoning, 861.

Parker on fracture of head of

fcnur, 1083.

Partial fracture, 1049.

luxations, 1098.

Passive motion, early, 1069.

Pasteur's views on bacteria,

171.

Patches, mucous, 330.

Patella, fractures of, 1093.

luxations of, 1125.

Patent urachus, 672.

treatment of, 672.

Pathogenic bacteria, 73.

qualities of bacterium lac-

tis aerogenes, 178.

Pathological changes in wry-
neck, 981.

Pathology. See, in this index,

under the names of the

various diseases,

of chlorosis, 780.

in oases of death after an-

iBsthoticB, 928.

Peculiaritic, anatomical, in

joints of children, 1253.

in skeleton in the child,

1043.

Pellicular colitis, 163, See

Membranous Enteritis.

Pelvic examination of children,

733.

exploratory incision, 734.

fractures, 1059.

Penetrating wounds of the kid-

ney, 589.

Penis absent, 635.

congenital cysts of, 637.

diseases of, 691.

incurved, 655.

malformations of, 633.

^ « Vv\. III.—8G

Penis, webbed, 636.

Pepper, Dr. William, on funo-

tional disorders of ie stom-
ach, 1.

Pepsin in acute dyspept.o diar-

rhoea, 125.

in dyspepsia, 13, 20.

in gastric catarrh, 38.

Peptone in the blood, 766.

Peptonizing milk, 116.

Peptonoid foods, 115.

Peptonuria, 766.

Perforation of bowel detected by
insufflation of hydrogen,
301.

in hip-disease, 1191.

Perforative peritonitis, 273, 277.

Periarthritis taken for hip-

disease, 1170.

Perineal lateral lithotomy, sta-

tistics of, 628.

Perinephritic abscess, 559.

discriminated from
perityphlitis, 301.

Perinephritis, 559.

compared with hip-disease,

1173.

definition of, 559.

diagnosis of, 563.

etiology of, 560.

history of, 559.

pathology of, 559.

prognosis of, 564.

symptoms of, 561.

treatment of, 564.

Periodicity in cyclical vomiting,
23.

Periorchitis, 696.

course of, 696.

symptoms of, 696.

treatment of, 696.

Periostitis, 993.

causation of, 994.

complications of, 996.

necrosis after, 996.

prognosis of, 998.

symptoms of, 995.

treatment of, 999.

Periproctitis, 345.

Peritoneal abscess, 274.

disease ns a cause of con-
stipation, 196.

Peritoneum, dropsy of, 511.

in acute diarrhceal disease,

90.

its relations to the caecum,

286.

Peritonitis, 268.

acute, abdomen in, 270.

bowels in, 270, 271.

cases of, 271, 274.

cathartics in, 276.

causes of, 270.

circumscribed, 274.

oaseB of, 274.

diagnosis i(, 275.

diffused, following

perityphlitis, 294,

297.

discriminated from cao-

cal disease, 269.

fomentations in, 276.

history of, 270.

laparotomy for, 277.

nutrition in, 276.

of childhood, 269.

perforative, 273, 277.

Peritonitis, acute, prognosis of,

275.

septic, 269, 270.

stimulation in, 277.

suppurative, 271, 277.

symptoms of, 270, 275.

temperature in, 271.

traumatic, 273.

treatment of, 276.

urine in, 272.

varieties of, 269.

vomiting in, 270, 275.

adhesive, 300.

appendicular, 282.

chronic, 277,

ascites with, 279, 280.

complications of, 279.

diagnosis of, 279.

history of, 278.

laparotomy for, 281.

operation /<<r, 281.

pathology of, 278.

prognosis of, 279, 280.

symptoms of, 278.

treatment of, 28U.

tubercular, 277.

general or diffuse, with
perityphlitis, operation

for, 308.

infantile, 269.

intra-uterine, strangulat-

ing bands due to,

263, 268.

syphilis as a oause of,

268.

of the new born, 269.

perityphlitic, operation for,

312, 313.

plastic, in perityphlitis,

291.

suppurative, 271, 277.

tubercular, 277.

diagnosis of, 214
often called tabes, 212.

prognosis of, 214.

recovery from, 212,

214.

Perityphlitic abscess, 282, 292,

297.

Perityphlitis, 282.

abdomen in, 296.

abscess from, 311-313.

abscess in, 291, 292.

age of patients, 286, 287,

302.

anatomical features of, 290.

appendix in, 282, 290, 291,

298.

aspiration for, 306.

aspirator-needle in diagno-
sis of, 307.

bibliography of, 283, 313,
314.

bowel-penetration in, 291.

csecal calculi in, 288.

caecum in, 284.

oases of, 308,309,310,311-
313.

causes of, 284, 287.

clinical history of, 291.

constipation in, 299.

convalescence from, 305.

counter-irritants in, 305.

course of, 296.

depletion in, 305.

diagnosis of, 300.

diarrhoea in, 299.
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Perityphlitis, diet in, 305.

discriminated from hip-
joint diHcaso, 301,
1173.

from invagination,
301.

from ))erinephritio ab-
scess, 301.

from psoas absoe!<8

301.

from stercorcal typhli-

tis, 300.

froui strangulation,

301.

duration of, 303.

tnemata iu. 305.

etiology of. 284, 287.

extension of, 202.

fsBcnl concretions in, 287.

from constipation, 290.

from foreign bodies, 288.

from indigestible food, 289.

from intestinal catarrh,

290.

from medication, 289.

from overfeeding, 289,

froip ulceis, 280.

graver symptoms of, 297.

history of, 283, 291, 296.

operation, 306.

hydrogen-insuftlation to

indicate perforation, 301.

incision for, 307.

laparotomy in, 28 1, 30.,

312, 313.

lateral laparotomy n, 307,
309, 312.

lesions of, 290.

literature of, 28.3, 313, . l.

loor' appendicular, 29a.

local depletion in, 305.

locality of pain in, 298.

median laparotomy in, 308,
310.

mortality from, 302.

names of, 282.

needle in locating abscess

of, 306.

operations for, 284, 297,

305, 306.

opium for, 304.

pain in, 298.

pathological anatomy of,

290.

penetration of bowel in,

291, 292.

percussion in, 300.

perforation iu, 291.

peritonitis in, 291, 312,
313.

primary lesion of, 290.

prodromata of, 295.

prognosis in, 302.
prophylaxis in, 303.

purgatives in, 304.

removal of appendix in,

310.

seat of, 290.

severe type of, 297.

sex of patients, 286, 302.

single symptoms of, 298.

stages of, 304.

statistics of, 286, 287, 291,

293, 298, 300, 302.

stercnreal, 300.

suppurative, 291.

operafi.mfor, 305, 306.

Perityphlitis, symptoms of, 294-
300.

of the local form of,

205, 297.

tempeniturn in, 300.
time of intense pain, 209.

traumatic, 289.

treatment of, 303.
tumor in, 219.

types of, 291, 295.
varieties of, 291, 295.
vomiting in, 299.

Pernicious anasmia, 772.
causes of, 810.

course of, 820.

definition of, 808.
diagnosis of, 819.

etiology of, 809.
history of, 808.

infectious, 810.

pathological anatomy of,

814,

pathology of, 817.
prognosis of, 820.

statistics of, 810.

symptoms of, 811.
synonymes of, 808.

treatment of, 820.

Perrin on fracture of humerus,
1000.

Persistent lameness needs at-

tention, 1168.

Pes calcaneus of paralysis,

1306.

Pes cavus, 962.

Pes equinus of paralysis, 1300.

Pes valgus of jiaralysis, 1304,

Pes varus of paralysis, 1303,

PetechiDB, 496.

in leukaemia, 787,

in splenic anaemia, 790,

Petit nial, how distinguished

from gastralgia, 28.

Peyer's patches in acute diar-

rhoeal disease, 82,

84.

in leukaemia, 791.

Phagodaena, 008.

Phalanges deficient, 935.

luxations of, 1115.

Phimosis, «38.

acquired, 639.

circumcision in, 643.

diagnosis of, 039.

dilatation of, 043.

operation of, 640.

prognosis of, 039.

reflex irritation from, 638.

slitting for, 643.

stripping the glana in, 641.

treatment of, 641.

Phlebitis of the umbilicus, 685.

prognosis of, 680.

symptoms of, 686.

treatment of, 687,

Phlegmonous balano-postbitis,

702.

causes of, 702.

symptoms of, 702.

treatment of, 702.

vulvo-vaginitis, 723,

treatment of, 723,

Phocjm6lie, 933.

Photihorus in anaemia, 777,

Phosphorus-poisoning, 837, 862.

Physical examination needed
prior to anaesthetics, 925,

Pigeon-breast sternum, 1010.
Pigment-granules in blood, 764.
Pigmentation if dorsum of fin-

gers in chlorosis, 779.
of skin, 820.

Piles, 351.

Pin-worms, 227.

description of, 227.
diagnosis of, 228.

efi'ects of, 228.

eggs of, 227,

injections for, 228.
prognosis of, 228.

propagation of, 227.
symptoms of, 227.

treatment of, 228.

Pirogoff's amputation at ankle-
joint, 1328,

Pitch, burns with, 855.

Placenta, functions of, 403,

Plnnket on forearm-fracture,

1076.

Plantar abscess. 845,

fascia, section of, 972.

Plasma in blood, 756.

Plusmouium malariae, 773,

in the blood, 7G7.

PlaBter b'lndHgc in fracture of
femur, 1086.

corset in children, 1015.

jacket in spondylitis, 1037.

Plastic closure of abdomen, 661.

inflammations of joints,

1255.

surgery, 864,

Plethora, 769.

Plcssimetrio gastro-resonance,

46.

Pleural effusions in relation to

the liver, 427.

Pleuritic nfiections and spinal

curvature, 1005.

Plumpness of muscles a good
sign in hip-disease, 1191.

Pneumothorax and the liver,

427.

Poikilocytosis, 763.

Poisoned wounds, 868, 890.

Poisoning, 859,

due to acetate of lead, 861.

aconite, 861.

alcohol, 862.

alLdlies, 860.

arsenic, 860.

carbolic acid, 860,

chloral, 861.

corrosive sublimate,

861.

decayed meats and
vegetables, 862.

hemlock, etc., 862.

iodine, 861.

mineral acids, 860.

nitrate of silver, 861.

opium, 861.

oxalic acid, 860.

phosphorus, 861.

potassium chlorate,

837.

strychnine, 861.

tartar emetic, 861.

unknown cause, 859.

veratrum viride, 862.

unconsciousness due to, 852.

Pollard on wiring the patella,

1061.

Polyaemia, 769,
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Polyarticular synovitis, 1131.

PolyoythoBiiiia, 769.

Polydactyli.im, 9:18.

Polymiustift, 760.

Polypus of rectum, S52.

Polythelia, 7S0.

Polyuria, 6.38.

Pomegranate bark for tape-

worm, 223.

Poore, Dr. Chas. T., on diseases

of the major articulations,

1139.

Pork, tape-worm of, 221.

Portal obstruction as a cause
of gastric hemorrhage,
56.

vein, inflammation of,

420.

Position in hip-joint disease,

1163.

Positions, faulty, causing spinal

curvature, 1004.

Post-hemorrhagic anaemia, 774.

Post-mortem changes in the

intestines, 78.

in the stomach, 60.

examination of the intes-

tines, 75, 77.

spread of bacteria, 79.

Post-pharyngeal abscess, 1029.

Potain's mfilangour, 760.

Potash-poisoning, 861.

Potassium-chlorate poisoning,

837.

Potential bacteria, 177, 182.

Pott's disease, abscess in, 1025.

cervical caries in, 102H.

dill'erential diag-

nosis, 1030.

definition, 1019.

diagnosis, 1027.

diathetic causes, 1020.

distinction from lat-

eral curvature, 1008.

dorsal caries in, 1031.

ditferential diag-

nosis, 1032.

etiology of, 1019.

exciting causes of,

1019.

fixative apparatus tor,

1038.

principles of an-
tero-posterior
support in,

1039.

measurements for ap-
paratus for, 1040.

of lumbar region, 1032.

difl'erential diag-

nosis, 1033.

pathology of, 1021.

prognosis of, 1034.

stage of pain, 1023.

paraplegia, 1026.

rigidity, 1024.

symptomatology of,

1023.

synonymes of, 1019.

treatment of, 1035.

irechonical, 1036.

of complications,

1042.

of dorsal disease,

1041.

of lumbar disease,

1041.

Poultices, 844.

for ontoro-colitis, 147.

Poupfic-Desportca on femur
fractured in convulsions,

1085.

Powell on early fracture of hu-
merus, lOtio.

Precautions before unicsthesia,

026.

"recocious men.'itruatioii, 750.

PredispoLUtion to dyspepsia, 3.

to tubercle, 1142.

Preparations for tho micro-
scope, bow to make. 77.

Prepared foods in dysenteric

cases, 144.

Prepuce, adherent, 638.

cyst of, 637.

Preputial calculi, 596, 632.

Proscriptions, unscicntitic, 62.

Pressure, intra-articular, 1148.

with adhesive straps, 845.

Preternatural mobility in frac-

ture, 1063.

Prevention of stone, 631.

Priapism in leukiumia, 786.

Pritchard's case of fractures,

1049.

Proctitis, 344.

Prognosis. See, in this index,

under the names of the vari-

ous diseases.

Progressive jaundice, 497.

pernicious anasmia, 808.

Prolapse of kidney through a
wound, 590.

of pancreas, 373, 374.

Prolapsus ani in entero-oolitis,

139.

of rectum, 347.

causes of, 347, .348.

diagnosis of, .349.

diet in, 348, 350.

injections for, 350.

nitric acid treatment
of, 350.

prevention of, 350.

symptoms of, 348.

treatment of, 349.

varieties of, 347, 348.

Prophylaxis in acute entero-

colitis, 14J.

of chlorosis, 782.

of diarrhceal disease, 101,

106.

Prostatic stone, 631.

Prostration in splenic anocmia,

799.

Proteu.s group, bacteria of, 187.

Pruritus vni, 338, 727.

of the vulva, 725.

treatment of, 726.

Pseudo-leukcemia, 801.

Pseudo - membrane in acute

croupous inflammation,

87, 88.

in stools, 100.

Psemlo-mcmbranous enteritis,

163. Sec Membranous En-
teritis.

Psoas abscess discriminated

from perityphlitis, 301.

Ptomaines as factors in the

toxic symptoms of diar-

rhoea, 71.

from animal parasites,

218.

Ptomaines ingested with food,

71, 74.

lesior.s due Lo, 76.

poisivous, formed within
the body, 71, 74.

Pulmonary a;dcma, 554.

tuberculosis in obloroeis,

781.

Pulse in anssmia, 775.

in chlorosis, 779.

in dyspepsia, H.

in leukaemia, 786.

in pernicious ansemia, 811.

Pumpkin-seed for taiie-worm,
224.

Punctured wounds, 888.

Punctures, 857.

Purgatives as a cause of peri-

typhlitis, 289.

Purity of milk, 104.

Purpu.a, 527.

a cause of antemia, 774.
Purulent synovitis, 1 1 1;8.

Pus, collections of, in spondy-
litis, 1025.

in bone, 993.

in diseases of ovaries, 739.

in knee-joint, 1207.

in stoo!s of entoro-colitis,

138.

Pustular eruption in leukaemia,
780.

Putrefactive process in acute
dyspeptic diarrhoea, 120.

Putrid intoxication, 908.

Pyeemia, 910.

pathology of, 911.

treatment of, 911.

Pyajniic joint-aflcctions, 1264.

Pyo-Smith on pernicious anae-

mia, 810.

Pylephlebitis, suppurative, 420.

Pyloric stenosis, 39. See Ste-
nosis of the Pylorus.

Pyoid marrow, 791.

Pyo-nephrosis, 569.

definition of. 569.

diagnosis of, 571.

etiology of, 570.

pathological anatomy of,

570.

prognosis of, 571.

symptoms of, 571.

treatment of, 572.

Pyrodin a cause of ancemia,
773.

Quiet disease of hip, 1168.

Quincke on the blood in anae-

mia, 812.

Quincki's theory regarding
icterus neonatorum, 407.

Rabies, 893.

diagnosis of, 894.

morbid anatomy of, 895.
pathology of, 895.

treatment of, 895.

Race in hernia, 237.

Rachitic curves, 1032.

deformities, osteotomy in,

1290.
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Rachitis, 215. See Riolieta.

Radial olub-hand, XiT.

Radio-pnlinar olub-liand, U37.

Uadiu8 abHvnt, til-i.

and ulna luxated backward,
HOB.

fracture of, 1076, 1079.

luxated, HOC.
Raleigh on fracture of humerus,

1()6«.

Rankine on spontanoouj frac-

ture uf femur, 1085.

Rarefying osteitis, 1021.

Rarity of luxations in children,

10i)8.

Rash in periostitis, 905.

Rat-bite, 858.

Rauohfuss on sero-purulent sy-

novitis, 1131.

Raw beef in eutero-colitin, 145.

Reasuension of testicle, 696.

Rectal alimentation in dilata-

tion of stomach, 51.

deformities, 318, 321.

causes of, 364.

elassitioatioM of, 322.

development of, 321.

pathology of, 321.

prognosis of, 364.

disease as a cause of con-

stipation, 195.

imperviousncss, 331.

malformations, 321.

causes of, 364.

prognosis in, 364.

poucn, puncture of, 326.

Rectum, abnormalities of, 318,

321.

absence of, 326, 338.

angeioma of, 353.

cancer of, 354.

development of, 321.

diseases of, 344,

ending in the genito-uri-

nary tract, 321, 333.

foreign bodies in, 356.

imperforate, 321, 323.

perineal operation for,

326, 327.

staustics of, 330, 331.

trocar in, 326.

inflammation of, 344.

miilignant disease of, 354.

neevus of, 353.

narrowing of, 322, 323.

occlusion of, 323.

operations for, 323, 324,

325.

polypus of, 352.

prolapsus of, 347. See Pro-

lapsus,

rupture of, 325.

sarcoma of, 354.

stricture of, 348.

syphilis of, 347.

ulceration of, 346.

wounds of, 354.

Recumbency in spondylitis,

10.36.

Red cells in blood of chlorosis,

780.

corpuscles in leukteraia,

787.

stools, 98.

Rcdressement forcfi, 1274.

Reflex irritation from phimosis,

638.

Reflex paralycig a cam f con-
stipation, i97.

Reichmiinn's observations on
digestion, 181.

Relapsing feve.-, pigment-gran-
ules in, 764.

Relief of intra-artioular j)re8s-

ure, 1149.

Remote ofTects of woundi,, 869.

Renal calculus, 572.

dellnition of, 672.

diagnosis of, 575.

etiology of, 573.

pathological anatomy
of, 573.

symptoms of, 574.

treatment of, 576.

colic, 574.

symptoms in dyspepsia, 10.

Renewal of the epithelium,

84.

Repair in fractures, 1053.

of wounds, 870.

Resection in fracture of

humerus, 1067.

of tarsus in club-foot, 975.

Resistance of healthy tissues to

bacte.ia, 73, 74.

Resorcin for acute dyspeptic
diarrhoea, 122.

Respiration, artificial, 847.

obstructions to, 847.

drowning, 847.

foreign body, 849.

gases, 849.

hanging, 849.

Respiratory gymnastics, 1015.

Rest in dyspepsia, 17.

in hip-disease, 1174.

in j oi n t - inflammation,

1267.

in synovitis, 1135.

in tubercular synovitis of

knee, 1212.

nestlessncss, 829.

Result of arthreotomy, 1217.

Results of mechanical treatment

of hip-disease, 1188.

Retained testis, 694.

Retention of uriiie, 674.

Retina in Bright's disease, 640.

Retinal hemorrhage in perni-

cious anoemia, 811, 815.

hemorrhages, 786.

Retinitis, leukasmic, 786.

Rhabditiform embryos in an»-
mia, 773.

Rbabdo-myoma, 580.

Rhochitis, 215. See Rickets.

Rheumatism a cause of wry-
neck, 982.

deformity in, 1006.

distinguished from Pott's

disease, 1021.

of the minor joints, 12b3.

Ribs displaced from sternum,

1104.

fracture of, 1058.

luxations of, 1103.

Richardson's ])lan to find the

spinal accessory, 991.

Richmond on separation of epi-

physis of humerus, 1063.

Rickets, 215.

a cause of fractures, 1048.

att'ccting position of the

liver, 426.

Rickets and leukoimia, 785.

us cause of gastric ca-

tarrh, 34.

as a cause of gastric dila-

tation, 42, 43.

in spinal curvature, 1003.

its relation to tabes mesen-
terica, 215.

Rigid muscles in spondylitis,

1024.

Rizzoli's operation for atresia

ani vaginalis, 335.

cjteoclast, IS;75.

Roberts, Dr. A. Sydney, on
Pott' uisease, 1019.

Robin's osteoclast, 1275.

Robson on fracture of forearm,

1078.

on head of femur broken,
1083.

Roddick on separation of tro-

chanter of femur, 1084.

Rodier on blood in chlorosis,

780.

B )tation of a vertebra, 1001.

of the spine, 1010, 1012.

Roth, B., on lateral curvature,

1018.

Roth's formula for medical
gymnastics, 1015.

Round cells in stools, 100,

worms, 419. See Ascaris

Lumbricoides.
Rubber nipples, 105.

Rudimentary hands, 433.

mimmee and nipples, 761.

ovary, 742.

uterus, 744.

Rule for anaisthetics, 918.

Rules for trcatmeiil <n acute

dyspeptic diarrhoeas, 126,

Rupture of intestine, 325,

from impervious rec-

tum, 332,

Ruptured ovary, 739,

S,

Socro-iliac joint-disease, 1170.

diagnosis of, 1172.

lameness in, 1172.

mistaken for hip-dis-

ease, 1170.

pain in, 1171.

symptoms of, 1171.

treatment of, 1172.

Salads, parasites introduced by
use of, 220.

Salicylate of sodium for acute

dyspeptic diarrhoea, 122.

Sallow face in liver-afiection,

431.

Salol in acute dyspeptic diar-

rhoea, 121.

Salt-waier excursions, benefits

from, in cases of diarrhoea,

113.

Santonin for ascarides, 226.

Sappoy on upper epiphysis of

femur, 1083.

Sarcoma of kidney, 213.

of liver, 457.

ascites in, 459,

bibliography of, 461.

cases of, 4(il,

diagnosis of, 460,
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Sarcoma of IWer, duration of,

460.

enlarged abdomen in,

458.

tumor in, 453.

veins in, 458.

onlivrgemont in, 459.

etiology of, 457.

fever in, 459.

gastro-intostinal symp*
toms in, 459.

jaundice in, 459.

oe<lema in, 459.

pain in, 458.

symptoms of, 458.

of minor joints, 1265.

of rectum, .354.

of testicle, 699.

of vagina, 725.

Saroopeptoneg, 115.

Saw, amputating-, I,3l.S.

for small bones, 1813.

Sayre's jaolcet in spondylitis,

10:!7.

method for fracture of clav-
icle, 1061.

Scabs should not be removed,
843.

Soalds, 854.

Soamnum Hippocratis, 1273.

Scaphoid luxated, 1126.

Scapula, fracture of, 10(12.

Scarlatina, Brigh.'s disease in,

557.

Schiefhals, 979.

Schiff's observations on the
pancreas, 370.

Suhnock on fracture of clavicle,

1062.

School-hygiene and spinal cur-

vature, 1004.

Schroder on femur fractured i-i

convulsion, 1085.

Schubert on leg-fracture, 1082.

Schultz on treatment of chloro-

sis, 783.

Sciatic notch, hip luxated into,

1120.

Scissor leg, 1186.

Sclerema following cholera in-

fantum, 129.

Sclerosis of pancreas, 377. See
Pancreas, Sclerosis of.

Sclerous inflammation of liver,

488.

Scoliosis, 1001.

caused by sciatica, 1005.

oorvioo-dorsal, 1005.

dependent on myositia os-

sificans, 1006.

early stage of, in a small
child, 1010.

from empyema, 1005.

from infantile cerebral

hemiplegia, 1007.

from paralysis, 1007, 1008.

lumbar, 1011.

rachitic, 1004, 1005.

with cyphosis, 1005, 1008.

with lordosis, 1008.

with torticollis, 1005.

Scorpion-sting, 858.

Scraped beef in entero-oolitis,

145.

Scrofula, definition of, 1140.

relation of, to tabes mes-
enterioa, 215.

Scrofula, with leukeeraia, 786.

with Pott's disease, 1020.

Sorofulosis a cause of gaitrio

catarrh, 34.

Scrofulous kidney, 577.

Scrotum, absence of, 636.

Season of the year in e'ltero-

colitis, 143.

of the J uar in relation to

the mortality from diar-

rboeal diseases, 68.

Seat - worms, 227. See Pin-
Worms.

Second summer, diarrhoeas of,

73.

Secondary adhesion, 874.

synovitis, 1131.

Secretions, gastric, in dyspep-
sia, 3.

S§e on elbow-fractures, 1074.

on treatment of chlorosis,

783.

Seitz on lymphatic antomia, 808.

Semilunar cartilage luxations,

112,5.

ganglia, their influence on
the pancreas, 370.

Senn, Dr. N.. on diseases of the

pancreas, 365.

Sensitive spine, 1010.

Separation of epiphyses of tibia,

1096.

of lower c))iphysi3 of hu-

merus, 1069.

of upper epiphysis of fe-

mur, 10S3.

Septic abscesses in jaundice,

412.

intoxication, 910.

Septicaemia, 909.

cause of, 909.

forms of, 910.

morbid changes, 910.

of umbilicus, 685,

treatment of, 910.

Sero-synovitis, 1127.

Serp'^nt-wounds, 858.

Sex in chlorosis, 778,

in hernia, 237.

in leukmmia, 785.

in lymphatic anismia, 802.

in pernicious anwmia, 810.

in Pott's disease, 1019.
in spinal curvature, 1002.

Sexual development, early, 750.

Shadows in the blood, 766.

ShaBcr's brace for spine, 1013.

Shaft of femur, fracture of,

1084.

of humerus, fracture of,

1065.

Shock in hip-ampntation, 1333.

in lower-jaw fracture, 1056.

in wounds, 868.

Short frrenum, 655.

Shortening in fracture of fe-

mur, 1086.

in hip-disease, 1203.

Shoulder, paralysis of, 1310.
Shoulder -joint amputations,

1323.

disease, 1241.

synovitis of, acute, 1241.

symptoms of, 1241.

treatment of, 1241.

synovitis of, purulent, 1241.

oause of, 1241.

j

Shoulder-joint, synovitis of, pu-
rulent, symptoms of,

1242.

treatment of, 1242.

Shrods, dysenteric, 13S.

n etdols, 98, 100. See also

Membranous Enteritis.

Sigmoid flexure, place of, 328,
360.

Silbermann's views on icterus

neonatorum, 408.

Silicate of magnesium in entero-

oolitis, 146.

Silicat^d bandages in wry-neok,
987.

Silver nitrate in dyspepsia, 19.

Simple diarrha-a, 100.

fractures, 1049.

Single kidney, 517.

ovary, 742.

Skeleton, peculiarities of, in the
child, 1043.

Skimmed milk in dilatation of
the stomach, 50.

Skin, efiuct of pancreatic juice
on, 371.

in dyspepsia, 5, 14.

in entero-colitis, 142.

pigmentation of, 820.

tint of, in pernicious anae-

mia, 81 1.

Skoliosometer, 1018.

Sling for the arm, 846.

Slitting for phimosis, 643.

Sloughing, 844.

Small intestine, abnormalities

of, 315,

congenital occlusion

of, 315.

cases of, 316.

Smith, Dr. I. Greig, on high op-
eration for stone, 621.

Smith, Dr. Noble, on hip-joint

operations, 1196.

Snake-bite, 858.

Sodium benzoate for acute dys-
peptic diarrhoea, 122.

Softening of the stomach, 60.

See Oastromalacia.
Soil-moisture, its variations not

related to the prevalence of
diarrhocal disease, 66.

Soil -temperature, its influence
on diarrhoeal disease, 66.

Solid tumors of kidney, 579.
Sonde h dard, 619.

South on fracture of head of
femur, 1083.

Southam's operation for wry-
neck, 991.

Spaninmia, 770.

Spasm in joint-inflammation,
1148.

of intestines, 197.

of stomach, 25.

Spasmodic wry-neck, 984.

Spastic wry-neck, 980.

Special amputations, 1317.
S 'oific fevers and synovitis,

1129.

gravity of the blood, 755.
Spence's amputation at the

shoulder-joint, 1324.

Spina ventosa, 1260, 1262.

Spinal accessory, plan to find,

991.

arthritis, 1019.
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Spinal ourvo in wry-nocl(, U81.
irritiitiuu, 1030.
u8toiti8, lOlU.

rigidity, 1U28.

Spiae, laturol nml functional

ou'-vatures of, 1001.

clinical history of,

lOO'J.

congonitul ii!<ymiuetry,

1003.

definition of, 1001.

deformity in, 1006.

diagnosis of, lOUU.

empyema, 1006.

etiology of, 1002.

heredity of, 1004.

history of, 1001.

inflammatory causes

of, 1005.

neurotic ourvo, 1007.

pathology of, 10U8.

general, 10U8.

special, lOOU.

ricliots a cause of. 1003.

rotation of a vertebra,

1001.

aex in, 1002.

statistics of, 1002.

treatment of, 1012.

vocotion in, 1004.

of paralysis, 1309.

posterior curvature of,

1019,

rotation of, 1010, 1012.

sensitive, 1010.

Spirillum Obermeieri in the
blood, 766.

Spitzbuclcel, 1019.

Spleen, extirpation of, in leukee-

mia, 796.

in acute diarrhoeal disease,

90.

in leukaemia, V85, 789.

in lymphatic aneemia, 805.

in malarial cachexia, 798.

Splenic anajmia, 795, 798.

definition of, 798.

diagnosis of, 800.

etiology of, 798.

pathological anatomy
of, 799.

pathology of, 800.

prognosis of, 800.

symptoms of, 799.

synonymes of, 798.

treatment of, 800.

cachexia, 798.

enlargement, 507.

how distinguished

from gastric dilata-

tion, 47.

form of Hodgkin's disease,

800.

pseudo-leukaemia, 798.

Splinters in the eye, 858.

in the flesh, 867.

Splints, 842, 846.

for elbow-fraoture, 1073.

for forearm, 846, 1077.

for fracture of humerus,
1067.

for fracture of lower part

of humerus, 1069.

for tubercular osteitis of

knee, 1213.

in hip-disease, when to be

left ofi', 1190.

S;)liDts in spondylitis, 103b.

in synovitis, 113,0.

must not he too heavy,
846.

"
Spor 'ylitis, 1019. See Pott's

D jase.

Spohge-bath, 17.

Spontaneous fracture of femui,
li 8.V

luxaiion of humerus, IlOfi.

Sprain, 856.

Sprain-fracture, 1050, 1075.

Sprouok on leuka>mia, 793.

Spurious ankylosis, 1266.

hydrocephalus, 129.

Stages of hip-joint disease,

1160.

Stahl's observations on bacteria,

172.

Staining of specimens for the
microscope, 77.

Stamfor^h on results in case of

grecn-stiok fracture of hume-
rus, 1066.

Staphylococci in ])eriostitirt, 996.

Starch, effect of ])anoreatio juice

on, 369.

Starchy food in stools, 99.

foods in dyspepsia, 18.

Starvation ann^niia, 774.

Static cause of spinal curvature,

1005.

Statistics of entero-colitis, 140.

of litholapaxy, 628.

of operations for stone, 628.

of results in bip-discuse,

1189.

Stearrhoca as a sign of pancre-

atic cancer, .'i97.

as a sign of pancreatic dis-

ease, 390.

Steele, Dr. A. J., en synovitis,

1127.

Steele, Dr. D. A. K., on dis-

eases of the minor articula-

tions, 1252.

Stenosis of the pylorus, 39.

age of patients, 39.

anatomical features of,

40.

as a cauee of gastric

dilatation, 43.

causes of, 39.

clinical history of,

39.

congenital, 39.

definition of, 39.

diagnosis of, 40.

distention of stomach
in, 40.

names of, 39.

nutrition in, 40.

operative treatment
of, 41.

pathological anatomy
of, 40.

prognosis in, 41.

rare in children, 39.

ynonymes of, 39.

treatment of, 41.

vomiting in, 40.

of the vagina, 749.

Stephenson on chlorosis, 778.

Sterilizatiou of milk, 2, 14,

104.

Stern's experiments in the pro-

duction of icterus, 407.

Sternum iliaplacod from tha
ribs, 1104.

Sticker on leuktcmia, 787.
Stifl'-ncck, 982.

Stitfness of joints, 12.'i2.

S imson on frootu o of e)ii-

trochlea, 1071.

on radius-fracture, 1079.

Stimulants in acute dyspeptic
diarrhwa, 125.

in cyclical vomiting, 2-1.

in dyspepsia, 16, 21.

Stings, 858.

Stomach, acidity of, in dyspep-
sia, 6.

catarr'i of. Sec Gastrio
Cat' rrh.

defor. ties of, 60.

dilata n of, 41. >S'e«

. ilatation of the
Stomach,

in dyspepsia, 7, 8,

diseases of, 30.

functional, I.

masked by symptoniB,
31.

organic, 30.

rarity of, in children,

30.

disordered, 1, 33.

displacements of, 59. .^«e

Displacements of the
Stomach,

distention of, in pyloric

stenosis, 40.

functional disorders of, 1.

growth of, 48.

hemorrhage from, 859.

in acute diarrhoeal disease,

90.

in childhood, its anatomi-
cal peculiarities, 46.

in dyspepsia, 7, 13.

inflammation of, 33.

irritable, 820.

its capacity in childhood,

48.

neuralgia of, 25.

post-mortem changes in,

60.

softening of, 60. See Qas-
tromalaoia.

spasm of, 25.

Stomach-))ump, its uses and itB

dangers, 50.

Stomach-washing in diarrhoea,

118.

Stomatitis in entero-colitis, 142.

Stone, caeoal, 288.

in bladder, 596.

in female children, 617.

prevention of, 631.

prostatic, 631.

Stools, bacteria in, 100.

blackened by bismuth, 121.

blood in, 100.

bloody, 134.

in entero-colitis, 138.

in intussusception,

143.

bright red, 98.

brown, 98.

casein in, 99.

chemical inspection of, 96.

color of, 97.

consistency of, 97.

disinfection of, 101.
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Stools, epithelial oellR in, 09.

flit in, W.
fuud-ruuiuins in, 'Jtf. I'M.

griiy, «:'.

greon, U7. See Oreon Di.vr-

rhwa.
Ij (liarrhooal diHoatie, U6.

in dyapopaia, 7.

in jaundioo, il!>.

infantile, in diuease, W.
in hoaltli, U5.

ligiit gray, US.

microscopy of, 96.

muous in, 9H.

parasites in, lOU,

psoudo-inoiiibrano in, lfi<>.

rcaotiouH of, 117.

red, 98.

round cells in, lOO.

shrcda in, 9«. 100. See
also Membranous En-
teritis,

starchy food in, 99.

tarry, from ^astrio hemor-
rhage, 57.

white, 98.

Strangulated hernia. See
Heriia.

Strangulation by foreign bodv,
849.

by hanging, 849.

discriminated from peri-

typhlitis, 301.

internal, 263.

of bowel, internal. .SVe

Intestinal Obstruction,

of hernia, 24U.

Stretcher splint, 1138.

Stricture of anus, 343.

of rectum, .S46.

of ur: ',hra, 637.

pyloric, 39. See Stenosis
of Pylorus.

Stripping the glans for phimo-
sis, 641.

Strubing on treatment of chlo-

rosis, 783.

Struma and scrofula, 1140.

Strumous rarefying osteitis,

li;21.

synovitis, 1123.

ulcers, 843.

Striimpell on anipmia, 798.

on ohlorosib, ?78.

Strychnine in aniemia, 777.

in chlorosis, 783.

in dyspepsia, 20.

Stryohniue-poisoninf, 861.

Stump after amputation, 1312.

in amputation at elbow,
1322.

Sturgis, Dr. F. R., on diseases

of testes and penis, 69 1

.

Styloid process brolcen, 1080.
Styptics, 873.

for gastric hemorr! age,

59.

Subcoracoid luxation, 1105.

Subcutaneous cicatrization, 874.

wounds, definition and
classification of, 875.

incised, 875.

arrest of hemor-
rhage in, 876.

treatment of, 876.

SttceussioD-sounds in the stom-
ach, 47.

Suclcling infants, indigestion

of, 2.

lnt<' (iiial bacteria of, 176,

179, 704.

I heir normal digosti'in, as

influenood by baoturla,

181.

BulTc jation with noxious gases,

Sugar lu i,ho blood, 766.

in'.Ii!cuco of the punoreati''

juioo ij\\, 370.

Sugar-of-lead poisobing, 861.

Suggestions fur the administra-
tiun <f r itusthcticH, 925.

Sulphur in anteinia, 781.

Sulphurous acid in dyspepsia,

20.

Summary of f<ropl)ylaxis of dis-

ease, lOo.

Suiuiuer complaint, 108. .SVe

Diarrhoea, Acute My-
cotic,

diarrhcea, bacteria of, 182.

diseases, prophylaxis of,

;06.

Sunburn, 8j&.

Fanlight in chlorosis, 782.

Sunshine in hip-ditiease, 1185.

Sunstroke, 855.

Sapcrnumornry bladder, 671.

handrt, 1)38.

limbs, 1138.

mamiiite, 750.

nipples, 750.

Suppositories for constipation,

204.

buppu ration in albuminuria,

525.

in tabes mesonterica, 211.

Suppurative pylephlebitis, 420.

synovitis, 1128, 1207.

Supra-pubic cystotomy, 618.

Surgery, 839.

of kidney, 559.

Surgical neck of humerus, frac-

ture of, 1065.

procedure in club-foot, 970.

Surroundings in diarrhoea! dis-

ease, 101.

Suspension in spinal curvature,

1002.

in spondylitis, 1036.

Suture of clavicle, 1062.

Sutures in wounds, 880.

Swelling in fracture, 1053.

Sym< on amputation at ankle-
joint, 1327.

Symptoms. See, in this index,

under the names of the

various diseases,

misleading, in gastric dis-

eases, 31.

Syndaotvlism, 941.

Syndesoiitis of minor joints,

1255.

Synovial membrane, tubercu-

losis of, 1146.

SynovHis, 1127.

anatomy of, 1127.

etiology of, 1133.

of knee-joint, 1206.

symptoms c", 1206.

treatment of, 1206.

of minor joints, 1255.

pathology of, 1128.

symptomatology of, 1130.

Synovitis, thorapuutios of, 1135.

Syphilis, annimiu of, 773.

coi ,'{onital, grave jaundice
from, 412, 413.

liver-disease irom, 412,
413.

in dyspepsia, 9.

its relation to leukicmia,

785.

its relation to Pott's dis-

ease, 1021.

of minor joints, 1263.

of pancreas, 400.

cif ro> '• urn, 347.

of testicles, 698.

Syphilitic afTections of a.nu.-<,

339.

irrhosis. 503.

com_ lications of, 505,

de'inition of, 503.

dill'erential diagnosis

of, 605.

etiology of, 603.

history and occurrence
of, 503.

pathology of, 504.

prognosis of, 506.

synonym is of, 503.

treatment of, 506.

Tabes in pernicious anicmia,
812.

mesonterica, 208,

abdominal d'stontion

in, 210.

adenitis in, 210.

definition of, 203.

diagnosis of, 210, 213.

diarrhoea of, 209.

emaciation in, 209.

fibrination of lymph-
bodies in, 211.

food in, 215.

from obstructive

glandular hyper-
plasia, 210.

from tubercular p-ri-

tonids, 212. 213.

how distinguished

from abdominal tu-

mors, 213.

induration of lympL-
')odies in, 211.

iodides for, 215.

lymph-bodies in, 211.

name of, unsatisfac-

tory, 208.

pathology of, 210.

prevention of, 215.

prognosis in, 214.

rachitis and, 215.

scrofulous symptoms
in, 215.

suppuration of glands
m, 211.

symptoms of, 209.

treatment of, 215.

tuberculosis in, 21 1,

214.

varieties of, 208,

210.

Table of cases of entero-colitis,

140.

I f liver-abscess, 480.
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Table showinf; rotative wi'iglitii

of liver and budy at dif-

furunt ugoH, Kiri.

TiihloR of opurntioDR in pori-

typliiitix, ;ui-ai:i.

Tiibuliir view of the pointH in-

volved in tlie dilferuntiul

diagnoaia nf ciisoi of iotosti-

nal obatriiotion, ^07.

Tadpole, piinureiia of, ;(08,

Tii'iiia a cauae of liydatid,
44.'-).

Taloum in acute entero-oolitia,

148.

Talipes, 05:').

anatomy of, 9S8,

oaluanuua, tl68.

treatment of, 978.

causation of, U55.

oqulno-varua, 903.

oquinua, 968.

treatment of, 978.

boredi'y of, 955.
valgua, 960.

varua, 958,

Tape-worm, 219.

broad, 220.

deacription of, 221.

diagnosis of, 223.

duration of, 223.

fliix maa for, 223.

introduction of, 219.

liousao for, 224.

male fern for, 223.

nervous symptoms from,
222.

nutriment consumed hy,

218.

of beef, 220, 221.

of pork, 221.

pomegranate bark for, 223.

prognosis of, 223.

pumpkin-seed for, 224.

removal of, ?23, 224.

species of, 220.

symptoms of, 2"2.

treatmont of, 223.

turpentine for, 224.

varieties of, 220.

Tarantula-sting, 858.

Tarry stools from gastric hem-
orrhage, 57.

Tarsal -osteotomy in club-foot,

974.

resection in club-foot, 975.

Tarso metatarsal amputations,
1326.

Tarso-osteotomy, 1297.

Taylor, Dr. H. L., instrument to

correct adduction in bip-

diseaso, 1180.

on results of hip-disease,

1189.

Taylor, Dr. W. J., on hernia in

obildroD, 231.

Taylor's club-foot shoo, 966.

splint for hip-disease, 1177.

splint in spondylitis, 1038.

Teale's amputation of forearm,

1321, 1.323.

Technique of atnputation, 1313.

of osteotomy, 1283.

Teething. See Dentition.

Telluric conditions favoring

diarrhoeal disease, 66.

Temperature in leukaemia, 786.

in wry-neck, 983.

Temperature not the prlnoipal
direct cauae of diarrhoea, (19.

Temporo-maxillary joint, oste-

otomy of, 1289.

Tendo Achillis, section of, 971.
Tendon-tubereuloaia, 1260.

Tenesmus, how relieved, 119.

in intus8uaoe]ition, 255.
Teno-synovitia of minor joints,

1256.

Tenotomy for wry-neck, 989.

in club-foot, 970.
Tcatiole, benign fungus of, 699.

cancer of, 008.

chondroma of, 699.

cysts of, 699.

diseases of, 691.

hydrocele of, 691.

acquired, 692.

congenital, 691.

in hernia, 236-237.
neoplasms of, 698,

retained, causes of, 695.

course of, 695.

symptoms of, 694,

treatment of, 695.

sarcoma of, 699.

gynhilis of, 698.

tubercle of, 698.

tumors of, 696.

Tetanjs, 902.

after fracture of forearm,
1077.

diagnosis of, V!04.

pathology of, 903.

prognosis of, 904
symptoms of, 903,

treatment of, 904.

Theory of apinal curvature,
1002.

Thigh-amputations, 1331.

Tliigh-e.xtensicn, limited, 1033.

Thirst in dyspepsia, 5.

ill leukaemia, 786.

Thoma-Zeiss husmaoytometor,
760.

TLomaa's hip splint, 1183.

ischiatic crutch - splint,

1137.

Throat, foreign body in, 849.

Thrombosis in chlorosis, 782.

of umbilicus, (>S5.

Thumb, double, 935.

in excess, 936.

luxations of, 1115.

Thymus gland in leuksemia,

791.

Thyroid foramen, hip dislocated

into, 1121.

Tibia absent, 934.

fractures of, 1093.

Tibial curvatures, osteotomy in,

1294.

Tibialis anticua, section of,

972.

posticus, section of, 971.

Tight bandaging, 845.

Tint of face in splenic anesmip.',

799.

of skin in pernicious aniB-

mia, 811.

Toadstool-poisoning, 862.

Tobacco a cause of gastralgia,

26.

Tobacco-poisoning, 862.

Toes, amputations of, 1325.

detloient, 935,

Toea, luxation of, 1126,

supernumerary, 938.

Tongue in dyspejisia, 5, 8, 13.

Tonics in dyspepnia, 16.

Tonsils in leukojiiiia, 791.

Torsion in hemorrhage, 877.

Torticollia, 979.

a cauae of spinal curvature,
1005.

acquired, 980.

compensatory, 980,

congenital, 979.

diagnoais of, 984.

idiopathic, 980.

oculaire, 980.

operative measures, 988.

l)aralytic, 980.

pathology of, 981.

prognosis of, 985.

spaptic, 980.

symptomatology of, 9P1.

synonymes of, 979.

treatment of, 986.

Toxacmio fevers of childhood,

499.

Toxic agents in ana>niia, 772.

anaiuiiaa, 772.

dist'Hse, miorocytes in, 76'*.

mycos'B of the blood, 908.

syuiptoms in diarrhoeal

disease, 71.

Trachoma pudendorum, 729.

Traction cauising luxation, 1111.

in labor a cause of wry-
neck, 980.

Transfixion-amputation of fore-

arm, 1322.

Transfusion in leukoDuiia, 796.

Transplantation in surgery,
8G6.

Transportation of milk, 104.

Traumatic synovitis, 1134.

Traumatiam a cauae of iinffimia,

774.

in ita relation lo tubercle,

1142.

in Pott'a discaae, 1019.

its relation to leukemia,
785.

Treatment. Ser, in this index,
under the names of the vari-

ous diseases.

Trcndelenberg's operat-ion for

exstrophy, 663.

Treves's plan for flushing the
knee-joint, 1208.

Tribades, 669.

Trichina!, history of, 229.

prognosis in, 230.

symptoms of, 229.

treatment of, 230.

Trichinosis, ita cause, 218.

Trichocephalus, 229.

Tripastum Archimedis, 1273.

Trochanter, thickening of,

1167.

Trochlea and epitrochlea, 1070.

Tropical anaamia, 773.

True dislocation in hip-disease,

1191.

Trunk-bones, fractures of, 1058.

Truss, hernial, 234, 238.

of Berlin wool, 238.

wearing of, 239.

Trypsin from pancreatic juice,

371.

Tubal nephritis, 533.
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TulMrolo, definition of, 1140.

in relation to Pott's dii-

oaan, IU2I.

of the te«tla, 608.

proKroia of, 1144.

Tuborolos, liow tliey act, tl42.

Tuberoular aSeotionH uf tlie ar-

ticular endi of bonei,

1140.

olaiBoa of, 1 143.

definition of, 1 140.

diatbuiiis in, 1 141.

history of, 1 144.

proKroHD of, 1 146.

.^ymptoiiia of, 1 144.

trauinatiHin in, 1142.

diaease of knoe, 1208.

of ahouldor, 1242.

inolaiona for, 1243.

aymptoina of,

1242.

treatment of, 1242.

kidney, 677.

oateitia of Itnee, 1210,

08teo-n3yeliti8 of phalangea,

1262.

peritonitin, ita relations tn

tabes mosenterioa, 212.

synovitis, 1128.

Tuberouloiila as a cause of gag.

trio dilatation, 43.

contagion of, 212, 215.

diagnosis of, 214.

general, in hip-diseaso,

1193.

bow diatinguiaheil from
chronic diarrhoea, 1 56.

in acute diarrhneal disease,

89.

its discrimination from
dyspepsia, 10.

its relation to tabes meson-
terioa, 211.

not often derived from tu-

berculous food, 212, 215.

of minor joi-its, 1258,1205.
diagnosis of, 1259.

localization of, 1259.

prognosis of, 1260.

treatment of, 12B0.

of ovaries and tubes, 739.

of pancreas, 399.

of synovial membrane,
1146.

early symptoms of,

1146.

frequency of, 1146.

treatment of, 1147.

with chronic peritonitis,

277, 279.

Tubes, diseases of Fallopian,

731.

feeding-, 105.

Tubular glands in acute croup-
ous inflammation, 88.

Tumor in abscess of liver, 472.
in typhlitis, 299.

of the epigastrium as a
sign of pancreatic car-

cinoma, 398.

Tumors, abdominal, 213.

fsBcal, 202, 207.

of bladder, 679.

of Fallopian tubes, 732.

of kidney, 579.

of liver, 456.

Luschka'a case, 456.

Tumors of toatiole, l)U6.

of uterus, 717.

ovarian, 732, 735.

Tunica vaginalii, inllammatlnn
of, 61)0.

Turpentine for tape-worm,
224.

Twiated hand, 1114.

Typhlitis, sterooreal, 300.

discriminated from
perityphlitia, 301.

Typhoid icterus, 507.

Tyson, Dr. Jaa., on albuminu-
ria, 525.

U.

Ufielmnnn's views on bacteria,

W3, 181.

Uloei as a cause of gastric

hemorrhage, 66.

gastric, 51, >S'«< Oaatrio

Ulcer,

how distinguished

from gastralgia, 28.

its rarity in children,

31.

in perityphlitis, 289.

intestinal follicular, heal-

ing of, 9,'!.

of the cornea in chronic

diarrhoea, 155.

of the intestine, catarrhal,

83.

otrumoua, 843.

Ulceration in entero-colitia, 140.

of intestines, follicular, 84.

of rectum, 346.

of stomach rare in chil-

uron, 43.

with inflammation of

lymph-nodules, 84.

Ulna absent, 934.

fracture of, 1076, 1081.

luxated alone, 1113.

Ulnar club-hand, 937.

Umbilical hemorrhage, 687.

aoausoof aniomia, 774.

causes of, 687.

thromhosis, phlebitis, septi-

casmia, H85.

tumor, congenital, opera-

tion for, 320.

Umbilicus, diseases of, 683.

hemorrhage of, age in, 689.

autopsy in, 690.

in grave jaundice of

the new-born, 411.

prognosis of, 690.

sex in, 689.

symptoms of, 689.

treatment of, 690.

septic poisoning by the,

411.

warty tumor of, 317.

Unconsciousness, 851.

due to poison, 852.

from intoxication, 852.

to determine the cause of,

852.

Underclothing in dyspepsia, 17.

Unicorn uterus, 745.

Union in femur-fracture, 1088.

in wounds, 870.

of broken bones, 1053.

of clavicle, rapid, 1060.

of digits, 941.

Upper epiphysis of huiuorua
detached, 1063.

extremity, amputations uf,

1317.

at elbow-Joint, 1321.

at snoulder-ioint,

1323.

at wriat-Joi.it, 1320.

of arm, 1322.

of carpus, 13 1 H.

of entire upper tx-

tromity, 1324.

of flngora, 1317.

of forearm, 1320.

of metacarpus, 1318.

extremity, fracture of, 1069.

maxilla, fracture of, 1057.

Uriemia, 764.

T'reters, 519.

opening into the rectum,
338.

Urethra, congenital occlusion

of, 637.

malformations of, 633.

rupture of, 676.

Urethral calculi, 596, 632.

defloienoy, 648.

Urethritis, 706.

catarrh-vl, 706.

causes of, 707.
course of, 707.

treatment of, 707.

croupous, 707.

if the external orifice, 708.

causes of, 708.

course of, 708.

symptoms of, 709.

treatment of, 709.

Uric acid in children, 597.

in the blood, 'i06.

Urinating, position in, 604.

Urine, blood in, 526.

chylous, 629.

in antcmia, 77.'>.

in chlorosis, 779.

in dyspepsia, 8, 19.

in entero-colitis, 139.

in infectious basmoglobin-
uria, 8:(0,

in leukaim'i., 786.

in pernicious anwmia, 811.

incontinence of, 591.

retention of, 074.

causes of, 674.

diagnosis of, 675.

pathology of, 674.

prognosis of, 675.

symptoms of, 674.

treatment of, 675.

suppression of, 554.

Urinobilinuria, 498.

Urticaria in jaundice, 416.

Usac on chlorosis, 782.

Uterus, 743.

absent, 744.

anatomy of, 711.

anvil-sliaped, 747.

arcuatus, 747.

bicornis, 747.

duplex, 746.

unicollis, 746.

bipartite, 744.

cordiformis, 747.

didelphys, 745.

diseases of, 717.

duplex separatus, 745.

hernir of, 748.
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Utnrui lnoii(<iii>rmli, 747.

Infiintlie, 'H.
uf n rootuiitl birth, 7' 3.

i)|ii'nln); into tho rootuni,

UAH.

parvloollii, 718.

riKliiurntiiry, 7 14.

lep'ui, 748.

duplex, 748.

unicornii, 746,

Vagina, 712.

abieDoe of, 740.

•trMia of, 749.

oyitg of, 724.

diiieuKeH uf, 718,

double, 74i».

opening into the rectum,
338.

itenosis of, 749.

Vaginitis, 718.

Valgus, 1160.

treatment, 978.

Vonder Veer, Dr. A., on dls-

vaHe'! of tliu bladder, ti74.

Varieties uf fractures, 1049.

Varus, 968.

Vuduularization in wound)-, 871.

Vein, inllauiiiiatiun uf portal,

42U.

Venomous bitoe, 858.

Venous lium in nnicmia, 77fl.

Vontiltttion and annnnia, 774.

Voratruiu -poisoning, 862.

\'ergely on chlorosin, 782.

Vcrmiforui appundi.x, foreign

bodies in, 248.

Vorneuil on elbuw-fractures,

1074,

on fracture of lower part

of humerus, 1068.

Verruca) necrogenicBO, 898.

Vertebra, rotation of a, IOC I.

VortobrsB, luxations of, 1100.

Vertebral caries talion for hip-

disoaso, 1170.

Vesical calculi, 506.

Vessels, foetal, 403.

Vincent's operation for imper-
forate anus, 327.

Violence in fractures, 1047.

Virchow on blood in lou'iaomia,

783.

on chlorosis, 777, 782.

Vision in loukremia, 786.

Vitality of no« ^ells, 1142.

Vocation in spinal curvature,

1004.

Vogt on fracture of surgical

neck of humerus, 1065.

Volkmann on arthrectomy,

1217.

Volkmann's T-splint, 1288.

Voluntary wry-neck, 981.

Volvulus in children, 250.

intussusception distin-

guished from, 267.

signs of, 267.

VoLiiting, 44i.

cyclical, 22. See Cyclical

Vorait".ng.

fitful, 22. ^ee Cyclical

Vomiting.
from gastric ulcer, 64.

Vomiting from Intussusception,

2,')ft.

inltrigbt'siiUvat <8,&&3.

tn cholera inl'nnium, 127,

133.

in dysprimia, 5, 12.

in gaiitrli! catarrh, 30.

in loukii'iiilu, 785.

in peritonitis, 270.

in pyloric stenoHis, 4''

in typhlitis, 2911.

recurrent, 22. .SV« Cyolioal

Vomiting.
Von Bruns's osteoclast, 1375.

Vulnerability of tiasuus when
assailed by bucteiia, 73.

Vulva, absence of, 749.

anatomy of, 713.

condylomata of, 727.
dibeasos of, 725.

foreign bodies in, 730.

Vulvo- vaginitis, 718.

treatment of, 719.

infectious, 720.

diiignosis of, 720.

treatment of, 721.

W.

Waiti on radius-fracture, 1079.

Warty tuuiur of umliilicus,

317.

Water, applic-Mon of, after a
bandage, 845.

changes of, as causing diar-

rhccal disease, 00.

Weak granulations of burns,

843.

Weaning as a cause of diarrhoea,

66.

Webbed digits, 94l.

Didot's operation on,

942.

Norton's operation on,

942.

ti'eatmont of. 941.

varieties of, 941.

penis, 636.

treatment of, 637.

Weeping sinews, 1202.

Weight a cause of spinal curva-

ture, 1004.

in entero-colitis, 139.

of the liver, 424.

weight-extension, 1150,

Wfcisser fluss, 717.

Wet-nurse for diarrhcens, 115.

for dyspeptic infants, 2.

Wharton, Dr.H.U., on congen-
ital uialforuiationsof the

intestine, etc., 315.

on rudius-fracturo, 1078.

White on resection in fracture

of humerus, 1067.

White blood-cells in leuka)mia,

788.

stools, 98,

swelling, 1129,

Whitson on suture of clavicle,

1062.

Whooping-cough a cause of

fracture, 1048,

Widerhofor's views on bacteria,

172,

Wight on combination of inju-

ries of arm, 1070,

Wilks on lymphatic annmia,
801.

Willard, Dr. De F., on malfor
mations of thn iieni*, urethra,
and bladder, A 13.

Wine whey, 116.

WIntergreen in niigraino, 499,
Wirsung, canal of, 306.
Wiseman on face - fracture,

10.'.7,

Womb, fracture of leg-bones in,

It...,

Woodward on fiscal bacteria,

171.

Worm-diathesis, 218.

Worms, a cause of unaimia, 773.

causing obstruct inns, 248.

in bile-ducts, 41'.).

in dyspepsia, 6.

.SVe also Ascarides, I'ara-

sites. Tape-worm, I'in-

Worms, etc.

Wounds, 857, 868.

acute pain in, 868,

at't'tr-treatmcut of, 888.
amputation tor, J69
antiseptics in, 882.

arrest of hemorrhage, 876,

by ligature, 878,

by prjssure, 878,

by styptics, 879.

by torsion, 877.
nsitnsis for, 841.

bites, 858.

bleeding iu, 869,

cleansing of, 842, 879,

closure of, 877, 886,

complications of, 885, 902,

contused, 857, 884.

drainage of,
. 879, 886,

889.

dressing of, 843,

external dressing of, 881,

886,

fever in, 869,

healing by granu'ation in,

872, 874.

by primary adhesion,

871.

under a scab in, 874.

hemorrhage in, 878-879,
884.

immediate union in, 870,

871.

incised, 857.

gaping or separation
of, 875.

heinorrbago of, 876,

shook of, 876.

treatment of, 876.

lacerated, 757, 884.

of the kidney, 589.

pai.i ill, 884.

poisoned, 868, 890,

by contact with fluids

from dead bod-

ies, 898,

treatment uf, 900,

by contact wi.h secre-

tions from diseased

animals, 893.

from stings, bites, etc.,

890.

symptoms of, 891,

treatment of, 892.

punctured, 857, 888,

rapid healing of, 869.
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VVounila, n mote ofTeoti of, H69,

ropalr of, 870.

hook of, Has, 884.

utui'eH, 880.

treadiient of, 885.

Wrlglit on friiotiiro of condyle

of huiiieruri, 1U7:(.

Wrltt, luxation of, 111?

bivokwnni, lilt,

ooiiipounil, 1115.

forward, 1 114.

latornl, MM.
lower rntlio-ulnar ar-

ticulation, 1114.

Wriiit, luxation of, with frao-

ture, 1113.

ii|>rnln of, H6B.

Wriit-gangllon, \2M.
Wrist-joint »ui|)utatloni, i:i20.

Wry-ne«k, «7». Sre TortiooUii.

and oariuM, lODU.

Xiphoid
1103.

X.

cartilage diitplaoed,

Y.

Yellow atrophy of the liver,

607. Sii- Liver, Yellow Atro-

phy of.

Yellowlih-green color In obloro-

lii, 778.

t.

Zander on the blood In ohloroil*,

7H0, 781.

ZoiioH ill iiiiiyloid liver, 4U.

I Zymogen in panurooa, 371.
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